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For the Hupd’ h – may they always have Hup, 

and for Zephyr – may he have the chance to learn it. 
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Chapter 1 

Hup and its speakers 

The approximately 1500 speakers
1
 of the Hup language (also known as Hupda 

or Jupde) live scattered throughout the heavily forested region on the Brazil-

Colombia frontier. On the Brazilian side, the region is known as the Cabeça de 

Cachorro or ‘Dog’s Head’ (due to its shape on the map), and is part of the state 

of Amazonas. Within this region, most Hup speakers live in an area of ap-

proximately 5400 square kilometers, defined by the Tiquié River to the south, 

the Vaupés River to the east, and the Papuri River to the north, as shown in Map 

1. 

 

 
 

Map 1. Location of Hup speakers 

 

 

 

                                                
1
 Because the Hud’ h live scattered throughout remote areas in both Brazil and Colom-

bia, estimates of their population size are rough and vary widely; for example, Poz-

zobon (1983: 38) puts the number at 1200, while Martins and Martins (1999: 253) 

estimate it at 1900. 

Scale: 1cm = approx. 80 km 
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1.1. Linguistic profile of Hup 

Hup grammar exhibits a combination of features that it shares with its Nadahup 

(Makú) sister languages, and a number of language-specific innovations, many 

of which are due to contact with eastern Tukanoan languages, principally Tu-

kano. 

In its phonology, Hup has nine contrastive vowels and twenty-one contras-

tive consonants, including a series of eight glottalized consonants. Nasalization 

in Hup is a morpheme-level feature, and the language has a word-accent (re-

stricted tone) system made up of two contrastive tones (rising and high). There 

is a strong tendency toward isomorphism of the morpheme and the syllable. 

Hup’s nominal morphology is considerably more isolating than its verbal 

morphology, which tends toward polysynthesis and can be relatively complex. 

Hup morphology involves both compounding (of as many as five verb roots) 

and the association of multiple bound formatives in a series of slots. It is rela-

tively agglutinative with very little fusion, and bound formatives are predomi-

nantly suffixing or otherwise post-stem.  

Hup has nominative-accusative alignment and employs morphological case 

marking. In general, it favors dependent marking (realized mainly as nominal 

case marking and possession marked on the possessor). Hup grammar shows 

sensitivity to an animacy hierarchy and particularly to humanness; this is evi-

dent in its systems of differential object case marking and differential or ‘split’ 

plural/collective marking, which reflect the animacy of the referent. Such dif-

ferential grammatical marking is a feature of the languages of the Vaupés region 

generally. 

Other features of Hup grammar include a basically verb-final constituent or-

der; this is best characterized as AOV, although the relative order of A and O is 

highly flexible. In addition, Hup has developed a complex evidentiality system 

(with five distinctions) and an incipient system of noun classification; these 

features also fit the regional profile, and their development in Hup has probably 

been motivated by contact with Tukano. A further intriguing aspect of Hup 

grammar is the significant and even exuberant polyfunctionality of many mor-

phemes, which in most cases reflects traceable historical processes of gram-

maticalization.  

A number of aspects of Hup grammar are typologically unusual, as well as 

intriguing from an areal perspective. These include the treatment of possessed 

body parts (animal body parts are inalienably possessed, while human body 

parts are alienable; see §5.4.5), word order inversion patterns in question forma-

tion (see §17.4), the polyfunctionality of many morphemes (e.g., §3.3), and 

several unusual paths of grammaticalization that create such unique historical 

links as between the noun ‘stick, tree’ and a verbal future suffix (§13.1), and 

between an evidential and a nominal marker indicating a deceased referent 
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(§14.9.3). These grammaticalization processes have for certain morphemes 

resulted in deaffixation, or a transition from more to less bound – a highly un-

usual occurrence cross-linguistically (§3.7). Finally, the heavy effects of areal 

diffusion on Hup grammar (but much less on its lexicon) are interesting from 

both a cross-linguistic and a regional point of view. Hup is a good illustration of 

the value of research on little-known and endangered languages, which can 

provide us with new ways of thinking about languages in general. 

 

 

1.2. Hup within the Nadahup (Makú) language family 

 

Hup belongs to the Nadahup or Makú family (see §1.2.1 below for a discussion 

of the family name). According to the family tree given in Figure 1, Hup’s clos-

est relative is Yuhup, followed by Dâw, then Nadëb. While their relationship is 

supported by many lexical and grammatical cognates and by the regular sound 

correspondences identified by V. Martins (2005), the subgroupings suggested 

here are based primarily on shared cognate percentages (as opposed to shared 

innovations) and should thus be understood to be tentative; further historical 

work is needed to establish them conclusively. 

                           

 

 

Nadëb    Dâw    Hup Yuhup 
 

Figure 1. The Nadahup (Makú) family 

    

There is no question that Hup and Yuhup are very closely related. They are 

almost mutually intelligible and share over 90% cognate basic vocabulary. 

Their most striking difference is their opposing tone patterns, which are the 

mirror image of each other: where Hup has high (or phonetically conditioned 

falling) tone, Yuhup has rising; and where Hup has rising tone, Yuhup has 

high/falling, suggesting that a tone reversal may have taken place at some point 

in these languages’ history. Yuhup is spoken by around 550 people (Franky and 

Mahecha 1997), located in the area of the Brazilian and Colombian Vaupés 

between the Tiquié and Japura Rivers, south of Hup territory, as can be seen on 

Map 2 below. Many of these speakers are also fluent in Tukano (Ana María 

Ospina, p.c.). The principal study of the Yuhup language is Ospina’s (2002) 

grammar; further studies are articles by Ospina (1999), Del Vigna (1991), 

Brandão Lopes (1995), and Brandão Lopes and Parker (1999).  
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Dâw (also known as Kamã) shares approximately 75% cognate vocabulary 

with Hup and Yuhup (see also Martins and Martins 1999: 254). It is spoken by 

only 94 people (S. Martins 2004: 6), who are located on the periphery of the 

Vaupés region (see Map 2). Most of the Dâw people also speak Nheengatú (also 

known as Língua Geral, a version of Tupinamba spread by early Jesuit mission-

aries, see §1.5) or Portuguese as a second language. The main studies of Dâw 

are S. Martins (1994, 2004) and V. Martins (1994). 

The Nadëb language (also known as Guariba
2
) differs more widely from the 

rest of the Nadahup family. The percent of its vocabulary that it shares with 

Hup, Yuhup, and Dâw has been estimated at roughly 50% (cf. Martins and Mar-

tins 1999: 254); its grammatical differences include its lack of contrastive tone, 

its more extensive noun incorporation, its preference for prefixation, and its 

ergativity. These profound grammatical differences between Nadëb and its sis-

ter languages may be due largely to the apparent lack of any Tukanoan influ-

ence on Nadëb, which is spoken along the Uneiuxi River, well outside the 

Vaupés region (see Map 2), but may also be attributable to contact between 

Nadëb and Arawak or other languages in the past. The speakers of Nadëb have 

been estimated at about 400 (Pozzobon 1983: 38), and some of these speak Por-

tuguese as a second language (cf. S. Martins 2004: 6). Studies of Nadëb are 

limited primarily to Weir (1984, 1986, 1990, 1994).  
 

 
 

Map 2. Location of the Nadahup languages 

                                                
2
 Guariba means ‘howler monkey’ in Portuguese. 

Scale: 1cm = approx. 70 km 
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Kuyawi, probably best characterized as a dialect of Nadëb, is reportedly 

spoken by a handful of old people living near the town of Santa Isabel on the 

Rio Negro (Martins and Martins 1999: 253, S. Martins 2004: 6). The rest of the 

Kuyawi community is said to speak only Nheengatú and Portuguese. 

Due in large part to the relative inaccessibility of the Nadahup peoples to the 

outside world, the Nadahup language family is under-described and as a result 

poorly understood. Work relating to the Nadahup family as a whole has for the 

most part been limited to some scattered word lists and grammatical notes relat-

ing to a subset of the languages; these are Koch-Grünberg (1906a, 1906b), 

Rivet, Kok, and Tastevin (1925), and Nimuendajú (1950). An overview of the 

family is also given in Martins and Martins (1999); however, the description is 

severely constrained by faulty and missing data, due to the lack of reliable 

documentation on these languages (at the time documentation existed only for 

Dâw and Nadëb). More recently, a tentative reconstruction of the family 

(termed ‘Eastern Makú’) has been carried out by V. Martins (2005).  

The family tree in Figure 1 above is a conservative classification. Previous 

proposals regarding the Nadahup (Makú) family tree also include the languages 

Kakua (Bara) and Nukak, which are spoken in Colombia and are clearly related 

to each other, and the language Puinavé, also spoken in Colombia, as illustrated 

in Figure 2; see, for example, Loukotka (1968), Rodrigues (1986), Campbell 

(1997), and Martins and Martins (1999: 255).
3
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Nadëb (Kuyawi)  Dâw   Hup Yuhup  Kakua  Nukak  Puinavé 

 

Figure 2. Earlier proposals for the Nadahup (Makú) family 

 

The further addition of the Hodï language of Venezuela to the Nadahup fam-

ily was proposed by Henley et al. (1996), but primarily on the basis of ethno-

graphic similarities; the linguistic resemblances that are suggested are impres-

sionistic, and examination of additional data (kindly provided by Marie-Claude 

Mattei-Müller) has to date yielded no evidence of clear cognates or regular 

sound correspondences. Moreover, most of the similarities that were identified 

                                                
3
 Martins and Martins include Kakua and Nukak, but not Puinavé, in their proposed 

family tree. 
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by Henley et al. are between Hodï and Kakua-Nukak, whose relationship with 

the other Nadahup languages is itself in question.  

 Very little is known about the Kakua (Bara) and Nukak languages, which are 

spoken in an area of eastern Colombia that is currently difficult to access due to 

guerrilla activity. The Kakua, thought to number about 300 (Buchillet 1992: 

53), live in the area between the Papuri and Vaupés Rivers (see Map 2 above). 

Preliminary linguistic investigations of Kakua (by missionaries) are Cathcart 

(1972, 1979), Cathcart and Levinsohn (1977), and La Rotta (1977); see also the 

word lists in Koch-Grünberg (1906a, 1906b) and Huber and Reed (1992). The 

Nukak number about 200 (S. Martins 2004: 7), and only came into contact with 

Colombian society in 1988, before which they lived exclusively as hunter-

gatherers. Some preliminary notes on their language have been published in 

Cabrera et al. (1994, 1999) and Huber and Reed (1992). However, further study 

of Nukak is currently in progress (cf. Mahecha 2007), and is expected to result 

in more substantial documentation. 

 The claim for a relationship between Kakua-Nukak and the rest of the Nada-

hup family apparently goes back to Koch-Grünberg (1906b), who published 

some short word lists and pointed out a number of supposed similarities be-

tween the words. However, Koch-Grünberg’s proposal rests on a half-dozen 

look-alikes among words collected with no prior knowledge of the languages. 

Thus a number of the resemblances he suggests can be identified as due to little 

more than transcription errors or the mistaking of morphological formatives as 

part of the root. Because so little was known about these languages, it seems 

that scholars simply continued to cite Koch-Grünberg’s claim, with little oppor-

tunity to verify it for themselves. Almost a hundred years later, Martins and 

Martins (1999) propose that 35% of Kakua-Nukak vocabulary is cognate with 

that of Hup-Yuhup, but they note that “the lexical data on Kakua-Nukak are 

scanty and these… figures are provisional” (1999: 254); no data or source of 

data are provided. More recent work by V. Martins (2005: 331–341) presents a 

list of 47 possible cognates between the Nadëb-Dâw-Hup-Yuhup languages and 

Kakua/Nukak, but these are impressionistically determined, and Martins con-

cludes that “it is not possible to discover rules of regular correspondence” 

among the words, although they appear to “share a certain resemblance” (2005: 

31, my translation). My own comparisons of the lexical data available for these 

languages also have not produced any evidence for a relationship; the pronomi-

nal forms listed in Table 1 give an idea of the dissimilarity between the Nada-

hup and Kakua-Nukak lexicons, as well as the similarity among the Nadahup 

forms (although note that Nadëb’s plural pronouns are distinct). 
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Table 1. Lexical comparison of pronouns across Nadahup and Kakua-Nukak
4
 

 Hup Yuhup Dâw Nadëb Kakua Nukak 

1sg /ãêh /ãÙh /ãh ‚ h  wem’ 

2sg /ám / m /ãm õm mem’ mem’ 
3sg 

(m/f) 
t ¤h t ‡h tih (ta-) (nin) kan’ (nin) 

1pl / ¤n / ‡n id l/ãah wít  wiwi 

2pl n ¤N n ‡N n g  b h  ? ñíh 

3pl h ¤d h ‡d hid (la-)  ket’ 

 

Claims for relationship among these languages have made much of four 

words that are virtually identical across Kakua-Nukak and Hup-Yuhup – ‘thorn’ 

(Hup t, Yuhup út, Nukak ut), ‘egg’ (Hup t p, Yuhup típ, Nukak tip), 

‘mother’ (Hup/Yuhup ín, Kakua/Nukak in), and ‘father’ (Hup/Yuhup íp, Ka-

kua/Nukak ip). However, the fact that these words are so similar makes the case 

for genetic relationship seem less likely: if the languages have changed so much 

that the rest of the basic vocabulary cannot even be identified as cognate at all, 

then would not these words, too, have undergone at least a few sound changes? 

Language contact seems a much more likely explanation for these lexical re-

semblances, and contact between Hup and Kakua speakers – whose territories 

are separated only by the Papuri River – has indeed been documented by Sil-

verwood-Cope (1972; see also Reid 1979: 23). Only future research will be able 

to definitively answer these questions.  

 The claim that Puinavé is related to the rest of the Nadahup family is even 

more dubious than that for Kakua-Nukak. It appears (rather like the Kakua-

Nukak claim) to be due to a snowball effect of citations, all apparently tracing 

back to a 1920 article by Rivet and Tastevin. As did Koch-Grünberg, Rivet and 

Tastevin base their argument on sketchy and poorly transcribed lexical data, in 

which they suggest a number of look-alikes. No sound correspondences are 

proposed, and the identification of the supposed cognates appears to have been 

carried out in a highly impressionistic and liberal fashion. It may be telling that 

Paul Rivet actually published dozens of articles during his lifetime proposing 

relationships among languages all over South America, many of which have 

                                                
4
 Sources for data are the following: Hup: my fieldnotes; Yuhup: Ospina 2002 and my 

fieldnotes (my orthographic conventions differ somewhat from Ospina’s); Dâw: S. 

Martins 2004; Nadëb: Rivet, Kok, and Tastevin 1925, Schultz 1959, Weir 1984, 1986, 

1990, 1994; Kakua and Nukak: Cabrera et al. 1994, Huber and Reed 1992, Marie-

Claude Mattei-Müller p.c. 
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proved to be unfounded; Beuchat and Rivet (1910), Rivet (1911), and Rivet 

(1912) are only a few examples.  

In evaluating the arguments of Rivet and Tastevin regarding Puinavé, it is 

clear that a number of the supposed resemblances are simply founded on mis-

takes. For example, the claim that the Hup or Yuhup pronouns ám 1sg and ã 1pl 

correspond to Puinavé am 1sg is incorrect; the Hup and Yuhup pronouns (which 

differ from each other only by tone) are actually /ãh 1sg and / n 1pl, while /am 
is 2sg. Likewise, the ‘striking similarity’ that Rivet and Tastevin claim for many 

other pairs of words is clearly very much exaggerated (especially when the re-

vised transcriptions are taken into account). Also, like Koch-Grünberg, the 

authors have no particular concept of ‘basic vocabulary’ (as defined by Morris 

Swadesh and others) by which to organize the proposed correspondences, and 

they accept all kinds of semantic variation in their list of ‘related’ words. One 

example of such a ‘strikingly similar’ pair, for which the phonetic resemblance 

in fact appears to be fairly weak, is Puinavé dexei and Hup tohó ‘white’. An-

other, for which the relationship appears questionable on both phonetic and 

semantic grounds, is Puinavé ueyu ‘day’ and Hup uerhó ‘sun’ (actually 

wQdh ). Additional problems with the analysis include the non-systematic mix 

of Nadahup languages used in the comparison (undoubtedly due to a lack of 

adequate data), and the failure to appeal to regular sound correspondences – 

which do not seem to appear in the data at all, especially since clear cognates 

cannot even be identified as a first step. All this corroborates my basic claim: 

There is at this point essentially no evidence for a relationship between Puinavé 

and the Nadahup languages, and more and better data is needed before the ques-

tion can be settled conclusively.  

There may be a simple explanation for why all of these languages were 

lumped together in the first place. The riverine, agriculturalist Tukanoan and 

Arawak peoples of the Upper Rio Negro region have long used the name 

‘Makú’ to refer to all Indians who are nomadic forest-dwellers and rely heavily 

on hunting and gathering for subsistence. The name ‘Makú’, which probably 

derives from Arawak ‘do not talk; without speech’ (cf. Baniwa-Kurripako ma-

aku [NEG-speak]; Koch-Grünberg 1906b: 877, Ramirez 2001a: 198, Martins 

and Martins 1999: 251, but see Ospina 2002: 16 for several alternative possible 

etymologies), is applied with no particular regard to the language and ethnicity 

of the recipients (i.e., it essentially means ‘primitive people’). Thus, in addition 

to the Nadahup peoples, Yanomami and numerous others are sometimes re-

ferred to as ‘Makú’ (see §1.2.1 below). The early European travelers had con-

tact primarily with the riverine groups, and therefore learned of the Nadahup 

and other so-called ‘Makú’ peoples mainly through them. The similarities in the 
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culture and subsistence patterns of these forest-dwellers and the use of the sin-

gle name ‘Makú’ to refer to them may have encouraged Europeans to consider 

their languages more alike than they really were.
5
 

 

 

1.2.1. Suggested name changes  

 

The Hup language has generally been referred to in the literature as Hupda, with 

alternate spellings Jupde, Hubde, etc. This name is derived from the ethnonym 

of the speakers: húp is an ethnonymic ‘shifter’ term (cf. Proschan 1997), which 

can be applied generally to mean ‘human’, and specifically to mean ‘person of 

Hup ethnicity’; =d’ h is the plural or collective marker (see §4.4). Thus 

húpd’ h means ‘people; Hup people’, just as húp=/i )h (person=MSC) means 

‘man, Hup man’, and hup=/ãêy (person=FEM) means ‘woman, Hup woman’. 

The Hupd’ h themselves call their language húp / ‡d ‘Hup language’, or simply 

refer to it as húp. An additional alternative is húp-d’ h n ‡h / ‡d (person-PL POSS 

language) ‘the language of the Hup people’; it is probably this form that was 

rendered as ubde-nehern by Giacone (1955). Since the change of the language’s 

name from Hupda to Hup is a minor one, and since Hup is considered the cor-

rect name by the speakers themselves, I have chosen to use this name to refer to 

the language. 

 The name of the language family presents a somewhat more complex prob-

lem. Although it is generally known as Makú (or Maku), this name is unsatis-

factory for several reasons. First, as already discussed in §1.2 above, there is 

considerable confusion surrounding the name ‘Makú’, which occurs in the lit-

erature in reference to several unrelated languages and language groups in 

Amazonia. In particular, these include Máku or Makú, spoken along the Auari 

River in Roraima, Brazil; Mako or Cofán-Makú, spoken in the area of Lake 

Cuyabeno in Colombia and Ecuador; and Makú, Sáliba-Maco, or Maco-Piaroa, 

a subgroup belonging to the Sáliba-Piaroa family in Venezuela (cf. Martins and 

Martins 1999: 251).
6
 Nimuendajú (1950: 172) refers to as many as six inde-

pendent indigenous groups in Colombia, Venezuela, and Brazil that are known 

as ‘Makú’. In addition to this problem, the name ‘Makú’ (probably from 

                                                
5
 Note, however, that both Koch-Grünberg (1906b: 878) and Nimuendajú (1950: 172) 

recognize that the name ‘Makú’ is applied widely to groups that are linguistically quite 

distinct. 
6
 As an example of the various applications of this name, compare Campbell’s (1997: 

183) listing of the Nadahup languages and Puinavé (labeled ‘Makú’ by other authors) as 

belonging to the ‘Puinavean’ family, and ‘Makú’ as an extinct or near-extinct isolate 

located in Brazil and Venezuela.  
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Arawak ‘without language’, as noted above) is widely recognized in the Vaupés 

region as an ethnic slur, frequently directed toward the Nadahup peoples by 

River Indians as an insult, and considered to be extremely offensive. 

 For both of these reasons, I prefer not to use the name ‘Makú’ to describe 

this language family, and have proposed the name ‘Nadahup’ instead. This 

name combines elements of the four established members of the language fam-

ily (Nadëb, Dâw, Hup, and Yuhup).
7
 

 

 

1.2.2. Previous studies of Hup 

 

Research on the Hup language itself has been very limited. Some lexical and 

grammatical data (of very dubious quality) was published by Rivet, Kok and 

Tastevin in 1925, followed by an equally poor Portuguese-Hup dictionary by 

Giacone in 1955. Later, missionaries associated with SIL published some short 

studies: articles by Moore 1977, Moore and Franklin 1979, and Franklin and 

Moore 1979, and a Hup-Spanish-Portuguese lexicon by Erickson and Erickson 

1993. Finally, Henri Ramirez has recently published a pedagogical Hup-

Portuguese dictionary (Ramirez 2006). 

                                                
7
 An alternative name that has been suggested is Vaupés-Japura (or Uaupés-Japura, 

Ramirez 2001b), based on the names of two rivers (the Vaupés and the Japura) that 

delineate the general area in which these languages are spoken. However, the general 

consensus among those working with these languages is that this name is unwieldy and 

obscures the fact that many other unrelated languages are also spoken in this geographi-

cal region.  

 

 

1.3. Dialectal variation in Hup 

 

The Hup language is subdivided into three main dialect areas, as defined ini-

tially by Pozzobon (1992: 55; see also Cabalzar and Ricardo 1998: 52). These 

are the Western dialect, spoken between the upper Tiquié and Papuri Rivers, the 

Central dialect, spoken between the middle Tiquié and Papuri Rivers, and the 

Eastern dialect, spoken in the area south of the Papuri and immediately west of 

the Vaupés.  

Map 3 shows the approximate locations of the dialect regions, most of the 

major Hup villages that occur within them, and the three large River Indian 

towns (Yawareté, Taracuá, and Pari-Cachoeira), in which major Catholic mis-

sions, health stations, and Brazilian army garrisons are located. Each of the 

major villages has both an ‘official’ Portuguese (or Língua Geral [Nheengatú]) 
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name, as given on the map, and a Hup name, which typically corresponds to the 

name of the stream on which the village is located. When the village name in-

volves the name of a local plant or animal, the Língua Geral name and the Hup 

name are simply translations of each other (e.g., Cabari, Umari, Imbaúba; see 

Appendix III for definitions of these terms). 

 

 
 

Map 3. Location of Hup dialects 

 

The Hup names that correspond to the Portuguese names on Map 3 are the fol-

lowing: 

 

Western region: 

 Umari Norte = PQj J’ ‡h Deh (‘unripe umari stream’) 

 

Central region:  

 Nova Fundação = P ‡N Deh (‘cucura stream’) 

 Imbaúba = B’ab’ / Deh (‘imbaúba stream’) 

 Cruzeiro = Pay / Deh (‘falling? stream’) 

 Barriera Alta = Y y ‡w Deh Nç (‘mouth of ant sp. stream’)
8
 

 Nova Esperança = B’ y Deh (‘traira stream’) 

 

 

 

                                                
8
 Hup speakers rarely use the Hup name of this village, but typically refer to it as Bar-

reira [bahéda]. 

Scale: 1cm = approx. 25km 
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Eastern region:  

 Taracuá Igarapé = Tát Deh (‘ant sp. stream’) 

 Cabari Santa Cruz = P j Deh (‘cabari stream’) 

 Santa Atanasio / Serra dos Porcos = T h Hayám (‘pig town’)  

 Fatima = Yã/am H h (‘jaguar rapid’) 

 

 I worked extensively with speakers of the Central dialect, mostly in the vil-

lage of Barreira Alta, and with speakers on the border of the Central and Eastern 

regions, in the village of Taracuá Igarapé / Tat Deh. The people of Tat Deh use 

features of both the Central and Eastern regions in their speech, and because 

many residents of Tat Deh were born in the Eastern dialect region (especially 

Cabari Santa Cruz village) and have married into the Tat Deh group, there is 

some individual variation in the degree to which speakers favor aspects of one 

dialect or the other. My knowledge of the Eastern region comes mainly from my 

work with speakers in Tat Deh, from conversations with Hupd’ h from those 

regions who arrived in Tat Deh and in Barreira Alta on visits, and from a visit to 

the village of Cabari Santa Cruz / Pij Deh in the Eastern dialect region. I also 

visited all of the villages along the middle Tiquié River that represent the Cen-

tral region (Nova Esperança / B’oy Deh, Cruzeiro / Paya/ Deh, Imbaúba / 

B’ab’a/ Deh, and Nova Fundação / P N Deh). My knowledge of the Western 

dialect is limited to data collected during a week spent in the village of Umari 

Norte / PQj J’ h Deh) on the upper Tiquié River. During this time I had the 

opportunity to meet an additional Hup speaker from the Colombian side, who 

was visiting relatives in Umari Norte; his dialect was similar to that of speakers 

on the Brazilian side.
9
  

 In discussing specific dialectal differences in this grammar, I refer to the 

names of villages in which I spent the most time, rather than extrapolate re-

gional isoglosses for specific features when my knowledge is limited primarily 

to one or two villages in that region. However, these known points can for the 

most part be considered as representative of the larger regions (although Tat 

Deh is of course more fuzzy): 

 

Umari Norte: Western dialect 

Barriera: Central dialect 

Tat Deh: Eastern and Central dialects  

 

 The differences between the Central and Eastern dialects are fairly small, 

while those separating the Western dialect from the others are much greater. 

                                                
9
 Interestingly, however, his pronunciation of dental-alveolar stops was slightly retro-

flex. 
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This is undoubtedly due to the fact that interaction between the Western group 

and the other groups is minimal, at least on the Tiquié side (it may be greater 

along the Papuri River, where one might expect to find a more gradual contin-

uum between the dialects). Differences are phonological, lexical, and grammati-

cal in nature. In general, the Central dialect appears to be the most conservative, 

in some cases preserving internally analyzable variants of forms that have been 

phonologically reduced in the Eastern and Western dialects. Dialectal differ-

ences will be identified and discussed in the relevant sections of this grammar.  

 Despite the significant differences between the Western dialect and the oth-

ers, they are certainly mutually intelligible, because I myself was able to com-

municate with Western speakers in my Eastern/Central Hup (although it was 

more difficult). However, Hupd’ h from the Central and Eastern regions tended 

to describe the Western dialect as “a different language” and “hard to under-

stand”, and occasionally say that its speakers “do not know how to speak”. A 

visitor from Umari Norte to the Central region in 2002 was reported to have 

spoken only Tukano with the other Hupd’ h, presumably because he was sensi-

tive about his language’s differences, and felt disconcerted by not being able to 

communicate normally (there is no doubt that this speaker routinely speaks Hup 

at home in his own village; I had interacted with him there a few months previ-

ously). This underscores the difficulty in assessing mutual intelligibility among 

the Vaupés languages on the basis of native speakers’ own reports. Sorensen 

(1967), Grimes (1985), Aikhenvald (2002a), and others have reported on the 

strictness of Vaupés Indians’ evaluation of competence in a language; people do 

not typically admit to ‘knowing’ or ‘speaking’ a language unless they have an 

almost native-speaker fluency, and will often switch to the lingua franca (Tu-

kano) if uncomfortable.  

 

 

1.4. The cultural context of the Hupd’ h 

 
In this section, I give a brief overview of some aspects of Hup culture. Con-

straints of space necessarily limit this to no more than a sketch, but a basic un-

derstanding of Hup life is an important backdrop for understanding their lan-

guage, and for engaging with the material presented in the examples and texts. 

A fuller account of Hup culture and living patterns is available in the Ph.D. 

dissertations of Reid (1979) and Pozzobon (1991) (the principal ethnographic 

contributions on the Hupd’ h). Other works include Athias (1995) and articles 

by Koch-Grünberg (1906a, 1906b), Terribilini and Terribilini (1961), Bamonte 
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(1972), Knobloch (1972), Reid (1978), Milton (1984), and Pozzobon (1994, 

1997).
10

 

 Described frequently as “professional hunters”, the Hupd’ h traditionally 

have been semi-nomadic forest dwellers, who travel primarily on foot and live 

along small streams in the forest. They practice limited agriculture (cultivating 

mostly bitter manioc in small plots), and hunt and gather for much of their sub-

sistence. Their lifestyle is therefore distinct from that of the River Indians, who 

live along the rivers, travel by canoe, and rely primarily on fishing and agricul-

ture (also cultivating bitter manioc) for their subsistence. For the Hupd’ h, the 

last generation has seen a move toward more settled villages, less reliance on 

hunting, and a somewhat greater dependence on agriculture (see §1.6 below). 

Nevertheless, many Hupd’ h today still spend several months of the year away 

from their villages, visiting relatives, living in hunting and gathering camps in 

the forest, or attached to a River Indian village. Also, while some Hupd’ h plant 

fairly large roças, or manioc fields, and devote considerable time to them, oth-

ers do not have their own roças at all, and obtain manioc by helping relatives in 

their roças, working for River Indians or other Hupd’ h, or stealing from others’ 

fields. Their relationship with the River Indians is described in detail in §1.5.1 

below. 

 The Hupd’ h are divided socially into clans, listed in Table 2. These tend to 

be concentrated in particular geographic areas, but almost all clans are repre-

sented in more than one village, and every village is made up of members (both 

male and female) of multiple clans. Clan membership is determined patrilin-

eally, and is traced back in each case to a particular ancestral figure. 

  In addition to clan membership, Hupd’ h on the Rio Tiquié are classified 

(both by River Indians and amongst themselves) as being affiliated with a par-

ticular Tukanoan group, either Tukano or Desano (via a patron-client relation-

ship, see §1.5.1 below). This affiliation corresponds to clan divisions, as illus-

trated in Table 2.  

River Indian clans are ranked hierarchically (cf. Chernela 1993, Hill 1985, S. 

Hugh-Jones 1979, etc.); a few Hupd’ h mention such a ranking for their own 

Hup clans, but almost no one seems to be aware of this or care much about it. 

Perhaps it was once more important and has been all but forgotten, or perhaps it 

was borrowed only half-heartedly from the River Indians and never taken very 

                                                
10

 The most important ethnographies of other ‘Makú’ peoples are the studies of the 

Kakua (Bara) by Silverwood-Cope (1972), and the Nukak (Cabrera et al. 1994, 1999 

and Politis 1996); however, the membership of these languages in the Nadahup family 

is highly doubtful (see §1.2). There is very little ethnographic material on the Nadëb, 

Dâw, and Yuhup peoples. 
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seriously in the first place. The latter possibility seems somewhat more likely; 

in general, Hup society is very egalitarian, with fewer rules and taboos than 

those observed by the River Indians, and less pressure to observe those that do 

exist (cf. Reid 1979, Pozzobon 1991). 
 
Table 2. Hup clans 

Clan name Translation 
River Indian  

affiliation 

Some villages where 

this clan is well  

represented 

cçkw’ t nçg’ d  

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Toucan’s Beak Children Desano Taracuá Igarapé  

(Tat Deh), 

Cabari Santa Cruz, 

Barreira Alta 

dog m’Q‡h  

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Vapisuna Snake Children Tukano Santa Atanasio,  

Cabari Santa Cruz 

mçhçy k /  

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Deer Bone(?) Children Desano Santa Atanasio,  

Cabari Santa Cruz 

paç yã/ám  

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Stone/sky Jaguar  

    Children 

? Santa Atanasio 

deh p h   

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Water Foam Children Desano Fatima 

yã/am d’ b  

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Jaguar’s Tail Children Tukano Barreira Alta 

w h tQ)êhd’ h Hawk Children Desano Barreira Alta  

mih pow  

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Turtle Open-shell  

    Children 

? Barreira Alta 

pij nçwá  

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Sprouting Cabari  

    Children  

Tukano Cruzeiro 

g’og g’Q‡g  

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Titi-monkey Bone  

    Children 

Tukano Nova Fundação,  

Imbaúba,  

Umari Norte 

tegd’uh /ág  

    tQ)êhd’ h 

Tree Fruit Children ? Umari Norte 

 

 The Hupd’ h marry among themselves, and observe a fairly strict pattern of 

clan exogamy. Kinship is organized according to a basically Dravidian-type 

system; cross-cousin marriage is considered ideal, whereas parallel-cousin mar-

riage is clan-internal and prohibited. Relationships and even marriages between 

members of the same clan do occur (cf. Pozzobon 1991: 141), but are not    
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looked upon favorably; for example, when an unmarried girl in the village was 

discovered having an affair with a boy of her clan, I heard the other young girls 

gossiping about it with disapproval: “How disgusting [páy ‘bad, strange’],” they 

said, “he’s sleeping with his younger sister!” As in the Vaupés generally (cf. 

Goldman 1963: 122–123, Chernela 1993: 66, Jackson 1983: 126, etc.), sister-

exchange (i.e., marriage between two pairs of opposite-sex siblings) is an ideal 

(and to some extent a norm), and forms the mythological basis for established 

patterns of marriage between specific pairs of clans (said to be descended from 

male ancestors who married each others’ sisters; cf. Pozzobon 1991: 122).  

 In their religious and spiritual life, the Hupd’ h in general are nominally 

Catholic, and most villages hold Sunday services (in Tukano) led by a resident 

River Indian (who is often also the schoolteacher). Many people are only mar-

ginally involved in these services or do not attend at all, while a few take it 

fairly seriously. There is considerable syncretism between the Hupd’ h under-

standing of Catholicism and their more traditional cosmology (which is de-

scribed in detail in Reid 1979: 218–271); for example, the culture-hero g’Q‡g 
tQ)h ‘Bone-Son’ is equated with the Christian God, and the ever-present ba/t b’-
d’ h or malignant spirits, which include the spirits of the dead, are sometimes 

equated with the Christian Devil or demons.  

Aside from the ba/t b’ spirits, the Hupd’ h consider their lands to be inhab-

ited by several other malignant spirit-like beings, the most frequently mentioned 

of which is undoubtedly Curupira, a being known all over northern Amazonia 

(for which the Hupd’ h and other groups each have their own name). It is said 

that Curupira is covered with long, reddish hair, lives in the forest, and that his 

feet are attached to his body backwards, so that his tracks appear to be going 

when they are coming, and vice versa. He practices various kinds of deception 

in order to lure people into his clutches; having succeeded in doing so, he opens 

a small hole in their skulls and sucks out their brains. 

 Probably the most common ritual and social event among the Hupd’ h is the 

dabacuri, which involves the presentation of a gift (usually forest fruit, but also 

tapioca, smoked game, smoked fish, etc.) from one group (often a clan or vil-

lage) to another (or occasionally, to one or two individuals, such as a village 

schoolteacher). The dabacuri almost always involves large quantities of caxiri, 

or manioc beer. Frequently the whole village participates, and sometimes an-

other village is involved as well (in such cases, one village is usually presenting 

to the other); however, the people involved in the dabacuri (both givers and 

recipients) can also make up a subgroup within a large village. The gift is usu-

ally expected to be reciprocated (either at the same dabacuri, or at another daba-

curi at some later time), except in cases where it is requested by the River Indi-

ans (who usually give some reason for why it is ‘owed’ them); dabacuris 

presented to teachers (who are mostly River Indians) are often of this type. 
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 The drinking party is a frequent event in Hup life, occurring as often as once 

every one to two weeks in some villages, every one to two months in others. It 

often involves the entire village, and depending on the amount of caxiri (manioc 

beer) that is produced, by the end of the day nearly everyone is drunk, including 

even small children. On other occasions, one or two families prepare a small 

quantity of caxiri to offer to other Hupd’ h who have spent the day helping 

them clear a manioc field or in some other task.  

 Occasions for holding a drinking party include ritual events such as a daba-

curi, Brazilian national holidays such as Christmas or Independence Day, and 

community work days (when most of the drinking occurs in the afternoon once 

the work is over). The drinking is usually accompanied by a few impromptu 

speeches and by dancing – often traditional group-dancing to the music of pan-

flutes, and later on Brazilian-style couples-dancing to the music of a tape player 

(when enough batteries can be found). Once they have imbibed enough alcohol, 

women in particular typically begin to sing. They arrive face to face with an-

other person, usually brandishing a cuia (gourd dipper) full of beer, and impro-

vise a text according to a semi-stylized pattern, set to a high-pitched melody 

(see Appendix I for examples of song texts). They typically sing about their 

personal status in the community, and their relationship with and thoughts about 

the person to whom they are singing. This person likewise frequently responds 

in song, and sometimes the two carry on an animated, sung conversation for 

some time – the drunker they are, the longer it tends to go on. These singing 

discourses are usually congenial, although I have witnessed some that are more 

quarrelsome. This singing tradition (with similar texts and melodies) is also 

common among the Tukanos and other Vaupés peoples (cf. Chernela 1988, 

1993), as well as among Arawak peoples in the surrounding regions (Jonathan 

Hill, p.c.). 

 According to several elderly Hupd’ h people, the drinking party in days past 

used to be a much more ritualized event, occurred less frequently, and typically 

involved more singing and traditional dancing than it does today. Several of the 

older women I met complained about the more hedonistic atmosphere of to-

day’s parties, and rarely attended. In the old days, the old people said, men 

would often drink the hallucinogenic caapi (produced from the vine baniste-

riopsis caapi), after decorating themselves with macaw and parrot feathers, 

monkey fur, and other paraphernalia, and would perform the kapiwaya dance 

and song cycle.  

This kapiwaya tradition is known throughout the region, although it is rarely 

performed among either River Indians or Hupd’ h today; nevertheless, many 

older Hup men still know the songs. The most fascinating feature of the kapi-

waya songs is that they are not sung in the Hup language, or in fact in any lan-

guage that the Hupd’ h are familiar with, but are formulaic sets of unintelligible 

words which are apparently passed down from person to person and learned 
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verbatim. The kapiwaya songs may be a reflection of the ‘shamanic language’ 

tradition that is relatively widespread in Amazonia, whereby shamans or other 

powerful figures use a distinct or unintelligible form of language for spells, etc. 

It is also possible that the songs have their origin in an Arawak language. As 

discussed below, a number of names for significant ritual and religious items 

are shared among all three of the Vaupés language families, and may originally 

be Arawak; moreover, some kapiwaya songs performed by River Indians appear 

to contain words of Arawak origin (Janet Chernela, p.c.; Jonathan Hill, p.c.).  
 Another important aspect of Hup ritual life is the Yurupari tradition, which 

has been described at length in the literature about the Vaupés region – espe-

cially by the scandalized priests, who at one time considered it devil-worship 

and did their best to eradicate it (see, for example, Bruzzi 1977: 313–17, Buchil-

let 1992: 18). The Yurupari was once a Vaupés-wide phenomenon; today, the 

majority of River Indian groups in the Brazilian Vaupés no longer practice it, 

but many Hupd’ h groups have kept the tradition alive. The Yurupari ritual is 

centered around sacred trumpets, played by initiated men, which women and 

children are forbidden to see – supposedly on pain of death.
11

 According to 

male ethnographers such as Reichel-Dolmatoff (1978: 5), these instruments are 

fashioned from strips of bark, twisted into a spiral to form long funnel-shaped 

instruments, with mouthpieces of black hardwood. According to the Hupd’ h,  

each trumpet ernbodies the spirit of an ancestral figure, whose voice is heard 

when it is played. The trumpets are typically associated with the wild fruits or 

wild game intended for a dabacuri, and (in my experience) they are played ini-

tially in the forest as the men bring the offering into the village, and then in the 

village itself for several hours, while the women hide in the forest or in an en-

closed hut. The women sit listening to the far-off music with an air of awe, ex-

citement, and fear, and although they have never seen the trumpets (and are 

terrified of doing so accidentally), they recognize their many different ‘voices’ 

and can name each one by its ancestral name. The music of the Yurupari is puls-

ing, eerie, and indescribably beautiful.  

 Most large Hup villages have one shaman or pajé (a regional term derived 

from Língua Geral), who has the power to both heal and curse, and is said to 

take the form of a jaguar and travel large distances in his dreams. The pajés are 

always men (at least among the Brazilian Hupd’ h today), and are highly re-

spected and sometimes feared. While the pajé holds a unique and specialized 

                                                
11

 A similar tradition of sacred instruments that are forbidden to women is found else-

where in Amazonia, such as among the Yagua of the Peruvian Amazon (Chaumeil 

1993) and among the Mundurucu of the southern Amazonian region of Brazil (Murphy 

and Murphy 1985). 
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position, most older men are considered to have certain specialized powers of 

healing, ‘blessing’ (known in the local Portuguese as benzamento), and cursing. 

Such a man is known as a kumu in Tukano and k d=/i )h in Hup (see §15.1.3.3 

for a discussion of this term), and typically has an extended repertoire of spells 

at his disposal. These are used for such tasks as inducing childbirth, healing 

illness, protecting against possible curses or poisonings by River Indians and 

others, helping a newborn infant and mother through the first stages of life (such 

as the child’s first bath and its receiving of a ‘blessing’ name), warding off 

snakebite, etc. Typically, the spell is spoken in private over some object such as 

tobacco (rolled into a cigar), a healing plant, piece of resin, etc., and the object 

is then given to the individual to smoke, apply, or burn him/herself, thereby 

transferring the words of the spell to his/her person. An example of a Hup spell 

text is provided in Appendix I. 

 Ritual restrictions exist among the Hupd’ h, many or most of which are 

shared by the River Indians; however (as noted above) the Hupd’ h are com-

paratively relaxed about these (see also Reid 1979). Examples of restrictions 

include the admonition that a menstruating woman should not bathe in a large 

river or stream (because snakes or river dolphins will be drawn to her and harm 

her), and should not attempt to extract tapioca from manioc, because the tapioca 

will not come out of the mash for her. When the Yurupari trumpets enter the 

village, the listening women of child-bearing age should stand up, so as to ease 

the passage of a child out of the body. The mother and father of a newborn in-

fant obey couvade restrictions, such as staying in the house and eating only food 

blessed by a k d= h for a period of time. Victims of snakebite must obey cer-

tain eating restrictions and stay isolated from other people (except for someone 

who stays to care for them). People should not eat both meat and fish at the 

same time; if they do, cysts will emerge on their bodies.  

 Other aspects of Hup cultural life include verbal art, which is quite rich 

among the Hupd’ h and includes a variety of traditional stories and personal 

narratives, the kapiwaya and song styles mentioned above, and spells. Speeches 

are impromptu and are not particularly stylized. Musical instruments are mostly 

woodwind, and include the pan-flute, the long japurutu flutes, small cane and 

deer-leg-bone flutes, and the Yurupari trumpets; occasionally one sees a small 

drum. Gesture is fairly rich, and typically accompanies any narrative; both lip 

pointing and index finger pointing are also common. Hup laughter is often 

shouted out as a loud ‘hey-hey-hey!’ especially by women; I have also heard 

Tukano women do this, and it is probably a more widespread cultural practice.  

 Most Hupd’ h have several names, as is common among Vaupés Indians. 

The first of these is the Hup name, the bi/íd hat ‘blessing name’ or ‘spell     

name’. This name is determined by the person’s clan membership; each clan has 

a relatively small repertoire of girls’ and boys’ names (amounting to less than a 

dozen of each) that are typically applied in a rough order according to the birth 
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order of the children. The Hup ‘spell names’ for the Toucan’s Beak, Jaguar’s 

Tail, and Hawk Clans are given in Table 3.
12

 

 
Table 3. Hup ‘spell names’ 

Clan 
Male  

spell name 
Translation 

Female 

spell name 
Translation 

mçhçy 

k / 

‘deer bone?’ p d ‘cunuri fruit’ 

g’ d ? (compare 

nçg’od ‘mouth’; 

g’odan ‘inside) 

c b ‘mutum (bird)’ 

m’Qh j’ h ‘immature  

snake’?  
mQhQ‡n ‘night monkey 

(sp.)’ 

b’ / ‘cuia’ m t ‘rubber-tree fruit’ 

b’ h ‘salt’ m n ‘caatinga’ 

h d ‘sauva ant’ k w g ‘eye’ (opposite 

tone) 

w’ h ‘sarapó fish’ kawáy ? 

/Q‡d ‘insect sp.’; also 

type of spirit? 
wçhwQ‡w ‘whippoorwill’ 

cçkw’ t  

   nçg’od       

  tQ)hd’ h 
Toucan’s  

   Beak Clan 

  m h ‘inambu (bird)’ 

wih k y’ ‘hawk-?’ j’  ‘flower’ 

wih pQ‡m ‘sitting hawk’ wih pãêt ‘hawk’s feather’ 

wih j’ib       

     b’ k 

‘hawk’s claw’ pãêt ‘hair/fur/feather’ 

wih t k ‘hawk’s belly’   

w h tQ)hd’ h 
Hawk Clan 

wih tohó ‘white hawk’   

                                                
12

 Several of these names differ in intriguing ways from normal Hup vocabulary. A few 

have opposite tone values (and therefore correspond to the same words in Yuhup), and 

the meanings of several others are not known. In the case of the name mçhçy k /, the 

word k / has no meaning in Hup, but k  means ‘bone’ in Yuhup. (This is according to 

my fieldnotes and V. Martins [2005: 278], but Ospina [2002: 216, 250, and passim] has 

k  ‘bone’; it is possible that this difference is due to dialectal variation within Yuhup.) 

It seems likely that some of these names preserve archaic features of the language, or 

perhaps started out as Yuhup names and entered Hup through intermarriage (which 

occasionally occurs, although Hup people claim that this was much less common in the 

past).  
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Clan 
Male spell 

name 
Translation 

Female 

spell name 
Translation 

yã/am    

    d’úb 

‘jaguar’s tail’ yã/ám    

    yééy 

‘entering jaguar’ 

hç)p  

    cogn h 

‘catches no fish’ h w d h ‘urucu-water’ 

j’ím ‘tapuru (parasitic 

worm) sp.’ 
pu )êh ? 

pan w d ‘many sloths’ h ‡/ ‘paint’ 

wQ)êç ‘dove’ b’çt h ‡/ ‘roça-paint’ 

    

j’  ‘flower’ yak/ h ‘small macaw 

sp.’ 

ped j’  ‘cunuri flower’ báh ‘small fish sp.’ 

yã/ám d’úb  

   tQ)hd’ h 
Jaguar’s     

   Tail Clan 

b’eb’ p ‘butterfly’ hæb ? 

 

In addition to a Hup name, each person has a Portuguese name (composed of 

first name, middle name corresponding to mother’s last name, and father’s last 

name), which is usually given them in a formal baptism ceremony by a visiting 

priest. Some Hupd’ h add a version of their Hup clan name to this name. It is 

also common to have a nickname, which is often not a Hup word; for example, 

one little boy is called cubí (‘curly’ in Tukano) because of his curly hair, and his 

brother is nicknamed ceb (from ‘zebu’ – the type of cattle that was given to 

some villages by missionaries – because of his buck teeth). Where Portuguese 

names are used, they are frequently shortened to one or two syllables; for exam-

ple, Selina becomes cidí, Roseneia (pronounced [hozenea] in Portuguese) be-

comes h c [ho
y
t], and Jovino yubí. Whether an individual is called more often 

by his/her Hup name, Portuguese name, or nickname varies from person to per-

son, and may depend on the relative length of the name, or on which one has 

simply happened to stick. For example, the three daughters in my ‘adopted’ 

family in Barreira Alta are named P d/Mariestella, C b/Aracy, and 

MQhæn/Emilia, and are usually called P d, Ara, and Min. Curiously, dogs seem 

to always be given Portuguese names (e.g., tuberão ‘shark’, motor-serra ‘chain-

saw’, and cupim ‘termite’), which presumably reflects their identity as an entity 

of foreign origin.  

 

 

1.5. Vaupés multilingualism and language contact 

 

The Vaupés is well-known in the literature on South America as an extremely 

multilingual region: multiple languages are typically spoken in any given com-
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munity, and most children grow up speaking more than one. This multilingual-

ism is closely linked to the system of linguistic exogamy practiced by the River 

Indians (though not by the Hupd’ h), which requires people to marry outside 

their language group. Each River Indian language group is defined as a clan-like 

structure in which membership is determined patrilineally; speakers therefore 

identify first and foremost with their father’s language as emblematic – and 

indeed constitutive – of their identity, regardless of how many other languages 

(such as their mother’s language) they can speak or understand. This linguistic 

exogamy system has been described at length by Sorensen (1967, 1984), Jack-

son (1974, 1983, 1984), and others. 

 The Vaupés region, which includes areas of both Brazil and Colombia, is 

home to as many as four different indigenous language families. Languages 

belonging to the Eastern Tukanoan family
13

 are the most numerous, and include 

Tukano, Desano, Wanano, Waikhana (Pira-Tapuya), Tuyuca, Tatuyo, and Ma-

kuna, among others. There are also a few speakers of the Central Tukanoan 

language Cubeo on the Brazilian side, and many more in Colombia. The Eastern 

Tukanoan languages in the region are said to be, on the whole, “a little farther 

apart” than the Romance languages (Sorensen 1967: 675). In addition to the 

Tukanoan languages, the Arawak language Tariana is spoken within the Vaupés 

region proper, while other Arawak languages (Baniwa, Warekena, and Piapoco) 

are spoken to the north along the Içana River, and Baré was once spoken in the 

area of São Gabriel and downstream but is now probably extinct (cf. Aikhen-

vald 2002a: 19). Nheengatú or Língua Geral, a variant of Tupinamba (Tupi-

Guarani family), was spread as a lingua franca throughout much of Brazil by the 

Jesuits in the 17
th

–19
th
 centuries; it is still spoken in the Upper Rio Negro region 

and by older people along the Vaupés River, and has contributed many loan-

words to the region’s native languages (cf. Rodrigues 1986, Aikhenvald 2002a: 

20). Finally, as discussed above, the Nadahup languages spoken within the 

Vaupés region are Hup and Yuhup, while Dâw is found on the periphery. 

Within the Brazilian Vaupés, only the Nadahup peoples do not participate in the 

linguistic exogamy system.
14

 Most River Indians (especially men and younger 

people) have some degree of fluency in Portuguese, but this is rare among the 

Hupd’ h. 

                                                
13

 The ethnographic documentation of the Eastern Tukanoan peoples in the region (par-

ticularly in Colombia) is fairly substantial, and includes major works on the Cubeo 

(Goldman 1963), the Wanano (Chernela 1993), the Barasana (C. Hugh-Jones 1979, S. 

Hugh-Jones 1979), and the Desano (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971); see also Bruzzi (1977). 
14

 However, the Cubeo in Colombia are linguistically endogamous, as are the Arawak 

peoples outside the Vaupés.  
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 Today, the custom of linguistic exogamy and multilingualism in the region is 

changing, due primarily to the influence of Catholic missionaries, who have 

encouraged monolingualism and pushed the use of Tukano as a lingua franca 

(which it already was to some extent) since the 1920’s (after giving up Nheen-

gatú). These changes have led to a gradual undermining of the strong regional 

identification between language and ethnic group, and marriage patterns are no 

longer as strictly determined by language (although ethnicity is still the main 

factor). Many of the River Indians have given up their ‘father languages’ and 

speak only Tukano and Portuguese, and most of the Tukanoan languages other 

than Tukano can now be considered endangered within the Brazilian Vaupés, as 

is Tariana (cf. Aikhenvald 2002a: 27, Stenzel 2005). 

 Despite these recent changes, there is still a strong regional ideology sur-

rounding language. Language and identity are considered to be in a sense in-

separable, such that – by definition – you are what you speak, and you speak 

what you are. Even for those who no longer speak their ‘father’s language’, the 

sense remains that this is their language, and that they are somehow not quite 

complete without it. This ideology is undoubtedly closely linked historically to 

the system of linguistic exogamy. 

 The practical outcome of this regional linguistic ideology and of the practice 

of linguistic exogamy itself has been a remarkable combination of multilingual-

ism and language contact on the one hand, and strong pressure to avoid lan-

guage mixing on the other. This has led to an intriguing language contact situa-

tion, in which the borrowing of vocabulary (of which speakers are very aware, 

cf. Jackson 1983, etc.) is relatively rare, but at the same time, the languages 

converge on a structural level (of which speakers are much less aware) until 

they come to resemble each other grammatically. This kind of grammatical 

convergence is relatively easily identified when the languages involved belong 

to different language families. A detailed discussion of the striking influence 

that Tukano has had on the grammar of the Arawak language Tariana has been 

presented by Aikhenvald (1999b, 2002a, etc.); similar influence between Cubeo 

(East Tukanoan) and Baniwa (Arawak) is discussed by Gomez-Imbert (1996).  

 Understanding the position of Hup speakers in this linguistic melting pot is 

essential background to understanding their language. As the discussion at vari-

ous points in this grammar will illustrate, the Hup language has undergone sig-

nificant influence from Tukano, particularly on a structural level. This has oc-

curred in spite of the important ways in which the Hupd’ h and other Nadahup 

peoples differ from the River Indians – their forest orientation, their emphasis 

on foraging over agriculture, and their linguistic and ethnic endogamy. As the 

following discussion will argue, the Hupd’ h are in fact deeply involved in the 

Vaupés regional network, despite being outside the linguistic exogamy system.   
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1.5.1. The Hupd’ h and the River Indians: socioeconomic interaction  

 

Far from being isolated in their forests, the Hupd’ h are engaged in an active 

socioeconomic relationship with the River Indians, which was probably in place 

long before the Europeans arrived in the region. This interaction has been dis-

cussed in depth by Athias (1995), Fisser (1988), Pozzobon (1991), Ramos et al. 

(1980), Reid (1979), and others, and has been characterized by a range of labels, 

from ‘slavery’ (e.g., Koch-Grunberg 1906b) to ‘symbiosis’ (e.g., Silverwood-

Cope 1972), ‘patron/client’ (Ramos et al. 1980), and ‘intelligent parasitism’ 

(Reid 1979).
15

  

 For untold generations, the Hupd’ h have provided the River Indians with 

labor (clearing gardens, building houses, collecting cipó vines, etc.), hunted 

meat,
16

 and aturá baskets and other products (such as tipitis, or manioc-

squeezers). In exchange, they receive agricultural products (primarily raw man-

ioc and manioc products such as tapioca, farinha, and beiju, as well as tobacco, 

hot peppers, coca, etc.) and other goods, especially Western trade goods such as 

clothing, machetes, axes, pots, beads, etc. From the point of view of ecological 

adaptation, the two groups have traditionally practiced complementary strate-

gies, which exploit different environmental niches (cf. Silverwood-Cope 1972, 

Milton 1984). In a sense, the Hupd’ h can be said to occupy a somewhat ex-

treme position in a region-wide system of economic specialization and trade, in 

which the Tuyucas traditionally make the canoes, the Baniwas make the manioc 

graters, and the Tukanos make the painted benches. Traditionally, however, 

many Hup families are ‘linked’ to River Indian families, such that much of the 

socioeconomic exchange is carried out directly with them.
17

 Also, as noted in 

Table 2 above, each Hup clan is associated with a particular River Indian group 

– presumably one with which they have historically been most directly in-

volved. 

                                                
15

 The ‘symbiotic’ relationship between the River Indians and the Hupd’ h is strikingly 

similar to the relationship between other foragers and agriculturalists elsewhere in the 

world, such as the Mbuti Pygmies and the Bantu peoples in Africa. It is an intriguing 

possibility that aspects of this interaction may be characteristic of the interface between 

foragers and agriculturalists more generally (cf. Fisser 1988, Peterson 1978, Epps forth-

coming c).  
16

 Meat is more rarely traded today because of a lack of surplus; see §1.6 below. 
17

 This association is usually not considered to be particularly binding – at least not on 

the part of the Hupd’ h. It appears to be somewhat less common today than it was in the 

past, but this is not entirely clear. 
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 While this socioeconomic interaction is essentially ‘symbiotic’, it is marked 

by a profound social inequality (which is probably what led early visitors to 

characterize it as enslavement). The River Indians treat the Hupd’ h and other 

Nadahup peoples as inferior, and hold them in considerable contempt. Various 

descriptions of the region note the River Indians’ evaluation of the Hupd’ h as 

being little better than animals, citing their linguistic endogamy, their forest 

orientation, and their semi-nomadic status as evidence for this (cf. Koch-

Grünberg 1906b, Jackson 1983, Buchillet 1992, etc.), and even exaggerating it 

to falsely include such behaviors as regularly sleeping on the ground. I myself 

have more often heard the River Indians describe the Hupd’ h as “like children” 

– irresponsible, disorganized, and capricious.  

 This attitude is constantly reflected in the River Indians’ interaction with the 

Hupd’ h (cf. Reid 1979). They often show up at Hup parties and request drink, 

and sometimes ‘invite’ the Hupd’ h to give dabacuris for them; they are known 

to take advantage of Hup girls and have even killed Hup people, usually when 

they feel that the person is trespassing on their fishing territory (one such event 

happened during my stay in the region). When visiting a Hup village, they often 

help themselves to the possessions of the inhabitants. They treat the Hup lan-

guage as animal-like and not worth learning, so that interaction is carried out 

almost exclusively in Tukano. Occasionally Hup women marry River Indian 

men, but I was unable to discover even a single case of the reverse arrangement.  

 For their part, the Hupd’ h appear to accept their position in the regional hi-

erarchy, while at the same time maintaining a sense of pride in their own iden-

tity. They usually act timid and deferential in the presence of the River Indians, 

but often make ribald jokes at their expense when back on their own turf (cf. 

Reid 1979: 180, 186; Pozzobon 2002: 61, etc.). When they feel themselves to be 

underpaid (or sometimes when they simply think they can get away with it) they 

pilfer produce from the roças of the River Indians – so much so that the latter 

often feel obliged to locate their manioc fields in relatively inaccessible places 

(such as across the river). A visit of River Indians to a Hup village usually re-

sults in a scurry to hide food, fish nets, and other possessions, probably not only 

to keep them from being appropriated, but also to encourage the River Indians 

to think of their Hup neighbors as poor and needy, in order to extract as much 

payment as possible for their services. Fear of the other group’s sorcery appears 

to be mutual between the Hupd’ h and the River Indians.  

  The intense interaction between the various groups in the Vaupés region has 

led to striking cultural similarities among them. This applies not only to the 

Tukanoan and Arawak groups, but also to the Hupd’ h (and to some extent to 

the Yuhup and Dâw), despite their distinct social position, alternative subsis-

tence strategies, and general forest orientation. The groups of the region share 

myths and stories, spells, song styles, music, and dances; they have common 

religious and ritual beliefs and practices, such as the Yurupari and the dabacuri; 
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and they all use (or used in the recent past) coca and ritual hallucinogenic sub-

stances. Material culture is also very similar from one group to another, as are 

their agricultural practices – the difference between the ‘agriculturalists’ and the 

‘foragers’ in the region is more one of relative degree of emphasis on agricul-

ture, rather than of techniques and produce types. 

 Figure 3 summarizes the relationships among the Vaupés groups, as dis-

cussed in this and the following sections. 
 

 

 

 

    

 Groups that interact through linguistic exogamy (marriage across language groups): 

   ‘Patrons’ in a patron-client economic relationship with the Nadahup groups. 

   Primary language of interaction with other language groups:  

           Father’s language/Tukano. 

 Groups that do not participate in the linguistic exogamy system: 

   ‘Clients’ in a patron-client economic relationship with the Tukanoan/Arawak groups. 

   Primary language of interaction with other language groups: Tukano. 

 
 

Figure 3. Interaction among language groups in the Vaupés region 

 

 

1.5.2. The sociolinguistics of Hupd’ h–River Indian interaction 

 

The social inequality that defines the relationship between the Hupd’ h and the 

River Indians also structures the sociolinguistics of their interaction. The 

Hupd’ h use Tukano almost exclusively in their interactions with River Indians, 

who in general show no interest whatsoever in learning any Hup. This use of 

Tukano applies even in cases where the River Indians are not Tukano them-

selves and prefer to speak their own language in their community (although they 

typically use Tukano as a lingua franca elsewhere, and many of the married 

women in the village are Tukano). This is the case in the Tuyuca community of 

São Pedro, close to the Hup village of Umari Norte; here the River Indians use 

Eastern Tukanoan: 

Tukano 

Desano 

Wanano        Arawak:

Waikhana    Tariana 

Tuyuca        

Barasana    

etc. 

 

Nadahup: 

    Hup 

    Yuhup 

    (Dâw) 
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both Tukano and Tuyuca (which is closely related to Tukano) in addressing the 

Hupd’ h, who respond exclusively in Tukano.  

 As far as I could ascertain, 100% of adult Hupd’ h understand Tukano, and 

at least 90% speak it fluently. A few choose not to speak it regularly, despite 

rumors that they can command it as well as anyone; this may be due to feelings 

of insecurity about their fluency, or perhaps to a desire to avoid interaction with 

the River Indians as much as possible. Children learn Tukano as they grow up, 

mainly in the context of their parents’ frequent interactions with River Indians, 

although young children – especially in villages like Tat Deh where there are 

fewer Tukanos around – sometimes understand relatively little. Ethnohistoric 

evidence and the reports of late 19
th

-century explorers suggest that this bilin-

gualism and the socioeconomic relationship between the two groups may be 

quite old, and may considerably predate the arrival of the Europeans. 

 The attitude of the River Indians toward the Hup language corresponds to 

their attitude toward the Hup people. From their point of view, Hup is not a 

proper language; it is extremely “difficult”, essentially sub-human, and not 

worth speaking. In general, River Indian teachers in Hup villages make no effort 

whatsoever to learn Hup, even though the children do not always understand 

what they are being taught. However, some River Indians apparently understand 

more Hup than they let on, and occasionally even say a few words as a joke – 

usually greeted with shouts of laughter from other River Indians. In one case, 

three Tukano teenagers who have grown up with Hup children (in Barriera, 

where the Hup village is adjacent to the Tukano village) do speak fluent Hup, 

but their parents have forbidden them to speak it and chastise them for doing so. 

Because most non-Indian people associate with the River Indians rather than 

with the Hupd’ h, the fact that I speak Hup but not Tukano is typically received 

with disbelief and some consternation by the River Indians, and with great glee 

by the Hupd’ h themselves.  

 The fact that the Hupd’ h have maintained their language in the face of gen-

erations of bilingualism and linguistic inequality is probably largely a result of 

the same regional attitudes that created this situation in the first place. As dis-

cussed in §1.5.1 above, the Hupd’ h are deeply integrated into the Vaupés re-

gional system, and share many aspects of their culture with the other language 

groups in the area. One of these aspects is the regional ideology linking lan-

guage intrinsically to one’s ethnic identity. Despite the fact that this ideology 

has undoubtedly been promoted and strengthened by the practice of linguistic 

exogamy, in which the Hupd’ h do not take part, they have nevertheless em-

braced the perception that language and identity are one and the same thing. A 

person can no more escape his or her language than he can escape his identity 

by birth – which cannot really be hidden, since it is almost impossible to go 

somewhere in the region without running into people one knows. Thus for the 

Hupd’ h, being Hup means speaking Hup. The Hupd’ h occasionally refer to 
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themselves as a group with the term / d-d’ h (speak-PL) ‘those who speak’, and 

most feel that no amount of speaking Tukano would make them become Tukano 

(although there are those who try; see below). As one woman characterized the 

ability of the Hupd’ h to speak Tukano, “we don’t really know their language; 

we’re just stealing/appropriating it; it’s not our language.” 

 The attitudes of the Hupd’ h toward their own language are thus a complex 

mixture of linguistic pride and linguistic insecurity, linked to positive and nega-

tive feelings of identity vis-à-vis the River Indians. They see their language as 

something to cherish and be proud of within the Hup community, reflecting the 

comfort and autonomy they feel within the bounds of their own villages and 

their forest world, and their connection to other Hupd’ h. On the other hand, 

they see it as something to be ashamed of when they step outside this domain. 

One Hup woman told me that she was afraid to fall asleep when in the company 

of River Indians, for fear of speaking Hup in her sleep and being mocked by 

those around her. I often found that people I conversed with freely in Hup in 

their villages or in the forest would immediately clam up when we entered a 

River Indian village, and would cease speaking to me at all, or would speak 

only in whispers. Similarly, conversations with Hupd’ h in their own language 

in the city of São Gabriel (where Portuguese is dominant) are usually conducted 

in a low, almost whispered voice, except in private; the Hupd’ h seem to find it 

disconcerting on such occasions that our only common language is Hup, since I 

do not speak Tukano and few of them speak Portuguese. The feelings of linguis-

tic insecurity that arise in these contexts are further illustrated by a story told by 

a Hup girl of about 17 or 18 years old who had gone to São Gabriel with a Tu-

kano family to look after their children. Upon returning to her village and re-

counting her experiences, she mentioned encountering a local missionary in the 

city: “I saw Marcio there, and he said to me, ‘Hello!’ [in Hup]. I was so 

ashamed!”  

 This curious mix of pride and insecurity is also reflected in the positive and 

negative uses of the ethnonym húp. In general, its use is positive; as noted in 

§1.2.1, it can be used in reference to human beings in general (i.e., in contrast 

with animals), but it is most commonly used to refer specifically to Hup people 

(i.e., in contrast to River Indians, non-Indians, etc.). In addition, it is used as an 

adjective meaning ‘new, good, beautiful’. At the same time, however, húp is 

used to translate the extremely negative term ‘Makú’ (see §1.2), used by River 

Indians as an ethnic slur toward Hup (and other Nadahup) people; for example, 

it turns up in the common (Hup) insult húp tQ)êh ‘son of a Makú’ (probably a 

calque from Tukano). 

 While most Hupd’ h feel that their identity and their language are insepara-

ble, and that there is no escaping either even if they wanted to, a few individuals 

handle the tension differently. These Hupd’ h have dropped Hup altogether and 

speak only Tukano. The people that do this are very few; I know of a total of 
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four, and two of these were apparently raised by River Indians and so did not 

really speak Hup as children.  

 Of the other two, one had switched back to Hup and given up his Tukano-

only approach before I arrived in the area. According to other Hupd’ h, he had 

used Tukano in an effort to ‘change’ his Hup identity, and had even secured his 

Hup wife while pretending to be Waikhana (Pira-Tapuyo). However, after liv-

ing for some time in the Hup village of Tat Deh, his fellow villagers teased him 

so mercilessly that he gave up Tukano. Interestingly, it was apparently his own 

grammatical mistakes in Tukano that were the main subject of the teasing. 

 I had the opportunity to interact closely and over a long period of time with 

the remaining Tukano speaker, who is the wife of one of my consultants. Her 

case is quite interesting. Although she did spend many years with River Indians 

while a young girl (from perhaps eight or ten years old until a teenager), living 

with a family to look after their children, people all agreed that she was old 

enough when she left her village, and spoke Hup fluently enough, that she could 

not possibly have forgotten it. However, although today she lives in a Hup vil-

lage and has a Hup family – all of whom speak exclusively Hup in their interac-

tions with her and other Hupd’ h – she will not speak a word of Hup. Neverthe-

less, her level of understanding is clearly that of a native speaker, and in fact her 

Tukano is not flawless, according to a local Tukano woman. All of her conver-

sations – with her Hup husband, children, parents, etc. – are carried out in two 

languages; she speaks Tukano to them, and they speak Hup to her. No one 

seems to think anything of this, since this sort of bilingual conversation is actu-

ally fairly normal in the linguistic context of the Vaupés.  

 In me, however, she was faced for the first time with a person – particularly 

an adult – who spoke Hup but understood virtually no Tukano. In spite of my 

inability to understand, she never compromised herself by saying a single word 

to me in Hup, even though I ate together with her family every morning, and 

often accompanied them to the manioc fields or in other tasks. It was no differ-

ent even when I was alone or nearly alone with her and needed direction, such 

as when planting a manioc field, or was in danger of getting hurt by something, 

such as when the canoe was moving into a tree branch while I was not paying 

attention. She would always say something, but only in Tukano, and I would 

always have to appeal to someone else to translate.  

 Other Hupd’ h had a variety of answers to my inquiries about the woman’s 

refusal to speak Hup. Some seemed intrigued by my question, as if they had 

never really thought about it before. Several responded by saying “she’s lying!” 

(i.e., about her identity); one said “she’s ashamed” (again about her Hup iden-

tity); and others did not have an answer. Still others told me that the River Indi-

ans had given her “medicine” to magically make her switch languages. 

 Code switching into Tukano does occur in the speech of ordinary adult 

Hupd’ h, but this is fairly constrained. While the Hupd’ h do not seem to be as 
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anxious about language mixing as the River Indians are reported to be (cf. Jack-

son 1983, Aikhenvald 2002a, etc.), most do in general avoid unrestrained bor-

rowing and code switching, and sometimes respond negatively to others’ use of 

a Tukano word. In the context of narrative, on the other hand, spirits and ani-

mals often speak in Tukano (cf. Aikhenvald 1996: 79, who notes that the 

Tarianas use Wanano or Tukano in this context). People who are speaking about 

River Indians in a narrative will occasionally mix in some Tukano words, espe-

cially when recounting a River Indian’s part in a dialogue, and a few speakers 

will throw in bits of Tukano somewhat more indiscriminately. Certain adults 

speak Tukano now and then to children with the explicit intention of helping 

them learn the language, and once in a while young people would speak Tukano 

to me in order to tease me. 

 

   

1.5.3. Bilingualism and language contact  

 

The Hup language and its speakers must be understood within the full context 

of the Vaupés linguistic area, especially vis-à-vis the relationship of the 

Hupd’ h with Tukano speakers; Hup should not be considered as a self-

contained system. In the Vaupés, both the Hupd’ h and the River Indians effec-

tively belong to two different kinds of speech community at once: one defined 

by a language or dialect group, the other by a group of people in the immediate 

locale who interact on a regular basis. Arguably, the type of speech community 

that is more of an everyday reality in the Vaupés is this second one: a geo-

graphically and socially defined group of people who communicate with each 

other regularly, using multiple languages. Thus the discourse-defined ‘speech 

community’ is not isomorphic with the language group, but rather cross-cuts it. 

It is even possible that certain features of discourse or even of grammar or lexi-

con may have arisen among one particular group of Tukano and Hup speakers, 

before spreading to other groups of speakers of both these languages.  

 Contact with Tukano has had significant effects on the Hup language. The 

most profound of these have been structural, such that many aspects of Hup 

grammar have come to resemble those of Tukano. These contact phenomena 

can be compared with those undergone by Tariana, as discussed by Aikhenvald 

(1996, 2002a, etc.); in fact, the unilateral influence of Tukano has caused Hup 

and Tariana to resemble each other closely in a number of ways, even though 

they have had little or no mutual contact. Many of these contact phenomena are 

assessed in the ‘Comparative notes’ that appear throughout this grammar; fur-

ther discussion can be found in Epps (2007a and 2008a). In contrast, the Tuka-

noan loanwords that have entered Hup’s vocabulary are relatively few, due 

largely to the regional avoidance of language-mixing (see Epps forthcoming a). 
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 Among the Nadahup languages, the influence of Tukano appears to be the 

strongest in the case of Hup, whose speakers are located squarely in the Vaupés 

region and apparently have the highest degree of interaction with River Indians. 

Yuhup also appears to have been profoundly influenced by Tukano, although 

perhaps not quite to the extent that Hup has been. Otherwise, the degree to 

which the Nadahup languages have undergone contact with the Eastern Tuka-

noan languages seems to correspond neatly to their geographical distribution 

(cf. Epps 2007a). Dâw, spoken on the periphery of the Vaupés, has far fewer 

contact features; and Tukano-like features seem to be essentially absent from 

Nadëb, which is spoken well outside the Vaupés (see Map 2 above), although it 

is possible that Nadëb underwent areal influence from its own now-extinct 

neighbors, such as Arawak Baré.  

 It is important to note that previous assessments of Tukano’s influence on 

the Nadahup languages as a group are misleading because they were based 

mostly on Dâw. For example, Aikhenvald states that there is “no inhibition a-

gainst lexical loans” in the Nadahup languages (1999b: 389), and claims that in 

these languages “areal diffusion is more superficial (compared with Tariana–

Tucano interaction)… since the Makú are accorded an inferior social status and 

are not fully integrated into the multi-lingual socio-cultural community” (Aik-

henvald 1999b: 394). As this discussion has argued, however, and as the ‘Com-

parative notes’ throughout this grammar illustrate, the deep involvement of Hup 

speakers in the Vaupés system has indeed resulted in profound contact effects 

on their language.  

As noted above, Portuguese fluency is low among Hup speakers, but is much 

higher among the River Indians of the region. Portuguese loans do nonetheless 

appear with some frequency in Hup; almost all of these correspond to previ-

ously unfamiliar cultural and material items (e.g., ‘battery’, ‘sugar’, etc.), al-

though Hup also has very productive mechanisms for creating native neolo-

gisms (§5.6.2). It is likely that many of Hup’s Portuguese loans entered the 

language via Tukano (see Epps forthcoming a).  

 

1.5.4. Viability and endangerment status of Hup  

 

At present, Hup is not seriously endangered: Virtually all Hupd’ h learn it as a 

first language, and many children are essentially monolingual (although virtu-

ally all understand some Tukano). However, its future is uncertain. Its speakers 

are numerically few (although 1500 is more than many Amazonian languages 

have). Bilingualism in Tukano approaches 100% in adults, and most Hupd’ h 

experience some degree of linguistic insecurity regarding their own language, 

such that a few individuals have even given up Hup in favor of Tukano, as dis-

cussed in §1.5.2 above. The general shift toward Tukano among the other lan-

guages of the region, brought about by the growing contact with Brazilian soci-
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ety and the resulting social changes, does not bode well for the future of Hup. 

Similarly, while Portuguese is not currently a threat to Hup’s viability, Hup 

speakers are coming into more and more frequent contact with this language, 

and Portuguese has already replaced Tukano for others of the region’s indige-

nous people who have migrated into the urban centers of São Gabriel and 

Manaus. Ironically, it may be partly the social discrimination experienced by 

the Hupd’ h and their resulting relative dissociation from the non-Indian world 

that have encouraged them to hold on to their language as long as they have.  

 

 

1.6. Regional history and the current situation of the Hupd’ h 

 

Little is known about the history of the Vaupés peoples before the arrival of the 

Europeans. Pottery found in sites on the middle Vaupés River dates from about 

1200 B.C.E. onward (Neves 1998, cf. Cabalzar and Ricardo 1998: 55), but in 

general the archaeological record is poor. This is due both to the high biode-

gradability of material remains in the region and to the paucity of excavation 

that has been undertaken there. Ethnohistorical accounts of the Tariana indicate 

that they arrived late to the region, coming from the direction of the Rio Aiari to 

occupy lands already occupied by the Wanano and Tukano, possibly around 600 

years ago (Aikhenvald 2002a: 24, Cabalzar and Ricardo 1998: 57, Neves 2001: 

282). According to Neves (2001: 281–283), Tukanoan-speaking groups had 

already been living in the Vaupés region for hundreds of years by the beginning 

of the fifteenth century. Tukano and Desana people arrived on the Tiquié from 

the Papuri region only in the eighteenth century, after the area had been emptied 

of its earlier Tukanoan inhabitants by the European slave trade. Scholars such as 

Nimuendajú (1982) have suggested that the Nadahup (Makú) peoples are in fact 

the autochthonous inhabitants of the region; however, at this point this is little 

more than speculation (cf. Aikhenvald 2002a: 24). It is also interesting that the 

origin myth of the various Tukanoan peoples of the region involves their arrival 

in an anaconda-canoe from the east (cf. Goldman 1963, S. Hugh-Jones 1979, 

etc.), although the distribution of their languages suggests movement between 

the Vaupés and areas to the west. Reid (1979: 21) reports that the Hupd’ h say 

they came from the east, from the direction of the Amazon River, on foot 

(whereas the Kakua say they came from the northeast, from the Orinoco); in my 

own experience, contemporary Hup accounts of their origin closely mirror those 

told by the Tukanoans.  

 The Nadahup languages offer some intriguing clues to their history and past 

material culture, as discussed in detail in Epps (forthcoming c). One such clue is 

the word for ‘River Indian’, which appears to be cognate across Hup, Yuhup, 

and Dâw (example 1; cf. V. Martins 2005: 270). This suggests that the speakers 
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of Proto-Hup-Yuhup-Dâw were familiar with River Indians as a social category, 

and thus that the distinction between and interaction among the Nadahup peo-

ples and River Indian groups is quite old, probably predating at least the split of 

Hup, Yuhup, and Dâw into separate languages.  

 

(1)  Hup  w h ‘River Indian’   

  Dâw   w :h  

  Yuhup w h 

 

 Lexical clues to early Nadahup material culture also include the existence of 

cognate words for ‘hammock’ and ‘canoe’ across the Nadahup family (example 

2).
18

 This suggests that some of the early historical accounts of the Nadahup 

peoples’ ‘primitiveness’ are exaggerated, which is no great surprise since Euro-

pean travelers attained most of their information about the Nadahup peoples 

through their River Indian neighbors, who considered them inferior. In particu-

lar, Koch-Grünberg characterizes the Nadahup peoples as “crude nomadic hunt-

ers, who… know neither hammock nor canoe, but who have an excellent 

knowledge of the woods” (1906b: 877; my translation). However, not only did 

they apparently know hammock and canoe in Koch-Grünberg’s time, but 

probably had known them for many generations. 

 

(2)      Hup  Yuhup  Dâw  Nadëb 

  hammock yág  y g   yæg  yag   

  canoe   hçh-t g h h   h :   h’ççh    

  

Lexical comparison also reveals that terms referring to cultivated plants and 

to manioc-processing technology appear to be considerably more innovative 

than are terms for useful native (forest) plants and other basic vocabulary (see 

Epps forthcoming c), suggesting that agriculture was not an important part of 

the lives of Proto-Nadahup peoples. This point is especially relevant because 

some present-day Amazonian foraging peoples are probably ‘remnants’ of for-

merly agricultural populations, who abandoned agriculture and returned (in the 

sense of long-term historical patterns) to a foraging subsistence strategy (cf. 

Balée 1999, Dixon and Aikhenvald 1999: 6, Rival forthcoming). That several of 

                                                
18

 That these lexical correspondences could be due to borrowing is unlikely, since no 

donor language can be identified outside the family, and there has apparently been rela-

tively little contact among the Nadahup languages themselves since the split of the fam-

ily.  
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the Nadahup agricultural terms appear to be borrowed or calqued from Tuka-

noan languages suggests that the Nadahup acquired their knowledge of agricul-

tural through interaction with the River Indians.  

 Finally, several words connected to ritual and religious practices common to 

the Vaupés groups are shared across languages of all three families (Nadahup, 

Tukanoan, and Arawak): ‘coca’, ‘caapi’ (the hallucinogenic Banisteriopsis 

caapi), and the name of the culture-hero (‘Bone Son’ in Hup and Tukano; ‘the 

one on the bone’ in Tariana and Baniwa). These terms (and the concepts they 

represent) probably do not have a Nadahup origin, and likely come ultimately 

from Arawak. 

The more recent phases of Vaupés history were shaped by the arrival of the 

Europeans. The Portuguese reached the area around São Gabriel da Cachoeira 

by the late 1700s, initiating an epoch characterized by a fierce slave trade and 

epidemics that decimated the indigenous populations. This was followed later 

by a rubber boom, which lasted from about 1870 to 1920; during this time non-

Indian rubber seekers penetrated deep into the Vaupés region, coercing local 

Indians to work as rubber gatherers according to a debt-peonage system. For 

several centuries, Catholic missionaries have also been present in the region, 

building missions, conducting baptisms and other ceremonies, and making In-

dian children attend the mission schools (often by force), where – until recently 

– the children were frequently mistreated and forbidden to speak their native 

languages.  

 The River Indians bore the brunt of this onslaught, and for a long time the 

nomadic, forest-dwelling Hupd’ h and other Nadahup peoples were spared the 

worst. Some are reported to have been sold by River Indians to Whites as slaves 

or to work rubber (cf. Reid 1979: 25), but in general, the River Indians experi-

enced most of the direct contact with the non-Indians themselves, while the 

Hupd’ h obtained manufactured trade goods through the River Indians as in-

termediaries. As a result, the River Indians have experienced the more drastic 

cultural changes; for example, with the exception of some groups on the Upper 

Tiquié and in Colombia, many have abandoned traditional practices – such as 

the Yurupari ceremony – which are still practiced by the Hupd’ h.  

 By the 1940s, however, the Salesian Catholic missionaries had begun to ap-

proach the Hupd’ h seriously, and intensified their efforts in the early 1970s. In 

their efforts to ‘civilize’ the Hupd’ h, the Salesians coerced numerous local 

groups into moving into large, settled villages, which in some cases were lo-

cated at a considerable distance from the inhabitants’ original territories. In the 

course of these events, which are described in detail in Reid (1979), a River 

Indian was usually installed as a schoolteacher and catechist, and in many cases 

a non-Indian missionary couple or priest would live in the new Hup village as 

well.  
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 The abrupt changes in living patterns brought about by the Salesian mission-

aries’ ‘civilizing’ efforts have led to many serious problems for the Hupd’ h. 

Even after devastating epidemics took their toll in the initial years of the shift, 

the problems have continued. Many of these were observed by Reid in the 

1970s, when the mission villages were still relatively new, and they are unfortu-

nately still glaringly obvious today – in fact, they appear to have increased as 

populations expand in the mission villages and fewer Hup groups maintain a 

small size and relatively autonomous existence (cf. Epps 2005b).  

 One of the most striking problems is the level of nutrition, especially among 

children. Particularly in the larger villages, such as Tat Deh (Taracuá Igarapé) 

and Nova Fundação, many children appear visibly malnourished, with swollen 

bellies and thin limbs. One of the main reasons for this is that game has gradu-

ally grown scarce as the forest surrounding the mission villages has been con-

tinuously hunted over several decades. In contrast, Reid (1979) describes the 

nutritional well-being and frequent surpluses of game among the more nomadic 

groups of Hupd’ h, who when game grew scarce could easily move on to areas 

where it was more plentiful. In addition to scarcity of game, the sites of the new 

villages were typically chosen by the missionaries on the basis of accessibility 

to the river and/or nearby missions, and are often not the best land for agricul-

ture. Even in the best soils of the region, roças must be moved every two years 

or so, and now (after several decades have passed) many Hup women must walk 

for up to two hours to reach their gardens, since the cultivatable areas closer to 

the village have been exhausted. 

 The health problems of the Hupd’ h are not limited to nutrition (cf. Athias 

2004, Athias and Shankland 2007, etc.). Intestinal parasites are a constant and 

serious problem, and greatly exacerbate the nutritional deficiencies, especially 

for children. This is undoubtedly due in part to the fact that their current sanita-

tion practices are better suited to a nomadic lifestyle, where the accumulated 

debris of human living can be left behind every six months or so. Large popula-

tion size also leads to greater risk of epidemic and infection, and the initial 

move from smaller to larger groups in the 1970s and 80s led to widespread out-

breaks of disease among the Hupd’ h, in which large numbers of people died. 

Nutritional deficiencies also contribute to a lowered resistance to disease, which 

in turn results in a mortality rate that is alarmingly high: an informal survey of 

Hup families along the Tiquié River revealed that over thirty percent of children 

have died before reaching adulthood within approximately the past twenty-five 

years (Herma Klandermans, p.c.), and this rate does not seem to have slowed in 

the past five years. On the other hand, the new pattern of large villages that are 

relatively accessible to outsiders does facilitate the arrival of health care and 

medicines through the visits of government-sponsored teams of health agents. If 

the Hupd’ h were not living in these large communities in the first place, how-

ever, their need for  some of this medical aid would probably be lessened.  
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 Yet another problem fostered by the missionary settlement pattern is vio-

lence. The large number of people living in one place disrupts the traditional 

patterns of sharing meat and coca, and this in turn fosters and fuels resentments 

(cf. Reid 1979: 311). Whereas in earlier times such frictions could be defused 

by the fissioning of the group, this is a less viable option in these villages, and 

enormous and deadly fights sometimes break out, usually in the context of the 

drinking party. In 2003, for example, friction among subgroups in Santa Atana-

sio (Serra dos Porcos), the largest of the mission villages with some three hun-

dred or more inhabitants, reportedly led to an extended period of fighting that 

lasted for weeks and resulted in a number of deaths, serious injuries, and de-

stroyed houses (see Appendix I, text 4). 

 Finally, other problems the Hupd’ h face today are a loss of self-esteem 

when confronted by the patronizing and disrespectful attitudes of missionaries 

and others, and the compromising of their relative autonomy vis-à-vis the River 

Indians by the continuous presence of the latter in Hup villages as teachers and 

catechists. The resident River Indians typically adopt a leadership role in the 

village, and are often domineering.   

 The reasons why the Hupd’ h continue to stay in the mission villages, de-

spite all these problems, are complex, and involve a combination of factors. 

When the villages were initiated in the 1970s, many Hupd’ h tried to leave, 

only to be coerced and initimidated into returning by River Indians and mis-

sionaries (Reid 1979: 314–315). Today, while coercion is less of a factor, many 

Hupd’ h value the medical assistance, the access to the village school for their 

children (although these schools are currently extremely ineffective [see Epps 

forthcoming d]), and the school food stipend sent by the government. They also 

welcome the opportunity to trade with passing non-Indians, who tend to give 

them a better rate of exchange than do the River Indians (cf. Reid 1979: 314). 

Most Hupd’ h, who attribute much illness and death to sorcery or poisoning 

(usually by River Indians), do not seem to be aware of a connection between 

large population size, sanitation practices, and illness and violence. Also, the 

importance to Hup culture of visiting among related kin groups and participat-

ing in group rituals and parties makes it difficult for a small family group to 

break away and live on its own, and even those family groups that did hold out 

for years after neighboring groups had been attracted to a larger village usually 

joined them eventually. Finally, probably all Hupd’ h are very aware of the 

scale of ‘primitive’ to ‘civilized’ that is typically applied among the region’s 

inhabitants. Some version of this scale probably predates European contact, in 

the sense that a social hierarchy already existed among different River Indian 

clans and between River Indian and Nadahup peoples (cf. Chernela 1993, Jack-

son 1983, etc.), but it has since been changed, strengthened, and reified by non-

Indians, particularly missionaries. Thus, like the River Indians themselves, 

some Hupd’ h (especially the young) have apparently come to equate aspects of 
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their traditional lifestyle – such as living ‘in the middle of the forest’ and hunt-

ing with blowpipes and darts rather than with bows and arrows or guns – with 

being ‘primitive’.  

 Currently, some efforts are being made to bring improved medical care to 

the Hupd’ h, and to consider ways to initiate a more effective village school 

system (cf. Athias 2002, 2004, etc.). However, it is not yet clear whether these 

efforts will meet with much success. At least the lands of the Hupd’ h appear to 

be safe for the time being, having been officially included in the Upper Rio 

Negro Indigenous Area in 1996, through which outsiders’ access to the region is 

restricted. 

 

 

1.7. Methods and presentation of the study 

 

The materials for this grammar were gathered during four trips to the Vaupés 

region between 2000 and 2004, adding up to a total of about fifteen months 

actually spent in the field. The longest of these trips involved a year spent in the 

region, divided into two- to three-month blocks in the Hup villages, with short 

supply trips (one to two weeks) to the town of São Gabriel da Cachoeira in be-

tween.  

 The area where Hup is spoken is relatively remote. After flying to Manaus 

and then by smaller plane to São Gabriel, one must travel by boat to the Tiquié 

River. By motorboat, this usually takes from two to three days; by the local 

riverboat (when it is functional) the trip can last up to five days if the water 

level is low. Upon reaching the path to the Hup village, I was typically dropped 

off on the riverbank to make my own way in through the forest while the boat 

continued on. 

 I divided most of my time in the field between the villages of Tat Deh (Ta-

racuá Igarapé) and Barreira Alta. Like most Hup villages, these have no elec-

tricity, telephone, or even a two-way radio. Barreira is near the river and travel-

ers occasionally pass by in boats and even stop for the night, but the only 

visitors to Tat Deh – which is located an hour’s walk through the forest from the 

river – are Hupd’ h from other towns or the occasional River Indians, health 

agents, or missionaries. Aside from my occupation as linguist, I lived much like 

the Hupd’ h: in a thatched hut with stick walls, sleeping in a hammock, bathing 

in the nearby stream, and usually cooking over a wood fire. I made participant-

observation an integral part of my work with the Hup language, so that an un-

derstanding and appreciation of their culture would inform my work on the lan-

guage, and vice versa. I therefore tried to integrate myself as much as possible 

into the daily life of the community, becoming attached to an ‘adopted’ family 

in both villages (especially in Barreira), and eating and interacting together with 

them and others on a daily basis. I also made time to help with the work in the 
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manioc fields and to participate in expeditions to gather wild forest fruits, im-

promptu armadillo and rat hunts, treks on foot to other villages for drinking 

parties, fishing expeditions with timbó (fish-poison vine, which stuns the fish 

when put into a creek), and many other activities.  

 One of the initial challenges in the fieldwork was the fact that very few 

Hupd’ h speak more than a few words of Portuguese. When I first arrived, I of 

course spoke no Hup, knew very little about the culture, and spent a frustrat-

ingly large amount of my time following around after the one busy Hup person 

in the village who spoke Portuguese, hoping that she would have time to work 

with me, and worrying that I was making a pest of myself. Eventually, however, 

the lack of Portuguese became a blessing; completely immersed and surrounded 

by Hup twenty-four hours a day, I attained a reasonable level of fluency. This 

allowed me to obtain a considerable amount of data from the spontaneous 

speech around me, and eventually to have my choice of consultants for tasks 

that could be carried out without the help of an intermediary language.  

 My choice of principal consultants was constrained by 1) who in the village 

spoke enough Portuguese to communicate effectively, and 2) who was inter-

ested in working with me. In Tat Deh, I worked mostly with Teresa Monteiro 

Socot (M n), the only Hup schoolteacher in the region, and with Jovino Mon-

teiro (H d); I also worked in Hup with Americo Monteiro (M’Qh J’ ‡h), the 

village leader, and with Sabino Monteiro (/Q‡d). In Barreira, I worked princi-

pally with Pedro Dias (Ya/am D’úb), and occasionally in Hup with Jarbas Dias 

(J’ib H ‡/). I also recorded a variety of texts – narratives, interviews, conversa-

tions, songs, spells, etc. – from many people in the region (in Tat Deh, Barreira, 

and several other villages), including several old people who are true encyclo-

pedias of stories and traditional knowledge. 

 The organization and presentation of this grammar is informed as much as 

possible by historical and cultural observations, especially when attempting to 

give explanations for linguistic phenomena. It seeks to view the Hup language 

as part of a broader system of human discourse and interaction within the con-

text of Hup society and culture. The discussion of Hup morphosyntax is in-

formed by a functional-typological approach, in keeping with the perspectives 

presented in Shopen (1985, 2007), Givón (2001), etc. The analysis of the pho-

netics and phonology was aided by speech analysis programs such as Praat 

(Boersma  and Weenik 2007). At various points throughout the grammar, the 

synchronic description is supplemented with ‘Historical notes’, which discuss 

the possible development and grammaticalization of the constructions under 

consideration, and with ‘Comparative notes’, which compare the Hup phenom-

ena with those found in Tukano, Tariana, and other Vaupés languages, and pro-

pose hypotheses relating to areal diffusion.  

A number of the topics discussed in this grammar  have been developed and 

expanded in article-length papers. This is the case, in particular, for parts of 
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§3.7, §5.6, §6.5.1, §11.2, §13.1, and §14.9. References to these papers are made 

at the relevant points in the text. 

 Conventions in the transcription and glossing of examples are the following. 

Portuguese and Tukano borrowings (with the exception of loans that are very 

well integrated into the Hup language) are generally rendered according to Hup 

phonology (although speakers vary in their pronunciations of Portuguese words 

according to their command of this language) and are identified in the interlin-

ear gloss line as (Pt) or (T), respectively. Local Portuguese or Língua Geral 
terms referring to aspects of the regional culture (e.g., ‘caxiri’, ‘tipiti’, ‘roça’) 

are used in the transcriptions and are defined in Appendix III.  

 In indicating morpheme juncture, a hyphen is used to indicate boundaries be-

tween (compounded) verb stems and affixes, while an equals sign marks junc-

ture for clitics and bound nouns. Particles (defined in §3.4.2.2 as grammatically 

bound formatives that are phonologically relatively free) are written as unat-

tached forms (i.e., separated from their grammatical host by a space), as are 

most constituents of noun phrases. In cases where an internally analyzable form 

has been relexicalized as essentially monomorphemic, no juncture is indicated 

in the transcription; typically, the semantic breakdown of the parts is indicated 

in the gloss line, while the general meaning of the full unit as a whole is given 

in the translation line. 

 The examples used in this grammar are drawn from a number of sources, 

which are indicated explicitly in the text. Many come from texts of traditional 

stories, personal narratives, spells, and descriptive and hortatory discourse, 

coded generally as (txt). A few examples come from public speeches (coded as 

[sp]) and from songs (coded as [sg]), and many others are from spontaneous 

speech and conversations, coded as (cv). All of these text genres were recorded, 

transcribed, and translated in the field; examples of most of them may be found 

in Appendix I and on the CD accompanying this volume. Finally, elicited ex-

amples are of two types. Many are statements that were volunteered more or 

less spontaneously by a consultant, often in the context of an elicitation setting 

(i.e., ‘we say X when…’); these are coded (ru) (for ‘Reported Utterance’). Oth-

ers are explicit grammaticality judgments, direct translations, or responses to 

visual stimuli (such as pictures or video clips), and are glossed as (el) (for ‘Elic-

ited’); such elicited data are relied on as little as possible, but sometimes could 

not be avoided. Almost all of the examples herein were double-checked with 

consultants when the grammar was in draft form. 

 Additional conventions used in this grammar are the following. I have cho-

sen to capitalize the grammatical labels applied to individual Hup formatives 

(e.g., Perfective aspect, Future tense), following Comrie (1976) and Bybee 

(1985). This reflects the fact that these labels are all language-specific to some 

degree, even when they appeal to categories that are widely attested typologi-

cally. Also, in the comparative sections of the grammar involving the other 
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Nadahup languages (Yuhup, Dâw, and Nadëb), I have adapted the orthogra-

phies of Martins, Ospina, and Weir to correspond as much as possible to that 

used with Hup, in order to facilitate comparison on the part of the reader. In 

some cases, however, the changes necessarily reflect my own analysis of phe-

nomena in Hup phonology, and do not always accurately represent the analyses 

of these authors. Finally, the orthographic conventions used in this grammar to 

write the Hup language are discussed in §2.4. 

 



 

Chapter 2 

Phonology 
 

 

 

Hup phonology relies on contrasts on both the segmental and the prosodic lev-

els. Not only does Hup have a relatively large inventory of segmental phonemes 

relative to the neighboring Tukanoan languages, but it also makes use of con-

trastive tone (realized within a word-accent system)
19

 and nasalization as mor-

pheme- or syllable-level prosodic features. Hup demonstrates a strong prefer-

ence for isomorphism between the morpheme and the syllable. The majority of 

syllables take the form CVC, but CV, CV:, and VC syllables also exist, al-

though in somewhat more limited contexts.  

 The discussion presents the basic points of Hup phonology, including both 

segmental and prosodic features, and gives an overview of orthographic issues. 

Morphophonemic processes are also dealt with in this chapter; those involving 

Hup’s vowel-initial suffixes are introduced early in order to provide the context 

for discussing consonantal alternations, while other phonological processes that 

occur across morpheme boundaries are treated in more detail later in the chap-

ter. The discussion ends with a brief discussion of the phonological differences 

among the various Hup dialects. 

 

 

2.1. Segmental phonology 

 

Compared to most of its neighbors, Hup has a fairly large repertoire of vowels 

and consonants. However, on the segmental level these do not contrast in terms 

of nasalization; as discussed in detail in §2.3.1 below, nasalization is a feature 

of the entire morpheme or (minimally) the syllable, and is not a property of the 

individual segment. In the following discussion, the examples are given in both 

phonemic and phonetic transcriptions. The phonemic transcriptions for the most 

part mirror the orthography used in this grammar (see §2.4), with the exception 

                                                
19

 In Hup’s word-accent system, tonal contrasts occur only on the syllable of the word 

that receives lexical stress (see §2.3.2). For this reason, stress is not marked independ-

ently of tone in the examples in this chapter; instead, word-accent is marked by a dia-

critic above the vowel: v = stress and high (falling) tone; v = stress and rising tone. 
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(primarily) of the nasal morphemes;
20

 for these forms the orthographic spelling 

is given (in italics) alongside the other transcriptions. 

 

 

2.1.1. Vowels 

 

The Hup vowel inventory is composed of nine contrasting segments: 

    

 

  
Table 4. The Hup vowel inventory (oral contexts) 

 Front Central Back 

Close i  u 

Mid e  o 

Mid/Open æ a  

 

 

   

This is in fact a very large vowel inventory for an Amazonian language. Most of 

the neighboring (non-Nadahup) languages, including Tukano, have more typical 

six-vowel systems: i, , u, e, o, a. However, Hup’s nine-vowel inventory applies 

only in non-nasal contexts; in nasal environments the number of contrastive 

segments is reduced to six (see below). There are no diphthongs or phonemi-

cally long vowels in Hup, although phonetic lengthening effects do apply word-

finally to CV morphemes (see §2.2). 

 The contrasts distinguishing the Hup vowels in oral contexts are illustrated 

by the minimal or near-minimal word sets in Table 4.
21

 (Diacritics marking 

word-accent are not provided for verb roots; see §2.3.2.2 below for discussion.) 

 

                                                
20

 Nasal morphemes are indicated phonemically by a tilde preceding the rest of the form 

/~…/. 
21

 The phonetic spellings given here use the symbol v 0 to indicate a laryngealized vowel. 

As discussed in §2.1.2.6 below, vocalic laryngealization is a phonetic effect of a preced-

ing glottalized consonant. The symbol for laryngealization (v 0) should not be confused 

with that for nasality (v )). 
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Because nasality in Hup is a morpheme-level (or minimally syllable-level) 

prosodic feature, vowels are not considered to be marked as nasal or oral on the 

segmental level, as noted above. In nasal environments, however, Hup’s vowel 

inventory is reduced to six contrastive segments:  

 

 

 
Table 6. The Hup vowel inventory (nasal contexts) 

 Front Central Back 

Close    

Mid/Open æ ã  

 

 

 

 

This vowel set suggests that nasal environments lead to a neutralization of the 

mid vowels’ contrast with the low and/or high vowels. Since morphemes in Hup 

are lexically marked as nasal or oral, no cases of alternation between nasal and 

oral vowels have been encountered that would establish exactly how this neu-

tralization takes place. However, it is worth noting that [ ‚] is sometimes pro-

nounced [ ‚], most noticeably when the nasal / ‚/ occurs in the environment of 

[h]; e.g., /~b ‡h/ [m ) Ùh )] m ‡h ‘ucuqui’, /~/ ‡h/ [/ ‚h] / ‡h ‘fire ant’.
22

  

 The contrasts among the Hup vowels in nasal contexts are illustrated by the 

minimal or near-minimal word sets in Table 7. 

 

                                                
22

 As mentioned above, nasal morphemes are represented orthographically in italics, 

since the orthographic representation of nasals differs from the phonetic and phonologi-

cal representations (a decision made in the interest of user-friendliness; see §2.4).  
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Table 7. Hup vowel contrasts in nasal contexts 

i) ) u ) Q) ã ç) 

/~b h/ 

[mi)Ùh] m h 

‘turtle’ 

 

/~b ‡h/ [m )Ùh )]  

m ‡h ‘ucuqui’ 

 

/~b h/ [mu )Ùh )] 

m h ‘arrow’ 

 

/~bæh/ 

[mQ)êh )] mæh 
‘younger 

sister’ 

/~báh/ 

[mãêh )] máh 

‘nearby’ 

 

/~b h/ 

[mç)Ùh )] 

m h 

‘inambu’ 

 

/~kid b/ 

[ki)ni)Ùm] 

kin m 
‘wrist,  

upper part 

of hand’ 

/~d b/ [n )m]  

n m 
‘shadow, 

spirit of 

dead’ 

 /~dQ‡b/ 

[nQ)Ùm] nQ‡m 

‘louse’ 

/~d b/ 

[nãÙm] n m 

‘curare’ 

 

 /~d / [n ):]  

n - ‘keep’ 

 /~dQ/ [nQ):] 

nQ- ‘bring 

together’ 

/~da// 

[na/] na/- 

‘die’ 

/~dç// 

[nç)/] 

nç/- 

‘give’ 

 /~t h y/ 

[t )h ) )y )] t )h )êy 

‘venomous 
snake’ 

 

/~tuhú// 

[tu )h )u )ê/] tu )hu )ê/ 
‘phlegm; a 

cold’ 

/~tæh/ [tQ)êh )] 

tQ)êh ‘off-

spring, son’ 

 

 /~t h/ 

[tç)êh )]  

tç)êh ‘pig’ 

/~/í// 

[/i)ê/] 

/í)ê/ ‘Mom’ 

(vocative) 

/~/ ‡h/ [/ ‚Ùh]  

/ ‡h ‘fire ant’ 

/~/úh/ [/u )êh] 

/u )êh ‘oppo-

site-sex sib-

ling’ 

 /~/áh/ 

[/ãêh )] 

/ãêh  ‘I’  
(1sg pro-

noun) 

/~/çh/ 

[/ç)h )] 

/ç)h- 

‘sleep’ 

 

 

2.1.2. Consonants 

 

Hup has nineteen (or marginally twenty) contrasting consonant segments.
23

 The 

consonant inventory is given in Table 8: 

                                                
23

 Note that this is much larger than the eleven-consonant inventory of Tukano (cf. Ra-

mirez 1997a: 25). 
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Table 8. The Hup consonant inventory 

 Bilabial Dental-alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Voiceless stops p t c k / 

Voiced stops b d j g  

Glottalized stops b’, (p’) d’ j’ g’  

Fricatives (voiceless)   C  h 

Glides w  y   

Glottalized glides w’  y’   

 

 Three of Hup’s consonants can only appear in morpheme-final position: /j/, 

/g/, and /ç/. (Note that /p’/ has been encountered only in morpheme-initial posi-

tion, but occurs in only one word and is not found at all in some Hup dialects.) 

All other consonants appear in morpheme-initial, medial, and final position 

(initial and medial positions are subject to the same constraints on which conso-

nants may be present).  

 While only encountered in morpheme-final position, the consonants /j/, /g/, 

and /ç/ are not in fact limited to syllable codas. As discussed in detail below, 

when a CVC root is followed by a vowel-initial (-VC) suffix, the final conso-

nant of the root geminates to form both the coda of the first syllable and the 

onset of the next. It is extremely rare cross-linguistically for a language to have 

more consonant contrasts in syllable coda position than in onset position (re-

ported only for Toda, Dravidian family; Ian Maddieson, p.c., cf. Shalev et al. 

1993); Hup, however, can only be said to have more coda than onset contrasts 

on an underlying (morphophonemic) level, not on a surface level.  

Hup’s consonant inventory is also typologically interesting in that it has no 

phonemic liquids (/l/ or /r/), and in that – according to the analysis of nasality as 

syllable-level rather than segment-level (see below) – there are no segmental 

phonemic nasals at all, which is highly unusual cross-linguistically (cf. claims 

by Jakobson [1968/1941] and Ferguson [1963] that nasal consonants are univer-

sal).  

 Other relevant observations include the fact that the glottalized consonants in 

Hup, while represented orthographically as C’, are phonetically distinct from 

the ejective consonants (also written C’) found in many other languages. While 

certain glottalized consonants in Hup can have a mildly ejective realization, 

glottalization is usually realized quite differently (as laryngealization on a fol-

lowing vowel or as non-release of the consonant when morpheme-final; see 

§2.1.2.6). Furthermore, Hup’s palatal consonants are also somewhat unusual 

phonetically in that they are frequently pronounced with a strong glide (C
y
 or 

y
C) (as if they were composed phonetically of two segments), but they clearly 

pattern phonologically as single segments rather than clusters. Note that analyz-
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ing these as a palatalized series, rather than a palatal series, is probably inap-

propriate; if palatalization were a suprasegmental feature associating with con-

sonants, we would expect it to associate with all the stops rather than only with 

/t/, /d/, and /d’/. 

 Hup’s non-glottalized stops are contrastive on the basis of voicing (voiced 

vs. voiceless), but not on the basis of nasalization, which – as noted above – is 

not a property of the individual segment in Hup at all. In oral environments, 

voiced stops are pre-nasalized (
N
C) in morpheme-initial position, post-nasalized 

(C
N
) in morpheme-final position, and may be medially nasalized (C

N
C) at mor-

pheme boundaries; in nasal contexts, they are realized as fully nasal (sonorant) 

allophones. These phenomena are discussed at more length in the subsections 

below. 

 

 

2.1.2.1. Consonantal allophones and alternations: morphological context 

 

The allophonic variation of a given consonant segment is determined by several 

factors. These are the nasal or oral quality of the morpheme, the identity of the 

adjacent segments, and the position of the consonant (particularly as morpheme-

initial, medial, or final).   

 An intriguing feature of Hup phonology is the fact that variation in the sur-

face realization of a given consonant is determined largely by its position in the 

morpheme, rather than by its position in the syllable (as onset or coda). While 

there is some isomorphism in Hup among syllable, morpheme, and phonologi-

cal word, they frequently do not overlap – especially in the case of verbs. In 

these cases, it is the morpheme boundary that is the most relevant to determi-

ning the surface realization of the consonant.  

 One of the most important contexts for defining consonantal alternations and 

allophony is the morpheme boundary between a consonant-final stem and a 

vowel-initial suffix. The vowel-initial suffixes, discussed in detail in §3.4.1, 

include Oblique case -V êt, Object case - n, Dynamic -V êy, etc. Driven by Hup’s 

preference that all syllables have onsets (where possible), these suffixes condi-

tion the gemination of the final consonant of the stem, where one exists, in or-

der to provide an onset for the suffix (examples 1–2). When the suffix has an 

underlyingly specified vowel and the nasality of the suffix differs from that of 

the stem, the nasal or oral value of the copied consonant corresponds to the 

value of the suffix, as in (2). 
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(1)  a) / g- y 

  [/ gN.Ng y] (fast speech: [/ g y]) 

  drink-DYNM 

  ‘drinking’ 

  

 b) wæd-æy 

  [BQdn.ndæy] (fast speech: [BæRæy]) 

  eat-DYNM 

  ‘eating’ 

 

(2)  a) hám-ay 

  [h )ãêm.bay] 

  go-INCH 

  ‘I’m going.’  

 

b) ba/t ‡b’- n 

 [ba/t ‡p.mã Ùn] 

 spirit-OBJ 

  ‘spirit’ (object) 

 

 In its surface realization, this gemination phenomenon varies to some degree 

across consonants and speech events. For example, /d/ and sometimes /t/ may 

be pronounced as a short flap [R] in intervocalic contexts, and in faster speech 

consonant duration tends to be shorter.  

 In general, consonant gemination is most audible when the morpheme-final 

consonant is a phonetically complex segment – particularly a post-nasalized 

stop or a glottalized consonant. These segments are made up syntagmatically of 

multiple phonetic components, whose relative order is determined by their posi-

tion in the syllable as onset or coda. The consonant’s gemination thus creates an 

even more complex series of contours, as if a part of the complex segment were 

copying around the remaining segmental material. For example, a voiced stop 

that is post-nasalized in coda position will be pre-nasalized in onset position, as 

illustrated in (1) above. A similar phenomenon occurs with palatal consonants; 

for example, /p ç/ [p
y
h] ‘stone’ yields /p ç-át/ [p

y
h.h

y
át|] (stone + Oblique 

case) ‘with a stone’. The post-nasalized voiced palatal stop /j/ produces an even 
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more complex unit: /pQ‡j/ [pQ‡ydn] ‘umari’ yields /pQ‡j-æt/ [pQ‡ydn.ndyæt|] (umari 

+ Oblique case) ‘with umari’.
24

  

 As the discussion below of the individual consonants will illustrate, the ge-

mination phenomenon provides an essential context for revealing consonantal 

contrasts that may be neutralized in other environments. This is most clearly the 

case for the glottalized consonants, which undergo alternation according to the 

morphological context in which they appear.  

 While these stem + suffix combinations that condition gemination clearly 

involve two morphemes, other forms in Hup can be understood as having a 

synchronic identity that falls somewhere in between a monomorphemic and a 

bimorphemic form. These ‘marginally bimorphemic’ forms are those words that 

were formed via reduplication and lexicalization. In many cases (though not all) 

these are only historically bimorphemic, in the sense that they can no longer be 

taken apart etymologically (for example, no meaningful stem can be identified 

for most reduplicated nouns in Hup, which are frozen forms; cf. §4.5 and 

§12.9.3). This morphologically in-between status tends to be reflected in their 

surface realization. As discussed in more detail in §2.5 below, where the medial 

consonant appearing in such forms is other than a voiced stop, it typically ap-

pears as geminate or long (although this is to some degree optional); when a 

voiced stop, it tends to surface as a homorganic consonant cluster (voiceless + 

voiced stop) – resulting in a CVC.CVC template. 

 Finally, monomorphemic forms of more than one syllable (e.g., /~bçh y/ 
mçhç)Ùy ‘deer’) are optionally pronounced as CV.CVC, or may surface with a 

long or geminate medial consonant which provides a coda to the first syllable 

and onset to the second (CVC.CVC) (particularly in slow, careful speech). 

However, even when pronounced long, this medial consonant is almost never 

realized as the complex contour (such as C
N
.
N
C) typical of gemination (for 

some segments) in the context of vowel-initial suffixes, or as the homorganic 

(voiceless + voiced) consonant cluster found in reduplicated or relexicalized 

morphemes.  

 A long or geminate medial consonant in a monomorphemic form is illus-

trated in Figure 4, at the syllable boundary in the word kçp y’ ‘taioba’ (a type 

of vegetable). Note that the first syllable ends in the voiceless stop /p/, which is 

then reinitiated by a burst at the beginning of the second syllable; the total 

length of the consonant is at least as long as that of the stressed vowel in the 

second syllable.  

 

                                                
24

 There may, however, be some neutralization of voicing in the part of the consonant 

that forms the onset of the second syllable. 
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Figure 4. Geminate medial consonant: (/kçp y’/ [kçp.p y/] ‘taioba’ (edible plant sp.) 

  

 The discussion in the following subsections examines the allophones and 

distribution of the Hup consonants, and their alternations vis-à-vis their position 

in the morpheme and in the word – especially in the context of the geminate-

conditioning vowel-initial suffixes.  

 

 

2.1.2.2. Voiceless obstruents 

 

All voiceless obstruents in Hup are unreleased in coda position. They do not 

undergo nasalization in nasal environments, having no nasal allophones.  

 

A. /p/ 

The voiceless bilabial stop /p/ in morpheme-initial and medial position is illus-

trated in the following examples. The right-hand column provides minimal pair 

contrasts (/p/  /b/, /p/  /w/).  

 

(3)  /pód/ [pôd
n
]   ‘island’   /bod/ [

m
bod

n
] ‘elope’ 

 /pp ç/ [p
y
h]   ‘comb’   /w ç/ [w yh] ‘fish-trap (type)’ 

 /p b’/ [p b|]   ‘mushroom’   

 /~páç/ [pã êy )h )] pã êç  ‘paternal uncle’ 

 

(4)  /p p p/  [p p p|] ‘small owl’ 

    or: [p p.p p] 
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The morpheme-final realization of /p/ as [p|] is illustrated in the following: 

 

(5)  /púp/ [púp|]   ‘paxiuba (palm sp.)’ 

  /hçpp/ [hçp|]   ‘dry up’   /h b/ [hçbm] ‘hollow (plant part)’ 

 

B. /t/ 

The voiceless dental-alveolar stop /t/ occurs in initial position in the examples 

in (6), and in final position (as [t|]) in (7). The contrasting words on the right 

illustrate /t/  /c/, /t/  /d/. 

 

(6)  /t g/ [t gN]     ‘wood’    /c g/ [ gN]  ‘piece, shred’ 

  /tóg/ [tôgN]    ‘daughter’   /d g/ [nd gN] ‘wirapisuna’ 

  /~t h y/  [t )h y]  t )h y ‘poisonous snake’ 

 

(7)  /h t/  [h t|]   ‘alligator’   /cc c/  [c yt|]  ‘shoulder’ 

  // t/ [/ t|]  ‘piranha’    // d/ [/ dn]  ‘language, speech’ 

 

Intervocalically (both morpheme-internally and when followed by a vowel-

initial suffix), /t/ is usually realized as a flap [R] in the Tat Deh and Umari Norte 

area dialects. In the Central dialect region of Barreira and other middle Tiquié 

villages, it is pronounced [t] (or as long/geminate [t.t]). 

  

(8)  /bçtçk/  [mbçt k]  ‘ear’ 

      [mbçR k] (Tat Deh)   

  /ttett y/  [tet y]  ‘coral snake’ 

      [teR y]  (Tat Deh) 

  //çt-çy/   [/ t.t y]   [cry-DYNM] ‘crying’ 

      [/ R y]  (Tat Deh) 

 

C. /c/   

As an onset, the voiceless palatal stop /c/ is usually pronounced as a postalveo-

lar fricative or affricate, varying between [S] and [ ]. More infrequently, it also 

appears as [ts], [s] or the palatal [t
y
]. These realizations are essentially in free 

variation; an individual speaker may alternate between [S] and [ ], in particular, 

from one pronunciation to another of the same word, in the same context. Note 

that the phonetic spelling in the examples below and elsewhere in this chapter 

represents this phoneme as [ ], but this should be understood as interchangeable 

with [S] (and, although more rarely, with the other variants). The contrastive 
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minimal pairs on the right illustrate /c/  /t/, /c/  /j’/, and (below) /c/  /ç/, /c/  

/j/. 

 

(9)  /cc k/ [ k|]  ‘mash (esp. manioc)’  /tt k/ [t k|] ‘rubber, sap’ 

  /c y/ [ y]  ‘centipede’     /jj’ y/ [ a 0‡y] ‘juí (frog sp.)’  

  /~cc m’/ [ )êmp|] ‘sifting basket’ 

 

Between vowels, /c/ is realized much as it is in onset position. However, when it 

geminates before a vowel-initial suffix, the palatal stop [
y
t] is typically audible 

in the coda of the first syllable, and [t
y
] in the onset of the second, and the frica-

tive variants ([S] and [s]) almost never occur. As mentioned above, Hup palatal 

consonants are somewhat unusual in that they surface phonetically almost as if 

they were composed of two segments, although they clearly pattern as unitary 

segments.  

  

(10) /cacáp/  [ a áp|]  ‘smooth’ 

            or [ ayt.tyáp] 

  /tác-áy/  [táyt.tyáy]  [kick-DYNM] ‘kicking’ 

      or [tá áy] 

  

Morpheme-finally, /c/ is realized as the unreleased stop [yt|] (except when fol-

lowed by a vowel-initial suffix). Personal names from Portuguese that are shor-

tened to one syllable provide an example of this allophony: e.g., Roseneia  

[hóyt|].25
 

 

(11) /pác/ [páyt|] ‘mandube (fish sp.)’   /p ç/ [p yh]  ‘stone’  

              /patt/ [pat|]  ‘clear vegetation’ 

  /c c/  [ yt|] ‘hoe, digging tool’   /c j/ [ çydn] ‘brilliant red’ 

 

D. /k/ 

The voiceless velar stop /k/ occurs in morpheme-initial and medial position, and 

in final position as unreleased [k|]. As the minimal pairs demonstrate, /k/  ///, 

/k/  /t/, /k/  /g/, and /k/  /g’/. 

 

 

 

                                                
25

 Portuguese word-initial /r/ is pronounced /h/. 
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(12) /key/ [key]  ‘see, look at’    ///ey/ [/ey] ‘call’ 

  /kk k/ [k k|]  ‘pull’      /tt k/ [t k|] ‘give to be shared’ 

 

(13) /~kk k y’/ [k )k )êy/]   k )k )êy’ ‘winding’ 

  /kkakk h/  [kak h]     ‘between’ 

 

(14) /c k/ [ k|] ‘small owl type’   /tógg/ [tôgN] ‘daughter’ 

  /t k/ [t k|] ‘belly’      /tógg’/ [tók|] ‘room, compartment’ 

  

E. ///  

The glottal stop in Hup is a segment in its own right, and can appear in initial 

and final position, as well as intervocalically (morpheme-medially or preceding 

a vowel-initial suffix). It contrasts with other segments; for example, ///  /t/, 

///  /k/. 

 

(15) // g/  [/ gN] ‘drink’   /tt g/ [t gN] ‘tooth’ 

  // t/  [/ t] ‘piranha’   /kk t/ [kk t|] ‘cut by chopping’   

 

(16) // / d/ [/ / dn]   ‘stammer’ 

  /~ya/áb/ [yã/am] yã/ám ‘jaguar’ 

        or: [yã 0a0m] 
 

(17) /cé/ / [ é/] ‘basket made of palm leaves’  /cett/ [ et|] ‘carry on back’ 

  /tá/ / [tá/] ‘Related Instance’ particle  /t k/ [t k|] ‘rubber, sap’ 

 

In a few cases, /// forms a default coda in the first syllable in words that are 

historically bimorphemic but are synchronically lexicalized as monomor-

phemic. In these cases, /// is less constrained in its occurrence than other con-

sonants, in that it can form a non-homorganic medial cluster with the onset of 

the following syllable (see §2.5 below for more discussion): 

 

(18) /w /w // [w /w /] ‘tremble’  

     (reduplicated form) 

 

 Some predictable (minor) laryngealization (‘creaky voice’) occurs on vowels 

surrounding the glottal stop (i.e., in the sequences CV/VC, /VC, or CV/), par-

ticularly on the vowel directly following it. Also, the intervocalic glottal stop is 
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frequently (and optionally) realized not as a full stop, but as laryngealization on 

the adjoining vowels of the two syllables. Note that in this chapter (other than in 

Figure 5 below), this predictable laryngealization is not noted in the phonetic 

transcriptions, in the interest of clarity.  

 In Figure 5, laryngealization can be seen in the word yã/ám ‘jaguar’, where 

it takes the place of a full glottal stop. The laryngealization effect is realized as 

a relatively long distance (i.e., having more small intermediate peaks) between 

the peaks of the waveform, between the vowels at the midpoint of the word 

(upper graph), accompanied by a corresponding dip in pitch (and intensity) 

(lower graph).  

 

 
 

Figure 5. Medial glottal stop realized as vocalic laryngealization:  

   yã/ám [ny )ã0a0m] ‘jaguar’  

 

 

2.1.2.3. Voiced obstruents 

 

Voiced obstruents in Hup are pre-nasalized in morpheme-initial position, and 

post-nasalized in morpheme-final position. Medial nasalization normally occurs 

when the obstruent-final root is followed by a vowel-initial suffix (i.e., produc-

ing a geminate consonant C
N
.
N
C). The voiced obstruents are realized as their 

nasal allophones when they occur in nasal morphemes or syllables. 

  

A. /d/ 

Morpheme-initially, the voiced alveolar stop /d/ appears as pre-nasalized [
n
d], 

and morpheme-finally as postnasalized [d
n
]. Note that /d/  /t/, /d/  j/, and /d/  

/d’/. 

 

(19) /ddódd/ [ndôdn] ‘large worm’    

  /dú/ [
n
dû:]  ‘grandchild’   /tú/ [tû]  ‘ground, low’  
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(20) /wQ‡dd/ [BQ‡dn] ‘food’     /pQ‡j/ [pQ‡ydn] ‘umari’ 

  /tódd/ [tôdn]  ‘hollow log’   /tódd’/ [tót|]  ‘jar, bottle’ 

 

Within a morpheme, /d/ is typically pronounced as a flap [R]: 
 

(21) /ciddí// [ iRí/]  ‘bag’ 

  

In reduplicated contexts (cf. §2.1.2.1 above and §2.5), medial /d/ may be real-

ized as [R], [d], or [td]; when followed by a vowel-initial suffix, it may alternate 

as a flap or as medially nasalized, geminate [d
n
.
n
d]: 

 

(22)  /t d-út/ [t dn.ndút|]  (support + Oblique case) ‘with the support’ 

     [t Rút|] 
 

In lexically nasal morphemes, /~d/ is realized as its nasal allophone [n]: 

 

(23) /~dd b/  [n )êm]  n m ‘shadow, spirit of dead’ 

  /~dduddút/ [nu )nu )êt|] nunút ‘moth’ 

  /~tçd/  [tç)n]  tçn- ‘hold’ 

 

B. /b/  

Following the general pattern for voiced obstruents, the voiced bilabial stop /b/ 

is prenasalized [
m

b] morpheme-initially, and post-nasalized [b
m

] morpheme-

finally. Note that /b/  /w/, /b/  /d/, /b/  /g/, and /b/  /p/. 

 

(24) /bb ‡g/  [mb ‡gN]  ‘long time’  /ww g/ [w gN]  ‘seed’  

  /bbobbóbb/ [mbop.bôbm] ‘ant sp.’   /ddódd/ [ndôdn] ‘worm’ 

 

(25) /cóbb/ [ ôbm]  ‘finger’     /cogg/ [ ôgN]  ‘gather up’ 

  /h b/ [hçbm] ‘hollow (plant part)’ /hçp/ [hçp|]  ‘dry up’ 

 

In reduplicated contexts, where the medial consonant marks the marginal mor-

pheme boundary (see above), /b/ is usually pronounced [pb] (although it occa-

sionally appears as [b] or even – in exaggeratedly slow speech – as medially 

nasalized [b
m

b]).  
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(26) /bebé/  [
m

bep.bê:] ‘small bird sp.’ 

     [
m

bebê:] 

     [
m

beb
m

bê:] 

 

This latter variant [b
m

b] or [b
m

.
m

b] is typical when morpheme-final /b/ is fol-

lowed by a vowel-initial suffix:  

 

(27) /wób-óy/ [wób
m

.
m

bóy]  [rest.on-DYNM] ‘be resting on (something)’ 

 

In lexically nasal morphemes, /~b/ appears consistently as [m]: 

 

(28) /~bb b/  [mç)Ùm] m m  ‘axe’ 

  /~bbubb y/  [mu )mu )Ùy )] mum y  ‘arm’ 

  /~bb d/  [mu )Ùn]  m n  ‘caatinga’ 

 

C. /j/  

The voiced palatal stop /j/ (which corresponds to the IPA symbol Ô; cf. §2.4) 

occurs only in morpheme-final position, where it is realized as [
y
d

n
]. The mini-

mal pairs on the right illustrate that /j/  /d/, /j/  /c/. 

 

(29) /tuj/ [tu
y
d

n
]  ‘light up’    /tud/  [tud

n
]     ‘support’ 

  /pQ‡j/ [pQ‡ydn] ‘umari’    /wQ‡d/  [BQ‡dn]    ‘food’ 

  /c j/ [ çydn] ‘brilliant red’  /c c/   [ yt|]   ‘hoe, digging tool’ 

  /t j/ [t ydn]  ‘nose’ 

 

Before a vowel-initial suffix, morpheme-final /j/ is realized as geminate [
y
d

n
.
n
d

y
] 

or [
y
d.d

y
]: 

 

(30) /t j-ót/ [t ydn.ndyót|] (nose + Oblique case) ‘in the nose’ 

 

In nasal morphemes, /~j/ appears as [
y
n] (and as geminate [

y
n.n

y
] before a vo-

wel-initial suffix): 

 

(31) /~t j/  [tç)Ùy )n]  ‘jacundá (fish sp.)’ 

  /~bújj/  [muy )n] ‘stink’ 

  /~g’ j/ [kç0y )n]  ‘snail’ 
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Note that [d
y
] and [n

y
] would be the expected morpheme-initial allophones of /j/ 

if this consonant occurred in morpheme-initial position, which it does not. In-

stead, while these sounds do occur in Hup, they are morpheme-initial allophonic 

variants of /y/, as discussed below. 

 

D. /g/  

Like /j/ and /ç/, the voiced velar stop /g/ occurs only morpheme-finally, where it 

is realized as [g
N
]. Note that /g/  /d/, /g/  /j/, and /g/  /k/. 

 

(32) /p gg/ [p gN] ‘big’     /pód/ [pôd
n
] ‘island’ 

  /b g/ [b g
N
] ‘anteater’    /b’ j/ [b 0ydn] ‘squirrel monkey’ 

  /cúgg/ [ ûgN] ‘hummingbird’  /cúkk/ [ úk|] ‘tool handle’  

 

Before a vowel-initial suffix, /g/ typically appears as medially nasalized [gN.Ng]: 

  

(33) /b g- t/    [b gN.Ng t] (anteater + Oblique case) ‘with the anteater’ 

 

In nasal morphemes, /~g/ is realized as its nasal allophone [N]: 

 

(34) /~dQ‡‡g/ [nQ)ÙN] nQ‡N ‘honey, candy’ 

  /~dágg/ [naN] náN ‘fat, grease’ 

  /~p ‡g/  [p )ÙN] p ‡N ‘wild grape’ 

 

 As the examples in this section illustrate, each voiced obstruent segment in 

Hup has multiple allophones, and at least a trace of nasalization is present in 

almost all contexts. In nasal environments, these consonants are realized as 

nasal sonorants; in oral contexts, as pre-, post-, and even medially nasalized 

contour segments. Such pre- and post-nasalization of voiced obstruents is fairly 

common in South American languages, and is found in particular in Hup’s Tu-

kanoan neighbors. In fact, according to Wetzels (1995: 291), “the presence of 

nasal contours represents the unmarked situation in languages in which nasal 

consonants and contour segments are allophones of underlying voiced obstru-

ents”.
26

 

  

 

                                                
26

 My translation. 
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In Hup, post-nasalization of morpheme-final voiced obstruents is considera-

bly more pronounced and audible than is pre-nasalization, and is obligatory 

(unless the obstruent is followed by a vowel-initial suffix, when the nasal con-

tour may be left out in fast speech); pre-nasalization is to some degree optional.  

 Figure 6 illustrates pre- and post-nasalization for the Hup word /b g/ [mb gN] 
‘anteater’. The nasalization is represented by the long, low sections of the wave-

form, and the low sections (about 250 Hz) of the spectrogram, which precede 

and follow the rest of the word.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Pre- and post-nasalization of voiced obstruents: b g [mb gN] ‘anteater’ 

 

 

 Medial nasalization (i.e., C
N
C contours between vowels) occurs in some 

South American languages such as Kaingáng (cf. Wetzels 1995) and Karitiana 

(cf. Storto 1999). In Hup, it is rarely found outside of bimorphemic contexts 

involving a vowel-copying suffix (motivated by the need for an onset for the 

second syllable; see above). In general, medial nasalization is more common in 

slower speech; in faster speech, it may be absent – for example, when the voi-

ced stop /d/ is pronounced as a flap [R].  
 Figure 7 illustrates medial nasalization of the geminate obstruent /d/ as [d

n
d] 

(in free variation with the flap [R]). As in Figure 6 above, the nasal portions of 

the segment are represented by the long, low sections of the waveform and 

spectrogram.  
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Figure 7. Word-medial nasalization of voiced obstruent: dód-ót [ndôdndót|]  
   ‘with the worm’ 

 

 Given that they usually have at least a trace of nasalization in both nasal and 

oral contexts, how are the voiced obstruents in Hup best understood? Several 

analyses of similar phenomena in other languages have posited a series of un-

derlyingly nasal consonants, in lieu of a simple (nasality-neutral) voiced stop 

series and in opposition to the voiceless stops. To explain the pre-, post-, and (in 

some cases) medial nasalization of voiced obstruents in oral contexts (i.e., non-

nasal morphemes or syllables), these analyses suggest that the underlying nasals 

are oralized by the adjacent vowels, resulting in contour segments with both an 

oral and a nasal component. Such an analysis of underlying nasals instead of a 

voiced stop series is offered by Brandão Lopes and Parker (1999) for Yuhup, 

and has also been proposed for the Amazonian languages Kaingáng (Wiese-

mann 1964, cf. Wetzels 1995) and Karitiana (Storto 1999).  

 In Hup, however, the question of the underlying nasal or oral identity of 

segments is probably irrelevant. As a prosodic feature that applies to the mor-

pheme or syllable as a whole (see §2.3.1), nasality (like orality) is not a property 

of the individual segment at all; segments are simply unspecified for nasality at 

the underlying level. The meaningful contrast on the level of the obstruent seg-

ment is rather one of voiced vs. voiceless, not oral vs. nasal. 

 But since Hup voiced obstruents are underlyingly neither nasal nor oral, 

what explains their appearance as contour segments (C
N
 or 

N
C) in oral environ-

ments? Arguably, the nasal contours on Hup oral segments are motivated pri-

marily by the phonetic salience of a fully audible release. In coda and/or mor-

pheme-final position, a nasal release is the only reasonable option for a highly 

audible stop release which will not compromise the CVC form of the syllable 

(note that all words in Hup must end in a heavy, bimoraic syllable; see §2.2 

below). The insertion of an epenthetic vowel after the stop would be equally or 

even more audibly salient, but would violate this heavy syllable constraint. This 

audibility of the release is particularly important in Hup because both the series 
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of voiceless stops and that of glottalized stops are unreleased in coda position; 

were the voiced stops unreleased as well, the contrast between all three of these 

sets (already essentially neutralized in the case of the voiceless and glottalized 

stops) would be obscured or completely neutralized.  

 Likewise, pre-nasalization helps to differentiate the voiced stops from the 

voiceless stops in onset position; however, the fact that this voiced-voiceless 

distinction is already relatively audible in this context (even without the pre-

nasalization) explains why post-nasalization is so much more audibly distinctive 

and near-obligatory than is pre-nasalization in Hup.  

That voiced stops in Hup are associated with nasality – in both oral and nasal 

contexts – is in keeping with the close relationship exhibited by these two fea-

tures cross-linguistically (Nasukawa 2005).  

 

 

2.1.2.4. Fricatives  

 

Hup has only voiceless fricatives, /ç/ and /h/. In nasal environments, these are 

pronounced as nasal fricatives. Note that the palatal stop /c/ also appears allo-

phonically (in morpheme-initial and medial positions) as a voiceless fricative or 

affricate, typically realized as [S] or [ ].  

 

A. /ç/  

The voiceless palatal fricative /ç/ occurs only morpheme-finally, where it is 

realized as [
y
h]. It is nasalized in nasal contexts. The contrasting words on the 

right demonstrate that /ç/  /h/, /ç/  /c/, and /ç/  /k/. 

 

(35) /g’ çç/ [k 0yh]   ‘bite’    /g’ h/ [k 0¤h]  ‘sweet’  

  /p ç/ [p yh]   ‘stone, hill’  /pácc/  [páyt|]  ‘mandube (fish sp.)’  

  /w ç/ [w yh]  ‘fish-trap (type)’ /w k/ [w k|] ‘sauva ant (type)’ 

  /j’ ç/ [ ç0¤yh]   ‘spit’ 

  /~páçç/ [pã êy )h )] pã êç  ‘paternal uncle’ 

 

Before a vowel-initial suffix, /ç/ is realized as geminate [
y
h.h

y
] (this can be con-

trasted with /c/ in this context, which is realized as [ ] or [
y
t.t

y
], see §2.1.2.2C 

above): 

 

(36) /p ç-át/  [p yh.hyát|] (stone + Oblique case)   ‘with a stone’ 
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B. /h/ 

The voiceless glottal fricative /h/ occurs in morpheme-initial, medial, and final 

positions, and undergoes nasalization in nasal morphemes. Note that /h/  /// 

and /h/  /ç/. 

 

(37) /húp/  [húp|]   ‘person, Hup person’  

  /hhçh h / [hçh h]  ‘toad’  

  /~hhuhh/ [h )u )h )] hu )h-   ‘carry in arms or on shoulder’ 

 

(38) /h h/  [h h] ‘rapid, waterfall’ /hú/ / [hú/] ‘pium (insect)’ 

  /w h/  [B h] ‘hawk’    /wiçç/ [Biyh] ‘whistle (using fingers)’ 

  /póh/  [póh] ‘high’    

  /~b h/ [mu )Ùh )] m h ‘arrow’ /~/úhh/ [/u )êh )] /u )êh ‘opposite-sex sibling’ 

 

 

2.1.2.5. Glides 

 

Hup has two (non-glottalized) glides, /w/ and /y/. Both are nasalized in nasal 

contexts. 

 

A. /w/  

The bilabial glide /w/ occurs in morpheme-initial, final, and intervocalic posi-

tion. It is pronounced [B] before front vowels (/Q/, /e/, and especially the high 

front vowel /i/), and is pronounced [w] before all other vowels. Contrasts with 

other consonants include /w/  /p/ and /w/  /b/. 

 

(39) /w h/ [B h] ‘hawk’ 

  /ww c/ [B yt|] ‘maroon-tailed parakeet’  /ppéc/   [péyt|]  ‘(fish) scales’ 

  

(40) /wow w/ [wow w] ‘fly (insect) sp.’  /bobbóbb/  [mbop.bôbm] ‘ant sp.’ 

  /ciww b/ [ iB bm] ‘bacaba’ 

 

(41) /k w/  [kçw]  ‘hot pepper’ 

  /ww w/  [B w]  ‘tocandira ant’ 
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In nasal morphemes, /w/ is nasalized [w )] or [B)
]: 

 

(42) /~wwá//  [w )ãê/]  wãê/  ‘vulture’ 

  /~wwæç/  [B)Q)êy )h )] wQ)êç  ‘dove’ 

  /~wawaw/ [w)ãw)ãw)] wãwãw- ‘stammar’ 

 

B. /y/  

Because the realization of /y/ is more complex in morpheme-initial context than 

in morpheme-final context, I begin with the latter for the sake of clarity. Mor-

pheme-finally and between vowels, /y/ is realized as [y], or as nasalized [y )] in 

nasal contexts. It contrasts with the other palatals in final position: /y/  /ç/, /y/ 

 /j/, and /y/  /c/. 

 

(43) /páy/  [pây]  ‘bad’    /p ç/ [p
y
h]  ‘stone, hill’ 

  /c y/  [ y]  ‘centipede’  /caj/ [ a
y
d

n
] ‘lean with shoulder’ 

  /~bçh y/ [m h ‚ Ùy ‚] mçh y  ‘deer’ 

  

(44) /y y ‡w/ [dy y ‡w] ‘ant sp.’   /c c/  [ yt|] ‘shoulder’ 

  /tiyy //  [tiy /]  ‘man’ 

  

 We now turn to the behavior of /y/ morpheme-initially. Other than the pala-

tal stop /c/, which is usually pronounced as a fricative when not morpheme-

final, the glide /y/ (and its glottalized counterpart /y’/, see below) is the only 

palatal consonant allowed in non-morpheme-final position. In initial position, 

/y/ is pronounced [
d
y] or [

n
y] (depending on the oral or nasal context). This rep-

resents a neutralization of the contrast that exists elsewhere (i.e., morpheme-

finally) between the palatal glide /y/ [y] and the voiced palatal stop /j/ ([
y
d], or 

[d
y
] when geminate and forming the onset of a vowel-initial suffix syllable). 

That this sound [
d
y] / [

n
y] in morpheme-initial position represents underlying /y/ 

and not a morpheme-initial realization of /j/ is supported by two points. First, 

since both the sound [
d
y] and the stop phoneme /j/ are absent from morpheme-

medial environments, and because consonants that cannot appear medially also 

do not appear initially in Hup, initial [
d
y] cannot be the phoneme /j/. Second, 

reduplication phenomena also indicate that [
d
y] and [y] are allophones, hence 

realizations of the same phoneme /y/. For example, the verb /yo/ [
d
yo] ‘swing 

from the hand’ is reduplicated to form /yoyo/ [
d
yoyo] ‘swing back and forth’, in 

which the initial and medial consonants are phonetically different but must be 

underlyingly identical.  
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 The morpheme-initial realization of /y/ as [
d
y] in oral morphemes is illus-

trated in (45), and as [
n
y] in nasal morphemes in (46). Note that /y/ contrasts 

with other palatals and glides, e.g., /y/  /w/ and /y/  /c/. 

 

(45) /yáy/ [
d
yây]  ‘fish sp.’      /way/ [way]  ‘go out’ 

  /yíb/ [
d
yîb

m
] ‘slick’       /c y/ [ y]  ‘centipede’  

  

(46) /~yy h/ [ny ‚ Ùh]   y Ùh ‘medicine’   /~ww h/ [w ‡Ùh] w Ùh ‘resin’ 

  /~yyç/ b/  [ny ‚ /çm] or [ny ‚ 0ç0m] y / m ‘dangerous, powerful’  

 

 

2.1.2.6. Glottalized consonants 

 

The glottalized consonant series in Hup includes both glottalized stops and glot-

talized glides. Voicing distinctions are neutralized for the entire series of glot-

talized consonants (with the exception of the marginal phoneme /p’/, which 

contrasts with /b’/ but is found in only one word). In morpheme-initial position, 

the glottalized stops /j’/ and /g’/ are realized phonetically as voiceless (i.e., they 

sound as if they should be written c’ and k’),
27

 while in this position /b’/ and /d’/ 

are realized phonetically as voiced. Note that the non-glottalized voiced stops /j/ 

and /g/ – the counterparts of /j’/ [cV 0] and /g’/ [kV 0] – cannot occur in mor-

pheme-initial (or medial) position at all, and the voiceless phonetic realization 

of glottalized /j’/ and /g’/ is in harmony with this fact. In coda position, the glot-

talized stops are all realized phonetically as unreleased (i.e., not post-nasalized) 

stops; in oral contexts, the distinction between them and the voiceless stops – 

which are also unreleased in final position – is neutralized.  

 When the glottalized consonants appear in onset position, the most audible 

realization of the glottalization comes on the following vowel – typically much 

more so than on the consonant itself (although the phonetically voiceless /j’/ 

and /g’/ may in some cases sound mildly ejective). This following vowel is 

consistently laryngealized; in other words, pronounced with ‘creaky voice’ (rep-

resented phonetically as V 0). Arguments against analyzing this laryngealization 

as a phonemic property of Hup vowels (rather than as a phonetic effect of the 

                                                
27

 While the choice to represent the glottalized obstruent series using the voiced obstru-

ent symbols is somewhat arbitrary, it allows for the distinction between /b’/ and phone-

mically marginal /p’/, and is consistent with the fact that both the voiced obstruents and 

the glottalized stops have nasal allophones (and in the case of the phonetically voiced 

glottalized stops /b’/ and /d’/, they can be pre-nasalized in oral contexts), whereas the 

voiceless stops do not.  
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glottalized consonants) are given below. As noted above, the glottalized conso-

nants in Hup differ markedly in their phonetic realization from the ejective con-

sonants found in other languages.  

Figure 8 illustrates this laryngealization effect for the word /j’ / [ ç0:] ‘flo-

wer’. The laryngealization or ‘creaky voice’ can be seen in the long intervals 

between the peaks of the waveform and spectrogram in the initial section of the 

word.  

 

 
 

Figure 8. Glottalized consonant in onset position: laryngealization of following vowel:  

   j’  [ ç0:] ‘flower’ 

 

 As mentioned in §2.1.2.2 above, a segmental glottal stop can also condition 

weak phonetic laryngealization on the surrounding vowels. Nevertheless, C’V/ 

and CV/ words do contrast, mainly by the relative strength of the laryngealiza-

tion and by its location on the beginning vs. the end of the vowel segment (i.e., 

in C’V/ syllables, the entire vowel is laryngealized, but most strongly on its 

initial part; in CV/ syllables, only the end of the vowel segment is laryngeal-

ized, and only slightly). Examples of this contrast include /yú// [yú/] ‘burn 

(IMP)’ and /y’ú// [yú 0/] ‘soft, flexible’; /cá// [ á/] ‘box, nest’ and /j’á// [ á 0/] 
‘turí wood’.  

 Because morpheme-final glottalized stops are phonetically unreleased and 

cannot normally be audibly distinguished from voiceless stops (except in nasal 

contexts or when followed by a vowel-initial suffix), the contrast between these 

segments in this position is effectively neutralized. That native speakers do not 

hear a difference is clear from their writing in Hup literacy sessions. When try-

ing to write a word ending in a glottalized stop, speakers tend to write a simple 

voiceless stop; only after adding a vowel-initial suffix – in the context of which 

the contrast between a morpheme-final glottalized stop and voiceless stop is 

clear – are they aware of the contrast.  
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Word-final glottalized and voiceless stops are contrasted in Figures 9a and b. 

The waveforms and spectrograms illustrate the minimal phonetic difference 

between the two consonants. 

 

 
 

Figure 9a. Glottalized stop in coda position: tóg’ [tóg|] ‘room, compartment’ 

 

 
 

Figure 9b. Voiceless stop in coda position: t k [t k|] ‘stomach, belly’ 

 

The underlying difference between final voiceless stops and final glottalized 

stops in oral contexts emerges through the alternations undergone by a mor-

pheme-final glottalized stop. While the difference between the two types of 

consonant is neutralized in word-final position, they behave differently when 

followed by a vowel-initial suffix. In this environment, the consonant geminates 

in order to produce an onset for the following syllable (as discussed in 

§2.1.2.1); glottalized stops surface with voicing and pre-nasalization in this 

onset position, whereas voiceless stops do not. For example, the voiceless stop 

/p/ in this intervocalic context is realized as [CVp.pVC], whereas the geminate 

glottalized stop /b’/ is realized as [CVp.
m

bVC] or [CVb|.mbVC]. This is illus-

trated for the word heb’-et [hép|.mbét|] (‘fan’ + Oblique) ‘with a fan’ in Figure 

10; note that some laryngealization – realized as relatively long intervals be-
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tween wave peaks – is evident at the morpheme boundary (but, as expected, is 

not realized on the vowel of the suffix): 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Glottalized stop followed by vowel-initial suffix:  

   heb’-et [hép|.mbét|] (‘fan’ + Oblique) ‘with a fan’ 

 

 

I. Glottalized obstruents 

 

As mentioned above, voicing contrasts are neutralized in these segments. Those 

that are phonetically voiced (in onset position) – /b’/ and /d’/ – are pre-

nasalized; phonetically voiceless /j’/ and /g’/ are not. 

 

A. /d’/ 

In initial position, /d’/ is realized as [ndV 0]. The words on the right illustrate the 

contrasts /d’/  /d/, /d’/  /t/. 

 

(47) /dd’o// [ndo 0/]  ‘take’    /ddó// [ndó/]  ‘child’ 

  /dd’ d/ [nda 0‡dn] ‘genipapo’  /ddód/ [ndôdn] ‘large worm’ 

  /dd’ ç/ [ndu 0‡yh] ‘timbó’   /ttód/ [tôdn]  ‘hollow tree’ 

 

In reduplicated contexts, /d’/ may appear as [t.dV 0], providing both a coda to the 

first syllable and an onset to the second; it may also occur as a flap [R].  
 

(48) /d’idd’íb/  [ndi 0t.dí 0bm] ‘curly’ 

 

In final position, /d’/ appears as [d|] or [t|]. Without a following vowel-initial 

suffix, the distinction between [d|] and the voiceless stop [t|] (as in tút ‘cold’) is 

neutralized: 
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(49) /tódd’/  [tót|]  ‘jar, bottle’     /tódd/ [tôdn] ‘hollow tree’ 

  /búdd’/  [bút|]  ‘roll around something’ /tútt/ [tút|] ‘cold’ 

  // d’/   [/ t|]   ‘flute made from deer leg bone’ 

 

Once again, the underlying contrast between morpheme-final /d’/ and /t/ is 

brought out in the context of a vowel-initial suffix, where geminate /d’/ takes on 

voicing and a nasal contour: [t.
n
d] or [d|.nd]. Again, the complex geminate con-

sonant does not condition laryngealization on the following vowel. It can be 

contrasted with voiceless /t/ in the same context (example 51). 

 

(50) /tódd’-ót/ [tót.ndót|] (jar + Oblique case) ‘with jar, bottle’ 

 

(51) /tút-úy/ [tút.túy] (cold + Dynamic)   ‘be cold’ 

 

In nasal morphemes, /~d’/ is realized as [nV0] morpheme-initially (52), and un-

released [nt|] morpheme-finally (53) (note that in nasal contexts, the difference 

between /~d’/ and voiceless /~t/ is not completely neutralized, as noted for /~b’/ 

above).  

 

(52) /~dd’ád/ [na 0n]  n’án  ‘foot flea (bicho-do-pé)’ 

  /~dd’Qb’/ [nQ0mp|] n’Qm’-  ‘lick’   /~ddQ‡b/ [nQ‡m] nQ‡m ‘louse’ 

 

(53) /~p d’/ [p )ênt|]  p n’ ‘puçanga (love-charm)’   

  /~p ‡t/  [p )Ùt|]  p )Ùt  ‘paraná’  

  /~w d’/   [w )ç)Ùnt|]  w n’ ‘mingau’   /~wçt/ [w )ç)t|] wç)t-  ‘pull out’ 

  /~p d’/ [pã Ùnt|] p n’ ‘beiju type’
28

 /~pát/  [pãêt]  pã êt   ‘hair’ 

  
Before a vowel-initial suffix, nasal /~d’/ appears as geminate [nt.n]; compare 

this with /t/ in the same nasal context (55): 

 

(54) /~p d’-át/ [pã Ùnt.nát|] p n’-ã êt  (beiju + Oblique case) ‘with beiju’ 

 

                                                
28

 In the Tat Deh and Barreira dialects, p n’ refers to a beiju-like flat bread that is made 

not from manioc (unlike ordinary beiju) but from umari seeds or other gathered food-

stuffs. In the Umari Norte region, p n’ is used to refer to manioc beiju as well as bread 

made from other sources.  
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(55) /~pátt-át/  [pã êt.tã êt|]  pã êt-ã êt   (hair + Oblique case)  ‘with hair’ 

 

B. /j’/ 

Morpheme-initially and medially, /j’/ is phonetically voiceless: [ V 0]. As dis-

cussed in §2.1.2.5 above, this voiceless realization is consistent with the ab-

sence of the non-glottalized voiced palatal stop /j/ from morpheme-initial or 

medial position. Note that /j’/  /c/. 

 

(56) /jj’ y/  [ a 0‡y]  ‘juí frog sp.’   /cc y/ [ y] ‘centipede’ 

  /jj’ k/  [ a 0‡k|]  ‘buriti’    /cc k/ [ k|] ‘mash (usu. manioc)’ 

  /jj’ p/  [ ç0¤p|]  ‘tapuru    /cc p/ [ p|] ‘disposable drinking  

        (parasitic worm)’    cup made from a leaf’ 

  /j’ //  [ 0¤/]  ‘packet of leaves’ /cc // [ /] ‘shrimp’  

  /j’ j’ ‡b’/ [ 0 0‡p|]   ‘fly sp.’ 

  

Morpheme-final /j’/ is realized as [
y
d|] or [

yt|], effectively indistinguishable 

from the voiceless palatal stop [yt|]. Final /j’/ also contrasts with /j/, in addition 

to other segments: /j’/  /j/.  

 

(57) /cæj’/ [ æyt|] ‘cicada type’    /pQ‡j/ [pQ‡ydn] ‘umari’ 

  /b j’/ [mb yt|] ‘dragonfly type’   

  /wájj’/ [wáyt|] ‘tree frog type’   /wçc/  [wçyt|] ‘pull off (clothes),  

                   pull out (plants)’ 

 

Before a vowel-initial suffix, the contrast between /c/ and /j’/ is no longer neu-

tralized; geminate /j’/ is realized as [
y
t.

n
d

y
] or [

y
d|.ndy

]. Compare /c/ in the same 

environment (example 59). 

 

(58) /cæj’ -æt/ [ æyt.ndyæt|] (cicada + Oblique case)  ‘with cicada type’ 

 

(59) /w c- y/ [w yt.ty y] (pull off + Dynamic)     ‘pulling off’ 

 

In nasal morphemes, /~j’/ is [ V 0] morpheme-initially and [y )n|] morpheme-

finally: 

 

(60) /~jj’áh/ [ ã 0êh]  j’ã êh ‘cará (potato-like tuber)’ 

  /~jj’ p/ [ 0)p]  j’ )p- ‘tie up’ 
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(61) /~b’ jj’/ [mã0Ùy )n|] m’ j’ ‘mud’ 

  /~b j’/ [mu )Ùy )n|] m j’ ‘murici (edible fruit sp.)’ 

 

Before a vowel-initial suffix, /~j’/ is realized as [y )n|.ny] or [y )nt.ny]; compare 

this with /y’/ in the same context (63):
29

 

 

(62) /~b’ j’-át/ [mã0Ùy )nt.ny )ãêt|] m’ j’-ã êt (mud + Oblique) ‘in the mud, with mud’ 

 

(63) /~ci )êy’-ít/ [ i )êy )t.ny )í )êt|] or [ i )y )/.ny )i )êt|]  ci )y’-í )êt  (poke in + Oblique)  

                ‘at the time of poking in’ 

 

C. /g’/  

Like /j’/, the glottalized velar stop /g’/ is phonetically voiceless in morpheme-

initial and medial position, where it is realized as [kV 0]. Also as in the case of 

/j’/, this fact is consistent with the absence of the non-glottalized voiced stop /g/ 

morpheme-initially and medially. Note that /g’/  /k/ and (in final position; ex-

ample 65) /g’/  /g/. 

 

(64) /gg’çp/  [kç0p|]  ‘serve drink’   /kçp/ [kçp|] ‘be rotten’ 

  /gg’ h/  [kç0‡h]  ‘minnow, tiny fish’ /k h/ [k h] ‘fruit sp.’ 

  /gg’a/  [ka 0:]  ‘straighten’   /kká/ [ká:] ‘line (of people, etc.)’  

  /gg’ g/  [ko 0‡gN]  ‘titi monkey’ 

  /gg’agg’ w/ [ka0ka 0‡w] ‘lymph node’ 

 

Morpheme-finally, /g’/ is pronounced [g|] or [k|] and, according to the general 

pattern, its contrast with the voiceless stop /k/ ([k|]) is neutralized when no suf-

fix follows: 

 

(65) /kágg’/  [kák|] ‘forehead’ 

  /tógg’/  [tók|] ‘room, compartment’  /tógg/ [tôgN] ‘daughter’ 

  /b’úgg’/ [búk|] ‘hill’       /t k/ [t k|] ‘belly’ 

 

                                                
29

 Morpheme-final nasal /~j’/ ([yn|]) is difficult to distinguish from the phoneme /~y’/ 

in nasal contexts. This is because morpheme-final /~y’/, when it geminates in the con-

text of a following vowel-initial suffix, forms an onset [
n
y] to the second syllable, just as 

does nasal /~j’/. 
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Once again, the contrast becomes audible when /g’/ is followed by a vowel-

initial suffix, and accordingly becomes geminate [k.
N
g] or [g|.Ng]; compare non-

glottalized /g/ and voiceless /k/ in the same context (example 67): 

 

(66) /tógg’-ót/ [tók.Ngót]  (room + Oblique case)    ‘in the room’   

 

(67) /tógg-ót/ [tôgN.Ngót|] (daughter + Oblique case) ‘with daughter’ 

  /t k-ót/ [t k.kót|]  (belly + Oblique case)  ‘in the belly’ 

 

In nasal morphemes, /~g’/ appears as [kV 0] morpheme-initially and as [N|] mor-

pheme-finally: 

  

(68) /~gg’a// [k’ã/] g’ã/- ‘be suspended’ 

  /~gg’çc/ [kç)0y )t|] g’ç)c- ‘pick by hand’  /~kkçc/ [kç)y )t|] kç)c- ‘scrape fruit out 

                    from shell’ 

(69) /~/ g’/ [/ç)ÙN|] /ç)Ùg’ ‘throat’ 

 

Before a vowel-initial suffix, nasalized /g’/ is geminate and appears as [Nk.N]; 
compare voiceless /k/ in the same environment (71): 

 

(70) /~/ g’- t/   [/çN)Ùk.Nç)êt|] /ç)Ùg’-ç)êt (throat + Oblique case) ‘in the throat’ 

 

 

(71) /~h k- t/   [h )ç)k.kç)êt|]  hç)êk-çê)t  (cut/caw + Oblique)  ‘at the time of 

                cutting with sawing motion’ 

 

 

D. /b’/  

In morpheme-initial and morpheme-medial position, /b’/ conditions laryngeali-

zation on the following vowel: [
m

bV 0]. Note that /b’/  /b/ and /b’/  /p/. 
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(72) /bb’ h/  [mba 0‡h]  ‘flat thing’  /bbáh/ [mbáh] ‘acara (fish sp.)’ 

  /bb’ //  [mba 0‡/]  ‘beiju’   /ppá// [pá/] ‘shallow aturá basket’ 

  /bb’ y/  [mbo 0‡y] ‘traira fish’  

  /bb’úg’/  [mbu 0k|] ‘hill’ 

  /bb’abb’ w/ [ba0p.ba 0‡w] ‘snake sp.’ 

 

Morpheme-finally, /b’/ is realized as [b|] or [p|]. Following the general pattern, 

the contrast between /b’/ and voiceless stop /p/ [p|] is effectively neutralized in 

this context.  

 

(73) /báb’/  [
m

báp|] ‘sibling’ 

  /d’ébb’/ [ndé 0p|] ‘lightning bug type’ /dedébb/  [ndeRébm] ‘round’ 

  /p b’/  [p p|]  ‘mushroom’    /p p p/  [p p p|] ‘small owl’ 

  // b’/  [/ p|]  ‘life’ 

  /bib b’/  [mbip.b p|] ‘squirrel’ 

 

The contrast between glottalized /b’/ and voiceless /p/ in morpheme-final posi-

tion is only realized when the root ending in /b’/ is directly followed by a vo-

wel-initial suffix. In this context, /b’/ geminates as the complex segment [p.
m

b] 

(or [b|.mb]), and contrasts clearly with voiceless /p/ in the same environment 

(75): 

 

(74) /p b’- t/  [p p.mb t|] (mushroom + Oblique case) ‘with mushroom’ 

 

(75) /p p p- t/ [p p p.p t|] (small owl + Oblique case) ‘with small owl’ 

 

In nasal morphemes, /~b’/ is realized in onset position as [mV 0], and in coda 

position as [mp|]. The difference between morpheme-final /~b’/ and /~p/ in 

nasal contexts is not fully neutralized, in contrast to oral contexts, although it is 

relatively difficult to distinguish. In (76), /b’/ and /b/ are presented in contras-

tive pairs. 

 

(76) /~bb’áb/ [mã ê0m] m’ám  ‘termite type’   

  /~bbab/  [mãm]  mam-  ‘lean sideways’  

 

  /~bb’Q‡h/ [mQ0)Ùh )] m’Q‡h  ‘water snake’  

  /~bbæh/  [mQ)êh )]  mæh  ‘younger sister’ 
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  /~bb’uc/ [mu )0y )t|] m’uc-  ‘suck on’  

  /~bb c/  [mu )Ùy )t|]  m c  ‘clay wind instrument’ 

 

(77) /~c b’/ [ )êmp|]  c m’   ‘sifting basket’ /~j’ p/  [ 0)p|] j’ )p- ‘tie up’ 

  /~d’Qb’/ [nQ0mp|]  n’Qm’- ‘lick’   /~dQ‡b/ [nQ‡m] nQ‡m ‘louse’ 

 

Before a vowel-initial suffix, geminate nasal /~b’/ is pronounced [mp.m]; note 

that in this context it does not condition laryngealization on the following vowel 

(example 78). Compare /~p/ (= [p]) in this context in a nasal morpheme (exam-

ple 79). 

 

(78) /~c b’- t/ [ )êmp.m )êt|] c m’- )êt (basket + Oblique case) ‘sifting basket’ 

 

(79) /~j’ p- y/ [ 0)êp.p )êy]   j’ )êp- )êy  (tie up + Dynamic)  ‘tie up’ 

 

E. (p’) 

Glottalized /p’/ is an extremely marginal phoneme in Hup. It occurs in only one 

word: /p’ y/ [pa0 ‡y] ‘priest’ (probably from Nheengatú pai; cf. Grenand and Fer-

reira 1989: 124). Moreover, even this one occurrence of /p’/ is limited to certain 

dialect areas (the Tat Deh and Barreira regions), while the same word ‘priest’ is 

realized as /b’ y/ [mba 0‡y] in the Vaupés area dialect (compare the homonym 

/b’ay/ [mba 0y] ‘return’, found in all Hup dialects). This marginal existence of /p’/ 

suggests the possibility that these Hup dialects may someday develop a voicing 

contrast for the two phonetically voiced glottalized obstruents in morpheme-

initial position, analogously to the voicing contrast which exists for non-

glottalized obstruents generally.  

 

 

II. Glottalized glides 

 

Both of Hup’s glide consonants have glottalized counterparts. These are always 

voiced, both phonemically and phonetically (as are the non-glottalized glides). 

In morpheme-final position the glottalized glides are phonetically equivalent to 

a glide + glottal stop cluster.  

 

A. /w’/ 

Like Hup’s other glottalized consonants, morpheme-initial and medial /w’/ is 

most easily identified by the laryngealization it conditions on the following 

vowel: [wV 0]. The contrastive words on the right illustrate /w’/  /w/. 
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(80) /ww’ob/ [wo 0bm]  ‘set onto’ (trans. verb)   /wob/ [wob
m

] ‘rest on’ 

  /w’ t/  [w 0‡t|] ‘long’             (intrans.)  

  /w’ h/ [wç0‡h] ‘large sarapó (fish) sp.’  /ww h/ [w h]  ‘River Indian’ 

  /ww’ h/  [Bi 0‡h]   ‘small sarapó (fish) sp.  /ww h/ [B h]  ‘hawk’ 

  

Morpheme-finally, /w’/ is realized as [w
/
]:  

 

(81) //éww’/   [/éw/] ‘small bird sp.’ 

  /púww’/   [púw/]  ‘rotten bits of wood’ 

  /j’ w’/   [ a 0 ‡w/] ‘dirtiness, filth’   

 

Before a vowel-initial suffix, geminate /w’/ is realized as [w
/.w]; which con-

trasts with intervocalic /// (82–83). (By contrast, the coincidence of a final /w/ 

and initial /// across a morpheme boundary is realized as a simple [w/] se-

quence, whereas in the geminate the glide appears to ‘copy’ around the glottal 

component.) 

 

(82) //éww’-ét/  [/éw/.wét|] (bird + Oblique case) ‘with small bird (sp.)’ 

  /púww’-út/  [púw/.wút|]  (rotten wood + Oblique case)  

                 ‘rotten bits of wood’ 

 

(83) /tú/-út/ [tú/./út|]   (vertical post + Oblique)   ‘with the vertical post’ 

 

In nasal environments, /w’/ is a target for nasalization: 

 

(84) /~ww’ ç/  [w )ã0Ùç)]   w’ãÙç  ‘smooth-billed ani (bird sp.)’ 

  /~tQh-d w’/ [tQ)h )-n )êw )/] tQ)h-n w’ ‘father-in-law’ 

 

B. /y’/ 

The glottalized palatal glide /y’/ appears morpheme-initially as [
dyV 0]; it demon-

strates the same allophonic variation (between initial [dy/] and medial/final [y/]) 
as does its non-glottalized counterpart /y/ (initial [

d
y], medial/final [y]). Glottal-

ized /y’/ contrasts with its non-glottalized counterpart (/y’/  /y/).  

 

(85) /yy’ú//  [dyú 0/]  ‘soft, flexible’    /yyu// [dyu/] ‘burn (paper, cloth)’ 

  /y’Qt/  [dyQ0t|] ‘lay on ground, leave’ /yyQt/ [dyQt|] ‘lie on ground’  

        (transitive verb)      (intransitive verb) 
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Morpheme-finally, /y’/ is realized as [y/]: 
 

(86) /púyy’/  [pu ¤y/]  ‘younger brother’  

 

Before a vowel-initial suffix, geminate /y’/ appears as [y/.dy]: 

 

(87) /púyy’-út/  [púy/.dyút|] (younger brother + Oblique case)  

                 ‘with younger brother’  

 

In nasal morphemes, /y’/ appears morpheme-initially as [ny)V 0], morpheme-

finally as [y )/], and before a vowel-initial suffix as [y )/.ny]. 

 

(88) /~yy’uyy’/ [ny )u )0y )/] y’u )y’-  ‘shake something that is planted at the base’ 

 

 As the examples in this section illustrate, the most striking feature of the 

glottalized consonants generally in Hup is their extreme allophonic variation. 

The most audibly distinctive cue to their presence in onset position is the laryn-

gealization of the following vowel; in morpheme-final position, most are essen-

tially indistinguishable from voiceless stops unless a vowel-initial suffix follows 

– only the glottalized glides can easily be recognized for what they are.  

 Alternative analyses of these phonetic phenomena can be suggested, but they 

all prove to be much less effective ways of explaining the data than is the posit-

ing of a single distinct series of glottalized consonants. One such alternative 

would consider the glottalized consonants as not comprising a distinct series of 

their own, but rather as consonant clusters made up of two segments: C/. Posit-

ing such clusters would accurately predict the existence of vocalic laryngealiza-

tion, since some laryngealization on surrounding vowels (and especially the 

following vowel) does accompany the glottal stop when it appears elsewhere as 

a segment in its own right (cf. §2.1.2.2 above). However, it is unlikely that Hup 

would allow morpheme-internal C/ clusters when no other morpheme-internal 

consonant clusters are allowed elsewhere in the language at all (other than in a 

few intervocalic contexts; see §2.2 below). It is also not clear why only some 

consonants would form C/ clusters while others could not (namely /t/ and /p/; 

there is no /*t’/ and only marginally /*p’/). 

 An even more important argument against this cluster analysis is the fact that 

C/ clusters do not account for the phenomenon of consonant gemination in the 

context of a vowel-initial suffix, in which part of the complex segment appears 

on each side of the glottal component, as if the consonant material were being 

‘copied’ around the glottal (e.g., //éw’/ + /V êt/  //éw’-ét/ [/éw/.wét] ‘with 

small bird sp.’). If the consonantal coda in the root were truly a C/ cluster,  

rather than a unitary glottalized segment, we would expect there to be no such 
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‘copying’ phenomenon; instead, the glottal stop would simply form the onset of 

the second syllable, leaving the consonant segment behind to form the coda of 

the first syllable: [CVC./VC]. We would also expect the vowel-initial suffix to 

bear a trace of laryngealization from the preceding glottal stop, which likewise 

does not occur. In fact, this consonant ‘copying’ phenomenon is no different for 

glottalized consonants than it is for other single segments with complex realiza-

tions – the palatal and post-nasalized stops – which undergo the same sort of 

surface inversion of components when followed by a vowel-initial suffix: /CVd/ 

[CVd
n
]  [CVd

n
.
n
dVC] and /CVç/ [CV

y
h]  [CV

y
h.h

y
VC]. This parallelism 

can only be accounted for in a consistent way if the glottalized consonants are 

understood to be single complex segments and not clusters. 

 A second possible alternative analysis to the single distinct series of glottal-

ized consonants proposed here would involve multiple phonemic entities: a 

series of laryngealized vowels, a series of unreleased voiced stops, and an addi-

tional set of consonant clusters made up of a glide + glottal stop (something 

along these lines has, in fact, been suggested for Yuhup; see Ospina 2002).  

Again, however, there are convincing arguments against this approach for Hup, 

and in favor of a single series of glottalized consonants. First, the glottalized 

consonants present a simpler, more streamlined system, in which a single fea-

ture – rather than three distinct phonemic entities – accounts fully for the data. 

Moreover, the three phoneme types suggested by the alternative analysis are 

internally inconsistent: one entire set of consonant phonemes (the unreleased 

voiced stops) could only occur in word-final position, while C/ clusters would 

be found only with glides. In addition, to have an entire series of laryngealized 

vowels (which would increase the vowel inventory significantly) is typologi-

cally rare (cf. Macaulay and Salmons 1995).  

 There are still other arguments against this three-fold approach, and in favor 

of a single glottalized consonant series. If a distinct set of laryngealized vowels 

is posited, there is no explanation for the fact that these laryngealized vowels 

never follow the voiceless stop /t/, and follow /p/ in only one marginal case. By 

contrast, the voicing neutralization in the glottalized consonant series accounts 

for this neatly. Likewise, the lack of contrastive laryngealization on vowels in 

syllables with /// or /h/ as the onset is also not easily explained if laryngealized 

vowels are phonemically distinct; but again, this fits with the glottalized conso-

nant approach, since we would not expect consonants that are already glottal by 

definition (as are /// and /h/) to receive an additional phonemic glottal feature 

(/*/// and /*h
/
/). 

 Furthermore, we would predict that – were laryngealization a property of the 

vowel and not the consonant – it would carry over with the copied vowel in the 

context of a vowel-copying suffix (e.g., Oblique -V êt, Dynamic -V êy, etc.), which 

takes its vowel quality from the preceding syllable (usually belonging to the 

root). However, while nasality always spreads together with the copied vowel in 
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this context, laryngealization never does so; e.g., /tóg’/ + /V êt/  /tóg’-ót/ 

[tók.Ngót] ‘in the room’. (This is also due to the fact that gemination does not 

result in the straightforward copying of a complex segment, but leaves the glot-

talic or nasal feature ‘stranded’ in the middle of the geminate; i.e., [C
N
C] or 

[C
/
C].) Conversely, laryngealization does carry over in reduplication contexts, 

in which the initial consonant (together with the following vowel) is copied 

from the root; laryngealization is always present on both syllables in redupli-

cated words: e.g., b’a ¤g ‘light’; b’ab’ag- [ba 0p.ba 0gN] ‘be bright’.  

 Finally, acoustic evidence also supports an analysis of laryngealization as 

conditioned by the preceding consonant, rather than being a property of the 

vowel. Laryngealization on vowels typically affects only the first part of the 

vowel segment, where it is contiguous with the glottalized consonant; moreo-

ver, the consonant itself may also show some laryngealization or ejective effects 

(cf. Figures 8 and 10 above). 

 There are thus clearly good arguments for positing a series of glottalized 

consonants in Hup to explain these phenomena. But one more question remains: 

why is voicing neutralized with the glottalized stops? This can be explained as 

motivated by phonetic distinctiveness (audibility). In word-final position, to 

begin with, the glottalized consonants surface as unreleased stops, and as such 

are too phonetically similar to the unreleased voiceless stops for a contrast to be 

maintained. As Blevins (2004: 99) has noted, for plain obstruents and ejective 

or glottalized obstruents to contrast in word-final position, the stops must be 

audibly released. In fact, syllable-final neutralization of ejective or glottalized 

obstruents as voiceless unaspirated obstruents – as we find morpheme-finally in 

Hup – is crosslinguistically quite common (Blevins 2004: 94). 

 In morpheme-initial and medial position, Hup already has a constraint bar-

ring voiced palatal /j/ and velar /g/ from appearing; this carries over to their 

glottalized counterparts /j’/ and /g’/, which are accordingly pronounced as 

voiceless [ V 0] and [kV 0] (respectively), as discussed above. Thus the only voic-

ing contrast that would even be possible for the glottalized stop series is limited 

to the bilabial and dental-alveolar stops /b’/ and /d’/ in non-final position – a 

very restricted environment. 

 As an intriguing final note, there are a few cases in Hup which suggest that 

ordinary voiced stops may occasionally have developed glottalized variants 

during a historical process of deriving new words. The pair in (89a) is particu-

larly suggestive of a historical link between a (prior) voiced stop and a (later) 

glottalized stop: 

 

(89) a) /tóg/    [tógN]   ‘daughter’  

 /hutóg’/  [hutók|]  ‘niece’  
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The unmistakable parallelism between (89a) and the pair in (89b) below – in 

which the final consonant /h/ in ‘son’ and ‘nephew’ could not be glottalized and 

remained the same – indicates that the similarity between ‘daughter’ and ‘niece’ 

is indeed due to a historical connection rather than to chance: 

 

  b) /~tæh/   [tQ)êh]   ‘son’ 

   /~hutæh/   [hu )tQ)êh]  ‘nephew’  

  

Other similar pairs, of which one member is probably also derived historically 

from the other, are the following: 

 

(90) a) /tód/  [tôdn]   ‘hollow log, tree’ (verb: ‘hollow out, make hole in’) 

 /tód’/  [tót|]    ‘jar, bottle, hollow receptacle’   

 

 b) /wob/  [wob
m

] ‘be resting on something’ (intransitive verb) 

 /w’ob/[wo 0bm] ‘set on something’ (transitive verb) 

 

 c) /yQt/ [dyQt|] ‘lie on ground’ (intransitive verb) 

 /y’Qt/ [dyQ0t|] ‘lay on ground’ (transitive verb) 

 

 Such pairs suggest that glottalization is in some sense a distinct prosodic or 

suprasegmental feature that is associating with a consonant in Hup. They also 

suggest that, despite their neutralization for voicing, glottalized stops may (at 

least historically) have an underlying association with voiced segments. 

 

 

Comparative note 

 

What appears phonetically as vocalic laryngealization in Hup [CV 0C] is realized 

in many Yuhup words as [CV1/V1(C)] (i.e., a medial glottal stop surrounded by 

identical vowels):
30

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
30

 Not all such words correspond in this way, however; for example, Yuhup ya/ m 
‘jaguar’ takes the same CV/VC form as does Hup (ya/ám).  
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(91) Hup:     Yuhup:
31

 

  /c’ ‡w/ [ 0‡w]   [ / w]    ‘pupunha’  

  /d’ ç/ [ndu 0‡yh]  [ndú/uyh]   ‘timbó’ 

 

Brandão Lopes and Parker (1999) analyze such V/V sequences in Yuhup as 

involving a floating glottalic autosegment that associates with the vowel. Ospi-

na (2002: 117–118), on the other hand, proposes a morpheme-level feature of 

laryngealization that is realized phonetically only on the vowel; Ospina also 

represents words such as those in (91) phonetically as [CV 0C], and makes no 

mention of a V/V structure. In my own brief sessions with a Yuhup speaker, I 

found the [V/V] structure to be in some variation with laryngealized [V 0]. It is 

possible that the difference between Yuhup V V (recorded in Brazil) and 

Ospina’s V 0 (recorded in Colombia) reflects dialectal variation. 

 It is also noteworthy that a number of Hup words containing a glottalized 

initial consonant appear to have been borrowed from Tukano, but in Tukano 

(currently, at any rate) the corresponding words take the form CV/V. Examples 

are Hup /j’ / and Tukano so/ô ‘spade-fish’, and Hup /b’ // and Tukano bi/î 
‘rat’. According to Stenzel (2007), the glottal in these Tukanoan words is best 

analyzed as a suprasegmental feature that associates with the vowel of the root. 

 A possible explanation for these CV/V correspondences to Hup C’V lies in 

the general flexibility of glottalic phenomena. As noted by Macaulay and Sal-

mons (1995), the association of glottalic suprasegmental features with other 

segments is potentially so flexible that their targets have been shown to differ 

even across dialects of a single language. Similarly, Blevins (1993) observes 

that there is a cross-linguistic tendency for glottalization and other laryngeal 

node features to start out as linked to a consonant slot and then to evolve into a 

floating feature, with an intermediate step in which both the linked and the root-

level floating features are present (i.e., the two strategies coexist). It is possible 

that while the glottalic feature associates with the consonant in Hup, it targets 

the vowel in Tukanoan languages and probably in Yuhup as well.  

                                                
31

 These examples are from a word list I collected with a Yuhup speaker.  

 

 

2.2. Syllable, morpheme, and word structure  

 

Hup exhibits a strong isomorphism between the syllable and the morpheme; 

approximately 80% of Hup morphemes have only one syllable. Hup strongly 

prefers syllables with a CVC structure, and the vast majority of syllables have 
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an onset (but see below for exceptions). The CVC syllable is accordingly the 

template for most morphemes, and also constitutes a well-formed word.  

 CV syllables are less common. A number of morphemes (belonging to vari-

ous word classes) are underlyingly CV, but these normally surface as CV sylla-

bles only when they are immediately followed by a vowel-initial (-VC) suffix 

(which produces two syllables, each with its own stress/tone value); e.g., /j’ - t/ 
[ ç0¤. t|] (flower-Oblique) ‘with the flower’. Elsewhere – particularly when 

word-final or even when followed by a consonant-initial root or formative – 

these CV morphemes undergo a phonetic vowel-lengthening effect (CV:) to 

produce a single heavy syllable: e.g., /j’ / [ ç0:] ‘flower’.  

 VC syllables do exist, despite Hup’s general requirement of syllable onsets. 

However, these are morphologically restricted to the set of vowel-initial suf-

fixes (which are underlyingly VC; cf. §3.4.1.2), and have a surface realization 

as VC syllables only when they are directly preceded by a CV root; e.g., yú-úy 
[

d
yú.úy] ‘waiting’. The fact that no epenthetic consonant is inserted at the sylla-

ble/morpheme boundary shows that Hup’s preference for onsets may be over-

ridden, and is also evidence that these suffixes do not involve an empty conso-

nant slot (while they do involve an empty vowel slot). As noted above 

(§2.1.2.1), when the preceding root has a consonantal coda, the vowel-initial 

suffix takes an onset from the coda of the root, which becomes geminate: wób-
óy [wób

m
.
m

bóy]. This results in two CVC syllables – Hup’s preferred structure. 

 Given that VC morphemes (and syllables) are limited to this small set of 

bound suffixes, all words in Hup necessarily have an initial consonant. This 

may be a glottal stop. Evidence that word-initial glottal stops do indeed occupy 

an underlying consonant slot comes from the lexicalization of certain bimor-

phemic forms, which tends to preserve the glottal stop (even at the expense of 

another consonant): t h + /ãy  tã/ãêy (3sg + FEM  ‘woman’); t h + /ág  

ta/ág (3sg + FEM  ‘the/its fruit’ (cf. §5.4). The same glottal-preserving phe-

nomenon is also found in reduplication contexts: / d- ‘speak’ / / d- ‘stam-

mer’. 

 As noted above, Hup has no diphthongs and no syllable-internal consonant 

clusters. Adjacent consonants are normally only acceptable across morpheme 

boundaries, as in verb or noun compounds, with the marginal exception of the 

homorganic stop clusters in reduplicated forms and relexicalized former com-

pounds (which, as noted above, are synchronically not clearly bimorphemic; cf. 

§2.5). The Hup preference for avoiding morpheme-internal clusters is illustrated 

by such borrowed Portuguese words as escada ‘ladder’, which Hup speakers 

typically pronounce sikada, and by the reduction of medial consonant clusters 

undergone by formerly bimorphemic forms in the process of lexicalization to 

create monomorphic words (see §2.5). The few exceptions to the generalization 

against non-homorganic morpheme-internal clusters are mostly cases involving 

glottal consonants in reduplicated or relexicalized forms (and possibly in certain 
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borrowings): /// as first-syllable coda in words such as /ba/t ‡b’/ ‘spirit’, 

/ba/túk/ ‘dark’, and reduplicated /w /w /-/ ‘tremble’ (cf. §2.5); and /h/ as sec-

ond-syllable onset (limited mainly to the Barreira dialect) in /wQdh / ‘sun, 

moon’, and a few other forms.  

 While Hup strongly favors a syllable-morpheme isomorphism, it also per-

mits words of more than one syllable; these, however, are almost all limited to 

two syllables. With the exception of ideophones (which are phonologically un-

usual; see §15.7), only a handful of words have three or more syllables. These 

are almost all names of birds or flying creatures, and probably have an ono-

matopoeic or ideophonic origin (a few may also be borrowed). Examples in-

clude pitid h ‘Tropical Cane Bird’, kçdçhçh g ‘morpho butterfly’, and 

wçdçk w’ ‘Speckled Chachalaca’. 

 Most bisyllabic monomorphemic words in Hup fall into two categories, de-

fined by their medial consonant. Both categories share the general preference 

that vowel quality should be the same across the two syllables. In the first 

group, the initial and medial consonants differ, but the medial consonant is ei-

ther /h/ or /w/: 

 

(92) /~bçh y/ [mç)h )ç)Ùy )]  mçhç)Ùy  ‘deer’ 

  /w h d/ [w h dn]   ‘old (man)’ 

  /p h t/  [p h t|]    ‘banana’ 

  /yçhçy/ [yçhçy]   ‘search for’ 

  /cuw k/  [ uw k|]   ‘cotton’ 

  /yiwík/ [yiwík|]    ‘heavy’ 

 

In the second category, the initial and medial consonants are identical. All of 

these words appear to be reduplicated forms (but, as noted above, for many the 

non-reduplicated ‘root’ is meaningless). Examples include the following: 

 

(93) /b’eb’ p/ [mbe 0p.b 0p|] ‘butterfly’ 

  /~dudút/ [nun.nút|]  ‘moth’ 

  /totób’/ [tot.tóp|]  ‘Black-tailed Trogon (bird)’ 

  /~pçp h/ [pç)p.pç)êh )]  ‘blue, green’ 

  /kikid/ [kik.kidn]  ‘tickle’ 

 

 There are also a few exceptional forms which fall outside of both these cate-

gories. These are bisyllabic morphemes having different initial and medial con-

sonants, where the medial consonant is not /h/ or /w/. In a very few cases, such 
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exceptional forms also have different vowels, and/or include medial consonant 

clusters (usually involving /h/ or ///, as noted above). Examples include the 

following: 

 

(94) /~yç/ b/  [y / êm]   yç)/ç)êm  ‘dangerous, powerful’ 

  /~pu/úk/  [pu )/u )êk|]   pu )/u )êk ‘coca’  

  /cidí//   [ iRí/]     ‘bag’ (dialectal variant) 

  /~b d g/  [m )n )êN]   m n N   ‘straight, direct’ 

  /bçt k/  [mbçt k|]     ‘ear’ 

  /wçhwQ‡w/  [wçhwQ‡w]   ‘dove’ 

 

 There are a number of ways to account for the non-canonical forms of such 

words. Some, like /wçhwQ‡w/ ‘dove’, are undoubtedly onomatopoeic; the name 

closely mimics the bird’s call. 

  Many other such unusual words are derived historically from bimor-

phemic forms (cf. §2.5). Examples of what were probably once bimorphemic 

forms include /cug’Q‡t/ [ uk’Q‡t|] ‘leaf, paper’, possibly from /j’ g-g’Qt/ ‘forest-

leaf’, /yã/amh // ‘dog’, from /yã/ám/ ‘jaguar’ and an unidentified form /h //, 
and /~hutæh/ ‘bird’, probably from /~hú/ ‘animal’ and /tæh/ ‘small’. Words of 

more speculative origin are /wQdh / ‘sun, moon’ (compare /wQd/ ‘eat, food’, 

and /h / ‘liver’) and /~yç/ b/ y / m ‘powerful, dangerous, scary’, possibly 

from the ‘Intangible’ demonstrative /y / and /~/çb/ /çm- ‘fear’ (compare ya/ p 
‘that’s all’, which is more clearly derived from /y -/ p/ [Dem + Quantifier]).  

 Still other bisyllabic Hup morphemes with non-canonical form are undoubt-

edly borrowings. Examples include /~cad / [ ãnã Ù:] can  ‘pineapple’ (from Tu-

kano se )ra), and /bicíw/ ‘spirit type’ from Tukano biisíu.  

 Finally, there are many cases in which the origin of the non-canonical word 

is unknown. Examples of such unexplained exceptions to the general rule are 

/~b d g/ [m )n )N] m n N ‘straight, direct’ and /bçt k/ [mbçt k|] ‘ear’. 

 In keeping with Hup’s strong preference for words of one to two syllables, 

borrowings from Portuguese of more than two syllables are usually shortened. 

Many examples are provided by personal names, such as hóc [hóyt|] ‘Rosineia’, 

céb [ êbm] nickname ‘Zebu’ (after the cow), and cidi [ iRí:] ‘Selina’. The main 

exception to this reduction of borrowed Portuguese words to one or two sylla-

bles occurs where the Portuguese form has a word-final r or consonant cluster 

involving r. Because the Hup flap [R] (an allophone of /d/ and /t/) can occur 

only between vowels, such words receive an epenthetic vowel before or after 
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the r; e.g., /motúdu/ [motúRu] ‘motor’ (from motor); /padátu/ [paRátu] ‘plate’ 
(from prato).

32
  

 The well-formed word in Hup is somewhat more constrained than are the 

syllable and the morpheme. Without exception, the Hup word must begin with a 

consonant and end with a bimoraic syllable (i.e., [C]VC or [C]VV, where the 

lengthened vowel is not phonemic [see above]). Hup words also conform to 

violable soft constraints: In particular, the ideal monomorphemic Hup word 

should be composed of a single CVC syllable; if it has two syllables, then the 

vowel quality should be the same across both, and the medial consonant should 

be either /h/ or /w/ (or identical to the initial consonant in the case of redupli-

cated forms, which are not clearly monomorphemic). In general, bimorphemic 

words that are becoming relexicalized as monomorphemic forms are under 

pressure to conform to this ideal, and tend to undergo vowel harmonization and 

other processes to accommodate to it (cf. §2.5). These preferences thus yield a 

continuum of word types in Hup, beginning with the ideal CVC word and ex-

panding outward to include words that are less and less consistent with this 

ideal. Such a continuum effect has also been identified for constraints on the 

lexicons of other languages; e.g., Ito and Mester (1995) for Japanese. 

 A discussion of the various criteria for defining the phonological word in 

Hup – especially for multimorphemic words (involving root compounding, etc.) 

falling at the far end of this continuum – is provided in §3.2.1. 
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 Note, however, that many of these words were likely borrowed through Tukano (the 

immediate source of many Portuguese words that enter Hup, since speakers are bilin-

gual in Tukano but do not generally speak Portuguese). This epenthesis phenomenon 

therefore probably reflects phonotactic constraints of Tukano (which also has an inter-

vocalic flap as an allophone of /d/) rather than or as much as it reflects those of Hup. 

 

 

2.3. Prosodic features 

 

Hup’s primary prosodic features are nasalization and word-accent, the latter 

combining contrastive tone and lexical stress. Both of these are phonemic, and 

take the syllable (and usually the morpheme) as their primary domain. 

 

 

2.3.1. Nasalization 

 

Nasalization is a morpheme-level or – minimally – a syllable-level feature in 

Hup. In other words, every syllable, and almost every morpheme, is specified as 

either fully nasal or fully oral. Nasality therefore targets all segments within this 
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domain equally, and nasality or orality cannot be considered a property of the 

individual segment. As noted above, nasal morphemes in the phonemic tran-

scriptions herein are represented with a leading tilde, e.g., /~báh/ (cf. 95–104 

below).  

 As discussed in §2.1 above, all segmental phonemes in Hup – with the ex-

ception of voiceless obstruents, which are not targets for nasality – have both 

nasal and oral variants, depending on the nasal or oral value of the mor-

pheme/syllable in which they occur. Thus [m], [n], [ñ], [N] are all allophones of 

the voiced stop series /b/, /d/, /j/, /g/, and glottalized [m’], [n’], [ñ’], and [N’] are 

allophones of the glottalized stops. The glides /w/ and /y/ and the fricatives /h/ 

and /ç/ are also nasalized in nasal contexts. The same applies to vowels, al-

though the nine-vowel system is reduced to six vowels in nasal environments 

(see §2.1.1). Note, however, that some of these nasal and oral allophones of 

individual phonemes are represented with different symbols in the orthography 

used in this grammar; this approach to representing nasality was chosen as more 

user-friendly, and is discussed in §2.4 below. 

 Many Hup words contrast on the basis of nasalization. Examples of minimal 

pairs or near-minimal pairs are the following: 

 

(95) /w h/   [w h]    ‘River Indian’ 

  /~w h/  [w )ç)Ùh )] wç)Ùh  ‘resin’ 

 

(96) /báh/  [mbáh]   ‘acará fish (sp.)’ 

  /~báh/  [mã êh )] máh ‘near’ 

 

(97) /hú//   [hú/]   ‘pium (insect)’ 

  /~hu//  [h )u )/] hu )/-  ‘finish’ 

 

(98) /d’ad/  [ndadn]  ‘paint with genipap (dye)’ 

  /~d’ád/ [nâ 0n]   ‘foot-flea’ 

 

(99) /j’áh/  [ á 0h]   ‘earth, land’ 

  /~j’áh/ [ ã 0êh )] j’ã êh ‘cará’ 

 

(100) /hçh/  [hçh]   ‘smoke (fish, meat, etc.)’ 

  /~hçh/  [h )ç)h )] hç)h- ‘make noise’ 
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(101) /pá//  [pá/]   ‘shallow aturá basket’ 

  /~pá//  [pãê/] pã ê/ ‘frog sp.’ 

 

(102) /b b/  [mbçbm]  ‘matá-matá (tree sp.)’ 

  /~b b/  [mç)Ùm] m m ‘axe’  

 

(103) /dç//  [ndç/]   ‘count’ 

  /~dç//  [nç)/] nç/- ‘give’ 

 

(104) /y h/  [dy h]   ‘affinal relative’ 

  /~y h/  [ny )ç)h )] yç)Ùh ‘medicine’ 

 

 While almost all Hup morphemes are either fully nasal or fully oral, there 

are a few examples of words that are (at least synchronically) monomorphemic 

but combine one nasal syllable with one oral syllable. Some of these excep-

tional forms are listed in (105); most or all are probably derived historically 

from two morphemes, although synchronically they are lexicalized as a unitary 

morpheme. 

  

(105) a) d’ap êh [nda 0pu )êh )] ‘hand’  

   (from d’ap ‘flesh’?? + / h ‘sibling/reciprocal/interactive’??)
33

  

   Compare the fully nasalized variant [nã 0pu )êh )]            

  

  b) yã/amh / [y )ã/ãmh /] or yã/amb / [y )ã/ãmb /] ‘dog’  

   (from yã/ám ‘jaguar’ + ??) 

 

  c) tç)hód’ [tç)hód|] ‘collared peccary’ (from tç)êh ‘pig’ + ??) 

 

  d) mç)y k [mç)y k|] ‘mirror’ (etymology unclear) 

 

Mixed nasal-oral forms also include words borrowed from Portuguese, particu-

larly personal names:  

 

                                                
33

 Compare Tukano amû pa’ma ‘hand’ (amû ‘superior part’; pa’ma ‘group of things 

connected one to the other’; cf. Ramirez 1997b: 7, 135). 
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(106) mandú   ‘Manuel’ 

  míngu   ‘Domingo’ 

  mingáw   ‘Miguel’ 

 

 While these bisyllabic morphemes are exceptional in their mixed nasal-oral 

quality, it is important to note that nasality and orality in Hup are still consis-

tently (and apparently altogether without exception) a property of the syllable as 

a whole. Accordingly, Hup speakers have trouble distinguishing between such 

Portuguese pairs as bandeira ‘flag’ and madeira ‘wood’, in which the contrast 

is syllable-internal. 

 Nasal spreading is extremely limited in Hup. In general, nasal spreading 

does not occur across morpheme boundaries. The only exceptions involve the 

vowel-copying suffixes, in which the copied vowel takes on the nasal or oral 

quality of the root vowel along with its other features (e.g., /~dQd/ + /Vy/  
/~dæd-æy/ næn-Q)êy), and cases in which a historically bimorphemic form is 

relexicalized to form a synchronically monomorphemic form (e.g., example 107 

below). Otherwise, nasal spreading does not occur even between a root and a 

non-copying vowel-initial suffix. For example, the Inchoative suffix -ay is al-

ways oral (and accordingly conditions a nasal-oral medial consonant sequence 

via coda gemination when preceded by a consonant-final nasal root): /~p / + 
/ay/ [pã Ù.ay] (Negative existence + Inchoative); /~hab/ + /ay/ [hã êm.bay] (‘go’ + 

Inchoative); /~dQd/ + /ay/ [nQ)ên.day] (‘come’ + Inchoative). The Object suffix 

- n, which is always nasal, likewise does not undergo or condition spreading: 

/ba/t ‡b’/ + / n/ [ba/t ‡p|.mã Ùn] (‘spirit’ + Object). 

 When nasal spreading does occur as part of the lexicalization process – in 

which over time a bimorphemic form (usually a noun or verb compound) de-

velops an identity as a unitary or even monomorphemic lexical item – it usually 

proceeds from right to left. This directionality probably has to do with the fact 

that the phrase-final element is normally the syntactic (and semantic) head of 

the compound, and/or with the tendency of the final syllable in the word to bear 

the primary lexical stress. In most cases, nasal spreading simply accompanies 

vowel harmonization (which likewise proceeds from right to left; e.g., 107a). In 

a few cases, however, it applies even in the absence of any harmonization proc-

ess (107b). 

 

(107) a) t h +  /ãêy  tã/ã êy  
   3sg FEM woman 

   ‘woman’ 

 

  b) d’apu ê)h  n’apu )êh [nã 0pu )êh )] (variant) ‘hand’ (cf. 100a above) 
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Comparative note 

 

As in Hup, nasalization generally appears as a morpheme-level prosodic feature 

in Yuhup and in the neighboring Tukanoan languages. In Hup’s more distant 

sister Dâw (which has only marginal contact with Tukano), on the other hand, 

nasalization is not a feature of the morpheme or the syllable, but is restricted to 

segmental phonemes. Both vowels and consonants in Dâw have contrastive 

nasality, and nasal consonants and voiced stops can co-occur in the same mor-

pheme or syllable. The Dâw cognates of many morphemes that are either fully 

nasal or fully oral in Hup contain both nasal and oral segments. In the most 

distant relative Nadëb (which has no contact with Tukano), nasalization is like-

wise a property of individual segments, and not of the morpheme as a whole. 

These facts suggest that prosodic nasalization entered Hup (and Yuhup) via 

diffusion from Tukano, although the possibility that it arose autonomously via 

nasal spreading within the syllable cannot be conclusively ruled out. 

 

 

2.3.2. Word-accent: tone and stress 

 

Hup has a restricted system of contrastive lexical tone. Tone contrasts are re-

stricted to syllables bearing primary stress (and in such cases the tonal contrast, 

which depends on the contour, is only clearly audible on those stressed syllables 

that are word-final). This kind of restricted tone system has been characterized 

as a ‘word-accent system’ (cf. Remijsen and van Heuven 2005: 227, Riad 

1998). A system of ‘word-accent’ (also termed ‘polytonicity’ and ‘tone accent’) 

shares features with pitch-accent, tone, and stress systems, but is distinct from 

all of these. As in a tone language, the Hup word-accent system exhibits a para-

digm of word-level tone contrasts; as in a pitch-accent language, the tone con-

trast is restricted to one syllable per word; and finally, as in many stress sys-

tems, the accented syllable in the word is generally predictable and is ‘singled 

out’ by the same phonetic features that typically distinguish lexical stress in 

other languages – greater intensity, longer duration, and higher pitch. 

 In Hup, tone and lexical stress work together, and they are accordingly dis-

cussed side by side in this section. Note that to avoid orthographic redundancy, 

stress is indicated only by the tone diacritic (v or v) over the vowel in these 

examples (rather than having both a stress diacritic and a tone diacritic on the 

same syllable). 
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2.3.2.1. Lexical stress patterns 

 

Hup has relatively consistent lexical stress patterns. Independent words (i.e., 

those that are not cliticized or bound to other words) receive stress; for those 

that are monomorphemic and of more than one syllable, stress almost invariably 

falls on the final syllable of the word. The same final stress pattern occurs in 

many noun compounds and in noun-adjective noun phrases (see §5.1 and §6.6). 

For independent lexical items, the only exceptions to this rule that have been 

encountered are borrowed Portuguese words (in which stress tends to conform 

to the stress pattern of the word as it is pronounced in Portuguese, e.g., /bóda/ 

‘ball’, from bola), and one idiosyncratic Hup noun húhu/ ‘pacu (fish sp.)’.
34

 

 The stress patterns of multimorphemic words are more varied. Stress on 

noun compounds depends largely on the type of compound (see §5.1). More 

lexicalized compounds (i.e., those having a meaning that is not predictable from 

the component parts) tend to place stress word-finally (on the model of mono-

morphemic words), but there are many exceptions.  

 The stress patterns of verbs conform to certain regular patterns, but are par-

tially determined by the lexical identity of the particular Boundary Suffix that is 

attached to the stem. As discussed in detail in §3.4 and §8.3, a verb in most 

clause types is expressed as a grammatical word composed of multiple mor-

phemes. Minimally, the verb word must normally include a root and a Bound-

ary Suffix; maximally, it can be composed of multiple roots and other forma-

tives, according to the following template (see §8.3). Note that the Boundary 

Suffix marks the end of the verbal ‘core’, while the verbal ‘periphery’ is made 

up of enclitics and particles. 

 

Prefix – Root – [(Prefix) Root…] – Inner Suffix – [Inner Suffix…] – Boundary 

 Suffix = Enclitic = [Enclitic…] Particle [Particle…] 

 

 The Hup Boundary Suffixes are lexically marked for stress, and also deter-

mine the stress pattern of the phonological verb word as a whole (which may be 

composed of all the formatives in the above template except the particles, which 

lie outside the phonological word). As discussed in §3.4.1, some Boundary Suf-

fixes take the primary stress of the phonological verb word, yielding the pattern 

(…stem-suffix), in which only the Boundary Suffix receives primary stress 

(underlined here). Other Boundary Suffixes condition stress on the final syllable 

of the stem (which may belong to a root or to an Inner Suffix); within this last 

                                                
34

 This word húhu/ may itself have been borrowed from Tukano uhú ‘pacu fish’, but it 

is not clear why this would have motivated the non-canonical stress pattern, since the 

Tukano form is stressed on the second syllable.  
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type, the Boundary Suffix itself may also take stress equal to that of the stem 

(…stem-suffix), or it may be unstressed (…stem-suffix). Accordingly, verb 

compounds – which may be composed of as many as five roots, multiple Inner 

Suffixes, and one Boundary Suffix – normally receive no more than one to two 

primary stresses per (phonological) word, which occur(s) on the final syllable or 

two syllables of the word. Any prefixes that may be present are normally un-

stressed, as are all roots that precede the final root in the compound. To the 

extent that the non-root formatives in the template above also combine with 

nouns, the resulting word tends to conform to these same lexically determined 

stress patterns, although there are certain exceptions (see below).  

 Peripheral formatives (i.e., those formatives which follow the Boundary Suf-

fix in a verb) are also lexically marked for stress or lack of stress. Enclitics are 

by definition unstressed; particles – which generally follow the enclitics – are 

by definition stressed and are therefore considered to be phonologically separate 

from the rest of the verb (cf. §3.4.2).  

 For certain bound formatives, stress patterns may vary somewhat depending 

on the part of speech they attach to or their position in the clause. However, this 

does not seem to be predictable for formative classes generally, but is a property 

of the individual morpheme. For example, the Dependent suffix -Vp is gener-

ally stressed when it occurs on clause-final nominal subjects (as a topic or em-

phasis marker), but is unstressed elsewhere (cf. §7.1.5): 

 

(108) n’íp g’ét-ep=w d-áh   cã êw-ãã êp  
  that stand-DEP=RESP-FOC other-DEP 

  ‘That other old fellow standing there’ (serve drink to him!) (cv) 

 

 Perhaps because word-level stress patterns are so intricate in Hup, secondary 

metrical stress does not appear to play an important role. There is some indica-

tion of an iambic metrical stress pattern; for example, alternating syllables of a 

compound verb may take a weak secondary stress, and certain formatives that 

normally appear as unstressed enclitics are stressed when they immediately 

follow another unstressed enclitic. In general, however, rhythmic stress patterns 

are minimally salient in Hup, and the nuances of metrical stress and its interac-

tion with lexical stress must await future research.  

 

 

2.3.2.2. Tone 

 

Tonal contrasts in Hup occur mainly in nouns and adjectives, although there is 

some evidence suggesting that verb roots may have underlying tonal values as 

well. Tones are also realized on stressed grammatical formatives. 
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 Hup has two phonemic tones, realized as rising and high, which occur exclu-

sively on stressed syllables; the Hup system is accordingly defined as a word-

accent system, as discussed above (§2.3.2). Phonetically, Hup also has a falling 

contour tone, which is an allophone of the high tone (note, however, that it is 

not altogether clear which should be considered underlying; see below). Un-

stressed syllables take a default phonetic low tone. As mentioned above, ortho-

graphically tone and stress are both indicated together by a single diacritic on 

the vowel of the syllable: v (stress and rising tone); v (stress and high [falling] 

tone). 

 The tonal value and/or its allophonic realization are partially predictable 

from the syllable template (CVCvoiced, CVCvoiceless, or CV; see below for 

further discussion). Stressed syllables in which the coda consonant is voiced 

(CVCvoiced) receive either a rising or a falling contour tone (109). As Figures 

11a and b illustrate, the voiced coda consonant – such as a post-nasalized ob-

struent – typically accommodates part of the contour; note the dip downward (a) 

or upward (b) in the level of the line indicating pitch (in the pitch graph) where 

it corresponds to the postnasalized segment [g
N
] (in the waveform graph).  

 

(109) /t g/ [t gN] ‘tooth’    (falling) 

  /t g/ [t gN] ‘wood, stick’  (rising) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11a. Falling tone, CVCvoiced syllable (/t g/ [t gN] ‘tooth’) 
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Figure 11b. Rising tone, CVCvoiced syllable (/t g/ [t gN]‘wood, stick’) 

 

 Syllables with a voiceless coda consonant (CVCvoiceless) can receive either 

high or rising tone: 

 

(110) /~dúh/  [nu )êh )] núh ‘head’  (high) 

  /~d h/  [nu )Ùh )] n h ‘tapioca’  (rising)  

 

This is illustrated in Figure 12a and b; compare the high, nearly level pitch on 

the vowel in (a) with the rising pitch on the vowel in (b).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 12a. High tone, CVCvoiceless syllable (/~dúh/ núh ‘head’) 
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Figure 12b. Rising tone, CVCvoiceless syllable (/~d h/ n h ‘tapioca’) 

 

 Syllables with an underlying CV template, realized as [CV:] when word-

final, almost always take falling tone: 

 

(111) /j’á/ [ a 0:] ‘black’  (falling) 

 

Exceptions to this rule all appear to be borrowings from Tukano or Portuguese, 

such as the following: 

  

(112) /j’ / [ ç0‡:]  ‘spade-fish’  (rising tone; probably from Tukano so/ô);  

     compare Hup /j’ / [ ç0:] ‘flower’ (falling tone) 

  /~cad / [ ãn ] can  ‘pineapple’ (rising tone; from Tukano se)rá) 

 

 Falling tone and high tone are clearly allophones; they are in complementary 

distribution according to syllable coda.
35

 A voiced coda can accommodate a 

                                                
35

 Valteir Martins, in his reconstruction of ‘Proto-Makú’, includes a short discussion of 

Hup tone (2005: 119–120). He claims that syllables receiving high tone are not limited 

to those with voiceless codas, and he considers all high-tone syllables to be atonal, 

while rising and falling contour tones are phonemic; in other words, high tone is consid-

ered not as an allophone of a falling contour, but rather as a default tone on stressed 

syllables (whereas low tone is the default on unstressed syllables). I consider this analy-

sis to be suspect on several accounts. First, while there are many two-way tonal con-

trasts of both rising vs. falling and rising vs. high in Hup, I have discovered no minimal 

pair that contrasts falling vs. high tone (Martins also cites no such contrast). Second, I 

have found that consultants apparently do not find the high vs. falling distinction par-

ticularly salient; my pronunciation of a CVCvoiceless word with a falling contour or a 
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falling contour,
36

 whereas a voiceless coda cannot. Such a correlation between 

tone and syllable coda (such that a falling contour or downglide is possible with 

a voiced coda but not with a voiceless one) is reported to be fairly common 

cross-linguistically; for example, in Central Carrier (Pike 1986), high-tone syl-

lables with a CV and CVCvoiced template downglide when word-final, while 

CVCvoiceless syllables do not downglide. 

 However, it is not entirely clear in Hup whether the high tone or the falling 

tone should be considered the basic underlying tone value, with the other repre-

senting the allophone. One possible scenario would be that falling tone is under-

lying, yielding a symmetrical pattern of two opposing contour tones; a voiceless 

coda consonant would therefore reduce the tone contour, because the voiced 

part of the rhyme (i.e., the main tone-bearing unit of syllable nucleus + coda) 

would be relatively short.  

 However, this scenario does not explain why a CVCvoiceless syllable can 
accommodate a rising contour. If it can take a contour at all, then why can it not 

take a falling contour in just the same way as it takes a rising contour? A rea-

sonable explanation for this would assume the high tone to be underlying, and 

the falling contour a default downglide that is accommodated by the voiced 

coda. This analysis is also consistent with the fact that the presence of both level 

and contour tones is more common among the world’s tone systems than is the 

presence of only contour tones (Yip 2007: 231). A phonetic downglide after a 

high tone is also cross-linguistically common and is presumably acoustically 

motivated by a word-final drop in pitch and intensity. 

 For the purposes of this discussion, then, the high contour will be assumed to 

be the underlying tonal value, and the falling tone the allophone, but the final 

word on this will have to be left to future research. A further feature of the Hup 

                                                                                                                   
CVCvoiced word with a high tone does not elicit any particular reaction on their part. 

Third, imperative mood in Hup is indicated by high or falling tone on the verb stem, 

depending only on the coda of the final syllable, suggesting that these have a single 

underlying value. Finally, Martins’ analysis can offer no explanation for his claim that 

CVCvoiceless syllables can be atonal or take rising tone, but never take falling tone; in 

my account of high and falling tone as allophones, on the other hand, CVCvoiceless and 

CVCvoiced syllables can each take both phonemic tone values (rising and high), and 

the allophonic distribution of high vs. falling corresponds to cross-linguistically typical 

patterns of interaction between tone and syllable weight.  
36

 For CVCvoiced syllables that are stressed but not word-final, however, what would 

otherwise be realized as a falling contour is often truncated to a simple high tone, espe-

cially in faster speech. 
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tone system that awaits explanation is the fact that open CV [CV:] syllables 

almost always take a falling contour rather than a rising one.  

 As Figures 11 and 12 above illustrate, the vowel is the main tone-bearing 

unit in Hup; but voiced coda consonants (such as the postnasalized stops in 11) 

also are able to accommodate part of the contour, especially in the case of fal-

ling tone. However, the tonal contour also appears to have an effect on the onset 

consonant: when the syllable-initial consonant is a sonorant (i.e., a glide or na-

sal), this sonorant tends to be significantly longer relative to the vowel in sylla-

bles with falling/high tone than in syllables with rising tone. In Figure 12 above, 

for example, the initial consonant [n] in the high-tone syllable núh ‘head’ is 

twice as long as the vowel in the same word (300 ms vs. 150 ms); in the rising-

tone syllable n h ‘tapioca’, on the other hand, the initial [n] is almost exactly as 

long as the following vowel (about 225 ms vs. 225 ms). Similarly, as these fig-

ures also illustrate, the vowel in syllables with contour tone (rising or falling) 

tends to be longer than the vowel in CVCvoiceless syllables with high tone. 

Unstressed syllables, with their default low tone, likewise have relatively short 

vowel length.  

 Tone in Hup does nevertheless appear to be independent of the type of onset 

consonant present in the syllable. In particular, the presence of a glottalized 

consonant in onset position has no apparent influence on the tone of the syllable 

(cf. examples 114 and 116 below). Tone also appears to be independent of the 

type of coda consonant present; however, a high proportion of the lexical mini-

mal pairs with contrastive tone appear to have glottal consonants (/ / or /h/) in 

coda position. This and the fact that CV syllables always take high (falling) tone 

may provide a clue to the mystery of tonogenesis in Hup and its sister lan-

guages.  

 Hup has many minimal pairs that contrast solely on the basis of tone. In the 

following examples, the morpheme with high (falling) tone is listed first, fol-

lowed by the morpheme with rising tone. 

 

(113) /cá// [ á/]  ‘box, nest’ 

  /c // [ /]  ‘clump of roots’ 

 

(114) /j’ w/ [ 0w]  ‘water snake sp.’ 

  /j’ ‡w/ [ 0‡w]  ‘pupunha (palm sp.)’ 

 

(115) /~t h/ [tç)êh )] tç)êh  ‘pig’ 

  /~t h/ [tç)Ùh )] tç)Ùh  ‘caterpillar’ 
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(116) /b’ k/ [mbç0¤k|]  ‘skin, bark’ 

  /b’ k/ [mbç0‡k|]  ‘mud, swamp’ 

 

(117) /cúk/ [ úk|]  ‘tool handle’ 

  /c k/ [ k|]  ‘owl’ 

 

(118) /~wá// [w )ãê/] wãê/ ‘vulture’ 

  /~w // [w )ãÙ/] wãÙ/ ‘belt’ 

 

(119) /~y h/  [ny )ç)êh )] yç)êh ‘tipiti’ 

  /~y h/  [ny )ç)Ùh )] yç)Ùh ‘medicine’ 

 

(120) /b g/ [mb gN]  ‘anteater’ 

  /b ‡g/ [mb ‡gN]  ‘a long time; old’ 

 

(121) /~b h/  [m h] m h ‘lake’  

  /~b h/  [m h] m h ‘inambu’ 

 

Two-syllable words can likewise take either of the phonemic tone values (rising 

or falling) on the stressed final syllable: 

 

(122) /wçw y/ [wçwçy]    ‘opossum sp.’ 

  /~bçh y/ [mç)h )ç)Ùy )] mçhç)Ùy ‘deer’ 

 

(123) /hudúk/ [huRúk|]  ‘Blue-crowned Mot-mot (bird sp.)’ 

  /cuw k/ [ uw k|]  ‘cotton’ 

 

(124) /tutúd/ [tutûdn]  ‘toad sp.’ 

  /b b d/ [mb pb dn] ‘toad sp.’ 

 

(125) /k w g/ [k w gN]  personal name 

  /k w g/ [k w gN]  ‘eye’ 

 

 A noun may take a stressed suffix and also be stressed itself (e.g., when it 

takes the Oblique or Object case markers). In these cases, the tone contour on 

the noun stem is still audible in slow, careful speech (example 126); in faster 
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speech, the stem tone usually sounds like a high tone, regardless of whether it is 

phonemically rising or high.  

 

(126) /~d h-út/ [nu )Ùhu )êt|] n h-út  ‘on the tapioca’ 

  /~dúh-út/ [nu )êhu )êt|] núh-út ‘on the head’ 

 

 The question of whether or not tone contrasts exist for verb roots has not yet 

been fully settled. In general, tonal contours seem to be largely neutralized on 

verb roots. This is probably due at least in part to the fact that verb roots almost 

never appear word-finally, except in the Apprehensive and Imperative moods 

(in which tone values do appear; see below). Elsewhere in Hup, tone contours 

are maximally audibly salient on word-final syllables; in general, stressed sylla-

bles that are not word-final – particularly within verb compounds – receive 

what appears to be a default high tone. When asked to judge tone values of un-

inflected verb roots in elicitation contexts, consultants usually classify them as 

having falling/high tone, but are frequently inconsistent and seem uncertain. 

There are exceptions to this generalization, however. At least three minimal 

pairs for tone have been identified for verb roots: 

  

(127) /túk/ [túk|] ‘want’ 

  /t k/ [t k|] ‘(to) sting (ant or wasp)’ 

 

(128) /túh/ [túh] ‘stay, pause’ 

  /t h/ [t h] ‘be blackened with soot; color something black with charcoal’ 

 

(129) /t h/ [t h] ‘break’ 

  /t h/ [t h] ‘fall over in wind (tree)’  

 

In each of these pairs, one member (the second in the above examples) is fre-

quently used as a noun (i.e., ‘a sting’; ‘soot’; ‘wind-felled tree’), and in each 

case this root is the one that takes rising tone. Since nouns derived from verbs 

typically are assigned rising tone in Hup (see below), it is possible that these 

verbal tone contrasts are due to a process of conversion or association with the 

nominal form.  

 There is, however, at least one context in Hup in which verb roots are given 

consistent and non-predictable tone values. This is the Apprehensive mood (see 

§14.6), in which verb roots occur bare (i.e., without a Boundary Suffix), and are 

accordingly word-final: 
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(130) /am n h ! 
  2sg fall.APPR 

  ‘(Watch out,) you’ll fall!’ (cv) 

 

Whether the Apprehensive verb root receives falling or rising tone is not pre-

dictable (with the exception of CV syllables, which virtually always take falling 

tone), as the following list of Apprehensive forms illustrates. These verbs were 

elicited multiple times from several speakers in two different dialect areas (Tat 

Deh and Barreira), with almost no inconsistencies among the responses. More-

over, some of these verbs are not commonly used in this mode, but their tone 

values are nevertheless consistent across speakers. The tonal differences can 

thus safely be taken as reliably established. 

 

(131) ci )êy’  ‘poke, vaccinate’ 

  ci/-d’ k ‘urinate on’ 

  g’ ç  ‘bite’ 

  wí   ‘give something back to’ 

  mQ‡h  ‘hit, kill’ 

  n    ‘say (to)’ 

  hç)ê   ‘burn up’ 

  hç)êh  ‘make noise’  

  yQ)ê/  ‘singe, get burned’ 

  c b  ‘point out’ 

  hup-y d ‘hide oneself (from)’ [Reflexive-hide] 

 

 That verbs in the Apprehensive mode receive consistent and non-predictable 

tone values suggests that Hup verb roots in general do in fact have underlying 

tone, just as do nouns and adjectives. The case for this is strengthened further 

by the fact that, for some of the verbs in the elicited list above, it seems unlikely 

that the tone values would have been learned through regular exposure to their 

Apprehensive forms (because these rarely occur in discourse). Moreover, when 

the verbs in the minimal pairs in (127–129) above appear in the Apprehensive 

mode, their tone assignment is consistent with that identified by consultants for 

the roots themselves. One possible way in which speakers might learn these 

tonal values is in contexts in which a stressed verb stem combines with an un-

stressed Boundary Suffix, particularly the statistically frequent Dependent 

marker -Vp (e.g., wæd-Qp ‘eat-DEP’); since in this environment the (final sylla-
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ble of the) stem is the only stressed element in the word, it is possible that a 

contour could be distinguished.  

 At this point in the study of Hup, the question of whether or not verb roots 

are underlyingly marked for contrastive lexical tone must be left open. Tone 

contrasts are accordingly not indicated on verb roots in this grammar; stressed 

roots, which in most (multimorphemic) contexts are pronounced as if they sim-

ply received high tone, are always marked as such (v). It is hoped that future 

investigation will resolve this question. 

 Stressed grammatical formatives – i.e., particles and some Boundary Suf-

fixes – also receive tone values, although no pairs of formatives have been en-

countered that contrast solely on the basis of tone contour. While Inner Suffixes 

may be stressed, their tone is usually realized as high – as is the case with com-

pound-final verb roots – because contours are not usually realized in word-

internal position (see above).  

 In addition to lexical tone, Hup also has two grammatical uses of tone. First, 

in the basic imperative mood (see §17.5.1), the verb stem appears bare (i.e., 

without a Boundary Suffix) and its final syllable (which may belong either to a 

root or to an Inner Suffix) invariably receives a high (falling) tone: 

 

(132) key-  ‘look, see’  kéy   (look.IMP)  ‘look!’ 

  ham- ‘go’    ham-y /   (go-TEL.IMP)  ‘go!’  
 

Tone also plays a role in the derivation of nouns from verbs in Hup, although 

the productivity of this process is limited (see §4.6.1). When a verb stem with-

out a Boundary Suffix acts as a derived noun, the default tone assignment for 

the noun is a rising contour (but many exceptions exist): 

 

(133) b /- ‘work, make’ b ‡/  ‘work to be done, job’ 

  hQp- ‘sweep’   hQ‡p ‘work of sweeping’ 

  h /- ‘write’   h ‡/  ‘writing’ 

 

 

Comparative note 

 

The most striking aspect of Hup’s tone system from a comparative perspective 

is its nearly mirror-image resemblance to the tone (word-accent) system in Yu-

hup. While the word-final lexical stress pattern is essentially the same in the 

two languages, rising tone on Yuhup words corresponds quite consistently to 

high (falling) tone on their Hup cognates; likewise, high/falling tone in Yuhup 

corresponds to rising tone in Hup. The same allophony between falling tone and 
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high tone (dependent on whether the coda consonant is voiced or voiceless, 

respectively) exists in both languages.  

 

(134) Hup   /cúg/  [ ûgN]  ‘hummingbird’   

  Yuhup /c g/ [ gN]  ‘hummingbird’ 

 

(135) Hup   /~dúh/  [nu )êh )] núh  ‘head’ 

     /~d h/  [nu )Ùh )] n h ‘tapioca’ 

  Yuhup /~d h/  [nu )Ùh )] n h ‘head’  

     /~dúh/  [nu )êh )] núh  ‘tapioca’ 

 
This mirror-image tone pattern can undoubtedly be explained in one of two 

ways. In one scenario, the common ancestor of Hup and Yuhup could have been 

without phonemic tone, and the two daughter languages could have developed 

tone independently in response to the same segmental cues (such as vowel 

length, phonation, etc.), as has occurred within the Athabaskan family and 

among languages of East and Southeast Asia (Kingston 2005). In the alternative 

scenario, the common ancestor of Hup and Yuhup could have had contrastive 

tone – or at least the beginnings of a tone system – and either Yuhup or Hup 

could have undergone a tone reversal. Such a tonal flip-flop has occurred 

among certain Athabaskan languages (such as within the Tanacross subgroup) 

and in the Bantu family (cf. Kingston 2003: 88–107, 2005).  

Phonemic tone also exists in Dâw, and Dâw’s tonal contours tend in general 

to correspond to those on cognate nouns in Hup (although there are exceptions), 

rather than to those in Yuhup. This could be taken as evidence for Yuhup’s 

having undergone a tone reversal. Phonemic tone is not found in Nadëb at all. 

 Tone is also a feature of the Eastern Tukanoan languages. These – and many 

other languages of the wider region – have systems in which tone and stress 

pattern together (frequently described as pitch-accent), in which the vowel of 

the accented syllable in a word receives high pitch (cf. Barnes 1999, Aikhen-

vald 2002a: 50, Gómez-Imbert and Kenstowicz 2000). This fact, together with 

the absence of tone in Nadëb, suggests that Hup, Yuhup, and Dâw may have 

developed tone through contact with neighboring languages.  

 

 

2.4. Orthographic conventions 

 

The orthographic conventions used in this grammar represent a compromise 

between two requirements. These are, on the one hand, to maintain consistency 
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with the phonology of Hup; and on the other, to maximize user-friendliness for 

the benefit of the reader. 

 This compromise comes to the fore especially in the representation of nasal-

ity. As a morpheme- or syllable-level feature, nasality is realized equally on all 

segments within its domain except for voiceless obstruents (§2.3.1). Thus a 

word like /~d’ád/ [nã ê0n] ‘foot-flea’ (bicho-do-pé) could alternatively be repre-

sented orthographically as ~d’ád (as it is phonemically; see Ospina 2002, 

Gómez-Imbert 2007, etc. for implementations of this strategy in other Vaupés 

languages), or nasality could be marked on the vowels only (e.g., d’ã êd), or on 

the consonants only (e.g., n’án). Of these three alternatives, the most user-

friendly choice (to anyone familiar with the Roman alphabet) is surely to mark 

nasality on some segment within the syllable, which may be either a consonant 

or a vowel. Accordingly, where the voiced obstruent and glottalized obstruent 

phonemes /b/, /d/, /g/, /b’/, and /d’/ are present, their nasal variants are repre-

sented as m, n, N, m’, and n’ (but note that the palatal stop /j/ and the glottalized 

stops /j’/ and /g’/ do not have nasal variants in the orthography used here, and 

are simply written j, j’, and g’). Where these consonants are not present, nasality 

is marked on the vowel: v ). All other unmarked segments in these nasal syllables 

(with the exception of the voiceless obstruents) should be understood as nasal-

ized; this includes vowels that are adjacent to the nasal-marked consonants, as 

well as other types of consonants (glides, glottalized glides, and fricatives). 

 In addition to being relatively user-friendly, this solution of marking sylla-

ble-level nasality on some segment within the syllable also avoids the problem 

of how to represent the few words that are essentially monomorphemic (at least 

synchronically) but combine nasal and oral syllables, such as yã amb  ‘dog’ 

and borrowed Portuguese names like mandú ‘Manuel’. A morpheme-level ap-

proach such as that exemplified by ~d’ád (above) would not represent these 

words effectively.  

 Other orthographic conventions used in this grammar include the use of the 

symbol c to represent the voiceless palatal stop and its various allophones: [S, , 

s, ts, ty, yt|], and the letter j to represent the voiced palatal stop, which corre-

sponds to Ô in the International Phonetic Alphabet. The glottalized stop series 

(in which voicing is neutralized) is represented using the voiced obstruent sym-

bols b’, d’, g’, j’, even though /g’/ and /j’/ are always pronounced as voiceless 

([kV 0] and [ V 0]). As mentioned in §2.1.2.6 (footnote), the choice of the voiced 

set has the advantage of allowing differentiation of the marginally phonemic 

voiceless /p’/ from phonetically voiced /b’/, and is consistent with the fact that 

both the voiced stops and the glottalized stops (but not the voiceless stops) have 

nasal allophones. Finally, the tone diacritic v represents rising tone, and v is 

used for high tone (which is assumed to be underlying, with the falling contour 

as its allophone; cf. §2.3.2.2 above). In other respects, the working orthography 

used here corresponds closely to Hup phonology and the IPA alphabet. 
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 A practical orthography is also in the process of being developed. Its pri-

mary purpose is to be a tool for the Hupd’ h themselves, in developing a native-

language literacy program. This orthography has been proposed by Henri Rami-

rez, with some input from myself. Tables 9 and 10 compare the working orthog-

raphy used in this grammar (Epps) with the practical orthography as it now 

stands (Ramirez). 

The general approach to marking nasality in the practical orthography is the 

same as that described above for this grammar, except that only the consonants 

/~b/ m, /~d/ n, /~b’/ m’, and /~d’/ n’ are represented with distinct nasal symbols. 

The palatal stop /c/ is written as s, and diacritics used to mark tone are v › for 

rising tone and v ¤ for high (falling) tone. Finally, the voicing neutralization is not 

represented in the glottalized consonants; morpheme-initial /g’/ and /j’/ are rep-

resented essentially as they are pronounced, as voiceless s’ and k’, while mor-

pheme-finally they are written g’ and j’. 

 There are still many problems to be worked out and decisions to be made for 

the practical orthography to function effectively. A distinct glottal stop symbol 

may be needed, because in the current system an adjacent consonant and glottal 

stop (C/) (which occurs across morpheme boundaries) is indistinguishable from 

a glottalized consonant (C’). The initial glottal in /VC morphemes is also not 

currently written in the practical orthography, which may lead to confusion in 

multimorphemic contexts. Whether tone should be marked on all words (nota-

bly verbs, for which tone values are unclear) is presently undecided, and the 

current choice of tone/accent marks (particularly v › for a rising contour, but also 

v for a falling contour) is somewhat counterintuitive. The voicing neutralization 

is not represented in the glottalized stops, resulting in two more symbols than 

necessary. Finally, a further concern is whether or not to write compound verbs 

and other morphologically complex forms (including those containing enclitics, 

Inner Suffixes, and CVC Boundary Suffixes) as single or multiple words. It is 

hoped that, as more Hup speakers become familiar with the writing system, 

some of these issues will be resolved through discussions within the commu-

nity. 
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Table 9. Hup vowels in the working and practical orthographies
37

  

Phoneme Working orthography Practical orthography 

/i/ i,  i,  

/ / ,  ,  
/u/ u,  u,  

/e/ e ë 

/ /  ä 

/o/ o ö 

/æ/ æ, æ e,  

/a/ a, ã a, ã 

/ / ,  o, õ 

 
Table 10. Hup consonants in the working and practical orthographies 

Phoneme 
Working  

orthography 

Practical  

orthography 

/p/ p p 

/t/ t t 

/c/ c s 

/k/ k k 

/ /  ’ 

/b/ b, m b, m 

/d/ d, n d, n 

/j/ j j 

/g/ g,  g 

/b’/ b’, m’ b’, m’ 

/p’/ p’ p’ 

/d’/ d’, n’ d’, n’ 

/j’/ j’ s’, j’ 

/g’/ g’ k’, g’ 

/ç/ ç ç 

/h/ h h 

/w/ w w 

/y/ y y 

/w’/ w’ w’ 

/y’/ y’ y’ 

                                                
37

 In the practical orthography, the choice of which vowel receives the diacritic is con-

sistent with Portuguese pronunciation of the corresponding symbols (i.e., o corresponds 

roughly to [ç], e to [Q]).  
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2.5. Phonological processes across morpheme boundaries 

 

Phonological processes across morpheme boundaries in Hup are limited primar-

ily to two domains: the attachment of vowel-initial suffixes to the stem (giving 

rise to morphophonemic processes), and the fusion of bimorphemic forms to 

yield monomorphemes (via lexicalization). 

 The morphophonemic processes involving vowel-initial suffixes are dis-

cussed in detail in §2.1.2.1 above, and summarized here. Vowel copying from 

the final syllable of the stem to the suffix occurs with a subset of the vowel-

initial suffixes (see the list of suffixes in §3.4.1.2), the majority of which can be 

considered primarily verbal, although most also occur with nouns and (in some 

cases) with other parts of speech. The vowel-copying suffixes have an empty 

vowel slot in the syllable template; in other words, their vowel is not underly-

ingly specified, but is rather a copy of the immediately preceding vowel (i.e., 

that found in a final stem or Inner Suffix of the host; see the examples below). 

As discussed above, vowel-initial suffixes in general (both those that involve 

vowel-copying and those that do not) also trigger ‘copying’ of the final conso-

nant of the preceding stem or formative, which geminates in order to provide an 

onset to the following syllable. 

 Other phonological processes that apply across morpheme boundaries are 

vowel harmony and consonant cluster simplification, which are not limited to 

any particular class of formative (such as Boundary Suffixes, etc.). These proc-

esses are all internal to the phonological word, and primarily involve mor-

phemes within the word core (particularly roots strung together to form com-

pounds). On the periphery of the word, these processes affect proclitics, but not 

enclitics (or particles); this probably has to do with the right to left directionality 

of vowel and nasal harmonizing processes, originating on stressed syllables (cf. 

§2.3.1).  

 Vowel harmony across morpheme boundaries is confined primarily to a se-

ries of (usually two) roots that form a compound and are becoming relexicalized 

(i.e., fused) to produce a single monomorphemic form (whereas in most com-

pounds the component roots remain phonologically relatively independent from 

each other). This process is subject to lexical variation and some variation 

across dialects, as discussed in §2.6. It differs from vowel copying (which is 

limited to a subset of Boundary Suffixes) in that vowel harmony involves the 

spreading of vowel quality (including its nasal or oral quality) from one mor-

pheme so as to replace the vowel quality of another, whereas vowel copying 

targets a suffix that has an unspecified underlying vowel slot to begin with. In 

other words, in vowel copying (unlike vowel harmony), the spreading simply 

fills in without pushing anything else out. In addition, vowel harmony has a 

right to left directionality, whereas copying is left to right. Nevertheless, the two 

processes plainly have much in common, and both may be motivated by the 
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same preferences for identical vowel quality and no non-homorganic consonant 

clusters within the minimal Hup word (cf. §2.2).  

 Consonant cluster simplification always accompanies vowel harmony; it too 

is subject to some dialectal variation. This process, whereby two adjacent non-

homorganic consonants at an erstwhile morpheme boundary reduce to one (or to 

two homorganic consonants, which form the coda and onset of their respective 

syllables) is motivated by the constraint against consonant clusters within the 

morpheme. Thus bimorphemic forms that are becoming relexicalized as mono-

morphemic, or whose components are otherwise phonologically dependent on 

each other, tend to undergo simplification of the consonants at the morpheme 

boundary – thereby reducing this boundary. Most examples of this simplifica-

tion process involve an initial obstruent taking precedence over a following 

continuant; however, there are a few examples involving two obstruents, in 

which the first usually replaces the second (e.g., tegd’úh [tegNgú 0h] ‘tree’). 

 The examples below illustrate forms that have undergone both vowel har-

mony and consonant cluster simplification in the process of lexicalization from 

bimorphemic to monomorphemic forms: 

 

(136) a) kaday-  

   k d-way-  
   pass-go.out 

   ‘go out fast’  

 

 b) kãnam-  

 k d-ham- 
 pass-go 

 ‘go fast’ 

 

  c) ka/a¤p 

   k w g-/a¤p 
   eye-quantity 

   ‘two’ 

 

  d) b’ak b (some Tat Deh and Japu area speakers) 

 b’çk-k b 
 clay? griddle? 

 ‘griddle’ 

 

The same processes affect the third person singular pronoun t h= when it acts 

as a proclitic. This applies both to the procliticization of subject t h to the verb 
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in the Umari Norte dialect (see §3.4.2.1 below and §6.1), and to its use as a 

‘dummy head’ with bound nouns and adjectives (§5.4 and §6.6), as in example 

(137) – although in the latter case, it should be noted that vowel harmony af-

fects only a few relatively lexicalized forms, and even then is subject to consid-

erable variation. 

 

(137) a) ta/ág (some dialectal and individual variation) 
 t h=/ág  

 3sg=fruit 

 ‘fruit’ 

 

  b) tã/ãêy  

 t h=/ã êy  
 3sg=FEM 

 ‘woman’  

 

  c) todó (Umari Norte dialect) 

 t h=dó 
 3sg=red 

 ‘red’  

 

A number of monomorphemic lexical items convey the impression of having 

undergone these reductive phonological processes in the past, but they are no 

longer etymologically transparent. Examples include ya/ p (possibly from y -
/ p [DEM.ITG-QUANTITY]) and pu )/u )Ùk ‘ipadu (coca)’ (possibly involving /uk- 
‘convey a powdery substance to the mouth’), among others (cf. §2.2).  

 While the forms in examples (136–137) above are lexicalized and relatively 

frozen, in fast speech speakers sometimes apply the same vowel harmony and 

consonant cluster simplification processes more generally to other phonological 

words. In example (138), the forms t h=/íp (3sg=father) and t h- n (3sg=OBJ), 

which in slow speech are pronounced without any phonological changes, un-

dergo these processes: 

 

(138) ttí=/ íp  táh- n h y/ah  có/ d’o/-way-g’et-y /- h 
  3sg=father 3sg-OBJ outside  LOC take-go.out-stand-TEL-DECL 

  ‘Her father put her (the child) outside.’ (txt) 

 

 Nasal spreading across Hup morphemes usually accompanies vowel har-

mony, and involves nasalization of the entire syllable (in keeping with the mor-
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pheme-level prosodic nature of nasalization in Hup; cf. §2.3.1). In a few cases, 

however, nasal spreading occurs independently of vowel harmony: 

 

(139) n’ap èh 

  variant of d’ap èh  

  ‘hand; finger section of hand’  

  (possibly from d’ap ‘flesh’ + / h ‘interactive/together’?;  

  cf. §2.3.1 footnote) 

 

 As noted above, consonant cluster simplification always accompanies vowel 

harmony, and in fact appears to be a prerequisite for vowel harmony to occur. 

This is supported by the fact that no cases of vowel harmony have been encoun-

tered across a non-reduced, non-homorganic consonant cluster within a semi-

lexicalized bimorphemic form (e.g., togtúg ‘son-in-law’ [tóg ‘daughter’; cf. túg 
‘husband’ in Dâw], which is etymologically obscure for Hup speakers). On the 

other hand, cases of a reduced consonant cluster without vowel harmony do 

exist. Examples include the variant [tegNgú 0h] (used by a few speakers in Tat 

Deh) of tegd’úh ‘tree’ (probably originally bimorphemic; cf. teg ‘wood, stick’, 

but no form d’uh is currently attested), and d’apu )êh ‘hand’ (possibly from d’ap 
‘flesh’ and /u )h ‘sibling; interactive’, cf. 139 above). Similarly, in certain cases 

where vowel harmony appears to be present, but is in fact due to the chance 

similarity of the original morphemes, consonant cluster simplification is also 

present: e.g., totóg ‘granddaughter’, from tóg tóg ‘daughter’s daughter’; com-

pare the unreduced togtQ)êh ‘grandson’, i.e., tóg tQ)êh ‘daughter’s son’. 

 Cases of lexicalization of an erstwhile bimorphemic form frequently result 

not in a single consonant, but in a homorganic cluster which provides both a 

coda to the first syllable and an onset to the second (cf. §2.1.2.1). This is typi-

cally the case when the consonant involved is a voiced obstruent (or its nasal 

allophone); it is then realized as a voiceless + voiced sequence. These homor-

ganic clusters are found almost exclusively in reduplicated forms (which proba-

bly do not involve the reduction of a non-homorganic cluster, but rather the 

creation of a homorganic one) and those lexical items which are composed his-

torically of two morphemes (and which do typically involve cluster reduction). 

The process is motivated by Hup’s preference for a consonant-initial syllable 

template for the morpheme, discussed in §2.1.2.1, which similarly motivates the 

gemination of the final consonant of a root when a vowel-initial suffix is added; 

however, its result is in a sense more reduced than is a full geminate consonant. 

As such, it arguably marks the lexeme as marginally bimorphemic (see 

§2.1.2.1) – not easily broken down into two distinct morphemes, but also not 

really analyzable as a single one. 
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 This phenomenon is illustrated for reduplicated forms involving medial voi-

ced stops in example (140): 

 

(140) b’eb’ p  [mb’ep.b’ p|]‘butterfly’ 

 b b g  [mb p.b gN] ‘cubiu fruit’ 

  mamap-  [mãp.mãp|]  ‘eroding ditch’ 

 d’id’ib-  [<d’it.d’ibm]  ‘be curly’ (cf. d’ib- ‘rolled’) 

 d’od’ok-  [<d’ot.d’ok|] ‘be bent’ 

 nçnçy-  [nçt.nçy]  ‘swing’  

 

Reduplicated forms with a medial voiceless stop, fricative, or glide are fre-

quently (though not invariably) pronounced with a geminate medial consonant:  

 

(141) k k t-  [k k.k t|]  ‘spiral’ 

  pçpçt-  [pçp.pçt|]  ‘circular’ 

  tætQn-  [tæt.tQ)n]  ‘clumped together’ (e.g., jacu or maniwa) 

  cecew-  [ e . ew]  ‘turn dark when ripe’ 

  yçyçp-  [yçy.yçp|]  ‘rub’ 

 

 Reduplicated forms also provide a context in which the constraint against 

morpheme-internal non-homorganic consonant clusters is occasionally violated 

(cf. §2.2). When the reduplicated root ends in a glottal stop, this stop may ap-

pear in the coda of the first reduplicated syllable, forming a consonant cluster 

with the onset of the second syllable, as in (142). This phenomenon is probably 

due to the fact that reduplicated forms are historically bimorphemic, and – like 

some non-reduplicative forms that have been relexicalized from historically 

bimorphemic forms – they are not governed absolutely by the constraints that 

apply to monomorphemic forms. Note also that the ability of the glottal stop to 

form a medial cluster in reduplicative contexts is consistent with the nature of 

glottal stops cross-linguistically, which tend to be more free in their patterning 

than are other consonants (see, for example, Macaulay and Salmons 1995). 

 

(142) pe/pe/-  ‘grope, pat’ 

 w /w /-  ‘tremble’ 

 ci )/ci )ê/  ‘lower back’ 

  w’ã/w’ã/- ‘stick up out of a pot, basket, etc.’ 
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 The same phenomena of medial consonants realized as homorganic clusters 

or geminates (with the occasional appearance of the glottal stop as a first-

syllable coda) also occur in synchronically monomorphemic words that appear 

to be historically derived from compounds, and in certain derived forms involv-

ing a bound word-initial CV morpheme. As in the case of the reduplicated 

forms above, here too intervocalic voiced stops tend to be preceded by a ho-

morganic voiceless stop, producing two heavy syllables. This is the case even 

where the word is not etymologically transparent, as in the following names of 

animals, which appear to involve the combination of a semantically opaque 

morpheme /cV-/ with a root (compare the cognate words having the same mean-

ing in Hup’s sister languages): 

 

(143) camáy  [ ãp.may )]  ‘opossum’   (compare Yuhup m y) 

  cçm’ h [ ’ç)p.mç0)Ùh )]  ‘tayra’   (compare Yuhup m’çh)  

  c b’ h  [ p.b 0¤h]   ‘bat’     (compare Dâw b ‡h) 

  cub’út  [cup.bu 0¤t|]  ‘electric eel’  (compare Yuhup b’ t) 

  c w’ b [ /.w 0bm] ‘aquatic lizard sp.’ 

 

A further example is yçm y [yç)p.mç)Ùy )] ‘anus’ (possibly from m y ‘hole’?). 

Note that the same kind of surface cluster pattern can also occur when the first 

consonant is present underlyingly: b’u/b’ k [mbu 0/.ba 0‡k|] or [mbu 0p.ba 0‡k|] ‘termite 

nest’, from b’ú/ ‘termite’ and b’ k ‘nest, clump’. 

 The medial homorganic cluster phenomenon also occurs with those few 

bound forms in Hup that occur word-initially and have an underlying CV sylla-

ble structure – the Factitive prefix hi- and the bound demonstrative forms (nu- 
‘proximal’, n’i- ‘distal’, yu- or y - ‘distal intangible’, and h - ‘interrogative’). 

When these CV forms are followed by other morphemes beginning with a 

voiced stop (or [k], for which voicing is neutralized in morpheme-initial posi-

tion), they take a homorganic coda consonant from the onset of the following 

morpheme, resulting in a heavy syllable structure for both morphemes:  

 

(144) a) hi-m’Q- [hip.m’æ:] (FACT-cool)  ‘make cool’ 

   hibi-  [hip.bí:]  (FACT+?)   ‘be jealous’ 

 

  b) h )-n’ ‡h [h ) )t.n 0)Ùh )]  (INT-NMZ)  ‘what’ 

   n -d’ h [n )t.d 0‡h]  (PROX-PL)  ‘these’ 

   n’i-m’æ [ni )0p.mQ)ê0:] (DIST-MEAS)  ‘that much, that time’ 

   nukán  [nu )/.kã ên]  (PROX + DIR?) ‘over here, this way’ 
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 However, this homorganic cluster phenomenon does not apply equally to all 

lexical items with the appropriate phonological template: certain bisyllabic 

forms, including those that appear to be reduplicated, are nonetheless not typi-

cally pronounced with the medial homorganic stop. Examples include the nasal 

forms mQmæç ‘jacamim bird’, nunút ‘moth’, mQmQ‡n ‘bee sp.’; it is not clear 

why these lexical items should deviate from the more general pattern. Similarly, 

intervocalic /d/ is often pronounced as a flap [R] (cf. §2.1.2.3), rather than as a 

homorganic cluster. Borrowings such as mamãw ‘papaya’ (from Portuguese 

mamão) also lack a medial homorganic stop, which may reflect their truly mo-

nomorphemic identity. Finally, the homorganic cluster phenomenon does not 

extend to ‘normal’ compounding of noun or verb stems, even where a CV root 

is involved. This is because this compounding, which is fully productive, forms 

a phonologically less-integrated word than do unitary lexical items or combina-

tions of root + phonologically bound affix; thus non-homorganic consonant 

clusters are acceptable in this context.
38

  

                                                
38

 Note that CV roots in compounds may be pronounced with a long vowel (CV:), as if 

they were independent words. This is consistent with the nature of compounds as words 

that are relatively less lexicalized, in contrast to those (including most reduplicated 

forms, etc.) that are formed via less productive processes and tend to be learned as dis-

crete lexical units.  

 

 

2.6. Phonological differences among Hup dialects 

 

There are a number of phonological differences among the three main Hup dia-

lect regions, as well as among sub-areas within these regions. In particular, the 

phonological processes of vowel harmonization (including nasal spreading) and 

medial consonant cluster simplification (cf. §2.2, §2.5) that accompany the lexi-

calization of erstwhile multimorphemic words into monomorphemic forms are 

more advanced in the Eastern and (especially) the Western dialect areas than 

they are in the more conservative Central dialect (cf. §1.3 and §2.5). Accord-

ingly, more words in the Eastern and Western dialects exhibit vowel harmony; 

for example, while speakers in Barreira and along the middle Tiquié River say 

/ko/ p/ ‘two’ and /b’çk g’ b/ [mbç0kka 0‡bm] ‘griddle’, speakers in Umari Norte 

and in the areas of the Vaupés and Japu Rivers (and to some extent in Tat Deh) 

say /ka/ p/ ‘two’ and /b’akg’ b/ ‘griddle’ (the probable etymologies of these 

forms are k w g-/ p ‘eye-quantity’ for ‘two’, and ‘pot-?’ for ‘griddle’). 

 A particularly clear example of consonant cluster simplification in the East-

ern and Western dialect areas involves the loss of cluster-final /h/ in words such 
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as /wQdh / ‘sun, moon’ (Central dialect), pronounced [BQR :] in the Tat Deh 

area, and /~bçbh y/ mçmh Ùy ‘arm’ (Central), pronounced [mu )mu )Ùy )] mum y in 

Tat Deh. A further example is /yã/amh // yã/amh / ‘dog’ (Central dialect), 

pronounced [y )ã/ãmb /] in Tat Deh; here ‘dog’ clearly contains /~ya/áb/ ‘jag-

uar’ and an unidentified second morpheme /h //. The [b] present in the Tat Deh 

form was undoubtedly inserted after the original /h/ was lost, due to gemination 

of the medial consonant [m.b] across the syllable boundary; since vowel har-

monization and the accompanying nasal spreading did not take place, the word 

remained half nasal and half oral. The [b] is simply the oral half of the geminate 

medial consonant /m/.  

 Other dialectal differences in phonology include the use of a flap [R] for in-

tervocalic /t/ in the Tat Deh region (e.g., //çt/ + /V êy/ ‘cry-Dynamic’: Tat Deh 

[/ R y] vs. Barreira [/ t y]; also Tat Deh [bçR k] vs. Barreira [bçt k] ‘ear’). 

Conventional (but optional) use of flap [R] in place of medial /d/ is common to 

all the dialect areas.  

 In the Umari Norte dialect area, the vowel in the first syllable of some bisyl-

labic, monomorphemic words is pronounced [i] – an interesting exception to the 

general rule of morpheme-internal vowel harmony. Examples include [kiRô:] for 

[keRô:] /kedó/ ‘firefly’ (a Tukano borrowing); [kiy k|] for [kay k|] /kay k/ 

‘manioc’; and [BiRç:] for [BQRç:] or [BQdhç:] /wQdh / ‘sun, moon’. Note that 

the vowel that has presumably been replaced by [i] is variably [a], [Q], and [e], 

but this process is not regular; what drives it is not clear.  

 Morpheme-medial /y/ has been replaced by /h/ in some words in the Hup 

spoken along the Vaupés and Japu Rivers (but this replacement is rare in Tat 

Deh); examples include /kQhQk t // (elsewhere /kayak t //) ‘manioc tuber’ 

(compare Yuhup yák and Dâw y k, additional evidence that /y/ is historically 

prior), and /bih w/ (elsewhere /biy w/) ‘blood’ (compare Yuhup yíw and Dâw 

y w). Note that /h/ and /w/ are the most common medial consonants in Hup, a 

generalization that may have motivated this change. 

  

 

 



 

Chapter 3 

The architecture of the word: parts of speech and  

formatives 
 

 

 

Hup morphology is relatively complex: a single grammatical word can be com-

posed of a long string of concatenated morphemes, with varying degrees of 

bonding among them. This complexity is best handled by a definition of the 

word that distinguishes between morphosyntactic and phonological criteria. 

Accordingly, this discussion follows Bickel and Nichols (2007) in establishing a 

distinction between the grammatical word, which is the smallest unit of syntax 

(i.e., the terminal node or minimal projection in phrase structure), and the for-

mative, which cannot govern or be governed by words, cannot require or un-

dergo agreement, and cannot head phrases. Crucially, the unit defined by the 

grammatical word need not be a single phonological word; likewise, while for-

matives are often bound morphemes (i.e., affixes or clitics), they can also be 

phonologically free (or relatively free) forms (i.e., particles).
39

  

 In Hup, the innermost core of the grammatical word is the root or string of 

component roots forming a compound, where the root is defined as “an unana-

lyzable form that expresses the basic lexical content of the word” (T. Payne 

1997: 24). Associated with this core may be several layers of formatives, which 

for the most part follow the core (in other words, Hup morphology is predomi-

nantly suffixing, or otherwise post-stem). The term ‘stem’ is here taken to mean 

the association of one or more compounded roots and (verbal) prefixes, which 

form a relatively tightly integrated unit.  

 This chapter focuses on the architecture of the Hup word: the parts that make 

up the word and the details of their combination. It begins with a discussion of 

the basic parts of speech or word classes, and then moves to the definition of the 

phonological word and the question of polysemy vs. homonymy of forms. This 

provides the context for the discussion of formative classes, of the flexibility of 

certain morphemes to vary their form class within the verb, and finally, of the 

implications of this last phenomenon for grammaticalization. 
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 According to the conventions for indicating morpheme juncture in this grammar (as 

noted in §1.7), the hyphen (-) marks affixation and compounding of verb roots, the 

equals (=) marks cliticization and bound nouns, and a blank space marks the juncture 

between a word and a particle, as well as between most elements of noun phrases (other 

than bound nouns). 
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3.1. Parts of speech 

 

Three major word classes can be defined in Hup, in all of which the basic mem-

bers are roots. There are two open classes of nouns and verbs, and a relatively 

small closed class of adjectives. Syntactic, semantic, and morphological factors 

establish the formal categorial differences among these classes. The following 

discussion begins with nouns and verbs, defining them partly through contrast 

with each other; the adjective class is then defined vis-à-vis nouns and verbs. 

 In Hup, the majority of roots are lexically pre-assigned to a particular word 

class. However, in certain cases the same root (i.e., the same segmental form) 

can occur as a noun, a verb, and/or an adjective. Because little or no deriva-

tional morphology may be required to express a change in word class, it can 

sometimes be difficult to determine whether one of these different word-class 

manifestations of a lexeme is more ‘basic’ than another. In some cases these 

different manifestations are probably best considered distinct lexical items; in 

others, zero derivations or polyvalent roots (i.e., distinguished at the level of the 

grammar, not the lexicon; see also §4.6.1).  

 

 

3.1.1. Nouns 

 

Prototypical members of the noun class are those roots that head noun phrases 

and typically function as arguments of the clause. Unlike verbs, nouns can regu-

larly appear bare in the clause, without any inflectional morphology or other 

associated formatives, and they contrast lexically for tone (see §2.3.2.2). Exam-

ples of nouns are given in (1–2): 

 

(1)  t n ‡h  mm m  n h- h 

  3sg.POSS axe  fall-DECL 

  ‘His axe fell.’ (txt) 

 

(2)  yaw ç=mah    tt h c w- h,     ko/ p 
  capuchin.monkey=REP  3sg shoot.with.blowpipe two 

  ‘He had shot capuchin monkeys with his blowpipe, two (of them).’ (txt) 

 

 Nouns and verbs are also distinguished by the formatives with which they 

combine, and under what circumstances the formatives occur. Nouns regularly 

inflect for case and number, whereas members of the verb class can only take 

case- and number-marking formatives when they are themselves nominalized or 

head adverbial clauses (where the case marker arguably has a distinct function 

from its usual one; see §18.2.6.2). Unlike verbs, nouns can be possessed (alien-
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ably and/or inalienably), and can be quantified and otherwise modified by nu-

merals, adjectives, demonstratives, etc. Moreover, nouns and verbs are negated 

via distinct strategies (‘existential’ vs. ‘clausal’ negation, see Chapter 16). Ex-

ample (3) illustrates inalienable possession and case marking on the noun: 

 

(3)  y n y=mah,      /ãh=yyãwám- n   h d mQh-y /- h 

  that.ITG.be.like.DYNM=REP 1sg=ynger.brother-OBJ  3pl kill-TEL-DECL   

  ‘Then (he said) they killed my younger brother.’ (cv) 

 

 Hup’s rich system of aspect-mode morphology is primarily associated with 

verbs; nevertheless, many of these markers can also combine with nouns. Nouns 

acting as predicates of clauses can take many (although not all) of these mark-

ers. Even when acting as arguments, nouns can take some formatives that are 

(sometimes primarily) associated with verbal predicates, although these markers 

often have distinct functions depending on what part of speech they combine 

with; for example, the verbal Inchoative aspect marker signals focus when oc-

curring on nouns (see §7.1.1).  

 Nouns in Hup undergo regular compounding (which is also a feature of 

verbs), as example (4) illustrates. A distinction exists between nominal roots 

that are ‘bound’ – i.e., that can appear only in a compound construction – and 

those that are free; this formal difference corresponds roughly to the semantic 

distinction of inalienable vs. alienable possession (see Chapter 5).  

 

(4)  tecáp   hhç ) Ùp yam /ãh yam-té-h 

  tomorrow fish song 1sg sing-FUT-DECL 

  ‘Tomorrow I’ll sing the Fish Song.’ (txt) 

 

 The majority of the members of the noun class function exclusively as 

nouns, and have no derived variants in other word classes. However, as dis-

cussed in §4.6.1, some nominal stems can also act as verbs. Some of these 

noun-verb correspondences are quite productive and are best considered to in-

volve zero-derivation of nouns from more basic verbal forms (by simply remov-

ing the verbal inflection and allowing the stem to function as a bare form); the 

nominal variants usually are assigned rising tone (e.g., b /- ‘to work’ and b ‡/ 
‘work to be done’). In principle, this derivation can also go in the opposite di-

rection, to derive verbs from nouns; however, this does not appear to be a par-

ticularly productive process. Where a verbal and nominal form of the same root 

do coexist, the verbal form usually appears to be more basic and the nominal 

form more derived. In other cases, however, there is no clear argument for di-

rectionality one way or the other; e.g., coh- ‘walk with cane/stick’ and c h 

‘cane/stick for walking’; wQd- ‘eat’ and wQ‡d ‘food’; tæh- ‘be pregnant (animal 
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only)’ and tæèh ‘offspring’. In such cases, the nominal and verbal forms are best 

considered synchronically to be distinct lexical items rather than derivations. A 

small subgroup of nouns yield derived verbal forms via a different process: 

incorporation by the verb ni- (see §9.6); e.g., h m ‘wound’, hçm-ni- ‘have a 

wound’, while as a bare verb stem itself *hçm- is ungrammatical. 

 

 

3.1.2. Verbs  

 

Prototypical members of the verb class are those roots that head predicates and 

cannot in general appear bare (i.e., as uninflected stems). Except in a few con-

texts relating to mood and clause chaining, they minimally require a Boundary 

Suffix. This is essentially a formal requirement; semantically the contribution of 

the Boundary Suffix is highly variable, and may indicate aspect, mood, clause 

type, etc. (see §3.4.1.2 below). In addition to the obligatory Boundary Suffix, 

verbs can optionally take multiple Inner Suffixes, enclitics, and prefixes (see 

§8.3 and §3.4 below). In general, in contrast to nouns, tonal values are not con-

trastive on verbs (or at least are minimally distinctive), but at least a few cases 

of contrastive tone do exist (see §2.3.2.2). Verb roots are transitive, intransitive, 

or ambitransitive (see §8.2). They occur singly or in compounds (see Chapter 

9); in the case of verbal compounds, the obligatory inflectional marking occurs 

at the end of the entire string of compounded roots. Examples of Hup verbs – in 

simple and compound form – are given in (5–6): 

 

(5)  kapí/  / n  // g- h 
  caapi  1pl  drink-DECL 

  ‘We would drink caapi.’ (txt) 

 

(6)  y t=mah  h t   nnçh-tú/-úh,  tapúh ! y t=mah 
  then=REP  alligator fall-immerse-DECL splash  then=REP 

 

  t h- t=y /  t h  nnçh-tu/-wçn-k d-d’ób-óh 
  3sg-OBL=TEL 3sg fall-immerse-follow-pass-go.to.water-DECL 

  ‘Then, it’s said, the alligator went into the water, splash! Then right with  

  him he (the spirit) fell into the water, following (the alligator).’ (txt) 

 

 As discussed above and in §4.6.1, certain members of the verb class can also 

double as nouns (and are in some cases verb > noun derivations). This ability of 

verb stems to appear by themselves as independent nouns is limited to a rela-

tively small subset of the verb class. However, verbs do occur quite produc-

tively in nominal compounds, nominalized via their combination with a noun 
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stem, as discussed in §4.6 and §5.1. Verb stems also appear in noun phrases in 

the form of relative clauses: 

 

(7)  [hç)Ùp t h  kk k- p] yud,  [m h t h  ccú/ -up] yud... 
   fish 3sg pull-DEP clothes  turtle 3sg grab-DEP clothes 

  ‘His fishing clothes, his turtle-catching clothes...’ (txt) 

 

 

3.1.3. Adjectives 

 

It is possible to define a formally distinct, though small, adjective class in Hup, 

whose members are distinguished by two primary features. First, adjectives can 

act as predicates in main clauses, and when functioning as such – unlike verbs, 

but like nouns – they do not require a Boundary Suffix or any other bound for-

mative (examples 8–9). However (unlike nouns), adjectives can optionally take 

aspectual and other verbal formatives (which maintain their verbal functions), 

and in this way they pattern very much like verbs (see §10.1). 

 

(8)  p g=mah yúw-úh,   yúp  /in-wæd-æh ! 
  big=REP  that.ITG-DECL that.ITG mother-eat-DECL 

  ‘He was big, they say, that “Mother-eater”!’ (txt) 

 

(9)  nút  yak  pãt  b’ k wob-hám-ah, ddó  náw ! 
  here macaw hair skin rest-go-DECL red  good 

  ‘Here the headband of macaw feathers rested, red and beautiful!’ (txt) 

 

 Second, adjectives can occur as modifiers in noun phrases, where they fol-

low a nominal head – minimally the dummy head t h= (the third person singu-

lar pronoun). In this function, adjectives closely resemble the class of obligato-

rily bound nouns, which likewise must be preceded by another nominal form 

(again, minimally the dummy t h; see §5.4). However, adjective modifiers are 

distinct from bound nouns in that bound nouns cannot escape the bound con-

struction to appear as predicates (i.e., as independent stems not involved in 

compounds); moreover, the order of head and modifier in the two types of noun 

phrase (bound noun and adjective noun phrase) is arguably reversed (see §5.4 

and §6.6). Note that members of the verb class can also function as nominal 

modifiers, but as such must normally appear in relative clause form, and usually 

precede the head noun (see §18.2.3). An adjective modifier is illustrated in (10): 
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(10) nút=mah t h- n  nçh-g’ét-éh,  wow w pp g 
  here=REP  3sg-OBJ fall-stand-DECL fly.sp.  big 

  ‘Here, it’s said, it hit and stuck to her, a big fly.’ (txt) 

 

 The members of the adjective class and their predicative function are dis-

cussed in detail in §10.1, while the function of adjectives as modifiers in the 

noun phrase is described in §6.6. Certain adjectives can act as adverbs and as 

such have a relatively all-purpose modifier function; however, the adverbial 

variants are frequently at least minimally morphologically derived (see §10.2). 

 While the adjective class has a concrete identity as a distinct word class in 

Hup, as this discussion shows, the most important distinction in Hup grammar 

remains that between verbal and nominal morphology. Where not otherwise 

explicitly discussed, predicate adjectives are therefore treated implicitly as part 

of the verb class in terms of their morphological properties (i.e., their ability to 

take tense-aspect-mode formatives, etc.), and adjective modifiers are considered 

together with the noun phrase.  

 

 

3.1.4. Other word classes 

 

Hup has several additional word classes, which play a relatively minor role in 

the grammar compared to the major classes of nouns, verbs, and adjectives. 

Small closed classes of words that can occur as heads or modifiers in noun 

phrases are pronouns, demonstratives, interrogative pronouns, and numerals 

(which can all be considered subsets of the noun class more generally; see 

Chapter 6). Locative and temporal postpositions also form a closed class (itself 

made up of two sub-classes), whose elements occur either within noun phrases 

or independently as adverbs (§10.3). Interjections and ideophones form a (po-

tentially open) class of phonologically and morphosyntactically idiosyncratic 

words that are for the most part never modified or associated with formatives at 

all; these are discussed along with sentence-level affect-marking strategies 

(which mostly involve formatives) in Chapter 15. Finally, h / ‘yes, all right’ 

and /am ya/ápa/ ‘I don’t know’ make up a small closed class of proclauses.  

 

 

3.2. Morphological processes and the phonological word  

 

The syntactic distinction between grammatical word and formative in Hup is 

cross-cut by the phonological distinction of free vs. bound units. In other words, 

the grammatical word in Hup is not necessarily equivalent to the phonological 

or prosodic word. This discussion and the sections that follow seek to clarify the 

status of Hup morphemes in terms of both the syntactic and phonological bonds 
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that link them to other morphemes within the ‘word’, with the understanding 

that these syntactic and phonological criteria do not always match up (although 

there is a partial correlation).  

 Hup morphology is highly agglutinative and concatenative; that is, it in-

volves the stringing together of morphemes (here defined as any indivisible unit 

of form/meaning, whether root or formative) such that they are easily segmen-

table. Each unit of form typically encodes only one category or unit of meaning 

at a time, with almost no multiple exponence (fusion) or suppletion; virtually 

the only really (phonologically) fused formative is -n’ n, from d’ h- n (Plural 

number + Object case; see §4.4). Thus Hup has, in Comrie’s terms (1989: 46) a 

relatively high ‘index of synthesis’, coupled with a low ‘index of fusion’.
40

 

Morphologically conditioned allomorphy in Hup is also minimal, being lim-

ited to certain verbal suffixes/auxiliaries which undergo reduction or deletion of 

their final consonant when followed by a vowel-initial Boundary Suffix (such as 

the Habitual marker in example (11); see §3.6 below for a list and discussion of 

these forms). Furthermore, those Boundary Suffixes that copy their vowel from 

the host stem typically appear with no vowel at all in this context. This deletion 

of both consonant and vowel maintains the CVC syllable structure that is pre-

ferred in Hup (see §2.2). In (11b), accordingly, where the Declarative suffix      

-V êh follows the Habitual formative b g / -b -, we have -b -h (instead of -b g- h), 

with both of the adjacent morphemes undergoing phonological reduction.  

 

(11) a) /ãh hám-ã êy  bb g   

   1sg go-DYNM  HAB 

   ‘I go regularly.’ (txt) 

 

  b) /ãh ham-bb -h 
 1sg go-HAB-DECL  

   ‘I go regularly.’ (txt) 

 

 Roots in Hup are typically concatenated via compounding, whereas forma-

tives undergo affixation and/or cliticization (and, in some cases, simple juxtapo-

sition). While compounding and affixation are considered to be distinct proc-

esses, they are linked both synchronically and diachronically. On the synchronic 

level, a compound-final verb stem is formally indistinguishable from an Inner 

Suffix (see below); diachronically, many Inner Suffixes can be shown to have 

developed from verb stems within compounds through processes of grammati-

                                                
40

 Thus previous assessments of Hup as a highly isolating language (e.g., D. Payne 

1990: 219–220) are inaccurate, at least with respect to the verbal morphology. 
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calization (i.e., historical processes whereby a formative is derived from a root; 

see §3.7 below). Similarly, a relationship exists between affixes and encli-

tics/particles in that a number of formatives can appear in either Inner Suffix or 

peripheral position within the verb word, depending on the type of Boundary 

Suffix present (see §3.5).  

 Nonconcatenative morphological processes, on the other hand, are infre-

quent in Hup. Tone is used to mark the imperative mood, and also plays a role 

in the derivation of certain nouns from verbs (in cases where the bare verb stem 

can act as a noun, it is usually assigned rising tone; see §4.6.1). Stem reduplica-

tion is a marginally productive means for signaling iterative aspect in verbs. 

 

 

3.2.1. Defining the phonological word 

 

Together, the root and associated bound formatives make up a syntactic unit 

that can constitute, on its own, a single phonological or prosodic word. The 

phonological word in Hup – which may or may not be isomorphic with the 

grammatical word – is defined according to a number of features. These are 

pause phenomena, primary stress assignment, and morphophonemic processes 

(cf. Dixon and Aikhenvald 2002: 13). 

 

 

A. Pause phenomena 

 

Phonological word boundaries may be marked by a pause (at least optionally). 

However, while the presence of a pause is a reliable indicator of a phonological 

word boundary, its absence is not necessarily good evidence that a boundary is 

not there (usually within a grammatical word). 

 

 

B. Primary stress assignment  

 

Primary stress – realized as word-accent, as discussed in §2.3.2 – is one of the 

most useful diagnostics of the phonological word in Hup. This is especially true 

for verbs: there are typically either one or two syllables – and no more – per 

verb word that receive primary stress (depending on the lexical identity of the 

Boundary Suffix present). These stressed syllables are the Boundary Suffix 

itself (such as the Declarative in example 12) and the syllable preceding it, 

which either belongs to the final verb stem or is an Inner Suffix (see §3.4 below 

for explanations of these formative labels).  
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(12) kay k  t h  g’ç/-yæt-æh 
  manioc 3sg pull-lay.down-DECL 

  ‘She pulled manioc (from the earth) and set it down (on the ground).’  

  (txt) 

 

In a few exceptional cases, the preceding syllable is unable to take stress, and 

stress then falls on the next syllable to the left. These unstressed elements are all 

Inner Suffixes that can alternatively appear as enclitics or particles (see §3.5 

below). 

Different verbal constructions (involving different types of Boundary Suf-

fixes) require different stress patterns, but one or both of these two syllables – 

and only these syllables (with the rare exceptions mentioned above) – always 

bears the primary stress of the word. All preforms (i.e., prefixes and proclitics), 

verb stems within compounds, and Inner Suffixes preceding the last verb stem 

or Inner Suffix in the verb word are unstressed, as are enclitics, which follow 

the Boundary Suffix. 

 Stress is not as clear a diagnostic with nouns. It typically falls on the noun 

stem and/or on the following suffix(es) (depending on their lexical identity, as 

in verbal constructions), but is somewhat idiosyncratic in noun phrases and 

nominal compounds. The more lexicalized compounds typically have a single 

stress (whose assignment to the first or the last component is largely predictable 

according to the type of compound or noun phrase), but in other compounds 

each member can receive equal stress (see Chapter 5). Similarly, in noun 

phrases involving noun + adjective modifier, stress typically falls on the adjec-

tive (which follows the noun), but – especially in slow, careful speech – it can 

occur on both noun and adjective. 

 For some nominal roots, lack of stress is a primary indication that the root 

also has at least a marginal status as a clitic to some other form. Perhaps the best 

example of this phenomenon is the procliticization of subject pronouns to verbs 

(see §3.4.2.1 below and §6.1), which probably indicates an in-process historical 

transition from free word to bound formative. 

 

 

C. Morphophonemic processes 

 

Morphophonemic processes in Hup, limited though they are, are restricted to 

the domain of the phonological word, and as such provide a useful diagnostic of 

the phonological word. The most common of these processes, in which no more 

than two morphemes are usually involved, are vowel copying/harmony, conso-

nant gemination (to meet syllable structure requirements), and medial consonant 

cluster simplification, as discussed in §2.5. 
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3.3. Polysemy or homonymy? 

 

An important issue in Hup grammar is the multifunctionality of many individual 

Hup forms (here understood as units of segmental phonological material), 

which can appear in a variety of distinct morpheme classes or slots in the word 

template, and often combine promiscuously with various different parts of 

speech. In many cases, the functions of the different manifestations of a given 

form are clearly related or even identical, but in other cases they seem – at least 

at first glance – to be completely distinct.  

 An extreme example of this multifunctionality is the morpheme /u )h (see 

§11.2, §11.3, §14.7, §14.8). This form functions as a lexical root meaning ‘sib-

ling of opposite sex’ (example 13a), as a verbal preform indicating reciprocal or 

other interaction among co-participants (13b), as a verbal Inner Suffix (i.e., 

between root and periphery) marking an applicative construction (13c), as a 

verbal Boundary Suffix (i.e., marking the periphery of the word) indicating 

jussive or optative mood (13d), and as a particle (i.e., morphosyntactically 

within the periphery of the word, see §3.4.2) following nouns and verbs mark-

ing epistemic modality (13e): 

 

(13) a) ‘Sibling of opposite sex’: 

   n ‡   // êh=n’an  núp j’áh-át k k-nQn-g’et-yó/  
   1sg.POSS sibling=OBJ.PL this land-OBL pull-come-stand-SEQ     

   ‘Having brought my siblings to stay in this land…’ (txt)  

 

  b) Interactional (reciprocal) preform: 

   yã amb =d’ h / h-g’ ç- y 
 dog=PL    INTRC-bite-DYNM 

   ‘The dogs are fighting.’ (lit. ‘biting each other’) (el) 

  

  c) Applicative Inner Suffix: 

   /ãh=tæh/íp   / n  t h  d’o/-/ êh-u ê‚h,  y w     
   1sg=child.father  1sg.OBJ 3sg take-APPL-DECL armadillo   

   ‘My husband took armadillos for me.’ (txt) 

 

  d) Jussive Boundary Suffix: 

   t h  m’Q-/ êh   

 3sg cool-JUS 

 ‘Let it cool off (then I’ll drink it).’ (cv) 
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  e) Epistemic particle: 

   h Ùp yæê/=d’ h // êh ! 
   fish roast=PL  EPIST 

 ‘Maybe it’s people cooking fish.’ (discussing a smell) (cv) 

 

 How best to represent such multifunctional forms is a recurrent question in 

this grammar. Clearly, some must be cases of homonymy, where two 

(synchronically and diachronically) distinct morphemes share a chance 

phonological resemblance. Others are just as clearly examples of polysemy, 

where multiple related functions are performed by a synchronically unitary 

morpheme. Still others – of which /u )h is probably an example (see the Histori-

cal notes in §11.2, §11.3, §14.7, and §14.8) – are best treated as distinct mor-

phemes on the synchronic level, but as a diachronically unitary entity, from 

which the functional variants have arguably been derived through grammatical-

ization.   

 This issue of polysemy and polyfunctionality on the synchronic and/or dia-

chronic levels is an important key to understanding the historical origins and 

development of many morphemes in Hup, as well as their synchronic distribu-

tions, and is the focus of many of the Historical notes in this grammar. Econ-

omy of form in expressing multiple functions is a phenomenon that is undoubt-

edly shared by all languages to varying degrees, but Hup may take this farther 

than many. In arguing for grammaticalization scenarios to explain the historical 

development of Hup morphemes, a formal resemblance and a plausible seman-

tic and functional link between morphemes will be taken as grounds for hy-

pothesizing a historical connection between them, especially where there is 

typological precedent for such a link and likely bridging contexts can be shown 

to exist – although homonymy can rarely be ruled out with absolute certainty. 

As Kemmer (1993: 4) observes, “recurring instances of different meanings be-

ing expressed by the same formal or structural means is an indication that the 

meanings in question are related. Furthermore, the more direct the semantic 

relationship between two meanings, the more likely they are to be subsumed 

under a single form of expression, both within and across languages.” In this 

grammar, the question of historical relationship among morphemes is consid-

ered not only to be interesting in its own right, but also as an important part of 

understanding the synchronic patterning and behavior of Hup’s grammatical 

forms. 
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3.4. Formative classes and their combination 

 

While roots – the smallest units of syntax – were discussed in §3.1, this section 

focuses on formatives. These are morphemes that do not head phrases, gov-

ern/be governed, or trigger/undergo agreement. Two general classes of forma-

tives, and several finer distinctions, can be defined with respect to the structure 

of the Hup word (i.e., corresponding to slots in the word template). These are 

the ‘core’ formatives, which are made up of prefixes and suffixes (including 

Inner Suffixes and Boundary Suffixes), and the ‘peripheral’ formatives, which 

include clitics and particles. Hup morphology is almost exclusively suffixing (or 

otherwise post-stem), a common feature of verb-final languages. 

 Definitional morphosyntactic criteria for classifying the Hup formatives in-

clude their distance from the root (i.e., position in the core vs. the periphery of 

the word, especially the verb) and the obligatoriness of the formative vis-à-vis 

the word class of the host. Important definitional phonological features for clas-

sifying formatives include stress/tone, vowel copying and other morphophone-

mic processes, and underlying syllable structure. In general, the degree of 

phonological integration of formatives with their host stem corresponds to their 

degree of syntactic and semantic integration. There is some flexibility between 

the Inner Suffix and the peripheral (enclitic and particle) positions, an issue 

which is discussed in §3.5 below.  

 Hup nominal morphology is relatively isolating, whereas its verbal morphol-

ogy is quite rich (note that this morphology is largely dedicated to the marking 

of tense-aspect-mode and of discourse-related phenomena such as focus and 

emphasis, rather than agreement). Both nouns and verbs can associate with af-

fixes, clitics, and particles, but prefixes are strictly verbal (with the exception of 

nominals derived from verbs). Likewise, the distinction between Inner and 

Boundary Suffixes only has a distinct reality with respect to verbs; in the few 

cases in which formatives identified as verbal Inner Suffixes (based on their 

behavior with verbs) associate with nouns, they appear formally indistinguish-

able from Boundary Suffixes or enclitics. In fact, most of the core (i.e., affixal) 

formatives in general (with the exception of case markers) arguably are primar-

ily verbal forms, although many do occur with predicate nominals as well and 

even with nominal arguments. When they associate with nominal arguments, 

these suffixes often have significantly different functions from when they asso-

ciate with verbs; for example, many verbal aspect/mode markers have focus- or 

emphasis-related functions when occurring in combination with nouns (see 

§7.1).  

 In relation to the semantic and functional categories by which reference 

grammars are typically organized (e.g., aspect, tense, mood, etc.), each subset of 

formatives (Boundary Suffixes, enclitics, etc.) in Hup is largely heterogeneous; 

in other words, it is in many cases impossible to predict the function of a forma-
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tive based on its form-class, and vice versa. The organization of this grammar 

employs a breakdown of grammatical morphemes by semantics and function 

(such that formatives relating to aspect, valency, etc. are grouped together), 

which is judged more user-friendly, rather than attempting to organize accord-

ing to the formal identity of each class of morpheme. The formatives are treated 

purely according to their slot-class membership in this chapter alone. However, 

there are certain broad generalizations that can be drawn to relate form-class to 

semantics and function; these will be discussed in this chapter and also ad-

dressed in the relevant chapters throughout the grammar.  

 The verbal template is summarized here (see also §8.3). Note that the mini-

mal verb word usually requires a stem and a Boundary Suffix (although the 

latter is absent in the imperative and apprehensive moods, and in some cases of 

clause chaining). 

 

(Preform) – Stem – (Inner Suffix) – Boundary Suffix = (Enclitic) (Particle) 

 

Nominal morphology typically corresponds to the following template: 

 

Stem – (Suffix) = (Enclitic) (Particle) 

 

 

3.4.1. Core formatives 

 

This section describes formatives that are relatively closely associated – both 

phonologically and morphosyntactically – with the root. The distinctions made 

here are useful primarily for the verb class, but have some relevance to the no-

minal class (and other parts of speech) as well.  

 Hup has two main ‘layers’ of core formatives; these are here all labeled ‘af-

fixes’, but this should be understood as a loose, relatively language-specific 

label vis-à-vis more general, typologically defined properties of affixes. Despite 

their affix-like identity, many of the core formatives in Hup tend to have fea-

tures in common with verb roots on the one hand, and with peripheral forma-

tives (i.e., clitics and morphosyntactically associated particles) on the other.  

 

 

3.4.1.1. Prefixes and preforms 

 

There are very few formatives in Hup that precede the root, as opposed to the 

very large number that follow it. Criteria for determining whether such pre-

forms should be considered affixes or clitics are less clear than for formatives 

that follow the root, mainly because preforms are always unstressed (whereas 

stress is a crucial feature for distinguishing core and peripheral post-stem for-
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matives in Hup). Nevertheless, the preforms clearly correspond to several dis-

tinct layers or levels, including a peripheral or proclitic layer having just a sin-

gle member (the third person pronoun t h, see §3.4.2.1 below), and a relatively 

central set of what normally appear as prefixes. This group of core preforms has 

only three members, which (as preforms) are strictly verbal forms and are all 

used for valence-adjusting (although they can appear on other parts of speech 

which are derived from verbs). These preforms are summarized in Table 11:  

 
Table 11. Hup core preforms 

Function Form 

Interactional (reciprocal) /u )h- 
Reflexive hup- 
Factitive hi- 

 

 Hup’s three core preforms fall into at least two sub-layers: in the outer layer 

are Interactional / h- (§11.2) and Reflexive hup- (§11.1); in the inner is Facti-

tive hi- (§11.4). Note that this sub-layering emerges in their relative linear or-

dering: the Factitive is always closest to the stem if it co-occurs with one of the 

other prefixes: 

 

(14) tiy / hhup-hi-páy-áy    ba/t b’- n 
  man RFLX-FACT-bad-DYNM  evil.spirit-OBJ 

  ‘The man is being made bad by the evil spirit.’ (el) 

 

 Various features of these preforms support the characterization of at least 

two layers relative to the verb stem, with the outer layer relatively loosely asso-

ciated (to the point that it might be considered clitic-like). First, the outer-layer 

Reflexive and Interactional preforms have the CVC phonological form that is 

more typical of independent words in Hup, whereas the CV form of Factitive 

hi- is more common in bound formatives. The two outer-layer forms are poly-

functional, such that (what are probably historically) the same etymons appear 

as enclitics and as independent grammatical words (with meanings distinct from 

their Reflexive and Interactional values), but Factitive hi- exists only as a verbal 

prefix. The outer-layer forms are also more productive in their combinability 

with verb stems than is the Factitive. Finally, Factitive verb forms alone are 

frequently lexicalized to the point that the bare root (minus the Factitive) is no 

longer meaningful (e.g., the stem hipãh- ‘know’ in example 15 below). These 

are all criteria that have been applied cross-linguistically to distinguish clitics 

from affixes (cf. Klavans 1985, Aikhenvald 2002b: 42, Zwicky and Pullum 

1983, Sadock 1991: 52). A final, unusual property of these two outer preforms 
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is their ability to detach from the verb stem in the context of a ditransitive verb 

with an explicit object, such that they appear directly before the object (which is 

itself followed by the verb in an incorporating-like relationship) and act as pho-

nologically semi-free, predicate-initial particles (see §11.1 and §11.2). 

 There is also some indication that the outer-layer forms, Interactional /u )h- 
and Reflexive hup-, are themselves ordered with respect to their integration 

with the verb, such that /u )h- occurs in the outermost slot. Evidence for this 

includes the fact that the Reflexive hup- and Factitive hi- prefixes – but not 

Interactional /u )h – can combine with roots to form stems which can then appear 

inside larger compounds, suggesting their relatively high integration with that 

particular root within the compound, as in (15). Note that this ability to occur 

compound-internally as part of an individual stem also distinguishes these pre-

fixes from the more clearly proclitic-like use of the third person pronoun t h 

(§3.4.2.1), and likewise from the post-stem (suffix and enclitic) forms to be 

discussed below, which in general do not occur between compounded roots. 

 

(15) yúp=y /   d’o/-[hhup-hipãh]-n h-yó/... 
  that.ITG=TEL  take-RFLX-FACT:know-NEG-SEQ 

  ‘Having thus caused them to have knowledge/awareness...’ (txt) 

 

Finally, in the very few cases in which they co-occur, the Interactional precedes 

the Reflexive, which in this context appears to form a more lexicalized unit with 

the verb root: 

 

(16) h d  / h-[hup-y d]- y  

  3pl  INTRC-RFLX-hide-DYNM 

  ‘They are hiding from each other.’ (el) 

 

 

3.4.1.2. Suffixes  

 

As noted above, the distinction between the two classes of suffixes in Hup, In-

ner and Boundary Suffixes, is relevant only for verbs. Unlike verbs (in most 

contexts), nouns do not by definition require a suffix, but can stand on their own 

as fully formed words. Members of both suffix classes can nevertheless occur 

with nouns; the formatives here described as Boundary Suffixes are particularly 

likely to do so, and tend to maintain their affix-like morphophonological prop-

erties (stress patterns and morphophonemic processes) regardless of the word-

class of their host. Otherwise, most nominal morphology is peripheral (i.e., ex-

pressed as clitics and particles), including formatives that appear as suffixes 

(especially Inner Suffixes) when they combine with verbs.  
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A. Boundary Suffixes 

 

Boundary Suffixes are defined as the group of suffixes that separate the core of 

the verb (in which prefixes, roots, and Inner Suffixes can co-occur to form a 

phonological unit) from the periphery, which is made up of unstressed enclitics 

and (phonologically relatively free) particles. Most Boundary Suffixes are con-

sidered to be primarily verbal forms by definition, but the same formative can in 

many cases occur with both verbs and nouns (and in some cases with other parts 

of speech). 

 As discussed in §8.3, verbs (in most moods) minimally require one, and only 

one, Boundary Suffix (arguably including certain zero-marked forms) when 

acting as predicates, but may have anywhere from zero to multiple Inner Suf-

fixes (preceding the Boundary Suffix) and peripheral formatives (following the 

Boundary Suffix). As a class of verbal formative, the Boundary Suffixes do in 

general have a functional common denominator: one appears on every verbal 

predicate to mark the clause type, in some cases almost like a marker of punc-

tuation. Thus a subset of Boundary Suffixes indicates various types of main 

clause (declarative, interrogative, negative, etc.), as well as indicating finer dis-

tinctions such as strong vs. neutral imperative, jussive, and apprehensive (all of 

which could be considered sub-types of imperative), etc. Another set of Bound-

ary Suffixes indicates the various types of dependent or subordinate clause, 

including complements, relative clauses, and various adverbial clauses. While 

grouped accordingly in the discussion below, these suffixes are treated else-

where in the grammar alongside other formatives to which they relate function-

ally and semantically, rather than formally (as noted above). A few forms can 

appear as either Boundary or Inner Suffixes (see B below); these are Fu-

ture/Purpose -tég, Inchoative -ay, and Negative -n h.  

 As noted in §3.4.1 above, the label ‘suffix’ applied to these formatives is to 

some degree a language-specific convenience, which expresses their relative 

integration with the root vis-à-vis the more peripheral forms (‘clitics’ and ‘par-

ticles’). In fact, many of the Boundary Suffixes have certain clitic-like attrib-

utes: they can attach to different parts of speech, and often are attached at the 

phrasal or clausal level (i.e., with scope over a larger unit than their 

phonological host).  

 The Boundary Suffixes in Hup themselves fall into two sets. The first of 

these – the simple or regular Boundary Suffixes – are the more prototypical 

markers of clause type, and have either a VC or CVC form. The second group is 

morphophonologically internally complex, involving a copied vowel followed 

by a CVC formative; this CVC form can in most cases appear without the cop-

ied vowel (an essentially verbal phenomenon) as a peripheral formative in com-

bination with other parts of speech. While here defined as Boundary Suffixes 

(because of their ability to combine directly with a verb stem and mark the 
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right-hand boundary of the well-formed verb word), this second group of suf-

fixes behaves quite differently from the first and larger set, and functionally 

relates more to marking of affect and discourse rather than clause type per se.  

  
Table 12. ‘Simple’ Boundary Suffixes in Hup 

Clause Type Function (with verbs)  Form Function w/ nominal arguments? 

Declarative  -Vèh Clause-final marker 

Interrogative  -V/ Interrogative focus 

Dynamic (aspect- 

     related) 
-Vèy Attributive (limited use) 

Inchoative (aspect- 

     related) 
-ay Inchoative focus 

Focus  -áh Focus 

Clausal negation -n h  

‘Acting alone’ markers -ké/ 

-d’ h 
 

Cooperative -n ‡N  

Imperative (strong) -kQ‡m  

Jussive -/ èh  

Main clauses 

Verbal diminutive
41

 -kodé  

Dependent clause -Vp Topic marker 

Relative clause as  

     object 
- n Object case 

Adverbial clause -Vèt Oblique case 

Adverbial clause -an Directional oblique case 
Nominalizer  

   (complement clauses) 
-n’ ‡h  

Sequential -yó/  

Conditional -tQ‡n  

Simultaneous -m ‡/ Locative postposition ‘under’ 

Temporal adverbial -kamí  

Dependent  

clauses 

  

(some have a 

secondary  

function with 

main clauses) 

Future (main clauses) 

Purpose (dependent  

     clauses) 

-tég Generic nominalizer  

     (as unstressed enclitic) 

                                                
41

 This form is borrowed directly from Tukano and is somewhat idiosyncratic; it does 

not really appear to mark clause type, unlike most of the other Boundary Suffixes listed 

here. 
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The simple Boundary Suffixes are listed in Table 12. They form a closed set 

and encode a variety of semantic information (aspect, mode, subordination, 

etc.). Most are more common with verbs and/or occur clause-finally, but many 

can also associate directly with nouns in certain contexts. Those that mark no-

minal case are arguably primarily nominal suffixes, but are here identified as 

Boundary Suffixes based on their performance in combination with verb roots 

(which in some cases actually produces a nominalization). 

 These Boundary Suffixes may themselves be divided into two subsets, pri-

marily on the basis of their morphophonological properties. The members of the 

first subset (listed in Table 13) are all vowel-initial, and for many the quality of 

this initial vowel is unspecified, being obtained via copying from the preceding 

syllable (which is usually the root, but may also be an Inner Suffix). Those that 

do not copy their vowel all begin with /a/ (perhaps due to some common his-

torical origin or process). These vowel-initial suffixes also condition consonant 

gemination at the end of the preceding stem (see §2.1.2.1 and §2.5 above). 

Moreover, a particular stress pattern is required by these suffixes: they all con-

dition stress on the preceding syllable (the root or Inner Suffix). The Boundary 

Suffix itself may be stressed or unstressed, depending mainly on its individual 

lexical identity.
42

 

 
Table 13. Vowel-initial Boundary Suffixes in Hup 

Clause Type Function (with verbs)  Form 

Declarative  -V èh 

Interrogative  -V/ 

Dynamic (aspect-related) -V èy 

Inchoative (aspect-related) -ay 

Main clauses 

Focus  -áh 

Dependent clause  -Vp 

Relative clause as object of main clause - n 

 

Dependent clauses (primarily) 

  

 Adverbial clause -V èt 

 

 Within this set, those vowel-initial Boundary Suffixes that involve vowel 

copying (particularly Declarative -V êh, Dynamic -V êy, Interrogative -V/, and 

Dependent -Vp) can themselves be distinguished from the others. In addition to 

                                                
42

 Note that the stress/tone patterns of Hup verbal constructions are not conditioned by 

or indicative of temporality, unlike the situation reported for Yuhup (Ospina 2002: 293–

314, 2007). 
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their distinct phonological form, they are the most frequently occurring forma-

tives in Hup, and mark several of the most basic (i.e., semantically neutral) dis-

tinctions in clause type (see §17.1; also compare the imperative and apprehen-

sive modes, which are signaled by a -Ø form, or lack of a Boundary Suffix 

altogether).  

 However, even these vowel-copying forms do not pattern in identical ways. 

Declarative -V êh is obligatorily the final element of the grammatical word, and 

cannot be followed by any peripheral formatives; it is also always clause-final, 

regardless of the part of speech of its host (cf. §17.3.2). Dynamic -V êy, on the 

other hand (like the consonant-initial Boundary Suffixes discussed below) may 

be followed by clitics and particles (cf. §12.2 and §17.3.2), and need not be 

clause-final. The Interrogative, Dependent, and Inchoative forms pattern much 

like the Declarative, but are more flexible in allowing following peripheral 

forms. The implications of this distinction for the structure of the verb word are 

discussed in detail in §3.5 below.   

 Examples (17–19) illustrate some of the vowel-initial Boundary Suffixes in 

use: 

 

(17) húptok / g- y  

caxiri  drink-DYNM 

  ‘(He’s) drinking caxiri.’ (cv) 

 

(18) / g- p,  /ãèh-ãã èh  

  drink-DEP 1sg-DECL 

  ‘Drinking is what I’m doing.’ (cv) 

 

(19) núw- n t h  b /- h 
  this-OBJ 3sg make-DECL 

  ‘He made this one.’ (cv) 

 

 The second subset of Boundary Suffixes, listed in Table 14, are those that 

begin with a consonant (and for the most part have a CVC form). In addition to 

their initial consonant (which conditions corresponding differences in morpho-

phonemic patterning), they differ from the vowel-initial forms above in their 

stress pattern, which is in most cases [unstressed stem (or Inner Suffix) + 

stressed Boundary Suffix] (whereas the vowel-initial suffixes all require stress 

on the preceding stem syllable, and may or may not be stressed themselves). 

They also differ in that more of these consonant-initial forms are strictly limited 

to combination with verbs, whereas all of the vowel-initial forms can associate 

with nouns in certain contexts. They tend to express more fine-grained varia-

tions in modality, whereas most of the vowel-initial forms mark broader clause-
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type distinctions; the vowel-initial forms also occur considerably more fre-

quently. 

  
Table 14. Consonant-initial Boundary Suffixes in Hup 

Clause type in which suffix usually  

occurs 
Function Form 

‘Acting alone’ markers -ké/ 

-d’ h 

Clausal negation -n h 

Cooperative -n ‡N 

Imperative (strong) -kQ‡m 

Jussive -/ èh 

Main clauses 

Verbal diminutive -kodé 

Conditional -tQ‡n 

Nominalizer -n’ ‡h 

Sequential -yó/ 

Simultaneous -m ‡/ 

Dependent clauses 

Temporal adverbial -kamí 
Future (main clauses) 

Both main and dependent clauses 
Purpose (dependent clauses) 

-tég 

   
 Examples of consonant-initial Boundary Suffixes in main clauses (Jussive    

-/ êh and Clausal Negative -n h) are given in (20–21), and in dependent clauses 

(Conditional -tQ‡n, Simultaneous -m ‡/, and Sequential -yó/) in (22–23):  

 

(20) d h d’oj--/ èh 
  water rain-JUS 

  ‘Let it rain!’ (ru) 

 

(21) d h d’oj-nn h 
  water rain-NEG 

  ‘It’s not raining.’ (ru) 

 

(22) deh=mí  hçp-hí-ttQ‡n,   / n  b’ák-áh  

  water=river dry-descend-COND 1pl  beat.timbo-DECL 

  ‘When the water level goes down, we’ll fish with timbó.’ (ru) 
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(23) “h /”, nç-yyó/ ,  t h- n  t h  yók-ay-áh  

   OK  say-SEQ  sg-OBJ 3sg poke-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having said ‘all right’, he poked him.’ (txt)  

 

 Distinct from the ‘simple’ or ‘regular’ Boundary Suffixes (of both the       

vowel-initial and the consonant-initial sets) are the ‘internally complex’ type. 

These suffix forms appear to be made up of two components, and involve the 

combination of a copied vowel (from the preceding syllable of the host) fol-

lowed by a CVC or CV formative which has a certain degree of autonomy in its 

own right (see below). These suffixes’ stress pattern usually (with the exception 

of the Emphatic Tag -Vti/) involves stress on both the host stem (i.e., its final 

syllable) and the consonant-initial second syllable of the suffix, while the cop-

ied vowel (which may be preceded by a geminate stem consonant) forms an 

unstressed syllable (stem-V-CV[C]). These suffixes are also somewhat different 

functionally from the ‘simple’ Boundary Suffixes, in that they relate more to 

affect and discourse marking than to designation of clause-type; moreover, most 

are restricted to clause-final position, often having scope over the entire predi-

cate. In their vowel-copying (V-CV[C]) form, most associate only with verbs. 

All can also occur with nominal hosts (and other parts of speech), but as such 

(and in certain cases even with verbs in non-declarative clauses), they appear 

exclusively as CV[C] enclitics or particles (cf. Table 45, §15.3.3) – with the 

exception of Exclusive -Vy k, which always keeps its copied vowel.  

The set of internally complex Boundary Suffixes is summarized in Table 15: 

 
Table 15. ‘Internally complex’ Boundary Suffixes in Hup 

Function Form (with verbs) 

Intensifier -Vcáp 

Emphatic Tag -Vti/ 

Interactive Tag 1 -Vyá 

Interactive Tag 2 -Vh / 

Emphasis -V/i)h 

Exclusive -Vy k 

 

Examples of these suffixes – the Interactive Tag2 -(V)h / and the Emphatic 

Tag -Vti/ – are given in (24–25a); compare the encliticized CVC variant -ti/ 
that occurs with nouns in (25b). 

 

(24) t h  hã/-ta/-p d-- h / ,     n h ?  

  3sg put.in.hand-meet-DIST-TAG2  say 

  ‘He too put his hand in (to the hollow), right?’ (txt) 
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(25) a) n n’ ‡h=nih  j’ám,   / n  /íp  / d-- t i/   

   thus=EMPH.CO DST.CNTR 1sg.OBJ father speak-EMPH.TAG 

   ‘Thus Father told me (long ago)’ (txt) 

 

  b) w’ h-éy=/ãêy j’ã êh   /ãêh=tti/   

   far-DYNM=FEM DST.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG 

   ‘I am a woman who comes from far away.’ (sg) 

 

 This variation in the form of many of the internally complex Boundary Suf-

fixes depending on the word class of their host suggests that the vowel-copying 

phenomenon seen in these forms (and possibly in the vowel-copying Boundary 

Suffixes listed above as well) may be best interpreted as a feature of the Hup 

verbal construction in general, as well as a property specific to these individual 

suffixes. The copied vowel in the ‘internally complex’ suffixes may be func-

tioning to mark the verb ‘core’, acting like a default Boundary Suffix in its own 

right by distinguishing the verbal core from the periphery. If this is in fact the 

function of the copied vowel, then the rest of the formative (i.e., the CV[C]) 

syllable) would actually fall outside this core, and thus bear a resemblance to 

the peripheral formatives (enclitics and particles), whose location within the 

verb word falls by definition outside the Boundary Suffix.  

 

 

B. Inner Suffixes  

 

The Hup morphemes labeled ‘Inner Suffixes’ fill a specific slot in the verbal 

template. They occur in the core of the word, between the verb stem and the 

Boundary Suffix: [Stem – Inner Suffix – Boundary Suffix]. As discussed above, 

this slot is not present in nouns; in the few cases where formatives that are nor-

mally identified as Inner Suffixes (based on their usual occurrence with verbs) 

can also combine with nominals (e.g., the Perfective), they are indistinguishable 

in their formal realization from peripheral formatives. Functionally, many of 

these suffixes relate to tense, aspect, or mood, but they are in general a mixed 

lot. 

 Those morphemes in Hup that appear as Inner Suffixes are summarized in 

Table 16. Note that many Hup formatives can optionally appear either in the 

Inner Suffix position or in the verbal periphery (and as such perform more or 

less the same function; see §3.5 below). These are not included in Table 16 

(with the exception of Habitual b g, the phonologically unreduced variant of the 

Inner Suffix -b -), but are considered together with the peripheral formatives in 

§3.4.2, and discussed further in §3.5. Also, as discussed above, a few formatives 

can appear as either Boundary or Inner Suffixes. 
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Table 16. Inner Suffixes in Hup 

Function Form 

Applicative -/u )h- 

Completive -c ‚p- / -c ‚w- 

Counterfactual -tQ)/- 

Venitive -/ay- 

Filler -Vw- 

Elative -k d- 

Inferred evidential 2 -ni- 

Forms that exist 

primarily as Inner 

Suffixes 

Telic -y /- 

Clausal Negative  -n h 

Future/purpose -tég 
Forms that can act as 

either Boundary or 

Inner Suffixes Inchoative -ay 
 CV CVC  

Emphasis  -po- pog 

Future -te- teg 

Habitual -b - b g 

Perfective -/e- /e/ 

 

Phonologically eroded 

Inner Suffixes 

(with CVC variants that 

are in some cases not 

restricted to Inner 

Suffix position) 
Volition, Imminent future -tu- tuk 

 

 Because of their placement (preceding the Boundary Suffix) in the verb 

word, Inner Suffixes are almost always word-internal, but they can occur word-

finally in the very limited set of modes or contexts in which a Boundary Suffix 

is not present on the verb stem (i.e., imperative and apprehensive modes, and 

certain cases of clause chaining). While – apart from these specific exceptions – 

verbs always have one and only one Boundary Suffix, they can have zero to 

multiple Inner Suffixes. Inner Suffixes (unlike Boundary Suffixes) play no role 

in determining word-level stress patterns; rather, stress is assigned to Inner Suf-

fixes exactly as it would be if they were component verb roots in a verb com-

pound.  

 Phonologically, Inner Suffixes in Hup are consonant-initial (with the single 

exception of the ‘Filler’ syllable), and are usually of the form CVC. However, 

as Table 16 illustrates, a subset of the Inner Suffix forms can appear without a 

final consonant when they are directly followed by a vowel-initial Boundary 

Suffix; these are all phonologically reduced allomorphs of the corresponding 

CVC morphemes. As noted above, the vowel-initial suffix itself usually under-

goes loss of its vowel in this context, resulting in a single CVC syllable. When 
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any consonant-initial Boundary Suffix or other Inner Suffix follows, on the 

other hand, only the CVC variant may appear. This phenomenon is illustrated in 

(26) for the Emphasis marker -pog / -po- (but note that the same process also 

affects Future -teg / -te- in 26a), and is discussed in more detail in §3.6 below.  

 

(26) a) n N- n  t h  tçn-ham-ppog-té-p ! 
 2pl-OBJ 3sg hold-go-EMPH1-FUT-DEP    

   ‘She’ll really take you away!’ (cv) 

 

  b) kanin    cçp-ham-ppó-h  

   sleepy(Tuk) go.from.river-go-EMPH1-DECL 

   ‘Sleepyhead’s gone up away from the river!’ (cv) 

 

 The only true exception to the generalization that Inner Suffixes are conso-

nant-initial is the idiosyncratic ‘Filler’ syllable -Vw- (see §15.2.4), which is 

obligatorily followed by a vowel-initial Boundary Suffix, but requires an initial 

copied vowel as if it were a Boundary Suffix itself. The Inchoative suffix -ay, 

which can occur as either a Boundary or an Inner Suffix, also represents a mar-

ginal exception.  

 Example (27) illustrates the Inner Suffixes -/ay- (Venitive) and -/e- (Perfec-

tive, in its CV variant); the CV variant -te- (Future) may also be seen in (26a) 

above. 

 

(27) / n  ham-/ay-/ -h 
  1pl  go-VENT-PERF-DECL 

  ‘We went (and returned).’ (cv) 
 

 Inner Suffixes are among the most morphologically flexible components of 

the Hup verb. While some (including the CV variants mentioned above) are 

restricted to the verb-internal Inner Suffix position and can appear nowhere else 

in the verb word, others can occur either in the Inner Suffix slot or in a periph-

eral slot (i.e., as enclitics and particles, which follow the Boundary Suffix rather 

than precede it), depending on the type of Boundary Suffix that is present (see 

§3.5 below). At the same time, Inner Suffixes in general appear to be morpho-

logically identical to verb stems within compounds, vis-à-vis their morphologi-

cal properties of placement, stress pattern, and optionality in the verb word. The 

fact that they are semantically and syntactically more like formatives than roots 

does differentiate them as a class from compound-internal verb stems. How-

ever, this distinction is not always clear in individual cases, where the mor-

pheme may have an auxiliary-like status and appear to be semantico-

syntactically intermediate between a root and a formative. As the following 
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sections will make clear, Inner Suffixes occupy a morphosyntactic domain in 

Hup in which the distinctions between processes of compounding and several 

processes of affixation are both synchronically and diachronically blurred.  

  

 

3.4.2. Peripheral formatives  

 

Outside the ‘core’ of the word, whose rightmost edge may be (or usually must 

be, in the case of verbs) marked by a Boundary Suffix, is the periphery. There 

are two types of peripheral formatives in Hup, labeled ‘clitics’ and ‘particles’, 

which are respectively more and less integrated with the core. As with the other 

labels applied to Hup formatives in this grammar, these terms are intended to 

reflect some of their features vis-à-vis a more general typology of formatives in 

the world’s languages, but they should also be understood as language-specific.  

 In characterizing the peripheral formatives, it is important to note that the 

distinction between bound and free morphemes in Hup is not fully discrete. 

Although the ‘particles’ are defined as being relatively free phonologically (as 

opposed to the relatively bound clitics), they still exhibit some features of bound 

forms, and in fact have much in common with clitics. They are not only syntac-

tically bound – so that free or phrasal elements cannot come between them and 

the preceding stem – but they are even marginally phonologically bound as 

well, in that there are in general no pause phenomena that separate them from 

the verb core.  

 In the attempt to distinguish among the various Hup formatives and to give 

them coherent labels, this discussion is informed by Zwicky’s (1985: 285) in-

sight that there are “characteristic symptoms of a linguistic state of affairs.” In 

Hup, as in other languages, such ‘symptoms’, or diagnostics, are not invariant 

definitional criteria, since – as Zwicky puts it – “as in medical diagnosis, inter-

fering factors can prevent even clear cases from exhibiting a certain symptom, 

and a particular symptom might result from some condition other than the one 

at issue.” 

 The peripheral formatives have a number of features in common. Their posi-

tion in the word (most notably in the verb) following the Boundary Suffix is the 

single feature that differentiates them definitively from all the core formatives 

(i.e., prefixes, Boundary Suffixes, and Inner Suffixes). Other identifying fea-

tures include the fact that their position tends to be syntactically less con-

strained; in other words, they are more likely than the core formatives to be able 

to attach to a variety of clausal constituents as hosts, depending on information 

structure. They are optional in the word, and most also have phrasal or even 

clausal scope, attaching to the end of a phrase or clause, rather than simply to its 

head. These are all features that are typical of clitics cross-linguistically (cf. 

Bickel and Nichols 2007: 174; Mithun 1999: 39).  
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 Other characteristics of Hup peripheral formatives include their occurrence 

with main clauses, but not dependent clauses (that is, while some of the same 

morphemes that occur as enclitics or particles in main clauses can also occur in 

dependent clauses, they can only appear as Inner Suffixes – within the verb core 

– in this context; see §3.5). Peripheral formatives always have the phonological 

form of a separate word – a heavy syllable (CVC or CVV) – as opposed to the   

-VC form common in Boundary Suffixes and the -CV- form of some Inner Suf-

fixes; note that this phonological resemblance to a well-formed word is also a 

cross-linguistically typical property of clitics, as opposed to affixes (cf. Trask 

1993: 46). Finally, certain formatives that appear frequently as clitics and parti-

cles can also appear within the verb core as Inner Suffixes, conditioned by the 

type of Boundary Suffix present, as discussed in detail in §3.5 below. 

 

 

3.4.2.1. Clitics 

 

Only one clearly proclitic-like form, the third person singular pronoun t h, can 

be determined for Hup, although this form patterns so differently with various 

parts of speech that it might be considered as constituting at least two distinct 

homophonous morphemes. It combines with bound nouns to act as a ‘dummy’ 

or default nominal component in the bound construction (e.g., t h=g’Qt ‘the/its 

leaf’), and it serves a similar function as a dummy nominalizer with adjective 

stems (e.g., t h=p g ‘the big one’). In verb phrases, on the other hand, the sub-

ject pronoun t h undergoes marginal proclisis to verb stems (see §6.1). This is 

most clearly the case in the Umari Norte dialect, where t h regularly drops its 

final -h and assimilates to the vowel quality of the first syllable of the verb word 

(which in most cases is the first verb root): 

 

(28) “h ‚èt  ttã=hám-ã/ ?” tt =nç-máh-ãh 
   where  3sg=go-INT  3sg=say-REP-DYNM 

  “Where did he go?” he said.’ (txt) 

 

The fact that other subject pronouns in Hup typically appear unstressed and 

immediately before the verb suggests that they too may be undergoing proclisis, 

but that the process is not as far along as it is for the (more frequent) third per-

son singular form.  

 Hup has a fairly large class of enclitics, which are listed in Table 17. These 

are peripheral forms that follow any Boundary Suffix that is present, and can 

frequently pile up. They are distinguished from particles principally by their 

lack of stress (a feature that is typical of clitics; cf. Sadock 1991) and their rela-

tively close integration with the word core. As noted above and in §3.5 below, 

some can appear as either verbal enclitics or Inner Suffixes, which is in most 
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cases determined by the type of Boundary Suffix present; for these formatives, 

semantics/function tend to be essentially the same regardless of their position in 

the verb. Other forms occurring as enclitics are more generally polyfunctional 

and can appear in other slots in the verb word or with various parts of speech, 

usually with distinct meanings and functions. 

 
Table 17. Enclitics in Hup 

 Function  Form Additional functions? 

Plural =d’ h  

Contrastive emphasis;    

       Adverbializer 
=y / Inner Suffix (verbs): Telic  

      aspect only 

Reflexive Intensifier =hup Verbal prefix: Reflexive 

Parallel comparison =hin  

Diminutive Intensifier =mQh Inner Suffix (verbs) 

Primarily nomi-

nal enclitics 

Emphasis =pog Inner Suffix (verbs) 

Counterfactual 2 =tih  

Inferred evidential  =cud Nouns: ‘Deceased referent’ 

Inner suffix (verbs) 

Primarily verbal 

enclitics 

Nonvisual evidential  =h  Inner Suffix (verbs) 

Interrogative  

     alternative 
=ha/  

Verbs: Repetition 

Nouns: Topic-switch 
=b’ay Inner Suffix (verbs) 

Reported evidential  =mah Inner Suffix (verbs) 

Enclitics that 

attach indis-

criminately to 

nouns and verbs 

Emphatic Coordinator  =nih  

 

An example of an enclitic in use is given in (29) (see also 31 below). 

 

(29) d’ ç  h d  t t d-d’ó/-óy=mmah 
  timbó  3pl  beat.timbó-take-DYNM=REP 

  ‘They beat timbó, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

 

3.4.2.2. Particles 

 

Particles in Hup differ from clitics in that they are relatively loosely integrated 

with the word core. By definition, they are grammatically associated with their 

host, but are phonologically relatively free in that they receive independent 

stress; moreover, particles usually follow any unstressed enclitics that appear in 

the word:  
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(30) y n y=mah jj’ám   t h  b /- h 
  so=REP  DST.CNTR 3sg make-DECL   

  ‘Thus, long ago, they say, he made (people).’ (txt) 

 

Almost all particles in Hup follow their grammatical host, but there are a few 

examples of pre-verbal particles; these are the Interactional form /u )h and the 

Reflexive marker hup, which normally appear as verbal prefixes but can be 

separated from the verb stem by an object nominal (see §3.4.1.1 above), and – 

more marginally – the bound demonstrative and interrogative forms in associa-

tion with the verbs ‘say’ and ‘be like’ (§6.2). The clause-initial ‘no reason’ ad-

verbial hi ) (§10.2.1) could also be considered a particle rather than a fully free 

lexical item.  

 The Hup particles that follow their host stem are listed below in Table 18.
43

 

Like the enclitics, some verbal particles have an alternative realization as Inner 

Suffixes, conditioned by the type of Boundary Suffix present (see §3.5 below). 

 As noted in §3.5.2 above, the characterization of particles as free or bound is 

not clear-cut in Hup. Their independent stress and tendency toward final posi-

tion in the word suggest that they are more independent from their host than are 

the members of the ‘clitic’ class, and should therefore be distinguished from 

clitics. However, other features suggest that this independence is only relative. 

The inability of other clausal constituents to come between all post-stem parti-

cles and their host material indicates a close morphosyntactic association be-

tween the particle and the word, and the general lack of preceding pause phe-

nomena suggests a degree of phonological bondedness. Certain post-stem 

particles and enclitics also behave identically in their ability to appear in the 

verb core as Inner Suffixes (cf. §3.5 below). Finally, both can pile up, and when 

they do so, the tendency of particles to follow clitics in the phrase is subject to 

exceptions – as in example (31), where the stressed Habitual particle b g is both 

preceded and followed by encliticized forms: 

 

(31) y -d’ h- n  pe/-n h=ppog  b g=nih  j’ám   h / 
  DEM-PL-OBJ  hurt-NEG=EMPH1 HAB=EMPH.CO DST.CNTR TAG2 

  ‘And (the insects) never bother those guys at all, huh?!’ (cv) 

 

 

 

 

                                                
43

 Note that this table does not include most of the locative postpositions, which are 

discussed in §10.3. 
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Table 18. Hup post-stem particles 

 Function  Form Commonly appears 

as Inner Suffix? 

Related Instance tá/ no 

Locative có/ no 

Measure  

     (comparison) 
m’æ no 

Contrastive n’ h no 

Primarily nominal  

particles 

Possessive n ‡h no 

Adversative  

     conjunction 
k h no 

Contrast: Distant  

     past  
j’ám, j’ãêh no 

Contrast: Tempo- 

     rally proximate  
páh no 

Contrast: Future  tán no 

Frustrative yæêh yes 

Habitual b g yes 

Intensifiers mún (verbs) 

muhún (adjs) 

yes 

Primarily verbal  

particles 

Persistive tæ no 

Distributive marker 

(Nouns: quantifier) 

(Verbs: repetition,  

     iterativity) 

p d yes 

Epistemic modality / êh no 

Particles that occur 

indiscriminately with 

nouns and verbs 

Identity negation / p no 

Acquiescence bé no 

Emphasis tí no 

Emphasis 2 tíh no 

Interactive Tag 1  y  no 

Interrogative  

     emphasis 
t  no 

Clause-level particles 

Protestive  bá/ no 

 

 In light of their behavior, the Hup ‘particles’ are neither clearly clitics, nor 

clearly independent words. It is even possible that the differences in stress and 

(to some degree) relative ordering between these Hup formative categories have 

individual historical explanations different for each member, such that the for-
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mal distinction between ‘clitic’ and ‘particle’ discussed here might be no more 

than the cumulative result of different historical accidents. Zwicky (1985: 291) 

actually argues against a separate grammatical class of ‘particles’, observing 

that all so-called particles (from a range of languages) can be classed as either 

clitics or separate words; he identifies clitics as inherently ‘bound’ forms, which 

in most cases cannot appear in complete isolation, whereas words meet the cri-

teria for separability (i.e., they are set apart by pause phenomena, allow other 

free forms to come between them and their putative host, and in many cases 

take independent stress; cf. 1985: 287). Nonetheless, the fact that the Hup ‘par-

ticles’ meet some, but not all, of these criteria for separability suggests that they 

are best considered as something in between a clitic and an independent word. 

The term ‘particle’ thus seems useful here, both in highlighting their intermedi-

ate status and in distinguishing them from other Hup formatives within a lan-

guage-specific perspective, and will therefore be used throughout this grammar.  

 

 

3.5. Flexibility of formative positions in the verb: ‘fluid’ morphemes 

 

In the verb word – where the distinction between core vs. periphery and Inner 

vs. Boundary Suffix is most relevant – a number of formatives are flexible vis-

à-vis their slot in the template. This applies primarily to those morphemes here 

labelled ‘fluid’, which appear sometimes as peripheral formatives (enclitics and 

particles) and sometimes as Inner Suffixes, with little or no difference in mean-

ing. 

 Example (32) illustrates the phenomenon of fluidity for the Frustrative form 

yæh.
44

 Consultants judge the two constructions to be essentially interchangeable 

semantically. 

 

(32) a) núw- n /ãh túk-úy  yyæ èh 
   this-OBJ 1sg want-DYNM FRUST 

   ‘I’d like this one (but I don’t expect to get it).’ (el) 

 

  b) núw- n /ãh tuk-yyæ êh-æêh 
   this-OBJ 1sg want-FRUST-DECL 

   ‘I’d like this one (but I don’t expect to get it).’ (cv) 

 

                                                
44

 It is at this point not clear why some fluid morphemes are enclitics and others parti-

cles when they appear in the verbal periphery. This is particularly puzzling in the cases 

where both have a probable origin in compounded verb roots.   
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Hup’s ‘fluid’ formatives are listed in Table 19. 

 
Table 19. Fluid formatives in Hup  

Function Form 

Frustrative yæêh 

Habitual b g 

Intensifier mún  

Distributive marker (repetition, iterativity) p d 

Inferred evidential  cud 

Nonvisual evidential  h  

Repetition  b’ay 

Reported evidential  mah 

 

Morphologically, this fluidity seems at face value to be a very strange phe-

nomenon: formatives appear to be essentially ‘jumping over’ Boundary Suffixes 

to occur either inside or outside the verb core. What could motivate this flexibil-

ity? The primary explanation is undoubtedly historical. A solution to the prob-

lem is offered below (§3.7) and is developed in more detail in Epps (2007d). 

Synchronically, a morpheme’s identity as a peripheral vs. core formative is 

largely dependent on the type of Boundary Suffix present. As noted in §3.2.1.4, 

Boundary Suffixes in Hup pattern in significantly different ways and perform 

distinct functions. They can be divided into two sets with respect to the fluid 

morphemes. The first set includes those Boundary Suffixes that can appear on 

the verb regardless of its position within the clause (as clause-final or clause-

internal), most notably the Dynamic suffix -V êy, but also the negative suffix       

-n h, Future -tég, and a few others. When these Boundary Suffixes are present, a 

fluid morpheme appears obligatorily in the verbal periphery, as an enclitic or 

particle.  

In contrast, fluid formatives must appear as Inner Suffixes (within the verb 

core) in the presence of the second set of Boundary Suffixes. These Boundary 

Suffixes are principally those whose function is one of marking clause type, in 

particular the very frequent and formally parallel suffixes -Vh ‘Declarative’, -V  
‘Interrogative’, and -Vp ‘Dependent’. These suffixes are normally clause-final 

(obligatorily so in the case of the Declarative marker, which is not limited to 

verbal hosts); the tension between their identity as primarily verbal suffixes 

(with the partial exception of Declarative -Vh) and their clause-final placement 

is generally neutralized by Hup’s preference for verb-final word order. The 

‘internally complex’ Boundary Suffixes of the -VCV[C] type also require fluid 

formatives to appear as Inner Suffixes, although they co-occur less frequently.  
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From a synchronic perspective, the varying placement of fluid morphemes 

reflects the broad functional differences between these two sets of Boundary 

Suffixes. The first set of suffixes, which require fluid morphemes to appear in 

the verbal periphery, have functions relating to aspect, tense, etc. We might 

therefore expect them to occur closest to the verb stem, iconically reflecting 

their close conceptual integration with the event itself. In contrast, the suffixes 

in the second set, such as Declarative, Interrogative, and Dependent markers,  
function primarily to indicate clause type and associate with the clause as a 

whole, rather than simply with the verb. Like markers of punctuation, they 

therefore occur clause-finally (or nearly clause-finally). In these cases, because 

the verb stem requires a Boundary Suffix but that suffix must occur toward the 

end of the clause, the extra morphology is incorporated into the verb core – 

between the stem and the clause-final marker – in order to accommodate both 

requirements.  

 There is nevertheless considerable variation among individual formatives as 

regards their realization of this flexible placement. For example, while yQ)h 
(like other forms in Inner Suffix position) in (32b) follows exactly the same 

stress pattern as would be expected were it a verb stem within a compound (i.e., 

the stressed stem yQ)h immediately precedes the Boundary Suffix -V êh, which is 

also stressed), many enclitics (which are by definition unstressed) remain un-

stressed when they occur as Inner Suffixes, thus appearing virtually invisible to 

the verb’s expected stress pattern. In (33), for example, the Reported evidential 

mah is left unstressed in the Inner Suffix slot, while stress falls on the preceding 

Inner Suffix p d (which appears elsewhere as a particle) and on the following 

Boundary Suffix -V êh. 

 

(33) hayám b /-w d-nQn-p d-mmah-áh,   hib’ h=tæh=/ h-i ê‚h 

  town  make-arrive-come-DIST-REP-DECL create=clan=MSC-DECL 

  ‘The Ancestor(s) arrived and built a town’ (txt) 

 

The same stress pattern is illustrated for the Nonvisual evidential cud in exam-

ple (34), and for the Repetitive form b’ay in (35): 

 

(34) a) /ãh him h n-y /- y=ccud 
   1sg forget-TEL-DYNM=INFR 

   ‘I forgot it, apparently.’ (cv) 

 

  b) ní-ccud-ú/ ? 
   be-INFR-INT 

 ‘(She’s) there, huh?’ (cv) 
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(35) a) yúp=/ãèy- n  /ãh b’uy-d’ h--y /- p==b’ay  
   DEM=FEM-OBJ 1sg throw-send-TEL-DEP=again 

   ‘I got rid of that woman, too’ (txt) 

 

  b) yúp=mah t h  hí-bb’ay-áh  
   that=REP  3sg descend-AGAIN-DECL    

   ‘Then he came down again.’ (txt) 

 

In example (36), a similar stress pattern marks the juncture between a canonical 

Inner Suffix (Perfective -/e-) and a fluid morpheme that appears in Inner Suffix 

position (Inferred evidential cud). Here the Perfective gets stress – while In-

ferred cud does not – in addition to the expected stress on the penultimate sylla-

ble (which in this case is Frustrative yQ)h, also a peripheral formative in an In-

ner Suffix slot) and on the Boundary Suffix (-V êh). 

 

(36) n’íp cidídu  tóg   ham--/ay-/é -cud-yæ êh-æ êh   

  that Cirino  daughter go-VENT-PERF-INFR-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘That daughter of Cirino’s went and came right back, apparently’ (txt) 

 

 In at least one case, a slight functional distinction exists between the more 

tightly integrated (Inner Suffix) variant of the formative and its peripheral reali-

zation. This involves the Distributive morpheme p d, which as a peripheral ver-

bal form has clausal scope and indicates a repeated event distributed over dif-

ferent subjects (example 37a). As a verbal Inner Suffix, however, it can have an 

iterative or durative meaning, as well as a quantifier-like interpretation, depend-

ing on the context (example 37b). Note that this tighter semantic integration 

with the verb iconically reflects the tighter formal integration of formative and 

stem.  

 

(37) a) h d  næn-æy  pp d   

 3pl  come-DYNM DIST 

 ‘They also came/are coming.’ (subjects compared) 

 

  b) h d  nQn-pp d- h  

 3pl  come-DIST-DECL 

 ‘They always, repeatedly came.’ (within a given period of time) 

 ‘They were coming for a long time.’  

 ‘They all came.’ 

 

 It is also noteworthy that several peripheral formatives may pile up in Inner 

Suffix position, just as they may pile up in peripheral position under other cir-
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cumstances. In (38), multiple enclitics and particles appear as Inner Suffixes: 

Emphasis pog (in the phonologically reduced form wog45
), Habitual b g, and 

Frustrative yæêh.  
 

(38) …y kán k k y-n h-y /  
  there  interrupted-NEG-TEL 
   

  k dcak-wwog-b g-yæ êh-æ w-ah   y  ? 
  fast.climb-EMPH1-HAB-FRUST-FLR-FOC INT.tag  

  ‘…(Why the heck does Mom) always climb up there?!’ (txt) 

 

 As noted in §3.4.1.2B, Hup Inner Suffixes are formally identical (in terms of 

stress patterns and placement within the verb word) to component verb roots 

within verb compounds. This fact has interesting implications for Hup gram-

mar. In a number of cases, a single form has two distinct formal identities, with 

a corresponding difference in semantics; it can appear as a peripheral clitic or 

particle, and also as a verb root. When the peripheral form is brought into the 

Inner Suffix position, however, the formal surface distinction between root and 

formative (determined primarily by placement relative to the Boundary Suffix) 

may be erased, and the difference in semantics must be inferred from the dis-

course context. This phenomenon applies in the case of yæh, which occurs as a 

verb root meaning ‘request, command’, in addition to its use as a Frustrative 

marker (see §14.4). As example (39) illustrates, the verbal use is formally indis-

tinguishable from the Frustrative use as an Inner Suffix in (40) (repeated from 

32b above); in both cases, yæh occupies the same position and shows the same 

stress pattern. However, a structural difference does exist: the Dynamic suffix   

-Vêy can occur with verb roots (and could therefore take the place of Declarative 

-Vêh in (39), where yæh- is a verb root), but it cannot follow fluid formatives 

occurring in Inner Suffix position (and so could not appear in 40, where yæh is 

a grammatical formative). 

 

(39) deh cã Ùy- n  t h  hop-yyæ êh-æêh 
  water beetle-OBJ 3sg immerse-command-DECL 

  ‘He sent the water-beetle down into the water.’ (txt) 

 

 

                                                
45

 A /p/ > /w/ sound change is attested elsewhere in Hup; compare the full and reduced 

forms of the Completive suffix -c )p- / c )w- (cf. Table 19). 
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(40) núw- n /ãh tuk-yyæ êh-æêh 

  this-OBJ   1sg want-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘I’d like this one (but I don’t expect to get it).’ (cv) 

 

The formative b’ay ‘again’ likewise resembles the verb b’ay- ‘return’ (as the 

final stem in a compound) when it appears as an Inner Suffix; in this case, how-

ever, the formative and the verb root are differentiated by their stress patterns: 

 

(41) p d w d-bb’áy-áh 

  Ped arrive-return-DECL 

  ‘Ped came back’ (el) 

 

(42) yúp=mah t h  hí-bb’ay-áh  

  that=REP  3sg descend-AGAIN-DECL    

  ‘Then he came down again.’ (txt) 

 

 

3.6. Phonologically reduced formative variants 

 

A striking characteristic of Hup Inner Suffix formatives is the co-existence, in 

certain cases, of two marginally distinct forms of the same morpheme (see also 

§3.4.1.2 above). One variant has the syllable structure CVC and is the histori-

cally older form, whereas the other variant has undergone phonological reduc-

tion involving loss (or, in one case, reduction from /p/ > /w/) of the final conso-

nant, usually resulting in the form CV. This reduced form occurs only when the 

Inner Suffix is directly followed by a vowel-initial suffix, either a Boundary 

Suffix (such as the Declarative -V êh) or the ‘Filler’ form -Vw- (technically an 

Inner Suffix, but always directly followed by a Boundary Suffix itself). Note 

that loss of final consonants when followed by vowel-initial suffixes is a natural 

phonological change that is also attested in other languages, such as Turkish (cf. 

Bickel and Nichols 2007); likewise, phonological reduction is a process com-

mon in language change generally (cf. Bybee et al. 1994, Hopper and Traugott 

1993). 

 The complete set of the formative pairs that are characterized by regular fi-

nal consonant loss or reduction in the context of vowel-initial suffixes is sum-

marized in Table 20. 
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Table 20. Hup formative pairs with final consonant erosion before vowel-initial suffixes 

Unreduced 

form  

Function of unreduced 

form 

Reduced form 

(Inner Suffix) 

Function of  

reduced form 

-b g- Habitual aspect -b - Habitual aspect 

-c )p- Completive aspect -c )w- Completive aspect 

-/e/- Perfective aspect -/e- Perfective aspect 

-pog- Emphasis -po-46
 Emphasis 

-teg- Purpose, future -te- Future 

-tuk- 
Lexical verb ‘want’;  

     imminent future 
-tu- 

Volition;  

    imminent future 

 

 This phonological reduction of Inner Suffixes is accompanied by a similar 

reduction of the vowel-initial Boundary Suffixes that follow them, as mentioned 

above, although this is limited only to those suffixes that copy their vowel from 

the preceding stem (see example 43 below), and does not appear to apply to the 

‘Filler’ form -Vw-. When these follow a reduced (CV) Inner Suffix, the copied 

vowel in the Boundary Suffix disappears, and the consonant – which is now the 

Boundary Suffix’s only remaining segment – attaches directly to the vowel of 

the preceding Inner Suffix. The process serves to maintain Hup’s preferred 

CVC syllable structure. Note, however, that this elision of the Boundary Suffix 

vowel occurs only in combination with these reduced Inner Suffixes. It is mor-

phophonologically conditioned, rather than simply phonologically conditioned, 

since it does not occur when the vowel-copying suffix combines with a CV verb 

stem; for example, the verb yu- ‘wait’ combines with the Dynamic suffix to 

form yú-úy (wait-DYNM) ‘waiting’.  

 Example (43) (repeated from 11 in §3.2 above) illustrates this phenomenon 

of phonological reduction for the Habitual formative (§12.8). The Habitual is a 

fluid formative; as a particle, it must have the CVC form b g (43a), and the 

same applies when it is an Inner Suffix followed by another consonant-initial 

form. In (43b), however, the presence of the following Declarative Suffix (re-

duced from -V êh to -h) provides the context for the reduced form -b -.  
 

(43) a) /ãh hám-ay  bb g  

   1sg go-DYNM  HAB 

   ‘I go regularly.’ (txt) 

                                                
46

 This form has an additional reduced variant -wog- or -wo-, involving reduction of the 

initial consonant, as in example (38) above (but limited to certain speakers/dialect ar-

eas). 
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  b) /ãh ham-bb -h 
   1sg go-HAB-DECL 

   ‘I go regularly.’ (txt)  
 

 The same phenomenon of phonological reduction yields variants of the Em-

phasis marker -pog- / -po- (and -wog- / -wo-) (example 44; §15.2.1) and the 

Completive aspect marker -c )p- / -c )w- (example 45; §12.5). Both of these for-

matives occur only as Inner Suffixes with verbs, rather than as peripheral forms, 

although Emphasis pog can appear as an enclitic with nonverbal parts of 

speech. The reduced variant -c )w- of the Completive is somewhat idiosyncratic 

in that its final consonant is not completely dropped, but only reduced from a 

stop /p/ to a glide /w/; furthermore, this reduced form normally appears only 

with the Dynamic suffix -V êy (45c), and not with any other vowel-initial suffix 

(cf. 45b). 

 

(44) a) ham-ppog-tég n N-ah ?  

 go-EMPH1-FUT 2pl-FOC 

   ‘Would you really go?!’ (txt) 

 

  b) kanin    cçp-ham-ppó-h !  
 sleepy(Tuk) go.from.river-go-EMPH1-DECL 

 ‘Sleepyhead’s gone up away from the river!’ (txt) 

 

(45) a) /ap d   nutkán puhu-hi-cc ‚p-k d-cak-y /- y=mah 
    right.away here.OBJ swell-FACT-COMPL-pass-climb-TEL-DYNM=REP   

 ‘Right away it had already swelled up and spread quickly up to here’ 

 (on her leg) (txt) 

 

 b) tedé-d’ h- t  t h  b /-ni-cc ‚ êp- ê‚h 
 three-PL-OBL 3sg work-be-COMPL-DECL 

 ‘He’s already worked with three (of them).’ (txt) 

 

  c) / h-y /-cc ‚w- ‚y    h d, / n=tæh=d’ h ?  

 sleep-TEL-COMPL-DYNM 3pl  1pl=child=PL 

 ‘Have they already gone to sleep, our children?’ (txt) 

 

 Another example of a formative having both CVC and CV variants is the 

Perfective marker -/e/- / -/e- (see §12.4). In keeping with the expected pattern, 

the variant -/e/- appears when no vowel-initial suffix follows, such as in the 
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imperative mode (46a) and with predicate nominals, while the reduced form      

-/e- precedes a vowel-initial Boundary Suffix (46b). 

 

(46) a) n’i-có/  way-//é/ !  
   there-LOC go.out-PERF.IMP 

 ‘Go outside for a while!’ (cv) 

  

  b) /ah yamhidç/-g’o/-/ -h 
   1sg sing-go.about-PERF-DECL 

 ‘I used to go around singing (at drinking parties).’ (txt) 

 

 Although the reduced variants of these Inner Suffix forms can only occur 

when followed by a vowel-initial Boundary Suffix, they are not in general the 

obligatory choice when such a suffix is present. They can normally be used 

interchangeably with their unreduced (CVC) variant, although the reduced (CV) 

form is by far the more common. In some cases, choice of the full variant over 

the reduced form has little semantic or pragmatic effect, and is simply associ-

ated with exaggerated precision in speaking, as some consultants report for ex-

ample (47) (in comparison to 43b above). Often, however, use of the full variant 

is associated pragmatically with a more emphatic utterance (as in example 49 

below), and for some forms the choice may also be semantically and function-

ally motivated (-teg / -te- in 48 and -tuk- / -tu- in 49–50 below).  

 

(47) /ãh ham-bb g- h 
  1sg go-HAB-DECL 

  ‘I always go.’ (el) 

 

 Some of Hup’s formative pairs exhibit a functional as well as a formal dis-

tinction between the two variants. The suffix -teg (which can act both as a 

Boundary Suffix and as an Inner Suffix) indicates both purpose (48a) and future 

tense (48b), whereas its reduced Inner Suffix variant -te- can only signal future 

tense (48b; see §13.1): 

 

(48) a) ...t n h  p ‡b,   t h  wáy-át   p d, t h  wQd-ttég-éh 
 3sg.POSS food.supply 3sg emerge-OBL DIST 3sg eat-FUT/PURP-DECL 

   ‘[He put them in the canoe,] his food supplies, in order for him to eat 

   (them) when he emerged again.’ (txt) 
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  b) n N- n  t h  tçn-ham-pog-tté-p,   cún’ !   
   2pl-OBJ 3sg take-go-EMPH1-FUT-DEP INTERJ  

 

   ham-pog-ttég  n N-áh ?! 
   go-EMPH1-FUT  2pl-FOC 

 ‘She’s really going to take you all off, hey! Would/will you all really  

 go?!’ (cv) 

  

 Another case of a formal and functional distinction between the two variants 

is that of -tuk- / -tu- (volition and imminent future). Here, the variation is be-

tween a compound-final verb root (tuk-) and a verbal auxiliary or Inner-Suffix-

like form (-tuk- / -tu-), whereas the above examples all clearly involve forma-

tives, not roots. The original, unreduced member of this pair is the verb root 

tuk-, a normal transitive verb meaning ‘want’, which has developed a modal or 

auxiliary use in compounds. As such, it can optionally appear as either -tuk- or  

-tu-. As is common for such formative pairs, the two variants can encode differ-

ent degrees of forcefulness: the unreduced form -tuk- is preferred for an insis-

tent request, while the reduced version -tu- is neutral (example 49). Moreover, 

the grammaticalized variant -tu- is frequently used to indicate immediate future, 

as in example (50).  

 

(49) a) cúg /ãh w /-ttúk-úy=h   
   fiddle 1sg hear-want-DYNM=NONVIS 

   ‘I want to hear the fiddle!’ (emphatic) (cv) 

 

  b) cúg /ãh w /-ttú-y=h   
   fiddle 1sg hear-want-DYNM=NONVIS 

   I’d like to hear the fiddle.’ (non-emphatic) (cv)  

 

(50) d h d’oj-ttú-y 
  water   rain-want-DYNM 

  ‘It’s about to rain.’ (cv) 

 

 Finally, it is important to note that this phenomenon of final consonant loss 

represents an ongoing process of language change. It affects different Hup for-

matives to different degrees, and is subject to individual and dialectal variation. 

The Telic Inner Suffix -y /-, for example, is typically pronounced without the 

final glottal stop when followed by the Dynamic suffix -V êy in the Tat Deh dia-

lect area, whereas speakers in the Barreira region tend to pronounce it in unre-

duced form.  
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3.7. Formative flexibility and grammaticalization 

 

As the discussion in the preceding sections has illustrated, the flexibility among 

the different morpheme classes in Hup has provided the context for an extensive 

formal and functional overlap between verb roots and formatives. It has also 

fostered the development of alternative formal realizations of a given formative, 

accompanied in some cases by functional distinctions. Clearly, the formal and 

functional resemblances among many Hup morphemes (see §3.3) cannot be due 

to chance, but rather reflect historical processes of grammaticalization that are 

linked to this flexibility. The following discussion addresses some of these 

processes, and they are considered in more detail in Epps (2007d). 

 Many of the changes that Hup morphemes have undergone are typical of 

grammaticalization processes cross-linguistically. These include the 

phonological erosion experienced by Inner Suffixes, the increased semantic 

abstraction of many grammaticalizing formatives, and the tendency for forma-

tives to have their apparent origins in roots (see §3.5 above); for example, the 

verb root ‘want’ (tuk-) has clearly given rise to an Inner Suffix indicating immi-

nent future tense (see examples 49–50 above), and the verb ‘request, command’ 

(yQ)h-) is probably the source of the Frustrative formative (see examples 39–

40).
47

 These changes are consistent with the ‘unidirectionality principle’ re-

ferred to in grammaticalization studies, which posits that the process of gram-

maticalization leads “from lexical to nonlexical or from less grammatical to 

more grammatical structures; …more ‘concrete’ concepts serve as structural 

templates for the expressions of less ‘concrete’ or more ‘abstract’ concepts” 

(Heine et al. 1991: 120). While this principle is understood to have exceptions, 

it is an empirical fact that these exceptions are far outnumbered by the attested 

cases of historical change that support the rule (cf. Haspelmath 2004: 27, Leh-

mann 2005: 23, etc.). 

However, the flexibility between Hup roots and Inner Suffixes, and between 

Inner Suffixes and peripheral formatives, has interesting implications for 

grammaticalization theory, especially in light of the unidirectionality principle. 

Diachronically, the development of Hup’s fluid formatives has arguably in-

volved bi-directional movement between the verbal core and the periphery, as 

illustrated by the case studies of individual morphemes offered below. In other 

words, Hup grammar has the mechanisms in place by which, over time, mor-

                                                
47

 As discussed in §14.4, the motivation behind this development may be the relative 

frequency of the verb ‘request, command’ in situations where a speaker is discussing an 

event that was not realized; i.e., ‘I requested him to do X (but it is still not done)’, as 

opposed to those situations in which the action has been carried out. 
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phemes originating in the verb core (where they are more bound) can migrate 

out to the periphery (where they are less bound), and likewise those originating 

outside the verb word can migrate from the periphery into the core. Although 

the choice and usage of the terms ‘clitic’, ‘particle’, and ‘affix’ in this grammar 

are understood to be somewhat language-specific (as discussed above), there is 

no debating the fact that the core formatives or ‘affixes’ in Hup are more 

closely integrated – both phonologically and morphosyntactically – with the 

verb stem, while the peripheral ‘clitics’ and ‘particles’ are less bound (see §3.5 

above). 

 This bi-directional movement is exceptional with respect to the unidirection-

ality principle, which posits a diachronic trajectory of less bound to more bound 

for grammaticalizing morphemes – usually realized as a transition from free 

form to clitic to affix. This process has been termed ‘morphologization’, 

whereby “loose, paratactic [discourse] structures develop into closed syntactic 

structures” (Heine et al. 1991: 13, 20, cf. Givon 1979). Although the grammati-

calization of Hup formatives from roots (verbal, nominal, or adjectival) is con-

sistent with this cross-linguistic unidirectional tendency to shift from lexical to 

nonlexical structures, the degree of the Hup forms’ bondedness is in many cases 

not at all consistent with ‘morphologization’; many forms have gone from more 

to less bound, involving a shift from affix to clitic/particle, rather than the re-

verse.  

 The decrease in bondedness on the part of certain Hup morphemes is argua-

bly an example of ‘degrammaticalization’ (e.g., Norde 2002, 2006), or ‘anti-

grammaticalization’ in Haspelmath’s (2004) terms: “a change that leads from 

the endpoint to the starting point of a potential grammaticalization and also 

shows the same intermediate stages.” While what qualifies as ‘degrammaticali-

zation’ or ‘antigrammaticalization’ is widely debated, Haspelmath and many 

other scholars understand the term(s) as covering “any type of change that goes 

against the general direction of grammaticalization (i.e., discourse > syntax > 

morphology)” (Haspelmath 2004: 28), including changes such as suffix > clitic 

> postposition. Regardless of one’s terminology, it is clear that this more bound 

> less bound trajectory in Hup morphosyntax represents a change that is 

counter-directional in light of broader cross-linguistic tendencies. Moreover, it 

is particularly unusual in that it has happened multiple times and in consistent 

fashion in Hup, whereas cases of deaffixation in other languages are reported to 

be idiosyncratic and unproductive, typically arising from some kind of struc-

tural collapse (Heine 2003: 582, Norde 2002: 49, Plank 1995).   

 We turn now to case studies of the two types of directional change in Hup, 

the one involving more straightforward grammaticalization, the other morpho-

syntactic deaffixation or ‘degrammaticalization’. All of the scenarios suggested 

below are consistent with grammaticalization theory’s other canonical generali-

zations: that historical change usually involves a progression from semantically 
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more concrete to more abstract, and from more lexical to more functional. It is 

noteworthy that, were the cases of deaffixation discussed here to be construed 

differently (such that the historical transition were assumed to be one of syntac-

tically less bound > more bound instead of the opposite path suggested here), 

some kind of counterdirectional change would still be involved, because we 

would have to assume a semantic shift from abstract to relatively concrete.  

 Of the grammaticalization paths that can be identified for formatives in Hup, 

several appear to follow the cross-linguistically canonical transition from mor-

phologically less bound to more bound, from free lexical item > clitic > affix. In 

general, the first stage of this type of grammaticalization involves a root that is 

not a verb (whereas the alternative trajectory always involves a verb within a 

compound), i.e., a noun or an adjective.  

 One particularly interesting example is the development of the Future parti-

cle -teg / -te- from the noun ‘stick, tree’, as summarized here (and presented in 

detail in the Historical note in §13.1 and in Epps 2008b). This form – which 

exists as a free noun (t g) meaning ‘firewood, wood’ – also occurs as a bound 

noun meaning ‘tree, stick’ (example 51). Over time, this bound noun took on a 

secondary function as a generic nominalizer meaning ‘thing’, as in example 

(52). This form, in turn, grammaticalized into a marker of purpose on non-finite 

verbs in dependent clauses, where it took on the role of a consonant-initial 

Boundary Suffix; this usage is also attested in modern Hup (example 53). The 

stress shift that accompanied this process (from [stem=teg] to [stem-teg]) al-

lowed the erstwhile nominal construction to conform to the formal template for 

a verbal construction (i.e., consistent with the typical stress pattern found with 

CVC Boundary Suffixes; see §3.4.1.2 above).  

 

(51) púp=tteg 
  paxiuba=STICK 

  ‘paxiuba tree’ 

 

(52) p p d=tteg 
  roll=STICK 

  ‘rolling thing’ = ‘automobile/tractor’ 

 

(53) dó/=d’ h h d  pçhç-tég,     ham-ní- y   yúw-úh 

  child=PL  3pl  grow.plump-FUT/PURP  go-be-DYNM  that-DECL 

  ‘In order for the children to grow plump; that’s how it (the blessing)  

  went.’ (txt) 

  

 At some point after this had occurred, the use of the suffix -teg in dependent 

clauses was generalized to main clauses (as has apparently occurred with other 
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verbal formatives in Hup; see Chapter 18). Once within the main clause, the 

verbal purpose construction subsequently developed future semantics; this step 

is also attested synchronically in Hup, since -teg currently doubles as a purpose 

marker (example 54a and above) and as a future marker (54b). (Such a transi-

tion from purpose to future is typologically common; cf. Bybee et al. 1991.) 

Finally, -teg was phonologically eroded to produce the variant -te-, which can 

only have a future tense meaning (example 55), and which occurs exclusively in 

the Inner Suffix slot when followed by a vowel-initial Boundary Suffix (as is 

typical of reduced variants; see §3.6 above). A free nominal root has thus be-

come a bound verbal Inner Suffix. 

 

(54) a) dó/=d’ h m h /-ttég   

 child=PL  play-FUT/PURP 

 ‘(It’s) for kids to play with.’ (cv)  

 

  b) t h  ham-ttég / hníy 

   3sg go-FUT maybe 

   ‘Maybe he will go.’ (cv) 

 

(55) tán    /ãh nQn-tté-h 

  FUT.CNTR 1sg come-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll come later.’ (cv) 

  

 A related process probably led to the development of the Habitual gram b g 
(example 56), which has a likely source in the adverbial b g ‘for a long time’ 

(example 57), itself related to the adjective root b ‡g ‘old. As discussed in §12.8, 

the semantic link among all three functions of b g is probably one of temporal 

duration: just as an old object (e.g., a path) is typically one that has been used or 

experienced again and again over a long period of time, so a habitual activity is 

one that has been performed over and over. 

 

(56) / d- y   bb èg  /ãêh-ã êh 

  speak-DYNM HAB 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I habitually speak (Tukano)’ (txt) 

 

(57) cet-ham-tubud-y /- y,     húp=/ãêy- n, bb ‡g !!  
  carry.on.back-go-INTS3-TEL-DYNM Hup-FEM-OBJ long.time 

  ‘He carried the girl a long way off, for a long time!’ (txt) 
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 Habitual b g is a fluid morpheme, whose occurrence as either a particle or an 

Inner Suffix is conditioned by the type of Boundary Suffix present. As we have 

already seen in §3.6 above, it alternates in Inner Suffix position with the pho-

nologically eroded form -b - when it is directly followed by a vowel-initial 

Boundary Suffix (example 58). In this case, an adjectival/adverbial lexical item 

has presumably grammaticalized to a particle and thence to a verbal affix, but 

has maintained a fluid identity. 

  

(58) /ãh / d--b è-h 

  1sg speak-HAB-DECL 

  ‘I habitually speak (Tukano)’ (txt)  

 

On the other hand, there are at least four clear examples of forms that appear 

to have followed a trajectory involving deaffixation, from verb root > Inner 

Suffix > enclitic or particle. These are yæh, which appears both as a verb root 

meaning ‘request, command’ and as a Frustrative formative (see examples 39–

40 above); b’ay, which acts as a verb ‘return’, as an aspectual formative signal-

ing repetition of an event or state, and as a marker of topic shift (see examples 

41–42 above); and two evidentials, Nonvisual h (h) and Inferential cud. Of 

these, the path of grammaticalization taken by the Nonvisual evidential h (h) is 

detailed here, and is considered to be typical of a transition from verb > forma-

tive generally in Hup. 

 As discussed in §14.9.2, the Nonvisual evidential h (h) appears most fre-

quently as an enclitic (=h ), and is used to indicate that the speaker’s informa-

tion source is first-hand but nonvisual – in other words, the information was 

acquired through hearing, smelling, tasting, or feeling:  

 

(59) náciya pæ-æy=hh  

  boat  go.upriver-DYNM=NONVIS 

  ‘The boat is going upriver (I can hear it).’ (cv) 

 

This evidential enclitic almost certainly derives from the verb root h h- ‘pro-

duce sound, be audible’: 

 

(60) t h   hh èh- p,    nukán-ay   tán    yúw-úh 

  3sg make.sound-DEP over.here-INCH FUT.CNTR that.ITG-DECL   

  ‘When it (first) becomes audible, it (the boat) is still over there in this  

  direction.’ (txt) 

 

 How did this shift from verb to enclitic come about? In the first stage of its 

grammaticalization, the verb h h- ‘produce sound’ probably developed a fre-
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quent use as a productive compound-final form, with the meaning ‘do (verb) 

and produce noise’. It was only a short step from this to a more manner-related 

meaning, ‘be audible while doing (verb)’. As discussed in detail in Chapter 9, 

verb compounding is extremely productive in Hup, and stems within com-

pounds frequently take on modal or Aktionsart functions with varying degrees 

of abstraction; examples of this are found in compounds like / d-hipãh- (speak-

know-) ‘know how to speak’, and wQd-h /-y /- (eat-finish-TEL-) ‘eat (it) all 

up’. Such integrated compounds involving the verb h h- ‘produce sound’ are in 

fact currently attested in Hup: 

 

(61) yam--h h-n h=y /    níh ! 
  sing-make.sound-NEG=TEL be.IMP 

  ‘Don’t make (so much) noise singing!’ (ru) 

 

 Through more and more frequent use, the compound-final verb ‘make noise’ 

would have taken on an increasingly secondary status vis-à-vis the preceding 

stem, until it became a true auxiliary with an essentially evidential function.
48

 

This process is illustrated by the many other co-existing, functionally distinct 

pairs of verb roots and verbal auxiliaries in Hup, such as tuk- (root: ‘want’; 

auxiliary: ‘imminent future’; see 49–50 above) and key- (root: ‘see’; auxiliary: 

‘try’, as in the compound b /-key- (work-see) ‘try to make/do (something)’; see 

also §9.4.2.4). It was probably at this stage that -h h- underwent the loss of its 

final consonant (h h > h ) in the context of immediately following vowel-initial 

suffixes, just as occurred in the case of -tuk- / -tu- ‘want’ or ‘imminent future’, 

and other grammaticalizing forms (§3.6 above). Example (62) illustrates that     

-h h- would now have had two possible interpretations, and remains semanti-

cally ambiguous (and the interpretations pragmatically equivalent) in some con-

texts: 

 

(62)  himu ‡n=hçb    d’o/-d’ h-/áy   hám,      
  paxiuba.tree=hollow take-send-VENT.IMP go.IMP 
 

  yúp nçh-k d-hi-hhç ‚ ê-a ‡n 

  that fall-pass-descend-NOISE-OBJ 

  ‘Go fetch a paxiuba-tree-hollow, that one that fell, making noise.’  

            …that one that fell (I heard it).’ 

 

                                                
48

 This development was probably motivated in part by language contact with Tukano; 

see Epps (2005a).  
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 At this stage in its existence, the verb stem ‘produce sound’ would have had 

two distinct realizations – one primarily lexical (as the independent verb root 

‘make noise’), and the other primarily grammatical (as an auxiliary or Inner 

Suffix with a marginal evidential function). However, both would have ap-

peared in formally identical constructions, as still occurs in cases like (62). The 

next stage would have involved the more grammaticalized form of the verb 

detaching itself from the core of the verbal construction (i.e., moving outside 

the Boundary Suffix) and appearing in the periphery as an enclitic. At this point 

in the process, the verb stem and the evidential particle would have become 

formally and functionally distinct. That this path of grammaticalization is in-

deed what took place, rather than the enclitic and the suffix having grammati-

calized independently, is indicated by the fact that the enclitic =h  lacks the 

final consonant of the verbal source and Inner Suffix variant (and this consonant 

loss occurs exclusively in Inner Suffix position when vowel-initial suffixes 

follow), and by the fact that the peripheral and affixal realizations of h (h) are 

in a complementary distribution that is mirrored by many other fluid mor-

phemes in Hup (which themselves have several different historical sources). 

The mechanisms behind this transition from suffix to peripheral formative 

are complex, and are discussed in detail in Epps (2007d). Deaffixation probably 

took the following route: As compounded verb roots like h h grammaticalized 

into Inner Suffixes, some of these took on discourse-related functions (such as 

evidentiality). In doing so, they experienced a widening of syntactic and 

semantic scope from the level of the verb stem to that of the predicate – as is 

common in the development of discourse markers (see Traugott 1997, Tabor 

and Traugott 1998, etc.). Once this had occurred, the new formatives could be 

extended to all predicates, rather than applying strictly to verbal predicates 

(example 63). However, as discussed above, non-verbal elements lack the 

morphological complexity of verbs; they do not normally take Boundary 

Suffixes, and the category of Inner Suffix is thus irrelevant in non-verbal 

contexts. Accordingly, if a morpheme that appeared as an Inner Suffix on verbs 

were to associate with a non-verbal element, it would occur by default as an 

enclitic or particle.  

 

(63)  pQ‡j=hçç ‚  
  umari=NONVIS 

  ‘It’s umari fruit.’ (speaker is smelling mess on baby’s foot)  

 

 With this extension from verbal to non-verbal predicates complete, the 

newly grammaticalized Inner Suffixes would now have a context in which they 

could function outside the morphophonologically defined ‘core’ of the word 

with which they were associated. Once this relatively free identity was 
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established, they could then reassociate – again by analogical extension – with 

verbal predicates. At this point, however, their new identity as peripheral 

formatives, coupled with their newly widened scope (which would iconically 

suggest that they should be ordered further away from the verb stem than are 

those suffixes relating to aspect, etc., as discussed in §3.5 above) would have 

led to their applying outside those Boundary Suffixes with relatively narrow 

scope. They would thus have begun to appear as fluid morphemes, appearing 

outside the more strictly verb-related Boundary Suffixes (such as Dynamic 

aspect -Vy), but inside those Boundary Suffixes with primarily clause-level 

functions (such as Declarative -Vh).  

This transition was probably also reinforced by analogy with Hup’s other 

fluid formatives that originated outside the verb and followed a path from less > 

more bound as they became suffixes (in keeping with more typical processes of 

grammaticalization); examples include the fluid Habitual form b g (most likely 

derived from the adjective ‘old’; see above) and the Reportative evidential mah 

(historically an evidential enclitic). The existence of these fluid forms may have 

provided a model for the development of a comparable flexibility between Inner 

Suffix and verbal periphery on the part of formatives like evidential h (h) – 

particularly within the new evidential paradigm that was formed by the addition 

of the new Nonvisual and Inferential forms to the historically prior Reportative 

form. Crucially, only compounded verb roots have undergone deaffixation; 

because they started their life as grammatical formatives within the verb core 

(thus fully bound), they could only become less bound as they developed more 

discourse-related functions and underwent a widening of scope.  

 That the fluid identity of formatives like h (h) represents only one point 

along a possible trajectory of morphosyntactic change is illustrated by the fact 

that other formatives appear to occupy different positions along the same path. 

For example, two Inner Suffixes – Emphasis pog and Diminutive mQh – appear 

consistently as Inner Suffixes with verbs (example 64); however, like Habitual 

b g, their historical sources are probably adjectives: ‘big’ and ‘small’, respec-

tively. Accordingly, their exclusive status as Inner Suffixes in verbal contexts 

(although they do appear as enclitics with nouns) suggests that they have devel-

oped an identity that is closely integrated with the verb stem, such that their 

formal realization is not dependent on the type of Boundary Suffix present. At 

the same time, their origin outside the verb suggests that they have passed 

through a ‘fluid’ stage like that exemplified by the formatives discussed above. 

 

(64) teghçê‚=nçg’ d  /ãh w /-mmæ h-æh, cípmQh=y /  

  Non.Indian=mouth 1sg hear-DIM-DECL little=TEL 

  ‘I understand just a little Portuguese.’ (txt) 
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At the other end of the continuum, the contrast-tense particles páh (Tempo-

rally Proximate Contrast), j’ám / j’ãh (Distant Past Contrast), and tán (Future 

Contrast; see §13.4) always appear in the verbal periphery, even when the nor-

mally clause-final Interrogative and Dependent suffixes are present – which for 

fluid grams entail that these appear within the verb core. These forms may thus 

be at an early stage in their development as verbal formatives, and may eventu-

ally develop a fluid identity as they become more integrated with the verb. 

 

(65) tód-ót=mah   h d  yók-o/  jj’ám   y  ?  

  hollow-OBL=REP 3pl  poke-INT  DST.CNTR TAG1 

  ‘They poked around in the hole, right?’ 

 

 This concludes the discussion of the architecture of the Hup word, and of the 

processes of formative combination and grammaticalization which it involves. 

In the chapters that follow, the facts and concepts discussed in this chapter will 

be an important basis for understanding the behavior of Hup morphemes within 

the word and the clause, as well as the possible historical connections between 

them.  



 

Chapter 4 

The noun and nominal morphology 
 

 

 

The noun stem in Hup is identified as the minimal nominal word, which in most 

cases is monomorphemic. As discussed in §3.1.1, the defining features of the 

noun include its ability to occur as a bare stem lacking a Boundary Suffix (un-

like verbs, which usually require inflection), and its functioning as an argument 

of a predicate or as an attributive modifier of another noun. Lexical (contras-

tive) tone is also most salient on nouns. Unlike verbs and adjectives, nouns can 

in general be possessed, and can be negated with the existence negator pã Ù (see 

§16.2).  

 In this chapter, I present the simple noun stem and the categories of nominal 

morphology that are most basic to it, case and number. I also offer a brief dis-

cussion of the lexical phenomenon of reduplication in nouns, and summarize 

the processes of nominal derivation. Processes of nominal compounding are 

treated in Chapter 5, and multi-word noun phrases are covered in Chapter 6. 

 

 

4.1. Types of nouns 

 

Noun stems in Hup fall into two basic classes: bound nouns, which are obligato-

rily bound to another nominal form (a phenomenon akin to inalienable pos-

sessession), and nouns that are free (i.e., that need not appear with a possessor 

or associated noun). Bound nouns in Hup include almost all generic human 

nouns, referential kin terms, animal body parts, plant parts, and a few other 

nouns. These are discussed in detail in §5.4, but are also necessarily mentioned 

here in the discussion of case and number marking.  

 Hup proper nouns include clan names (see Table 2, §1.4) and personal 

names, of which most people have several: a Hup bi/íd h t or ‘spell (blessing) 

name’ (see Table 3, §1.4), a Portuguese name, and sometimes a nickname. 

Place names are mostly compounds of the ‘productive’ type (see §5.1.2.2), such 

as tát deh ‘Taracuá Ant Creek’ (Taracuá Igarapé); b’ó/ paç ‘Tucunaré Hill’; 

g’áj paç ‘Cutivara Hill’, etc. (cf. §1.3). Kin terms in Hup occur both as bound 

referential forms and also as free vocative variants.  

 

4.1.1. Human nouns 
 

Human entities get special treatment in Hup grammar, as this chapter and Chap-

ter 5 will clarify. Unlike most nouns referring to animals and inanimate objects, 
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generic human nouns are obligatorily bound when singular (see §5.4–5.5), and 

receive obligatory object and number marking in environments where these 

categories apply. The special place human nouns hold in Hup grammar can be 

explained as manifesting a conceptualization of humans as maximally discrete 

entities, the most significant participants in any event. Such a prioritization of 

human entities is cross-linguistically common, reflected in the fact that many 

languages’ grammatical organization corresponds to an animacy hierarchy (e.g., 

Silverstein 1976, Comrie 1989); nevertheless, the split between humans and 

other entities seems to be encoded with particular frequency in Hup.  

 

 

4.1.2. Closed nominal classes  

 

Closed classes of nominals in Hup include pronouns, demonstratives and inter-

rogative pronouns. These are comprised of small sets of base forms from which 

more specific forms are derived, via the addition of bound morphemes. 

 The Hup pronouns and their basic derived forms are summarized in Table 

21, and discussed in more detail in §6.1. Note that most of the irregularity in the 

paradigm (resulting from the morphological fusion of derived forms) is limited 

to the first person singular forms. In addition to the derived forms given here, 

pronouns can take a variety of other regular Boundary Suffix forms, such as the 

Dependent and Declarative markers, as well as certain enclitics.  

 
Table 21. Simple and derived pronouns

49
 

 

 
Subject 

PN 

Object PN 

(PN + - n) 

Oblique PN 

(PN + -V êt) 
Possessive PN 

(PN + -n h) 

    
Downriver Hup 

dialects 

Umari Norte 

dialect 

1sg /ãêh / n /ãêh-ãêt n ‡ n ‡h 

2sg /ám /ám- n /ám-at /am ‡h  /am-n ‡h 

3sg 

(M/F) 
t h t h- n t h- t t n ‡h  t h-n ‡h 

1pl / n / n- n / n- t / n ‡h / n-n ‡h 

2pl n N n N- n n N- t n N ‡h  n N-n ‡h 

3pl 

(M/F) 

h d 

y /d’ h 

h d- n 

[h Ran] (TD)  

 

h d- t 

[h R t] (TD) 

y /d’ h- t 

h dn ‡h  

h d ‡h [h R h] (TD) 

y /d’ h-n ‡h 

h d-n ‡h  

                                                
49

 (TD) refers to the Tat Deh dialect area. 
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Hup demonstratives are bound forms that encode a basic three-way distinc-

tion: nu- (variant n -) ‘proximal’, n’i- ‘distal’, and yu- (variant y -) ‘intangible’ 

(i.e., relatively abstract; outside accessible sphere), and an additional fourth 

term cã- ‘alterative’ (‘other’). These forms are obligatorily inflected – for the 

most part with Boundary Suffixes, but also with a number of enclitic-like forms; 

these are (with a few exceptions) mutually exclusive. The basic and derived 

forms are summarized in Table 22, and are discussed in detail in §6.3.  

 Almost all of the Hup interrogative pronouns are derived forms which pat-

tern like the demonstratives, and are built on a single bound interrogative parti-

cle h ‚-. The sole exception to this is the form / y ‘who’, which is restricted to 

human referents. The derived interrogative forms are summarized together with 

the demonstratives in Table 22, and again in detail in §6.2.  
 
Table 22. Demonstratives and interrogative pronouns: derived forms 
 

Inflection 
Demonstratives 

(forms and meanings)
50

 
Interrogative 

Basic 

uninflected 

form 

nu- / n - 
Proximal 

n’i-  
Distal 

yu- / y - 
Intangible

51
 

cã- 
‘Other’ 

h ‚-  
Interrogative  

-p   (from 
Dependent 

marker) 

núp 
‘this’ 

n’íp 

‘that’ 

yúp 
‘that’ 

(inaccessible) 

cãêp 

‘another’ 

h ‚êp 
‘which?’ 

 -t   (from 
Oblique) 

nút 
‘here’ 

n’ít 
‘there’ 

y t 
‘thus, then’ 

 h ‚êt 
‘where?’ 

- n  

Object
52

  

(cf. §4.3.1) 

núw- n53 

nú-uw- n 
‘this-(FLR)-OBJ’  

n’íw- n 

n’í-iw- n 

‘that-(FLR)-

OBJ 

yúw- n 

yú-uw- n 

‘that-(FLR)-

OBJ’  
y /- w-án54  

cãêw- n 

cãê-ãw- n 
‘another-

(FLR)-OBJ’ 

h ‚êw- n 
‘which one?’ 

                                                
50

 As noted in §2.5, inflectional forms beginning with obstruents all condition a preced-

ing glottal stop or homorganic consonant at the morpheme/syllable boundary; e.g., 

[h tn’ ‡h] ‘what’, [nu/kán] ‘over here’, [y td’ h] ‘those’, etc. (a general morphopho-

nological process in Hup). This morphophonologically conditioned change is not shown 

in the orthography. 
51

 The ‘Intangible’ demonstrative is typically used for entities that are outside the 

accessible sphere or are generic. 
52

 Case inflection can also follow the basic modifier form (ending in -p) of the demon-

strative; e.g., nup-an, but this is not common. 
53

 The [w] in these forms is a reflex of the ‘filler’ syllable -Vw-, which also appears in 

unreduced form. 
54

 In Santa Atanasio (Serra dos Porcos) dialect. 
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Inflection 
Demonstratives 

(forms and meanings) 
Interrogative 

-V êt  
Oblique  

(cf. §4.3.4) 

núw- t 

nú- w- t 

‘this-(FLR)-OBL’ 

n’íw- t 

n’í- w- t 

‘that-(FLR)-

OBL’ 

yúw- t 

yú-uw-út 
‘that-(FLR)-

OBL’ 

cãêw-ãêt 

cãê-ãw-ãêt 
‘another-

(FLR)-OBL’ 

h ‚êw- ê‚t 
‘with which 

one?’ 

-Vp  

Dependent 

(cf. §18.2.4) 

núw- p 

nú- w- p 

‘this-(FLR)-DEP’ 

n’íw- p 

n’í- w- p 

‘that-(FLR)-

DEP’ 

yúw-úp 

yú-uw-úp 

‘that-(FLR)-

DEP’ 

cãêw-ãêp 

cãê-ãw-ãêp 
‘another-

(FLR)-DEP’ 

h ‚êp 
‘which; how, 

in what 

manner?’ 

-V êh 
Declarative  

(cf. §17.3.2) 

núw- h 

nú- w- h 
‘this-(FLR)-DECL 

n’íw- h 

n’í- w- h 
‘that-(FLR)-

DECL 

yúw-úh 

yú-uw-úh 
‘that-(FLR)-

DECL 

cãêw-ãêh 

cãê-ãw-ãêh 
‘another-

(FLR)-

DECL 

 

-V/  
Interrogative  

(cf. §17.4)
 55

 

núw- / n’íw- / yúw-u/ cãêw-ã/  

-có/ 
Locative (cf. 

§7.9) 

nú-có/ 

‘in this place 

here’ 

n’í-có/ 

‘in that 

place there’ 

y -có/ 
‘over there’ 

cãê-/ah-

có/ 
‘in 

another 

place’ 

h ‚ê-có/ 
‘at/to what 

location?’ 

-d’ h 

Plural/ 

collective
56

 

(cf. §4.4) 

n -d’ h 
‘these’  

n’i-d’ h 

‘those’ 

y -d’ h 
‘those, they’ 

cã-d’ h 

‘others’ 

 

-n’ ‡h 
Nominalizer 

(cf. §4.6.3, 

§18.2.5) 

n -n’ ‡h 
‘these, this, 

about here’ 

(plural 

inanimate, 

mass)  

n’í-n’ ‡h 
‘those, 

about 

there’ 

(plural 

inanimate, 

mass) 

y ‚ê-n’ ‡h 
‘those, thus’  

(plural 

inanimate, 

mass) 

cãê-n’ ‡h 

‘whatever’ 

h ‚ê-n’ ‡h 

‘what, what 

kind?’ 

-/ap 

Quantity,  

number 

(cf. §6.5.3) 

ná/ap  

‘this many’ 

n’íp-/ap 
‘that many’ 

y -/ap or  

yá/ap 
‘this many, 

all that’ 

 h ‚ê-/ap 
‘how 

many?’ 

                                                
55

 The interrogative marker -V/ can also follow most other inflectional forms, such as 

the modifier form -p and the case-markers - n, -V êt; e.g., núp-u/, núw n-a/. 
56

 The plural marker -d’ h receives primary stress in these pronominal forms, whereas it 

is unstressed when occurring with nouns.  
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Inflection 
Demonstratives 

(forms and meanings) 
Interrogative 

      

-m’æ 

Amount, 

measurement 

(§10.2.2.1) 

nú-m’æ   
‘this much,  

(at) this time’ 

n’í-m’æ 
‘that much, 

(at) that 

time’ 

yú-m’æ 
‘that much 

(ITG)’ 

 h ‚ê-m’æ 

‘when, what 

quantity?’ 

-wag 

‘day’ 

 

nú-wag 
‘these days’ 

n’í-wag 
‘those 

days;  

earlier 

days’ 

yú-wag cãê-wag 

‘another 

day’ 

 

-w d ‘old/ 

resp. masc.’ 

-wa 
‘old/ res-

pected fem.’ 

(cf. §7.4) 

nú-w d  

(-wa) 

‘this old/ 

resp. man 

(woman)’ 

n’í-w d 

(-wa) 
‘that old/ 

resp. man 

(woman)’ 

yú-w d   

(-wa) 
‘that 

old/resp. man 

(woman)’ 

cãê-w d  

(-wa) 
‘other old/ 

resp. man 

(woman)’ 

 

n h-  
(‘be.like’) 

Manner  

(verbal form) 

(§10.2.2.1) 

n  n h- (TD) 

nup-y / n h- (B) 

‘in this way’  

 

 y ‚ n h- 
‘in this way, 

thus’ 

 h ‚ n h- 
‘in what 

way?’ 

h -n y (from 

n h- y) 

‘what did 

you say?’ 

nç- 
‘say’ (verbal 

form) 

n  nç- 
‘saying this’ 

 y ‚ nç- 
‘saying that, 

thus’ 

 h ‚ nç- 
‘saying 

what?’ 

-n ykeyó/ 

(-n h- y key-yó/)  
be.like-DYNM see-

SEQ [‘because of’] 

  y n ykeyó/ 
‘for that 

reason’ 

 h n ykeyó/ 
‘why, for 

what reason’ 

  

 Most of the bound inflectional forms in Table 22 are productive with nouns 

in general in Hup, as discussed in the relevant listed chapter sections. Excep-

tions are the ‘directional’ form -kán (possibly formed from the ‘loca-

tional/directional object’ marker -an, see §4.3.2 below), which has not been 

encountered anywhere else in Hup, and the form -wag ‘day’, which occurs 

elsewhere only as a free noun. The forms -p and -t are also not productive with 

nouns (but they, and the mono-consonantal variants of other Boundary Suffixes, 

do occur with the phonologically reduced versions of certain Inner Suffixes, 

such as -te- (FUTURE) -b - (HABITUAL); see §3.6). The semantics of the -p and -t 
demonstrative variants (relating to nominal modification and location), as well 

as their form, suggests that they are in fact reduced versions of the Dependent 
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marker -Vp (see §18.2.4) and the Oblique -V êt suffixes (see §4.3.4), which also 

combine with the bound demonstrative and interrogative pronoun forms in un-

reduced form. A further idiosyncrasy of the demonstrative and interrogative 

forms is their ability to occur as marginally free particles when followed 

(whether directly or with an intervening subject pronoun) by the verb stems n h- 
‘be like’ and nç- ‘say’, exclusively (see §6.2–6.3 for more detail).  

 

 

4.1.3. ‘Verby’ nouns 

 

A small group of Hup nouns are semi-verbal in their morphosyntactic pattern-

ing. This is presumably because of their semantics, which involves periods of 

time and so is inherently progressive and impermanent. Nevertheless, these 

lexical items belong primarily to the noun class: unlike members of the verb 

class, they do not require aspectual inflection and cannot take the full range of 

inflectional markers, they typically appear as arguments of a clause, and they 

can in general be possessed and existence-negated. It should also be noted that 

they do not pattern as a fully coherent set, in that they do not all take the same 

aspectual forms.  

 The set of ‘verby’ nouns consists of terms for humans as defined by age, in 

particular (t h=)w h d ‘old man’, (t h=)wá ‘old woman’, and (t h=)dó/ 

‘child’, and for periods of time, namely wág ‘day’ and j’ b ‘night’.
57

 When the 

human nouns appear as predicates, they often (and in some cases must) appear 

without the bound preform t h=, which they normally require when appearing 

as arguments; its removal thus apparently has something of a de-nominalizing 

function (but note that noun > verb derivation is not generally productive in 

Hup). 

 The verb-like qualities of these nouns include the ability of some members 

of the set – in particular ‘day’ and ‘night’ – to occur in verbal compounds 

(something normally possible only with verb stems): 

 

(1)  m h  t h  yæ/-wQd-hi-wwág-áh 
  inambu 3sg roast-eat-FACT-day-DECL  

  ‘He cooked and ate inambu until daybreak.’ (txt) 

 

These nouns are also able to occur with a limited subset of verbal aspectual 

forms, which are otherwise restricted to the verb class. For example, (with the 

                                                
57

 A related phenomenon exists in Hup’s sister language Yuhup, in which ‘night’ and 

‘day’ are reported to act as verb roots (Ospina 2002: 403). 
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exception of ‘child’) they can take the Completive marker (§12.5), as in wag-
y /-c ‚êw- ‚êy (day-TEL-COMPL-DYNM) ‘already day’, and in example (2). ‘Night’ 

and ‘day’ may also take the verbal Factitive prefix (§11.4), as in (2) and (1) 

above. 

 

(2)  (hi-)j’ b-y /-c ‚êp- ê‚y      / n- h !  
  (FACT-)night-TEL-COMPL-DYNM  1pl-DECL 

  ‘Night has already befallen us!’ (cv) 

 

 ‘Day’ and ‘night’ have lexicalized variants involving the Inchoative marker 

(§12.3): wág-ay (day-INCH) ‘dawn’ (beginning of day), and j’ b-ay (night-INCH) 

‘dusk’ (beginning of night). The primarily verbal Persistive marker tæ (‘yet, 

still’ §12.11) is also grammatical with these forms, as in j’ b tæ ‘still 

night/dark’ (compare the adverbial expression j’ b-tQ-y / ‘dawn’), wág tæ ‘still 

day/light’, and t h=dó/=muhún tæ ‘still a very young child’ (note that this 

form also uses the exclusively verbal intensifier muhún; §15.1.2). Finally, the 

‘old man/woman’ lexemes can take the verbal Future form -teg (§13.1), as in 

(3), although they are not able to take its more grammaticalized variant -te- 
without a copula; this fact may be evidence both for the semi-nominal status of 

the verbal form -teg (see §13.1 Historical note), and for the only semi-verbal 

status of the ‘old man/woman’ lexemes.  

 

(3)  y ê  w h d-tég-ay-áh 
  João   old.man-FUT-INCH-DECL 

  ‘João will get old’ (el) 

 

 

4.2. Nominal morphology  

 

Hup’s nominal morphology is considerably less complex than its verbal mor-

phology. Nevertheless, a given nominal root can typically take multiple forma-

tives, including suffixes as well as enclitics. In keeping with Hup morphological 

patterns in general, these always follow the stem – with the marginal exception 

of the procliticization of the third person singular pronoun t h to some bound 

nouns (see §5.4). In general, formatives attach to the last element of the noun 
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phrase in Hup, rather than to the head noun within the noun phrase, regardless 

of how phonologically integrated the bound morpheme is with its host stem.
58

  

 A morphological slot sequence for the noun is given below. 

 

STEM – Number[-d’ h] – (Filler[-Vw]) – Case[- n, -an, -V êt]/ 
 Dependent marker[-Vp] – Aspect/Focus – Declarative[-V êh] 

 

 The discussion of nominal morphology in this chapter concentrates on the 

inflectional marking of case and number; these forms are considered to be mor-

phosyntactically maximally ‘basic’ to the noun, since they relate intrinsically to 

the identity of the individual nominal referent and to its syntactic role in the 

clause. However, the list of formatives that can be associated with nouns is in 

fact much longer, and most of these are addressed in Chapter 7. In general, the 

primary function of these latter forms is one of marking pragmatic focus and 

other functions related to the larger discourse context. In addition, many of 

them are highly ‘promiscuous’, in that they are also found on other parts of 

speech and in a variety of constructions, often with quite distinct functions for a 

single form; for example, several occur as aspect markers on verbs. Still other 

promiscuous forms can be associated with virtually any part of speech – which 

frequently functions as a convenient host in a key position within the clause – 

with no substantial difference in semantic contribution; most of these are dis-

cussed in Chapter 15 (see also Appendix I).  

                                                
58

 As noted in §3.4, this is a feature that is typically associated with clitics; in Hup, it is 

a property both of formatives that are labeled clitics and of those that are labeled suf-

fixes. 

 

 

4.3. Case marking and grammatical relations 

 

Hup has a case system that marks both core and oblique arguments of verbs. 

Grammatical alignment is strictly nominative-accusative, both morphologically 

and syntactically. Subjects in Hup are unmarked, while nouns occurring in a 

variety of non-subject roles are object-marked with the suffix - n, provided they 

conform to certain semantic restrictions relating to the noun’s placement on the 

animacy/definiteness hierarchy. Oblique arguments (which are not subject to 

any animacy restrictions) are marked with the suffix -V êt in instrumental, comi-

tative, and locative roles, and with the Directional marker -an (which likely is 

historically related to the Object marker - n) in locative and allative/ablative 

roles. A noun can take no more than a single case marker at a time. These pat-

terns are summarized in Table 23.  
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Table 23. Grammatical relations and case markers in Hup 

Grammatical 

function 
Nouns 

Nouns marked for 

number 

Pronouns, 

demonstratives 

S, A  (subject of 

transitive and 

intransitive clauses) 

 

-Ø 

 

-Ø 

 

-Ø 

O1  (direct object, 

other directly 

affected entities)  

Human: - n 

Animal:  

    optional - n 

Inanimate: -Ø  

- n 

(PL+OBJ: -n’ n)
59

 

- n 

O2  (beneficiary, 

recipient in 

ditransitives) 

- n - n 

(PL+OBJ: -n’ n) 

- n 

Directional oblique 

(locative, directional 

goal/source) 

 

-an 
 

[does not occur (?)] 

 

[does not occur] 

Oblique  

(instrumental, 

comitative, locative) 

-V êt -V êt -V êt 

 

 

4.3.1. Object case - n  

 

The patterning of core case marking – depending both on the semantic role of 

the nominal and on its semantic status (with respect to animacy and 

definiteness) – is discussed in this section. When marking core arguments, the 

stress on the object marker - n is quite strong: it is often equal to that on the 

noun stem itself, and in certain cases it may be noticeably stronger (especially 

with pronouns and demonstratives) and could arguably be considered to be pri-

mary stress.  

 The interaction between the semantic roles of core non-subject participants 

and object marking is considered in §4.3.1.1, and the phenomenon of differen-

tial object marking (reflecting animacy and definiteness) is addressed in 

§4.3.1.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
59

 As discussed below, case marking is to some degree dependent on number marking. 
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4.3.1.1. Semantic roles and object marking  

 

The Object marker - n marks a variety of core non-subject participants. These 

include prototypical patients, recipients, beneficiaries, and other directly af-

fected entities (including those encoded as headless relative clauses), as illus-

trated in the examples below. 

 

 

A. Prototypical patients (direct objects of transitive clauses) 

 

(4)  h d- n, húptok g’ p=nn’ n,  h d  wQd-h /-y /- y  

  3pl-OBJ caxiri  scoop=PL.OBJ 3pl  eat-finish-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘They ate up all of them, those who were serving caxiri.’ (txt) 

 

(5)  t h=tæh/ín- n=mah   t h  mæh-æh  

  3sg=child.mother-OBJ=REP 3sg hit-DECL 

  ‘He beat his wife, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

(6)  h d- n g’ C-tuk-yó/=mah  

  3pl-OBJ bite-want-SEQ=REP 

  ‘Having tried to bite them, it’s said…’ (txt) 

 

 

B. Recipients, beneficiaries, and maleficiaries (ditransitive clauses) 

 

Examples of typical recipients are given in (7–9). If both objects of a ditransi-

tive construction are semantically qualified to receive Object marking (accord-

ing to their placement on the animacy/definiteness hierarchies), they both ap-

pear with identical marking (see the examples in E below).   

 

(7)  ‘máy!  tegh =/ãêy- n    dadánya  / n du-wQd-/áy-ay-áh  

  let’s.go Non.Indian-FEM-OBJ orange  1pl sell-eat-VENT-INCH-DECL   

  ‘C’mon! Let’s go sell some oranges to the Non-Indian girl.’ (txt)  
 

(8)  h Ùt,  h pk k- h…  t w  b /-tég=nn’ n  t h  n /-çp  

  tobacco fish.pull-DECL path work-FUT=PL.OBJ 3sg give-DEP 

  ‘There was tobacco, fishhooks…that he gave to those who would work  

  on the road.’ (txt) 
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(9)  /Q‡y-hiyó/=mah  h d- n / g h d  g’ p- h  

  together-above=REP 3pl-OBJ drink 3pl  scoop-DECL 

  ‘All together they served them drink.’ (txt) 

 

Ditransitive constructions involving beneficiaries are given in (10–11). 

 

(10) nQ‡m /ám- n /ãh key-n ‡N 
  louse 2sg-OBJ 1sg see-COOP  

  ‘I’ll look for lice for you.’ (txt) 

 

(11) / n  /ám- n t w  y’Qt-té-h  

  1pl  2sg-OBJ path lay-FUT-DECL 

  ‘We’ll lay down (clear) a path for you.’ (txt)  

 

Hup uses the same strategy to mark the source (here also a maleficiary) in 

ditransitive constructions: 

 

(12) /am t n-çw- n,  g’Q‡g-tæh  /ám-- n toh-tég=mah  
2sg hold-FLR-OBJ Bone-Son 2sg-OBJ steal.away-FUT=REP  

‘That which you have, Bone-Son will steal (it) from you, it’s said’ (txt) 

 

 Object marking of recipients/beneficiaries/maleficiaries in ditransitive con-

structions differs formally from that of prototypical patients in one crucial re-

spect: it is required on all recipients/beneficiaries of ditransitives, regardless of 

their animacy. While recipients are only very rarely inanimate, an example of 

such a case (‘tree’) is given in (13), and of an animal recipient (which in other 

contexts would be optionally object-marked) in (14).
60

 

 

(13) tiy / tegd’úh- n d h n /- y 

  man tree-OBJ  water give-DYNM 

  ‘The man gives the tree some water’ (el) 

 

(14) tiy / cadak /- n p h tyúm  n /- y 

  man chicken-OBJ corn   give-DYNM 

  ‘The man gives corn to the chicken’ (el) 

 

                                                
60

 I am grateful to Seppo Kittilä for suggestions in exploring these parameters relating to 

animacy and argument-marking. 
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C. Other affected entities (monotransitive clauses) 

 

The forms treated in this section are Object-marked like the patients and recipi-

ents in the examples above, but they are arguably less prototypical objects. This 

is also reflected formally in the fact that derived passive variants of most proto-

typically transitive clauses (like those in A above) are possible, but passive 

variants cannot be derived from the clauses below (see §8.2 for more discus-

sion). In other words, Hup clauses that contain an Object-marked argument may 

be of varying Transitivity, as defined by Hopper and Thompson (1980). 

 Examples of affected entities marked with Object case are given in (15–17). 

 

(15) húptok  / n- n /am / g-næ-æy  

  caxiri 1pl-OBJ 2sg drink-be.together-DYNM 

  ‘You drank caxiri together with us (to our benefit).’ (txt) 

 

(16) /ãêh=/ín  / n  na/-y /-ní-h  

  1sg=mother 1sg.OBJ die-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘My mother died on me.’ (txt) 

 

(17) / n  /ám- n hicocó-óh  

  1pl  2sg-OBJ happy-DECL 

  ‘We are happy because of you.’ (txt) 

 

 

D. Animate actors in a reflexive (passive) construction 

 

As discussed in §11.1.2, the animate actor (i.e., that which would be the agent 

of an active clause) is marked with Object case in a passive-type reflexive con-

struction (example 18). Inanimate actors in these constructions occur in Oblique 

case (see §4.3.4.1.D).  

 

(18) /am yã/ám-- n hup=wQd-té-h 
  2sg jaguar-OBJ RFLX=eat-FUT-DECL 

  ‘You’ll get eaten by a jaguar!’ (cv) 

 

 

E. Discussion: multiple object marking in the clause 

 

Because Hup uses the same object-marking strategy for different core partici-

pants of a clause, as many as three identically marked participants can co-occur 

when the animacy/definiteness requirements are met. However, this is very rare 
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in normal discourse, where participants that can be recovered from the context 

are typically left unstated. Elicited examples are provided in (19–21).    

 

(19) hoc y  deníci- n  t h=dó/- n  d’o/-be-yæ êh-æêy,  teréca- n 
  Rosalino Denise-OBJ 3sg=child-OBJ take-show-order-DECL Teresa-OBJ 

  ‘Rosalino makes Denise show the child to Teresa.’ (el)  

 

(20) /ectedimá pawdína- n h Ùp d’o/-nç/-/ êh- êy,  yubínu- n 
  Esterimar  Paulina-OBJ fish take-give-APPL-DYNM Jovino-OBJ 

  ‘Esterimar gives fish to Paulina for Jovino.’ (el) 

 

(21) núp h p- n / n  nç/-/ h-/áy    hám,  pawdína- n 
  this fish-OBJ 1sg.OBJ give-APPL-VENT.IMP go.IMP Paulina-OBJ 

  ‘Go give this fish to Paulina for me.’ (el) 

 

 Constituent order in these examples is fairly free, as it is generally in Hup 

(see §17.3.1), and the respective roles of participants would under normal cir-

cumstances be largely recoverable from the discourse context. In elicitation, 

however, the general pattern seems to be that the least prototypically ‘core’ 

participant is clause-final, following the verb. This pattern can be avoided with-

out ambiguity in (21), where the directional applicative verb form makes it clear 

that the speaker cannot be the recipient, but only the beneficiary. The identity of 

the - n-marked nominal as direct object vs. recipient seems to be primarily de-

pendent on pragmatics, rather than word order, with consultants maintaining 

that the interpretation of ‘show the child to X’ is the same whether the word 

order is Recipient-Object or vice versa, and preferring a more complex series of 

clauses to communicate ‘show X to the child’.  

 

 

4.3.1.2. Differential object marking  

 

With the exception of recipients/beneficiaries of ditransitive constructions, ob-

ject marking crucially depends on the semantics of the nominal. In general, 

object marking is obligatory for human nouns, pronouns, and demonstratives, 

optional for animals, and ungrammatical for inanimates.  

 It is relatively common cross-linguistically for object marking to be sensitive 

to animacy, definiteness, and even topicality. This phenomenon, by which some 

objects are marked and others are not, depending on their semantic features, has 

been termed ‘differential object marking’ (Bossong 1980, 1985a, 1991, 1998, 

etc.; see also Blake 2001: 119–20, Comrie 1989). The likelihood that an object 

will be morphologically marked corresponds principally to its degree of ani-
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macy and definiteness (or inherence and reference, in Bossong’s terminology 

[1991: 158–160, 1998]), in keeping with the extended animacy hierarchy pro-

posed by Silverstein (1976; see also Comrie 1989, Croft 1990). With respect to 

animacy, a cross-linguistically general ranking is Human > Animate > Inani-

mate; with respect to definiteness, Personal pronoun > Proper name > Definite 

noun phrase > Indefinite specific noun phrase > Non-specific noun phrase. The 

degree to which differential object marking extends across the class of nouns in 

different languages can be explained in functionalist terms as determined by the 

tension between economy and iconicity: economy pushes the language to avoid 

unnecessary morphological material, whereas iconicity fosters the use of mor-

phological complexity to facilitate comprehension (cf. Aissen 2003, Haspel-

math forthcoming). The presence of object marking also functions to register a 

relatively high degree of individuation of the nominal entity (cf. Hopper and 

Thompson 1980: 292). 

Differential object marking is widespread among the languages of the world, 

occurring in various branches of Indo-European (Romance, Slavic, Iranian, 

etc.), the Semitic, Finno-Ugric, and Turkic families (Bossong 1998), and in 

languages of Australia (Bossong 1983). It is also found in the Americas, such as 

in Guarani (Bossong 1985b), and is a general feature of the Vaupés region (Aik-

henvald 2002a, Zúñiga 2007). Minor variations in the phenomenon from 

language to language include, for example, the fact that nouns in Hindi are 

marked only when the referent is both specific and animate (Blake 2001: 120); 

that in Sinhalese, optional object marking is limited to animate-referring ob-

jects; and that in Hebrew object marking is obligatory but limited to definite 

objects (Aissen 2003: 436). In Hup, differential object marking is sensitive to 

both animacy and definiteness. When examined in more fine-grained detail, 

certain idiosyncrasies in this pattern reinforce the conclusion that the phenome-

non has to do with the individuation of entities, as the examples and discussion 

below illustrate. 

 Despite the fact that both subjects and some objects are unmarked and that 

constituent order is fairly free in Hup (see §17.3.1), ambiguity is easily avoided. 

Given that differential object marking reflects the fact that humans are more 

prototypical agents, whereas inanimate objects are more prototypical patients, 

potential ambiguity between agents and patients in Hup discourse is mostly 

limited to cases of interaction between animals. When such cases do come up, 

context and the optional application of object marking are the primary means of 

differentiating agents from patients, but if no other clues are available speakers 

interpret the clause according to agent-object constituent order (see §17.3.1).  
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A. Pronouns and demonstratives  

 

Marking with - n is required on all objects that are pronouns (examples 22–25) 

and demonstrative heads of noun phrases (examples 26–27). 

 

(22) //ám- n /çt-yó/ t h  ham-y /- y 
  2sg-OBJ cry-SEQ 3sg go-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘After crying over you, he left.’ (cv) 

 

(23) /ám có/-óy  / n  w t-/ êh 
  2sg LOC-DYNM 1sg.OBJ pull.out-APPL.IMP 

  ‘You take (my eyes) out for me!’ (txt) 

 

(24) yúp=mah  tt h- n t h  k w g w êt-ay-áh  

  that.ITG=REP  3sg-OBJ 3sg eye  pull.out-INCH-DECL 

  ‘So he took his eyes out for him.’ (txt) 

 

(25) ma g   tá/-ay,   hh d- n yamhidç/-n h t h ?  

  Margarita REL.INST-INCH 3pl-OBJ sing-NEG   3sg 

  ‘What about Margarita, didn’t she sing to them?’ (cv)  
  

(26) /ãh hipã êh-ã êy  yyúw- n-ah  

  1sg know-DYNM that.ITG-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘I know this one (story).’ (txt) 

 

(27) cã êw- n  yæwæc-y /, n’í-có/=b’ay,  t k  có/ 
  other-OBJ  meet-TEL  there-LOC=AGAIN belly LOC 

  ‘(She) had already gotten another (child), there, in the belly.’ (txt) 

  

 

B. Personal names and kin terms 

 

All require object marking, as in examples (28–30). 

 

(28) h d-n ‡h / intúg=tæ h- n,    ti/c k-n h   n N- p  
  3pl-POSS mother’s.husband=son-OBJ dislike-NEG 2pl-DEP 

  ‘You all didn’t dislike their step-brother either!’(sarcastic) (cv) 
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(29) mQndí=ttog- n  
  Bernadito=daughter-OBJ 

  ‘(She said it) to Bernadito’s daughter.’ (response to question) (cv) 

 

(30) patí- n  húp-út /ãh / d- h  

  Pattie-OBJ Hup-OBL 1sg speak-TAG2 

  ‘I speak Hup to Pattie.’ (sp) 

 

Personal names and kin terms in Hup discourse usually correspond to human 

referents, as one would expect. However, their obligatory object marking ap-

plies equally when the referents are animals or even inanimate entities, as in 

example (31), which refers to a canoe nicknamed h t (‘Alligator’), owned by 

people of Barreira Alta. 

  

(31) h t- n   /ãh d’ó/-óh  

  Alligator-OBJ 1sg take-DECL 

  ‘I took Alligator.’ (el) 

 

Object marking does not, however, extend to place-names, on the relatively rare 

occasions that they occur as prototypical objects of the clause: 

 

(32) ba/ t ‡b’  paç   /ãh kéy-éy  

  spirit  hill/rock 1sg see-DYNM 

  ‘I’m looking at Spirit Hill.’ (el) 

 

 

C. Human nouns 

 

In general, - n is obligatory on all human objects, as in examples (33–34). 

 

(33) yub=/ã êy- n,     d h hçn-yó/…  
  cipó.vine=woman-OBJ  water vomit-SEQ  
   

  t h  d’o/-macá-b’ay-áh 
  3sg take-gain.consciousness-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘Having (ritually) vomited water, he created cipó vine-woman.’ (txt) 

 

Example (34) is a case of possessor ‘raising’ (see §5.3.1), in which the human 

‘possessor’ of the body part receives the object marker: 
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(34) t h=dó/- n  pã Ùt  /ãh j’íd-íy  

  3sg=child-OBJ hair 1sg wash-DYNM 

  ‘I wash the child’s hair.’ (el)  

 

 Obligatory object marking for humans also applies to indefinite referents 

which are specific: 

 

(35) húp- n  hipã êh-ã êy   yúw-úh  

  person-OBJ know-DYNM  that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘They (divining bones) know/are aware of those people (who are  

  approaching).’ (txt) 

 

(36) /ay p=/ h- n /ãh kéy-éy,  j’ g- n  

  one=MSC-OBJ 1sg see-DYNM forest-OBJ 

  ‘I saw a man in the forest.’ (ru) 
 

 However, human referents that are both non-specific and indefinite are not 

case-marked, the only example of such an exception. This underscores the in-

sight that differential object marking has to do with the conceptual individuation 

of referents – an observation which is further supported by the fact that the ex-

ceptions to obligatory object marking of human referents parallel the exceptions 

to their obligatory participation in the bound construction, which also arguably 

has to do with individuation (see §5.4–5.5). When the human referent is spe-

cific, the kin terms in examples (37–38) require both the default bound preform 

t h= and the Object marker, whereas neither occur when it is nonspecific. 

Likewise, ‘leader’ in (39) lacks the object marker when nonspecific. These ex-

amples are reminiscent of the well known distinction in Spanish between busco 

un empleado (‘I am looking for [any] employee’) and busco a un empleado (‘I 

am looking for [a particular] employee’), also found in other Romance lan-

guages (Bossong 1998: 226–227).   

 

(37) a) wãê/  ttæ h/ ín túk-úy  

   vulture child.mother   want-DYNM 

   ‘Vulture wants a wife.’ (i.e., he wants to get married) (cv) 

  

  b) wãê/  tt h=tæ h/ ín- n  túk-úy  

   vulture 3sg=child.mother-OBJ want-DYNM 

   ‘Vulture wants his wife.’ (e.g., they have separated) (el) 
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(38) a) tã/ãêy  ttæ êh  cú/-úy  

   woman offspring grab-DYNM 

   ‘The woman is having a baby.’  

  

  b) tã/ãêy  tt h=tæ êh  cú/-úy  

 woman 3sg=small grab-DYNM  

 ‘The woman grabs the small (inanimate) thing.’ 

 

  c) tã/ãêy  tt h=tQê ‚h- n  cú/-úy  

   woman  3sg=offspring-OBJ grab-DYNM 

   ‘The woman grabs her son.’ (el) 

 

(39) a) yç / m=/ h  t h  d’ h-d’ h-yé-éh 

   powerful=MSC 3sg send-send-enter-DECL 

   ‘He picked out (someone to be) a leader.’ (txt) 

 

  b) yç /çm=/ h- n   t h  d’ h-d’ h-yé-éh 

 powerful=MSC-OBJ  3sg send-send-enter-DECL 

 ‘He picked out the (already existing) leader.’ (el) 

 

 

D. Animals 

 

Object marking is optional on nouns referring to animals (whether dead or 

alive); these nouns may accordingly be left unmarked, as in examples (40–41). 

Object-marked variants of the nouns in these examples are also judged accept-

able, with no difference in interpretation reported.  

 

(40) c /   cæg-Qp=mah t h  hám-ah  

  shrimp net-DEP-REP  3sg go-DECL 

  ‘She went netting shrimp.’ (txt) 

 

(41) hçh h=mah t h  /ey-yçh y- h  

  frog=REP   3sg call-search-DECL 

  ‘He was calling and searching for the frog.’ (txt) 

 

 Examples (42–43) illustrate the case-marking of animal objects; this mark-

ing probably reflects a relatively higher topicality or focus of the referent in the 

discourse (but is nevertheless also judged here to be optional). 
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(42) mm h- n=mah  cã êp t h  hitæê/-Qê‚h  

  inambu-OBJ=REP other 3sg imitate-DYNM 

  ‘The inambu is another that he imitates.’ (txt) 

 

(43) t n ‡h  ccápu- n=y /  t h  /éy-cud/ hníy  

  3sg.POSS frog(Pt)-OBJ=TEL 3sg call-INFR2.maybe 

  ‘He’s apparently calling for his frog.’ (txt)  

 

When animals figure as main characters in stories, their names are almost in-

variably object-marked. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that they are spe-

cific personalities and key participants; moreover, the animal name often func-

tions essentially like a personal name in this context (for example, it may take 

the honorific-type ‘old/respected’ markers -w d and -wa, as in example 44).  

 

(44) t h  p d-hi-y’æt-y /-pó/-ay-áh,    
  3sg  roll-descend-lay-TEL-EMPH1-INCH-DECL  

 

  t h=tæh/íp=pog- n,    mmçh y=w d- n   

  3sg=child.father=EMPH1-OBJ  Deer=RESP-OBJ 

  ‘She rolled him out onto the ground, her husband, the Deer.’ (txt)  

 

(45) t h- n=mah j’ám   t h  wçn-máh-ãh  

  tapir-OBJ=REP DST.CNTR 3sg follow-REP-DECL  

  ‘He followed the tapir, long ago, they say.’ (txt) 

 

The names of spirit beings pattern like those of animals in Hup.  

 

 

E. Inanimates 

 

For inanimate entities unmarked for number, Object case marking is ungram-

matical (and note that number is usually unmarked on inanimates even if con-

ceptually plural; see §4.4.1).  

 

(46) h dn ‡h   húptok y t=y / p d  b’ h-ham-pQm-y /-ay, /ãê¤h-ãw-ã ê¤h 
  3pl.POSS caxiri  thus=TEL DIST pour-go-sit-TEL-INCH  1sg-FLR-DECL 
  ‘I kept pouring out their caxiri (lit. person-belly) as I sat there.’ (cv) 
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(47) y kán   mm y  h d  b /-p d- h,   póg !  
  over.there house  3pl  make-DIST-DECL big 

  ‘There they built a house, (it was) big!’ (txt) 

 

(48) d h hi-w y  hám=d’ h yúp,  hh pk k,   
  water FACT-go.out go=PL   that.ITG fish.pull    

  

  mçm-b’ k h d  tçn-hám-ah 
  iron-pot  3pl  hold-go-DECL 

  ‘Those who go out in the igapó (to fish), they take along fishhooks and  

  pots.’ (txt) 

 

 

F. Plural nouns 

 

Object marking is always required when the Plural/collective marker =d’ h is 

present, regardless of the animacy or definiteness of the noun. Typologically, 

this appears to be a highly peculiar twist on Hup’s otherwise straightforward 

system of differential object marking. However, it in fact makes sense for Hup 

in light of the fact that Hup number marking involves essentially the same se-

mantic parameters as does differential object marking, conforming to an ani-

macy/definiteness hierarchy (see §4.4.1 below). Moreover, Hup is not alone 

among languages in displaying an interaction of plural with case marking. For 

example, animate nouns in Russian have a different way of forming the accusa-

tive case in the plural, as do male human nouns in Polish (cf. Comrie 1989: 132) 

– which may reflect an interaction between differential object marking and an 

animacy-based plurality ‘split’ like that found in Hup. 

 The combination of Plural marker + Object marker in Hup is usually realized 

as the fused form =n’ n, although the unreduced form =d’ h- n is heard occa-

sionally and is typical of exaggeratedly slow speech.
61

 This unreduced form is 

also always found with plural demonstratives (see Table 22), and corresponds to 

their unique stress pattern (i.e., unstressed stem and stressed plural marker, the 

opposite of the normal stress pattern). The order of the Plural and Object mark-

ers in this form is important; compare the distinct form - n-d’ h (Associative 

plural, §4.4.6 below), which is apparently formed from the same two mor-

phemes in the opposite order. 

                                                
61

 Note that the fusion results in a phonologically monomorpheme-like form which is 

fully nasalized, in keeping with nasality’s role as a morpheme-level prosodic feature in 

Hup generally (see §2.3.1). 
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 Examples of plural-marked animal objects with obligatory case marking are 

given in (49–50). While inanimate nouns are almost never marked for plural in 

ordinary discourse, they may be – and are then Object-marked – as in example 

(51).
62

  

 

(49) bi ‡/=nn’ n=mah yúp  tˆh  hã/-/ -h  

  rat=PL.OBJ=REP  that.ITG 3sg search.inside-PERF-DECL 

  ‘He searched out rats with his hands.’ (txt) 

 

(50) b’ y=nn’ n  /ˆn  k´k-n N-ay ! 
  traira=PL.OBJ 1pl  pull-COOP-INCH 

  ‘Let’s go fish for traira!’ (txt) 

 

(51) /ãh cug’Q‡t=nn’ n  p h t-d’ h-hi-y /- y 
  1sg leaf/paper=PL.OBJ blow-send-descend-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘I blew the papers down.’ (el) 

 

 

4.3.1.3. Object marking on noun phrases and relative clauses 

 

Case marking in Hup is not limited to the individual nominal word, but also 

occurs on noun phrases and relative clauses. In these cases, it marks the phrase 

as a whole, rather than attaching to phrase-internal nominal heads or other con-

stituents, and occurs phrase-finally – even following nominal enclitics.
63

 In this 

section, I provide a short discussion of the patterning of object marking with 

demonstrative and adjective noun phrases (which are discussed in more detail in 

§6.3 and §6.6.), and with headless relative clauses (see §18.2.3). The typical 

pattern seen here, by which the case marker attaches to the final constituent of 

the noun phrase, also applies to noun compounds (§5.1). 

 

 

                                                
62

 Whether the use of the optional Plural + Object marking in such examples conveys a 

difference in semantics from the unmarked case is not clear. While the analysis given 

above might suggest that it would add a distributive sense of ‘one by one’, this interpre-

tation is not as easily accessible in examples like (50) (which varies with the unmarked 

case in the text in which it appears).  
63

 This ability of Hup case markers to attach to whatever constituent is phrase-final 

gives them a resemblance to enclitics themselves, although they bear the (somewhat 

language-specific) label ‘suffixes’, in keeping with their other properties (see §3.4). 
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A. Demonstrative noun phrases 

 

Just as object marking is required on all demonstratives acting as nominal 

heads, noun phrases containing a demonstrative also receive obligatory object 

marking, regardless of their animacy or number. The case marker usually at-

taches to the final constituent of the noun phrase, as in examples (52–55).  

 

(52) yyúp  y d- n=mah  yúp  t h  cud-d’ó/-ay-áh 
  that.ITG clothes-OBJ=REP that.ITG 3sg be.inside-take-INCH-DECL 

  ‘It was these clothes that he put on’ (txt) 

 

(53) cã êp=/ h=b’ay  yyúp  t ‚h ê ‚y- n mQh-p d- p=b’ay  

  other=MSC=AGAIN that.ITG snake-OBJ kill-DIST-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘Then someone else killed that snake (after it had killed so many  

  people).’ (txt) 

 

(54) núp=g’Q t- n  key-tú-y=h     /ám ?  

  this=LEAF-OBJ  see-want-DYNM=NONVIS 2sg 

  ‘Do you want to see this book?’ (el) 

 

(55) yã amb =b’ay póh nnúp y /=b’ak- n  key-d’ h-cak-g’ét...  
  dog=AGAIN   high this wasp=CLUMP-OBJ see-send-climb-stand 

  ‘As for the dog, (he’s) standing up (against the tree), looking at this wasp  

  nest.’ (txt) 

 

The noun-phrase-final marking of case applies even when both members of the 

NP are individually marked as plural:  

 

(56) “c / n N cQg-/áy hám!”  nç-d’ h-d’ób-óh,    
  shrimp 2pl net-VENT go.IMP say-send-go.to.river-DECL 
 

  yy -d’ h  /ã êy=n’ n-áh   

    that.ITG-PL FEM=PL.OBJ-DECL 

  ‘“You all go net shrimp!” (he) said, sending those women to the river.’  

  (txt) 

 

 However, if a demonstrative and non-human noun themselves form distinct, 

co-referential noun phrases in an appositional relationship, the demonstrative 

alone may take the case marker, with the non-human noun remaining unmarked. 
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(57) a) nnúp h Ùp- n / n  wQd-té-h  
   this fish-OBJ 1pl  eat-FUT-DECL 

   ‘We’ll eat this fish.’  

 

   b) núw- n,   hç Ù p, / n  wQd-té-h  

   this-OBJ  fish 1pl  eat-FUT-DECL 

   ‘We’ll eat this one, the fish.’ (el) 

 

Unlike demonstratives, numerals in noun phrases (without overt plural-

marking) do not require the presence of the Object marker: 

 

(58) bodáca /óytu=b’ah, y t  p d  j’ãêh    
  cookie eight=SPLIT  thus DIST DST.CNTR 
 

  / n- n  t h  n /- y 

  1pl-OBJ 3sg give-DYNM  

  ‘Eight cookies, that’s what she gave to each of us.’ (txt)  

 

 

B. Adjective noun phrases  

 

Object marking on (N + Adj) noun phrases follows the general ani-

macy/definiteness-related rules, as illustrated by (59–60). When it occurs, - n 
typically attaches to the adjective, as the last member of the noun phrase (ex-

ample 60). Case marking can optionally occur on both members of the noun 

phrase only when the adjective modifier is nominalized by the bound preform 

t h= (example 60). 

 

(59) j’ám  nn ‡    bb’é j    t h=p g  
  yesterday 1sg.POSS jandia.fish 3sg=big 
   

  h d  d’o/-way-y /-ní-h !  
  3pl  take-go.out-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Yesterday they took my big jandiá fish!’ (cv) 

 

(60) tiy /(-- n) ((t h=)p g- n  túk-úy=mah 
  man-OBJ  (3sg=)big-OBJ  want-DYNM=REP 

  ‘She likes the big man, it’s said.’ (el) 
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 In general, adjectives standing alone as nominal heads require the default 

3sg pronominal form t h= (just like bound nouns in Hup), and are obligatorily 

object-marked, regardless of number marking or animacy, as in (61–62). The 

same is true for numerals appearing alone as heads. 

 

(61) t h=p g-- n  t h  túk-úy=mah  

  3sg=big-OBJ  3sg want-DYNM=REP 

  ‘He wants the big one, he says.’ (el) 

 

(62) t h=n w=nn’ n b’ y /  t h  túk-úh  

  3sg=good=PL.OBJ only  3sg want-DECL 

  ‘He only wants the good ones.’ (txt) 

 

 

C. Headless relative clauses 

 

As discussed in §18.2.3, relative clauses in object position may occur either 

with or without a head noun. While object marking follows the normal rules 

relating to animacy and definiteness when this noun is present, the object 

marker is obligatory when the noun is absent (i.e., the relative clause is head-

less), regardless of the identity of the referent. Furthermore, with headless rela-

tive clauses the Object marker is always separated from the verb by the ‘Filler’ 

form -Vw- (see §18.2.3); an example in given in (63).  

 

(63) ba/t ‡b’ ham-/e/-ní- w- n  /ám- n /ãh / d-té-h  

  spirit  go-PERF-be-FLR-OBJ 2sg-OBJ 1sg speak-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll tell you the one (story) about the spirit that was going along.’ (txt) 

 

 

4.3.2. Directional oblique case -an  
 

The form -an is phonologically almost identical to the Object case marker - n, 

differing from its sister suffix only in its lack of stress. The two are probably 

closely related historically, but synchronically they are distinct, not only in their 

form but also in their functions and semantic patterning. The preferred use of 

Directional -an is to express allative/ablative case, relating to directional goals 

and sources; but it can also function to express location in general, where it 

seems largely interchangeable with Oblique -V êt (see §4.3.4).  

 Examples (64–67) illustrate the use of -an in marking directional goals (alla-

tive case).  
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(64) n’ikán   /am / d-d’ h-hám-ap=b’ay,  hayám-aan   

  over.there 2sg speak-send-go-DEP=AGAIN town-DIR 

  ‘You called on the telephone to the town.’ (txt) 

 

(65) yág-aan   g’ã/-/áy    hám ! 
  hammock-DIR suspend-VENT.IMP go.IMP 

  ‘Go lie in the hammock!’ (cv) 

 

(66) t h  k t-j’ap-d’ h-hi-y /-ay-áh,     d h-aan   

  3sg cut-divide-send-descend-TEL-INCH-DECL water-DIR 

  ‘He cut (the cord) and sent her down, into the water.’ (txt) 

 

(67) núp=b’ay h d-aan t h  waN-yQt-ní-b’ay-áh 
  this=AGAIN hole-DIR 3sg spy-lie-be-AGAIN-DECL  

  ‘He is lying there spying into this hole.’ (txt)  

 

Example (68) illustrates a directional source, or ablative use of -an, while loca-

tion-related uses like those in (69–70) appear to involve a point along a real or 

conceptual path (i.e., a perlative use).  

 

(68) mæt/ah-aan   h d  nQn-d’o/-ní-p=b’ay 
   downstream-DIR 3pl  come-take-INFR2-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘They come from downriver.’ (txt) 

 

(69) y kán   y Ùh  m y-aan  / n  h d  y’æt-æh  

  over.there medicine house-DIR 1sg.OBJ 3pl  leave-DECL 

  ‘There they left me at the hospital.’ (txt)  

 

(70) nQn-d’o/-yó/… / n ‡h  j’áh nút, n’ikán…   
  come-take-SEQ  1pl.POSS land here over.there  
 

  hío  yapú-aan,   b’ y k d-aan  

  Rio Japu-DIR  traira bench-LOC.OBJ 

  ‘(They) came… our land was (between) here and there… (over by) the  

  Rio Japu, (at the place) Traira-Bench.’ (txt) 

 

Directional -an is very common on locative postpositions (see §10.3), as in ex-

pressions like cá/ g’od-an (box inside-DIR) ‘inside the box’, h d máh-an (3pl 

near-DIR) ‘near/with them’, and example (71) (as well as example 72 below). 
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(71) m y g’od-aan  j’çç-y’Qt-n h=y /  n N níh ! 
  house inside-DIR spit-leave-NEG=TEL 2sg be.IMP  

  ‘Don’t spit inside the house!’ (ru) 

 

 Directional -an can also combine with verb phrases in adverbial clause con-

structions relating to location (see §18.2.6.2), as illustrated in example (72). 

Unlike complement clauses (which often take Object - n, see §4.3.1.3.C above), 

adverbial clauses do not require the ‘Filler’ form -Vw-.  
 

(72) d h h Ùy-aan=mah,  [t h j’ m]-aan=mah, t h  t ç- h  

  water in.water-DIR=REP 3sg bathe-DIR=REP  3sg break.wind-DECL 

  ‘In the water, where he was swimming, it’s said, he broke wind.’ (txt) 

 

 That the Object marker - n and the Directional marker -an may have been 

one and the same form in the past is supported by several observations, in addi-

tion to their segmentally identical forms. First, to subsume both the syntactic 

role of direct object and the semantic role of destination under a single case 

specification is cross-linguistically common; this is found in Latin (Blake 2001: 

32), as well as in Spanish and Portuguese (where the directional a was the his-

torical source of the object marker). Second, although stress plays an important 

role in defining different types of constructions in Hup, it is already subject to 

flexibility on the synchronic level, which in turn can lead to diachronic changes 

(for example, the plural morpheme is stressed when it occurs in fused demon-

strative forms, whereas it is elsewhere always unstressed). Finally, Directional  

-an does not occur with animate referents, pronouns, or demonstratives, 

whereas (as discussed in §4.3.1.2 above) Object - n is found almost exclusively 

with animate referents, pronouns, and demonstratives; accordingly, the two 

suffixes are essentially in complementary distribution. Finally, with human 

referents, the locational sense of ‘to them/where they are’ is often functionally 

the same as ‘affected/relevant participant’ (§4.3.1.1), marked by the stressed 

Object marker, as illustrated by (73).  

 

(73) dó/=nn’ n=mah cã êp t h  w d-yé-éh  

  child=PL.OBJ=REP other 3sg arrive-enter-DECL 

  ‘Someone came in to the children.’ (txt) 

 

 

4.3.3. Other constructions involving -an  

 

The formative -an can co-occur with several other morphemes in a number of 

distinct constructions; these combinations are all discussed in detail in the sec-
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tions relating to the respective second morphemes, but are summarized briefly 

here. It is not always clear which variant of -an (Object or Directional) occurs in 

these forms (or even whether it is not some other, homonymous form) – a ques-

tion which may be irrelevant from a historical point of view, if the two diverged 

after these constructions had already come into being. Note that the nominal 

forms resulting from these constructions can themselves take Object case, as 

illustrated in examples (74) and (75) below, suggesting that the fused/combined 

forms are functionally quite distinct from the marking of case within the clause.  

 The forms in question include the ‘Associative plural’ - n-d’ h (an + 
PL/COLL; see §4.4.6 below), as in example (74); a form of the ‘Indefinite Asso-

ciative’ construction -an= y (an + ‘who’; see §7.5), as in (75); and the ‘tem-

poral adverbial’ construction -an-ay (an + INCH; see §18.2.6.2), as in (76). 

 

(74) y Ù- n-n’ n   h d  /éy-éy  

  João-OBJ-PL.OBJ 3pl  call-DYNM 

  ‘They’re calling John and his group.’ (el) 

 

(75) /ectádu /unídu--an=/ y=/ãêy- n /ãh hicocó-op  
  estados unidos-DIR=who=FEM-OBJ 1sg happy-DEP  
   

  / ‡d   /ãh / d-té-h  

  speech 1sg speak-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll tell about how I am happy with the girl from the USA.’ (txt) 

 

(76) y kán   b ‡g   /ãh ní-aan-ay  yúp,   
  over.there long.time 1sg be-DIR-INCH that.ITG  
 

  y ‚n’ ‡h  w /-yó/ /ãh / d-ay-áh  

  all.that hear-SEQ 1sg speak-INCH-DECL 

  ‘During the long time I was there, having heard these (Portuguese and  

  Tukano), I began to speak (them).’ (txt) 

 

 

4.3.4. Oblique case -V êt 
 

A variety of non-core participants in the clause are marked with the catch-all 

oblique case form -V êt. The Oblique marker is always required where applica-

ble; unlike the Object marker, its presence is not dependent on the animacy, 

definiteness, or number specification of the noun. Nonetheless, the interpreta-

tion of the semantic role of the Oblique-marked referent is necessarily some-
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what dependent on the parameter of animacy. The semantic roles indicated by 

this form include locative (inanimates), instrumental (inanimates), and comita-

tive (animates);
64

 such an overlap of semantic roles and grammatical relations is 

not particularly uncommon cross-linguistically (cf. Blake 2001: 63); compare, 

for example, the Semitic preposition bi- (Arabic), b  (Hebrew), etc.
65

 

 In certain cases (see discussion in §18.2.6.2), the ‘Filler’ form can intervene 

between the noun stem and the Oblique marker (although elsewhere this is usu-

ally found only between verb stem and case marker in a relative clause). When 

the ‘Filler’ form is present, an optional variant of -V êt is - t (or, with some 

speakers, nasal - ‚êt), as in example (83) below. The two forms appear to be in 

free variation in this context. 

 The different semantic roles indicated by the Oblique case are discussed be-

low. 

 

 

4.3.4.1. Semantic roles and Oblique marking 

 

A. Comitative  

 

The comitative use of the Oblique indicates that X carries out an activity to-

gether with Y, where Y is animate, as in examples (77–80). Examples (77–78), 

in particular, also illustrate the fact that the comitative semantics actually sub-

sumes a locative association as well. 

 

(77) /ãêh=/íp-íí t   /ãh ni-/e/-ní-h 

  1sg=father-OBL 1sg be-PERF-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘I lived with my father.’ (txt) 

 

(78) w h=d’ h- t    /ãh hám-tQ‡n,   
  River.Indian=PL-OBL 1sg go-COND  
 

  w h   /ãh / d-tQê‚/-Qê‚h  

  River.Indian 1sg speak-CNTRFACT-DECL 

  ‘If I went with River Indians, I’d speak Tukano.’ (txt) 

 

 

 

                                                
64

 Body parts are treated as inanimate entities. 
65

 Thanks to Georg Bossong for this example. 
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(79) / n- t=y /  /am w d-b’ay-y /-b’ay-áh  

  1pl-OBL=TEL 2sg arrive-return-TEL-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘You returned together with us.’ (txt) 

 

(80) tedé=d’ h- t  t h  b /-ni-c ê‚p- ê‚h,    
  three=PL-OBL 3sg work-be-COMPL-DECL  
 

  haymídu--út,  henátu-úút, yocedítu-úút   
  Ramirez-OBL

66
 Renato-OBL Joselito-OBL 

  ‘He’s already worked with three (people), with Ramirez, with Renato,  

  with Joselito.’ (sp) 

 

B. Instrumental  

 

The instrumental use of the Oblique indicates that X performs an activity by 

means of inanimate Y (an animate Y would essentially result in comitative se-

mantics).  

 

(81) m’ c-aa t  p d  h d  bib’-ní-h,    d h=teg-éh 

  mud-OBL DIST 3pl  close-INFR2-DECL water=tree-DECL 

  ‘They would stop it up again with mud, the water tree.’ (txt) 

 

(82) /ám / ‡d   d’ h-d’ h-hám=teg-éé t   

  2sg speech send-send-go=THING-OBL 

 

  /ám / ‡d   d’ h-d’ h-hám-b’ay-áh 
  2sg speech send-send-go-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘With the thing you send speech with (i.e., telephone) you sent your  

  words.’ (txt) 

 

(83) yú-uw- t=y /=mah   t h  

  that.ITG-FLR-OBL=TEL=REP  3sg 

 

  coh-tud-k dcak-y /-ay-áh  
  use.cane-support-pass.climb-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘With that (staff) he propelled himself up (and out of the fight).’ (txt)  

                                                
66

 The speaker appears to be generalizing the vowel-final pattern typical of Portuguese 

names to include ‘Ramirez’. 
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Example (84) illustrates two Obliques in a single clause, one marking an in-

strumental role, the other a locative role. Note that the case marker occurs on 

the final constituent of the (N + Adj) noun phrase and of the compound nomi-

nal, as is standard for all case markers in Hup (see §4.3.1.3).  

 

(84) pídiya   p g-óót /u ê‚h j’ám   hãÙy=hçb- t      
  battery(Pt) big-OBL EPIST DST.CNTR um=HOLLOW-OBL   

 

  tQ/-yó/         j’ám   t h  w /- h     

  be.end.to.end-SEQ  DST.CNTR 3sg hear-DECL 

  ‘It was with big batteries, I suppose, stuck end-to-end in a  

  whatchamacallit-hollow-stick that he listened (to his radio).’ (cv) 

 

 

C. Locative  

 

The Oblique’s locative function indicates that X is at the place of Y. In this 

semantic role (but not in the comitative or instrumental), consultants usually 

judge Oblique -V êt to be grammatically interchangeable with the (object-like) 

Directional marker -an, and can give no insights into any semantic difference 

between the two options (this is the case, for example, in 85–89 below).
67

 Nev-

ertheless, a comparison of how the two pattern naturally in discourse suggests 

that -an is preferred where the spatial range in question extends beyond the 

point of reference, while -V êt is preferred when the event is carried out com-

pletely within the given location, without reference to directional movement 

from, to, or through it.  

 

(85) /ãh yamhid /- h, cãw-yucé--é t  
  1sg sing-DECL  São.José-OBL 

  ‘I sang at São José Village (during a drinking party).’ (txt) 
 

(86) nup  t ‚h y=d’ h,   j’ g-úút,  nút   / n- n mæh=d’ h ní- h  

  this poison.snake=PL forest-OBL here 1pl-OBJ kill=PL  be-DECL 

  ‘Here in the forest, the poisonous snakes, here those who kill us live.’  

  (txt) 

 

                                                
67

 Note, however, that Oblique -V êt is virtually never found in place of -an on locative 

postpositions.  
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(87) cã êp húp=d’ h n ‡h  j’áh-áát , yQt-tuk-kéy yQê‚h /ãêh=nih  

  other people=PL POSS land-OBL lie-want-see FRUST 1sg=EMPH.CO 

  ‘I will be buried in another people’s land.’ (txt) 

 

(88) pídiya-ap   núw- t b’ y /-ay  

  battery(Pt)-DEP this-OBL only-INCH 

  ‘As for batteries, I have only what’s in this (box).’ (sp) 

 

(89) t g=hod-óót  h d  d’o/-yæ/-y /-ay-áh  

  wood=hole-OBL 3pl  take-roast-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘They baked it in the fireplace (lit. ‘wood-hole’).’ (txt) 

 

These examples can be compared with those involving the Directional locative  

-an (see also §4.3.2 above): 

 

(90) b’ t-aan ham-yó/,  kay k  g’ç/-yé-éh  

  roça-DIR go-SEQ  manioc pull.up-enter-DECL 

  ‘Having gone to the roça, (they) pull manioc and bring it back.’ (txt) 

 

(91) mçh y t h- n  t h=c n’--an nukán   
  deer  3sg-OBJ 3sg=horn-DIR here 
 

  d’o/-cQcQN-wob-ham-y /-ay=cud  

   take-straddle-rest.atop-go-TEL-INCH=INFR 

  ‘The deer has put him up here astraddle his antlers and gone off,  

  apparently.’ (txt) 

  

In example (92), the body part ‘anus’ is marked as Oblique, in a locative role, 

while the raised human ‘possessor’ is Object-marked (and ‘thorn’ has an in-

strumental role). 

 

(92) cípmQh=n’ ‡h / t-úút=mah  t h- n  t h  yók-óh,  yçm y- t   
  small=NMZ  thorn-OBL=REP 3sg-OBJ 3sg poke-DECL anus-OBL 

  ‘With a smallish thorn, they say, he poked him, in the anus.’ (txt) 

 

Although Directional -an seems to be preferred to express directional movement 

to/from a location, -V êt is also acceptable in this function, as the examples in 

(93–94) illustrate.  
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(93) yúp   wáb-áá t       w’ob-/é/=n’ n   d’ h-d’ h-hí-íh  

  that.ITG smoking.platform set.on-PERF=PL.OBJ send-send-descend-DECL 

  ‘(He) brought down those that had been put on the smoking-platform.’  

  (txt)  
 

(94) núp n ‡   y h=/ãêy=d’ h- t ,  tát   deh hayám-aa t ,  
  this 1sg.POSS affine=FEM=PL-OBL  taracuá.ant water town-OBL 
 

  /ãh  w d-næn-æh  

  1sg  arrive-come-DECL 

  ‘To my female affinal relations, to Tat Deh village, I came.’ (txt) 

  

 There is some evidence that the instrumental function is in some sense more 

basic to Oblique -V êt than is the locative function. In cases where the interpreta-

tion of the noun’s semantic role is potentially ambiguous between instrumental 

and locative, -V êt is preferred for the instrumental role, and Directional -an for 

the locative, as in example (95a) and (b). That this preference only surfaces in 

cases of ambiguity is illustrated by the related but locative -V êt-marked example 

in (96). 

 

(95) a) hçht g d h-aan   t h  j’íd-íy     
   canoe  water-DIR 3sg wash-DYNM   

   ‘He washes the canoe at the water (i.e., the port).’ (el) 

 

  b) hçht g d h-éét   t h  j’íd-íy  
   canoe  water-OBL 3sg wash-DYNM 

   ‘He washes the canoe with water.’ (el) 

 

(96) búg’ tu/-póg-óy=mah,   d h--ét 
  pile be.in.water-EMPH-DYNM water-OBL 

  ‘There was a big pile (of it), in the water.’ (txt) 

 

 

D. Temporal  

 

Oblique -V êt can also have a temporal function with a very small set of nouns 

denoting specific points in time, as in examples (96–97). This function is very 

similar to its use with verbs to form temporal adverbial clauses (see §4.3.4.2 

below and §18.2.6.2).  
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(97) cetémbudu-úút /ãh maca-ní-h  
  September-OBL 1sg come.to.senses-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘I was born in September.’ (ru) 

 

(98) n’íp g’ - t     t h  na/-y /-ní-h 

  that hot.season-OBL 3sg die-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘He died last year.’ (el) 

 

 

E. Inanimate actor of a reflexive (passive) construction 

 

One further use of the Oblique marker -V êt is to mark the inanimate actor (i.e., 

that which would be the agent in the corresponding active clause) in a passive-

type reflexive construction (see §11.1.2). While animate actors in passive con-

structions take the Object marker - n (§4.3.1.1.D), inanimates must take the 

Oblique:  

 

(99) mçh y hup=mæh-æy  tegd’ h-úút  
  deer  RFLX=kill-DYNM tree-OBL      

  ‘The deer was crushed by the tree (that fell in the wind).’ (el) 

 

 

4.3.4.2. Oblique marking and subordinate clauses 

 

Like the other case markers in Hup, Oblique -V êt is also used to form adverbial 

and relative clauses (see §18.2.3 and §18.2.6.2 for more discussion). In its ad-

verbial function, Oblique -V êt can have either a temporal or a spatial function. 

As such, it usually attaches directly to a verb root, as does Directional -an 

(§4.3.2 above); however, it can occasionally appear as its variant - t, with the 

intervening ‘Filler’ syllable -Vw-. It signals either a temporal overlap (examples 

100–101) or a location (example 102). 

 

(100) w h=d’ h  / n  h d  / d- t    /ãh / d-b -h 
  River.Indian=PL1sg.OBJ 3pl  speak-OBL 1sg speak-HAB-DECL 

  ‘When the River Indians speak to me, I always speak (Tukano).’ (txt) 
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(101) t h  hçp-hí--ít -ay=mah    j’ám…   

  3sg dry-descend-OBL-INCH=REP DST.CNTR  

 

  tu-d’o/-k dpæ-æy=mah  
  push-take-pass.go.upstream-DYNM=REP 

  ‘When it (the water) was nearly gone… he pushed (the fish) quickly  

  upstream, they say.’ (txt) 

 

(102) t n ‡h  m y, t h  g’ét-éét ,  pã Ù-ay  

  3sg.POSS house 3sg stand-OBL NEG:EX-INCH 

  ‘His house, where he stays, (he was) not there.’ (txt) 

 

 Oblique -V êt also combines with verb phrases to form relative clauses (see 

§18.2.3), as described in §4.3.1.3 above for Object - n. When no relative-

clause-final bound nominal is present for the case marker to attach to, it attaches 

directly to the verb stem. The intervening ‘Filler’ form -Vw- and Oblique vari-

ant - t are required for headless relative clauses used as oblique arguments, 

whereas -V êt is usually preferred for adverbial clauses. 

 

(103) t h  hçht g-ét  hám-ay,  [t h=báb’  b /-/é]-eew- t  
  3sg canoe-OBL go-DYNM  3sg=brother  make-PERF-FLR-OBL 

  ‘He’s going in the canoe, in the one his brother made.’ (el) 

 

 

4.4. Number 

 

Hup marks non-singular number on nouns and noun phrases with the form 

=d’ h. Formally, =d’ h is unstressed, and is best considered part of the set of 

relatively peripheral inflectional forms in Hup which are labeled clitics. The 

form =d’ h is homonymous with the verb ‘send’, but there is no indication that 

this resemblance is due to anything other than chance. 

 The Hup plural construction is largely regular. However (as discussed be-

low), it does not usually occur with the masculine or gender-neutral animate 

bound noun =/ h, and the fused plural object marker =n’an (§4.3.1.2) is mar-

ginally phonologically exceptional. All nouns that have a non-singular form 

also have a singular form; there are no morphologically marked pluralia tan-

tum, although some nouns may take both a bound noun (which, like a measure 

term, can individuate a single entity from a mass; see §5.5) and the Plural 

marker, even at the same time.   

 Hup =d’ h usually acts as a general marker of plurality, but it can also 

serve a specifically collective function; as such, it signals that a group of items 
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should be “considered together as a unit” (Corbett 2000: 118). The collective 

use of =d’ h in Hup, as distinct from the general plural use, is most obvious in 

cases where a lexically plural or singular noun optionally takes =d’ h to signal 

a conceptually grouped association of entities, as in the examples discussed in 

§4.4.1.A and §4.4.2 below. 

 

 

4.4.1. Differential plural marking (plurality split) and animacy  

 

Plural marking in Hup conforms to an animacy heirarchy, and follows essen-

tially the same parameters as does differential object marking. This accounts for 

the fact that object marking and number marking pattern together, as discussed 

in §4.3.1.2 above; that is, if an entity is conceptually distinctive enough to be 

number-marked, then it should also be case-marked.  

 Smith-Stark (1974) uses the term ‘plurality split’ to describe the phenome-

non of differential plural marking, and observes that “plurality splits a language 

in that it is a significant opposition for certain categories but irrelevant for oth-

ers” (Smith-Stark 1974: 657). Plurality splits are almost always closely linked 

to animacy. They occur in many of the world’s languages (Corbett 2000: 55) 

and are common in North America (cf. Mithun 1988: 212), appearing in lan-

guages such as Tarascan (isolate) and Yucatec Maya (cf. Lucy 1992).  

 In Hup, nouns with inanimate referents are generally unmarked for number, 

although – unlike the restrictions governing differential object marking – num-

ber marking on inanimates is possible. When counting inanimates, the numeral 

alone usually suffices to indicate plurality (e.g., ka/ap m y [two house] ‘two 

houses’); classifiers are also used in certain cases (see §4.4.3). Nouns referring 

to animals are found both with and without number marking, whereas it is re-

quired for humans. While languages with split plurality systems have many 

options in arranging their systems of number marking, languages like Coman-

che and Kannada (Corbett 2000: 70) exhibit patterns very much like that found 

in Hup. 

 

 

A. Humans 

 

For plural nouns referring to humans, number marking is generally obligatory, 

as in (104–105).  

 

(104) næ   tukáno=tæ êh=dd’ h  pãÙ  
  NEG:R  Tukano(Pt)=offspring=PL NEG:EX 

  ‘There are no Tukano children.’ (sp) 
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(105) tiy /=dd’ h- w c  / g-ná/-ay !  
  man=PL-FLR-EXCL2 drink-lose.senses-DYNM 

  ‘Only the men got drunk!’ (cv) 

 

Number marking is always used with the names of ethnic or other human 

groups, as in examples (106–109); this is essentially a collective specification.  

 

(106) k h=dd’ h,  j’QÙ‚ç=dd’ h,  cçkw’ t=dd’ h,   
  Wanano=PL  Tariana=PL  Tukano=PL  
 

  yã/ám=tæ êh=dd’ h...  nih ê/ !  
  Jaguar=clan=PL    all 

  ‘There were Wananos, Tarianas, Tukanos, Jaguar-Clansmen, everyone!’  

  (txt) 

 

(107) y ‚-n h-yó/    j’ám   núp húp=nn’ n=b’ay    
  that.ITG-be.like-SEQ DST.CNTR this person=PL.OBJ=AGAIN  

 

  yç/ m=/ h  t h  d’ h-d’ h-yé-éh  

  powerful=MSC 3sg send-send-enter-DECL  

  ‘Then for the Hupd’ h he picked out a leader.’ (txt) 

 

(108) nutQ‡n--ay  teghç)ê=dd’ h n ‡h  yág-ay,   nutQ‡n-æp  
  today-INCH Non.Indian=PL POSS hammock-INCH today-DEP  

  ‘Nowadays we use the hammocks of the Non-Indians, these days.’ (txt) 

 

(109) cudádu=nn’ n  h d  / d-/ay-p d-ay-áh  

  soldier(Pt)=PL.OBJ 3pl  speak-VENT-DIST-INCH-DECL 

  ‘They went to speak to some soldiers.’ (txt) 

  

 With the names of human groups, as in the examples above, the singular 

form is typically marked by the bound nouns =/ h ‘masculine or unspecified 

gender’ or =/ãêy ‘feminine’, which effectively act as a kind of singulative 

marker. Whereas most bound nouns (including female =/ãêy) are pluralized 

simply by the addition of =d’ h, the masculine or gender-neutral nominal 

=/ h is usually replaced altogether by plural =d’ h; in other words, a plural 

masculine or gender-unspecific noun like ‘Hup person’ is simply realized 

húp=d’ h, rather than húp=/ h=d’ h. This idiosyncrasy can probably be ex-

plained by the fact that the basic value of =/i )h is simply ‘animate’, whereas 
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that of =d’ h is (in most cases) ‘animate plural’; thus a combination of the two 

is under normal circumstances redundant. 

 The regular plural variant =/i )h=d’ h is nevertheless possible, although 

rarely used. In general, it indicates maximally specific reference; for example, 

while húp=d’ h means ‘men or people in general’, húp=/ h=d’ h could be 

used to refer to ‘those (specific) men’, as in the case of a group of men from 

another village who arrive in our village to visit relatives. This variant can be 

explained as a reflection of the individuating function of the bound construc-

tion, as discussed in §5.5.  

 The obligatory number marking of humans is subject to one major excep-

tion: non-specific human referents do not generally take number marking – just 

as they are exempt from the object marking requirement (§4.3.1.2) and from 

obligatory participation in the bound construction (§5.5.2). This is illustrated in 

examples (110–111). Note, however, that the non-specific noun ‘person’ in 

(111) is then referred back to with a plural pronoun, whereas unmarked inani-

mate nouns are more often referred to by a singular pronoun, regardless of their 

underlying number (see section C, example 131 below). 

 

(110) hhúp- n  t w- y,  hhúp- n  dóh-óy…  

  person-OBJ scold-DYNM person-OBJ curse-DYNM 

  ‘(Some people) scold people, cast curses on people...’ (txt) 

 

(111) hup  d b,  hh d b /- h  

  person many  3pl  work-DECL 

  ‘Lots of people worked.’ (txt) 

 

 Another minor exception is found with kin terms. In their vocative form (i.e., 

as a form of address), the plural marker is not grammatical, as illustrated in 

example (112). However, the plural possessed form of the kin term is accept-

able as a vocative; e.g., n ‡ / /ãh=tæ êh=d’ h [1sg.POSS / 1sg=offspring=PL] ‘my 

children’.  

 

(112) n N j’çm-/áy-áy    ttæ êh !  (*tæ êh=d’ h)  

  2pl  bathe-VENT-INCH.IMP offspring 

  ‘You all go bathe, children!’ (txt) 

 

On the other hand, kin terms used referentially – like any other specific human 

noun – require number marking, as in (113–114). With parental kin terms, the 

plural (or the Associative plural; see §4.4.6) refers to classificatory fathers and 

mothers (i.e., the male siblings and parallel cousins of the father, or the female 

siblings and parallel cousins of the mother), as in example (114).  
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(113) n ‡   báb’=dd’ h  tçhç-h /-y /- y  

  1sg.POSS sibling=PL  end-finish-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘My siblings are all dead.’ (txt) 

 

(114) / n=/íp=dd’ h, t h=w h d=dd’ h...  
  1pl=father=PL  3sg=old.man=PL 

  ‘Our classificatory fathers, the old ones…’ (txt)  

 

 In some cases, the number marker does not indicate a plural number of ref-

erents of the noun with which it occurs, but rather a group of animate (usually 

human) entitities that are associated with the noun. As such, it serves a primar-

ily collective function. This function is illustrated in example (115), which re-

lates to the group of stars, mythologically embodied by a group of young men, 

that make up the Pleiades (‘Star-Hollow’) constellation.  

 

(115) wQdhç/m’Q‡h tod=dd’ h- h,  cçÙ‚hdeh  ham-tég=d’ h- h  

  star    hollow=PL-DECL rainy.season go-FUT=PL-DECL 

  ‘The Star-Hollow (Pleiades) ones, those that go (across the sky) during  

  the rainy season.’ (txt) 

 

This collective function of the number marker is also manifested when it occurs 

with (nominalized) verb roots, such as / d=d’ h (speak=PL) ‘those who speak 

the same language’.  

 It should also be noted here that while almost all generic nouns referring to 

humans are obligatorily bound (usually preceded by the default 3sg pronoun 

t h=), they (like most other bound nouns) may appear unbound in plural form. 

For example, the form tã/ãêy ‘woman (sg)’ (a reduced form of t h=/ãêy, involv-

ing the bound noun =/ãêy) can appear as /ãêy=d’ h in the plural, as in example 

(116). The explanation for this phenomenon presumably lies in the individuat-

ing function of the bound construction (discussed in §5.5).  

 

(116) /ã êy=n’ n /ãh kéy-ep, yúp  hayám-at-ah  

  FEM=PL.OBJ 1sg see-DEP that.DST town-OBL-DECL 

  ‘I saw women in that town.’ (txt) 

 

 

B. Animals 

 

Number marking is common on nouns referring to animals, as in examples 

(117–119), but it may be absent (examples 120–121). In general, an animal-
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referring noun that is conceptually plural but lacks number marking is judged 

grammatical by speakers, whereas most human nouns in this context are not. In 

discourse, the presence or absence of number marking on animal nouns patterns 

according to specificity; more specific references to animals are usually marked, 

whereas more generic references are not – this is especially typical for game 

animals, as in (120–121). This is consistent with the pattern of differential ob-

ject marking on animal nouns (§4.3.1.2), as well as with the absence of number 

marking on certain generic human nouns, as in examples (110–111) above. 

 

(117) h d  nç-p d- h,  yúp,  yã/ám=dd’ h có/-óy-óh  

  3pl  say-DIST-DECL that.ITG jaguar=PL  LOC-DYNM-DECL 

  ‘They were saying, those jaguars.’ (txt)  
 

(118) núp nutQ‡n  yã/ám=dd’ h h d  wQd-n h-ay-áh  

  this today  jaguar=PL  3pl  eat-NEG-INCH-DECL 

  ‘So today jaguars don’t eat (people).’ (txt) 

 

(119) j’ám-ap   d h mí- t,   hçÙ‚p wQ‡d=n’ n  
  DST.CNTR-DEP water creek-OBL fish eat=PL.OBJ 
 

  /ãh n -çp,  y k==d’ h   

  1sg say-DEP otter=PL 

  ‘I’m talking about those that eat fish in the river, the otters.’ (txt) 

 

(120) h yã êw mQh-yó/, h t   mQh-yó/, t hód’      
  paca  kill-SEQ  alligator kill-SEQ  collared.peccary  
 

  mQh-yó/, h d  / h=n /- y 

  kill-SEQ   3pl  INTRC-give-DYNM 

  ‘Having killed paca, alligator, collared peccary, they gave (meat) to each  

  other.’ (txt) 

 

(121) h Ùp t h  g’et-wQ‡d, m h  t h  g’et-wQ‡d, ní- y=mah 

  fish 3sg stand-eat  inambu 3sg stand-eat  be-DYNM=REP 

  ‘He provided (her) with fish to eat, inambu to eat, it’s said’ (txt) 

 

A referent may be inherently non-specific in a negative clause, and in this case 

number marking may be judged ungrammatical, as in (122) (but see example 

104 above). This may be compared with the negative clause in (123), which 

makes reference to a specific bunch of fish, and is therefore marked for number.  
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(122) h Ùp /ãêh k k-d’o/-n h  (*h p=d’ h)  

  fish 1sg pull-take-NEG 

  ‘I didn’t catch any fish.’ (el) 

 

(123) h Ùp=dd’ h pã Ù 
  fish=PL  NEG:EX 

  ‘The fish are not there.’ (specific fish) (cv) 

 

 Certain nouns referring to types of insects that typically occur in large 

swarms are essentially mass nouns. These may occur in a bound construction 

with the singulative bound noun =/ãêw ‘swarming insect’, or with the Plural 

marker, or even with both, as illustrated in (124).  

 

(124) y /      ‘wasp’  (number unspecified: can refer either to an  

           individual or to a swarm) 

  y /=/ãêw    ‘single wasp’ 

  y /=d’ h    ‘wasps’ 

  y /=/ãêw=d’ h ‘wasps’ 
 

 

C. Inanimates 

 

Although number marking is not ungrammatical on countable nouns with in-

animate referents (unlike object marking), these nouns are almost always for-

mally unmarked for number in discourse, as illustrated in (125–130). This is the 

case regardless of whether or not number is otherwise specified with a numeral 

or other quantifier. Like non-specific humans and animals, inanimate entities 

are typically of relatively low conceptual salience, and differentiation for num-

ber is thus apparently of low importance.  

 

(125) dadánya t h- n  /ãh n /-b’ay-áh  

  orange  3sg-OBJ 1sg give-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘I gave her the oranges (that I’d brought).’ (txt) 

 

(126) pídaya=hin nutQ‡n  pã Ù-ay,    /ãêh-ãp  

  battery=also  today  NEG:EX-INCH 1sg-DEP 

  ‘Batteries too are all gone today, for me.’ (sp) 
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(127) hh Ù t,   h pk k- h,,   díbma,  b’ h-óh,  t h  n /- h  

  tobacco fish.pull-DECL file  salt-DECL  3sg give-DECL 

  ‘He gave tobacco, (there were) fishhooks, files, (there was) salt.’ (txt) 

 

(128) ná/ap  hupá/=mah p /- h,   ddapu ê ‚h=d’ h p d=mah 

  this.many  flat.basket=REP present-DECL hand=PL   DIST=REP  

 

  h d  p /-p d- h  

  3pl  present-DIST-DECL 

  ‘This many baskets they presented, two hands’ worth (i.e., ten) they  

  presented.’ (txt) 

 

(129) ka/áp t t, nú-cá/ah  d’ h-d’ h-hám,  nú-cá/ah 
  two  string this-side  send-send-go  this-side 

  ‘Two strings, coming down on this side, and on this (other) side.’ (txt) 

 

(130) cínku fórnu   t h  d’ h-hám-ah 
  five(Pt) griddle(Pt) 3sg send-go-DECL 

  ‘He brought five griddles.’ (sp)  
 

Note, moreover, that even when their referents are non-singular, inanimate enti-

ties unmarked for number are typically referred back to with a singular pronoun, 

as in (131) – unlike non-specific unmarked human nouns like ‘people’ in exam-

ple (111) above, which take a plural co-referential pronoun. 

 

(131) y n y h d  d’o/-ham-y /-ay-áh...  tt h=g’Q‡g-æ h,    
  thus 3pl  take-go-TEL-INCH-DECL 3sg=bone-DECL   

 

  m h g’Q‡g-æ h...  tt h  hi-yQt-y /-ay-áh  

  turtle bone-DECL   3sg  descend-lie-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Thus they make (them) go up… the bones, the turtle bones... (then) it  

  (i.e., they) comes down.’ (txt) 

 

 

4.4.2. Number and other noun types: demonstratives, numerals, and pronouns 

 

As nominal heads referring to non-singular entities, demonstratives occur as the 

lexicalized free-pronoun forms n -d’ h ‘these’, n’i-d’ h ‘those (distal)’, and y -
d’ h ‘those (intangible)’ (see Table 22 in §4.1.2 above), as in examples (132–

133). Note that the lexicalized stress pattern of these forms results in stress fal-
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ling on the Plural marker, whereas =d’ h is always unstressed elsewhere in 

Hup. The Plural marker can also occur with various other derived demonstrative 

forms, such as that in (134). It is important to note that the combination of a 

bound demonstrative morpheme with the Plural marker results in a nominaliza-

tion; in other words, =d’ h has a nominalizing effect on these forms. 

 

(132) / g=wag nn -d’ h n h-n h-ay=pog’,    páy-ay  

  drink=day this-PL be.like-NEG-INCH=EMPH1  bad-INCH  

  ‘On drinking days, these (people) don’t do like this, (it’s) no good.’ (txt) 

 

(133) h ê  j’ek-yçhçy-y /- y,   yy -d’ h- h !  
  only steal-search-TEL-DYNM that.ITG-PL-DECL 

  ‘They’re just looking (for something) to steal, those ones!’ (cv) 

 

(134) yá/ p=dd’ h=y /  

  that.ITG.QTY=PL=TEL 

  ‘That’s all of them (her siblings).’ (txt) 

 

 Hup’s animate/inanimate distinction in number marking applies to adnomi-

nal demonstratives. When occurring within an noun phrase, the (DEM + d’ h) 
forms above are usually restricted to animate referents, and can only modify an 

inanimate referent when the inanimate-referring noun is explicitly number-

marked with =d’ h (which, as we have seen, is almost never the case in natural 

discourse). For inanimate referents, corresponding fused forms built on the 

nominalizer -n’ ‡h (see §4.6.3 below and §18.2.5) are used. These (DEM + n’ h) 

forms are realized as n -n’ ‡h ‘these’, n’i-n’ ‡h ‘those (DISTANT)’, and y ‚-n’ ‡h 
‘those (INTANGIBLE)’, and are never used for animate referents. For a countable 

inanimate noun like ‘fruit’, the -n’ ‡h demonstrative form requires a plural inter-

pretation; thus n -n’ ‡h=tat means ‘these fruits’, whereas núp=tat means ‘this 

fruit’ (compare n -d’ h dó/=d’ h ‘these children’). For a mass noun, the de-

monstrative may be either inanimate plural or singular; e.g., n -n’ ‡h j’ ‡k; núp 
j’ ‡k ‘this smoke’.  

 Numerals (other than ‘one’), like demonstratives, also require the Plural 

marker when acting as nominal heads, i.e., when they stand for an explicitly 

plural (usually animate) referent, as in examples (135–137). Also as in the case 

of demonstratives, Plural =d’ h has a nominalizing function here, and may take 

the place of a head noun. This is supported by the fact that numerals represent-

ing inanimate referents are usually accompanied by a bound or classifying noun 

(see §4.4.3 below, especially example 154 ko/ap=t g ‘two [helicopters]’), 

whereas adnominal numerals need not, but may, take =d’ h (see §4.4.4 below). 
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Numerals themselves are discussed in detail §6.5.1, while their use as adnomi-

nals within the plural noun phrase is covered in §4.4.4 below. 

 

(135)  kka/ p=d’ h-ay=cud, t n ‡h  hçh h=dd’ h  

  two=PL-INCH=INFR   3sg.POSS frog=PL 

  ‘There are two of them apparently, his frogs.’ (txt) 

 

(136) tedé=dd’ h- t t h  b /-ni-c ê‚p- ê‚h  

  three=PL-OBL 3sg work-be-COMPL-DECL 

  ‘He’s already worked with three of them.’ (sp) 

 

(137) n ‡   báb’=dd’ h mm ta/ p=d’ h   

  1sg.POSS sibling=PL three=PL 

  ‘My siblings are three.’ (txt) 

 

In (138), the number marker occurs at the end of a numeral string, uttered as the 

speaker counted a row of frogs in a picture. 

 

(138) dóy,   cínku,  cé…  /óytu=dd’ h=cud/ hníy  

  two(Pt) five(Pt) six(Pt) eight(Pt)=PL=INFR.maybe 

  ‘(There are) 2, 5, 6, 8 of them, apparently.’ (txt) 

 

 The Plural marker’s collective function is especially clear when it follows 

the numeral ‘one’ in reference to a single set of countable entities, as in (139–

141). 

 

(139) /ay p=dd’ h / n- h !  
  one=PL   1pl-DECL 

  ‘We are of one set!’ (referring to clan membership) (cv) 

 

(140) m da/ p=d’ h  n ‡    báb’=d’ h cáp-áh;   
  three=PL    1sg.POSS  sibling=PL INTS1-DECL 
 

  /ay p tQê‚h=dd’ h.. .  / n- h  

  one  offspring=PL  1pl-DECL 

  ‘My siblings are three; we are of one clan / one father.’ (txt) 

 

(141) /ay p (hup)  y y=dd’ h  
  one  person line=PL 

  ‘A line of people’ (el) 
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Note this collective use of =d’ h with ‘one’ does not occur with inanimate 

nouns, which are not expected to be specified for number, as in (142).  

 

(142) /ayup  mú(*=d’ h)  k w- h      
  one  mound(*PL)  hot.pepper-DECL  

  ‘One pile of hot peppers’ (el) 

  

 The use of the Plural marker with pronouns also illustrates its collective 

function. Although the first, second, and third person plural pronouns are al-

ready lexically specified for number, they can nevertheless occur with =d’ h, 

indicating a well-defined set or group of individuals, as illustrated in examples 

(143–145). On the other hand, =d’ h is ungrammatical with the first, second, 

and third person singular pronouns.  

 Corbett (2000: 118) observes that collectives derived from pronouns appear 

to be very rare in the world’s languages, but the Hup collective pronoun con-

struction does seem to be a bona fide collective in Corbett’s sense of a group of 

items “considered together as a unit”. As the examples below illustrate, the col-

lective is not spatial so much as conceptual; it is usually used in reference to an 

ethnic group, as distinct from a more contextually defined group of referents 

(which would be referred to with the simple pronominal form), and from a more 

narrowly defined group (indicated by the Associative plural, §4.4.6).  

  

(143) nn N=d’ h w d-næn-tQ‡n=hin,   /ãh / d-tuk-yæ êh-æp  

  2pl=PL  arrive-come-COND=also 1sg speak-want-FRUST-DEP 

  ‘When you types (Non-Indians) come here, I’d like (in vain) to talk (with  

  you).’ (but can’t speak Portuguese) (txt) 

 

(144) / n=d’ h húp=d’ h j’ g-an   ní- y 
  1pl=PL  person=PL forest-LOC.OBJ be-DYNM 

  ‘We Hupd’ah live in the forest.’ (el) 

 

(145) h d=d’ h w h=d’ h   d h=mí  có/ ní- y  

  3pl=PL  River.Indian=PL water=creek LOC be-DYNM 

  ‘The River Indians live by the river.’ (el)  
 

Similarly, =d’ h can occur as a collective marker on the interrogative pronoun 

h ‚n’ ‡h ‘what’, in reference to a set (but only the Associative plural - n-d’ h is 

possible with / y ‘who’): 
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(146) hh ‚n’ ‡h=d’ h  núp / n=b’ay,   mat w?     
  what=PL    this 1sg.POSS=AGAIN Mateus 

  ‘What’s this bunch of things on me, Mateus?’ (cv)  
 

 

4.4.3. Uncountable or mass nouns 

 

Inanimate nouns conceived as a mass cannot, in general, receive plural marking 

at all (whereas countable inanimate nouns usually do not, but in principle can):  

 

(147) /adócu(*=n’ n) / n  wæd-æy 
  rice(*=PL.OBJ)  1pl  eat-DYNM  

  ‘We’re eating rice.’ (el) 

 

(148) kQ‡n=mQh, kkQ‡n  d’o/-yó/  / g- p  /áp  

  farinha=REP  farinha take-SEQ  drink-DEP NEG:ID 

  ‘A little farinha, having taken farinha (and) drinking; not doing this.’ (txt) 

 

 An inanimate mass noun can be made countable by specifying a unit; this is 

usually done by means of a bound noun (see §5.4), as in the following example:  

 

(149) peyã êw   ‘beans’ 

  peyã êw=w g  ‘bean seed’ (=individual bean) 

  peyã êw=tat   ‘bean fruit’ (=bean pod)  

 

For a few mass nouns, the plural marker may in fact be grammatical, but only in 

a collective-like sense: 

 

(150) pã Ùt    ‘hair’ 

  pã Ùt t t    ‘strand of hair’ 

  pã Ùt=d’ h  ‘lots of hair’ 

 

 The use of measure terms (which are frequently bound nouns) is required 

when mass nouns are modified with numerals, as in examples (151–152). 

 

(151) ko/ap b’ /  dd’ ç  deh t h  g-y /-ay-áh,   kko/ap b’ / 
  two  cuia timbó water 3sg drink-TEL-INCH-DECL two   cuia 

  ‘He drank two cuias of timbó juice, two cuias (full).’ (txt) 
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(152) hh p k k t t   pp t  /ay p, h pk k /ayup  dúciya,   
   fish pull string roll one  fish.pull one  dozen(Pt)   

 

  k nye ‚h  /ay p, ya/áp=y /  t h  n /- h 
  spoon(Pt)  one   that.much=TEL 3sg give-DECL 

  ‘One roll of fishing line, a dozen fishhooks, one spoon, she gave all  

  this.’ (txt) 

 

This use of measure terms has a formal parallel in the common (though not 

obligatory) use of noun classifiers or other bound nouns when numerals modify 

countable inanimate nouns, as in examples (153–154). This supports the notion 

that nouns unmarked for number in Hup are conceptually akin to mass nouns; in 

the same way, it suggests that the function of the bound construction – and more 

specifically, the noun classifiers – is one of individuation, closely linked to that 

of measure terms (see §5.5–5.6).
68

 

 

(153) / n- n  cúku  t h  n /- h,  bodáca  /óytu==b’ah  
  1pl-OBJ juice(Pt.) 3sg give-DECL cookies(Pt.) eight(Pt)=SPLIT 

  ‘She gave us juice, and eight cookies…’ (txt) 

 

(154) ka/ap=tt g !  
  two=THING 

  ‘Two of them!’ (helicopters: p p h=teg) (cv) 

 

 Finally, there are a few other uncountable nouns in Hup which are truly con-

ceptually unitary, rather than simply uncountable; these include páç ‘sky’ and 

pæêy ‘thunder/lightning’.
69

 

  

 

 

 

                                                
68

 Also compare the use of the ‘singulative’ bound noun =/ãêw ‘swarming insect’ 

(§4.4.1.B above) with mass-like insect nouns, and the obligatory participation of human 

nouns in the bound construction (§5.4.2 and §5.5).  
69

 Interestingly, almost all of these conceptually singular nouns have homonymous 

(though possible historically connected) variants with quite distinct meanings, which are 

countable – for example, p ç also means ‘rock’, and pQ‚êy is the name of a species of 

fish.  
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4.4.4. Number marking and the noun phrase 

 

In the noun phrase, number marking – like object marking – generally occurs on 

the final element. However, if the plural-marked noun is preceded by a demon-

strative, the demonstrative is virtually always number-marked as well, as in 

example (155). Consultants judge a plural-marked noun phrase preceded by a 

singular demonstrative to be only marginally acceptable.  

 

(155) h ‚-có/  yy -d’ h   vvínte=dd’ h hám-ã/ ?  

  INT-LOC those(ITG)-PL twenty(Pt)=PL go-INT 

  ‘Where did those twenty go?’ (sp) 

 

 In the case of noun phrases involving numerals, number marking is preferred 

on both the numeral and the remainder of the noun phrase (especially for human 

referents), and appears to be required if the numeral follows the rest of the noun 

phrase. This, and the fact that the interpretation may be partitive (as in 158), 

suggests that these are actually two distinct appositional noun phrases: 

 

(156) m ta/ p(=dd’ h) tiy / p g=dd’ h  
  three(=PL)   man big=PL 

  ‘Three big men’ (el) 

 

(157) tiy / p g=dd’ h m ta/ p=dd’ h  
  man big=PL  three=PL 

  ‘Big men, three of them’ (el) 

 

(158) ko/ p=d’ h t h=tæ êh=dd’ h ná/-ah  

  two=PL   3sg=offspring-PL die-DECL 

  ‘Two of his children died.’ (cv) 

 

 When nouns are modified by adjectives, number marking usually occurs 

only once, at the end of the noun phrase, as in [tiy / p g]=d’ h (man big=PL) 

‘the big men’, and in example (159). However, the noun and its modifier can 

also occur as two appositional nominal forms with number marked on both, as 

in [tiy /]=d’ h [t h=p g]=d’ h ‘the men, big ones’. In this case, the bound 

nominalizing form t h= is required on the adjective. 

 

(159) h Ùp=mah h d  tçn-ní-h,    hh Ùp t h=p g=n’ n b’ y / ! 
   fish=REP  3pl  hold-INFR2-DECL fish 3sg=big=PL.OBJ  only 

  ‘They carried fish, it’s said, all big fish.’ (txt) 
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 The general rule that number must be marked on the final member of the 

noun phrase is waived if this element is a quantifier, in which case the (noun 

phrase-initial) head noun usually is the only number-marked entity. Some quan-

tifiers (in particular, d b ‘many’ and nih ê/ ‘all’) are nevertheless able to take 

the plural marker =d’ h (although others, such as /ápy / ‘all’, cannot), with 

the same variable combinations as those described in the preceding paragraph 

for adjective noun phrases. The noun phrase-final number-marking rule also 

seems to be waived for number-marked inanimate referents, if and when these 

occur at all (so, for example, m y=d’ h t h=p g [house=PL 3sg=big] ‘the big 

houses’ is said to be grammatical) – but evidence for this is restricted to con-

sultants’ grammaticality judgements, since number marking of inanimates is so 

rare in actual discourse. 

 Given the multiple positions which number marking can fill in the noun 

phrase, it is grammatically possible for it to be morphologically marked on 

every constituent (though potentially very odd, as in 160). It is not altogether 

clear whether this phenomenon should be taken as multiple appositional noun 

phrases, or as an actual (although extremely marginal) case of agreement within 

the noun phrase; but it is clear that each of the number-marked elements has its 

own distinct nominal identity (compare the similar phenomenon found with 

noun classifiers, discussed in §5.6.4). 

 

(160) n d’ h  tiy =d’ h n ‡h   yã amb =d’ h  
  this.PL man-PL  POSS  dog=PL  

 

  t h=p g=d’ h  ka/ p=d’ h  

  3sg=big=PL   two=PL 

  ‘Those men’s two big dogs’ (el) 

 

 

4.4.5. Number marking and the subordinate clause  

 

The (clause-final) boundary slot of a relative clause may be filled by a bound 

noun or a full noun phrase. When this head is a bound noun and the referent is 

animate, the bound noun is most frequently the masculine or gender-neutral 

bound noun =/ h (although it can also be the feminine form =/ãêy). Given the 

fact that number marking typically does not occur on nominals with inanimate 

referents at all, most plural-marked relative clauses therefore involve the plural 

equivalent of =/ h. In these cases, the number marker =d’ h usually replaces 

both the bound noun =/ h (as mentioned above in §4.4.1.A), but also the De-

pendent marker -Vp of the relativized verb. Thus V-DEP=/ h ‘one who Vs’ 

virtually always appears in the plural as V=d’ h ‘those who V’, and occasion-
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ally this pattern is extended (optionally) to bound nouns other than =/ h as well. 

Moreover, this construction has an alternative function as a converbal (adver-

bial) clause, and in many cases both the relative and the converbal interpreta-

tions are accessible, as illustrated by (161); this probably reflects a historical 

reanalysis of the relative construction as an adverbial, as discussed in more de-

tail in §18.2.3-4 and in Epps (2007c).
70

  

 

(161) /ecáp  có/ h d  næn-ay-áh,    [h d=n’ n mæh]=d’ h- h 

  tomorrow LOC 3pl  come-INCH-DECL  3pl=PL.OBJ kill=PL-DECL 

  ‘The next day they arrived, those who (would) kill them.’  [RELATIVE] 

  ‘The next day they arrived, in order to kill them.’   [CONVERB] 

 

 

4.4.6. Associative plural - nd’ h 
 

The ‘Associative plural’ morpheme in Hup probably derives from - n ‘OBJECT’ 

and =d’ h ‘PLURAL’, and has as its primary meaning ‘N and those closely as-

sociated with him/her’. As such, it occurs only with nouns having human refer-

ents, usually proper names and kin terms, as in examples (162–164). Associa-

tive plural constructions comparable to that found in Hup are relatively common 

cross-linguistically (cf. Moravcsik 2003). 

 

(162) /ána- nd’ h h d- n  g’ p- h  

  Ana-ASSOC.PL 3pl-OBJ scoop-DECL 

  ‘Ana-and-they (her children) were serving them.’ (cv) 

 

With ‘father’ and ‘mother’, the Associative plural usually refers to classificatory 

fathers and mothers (which can also be conveyed by the simple plural form 

=d’ h, see §4.4.1A above): 

 

(163) j’ g-út,  y k  pã Ùt-ã êt… /íp- nd’ h   w’ob-/ -h  
  forest-OBL macaw hair-OBL father-ASSOC.PL  set.on-PERF-DECL 

  ‘In the forest, with macaw feathers…(our) classificatory fathers used to  

  put (them on themselves).’ (txt) 

 

 

                                                
70

 It is tempting to speculate that a situation like that found in Hup might represent an 

early stage in the historical development of verbal number agreement.  
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(164) g g-yó/,  /i ê‚/- nd’ h  y )ên h-yó/   yamh dç/-wáy-áy  

  drink drink-SEQ Mom-ASSOC.PL that-be.like-SEQ sing-go.out-DYNM   

  ‘Having drunk drink, with that (our) classificatory mothers would go out  

  singing.’ (txt) 

 

 The Associative plural can also have the comitative sense ‘together with N’, 

and can even occur on non-human nouns, although this is considerably less 

common. Example (165) comes from a telling of ‘The Frog Story’ (Mercer 

Mayer’s Frog, Where Are You?), in which the boy was accompanied (and even 

assisted) by his dog in his search for his missing frog. 

  

(165) t h  ham-yQê‚h-b’ay-áh,   t n ‡h  yã amb - nd’ h   

  3sg go-FRUST-AGAIN-DECL 3sg.POSS dog-ASSOC.PL 

  ‘He went (in vain), together with his dog.’ (txt) 

 

 Finally, - nd’ h can function as a kind of ‘interactive plural’ form: it occurs 

on the second of two coordinated participants to indicate their association with 

each other, vis-à-vis the event specified in the predicate – even where the first is 

a plural pronoun like ‘we’ that subsumes both referents, as in example (166). In 

this usage, the Associative plural does not indicate a group that acts independ-

ently, as one of two distinct participants; rather, this form crucially has to do 

with the interaction or relationship between the two named participants. This 

use is especially common with the Interactional construction (see §11.2). 

 

(166) / n  tQ)êh=mQh-- nd’ h  hup=d’o/-tubúd-úh  

  1pl  offspring=DIM-ASSOC.PL RFLX=take-INTS3-DECL 

  ‘My son and I were made to take a lot (of beer).’ (cv) 

 

 

Comparative note 

 

Several aspects of the number-marking system in Hup may be identifiable as 

areal features common to Vaupés languages in general. In particular, both Tu-

kanoan languages and Tariana (apparently under Tukanoan influence) distin-

guish plural primarily for humans and animates (Aikhenvald 2002a: 96), as 

does Hup. In addition, an ‘associative plural’ form that is functionally similar to 

that found in Hup occurs in a number of Tukanoan languages, as well as in 

Tariana, into which it is argued to have spread by diffusion (Aikhenvald 2002a: 

98). The fact that the Hup form appears to be morphologically transparent – 

involving the combination of the Object (or Directional) marker - n and the 

Plural form =d’ h – also suggests that it may be a relatively new grammatical 
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category in the language, and therefore a likely candidate for a diffusional ori-

gin (from Tukano into Hup). Moreover, although the ‘associative plural’ forms 

in Tukano and Tariana are both derived from these languages’ respective words 

for ‘also’, they resemble the Hup form in that the final syllable in all three lan-

guages is identical to the plural marker in these languages.  

 

 

4.5. Reduplication in the noun stem 

 

Reduplication in noun stems is essentially unproductive, but is almost certainly 

related to the morphological process that is semi-productive in verbs and en-

codes iterative aspect (§12.9.3). While the nominal forms are all frozen, and 

only in one case can a non-reduplicated root be identified, they may be the rem-

nants of a process that was more productive in the past. As discussed in §7.1, 

moreover, it is quite common in Hup that verbal aspectual forms have an addi-

tional, often distinct, function with nouns. There is only one other environment 

in which reduplication is found in Hup; this is in certain nominal compounds, in 

which it has an attributive function (see §5.1.4). 

 Below is given a near-exhaustive list from my corpus of those noun stems 

that appear to involve reduplication (and are not derived transparently from 

reduplicative verb roots). The majority of these reduplicated forms are the 

names of small living creatures that tend to have quick, repetitive movements. 

This is clearly reminiscent of the iterative aspectual function that reduplication 

serves with verbs, and is a cross-linguistically common feature of nominal re-

duplication. The largest group comprises names of insects, as in (167), while the 

names of birds (168) and small animals like squirrels, opossums, and a few fish 

(169) are also represented. Other subsets (170–173) include the names of a few 

plants, some musical instruments (which may reflect the repetitive nature of the 

music and dances they are used for), and body parts
71

. Only in one or two cases 

can a non-reduplicated root be suggested (as indicated below). 

 

(167) Insects: 

  y y ‡w   ‘ant sp.’ 

b’eb’ p  ‘butterfly’  

nunút   ‘moth’ 

                                                
71

 It is possible that some of these forms are historically truncated forms of nominal 

compounds in which reduplication occurs, where it apparently serves to link the first 

element of the compound to the second, and does not seem to relate to aspect (see 

§5.1.4).  
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kçdçhçh g ‘morpho butterfly’(also kçdçh g) 

j’ j’ ‡b’   ‘small fruitfly sp.’ 

j’aj’ p  ‘fly sp.’ (type that buzzes around eyes) 

bobo ¤b   ‘ant sp.’ 

b’ob’óy  ‘tocandira (ant) sp.’ 

wow w  ‘mamanga (biting fly sp.)’ 

p p Ùy   ‘fly/bee sp.’ 

huh y   ‘lightning bug’ 

mQmQ‡n  ‘insect sp.’ 

d’id’ /  ‘cricket sp.’ 

 

(168) Birds: 

bobó   ‘bird sp.’ 

bebé   ‘small bird sp.’ 

p p p   ‘small owl (generic)’ 

totób’   ‘Black-Tailed Trogon (bird)’ 

mQmæç  ‘Grey-Winged Trumpeter (jacamim bird)’ 

pçp     ‘Marbled Woodquail’ 

 

(169) Small animals: 

b’ib’ b’  ‘small squirrel (generic)’  

wçw y  ‘opossum’ 

kukúy   ‘Night Monkey’ 

b’ab’ w  ‘usu snake’ 

b b d   ‘toad sp.’ 

kãkã Ùy’  ‘daquirú (fish sp.)’ 

wow d  ‘mandi type (fish sp.)’ 

 

(170) Plants: 

b’ab’á/   ‘imbaúba (tree sp.)’ 

b b g    ‘cubiu (plant sp.)’ 

w w m núh  ‘broad-leafed epiphyte sp.’ (from w m núh ‘squirrel head’?) 

yQyQ‡w t t  ‘vine sp.’ 
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(171) Musical instruments: 

heh h   ‘pan-flute (instrument), its music, and/or accompanying dance’ 

wowó   ‘mawaco’ (small tube-shaped whistle held vertically) 

 

(172) Animal and human body parts: 

(t h=)c c n  ‘fish spine’ 

g’ag’ w   ‘lymph nodes’ 

j’ib kãkã Ùw  ‘ankle bone’ 

hahád    ‘underarm’ 

pãpáN    ‘hip’  

c c ê/    ‘lower back’ 

j’ j’ g   ‘chin’   

c ‚c ‚Ùp    ‘vein’ 

hohó/ b’ah  ‘rib cage’   
 

(173) Other: 

/a/áb’  ‘wave’ 

 hohód  ‘clearing in forest’ (from h d ‘hole’?) 

 

 

4.6. Nominal derivation  

 

Hup has several strategies for deriving nominals from other parts of speech. 

These are summarized here briefly; most are discussed in more detail else-

where.  

 

 

4.6.1. Nouns formed from free verb stems 

 

Many verb stems are capable of shedding their otherwise obligatory bound 

morphology and appearing as bare stems acting as nouns, as discussed in §3.1. 

To the extent that the verb stem can be characterized as more ‘basically verbal’ 

than its nominal counterpart – i.e., it is in much more frequent use as a verb and 

has more prototypically verbal semantics – this process can be characterized as 

derivational. However, it is not fully productive.  

 This strategy is most regular in the case of verbs related to activities or tasks, 

where the nominalization usually has the meaning ‘activity, work of doing V’. 

In such cases, the derived nouns typically have rising tone. Arguably, however, 
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this is better considered a default tone assignment rather than a defining mor-

phological feature of the derivational process, because it does not apply in all 

cases. In particular, when those verb stems that have a CV syllable structure 

(phonetically [CVV] when word-final) act as nouns, they always receive high 

(phonetically falling) tone, as is typical of CV noun stems generally in Hup. 

 Examples of derived nominals include b ‡/ ‘work to be done’, from b /- 
‘work’; g’ / ‘work of pulling manioc’, from g’ç/- ‘pull up manioc’; and hQ‡p 
‘work of sweeping’, from hQp- ‘sweep’. Nouns derived in this way may also 

have the meaning ‘thing produced by activity V’, as in h ‡/ ‘writing’, from h /- 
‘write’ – for example, in referring to a piece of paper that a child has been pre-

tending to ‘write’ on, as in example (174):   
 

(174) t n ‡h  hh ‡ /   yúw-úh 
  3sg.POSS writing that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘That’s his writing.’ (cv) 

 

 In other cases, however, it is not so clear which member of the pair should 

be the ‘derived’ one – is the noun derived from the verb, or vice versa? Exam-

ples include b  ‘domesticated animal, animal raised to be tame’ and b - ‘rear an 

animal’; b’ h ‘split piece of wood, any flat thing’ (bound/classifying noun with 

semantic extension) and b’ah- ‘split lengthwise’; c h ‘cane (for walking)’ and 

coh- ‘use a cane for walking’. Only the fact that noun > verb zero-derivation is 

otherwise essentially unattested in Hup indicates that the nominal form of these 

words may be (at least historically) derived. 

Other stems are even more idiosyncratic, and are best considered as simply 

listed twice in the lexicon – once as a verb and once as a noun – rather than as 

derived one way or the other. While they may have been derived historically, 

neither stem has synchronic priority. Examples of such pairs include wQ‡d 

‘food’ and wQd- ‘eat’; g ‘drink (n.)’and g- ‘drink (v.)’; and tæêh ‘offspring 

(human or animal)’ and tæh- ‘be pregnant (animal only)’. The latter stem can 

also occur as an adjective modifier, tæêh ‘small’; note too that the nominal form 

does not have the typical rising tone of a derived nominal. Such stems that oc-

cur as both nouns and verbs were labeled by Moore and Franklin (1979: 9) as 

‘free radicals’, and may be best analyzed as polyvalent roots (see also the dis-

cussion in §3.1). 

 For many other verbs, consultants say that no derived nominal form exists at 

all. Examples of these include b’ay- ‘return’, j’ap- ‘render into pieces’, etc. 

Likewise, this zero derivation strategy is not productive for verb compounds. 
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4.6.2. Derivational uses of bound nouns  

 

The addition of a bound (usually a classifying) noun to a verb stem often serves 

a nominalizing function, as discussed in more detail in §5.6. This produces ei-

ther an instrument nominalization (‘thing for doing V’), as in (175a), or an ob-

ject nominalization (‘thing that does V’), as in (175b). The default classifying 

noun teg ‘tree, stick, thing in general’ is the most common of the bound forms 

found in these constructions. It is not altogether clear to what extent the addition 

of a bound noun to a verb stem actually derives a noun, however, since (via the 

strategy described above) a bare verb stem can itself act as a nominalization.  

 

(175) a) h ‡/=teg  (write=STICK/THING) ‘pencil’ (stick for writing) 

   t c=tat (kick=ROUND) ‘soccerball’  (round thing for kicking) 

 

  b) p p d=teg (roll=THING)  ‘tractor, car’ (thing that rolls) 

 

 

4.6.3. Other nominalizations 

 

Subordinated clauses, formed by the addition of Dependent marker -Vp or the 

Plural/collective marker =d’ h, function as nominalizations, as discussed in 

§18.2.3–4. Addition of the bound preform t h= to adjective modifiers also pro-

duces a nominalization, as discussed in §6.6. Finally, as addressed in §18.2.5, 

the form -n’ ‡h follows verb stems and nominalizes entire clauses, which usually 

appear as complements: 

 

(176) /ãh w /-/é/-nn’ ‡h, /ãh / d-té-h  

  1sg hear-PERF-NMZ 1sg speak-FUT-DECL  

  ‘That which I heard, I will tell.’ (txt)  



 

Chapter 5 

The complex noun: compounding, possession, and 

noun classification 
 

 

 

Hup has several strategies for combining full nouns, pronouns, or nominal ele-

ments into complex or compound nouns (i.e., noun combinations that act as 

phrasal constituents). Syntactically, all involve the juxtaposition of two or more 

nominal components, and these combinations serve a range of semantic func-

tions. The slot sequence for the Hup complex noun is the following: (Possessor 

[+Alienable possession marker]) [N1...[N1 N2]] 

 On the most basic, productive level, we find simple noun compounding, 

which can be used to express several distinct relationships between the associ-

ated entities. The expression of alienable possession likewise involves the com-

bination of nouns in an noun phrase, but in this case the possessor is crucially 

marked with an additional possessive morpheme. Hup also has a heterogeneous 

set of obligatorily bound and/or inalienably possessed nouns, which must be 

preceded by some other nominal element, usually within a compound construc-

tion. Finally, a subset of these bound nouns occur in combination with other 

nouns and serve a primarily classificatory function, by which they categorize 

the noun they occur with on the basis of some abstract semantic component.  

 In Hup, the phenomena of compounding, possession, and noun classification 

are all functionally closely related. I therefore consider them together in this 

chapter, while other word classes (adjectives, demonstratives, etc.) that occur as 

modifiers with nouns and form noun phrases are considered in Chapter 6. Be-

low, I discuss each of the three nominal construction types in turn, and also 

address clausal alternatives in the expression of possession. Finally, I consider 

the classificatory function of certain bound nouns in terms of an incipient sys-

tem of noun classification.  

 

 

5.1. Noun compounding  

 

Noun compounding in Hup is a highly productive process. In general, it creates 

a syntactic construction composed of two juxtaposed nominal forms, the second 

of which acts as the head: 

 

 N1        N2 

[Modifier  Head] 
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Semantically, the compound construction can indicate relationships of three 

types: a possessor-possessed relationship, a whole-part relationship, or a prop-

erty-entity relationship. The use of compounding to indicate possessor-

possessed or whole-part (meronymic) relationships is reported to be common in 

South American languages; as exemplified by such compounds as laka lawe 

(chin hair) ‘beard’ in Pilagá, and pike lamo (arm trunk) ‘upper arm’ in Toba 

(Klein 2000: 85–86). 

 In compounds expressing a possessor-possessed relationship, the two entities 

are understood to be directly associated with each other, such that the N1 can be 

considered in some sense the possessor or proprietor of the N2 (examples 1–2; 

the order of constituents in these examples corresponds to their order in the 

translations). 

 

(1)  bçy /  yág    ‘spider web’ 

  cadak /  mçy ‘chicken house’  

 

(2)  póg=mah tt ‚h y  tód-óh,  w’ t=mah 
  big=REP  snake  hole-DECL long=REP 

  ‘The snake’s hole was big, they say, long.’ (txt) 

  

 In compounds expressing a whole-part relationship, the N2 is a part of the 

whole expressed by the N1 (example 3).  

 

(3)  m y  tú/ (house sink-in)   ‘house post’   

  tój  m y (nose hole/house)  ‘nostril’  

  

 Finally, property-entity compounds encode the relationship between an in-

herent or defining property and an entity defined by that property, as in exam-

ples (4–6). 

 

(4)  h p cQ‡g   ‘fish net’  

  h p wáb  ‘fish jirau’ (grid above fire for smoking fish, meat) 

  b’ k mác  ‘pot clay’ (clay for making pots) 

  t k c d  ‘pants’ (lit. thigh-contain[er]) 

 

(5)  k d t h  y’æt=mah-ah,  yyám  mçy-an  
  bench 3sg leave=REP-DECL dance  house-DIR 

  ‘He left (them) on a bench, it’s said, in the dance house.’ (txt) 
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(6)  hh p cQ g  d’o/-y /- y=mah !  
  fish net   take-TEL-DYNM=REP 

  ‘(Someone’s) taken the fish net!’ (cv) 

 

 Either the N1 (example 7) or N2 (examples 8–9) in a compound may be a 

verb stem. These verb stems are nominalized simply by their lack of otherwise 

obligatory tense-aspect inflection; they require no overt marker of nominaliza-

tion.  

 

(7)  nút, pandoré-ét, ww ç hod=mah yúw-úh  
  this Ipanoré-OBL boil hole=REP  that-DECL    

  ‘There at Ipanoré was the Boiling Hole, it’s said.’ (place of creation) (txt) 

 

(8)  h p tæ h y    pay-n h mún yæêh núw- h !  
  fish small dangle bad-NEG INTS2 FRUST this-DECL 

  ‘This would make a not-bad minnow fishing-line!’ (cv) 

 

(9)  nuh-k b k=d’ h  wáy-áh 
  head-break=PL   go.out-DECL 

  ‘The sauva ants (lit. head-breakers) were coming out.’ (txt) 

 
A nominal form in which both components were verb stems would simply be a 

nominalized verb compound. However, while semi-productive zero derivation 

of single verb roots to nouns does exist (see §4.6.1), this is not the case for 

compound verbs; thus nominal compounds composed entirely of verb stems are 

essentially nonexistent in Hup. 

 Nominal compound constructions can involve multiple nested or embedded 

components. Example (10a) juxtaposes a compound expressing a property-

entity relationship (iron pot) and a deverbal form ‘(that which) is made to grab’ 

to form the compound ‘pot lid’. Example (10b) embeds a whole-part compound 

into a property-entity compound.  

 

(10) a) [mçm b’çk] hi-c /  
   [iron  pot] FACT-grab  

   ‘pot lid’ (lit. ‘thing that is made to grab the metal pot’) 

 

  b) [j’ak j’ ]  yág   

   buriti flower hammock 

   ‘buriti-flower hammock’ (made from fibers of the buriti palm)  
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 Hup’s use of a single construction to encode possessor-possessed, whole-

part, and property-entity relationships is not uncommon cross-linguistically (cf. 

Heine 1997: 143–145). Such a functional overlap also occurs in English, which 

can encode all of these relationships via the ‘of’ construction; for example, ‘a 

book of mine’ (possession); ‘the leg of the table’ (part of a whole), and ‘a ball 

of rubber’ (property/entity). 

 

 

5.1.1. Hup compounds and metaphorical extensions 

 

Klein (2000: 94) observes that the metaphorical expression of whole-part rela-

tions is common in South America; for example, Pemon (Cariban) uses the 

compound yei-yenu (tree eye) to mean ‘burl’. In Hup, such metaphorical seman-

tic extension is common in compounds. 

 It is usually the N2 that undergoes the semantic extension: 

 

(11) nç cúg  (mouth hummingbird) ‘moustache/beard’ 

  d h t h  (water tapir)    ‘capybara’ 

  p d núh  (breast head)          ‘nipple’ 

  tQ)êh yud  (offspring clothes)     ‘uterus’  

 

Note that the lack of a possessive marker in the last compound in (11) prevents 

it from being taken literally as a normal (alienable) possessive construction; 

compare example (12). 

  

(12) /ãêh=tæ êh     n ‡h  y d   

  1sg.POSS=offspring  POSS clothes 

  ‘my son’s clothes’ 

 

While semantic extension normally involves the N2, it may apply to the N1 

instead:  

 

(13) p h mçy  (water.foam house.opening) ‘glass window’ 

 

Finally, the entire compound may have a meaning that is clearly distinct from 

either that of N1 or N2: 

 

(14) húp núh  (person head)   ‘radio’ 

  húp tok (person belly)  ‘caxiri’ 
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5.1.2. Two types of compounds 

 

Hup compound constructions fall into two general types, best conceived as  

poles of a continuum: lexically specific compounds and productive compounds. 

These are defined by formal and semantic features, in particular productivity 

and stress (word-accent).  

 

 

5.1.2.1. Lexically specific compounds 

 

The lexically specific noun compounds must be learned as individual units, and 

in most cases the compound has an idiomatic meaning that is more than the sum 

of its parts. Prototypically, stress (word-accent) falls on the second noun; this 

pattern mirrors that typical of monomorphemic, bi-syllabic Hup words, such as 

mçh y ‘deer’ and b /b g ‘cubiu fruit’. Examples of these compounds are pro-

vided in (15):  

 

(15) kayak d h  (manioc water)    ‘tucupí, manicuera’  

  dap h d’ák (finger stick.against) ‘ring’ 

  hç)p k k  (fish pull)    ‘fish hook’ 

  mçm b’ k (iron pot)     ‘cooking pot’ 

 

 

5.1.2.2. Productive compounds 

 

The second type of compound involves those that occur in productive, para-

digm-like sets, in which one member of the compound can be substituted for by 

a member of an entire set of nouns. In most cases, it is the first slot (N1) that is 

more variable, while the second noun (N2) is more predictable. These com-

pounds are almost always semantically transparent. Prototypically, their stress 

pattern is the opposite of that of the lexically specific compounds: stress falls on 

N1, rather than N2. These productive compounds are thus formally less like 

Hup monomorphemic words than are the compounds in (15) above.  

Productive compounds usually refer to a type of something, of which nu-

merous variants are available; for example, subtypes of certain plants (example 

16), types of fish (example 17), names of creeks (18), the names of juices or 

fermented drinks made from various kinds of fruit (19), and even the names of 

different kinds of clothes (example 20). 
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(16)  d’ ç ‘timbó’ (fish-poison plant):  

  p d d’uç   ‘cunuri timbó’ 

  m’Q‡/ d’uç  ‘dye-plant timbó’ 

  wãê/ d’uç  ‘vulture timbó’ 

  j’ g d’uç  ‘forest timbó’ 

  etc.  
 

(17) h Ùp ‘fish’: 

  w h h p  ‘hawk fish’ 

  tát h p  ‘taracuá (ant sp.) fish’ 

  y k h p  ‘macaw fish’ 

  etc. 

 

(18) d h ‘water’: 

  tát deh   ‘Taracuá (ant sp.) Water’ 

  c / deh   ‘Slug Water’ 

  p ‡N deh   ‘Cucura (wild grape sp.) Water’ 

  y y ‡w deh ‘Ant sp. Water’ 

  pQj j’ h deh  ‘Unripe Umari (fruit sp.) Water’  

  etc. 

 

(19)  d h ‘water’: 

  m h deh    ‘ucuqui fruit juice’ 

  can  deh    ‘pineapple juice/beer’ 

  j’ ‡w deh    ‘pupunha beer’ 

  múh=teg deh  ‘sugar cane beer’ 

  etc. 

 

(20)  y d ‘clothes’: 

  tiy / yud  ‘men’s clothes’ 

  tã/ãêy yud ‘women’s clothes’ 

  j’ m yud  ‘bathing clothes’ 

  b ‡/ yud  ‘work clothes’ 

  b’ y yud  ‘school/church clothes’ 
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 Especially when such a set already exists, it appears to be flexible in allow-

ing the formation of new or non-typical compounds on the same template (i.e., 

with the same N2). For example, the compound ‘clothing of sores’ (worn as a 

disguise by a mythical hero) in (21) corresponds to the compounds in (20). 

 

(21) y kán=mah  yúp,  t n ‡h  hh m  yud  ni-/é-ew- n,  
  over.there=REP that.ITG 3sg.POSS wound clothes be-PERF-FLR-OBJ   

 

  t h  po/-d’ h-hi-y /-ay-áh  

  3sg open-send-descend-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Out there, they say, that which had been his clothing of sores,  

  he stripped it off.’ (txt) 

 

 Why do the productive compounds and the lexically specific compounds 

have opposite stress patterns?  The most plausible answer to this question is that 

when a compound is perceived as part of a variable, paradigmatic set, the sec-

ond or constant component is in some sense perceived as given or back-

grounded information, while the first or variable component is relatively fore-

grounded. The stress pattern reflects the speaker’s perception of this difference, 

in that he/she naturally pays more attention to the variable component (this 

point is taken up again in §5.4.2).  

 It is important to note that, because the compound-initial and compound-

final stress patterns represent the two poles of a continuum between maximally 

lexically specific and maximally productive compounds, compounds that fall in 

between may have either of these patterns, or may take stress on both elements, 

representing their transitional status. For example, kayak d h ‘tucupi, manicu-

era’ (the liquid left over from processing manioc, or the boiled drink made from 

this liquid) takes stress on N2 (the pattern typical of lexically specific com-

pounds), despite its resemblance to the vegetable/fruit-drink paradigm in (19) 

above. From a syntactic point of view, there is no reason why manioc liquid 

should not be part of this paradigm and have N1 stress. However, that this par-

ticular compound should be more lexicalized is no surprise considering its fre-

quency – the preparation and consumption of kayak d h is a daily focus of Hup 

life, whereas the other fruit drinks are only available intermittently, on special 

occasions and when the fruits are in season; thus its name is more lexicalized. 

 Other compounds appear to be simply idiosyncratic. For example, húp tok 

‘caxiri (manioc beer)’, literally ‘person belly’ (example 22) and c Ùh deh ‘rainy-

season period’ (c Ùh ‘island produced by high water’; d h ‘water, rain’) have 

lexically specific meanings but receive N1 stress, like productive compounds. 
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(22) hhúptok  g-n h-ay   b g  /ãêh-ã êh  

  caxiri  drink-NEG-INCH  HAB 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I never drink caxiri’ (lit. ‘person belly’). (cv) 

 

 

5.1.3. Lexification and phonological reduction of compound forms 

 

As noted in §5.1.2.1 above, lexically specific compounds resemble monomor-

phemic Hup words in their stress pattern. In fact, they appear to be under some 

pressure to become monomorphemic Hup words, and in many cases have un-

dergone phonological processes that bring them closer to the prototypical 

monomorphemic Hup word, including vowel harmony (usually N2 > N1), me-

dial consonant cluster simplification, and nasal spreading (see §2.5). In (23), for 

example, the N2 in the compound has become relatively opaque. The form in 

(23a) has undergone vowel harmonization among some speakers (particularly 

from the Tat Deh/Japu dialect areas), while other speakers reduce the consonant 

cluster in (23b) to be homorganic.  

 

(23) a) b’çk káb (b’ k ‘clay, pot’; káb ?) ‘griddle’  

   (sometimes pronounced [mb’ak-kâbm]) 

 

  b) tegd’úh (t g ‘tree/wood’; d’úh ?) ‘tree’  

 (sometimes pronounced [tegNg’úh]) 

 

 In other cases, lexemes that are now essentially monomorphemic forms were 

probably once compounds, but they have become etymologically obscure and 

no longer vary across speakers in their pronunciation. One example is p / Ùk 
‘coca’. In the Vaupés region, coca is consumed regularly as a powder, produced 

from toasted coca leaves, and the name may be formed from the verb root /uk- 
‘handle a loose substance’ (e.g., manioc flour, seeds, etc.), in combination with 

an unidentified N1. If this is correct, the N1 probably underwent vowel har-

monization to the vowel of the N2 (the most common direction), but may have 

contributed its nasal quality to the N2.   
 

 

5.1.4. Nominal compounds involving adjectives: attributive uses of aspect  

 

Certain complex nominal expressions in Hup are formed from the combination 

of a noun and an adjective. This role of adjectives is distinct from their typical 

use as productive modifiers in noun phrases (see §6.6), in that they do not sim-
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ply modify a nominal head within the noun phrase, but themselves are an intrin-

sic component of a complex nominal head, which in most cases can itself be 

modified. The adjectives in this distinct role are morphologically marked, set-

ting them apart from the more conventional modifiers. It is a peculiar feature of 

Hup grammar that there is a formal overlap between the morphological means 

for marking these compound-internal attributives, and the marking of aspect 

(primarily on verbs) elsewhere in the language.  

 Hup has two types of these compounds or complex nominals, which both 

form very small, closed sets; the productivity of these strategies appears to be 

extremely limited. In one, the adjective follows the noun (the typical order for 

adjective modifiers and nouns in Hup), and the adjective is marked as a com-

pound-internal attributive by reduplication. In the other, the adjective precedes 

the noun, and is marked by the suffix -V êy, which appears elsewhere as a Boun-

dary Suffix on verbs and marks Dynamic aspect. 

 A near-comprehensive list (for my corpus) of the nominal compounds in-

volving reduplication is given below (24–25). Elsewhere in Hup, reduplication 

appears semi-productively in Hup verbs (see §12.9.3) and in Hup nouns (see 

§4.5), and relates to iterative aspect; its use in compounds, however, appears to 

be unrelated to this aspectual function. In these noun-adjective compounds, the 

reduplication signals that the adjective is involved in a nominal unit with its 

own specific semantics, rather than simply modifying a noun; for example, the 

reduplicated form cob pop g ‘thumb’ can be contrasted with the modified noun 

cob p g ‘big finger’. Primary stress in reduplicated compounds is on the N2, as 

expected for lexically specific compound forms.  

 

(24) cob tætæÙh   (finger RED-small)   ‘pinky finger’ 

  cob pop g   (finger RED-big)   ‘thumb’ 

  nuh tot y ’   (head RED-support)  ‘neck’  

  kãkãy’ j’ j’ ‡g  (fish sp. RED-sharp)  ‘mandi (fish) sp.’ 

  tõj yay g   (fish.sp. RED-spotty)  ‘jacundá (fish) sp.’ 

 

 To the extent that the second (reduplicated) component of these forms is 

identifiable, it is always an adjective or adjectival verb root (i.e., a verb root that 

expresses a property or characteristic). However, there are also a number of 

forms in which the reduplicated component cannot be identified (example 25); 

most are names of animals (note that animal names represent one of the most 

common domains for ostensibly aspect-related reduplication in Hup nouns; see 

§4.5).  
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(25) nuh y y g   (head RED-?)      ‘upper neck in back’ 

  yç/ j’æj’æÙp    (wasp RED-?)      ‘wasp sp.’ 

  yã/am wãwãÙt  (jaguar RED-?)     ‘bush dog’ 

  j’ b’ h j’ j’ Ùy’  (bat RED-?)      ‘Sheath-Tailed Bat’ 

  j’ b’ h k k c   (bat RED-?)      ‘Fruit bat (?)’ 

  c g p p ê=mQh  (hummingbird RED-?=DIM)  ‘hummingbird sp.’ 

 

 The second attributive strategy for complex nominals involves the opposite 

order of modifier + noun, in which the modifier is marked by the suffix -V êy 
(elsewhere a Boundary Suffix on verbs and predicate adjectives indicating Dy-

namicity; that is, temporal continuity, usually vis-à-vis the speech moment; see 

§12.2). This strategy differs from that involving reduplication in several re-

spects. Perhaps most importantly, this construction seems to bear a greater re-

semblance to a relative clause than to a compound, in that it involves a modifier 

+ subordinating morphology + head noun (compare the prototypical relative 

clause: verb + Dependent marker -Vp + head noun; see §18.2.3). Unlike relative 

clauses, the first element of the construction is not a verb; however, it is also not 

invariably an adjective, but in a few cases is a nominal form, or even an inter-

rogative pronoun, as in (28) below. Finally, some of these complex nominals 

are marginally productive in the sense that the same adjective + V êy can appear 

with different head nouns, as is the case of póh-óy ‘high’ in example (26) be-

low. In keeping with this semi-productivity, stress in these constructions falls on 

the first component rather than on the second. However, these forms are semi-

lexicalized, and are not productive in the sense that any adjective can combine 

freely in this way with any noun. 

 A near-comprehensive (for my corpus) list of complex nominals involving   

-V êy is given in (26–28). 

 

(26) póh-óy deh    (high.place-DYNM liquid) ‘water from roof’ 

  j’ b- y wQdhç   (night-DYNM sun/moon)  ‘moon’ 

  wág-áy wQdhç  (day-DYNM sun/moon)  ‘sun’ 

  nutQ‡n-æy wag   (now-DYNM day)    ‘nowadays’ 

  núp j’ b- y=d’ h  (this night-DYNM= PL)  ‘those of tonight’  

  núp póh-óy=d’ h  (this high-DYNM=PL)  ‘those high-up ones’  

  j’ám-y /- y=/ h  (past-TEL-DYNM=MSC) ‘someone from long ago’  
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(27) …n - y=mah yúw-úh,  t h=yãwám- n,     
  say-DYNM=REP that-DECL 3sg=younger.brother-OBJ 
   

  hh êy- êy=/ h- n-ay 
  following-DYNM=MSC-OBJ-INCH 

  ‘…Said that one, to his younger brother, to the one who came after.’  

  (txt) 

 

(28) h ‚kán-ay=/ã êy  /ám ?  
  where-DYNM=FEM  2sg 

  ‘A woman-from-where are you?’ (i.e., ‘where are you from?’) (cv) 

 

 It is not entirely clear why the complex forms in (26) that involve nominals 

in the N1 are not expressed like normal Hup compounds, in which N1 and N2 

are simply juxtaposed. However, this looser morphological integration of the     

-V êy compounds appears to be reflected in their semantics: all involve temporal 

or spatial concepts, and all are in some way transitional, temporary, or other-

wise dynamic – in keeping with the aspectual identity of -V êy as a marker of 

dynamicity. Thus water may come from high up (off a roof), but once it is col-

lected it is not really different from any other water; the sun and moon lose their 

tangible identity every twelve hours; and the time understood as ‘nowadays’ is 

constantly in flux. In contrast, compounds formed by the juxtaposition of N1 + 

N2 typically do not change or lose their identity with the time of day, place of 

storage, or temporal or spatial reference point; for instance, a jaguar tail (yã/am 
d’úb [jaguar tail]) can never be anything but a jaguar tail, and a food dish (wQ‡d 
b’ k [food dish]) will have this identity as long as it retains its original form. 

The difference in morphological complexity may reflect a more general ten-

dency in Hup (and cross-linguistically, as expressed by the principle of iconicity 

in language [Haiman 1985]), in which a looser conceptual relationship between 

entities is morphologically more marked than a tighter conceptual relationship. 

This also occurs in the expression of nominal possession between alienable 

(possession-marked) and inalienable (unmarked) relationships (§5.2 and §5.4 

below), and it also occurs with verb-based relative clause vs. compound con-

structions, in which the looser relationship requires a full relative clause, while 

a tighter relationship reduces the relative clause to a compound form; for exam-

ple, t h g’ét-ep mçy (3sg stand-DEP house) ‘the house where she stays’, vs. t n ‡h 
g’ t=mçy (3sg.POSS stand=house) ‘her staying-house; the house she stays in all 

day, every day’ (see §18.2.3.1).  
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5.2. Alienable possession  

  

Like noun compounding, the expression of possession in Hup involves the con-

junction of two nouns to form a noun phrase. Most Hup nouns are non-

inherently (i.e., non-obligatorily) possessed; that is, they can appear by them-

selves as complete noun phrases. For nouns of this type, their possession by 

another entity requires an additional morphological indicator of the possessive 

relationship, defining the relationship as alienable (but note that the converse is 

not quite true: not all inherently possessed nouns must be inalienably possessed, 

although all can be; see §5.4). In contrast, an inalienable relationship is indi-

cated by the simple juxtaposition of possessor and possessed, as discussed in 

§5.4 below (a cross-linguistically typical distinction).  

This possessive marker is the postpostional particle n ‡h (which receives 

stress and rising tone). This particle is associated with the possessor (phonol-

ogically so in the case of pronouns), and usually precedes the possessum, as in 

examples (29–30). (Note that this form is segmentally identical to the clausal 

Negative suffix -n h and the verb root ‘be like’ n h-.)  
 

(29) tæ=d’ h   n ‡h, y -d’ h  n h d h  
  ant.sp=PL  POSS that-PL POSS water 

  ‘The water (saliva) of those ones, those tæ ants.’ (txt) 

 

(30) t n ‡h  m y g’ d-ót,  hib’ah-tæh=/ h   n h m y g’ d-ót…  
  3sg.POSS house inside-OBL created-son=MSC  POSS house inside-OBL 

  ‘Inside his house, the created one’s house…’ (txt) 

  

 The possessive pronouns are formed from the fusion of the subject pronoun 

and the possessive suffix. These forms are somewhat phonologically reduced 

(via simplification of consonant clusters) in the Tat Deh and Barreira dialects, 

but are almost fully transparent in the dialect spoken in Umari Norte, with the 

exception of the first person singular form. The paradigm for the possessive 

pronouns is given below in Table 24 (restated from §4.1.2), and examples of 

their use in text are provided in (31–33).  

 

(31) n    kayak=t g,  nn ‡=y /   /ãh wæd-æh !  
  1sg.POSS manioc=stem 1sg.POSS=TEL 1sg eat-DECL 

  ‘My manioc plants, I eat only mine!’ (txt) 
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(32) n’ikán,  téw,  //am ‡h teg-cá/  páh,   
  over.there Thelma 2sg.POSS wood-box PRX.CNTR 
 

  /ãh d’o/-/áy-áh !  
  1sg take-VENT-DECL  

  ‘Over there, Thelma, your matches (lit. wood-box), I went and took  

  them!’ (cv) 

 

(33) …tt n ‡h h p k k cúk, tt n ‡h  m h, tt n ‡h  kapí/ b’ k;  
  3sg.POSS fish pull pole 3sg.POSS arrow 3sg.POSS caapi pot 

 

  t g  t /-yó/=mah t h  d’o/-yæ/-yQê‚h-æêh 
  wood light-SEQ=REP 3sg take-singe-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘His fishing pole, his arrow, his caapi pot; having lit a fire, he burned  

  (them) (in vain).’ (txt) 

 
Table 24. Hup possessive pronominal paradigm 

 Subject PN Possessive PN 

  Tat Deh/Barreira dialects Umari Norte dialect 

1sg /ãêh n ‡  n h 

2sg /ám /am h  /am-n h 

3sg  

(M or F) 
t h t n h  t h-n h 

1pl / n / n h / n-n h 

2pl n N n N h  n N-n h 

3pl h d h dn h  

h d h [h R h]  

     (Tat Deh only) 

h d-n h  

 

The marked possessor usually precedes the possessum, as in (34a), but it can 

also follow it, as in (34b) and examples (35–36). Although the possessive parti-

cle is phonologically more or less free, it is obligatorily associated morphosyn-

tactically with the possessor, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of (34c–

34d).  

 

(34) a) pedú n ‡h  cug’Q‡t 
   Pedro POSS book 

   ‘Pedro’s book’ 
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  b) cug’Q‡t pedú n ‡h 
   book  Pedro POSS 

   ‘Pedro’s book’ (el) 

 

  c) *cug’Q‡t n ‡h  pedú 
   book  POSS Pedro 

 

  d) *pedú  j’ug’Q‡t n ‡h   
   Pedro  book  POSS 

 

(35) /ãh n -/e/-yæêh-æêh,    yyúp=b’ay  tt n ‡h,   
  1sg keep-PERF-FRUST-DECL that=AGAIN  3sg.POSS  
 

  j’ek-h /-y /- y   keyó/ 
  steal-finish-TEL-DYNM CAUSE 

  ‘I put it away (for safekeeping, in vain), that (stuff) of hers, since they  

  were stealing it all.’ (txt) 

 

(36) /ectúdu-da-bówca tt n ‡h- w- h 

  study.grant(Pt)   3sg.POSS-FLR-DECL 

  ‘The study-grant (bolsa de estudo) of hers.’
72

 (cv) 

 

 Possessive forms in Hup can occur independently of a possessum, although 

this is relatively uncommon. They may be used as nominal heads in their own 

right, and can take nominal morphology such as the Reflexive Emphasis marker 

(example 37), the Telic/emphasis marker =y / (example 38), and the Dependent 

and Declarative markers (example 39).  

  

(37) /am ‡h=hup   núp=b’ay 

  2sg.POSS=RFLX.INTS this=AGAIN  

  ‘This one is your own.’ (ru)  

 

(38) n ‡   kayak=t g,  nn ‡=y /    /ãh wæd-æh ! 
  1sg.POSS manioc=plant 1sg.POSS=TEL 1sg eat-DECL 

  ‘My manioc plants, I eat only my own!’ (txt) 

                                                
72

 Bolsa de estudo (‘study grant’) is a nonce borrowing; the speaker’s accidental inver-

sion of the words can be attributed to his limited knowledge of Portuguese.   
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(39) mmoycé n ‡h- p pãÙ=mah  k h, bb’ y=d’ h n ‡h- w- h  

  moisés POSS-DEP NEG:EX=REP ADVR  study=PL   POSS-FLR-DECL 

  ‘But that which belongs to Moises (i.e., his money) isn’t there;  

  the teachers’ (money).’ (cv) 

 

A possessive pronoun in object position conforms to the general restrictions on 

object marking for Hup nouns (see §4.3.1); accordingly, it takes the Object 

marker - n (and its plural form -n’ n), as in (40).  

 

(40) nn ‡=n’ n   páy muhún /am b /- h 

  1sg.POSS=PL.OBJ bad INTS2  2sg make-DECL  

  ‘You’ve done bad things to my (creations).’ (txt) 

 

 

Historical note  

 

It is likely that the Possessive marker n ‡h in Hup is of relatively recent origin. 

Yuhup has what appears to be a cognate possessive suffix -n h, which likewise 

associates with the possessor (Ospina 2002: 243), but Dâw has instead an op-

tional genitive marker -e ‚j (Martins 1994: 34), and Nadëb is reported to have no 

specific morphological marker of possession at all (Weir 1984: 86).  

 Two possible sources for the Hup Possessive marker are proposed here. The 

first is the verb n - ‘keep, put away’ (see §5.3 below). However, this may be an 

unlikely source for the Possessive, despite its semantics; this verb itself appears 

to be a borrowing from Tukano (n rô ‘keep, put away’), and it would have had 

to undergo a /ø/ > /h/ sound change to derive -n h. While a /h/ > /ø/ sound 

change is attested in Hup (e.g., the change from the verb root h h- to the Non-

visual evidential h  ), no examples of the reverse have been encountered in the 

language, and furthermore are typologically unusual.  

 The second possible source candidate is the similative verb n h- ‘be like’ 
(§10.2.2.1), which could perhaps have become reanalyzed as associated with 

the preceding subject, rather than with the following verbal material (other 

compounded roots or bound formatives). Use of the verb ‘be like’ in examples 

where a possessive interpretation might be accessible is illustrated in (41–42).  

 

(41) y t  t h  nn h-/ -y=y /,    tegd’uh=/ág wæd-æh  

  thus 3sg be.like-PERF-DYNM=TEL tree=fruit   eat-DECL 

  ‘That’s what he would do (i.e., his habit); eat the fruits of trees’ (txt) 
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(42) nçh-k dhi-yó/,   h ‚êt  t h  nn h- t...   
  fall-pass.descend-SEQ how 3sg be.like-OBL 
 

  t h  nn h-cud/ ‚hníy,   n yha/... 
  3sg be.like-INFR.maybe  say.ALT.INT 

  ‘After falling, what did he do then (i.e., what was his doing)...he did  

  like… I guess…’ (txt)   

 

 

5.3. Other possessive constructions: clausal strategies 

 

In expressing possession, Hup has several alternatives to the noun-phrase-

building strategies that are the focus of this chapter. These all belong to the 

general phenomenon of ‘external possession’, defined loosely by Payne and 

Barshi (1999: 8) as the expression of a possessor in a distinct constituent from a 

possessum.  

 

 

5.3.1. Clausal possession (possessor ‘raising’) 

 

Primarily with humans (and some other animates), Hup exhibits the strategy 

commonly known as ‘possessor raising’ or ‘possessor ascension’, by which the 

possessor is treated as a distinct constituent from the possessed entity (as a di-

rect object). However, it has been pointed out in the literature on possession 

(Blake 1990, Chappell and McGregor 1995, Mithun 2001, etc.) that calling this 

phenomenon ‘raising’ or ‘ascension’ is something of a misnomer, since it is 

“based on an assumption that the possessor nominal has been removed from its 

basic position as a modifier within the noun phrase” (Mithun 2001: 287), but 

there is no reason to assume such movement. In fact, the clausal strategies gen-

erally have the specific function of signaling the intimate or significant affect-

edness of a participant (Mithun 2001). Examples (43–46) illustrate this phe-

nomenon in Hup. 

 

(43) t h- n t h  cuj-d’ak-way-pó-ay-áh…  

  3sg-OBJ 3sg have.diarrhea-stick.against-go.out-EMPH1-INCH-DECL 

   

  tt h- n t h  hi-cuj-d’ák-aw-ay  

  3sg-OBJ tapir FACT-have.diarrhea-stick.against-FLR-INCH 

  ‘He (tapir) caused her (arm) to be expelled by covering her with  

  diarrhea… the tapir caused her to be covered with diarrhea.’ (txt) 
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(44) y t=mah  tt h- n nuh k t-j’ap-b’uy-d’ h-ham-y /-ay-áh 
  thus=REP  3sg-OBJ head chop-divide.in.two-send-go-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Then, they say, (they) cut her (i.e., off her) head and threw it away.’ (txt) 

 

(45) y t=mah  tt h- n t h  g’ ç-d’o/-póg-b’ay-áh,  
  thus=REP  3sg-OBJ 3sg bite-take-EMPH1-AGAIN-DECL     

    

  h t=b’ay-áh,   tt n ‡h  mum y=cúm  

  alligator=AGAIN-DECL 3sg.POSS arm=beginning 

  ‘Then, they say, it bit him, the alligator, (on) his upper arm.’ (txt)  

 

(46) /ám- n  /ãh yy m y  yók tán-áh ! 
  2sg-OBJ  1sg anus   stab FUT.CNTR-DYNM 

  ‘I’ll stab you in the anus!’ (txt) 

 

 This external possession strategy appears to be limited strictly to body parts, 

through which the animate possessor is directly affected and is thus more rele-

vant or salient than the actual possessed body part itself. This possession strat-

egy can be contrasted with the more typical possession strategy involving a 

noun phrase as a single consituent, as in (47), where the action of setting fire to 

the house can only indirectly affect the house’s possessor, Vulture.  

  

(47) t n ‡h  m y t h  tuj-d’ak-yQê‚h-ay-áh 
  3sg.POSS house 3sg set.alight-stick.against-FRUST-INCH-DECL 

  ‘He (Bone-Son) set his (Vulture’s) house on fire (in vain).’ (txt) 

 

 When the object nominal is present in the clause (examples 44 and 46), it of-

ten – though not obligatorily – directly precedes the verb, whereas in other 

types of transitive clause the pronominal subject typically comes between the 

object and the verb. The object nominal is also typically unstressed. These facts 

are evidence that the external possession strategy in Hup involves a limited 

form of noun incorporation, reminiscent of the process of incorporation found 

in Nadëb (Weir 1990); however, the OSV word order in Nadëb allows for a 

clearer interpretation of the phenomenon as incorporation than is available in 

Hup (see §9.6 for further discussion). 

A further important point here regarding the external possession or ‘raising’ 

strategy in Hup is that while it apparently involves only body parts, human body 

parts do not in fact belong to the set of inalienably possessed nouns (see §5.4.5 

below). Discussions of clausal possession (‘possessor raising’) strategies gener-

ally have tended to consider inalienability as the key distinction underlying the 
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choice between the nominal and the clausal possessive constructions. However, 

Mithun (2001: 291) argues on the basis of clausal constructions in a set of North 

American Indian languages that this distinction is not in fact one of inalienabil-

ity, but of affectedness: “the clausal construction is used when the individual 

translated as a possessor is considered the most significantly affected participant 

in an event or state”. The Hup case supports Mithun’s argument – clausal pos-

session in Hup is distinct from the phenomenon of inalienability. 

 

 

5.3.2. Other possessive strategies 

 

Hup has several ways of expressing possession by means of a predication in-

volving a verb of possession. One of the most common of these is the verb tçn-, 
literally ‘hold in hand’, but used more generally as ‘have possession of’ (exam-

ples 48–51). 

 

(48) h Ùt=teg   tt n- y  /ãêh-ã êh  
  tobacco=STICK hold-DYNM 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I have/am holding a (blessed) cigar.’ (cv) 

 

(49) dóc  teg-cá/  ttçn-pó-y=cud ! 
  Jocemar wood-box hold-EMPH1-DYNM=INFR 

  ‘Jocemar has the matches (lit. ‘wood-box’), apparently!’ (cv) 

 

(50) /amándu  / n  tt n- y  

  Armando  1sg.OBJ hold-DYNM 

  ‘Armando has me (as his wife).’ (cv)  

 

(51) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h / n, hup=/ãêy=d’ h, y m ttçn-n h / n  ní-i/ ? 
  Q-NMZ 1pl  Hup=FEM=PL  plant hold-NEG 1pl  be-INT 

  ‘Why do we Hup women have nothing to plant?’ (cv) 

 

 The verb n - ‘keep, put away’ (probably borrowed from Tukano n rô ‘keep, 

put away’) is also used to express possession, especially in the sense of keeping 

or looking after something temporarily, as in (52–53). The verb n - is also used 

in reference to marriage to a second spouse, especially in cases where the first 

has died; compare use of tçn- ‘hold, have’ for the first spouse (50 above). In 

(52), the speaker was referring to his (partially unsuccessful) attempt to safe-

guard someone else’s things against pilferers. 
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(52) /ãh nn -/e/-yæêh-æêh  
  1sg keep-PERF-FRUST.DECL 

  ‘I kept/put it away (for her) in vain.’ (txt) 

 

(53) /ãh b’ y / cáp nn -n h  t h  tçn-næn-Qw- n,  /ãêh-ã êh ! 
  1sg only INTS1 keep-NEG  3sg hold-bring-FLR-OBJ  1sg-DECL 

  ‘I don’t keep what she brings all to myself!’ (sp) 

 

 The verb ni- ‘be’ (see §8.4) is also commonly used in expressions of posses-

sion; these can be translated as ‘my N exists’, or ‘N exists to me’, as in (54–55).  

  

(54) /ãêh=báb’=d’ h nní- y 

  1sg=sibling=PL  be-DYNM 

  ‘I have siblings/my siblings are alive.’ (txt) 

 

(55) h ‚Ùp=hin  nní-áh  / n- n  h / 
  grater=also be-FOC 1pl-OBJ TAG2 

  ‘We have manioc graters too, you know?’ (lit. ‘graters also are there for  

  us, huh’) (sp) 

 

 Predicative possession strategies (marked with Perfective aspect and the 

Frustrative ‘in vain’) are often used in reference to an entity that was once pos-

sessed but is no longer, as in (56–57); alternatively the possessum can act as a 

nominal predicate and take the Perfective and Frustrative markers directly, as in 

(58).  

 

(56) j’ám=y /  yã/amb / /ãh ttçn-/e/-yæ êh-æêh  

  DST.CNTR=TEL dog   1sg have-PERF-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘I used to have a dog.’ (el) 

 

(57) núp n ‡   mçmb’ k  nni-/e/-yQê ‚h-Qê‚h 
  this 1sg.POSS pot    be-PERF-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘This used to be my pot.’ (ru) 

 

(58) núp=/ h  /ãh=tæ h/ ip-/e/ -yæ êh-æêh 
  this=MSC  1sg=child.father-PERF-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘This man is my ex-husband.’ (el) 
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5.4. Syntactically bound nouns 

 

The majority of nouns in Hup – including most of those that occur in the com-

pounds in §5.1 and the alienably possessed nouns discussed in §5.2 – are able to 

occur as free nominal constituents in their own right, outside of a compound 

construction (with the exception of certain nouns that appear to be archaic 

forms, now preserved only in certain semi-lexicalized compounds). However, 

Hup also has a heterogeneous class of nouns which must occur in an N2 slot, 

preceded by another nominal (or functionally equivalent) modifier (which can 

in most cases be a pronoun, noun, demonstrative, numeral, or relative clause). 

The members of this set are the ‘bound nouns’, which are lexically specified as 

such. Bound nouns in Hup fall into several semantic subsets (and, with a few 

exceptions, comprise all the members of these sets): kin terms, human nouns, 

plant parts, animal body parts, and a few other nouns. 

While bound nouns almost always occur within noun compounds, this is not 

exceptionless. Certain nouns, particularly kin terms, are bound in the sense that 

they must appear together with a possessor, but the relationship optionally in-

volves the Possessive marker n h (resulting in a noun phrase [N1 n h N2]). In 

other words, these nouns are possessed inherently but not always inalienably 

(see §5.4.1 below). 

 The phenomenon of the bound noun in Hup is closely related to that of pos-

session. The inability of bound nouns to appear by themselves can in many 

cases be considered a form of inherent (obligatory) possession. The juxtaposi-

tion of nouns within the bound construction is also essentially equivalent to the 

expression of inalienable possession. In their semantics, most of the bound-

noun sub-types – kin terms, plant parts, and body parts – are likewise cross-

linguistically typical candidates for inalienable possession, which has as its 

semantic core possession that is “inborn, inherent, not conferred by purchase”, 

as opposed to alienable possession, which is “roughly, ownership, socially and 

economically conferred” (Nichols 1988: 568).  

However, the syntactic construction of the obligatorily bound noun in Hup 

cannot be fully explained in terms of a semantic basis of inalienable possession, 

or even possession in general. The bound construction in Hup does not neces-

sarily signal possession per se, as in the case of the bound human nouns (dis-

cussed in §5.4.2 below). In addition, Hup excludes human body parts from the 

set of obligatorily bound nouns, even though human body parts are – especially 

from a typological perspective – semantically inalienable par excellence.  

 The literature on inalienable possession points out that the difficulty in 

matching the formal identity of inalienable possession – as a “purely structural 

type” – with a consistent semantic core applies cross-linguistically (cf. Nichols 

1988, Chappell and McGregor 1995). As Nichols (1988: 561) observes, the 

terms ‘alienable’ and ‘inalienable’ are fairly standard in the literature, but “their 
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reference is highly variable”. They are used to refer to a “broad range of struc-

tural types…and to a considerable range of semantic properties, some of them 

irreducible to any common denominator”. For example, the set of inalienably 

possessed or bound nouns in Boumaa Fijian (Dixon 1988) includes referential 

kin terms, primary body part terms, and nouns having to do with abstract quali-

ties of things; in Tinrin (Oceanic; Osumi 1995) it includes kin terms, external 
body parts, and parts of plants; and in Nanai (Tungusic, Nichols 1988: 573) 
body parts, relational terms, and domestic animals (but not kin terms) are trea-
ted as inalienable. 

 To reconcile this cross-linguistic variability, Nichols (1988: 572) suggests 

the following hierarchy of inalienable possession: 

 

Kin terms and/or body parts < Part-whole and/or spatial relations < Culturally 

 basic possessed items 

 

Crucially, body parts and kin terms occur at the top of the hierarchy (together 

with plant parts, which are considered as “analogs to body parts for inanimate 

beings” [Nichols 1988: 573]), and Nichols observes that “if a language includes 

nouns other than kin terms and body parts among its ‘inalienables’, usually it 

includes both kin terms and body parts as well” (1988: 572), although excep-

tions exist. A similar hierarchical characterization is given in Haiman (1985). 

However, Chappell and McGregor (1995: 8) point out that this hierarchy is far 

from universal; for example, spatial orientation terms in Ewe and Mandarin 

appear alone at the top of the hierarchy as the most inalienable category. Ac-

cordingly, they suggest that the characterization of inalienability within a given 

language is crucially dependent on the socio-cultural and pragmatic knowledge 

of its speakers, and cannot be adequately captured by a universal hierarchy.  

Hup is clearly another case of a language which violates this hierarchy of in-

alienable possession, particularly in its treatment of human body parts as being 

alienably possessed. Hup’s inclusion of generic human nouns in the set of obli-

gatorily bound nouns is likewise typologically unusual and is not predicted by 

the hierarchy. In the following sections of this chapter, I present each of the 

subsets of the Hup bound nouns in turn, and I argue – in agreement with the 

statement by Chappell and McGregor (1995) – that the set of inalienably pos-

sessed or bound nouns in Hup must be understood in terms of language-specific 

and culturally specific factors. 
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5.4.1. Referential kin terms 

 

Referential kin terms in Hup (as opposed to vocative kin terms)
73

 are obligato-

rily possessed, and usually bound (inalienably possessed). They are typically 

preceded by a subject pronoun (i.e., a pronoun that is not morphologically 

marked as a possessor), a proper name, or another kin term. This combination 

essentially produces a compound encoding a possessor-possessed relationship, 

like the type described in §5.1 above. The kin terms can form paradigmatic sets 

(where one member is held constant and the other varied) that are based either 

on N1 (as in 59 below) or on N2 (as in 60). The possessor (N1) and the kin term 

(N2) both receive essentially equal stress; this stress pattern may reflect the fact 

that – unlike most ‘productive’ compounds in Hup – the bound kin term is con-

ceived as belonging more or less equally to both kinds of paradigm (i.e., Hup 

speakers arguably conceptualize a given kin noun in terms of a set varying ei-

ther N1 or N2 with similar frequencies). Example (59) also gives a comprehen-

sive list of Hup kin terms; note that many of these can be used for classificatory 

kinsmen (i.e., members of the speaker’s clan), as well as for immediate rela-

tives. 

 

(59) /ãêh=/íp     ‘my father’ 

  /ãêh=/ín     ‘my mother’ 

  /ãêh=tæh    ‘my (classificatory) son; offspring’ 

  /ãêh=tóg    ‘my (classificatory) daughter’ 

  /ãêh= w   ‘my (classificatory) grandfather’ 

  /ãêh= h    ‘my (classificatory) grandmother’ 

  /ãêh=dú    ‘my (classificatory) grandchild’ 

  /ãêh=báb’   ‘my (classificatory) brother, sibling’ 

  /ãêh= h    ‘my brother’ (female speaker) 

  /ãêh= h- ay  ‘my sister’ (male speaker) 

  /ãêh=c t     ‘my (classificatory) older brother’ 

                                                
73

 Vocative kin terms are unpossessed. They are otherwise the same as the referential 

kin terms (to the extent that these have vocative counterparts), with the following ex-

ceptions: 

 y   ‘mama’ 

 p y’ ‘little brother’ 

 mæh ‘little sister’ 
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  /ãêh=c t- ay   ‘my (classificatory) older sister’   

  /ãêh=yãwám  ‘my (classificatory) younger brother’ 

  /ãêh=yãwám- ay ‘my (classificatory) younger sister’ 

  /ãêh=bab’- ay  ‘my (classificatory) younger sister’ 

  /ãêh=g’ t   ‘my (classificatory) mother’s brother; father-in-law’ 

  /ãêh=paç    ‘my (classificatory) father’s brother’ 

  /ãêh=pQ)y/Q)êy’  ‘my (classificatory) father’s sister; mother-in-law’ 

  /ãêh= inhaç   ‘my (classificatory) mother’s sister’ 

  /ãêh=y h    ‘my cross-cousin; relative by marriage’ 

  /ãêh=tQ)h/íp   ‘my husband’ 

  /ãêh=tæh ín   ‘my wife’ 

  /ãêh=togtúg   ‘my son-in-law’ 

  /ãêh=tæh æm  ‘my daughter-in-law’ 

  /ãêh= intúg   ‘my stepfather’ 

  /ãêh= ip æm  ‘my stepmother’ 

  /ãêh= æmtæh  ‘my stepson’ 

  /ãêh= æmtóg  ‘my stepdaughter’ 

 

(60) t h=/ h     ‘his/her grandmother’ 

  / n=/ h    ‘our grandmother’ 

  /ám=/ h    ‘your grandmother’ 

  /ãêh=/ h    ‘my grandmother’ 

 

Further examples of bound kin terms are given in (61–64): 

 

(61) núp tt h=yãwám,   pæêy=w d- h  
  this 3sg=younger.brother thunder=RESP-DECL    

  ‘This was his younger brother, Full-of-Thunder.’ (txt) 

 

(62) c b=tæ h/ íp   n ‡h- / ?  

  C b=offspring.father POSS-INT 

  ‘C b’s husband’s?’ (husband=‘offspring’s father’) (cv)  
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(63) n’ip ccidídu=tóg  ham-/ay-ní-h  

  that Cirino=daughter go-VENT-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘And that daughter of Cirino’s went and returned.’ (sp) 

 

(64) h d=/ i ¤n=wa,   tt ‚h ‚ êy=d’ h=/ ín=wa 

  3pl=mother=old.woman snake=PL=mother=old.woman 

  ‘Their respected mother, the snakes’ mother.’ (txt) 

 

 Like the compounds in (§5.1.3) above, bound kin term nouns can combine to 

produce lexicalized or semi-lexicalized compound expressions – themselves 

inalienably possessed, forming nested compounds – such as those in (65–67). 

 

(65) =tæh-/íp  (offspring-father) ‘husband’ ([tæ/íp] or [tæíp] in fast speech) 

  =tæh-/ín  (offspring-mother) ‘wife’  ([tæ/ín] or [tæín] in fast speech) 

   (regardless of whether children have been born) 

 

(66) =tog-túg (daughter-[form cognate with ‘husband’ in Dâw]) ‘son-in-law’ 

  =tæh-/æm (son/offspring-[form cognate with ‘wife’ in Dâw and Yuhup])  

      ‘daughter-in-law’ 

 

(67) y t  /ám=/ ín=tæ êh  w d-ye-h ê-h 

  thus 2sg=mother=son  arrive-enter-NONVIS-DECL 

  ‘So your kinsman (lit. mother’s son) has arrived, I think.’ (txt) 

 

 As noted above, participation in the bound construction and in expressions 

of alienable possession (i.e., those involving morphological marking of posses-

sion on the possessor) are not mutually exclusive for kin term nouns in Hup, 

which suggests that the Hup bound noun in general cannot be taken simply as a 

prototypical inalienably possessed form. In the case of the referential kin terms 

in particular, the ‘bound’ noun must be preceded by/possessed by some other 

noun, but this is sometimes expressed as an alienable possessor, marked with 

the Possessive n ‡h, as in examples (68–71). It is not fully clear why Hup speak-

ers choose one form of possession over the other, and consultants accept both 

forms interchangeably (as in 68–71 below, which were judged grammatical 

when phrased as inalienably possessed as well as alienably possessed). How-

ever, certain kin terms are more likely to be expressed alienably than others, 

particularly those relating to children. The choice probably has to do with the 

relative salience (to the speaker) of the possessor as opposed to the possessum, 

as discussed in §5.5 below. 
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(68) t h- n  tt n ‡h  t g  d’ h-næn-Qp=mah yúw-úh  

  3sg-OBJ 3sg.POSS daughter send-come-DEP=REP that-DECL 

  ‘His (brother’s) daughter sent it to him, it’s said.’ (cv) 

 

(69) n ‡    tQê ‚h=d’ h g-na/-y /- y,    
  1sg.POSS offspring=PL drink-lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM  

 

  hup-hipãh-n h ! 
  RFLX-know-NEG 

  ‘My kids got drunk, (they were) out of their senses!’ (cv) 

 

(70) h dn ‡h  / íntúg=tæ êh- n,  ti/c k-n h  
  3pl.POSS  stepfather=son-OBJ  dislike-NEG  

 

  n N- p  j’ám=b’ay 

  2pl-DEP DST.CNTR=AGAIN 

  ‘You all didn’t dislike their step-brother (mother’s husband’s son)  

  either!’ (cv)  

 

(71) pedú n ‡h / íp, nn ‡    báb’   yúw-úh,  / n  /ay p=d’ h !  
  Pedro POSS father 1sg.POSS sibling that-DECL 1pl  one=PL 

  ‘Pedro’s father, that’s my (classificatory) brother, we are of one set!’ (txt) 

 

 Whatever the alienable/inalienable distinction as morphologically defined, 

the kin terms in these examples nevertheless remain bound. As illustrated in 

(72), the kin term must be preceded by the (marked or unmarked) possessor – 

unlike the non-bound nouns in (34–36) above, where the possessor + n h can 

(though rarely does) follow the possessum.  

 

(72) a) tã/ãêy  n ‡h  /íp  w’ t  
   woman POSS father tall 

   ‘The woman’s father is tall.’ (el) [morphologically alienable] 

 

  b) tã/ãêy=/íp  w’ t 
   woman=father tall 

   ‘The woman’s father is tall.’ (el) [inalienable] 

 

  c) */íp  tã/ãêy  n ‡h  w’ t 
    father  woman POSS tall   
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  d) */íp tã/ãêy  w’ t 
    father woman tall 

 

 

5.4.2. Human nouns 

 

Almost all generic human nouns (i.e., excluding proper names) are, like kin 

terms, obligatorily bound to a preceding form; the only basic human nouns en-

countered that are exempt from this are h wæ ‘infant’ (probably a Tukano bor-

rowing) and (somewhat more variably) húp ‘human, person’. The most com-

mon N1 with human nouns is the default third person singular pronoun t h=, 

which in this case – as opposed to its use with the kin terms in §5.4.1 – does not 

indicate an inalienable third person possessor per se. It essentially acts as a 

dummy N1, although a clue to its meaning – that of an unspecified, associated 

group – is given in §5.5.C. Designations corresponding to human groups or 

types of humans – such as teghçê‚ ‘non-Indian’
74

, húp ‘Hup Indian, human in 

general’ (this form can also mean ‘a person’; see above), and p’ y ‘priest’, 

among others – are also common as N1s in combination with bound human 

nouns, e.g., p’ y=/ãêy (priest=FEM) ‘nun’ (and are also usually able to stand 

alone, with the exception of ‘non-Indian’).  

 As with most of the bound nouns described in this chapter (but with the ex-

ception of the kin terms), the primary stress of the bound human-noun construc-

tion falls on the N2 or bound noun when this is preceded by the default t h= 
(or, in some cases, a numeral), but with all other preceding nominals the N1 

receives the primary stress. Crucially, this stress pattern for bound nouns corre-

sponds to the type of paradigm-like set in which the noun typically occurs, in 

that the stress-bearing form tends to be the most paradigmatically marked or 

variable form in the compound. In other words, the pronominal N1 (most often 

t h=) is in some sense the most predictable or ‘given’ information vis-à-vis the 

paradigm set of pronominally possessed bound nouns (so in this case N2 is 

stressed), whereas the bound noun itself is the least variant form in all other 

cases (so N1 is stressed). This supports the analysis of stress for productive 

compounds generally, presented in §5.1.2.2 above.  

 Examples of human nouns in the obligatorily bound construction are given 

in (73) and (74). This can be contrasted with animal names, which do not occur 

in the bound construction, as illustrated by (75). 

                                                
74

 Literally ‘fire-people’, and a calque of the corresponding Tukano form. Non-Indian 

people probably got this name because of their firearms, according to Teresa Monteiro 

Socot (M n). 
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(73) tt h=dó/=mQh=d’ h=mah... h d  /ç)h-y /- h 
  3sg=child=DIM=PL=REP    3pl  sleep-TEL-DECL 

  ‘The little children, it’s said, they went to sleep.’ (txt) 

 

(74) a) t h=pQcæ w   ní- y  
   3sg=adolescent.boy be-DYNM 

   ‘A/the boy is there.’ (el) 

 

  b) *pQcæ w     ní- y 
   adolescent.boy  be-DYNM 

 

(75) a) yã/amb /   ní- y  
   dog    be-DYNM 

   ‘A/the dog is there.’ (el) 

  

  b)  *t h=yã/amb /   ní- y  
    3sg=dog     be-DYNM 

 

The bound human nouns themselves fall into two subsets. The forms for ‘male’ 

and ‘female’ pattern somewhat differently from the other ‘generic human’ 

nouns. 

 

 

5.4.2.1. ‘Generic human’ nouns 

 

A comprehensive list of these is given in (76). They occur most frequently with 

the default third singular pronominal form t h=, as illustrated in examples (77–

79). (Note that t h= may appear regardless of whether the noun is singular or 

plural, although in plural forms – marked with the Plural enclitic =d’ h – these 

nouns may appear without t h= or any N1 form at all. See §5.5.2 for discussion 

of this phenomenon.) 

 

(76) t h=c w   ‘shaman’ 

t h=dó/    ‘child’ 

t h=wá    ‘old woman’  

t h=w h d   ‘old man’ 

t h=pQcQ‡w  ‘teenage boy’ 

t h=/acáw  ‘teenage girl’ (usually pronounced ta/acáw)    
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(77) tt h=wá    hçn-g’ã/-k dway-hám-ah !  
  3sg=old.woman  vomit-be.suspended-pass.go.out-go-DECL 

  ‘The old woman ran staggering out to throw up!’ (cv) 

 

(78) t h=dó/=mQh / h-wób-óy=mah 

  3sg=child=DIM  sleep-rest.on-DYNM=REP 

  ‘The little child went to sleep (on the bed), they say.’ (txt) 

 

(79) y n y,  tã/ãêy=d’ h,  tta/acáw=d’ h / n  næn-æh  

  then  women=PL  adolescent.girl=PL 1sg.OBJ come-DECL 

  ‘Then women and girls came to me.’ (txt) 

 

In (80), the human noun combines with a kin term to form a more complex 

compound. 

  

(80) [tt h=w h d]=tæh/ín  g’ êh-çê‚y=nih,   h Ùt=teg    
   3sg=old.man=child.mother be-DYNM=EMPH.CO tobacco=STICK 
 

  /am tçn-pæm-æh 

  2sg hold-sit-DECL 

  ‘Since you’re the wife of the old man (shaman), you’re sitting there with  

  a (blessed) cigar.’ (cv)  
 

Bound human nouns can be preceded by a group term such as ‘River Indian’ or 

‘Non-Indian’ (as in 81), a demonstrative, a numeral, or a relative clause.  

 

(81) wçh=pQcæ w=d’ h    b’ y /  ní- y 
  River.Indian=adolescent.boy=PL  only  be-DYNM 

  ‘There are only River Indian boys (there)!’ (cv) 

  

In (82), c Ùhdeh ‘rainy season’ acts as a type of group term, relating to those 

entities that are present during/defined by the rainy season. 

 

(82) núp cc hdeh=w h d=n’ n   t h  y’Qt-ní-h 
  this rainy.season =old.man=PL.OBJ 3sg leave-INFR2-DECL  
  ‘He (the creator) left these old rainy-season lords (constellations).’ (txt) 

 

 As discussed in detail in §7.4, the forms ‘old woman’ and ‘old man’ have 

undergone semantic extension, accompanied by phonological reduction in the 

case of ‘old man’ (from =w h d to =w d; note reduction to one syllable and 
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loss of stress). These ‘old man’ and ‘old woman’ terms are used both referen-

tially and vocatively to indicate respect (real or joking/endearing). A further use 

of the male forms =w h d and =w d is to indicate ‘one who is characterized 

by a great deal of N’, where N is the host noun (see §7.4). These ‘respect’ mar-

kers may co-occur with another (preceding) bound human noun, kin term, pro-

per name, or other nominal form. 

 

 

5.4.2.2. ‘Male’ and ‘female’ nouns  

 

These bound forms are given in (83). The bound form ‘female’ has an excep-

tional stress pattern, in that it always takes stress equal to that of the N1, regard-

less of the latter’s identity; ‘male’ is like most other bound nouns in that it is 

unstressed. This phonological markedness of the female form corresponds to its 

semantic markedness: the masculine form is typically used in reference to an 

entity of unspecified gender (see 86 below, for example), whereas the female 

form is only used for specifically female referents.  

 

(83) =/ãêy ‘female’ 

  =/ h ‘male’ 

 

 The male and female terms commonly occur with a wide variety of N1s – to 

a greater extent than the other human nouns discussed above (§5.4.2.1), and 

often in their place. These include group names and clan names, as in (84–85). 

 

(84) w h=/ãêy   ‘River Indian woman’ 

  húp=/ h   ‘Hup man’  

  

(85) cçkw’ t=nçg’od=tæh=//ã êy   

  toucan=mouth=offspring/clan=FEM 

  ‘Toucan’s-Beak Clanswoman’  

 

The bound male and female forms are also common with numerals and demon-

stratives, as in (86–87). Note that the masculine form in (86) is actually used 

gender-neutrally, in reference to a woman.  
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(86) yúp //ay p=/ h- n=mah…  t h    

  that one=MSC-OBJ=REP    3sg  

 

  g’ c-j’ap-d’o/-yæh-kamí=mah… 
  bite-divide.in.two-take-FRUST-moment.of=REP  

  ‘Then to one person, they say… at the moment he fell on (her) and bit  

  her…’ (txt) 

 

(87) y -n h=m ‡/=mah    póh ccã êp=/ h wób-óh  

  that.ITG-be.like=UNDER=REP high other=MSC be.set.on-DECL 

  ‘At the same time, another person was sitting up high (in a tree).’ (txt) 

 

They also occur with nouns indicating the person’s identity, as in (88–89). 

 

(88) t n ‡h  hh t   túj=/ h  nu-có/-óh  
  3sg.POSS tobacco light=MSC here-LOC-DECL 

  ‘His cigar-lighting-man was over here.’ (txt) 

 

(89) yub=/ã êy=d’ h=mah yúw-úh 

  cipó.vine=FEM=PL=REP that-DECL 

  ‘They were cipó-vine women, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

Finally, they are common with relative clauses, as in (90–91). In example (91), 

the speaker allowed two bound N2 forms to share a single relative-clause N1; 

however, consultants differ in their judgements of this construction’s accept-

ability. 

 

(90) d h máh [hh p k k-pæ m-Q p]=/ h- êh  
  water near fish pull-sit-DEP=MSC-DECL 

  ‘Beside the water there was a man who was sitting there fishing’  

  (txt) 

 

(91) y -n h    yúp,  [ttæ h-ní- p]=/ h,  
  that.ITG-be.like that.ITG offspring-be-DEP=MSC  
 

  =/ã êy...  hup-hi-c h- h 
  =FEM   RFLX-FACT-observe.restrictions-DECL 

  ‘So, the man and woman who have a new baby observe ritual  

  restrictions’ (txt) 
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 The free lexemes for ‘man’ and ‘woman’ (examples 92–93) appear to be 

lexically reduced forms that incorporate the t h= preform. As such, they re-

semble the other human forms given above in (76), in particular ta/acáw ‘girl’. 

However, there is no evidence of an etymological link between =/ h ‘mascu-

line’ and -y / (cf. tiy / ‘man’). 

 

(92) tã/ãêy (< t h =/ãêy) ‘woman, female’ 

  tiy / (< t h =y /) ‘man, male’  
 

(93) m’ c… ttã/ã êy- n,,  tiy /- n  
  mud  woman-OBJ man-OBJ 

  ‘(With) mud... (he made) a woman, a man.’ (txt) 

 

Further evidence that the lexemes ‘man’ and ‘woman’ involve the bound pre-

form t h= comes from their plural variants, in which the tV- syllable may be 

optional, as in (94).  

  

(94) (tã) /ãêy-d’ h  ‘women’ 

  (ti) y /-d’ h  ‘men’ (limited to some dialects)
75

 

 

This ability of the plural bound noun to appear without an N1 is a feature of the 

bound construction generally (see §5.5.2), but in the case of the ‘man’ and 

‘woman’ terms this is subject to dialectal variation, reflecting their relatively 

more lexicalized, monomorpheme-like status. A textual example of these un-

bound plural nouns is provided in (95), which also illustrates the ability of two 

human bound nouns (=/ãêy, =dó/) to co-occur in a single compound.  

 

(95) / n  /ã êy=dó/=d’ h  yy /=n’ n  
  1pl  FEM=child=PL   MSC=PL.OBJ  

 

  / h-nçh-d’ák-n’ ‡h     / p 

  INTRC-fall-stick.against-NMZ  NEG:ID 

  ‘We as girls weren’t ones to go running after men like that!’ (cv) 

 

                                                
75

 But */ h=d’ h is not grammatical. Rather, if the bound masculine form =/ h (in 

association with N1) is pluralized, it is usually replaced by the Plural marker =d’ h; 

e.g., teghç‚ê=/ h ‘non-Indian man/person’, teghçê‚=d’ h ‘non-Indian people’. Other 

bound forms are usually followed by the Plural marker, including =/ãêy=d’ h.   
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Table 25. Summary of forms for ‘male’ and ‘female’ 

 Bound Free  Plural 

FEM =/ãêy tã/ãêy 
/ãêy=d’ h 

tã/ãêy=d’ h 

MSC =/ h tiy / 
y /=d’ h (some dialects) 

tiy /=d’ h 

 

 While the free lexemes ‘man’ and ‘woman’ almost certainly include the pre-

form t h= historically, they have also become lexicalized to the point that they 
are distinct from transparent t h=N2 compounds like those relating to the other 

human nouns in (76) above. Accordingly, t h= can also combine directly with 

the bound forms =/ h and =/ãêy, according to the productive, transparent pat-

tern, yielding an unreduced, non-lexicalized form in a construction indicating 

emphasis and definiteness, as in (96–97). 

 

(96) t h=/ã êy  ‘that female person’ 

  t h=/ h  ‘that male person’  

 

(97) /ok-n h key-ham-g’et-y /-ay,  tt h=/a y-ah !  
  stir-NEG see-go-stand-TEL-INCH 3sg-FEM-DECL 

  ‘(She) stood there looking, without moving, that girl!’(cv) 

 

 

5.4.2.3. Possession and human nouns 

 

In contrast to kin terms, the nominal form preceding bound human nouns (espe-

cially the default third singular pronoun t h=) does not usually indicate posses-

sion per se, i.e., the relationship between a possessor and a possessum. On the 

other hand, the N1 in these constructions can indicate a possession-like rela-

tionship, as in examples (98–99); these indicate ‘one of us’ and ‘our children’, 

i.e., people belonging to our group, Hupd’ h. The relationship encoded in these 

bound constructions is best characterized as that of whole to part, just as we saw 

in a subset of the noun compounds in §5.1 above, rather than one of ‘posses-

sion’ per se; i.e., not so much ‘our children’ as ‘children in our group’. 

 

(98) / n=/ h / p  t h- h  
  1pl=MSC  NEG:ID 3sg-DECL 

  ‘He’s not one of us.’ (txt) 
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(99) // n=dó/=d’ h-ay yúp nutQ‡n=y / yám=hin yam-n h-ay-áh 
  1pl=child=PL-INCH  that today=TEL song=also sing-NEG-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Our kids today don’t sing the kapiwaya.’ (txt)  

 

In the case of ‘shaman’, alienable possession is considered preferable, regard-

less of the presence of the t h= preform (a further illustration that participation 

in the bound construction is not identical to inalienability), as in (100).  

 

(100) a) / n ‡h  c w  n ‡h  biy w=n’æm’=tæêh=/ h  
   1pl.POSS shaman POSS blood=lick=offspring/clan=MSC 

   ‘Our shaman’s Blood-Lick-Clansman.’ (txt) 

 

  b) / n ‡h  tt h=c w=w d ní- y  

   1pl.POSS 3sg=shaman=old be-DYNM 

   ‘We have a (respected/old) shaman here; our (resp./old) shaman is  

   here.’ (el) 

 

In many cases, the expression of any direct possessor-possessed relationship 

between two human referents is judged ungrammatical or inappropriate; this 

usually depends both on the noun itself, and on the intended possessor. Simi-

larly, in certain cases where human terms may be possessed by an alienable, 

morphologically marked possessor, the construction may yield a very specific 

interpretation. Some of these variations are compared in Table 26. 
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Table 26. Semantics of pronouns and possession with human referents 

 
1sg Inalienable:  

/ãêh + Noun 

1sg Alienable:  

n ‡ + Noun 

1pl Alienable:  

/ n ‡h + Noun 

dó/    ‘child’ ‘my child’ ‘my childhood’ ‘our childhood’ 

pQcæw 
   ‘adolescent     

    boy’ 

* ‘my youth (msc)’ ‘our youth (msc)’ 

/acáw  
    ‘adolescent     

    girl’ 

* ‘my youth (fem)’ ‘our youth (fem)’ 

w h d  
   ‘old man’ 

/ãêh=w d ‘old me    

    (msc)’ 

‘my old age  

    (msc)’ 

‘our old age (msc)’ 

wá     

   ‘old woman’ 

/ãêh=wa ‘old me  

    (fem)’ 

‘my wife/girl-

friend’ (joke) 

‘our old lady’ 

/i)h      

   ‘man, male’ 

‘person of my clan  

    (msc)’ 

‘my boyfriend’ ‘person (msc) of our  

    clan’ 

/ãêy  ‘woman’ ‘person of my clan  

    (fem)’ 

‘my girlfriend’ ‘person (fem) of our  

    clan’ 

c w  ‘shaman’ * * ‘our (group’s) shaman’ 

cf. */ n=c w 

 

 

5.4.3. Plant parts 

 

Almost all terms for plant parts are obligatorily bound nouns; i.e., they must be 

preceded by an N1 form. This is often a full noun – the plant name – but it can 

also be a demonstrative, numeral, relative clause, or the default t h=, as we saw 

for the human nouns in §5.4.2. The stress pattern (stressed N1 except where this 

is t h= or a numeral) is the same as that found with human and other (non-kin-

term) bound nouns.  

 A near-comprehensive list of bound plant parts is given in (101). 

 

(101) =g’æt  ‘leaf’  

=te ¤g   ‘tree, stick’ 

=b’ h  ‘split section of tree’ 

=tát   ‘fruit’ (preferred for edible fruit; includes pods and bananas as  

    well as round fruits) 

=b’ k  ‘bark’  
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=w g   ‘seed; small individual-seed fruit’  

=b’ák  ‘clump of fruits’ (i.e., lump clinging to tree) 

=t h   ‘root’ 

=t g   ‘stem’ 

=t k   ‘stalk’  

=/ /   ‘segment’ (of cane-like stalks) 

=n w  ‘branch’ 

=h b  ‘hollow’ (stiff curled thing that grows behind the flower on  

    certain trees) 

=/ág  ‘fruit’ (any fruit, regardless of edibility, other than small seed- 

    like fruits in clumps) 

=dæ  ‘tuber’ 

 

The only known plant part terms that can occur outside of a bound construction 

as free lexemes are j’  ‘flower’ and t t ‘vine’. These are bound when used in 

reference to a particular plant, but when free they function as generic forms. 
Also, d h ‘water’ can be optionally used in a bound plant part construction, 

where it means ‘sap’. 

 Lexicalized or semi-lexicalized generic forms also exist for ‘leaf’ and ‘tree’ 

(example 102). These involve bound forms, but are phonologically reduced, and 

only partially etymologically transparent.  Note that they take stress on the sec-

ond syllable, like most monomorphemic lexemes and lexically specific com-

pounds in Hup, but unlike the productive compounds or the typical bound con-

struction.  

 

(102) cug’Q‡t   ‘leaf’  (possible etymology: j’ g g’Qt ‘forest leaf’) 

  tegd’úh  ‘tree’  (d’úh does not occur elsewhere in Hup) 

 

 The presence of the default third person singular pronoun t h= refers (di-

rectly or implicitly) to the ‘possessing’ entity, the whole to which the part be-

longs:  

 

(103) t h=g’æt  ‘its leaf’ (of some plant) 

  t h=tát   ‘its fruit’ (of some plant) 
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(104) yúw- n, tt h=n w ní-n’ ‡h c k-h /-y /-yó/…  

  that-OBJ 3sg=branch be-NMZ cut.off-finish-TEL-SEQ 

  ‘Having cut off its little branches that are on it (a sapling)…’ (txt) 

 

 Very often, the N1 in plant part compounds is the name of the plant. These 

can be understood in terms of paradigms based either on the N1 (which is 

stressed), as in example (105), or on the N2, as in example (106). In (105), the 

paradigm is clearly expressing the various parts that make up the whole, the 

plant. In (106), on the other hand, the N2-based paradigm – here a list of differ-

ent types of leaves – closely resembles the productive compounds formed from 

free nouns given in (16–20) above, expressing various types of fish-poison 

plant, etc. In this type of paradigm, the whole-part relationship of the leaf (or 

other part) to the plant is also a property-entity relationship, relating to the iden-

tity of the leaf (i.e., as having a certain quality, defined by the plant).
76

 As dis-

cussed in §5.1, both the expression of whole-part relationships and property-

entity relationships are typical of the Hup compound construction in general. 

 

(105)  Parts of a banana tree 

  p h t      ‘banana’ (fruit or whole plant) 

p h t=g’Qt   ‘banana leaf’  

p h t=teg  ‘banana tree’  

p h t=b’ak   ‘clump of bananas’  

p h t=tat    ‘banana fruit’  

p h t=tih    ‘banana root’ 

p h t=b’çk   ‘banana peel/skin; bark of banana tree’ 

p h t=hçb   ‘banana flower hollow’ (stiff curled part that grows behind  

     the flower) 

 

(106)  Different kinds of leaves 

cug’Q‡t    ‘leaf’ (generic)  

p h t=g’Qt    ‘banana leaf’ 

b’ab’ /=g’Qt ‘imbaúba leaf’ 

p /u Ù‚k=g’Qt   ‘coca leaf’  

                                                
76

 Virtually any whole-part relationship can likewise be cast as a property-entity rela-

tionship; however, conceiving of the relationship in this way is an especially important 

feature of plant parts, as discussed below. 
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púp=g’Qt      ‘paxiuba leaf’ 

pehé=g’Qt    ‘palm (sp.) leaf’ 

  

While expression of a whole-part relationship as inalienable possession 

makes sense from a theoretical point of view, the paradigm in (105) that fore-

grounds this relationship (different parts of a single plant) is actually less central 

in Hup life than is that in (106), which foregrounds the identity of different 

kinds of leaves. The identity of a leaf, stick, seed, etc. is a frequent topic of dis-

cussion in the daily life of the Hupd’ h, since these are the raw materials that 

the Hupd’ h use to manufacture the things they need, as can be seen from the 

examples in (107–109). This is consistent with the proposal offered in §5.1.2.2 

above, that the stress pattern of these productive types of compounds reflects 

the speaker’s attention to the foregrounded component.  

 

(107) nih ê/,  bb’ /=tat , nnaha w=tat, núp gg’ b=ta t...    

  all   gourd=fruit macucú=fruit this tucumá=fruit  

 

  h d   d’o/-p d- h 

  they  take-DIST-DECL 

  ‘All (kinds), gourds, mucucú-fruit, these tucumá-fruit… they took them  

  all.’ (txt)  

 

(108) yúp=mah yyã êh=g’Q t   d’ó/-/ay-áh  
  that=REP  vacú=leaf  take-VENT-DECL 

  ‘Then, it’s said, he went and got the vacú leaf.’ (txt) 

 

(109) him n=hçb  d’o/-d’ h-/áy   hám !  
  paxiuba=hollow  take-send-VENT.IMP go.IMP 

  ‘Go fetch a paxiuba-palm hollow!’ (txt) 

 

To refer to the entire plant, only the free lexeme (N1) is used, as in example 

(110). The simple plant name may also be used by itself in reference to the fruit, 

with the optional addition of the bound form =tat. 
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(110) /ay p  pp h t=mQh=hín… ccan =mQh=hín,   
  one  banana=DIM=also  pineapple=DIM=also  

 

  ya/áp=y /  / n ‡h- h 

  all.that=TEL  1pl.POSS-DECL   

  ‘One little banana (plant)... a little pineapple (plant), that’s all that’s  

  ours.’ (i.e., that’s all we plant) (sp) 

 

 

5.4.4. Other obligatorily bound nouns 

 

There are a handful of other obligatorily bound nouns in Hup, in addition to 

plant parts, human terms, and kin terms. These include eggs, jars and other hol-

low items, holes belonging to insects, rivers, and a generic term for swarming 

insects, as listed in (111) (and illustrated in example 112). Most of these occur 

in paradigms like those in (106) above, where the bound N2 can be modified by 

a range of N1s (of which examples are given in 111).  

 

(111) =típ  ‘egg’          

      (cadak /=tip ‘chicken egg’) 

=tód’  ‘can, jar, hollow thing’     

     (áwkow=tod’ ‘alcohol bottle’) 

=n    ‘hole in ground (insects)’    

     (h d=nç ‘sauva ant hole’) 

     ‘mouth (of stream)’  

      (y y w deh=n  ‘mouth of Y y w Creek’) 

=mí   ‘stream, river’    

     (deh=mí ‘stream, river’;
77

 ciwib-nçwá=mí ‘Bacaba- 

     Sprout-Creek)  

=/ãêw  ‘swarming insect’ (refers to a single member of a species that  

    typically occurs in groups) 

     (y /=/ãêw ‘(one) wasp’; c w=/ã êw ‘(one) biting ant sp.’) 

 

 

                                                
77

 This bound form is usually found in the semi-lexicalized compound deh=mí, with 

stressed N2 (a non-standard pattern for bound nouns). 
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(112) pp ‡ N   ddeh=n   pót/ah... w h d=d’ h  
  cucura water=mouth above  old.man=PL   

 

  j’çm-b’eh-/e/-ní-p  

  swim-cross.water-PERF-INFR2-DEP 

  ‘Above the mouth of Cucura Igarapé… the Ancestors swam across.’ (txt) 

 

Example (113) illustrates the obligatorily bound nature of a noun like ‘egg’, in 

comparison to a noun like ‘fish’.  

 

(113) a) t h=típ (*típ)  /a‚h d’o/-té-ay-áh      
   3sg=egg    1sg take-FUT-INCH-DECL   

   ‘I’m going to get the egg.’ (el)     

  

  b) h Ùp (*t h=h p) /a‚h d’o/-té-ay-áh 

   fish     1sg take-FUT-INCH-DECL  

   ‘I’m going to get the fish.’ (el) 

 

 Terms for the more abstract parts of a whole (spatial or temporal) are also 

obligatorily bound in Hup, as listed in (114) and in examples (115–117). 

 

(114) (t h)=g’Qtd’ h  ‘its end’ 

  (t h)=cúm       ‘its beginning, first’ 

  (t h)=p w       ‘its edge’ 

  (t h)=tú-an   ‘its depth, bottom (+DIR)’ 

 

(115) y t=mah  t h- n  t h  g’ ç-d’o/-póg-b’ay-áh…  
  then=REP  3sg-OBJ 3sg bite-take-EMPH1-AGAIN-DECL  

 

  t n ‡h   mmumuy=cúm  

  3sg.POSS  arm=beginning 

  ‘Then it (alligator) bit him, his upper arm, it’s said’ (txt) 
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(116) h pk k d’o/-d’ak-yó/   p d… h d  d’o/-g’et-hám-ah,  

  fish-pull take-stick.against-SEQ DIST 3pl  take-stand-go-DECL  

 

  /até  tt h=tú-an 

  until(Pt) 3sg=bottom-DIR 

  ‘Having set out all the fishhooks… they go along setting them, until they  

  run out (lit. until the bottom).’ (txt) 

 

(117) t h=cúm  t h  b /-p d- h,   núp hã êw g t h  b /- w-ay 
  3sg=beginning 3sg make-DIST-DECL this heart 3sg make-FLR-INCH 

  ‘First he made (them), he made our hearts.’ (txt) 

 

 

5.4.5. Body parts: both bound and free realizations  

 

Body parts provide an intriguing twist on the question of inalienable possession 

in Hup. Contrary to the implicational hierarchy suggested by Nichols (1988: 

572), whereby kin terms and body parts are cross-linguistically the most basic 

members of the class of ‘inalienable’ entities, body parts in Hup are treated as 

more ‘alienable’ than are kin terms, plant parts, human nouns, and the other 

entities listed above. Moreover, it is paradoxically human body parts that do not 

participate in the bound construction, while animal body parts are normally 

treated as bound. This is exactly contrary to the cross-linguistically typical pat-

terning of possession, where human body parts – which normally stay on their 

‘possessors’ – are treated as more inalienable than animal body parts, which are 

routinely physically separated when butchering game and when encountered in 

the stewpot (cf. Chappell and McGregor 1995; compare e.g., Paamese, Crowley 

1995).   

 

 

A. Game animal body parts 

 

A search of my Hup text corpus revealed game animal body parts to be almost 

invariably bound, as illustrated in examples (118–121). The body part nouns 

usually take the N1 stress pattern (when N1 is a full lexical noun), but this is 

considerably more variable than it is with the other bound nouns. 
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(118) t h=t k  ‘its belly’ (gutting fish) (txt) 

  mQt=b’ k ‘cutia-skin’ (cv) 

  h Ùp=tok  ‘fish-stomach’ (cv) 

  t h=t g cá/  ‘its chin’ (lit. its chin-box) (when stringing fish) (txt) 

 

(119) tt h=t j  t h  /ún’-u ê‚h,  bbú/=toj-oh  

  3sg=nose  3sg suck-DECL anteater=nose-DECL 

  ‘She sucked its nose, the anteater’s nose.’ (txt) 

 

(120) y k=pãt  pãÙ-ay    nutQ‡n-æh  
  macaw=feather NEG:EX-INCH today-DECL 

  ‘There are no more macaw feathers these days.’ (txt) 

 

(121) nút  tt g=pãt    wób-óh  

  here howler.monkey=hair set.on-DECL 

  ‘Here howler-monkey fur would be placed.’ (txt) 

 

In elicitation contexts, consultants judge elicited phrases involving posses-

sion of animal body parts by a morphologically alienable possessor to be 

grammatical, but these are rarely a first choice. In the examples above, consult-

ants noted that were ‘feather’ or ‘hair’ alienably possessed, this would imply 

that the part came from a specific individual animal. This is corroborated by the 

relatively rare examples of such alienable constructions in natural discourse, 

where attention is focused on the animal, as well as on its body part (example 

122). Compare the fact that obligatorily bound nouns such as kin terms may 

occasionally be preceded by an alienable possessor (which may indicate that the 

possessor is more salient; §5.4.1).  

 

(122) y n h-yó =mah  núp, tt n h  h ,  kiw’i -d’ h-hi-yó …  
  thus-SEQ=REP  this 3sg.POSS liver split-send-descend-SEQ 
 
  núp yaw ç     h   t h  dó -óh 
  this capuchin.monkey liver 3sg take-DECL 

  ‘Thus, it’s said, his (the capuchin monkey’s) liver, having split (him)  

  open and pulled (it) out… he got the monkey’s liver.’ (txt) 
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B. Human body parts 

 

A text search revealed human body parts to be consistently alienably possessed 

– the exact opposite of animal body parts – as illustrated in (123–126).
78

 In 

these and other examples, consultants judge the expression of these human body 

parts as inalienably possessed to be ungrammatical. 

 

(123) t n ‡h núh  ‘her head’ (txt) 

  t n ‡h pã êt  ‘her hair’ (txt) 

 

(124) //am ‡h t k yúp hæy-æp  
  2sg.POSS belly that wide-DEP 

  ‘Your belly is this wide!’ (txt) 

 

(125) t n ‡h  mum y-an d’o/-cud-yó/  

  3sg.POSS arm-DIR  take-be.inside-SEQ 

  ‘Having dressed his arm (with bark)…’ (txt) 

 

(126) t n ‡h  t b t h  yçyçp-j’ap-tu/-d’ h-hám-b’ay-áh  

  3sg.POSS penis  3sg rub-break.off-immerse-send-go-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘His penis, it rubbed and fell off into the water and went away’ (txt) 

 

Compare the reference to both a person’s forehead (alienably possessed) and a 

monkey’s forehead (inalienably possessed) in the following passage, which 

comes from a traditional tale in which a hunter encounters a spirit who wants to 

eat him, and tricks the spirit into eating pieces of his game instead: 

 

(127) “ am h kág’   n   be-kæm,” t h  n - h…  yúp=mah 
  2sg.POSS forehead 1sg.OBJ show-IMP  3sg say-MSC  that.ITG=REP 

  

  yyaw ç    kág’=mah  bat b’- n  t h bé-éh 
  capuchin.monkey forehead=REP spirit-OBJ  3sg show-DECL 

  ‘ “Show me your forehead,” he (the spirit) said… So he (the man)  

  showed the monkey’s forehead to the spirit.’ (txt) 

 

                                                
78

 Note that most body parts terms can refer to human and animal body parts alike; there 

are very few actual lexical differences. Thus the syntax of the construction can actually 

be said to carry lexical information relating to the type of body part involved. 
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 That the body part is not bound (or inherently possessed) is revealed by the 

fact it can occur with no possessor at all, as illustrated by example (128). Com-

pare this to the occasional examples of obligatorily bound nouns (especially kin 

terms) that can nevertheless be preceded by an alienable possessor. 

 

(128) wQd-j’ap-y’Qt-y /-p d- h,  nnúh,   núh b’ y / 
  eat-divide-leave-TEL-DIST-DECL head  head only 

  ‘He ate up all that and left the head, only the head.’ (txt)  

 

 At least two apparent exceptions to the rule of alienably possessed human 

body parts have turned up in my corpus, but all involve disembodied parts. Ex-

ample (129) refers to a human head left over by feasting jaguars (but compare 

the non-bound example of the same in [128]). Example (130) was uttered re-

garding a ‘disembodied’ skin, as a joke to a small child who had just had his 

insides ‘sucked out’ by a teasing adult. In example (131), first the body part 

‘lower leg’ is stated with no possessor at all (compare 128 above), and then is 

referred to again by the bound construction ‘human foot’. 

 

(129) t h=núh, h d  b’uy-tu/-ní-h,     hhúp  núh 
  3sg=head  3sg throw-immerse-INFR2-DECL person head 

  ‘They (jaguars) threw the head into the water, the person’s head.’ (txt) 

 

(130) t h=b’ k b’ y /-ay !  
  3sg=skin  only-INCH 

  ‘Only his skin is left!’ (cv) 

 

(131) c ‡   w’a/w’a/-k d-cak-y /-pó-ay,   hhúp=j’ib=pog ! 
  lower.leg stick.out-pass-climb-TEL-EMPH1-INCH human=foot=EMPH1 

  ‘A lower leg was poking out (of the pot), a human foot!’ (txt) 

 

 

C. Sentient, mythical animal beings’ body parts 

 

While the body parts of spirit entities are treated like those of humans in my 

corpus, the treatment of mythical animals’ body parts as alienably or inalienably 

possessed in Hup texts is variable. This corresponds to the identity of these 

beings in Hup myth as conceptually midway between animal and human. This 

variation is tellingly illustrated by the two pairs of examples from the same 

texts, given in examples (132–133). Examples (133a) and (b) are even taken 

from the same paragraph, and refer to the same participants, with no particular 

contextual difference. It is likely that this variation correlates with the degree to 
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which the narrator is currently thinking of the animal as a human-like and    

agent-like entity, with special salience relative to the body part in question.  

 

(132) a) Inalienable: 

   tt h=hat pw g  yoyo-yQt-pó-t=ma m  

   3sg=testicles   dangle-lie-EMPH1-OBL=REP.DST.CNTR 

   ‘There where his (Tapir’s) testicles were lying, dangling’ (txt)  

 

  b) Alienable: 

 w d-ham-kéy-éy=ma m,     tt n ‡h   ha t pw g- t   
 arrive-go-see-DYNM=REP.DST.CNTR 3sg.POSS  testicles-OBL 

 ‘(Turtle) came looking at his (Tapir’s) testicles’ (txt, UN dialect)  

 

(133)  a)  Inalienable: 

  t h=y m y máh t h  wók-ay-áh 

  3sg=anus   near  3sg rub-INCH-DECL 

  ‘She rubbed (the hot pepper) around his (Tapir’s) anus.’ (txt) 

 

 b) Alienable: 

 t h  yok-d’ h-ham-yæh-kamí=mah   tt n ‡h  y m y... 
   3sg poke-send-go-FRUST-moment.of=REP 3sg.POSS anus 

   ‘At the moment that she poked his (Tapir’s) anus (in vain).’ (txt)  

 

Example (134) appears to combine a clausal possession strategy (third person 

plural affected participant as direct object [h d- n]) with a bound construction 

involving the default third person singular pronoun. 

 

(134) h d- n  tt h=ké  c y’-h /-c ‚êw- ê‚y=cud=mah    h d=hin- h 
  3pl-OBJ 3sg=wing poke-finish-COMPL-DYNM=INFR=REP 3pl=also-DECL 

  ‘They also (the birds) had already stuck their wings full (of feathers).’  

  (txt) 

 

 I return to the question of why human and animal body parts should be trea-

ted in this typologically backwards-seeming way in §5.5.D below.  

 

 

5.5. Making sense of the bound noun construction  

 

Why should such a heterogeneous group of phenomena – kin terms, humans, 

plant parts, game animal body parts, and a few other entities – be expressed by a 
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single syntactic construction type? And why should human body parts not be 

encoded in the same way?  

 Taking a step back, we can ask what the bound construction has in common 

with the nominal compound construction in general (§5.1). Syntactically, these 

are clearly equivalent; both involve a N1 N2 combination in which N2 is the 

head noun, N1 the modifier or possessor. I propose that the formal and con-

structional similarity among all of these forms in fact reflects a functional unity: 

all of the Hup compound constructions (including the bound construction) have 

to do with the individuation of the head noun out of the indeterminate mass of 

potential referents.  

 In the case of the noun compounds composed of free lexemes, this indi-

viduation is signaled via a possessive relationship, a whole-part relationship, or 

qualification by a certain property; in the case of the bound nouns discussed 

above, the relationship between them is likewise that of possessor-possessed or 

whole-part (or more loosely, an inherent association between two entities). The 

set of bound nouns in Hup thus bears a resemblance to the class of inalienable 

nouns in the Australian language Mayali, which Evans (1995) describes as 

characterized by the existence of some other entity, a ‘whole’ to which they 

belong or are associated. In Hup, these relationships between the components of 

the compound construction all entail that the N2 or head of the compound is 

defined and specified by the N1, or modifier. The functional relationship be-

tween this individuating function and the more general phenomena of 

definiteness and specification is illustrated by the use of forms like t h=/ãy, 
t h=/ h (3sg-FEM ‘that woman’; 3sg-MSC ‘that man’) in examples (96–97) 

above. 

 Furthermore, I argue that this individuating function of the bound construc-

tion in Hup applies specifically in the context of human interaction. While 

Chappell and McGregor (1995: 8) propose a cross-linguistic characterization of 

the inalienable construction as a function of the ‘personal domain’, this is not in 

itself enough to explain the patterning of the bound construction in Hup, since 

human body parts are not included in the set. Finally (in keeping with Chappell 

and McGregor 1995), a full account of the membership of the set of bound 

nouns in Hup must appeal to the socio-cultural context of its speakers.  

 Below, each of the subsets of obligatorily bound nouns is considered in turn, 

vis-à-vis the proposal that their participation in the bound construction is deter-

mined by their association with another entity, and that this in turn relates to 

their individuation relative to a set of potential referents.  
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A. Kin terms  

 

In the case of kin terms, the inherent association between the ‘possessor’ and 

the ‘possessed’ is obvious. In addition, the characterization of one particular 

person (N2) by his/her relationship to another individuates this person from 

within the set of people who are characterized by the corresponding relationship 

to others. For example, ‘his father’ selects one particular referent from the set of 

all fathers.  

 

 

B. Plant parts 

 

For plant parts, the head of the compound (N2) is clearly involved in a whole-

part relationship with the entity specified by N1. At the same time, the part is 

defined and identified by the whole, which thereby individuates the part from 

the mass of other potential referents that are equivalent parts. In other words, 

one picks out the banana leaf from the set of leaves in general. Other entities, 

such as eggs, are similarly specified by reference to the bird that produced them 

(i.e., the bird that they are both inherently associated with and defined by). As 

noted above, the most common paradigmatic associations of compounds involv-

ing bound plant parts (and most of the miscellaneous entities) reflect a higher 

importance of the identity function (i.e., type of leaf, etc.) vis-à-vis the whole-

part function (i.e., part of plant) in Hup life. This has to do with the dynamics of 

human interaction with plant parts; in the rain forest environment of the 

Hupd’ h, plant parts provide the primary raw materials for making almost all 

the necessities of life.  

 

 

C. Human terms 

 

The inclusion of the set of human nouns (e.g., ‘male’, ‘female’, ‘child’, ‘sha-

man’; with the exception of ‘[Hup] person’ and ‘infant’; also compare ‘priest’ 

above) in the obligatorily bound class is perhaps the most difficult to explain. 

Why should human nouns be lexically specified as bound, just like parts of a 

whole and possessed or inherently associated entitities? I stress that this is es-

sentially a linguistic problem: Should we consider the participation of human 

nouns in this construction type to be a formally ad hoc feature of Hup?    

 I suggest that it is not ad hoc – there is in fact a semantic and cultural basis 

for the participation of human nouns in this formal set. All the other nouns that 

occur in these constructions involve the narrowing-down or individuation of a 

referent from an indeterminate mass of possible referents, defined in terms of 

their inherent association with some other entity or whole. Humans, arguably, 
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can be perceived in this way too: a human being in Hup culture is first and 

foremost part of a social group – whether it be the set of River Indians, Hup 

Indians, members of the Toucan’s Beak Clan, or the inhabitants of a particular 

house.  

 The fact that Hup grammar treats human beings as associated by default 

makes sense in the Hup cultural context. The Hupd’ h have a very different 

perspective on the role of the individual relative to the social group than that 

found in contemporary ‘Standard Average European’ culture. The Hupd’ h are 

almost never alone, and it is in fact considered socially peculiar or suspicious if 

a person spends much time alone without a good reason for it. In my experi-

ence, when a family goes on a trek and leaves the grandmother behind, she 

never stays on alone in the house by herself; instead she moves her hammock to 

another relative’s house – which may only be ten feet away, already crowded 

with perhaps a dozen people in a tiny space – and she stays there until her fam-

ily returns, while their house stands empty. For the Hupd’ h, the human referent 

is obligatorily conceived as a part of a larger relational whole, the social group, 

which at the same time defines and individuates the referent.  

 Such a perception of the individual as first and foremost a member of the 

group is quite distinct from the atomized view of the individual that members of 

Standard Average European culture take for granted, but it is hardly unique to 

the Hupd’ h; many cultures around the world have been reported to take this 

perspective (e.g., Barnouw 1963, Schweder and Bourne 1984). However, Hup 

appears to be unusual in encoding this cultural fact into its grammar of inal-

ienability.  

 One further piece of evidence in support of this explanation for the bound 

nature of human nouns comes from the only bound noun that relates to the ani-

mal world: =/ã êw ‘swarming insect’. As discussed in §5.4.4, this form is used 

to indicate an individual insect that typically occurs in a swarm or colony, such 

as wasps, various kinds of ants, etc., as in y /=/ãêw ‘one individual wasp’. 

Here, the form =/ãêw clearly has an individuating function of picking one ref-

erent out of a group, and is both structurally and semantically parallel to the 

human bound nouns. 

 

 

D. Body parts 

 

Body parts present a different puzzle. Why should animal body parts be inal-

ienably possessed, while human body parts are alienable?  

 The inclusion of animal body parts in the class of obligatorily bound nouns 

is easily explained, and is consistent with the Hup system of conceptualization 

vis-à-vis the other bound noun constructions. Like plant parts, animal body 

parts are associated with a whole. Also like plant parts, they are likely to be 
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characterized by Hup speakers in terms of a paradigmatic set-like relationship, 

vis-à-vis other equivalent referents from which they must be individuated. In 

other words, Hup speakers often choose among sets of potential materials to 

meet a specific requirement for personal adornment or use, such as a jaguar 

tooth, monkey tooth, and dog tooth, or a parrot feather, macaw feather, and 

vulture feather – in the same way that they select among a palm leaf, banana 

leaf, or a coca leaf for their cooking, wrapping, thatching, or eating needs. Simi-

larly, one may encounter a range of legs in one’s stewpot, which may be identi-

fied as paca legs, sloth legs, etc.  

 Human body parts, on the other hand – while undoubtedly an inherently as-

sociated part of a whole – are not often in need of individuation from a set of 

equivalent referents. While Hup speakers often refer to animal body parts in 

terms of sets of teeth, feathers, or fur that are all potential referents vis-à-vis 

some purpose or task, they have little need to talk about the teeth or hair of dif-

ferent people in this way.  

 This lack of a need to individuate and define body parts arises precisely be-

cause they are always attached to their ‘possessor’, and not available as objects 

of manipulation (other than by the possessor him/herself). Moreover, it is the 

human possessor who is usually conceived as the primary participant or most 

salient referent, not his/her body part. This is not really compatible with the 

bound construction, in which the N1 (here, the human possessor) is the modifier 

of the N2 head and therefore is relatively backgrounded. Thus the alienable 

construction with the full possessive pronoun is iconic in that it reflects the 

greater importance of the human possessor as distinct from the body part – 

though it is not iconic in the sense conventional to inalienable possession, i.e., 

the sense of reducing the conceptual distance between the possessor and the 

entity. The same rationale – salience of the possessor rather than the possessum 

– is probably also behind the occasional possession of kin terms with alienable 

possessor forms, as discussed in §5.4.1. 

 This formal separation of the possessor and the possessed body part is also 

reflected in the clausal possession (‘possessor raising’) strategy in Hup, as dis-

cussed in §5.3.1, which likewise appears to be used exclusively with human (or 

sentient, mythical animal) body parts, and profiles the ‘possessor’ as the most 

significantly affected participant. As noted above, the Hup case provides addi-

tional evidence for the argument presented by Mithun (2001) that clausal pos-

session relates crucially to the salience of the affected participant, rather than to 

the phenomenon of inalienable possession. Moreover, the clausal possession 

strategy and the (often accompanying) marginal noun incorporation (see §9.6) 

undergone by body part nouns in Hup may actually be part of what motivates 

the alienable and non-inherent possession of human body part nouns, since 

these other constructions so frequently leave body part nouns syntactically sepa-

rated from their possessors.  
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Hup’s strategy for possession of body parts may also not be as cross-

linguistically unusual as it seems at first glance. English, in fact, has a compara-

ble possession strategy, in that it can use compounding (the functional equiva-

lent of inalienable possession) in reference to animal body parts (a dog tooth; a 

dog’s tooth), but not usually in reference to human body parts (*?a boy tooth; a 

boy’s tooth) – except for ‘human tooth’ and ‘baby tooth’, which are also ac-

ceptable as such in Hup. In other words, Hup grammar encodes a cross-

linguistically common fact about our interaction with the world: a possessed 

animal body part (e.g., ‘dog’s tooth’ or ‘dog tooth’) typically tells us about the 

kind of tooth, rather than about the individual canine possessor – whereas a 

possessed human body part (‘boy’s tooth’) tells us primarily about the tooth’s 

owner, and not about the kind of tooth.  

 Nevertheless, the fact remains that human body part nouns are among the 

most prototypical candidates for inalienable possession in other languages. The 

extent to which Hup is deviant, and the full story behind this deviation, must be 

left to future research. 

 

 

5.5.1. Non-obligatorily bound nouns and the bound construction 

 

The bound construction is not limited to the class of lexically specified bound 

nouns discussed above. Virtually any noun can occur in a bound construction; 

that is, it can optionally assume the same syntax as the obligatorily bound 

nouns. In other words, inalienability or bound-ness in Hup depends on how a 

phenomenon is construed, as well as being a lexical property of nouns.
79

 This 

flexibility according to construal provides additional evidence for the claim that 

the bound construction has to do with an inherent association between entities.  

 In general, nouns appear bound or inalienably possessed when they are un-

derstood to be part of a whole, as in (135–136).  

 

(135) Making a toy top: 

  y -n h-yó/,    tt h=c ‡ /   h d  b /- h  
  that.ITG-be.like-SEQ 3sg=stick  3pl  make-DECL 

  ‘Then, they made its stick.’ (txt) 

 

 

 

                                                
79

 Such flexibility is not unique to Hup, but occurs in a number of languages (cf. Chap-

pell and McGregor 1995).  
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(136) Making a fishing pole:  

  tt h=t t  d’o/-d’ak-yó/,   tt h=t g  d’o/-d’ k,  
  3sg=string take-stick.against-SEQ 3sg=tooth take-stick.against   

 

  y -n h-yó/    tt h=paçt d d’o/-d’ k    ní- y  

  that.ITG-be.like-SEQ 3sg=sinker  take-stick.against be-DYNM 

  ‘Having put on its line, (and) put on its hook, after this its sinker gets  

  put on.’ (txt) 

 

The bound form can also refer to an inherently associated, possessor-like entity, 

as in (137), and it may have a specific meaning, distinct from its meaning as a 

free lexeme, as in (138). Finally, the bound form may itself be a compound 

formed from a verb stem and an associated noun, as in (139) (see §18.2.3).  

 

(137) t h=/ ç  ‘its sack’ (referring to the thing that belongs inside; compare  

  alienably possessed t n ‡h / ç ‘his sack’, referring to a human owner) 

 

(138) t h=d h    ‘sap, juice of’   (unbound= ‘water’) 

t h=c h     ‘sliver of’       (unbound= ‘grass’)  

t h=m y   ‘hole of an animal, insect’ usually in ground   

     (unbound: ‘house’) 

 

(139) núp   c Ùhdeh  wag, y k c hdeh,  tt h=hám=wag    

  this rainy.season day otter rainy.season 3sg=go=day   

  ‘This rainy season time, the Otter Rain, the time when it goes (lit. ‘its  

  going-days)’ (across the sky; referring to a constellation) (txt) 

 

 

5.5.2. Exceptions to obligatory participation in the bound construction  

 

Further evidence that individuation of a referent from a mass is the basic func-

tion of the bound construction comes from the systematic exceptions to the phe-

nomenon, whereby nouns that are lexically defined as obligatorily bound may 

nonetheless appear unbound.  

 An unbound plural form is acceptable (though not obligatory) with human 

nouns and kinship terms, as in (140–142) (although plural plant parts and some 
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other plural nouns, such as eggs, still require a preceding N1). In these cases, 

generic plurality intrinsically precludes individuation from a mass.
80

 

 

(140) dó/=d’ h  ‘children’ 

  /ãêy=d’ h ‘women’ 

  t g=d’ h  ‘daughters in general’ 

 

(141) ddó/=d’ h h d  pçhç-tég 
  child=PL  3pl  grow.plump-PURP 

  ‘In order for the children to grow plump and healthy.’ (txt) 

 

(142) d b, ppQcæ w=d’ h- h ! 
  many adolescent.boy=PL-DECL 

  ‘There are lots of boys (there)!’ (cv) 

 

 Similarly, a completely generic (singular) referent is also typically expressed 

as unbound, as in the compound tæ‚êh yud ‘uterus’ (lit. ‘offspring clothes’), and 

example (143) (note that in this expression the form t h=tQ)h/ín- n, which is 

bound/inalienably possessed and inflected for object case, would mean ‘his 

[own] wife’).  

 

(143) wãê/  ttæ h/ ín   túk-úy=mah  
  vulture child.mother  want-DYNM=REP  

  ‘Vulture wants a wife, it’s said.’ (cv) 

 

 For most bound nouns (though with the exception of human nouns), negative 

existence expressions also render the singular unbound form grammatical (and 

obligatory in the case of kin terms), as in (144–145).  
 

(144) tip  pã Ù  ‘no eggs’ 

  g’Qt pã Ù ‘no leaves’  

 

 

 

                                                
80

 When a preceding N1 is present with a plural form, it is generally singling out a spe-

cific group of referents vis-à-vis a larger group; e.g., ‘those children’ as opposed to 

‘children in general’. 
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(145) // íp pã Ù=mæh=d’ h h d  / h=y /- y  
 father NEG:EX=DIM=PL 3pl  sleep-TEL-DYNM 

 ‘The little fatherless ones fell asleep.’ (txt) 

 

 

5.6. Bound nouns and semantic extension: noun ‘classification’ 

 

As we have seen, obligatorily bound nouns relating to plant parts, eggs, and 

other entities tend to occur in paradigmatic sets, and individuate a referent out 

of a mass of potential referents. As such, particularly in the case of plant parts, 

the bound construction typically serves a classifying function – types of leaves, 

types of wood, types of feathers, etc. The bound N1 and N2 correspond either to 

a whole and its parts, or to two entities in a possessor-possessed or otherwise 

inherently associated relationship.  

 In other cases, the same bound construction, with the same set of bound 

nouns – most relating to plant parts – does not indicate a possessor-possessed or 

whole-part relationship between two entitities, but instead serves merely to re-

late a property or other identifying feature to an entity (i.e., the third type of 

relationship that is typically encoded in the more general compound construc-

tion; §5.1). The examples of this subtype of bound noun construction all involve 

some level of semantic extension (which again is a typical property of noun 

compounds generally; see §5.1.1), usually of the head noun (N2). 

 These extended bound constructions can be characterized according to two 

types of extension: (a) extension involving the semantic type of the construction 

as a whole (from whole-part to property-entity) and (b) extension involving the 

N2 (from a literal part of a plant to an entity with some abstract semantic feature 

characteristic of that plant part). Like the non-extended plant-part compounds, 

these constructions also have to do with the classification of types of entities – 

but according to a distinct classification strategy, resembling that found in noun 

classification systems in other languages.  

 As Grinevald (2000: 54) has observed, a functional-typological perspective 

allows us to recognize the various grammatical systems encountered in the 

world’s languages, such as noun classification, “as more or [as] less prototypi-

cal, and at various stages of development and disintegration”. Accordingly, the 

following discussion will consider the arguments for characterizing the ex-

tended bound constructions in Hup as an incipient system of nominal classifica-

tion, and as an example of how a noun classification system may arise in a lan-

guage (see also Epps 2007b). For reasons that will become clear, I will examine 

names for native objects and for culturally foreign objects separately. 
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5.6.1. Semantically extended bound constructions and names for native items  

 

Relatively few native items have names arising from the semantic extension of 

a bound construction; the list of examples below is close to exhaustive (in my 

corpus). In these compounds, the bound forms involved are almost always plant 

parts, and the degree of semantic extension varies widely. 

 One type of extended compound involves the use of the plant-part relation-

ship (conventionally N1:whole – N2:part) to produce names for certain types of 

plants, but where the second component (‘leaf’) is not a part of N1 (example 

144). In these cases, ‘leaf’ has been metonymically extended to refer to the 

plant as a whole.
81

  

 These compounds are lexically specific, yet still correspond in some sense to 

the plant-part paradigms in (105–106) above, in that they are primarily designa-

tions for types of leaves. However, instead of N1 being the whole (e.g., banana 

plant) and N2 the part (e.g., leaf of plant), here N1 is some other noun that is 

simply associated with the plant and identifies it in terms of a property-entity 

relationship (e.g., leaf for shelter). These compounds also maintain the produc-

tive-type stress pattern of the other plant-part constructions (primary stress on 

N1).  

 

(146) t p=g’Qt   ‘caraná’  (lit. ‘shelter-leaf’; used for thatching houses) 

  mçh Ùy=g’Qt  ‘deer-leaf’  (carurú or pokeweed; edible leaves) 

  yæê/=g’Qt   ‘roast-leaf’  (use unknown) 

  tahc b=g’Qt  ‘tick-leaf’  (small thick leaves that resemble ticks, used  

           for treating insect stings) 

 

While the examples in (146) involve metonymic extension of N2, most such 

semantic extensions involve metaphor, as in (147). 

 

(147) t h=b’ák   ‘clump of fruits’, extended to: 

      ‘wasp or termite nest’ (i.e., both are a lump clinging to tree) 

 

 Metaphorical semantic extensions are also used for the names of certain 

manufactured items. Some of these are only marginally semantically extended. 

For example, the use of ‘tree, stick’ in (148a) is based on the fact that canoes 

                                                
81

 But note that ‘deer-leaf’ (carurú or pokeweed) is calqued directly from Tukano (ac-

cording to my bilingual consultants). It is possible that this particular kind of extension 

in Hup may have begun with calqued forms and spread by analogy.  
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are made from tree trunks; but (as in 146 above) the N2 is not actually a part of 

the N1. In (148b), the hçb or ‘hollow thing’ is also not a naturally grown part of 

the buriti-palm in the usual sense of a plant part; in this case it has been carved 

out of a buriti log, which accordingly specifies and defines it.  

 

(148) a) hçh=t g  ([canoe]=tree/stick)  ‘canoe’ 

(lexicalized, with N2 stress pattern; compare Dâw hç: and  

Nadëb h’ççh ‘canoe’) 

 

  b) j’ák=hçb  (buriti.palm=hollow) ‘hollowed-out piece of a buriti- 

              palm stick’  

 

 The examples in (149) are further extended semantically in a noteworthy 

way. Here the N2 plant part term does not refer to a plant part at all, but to an 

entity defined in terms of a particular abstract semantic feature, relating to shape 

(stick: long and thin; fruit: round). 

 

(149) h ¤Ùt=teg  (tobacco=STICK)  ‘cigar’     

  ták=tat   (rubber=FRUIT)   ‘rubber ball’ (made from native rubber) 

 

 Many of the extended compound forms combine a verb stem and a bound 

noun, as in example (150). This is a productive but much less common feature 

of (non-bound) noun compounds, as we saw in §5.1 (see examples 7–9). Since 

in many cases a verb stem needs no additional morphology to create a derived 

nominal, but can simply stand alone without tense-aspect inflection, such com-

pounds can be considered to involve two nominal components. Note that while 

the examples in (150) involve a property-entity rather than a whole-part rela-

tionship, they again involve little or no semantic extension of the N2; bows and 

paddles are carved from split lengths of wood, and native flutes are made from 

hollow sticks (while flutes made from deer leg bones have a different, non-

compound name, / d’).  
 

(150) g’íg=b’ah  (arrow-shooting=split.wood)  ‘bow’ 

  hæÙy’=b’ah   (paddle=split.wood)     ‘paddle’ 

  p Ùh=teg    (play.flute=stick)       ‘flute’ 

 

Among the names of native items, the most productive realm for semantic 

extensions of N2 nouns is that of body parts, as in (151); most of these are 

highly lexicalized. 
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(151) [cí/-deh]-tod’   ‘bladder’     ([urinate-water]-container) 

hoh /-b’ah   ‘rib’        (?-split.wood) 

cuj-t h        ‘spine’      (diarrhea?-root) 

c ‡/-tat       ‘round part of calf of leg’  (calf-fruit) 

tok-t t     ‘intestines’    (belly-vine/string) 

hat p-w g    ‘testicles’    (w g ‘seed’; maybe tip ‘egg’) 

wçn’-dæ   ‘knee’     (mingau?-tuber) 
  etc. 

 

A final productive domain for semantic extension involves the bound form 

=tég ‘stick’, which (unlike any other bound form) can be used in the purely 

generic sense of ‘thing’. While this fully abstract use of =tég occurs in rela-

tively few names for native manufactured items (as opposed to new cultural 

items, see below), it is found in certain compounds referring to abstract con-

cepts, always in conjunction with a verb stem (example 152). 

 

(152) n =teg    ‘place to live, way of living’  (ni- ‘be’) 

  hup-hipã Ùh=teg  ‘consciousness, self-awareness’ (hup -Reflexive; 

         hipãh- ‘know’; lit. ‘self-knowing thing’)   

     

 

5.6.2. Semantically extended bound constructions and names for newly  

  introduced cultural items  

 

In contrast to the quite limited use of semantically extended compounds for 

names of native items, their use with recently introduced cultural items is highly 

productive. The list of examples offered in this section is far from exhaustive, 

and new names are constantly being coined. Like the examples in §5.6.1 above, 

however, virtually all the semantically extended N2 forms in these constructions 

are terms for plant parts.  

 The bound plant part terms that occur as N2s in these compounds are only a 

subset of the bound plant-part terms listed in (101) above. They comprise a 

limited set of recurring elements, which contribute a more or less consistent 

semantics and organize their referents on a conventionalized basis, based pri-

marily on shape. In this respect, these ‘bound nouns’ resemble noun classifiers. 

 A comprehensive list of the plant parts that undergo metaphorical exten-

sions, together with their core semantic features, is given in (153). 
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(153) =tég   ‘tree, long thin shaft; thing in general’ 

=b’ h  ‘split wood; flat thing’ 

=tát  ‘fruit; round thing’  

=b’ k  ‘bark, skin, eggshell; cooking pot or dish’  

=w g  ‘seed, small individual-seed fruit; any small roundish thing’  

=g’æt  ‘leaf; paper, book’ 

=h b   ‘concave hollow thing from certain trees; any shallow  

    receptacle (with the exception of dishes)’ 

=t t  ‘vine; string, cord’ 

 

Example (154) lists some examples of such semantically extended com-

pounds involving the bound plant part ‘leaf’. Where the more conventional 

plant part compounds classify various types of leaves, these compounds classify 

various types of papers, books, or ‘leaflets’. Both verb stems and nouns are used 

as N1s. The high productivity of this construction is illustrated by forms such as 

/úrcu-g’Qt ‘bear book’, which was used in reference to a magazine of animals 

of Virginia; few if any of the Hupd’ h had ever heard of a bear before seeing 

this magazine. 

 

(154) =g’Qt: Kinds of leaves  kinds of books  

  cug’Q‡t    ‘book, paper’    (also generic ‘leaf’; possibly from  

              j’ g=g’Qt ‘forest leaf’) 

b’ y=g’Qt   ‘study book’     (b’oy- ‘learn/ teach’) 

h /=g’Qt   ‘writing/notebook’   (h /- ‘write’) 

c Ùy’=g’Qt   ‘vaccination leaflet’  (c y’- ‘poke in, vaccinate’) 

hup / d=g’Qt  ‘Hup-language book’  (my notebook on Hup) 

p ‡b=g’Qt   ‘official documents’  (p b ‘strong; food supplies’) 

b /=g’Qt   ‘rat book’     (for a booklet of animal pictures) 

/úrcu=g’Qt   ‘bear book’       (for a magazine with pictures of  

            bears; from Portuguese urso ‘bear’) 

 

(155) ccug’Q‡ t  t h  d’ h-ham-túk-b’ay-áh  

  paper  3sg send-go-want-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘She’s going to send the paper again.’ (cv) 
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Examples (156–157) list semantically extended compounds formed with the 

bound plant terms ‘split wood’, generalized to flat things, and ‘fruit’, general-

ized to round things. As these examples show, a high proportion of the N1s in 

such compounds are borrowed Portuguese lexical items. Note that this system 

lends itself to even finer layers of classification, by which individual cassette 

tapes can be distinguished.  
 

(156) =b’ah: Split wood  flat things 

píta=b’ah   ‘cassette tape’   (Port. fita) 

dabanáw=b’ah  ‘Lambadão tape’   (Brazilian singer) 

y d=b’ah   ‘neatly folded or flat square of cloth’ (y d ‘clothing’) 

wQ‡d=b’ah   ‘spoon, plate’   (wQd ‘eat, food’) 

koyéra=b’ah  ‘spoon’     (Port. colher) 

méca=b’ah   ‘table’     (Port. mesa) 

j’ c=b’ah   ‘flat-bladed planting tool’  

dóna=b’ah   ‘tarpaulin’     (Port. lona) 

 

(157)  =tat: Fruits  roundish things 

  bóda=tat  ‘ball’     (Port. bola) 

  t c=tat   ‘soccer ball’   (tac- ‘kick’) 

badã êw=tat  ‘balloon’    (Port. balão) 

d c=tat  ‘lightbulb’   (Port. luz ‘light’) 

hçê‚=tat  ‘lightbulb’   (h - ‘burn’)  

motúdu=tat ‘outboard motor’ (Port. motor) 
 

The plant part ‘tree, stick’ is generalized to long, thin, cylindrical things, as 

illustrated in (158a). From there, it has gone on to become the generic classifier 

form ‘thing’. The set of entities in (158b) are still vaguely long and cylindrically 

shaped; but the use of =teg in (158c) is clearly not related to shape (also com-

pare the use of =teg in words relating to abstract concepts in [152] above).  

 

(158)  =teg: Tree, stick  long thin thing  thing in general 

a) h ‡/=teg   ‘pencil’  (h /- ‘write’) 

  véda=teg  ‘candle’  (Port. vela) 

  c Ùy’=teg  ‘syringe’   (c y’- ‘poke.in’) 
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b) wayd /=teg  ‘airplane’  (wayd’o/- ‘fly’) 

  p p d=teg  ‘car, tractor’ (p p d- ‘roll’) 

 

c) n y’=teg  ‘eraser’    (nuy’- ‘rub’) 

  w ‡/=teg  ‘headphones’  (w /- ‘listen’) 

 

Examples of bound forms using =h b ‘hollow’ (originally a stiff curled thing 

that grows behind the flower of certain trees), extended to shallow concave 

receptacles in general, are provided in (159–160). 

 

(159)  k w g t /=hçb  ‘eyeglasses case’ (eye immerse=HOLLOW)  

 

(160) tt h   wQ‡d=hçb- t=mah  t h  hib’ah-ní-h  
  tapir/cow  food=HOLLOW-OBL=REP 3sg be.created-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘They say he was born in a cow-trough.’ (txt) 

 

 These paradigms are all based on a variable N1. However – to a lesser de-

gree – semantically extended compounds can also form paradigms that vary the 

N2 component, as in examples (161–162). 

 
(161) Types of medicine: 

y Ùh=g’Qt  ‘medicine leaf’ (medicine=leaf; a native term) 

yçÙ‚h=w g  ‘pill’    (medicine=SEED) 

yçÙ‚h=deh  ‘syrup’   (medicine=WATER) 

  

(162) Flashlight and its parts: 

  t j=teg   ‘flashlight’       (light.fire=STICK)  

  t j=w g   ‘flashlight batteries’  (light.fire=SEED) 

 

The semantically extended bound N2 forms can pile up within a single com-

pound word, as in (163–164) (the multiple bound N2s are all unstressed).  

 

(163) [[hi-m’æ=tteg]=b’ah]=cu/ 
  FACT-cool=STICK=SPLIT.WOOD=grab 

  ‘refrigerator door handle’ (lit. ‘cooling-thing’s flat part’s grabber’) 
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(164) h ê=ttat=hçb    

  burn=FRUIT=HOLLOW 

  ‘light bulb socket’  

 

 As noted above, this compounding strategy based on semantically extended 

bound plant part terms is an extremely productive source for new lexical items 

in Hup. While many of the examples listed here are conventionalized (to vary-

ing degrees), speakers often coin nonce terms creatively. In (165), for example, 

we see two different speakers’ attempts at ‘solar panel’ (an unfamiliar object 

until I arrived in the village). 

 

(165)  mçy k=b’ah  ‘mirror = SPLIT.WOOD’ > ‘solar panel’ 

  pæyQê‚y=b’ah ‘thunder/electricity = SPLIT.WOOD’ > ‘solar panel’ 

  
Example (166) lists two different ways to say refrigerator (which only a few 

Hupd’ h have seen). 

 

(166)  a) teghç)ê=d’ h  n ‡h  hç)Ùp=y /  m’æ ca/  
  Non-Indian=PL POSS fish=TEL  cool box 

  ‘Non-Indian people’s fish-cooling box’ > ‘refrigerator’ 

 

 b) hi-m’æ=teg (FACT-cool=THING) ‘thing for cooling’ > ‘refrigerator’ 

 

 Most N1s in these newly coined compound forms are either verb stems or 

Portuguese borrowings.
82

 The N1 can also itself be a compound (verb or noun, 

as in ‘eyeglasses case’ in example 159 above), or even a phrase, as in (166a) 

and (167). These verbal or phrasal forms of N1 are essentially more tightly in-

tegrated, lexicalized versions of the highly productive strategy of combining a 

relative clause with an N2 (which may be a free or bound form) (see §18.2.3). 

                                                
82

 The question of how these Portuguese loans enter Hup is an interesting one, since 

very few Hup speakers are fluent in Portuguese (see §1.5.3). Almost all of the loans 

refer to previously unknown (and thus unnamed) material objects, and many – perhaps 

the majority – have come via Tukano speakers. Others have probably entered children’s 

vocabulary in the context of the village schools or been introduced by the few Hup 

speakers who are fluent in Portuguese; a few have no doubt come from non-Indian 

visitors to the region (for example, I was responsible for introducing ursu ‘bear’; see 

above). For more discussion, see Epps (forthcoming a). 
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Such relative clause + bound noun forms are also used productively to refer to 

new objects, such as ‘ladder’ in example (168). 

 

(167) kæy b’uy-d’ h=hçb 
  trash   throw-send=HOLLOW 

  ‘wheelbarrow’ (lit. ‘trash-throwing-out-hollow’) 

 

(168) / n  cák-ap=teg   

  1pl  climb-DEP=THING 

  ‘ladder’ (lit. ‘thing we climb up’) 

 

 Over 90% of these newly coined words involve a plant part as N2, but other 

N2s (both bound and free nouns) can also be used productively in such com-

pounds, as in the examples in (169). Verb stems (as deverbalized forms) can 

also occur as N2s, as in (170). 

 

(169) pQ)yQ)êy ca/  ‘car battery’   (thunder/electricity box) 

  b’ h=tod’ ‘glass cup or jar’ (salt=container) 

  puh mçy     ‘glass window’   (water.foam house.opening)    

      (used by old people; younger prefer Port. loanword janela) 

 

(170) tegd’uh h Ùk ‘chainsaw’  (tree saw)
83

 

  k w g t /  ‘glasses’   (eye immerse) 

 

 It is worth noting that, while many Portuguese borrowings are accompanied 

by a bound (plant-part) N2, some items are borrowed ‘as is’ – as monomor-

phemic words – and do not occur in compounds: 

 

(171) kópu   ‘cup’   (copo) 

  esk wa ‘brush’  (escova) 

  bówsa  ‘backpack’ (bolsa) 

  dápi  ‘pen’   (lapisera) 

 

 

 

 

                                                
83

 ‘Chainsaw’ can optionally take an additional bound noun: tegd’uh hçk=teg (tree 

saw=THING)  
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5.6.3. Animate entities 

 

Almost all semantically extended or classifier-like forms in Hup refer to inani-

mate objects, and for the most part organize these according to shape. However, 

one set of bound forms is used for animate entities. These are the bound terms 

for man/male (=/ h) and woman/female (=/ãêy), which – though their proto-

typical use involves humans – can also be used in reference to animals, as in 

(172). However, the (marginal) semantic extension of these bound nouns differs 

from those above in that it serves only an anaphoric function; with non-human 

entities, the bound masculine/feminine form follows a numeral, demonstrative, 

or relative clause, rather than a full lexical noun as N1:
84

 

 

(172) g’ g,   /ãh kéy-ep=// i )h  

  titi.monkey 1sg see-DEP=MSC 

  ‘The titi monkey, the one I saw.’ (el) 

 

 

5.6.4. A classifier system?  

 

The bound constructions discussed above are clearly distinct from the plant 

whole-part compounds from which they derive. The bound plant part terms, 

semantically extended according to shape, now resemble noun classifiers.  

 Despite their differences, however, the two bound realizations of plant part 

terms (plant-part vs. noun-classifier) share a common functional and semantic 

basis. The classifying terms, like bound nouns generally, contribute to the indi-

viduation of a referent from the set of potential referents. In fact, this individuat-

ing function has been identified as a basic feature of noun classifiers generally: 

cross-linguistically, classifiers arguably serve to narrow down the semantic 

referent from an amorphous mass to a specified entity. In a classic paper on 

noun classification, Denny (1976: 130) observes that classifiers’ “semantic 

function is to place objects in classes having to do with human interaction with 

the environment”. Similarly, Broschart (2000: 264) notes that classifiers have a 

gestalt function: they give objects a kind of metaphorical “contour” (i.e., a ca-

pacity for manipulation, physical or otherwise) that is necessary for “the 

discrimination of units and for the possibility of recognizing units of a single 

                                                
84

 To express the sex of an animal, the free lexemes tiy / ‘man’ and tã/ãêy ‘woman’ 

(rather than the bound forms) occur together with the animal’s name in a compound, 

such that a male titi monkey would be g’ g tiy /; the semantic extension is thus essen-

tially the same. 
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kind”. A comparable phenomenon is the classifier-like function of ‘measure 

terms’, which individuate units of mass nouns in perhaps all languages; for 

example, ‘a cup of tea’, ‘a pinch of salt’ (see §4.4.3). 

 Given this function of classifiers, we might expect the N1 term in classifier 

constructions cross-linguistically to relate more specifically to a property or 

material than to a specific entity, as has been observed for classifier languages 

like Yucatec and Japanese (Lucy 1992, Lucy and Gaskins 2003). There is some 

evidence that this is indeed the case in Hup. For example, one Hup speaker re-

ferred to a cough drop as k w ‘hot pepper’; when I asked why, her response was 

“because it burns” (i.e., a property, whereas specific hot-pepper entities can be 

differentiated as k w=(tat) ‘pepper fruit’; k w=b’ k ‘pot of pepper broth’, 

etc.). Similarly, the Portuguese borrowing wéda (‘candle’, from vela) was used 

to refer both to a puddle of wax on my desk and to the entire candle – i.e., a 

word referring to an entity (‘candle’) in the donor language has been interpreted 

as an undifferentiated material (‘wax’) in the borrowing language. If necessary, 

the wax puddle and the candle can be distinguished as wéda=c g ‘wax piece’ 

vs. wéda=teg ‘wax stick; candle’. The Hup case is strikingly similar to the 

corresponding example given by Lucy (1997: 298) of noun classification in 

Yucatec Maya; in Yucatec, property or material concepts like ‘wax’ are differ-

entiated into entities by numeral classifiers, whereby ‘one candle’ is designated 

by un-ttz ' í it  kib ‘one long thin wax’. In Yucatec, however, this strategy perme-

ates the noun lexicon, whereas in Hup it is limited and is most common with 

neologisms.  

 

 

5.6.4.1. From bound nouns to classifiers: a grammaticalization story 

 

Clearly, a subset of bound nouns – mainly plant part terms – have become noun 

classifiers. But how did the shift from plant parts to classifying terms come 

about? Where and how, exactly, have the two diverged?  

 Most importantly, while both non-semantically extended plant-part com-

pounds and classifying compounds have to do with individuation, they may 

differ as to what is being individuated. In particular, the simple paradigms of 

noun-noun compounds (in which no semantic extension is involved) have a 

certain ambiguity regarding which component is being specified. This is espe-

cially the case with the plant-part compounds.  

 As we have seen, a plant-part compound can be interpreted either as encod-

ing a whole-part relationship, or as encoding a property-entity relationship – 

which is inherently one of classification. A speaker may be dealing either with a 

banana tree and focusing on its leaf, or with a pile of leaves and picking out a 

particular banana leaf. Does the Hup speaker start with ‘banana’ and restrict it 

to ‘leaf-part-of’, or with ‘leaf’ and restrict it to ‘banana-type’? Is he or she fore-
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grounding the property, as defined by the entity, or the entity, as defined by the 

property? The compound itself is neutral as to what counts as the ‘figure’ or 

new information, and what as the ‘ground’ or given information (cf. Talmy 

1978). 

 In defining a given set of compounds, this question of figure and ground 

translates into the question of which slot in the compound – the slot expressing 

the different types of leaves, or the different parts of a tree – is likely to be more 

salient in speakers’ daily lives. For Hup speakers, as discussed in §5.4.3, the 

most prototypical paradigmatic oppositions in plant-part compounds involve a 

constant form as the second member of the compound (N2) and a varied set of 

forms as the first member (N1); moreover, the stress pattern (where N1 receives 

primary stress) reflects the fact that the speaker’s attention is more likely to 

correspond to the variable form than the constant one. This higher salience of 

one paradigm type over the other reflects the typical interaction of speakers 

with their environment: a Hup speaker is much more likely to be concerned 

about the identity of a leaf or stick, because that is crucial to what he or she can 

do or make with that object. 

 In the case of the classifier-type constructions, this tendency to foreground 

the (N1) property has become crystallized – it is now the only option. Just as 

‘banana-leaf’ gives us information about the identity of the leaf, ‘study-LEAF’ 

gives us information about the type of book, but here no whole-part construal is 

possible. The first member of the compound (N1) has now become the focus of 

the construction; in some sense, it can now be considered the semantic head. 

The fact that phonological stress already falls on the N1 form in these construc-

tions surely helps to reinforce the interpretation that it is also semantically  

stressed. At the same time, the bound N2 form in these classifying constructions 

is becoming a grammaticalized morpheme, and as such is becoming categorially 

distinct from ‘regular’ bound nouns. Its lack of stress and its compound-final 

position give it a resemblance to the unstressed enclitics that are extremely 

common elsewhere in Hup grammar. Finally, while metaphorical extension is a 

frequently encountered feature of compound constructions in Hup (especially 

metaphors involving N2), the existence of large plant-part paradigm sets of the 

variable N1 type (as in examples 105–106 above) probably fostered the conven-

tionalization of particular metaphorical extensions, which in each case became 

codified along one specific semantic parameter, notably shape (cf. Lakoff’s 

Idealized Cognitive Model, 1987). 

 There is also evidence that the reinterpretation of the semantic head in these 

classifying compounds is being played out in the syntax of these constructions 

as well. In some cases, the N1 of the construction is now arguably the syntactic 

head, as well as the semantic head. The most likely force behind this change is 

lexical borrowing from Portuguese and/or Tukano; this generated new terms, 

which Hup speakers would have organized according to the system already 
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present in their language for dealing with manufactured or manipulated items. 

However, since the new terms first came into the language as independent mo-

nomorphemic nominals, they naturally assumed the function of nominal heads, 

to which the classifying form was subsequently added. Given the large (and 

growing) number of these borrowed nominals, the classifying forms are gradu-

ally coming to be perceived as something extra, tacked on to the main entity. In 

some cases, the presence of the classifier is in fact optional: 

 

(173) píta (=b’ah)   ‘cassette tape’    (Port. fita=SPLIT.WOOD) 

mandádiya (=w g) ‘medallion on necklace’ (Port. medalhão=SEED) 

wéda (=teg)   ‘candle’      (Port. vela=STICK) 

badã êw (=tat)   ‘balloon’      (Port. balão=FRUIT) 

 

This ‘tacked-on’ effect of classifying terms is even found with a few native 

words, such as those in (174), in which the classifier appears optionally:  

 

(174) nçg’Q‡d (=b’ah)  ‘tongue’ (tongue=SPLIT.WOOD) 

  núh(=tat) pog   ‘a big head’ (head=FRUIT big)  

 (when emphasizing shape/size of head)  

 

 

5.6.4.2. Functions of the Hup classifier system and the typology of noun  

  classification 

 

The transitional appearance of the Hup classifier-like system brings us to the 

next question: How do the Hup noun classifying terms fit into a general typol-

ogy of classifiers? Below, I consider the various functions of the Hup classifier-

like bound forms vis-à-vis the functions of noun classifiers cross-linguistically, 

and evaluate the arguments for characterizing the Hup case as an incipient noun 

classifier system. 

 

 

A. Derivation 

 

To the extent that the N1 members of compounds can be considered heads of 

the noun phrase, the classifying nouns – in cases where N1 is a verbal stem – 

can be understood to have the derivational function of creating an object or 

instrument nominalization from the verb stem, as in (175) (although the verb 

stems may themselves already be understood as nominalized; see above). Such 

derivational functions are common for noun classifiers in other languages (see 
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Aikhenvald 2000b: 220), especially those of Western Amazonia (Grinevald and 

Seifart 2004). 

 

(175) w ‡/=teg   (listen=THING)   ‘thing for listening’ > ‘headphones’ 

  tác=tat     (kick=FRUIT)  ‘round for kicking’ > ‘soccer ball’  

  kæy b’uy-d’ h=hçb  (trash throw-send=HOLLOW)  

       ‘hollow for throwing out trash’ > ‘wheelbarrow’ 

 

B. Anaphoric reference 

 

One of the most common functions of classifier terms in Hup is that of ana-

phoric reference, as in examples (176–178). Classifying nouns can refer ana-

phorically back to the full compound (or directly to a physically present object) 

in constructions where the N1 is the default/possessor form t h=, a demonstra-

tive (176), a numeral (177), or a relative clause (178). An anaphoric function is 

a common feature of noun classifiers generally, especially in Amazonian lan-

guages (cf. Derbyshire and Payne 1990: 243). 

 

(176) y ‚ê-n’ ‡h   h d  b /- h,  núp=ttat   
  that.ITG-NMZ 3pl  work-DECL this=FRUIT 

  ‘Thus they made it (a clay musical instrument), this size (round).’  

  (showing with hands) (txt) 

 

(177) ka/ap=tt g ! 
  two=STICK 

  ‘(There are) two of them!’ (watching flying airplanes: wayd’ó/=teg  
  [fly=STICK]) 

 

(178) nup bóda=tta t-/ /,  [núp  d’çh-yæt-Qp]=ttat   
  this  ball=FRUIT-PERF this  rot-lie.on.ground-DEP=FRUIT 

  ‘This was a ball, this rotting round thing lying here.’ (el) 

  

 This anaphoric function is not specific to classifying nouns, however. In 

their non-semantically extended use, the plant-part forms and various other 

bound nouns can be used for anaphoric reference in just the same way: 

 

(179) d g=w g  b’ah-yó/… tt h=w g w t-d’ h-way-yó/  

  vapisuna=seed split-SEQ  3sg=seed  pull.out-send-go.out-SEQ 

  ‘Having split a vapisuna seed, having pulled the seed’s insides out…’  

  (txt) 
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(180) ddeh=mí k y=d’ h hám-b’ay-áh,    
  water=river  see=PL  go-AGAIN-DECL   

 

  cã êp=mí  pæ-ay-áh 

  another=river go.upstream-INCH-DECL 

  ‘They went again to see the river, and went up another river.’ (txt)  

 

 With relative clauses, numerals, and demonstratives, the bound or classifier 

form may be interchangeable with a distinct monomorphemic head noun, de-

pending on how specific the speaker chooses to be, as in (181). However, the 

slot cannot be filled by a full compound if a bound form is available. Thus ei-

ther the lexeme cug’Q‡t ‘leaf, paper, book (generic)’ or the bound form =g’Qt 
‘leaf, paper, book’ can follow a relative clause, but not p h t=g’Qt ‘banana 

leaf’ or h ‡/=g’Qt ‘notebook’. 

 

(181) a) [/ãh  kéy-ep] gg’og   cak-y /- y   
    1sg see-DEP titi.monkey climb-DYNM 

   ‘The titi monkey I saw climbed up.’    

 

  b) [/ãh kéy-ep]=/ h cak-y /- y 

   1sg see-DEP-MSC  climb-DYNM 

   ‘The one I saw climbed up.’ (el) 

 

C. Agreement 

 

Hup classifying terms can arguably serve a marginal agreement-marking func-

tion by virtue of appearing, optionally, on multiple constituents of the clause (as 

with noun class marking in Bantu, for example), as in (182). This concord has 

been identified by Grinevald (2002) as a hallmark of a true nominal classifica-

tion system. However, this agreement-like phenomenon is extremely rare in 

natural discourse in Hup (being confined mostly to elicitation contexts), and 

may be better characterized as apposition of distinct noun phrases, rather than as 

marking concord within a single noun phrase.  

 

(182) núp=(gg’Q t) p h t=gg’Q t   t h=p g=(gg’Qt)    
  this=LEAF      banana=LEAF  3sg=big=LEAF   

  ‘this big banana leaf’ (el) 
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5.6.4.3. An incipient classifier system 

 

Typologically, the Hup system is best characterized as an incipient classifier or 

‘class term’ system (cf. DeLancey 1986, Grinevald 2000).
85

 It falls near the 

lexical end of Grinevald’s proposed scale of classifier grammaticalization: 

  
<Lexical-------------------------Grammatical> 

measure terms      noun classes, gender  

class terms  

 

The arguments for considering the Hup system to be incipient are the following. 

a) Only a small subset of Hup bound nouns – and even of plant-part terms 

– are consistently used in metaphorically extended ways (see the list in 

example 153 above).  

b) For the most part, the contexts of semantic extension have to do with 

newly introduced cultural items, and the influx of these items is a rela-

tively recent phenomenon – the majority have become available within 

the lifetime of adult speakers. Some bound nouns appear to have been 

only recently extended in semantically specific ways, in order to clas-

sify a particular variety of new item; the best example of this is leaf > 

book. 

c) The bound classifier nouns have undergone little grammaticalization 

and essentially no phonological reduction; they are all recognizable 

nouns that can act as heads elsewhere (cf. the incipient classifier sys-

tems in some Australian languages; e.g., Reid 1997, Wilkins 2000, Gri-

nevald 2000: 84). 

d) The classifying terms are used for derivation, but are used only mini-

mally for agreement-marking purposes (see §5.6.4.2 above). 

e) The presence of the classifying form is sometimes optional in the noun 

phrase (see §5.6.4.1 above), and is absent altogether from most nouns in 

Hup.  

 

 In the future, we might expect the Hup classifiers to become more gram-

maticalized and more obligatory. In the process, we might also expect the Hup 
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 Ospina (2002: 217–220) likewise identifies Yuhup classification as a class term sys-

tem, i.e., a minimally grammaticalized nominal classification system. As is true for 

Hup, she notes that Yuhup class terms have a transparent lexical origin, can serve a 

derivational function, and have different degrees of productivity within the lexicon (but, 

unlike Hup, Yuhup’s class terms are reportedly most productive with terms for animal 

types, plant types, and plant parts). 
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system to gradually come to resemble closely the classifier system of the East 

Tukanoan languages, which have probably already played an important role in 

shaping the Hup system’s development via areal diffusion (see the Historical 

note below).  

 

 

Historical note 

 

The grammaticalization story of the Hup classifying nouns, from nominal heads 

to something resembling encliticized modifiers, has been outlined above in 

§5.6.4.1. In this Historical note, I consider the question of what may have    

served to trigger this process of metaphorical extension and reanalysis. Three 

main catalysts can be identified. 

 The first of these was a sudden influx of new cultural items requiring names. 

As noted above, this is a relatively recent phenomenon. The Hupd’ h have been 

in direct – though sporadic – contact with non-indigenous Brazilian culture for 

only about thirty-five years. Before this, they had access to some trade goods 

through their interaction with Tukanoan groups, but this undoubtedly amounted 

to nowhere near the variety of items that they are exposed to now.  

 Hup already had the necessary linguistic raw materials for a classifier system 

at hand – a system of noun compounding and bound nouns, which could be 

understood as paradigmatic sets based on manipulation of the materials in one’s 

environment. These essentially comprised a highly specialized classification 

system.
86

 The seeds of the classifier-like metaphorical extensions have also 

probably been present for some time. Several classifier-like terms exist in Hup’s 

sister language Dâw (including extended plant terms in names for body parts; 

Martins 1994: 47–52, 181–82), but these are otherwise characterized by little or 

no semantic extension. Hup’s most closely related sister Yuhup, like Hup, uses 

semantically extended plant-part terms for body parts and other objects, includ-

ing some neologisms (Ospina 2002: 209–220). Such semantically extended 

terms seem to be lacking from the more distantly related language Nadëb, but 

Nadëb does have a limited system of possessor classifiers (Weir 1984). When 

suddenly faced with a flood of new items, Hup simply expanded its existing 

system for cataloguing manipulable or manufactured objects, which thus blos-

somed into a system of nominal classification. 

 Cross-linguistically, similar semantic extensions of nominal forms – often of 

existing classifiers – from native to newly introduced cultural items are quite 
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 Moreover, there is considerable cross-linguistic precedent for nominal compound 

constructions to develop conventionalized classifier-like functions; e.g., in Australian 

and even Indo-European languages (Hackstein forthcoming).  
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common. For example, the Australian language Ngan’gityemerri (Reid 1997) 

has a ‘tree’ class which includes all trees, tree products and wooden things, and 

hence manufactured objects of any substance; another Australian language, 

Gurr-Goni (Green 1995, cited in Aikhenvald 2000b: 408), has generalized a 

classifier for traditional wood canoes to other boats, and thence to airplanes. 

Jakaltek (Craig 1986, Grinevald 2000: 85) extended ‘rock’ to metal and glass, 

and ‘corn’ to wheat and wheat products, and the Thai classifier khan ‘thing with 

handles’ went from bicycles to all vehicles (Aikhenvald 2000b: 348).  

 In the Hup case, it is no great surprise that the shape-based semantic exten-

sions of bound nouns all involve plant parts. Plant parts are a ubiquitous feature 

of the Amazonian rainforest environment, and provide the raw material for the 

great majority of native manufactured items – much more so than in many other 

parts of the world, where stone, leather, and other materials play a larger role.
87

 

In fact, noun classification is not the only manifestation of the importance of 

plant parts in Hup grammar; the bound noun =teg ‘stick’ did not stop when it 

became the generic classifier/nominalizer ‘thing’, but continued to grammatical-

ize into a marker of purpose, and thence to a verbal future-tense marker (see 

§13.1).  

 However, we may still ask why Hup would have recourse specifically to 

classifier forms in naming these new items, given that classifiers are not re-

quired on other nouns in the language generally. This question points to a sec-

ond catalyst for the development of the system. This is linguistic conservatism – 

namely, the perceived need to avoid wholescale lexical borrowing in order to 

maintain linguistic identity. As discussed in (§1.5), it appears to be a feature of 

the Vaupés region as a whole (probably fostered by the linguistic exogamy sys-

tem among River Indian groups) that speakers of various language groups con-

sider their identity to be intrinsically connected to their primary (i.e., father’s) 

language. This cultural focus on the emblematic function of language has led 

speakers of many Vaupés languages to consciously resist lexical borrowing, 

even while unconsciously allowing their languages to converge on a structural 

level (e.g., Sorensen 1967, Jackson 1983, Aikhenvald 2002a). Probably for this 

reason, Hup speakers often create a word from all-Hup components (verb/noun 

stem + classifier) for a new item, even when they are aware of its name in Tu-

kano or Portuguese (see §5.6.2 footnote above regarding Hup speakers’ access 
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 The Hupd’ h do use animal bone, turtle shell, stone, and (untanned) animal hide for a 

few items (such as the deer-bone flute mentioned above), but these uses are minimal. 

Traditionally, plants have provided gourds and leaves for bowls and cups, bark (sof-

tened by pounding) for native ‘cloth’, the materials and venom for blowpipes and darts, 

bows and arrows, etc. 
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to Portuguese words). Likewise, when Hup speakers do use a borrowed word, 

they often tack on an extra piece of Hup morphology, a classifying term, to give 

the new name a clear Hup stamp. 

 Finally, language contact with Tukano was surely an additional motivating 

force behind the development of the classifier system. While at first glance this 

would seem to be diametrically opposed to linguistic conservatism as a catalyst, 

the two factors manifest themselves in different ways, which are not at all in-

compatible. It is a general fact among Vaupés languages that intense language 

contact has led to considerable structural convergence, despite speakers’ con-

scious efforts to keep their languages free from lexical mixing. In fact, classifier 

systems in other Vaupés languages have been shown to be sensitive to language 

contact (Gómez-Imbert 1996 for Cubeo-Baniwa, Aikhenvald 2002a for Tukano-

Tariana). 

 Classifiers are an important feature of Tukanoan grammar, and in many 

ways the Hup system looks like an incipient version of the Tukanoan one: Tu-

kanoan languages classify physical objects principally on the basis of shape, 

and animate entities on the basis of gender (see Gómez-Imbert 1982, 1996, 

2007b, Aikhenvald 2000b), just as we have seen for Hup. Moreover, classifiers 

in Tukanoan languages appear in noun phrases with numerals, adjectives, and 

demonstratives, with nouns as derivational markers, and with relativized verbal 

forms (Aikhenvald 2000b), just as they do in Hup.  

 From a typological point of view, the Hup case is particularly intriguing be-

cause it represents a classifier system in its initial stages of development. 

Moreover, this is one of the relatively rare cases in which the effect of an identi-

fiable cultural change is clearly visible in the grammar of a language. Finally, 

despite the likelihood that culturally novel experiences have driven the devel-

opment of the Hup noun classification system, its dependence on plant parts 

shows that the Hupd’ h have dealt with these new experiences in ways that 

make sense within their world view, in keeping with life in the rainforest. 

 

 

Comparative note 

 

In general, noun classification systems are fairly common in Amazonia, but 

vary considerably in their complexity. On the one hand are highly developed 

systems like those in the Tukanoan languages (as mentioned above), in which 

classifiers are ubiquitous and can occur on multiple elements of the clause (e.g., 

Barnes 1990, Aikhenvald 2000b); on the other, many systems appear to be in 

their incipient stages, like Hup. The link between possession and noun classifi-

cation in Hup is also paralleled in Bora (Witotoan), where classifier construc-

tions may be derived historically from possessive constructions (Weber 2002: 

7). Seifart (2003) also points out the importance of the individuating and deriva-
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tional functions of classifiers in Witotoan languages, particularly in reference to 

plant parts (fruit, tree, leaf); this is plainly reminiscent of the Hup case. 

A number of Amazonian systems rely heavily on terms related to plant parts 

for nominal classification, just as Hup does (and likewise Yuhup, as noted 

above). For example, the Arawak language Apuriña (Facundes 2000) appears to 

have an incipient classifier system that bears remarkable similarity to the system 

in Hup: a subset of bound or inalienably possessed nouns, many relating to parts 

of plants, has taken on semantic extensions and classifier-like properties. An-

other example is Yanomam (a Yanomami language; Goodwin Gómez 2000), 

with a more fully developed classifier system in which phonologically reduced 

forms are required on most nouns; again, most of the classifiers terms are re-

lated to plant parts. This widespread reliance on plant parts in classification 

makes obvious sense vis-à-vis the Amazonian rainforest environment, which is 

characterized by an enormous variety of plants, but a relatively scarcity of stone 

and other raw materials. Thus most Amazonian peoples, like the Hupd’ h, rely 

heavily on plant parts as a source of raw materials for manufactured items. 

Their focus on this maximally salient part of their material world is borne out in 

the linguistic coding of their interaction with it. 

 



 

Chapter 6 

The noun phrase: modification and definiteness 
 

 

 

This chapter deals with issues relating to the noun phrase and its behavior 

within the clause, with a particular focus on modification and definiteness.  

While Chapter 5 dealt with the compound noun, a noun phrase composed of 

two (or more) associated members of the open class of nouns, this chapter ex-

amines the closed classes of nominal modifiers – demonstratives, quantifiers, 

and adjectives – and their roles within the noun phrase. It also addresses the 

ability of members of these closed word classes to act as nominal heads in their 

own right, occurring in lieu of a noun or noun phrase as the argument of a verb. 

A few additional non-nominal functions (adverbial, determiner, etc.) of these 

closed word classes (specifically interrogative pronouns and demonstratives) 

are briefly considered here as well. In the final section of this chapter, I also 

briefly discuss noun phrase coordination. Issues relating to case marking have 

been dealt with in §4.3; locative postpositions, which typically combine with a 

noun to form an adverbial phrase within the clause, are discussed in §10.3. 

 A basic phrase structure template for the noun phrase (in which the noun 

stem N may be either compound or simple) is provided here. The order of the 

constituents is fairly rigid within the noun phrase itself; when numerals, demon-

stratives, or possessors follow the noun, they are probably best interpreted as 

appositional noun phrases in their own right, or even as predicate nominals. 

 

  NP  (Dem – POSS PN – Numeral) N (Adj) 

 

 

6.1. Pronouns 

 

While the form of the Hup personal pronouns and their inflected variants are 

covered in §4.1.2 (and §5.2), the present discussion deals briefly with their syn-

tax – that is, their ability to represent noun phrases in the clause. A discussion of 

the differences in clausal constituent order between pronouns and full noun 

phrases relative to the verb is given in §17.3.1. 

 The subject pronouns are here re-summarized in Table 27. As can be seen in 

the more detailed paradigm given in Table 21, §4.1.2, Hup pronouns – like 

nouns in general – take basic inflectional and derivational forms relating to 

case, number, and possession, as well as various bound focus and discourse-

marking forms (Chapter 7). With the exception of suppletive forms (formed via 
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phonological reduction) for the first person singular object (/ n) and possessive 

(n ‡) pronouns, inflected pronouns are essentially regular.  

 
Table 27. Hup subject pronouns 

1sg /ãêh 

2sg /ám 

3sg (M or F) t h 

1pl / n 

2pl n N 

3pl h d 

 

As can be seen in Table 27, a number distinction (singular/plural) is lexically 

encoded in pronouns. Although gender is not encoded, it can be specified if 

necessary; in such cases the pronoun has a determiner-like function: h d 
/ãêy=d’ h (3pl FEM=PL) ‘those women’. 

 The singular and plural forms of the ‘Intangible’ demonstrative (see §6.3 be-

low) are common variants of the basic third person pronouns (and can appear as 

such in any grammatical role: subject, object, or oblique).
88

 They are particu-

larly preferred in clause-final (post-verbal) position in subject function, where 

they require the Declarative marker (like all post-verbal subjects; see §17.3.1). 

Thus post-verbally one typically finds the Intangible forms yúw-úh and y -d’ h-
h, rather than t h- h and h d- h (example 1).  

 

(1)  naw-n h  mún / h-mQh-ní- y   b g  yy -d’ h- h ! 
  good-NEG INTS2 INTRC-beat-be-DYNM HAB that.ITG-PL-DECL 

  ‘There are always loads of them fighting!’ (cv) 

 

 When they precede the verb in the clause, subject pronouns in Hup are typi-

cally immediately preposed to the verb. They appear to be developing a margin-

ally procliticized status: in this position, they are unstressed, and in the Umari 

Norte dialect the third person singular pronoun (the most frequent in narrative) 

is phonologically dependent on its verbal host in some contexts (undergoing 

loss of final [h] and assimilating the vowel of the verb stem), as example (2) 

                                                
88

 Such double-duty of a demonstrative form is quite common cross-linguistically. Dies-

sel (1999: 119) observes that third person pronouns often derive historically from pro-

nominal demonstratives; one example is Latin ille ‘that, yon’ > Romance third person 

pronouns such as Spanish él and Portuguese ele ‘he’ (e.g., Giusti 2001).   
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illustrates. This process may represent the incipient development of cross-

referencing prefixes in the verb. 

 

(2)   y ‚ê-n h- y     tta-way-máh-ãh,  m h- h,   

  that.ITG-be.like-DYNM 3sg-go.out-REP-DECL turtle-DECL  

 

  t h  tt -/ êh- t-çê‚h 

  tapir 3sg-sleep-OBL-DECL 

  ‘So he went out, they say, the turtle, into the place where the tapir was  

  sleeping.’ (txt, Umari Norte dialect) 

 

 As in most languages, Hup pronouns (including their possessive variants, as 

in example 3) are deictic forms that can occur as arguments of predicates, in 

lieu of a noun phrase; as such, they refer anaphorically to an entity that would 

otherwise be indicated by a full noun phrase, or else refer deictically to the 

physical context.  

 

(3)  t h=p g  tt n ‡h- h  
  3sg=big  3sg.POSS-DECL 

  ‘The big one is his.’ (el) 

 

 Hup discourse relies heavily on pronouns. Any constituent may be referred 

to anaphorically by a pronoun (or by a demonstrative, see below) if its referent 

can be recovered from the context. The principal protagonist in a narrative is 

often referred to exclusively by the third person singular pronoun t h for the 

entire story. Even within the same clause, it is common to refer to multiple par-

ticipants with the same third person pronoun. In (4), one participant is a subject 

and one an object; here case marking and context are enough to differentiate the 

referents. In (5), the first instance of t h refers anaphorically to ‘her husband’ – 

introduced as such immediately afterwards – and the second t h refers back to 

the spirit woman who was the subject of the previous clause.  

 

(4)  t h=t t p g-ót tt h- n t h yók-ay-áh  

  3sg=vine big-OBL 3sg-OBJ 3sg poke-INCH-DECL 

  ‘With a big thorn he poked him.’ (txt) 

 

(5)  yup h êy/ah-ay=mah tt h w d-yé-éh,   tt h=tæ h/ íp-íh 

  that after-INCH=REP  3sg arrive-enter-DECL 3sg=child.father-DECL 

  ‘After that he entered, her husband.’ (txt) 
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The third person pronoun in Hup is also used generically in reference to an 

idea, proposition, or some other relatively abstract referent which is not speci-

fied precisely. For example, together with the contrastive emphasis (Telic) 

marker =y / (§7.1.2), it can mean ‘exactly that’ (as in 6, where the speaker is 

seconding another’s joking statement), or ‘relating specifically to X’, as in (7).
89

  
 

(6)  tt h=y /  cáp,  tt h=y /   cáp !  
  3sg=TEL  INTS1  3sg=TEL   INTS1 

  ‘Exactly that, exactly!’ (cv)  

 

(7)  n’i-có/-óy=d’ h  tt h=y /  / ‡d,  
  that-LOC-DYNM=PL  3sg=TEL  speech  

 

  / n=hin=b’ay  tt h=y /  / ‡d 

  1pl=also=AGAIN 3sg=TEL   speech 

  ‘The ones from over there have their own language, and we have our own  

  language.’ (txt) 

 

 The third singular pronoun t h has additional uses which have relatively little 

to do with its pronominal function: it occurs as the default N1 in most bound 

noun constructions, where it acts as a general specifier (see §5.4), and it simi-

larly occurs with adjectives as a nominalizer (see §6.6). The second person plu-

ral form n N also occurs elsewhere as a ‘Cooperative’ verbal suffix and (in lim-

ited contexts) as a verbal stem (§14.5). 

                                                
89

 Here t h=y / appears to be used as an adnominal modifier. 

 

 

6.2. Question words 

 

While they can functionally be considered as a single set, Hup question words 

formally fall into two distinct sets. They are built on only two basic forms, / y 
‘who’, used exclusively for animate (almost always human) referents, and the 

interrogative particle h ‚. In form, morphological patterning, and semantics, / y 
is essentially a personal pronoun with properties closely resembling those of the 

other pronouns given in §6.1 above (i.e., primarily human reference, inflecting 

for case, possession, etc.). The interrogative particle h ‚, on the other hand, pat-

terns formally with the demonstratives, as is evident from Table 22 in §4.1.2, 

and from the tables in §6.3 below. Depending on its inflection, it can act as an 

interrogative pronoun, determiner, and/or adverbial. A relationship between 
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demonstratives and interrogatives like that found in Hup is not uncommon 

cross-linguistically, according to Diessel (2003: 636), who notes that demon-

stratives and interrogative pronouns “tend to encode the same semantic features 

and have a number of morphosyntactic properties in common”. The Hup ques-

tion words, in basic and inflected forms, are summarized in Table 28.
 
 

 
Table 28. Hup question words 

Forms based on  

interrogative particle 

Pronoun,  

determiner, 

adverbial? 

‘Who’ 

(human referent) 
Inflection 

h ‚-    / y Uninflected form 

h ‚êp    ‘which?’ PN, DET  -p  (from Dependent) 

h ê‚t  
‘where? in what way?’  

ADV  -t   (from Oblique) 

h ‚êw- n  
‘which one (obj)?’ 

PN / y- n ‘whom’ - n Object 

h ‚êw- ‚t  
‘with which one?’ 

PN / y-út  ‘with 

whom’ 

-V êt  Oblique 

  / y-úh ‘who-DECL’ -V êh  Declarative 

h ‚-có/  

‘at/to what location?’ 

ADV / y có/ ‘who LOC’ 

(focus) 

có/ Locative 

h ‚-kán90
  

‘in/from what  

direction?’ 

ADV  -kán Directional  

(Unproductive else-

where) 

h ‚-n’ h  
‘what, what kind?’ 

PN, DET  -n’ ‡h Nominalizer 

h ‚-/ p  
 ‘how many?’ 

DET  -/ p  Quantity,  

number 

h ‚-m’æ  
‘when, how much?’ 

PN  -m’æ  Amount,  

measurement 

  / y n ‡h  ‘whose’ n ‡h   Possessive 

 

 
   

                                                
90

 Corresponding to a general morphophonological process in Hup, an epenthetic glottal 

stop or homorganic consonant marks the morpheme/syllable boundary, here and in all 

other cases (including the demonstratives in the tables below) where a bound form pre-

cedes an obstruent-initial inflectional morpheme (see §2.5). The glottal stop is not writ-

ten in the transcription. 
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Forms based on 

interrogative particle 

Pronoun, 

determiner, 

adverbial? 

‘Who’ 

(human referent) 
Inflection 

h ‚ n h- ‘in what way?’
91 ADV  n h-   ‘be.like’ 

h ‚ nç-  ‘saying what?’
 
 

(h n y? ‘what did you 

say?’)
92

 

ADV  nç-   ‘say’ 

h n ykeyó/ ‘why’  

[h ê‚-n h- y key-yó/  
Q-be.like-DYNM see-

SEQ]  

ADV  -n h- y ‘be.like-

DYNM’ 

-key-yó/ ‘see-SEQ’ 

(‘cause’) 

  

Question words are always clause-initial, and their use generally requires a 

clause-final verb taking the interrogative marker -V/ (see §17.4 for a full dis-

cussion of interrogative clauses and their syntax). These forms also occur in 

non-interrogative clauses as indefinite pronouns (§6.4 below). 

 Examples (8–10) illustrate the use of interrogative / y ‘who’.
93

 In (8–9), it 

stands in for a noun phrase, as subject and inflected object; in (10), it occurs in 

combination with a bound human noun in a compound construction, as a type of 

modifier or determiner. Note that – like the lexically singular personal pronouns 

– / y cannot inflect for number, but does take the Associative plural form          

- nd’ h (see §4.4.6). The form / y has one additional use, beyond its function 

as an interrogative pronoun; it occurs as an enclitic in constructions meaning 

‘one from/associated with’ (see §7.5). 

 

(8)  // y y ‚ê    n -ç/ ?  
  who that.ITG say-INT 

  ‘Who said that?’ (cv) 

 

 

 

                                                
91

 This use of h ‚ with the verb ‘be like’ occurs in the Tat Deh dialect area, but not in that 

of Barreira Alta, where speakers use h ‚êp=y / n h- instead. 
92

 This expression may be a reduced form of h ‚ê  nç¤-çy /ám ‘what are/did you say(ing)?’ 

or of h ‚ n h- y? ‘in what way, how’s that?’; compare y n y ‘thus, in this way’ from de-

monstrative yu-/y -.  
93

 While it is cross-linguistically common to treat the interrogative pronoun referring to 

humans (i.e., ‘who’) distinctly, the distinction in Hup is also consistent with the special 

treatment of humans in Hup grammar generally; see §4.3.1.2, §4.4.1, and §5.4–5.5. 
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(9)  // y- n=y / t h  n -ç/ ? / y- n ?  
  who-OBJ=TEL 3sg say-INT who-OBJ 

  ‘To whom did she say that? To whom? (cv)  

 

(10) / y=/ h t h ? 

  who=MSC 3sg 

  ‘Who’s that?’ (el) 

 

 As a nominal, the interrogative particle h ‚ usually appears in its derived form 

h ‚-n’ ‡h ‘what’ (interrogative + nominalizer suffix), which can occur as a full 

noun phrase and take Oblique case marking (though not Object marking; exam-

ple 11), and can modify another noun within a noun phrase (example 12). Other 

forms of h ‚ commonly occurring in noun phrases include h ‚êp ‘which’ and h ‚-
/ p ‘how many’, which modify nouns as interrogative determiners. 

 

(11) h ‚-n’ ‡h- t  t h  yçh y-ç/ ?  

  Q-NMZ-OBL 3sg search-INT 

  ‘With what is he searching?’ (txt) 

 

(12) h ‚-n’ ‡h h Ùp yúp=b’ay ? 
  Q-NMZ fish that.ITG=AGAIN 

  ‘What kind of fish is that?’ (cv) 

 

 Interrogative h ‚ also has adverbial functions relating to direction, location, 

and time, as in examples (13–14). 

 

(13) h ‚kán /am hám-ã/ ?  
  to.where 2sg go-INT 

  ‘Where are you going?’ (cv) 

 

(14) h ‚-m’æ   t h  y’Qt-c p-ç/ ?  
  Q-MEAS  3sg lay-go.from.river-INT 

  ‘When did he leave it by the river?’ (cv) 

 

 Like demonstratives (see below), interrogative h ‚ is in general unable to 

stand alone as an uninflected form. The only exception is its occurrence with 

two verbal forms, nç- ‘say’ and n h- ‘be like’ (examples 15–16), where it occurs 

(unmarked) in object function; here it can be separated from the verb by a sub-

ject pronoun (16), an additional verb root in a compound, or other morphology. 
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(15) hh ‚   n - y  t h ?  

  Q  say-DYNM he 

  ‘What did he say?’ (cv) 

 

(16) h ‚   h d  nn h- / ?  t h  n h=cud  / hníy  

  Q  3pl  be.like-INT 3sg be.like=INFR EPIST.be 

  ‘What are they doing? He’s doing something, apparently.’ (txt) 

 

 

6.3. Demonstratives  

 

The Hup demonstrative system involves four basic terms, which combine with 

various bound inflectional suffixes and enclitics to create a large set of derived 

forms (summarized in Table 22, §4.1.2). The semantic distinctions encoded by 

the system are proximal, distal, ‘intangible’ (where physical accessibility is 

lacking or irrelevant), and alterative (i.e., ‘other’);
94

 these are contrasted in ex-

ample (17). Example (18) illustrates the same contrast, but with temporal rather 

than spatial reference. The interrogative particle h ‚ (described in §6.2 above) 

also patterns like these demonstratives and can be considered part of a larger 

formal system. 

 

(17) Prox: núp=g’Qt  ‘this leaf’ (relatively close by) 

  Dist: n’íp=g’Qt  ‘that leaf’ (relatively further away) 

  Intg: yúp=g’Qt  ‘that leaf’ (esp. if out of sight or not physically  

       present) 

 Alter: cã êp=g’Qt  ‘another, a different leaf’ 

 

(18) Prox: núp g’   ‘this year’   

  Dist: n’íp g’  ‘last year’   

  Intg: yúp g’   ‘that (some other) year’ 

  Alter: cã êp g’   ‘next year’ 

 

 Syntactically, the various derived forms fulfill all of the major functions of 

demonstratives, as identified by Diessel (1999: 57–58). They occur as inde-

pendent pronouns in argument positions of verbs and adpositions (where they 

                                                
94

 Determining the parameters of use for these demonstratives was aided by Wilkins 

(1999). 
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are used in lieu of nouns or noun phrases and inflect for case, number, and so on 

just as nouns do), and they occur together with nouns in noun phrases as deter-

miners (Hup has no definite/indefinite articles per se). Demonstrative forms can 

also occur as adverbs modifying a verb, and as demonstrative ‘identifiers’ in 

copular and nonverbal clauses.  

 This discussion focuses on the semantics, morphology, and syntax of the 

Hup demonstratives. The Proximal, Distal, Intangible, and Alterative terms are 

discussed in turn.  

 

A. Proximal demonstrative  

 

The basic form of the Proximal demonstrative is nu-, with variant n - (see C 
below for a discussion of this phonemic variation). Its proximal value is of 

course relative, pertaining to any referent that is within the immediate range of 

the speaker, according to a given frame of spatial reference. In conversation, its 

use is frequently accompanied by a deictic pointing gesture. Temporally, it is 

used for time periods which are simultaneous with or include the speech mo-

ment. The most common derived forms are summarized in Table 29.  

With all four demonstratives, the most common nominal form is the -p form, 

which is very frequent as a demonstrative determiner (example 19). As is the 

case with the Distal, Intangible, and Alterative forms as well, the Proximal de-

monstrative determiner usually gets the primary stress of the noun phrase. 

 

(19) nnúp t g / n  pé/-éy=h    
  this tooth 1sg.OBJ hurt-DYNM=NONVIS 

  ‘This tooth hurts.’ (lit. ‘hurts me’) (el) 

 

The demonstratives derived with -p are also common as pronominals, standing 

in for an entire noun phrase, as in (20). Many of the other inflectional forms are 

used exclusively as pronominals, including all those inflected directly for case, 

and those taking the Declarative, Dependent, and Interrogative markers. 

 

(20) núp / n  pé/-éy=h    
  this 1sg.OBJ hurt-DYNM=NONVIS 

  ‘This (one) hurts.’ (el) 
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Table 29. Hup Proximal demonstrative forms 

Form Meaning Inflection 

nu- (n -) Proximal Uninflected form 

núp  ‘this’ -p (from Dependent marker) 

nút  ‘here’ -t  (from Oblique) 

núw- n (nú- w- n) ‘this-(FLR)-OBJ’ - n Object 

núw- t (nú- w- t)  ‘this-(FLR)-OBL’ -Vt Oblique 

núw-up (nú- w- p)  ‘this-(FLR)-DEP’ -Vp Dependent marker 

núw-úh (nú- w- h)  ‘this-(FLR)-DECL -Vh Declarative 

núw- / ‘this-INT’ -V/ Interrogative 

nu-có/  ‘in this place here’ -có/ Locative 

nu-kán95 ‘to here’ 
-kán Directional  

(Occurs only in DEMs) 

n -d’ h ‘these’ -d’ h Plural/collective 

n -n’ ‡h 
‘all these, about here’  

(pl. inanimate, approximate) 
-n’ h Nominalizer 

na/ p, núp-/ p  ‘this many’ -/ p  Quantity, number 

nu-m’æ   ‘this much, (at) this time’ -m’æ  Amount, measurement 

nú-wag ‘these days’ wag  ‘day’ 

nú-w d 

nú-wa 
‘this old/respected one’ 

-w d ‘old/respected’ 

-wa ‘old/respected woman’ 

n  n h- 

n  nç- 
‘in this way, like this’ 

‘saying this’ 

n h- (Verb) ‘be like’ 

nç-  (Verb) ‘say’ 

 

In example (21), the ‘measure’ form occurs with a bound nominal, and example 

(22) illustrates the derived ‘quantity’ form, which also occurs as a modifier in 

the noun phrase. 

 

(21) w n=mah t h  t n- h,  nnu-m’æ =b’ah  

  knife=REP 3sg hold-DECL this-MEAS=SPLIT 

  ‘She held a knife, a blade this size.’ (txt) 

 

 

 

                                                
95

 See the footnote in §6.2 above regarding the phonetic realization of this and similar 

forms. 
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(22) nna/ p hhupá/=mah h d  p /- h,     

  this.QTY flat.basket=REP 3pl  present-DECL  

 

  dapu ê‚h=d’ h  p d=mah h d  p /-p d- h 
  hand=PL   DIST=REP  3pl  present-DIST-DECL 

  ‘They ritually presented this many baskets, they presented both hands’ 

  worth (i.e., ten).’ (txt) 

 

Example (23) illustrates the plural-marked demonstrative acting as a pronomi-

nal. As discussed in (§4.4.1), this Plural form (=d’ h) is usually found with 

animates, whereas the n’ h derivation is preferred for plural inanimates and 

mass nouns. Diessel (1999: 48) notes that an animacy distinction in demonstra-

tives appears to be a relatively common feature of American Indian languages.  

 

(23) g=wag nn -d’ h n h-n h-ay=pó/,    páy-ay  

  drink=day this-PL be.like-NEG-INCH=EMPH1  bad-INCH 

  ‘On drinking days, those (people) don’t do like this, (it’s) no good.’ (txt) 

 

 Adverbial uses of the proximal demonstrative include temporal expressions, 

such as núp=mQh=y / [this=DIM=TEL] ‘right this minute’, and (probably) the 

lexicalized form nutQ‡n ‘today, currently’. The derived form nu-m’æ can serve 

both temporal and locational adverbial functions, as illustrated in examples (24–

26), as well as a nominal modifier function (example 22 above). Example (26) 

illustrates the co-occurrence of both a locational adverbial and a demonstrative 

determiner in the same clause. 

 

(24) tán  nnu-m’æ   /ãh nQn-té-h  

  later this-MEAS 1sg come-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll be right back.’ (txt)  

 

(25) h dn ‡h  húptok y t=y / p d  b’ h-ham-pQm-y /-ay,  
  3pl.POSS caxiri  thus=TEL DIST pour-go-sit-TEL-INCH           

    

  /ãêh-ãw-ã êh,  nnu-m’æ -ay-áh 

  1sg-FLR-DECL this-MEAS-INCH-DECL  

  ‘I kept pouring out their caxiri as I sat there, (I poured it out) right here.’  

  (pointing to ground next to her) (cv) 
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(26) nnukán núp jj’ah-át n ‡   /ín   / n   
  over.here this land-OBL 1sg.POSS mother 1sg.OBJ 

 

  g’et-nQn-g’ét-ét=b’ay…  

  stand-come-stand-OBL=AGAIN 

  ‘When my mother brought me over here to live in this land…’  

  (txt) 

 

In (27), the form núp is used adverbially, in anaphoric reference to an idea just 

presented in the discourse: 

 

(27) g’Q‡g=tæh / n- n  y’Qt-y /-ay-áh,   j’ g có/  
  bone=son  1pl-OBJ leave-TEL-INCH-DECL forest LOC    

 

  núp / n  ni-n h-tég-éh 
  this 1pl  be-be.like-FUT/PURP-DECL 
  ‘Bone-Son left us in the forest (area); this is the way we are supposed to  

  live.’ (txt) 

 

 The uninflected variant n  appears in adverbial constructions with – exclu-

sively – the verbs nç- ‘say’ and n h- ‘be like’ (examples 28–29). As noted 

above, the combination of the uninflected demonstrative forms with n h- ‘be 

like’ is limited to certain dialect areas; in Barriera Alta, in particular, speakers 

use núp=y / n h- rather than n  n h-.  
 

(28) n   /ãh nnç-yçhçy-pQm-h ê- p   tíh  
  this 1sg say-search-sit-NONVIS-DEP EMPH2 

  ‘Like this I am sitting looking for something to say.’ (txt) 

 

(29) n   nn h- y   b g  j’ãêh   b’ y /ãh cúh-tQ‡n-æh  

  this be.like-DYNM HAB DST.CNTR traira 1sg string-COND-DECL 

  ‘I always do like this when I string traira fish.’ (txt) 

 

 Finally, example (30) illustrates the use of nu- as a demonstrative identifier 

(i.e., a demonstrative that occurs in a non-verbal, identificational clause; cf. 

Diessel 1999). This is found in copular and nonverbal (predicate nominal and 

adjective) clauses, and serves to “focus the hearer’s attention on entities in the 

surrounding situation or in the universe of discourse” (Diessel 1999: 79). 
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(30) n ‡   dápi  nnúw- h 

  1sg.POSS pencil  this-DECL 

  ‘This is my pencil’ (el) 

 

 It should also be noted that while Table 29 above (like the tables below) in-

cludes all the most common derived demonstrative forms, it is not exhaustive; 

other derivations are also occasionally encountered. For example, (31) illus-

trates the adverbial demonstrative form ‘this side/area’. 

 

(31) nu-cá/áh-áy=n’ n  /ãh hup-/ d-m hu ê‚/-úti/  

  this-side-DYNM=PL.OBJ 1sg RFLX-speak-play-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘By the people around here I am scolded.’ (txt) 

 

 

B. Distal demonstrative 

 

The basic form of the Distal demonstrative is n’i-. It is used for referents that 

are relatively far from the speaker, but still within the immediate frame of refer-

ence. Spatially, this is often limited to the visible area, although it can also in-

clude the area just outside the immediately accessible perimeter; temporally, it 

refers to a specific time period which is separated from the present, and is in 

general specifically past, rather than future. Like the Proximal form, its use is 

frequently accompanied by pointing. The Distal demonstratives are summarized 

in Table 30. 

Morphologically and syntactically, the Distal demonstrative is almost the 

same as the Proximal form; there is, however, no association of the bare unin-

flected form n’i with the verbs ‘say’ and ‘be like’. Examples (32–33) contrast 

the use of both Proximal and Distal demonstratives in one sentence. In (33), the 

alternation reflects the fact that the relevant parameter is the relative frame of 

reference, which may vary even within the context of a single speech event and 

with a single unchanging referent – here the immediate location of the speaker 

within the village (‘there’) is contrasted with the location of the village (‘here’) 

vis-à-vis the rest of the surrounding forest. Finally, example (34) illustrates the 

temporal adverbial use of the distal demonstrative, in reference to a past event.  
 

(32) nu-có/  pãÙ,   nn’ikán  h d  ní- y  

  this-LOC NEG:EX over.there 3pl  be-DYNM 

  ‘Here there are none (of my siblings), they live over there.’ (txt)  
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(33) nn’í t  t h  g’ ç-ní-h,   nn’í t! nnút t h- n    
  there 3sg bite-INFR2-DECL there here 3sg-OBJ  

 

  t h  mQh-ní-h,  nn’í t  
  3sg kill-INFR2-DECL there 

  ‘Over there it (snake) bit him, over there! (just across village central area;  

  points); here (i.e., within village) it killed him, there (points across).’ (txt) 

 

(34) maca-ní-h…    nn’í-wwag-an  

  be.born-INFR2-DECL that-day-DIR 

  ‘(I) was born…in earlier days.’ (doesn’t know year) (txt) 

 
Table 30. Hup Distal demonstrative forms 

Form Meaning Inflection 

n’i-  Distal Uninflected form 

n’íp ‘that’ -p (from Dependent marker) 

n’ít ‘there’ -t  (from Oblique) 

n’íw- n  

(n’í- w- n) 
‘that-(FLR)-OBJ - n Object 

n’íw- t  

(n’í- w- t) 
‘that-(FLR)-OBL’ -Vt Oblique 

n’íw- p  

(n’í- w- p) 
‘that-(FLR)-DEP’ -Vp Dependent marker 

n’íw- h  

(n’í- w- h) 
‘that-(FLR)-DECL’ -Vh Declarative 

níw- / ‘that-INT’ -V/ Interrogative 

n’i-có/ ‘in that place there’ -có/ Locative 

n’i-kán ‘over there, that way’ -kán Directional (occurs only in DEMs) 

n’i-d’ h ‘those’ -d’ h Plural/collective 

n’i-n’ ‡h 
‘those, about there’  

(pl. inanimate/mass,  

approximate) 

-n’ h Nominalizer 

n’íp-/ p  ‘that many’ -/ p  Quantity, number 

n’í-m’æ   ‘that much, (at) that time’ -m’Q  Amount, measurement 

n’í-wag ‘those days; earlier days’ wag  ‘day’ 

n’í-w d 

n’í-wa 
‘that old/respected one’ 

-w d ‘old/respected’ 

-wa ‘old/respected woman’ 
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C. Intangible demonstrative 

 

The ‘Intangible’ demonstrative form is yu-, with variants y - and y ‚- (the latter 

via nasal spreading from the bound inflectional endings). The phonemic vari-

ants yu- and y - appear to correspond generally (though not fully) to stressed 

and unstressed syllables, respectively, suggesting that y  owes its form to vowel 

reduction; the parallel (but less prevalent) variation between the Proximal nu- 

and n -  above probably has the same explanation. Semantically, the Intangible 

gram is the most flexible of all the demonstratives; in general, it points to a ref-

erent that is physically absent, out of sight, or in some other way outside the 

immediate frame of reference (hence the label ‘Intangible’).
96

 For example, yu- 

is the usual choice for indicating a place that is far away (especially if the loca-

tion is approximate or not really known), a thing or person that is not present, or 

an abstract entity. However, it can also be used somewhat generically for some-

thing that is physically present but is being less actively pointed out by the 

speaker; in other words, an entity whose physical accessibility is somehow ir-

relevant. In comparison to the other demonstratives, yu- is rarely accompanied 

by a deictic gesture of pointing. 

 The Intangible demonstrative is somewhat distinct from the other demon-

stratives in Hup. In keeping with its more tenuous connection to the physical 

world, one of the deictic functions of yu- is predominantly discourse-related: it 

is extremely common as a reference-tracking device, and has developed a 

somewhat specific use as a demonstrative identifier, as discussed below (this 

section). Another development is its common extension as a third person plural 

pronoun (see §6.1 above). Inflected Intangible yu- has also changed formally: 

when it occurs as a clause-final subject in interrogative clauses (e.g., ‘what’s 

that?’ ‘is that an X?’), it appears as the phonologically reduced yu in the Tat 

Deh dialect area, whereas it remains yup in the more conservative Barreira dia-

lect area.  

 

                                                
96

 According to Diessel (1999: 41), visibility is relatively common as a deictic category 

in Native American languages. 
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Table 31. Hup ‘Intangible’ demonstrative forms 

Form Meaning Inflection 

yu- (y , y ‚) Intangible distal Uninflected form 

yúp ‘that’ (inaccessible) -p (from Dependent marker) 

y t ‘thus, then, there’ -t  (from Oblique) 

yúw- n  ‘that-FLR-OBJ’ - n Object 

yúw-út (yú-uw-út) ‘that-(FLR)-OBL’ -Vt Oblique 

yúw-up (yú-uw-up) ‘that-(FLR)-DEP’ -Vp Dependent marker 

yúw-úh (yú-uw-úh) ‘that-(FLR)-DECL’ -Vh Declarative 

yúw-u/ ‘that-INT’ -V/ Interrogative 

y -có/ ‘in that place’ -có/ Locative 

y -kán ‘over/out there, that way’ -kán Directional  

(Occurs only in DEMs) 

y -d’ h ‘those’ -d’ h Plural/collective 

y ‚-n’ ‡h ‘all those’ (inanimate) -n’ h Nominalizer 

y -/ p (ya/ p) ‘this many, all that’ -/ p  Quantity, number 

yú-wag ‘those days’ wag  ‘day’ 

yú-w d 

yú-wa 

‘that old/respected one’ -w d ‘old/respected man’ 

-wa  ‘old/respected woman’ 

y ‚ n h- 

y ‚ nç- 

‘in that way, thus’ 

‘saying thus’ 
n h- (Verb) ‘be like’ 

nç- (Verb) ‘say’ 

 

 The following examples (35–37) illustrate the ‘intangible’ deictic function of 

yu-, in reference to some real, physical entity that is currently not present. In 

(35–36), the pronominal use of the demonstrative refers to a boat captain who 

has come and gone. In (37), the demonstrative determiner refers to the fish that 

sometimes appear in the speaker’s net.  

 

(35) j’ám=mah  yyú-w d   d’o/-w d-næn-æh 
  yesterday=REP that.ITG-RESP take-arrive-come-DECL 

  ‘Yesterday that (respected) one brought it’ (cv) 
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(36) / n- n=y /=nih   yyúp  nç/-n h mún  
  1pl-OBJ=TEL=EMPH.CO that.ITG give-NEG INTS2  

 

  t h  ni-b -h,   c c ! 
  3sg be-HAB-DECL INTERJ 

  ‘That one never gives us any (sugar) at all!’ (cv) 

 

(37) cã ê-wag p d  g’ã ê/-ã êy   j’ám   yy ‚-n’ ‡h   hçÙ‚p h  

  other-day DIST suspend-DYNM DST.CNTR that.ITG-NMZ fish TAG2 

  ‘Every now and then there are some fish in my net.’ (cv) 

 

Examples (38–39) illustrate the discourse deictic use of yu-. A discourse de-

ictic refers to “the propositional content of the preceding utterance… [or] fo-

cuses the hearer’s attention on its illocutionary force” (Diessel 1999: 91). In 

(38), the demonstrative refers to the entire story the speaker has just finished 

telling; in (39), it refers to the spirit’s techniques, in general, for fishing, string-

ing, and cleaning the ‘fish’ that appeared to the human speaker as jaguars.  

 

(38) ya/ p  j’ãêh   yyúp  hám-ah,  yyú-uw-úh,       yya/ p 
  that.ITG.QTY DST.CNTR that.ITG go-DECL that.ITG-FLR-DECL that.ITG.QTY 

  ‘That’s how it happened, that; that’s it.’ (txt) 

 

(39) / n- p  yy ‚-n’ ‡h=n’ n    hipãh-n h   yQê‚h     tí  
  1pl-DEP that.ITG-NMZ=PL.OBJ  know-NEG FRUST  EMPH.DEP 

  ‘We don’t know about these things.’ (txt) 

 

Example (40) shows the co-referential use of the ‘intangible’ demonstrative and 

third person pronoun for reference-tracking purposes, a common device in Hup 

discourse. 

 

(40) /ãh wQy-muhún-tQ‡n,  yyúp  t h w d-næn-æh  

  1sg be.weak-INTS2-COND that.ITG 3sg arrive-come-DECL 

  ‘When I was really small, that one, he arrived.’ (txt) 

  

 Adverbial uses of the ‘intangible’ demonstrative include the occurrence of 

the uninflected form (y ) with the verbs ‘be like’ (Tat Deh dialect only) and 

‘say’, as in examples (41–42), where it refers back to the content of the entire 

story that has just been told. Interestingly, nasal spreading affects y  even when 

other morphological material comes between the demonstrative and the verb, 

which suggests that this is a basically fused form that can come apart in certain 
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circumstances. Note that were the demonstrative a direct object of the verbs 

‘say’ and ‘be like’ (rather than an adverbial), we would expect the object form 

yúw- n. 
 

(41) yy ‚ ê    n - y  w ‡/=d’ h n’u Ù‚h-u ê‚h  

  that.ITG say-DYNM hear=PL  CNTR-DECL  

  ‘Thus speak the ones who have heard (Curupira).’ (txt) 

 

(42) y ‚ ê    ham-nn h- y=cud   yúw-úh  
  that.ITG go-be.like-DYNM=INFR that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It happened like that, apparently.’ (txt) 

 

 Various yu- forms are extremely common as discourse devices, especially 

when introducing a new topic in a narrative. One example is the form y ‚ n h- 
‘thus’, which appears (with the Dynamic suffix) as the reduced form y n y (< y )ê 
n h- y) ‘thus, and so’, and with the Sequential suffix to form y n h-yó/ ‘having 

done that, after that’. Another frequent example is y t ‘thus, with that’; this form 

also occurs with the Telic (contrastive focus) marker =y / in the expression 
y t=y / ‘like that, exactly’. The form yúp is also especially frequent in these 

topic-introducing phrases; it can even occur multiple times within a single 

phrase, as in (43), often separated from the rest of the clause by a brief pause. 

As a semi-formulaic device, its reference is not always entirely clear, but in 

cases like (43) its first instance seems to be adverbial (‘thus, with that’), while 

its second instance is a proleptic pronoun referring to the subject of the clause 

(which is often not otherwise stated). 

 

(43) yúp=mah  yyúp  t h=y h=d’ h  máh-an  
  that.ITG=REP  that.ITG 3sg=affine=PL  near-DIR  

 

  t h=tæh/íp   w d-b’áy-áh 

  3sg=child.father  arrive-return-DECL 

  ‘Then, it’s said, that one, her husband, returned from (visiting) his  

  affines.’ (txt) 

 

 Adverbial uses of yu- are given in (44–45); example (44) refers to a roça in a 

myth (not anchored in the physical world), while (45) refers to a past and in-

definite point in time.  
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(44) yy kán kayak=t g=g’Qt  h d  n /- h  

  out.there manioc=stem=leaf   3pl  give-DECL 

  ‘Out there they gave (him) manioc leaves (to eat).’ (txt) 

 

(45) cug’Q‡t  d’ h-hám-ay=nih   j’ám    
  leaf/paper send-go-DYNM=EMPH.CO DST.CNTR  

 

  yúw-úh,    y - tQ‡n-æ w-Qê‚h 

  that.ITG-DECL that.ITG-COND-FLR-DECL    

  ‘She sent a letter, that other time.’ (cv) 

 

 One of the most common functions of yu- is as a demonstrative identifier (in 

a non-verbal, identificational clause) – a role that is far more frequently filled 

by the Intangible demonstrative than by the Proximal, Distal, or Alterative 

forms. In this usage, yu- almost invariably appears clause-finally, and accord-

ingly takes the Declarative marker -V êh that is required for any subject that fol-

lows the verb in Hup (see §17.3.2). Examples include (46) and (47), involving 

the ‘old/respected man’ inflected form of yu-, as well as yu- functioning as the 

subject of a verbal clause. The demonstrative identifier yu- also occurs in pho-

nologically reduced form in the semi-formulaic expression náw yúh ‘thank  

you’, which derives from náw yúw-úh ‘that is good’. 

 

(46) madio=/i )h  yyúw-úh ! 
  Mario=MSC  that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘That’s Mario!’ (cv) 

 

(47) páy=pog  páh   yyú-w d- h,  “húptok ‘ectragá’-áy  
  bad-EMPH1 PRX.CNTR that.ITG-RESP-DECL caxiri  go.bad(Pt)-DYNM  

  

  yúw-úh,    /acúka-áh,”   n - y     páh    yú-w d- h 
  that.ITG-DECL sugar(Pt)-DECL say-DYNM PRX.CNTR that.ITG-RESP-DECL 

  ‘That old guy was such a jerk just now, “sugar makes caxiri bad,” he just  

  said, that old guy.’ (cv)  

 

 The demonstrative identifier function of clause-final yu- (or rather yúw-úh) 

appears to be almost automatic in many predicate nominal and adjective 

clauses. In fact, in keeping with Diessel’s (1999: 79) observation that “a de-

monstrative identifier is easily confused with a copula that appears in a sentence 

with no overt subject,” Franklin and Moore (1979) label the clause-final form 

yúw-úh (or its phonologically reduced variant yúh) as the copula verb ‘be’.  
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 While this form is clearly a demonstrative, and not a true copula, the demon-

strative identifier realization of yu- does appear to be taking on an identity that 

is distinct from that of its other functions. In particular, yu- often appears at the 

end of clauses that already have a verbal predicate and that may even have an 

explicit subject (to which yu- then refers back). In these cases, the demonstra-

tive almost always occurs following a verb-final enclitic or particle (usually an 

evidential or contrast marker). Examples of this copula-like demonstrative iden-

tifier function include (48–50) (following evidential and diminutive particles) 

and (51) (following a temporal contrast particle): 

 

(48) g’ -n h=hh    yyúw-úh !  
  hot-NEG=NONVIS that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It’s not hot!’ (cv) (A joking contradiction of another’s statement: g’ =h  
  [hot=NONVIS] ‘it’s hot’) 

 

(49) núh múj=y /-ay=mmah yúw-úh,   n h !  
  head stink=TEL-INCH=REP that.ITG-DECL say 

  ‘(She says) her head stinks!’ (cv)  

 

(50) tú=mQh=y / /ám=/íp  m y-yok  ní- p=mmQh  yúw-úh,  
  low=DIM=TEL 2sg=father house-poke be-DEP=DIM  that.ITG-DECL   

 

  t h- n  n - y=mmah  yúw-úh 
  3sg-OBJ say-DYNM=REP that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘They are so low, the rafters of your father’s house, she said to him (her  

  child).’ (txt) 

 

(51) nçg’ d pã Ù=pog   ppáh   yúw-úh ! 
  mouth  NEG:EX=EMPH1 PRX.CNTR that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It has no mouth at all!’ (cv) 

 

 Further evidence that the demonstrative identifier yu- has taken on a copula-

like function that is somewhat distinct from its deictic one is its ability to co-

occur with a different demonstrative in some predicate nominal or adjective 

clauses: 

 

(52) n’íp teg  póg yyúw-úh  

  that tree big  that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘That tree is big.’ (el)  
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D. Alterative 

 

The demonstrative form cã- ‘other’ indicates alterity. It inflects much like the 

other demonstrative forms, although (like the Distal form) it lacks combinations 

with the verbal forms ‘say’ and ‘be like’, as well as several of the directional 

and quantity-related terms. 
 

Table 32. Hup Alterative demonstrative forms 

Form Meaning Inflection 

cã- ‘Other’ Uninflected form 

cãêp ‘another’ -p (From Dependent marker?) 

cãêw- n (cãê-ãw- n) ‘another-(FLR)-OBJ’ - n Object 

cãêw-ãêt (cãê-ãw-ãêt) ‘another-(FLR)-OBL’ -Vt Oblique 

cãêw-ãêp (cãê-ãw-ãêp)  ‘another-(FLR)-DEP’ -Vp Dependent marker 

cãêw-ãêh (cãê-ãw-ãêh) ‘another-(FLR)-DECL’ -Vh Declarative 

cãêw-ã/ ‘another-INT’ -V/ Interrogative 

cãê-/ah-có/  ‘in another place’ -/ah (=có/) Locative 

cã-d’ h ‘others’ -d’ h Plural/ collective 

cã-n’ ‡h ‘whatever’ -n’ h Comparative, nominalizer 

cãê-wag ‘some days’ wag  ‘day’ 

cãê-w d 

cãê-wa 
‘other old/respected one’ 

-w d ‘old/respected man’ 

-wa ‘old/respected woman’ 

 

Like the other demonstratives, the syntactic functions of the Alterative form 

include pronominal, determiner, and adverbial functions, as illustrated in (53–

57). 

 

(53) n’íp pót/ah=có/-óy   n ‡h  / ‡d     

  that upriver=LOC-DYNM POSS speech  

 

  cãp=y /=b’ay-áh,  ccã êp / d=y / 

  other=TEL=AGAIN-DECL other speech=TEL 

  ‘Those upriver people’s language is different, it’s a different language.’  

  (txt) 
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(54) ccã-d’ h / d-hipãh-n h=d’ h ni-b -h 

  other=PL speak-know-NEG=PL be-HAB-DECL 

  ‘There are a few/others who don’t know how to speak.’ (txt) 

 

(55) cã ê-wag  / n  hám-ah, patí !  
  other-day  1pl  go-DECL Pattie 

  ‘Someday we’ll go, Pattie!’ (cv) 

 

(56) cã ê-w d,  t h=w h d=w d  
  other-RESP 3sg=old.man=RESP 

  ‘Another respected one, an old respected man.’ (txt) 

 

(57) cã ê /ah  có/ ccã-d’ h b’ y /, hipãh-n h  /ãêh-ã êh, ccã/-d’ h- n 
 other.side  LOC other-PL only  know-NEG 1sg-DECL other-PL-OBJ 

 ‘In other places there is only a different kind of people, I don’t know  

 about those other people.’ (txt) 

 

 

E. Other demonstrative forms  

 

In addition to the demonstrative paradigm discussed above, Hup has two further 

demonstrative forms. These involve the two temporal contrast particles páh 
‘proximate, recent past’ and j’ám ‘distant past’ (see §13.4), inflected with the 

Dependent -Vp.  

 In keeping with the temporal values of the bound particles, the demonstra-

tive pah-áp ‘that (recent)’ is used in reference to entities that were recently men-

tioned or encountered (example 58), while j’am-áp ‘that (past)’ is used for enti-

ties that were mentioned or encountered some time ago (typically the day before 

or earlier; example 59).
97

 

 

                                                
97

 Note the idiosyncratic stress pattern; normally the Dependent marker is unstressed 

and the stem is stressed, while here the reverse is true.  
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(58) núp, ppah-áp   wQdç/m’Q‡h=tod=tæ êh=n’ n,    

  this PRX.CNTR-DEP star=hollow=offspring=PL.OBJ   

 

  h d  hçh-/ -p    wab 

  3pl  smoke-PERF-DEP jirau 

  ‘Here is the smoking-platform where those recently mentioned Star- 

  Hollow children were smoked (as meat).’ (describing constellations) (txt) 

 

(59) j’am-áp   / n  ham-/áy-ap  n’ h, húptok húp m ‡/   
  DST.CNTR-DEP 1pl  go-VENT-DEP CNTR caxiri  good UNDER  

 

  j’ã êh   / n  g-na/-pó/        tí,     
  DST.CNTR 1pl  drink-lose.consciousness-EMPH1  EMPH.DEP   
  

  j’am-áp   patí  / n- t  ham-/áy-ap  tí ! 
  DST.CNTR-DEP Pattie  1pl-OBL go-VENT-DEP EMPH.DEP 

  ‘That other time we went, we got drunk on very good caxiri, that other  

  time when Pattie went with us (the previous year).’ (cv) 

 

 

6.4. Indefinite reference 

 

While demonstratives are the primary resource in Hup for expressing definite 

reference, Hup has several means for conveying indefinite reference. 

 New participants and entities are frequently introduced into discourse with 

the numeral /ay p ‘one’,
98

 followed by the noun (which is bound, if a bound 

form is available), as illustrated in examples (60–62). In (60), for example, the 

narrator is beginning a story and introducing the protagonist; in (61), he swit-

ches the topic of conversation from poisonous snakes to a man who had been a 

victim of such a snake. The use of /ay p=/ h in (62) can likewise be translated 

as ‘someone’, ‘indefinite person’. 

 

(60) ba’t ‡b’-/ã êy=n’ n=mah /ay p=/ h yçh-ní- y  

  spirit-FEM-PL.OBJ=REP  one=MSC   affine-be-DYNM 

  ‘(There was) a man (who) had spirits for in-laws.’ (txt) 

 

 

                                                
98

 Probably related to demonstrative yúp; see §6.5.1. 
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(61) nút  //ay p=/ h tçh - h;  yúp  t ‚h y mæh-æw-Qê‚h  

  here one=MSC   finish-DECL that.ITG snake kill-FLR-DECL 

  ‘Right here a man died; one of those snakes killed him!’ (txt) 

 

(62) papudí có/=mah w h=d’ h  h d  næn-æh,    

  Papuri LOC=REP  river.indian=PL 3pl  come-DECL  

   

  nút=mah, /ay p=/ h / d- h  

  here=REP  one=MSC   speak-DECL 

  ‘(Someone) says River Indians came from the Papuri (River region)…  

  she says someone from over here said so.’ (txt) 

 

After first mention with /ay p, the participant is subsequently referred to by a 

demonstrative, as examples (63–64) illustrate, or (especially for humans) a pro-

noun. 

 

(63) nút  j’áh yúp,  y    h d  n h-/e/-ní- w- h,  
  here land that.ITG that.ITG 3pl  be.like-PERF-be-FLR-DECL   

 

  c /  deh=mah /ayup=má, yyúp=ma  g’Qty h  

  slug water=REP one=river   that.ITG=river headwaters 

  ‘It was around here that they did thus, at a creek called Slug Creek, at the  

  headwaters of that creek.’ (txt) 

 

(64) nút  hayám-at  /ayup m y p g g’et-ní-h…  
  here town-OBL one  house big  stand-INFR2-DECL   

    

  mçy p g j’ám   yyúp  mçy ni-ní-h 
  house big  DST.CNTR that.ITG house be-INFR2-DECL  

  ‘In this town stood a big house… that house was a big house.’ (txt) 

 

 Another strategy for conveying indefinite reference makes use of the Altera-

tive demonstrative cã- ‘other’ in combination with a noun (often bound) or the 

plural marker, especially in the nominalized form cã-n’ ‡h: 

 

(65) cã-nn’ ‡h=/ h=y / yúp  /ám- n bahád-áy=nih  

  other-NMZ=MSC=TEL that.ITG 2sg-OBJ appear-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘It was someone else who appeared to you.’ (txt) 
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(66) ccã-n’ ‡h  wwQ‡d,  t h  wæd-tQ‡n, t h  pe/-ní- y  

  other-NMZ food  3sg eat-COND  3sg sick-be-DYNM 

  ‘Whatever food (it is), when he eats (it) he is sick.’ (i.e., ‘Anything  

  makes him sick.’) (el) 

 

(67) yúp  ccã-d’ h w d-næn-Qp=b’ay  

  that.ITG other-PL arrive-come-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘Then others arrived.’ (txt) 

 

 The form húp can also refer to an indefinite human participant (see discus-

sion in §11.1.1), as in examples (68–69). 

 

(68) nutQ‡n  hhúp- n  /ãh key-tuk-n h- h,   páy /ãêh-ã êh 

  today  person-OBJ 1sg see-want-NEG-DECL bad 1sg-DECL 

  ‘These days I don’t want to see anyone, I am bad.’ (txt)  

 

(69) y t=mah  yúp  hhúp=w d  w /-g’ét-éy,    
  thus=REP  that.ITG person=RESP  hear-stand-DYNM  

 

  m h  g’íg-ip=/ h 

  inambu arrow.shoot-DEP=MSC 

  ‘There, they say, an old man was standing listening, one who was  

  shooting inambu.’ (txt) 

 

 Yet another strategy for indefinite and non-specific reference makes use of 

interrogative pronominal forms. Examples (70–71) illustrate this use of the form 

/ y ‘who’, which tends to occur with a restrictive relative clause and the mas-

culine/animate bound noun =/ h. (72–74) are examples of indefinite reference 

using the interrogative particle h ‚. Note that the interrogative pronouns occur 

clause-initially, just as they do in interrogative clauses, although most of these 

examples are clearly in imperative or declarative modes. 

 

(70) / y yam-muh /-túk-up=/ h,  n N yam-muh ê/  n N=hin 

  who dance-play-want-DEP=MSC 2pl  dance-play.IMP 2pl=also 

  ‘Whoever wants to dance, you all go ahead and dance.’ (sp) 

 

(71) / y /ay p=/ h / d-túk-up=/ h,  n N / d-/áy 

  who one=MSC  speak-want-DEP=MSC 2pl  speak-VENT.IMP 

  ‘Whoever wants to speak, you all come and speak.’ (sp) 
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(72) hh ê ‚ t  /ãh hám-at, /ãh ham-b -h  

  where 1sg go-OBL 1sg go-HAB-DECL 

  ‘Wherever I (want to) go, I always go (there).’ (txt) 

 

(73) h ‚-n’ ‡h pã Ù-ãp,   tæh/íp  pã Ù-ãp,   t h  hám-ãp  
  Q-NMZ NEG:EX-DEP child.father NEG:EX-DEP 3sg go-DEP 

  ‘Without anything, without a husband, she went.’ (txt) 

 

(74) h ‚-/ p páy  nih ê/  

  Q-QTY  baggage all 

  ‘All kinds of merchandise’ (txt) 

 

 Finally, indefinite reference can also be expressed via a headless relative 

clause (see §18.2.3 and §18.2.5), as in the two synonymous versions in example 

(75). A related form is the expression h -ní-n’ ‡h ‘whatever it is’, a semi-

lexicalized complement construction (example 76). 

 

(75) a) /am túk-n’ ‡h, d’ó/ !  
   2sg want-NMZ take.IMP 

   ‘Take whichever you want.’ 

 

  b) /am túk-uw- n,  d’ó/ ! 
 2sg  want-FLR-OBJ   take.IMP 

 ‘Take whichever you want’ (el) 

 

(76) h -ní-n’ ‡h  / ‡d=y /   t h  t w-wáy-áh  
  only-be-NMZ  speech=TEL 3sg scold-go.out-DECL 

  ‘Anything one says makes him angry.’ (el)  

 

 

6.5. Quantification 

 

In this section, I discuss the range of quantifiers available in Hup. These include 

numerals and a number of other forms. 

 

 

6.5.1. Numerals 

 

An interesting feature of Hup numerals is their relative etymological transpar-

ency. This applies even to the lowest numerical values (numerals 1–3), for 
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which such transparency is extremely rare cross-linguistically. The cardinal 

numerals 1–5 and their etymological sources (whose meaning in most cases is 

simply the literal translation of the least grammaticalized dialectal variant) are 

summarized in Table 33.  

 
Table 33. Cardinal numerals 1–5 in Hup

99 

 Numeral Etymology? 

1 /ay p (TD, B) 

/Q‡p   (UN) 
 

compare demonstrative yúp ‘that (intangible)’
100

 

2 ko/ p  (B) 

ka/ p  (TD, UN) 

k w g-/ap (NF?) 
 

‘eye-quantity’ (body part) 

m twa/ p  (B)  

m Ra/ p    (TD) 

m t-w g-/ p (NF?) 

‘rubber.tree-seed-quantity’
101

 3 

bab’ pãÙ  (UN) 
 

‘sibling NEG:EX’ (‘without sibling’) 

4 hi-bab’-n  (TD, B)  

bab’-n      (TD, UN) 
 

‘(FACT)-have.sibling/accompany.NMZ’ (deverbal) 

OR ‘sibling exists’ 

5 /ayup dap êh (TD, B) 

/Qdap êh  (TD)  

nap’ êh      (variant B)  

/Qp d’apu ê‚h (UN) 

‘one hand’ 

 

 In the case of ‘two’ and ‘three’, the ‘quantity’ marker (-/ap) is built into the 

numeral, whereas for ‘four’ and above this marker is optional. 

 One striking aspect of the Hup numeral system is the high degree of varia-

tion for a given term. The different variants correspond to different dialectal 

                                                
99

 Dialectal variants are labeled TD (Tat Deh), B (Barreira), UN (Umari Norte), and NF 

(Nova Fundação). 
100

 The plausibility of this etymology for ‘one’ was observed by Pozzobon (1997: 167).  
101

 The rubber tree (hevea sp.), known in Hup as mçt, has a large, distinctive, three-

lobed seed or nut (mçt w g). This seed is culturally highly salient: it is used to make a 

popular children’s toy, and is associated with an edible fruit; the name m t is also a 

common personal name among Hup women (see Table 3, §1.4).  
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regions, but some variants currently coexist within the same community, and 

most speakers seem to be aware of the range of forms in use. Thus while the 

etymologies of ‘two’ and ‘three’ would not be obvious from the more phonol-

ogically reduced forms alone, these coexist with the non-reduced variants, and 

(at least some) speakers who regularly use even the most reduced forms are 

familiar with the fuller forms. 

 The etymology of ‘four’ has already been the topic of some discussion in the 

limited literature on Hup. Pozzobon (1997: 167) proposes that the lexeme ‘four’ 

is composed of the morphemes hi- ‘lie down’, bab’ ‘family’, and ni ‘have’, with 

the combined meaning ‘lie down (with a woman) in order to have a family’. 

Particularly in light of the form for ‘three’ (‘without a sibling’) in the Upriver 

(Umari Norte) Hup dialect, Pozzobon goes on to argue that this etymology for 

‘four’ is motivated by the cultural salience of sister exchange as a marriage 

strategy among the Hupd’ h and in the Vaupés region generally. While Poz-

zobon’s suggestion regarding the cultural motivation behind these forms for 

‘three’ and ‘four’ is intriguing (see discussion below and in Epps 2006), the 

actual internal composition of ‘four’ is best analyzed otherwise.  

 The morpheme hi- is undoubtedly the Factitive prefix (see §11.4), rather 

than the homonymous verb root ‘descend’. Evidence for this includes the fact 

that the verb hi- ‘descend’ virtually never occurs as the first root in a verb com-

pound, and that one dialectal variant of ‘four’ lacks hi- (see Table 33), which as 

a prefix is sometimes optional. The remaining construction bab’-ni – which 

consists of the noun báb’ (‘real/classificatory brother’ or the gender-neutral 

‘sibling’) and the verb root ni- ‘exist, be’ – can be analyzed in two ways. As 

two words, báb’ ni-, it forms an intransitive clause ‘sibling exists’ (compare the 

structurally non-ambiguous form báb’ pã Ù  ‘three’ [Umari Norte dialect], or ‘sib-

ling does not exist’). The same construction also occurs as a noun-incorporating 

verbal stem bab’-ni- (see §9.6), which is used both in a literal sense ‘have sib-

lings’ or ‘be among one’s clan members’ (example 77) and in a more figurative 

sense ‘accompany/be together’ (regardless of the type of relationship; example 

78). Accordingly, acceptable literal translations of hibab’ní ‘four’ include both 

‘be caused to have a sibling’ and ‘be caused to be accompanied’.
102

 I will return 

to this etymology below. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
102

 Ospina (2002: 462) similarly analyzes the Yuhup numeral ‘four’ as ‘accompany-

quantity’, and likewise rejects Pozzobon’s proposed etymology. 
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(77) nu-cá/-áy=n’ n   /ãh hup-/ d-muhu ê‚/-úti/…     
  this-side-DYNM=PL.OBJ 1sg RFLX-speak-play-EMPH.TAG  

    

  bbab’-ní- p,  bbab’-ni-n h  j’ám   /ãêh-ti/  

  sibling-be-DEP sibling-be-NEG DST.CNTR 1sg-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘I am made fun of by the people here… (who) have siblings; I have no  

  siblings!’ (txt) 

 

(78) / n  / h-bbab’-ni-d’o/-p d- h,    / n=y h=d’ h- t   
  1pl  INTRC-sibling-be-take-DIST-DECL 1sg=affine=PL-OBL   

 

  / n  bbab’-ni-yó/… 

  1pl  sibling-be-SEQ   

  ‘We all accompanied each other; being accompanied by our affinal  

  relations…’ (txt) 

 

While the forms for 1–5 are variable, even more variation is apparent in the 

numerals for 6–20, which are based on the hands and feet, and involve adding 

fingers and toes (summarized in Table 34). These forms are only marginally 

lexicalized; several options are available, and there is considerable variation 

within a given community and even among utterances by a single speaker. This 

system is probably more accurately characterized as a tally system, rather than a 

numeral system per se; note that there is ambiguity between the series 11–14 

and that of 16–19, and speakers probably rely on gesture to differentiate be-

tween them. Unfortunately, we may never know to what extent these numerals 

were actually used beyond simple tallying, since today virtually all speakers 

prefer Portuguese numerals for 6+ (except occasionally for ‘ten’). For 20+, con-

sultants can only give Portuguese forms.
103

  

 

                                                
103

 This is general among Hup speakers, despite the fact that very few speak more than a 

few words of Portuguese; Portuguese numerals probably entered the language through 

the village school system and trade/monetary interactions with Tukanoans and non-

Indians.  Cross-linguistically, numeral systems are particularly prone to early shift to the 

dominant language (cf. Comrie 2005). 
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Table 34. Cardinal numerals 6–20 in Hup 

 Numeral (and variants) Gloss 

6 cãêp cob cakg’ t /ay p 

/ay p cob cakg’ t 

cãêp cob pop g  

 

‘other finger stands up one’ 

‘one finger stands up’ 

‘other finger RED.big (=thumb)’ 

7–9 cãêp cob cakg’ t (2,3,4) 

(2,3,4) cob cakg’ t 

 

‘other finger stands up (2,3,4)’ 

‘(2,3,4) fingers stand up’ 

10 cãêp cob cakg’ t /Qdapu ê‚h 

/Qdapu ê‚h cob cakg’ t  

c b nihu ê‚/ 

d’ap êh nihu ê‚/ 

d’ap êh=d’ h p d 
 

‘other finger stands up five’ 

‘five fingers stand up’ 

‘finger be.finish’ 

‘hand be.finish’ 

 ‘hand-PL both’ 

11–14 (another, 2, 3, 4)  

j’ib (pop g) cakg’ t 

 

‘… toes/foot stand up’ 

(Note same forms as 16–19) 

15 /ay p j’ib hu ê‚/ 

 

‘one foot finish’ 

16–19 (another, 2, 3, 4)  

j’ib (pop g) cakg’ t 

 

‘…toes/foot stand up’ 

(Note same as 11–14) 

20 j’ib  nih ê/  

j’ b=d’ h p d  

‘feet be.finish’ 

‘feet-PL both’ 

 

The forms given in Tables 33 and 34 are used strictly for cardinal numerals. 

There is no way in Hup to express precise ordinal values such as ‘fourth’ or 

‘seventh’; ordinality can only be indicated via non-numerical constructions (‘the 

beginning’, ‘the following’, etc.), as illustrated in (79). Note that any countable 

noun can be substituted for the animate (masculine) singular =/ h given in the 

example; e.g., m y ‘house’, etc. 

 

(79) k c t- p=/ h   (ahead-DEP=MSC)     ‘the first man’ 

t h=cum-ní- p=/ h (3sg=beginning-be-DEP=MSC) ‘the first man’ 

yúp h êy-y /-áy=/ h  (that  follow-TEL-INCH=MSC )  ‘the next man’ 

yúp h t/ah-áy=/ h  (that  beyond-INCH=MSC)   ‘the next man’ 
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‘Half’ is typically expressed with the lexical hQy  ‘middle, midway’ (hQyh  in 

the Barreira dialect), used as an adjectival modifier. Other fractional values are 

conveyed by first indicating the number of pieces something is divided into 

(usually via a classifying noun such as =b’ah ‘split/flat thing’), then the number 

of these that are subsequently taken. 

 In the noun phrase, numerals can occur both as nominal modifiers and as 

nominal heads. As modifiers, they typically precede the noun, as do demonstra-

tives (while adjective modifiers follow the noun); in this case, the numeral is 

usually unstressed, while the noun gets the primary stress of the noun phrase, 

usually recognized as rising tone (whatever the underlying tone of the noun).
104

 

The alternative order (N-Numeral) is also possible, but is much less common. 

The occurrence of numerals in the noun phrase is illustrated in examples (80–

83).  

 

(80) dd’ap h nih ê /  wwQdh =cud/u ê‚h h d  b’çt-tubúd-úh 

  hand  all   moon=INFR2.EPIST 3pl  chop.down-INTS3-DECL 

  ‘For ten months, apparently, they were chopping down (the tree).’ (txt) 

 

(81) /ayup w g=y / h d  ham-g’o/-b -h  
  one   day=TEL  3pl  go-go.about-HAB-DECL 

  ‘They always take just one day in getting there.’ (cv) 

 

(82) / n  w d-ham-b -ay-áh…   j’ák b’çk  k d- h,   

  1pl  arrive-go-HAB-INCH-DECL buriti swamp pass-DECL  

 

  ko/ap bb’ k  

  two  swamp 

  ‘We arrived as we always do… we passed the buriti-swamps, two  

  swamps.’ (txt)  

 

(83) ko/ p=d’ h tt h=tæ êh=d’ h ná/-ah  

  two=PL   3sg=offspring=PL die-DECL 

  ‘Two of his children died.’ (cv) 

 

Note that in (83) the numeral itself takes the Plural marker =d’ h, as does the 

noun; in such a case, they may be best considered two appositional noun 

phrases. When a numeral other than ‘one’ occurs on its own as a nominal head, 

                                                
104

 Note that the opposite stress pattern applies to demonstrative noun phrases (»DEM N). 
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it requires the Plural/collective suffix =d’ h as a nominalizer (example 84), 

whereas within the noun phrase this is optional (see §4.4.4). 

  

(84) kka/ p=d’ h / n- h, tã/ãêy=dd’ h   

  two=PL   1pl-DECL woman=PL 

  ‘There are two of us women.’ (txt) 

 

Further discussion of the interaction of numerals and number marking is 

provided in §4.4.2, and of the use of bound nouns and measure terms with 

numerals in §4.4.3.  

 

 

Comparative and Historical note 

 

In this Note, I address some interesting parallels that exist between the numeral 

system of Hup and those of its sister languages, which may give us some insight 

into how these systems developed historically. Further discussion of these is-

sues can be found in Epps (2006).  

 The Nadahup languages display a diverse range of numeral strategies. Na-

dëb’s system is the simplest, with lexical terms for 1–3 only; ‘two’ tends to be 

used only approximately (i.e., ‘a couple’), and larger quantities are expressed 

via quantifying terms (‘several’, ‘all’, ‘many’; Weir 1984: 103–104). Weir notes 

that the lexeme ‘one’ also means ‘together, unity’, but offers no insights into the 

etymologies of the other forms, which do not appear to have cognates within the 

family.  

 Dâw displays a slightly more complex system (S. Martins 1994: 93–95, 

2004: 391–392). It has lexical terms for 1–3, of which m’  ‘one’ is etymologi-

cally opaque, but (while Martins offers no insights into their etymologies) t m’ 
(t ‡ b) ‘two’ bears a striking similarity to Dâw t b ‘eye’, and mutwáp ‘three’ ap-

pears to be cognate with the Hup form m tç/ p or m t-w g-/ p, ‘rubber.tree-

seed-quantity’.
105

 For values over three (which speakers today usually express 

via Portuguese borrowings), the native Dâw system relies on gesture-bound 

tallying, supplemented by a ‘fraternal’ lexical strategy: fingers are added one by 

one to form pairs (such that ‘ten’ is indicated by five pairs of digits, with the 

thumbs placed side by side), while the even numerals (4, 6, 8, 10) are referred to 

as m’  mám’ ‘one (has) brother’, and odd numerals (5, 7, 9) as m’  mám 

                                                
105

 Note that Dâw -wap is a quantifier morpheme, almost certainly cognate with the Hup 

quantifier form / p. 
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m h ‘one brother NEG’ (i.e., ‘one has no brother’). This strategy is identical to 

the one we find lexicalized in the Hup word ‘four’ (hibab’ní ‘having a sib-

ling/companion’), and in the Umari Norte term for ‘three’ (bab’ pã Ù ‘without a 

sibling’). 

 Yuhup (Ospina 2002: 455–459), like Hup, has a relatively complex numeral 

system, with basic lexical terms for 1–3, a ‘fraternal’ term (‘has a bro-

ther/sibling’ or ‘is accompanied’) for ‘four’, and a base-five system relying on 

the hands and feet for 5–20. The forms of the terms themselves are slightly 

different from those in Hup. The form for ‘one’ (cãh or cãhyãpã) appears – like 

‘one’ in Hup – to be derived from a demonstrative, in this case ‘other’ (cf. 

Ospina 2005: 461). ‘Two’ (b’ /) is etymologically obscure, but ‘three’ (mçd g-
w’ap) is clearly cognate with the ‘rubber-tree-seed-quantity’ form in Hup and in 

Dâw. Finally, Yuhup expresses ‘four’ as bab-ni-w’ap (‘accompany-quantity’ or 

‘has sibling-quantity’; cf. Ospina 2002: 462), and ‘five’ as cãh-p h-w’ap ‘one-

hand-quantity’ – semantically identical to their Hup parallels. 

 Given their common resemblance, the forms for ‘two’ and ‘three’ seem to be 

reconstructable across the Nadahup family, although they have retained seman-

tic transparency. The ‘fraternal’ form for ‘four’ is perhaps even more intriguing, 

since it is common not only to three of the Nadahup languages, but also to the 

Vaupés region and beyond: calqued equivalents of ‘has a brother/companion’ 

for ‘four’ are found in the Tukanoan languages generally, and in Tariana 

(probably due to diffusion from Tukanoan, since it is not found in the related 

language Baniwa; cf. Aikhenvald 2002a: 107–108). A ‘fraternal’ term for ‘four’ 

also occurs in several Witotoan/Bora languages (spoken in southern Colombia), 

including Miraña (Frank Seifart, p.c.), Murui and M n ca (Huber and Reed 

1992: 183); some also use ‘without a brother’ for ‘three’ (Huber and Reed 1992: 

183). ‘Three’ and ‘four’ are built on the word for sibling in Iquito, a Zaparoan 

language of Northern Peru (Hansen 2007), and the same is true for ‘four’ in 

Hixkaryana, a Carib language spoken far to the east (Derbyshire 1979: 154; cf. 

Hanke 2005). Finally, in Kakua and Nukak ‘two’ is literally ‘brother’, and the 

same word is contained in these languages’ other even numerals (Huber and 

Reed 1992: 180–184). 

 The ‘has a sibling’ strategy is thus clearly a widespread areal phenomenon, 

although it does not appear to be a more generally cross-linguistically common 

strategy for representing ‘four’ (cf. studies of numeral etymologies, e.g., Bla ek 

1999). It is possible that the ‘fraternal’ tally system present in Dâw might once 

have been a more widespread strategy, later superseded (in some cases) by a 

base-five system (also probably a tally system).  

Why this particular strategy for indicating ‘four’ (and in some cases ‘three’, 

etc.) was so popular as an areal feature – even replacing an earlier term in the 

case of Tariana – is an intriguing question. One possibility is that the term ‘sib-

ling’ is a widespread metaphor for ‘pair’, and that the term for ‘four’ is effec-
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tively ‘two pairs’ – a relatively common etymology for ‘four’ cross-

linguistically; its spread may be due simply to the ready diffusibility of numer-

als generally. Another intriguing, though considerably more speculative, possi-

bility is that the widespread equation of ‘four’ with two pairs of siblings has an 

additional cultural component: in the Vaupés region (and beyond it), having and 

living among one’s actual and classificatory siblings is culturally extremely 

important; these are one’s fellow clan members (and in the case of the Vaupés 

River Indians, the fellow speakers of one’s language). Moreover, as Pozzobon 

(1997: 167) points out, sister-exchange is the ideal marriage pattern in the re-

gion, in part because this allows spouses to return to the community of one of 

their parents; thus if a person has an opposite-sex sibling, he/she is more likely 

to find a partner. This involves two sets of two; two married pairs of siblings, or 

four individuals – a culturally salient reason to associate the quantity three with 

a ‘failed’ set (‘without a sibling’) and four with a full set (‘has a sibling’).
106

  

 Hup and Yuhup closely fit the Vaupés areal profile in having language-

specific lexical forms for 1–3, a calqued form of ‘has a sibling / is accompa-

nied’ for ‘four’, and terms based on hands and feet for five and up. Interest-

ingly, the range of numeral strategies across the family corresponds to their 

geographical proximity to the Vaupés region: Nadëb (the most distant) has lexi-

cal forms for 1–3; Dâw (peripheral) adds a minimally lexical ‘fraternal’ system 

for 4–10; and Hup and Yuhup have these strategies plus a base-five system for 

5–10. The current systems in Hup and Yuhup may represent historical layers of 

developing complexity, which are currently reflected in the geographical 

distribution of the Nadahup languages, as well as diachronically. The following 

stages of development for the Hup and Yuhup numeral systems therefore seem 

likely, as proposed in Epps (2006): 

 

1) A basic 1–3 system (like that found in Nadëb); 

2) Adoption of a ‘fraternal’ numeral ‘four’ (probably borrowed from Tu-

kanoan), which may have been part of a minimally productive tally sys-

tem (like the one in Dâw); 

3) Adoption of a base-five system (probably borrowed from the Tukanoan 

languages); if the preceding stage had been an even-odd tally system, 

this new development would have stranded ‘four’, giving it a specific 

quantitative value to replace the general meaning ‘even number’; 

                                                
106

 It is possible that the culturally salient practice of sister exchange has influenced Hup 

grammar in other ways, in particular the development of the Interactional marker from 

the noun ‘opposite-sex sibling’ (see §11.2). 
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4) Currently: adoption of Portuguese numerals for 6+ (a base-ten system), 

resulting in the stranding of ‘five’ as a distinct lexical item, rather than 

part of a more general system. 

 

 

6.5.2. Distributive p d as a quantifier 

 

Like many morphological forms in Hup, the particle p d is multifunctional and 

extremely promiscuous in its combinations with various parts of speech. In gen-

eral, it can be understood to have the basic function of signaling multiple reali-

zations of some focused entity or attribute. Following a nominal argument, p d 
indicates multiple instances of the argument vis-à-vis the predicate; i.e., it acts 

as a quantifier, as in examples (85–86).  

 

(85) bodáca /óytu=b’ah, y t pp d j’ã êh   / n- n t h  n /- y 

  cookie eight=SPLIT  thus again DST.CNTR 1pl-OBJ 3sg give-DYNM  

  ‘Eight cookies, that’s what she gave to each of us.’ (txt)  

 

(86) t n ‡h  tQê‚h=mQ‡h=d’ h=mah ní- h,  nút=mQh=d’ h pp d  

  3sg.POSS offspring=DIM=PL=REP be-DECL here=DIM=PL  DIST 

  ‘Her children were there, both small ones like this’ (gestures to show  

  height). (txt) 

 

In example (87) – from a popular story in which a turtle follows a tapir and asks 

the leaves and other entities he encounters as to the tapir’s whereabouts – the 

quantifier modifies a locative clause: 

 

(87) t h  / h-/é-t   pp d, t h  wQd-/é-t   pp d=ma-ám    
  3sg sleep-PERF-OBL DIST 3sg eat-PERF-OBL DIST=REP-DST.CNTR  

  

  t h  /ih-key-hám-mah 
  3sg ask-see-go-REP  

  ‘At each place he (tapir) had slept, at each place he’d eaten, he (turtle)  

  went asking.’ (txt, Umari Norte dialect) 
 

The quantifier occurs in the common expression /ayup p d ‘several, some,  

sometimes’, as in example (88).  
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(88) w h   cáp / d-n h,  /ayup pp d yúp  /ãh / d- y  

  River.Indian INTS1 speak-NEG one    DIST that.ITG 1sg speak-DYNM 

  ‘(I) don’t speak a lot of Tukano; I speak a little of it.’ (txt) 

 

Similarly, p d occurs with the demonstrative cã- ‘other’ in expressions relating 

to ‘a few’, ‘occasionally, rarely’, as in (89–90);
107

 this expression signals that 

the entities or instances are fewer or less frequent than that indicated by /ayup 
p d, as example (89) illustrates. 

 

(89) a) cã ê-wag p d j’ b-tæ-y /  /ãh j’ m- h  

   other-day DIST night-still-TEL 1sg bathe-DECL 

   ‘I occasionally/rarely take a bath in the morning.’ 

  

  b) /ayup w g p d j’ b-tæ-y /  /ãh j’ m- h  

   one  day DIST night-still-TEL 1sg bathe-DECL 

   ‘I sometimes take a bath in the morning.’ (el) 

 

(90) cã-d’ h  p d / d-k d  / hníy 
  other-PL  DIST speak-pass EPIST.be 

  ‘Just a few speak better, maybe.’ (txt) 

 

 With human referents, an alternative quantifier to p d is the form hupn  
‘each person’; this idiomatic form appears to be composed of hup ‘Reflexive’ or 

‘human’ and nç ‘say’ (or ‘mouth’). The two forms may be used interchangea-

bly, as in (91), or may co-occur, as in (92). Note the use of a classifying noun 

with p d in (91b) (i.e., ‘bananas, one fruit apiece’), as in (85) above; this is not 

generally the case with hupn . 

 

(91) a) p h t  hhupn  t h  n /- h,  tã/ãêy=n’ n 
   banana RFLX.say 3sg give-DECL woman=PL.OBJ 

   ‘He gave a banana to each of the women.’  
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 A similar meaning can be conveyed by the demonstrative ‘other’ in combination 

with the Habitual marker:  

 cãê-wag g’et-g’o/-hám-ay   b g  

 other-day stand-go.about-go-DYNM HAB 

 ‘I sometimes go.’ (txt) 
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  b) p h t  //ayup=t t  pp d t h  n /- h,  tã/ãêy=n’ n  
   banana one=fruit   DIST 3sg give-DECL woman=PL.OBJ 

   ‘He gave a banana to each of the women.’ (el) 

 

(92) núp /ayup hupn  p d / n  bahad-té-ay-áh 
  this one  RFLX.say DIST 1pl  appear-FUT-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Thus we (humans) would appear (to form) each (of the different ethnic  

  groups).’ (txt) 

 

 The quantifier function of p d is only one manifestation of its basic identity 

as a marker of multiplicity. Its various other uses are discussed at length in 

§12.9.1; for example, when it follows a predicate (whether verbal or nominal), 

p d indicates a repeated instance of the event or of the entity (i.e., ‘also’, ‘re-

spectively’, ‘some/many’), as in examples (93–95). The overlap between this 

use and the quantifier function of p d is illustrated by (95). Also, when brought 

into the verb word as an Inner Suffix, -p d- typically signals that the event is 

characterized by iterative or durative aspect. (See §12.9.1 for a comparative 

paradigm of p d in different combinations with various constituents of the 

clause – as quantifier, marker of repeated instance, and marker of iterative or 

durative aspect.)  

 

(93) /ãh hipãh-n h  pp d   

  1sg know-NEG DIST 

  ‘I don’t know either.’ (cv) 

 

(94) /íp, pã Ù-ay,    pã êç=y /     pp d,  
  father NEG:EX-INCH father’s.brother=TEL DIST  
 

  pãêç=y /    pp d, pã êç=y /    pp d  
  father’s.bro=TEL DIST father’s.bro=TEL DIST 

  ‘Father’s gone, and Uncle too, and (other) Uncle too, and (other) Uncle  

  too.’ (counting on fingers) (txt) 

 

(95) d b-n h=y / ní- y,   na/-h /-y /- y   pp d  

  many-NEG=TEL be-DYNM  die-finish-TEL-DYNM DIST 

  ‘There are only a few of them, many of them died.’ (txt) 

 

 The frozen lexical form /op d-y / (and variants /ap d-y /, / hp d-y /, and 

/çp d-y /) ‘right away, immediately’ (example 96) also appears to contain the 

morpheme p d.  
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(96) //ap d=y /  t h  d’o/-cçp=y /,     nç-cud-yQê‚h-Qê‚h  

  immediate=TEL 3sg take-go.up.from.river=TEL say-INFR-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘(I) would have advised him to bring (it) up from the river immediately.’  

  (cv) 

 

 

6.5.3. Other quantifiers 

 

The ‘quantity’ marker / p108 usually appears as a bound form, which – as dis-

cussed above – appears with the bound demonstrative and interrogative parti-

cles to form other quantity-related expressions, such as h ‚-/ p ‘how many?’, 

ya/ p (y -/ p) ‘several, that many’ (and ya/ p-ay [INCH] ‘all gone’), etc. It also 

occurs in the cardinal numerals ko/ p ‘two’ and m ta/ p ‘three’ (literally ‘eye-

quantity’ and ‘rubber-tree-seed-quantity’), and can optionally occur with other 

cardinal numerals as well, as in example (97).  

 

(97) / n  hibab’ní--/ap wág ni-yó/  / n  b’ay-y /-ay-áh  

  1pl  four-QTY        day be-SEQ 1pl  return-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having stayed there for four days, we returned (home).’ (txt) 

 

The form / p is most commonly encountered in the quantifier / p-y / ‘every, 

all’, which involves the Telic (contrastive emphasis) marker =y / (see §7.1.2). 

This quantifier acts like an adjective in that it can follow the noun or pronoun 

that it modifies (as in examples 98–100), but it can also occur by itself as a 

nominal head (example 100). Objects modified by / py / do not take case 

marking. 

 

(98) yuyú deh n - t=/ y=d’ h,  h d  / p-y /  n - y  

  yuyu water mouth-OBL=who=PL 3pl  QTY-TEL say-DYNM 

  ‘The people of Barreira, they all say (that).’ (txt) 

 

(99) wág / p-y /  t h  j’ m- h  

  day QTY-TEL 3sg bathe-DECL 

  ‘She takes a bath every day.’ (el) 
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 This form is homonymous with the ‘negative identity’ particle / p. 
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(100) h d  nç/-/ -h,   // p-y /=mah  nutQ‡n=hin   

  3pl  say-PERF-DECL QTY-TEL=REP  today=also  

 

  t h  wæd-æh,  mçh y- h 

  3sg eat-DECL  deer-DECL 

  ‘They gave him everything (on that day) that deer also eat today.’ (txt)  

 

 A semantically similar (and usually interchangeable) quantifier is the form 

nih ê/ ‘all, all kinds’, a deverbal form of the compounded roots ni-h /- ‘be-

finish’. Like / py /, it can modify a preceding noun or stand alone as a nominal 

head, as illustrated in examples (101–103). Objects modified by nih ê/ (such as 

the plural ‘animals’ in example 101) typically do not take the object marker, 

and consultants differ as to whether this is grammatically possible. The quanti-

fiers nih ê/ and / py / can co-occur to produce an emphatic statement, as in 

(103).  

 

(101) h ê=d’ h  nnihu ) ê /=mah t h  hitQê‚/-Qê‚h  
  animal=PL all=REP   3sg imitate-DECL 

  ‘He imitates all kinds of animals.’ (txt) 

 

(102) yág,   b’ h-óh,  w n-ah,  m m- h,  nnih ê / !  
  hammock salt-DECL  knife-DECL axe-DECL  all 

  ‘There were hammocks, salt, machetes, axes, all (kinds of merchandise)!’  

  (txt) 

 

(103) tegcá/   /ãh d’ó/-óy,  /adócu /ãh d’ó/-óy,   
  wood.box 1sg take-DYNM rice(Pt) 1sg take-DECL  

 

  h ‚-/ p   wQ‡d  nnih ê /  / p-y /  

  Q-QTY   food  all   QTY-TEL 

  ‘I took matches, I took rice, all of every kind of food…’ (txt) 
 

 Another commonly used quantifier is b’ y / ‘all, only’. This form probably 

contains the Telic (contrastive focus) form =y / (like / py / ‘all’), but in this 

case the first syllable b’  cannot be identified as a morpheme by speakers. The 

quantifier b’ y / has two subtly different usage patterns: following the focused 

constituent of the clause (this constituent may itself be a complement clause, as 

in [110] below), it indicates ‘only’ (i.e., an exclusive group involving that en-

tity), whereas when postposed to the predicate of a main clause it produces an 
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‘all’ interpretation (i.e., an inclusive group relating to the predication). The fol-

lowing elicited paradigm illustrates this formal and functional distinction: 

 

(104) a) [/ n] bb’ y /  tegh ê-nçg’ d  / d- y  

   1pl  only  fire.people-mouth speak-DYNM 

   ‘Only we speak Portuguese.’ 

 

  b) / n  [tegh ê-nçg’ d]  bb’ y /  / d- y  

   1pl  fire.people-mouth only  speak-DYNM 

   ‘We speak only Portuguese.’ 

 

  c) [/ n tegh ê-nçg’ d  / d- y]  b’ y /  
   1pl  fire.people-mouth speak-DYNM only 

   ‘We all speak Portuguese.’ (el) 

 

Further examples of the ‘only’ function of b’ y / are given in (105–109). 

Note that the quantifier itself can take the Inchoative suffix -ay to form a predi-

cation ‘be only, be alone’ (examples 105–106), and that objects modified by 

b’ y / do take the object marker (unlike most other quantifiers; example 109). 

This quantifier is also commonly encountered in the expression /ayup b’ y / 

‘only one’ (essentially the same meaning as /ay p=y /).  

 

(105) /ãh bb’ y /-ay /ãêh-ã êh,  /ay p=y /-ay  

  1sg only-INCH 1sg-DECL  one=TEL-INCH 

  ‘I am all alone, all by myself.’ (txt) 

 

(106) núh   bb’ y /-ay  m ‡/=mah,   t h  / d- h  

  head only-INCH UNDER=REP 3sg speak-DECL 

  ‘Although now only a head, he spoke.’ (txt) 

 

(107) n’i-có/ bb’ y /  /ãh hipã êh-ã êh,  tçê‚h  có/ bb’ y /   

  that-LOC only  1sg know-DECL pig  LOC only 

  ‘I only know that region over there, around Serra dos Porcos.’ (txt) 

 

(108) /ãêy=d’ h bb’ y /  ham-té-h  

  FEM=PL   only  go-FUT-DECL 

  ‘Only women will go.’ (not ‘all the women’ [/apy /]) (cv) 
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(109) tiy /=n’ n bb’ y /  t h  hi-kéy-éy 
  man=PL.OBJ only  3sg FACT-see-DYNM 

  ‘He takes care of only the men’ (el) 

 

In example (110), b’ y / (in its ‘only’ function as nominal modifier) has scope 

over an entire complement clause. 

 

(110) t n ‡h  húptok, [húptok t h  g-tég]  bb’ y /    

  3sg.POSS caxiri  caxiri  3sg drink-FUT only  

   

  yúp  t h  hipã êh-ã êh 

  that.ITG 3sg know-DECL 

  ‘His caxiri, he thinks only about drinking caxiri.’ (sp) 

 

The ‘all, completely’ function of b’ y / when postposed to the predicate is il-

lustrated in examples (111–113). Note that the same predicate nominal use of 

h m b’ y / ‘all sores’ refers in (111) to all the people involved in the fight, whe-

reas in (112) it refers to the completely affected state of a single person.  

 

(111) h d  h m bb’ y /   

  3pl  sore only 

  ‘They all have injuries!’ (goes on to list names of men involved in the  

  fight) (cv) 

 

(112) páy, h m bb’ y /=mah  

  bad sore only=REP 

  ‘Ugly, all (covered with) sores.’ (describing a single person) (txt) 

 

(113) / d- y   bb’ y /  / n- )w- )êp  

  speak-DYNM only  1pl-FLR-DEP 

  ‘We all speak (Hup).’ (txt) 

 

 The quantifier d b ‘many, much’ likewise occurs as both a nominal modifier 

(where it inflects much like an adjective) and a nominal head. It is usually used 

to describe a large quantity of discrete objects (multiplicity), rather than a mass 

amount (example 114), and occurs in at least one lexicalized construction 

(mum y d b [lit. ‘arm many’] ‘lower part of hand including fingers’).  
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(114) y kán   dd b=y /-ay=cud,  tæ êh  dd b=y /-ay=cud  

  over.there many=TEL-INCH=INFR  offspring many=TEL-INCH=INFR 

  ‘Over there a lot (have appeared), apparently, (he’s had) a lot of  

  children.’ (txt) 

 

Unlike the other quantifiers, d b shares several properties with the adjective 

class (although not all; for example, it does not require modification by t h= 

when standing alone as a nominal head; see §6.6 below). It can occur as a 

predicate (whether nominal or adjectival; examples 115–118), and can take 

verbal negation, as in example (117) and the quantifying expression d b-
n h=mQh (many-NEG=DIM) ‘a few’.  

 

(115) d b y -d’ h- h !  
  many that.ITG-PL-DECL 

  ‘There were a lot of them!’ (cv) 

 

(116) d b yúp  / ‡d- h !  
  many that.ITG speech-DECL 

  ‘This story is a long one’ (txt)  

 

(117) d b-n h=y / ní- y 

  many-NEG=TEL be-DYNM 

  ‘There are only a few of them.’ (txt) 

 

Also, like the quantifier p d and many other modifiers in Hup (including adjec-

tives), d b can be incorporated into the verb core as a compounded root, al-

though this is not particularly common: 

 

(118) y -n h-m ‡/=mah   j’ã êh   t h  / d-dd b- h  

  that-be.like-UNDER=REP DST.CNTR 3sg speak-many-DECL 

  ‘In spite of this he spoke a lot.’ (he had been reduced to just a head by a  

  jaguar) (txt) 

 

Finally, where d b appears in an object noun phrase, it precedes the noun it 

modifies, which then takes object case (compare the quantifiers nih ê/ ‘all’ and 

/ py / ‘every, all’, which follow the noun and preclude object case marking): 

 

(119) d b húp- n  /ãh kéy-éh  
  many person-OBJ 1sg see-DECL 

  ‘I saw (spent time with) many Hup people.’ (txt) 
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6.6. Adjectival modifiers 

 

As discussed in §3.1.3 and §10.1, adjectives in Hup can be defined as a distinct, 

though limited, word class on the basis of their formal properties; the semantics 

of this class corresponds closely to the cross-linguistic predictions of Dixon 

(1982). Nevertheless, when used as predicates, adjectives in Hup share many 

properties with verbs – in particular, the ability to take aspectual inflection and 

verbal negation – while as modifiers of nominal arguments, they share a number 

of properties with the sub-class of bound nouns. A list of the members of the 

adjective class and a discussion of the behavior of adjectives as predicates are 

provided in §10.1. This section is devoted to a discussion of adjectives in the 

noun phrase, where they appear both as nominal modifiers and as nominalized 

heads. 

 As noted in the noun phrase template in the introduction to this chapter, ad-

jectives follow the nouns they modify. This is in contrast to other types of noun 

phrases containing a modifier: numerals, demonstratives, and compounded 

nouns precede the noun (but note that locative adpositions, like adjectives, fol-

low nouns; see §10.3). Examples of adjectival noun phrases are given in (120–

122). 

 

(120) t h  wçn-hám-ay-áh,  té  ttod   p g  
  3sg follow-go-INCH-DECL until hollow.tree big   

 

  g’et-pó-ow- t=mah 

  stand-EMPH1-FLR-OBL=REP 

  ‘She went after (the spirit), to where a big hollow tree stood, they say.’  

  (txt) 

 

(121) h d  nnçg’od jj’á  pQm-hi-ham-tég 

  3pl  mouth  black sit-descend-go-FUT 

  ‘They’ll all be sitting around with black mouths (from eating coca).’ (cv) 

 

(122) h h pp b  yúp n’ h- h 

  sound strong  that CNTR-DECL 

  ‘That one has a strong (loud) sound.’ (cv) 

 

 Adjectives can take the verbal Negative suffix -n h not only when they are 

used as predicates (see §10.1), but also when the adjective occurs within a noun 

phrase as a modifier, as in example (123) (a predicate nominal). Adjectival 

noun phrases can also be negated by nominal negators that have scope over the 

entire noun phrase (see Chapter 16). 
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(123)  h p tæh yó   ppay-n h  mún  yæêh  yúw-úh 

  [fish small dangle] bad-NEG  INTS2  FRUST  that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It would make a not-bad minnow-fishing line.’ (cv) 

 

 Adjectives can modify subordinate clauses acting as nominalizations (see 

§18.2): 

 

(124) [/ãh n -çp]  ppóg /ãh t n- h,  nutQ‡n-æh  

  1sg say-DEP big  1sg hold-DECL today-DECL 

  ‘I have a lot to say today.’ (txt) 

 

 Non-predicate adjectives are obligatorily preceded by some nominal form. 

When not a full noun (as in the examples above), this may be a demonstrative 

(example 125) or similar form (such as the interrogative quantifier acting as 

indefinite pronoun; example 126).  

 

(125) hup-hipãh-n h  nnúp=pay,  c c !  
  RFLX-know-NEG that=bad  INTERJ 

  ‘That bad one has no sense, darn it!’ (cv)  

 

(126) h ‚-/ p páy=d’ h, ba/t ‡b’=d’ h, bicíw=d’ h...  
  Q-QTY  bad=PL  spirit=PL   bisiw.spirit=PL 

  ‘So many bad things, evil spirits, biciw spirits...’ (txt) 

 

When an adjective occurs on its own as a nominal head, it is obligatorily pre-

ceded by the default preform t h=, elsewhere the third person singular pronoun, 

as in (127) (note that adjectives do not modify pronouns in noun phrases). The 

only exception to this rule appears to be the form cípmQh ‘small’ (cf. Diminu-

tive mQh, §7.2), which does not occur as a nominal head at all and cannot take 

t h= (and may be better considered a kind of quantifier; compare the alternative 

form t h=tæ êh(=mQh) ‘small’, which patterns like a normal adjective).  

 

(127) páh=y /   y’Qt-pog-/ -y     páh   yúw-úh,     
  PRX.CNTR=TEL leave-EMPH1-PERF-DYNM  PRX.CNTR that-DECL   

    

  c c,  tt h=j’á-aw-áh !  
  INTERJ 3sg=black-FLR-DECL 

  ‘Just recently (he) left it, darn it; (it was) a black one!’ (cv) 
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In (128), the interrogative form h ‚-n’ h ‘what’ (a derived nominal) occurs in 

place of an adjective (some unspecified color value), preserving the bound no-

minal construction. 

 

(128) tt h=h ‚-n’ ‡h /am túk-u/ ?  
  3sg=Q-NMZ  2sg want-INT 

  ‘Which type (i.e., which color beads) do you want?’ (cv) 

 

 Stress and tone (word-accent) patterns for adjectival noun phrases are not 

fully consistent across speakers and speech events. The underlying lexical tone 

value for adjectives is almost always high tone, with the primary exception of 

b g ‘old’ (it is possible that this may be at least partially motivated by the con-

trast with b g ‘tapir’). In general, a noun phrase composed of [N Adj] is treated 

phonologically as a single lexical unit, with primary stress on the second con-

stituent. In the case of t h=Adj constructions, this stress pattern is quite consis-

tent: tone always falls on the adjective and is realized as rising (except in the 

case of CV roots, which always have high [phonetically falling] tone). In noun 

phrases involving full lexical nouns, on the other hand, tone on the adjective 

may vary. The pattern in less careful speech tends to favor a pattern like that of 

the t h= form (including rising tone on the adjective), but in more careful 

speech (especially in cases of potential ambiguity, such as when the speaker is 

confronted with a minimal pair set contrasting by tone), the noun may receive 

equal stress and take tone. In these cases, the following adjective assumes its 

underlying tonal value (and so is usually high). In at least one case, this general 

pattern gives rise to a minimal pair contrast: 

 

(129) t h=p g (3sg=big)  ‘big one’ 

  t h póg  (lie big)  ‘liar’ (literally ‘big liar’, although t h by itself is  

         not generally used in this sense) 

 

Note that this pattern for t h= adjectival noun phrases is consistent with the 

most frequent word-accent (stress/tone) pattern for bisyllabic (monomorphemic) 

lexical items in general (see §2.3.2), and bound nouns with t h= are also al-

ways stressed on the N2. 

 The fact that adjective modifiers must take an explicit preceding nominal, 

for which the default is the t h= preform, gives them a formal resemblance to 

bound (and inalienably possessed) nouns in Hup (see §5.4). Compare, for ex-

ample, the human noun ‘child’ and the adjective ‘big’ in the nominal construc-

tions in (130): 
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(130) a) tiy /=dó/ ‘male child’  

   t h=dó/   ‘child’ 

 

  b) tiyi/ p g  ‘big man’ 

   t h=p g  ‘big one’ 

 

 Functionally, too, there are parallels between the two constructions. The pro-

totypical bound noun construction signals an inherent relationship between two 

entities, where the first possesses and/or defines the second (e.g., in a whole-

part relationship; see §5.5); likewise the adjective denotes a property that is 

inseparable from the entity that ‘possesses’ it, and may be difficult or impossi-

ble to even conceptualize without some kind of physical embodiment. Simi-

larly, the association indicated by the bound noun construction also helps to 

individuate the entity in question from other entities like it (i.e., by restricting a 

set), just as the denotation of a property may have a restrictive function, helping 

to pick out an individual referent from the set of possible referents – although 

adjectives do not just restrict reference, but also enrich the semantics of a 

known entity. 

 Given the formal and functional parallels between the adjectival noun phrase 

and the bound noun phrase, could these actually be one and the same construc-

tion? If so, then the relative order of modifier and head in the adjectival noun 

phrase must be the opposite of what it seems, as defined earlier in this section: 

[(Nom) Head + (Adj.) Modifier], where the adjective is the modifier and the 

noun the head. As example (130) above illustrates, the bound noun construction 

involves the order [Modifier + Head]; is this actually the structure of the adjec-

tival noun phrase as well? This does indeed seem to be the case for adjectival 

noun phrases taking the dummy nominal t h – which is both semantically con-

tentless and phonetically unstressed, as in (130b) above (t h=p g ‘the big 

one’); here the adjective (and final element of the noun phrase) is a plausible 

head, at least semantically. This type of adjectival noun phrase really does ap-

pear to mirror the bound noun construction.  

 On the other hand, it seems much less plausible to assume that a noun-

adjective phrase containing a full noun – such as tiyi/ p g (man big) in (130b) – 

should have the order of [(Nom) Modifier + (Adj) Head]; that is, that the adjec-

tive should be the head of the construction. Yet could the adjectival noun phrase 

in Hup be internally inconsistent, in that one type (t h=Adj) has one order of 

head and modifier, and the other (Noun Adj) the opposite order?  

 It is difficult to resolve these questions definitively, since there are few syn-

tactic clues to headedness in Hup. However, to the extent that heads can be de-

termined at all, there is actually no reason to think that head-modifier order 
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cannot vary within the Hup noun phrase; in fact, such syntactic inconsistency 

already exists among different subtypes of the bound noun constructions. In 

§5.6, I argue that the semantic head of the bound-noun NP may be ambiguous, 

and that for many noun phrases involving classifying bound nouns, this ambigu-

ity has fostered a switch of the syntactic head of the construction from N2 to 

N1. Thus interpreting one type of adjectival noun phrase as having head-

modifier order while the other has modifier-head order is not inconsistent with 

the facts of Hup more generally.  

 Given that significant differences among subtypes of bound-noun NPs and 

adjectival NPs are possible in Hup, the question of whether the two construc-

tions should themselves be considered one and the same becomes less meaning-

ful. Instead, it makes more sense to consider them as distinct types of noun 

phrase that simply share a number of features. In fact, upon closer inspection, 

quite a few differences between them can be identified.  

 First, were the parallel with the bound noun construction complete, we 

would have to assume that the ‘adjective’ head of the adjectival noun phrase is 

itself no more than a bound noun; however, the set of bound nouns and the set 

of adjectives in Hup do not actually pattern in the same way at all. Adjectives 

must be preceded by a nominal when acting as the argument of a predicate, but 

appear alone (i.e., bare) as predicates themselves; most bound nouns, on the 

other hand, can appear outside the bound construction in contexts where seman-

tic individuation is irrelevant, but otherwise can only function as predicate 

(nominals) while bound. As the discussion in §3.1.3 illustrates, the identity of 

adjectives as a formal class of their own hinges on their possession of both 

nominal and verbal qualities, and their ability to move freely between argument 

and predicate constructions – usually retaining attributes of the one while func-

tioning as the other, and vice versa.  

 Other features of adjectival noun phrases that differentiate them from purely 

nominal noun phrases include their stress pattern: while bound noun construc-

tions with a full noun as N1 typically have primary stress either on the N1 only, 

or on both members of the compound construction (e.g., tiy /=dó/ [man= 

child] ‘male child’), stress in noun + adjective noun phrases usually falls on the 

adjective (this difference can be seen in example 130 above). Yet another dif-

ference involves the verbal negation strategy, which can be applied to adjective 

modifiers within noun phrases (see 123 above); in the case of bound nouns, on 

the other hand, the entire noun phrase (and not simply the bound noun within it) 

must be negated by a nominal negation strategy. Finally, another difference is 

the fact that unmodified adjectives – unlike bound nouns – do not directly fol-

low a numeral acting as N1 (although they can follow a demonstrative, see 

above). Instead, the adjective appears in nominalized form with t h=, as in 

(131). 
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(131) ko/ p  tt h=p g t h  t n- h 
  two  3sg=big  3sg hold-DECL 

  ‘She has two big ones.’ (el) 

 

 The comparison between adjectives and bound nouns is summarized in Ta-

ble 35. 

 
Table 35. Adjective vs. bound noun in Hup 

 Adjective Bound noun 

Appears as 2
nd

 element in NP yes yes 

Can appear alone (bare) as NP no 
yes (if indefinite and non-

specific) 

Can appear alone (bare) as 

predicate 
yes no 

Negator verbal or nominal nominal only 

Can take numeral as N1 no yes 

Preferred stress pattern when 

N1 is a full noun 

Adjective only 

(some variation)  

Both N1 and N2, or N1 

only 

 

 Another noteworthy feature of adjectives in noun phrases (which also helps 

to differentiate them from most bound nouns) is their ability to occur in an ex-

plicitly nominalized form in association with other nouns. This results in a noun 

phrase composed of [N t h=Adj]. Grammatically, this construction can some-

times (though not necessarily; see below) be considered as two appositional 

noun phrases, since both elements can take case and number marking sepa-

rately; by contrast, in a noun phrase formed from [N Adj] without intervening 

t h=, inflection can only attach to the end of the noun phrase. Examples of 

appositional noun phrases involving nominalized adjectives are given in (132–

133). 

 

(132) / n  tt h=p ‡b=d’ h hup-hipã êh=d’ h b’ y /-ay  

  1pl  3sg=strong=PL  RFLX-know=PL  only-INCH 

  ‘We adults all know better.’ (cv) 

 

(133) yúp  japudutú… p Ùh, tt h=w’ t tíh ! 

  that.ITG japurutu  flute 3sg=long  EMPH4 

  ‘That japurutu... (it’s a) flute, the long (kind)!’ (txt) 
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Where multiple adjectival modifiers occur in reference to a given entity, con-

sultants judge t h= to be obligatory on all of them:  

 

(134) núp=tat  tt h=p g t h=p y nçh-y /- y  

  this=fruit  3sg=big  3sg=bad  fall-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘This big ugly fruit fell.’ (el) 

 

 Adjectives taking t h= are nominalizations. A nominal negator is required 

when t h= is present (example 135a–b), whereas a predicate adjective (or a 

‘bare’ adjective modifier within a noun phrase, see above) takes a verbal nega-

tor (136).  

 

(135) a) cadak / tt h=p g / p 
   chicken 3sg=big  NEG:ID 

   ‘(That’s) not a big chicken’ (el) 

 

  b) */am ‡h pã êt  tt h=w’ t-n h   

   2sg.POSS hair 3sg=long-NEG 

    (Intended meaning: ‘Your hair is not long’) 

 

(136) /am ‡h  pã êt  ww’ t-n h 
  2sg.POSS hair long-NEG 

  ‘Your hair is not long’ (el) 

 

 While the [N t h=Adj] construction sometimes behaves as two appositional 

noun phrases (as in 132–133 above), it can also pattern like a single NP con-

stituent. In these cases, inflectional marking occurs only once, at the end the 

unit, regardless of the presence of t h=. Moreover, in such cases neither pause 

phenomena nor consultants’ Portuguese translations of [N t h=Adj] construc-

tions provide support for two distinct noun phrases, and consultants judge the 

variants ([N Adj] and [N t h=Adj]) to be interchangeable. 

 Within these apparent single noun phrases of the form [N t h=Adj], the 

main function of t h= seems to be one of placing additional focus on the qual-

ity conveyed by the adjective. In particular, the [N t h=Adj] construction al-

ways indicates a quality that is inherent or permanent, while an adjective modi-

fier without t h= may be either permanent or temporary. (Note that this 

association of the more nominal form with a more time-stable attribute, and the 

more verbal form with a more fleeting attribute, parallels the prototypical se-

mantic distinction between verbs and nouns across languages; it is also a char-

acteristic of the bound nominal construction, which typically signals a whole-

part or inalienably possessed relationship.) For example, a naturally dark-
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skinned hand is described as dap êh (t h=)j’á (hand [3sg=]black); but t h= is 

ungrammatical when referring to a soot-blackened hand, which would be dap êh 
j’á(-áy) (hand black[-DYNM]). Some adjectives, such as color terms, almost 

always appear with t h=, and a few have even undergone phonological reduc-

tion (consonant cluster simplification and vowel harmony), e.g., tuhúp ‘beauti-

ful, new’ and t dó [t Ró] ‘red’ (Umari Norte dialect only). Examples of this type 

of adjectival noun phrase are given in (137–138). 

 

(137) j’ám  n ‡   [bb’é j   t h=p g] h d   d’o/-way-y /-ní-h !  
  yesterday 1sg.POSS jandia   3sg=big  3pl   take-go.out-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Yesterday they took out my big jandia fish!’ (cv) 

 

(138) n -d’ h nçh-tu/-key-yó/  [tt h=cáp t h=tohó]  ní- h 

  this-PL fall-immerse-see-SEQ 3sg=body 3sg=white be-DECL 

  ‘Because those (people) jumped in, their body was white (lit. their white  

  body existed).’ (txt) 

 

 Where it occurs between noun and adjective in what appears to be a single 

noun phrase constituent, the marker t h= may be developing an identity as an 

attributive marker, functioning to signal the connection between the nominal 

and the modifier in the noun phrase. While the above discussion has argued that 

the bound noun and the adjectival noun phrase cannot be considered the same 

construction synchronically, it is very likely that they are historically and/or 

functionally related. Typological work has shown that the grammaticalization of 

possessive markers to attributive markers has occurred in other languages (e.g., 

Oceanic languages, Ross 1998; cf. Rießler 2004); in a number of cases, such as 

in Ural-Altaic languages, intermediate stages apparently include a nominalizer, 

marker of definiteness, and marker of anaphoric-demonstrative focus (Rießler 

2004). In Hup, as this discussion has shown, one and the same marker t h= has 

the role of a marker of inalienable possession (and individuation, related to 

definiteness) with nouns, and of nominalization and – to some degree – focus 

and attribution with adjectives.  

 

 

6.7. Coordination of noun phrases 

 

Hup has a number of strategies for indicating coordination of multiple noun 

phrases within the clause. The simplest of these is a juxtaposition strategy, 

which requires no morphological indicator of the coordination (examples 139–

140). This strategy is also used to express clausal coordination (see §18.1.1).  
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(139) nih ê/,  bb’ /=tat,  naháw=tat,  núp g’ b=ta t,    

  all   gourd=fruit macucu=fruit this tucuma=fruit  

 

  h d  d’o/-p d- h 

  3pl  take-DIST-DECL 

  They took all kinds: gourds, macucú fruits, (and) these tucumá fruits.’  

  (txt) 

 

(140) h ) Ùp,   c c,   w n,   m m  j’ám   pãÙ-ãh / 
  grater  hoe  knife  axe  DST.CNTR NEG:EX-TAG2 

  ‘There used to be no graters, hoes, knives, (or) axes.’ (sp) 

 

 A second mechanism that is used to link noun phrases within the clause (as 

well as entire clauses) is the Emphatic Coordinator =nih. It can appear on asso-

ciated nominal constituents in a list, as in (141), but when =nih is used these 

linked noun phrases are more commonly expressed as entire linked predicates 

(see §18.1.3). 

 

(141) yã/ám huh-út=/ y=d’ h  hipã êh-ã êy   b’ y / !  

  jaguar  rapids-OBL=who=PL know-DYNM  only   

 

  miná/=d’ h  hipã êh-ã êy,  miná/=d’ h… 

  Desano=PL  know-DYNM Desano=PL   

   

  m’ c=d’ h h d-áy=nnih    yúw-up-úh ! 
  Tuyuca=PL 3pl-INCH=EMPH.CO  that.ITG-FLR-DECL 

  ‘The people from Iawareté (Jaguar Rapids) all know (the kapiwaya)! The  

  Desanos know, the Desanos…  the Tuyucas, it’s so for them too!’ (txt) 

 

 The Declarative suffix -V êh can also signal coordinated nominal entities (ex-

ample 142), and is likewise sometimes used to indicate clause coordination (cf. 

§17.3.2 and §18.1.2) 

 

(142) yág,   b’ h-óóh,  w n-aa h,   m m-- h,   

  hammock salt-DECL  machete-DECL axe-DECL   

 

  nih ê/  d’ h-d’ h-wáy-áh 

  all   send-send-go.out-DECL 

  ‘(He) brought out hammocks, (there was) salt, (there were) machetes,  

  (there were) axes, everything.’ (txt) 
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Other strategies for coordinating multiple nominal arguments include use of 

the ‘Parallel’ marker =hin ‘also’ (§7.7), which – among other related functions 

– is used as an optional emphatic coordinator (example 143), and the ‘Associa-

tive plural’ marker - nd’ h, which links associated participants who are acting 

together (see §4.4.6). Note that these two markers cannot serve a clause-linking 

function, unlike the strategies above, but are limited to use with nominal argu-

ments within the clause. 

 

(143) yúp=mah  h d  yçhçy-p d- h,  yã/amb /=hhin yçh y,  
  that.ITG=REP  3pl  search-DIST-DECL dog=also    search 

    

  t h=hup=hhín   yçh y, ní- y=mah 
  3sg=RFLX.INTS=also search  be-DYNM=REP 

  ‘So they were searching, the dog also searching, and he himself (boy)  

  also searching.’ (txt) 



 

Chapter 7 

Nominal discourse-marking morphology 
 

 

 

This chapter presents the wide range of bound morphology associated with the 

noun phrase and having functions relating generally to discourse marking. The 

forms discussed here all associate primarily with nominal arguments, or else 

have specific functions in combination with nominals that differ from their 

functions with predicates. In general, these forms have functions relating to 

focus, emphasis, topicality, etc. Nominal morphology relating more narrowly to 

the semantic or syntactic status of the referent (primarily case and number mar-

king) is covered in Chapter 4. Other forms in Hup that combine relatively freely 

with various parts of speech (including nominals) and undergo little or no   

change in function from one host to another are discussed in Chapter 15. 

 The forms, slot classes, and functions of the formatives discussed in this 

chapter are summarized in Table 36. 

 

 

7.1. ‘Promiscuous’ verbal morphology and the noun class
109

 

 

In general, Hup bound morphology tends to be highly promiscuous, as dis-

cussed in §3.3. Even the forms that are most closely integrated phonologically 

with their hosts (i.e., the vowel-copying formatives defined as Boundary Suf-

fixes in relation to verbs) are usually able to attach to various parts of speech, 

often occurring in a range of distinct constructions, and serving a variety of 

functions. Accordingly, very little nominal morphology in Hup is strictly nomi-

nal. As discussed in Chapter 4, even the markers of case and number – the main 

inflectional forms that can be considered primarily nominal – are not limited to 

nominal hosts; the case suffixes are capable of combining with verb stems to 

form adverbial clauses, and the case and number markers attach to verb stems to 

form headless relative clauses (producing nominalizations).  
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 Extra thanks to Orin Gensler for his especially helpful comments on this section. 
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 Bound formatives in Hup sometimes perform much the same function re-

gardless of the word class of their host, but in other cases their function may be 

quite distinct depending on whether the host is a predicate, a nominal argument, 

or even a main or a subordinate clause. One of the most striking cases of this 

involves the set of markers that indicate aspect when occurring on verbs (and 

typically on predicate nominals and adjectives as well), but which on nominal 

arguments tend to serve discourse-related functions of marking focus, topic, or 

emphasis. Nevertheless, the distinction between these forms’ functions with 

predicates (verbal, nominal, or adjectival) versus non-predicate constituents of 

the clause is often blurred. A single form is often able to convey a range of 

meanings, depending not only on its host and on the construction in which it 

occurs, but also on the pragmatic context.  

 Among verbal morphological forms, some can also combine directly with a 

non-verbal predicate (adjectival or nominal) with no change in either function 

or form, while others require a copula host. To the extent that these forms are 

predicative, they are treated together with verbal morphology (primarily in 

Chapter 12; also see Chapters 13 and 14).  

 In addition to the ‘promiscuous’ forms discussed in this section, there is one 

aspect-related verbal Boundary Suffix that also occurs with nominal forms, but 

in very limited contexts. This is Dynamic -V êy, which in a limited number of 

cases can attach as an attributive marker to the first element (which is usually an 

adjective) of certain nominal compounds, as discussed in detail in §5.1.4 (see 

also §12.2); examples include j’ b- y wQdhç (night-DYNM luminary) ‘moon’, 

wág-áy wQdhç (day-DYNM luminary) ‘sun’, and póh-óy d h (high-DYNM wa-

ter) ‘water from the roof’. The use of the Dynamic suffix as an attributive ap-

pears to mark a dynamic but intrinsic association between the two entities in the 

compound.  

 

 

7.1.1. Inchoative focus -ay 
 

The form -ay, which acts as a marker of inchoative aspect on predicates (see 

§12.3), serves a focus function with nominal arguments. It can occur on either 

subject or object nominals, and typically highlights information as new, in keep-

ing with its inchoative identity. In general, this highlighting of newness is a 

discourse phenomenon that relates to the entire clause; when the Inchoative 

marker occurs on a nominal argument, it usually also occurs on the predicate 

(i.e., twice in one clause), although not invariably.  

 The use of -ay with predicate nominals provides important context for un-

derstanding its use with arguments. Example (1) illustrates its relatively clear-
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cut inchoative function, relating to an initiated or imminent event (much like its 

function with verbal predicates): 

 

(1)  d h--ay  / n- h  

  water-INCH 1pl-DECL 

  ‘We’re about to get rained on.’ (cv)  

 

In other cases, the Inchoative marker also occurs with a nominal predicate, but 

here the ‘inchoative’ sense relates primarily to the beginning-point of the spea-

ker’s (and hearer’s) engagement with a time-stable entity, rather than to the 

initiation of an event. This is illustrated in examples (2a) and (3a), and con-

trasted with the more aspect-neutral declarative inflection in (2–3b).  

 

(2)  a) núp p h t=teg-aay-áh 
   this   banana=tree-INCH-DECL 

   ‘This is a banana tree.’ (we are walking by and commenting)  

 

  b) núp p h t=teg-éh 

   this banana=tree-DECL 

   ‘This is a banana tree.’ (el) 

 

(3)  a) núw-aay  n ‡   m y-aay-áh  

   this-INCH  1sg.POSS house-INCH-DECL 

   ‘This is my house (we’re arriving in).’  

 

  b) núp  n ‡       m y- h  

   this   1sg.POSS house-DECL 

   ‘This is my house.’ (el) 

 

Similarly, in the string of predicate nominals in (4) (which one might say when 

showing someone a photograph of one’s family) the Inchoative marks each 

person as he/she is pointed out. 

 

(4)  /ãêh=/ín-aay,    /ãêh=/íp-aay,   /ãêh=c t-aay     yúw-úh  

  1sg=mother-INCH 1sg=father-INCH 1sg=older.brother-INCH that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘That’s my mother, my father, my older brother.’ (ru) 

 

 The function of Inchoative -ay with nominal arguments is similar to its func-

tion with predicates: it serves to highlight new information vis-à-vis the spea-

ker’s (and hearer’s) immediate experience. As noted above, where it occurs    
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on an argument, it is frequently also present on the predicate, as in (3a) (but this 

is not always the case). Examples of the Inchoative marker’s occurrence on the 

subject noun phrase (and in some cases on the predicate) are given in (5–7).  

 

(5)  mQ‡t ciw b=w g-aay=mah,  t h- n  w d-hám--ay-áh… 
  cutia bacaba=seed-INCH=REP 3sg-OBJ arrive-go-INCH-DECL 

  ‘(Then he tried) cutia-bacaba seeds, and they fit him.’ (after trying a  

  number of other seed types to replace his missing eyes) (txt) 

 

(6)  bahad-n h t h  ní-aay-áh,  yúp    

  appear-NEG 3sg be-INCH-DECL that.ITG  

 

  h d=/ in-tæ êh-ay-áh  

  3pl=mother-offspring-INCH-DECL 

  ‘He did not appear, their mother’s son.’ (i.e., he had disappeared) (txt) 

 

(7)  dçwçh dó  hçÙ‚p-aay=mah yúp  d’o/-mçy-d’ h- h 
  cheek  red  fish-INCH=REP that.ITG take-hole-rot-DECL 

  ‘It was that red-cheeked fish that made the hole in her.’ (txt) 

 

 Inchoative -ay can only occur once within the noun phrase. Where a demon-

strative is present in the noun phrase, it is usually the host for the Inchoative 

marker, while the noun it modifies is not. In example (8) – as in (3a) above – 

the Inchoative marks the clause-initial demonstrative, as well as the predicate.  

 

(8)  yúw--ay   /edí g’ p-aay-áh   

  that.ITG-INCH Edi scoop-INCH-DECL 

  ‘There’s Edi getting water now’ (ru) 

 

 The Inchoative focus marker also appears on object noun phrases, where it 

follows any case marker, as in (9–10). However, -ay cannot occur on both A 

and O in a single clause. 

 

(9)  h Ùp-aay  t h  wæd-aay-áh 
  fish-INCH  3sg eat-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Now he’s eating fish (after eating something else first).’ (el) 

 

(10) wãê/ (*--ay)  /ám- n-aay  mQh-tég-aay-áh 
  vulture (*INCH) 2sg-OBJ-INCH beat-FUT-INCH-DECL    
  ‘Vulture will beat you.’ (el) 
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The focus function of Inchoative -ay is especially clear in those contexts where 

some focus marker is constructionally obligatory in the clause. This is the case, 

for example, with the ‘Exclusive’ -Vy k construction, which has a correspond-

ing nominal focus slot; while this is usually filled by the generic Focus suffix    

-áh, -ay may take its place: 

 

(11) y -aay   t h-an  cug’Qt  be-eey k  

  John-INCH 3sg-OBJ leaf/paper show-EXCL 

  ‘Only John showed him the paper.’ (el) 

 

 

7.1.2. Contrastive emphasis (Telic) =y / 
 

The form y / is one of the most ubiquitous morphemes in Hup; it is extremely 

frequent, and attaches to a variety of different parts of speech. In all of its reali-

zations, it appears to have something to do with signaling focus, but its more 

specific function depends on the particular part of speech and type of construc-

tion with which it occurs. As an Inner Suffix with verbs, -y /- indicates telic 

aspect (particularly relating to a wholly affected participant; §12.6); encliticized 

to adverbial clauses, it appears to have both the function of focus and that of 

marking the construction as an adverbial (§10.2); and encliticized to nominals it 

indicates contrastive emphasis. As such, its main function is to emphasize the 

nominal referent’s uniqueness vis-à-vis other entities.  

 While this discussion concentrates on the ‘contrastive emphasis’ use of =y /, 

the various functions of this form are in many cases not clearly distinct, and 

blend into one another. For this reason, I have glossed all instances of y / as 

‘Telic’, although its uses with nominal arguments and adverbial clauses are 

certainly related more to emphasis than to aspect.  

Another somewhat mysterious fact about contrastive constructions involving 

encliticized =y / is their varying stress patterns. While in some cases =y / is 

unstressed, in others it receives equivalent or even primary stress in relation to 

its host. Because stress plays an important role in determining construction 

types elsewhere in Hup, these differences may be shown to correspond to a 

meaningful pattern; it is hoped that the nuances of this bound form’s polyfunc-

tionality will become more clear with future research.  

 Examples (12–14) illustrate the contrastive emphasis function of =y / in 

connection with predicate nominals. The first two are common responses to 

teasing; for example, a joking allegation is often answered with (12), “It’s you 

(and not me!)”, and I was instructed to answer with (13) when teased that so-

and-so was my husband. Example (14) comes from a story in which the partici-
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pants in a ceremony had a large number of dance staffs, but had stacked them 

all one inside the other so that they appeared as a single staff. 

 

(12) /ám=yy /  yúw-úh ! 
  2sg=TEL  that-DECL 

  ‘It’s you!’ (cv) 

  

(13) cã êp=yy /  !  
  other=TEL 

  ‘(He’s) a different one!’ (cv) 

 

(14) /ayup=t g=yy /=mah h dn ‡h  kot w=teg-eh  

  one=stick=TEL=REP  3pl.POSS dance.staff-stick-DECL 

  ‘Their dance staff was just one staff.’ (txt)  

 

The elicited pair of examples in (15) likewise illustrates the contrastive empha-

sis function of =y /, which can occur on either the subject or the object argu-

ment of a clause.  

 

(15) a) / n=yy /   teghçê‚-nçg’ d  / d- y  

   1pl=TEL  non.Indian-mouth speak-DYNM   

   ‘It is we that speak Portuguese (in contrast to other people).’ 

 

  b) / n  tegh ê-nçg’ d=yy /    / d- y  

   1pl  non.Indian-mouth=TEL speak-DYNM   

   ‘It’s Portuguese that we speak (in contrast to other languages).’ (el) 

 

Further examples are given in (16–18). In example (18), =y / occurs with an 

oblique argument. 

 

(16) / y- n=yy /  t h  n -ç/ ? / y- n ?  

  who-OBJ=TEL 3sg say-INT who-OBJ 

  ‘To whom did she say that? To whom?’ (cv) 
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(17) n N có/=yy /   b ‡/=teg   ham-ní-p=b’ay,   
  2pl  LOC=TEL  work=THING  go-INFR2-DEP=AGAIN 

 

  t h=cúm- h 

  3sg=beginning-DECL 

  ‘As for you all (but not us), you all were making things in the beginning.’ 

  (i.e., Non-Indians have been the ones with merchandise since humans  

  appeared) (txt) 

 

(18) w h-d’ h- t=yy /   yúp  / n  bab’-ni-ní-h !  
  River.Indian-OBL=TEL that.ITG 1pl  sibling-be-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘We were together with the River Indians!’ (txt) 

 

 In keeping with its contrastive emphasis function, the form =y / can occur 

on elements in a list to mark expression of explicit contrastive difference be-

tween two or more entities, including the semi-idiomatic construction t h=y / 
‘one’s own’, as in examples (19–20).  

 

(19) n N ‡h  hçht g tt h=y / , / n ‡h  hçht g tt h=y / ,  
  2pl.POSS  canoe  3sg=TEL  1pl.POSS canoe  3sg=TEL 

    

  cçkw’ t=/ h n ‡h  hçht g tt h=y /   

  tukano=MSC  POSS canoe  3sg=TEL 

  ‘Your (Non-Indian peoples’) canoe was one, our canoe was another, the  

  Tukanos’ canoe was another (in the Creation)’ (i.e., you all had your own 

  canoe, we had our own…) (txt) 

 

(20) húp=d’ h ked =yy /  n - y,  
  person=PL firefly=TEL say-DYNM   

   

  huh y=yy /   n - y,   ní- y  y -d’ h- h  

  firefly=TEL  say-DYNM be-DYNM that.ITG-PL-DECL 

  ‘There are those Hup people that say “kedo”, and those (others) that say  

  “huhuy” (to mean ‘firefly’).’ (txt) 

 
 The form =y / also marks adverbial expressions and clauses (mostly relat-

ing to time and location), as discussed in §10.2 and §18.2.6.1. In examples (21–

24), =y / (here optional) appears to serve a similar emphasis-related function 

with the adverbials as it does with nominals. However, as the discussion in 
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§10.2 (see also §18.2.6.1) clarifies, =y / appears in other cases to have the more 

general role of simply marking a construction as adverbial.  

 

(21) y kán=yy /  p d  w d-b’ y,  y kán=yy /   p d    

  there=TEL DIST arrive-return over.there=TEL DIST  

 

  w d-b’ y,  ní- y=mah 

  arrive-return be-DYNM=REP 

  ‘Each time he arrived, he arrived right back there again!’ (a man trying to  

  leave some spirits’ house keeps finding himself returning to it as he  

  wanders lost) (txt) 

 

(22) [/am ‡h yág   g’ã ê/-ã êt]=yy /   t h  g’ã ê/-ã êh   

  2sg.POSS hammock suspend-OBL=TEL 3sg suspend-DECL 

  ‘He kept his hammock right where your hammock hangs.’ (cv) 

 

(23) h d  b /-ni-ní-h,    hib’ah=tQ)êh=d’ h- h…      
  3pl  work-be-INFR2-DECL be.created=offspring=PL-DECL   

    

  cã êp=ma  y t-yy / , cã êp=ma  y t-yy / 
  other=river thus-TEL other=river thus-TEL    

  ‘They did (thus), the Ancestors… the next creek (was named) thus, (and)  

  the next creek (was named) thus.’ (txt)  
 

(24) nutQ‡n=mQh=yy /  /ãh w /-tuk-h h-yQê‚h-æêh !  
  today=DIM=TEL   1sg hear-want-NONVIS-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘Right this minute I’d like to listen to it!’ (cv) 

 

The marker =y / also appears in expressions of comparison, probably through a 

reflex of its adverbial function (see §10.2.2). It typically combines with the 

nominal standard of comparison to indicate ‘just like X’: 

 

(25) b’ y=yy /  t g  n h- y    yúw-úh  

  traira=TEL tooth be.like-DYNM that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘Its teeth are just like the traira’s.’ (txt) 
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7.1.3. Topic-switch marker =b’ay (‘again’) 

 

The enclitic =b’ay, which has the aspectual meaning of ‘repeated instance’ in 

verbal constructions (see §12.9.2), also occurs on nominal arguments and re-

lates to a switch of topic in the discourse. Like most of the other bound forms 

discussed in this section, there is functional and conceptual overlap between its 

aspectual use with verbs and its use as a discourse marker with nominals (hence 

the gloss ‘again’ in both instances): just as the predicative use of =b’ay signals 

the repetition of an event or of its resulting state, its nominal use picks out one 

referent from a series of multiple entities (actual or hypothetical) that figure in 

repetitions of the same event or situation, or in different events that are rhetori-

cally parallel. If an event is repeated with a different entity, that entity is often 

new information; thus by marking a switch of topic in the discourse, =b’ay can 

also act as a kind of focusing device within the clause itself (cf. Lambrecht 

1994: 129). 

 The link between the verbal aspectual and the nominal topic-switch func-

tions of =b’ay can be seen in examples (26–28), in which both functions treat a 

‘repeated instance’ of a related event, in which different entities are involved. 

Examples (26–27) come from a story in which a person guts one game animal 

after another to feed a hungry spirit (26), then passes the knife out of his hiding 

place so that the spirit, in his turn, can feed the person (27). Example (28) is a 

follow-up request in a conversational exchange: the initial request – which a 

child made to me while I was playing the fiddle – was cadak / yám! ‘(Play the) 

Chicken Song!’; I responded saying ‘I’ve just played it’, so he countered with 

the second suggestion. 

 

(26) yúp  cã êw- n=bb’ay,  t h  kiwí/-bb’ay-áh 

  that.ITG other-OBJ=AGAIN 3sg split.open-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘Then he split open another one.’ (txt) 

 

(27) yúp=bb’ay,  húp=bb’ay  wan tæêh d’ h-wáy-áh 
  that.ITG=AGAIN person=AGAIN knife small send-go.out-DECL 

  ‘Then the person sent out the knife (so that the spirit could use it in his  

  turn).’ (txt) 

 

(28) m hçÙ‚y yám=bb’ay   

  deer  song=AGAIN 

  ‘Deer Song then.’ (cv) 
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Examples (29–30) illustrate the use of =b’ay to draw attention to a contrast 

between entities – i.e., a switch of topic – in the context of a rhetorically parallel 

event.  

 

(29) t h=bb’ay,  cçh =bb’ay,  d’ ç t h  t d-g’ét-m ‡/=y /,  
  3sg=AGAIN crab=AGAIN  timbó 3sg beat.timbó-stand-UNDER=TEL  

    

  hup-hi-cu/-ham-tú/-ay-áh  
  RFLX-FACT-cover-immerse-INCH-DECL 

  ‘As for him, the crab, while he (the jaguar) was beating timbó, (the crab)  

  went and covered himself up in the water (to hide).’ (txt) 

 

(30) t h  b’ t-an hám-ah, t h  b’ y /, y -n h-m ‡/=mah  
  3sg roça-DIR go-DECL 3sg only  that.ITG-be.like-UNDER=REP 

 

  t h=tæh/íp=bb’ay   h Ùp k k- p hám-ah  

  3sg=child.father=AGAIN fish pull-DEP go-DECL 

  ‘She went to the roça by herself; at the same time her husband went  

  fishing.’ (txt) 

 

The elicited example (31) contrasts the appearance of =b’ay as a topic-switch 

marker on both subject and object arguments of the clause (31a–b) with its typi-

cal verbal aspectual function in (31c). 

 

(31) a) h d=bb’ay h Ùp wæd-æh  

   3pl=AGAIN fish eat-DECL 

   ‘As for them, they are eating fish.’ (i.e., in contrast/comparison w/us) 

 

  b) h d  h Ùp=bb’ay wæd-æh  
   3pl  fish=AGAIN eat-DECL 

   ‘They are eating fish.’ (i.e., relative to some other food) 

 

  c) h d  h Ùp wæd-æy=bb’ay  (wQ‡d-bb’ay-áh)  
   3pl  fish eat-DYNM=AGAIN (eat-AGAIN-DECL) 

   ‘They are eating fish again.’ (el) 

 

However, this division of labor is not clear-cut, as already suggested by exam-

ple (26) above. In fact, =b’ay can realize its comparative/contrastive function 

even when occurring on a verb, as in (32–33). Note, however, that =b’ay can 

combine with a verb in two different ways; as an enclitic following the Bound-
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ary Suffix (e.g., / g- y=b’ay ‘drink-DYNM=AGAIN’), or as an Inner Suffix 

preceding the Boundary Suffix (e.g., / g-b’ay-áh). The more tightly integrated 

form involving b’ay as an Inner Suffix can only have the aspectual reading re-

lating to a repeated event (see §12.9.2), so it is unacceptable in these examples.  

 

(32) núp /ãêh=c t=bb’ay   w n’  g-n h,  
  this 1sg=older.brother=AGAIN mingau drink-NEG  

    

  núp /ãh=tæh/íp=bb’ay  w n’  / g- y=bb’ay  

  this 1sg=child.father=AGAIN mingau drink-DYNM=AGAIN  

  ‘My older brother drinks mingau; my husband does not.’ (el) 

 

(33) y t=y / g’et-pQm-y /- y,  cã êp=/ h  yé-m ‡/=bb’ay  

  thus=TEL stand-sit-TEL-DYNM other=MSC enter-UNDER=AGAIN 

  ‘While they stay thus sitting around, another one goes (to school).’ (sp) 

 

 In conversation, =b’ay is in extremely frequent use with interrogative 

clauses (both information [WH] and polar [yes-no] types), as illustrated in ex-

amples (34–38). As such, its use is probably motivated by the awareness of 

multiple possible but contrasting options vis-à-vis one referent or situation, or 

(conversely) of multiple possible referents vis-à-vis one event. It tends to occur 

clause-finally, in conjunction with clause-final subjects; by contrast, the verb-

final interrogative strategy (see §17.4) rarely involves marking with =b’ay (al-

though this can occur, as in example 38 below).  

 

(34) / y yúp=bb’ay ?  
  who that.ITG=AGAIN 

  ‘Who’s that?’ (cv) 

 

(35) h ‚n’ ‡h  yúp==b’ay ?  

  what  that.ITG=AGAIN 

  ‘What’s that (for)?’ (cv) 

 

(36) h ‚êp=bb’ay,  h ‚  key-n h- y   t h-áh ?!  
  what=AGAIN  how see-be.like-DYNM 3sg-FOC 

  ‘What? How can it be (that you didn’t leave any for me)?!’ (txt) 

 

(37) cúg      k t-tég  /ám=bb’ay ?  

  stringed.instrument  play-FUT  2sg=AGAIN 

  ‘Are you going to play the fiddle?’ (cv) 
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(38) / y d’o/-y /-pó/=bb’ay ?  

  who   take-TEL-EMPH1=AGAIN 

  ‘Who the heck took it?’ (cv) 

 

It is possible for =b’ay in an interrogative to occur both on a demonstrative 

question word and clause-finally, as in (39). 

 

(39) h ‚êp=bb’ay can =bb’ay,   h ‚êp=bb’ay  p h t=bb’ay ? 
  what=AGAIN pineapple=AGAIN what=AGAIN  banana=AGAIN 

  ‘Which is the pineapple, which the banana?’ (el) 

 

 The enclitic =b’ay also occurs frequently on demonstratives, marking a con-

stituent that is a new (or reactivated) topic (examples 40–41). This use probably 

has a similar motivation to that in interrogatives, that is, signaling a mild con-

trast or comparison among possible referents or options.  

 

(40) núp=bb’ay !  
  this=AGAIN 

  ‘(Look at) this one!’ (child showing me a bug) (cv) 

 

(41) yúp  / n=bb’ay… núp j’áh có/ / n  ni-tég  

  that.ITG 1pl=AGAIN  this land LOC 1pl  be-FUT 

  ‘So as for us… this is the land we are to live in.’ (txt) 

 

 

7.1.4. Reflexive intensifier =hup 

 

The form hup is extremely multifunctional; among other uses, it can be a mar-

ker of valency (as a reflexive) and of indefinite reference, as discussed in detail 

in §11.1. As an enclitic on nominal arguments, however, it functions as an 

intensifier (i.e., an ‘emphatic reflexive’), focusing attention on the referent. 

Whereas Reflexive hup- always occurs with an animate subject, the intensifier 

=hup is acceptable on both animate referents (example 42) and on inanimate 

referents (examples 43–44). 

 

(42) h h-way-n h=y /  níh,  t h=hhup   t h  way-/ êh 
  carry-go.out-NEG=TEL be.IMP 3sg=RFLX.INTS 3sg go.out-JUS 

  ‘Don’t carry him out, he can go out by himself.’ (cv) 
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(43) nup-m’æ=po/  h d  we/-d’ó/-óh…  t h=hhup-ay     

 this-MEAS=EMPH1 3pl  transfer-take-DECL 3sg=RFLX.INTS-INCH  

 

 hçp-hí-ay-áh 

 dry.up-descend-INCH-DECL 

 ‘Just this little bit they pour out… it dries/settles out by itself (in the  

 bottom of the pot).’ (txt) 
 

(44) n ‡   húpnúh, t h=hhup   t h  pay-y /- y 

  1sg.POSS radio  3sg=RFLX.INTS 3sg bad-TEL-INCH 

  ‘My radio (lit. ‘person-head’), it went bad by itself.’ (ru)  
 

The Reflexive intensifier =hup can also encliticize to nominals marked as ob-

jects or possessors, but it must follow these inflectional formatives, as in exam-

ples (45–47). It may itself be followed by additional focus markers, in particular 

the Telic/contrastive emphasis form =y / (47). 
 

(45) /ám- n=hhup   /ãh mQy-té-h 

  2sg-OBJ=RFLX.INTS 1sg pay-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll pay you yourself.’ (el) 

 

(46) /am ‡h=hhup    núp=b’ay 

  2sg.POSS=RFLX.INTS this=AGAIN 

  ‘This one is your own.’ (el) 

 

(47) nutQ‡n  / n=hhup=y /-ay-áh    / n=hin- h,    

  today  1pl=RFLX.INTS=TEL-INCH-DECL 1pl=also-DECL  

 

  h d-n’ n     hik d-ní=d’ h-ay 

  3pl=PL.OBJ  FACT.pass-be=PL-INCH 

  ‘Today it is just us; we have changed places with them (the Tukanos).’  

  (txt) 

 

  

7.1.5. Dependent suffix -Vp as topic marker 

 

The form -Vp has the primary role of a verbal suffix, used to indicate a depend-

ent clause (principally a relative clause, but also a converbal clause, see 

§18.2.3–4); it also – more marginally – appears on main clauses (§18.2.4.2). 

This section focuses on an additional realization of -Vp: its use with a variety of 
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clausal constituents (see also §18.2.4.3). With these non-predicative elements, 

the primary function of -Vp is to indicate a reactivated topic or antitopic (i.e., a 

right-dislocated topic, cf. Lambrecht 1994: 203): it sets the nominal apart from 

the rest of the clause, highlighting it for the benefit of the hearer (example 48). 

The use of -Vp as both a subordinator (on clauses) and as a topic marker (on 

nominal arguments) has a common denominator (and a likely historical connec-

tion) in that both have to do with the theme of the sentence, rather than the fo-

cus or rheme, and both are scene-setting, rather than dealing with asserted new 

information.  

 

(48) /ãêh-ããp h d- n=y /  n - y   j’ám=ti/  

  1sg-DEP 3pl-OBJ=TEL  say-DYNM DST.CNTR=EMPH.TAG 

  ‘As for me, I said (so) to them.’ (cv) 

 

 Nominals marked by -Vp often occur clause-finally, following the verb. In 

some cases, particularly when these are objects or other nominal constituents, 

and are probably best considered antitopics. In other cases, however, they are 

subjects and do not appear to be external to the clause (i.e., right-dislocated; 

such placement of a pronominal subject after the verb is common in Hup, al-

though these are more typically marked with the Declarative suffix -Vh, see 

§17.2). Moreover, when -Vp-marked subjects occur clause-finally, the preced-

ing constituent is obligatorily marked with the Focus form -áh (see §15.2.3), 

and the Dependent marker is often preceded by the ‘Filler’ form -Vw- (see 

§15.2.4). The obligatory use of -áh in this context helps to create an explicitly 

stated, polarized opposition between the topic and focus (i.e., theme and 

rheme). This combination of strategies usually lends an emphatic tone to the 

entire utterance, and is illustrated in examples (49–50).  

 

(49) patí- n  húp-út  /ãh / d- h /,  / d- y-ááh    /ã êh-ãw-ã êp   

  Pattie-OBJ Hup-OBL 1sg speak-TAG2 speak-DYNM-FOC 1sg-FLR-DEP 

  ‘I speak Hup to Pattie, you know, I really speak (it)!’ (sp 

 

(50) h ‚/n’ ‡h nç-tég-n’ ‡h   pãÙ-ááh   yú-uuw-úp,      

  what  say-FUT/PURP-NMZ NEG:EX-FOC that.ITG-FLR-DEP  

 

  mandukorí- n-ããw-ã êp ! 
  Mandukori-OBJ-FLR-DEP 

  ‘…Nothing like that (is said) to that one, to Mandukori!’ (referring to  

  children’s begging, “Father, I want to eat bananas”) (sp)  
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That the clause-final -Vp-marked subject may be right-dislocated is illustrated 

by the second subject nominal in (50) above. This is likely also the case in (51), 

where the clause-final subject is co-referential with an explicit subject pronoun 

within the clause.  

 

(51) t h=hup  hup-hipãh-yó/  ní- y  t h    

  3sg=RFLX RFLX-know-SEQ  be-DYNM 3sg  

 

  næn-Qp=cud-ááh  núw- p 

  come-DEP=INFR-FOC this-DEP 

  ‘She came of her own accord, this one!’ (sp)  

 

 

7.1.6. Comparison of ‘promiscuous’ nominal discourse markers 

 

The bound forms discussed above are considered as a set, given that they all 

occur as aspectual markers with verbs and have a discourse-marking function 

with nominal constituents. The following elicited paradigm illustrates the dif-

ferences in their patterns of nominal use and their semantic contributions. 

 

Inchoative focus: The following sentence might be spoken by children who 

speak Hup, but whose father does not; the choice of the inchoative focus form 

stresses the chronological comparison between the children and their father. 

 

(52) / n-ay húp / d- h  (OR: / d-ay-áh) 

  1pl-INCH Hup speak-DECL  (speak-INCH-DECL) 

  ‘But we speak Hup.’  

 

Contrastive emphasis: This sentence contrasts the speaker’s group, who speak 

Hup, with the majority of people in São Gabriel, who do not.  

 

(53) / n=y /  húp / d- h, h h-an  

  1pl=TEL Hup speak-DECL São.Gabriel 

  ‘Only we speak Hup in São Gabriel.’ 

 

Switch of topic: This sentence picks out the speaker’s group as a new topic, in 

implicit or explicit comparison with other groups that speak other (sometimes 

multiple) languages. 
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(54) // n=b’ay húp / d   b’ y / / n  / d- h,  / n h  hayám-at  

  1pl=AGAIN Hup language only 1pl  speak-DECL 1pl.POSS town-OBL 

  ‘As for us (people of the forest), we speak only Hup in our village.’ 

 

Reflexive intensifier: This sentence emphasizes that the members of the spea-

ker’s group speak Hup among themselves, whereas they speak Tukano to River 

Indians, and Portuguese to Non-Indians. 

 

(55) / n=hup  húp / ‡d   / d- h  

  1pl=RFLX.INTS Hup language speak-DECL 

  ‘Amongst ourselves, we speak Hup.’  

 

Dependent suffix as topic-marker: This sentence might be said to a person who 

does not speak Hup, on his/her arrival to the village (such as to one of the Hup 

people who understand Hup fully but insist on speaking Tukano); choice of -Vp 

marks the speaker’s group as a reactivated or emphasized topic. 

 

(56) / n- p húp / d- y 
  1pl-DEP Hup speak-DYNM 

  ‘As for us, we speak Hup!’  

 

 

7.2. Augmentatives and diminutives 

 

Hup’s augmentative and diminutive forms are best described as general markers 

of emphasis or affect. They are not limited to appearing on nouns as indicators 

of unusual size, but can attach to various parts of speech and carry information 

relating primarily to the speaker’s attitude toward the referent. For this reason, 

the Augmentative emphasis form pog and the Diminutive emphasis form mQh 

are addressed in detail in Chapter 15, and only briefly discussed here. 

 The form pog – whose function as an emphatic enclitic is discussed in 

§15.2.1 – also acts as the adjective lexeme ‘big’; as such, it naturally has an 

augmentative function with nouns. However, as a grammaticalized morpheme, 

its function is not largeness, but emphasis. The Diminutive form mQh (see 

§15.1.4), on the other hand, does occur as a bound morpheme with certain ex-

pressions of small size, closeness, or unimportance, and is semi-lexicalized in a 

few forms, particularly the adjective cípmQh ‘small’.  

 Other than these forms, the form tæh has a limited function as a diminutive-

like marker with nouns. It is essentially an adjective modifier, but – unlike other 
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members of the adjective class in Hup – it cannot appear as a predicate (except 

in the semantically distinct form tQ)h- ‘be pregnant [animal]’),
110

 and it is re-

stricted to noun phrases. It occurs in nominalized form (t h=tæ êh=mQh ‘little 

one’, n -n’ ‡h (t h=)tæ êh=d’ h ‘these little ones’), and in a few semi-lexicalized 

nouns (tegd’uh-tæ êh [tree=small] ‘stick’; widçm’Qh-tæêh [star=small] ‘star’, 

Umari Norte dialect only).
111

 It is also a bound noun meaning ‘offspring, son’, 

and as such appears in compounds like yã amb =tæh ‘puppy’. 

                                                
110

 There is almost certainly a historical link between these forms; see §3.1.3. 
111

 The final stress and the semantics of these forms indicate that tQ)h has adjectival 

rather than bound-noun status. 

 

 

7.3. ‘Deceased’ marker ==cud  

 

Hup uses the enclitic =cud with nouns to mark a referent as dead (compare 

English ‘late’). This ‘deceased marker’ usually occurs with kin terms (examples 

57–58), but can mark human referents in general (59–60), and is acceptable 

even with domestic animals (61). It is not required; dead people may be referred 

to (by name, kin term, etc.) without it. 

 

(57) / n=pã êç=w d=ccud     pe/-ní-h 

  1pl=father’s.brother=RESP=DCSD sick-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Our late uncle was sick.’ (txt) 

 

(58) /ãêy=ccud   c h-/ -h  

  older.sister=DCSD c h-PERF-DECL 

  ‘Late older sister used to c h.’ (txt) 

  (The verb c h- refers to the high-pitched singing delivered by a woman  

  during the otherwise exclusively male performance of the kapiwaya ritual 

  song cycle.) 

 

(59) tiy /=ccud- n  n’ h b’uy-d’ h- y   b g   j’ám   /ãêh-ti/ 

  male=DCSD-OBJ  CNTR throw-send-DYNM HAB DST.CNTR  1sg-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘I was always losing track of my late son (at a drinking party).’ (cv) 

 

(60) natá,  na/-y /- p=/ãy=ccud  

  Natasia, die-TEL-DEP=FEM=DCSD 

  ‘Natasia, the one who died’ (el) 
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(61) n ‡   ya/ambó/=ccud naw-/ / 

  1sg.POSS dog=DCSD   good-PERF 

  ‘My (dead) dog was a good one.’ (el)  

 

 The same form cud also occurs as an inferential evidential, and again as the 

verb root ‘be inside’. These constructions differ formally as well as functionally 

from each other: the deceased marker encliticizes directly to a nominal constitu-

ent, whereas the evidential encliticizes to (and has scope over) predicates, and 

the verb root is of course internal to the verb core. Nevertheless – as argued in 

detail in §14.9.3 (Historical note) – it is likely that all three of the different 

manifestations of cud are polysemous, despite their strikingly different func-

tions.  

 While a historical link between a ‘deceased’ morpheme and an evidential 

appears to be typologically rare, it is not completely without parallel in South 

America. In the unclassified Colombian language Andoke, the reported eviden-

tial marker -há (on predicates) also attaches to personal names to mark a de-

ceased referent (Jon Landaburu, p.c.; cf. Landaburu 1979: 119).
112

 ‘Reported’ 

and ‘inferred’ evidential specifications have in common their reference to 

events or situations that are outside the direct (physical) experience of the 

speaker. It is presumably this function of signaling a lack of access to personal 

experience of something that has motivated both of these forms to extend their 

evidential function to one of marking deceased referents. (Extension in the op-

posite direction – from deceased referent to evidential – is unlikely; this transi-

tion is less easily semantically motivated, and is inconsistent with the patterns 

of morphosyntactic change in Hup more generally; see §3.7.)  

 A historical link between the Inferred evidential and the Deceased marking 

forms in Hup is also supported by the somewhat ambiguous use of =cud in 

example (62). Here the form attaches to a predicate adjective like an inferential 

evidential, but refers specifically to the dead father, uncles, and other relatives 

of the speaker (an old woman):  

  

                                                
112

 Also compare the Bolivian isolate Mosetén, in which the morpheme -win has a com-

pletive meaning with verbs and some particles, and marks nominal referents as deceased 

or no longer existing (Sakel 2004: 75).  
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(62) d b / n- h,  d b-/ /=ccud,  d b=ccud / n- h... /íp,   
  many 1pl-DECL  many-PERF=INFR many=INFR 1pl-DECL father  

    

  pãÙ-ay,    pã êç=y /     p d, pã êç=y /  p d,  
  NEG:EX-INCH father’s.brother=TEL also fa.bro=TEL also  

 

  pãêç=y /   p d,  /Q)êy’...   
  fa.bro=TEL  also  fa.sister 
  ‘There were many of us, there used to be many (apparently), we were  

  many (apparently)… (but) Father is gone, and Uncle too, and (another)  

  Uncle too, and Uncle too, and Aunt…’ (txt) 

 

 An alternative, though rarely used, deceased-marking construction is given 

in example (63); here the verb root na/ ‘die’ follows the nominal referent as a 

peripheral formative, just as =cud does in the examples above.  

 

(63) /obídiu=w d nná/  / n- n  d’ h-næn-b’ay-áh 
  name=RESP  die  1pl-OBJ send-come-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘The late old/respected Ovidio brought us (here).’ (txt) 

 

 

7.4. Respect markers 

 

The enclitic =w d can follow nouns referring to humans or spiritual beings as 

an optional marker of respect, especially for an older person or someone of hig-

her social status (such as a Tukano teacher). It is clearly historically derived 

from the bound human noun =w h d ‘old man’. The feminine counterpart of 

this form (=wa ‘old woman’) is used in a similar way to indicate respect, but is 

less grammaticalized (see §5.4.2.1). These respect forms usually follow kin 

terms and personal names, both in direct address (including vocative kin terms) 

and in third-person reference. They also combine directly with demonstrative 

stems to produce derived demonstrative forms such as yú-w d ‘that 

old/respected man’, nú-wa ‘this old/respected woman’, etc. (see §6.3).  

 Examples of the ‘respect’ forms include referential uses such as 

t h=c w=w d (3sg=shaman=RESP) ‘the respected shaman’ and /ãh=/ h=wa 
(1sg=grandmother=old.woman) ‘my old/respected grandmother’. Vocative uses 

include, for example, the Hup children’s respectful form of address for their 

Tukano teacher, moycé=w d ‘Moisés (respectful)’, and occasionally for me 

patí=wa ‘Pattie (respectful)’. Similarly, my Hup classificatory ‘mother’ refers 

to me as tóg=wa ‘respected daughter’. Further examples are (64) and (57, 63) 

above. 
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(64) yunícu=ww d- n /ãh / d- h  

  Junilson=RESP-OBJ 1sg speak-DECL 

  ‘I spoke to respected Junilson.’ (txt) 

 

 While they typically indicate that the referent is of greater age or higher so-

cial status than the speaker, these forms do not entail a positive perception. For 

example, =w d is often used in reference to malignant or dangerous spiritual 

entities (such as the Rainbow Spirit and the Snake of the Star-Hollow story), as 

in example (65).  

 

(65) yúp  t ‚h y=ww d n ‡h  tóg-óh !  
  that.ITG snake=RESP POSS daughter-DECL 

  ‘It was old/respected Snake’s daughter!’ (txt) 

 

 A related use of the ‘Respect’ terms is to signal endearment or familiarity, 

and they are sometimes applied as such to children or friends:  

 

(66) kayak  d h g-yæêh    yyú-w d- n  
  manioc water drink-request.IMP that-old-OBJ 

  ‘Tell that old fellow to drink some manicuera’ (cv)  
 

While this familiar use seems at first glance to be contrary to the ‘respect’ func-

tion, a similar phenomenon is quite common in languages such as English, 

where the respectful forms ‘Mister’ and ‘Miss’ can be used endearingly with 

children. An even more striking cross-linguistic parallel to Hup’s ‘Respect’ 

terms is Mandarin Chinese l o, which has a lexical source (‘old’) and range of 

functions (respect, even with malignant entities, and endearment) that closely 

resemble those of Hup =w d.
113

 

 As noted above, the form =w d is more grammaticalized than the corre-

sponding feminine form =wa. Phonologically, the form has lost the internal [h] 

seen in the bound noun =w h d ‘old man’; semantically, while =wa is limited 

to female referents, =w d can be used for both males and females (primarily 

female kin terms) as in example (67). Still further evidence for grammaticaliza-

tion is that =w d can in fact co-occur with the nominal form =w h d ‘old 

man’, as in t h=w h d=w d (3sg=old.man=RESP) ‘the respected old man’. 

 

 

 

                                                
113

 Thanks to Georg Bossong for this comparison. 
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(67) yã Ù/=ww d !  
  mother(Voc)=RESP 

  ‘Mom!’ (cv) 

 

 The ‘old person’ nouns and their ‘respect’ derivations have an additional 

use: they can indicate that a person is characterized by (interaction with or own-

ership of) a large quantity of something, represented by the noun preceding the 

bound form. This function is usually reserved for =w h d and =w d (regardless 

of the sex of the referent), as in examples (68–69). 

 

(68) /am yénu=ww h d ! 
  2sg money=full.of 

  You’re loaded with money!’ (cv) 

 

(69) pán=ww d 
  sloth=full.of 

  ‘Many Sloths’ (i.e., one who encounters many sloths); ‘Lord of Sloths’  

  (personal name) 

 

 The various uses of =w d can probably be explained via the semantic and 

pragmatic links between old age, the social status accompanying it, and the 

large quantity of years, children, hunting-and-gathering experience, and the like 

that also are associated with it. While grammaticalized markers of respect, or 

honorifics, are not uncommon in the languages of the world, they are consid-

erably less common in highly egalitarian, non-stratified societies like that of the 

Hupd’ h. Nevertheless, age is clearly a meaningful measure of social status in 

such societies. This is reflected linguistically not only in Hup, but also in lan-

guages such as Tunebo (Colombia) and Guugu-Yimidhirr (Australia; cf. Foley 

1997: 326–328). Example (70) illustrates the co-occurrence and marginal ambi-

guity of the ‘respected’ and ‘full of’ manifestations of =w d: 

 

(70) h Ùp=ww d=mah  yúw-úh,  c =ww d ! 
  fish=full.of/lord=REP that=DECL rainbow=old/respected 

  ‘He’s lord of / has lots of fish, Old Rainbow Man’ (txt) 

 

 

7.5. Indefinite Associative =/ y  (‘who’)  

 

The ‘Indefinite Associative’ construction involves the attachment of the inter-

rogative pronoun / y ‘who’ to a lexical item, usually a noun but occasionally 
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an adjective or other part of speech, and in most cases following an intervening 

case marker. The construction is most frequently used to indicate physical 

source (‘a person/thing from X’) but it is also commonly used to signal a gen-

eral association between the base lexical item and the referent of the construc-

tion.  

 The Indefinite Associative use of ‘who’ is probably linked to the more gen-

eral function of interrogative pronouns to mark indefinite reference (see §6.4); 

however, it is more grammaticalized. In this construction, =/ y is typically 

pronounced [d y] due to assimilation with the preceding dental stop [t] or [n] of 

the case marker. Some speakers maintain this assimilation in slow speech and 

do not even recognize a connection between the Indefinite Associative form of 

/ y and the interrogative pronoun.
114

 

 The Indefinite Associative construction almost always contains a case mar-

ker; this is usually the Directional oblique (or possibly the Object) form -an 
(71), but in many cases the Oblique -V êt is also acceptable (examples 72–73). 

There are also a very few examples of this construction where no case marker is 

present, as in (74) below (note that in this environment =/ y is not pronounced 

[d y]). Finally, the construction is almost always followed by a bound nominal 

form; this is usually the masculine, feminine, or plural enclitic, but may be an-

other bound noun when the referent is inanimate, as in example (73), which 

refers to a piece of plastic pipe.  

 

(71) n’i=có/ ni-yó/, núp ma-an=// y=/ãy=n’ n  tçn-yó/...  
  that=LOC be-SEQ this river-DIR=who=FEM=PL.OBJ hold-SEQ 

  ‘Having lived there, having taken (in marriage) the women of this river...’  

  (txt) 

 

(72) núp=b’ay katányã-ã êt=/ y=/ h   / n- n  h Ùt   w’ob-n h    

  this=AGAIN Castanha(Pt)-OBL=who=MSC 1pl-OBJ tobacco place-NEG  

 

  yæêh=nih    tí  
  FRUST=EMPH.CO EMPH.DEP 

  ‘That guy from the Rio Castanha hasn’t put any tobacco out for us.’ (sp) 

 

 

                                                
114

 According to the morphophonological parameters defined for Hup formatives in 

§3.4, the peripheral formative =/ y should be labeled a postpositional ‘particle’, rather 

than an ‘enclitic’, because it receives independent stress. However, I will consider it an 

enclitic because of its phonological dependence on its host. 
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(73) h Ùp m h- t=// y=teg  

  fish lake-OBL=who=THING 

  ‘(It’s a) thing from the fish-pond.’ (cv) 

 

(74) máh=y /=/ y=d’ h,  w’éh-éy=d’ h  

  near=TEL=who=PL   far-DYNM=PL 

  ‘People from nearby, from far away’ (sg) 

 

 The Indefinite Associative construction can also follow a personal pronoun, 

as in the expression /ãêh-an=/ y=d’ h (also /ãêh-ã êt=/ y=d’ h) [1sg-

DIR/OBL=who=PL] ‘my friends / those who are with me’. It is found with de-

monstratives (example 75) and with interrogative pronouns (example 76) as 

well.  

 

(75) nút=/ y=/ãy / p-áh yúw-up,  mQ‡t/ah-an=/ y=/ãy !  
  here=who=FEM NEG-FOC that.ITG-DEP downriver-DIR=who=FEM 

  ‘She’s not from here, she’s from downriver!’ (cv) 

 

(76) h ‚êt=/ y=d’ h  yú ?  
  where=who=PL  that.ITG 

  ‘Where are those people from?’ (cv) 

 

 While the Indefinite Associative construction is found primarily with nouns, 

there are a few examples of its occurrence with adjectives, where it similarly 

indicates ‘one associated with (Adjective)’: 

 

(77) d b húp- n  /ãh kéy-éh, /ãh náw-an=/ y,   
  many person-OBJ 1sg see-DECL 1sg good-DIR=who  

    

  hicocó-an=/ y, /ãh kéy-éh,  y n y  
  happy-DIR=who  1sg see-DECL  thus 

 

  h d=n’ n náw  /ãh b /- h 

  3pl=PL.OBJ good  1sg work-DECL 

  ‘I spent time with many Hup people, I had goodness (from this), I was  

  happy (with this); thus I did well for them.’ (txt) 
 

 In contrast with its strictly locational sense in examples (71–76) above, the 

Indefinite Associative construction is also occasionally used to indicate a more 

general association with the noun it modifies (but one that is crucial for the 
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identity of the entity referred to by the construction). In (78), for example, it 

combines with the noun ‘clothes’ to mean ‘a person characterized by having (a 

lot of) clothes’. The Indefinite Associative can also occur with a numeral to 

produce a meaning similar to that of the Associative plural construction (see 

§4.4.6), as in (79). 

 

(78) t h=báb’  y d-an=// y=/ h   t h  ní-m ‡/  

  3sg=sibling clothes-DIR=who=MSC  3sg be-UNDER 

  ‘While his brother is one with clothes, he lives (without).’ (ru) 

 

(79) /ay p-an=/ y=d’ h  ni-/é=d’ h=m ‡/... / n     

  one-DIR=who=PL   be-PERF=PL=UNDER 1pl   

 

  / h-d’o/-kawa-ní-h  

  INTRC-take-divide-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Being (originally) all one people, we separated.’ (txt) 

 

 Finally, it is not always necessary that a bound noun follow =/uy in this 

construction. This is illustrated in (77) above and in the following examples, 

which also display some of the semantic variations of the Indefinite Associa-

tive. In (82), the construction occurs in connection with a time period, appar-

ently to convey a sense of approximation; consultants say that -an=/uy would 

be inappropriate for a more exact expression of the time period.  

 

(80) cuh-hí-íy…    nu-cá/ah-ay,  nút, cã êp t t-an=/ y  

  string-descend-DYNM this-side-INCH here other string-DIR=who 

  ‘The (bones) are strung in a descending line, this side, this (other) side,  

  (those that go on) the other string.’ (txt) 

 

(81) h -n’ ‡h-an=/ y ? 
  Q-NMZ-DIR=who 

  ‘Which (story); (a story) about what?’ (i.e., what do you want to hear?)  

  (txt) 

 

(82) /ayup g’ -an==/ y=mah  t h  g’ã ê/-ã êh,   t h  hçp-n h- h  

  one year-DIR=who=REP  3sg suspend-DECL 3sg dry-NEG-DECL 

  ‘For about one year he floated in his canoe, it did not dry up.’ (txt)  
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7.6. ‘Related instance’ particle ttá/   

 

This particle is commonly used in imperatives and interrogatives relating to 

another instance of an entity.
115

 For example, people would say (83) to me when 

asking to hear another fiddle tune, and (84) was uttered when soliciting transla-

tions of Hup words into English, after one or more preceding words had already 

been translated. Further examples are given in (85–86). 

 

(83) cã êp ttá/   

  other  REL.INST 

  ‘Once again’; ‘Another one!’ (cv) 

 

(84) yág  ttá/   

  hammock REL.INST 

  ‘What about “hammock”?’ (cv) 

 

(85) dudú n ‡h  ttá/ ?  

  Pedro POSS REL.INST 

  ‘What about Pedro’s?’ (cv)  

 

(86) “n ‡    g ttá/ ,   c w,”  t h  n - / h  

   1sg.POSS  drink REL.INST C w  3sg say-MSC 

  ‘“What about my drink, C w?” was what he said.’ (C w has just had a  

  drink himself) (txt) 

 

The Inchoative focus marker often follows tá/, as in (87–88).  

 

(87) /am ttá/-ay,   j’çm-n h-ay   /ám ?  

  2sg REL.INST-INCH bathe-NEG-INCH  2sg 

  ‘Aren’t you going to bathe?’ (speaker’s or others’ bathing is  

  presupposed) (ru) 

 

(88) ma g   ttá/-ay,  h d- n  yamhidç/-n h t h ? 

  Margarita as.for-INCH 3pl-OBJ sing-NEG   3sg 

  ‘What about Margarita, didn’t she sing to them?’ (cv) 

                                                
115

 This form is homonymous with the verb root ta/- ‘block’ (e.g., tree across a path); 

also compare the Factitive form hita/- ‘meet up with’. 
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7.7. Parallel marker ==hin  
 

The enclitic =hin116 attaches to non-verbal constituents. It signals a parallel 

between like entities – usually an additional or related instance of a participant 

role vis-à-vis the event – and in many cases has the meaning of ‘also’ in Eng-

lish. It occurs with nominal subjects and objects – following any plural and 

inflectional marking – as well as with adverbial expressions like ‘today’ (exam-

ples 89–91).  

 

(89) tæêh=mQh=n’ n   ti/c k=d’ h j’ã êh   n N=d’ h=hhín- h ! 

  offspring=DIM=PL.OBJ  dislike=PL  DST.CNTR 2pl=PL=also-DECL 

  ‘You all didn’t like my children either!’ (cv) 

 

(90) /ám=y /  n h- p   b g  j’ãêh   /ãêh=hhin- h  

  2sg=TEL  be.like-DEP HAB DST.CNTR 1sg=also-DECL 

  ‘I too always do just as you are doing.’ (cv) 

 

(91) h d  nç/-/ -h,    / p-y /=mah nutQ‡n=hhin   
  3pl  give-PERF-DECL  QTY-TEL=REP today=also  

 

  t h  wæd-æh,  mçh y- h 

  3sg eat-DECL  deer-DECL 

  ‘They gave him (on that day) everything that deer also eat today.’ (txt)  

 

 Coordination of nominal arguments in a clause can also be signaled by 

=hin, which acts as an optional, emphatic coordinator (examples 92–94). Note 

that =hin entails neither ‘separately’ or ‘together’; in a statement such as ‘X, Y 

conversed’, coordination of the subjects with =hin (and likewise without) can 

imply either that they converse with each other, or with different people (exam-

ple 94).  

 

                                                
116

 Speakers in the Tat Deh dialect area tend to pronounce this form as [in], unless the 

host morpheme is a CV stem; this is consistent with the general morphophonemic pat-

tern of dropping post-consonantal [h] in this dialect (see §2.5).  
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(92) yúp=mah  h d  yçhçy-p d- h,  yã amb =hhin  yçh y,  
  that.ITG=REP  3pl  search-DIST-DECL dog=also    search 

    

  t h=hup=hhín   yçh y, ní- y=mah 
  3sg=RFLX.INTS=also search  be-DYNM=REP 

  ‘So they were searching, the dog also searching, and he himself (boy)  

  also searching.’ (txt) 

 

(93) /ayup  p h t=mQh=hhín, /ayup  p d=mQh       
  one  banana=DIM=also one  breast/banana.sprout=DIM  

    

  yo-pQm-yó/  ní- y,  can =mQh=hhín,  ya/ p=y / / n- h 

  dangle-sit-SEQ be-DYNM pineapple=DIM=also all.that=TEL 1pl-DECL 

  ‘A few bananas, having carried dangling and placed (in the ground) a few  

  banana-tree sprouts, a few pineapples, that’s it for us.’ (sp) 

 

(94) p h, m t=hhin bab’-/ d- y 
  Puh Mçt=also  sibling-speak-DYNM  

  ‘Puh and Mçt conversed.’ (el) 

 

 In the following example, the use of =hin is compared to that of the Dis-

tributive form p d, which can likewise be translated as ‘also’ in some environ-

ments. Semantically, the two may be essentially synonymous, as in (95a–b); 

note also that they can co-occur (95c). However, they are syntactically distinct 

(as reflected in the English translations of 95a–b). While =hin has scope over a 

non-predicative constituent, the ‘also’ function of p d is restricted to predicates 

(thus the ungrammaticality of 95d; compare its quantifier use with nominals, 

§6.5.2).  

  

(95) a) ham-tég /ãêh=hhin- h  

   go-FUT 1sg=also-DECL 

   ‘I too will go.’ (cv) 

 

  b) /ãh ham-tég pp d   

   1sg go-FUT DIST 

   ‘I will go also.’ (ru) 
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  c) /ãêh=hhin  ham-tég pp d   

   1sg=also  go-FUT DIST 

   ‘I too will go also.’ (el)  

 

  d) */ãh pp d ham-tég  

   1sg DIST go-FUT 

    (Intended meaning: ‘I too will go’) 

 

 A related function of the Parallel form =hin is primarily a discourse one: it 

draws a parallel between a newly introduced or activated, but topical, referent 

and a previously mentioned one. In (96), for example, the Hup speaker has just 

stated that there are no more Tukano children left in the formerly mixed Tu-

kano-Hup village school, and that only Hup children are left. He now switches 

to the issue of Hup children: the school is now theirs alone, but they often fail to 

attend – even under the eyes of their parents. Similarly, in (97) the speaker is 

drawing a parallel between the position of the Hupd’ h of Barriera, who now 

live in what used to be a Tukano village, and that of the former Tukano inhabi-

tants. Finally, the speaker in (98) has just been talking about how she is bereft 

of relatives, alone, old, and feeble. She then switches to a new topic, but uses 

=hin to keep it integrated with her previous one; she presents her inability to 

communicate with occasional non-Indian visitors as contributing to her state of 

aloneness.  

 

(96) y -n h-m ‡/     j’ám   / n=b’ay,  
  that.ITG-be.like-UNDER DST.CNTR 1pl=AGAIN 
 

  / n=tQê‚h=n’ n=hhin=b’ay,  “n N b’oy-/áy  hám !”  
  1pl=offspring=PL.OBJ=also=AGAIN  2pl study-VENT go.IMP 

    

  nç-n h  / n  ni-b -h / 
  say-NEG 1pl  be-HAB-TAG2 

  ‘Even so, we don’t tell our kids “go to school!”’ (sp)  

 

(97) nutQ‡n  / n=hup=y /-ay-áh    / n=hhin,  h d=n’ n   

  today  1pl=RFLX.INTS=TEL-INCH-DECL 1pl=also   3pl=PL.OBJ  

 

  hi-k d-ní=d’ h-ay 

  FACT-pass-be=PL-INCH 

  ‘Today, as for us, it is just us (in relation to Tukanos); (we) have  

  changed places with them.’ (txt) 
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(98) n N=d’ h w d-næn-tQ‡n=hhin,  /ãh / d-tuk-yQê‚h-æp,    
  2pl=PL  arrive-come-COND=also 1sg speak-want-FRUST-DEP 

 

  y t  ham-n h, tegh ê-nçg’ d=hhin   w /-n h, potugéc=hhin    

  thus go-NEG Non.Indian-mouth=also hear-NEG Portuguese=also  

 

  w /-n h  /ãêh-ã êh  

  hear-NEG  1sg-DECL 

  ‘And when you all (Non-Indian people) come here, I’d like (in vain) to  

  talk (with you), but it doesn’t go well; I don’t understand Non-Indian  

  language, I don’t understand Portuguese.’ (txt) 

 

 

7.8. Contrastive n’ h   

 

The particle n’ h follows nominal arguments that are primary participants in the 

clause, and signals a contrast between the referent and other entities (compare 

=hin above, which patterns in similar ways but involves a parallel). Like pe-

ripheral formatives generally in Hup (cf. §3.4), n’ h always directly follows the 

noun it modifies, without intervening pause phenomena or other morphology, 

but its independent stress gives it ‘particle’ rather than ‘enclitic’ status. 

 Use of n’ h always implies a contrast between two or more entities, whether 

or not these are explicitly stated. In (99), the speaker is describing a girl from 

another village who has gotten married very young and seems to be doing 

poorly; she points out that the girl is the same age as a girl from her own village 

– who, in contrast, remains unmarried. In (100), the speaker and her reported 

interlocutor were both drinking caxiri, but with quite different results. 

 

(99) n’íp=b’ay hã Ùy=mQh, hocádia nn’ h   

  that=AGAIN um=DIM  Rosaria CNTR 

  ‘(She’s) like that little what’s-her-name, Rosaria.’ (cv) 

 

(100) h n- y   yæêh  /ám nn’ h- h,  n - y,   hçn-n h  

  vomit-DYNM  FRUST  2sg CNTR-DECL say-DYNM vomit-NEG  

 

  /ãêh nn’ h=ti/,   n - y  

  1sg CNTR=EMPH.TAG say-DYNM 

  ‘You threw up, (I) said, I didn’t throw up, (I) said.’ (cv) 
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In (101), n’ h occurs with a subordinate clause. The speaker is contrasting 

two trips made to the same village; the visitors were received with good beer on 

the first occasion, while on the second the beer was not very good. Further ex-

amples are given in (102–104). 

 

(101) j’am-ap   / n  ham-/áy-ap  nn’ h,  húptok húp  
  past.time-DEP 1pl  go-VENT-DEP CNTR   caxiri  good 
   

  m ‡/  j’ãêh   / n  g-na/-pó/-tí  
  UNDER DST.CNTR 1pl  drink-lose.consciousness-EMPH1-DEP.EMPH 

  ‘That other time we went (as opposed to this time), we got drunk on very  

  good caxiri.’ (cv) 

 

(102) y ‚   nç-yó/ j’ãêh   w h d=d’ h nn’ h / d- h 

  that.ITG say-SEQ DST.CNTR old.man=PL  CNTR speak-DECL 

  ‘Thus the old ones told it (in contrast to people today).’ (txt) 

 

(103) / n  key-hipãh-n h-n’ ‡h  t h- t  nç/-n h b g  / n  nn’ h- h,   
  1pl  see-know-NEG-NMZ 3sg-OBL give-NEG HAB 1pl  CNTR-DECL  

 

  / n=y /  n - h 

  1pl=TEL  say-DECL 

  ‘We can’t read, so it doesn’t go right (lit. ‘give’) for us (in contrast to  

  those who can read), we say.’ (sp) 

 

(104) h êh p b  yúp nn’ h- h  

  sound strong that CNTR-DECL 

  ‘That one (someone else’s radio) gives a really loud sound.’ (in  

  contrast to ours) (cv) 

 

 With human participants, the contrastive function of n’ h lends itself easily 

to reproach or encouragement, in that it indicates the speaker’s expectation, 

desire, or worry that the hearer – who is not currently performing the activity in 

question – will follow the example of the referent and engage in the activity. It 

is therefore frequently used for implicit urging or admonition (see discussion of 

‘social connectedness’, §15.4). For example, my consultant said that he might 

say (105) when waking someone who had overslept, the implication being that 

the birds are awake, but the addressee is not. Similarly, one could say (106) to 

encourage others to speak out at a village gathering. Finally, (107) was uttered 

by my Hup classificatory ‘mother’ in response to her daughters’ saying they 
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would like to go with me to visit the United States; she was reminded of another 

woman (J’ub) whose daughters went away from the village and never returned. 

 

(105) h tæêh  nn’ h  / h-c w /-ay=h   

  bird  CNTR  sleep-awake-INCH=NONVIS 

  ‘The birds are already awake.’ (i.e., ‘and you’re not, but you should be.’)  

  (ru) 

 

(106) /ãêh nn’ h  / d- y  

  1sg CNTR  speak-DYNM 

  ‘I’m speaking (publicly).’ (i.e., ‘and you have not yet done so, but  

  perhaps should’) (el) 

 

(107) j’ b tóg=d’ h nn’ h w d-b’áy-áy=h     h d=b’ay  

  J’ub daughter=PL CNTR arrive-return-DYNM=NONVIS 3pl=AGAIN 

  ‘I wonder if J’ub’s daughters will ever come back?’ (i.e., ‘and maybe it  

  would be the same with you’) (cv) 

 

 

7.9. Locative có/   

 

The most prototypical function of the particle có/ has to do with marking 

physical location, but it has additional functions relating to temporality, empha-

sis, and even to focusing attention on a particular participant in discourse. For 

this reason, có  is considered in detail here in the context of nominal discourse-

marking morphology, in addition to its mention in §10.3.1 with locative adposi-

tions. 

 In its locative function, có/ follows a noun N – or combines directly with a 

demonstrative stem (see Tables 28–32, §6.3) – to yield the meaning ‘in the loca-

tion of N’ (examples 108–109). It also frequently follows locative postpositions 

and locative adverbs (example 109; see §10.3). Hup does have other means of 

marking general location besides có/, via the oblique case markers (-V êt and       

-an); in comparison, the locational use of có/ appears to be relatively emphatic, 

and especially useful when contrasting different locations (as in 109 and 110). 

 

(108) cã êw- n  yæwæc-y /,  n’í-ccó/=b’ay,  t k  ccó/ 
  other-OBJ  meet-TEL   that-LOC=AGAIN belly LOC 

  ‘(She) had already gotten another (child), there, in the belly.’ (txt) 
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(109) nút  / hníy c   deh hayám ní-m ‡/,  nu-ccó/    
  here maybe slug water town  be-UNDER here-LOC  

  

  / hníy-ay  yúw-úh,   wá/ah     ccó/   

  maybe-INCH  that.ITG-DECL other.side.of.water LOC 

  ‘While Slug Creek Village is about here, it (another village) is located  

  maybe on this side, on the other side of the creek.’ (indicating by drawing 

  in the sand) (cv) 
 

 As examples (110–111) illustrate, nominals marked with Locative có/ can 

themselves act as modifiers of other nouns, including bound nouns. In such 

cases, có/ is obligatorily followed by the Dynamic suffix -V êy, here acting as an 

attributive marker (see §5.1.4 and §12.2).  

  

(110) t h=g’Qtd’óh ccó/-oy  / Ùy’,  h ytú  ccó/-óy  /çÙ‚y’,  
  3sg=end   LOC-DYNM brace  back  LOC-DYNM brace  

   

  haktæn-æy=d’ h   / Ùy’  

  middle.MEAS2-DYNM=PL brace 

  ‘A brace (of inambu) in front, a brace behind, and a brace on either side.’  

  (txt) 

 

(111) n’i-ccó/-óy=/ h  n ‡h  

  that-LOC-DYNM=MSC POSS 

  ‘The guy from over there’s (thing).’ (cv) 

 

 In addition to marking physical location, có/ has less prototypical – but   

quite frequent – uses relating to temporality and emphasis. Examples (112–113) 

illustrate its use in adverbial constructions relating to time, where it is com-

pletely optional and functions to emphasize a particular time period (i.e., in 

contrast to some other time). Note that in (113) có/ appears to be incorporated 

into a verbal expression (compare the similar behavior of the ‘Following’ 

marker hu )Ùy and other locative postpositions in §10.3.1). 
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(112) yúp=mah  t h- n  /ecáp   ccó/  wag hí-íy  
  that.ITG=REP  3sg-OBJ tomorrow LOC day descend-DYNM  

   

  t h  ham-y’Qt-k dham-y /-ay-áh  

  3sg go-lay-pass.go-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘So, they say, early the next morning he left her and went quickly away.’ 

  (txt)  
 

(113) póh n N d’ h-cak-w’ob-y /,  / n    
  high 2pl  send-climb-set-TEL  1pl   

 

  p /-ccó/-ay=nih,      n N wæd ! 
  hold.dabacuri-LOC-INCH=EMPH.CO 2pl  eat.IMP 

  ‘You all put it up high; when the time comes for our dabacuri, you all eat  

  (it)!’ (txt) 

 

 The particle có/ has an additional function that is relatively distinct from its 

use to mark a location: it can act to emphasize a particular participant in an 

event, as examples (114–119) illustrate. This use has probably arisen through a 

semantic shift, through which physical location came over time to be associated 

with a participant. Such a shift is arguably functionally motivated: as noted 

above, the locative use of có/ is primarily one of emphasis of or contrast be-

tween locations (e.g., 109–110 above; also compare the temporal use in 112–

113); this has the conceptual effect of shifting attention from one physical loca-

tion to another. Accordingly, the effect of directing attention from one partici-

pant to another is apparently motivated by the shift of attention from one par-

ticipant’s physical space to that of the other. Note that the Dynamic marker -V êy 
often follows this realization of có/ (examples 116–119), and seems to single 

out the participant from the rest of the clause, as if forming a mini-predicate of 

its own. 

 

(114) /ám ccó/  g-key-kQ‡m !  
  2sg LOC drink-see-IMP 

  ‘You try some yourself!’ (cv)  
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(115) t h  d’ó/-óy  yQê‚h=mah yúw-úh,   tã/ãêy-ãw-ã êp,   
  3sg take-DYNM FRUST=REP that.ITG-DECL woman-FLR-DEP 
   

  tiy /- n ccó/  key-pe/-yó/ 
  man-OBJ LOC see-sick-SEQ 

  ‘She would have taken him, that girl, having fallen in love with that  

  man.’ (txt) 

 

(116) /ãêh ccó/-óy  kúpa   ni-té-h 

  1sg LOC-DYNM blame(Pt) be-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll be the one to get the blame (culpa).’ (sp) 

 

(117) / y ccó/-óy,  /ána ?  

  who LOC-DYNM Ana 

  ‘Who said that, Ana?’ (someone asking who had said what she reported)  

  (cv) 

 

(118) “/ n=y / n - y=nih    núp=ti/ ?”   nç-yó/=cud/ h,  
  1sg.OBJ=TEL say-DYNM=EMPH.CO this=EMPH.TAG say-SEQ=INFR.EPIST

  

  tã/ãêy   ccó/-óy… 
  woman  LOC-DYNM  

  ‘“Is this one really saying this to me?” (she) apparently said, this  

  woman…’ (txt) 

 

(119) t h  ccó/-óy  / n- n  d’o/-kawa-ní-h  

  3sg LOC-DYNM 1pl-OBJ take-divide-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘It was he himself who separated us (into different ethnic groups).’ (txt) 

 



 

Chapter 8 

The verb word 
 

 

 

In contrast to the Hup noun, which is morphologically relatively isolating, the 

verb is morphologically complex. The verb word is typically made up of lay-

ered agglutinated forms, including roots (of which several may be joined to-

gether to form a compound; see Chapter 9) and bound formatives (affixes, 

clitics, and particles; see §3.4). While almost all of these verbal formatives fol-

low the stem – as is the general rule in Hup morphology – there is a small set of 

verbal formatives which precede it; all of these relate to valence-adjusting. Hup 

verbs do not inflect for number or gender (although these may be marked in 

nominalized verbal constructions). There is also generally no marking of person 

on the Hup verb, but the third person pronoun t h may in some contexts be mar-

ginally procliticized to the verb stem, especially in the Umari Norte dialect (see 

§6.1). Verb stems in Hup are regular, with virtually no suppletive forms or other 

irregularities.  

 In this chapter, §8.1 deals with some of the defining features of the Hup verb 

class, while §8.2 treats the verb root and its valency. The verbal template is 

discussed in §8.3, and the uniquely multifunctional verb ni- (the closest thing in 

Hup to an irregular verb) is addressed in §8.4. Other aspects of the verbal con-

struction and of predicates more generally (compounding, adjusting valency, 

tense and aspect morphology, modality, evidentiality, and affect marking) are 

covered in the following chapters. 

 

 

8.1. Defining the Hup verb 

 

As mentioned in §3.1, the morphological complexity of the Hup verb is the 

main feature that defines it vis-à-vis the noun and adjective classes. With only a 

few specific exceptions (imperative and apprehensive moods and a few subor-

dinate clause types), the verb root can never appear ‘bare’ – i.e., in uninflected 

form – while heading a predicate. Minimally, it must be followed by a Bound-

ary Suffix, which contributes information regarding the type of clause headed 

by the verb (see §3.4.1.2).  

 The other primary feature that distinguishes the verb class from other parts 

of speech is the relative unimportance of tonal contrast on verb roots. However, 

as discussed in §2.3.2.2, there are in fact a few minimal pairs of verb roots that 

are distinguished by tone, as in example (1): 
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(1)  túk- ‘want’ 

  t k- ‘sting (insect)’ 

 

Furthermore, tone values are clearly distinguished on verb stems in the 

Apprehensive mood (see §14.6). As discussed in §2.3.2.2, it is likely that 

underlying tone values are in fact present for most verb roots in Hup (at least 

those that can act as the unique stem in a verb word, rather than being 

obligatorily part of a compound), but are simply much less salient than they are 

for other parts of speech. A probable reason for this low salience is the fact that 

verb stems are almost never word-final (because they usually require a 

following Boundary Suffix), whereas word-final position is the primary 

environment for distinguishing tonal contrasts generally in Hup. These 

questions of verbal tone in Hup await future research.  

 

 

8.2. Verb root classes and transitivity  

 

This section addresses the various types of verb roots, or simple stems, particu-

larly with regard to transitivity. Many verb roots in Hup can be identified as 

lexically transitive, intransitive, or ditransitive on the basis of the maximum 

number of arguments they may take, as well as certain other syntactic indica-

tors. However, this distinction is frequently not clear-cut on formal grounds, for 

two main reasons. First, arguments – especially objects – need not be explicitly 

stated when they are already established in the discourse, as we see in example 

(2), in which what appears to be a lexically transitive verb appears without an 

object. This dropping of objects can obscure the distinction between an ambi-

transitive verb (which may have a valence of one or two) and a transitive verb 

(which may appear with only one explicit argument while maintaining a valence 

of two).  

   

(2)  ba/t ‡b’=d’ h=hín  cét-éy=nih=mah 
  evil.spirit=PL=also  carry-DYNM=EMPH.CO=REP 

  ‘Evil spirits also used to carry off (children).’ (txt) 

 

 Second, an affected, non-agentive participant may be morphologically 

marked as an object (see §4.3.1) regardless of whether it is semantically and 

syntactically ‘core’ (i.e., a direct object) or more peripheral (i.e., a recipient, 

beneficiary, or maleficiary). As illustrated in (3), for example, the verb na/- 
‘die’, which normally takes only one argument, can also take a second, object-

marked participant – such as first person singular ‘me’ – as a kind of malefici-

ary. In addition to this, direct objects themselves receive the Object marker - n 
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only when they are animate, marked as plural, or are accompanied by a demon-

strative, and never when they are singular, inanimate, and non-demonstrative 

(§4.3.1). The presence or absence of object marking on participants is therefore 

not necessarily a reliable indicator of the transitivity of the root. These charac-

teristics can blur the distinction between a transitive and an intransitive verb in 

Hup. 

 

(3)  /ãêh=/ín  // n  ná/-y /-ní-h 
 1sg=mother 1sg.OBJ die-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

 ‘My mother died (which affected me adversely).’ (txt) 
 

 The following discussion considers the arguments for classifying Hup verb 

roots according to their lexical valency, based on a number of formal cues.  

 Some Hup verbs are clearly able to take two core arguments, and no more 

than two (without the addition of valence-increasing morphology such as the 

Applicative marker) – although neither argument need be explicitly stated in the 

clause (this is particularly true for objects). Such verbs are considered to be 

transitive, and include roots such as j’çN- ‘punch’, nçm’- ‘poke’, j’ )p- ‘tie’, and 

the examples in (4–6).  

 

(4)  t h   k w   b’ k  yy’æ t-æh 
  3sg(A)   hot.pepper pot(O) lay-DECL 

  ‘He set down the pepper-broth pot.’ (txt) 

 

(5)  /ám- n cé    mmæ h ! 
  2sg-OBJ Moisés(A) hit.APPR 

  ‘Moisés will hit you!’ (cv) 

 

(6)  h dn ‡h  hçh h, h d  key-/é-w- n,  h d   yyçh y-çp 

  3pl.POSS toad(O) 3pl  see-PERF-FLR-OBJ 3pl(A) search-DEP 

  ‘They were searching for their toad, the one they had been looking at.’ 

  (txt) 

 

 A third, peripheral argument appears in extended transitive constructions, 

and is usually marked with the Oblique marker, as in (7–8). Clauses with as 

many as three explicitly stated arguments are relatively rare in Hup discourse, 

since once participants are established by the context they are not required for 

the grammaticality of the clause.  
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(7)  yyúw-út,  t h=túm      we/-h /-yó/-ay 
  that-OBL  3sg=settled.out.solid(O) transfer-finish-SEQ-INCH  

  ‘(Using) that (leaf-cone), (they) have transferred all the settled-out solid  

  part to another container.’ (txt) 

 

(8)  mçh y hup   mæh-æy  mm h- t 
  deer(O) person(A) kill-DYNM arrow-OBL 

  ‘The person killed the deer with the arrow.’ (el) 

  

 Other verbs in Hup can take as many as three core arguments without the 

addition of valence-adjusting morphology, and are therefore considered ditran-

sitive. These include such roots as be- ‘show’, nç/- ‘give’, j’ek- ‘steal’, and 

g’çp- ‘serve’, as in examples (9–11).  

 

(9)  n N ‡h  d h b’ç/  / n   n N  bbe-kQ‡m  bá/ ! 
  2pl.poss water gourd(O) 1sg.OBJ(O2) 2pl(A) show-IMP  PROTST 

  ‘You all show me your gourd dipper (of beer)!’ (sg) 

 

(10) /æyhiyó/=mah h d- n   g  h d   gg’ p- h 
  together=REP  3pl-OBJ(O2) drink(O) 3pl(A) serve-DECL 

  ‘They served the drink to all them.’ (txt) 

 

(11) / n   h d   jj’ek-y /  k dd’ob-ní-h,     
  1sg.OBJ(O2) 3pl(A) steal-TEL  pass.descend-INFR2-DECL  

 

  y p  n ‡   g’ C-áh 

  that  1sg.POSS beads-DECL(O) 

  ‘Having stolen (them) from me they descended quickly to the river –  

  those beads of mine.’ (txt) 

 

 In such ditransitive constructions, both objects may receive identical mor-

phological marking. The direct object takes the case-marker - n when its type 

permits (i.e., it is human, plural, or the noun phrase includes a demonstrative), 

and recipients are normally always object-marked (see §4.3.1), as in (12–13).  

However, since most such constructions involve human recipients of non-

human objects, recipients are more commonly the only marked arguments.  
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(12) yúp=mah  yaw ç     kág’=mah    

  that.ITG=REP  capuchin.monkey forehead=REP(O)  

 

  ba/t ‡b’- n  t h   bbé-éh 

  spirit-OBJ(O2) 3sg(A) show-DECL 

  ‘So, it’s said, he showed the top of the capuchin monkey’s head to the  

  spirit.’ (txt)  

 

(13) /ãêh  t h=dó/- n   m h- n   bbé-éy 
  1sg(A) 3sg=child-OBJ(O) Mih-OBJ(O2)  show-DYNM 

  ‘I’m showing the child to Mih.’ (el) 

 

As in the case of verbs that can take up to two core arguments, those that can 

take up to three also frequently appear with fewer, and it is often unclear 

whether this involves lability of the verb itself (between transitive and ditransi-

tive), or simply a dropped argument. For example, the verb j’ek- ‘steal’ can 

alternatively take two arguments ‘someone stole something’ or three ‘someone 

stole something from someone’ – or only one ‘someone stole’.  

 Those verbs that normally can take only one core argument (i.e., a subject) 

without the addition of valence-increasing morphology are here considered 

intransitive. These include roots that are semantically active, stative, or involve 

a change of state, but since there appear to be no formal reflections of these 

semantic categories in the grammar, these are not treated as reified classes (the 

Factitive prefix hi- is most commonly found with stative roots, but not exclu-

sively). Hup intransitive roots include activity verbs such as j’çm- ‘bathe’, 

tç/çh- ‘run’, j’ k- ‘jump’; verbs of motion/path and manner such as nQn- 
‘come’, ham- ‘go’ (example 14), hi- ‘go downstream’; verbs relating to states or 

transitions like d’çh- ‘rot’, hitab- ‘full’, puhu- ‘swell’, pe/- ‘be sick’; verbs of 

position such as mam- ‘be in sideways-leaning position’, p N- ‘be stretched tight 

(string)’, g’et- ‘stand’, d’ak- ‘be supported by vertical surface’, g’ã/- ‘be sus-

pended’, etc. Semantically stative verb roots in Hup are easily distinguished 

from members of the adjective class in that the stative verbs – like other verbs – 

generally require a Boundary Suffix when predicative, whereas predicate adjec-

tives can occur with or without inflection (see §10.1).  

 

(14) y )-n h-yó/=mah   t h   hham-y /-ay-áh 
  that.ITG-be.like-SEQ=REP 3sg(S) go-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘With this, he went away.’ (txt) 

 

 As noted above, one of the main difficulties in distinguishing between transi-

tive and intransitive verbs in Hup is the fact that some verbs that are usually 
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used intransitively occasionally occur (with no changes to the verb itself) with a 

second argument, which (if animate) is Object-marked. As illustrated by exam-

ple (15) and (3) above, this formally resembles a transitive construction, in 

which the object-marked argument is in some way affected by the action (and is 

therefore conceived as a semantic undergoer).  

 

(15) dó/=d’ h n=mah j’ã êp t h  ww d-yé-éh 
  child=PL.OBJ=REP  other 3sg arrive-enter-DECL 

  ‘Some other one, he arrived to the children.’ (txt) 

 

 Other verbs – primarily those involving changes of state – can take either 

one or two core arguments freely, and thus could be considered as ambitransi-

tive or labile verbs. Most of the verbs that are best characterized as having labile 

properties follow the pattern Subject=Patient (when converting from a one-

argument construction to a two-argument construction), and include pu- ‘wet, 

be wet’, po/- ‘open’, h b- ‘dry’, t h- ‘break’, cæy’- ‘tear’, yæ/- ‘singe, roast’, 

as in examples (16–17); the behavior of this class of verbs is similar to that of 

semantically similar verbs in many other languages (e.g., English break, tear). 

 

(16) a) Two arguments: 
   b’ú/   t h   yyæ ê /-æêh 

   anteater(O) 3sg(A) singe-DECL 

   ‘She singed the anteater’ (to remove the fur). (txt) 

 

  b) One argument: 

   teghçê‚- êt t h   yyæ /-y /- h 

   fire-OBL 3sg(S) singe-TEL-DECL 

   ‘He burned himself in the fire.’ (el) 

 

(17) a) Two arguments: 

   n ‡   y d   /ãh  ccæ w’-y /- y 
   1sg.POSS clothes(O) 1sg(A) tear-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘I tore my clothes.’ (el) 

 

  b) One argument: 

   n ‡   y d   tuhúp=y /  ccæ w’-y /- y 

   1sg.POSS clothes(S) 3sg.RFLX=TEL tear-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘My clothes tore by themselves.’ (el) 

 

 However, the case for ambitransitivity is not as clear for verbs that do not 

equate subject and patient. This is particularly the case for active verbs, where 
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there is generally no formal indication as to whether the object argument is im-

plicit and dropped (i.e., the verb is essentially transitive), or is really absent 

altogether (i.e., the verb is labile and used intransitively, such that Sub-

ject=Agent). Examples include / d- ‘speak; speak a language, speak to some-

one’ (example 18), b’oy- ‘study; teach’, and tQ)/nçhç- ‘laugh, smile (at)’.   

 

(18) a) Two arguments (dropped subject):  

   y kán  næ   cçkw’ t // d-n h- p  næ     
   there  NEG:R  Tukano speak-NEG-DEP NEG:R   

 

   potugéc  w /-n h- p... 
   Portuguese understand-NEG-DEP 

   ‘There, speaking neither Tukano nor understanding Portuguese, (I)...’  

   (txt)  
 

  b) One argument:  
   / y  /ay p=/ h // d-túk-up=/ h,  n N / d-/áy 
   who one=MSC  speak-want-DEP=MSC 2pl  speak-VENT.IMP 

   ‘Whoever wants to speak (publicly), come and speak.’ (sp) 

 

 Despite these ambiguities, there are several syntactic tests in Hup to indicate 

whether a verb is being understood as transitive or intransitive. First, those 

verbs that cannot occur in any type of reflexive (or passive) construction are 

understood to be essentially intransitive (see §11.1), even if they can in certain 

circumstances take a second argument bearing object case marking. Also, as 

noted above, some verbs require valence-adjusting morphology if they catego-

rize for more than one, two, or three arguments, thus establishing their maxi-

mum lexical valency. Mechanisms for changing valency include the Applicative 

suffix (§11.3), the Factitive prefix hi- (§11.4), and causative verb compounding 

(e.g., involving the causative initial stem d’o/- ‘take’; see §9.4.1.2). Verbs clas-

sified as intransitive, for example, normally require one of these strategies if 

they are to appear with two core arguments, as (19–20) illustrate: 

 

(19) a) kamíca / n  hhi-póg-óy 
   shirt(Pt) 1sg.OBJ FACT-big-DYNM 

   ‘The shirt makes me (look) big/fat.’ (el) 

 

  b) *kamíca / n  ppóg-óy 
    shirt(Pt) 1sg.OBJ big-DYNM 

     (Intended meaning: ‘The shirt makes me (look) big/fat.’) 
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(20) a) t t- t   toáya   gg’ã ê /-ãêy 

   string-OBL towel(Pt)  hang-DYNM 

   ‘The towel hangs from the string.’ 

 

  b) p d toáya  dd’o/-g’ã ê /-ãêy,  t t- t 
   Ped towel(Pt) take-hang-DYNM string-OBL 

   ‘Ped hangs the towel from the string.’ 

 

  c) *p d  toáya  gg’ã ê /-ãêy,  t t- t 
   Ped  towel(Pt) hang-DYNM string-OBL 

    (Intended meaning: ‘Ped hangs the towel from the string.’) (el) 

 

Furthermore, the d’o/- causative construction itself requires a stem that catego-

rizes for only one argument to complete the compound, and is ungrammatical or 

has a non-causative meaning when combined with transitive stems. Examples of 

the construction include d’o/-/çt- ‘cause to cry’, d’o/-k /- ‘make sticky’, d’o/-
/ êh- ‘cause/put to sleep’. In contrast, the following forms involving transitive 

stems are ungrammatical: *d’o/-mQh- (take-hit/kill), *d’o/-j’çN- (take-punch), 

*d’o/-cuh- (take-thread.onto.string). (Where transitive stems do occur in causa-

tive constructions, the causative meaning is conveyed via verb roots other than 

d’o/- ‘take’, e.g., g’et-wQd- [lit. ‘stand-eat’] ‘feed’, and wQd-yæh- [lit. ‘eat-

order/request’] ‘request/compel to eat’; see §9.4.1.2.) 

 Some of these syntactic tests indicate that verbs like na/- ‘die’, which appear 

to be semantically intransitive but can appear with a second, Object case-

marked argument (see 3 above), actually do pattern like intransitive roots rather 

than transitive ones. For example, na/- can occur in the d’o/- causative con-

struction, resulting in d’o/-na/- ‘cause to die’. It is also ungrammatical with the 

Reflexive prefix hup-, which would otherwise produce a passive reading (ex-

ample 21; compare 22). This suggests that verbs like na/-, despite their ability 

to take an object-marked participant, can be classified as intransitive on formal 

grounds. In other words, their second argument may not be semantically ‘core’, 

even though it is identical to a core argument in its morphological marking.  

 

(21) */ãêh /ãêh=/ín- n   hup-nna/ -y /- y 

   1sg 1sg=mother-OBJ RFLX-die-TEL-DYNM  

  (Intended meaning) ‘I was died on by my mother.’ 
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Compare: 

 

(22) /ám yã/ám- n  (/am) hup-wwQd-té-p ! 
  2sg jaguar-OBJ (2sg) RFLX-eat-FUT-DEP 

  ‘You’ll get eaten by a jaguar!’ (el/cv) 

 

 

8.2.1. Transitive and intransitive variants distinguished by glottalization 

 

At least two verbs in Hup have an additional indicator of transitivity. These 

verbs formally distinguish transitive and intransitive counterparts by the pres-

ence of glottalization on the initial consonant in the transitive form, and its ab-

sence in the intransitive form: 

  

yQt-  (intransitive)  ‘be in lying position on ground’ (for any entity capable  

     of an upright position; i.e., having legs or a long shape, like a  

     pole); ‘be in direct contact with ground’ (for any other entity)  

y’Qt-  (transitive)   ‘lay (something) on ground; leave (something) behind’ 

 

(23) méca m ‡/ b’ / yyæ t-æy 
  table under cuia lie-DYNM 

  ‘The cuia is lying under the table.’ (el) 

 

(24) t g  pob-yy’Qt -yó/=mah,  t h  ye-y /-ay-áh 
  wood split.up-lay-SEQ=REP  3sg enter-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having split up the wood and laid it (in a pile) on the ground, he  

  entered (the house)’ (txt) 

 

wob-   (intransitive) ‘be resting on another object or surface (not ground)’ 

w’ob-  (transitive)  ‘place (something) on top of another object or surface’ 

 

(25) t w  w d-ye-d’ó/-ót=mah   yúp,  kuk y    wwob-ní-h 
  path arrive-enter-take-OBL=REP that.ITG night.monkey rest-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘At the entrance to the path, a night monkey was sitting (in a tree).’ (txt) 

 

(26) d’ób-n’ n   t h  k k-ww’ob-pQ-ní-h 
  acara.fish-PL.OBJ he  pull-set.on-go.upstream-INFR-DECL 

  ‘He went along fishing for acará fish and setting them out (for someone  

  else to find) as he went upstream.’ (txt) 
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 Consonant glottalization appears to distinguish phonologically and semanti-

cally similar forms of a few other lexical items in Hup (see §2.1.2.6), but these 

two verb pairs are the only known cases in which the semantic difference is one 

of transitivity.  It is noteworthy that phonologically similar forms are found in a 

number of languages for bodily position verbs and their causative variants, such 

as English lie and lay, sit and set; German liegen ‘lie’ and legen ‘lay’. Kemmer 

(1993: 58–59) notes that the causative forms of these pairs are frequently his-

torically derived from the verbs referring to the bodily actions, as in the case of 

the Germanic languages, but that in other cases the derivation can take the op-

posite direction. In the Hup case, the semantics of other similar pairs distin-

guished by glottalization provides reason to suppose that the causative, glottal-

ized variant is the historically derived form (e.g., tógg ‘daughter’, hutógg’  
‘niece’, in which the final consonant in the first case is released/post-nasalized 

/g/ [g
N
] and in the second is glottalized /g’/ [g|]; cf. §2.1.2.6). 

 

 

8.3. The verbal template 

 

As noted in §8.1, the defining characteristic of verb stems in Hup is their inabil-

ity to appear ‘bare’ – without affixes – as predicates of a clause. The only ex-

ceptions to this rule occur in apprehensive mood (§14.6), imperative mode 

(§17.5; but note that the stem receives high tone), and in certain (co-) subordi-

nated clauses (§18.2.2). Otherwise, the verb word is multimorphemic: mini-

mally, it involves a root and a Boundary Suffix; maximally, it may include a 

procliticized subject pronoun, up to two prefixes, multiple component stems, 

multiple Inner Suffixes, a Boundary Suffix, and a string of enclitics and parti-

cles. These different types of formatives all are considered to be morphosyntac-

tically part of the verb word, although the particles are relatively phonologically 

free (see the discussion in §3.4). 

 This section deals with the verbal template as a combination of stem + for-

matives. Note, however, that the ‘stem’ may itself be made up of a string of 

stems forming a compound, as discussed in detail in Chapter 9. A basic tem-

plate for the verb word is the following (note that generally obligatory elements 

appear in boldface): 

 

(Proclitic) = Prefix(es) - Stem - Inner Suffix(es) - Boundary Suffix =  

  Enclitic(s) Particle(s) 

 

 In reality, this template is not quite as neat as it appears. First, the distinction 

between component verb stems (in compounds) and Inner Suffixes is somewhat 

blurry in Hup. This synchronic fuzziness has a diachronic explanation: Inner 

Suffixes typically grammaticalize from verbs within compounds, and some 
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forms are currently in a transitional phase (see §9.4.3). Second, some mor-

phemes can appear in either an enclitic/particle slot or an Inner Suffix slot de-

pending on the type of Boundary Suffix present, as discussed in §3.5. A few 

suffixes (Inchoative -ay, Negative -n h, and Future -tég) can optionally appear 

as either Boundary Suffixes or Inner Suffixes. Finally, two of Hup’s three pre-

fixes – Reflexive hup- and Interactional /u )h- – can optionally disassociate from 

the verb when occurring in a ditransitive construction with an explicit object; in 

this context, these precede the object nominal and are best considered particles 

or proclitics (see §11.1 and §11.2).  

 Each of the formative classes in the template above is itself divided into a se-

ries of slots, corresponding to the relative order of individual formatives that co-

occur. Depending on the formative, there is some flexibility in this order (linked 

to the presence of different formative variants, and for which there is probably a 

historical explanation; see, for example, the discussion of the Completive aspect 

marker in §12.5). A general schema of the slot series that makes up the verbal 

template is given below, in which the numbers correspond to the order of for-

matives when moving from left to right in the verb word. Forms appearing un-

der the same numbered slot are usually mutually exclusive (with certain excep-

tions), but many forms that fall in different slots also do not co-occur (often for 

reasons that are probably semantic, rather than morphosyntactic). For this rea-

son the number of slots in the template is much higher than the number of mor-

phemes present in a given word. 

 The sets of formatives that fill the various slots in the verbal template do not 

break down neatly by semantics or function, but tend to be a heterogeneous lot. 

However, it is possible to make some broad generalizations relating to form-

function patterning (see §3.4). The small set of prefixes is functionally quite 

consistent in that its members all relate to adjusting the valency of the verb (al-

though not all valency-adjusting forms are prefixes). Of the Inner Suffixes, 

many (though still not a majority) relate to aspect, and in general the aspectual 

markers tend to come earliest in the verb (i.e., closest to the stem), while Hup’s 

tense suffix (the future marker) comes later. Markers of modality and discourse 

tend to appear later still in the verb, appearing as enclitics, particles, and in  

some cases Boundary Suffixes (while those that can optionally occur in Inner 

Suffix position typically fall into one of the final Inner Suffix slots when they 

do so). This relative order of aspect-tense-mood is consistent with the typical 

ordering of these morphemes relative to the verb stem cross-linguistically, ac-

cording to the survey by Bybee (1985: 35); however, there are many individual 

exceptions to these patterns in Hup. 

 As discussed in §3.4, the Boundary Suffixes are semantically heterogeneous. 

However, they too have a near-common denominator, in that they are typically 

the primary indicator of the type of clause in which they appear. This is espe-

cially clear with those suffixes having the vowel-copying form -VC, which are 
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by far the most frequent of the Boundary Suffixes and in some cases are obliga-

torily clause-final (-V êy ‘Dynamic’ and -V êh ‘Declarative’ in declarative clauses; 

-V/ in interrogative clauses; and -Vp in subordinate clauses, while impera-

tive/apprehensive are marked by -Ø; see §3.4.1.2 and §17.1). However, most of 

the other Boundary Suffixes also indicate kinds of clauses, such as the various 

subordinate types (e.g., complement, adverbial, relative, etc.), as well as finer 

distinctions of main clauses, such as the jussive, the hortative-like ‘cooperative’, 

and the ‘strong’ imperative (all of which can be considered subtypes of impera-

tive clauses), and the ‘announcing’ function of the ‘acting alone’ markers.  

 

Relative order of morphemes in the Hup verb: 

 

1. Proclitic  

  (marginal procliticization of subject pronouns in some contexts, esp. 3sg) 

 

Prefixes: 

2. Interactional /u )h- 

3. Reflexive hup- 

4. Factitive hi- 
  

5. STEM (may include multiple compound-internal stems, some of which can 

act as auxiliaries) 

 

Inner Suffixes (some can also appear in peripheral positions; see §3.5): 

6. Telic -y /- 

7. Venitive -/ay- 

8. Applicative -/u )h- 

9. Completive -c ‚p- / -c ‚w- 

10. Counterfactual -tQ)/- 

11. Perfective -/e/ (variant -/e- must directly precede Boundary Suffix)  

12. Clausal negative -n h- (also as Boundary Suffix) 

13. Emphasis -pog- (variant -po- must directly precede Boundary Suffix) 

14. Habitual -b g- (variant -b - must directly precede Boundary Suffix) 

    Distributive -p d- 

    Future -teg- (also as Boundary Suffix; variant -te- directly precedes  

     Boundary Suffix) 

15. Evidentials -h -, -cud-, -mah- 
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 Frustrative -yæh- 

 Repetitive -b’ay- 

16. Inchoative -ay (also as Boundary Suffix) 

17. Inferred evidential 2 -ni- 

18. Filler -Vw- 
  

19. Boundary Suffix: 

Main clauses: 

 Declarative (aspect-neutral) -V èh  

 Dynamic -V èy 

 Interrogative -V/ 

 Clausal negative -n h (also as Inner Suffix) 

 Imperative (strong) -kQ‡m 

 Cooperative -n ‡N  

 Future -tég (also as Inner Suffix) 

 Inchoative -ay (also as Inner Suffix) 

 Focus -áh 

 ‘Acting alone’ markers -ké/, -d’ h 

 Jussive -/ èh  

 Verbal diminutive -kodé 

 Intensifiers and tags -Vcáp, -Vti/, -Vyá, -Vh /, -V/i )h, -Vy k 

Subordinate clauses: 

 Dependent marker -Vp, -d’ h (plural) 

 Conditional -tQ‡n 

 Purpose -tég 

 Case-markers (relative clauses, temporal/locational adverbials) - n, -V èt, -an  

 Nominalizer -n’ ‡h 

 Sequential -yó/ 

 Simultaneous -m ‡/ 

 Temporal adverbial -kamí 
 

Enclitics (some can also appear in Inner Suffix position; see §3.5): 

20. Counterfactual 2 =tih 

 Interrogative alternative =ha/ 
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21. Emphatic Coordinator =nih 

22. Inferred evidential =cud 

23. Non-visual evidential =h  

24. Repetitive =b’ay 

25. Reportive evidential =mah 

 

Particles (some can also appear in Inner Suffix position; see §3.5): 

26. Habitual b g  

 Distributive p d 

27. Frustrative yæêh 

28. Contrast: Distant past j’ám, j’ã êh; Temporally proximate páh; Future tán 

29. Intensifier mún  

 Adversative conjunction k h 

 Persistive tæ 

 Epistemic modality / êh 

 

 For the most part, the Boundary Suffixes cannot co-occur, but one is re-

quired on every verb stem (except in the contexts listed above). Unlike the 

Boundary Suffixes, Inner Suffixes, enclitics, and particles often pile up. The 

following examples illustrate some of the combinations. Although the actual 

number of formatives present on a verb is always much lower than the number 

of slots in the verbal template above, it is not uncommon to have as many as six 

bound forms attached to a stem (which may be no more than a single verb root), 

as in example (30).  

 

(27) /ãh w /-tuk-h h-yQ)êh-æêh !  
  1sg hear-want-NONVIS-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘I’d like to listen to it!’ (txt) 

 

(28) /ãh hipãh-y /-ay   b g /ãêh-ã êh,   n - y   b g=nih  
  1sg know-TEL-INCH  HAB 1sg-DECL  say-DYNM  HAB=EMPH.CO 
 

  /ãêh-ãp h  /ãh / d- w-ay 

  1sg-DEP TAG2 1sg speak-FLR-INCH  

  ‘I always start thinking (of another story); I always keep talking once I  

  get started.’ (txt) 
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(29) “h -n h- y   t h?” nç-yó/=mah  j’ã êh,    
   Q-be.like-DYNM  3sg say-SEQ=REP  DST.CNTR  

   

  t h  /çt-k dcçp-y /-ay-áh  

  3sg cry-pass.go.from.river-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having said “what happened?” she hurried crying from the river.’ (txt) 

 

(30) y -d’ h- n pe/-n h=pog  b g=nih   j’ám   h / 
  DEM-PL-OBJ hurt-NEG=EMPH1 HAB=EMPH.CO DST.CNTR TAG 

  ‘And (the insects) have never bothered those guys at all, huh?!’ (txt) 

   

 These ‘verbal’ formatives are a heterogeneous lot. Some are strictly verbal, 

but many are not restricted to verbs at all, and also associate with nouns, adjec-

tives, and other parts of speech. Some can take scope over entire clauses (see 

§3.4, §7.1 and elsewhere). Also, while bound formatives do not in general come 

between verb roots within compounds, the valency-adjusting prefixes hi- (Facti-

tive) and hup- (Reflexive) do so regularly, and as such take scope over the indi-

vidual root they precede. They can also occur compound-initially, where they 

take scope over the entire string of compounded roots. 

 Productive derivational processes involving verbs are mostly limited to no-

minalizations of verb stems (see §3.1 and §4.6), rather than the creation of verb 

roots from other parts of speech. However, the addition of verbal TAM mor-

phology to adjectives effectively creates a verbal predicate (see §10.1 and else-

where), and there are some cases of noun > verb derivation via noun incorpora-

tion with the verb ni- (see §9.6). 

 

 

8.4. The verb nni- 
 

Almost without exception, Hup verbs are strikingly regular. However, there is 

one root that patterns very differently from the rest, although morphologically it 

too is fully regular. This is the verb ni-, which when used by itself as a predicate 

means ‘be, exist’ (example 31), and is quite ubiquitous. 

 

(31) /ám=/íp  nní- y   t h ? 
  2sg=father be-DYNM  3sg 

  ‘Is your father here?’ (cv) 

 

 In addition to this simple predicative function, the verb ni- appears in a wide 

variety of constructions in Hup, and is almost undoubtedly the most multifunc-
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tional verb root in the language. First, it commonly functions as a copula, and as 

such is required in some predicate nominal and adjective clauses as the host for 

verbal TAM markers (see §17.3.4). It also acts as an aspectual auxiliary when it 

occurs as the final stem in verb compounds (see §9.4.2.4). It is unique among 

Hup verbs in that it licenses a particular kind of noun incorporation, in which it 

essentially serves a derivational, verbalizing function (see §9.6). In addition, ni- 
is required in certain cosubordinative constructions, where it occurs as a ‘light’ 

or ‘dummy’ verb following associated verbal predicates which lack the other-

wise obligatory Boundary Suffix; this suffix appears instead on clause-final ni- 
(see §9.3). This special form of cosubordination with ni- is realized most often 

as the ‘reduplicative predicate’ construction (where an entire predicate is re-

peated several times in a serial-like format for iterative effect; see §18.2.2). 

Finally, the verb ni- is probably the source – via processes of grammaticaliza-

tion – for an additional inferred evidential suffix (see §14.9.6).  

 The verb g’ç)h- is used as the functional equivalent of ni- ‘be, exist’ (exam-

ple 32) in Tat Deh and elsewhere in the Eastern dialect region, as well as in 

Umari Norte (Western region), but is not in general used at all in the Central 

dialect. Currently, many speakers in Tat Deh use both g’ç)h- and ni- in predicate 

position, apparently interchangeably. At least some speakers who use g’ç)h- 
predicatively favor ni- as a copula, and use ni- in noun-incorporating and in-

ferred evidential constructions.  
 

(32) h p wQd-tú-up  gg’ êh-ç ê ‚y=nih,   tæh/íp   

  fish eat-want-DEP be-DYNM=EMPH.CO child.father  

 

  pãÙ-ãp    gg’ êh- êy=nih… 

  NEG:EX-DEP  be2-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘Wanting to eat fish, and being without a husband…’ (txt) 

  

 

Comparative note 

 

The verb ni- is an areal feature. It exists in Tukano with essentially identical 

form, meaning, and many of the same functions as it has in Hup (particularly as 

a copula and in existence clauses; cf. Ramirez 1997a: 140), as well as in the 

East Tukanoan languages Wanano (Stenzel 2004: 327) and Desano (Miller 

1999: 67) (although with somewhat varying functions and forms). It also occurs 

– again with virtually the same form and meaning – in several other Nadahup 

languages, including Yuhup (Ospina 2002: 138, etc.) and Dâw (V. Martins 

1994: 154). A similar form ni- ‘do’ in Tariana (Aikhenvald 2003a: 606–608) 

may also be related.   
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 The verb ni- thus appears to be a case in which an actual form – rather than a 

grammatical category – has diffused, probably moving from Tukanoan into the 

Nadahup languages and possibly into Tariana. For a form, as well as a gram-

matical function, to spread by contact is relatively rare in the Vaupés region, 

where borrowing of forms tends to be actively resisted (cf. §1.5). That a variety 

of languages have apparently adopted this form may be due in part to its ex-

tremely common occurrence in discourse (e.g., in Tukano; cf. Ramirez 1997a: 

116).  

It is noteworthy, however, that a verb n ng exists in Nadëb which, like Hup 

ni-, is used as a predicate meaning ‘to exist’ and to signal possession, reportedly 

via incorporation, as in the following example from Weir (1990: 326): 

 

(33) Nadëb: 

  subih  txaah n ng 

  Subih  son exist 

  ‘Subih has a son.’ (Lit. ‘Subih son-exists.’) 

 

This suggests that the areal pattern to which the Hup verb ni- corresponds is 

likely more widespread than just the Vaupés, and that some features of this un-

usual verb in Hup may in fact be independent of recent Tukanoan contact. 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 9 

The compound verb 
 

 

 

Verb compounding is an extremely productive process in Hup. Out of a cross-

section of narrative and conversational texts, over 50% of verbs in the sample 

contained more than one root. This chapter defines the Hup compound and the 

principles by which the order of roots is determined. 

 

 

9.1. The verb compound and its component roots 

 

Several different classes of compound verbs can be distinguished by the degree 

to which the events or states encoded in roots (or combinations of roots) are 

integrated with each other. These form a continuum that ranges from the least 

integrated, where the order of roots reflects a temporal sequence of conceptually 

linked events, to the most integrated, where some rootss serve only to modify 

others by supplying aspectual or modal information. In addition, some com-

pounds are highly lexicalized forms – presumably learned as units by speakers – 

whereas others represent fully productive combinations of roots. Because of 

these differences from one compound verb to another, compounds in general 

are not easily classified as either essentially lexical or essentially phrasal items. 

In other words, some compounds are essentially lexical items (to be learned as 

units), while others are freely coined word-level ‘phrases’. A similar situation is 

reported for Yuhup (see Ospina 2002: 334). 

 Individual compound words have been found to include as many as five verb 

roots, which I refer to as the ‘component’ roots. These may correspond to dif-

ferent conceptual levels of event integration, thus giving rise to compounds 

within compounds. This ‘nesting’ effect is increased by the ability of verb roots 

within compounds to take valency-adjusting prefixes. The individual verb roots 

and root combinations themselves separately encode various ‘semantic entities’ 

(“elements, relations, and structures”; cf. Talmy 1985: 57), and reflect distinct 

elements of meaning such as motion and path, manner, cause, and position. 

 An example of an internally complex compound verb is given in (1), which 

comes from a story in which a malignant spirit forces his way into a house in 

search of a woman and her children.  
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(1)  y t  t h  hi-j’ ‚p-/é-w- n,                     
  then 3sg FACT-tie-PERF-FLR-OBJ 

 

  tt y-[hi-j’ap]-[b’uy-d’ h]-ye-y /-ay=mah,    ba/t ‡b’- h ! 
  push-[FACT-snap]-[throw-send]-enter-TEL-INCH=REP  evil.spirit-DECL 

  ‘Then, to that which she had caused to be tied up (i.e., the door), (he)  

  pushed it until it snapped, threw it out of the way, and entered, they say, 

  (did) the evil spirit!’ (txt) 

 

 An interesting feature of Hup compound verbs is that they often combine 

both transitive and intransitive stems, producing a construction with complex 

valency. With causative compounds (see §9.4.1.2 below), in particular, the sub-

ject of the intransitive verb may double as the object of the transitive verb. 

Cross-linguistically, such transitive-intransitive combinations in verb com-

pounds may be more typical of VO languages, such as Chinese and some lan-

guages of West Africa, rather than of verb-final languages like Hindi-Urdu and 

Quichua, which require component stems to have the same valency (Liang and 

Hook, forthcoming). Hup, which is OV, appears to differ from the typological 

norm, although more cross-linguistic studies may be necessary to ascertain this 

definitively.  

 Hup verb compounds are subject to two diachronic processes, which are re-

sponsible for the generation of many new forms in the Hup grammar and lexi-

con. These are lexicalization, whereby two verb roots become lexicalized into 

one stem, and grammaticalization, whereby component roots take on a more 

and more grammatical function and become aspectual or modal auxiliaries. 

Some grammaticalized roots eventually become Inner Suffixes, and may later 

move out to the verbal periphery to be enclitics or particles (see §3.4 and 

§9.4.3). These new formatives are functionally and semantically distinct from 

the corresponding (and usually segmentally identical) verb stems, and the mul-

tiple forms often continue to co-exist alongside each other in the grammar. The 

fact that many compounds and the roots that comprise them appear to be strad-

dling two categories (lexeme and phrase, verb and auxiliary, root and formative) 

can be better understood in the context of these diachronic processes and their 

transitional phases.   

 

 

Comparative note  

 

Verb compounding is an areal feature in the Vaupés region. It is a very produc-

tive process in East Tukanoan languages, in which – as in Hup – verb com-

pounds make up a single phonological word, and roots tend to follow a fixed 
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order, inseparable by other morphemes (cf. Aikhenvald 2002b: 137; Gómez-

Imbert 1988, 2007a; Miller 1999: 88). Tukanoan verb compounds likewise of-

ten involve the combination of both a transitive and an intransitive root, result-

ing in a construction with complex valency – and like Hup, the Tukanoan lan-

guages are verb-final. Verb compounding in East Tukanoan languages also 

diachronically yields markers of aspect, valency-changing, and Aktionsart. Un-

like Hup compounds, on the other hand, compounds in Tukano normally have 

no more than two co-occurring verbs (Ramirez 1997a: 375, Aikhenvald 2000a: 

9). Both productive verb serialization and limited verb compounding exist in 

Tariana (Aikhenvald 2002b: 136–137). Some of the parallels between Hup ver-

bal constructions and the compound verbs in the Tukanoan languages, as de-

scribed by Ramirez (1997a: 375), Miller (1999) and Gómez-Imbert (1988, 

2007a), as well as the serial and compound verbs in Tariana (Aikhenvald 

2003a), will be mentioned in the course of this discussion. 

In Hup’s sister languages, verb compounding in Yuhup is similar to that 

found in Hup, and is described in detail in Ospina (2002: 333–402). Many of 

the semantic classes involved in Hup compounds (motion, position, etc.) have 

close parallels (and cognates) in Yuhup, as discussed by Ospina. Dâw likewise 

employs chains of verb roots, although these are reported by Martins (2004: 

623) to be distinct phonological and morphological words, and therefore serial 

verb constructions but not compounds. However, the semantic classes of the 

Dâw roots and the patterns of their combination (Martins 2004: 623–650) also 

look much like those found in Hup.  

 

 

9.2. Defining the verb compound as ‘word’ 

 

The main criterion for defining a verb compound in Hup is the fact that it forms 

one phonological word, determined by stress patterns and pause phenomena. 

Primary stress occurs only on the last verb root and/or the following suffix ma-

terial (depending on the types of Inner and Boundary Suffixes present; see 

§3.4), whereas non-final stems do not receive word-level stress, and component 

stems are also not separated by pauses. Phonological word-hood is frequently 

cited as a defining feature of a compound, particularly in relation to other forms 

of serialization – both across languages and within a single language, as in 

Paamese (see Durie 1997: 304, with reference to Crowley 1982) and Tariana 

(Aikhenvald 2003a).  

The other crucial defining feature of the Hup verb compound is that no mor-

phological material can come between the component roots – with the exception 

of the valency-changing pre-forms hi- (Factitive) and hup- (Reflexive)  – while 

maintaining the status of the compound as a single predicate. One illustration of 

this fact comes from negation. Clausal negation can take scope over the entire 
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compound; as such, the negative suffix  -n h is compound-final, as in g-pQm-
n h (drink-sit-NEG) ‘not sitting drinking’, the negative form of the compound 

g-pæm-æy (drink-sit-DYNM) ‘sitting and drinking’ (here given with the Dy-

namic suffix in typical elicitation form). When only one verbal constituent of a 

compound is negated, however, this typically produces two separate predicates. 

Thus ‘sitting and not drinking’ must be expressed via two coordinated predi-

cates: g-n h pæm-æy (drink-NEG sit-DYNM). Each of these forms a distinct 

phonological and grammatical word: they receive independent stress, and while 

the subject (e.g., 3pl h d) cannot be inserted between elements of the compound 

(* g h d pæm-æy), it can come between the coordinated predicates in the 

negative construction ( g-n h h d pæm-æy). Further examples are provided in 

(2–3). 

 

(2)  t n ‡h  / d   [w /-n h]    [g’et-g’o/-tú-ay]  
  3sg.POSS language understand-NEG  stand-go.about-(want)-INCH  

 

  y -d’ h=nih 

  that.ITG-PL-EMPH.CO 

  ‘(We) would go about not understanding anything of her language.’ (txt) 

 

(3)  [/ok-n h]  [key-ham-g’et-y /-ay],  t h=/ã êy-ã êh  
   move-NEG see-go-stand-TEL-INCH  3sg= FEM-DECL 

  ‘She stood there looking, without moving, that girl.’ (txt) 

 

 Other defining criteria for the Hup verb compound include the fact that it 

takes a single grammatical subject, and its stems share a single compound-final 

Boundary Suffix, as well as other formatives. Semantically, the verb compound 

refers to an event that has conceptual unity (although the degree of this ‘unity’ 

is relative to the degree of stem integration). Like compounds cross-

linguistically, Hup verbal constructions may become lexicalized and undergo 

corresponding phonological and semantic changes (cf. T. Payne 1997: 233). For 

example, the compound b’uy-d’eh- (throw-send) ‘throw out’ (itself nested 

within the larger compound in example 1 above) is frequently pronounced 

[mb’uy ’ h], in which the palatalization from the /y/ is carried over to change 

the /d’/ to a palatal stop (realized phonetically as a affricate).  

 While compounds form phonological words, they are not necessarily unitary 

lexical items (i.e., memorized forms). As noted above, compounding is a highly 

productive process in Hup, and compounds are made up of multiple roots whose 

combination need have no conventionalized coherence or meaning. Speakers 

can creatively generate novel strings of roots, according to specific rules and 

conventions (a grammatical process), just as they also rely on many conven-
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tionalized multi-root forms (lexical items). (Ospina [2002: 334–335] makes a 

similar observation for Yuhup.)  

 Accordingly, individual roots or combinations of roots vary with respect to 

their degree of autonomy, i.e., whether they can appear without other roots to 

form predicates in their own right (while maintaining a consistent semantics). In 

relatively loosely integrated compounds, roots encode distinct events or compo-

nents of an event, and can be considered maximally autonomous. One illustra-

tion of their autonomy is that such roots can be replaced by the ‘whatchamacal-

lit’ form hãy within a compound. In contrast, hãy cannot stand in for 

grammatical formatives, and has not been found to replace roots that are acting 

as auxiliary-type modifiers to other stems in compounds. Example (4) illustrates 

the replacement of one root of a compound with hãy – whereupon the utterance 

is corrected by repeating the entire compound, demonstrating the integrity of 

the entire combination.  

 

(4)  núp h d  hhãy-ní-b’ay-áh,   h d  yyæ wæ c-ní-b’ay-áh  

  here 3pl  um-be-AGAIN-DECL 3pl  meet-be-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘At this point they watchamacallit-ed again, they met up again.’ (txt) 

 

 Similarly, autonomous individual verb roots may be singled out of a longer 

compound for special narrative emphasis, involving raised intensity and pitch, 

followed by a pause before the rest of the verb compound is uttered. Example 

(5) comes from a climactic moment in a tale by a master storyteller, in which, 

just as the young girl vengefully struck the tapir in his anus with her knife, he 

sucked her entire arm up into his rectum and ran off with her, his prisoner, 

bumping along behind him. Both compound verbs have one emphasized root 

(‘poke’ and ‘suck in’); then the second part of the compound – ‘take quickly 

off’ – is repeated to emphasize the distance and speed of their journey.  

  

(5)  t h  yyók!  d’ h-hám-yæ êh-kamí=mah  t n ‡h  y m y,  
  3sg poke! send-go-FRUST-at.time.of=REP 3sg.POSS anus 

   

  t h  hi--/ m’…d’o/-k dham-   d’o/-k dham-y /-ay-áh ! 
  3sg FACT-suck.in…take-pass.go  take-quick.go-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Just as she POKED (the knife) in vain into his anus, they say, he  

  SUCKED (her arm) inside and took her quickly, took her quickly off!’ 

 

 In contrast, non-autonomous roots can occur only within compounds, and 

are judged ungrammatical as predicates by themselves. An example of such a 

root is g’o/- ‘move in no specific direction’, which occurs in such compounds 
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as g’et-g’o/- (stand-go.about) ‘wander about on foot’, g’ã/-g’o/- (hang.sus-

pended-go.about) ‘go about in canoe’ or ‘hang around in a hammock’.  

 In still other cases, roots may appear as predicates in their own right, but 

have very different semantics depending on whether they are alone or in a com-

pound – especially where they are becoming lexicalized to the extent that they 

are undergoing phonological reduction. An example of this is the verb w d-, 
which by itself is translated as ‘fish-spawn’ (i.e., arriving of spawning fish), but 

functions in compounds such as [w Ram-] (w d-ham- ‘arrive-go’) ‘arrive at a 

place (from point of view of traveler)’, [w RQn] (w d-nQn- ‘arrive-come’) ‘ar-

rive at a place (from point of view of residents)’, etc. (see §9.4.2.4C below).  

 

 

9.3. Compounds as serial verb constructions 

 

Cross-linguistically, serial verb constructions are defined as involving a “se-

quence of verbs which act together as a single predicate, without any overt 

marker of coordination, subordination, or syntactic dependency of any other 

sort” (Aikhenvald 2006: 1; cf. Foley and Olsen 1985, Givón 1991). The Hup 

verb compound is here understood as a type of serial verb construction that 

involves contiguous ‘nuclear’ serialization, resulting in a single phonological 

word (cf. Aikhenvald 2006: 37, Crowley 2002: 15–17, Durie 1997: 302–303). 

As such, it differs from serial verb constructions found in languages of Africa 

and other parts of the world, in which the verbs involved are independent 

phonological words and can in most cases take intervening morphology, such as 

a direct object. It also differs (although more marginally) from the Dâw serial 

construction, in which roots are contiguous but are independent phonological 

words (see Martins 2004: 623, 625.) 

 Hup verb compounding, which produces neither fully lexical nor fully 

phrasal entities, has much in common with other processes of verb serialization 

cross-linguistically. First, as detailed in the following subsections, the range of 

more or less conceptually unified events reflected in Hup compound verbs re-

sembles the ‘iconic’ and ‘non-iconic’ types of serial verbs defined by Durie 

(1997: 330–340). In those Hup compounds that follow clear iconic principles, 

verb order corresponds to temporal succession of actions, including sub-events 

in a cause-effect relationship. Those Hup compounds that are less iconic 

(though perhaps not completely non-iconic, as discussed below) encode coinci-

dent motion, posture, and manner (cf. Durie 1997: 336). Similarly, Hup verb 

compounds can be defined as ‘symmetric’ (involving components from seman-

tically and grammatically open classes) or ‘asymmetric’ (involving components 

from at least one closed class), according to Aikhenvald’s (2000a: 4–5, 2006: 

21–22) typology. Finally, Hup verb compounds do not allow duplicate partici-

pant roles, such as two agents or two objects (although an exception for the 
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latter exists in causative constructions; see examples 33 and 40 below); this is 

typical of serial verb constructions cross-linguistically (Durie 1997: 341; but 

note that cross-linguistic exceptions do exist, cf. Aikhenvald 2006: 13).  

 A number of features of Hup compound verbs are more typical of the cosub-

ordination processes found in verb serialization than they are of compounding 

generally (i.e., cross-linguistically and across word classes). These features 

include the high productivity of Hup compounds and their tendency to encode 

multiple events – even relatively distinct events – in temporal succession. They 

also include compounds’ internal bracketing, especially the ability of certain 

prefixes to occur together with the particular stems over which they have scope. 

Finally, the productive verbal constructions on the ‘less-integrated’ side of the 

spectrum in Hup do not conform to T. Payne’s (1997: 233) description of the 

prototypical compound as having “bleached” semantics, i.e., a distinct lexical 

meaning beyond that encoded in its parts. Although verb serialization, accord-

ing to Durie (1997: 322), is “universally characterized by heavy lexicalization”, 

this exists alongside productivity of serialization “because many events can be 

typed in terms of certain predictable internal structures and structural compo-

nents”. 

 While serialization in Hup is almost exclusively realized as compounding, 

Hup has one additional process that bears a marginal resemblance to serializa-

tion, although it is probably best described as cosubordination on the predica-

tive level (see the detailed discussion in §18.2.2). Constructions of this type are 

composed of a series of independent verbs (which may themselves be com-

pounds), which obligatorily ends with the verb ni- (see §8.4). This final verb ni- 

alone takes the Boundary Suffix and any other inflectional marking; the preced-

ing verbs are bare, lacking a Boundary Suffix or peripheral formatives (al-

though they may take certain Inner Suffixes). This absence of otherwise obliga-

tory inflectional morphology on all but the last verb indicates these stems’ co-

dependence. However, they are clearly distinct phonological words; they take 

independent stress, and are often preceded by nominal subject or object argu-

ments. The most common realization of this phenomenon involves the repeti-

tion of the same bare verb to form a ‘reduplicative predicate’ (example 6); how-

ever, it can also involve different verbs, as in example (7). This last case rarely 

occurs, but it seems to be the preferred choice when expressing an event that is 

perceived as relatively conceptually unitary, while doing so using transitive 

verbs having different patients; such verbs cannot be expressed as a compound 

(cf. example 16 in §9.4.1.1 below). That these cosubordinate constructions are 

distinct from serial verbs – despite their shared inflectional morphology and 

TAM values – is suggested by their status as neither clearly monocausal nor 

single predicates, and by their allowance of duplicate participant roles.  
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(6)  h d- n   wQd-n / ,   h d- n  wwQd-n / ,   
  3pl-OBJ eat-give   3pl-OBJ eat-give     

    

  ni-yó/ p d=mah t h  way-y /-p d- h 

  be-SEQ DIST=REP  3sg go.out-TEL-DIST-DECL  

  ‘(He) would give them food, (always) give them food, having done thus  

  he would go out again, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

(7)  y b dd’ p,   kayak=t g  c y’,  / n  nni-té-h 

  cipó pull.down manioc=stem poke.in 1pl  be-FUT-DECL 

  ‘We’ll both pull cipó and plant manioc.’ (el) 

 

 

9.4. The Hup compound and levels of sub-event integration  

 

As a single-predicate, cosubordinate construction, a compound verb in Hup 

must encode an event that has a degree of conceptual unity. When this unity is 

not judged to be present, the events are necessarily represented by two predi-

cates, linked by subordination or coordination strategies. However, among 

compound verbs, the linked stems can encode a variety of more or less concep-

tually integrated sub-events. These range from the least integrated, in which the 

component stems of the compound represent a series of distinct sub-events in 

temporal succession, to the most integrated, where some stems act as auxiliaries 

to modify others. 

 

 

9.4.1. Low integration  

 

These Hup compounds are in general ‘iconic’ in the ordering of their stems (cf. 

Durie 1997: 330), and ‘symmetrical’ (cf. Aikhenvald 2003a: 424, 2006: 28–30) 

in that the component stems all come from a large open class. They also resem-

ble the class of Barasana and Tatuyo (Eastern Tukanoan) compound verbs that 

encode a “direct relationship” between stems, as described by Gómez-Imbert 

(1988). 

 Compounds of this type represent a set of distinct sub-events (each indicated 

by a component stem) that are conceptualized (often loosely) as a single, unified 

event. By definition (and in contrast with the relatively more integrated com-

pounds discussed in §9.4.2 below), the events encoded by the stems are tempo-

rally distinct; that is, they are not simultaneous. The order of verb stems reflects 

the chronological order of sub-events, or a cause-effect relationship between 

them. In many cases the compound can be broken up into a series of multiple, 
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coordinated predicates without significantly changing the general meaning of 

the utterance.  

While many of the events encoded in Hup serial verbs would be likely can-

didates for serial verb constructions in other languages, it is widely recognized 

that the type of event that may be conceptualized as unitary varies from lan-

guage to language and culture to culture (Bruce 1988: 30, Durie 1997: 326–

329). For example, the chain of events represented in the compound in (8) be-

low could not be represented in a single serial verb construction in some Afri-

can languages, such as Fongbe (Lefebvre 2002 and p.c.).  

 

 

9.4.1.1. Temporal sequence 

 

These compounds are the lowest on the scale of conceptual integration of    

events. The order of stems reflects the temporal succession of events, and often 

incorporates ‘nested’ compounds (here indicated by brackets). In (8), for exam-

ple, the mythical figure’s penis was rubbed, broke off, fell into the water, and 

was sent away by the current. Other examples are given in (9–12). 

  

(8)  t n ‡h  t b, t h  yyçyçp- j’ap-tu/-[d’ h-hám]-b’ay-áh  

  3sg.POSS penis 3sg rub-snap-go.into.water-send-go-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘His penis rubbed until it broke off, fell into the water, and was swept  

  away.’ (txt) 

 

(9)  /Q‡ytQn=y / h d  mmQh-[b’uy-d’ h-ham]-y /-ay-áh ! 
  together=TEL 3pl  kill-throw-send-go-TEL-INCH-DECL  

  ‘Together they killed them and threw them out.’ (txt) 

  

(10) yú-uw- t=y /=mah  t h  ccoh-tud-[k dcak]-y /-ay-áh  

  that-FLR-OBL=TEL=REP 3sg pole-push-pass.climb-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘With this (stick) he poled, pushed, and sent himself flying up into the  

  air.’ (txt)  

 

(11) n’ikán  / hníy nnQn-g’et-yó/=mah...  
  there  maybe come-stand-SEQ=REP 

  ‘Having come and stood about there, maybe...’ (txt) 

 

(12) / n- n  cci/-mQh-y /- y=mah ! 
  1pl-OBJ urinate-kill-TEL-DYNM=REP 

  ‘He (Curupira) urinates on us and (thereby) kills us, they say!’ (txt) 
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 According to the temporal-sequence compounding strategy, the order of the 

verb stems must iconically reflect the order of events:  

 

(13) a) kayak=t g  tt h-c y’-y /- y   
   manioc=stem break-poke.in-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘(Someone) planted the manioc.’ (el) 

   (Manioc is planted by breaking the woody stems of adult plants  

   into sections, which are then thrust into the ground to root)  

 

  b) * kayak=t g  cc y’-t h-y /- y 

     manioc=stem poke-break-TEL-DYNM 

 

(14) a) h d  núh jj’ap-wæ d-æy      
 sauva.ant head divide-eat-DYNM 

 ‘Breaking the heads off sauva ants and eating (the ants’ bodies).’ (el) 

 

  b) * h d  núh wwQd-j’áp-áy 

    sauva.ant head eat-break-DYNM  

  

 It is common for transitive, ditransitive, and intransitive stems to occur to-

gether within a single compound, and for the different stems to take different 

objects. In example (14), the verbs ‘break’ and ‘eat’ cannot be understood as 

taking the same object, since the activity involves breaking the heads off sauva 

ants in order to eat the rest of the ant (while the head is not eaten). In (15), the 

stem ‘pull up’ has the object ‘manioc’, while the ditransitive stem ‘give’, within 

the same compound, has the object ‘her’ (3sg): 

 

(15) t h- n  kay k  t /  h d  gg’ç/-n /- y 
  3sg-OBJ manioc tuber 2pl  pull.up-give-DYNM 

  ‘They’ve pulled up manioc and given it to her.’ (el)  
 

 In many cases, however, it is ungrammatical for multiple transitive compo-

nent stems to take different objects (although this is common in certain causa-

tive compounds; see §9.4.1.2 below). As noted in §9.3 above, an alternative is a 

cosubordinating construction with the verb ni- ‘be’. The ungrammatical form in 

(16a) is contrasted with the grammatical, non-compound construction in (16b) 

(repeated from 7 above): 
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(16) a) *kayak=t g,  y b h d  cc y’-d’úp-úh 
     manioc=stem cipó 3pl  poke.in-pull.down-DECL 
   (Intended meaning: ‘We’ll both plant manioc and pull cipó.’) 

 

  b) y b dd’ p,   kayak=t g  cc Ùy’   / n  nni-té-h 

   cipó pull.down manioc=stem poke.in 1pl  be-FUT-DECL 

   ‘We’ll both pull cipó and plant manioc.’ (el) 

 

 

9.4.1.2. Compounds encoding a cause-effect relationship 

 

In causative compounds, stems encode multiple events that are usually not tem-

porally simultaneous. They are thus here treated as relatively low on the scale of 

conceptual integration, although they are clearly more integrated than are those 

compounds that simply encode a series of events. Although the causative com-

pound construction has only one grammatical subject, the actions themselves 

necessarily have different underlying actors. Thus while they are constructed 

like many compound verbs, involving a transitive stem plus an intransitive 

stem, these stems have a particular valency relationship whereby the object of 

one is the subject of the other. The constructions usually involve a relationship 

between two verb stems (although more are possible), in which one component 

encodes a causative action (often involving manner), and the other encodes the 

resulting event (as is typical of cause-effect serial constructions cross-

linguistically; cf. Aikhenvald 2006: 14–16, Talmy 1985: 62–64). See also §11.5 

for further discussion of derived causative/non-causative pairs.  

 

 

A. Compound-initial causative stems 

 

Hup has a small class of conventional causative stems, each with its own se-

mantic content and restricted patterns of use. These involve the combination of 

a transitive causative stem with an intransitive stem, and the result is a transitive 

construction involving two (or more) participants. 

 The most productive causative stem is the verb d’o/-, which by itself means 

‘take’. This is a cross-linguistically common lexical source for a causative 

marker; for example, Lefebvre (1991) notes that in Fon the semantic contribu-

tion of take in many serial constructions is ‘cause’.  In Hup causative construc-

tions with ‘take’, the causer is directly (though not necessarily immediately) 

involved in bringing about the causee’s performance of the activity; accord-

ingly, ‘take’ appears to be contributing its active semantics to the compound. In 

many cases, this implies direct physical involvement between the participants 
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throughout the duration of the event. Examples of such causative forms include 

d’o/-na/- (take-die) ‘cause to die’ (used in situations where killing is not direct; 

e.g., abortion or infanticide by abandoning a newborn, as in example (17) be-

low; compare lexical causative mQh- ‘kill, hit’); d’o/-cak-g’et- (take-rise-stand) 

‘stand something/someone up’ (compare cak-g’et- ‘stand up of one’s own ac-

cord’, and g’et- ‘be in standing position’); d’o/-cud- (take-be.inside) ‘put 

(something) inside (something else)’; d’o/-/ h- (take-sleep) ‘put (child) to 

sleep’; d’o/-y / m- (take-be.frightening) ‘frighten’. In examples (18–20), the 

causative stem takes scope over multiple stems within a compound.  

 

(17) t h  hæk-/ -p      tæêh- n  dd’o/-na/-y /- y 

  3sg sleep.around-PERF-DEP child-OBJ  take-die-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘(She) brought about the death of the child she got by sleeping around.’  

  (ru) 

 

(18) denícon t h- n  dd’o/-/ t- h ! 
  Denilson 3sg-OBJ take-cry-DECL 

  ‘Denilson made him cry!’ (cv) 

   

(19) nút  t h n  dd’o/-[cQNpe-g’et]-y /- y=mah…   
  here 3sg-OBJ take-straddle-stand-TEL-DYNM=REP    

 

  d’o/-[hçy-g’et]-y /- y 

  take-bum.stuck.out-stand-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘He made him stand with his legs spread apart… made him stand with his  

  bum stuck out’ (in order to poke an anus in the spirit, who lacked one).  

  (txt) 

 

(20) cã êw- n  dd’o/-[cak-wob]-y /,  ní- y=mah 
  other-OBJ  take-rise-rest.on-TEL  be-DYNM=REP 

  ‘(He) set another one up high.’ (txt) 

 

 In other causative-like constructions, the verb d’o/- has not lost its ‘take’ 

semantics: 

 

(21) yuyú   h d  dd’o/-hi-g’ã/-yam-/ -p=mah  

  ritual.object 3pl  take-FACT-hang-dance/sing-PERF-DEP=REP 

  ‘They would hold the yuyu (ritual object) hanging down while they  

  sang/danced, they say.’ (txt)  
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(22) t ghod-ót    h d  dd’o/-yæ/-y /-ay-áh  

  wood.hearth-OBL 3pl  take-roast-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘They put it (clay) into the fire to bake.’ (txt) 

 

Similarly, distinct causative and non-causative interpretations of ‘take’ can 

co-exist for a given compound. In other words, the underlying actor can be the 

same (‘Y take X and do V [with it]’) or different (‘Y make X do V’) for the two 

stems without changing the overall meaning. For example, d’o/-nQn- ‘bring 

(toward deictic center)’ can be interpreted as ‘Y take X and Y come’, while it 

necessarily also has the causative meaning ‘Y make X come’. The same applies 

to d’o/-ham- ‘bring (away from deictic center)’. (Note that making X come or 

go without full physical control – e.g., by throwing it – requires a different 

causative marker, as described below.)  

 Causative verbs can take scope over multiple roots plus valency-changing 

markers, producing a ‘nested’ compound, as in (21) above and example (23): 

  

(23) w h=n’ n (…)   dd’o/-[hup-hipãh-nQn]-ní-h  

  River.Indian=PL.OBJ take-RFLX-know-come-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘He brought the River Indians to be educated.’ (lit., he caused them to  

  come and have knowledge) (txt) 

 

 Another causative root is d’ h-, which on its own means ‘send, (cause to) 

move’, and combines productively with direction and movement verbs. Its use 

in causative compounds involves a situation where the object of the causative 

action has a degree of control or autonomy in carrying out the activity. Usually, 

it implies the absence of physical involvement between causer and causee be-

yond the initial impetus for the event, as illustrated by examples (24–26). In 

these examples, the causative verb compound is nested inside a larger com-

pound, such that the manner or action by which the causative event was carried 

out is encoded in the initial element. 

  

(24) /ãh bóda=tat  tac-[dd’ h-yé]-éy,  m y g’od-an 
  1sg ball=FRUIT kick-send-enter-DYNM house inside-OBJ 

  ‘I kicked the ball into the house.’ (el) 

 

(25) t h  yok-[dd’ h-ham]-yæ êh-kamí=mah 
  3s  poke-send-go-FRUST-time.of=REP 

  ‘At the moment when she poked (the knife) in…’ (txt) 
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(26) /ãh tegd’úh h k-[dd’ h-hi]-y /- y 
  1sg tree  sawing.motion-send-descend-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘I felled the tree by sawing it.’ (el) 

 

 An idiosyncratic feature of this particular causative root is its tendency to be 

repeated; this occurs when d’ h- is the first stem in the compound, and is not 

preceded by a stem encoding manner, as in examples (27–29). Consultants say 

that the unrepeated variant is also acceptable, although textual uses consistently 

involve the doubled form. This may be a case of reinforcement (cf. Hopper and 

Traugott 1993: 58), in which the semi-lexicalization of the initial causative con-

struction has motivated the restatement of the causative element. Another possi-

ble explanation is that, in these cases, only the second d’ h expresses causation, 

while the first d’ h is a sort of ‘dummy’ manner specification, on the model of 

examples (24–26) above. 

 

(27) /ãh pãt  j’ ‚Ùp dd’ h-d’ h-yé-éy 
  1sg hair tie  send-send-enter-DYNM 

  ‘I’m putting in the hairclip.’ (cv)  

 

(28) t h  dd’ h-d’ h-d’ob-p d-ay-áh  

  3sg send-send-descend.to.river-DIST-INCH-DECL 

  ‘He sent them all down to the river.’ (txt) 

 

(29) yúp wáb-át  w’ob-/é/=n’ n   dd’ h-d’ h-hí-íh  

  that jirau-OBL  set.on-PERF=PL.OBJ send-send-descend-DECL 

  ‘(He) caused those who had been placed on the smoking-grid to  

  descend.’ (txt)  

 

 Still another causative root is g’et- ‘stand’. This root has more limited use 

than ‘take’ or ‘send’, but it is also fairly productive. Its use indicates that the 

causative agent is instrumental in bringing about an animate participant’s carry-

ing out of the event, often conceived to be for his/her own good; however, its 

semantics are much less active than those of d’o/- ‘take’.  The ‘causer’ is in the 

position of caring for, chaperoning, or helping the ‘causee’, and the ‘causer’ is 

usually understood to participate to some degree in the joint activity. This type 

of construction is most commonly used in reference to children, as in examples 

(30–33). (Note that in 33 both verb roots are used transitively.)   
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(30) n ‡=nih     /ãh gg’e t-wQd-macã-cák-áh,   
  1sg.POSS=EMPH.CO  1sg stand-eat-grow-rise-DECL 
 

  núp n ‡   dó/=n’ n-ah 
  this 1sg.POSS child=PL.OBJ-DECL 

  ‘With my own (produce) I fed and raised my children.’ (txt) 

 

(31) ked   ked !  n - y   n ‡    tæêh=d’ h- h,  
  firefly  firefly  say-DYNM 1sg.POSS child=PL-DECL  

 

  /ãh gg’e t-ham-g’ó/-ót-óh,    j’ g-an  

  1sg stand-go-go.about-OBL-DECL  forest-DIR 

  ‘ “Firefly, firefly!” my children would say, when I took them to the  

  forest.’ (txt) 

 

(32) tát    deh-an  /ãêh=/íp  / n  gg’e t-nQn-ní-h 
  taracuá (ant) water-DIR 1sg=father 1sg.OBJ stand-come-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘My father brought me to Taracuá Igarapé (as a young child).’ (txt) 

 

(33) yúb / n- n  h d  gg’e t-b /- y 

  cipó 1pl-OBJ 3pl  stand-work-DYNM 

  ‘They (Tukanos) made us (Hupd’ h) work cipó (i.e., gather vines in  

  forest for sale).’ (txt) 

 

 Note that the different causative constructions are not usually interchange-

able, but differ in important ways, both according to the degree of control and 

the overall semantics of the clause. For example, only g’et- ‘stand’ is grammati-

cal in an expression such as ‘feed a child’ (example 34a), whereas d’o/- ‘take’ 

can only be interpreted literally (i.e., non-causatively) in this context (34b):  
 

(34) a) /ãêh t h=dó/- n  gg’e t-wæ d-æh 
   1sg 3sg=child-OBJ stand-eat-DECL 

   ‘I fed the child.’ (el) 

 

  b) /ãêh t h=dó/- n  dd’o/-wæ d-æh 
   1sg 3sg=child-OBJ take-eat-DECL 

   ‘I took and ate the child.’ (el) 
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 While the roots described above (d’o/- ‘take’, d’ h- ‘send’, and g’et- 
‘stand’) are by far the most productive in forming causative compounds, the 

class of causative roots that can function in these constructions is essentially 

open. For example, the verb h h- ‘hold’ is often used in causative constructions 

involving babies, such as h h-j’çm- ‘bathe an infant’ (i.e., holding the child in 

the water of the stream or river; does not entail that the caregiver also bathes), 

and h h-/ h- ‘put child to sleep by holding it’ (i.e., by lying with child in ham-

mock).  

Other causative combinations involve initial verbs that do not occur regu-

larly in causative constructions at all, but form causatives by virtue of their po-

sition in the verb compound and the pragmatic interpretation. Such causative 

combinations include /ey-way- (call-go.out) ‘cause to go out by calling’ (ex-

ample 35), and b’ h-ham- (pour-go) ‘cause to go away by pouring out’ (exam-

ple 36). Various transitive stems can combine with the intransitive verb na/- 
‘die’ to yield a causative reading (‘cause to die’), such as g’ ç-na/- ‘cause to die 

by biting’, hi-g’et-na/- ‘cause to die by stepping on’, as in example (37), or 

even the hypothetical key-na/- ‘cause to die by looking at’.  

 

(35) yã amb - n y ê   //ey-way-y /- y 
  dog-OBJ   João call-go.out-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘João calls the dog out (of the house).’ (el) 

 

(36) h dn ‡h  húptok y t=y / bb’ h-ham-pQm-y /-ay, /ãêh-ãw-ã êh !  
  3pl.POSS caxiri  thus=TEL pour-go-sit-TEL-INCH  1sg-FLR-DECL 

  ‘I had begun pouring out their caxiri like this, as I was sitting there!’ (txt) 

 

(37) cadak / tæêh- n /ãh hhi-g’e t-na/ -y /- y ! 
  chicken child-OBJ 1sg FACT-stand-die-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘I stepped on the chick and killed it!’ (by accident) (cv) 

 

 

B. Compound-final causative roots  

 

Hup has an additional compounding strategy for forming causative construc-

tions, in which the intransitive stem describing the resulting event is the first 

element in the compound, and is followed by the transitive causative root. It is 

also possible in these compounds for both roots to be transitive – with two dif-

ferent objects – as in (40). 

 Only two causative roots are used productively and regularly in these con-

structions: -b /- ‘make, work’ (example 38), and -yæh- ‘order, request, compel’ 

(examples 39–40). These compounds resemble the relatively less ‘iconic’ con-
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structions described below in §9.4.2.3, in that the order of roots/stems does not 

reflect the order of events; even though the causative force is usually initiated 

before the resulting state is attained, the roots occur in the opposite order.   

One explanation for this apparently non-iconic order is that these causative 

stems (unlike those discussed above) do not entail that the effect actually oc-

curs; the action of requesting, for example, may remain ungratified. The same 

explanation also accounts for the other apparently ‘inverse’ ordering of stems 

discussed in §9.4.2.3 below. These compounds are thus consistent with the 

iconic principles outlined below (§9.4.2.2) in that the more time-stable or tem-

porally grounded stem comes last. However, it is noteworthy that cognate forms 

of these two roots have a similarly causative function in Yuhup verb com-

pounds, but precede the stems with which they co-occur (Ospina 2002: 350, 

399–402), suggesting that the Hup order may be to some degree historically 

arbitrary, rather than a reflection of essential principles.  

 

(38) t h=dó/- n  pe/-bb /- y  

  3sg=child-OBJ sick-make-DYNM 

  ‘(Someone) is (working to) make the child sick (i.e., via a spell).’ (el) 

 

(39) tegd’úh /ág t h  hop-key-yyæ êh-æp  

  tree  fruit 3sg immerse-see-request-DEP 

  ‘He sent (the water-roach) into the water to see the fruits on the trees.’  

  (txt) 

 

(40) t h=dó/  t h=báb’- n   wQ‡g wQd--yæ êh-æêy 
  3sg=child 3sg=sibling-OBJ  sand eat-request-DYNM 

  ‘The child made his sibling eat sand.’ (also: ‘told his sibling to eat sand’)  

  (el) 

 

 

9.4.2. High integration  

 

Hup compounds of this type have much in common with the ‘non-iconic’ serial 

verb constructions described by Durie (1997: 336). In contrast to the relatively 

less-integrated compounds described above, the multiple roots in these con-

structions encode various pieces of information about a conceptually and tem-

porally more unitary event. The order of roots reflects conventions in informa-

tion packaging, but they are not organized in terms of any temporal sequence of 

sub-events. Many of the compounds in this class resemble the ‘asymmetrical’ 

serial verbs described by Aikhenvald for Tariana (2003a: 424), in that at least 

one root in the set may come from a closed class (encoding motion, posture, 
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etc.). The temporal concurrence of the roots in these compounds has also been 

described for the Tukanoan languages Barasana and Tatuyo by Gómez-Imbert 

(1988), who refers to the relationship of the roots within the compound as ‘si-

multaneous’.  

 These compounds do not form a unified class of their own, but themselves 

manifest different degrees of conceptual integration. At one end of the scale we 

find semi-autonomous sub-events that are happening at the same time; at the 

other end, component roots directly modify other roots, usually contributing 

aspectual information.  

 In some cases, integrated compounds have developed idiomatic meanings 

that are distinct from the sum of their roots, and are partially lexicalized. Some 

display phonological reduction that goes along with their reanalysis as one lex-

eme. As discussed above (§9.2), certain roots may be obligatorily bound forms, 

or may develop very different meanings depending on whether they occur as 

independent predicates, in compounds, or even in initial vs. final position within 

a compound. Other roots have become grammaticalized until they have become 

auxiliaries or even formatives. Examples of forms that have undergone these 

processes will be encountered below.  

 

 

9.4.2.1. Multiple sub-events: semantic classes of verb roots  

 

On the lower end of the scale of event integration, some compounds encode 

multiple components of an event. These range from distinct but concurrent ac-

tivities to more conceptually indivisible parts of an activity. In (41–42), the 

activities encoded in the compounds could be expressed as separate predicates 

without significantly changing the overall meaning of the utterance.  

 

(41) t w-ít  hám-ãp=/ h  // d-/Qkçh-wQd-hám-ay  

  path-OBL go-DEP=MSC  speak-make.commotion-eat-go-DYNM 

  ‘The man who is going along the path is eating and gossiping while  

  walking.’ (el) 

 

(42) yúp=y /  n h- w- t    t h  //ey-yçhçy-ní-h 
  thus=TEL  manner-EMPH-OBL 3sg call-search-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Thus in this way he went calling and searching.’ (txt) 

  

 This type of compound blurs into a slightly more integrated type, in which 

the different roots encode semantic components of a conceptually still more 

unitary event. Here, the roots cannot easily be separated into separate predicates 

without changing the overall meaning of the clause. The semantic components 
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they encode include distinct elements of motion and path, manner, and position 

(as in the “coincident motion or posture” verb serialization described by Durie 

1997: 336). The surface structure of the Hup verb closely reflects many of the 

units of meaning identified by Talmy (e.g., 1985), in a much more one-to-one 

correspondence than we find in languages such as English.  

 The event components encoded in Hup verb roots can be separated into sev-

eral semantically defined groups. These include the small, closed classes of (A) 

motion/path and (B) position, and the open classes of (C) manner/activity, and 

(D) states and transitions. The highly integrated compound verbs can be made 

up of all closed-class or all open-class roots, but they usually involve at least 

one root from an open class and one from a closed class, and are accordingly 

‘asymmetric’ in Aikhenvald’s (2006) terms. It is noteworthy that Yuhup verb 

roots fall into similar semantic classes and follow comparable combinatory con-

ventions, as discussed in detail by Ospina (2002: 357–390). 

 Below, I introduce the different semantic classes of roots. While there is no 

formal indication in the root itself regarding its semantic class, the class mem-

bership does play an important role in determining the order of roots in a com-

pound (when temporal sequence is not a factor). There is thus a language-

internal formal reality behind the semantic class assignments listed here. These 

ordering principles are discussed in the following section (§9.4.2.2).  

 

 

A. Motion/path. Closed class.  

 

The verbs in this class are all intransitive, and encode both motion and path 

relative to a reference point (which in many cases involves water – an interest-

ing semantic feature which seems quite natural given the ecology of the Hup 

environment). They include the following: 

 

nQn-  ‘go towards reference point (speaker); come’ 

ham-  ‘go away from reference point (speaker)’ 

hi-  ‘descend’ (from height or downstream) 

pQ-  ‘go upstream’ 

d’ob-  ‘go toward river/downhill’ 

cçp- ‘go away from river/uphill’ 

tu/- ‘go into liquid’ 

cak-  ‘go in upward direction’ (climb, grow, raise) 

b’ay-  ‘return’ 

ye-  ‘enter bounded space’ 
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way-  ‘leave bounded space’ 

tu-  ‘go down (toward ground/water)’ 

k d-  ‘pass’ 

b’eh-  ‘cross a waterway’ 

kot-  ‘go in circles’ 

g’o/-  ‘wander about’; i.e., motion with no defined path (this is an obligatorily  

  bound stem that can only occur in a compound) 

 

 Path, vis-à-vis a reference point, is a more central feature than actual motion 

in these verbs; for example, hi- ‘descend’ is used to describe the static position 

of a dangling string, as is ham- ‘go’ for strung wire, etc. 

 

 

B. Position. Closed class. 

 

These intransitive stems include the following: 

 

wob-  ‘rest on another object’ 

pQm-  ‘sit’ (animate entities only) 

d’ak-  ‘be attached to/in contact with a surface without the help of gravity’ (esp.  

  to a vertical surface or stuck to the underside of a horizontal surface) 

g’et-  ‘stand; be in upright position (for long thin object); stay’ 

g’ã/-  ‘hang, be suspended with free movement’  

  (used for hammocks and floating canoes) 

yQt-  ‘lie on ground; be in contact with ground’  

  (for any object that does not have a specific upright standing position) 

cud-  ‘be inside something else’ 

 

 

C. Manner/activities. Large open class. 

 

This is something of a ‘catch-all’ class, which contains most ‘activity’ verbs. 

All transitive roots are in this class, but it also includes many intransitive and 

ditransitive roots. Manner (according to Talmy’s [1985] characterization of 

semantic entities) is the main parameter for distinguishing these verbs from 

each other and from the other verb classes. For example, there are a number of 

semantic sub-classes of Hup verbs that encode types of actions, and manner is 
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an important part of their internal differentiation. One such group includes verbs 

for different ways of carrying or supporting:  

 

h h-   ‘carry in arms or on shoulder’ 

tçn-   ‘carry in hand’ 

hitoy’-  ‘carry on head’ 

cet-   ‘carry on back’ 

kQmQm-  ‘carry against body or under one arm’ 

tçw-   ‘carry between two or more people’ (e.g., a bench) 

yo-   ‘carry dangling from hand’ (e.g., a pot) 

 

Verbs for ways of hitting form another semantic sub-class, and include:  

 

mQh-   ‘beat, hit, kill’ 

tab’ah-  ‘slap with flat of hand; hit head against something’ 

t n’-   ‘pound against something’ (e.g., hammer, hard fruit to break it) 

kotow-  ‘hit with end of stick, held vertically’ 

tãw-   ‘beat with length of stick’ 

pQç-   ‘hit with flat, flexible thing’ (e.g., bark, hand, notebook) 

c /w p-  ‘beat with thin flexible thing’ (rope, string, or vine) 

tok-   ‘pound with morter and pestle’ 

 

Verbs relating to bodily functions, sensations, and emotions are considered part 

of the manner/activity class as well, and include: 

 

g-  ‘drink’ 

wQd-  ‘eat’ 

/ h-  ‘sleep’ 

hçn-  ‘vomit’ 

/çt-  ‘weep’ 

hohot-  ‘cough’ 

key- ‘see’ 

w /-  ‘hear; understand’ 
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/çm-  ‘fear’ 

wçy-  ‘be stingy with; love’ 
117

 

 

Verbs relating to posture can also be considered a sub-set of the larger ‘man-

ner’ class. These stems are uniformly intransitive, and differ from the ‘position’ 

verbs in set B above in that they encode finer-grained distinctions in position 

that relate to manner. As discussed below, a posture verb typically precedes a 

position verb (or sometimes a motion/path verb) in a compound, and almost 

never occurs by itself. The posture verbs include: 

 

minuk- ‘be doubled over’ 

tuk-  ‘be face down’
118

 

caj-  ‘be right side up’ 

mam-  ‘leaning sideways’ 

k m n- ‘arms wrapped around (something)’ 

yoyo-  ‘suspended from above’  

  (by hands, a rope, etc.; entails one fixed end only) 

yçw-  ‘straight, in alignment’ (especially for the human body) 

nuc-  ‘bent’ (body) 

 

 Still other manner/activity verbs include those relating to weather, such as 

d’oj- ‘rain’ and bohot- ‘be windy’, and the following: 

 

doy-  ‘bend down, duck’ 

c y-  ‘slither’ 

yoy’  ‘swing back and forth’ 

                                                
117

 The verb w y- is used to mean both ‘be stingy’ (with something) and ‘love’. Stingi-

ness is considered a quite negative trait in Hup culture. The ‘love’ sense of w y- is more 

neutral, but refers primarily to ‘selfish’ love; for example, it can be used in reference to 

parents’ love for their children, but particularly in the context of a parent’s desire to 

keep his/her children close by, rather than allowing them to wander, get married, etc. 

While this verb is used to translate Portuguese amar ‘to love’, it does not encode the 

concept of selfless or self-sacrificing love that European cultural tradition associates 

with more selfish love. 
118

 Transitive forms resembling this root are túk- ‘want’ and t k- ‘sting (insect)’. 
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h k-  ‘saw back and forth’ (especially when cutting) 

tç çh- ‘run’ 

yam-  ‘dance/sing’ 

dç/-  ‘count’ 

j’ k-  ‘jump’ 

nçh-  ‘fall; hit against (no downward motion entailed)’ 

tac-  ‘kick, hit against with feet’ 

d’o/-  ‘take’ 

/ih-  ‘ask’ 

t h-  ‘tell lie’ 

nç-  ‘say’ 

 

 

D. States and transitions. Open class.  

 

These roots all appear to be intransitive. This set also includes members of the 

adjective class (which can form independent predicates without the Boundary 

Suffix required for true verbs). The roots in this class combine relatively infre-

quently in highly integrated compounds with the other verbs described in this 

section, but occur more often with auxiliary-type forms or causative roots (see 

§9.4.1.2A above and §9.4.2.4 below). Verbs in this class include: 

 

t m-  ‘having close-together vertical components’ (e.g., a wall made of poles) 

tçtçd’-  ‘spotted with small sores’ 

c /-  ‘be sticky/stuck together’ 

g’ -  ‘be hot’ 

m’Q-  ‘be cool (liquid)’ 

h b-  ‘dry, be dry’ 

d’çh-  ‘be rotten’ 

na/-  ‘lose conciousness/die’ 

 

 

9.4.2.2. Order of roots in compounds 

 

Integrated compounds formed from the roots in the classes above are very 

common in Hup. The order of combination of roots follows specific conven-
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tions based on their class membership. Since these are semantically defined 

classes, it is possible to make a semantic generalization about the ordering con-

ventions: the most time-stable, permanent, or resultative concept is the last in 

the string of roots. This root-ordering principle for integrated compounds is thus 

closely related to the principle of temporal succession that dictates the forma-

tion of less integrated compounds. 

 That the final element in a compound is in some sense the ‘main’ verb is 

supported semantically, since it provides a kind of matrix or context for the 

other events. It is also supported formally, since Hup is a verb-final language; 

that is, being head-final at clause level seems to be mirrored by being head-final 

at word level. Finally, as in the case of causative compounds, a combination of 

a transitive and an intransitive stem results in a transitive construction.  

 Below, I offer examples of the various possible combinations of these verb 

classes. Note that the reverse order of roots in the examples below is ungram-

matical for virtually all; in the very few cases (noted in the text) where it is 

grammatical, it usually results in a different meaning. 

 

 

A. Manner/activity + Motion/path (open + closed class). 

 

Examples of this type of compounding include nç-ham- (say-go) ‘go along say-

ing’, tac-[k d-hi-] (kick-pass-descend) ‘go downstream fast, hitting against 

things’, j’çm-ham- (bathe-go) ‘swim’, j’ y-nQn- ‘slither along ground toward 

deictic center’ (i.e., a snake), k k-w’ob-ham- (pull-set-go) ‘catch and set out 

(fish) while going along’, and the following:  

 

(43) /ãh g-g’ó/-óy  

  1sg drink-go.about-DYNM 

  ‘I would go around drinking.’ (as a young woman, the narrator often  

  traveled from place to place to attend drinking parties) (txt) 

 

(44) t h  jj’ k-k dhám-ah  

  3sg jump-pass.go-DYNM 

  ‘He jumped quickly forward.’ (txt) 

 

(45) t h  wwaN-yé-ay-áh  
  3sg spy-enter-INCH-DECL 

  ‘He entered, spying around.’ (txt) 
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(46) t w  ppa t-hám-ay,   nuh=k b k=d’ h  

  path clear.path-go-DYNM head=break=PL 

  ‘The sauva (lit. ‘head-breaker’) ants cleared the path as they went.’ (txt) 

 

Example (47) is from a story about a man who takes revenge on a spirit who has 

cooked his children; the man tricks the spirit into letting him puncture him with 

a thorn, upon which the man pulls out the spirit’s insides and kills him. 

  

(47) / n ‡h  hã êw g=tQn  t h  [[k k-[d’ h-way]]-h /-y /-ay-áh 
  1pl.POSS heart=MEAS2 3sg pull-send-go.out-complete-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Right up to where our heart is, he pulled everything out.’ (txt) 

 

 

B. Manner/activity + Position (open + closed class). 

 

Examples of these compounds include nçh-d’ak- (stick.against) ‘fall/hit against 

a vertical surface’, h h-g’ã/- (hold.against.body-be.suspended) ‘hold against 

body while suspended (in hammock)’, g-pQm- (drink-be.seated) ‘drinking 

while seated’, key-g’et- ‘stand watching’, bug’-g’et- ‘pile into a heap’, and 

those given in (48–50). 

 

(48) /ãh /ám- n kkey-g’ã ê /-ã êy  

  1sg 2sg-OBJ see-hang.suspended-DYNM 

  ‘I’m lying in a hammock and watching you.’ (el) 

 

(Note that g’a/-key- is grammatical, but means ‘trying out a new hammock’; 

key- is thus acting as an auxiliary, as discussed in §9.4.2.4 below.) 

 

(49) g’çp-yó/,  /ãh nnç/-d’ák-áh  
  dip.out-SEQ 1sg give-stick.against-DECL  

  ‘Having dipped (out the beer), I gave it to her.’ (txt) 

 

(50) h Ùt=teg   /am ttçn-pæ m-æh  

  tobacco=stick 2sg hold-sit-DECL 

  ‘You’re sitting there with a cigar.’ (txt) 

 

 The roots within the compound in example (51) illustrate the compatibility 

of the stem-ordering conventions of semantic elements with the logical tempo-

ral succession of events, as mentioned above. Here, the components of the 

woman’s action (manner, motion, and locational goal) parallel the successive 

positions of the frog: 
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(51) wo/-hi-wób-an=mah         t h    

  remove.groundcover-FACT-be.set.on-DIR=REP 3sg  

 

  yyo-b’uy-wób-óh  

  dangle-throw-set.on-DECL  

  ‘She swung (the frog) onto the rubbish pile, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

 The intransitive manner verbs that relate to posture (i.e., manner of position) 

are often found preceding verbs of the position class. Such compounds include 

tuk-wob- (face.down-rest.on) ‘lie face down on something’, tuk-yQt- (face. 

down-lie) ‘lie face down’, yçw-g’et- (straight-stand) ‘stand straight (arms and 

legs in alignment)’, caj-wob- (right.side.up-rest.on) ‘lie face up on something’, 

caj-d’ak- (right.side.up-stick.against) ‘be leaning against something, face up’, 

minuk-pQm- (head.bowed-sit) ‘crouch in huddled position’, yoyo-g’ã/ (hang. 

from.above-dangle) ‘hang by hands or a rope’, mam-d’ak- (lean.to.side-stick. 

against) ‘stand leaning to one side with shoulder against something’, and exam-

ple (52). 

 

(52) nút  t h n… d’o/-hçy-g’e t-y /- y 

  here 3sg-OBJ take-bum.stuck.out-stand-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘He made him stand with his bum stuck out.’ (txt) 

 

 

C. Position + Motion/path (closed + closed class) 

 

Compounds made up of members of both closed classes occur, although they 

are not particularly common. The order of elements corresponds to the time-

stability of the events; in (53), for example, the position – being in contact with 

the wall – is intermittent, while the motion/path – wandering about (the bound 

stem g’o/-) – is constant.   

 

(53) t h  pe/pe/-dd’ak-g’ó/-óh  

  3sg grope-stick.against-go.about-DECL 

  ‘He was groping around along the wall.’ (txt) 

 

In example (54), the wire’s vertically supported position is likewise (spatially) 

intermittent, whereas its path (strung along an area) is constant: 

 

(54) /arámi  t t  núp=y /  dd’ak-ham-n h- y  
  barbed.wire cord this=TEL  stick.against-go-be.like-DYNM 

  ‘Barbed wire was strung across like this.’ (txt) 
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D. Motion/path + Position (closed + closed class). 

 

An alternative order for the compounded members of these two closed classes, 

in contrast to (C) above, is illustrated in examples (55–56). Both of these exam-

ples come from a rendition of the Origin Story,
119

 which describes the long voy-

age in a mythical canoe taken by the forebears of the region’s peoples, after 

their creation. The travelers remained seated in the canoe throughout the jour-

ney, as the canoe traveled up and down river after river. The relative time-

stability of their sitting, as opposed to the more short-term event of exiting a 

location, probably explains the order of the stems.  

 

(55) yawadaté-ét=mah  h d  wway-pQm-p d- h 

  Yawaraté-OBL=REP 3pl  go.out-seated-DIST-DECL 

  ‘From Yawaraté also, they say, they all went out sitting.’ (txt)  
 

(56) y t  h d  wway-g’ã/-ní-h  

  thus 3pl  go.out-suspended-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Thus they went out suspended (in the canoe).’ (txt) 

 

 The order of the roots in compounds like example (57) can also be under-

stood as temporally motivated, since the second root represents the stable posi-

tion that resulted from the motion/path event (and the final verb g’et- functions 

as an auxiliary; see §9.4.2.4B below). This is comparable to the role of temporal 

sequence in motivating the combination of two motion/path roots or root com-

binations in a compound (e.g., example 8 above, yçyçp-j’ap--tu/- [d’ h-
ham]=b’ay-ah ‘[his penis] rubbed, broke off, fell into the water, and was 

swept away’).  

 

(57) t h  ccak-wob-g’ét-éh 
  3sg ascend-rest.on-stand(=stay)-DECL 

  ‘He climbed back in to stay (in the canoe).’ (txt)  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
119

 This Origin Story is widespread in the Vaupés and is generally considered by eth-

nographers to be a Tukanoan myth; currently, however, the Hupd’ h also tell it as their 

own. 
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E. Motion/path + Motion/path (closed + closed class). 

 

This combination is rare but occasionally occurs, as in example (58). Here, the 

speaker is emphasizing the fact that the person in question has gone away from 

the village (the speaker’s deictic center), in the direction away from the river. 

The final root ‘go’ is thus more resultative (i.e., he’s gone away from here), 

while the person’s direction is less time-stable or important in the long run. 

 

(58) kanin     ccçp-ham-pó-h !  
  ‘sleepy’ (Tuk) go.away.from.river-go-EMPH1-DECL 

  ‘ “Sleepyhead” has gone away (into the forest)!’ (cv) 

 

 

F. Activity/manner + Transition/resulting state (open + open class). 

 

Examples of compounds formed from members of these two classes involve 

situations where an activity/manner verb brings about a resulting state (although 

both the activity and the transition may be occurring simultaneously). Such 

compounds (which are not very frequent) include /çc-h b- (squeeze.in.tipiti-

dry) ‘make manioc mash dry by squeezing in tipiti’ and example (59). 

 

(59) /ãh g-ná/-ay  

  1sg drink-lose.consciousness-DYNM 

  ‘I’m drunk.’ (i.e., ‘I’ve reached a state of semi-consciousness through  

  drinking’) (cv) 

  

 

G. Manner/activity + Manner/activity (open + open class).  

 

As with most of the other types of compounds described here, the final root in a 

compound formed from two manner/activity verbs also tends to be the most 

time-stable component. Thus the last root in example (60) refers to the on-going 

activity (serving) that provides the context for the more sporadic activity (sing-

ing) within the context of the drinking party,
120

 while the final component in 

examples (61–62) is the one that best characterizes the resulting state.  

                                                
120

 But note that in this example the opposite order g’çp-yamhidç/- is also accepted by 

consultants, possibly reflecting the fact that the repeated action of serving cuias of beer 

can be conceptualized as more intermittent if the timeframe in question is scaled down 

to the activity of singing. The verb ‘sing’ is a lexicalized form containing the root yam- 
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(60) /ãh yyamhidç/-g’ p- h  

  1sg sing-serve-DECL 

  ‘I was singing while serving beer.’ (cv) 

 

(61) t h  kk t-c ic ih-y /- h  

  3sg chop-divide.into.bits-TEL-DECL 

  ‘He chopped (the spirits) into many pieces.’ (i.e., ‘divided them into bits  

  by chopping’) (txt) 

 

(62) m y nçm ‡h=d’ h  / n  mmQh- t h-y /- y  

  house house.dweller=PL 1sg.OBJ hit-break-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘The people who live here have hit and broken me (my bones).’ (txt)   

 

 In summary, compounds in Hup tend to correspond to the following ordering 

conventions, based on the four primary semantic categories of the component 

roots:  

 

Manner/activity + Motion/path  

Manner/activity + Position 

Position + Motion/path 

Motion/path + Position 

Motion/path + Motion/path 

Manner/activity + Transition/resulting state 

Manner/activity + Manner/activity 

 

These conventions, and those governing the order of roots where flexibility 

exists vis-à-vis these classes, correspond to the relative time-stability or resulta-

tive status of the sub-events. In addition to – and probably as a result of – these 

general semantic ordering principles, a combination of a transitive root (all of 

which belong in the manner/activity class) with an intransitive root always re-

quires the transitive root to precede the intransitive.  

 

 

9.4.2.3. Complex compounds: ordering of multiple roots 

 

These ordering principles interact with the temporal succession principle dis-

cussed above to organize compounds that are made up of more than two roots. 

                                                                                                                   
‘dance, sing kapiwaya’; the rest of the compound may be hi-dç/- ‘FACT-count, keep 

track of’. 
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In (63), for example, the manner/activity root j’ p- ‘lash (tie) to’ precedes the 

manner/activity root m’Qc- ‘squeeze tight’, which in turn precedes the position 

root d’ak- ‘stick against, be against a vertical surface’ – an ordering that iconi-

cally mirrors the ordering of events and corresponds to the manner/activity + 

position ordering convention: 

  

(63) tú/-út    h d  jj’ ‚p-m’Qc-d’ak-y /-ay-áh  

  house.pole-OBL 3pl  lash-squeeze.tight-stick.against-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘They tied (his basket) tightly against the house-pole.’ (txt) 

 

 More integrated compounds are often ‘nested’ inside larger, less-integrated 

compounds. Thus the organizing principles discussed above can apply on sev-

eral levels within the same verb word, as the following examples illustrate.  

 

[Manner-Position]-Motion/path: 

 

(64) t h  [[nçh-d’ak] -kót-op  

  3sg [fall-stick.against]-travel.in.circles-DEP  

  ‘It went knocking around (inside the box)’. (txt) 

 
Manner/activity-[Manner-Motion/path] (the nested manner-path form is semi-

lexicalized; see discussion in §9.4.2.4C below): 

 

(65) dó/-n’ n  t h  ccet-[w d-ye]-p d- h  

  child-PL.OBJ 3sg carry.on.back-[arrive-enter]-DIST-DECL 

  ‘He always entered carrying (food) for the children.’ (txt) 

  

[Manner-Position]-Activity/manner linked in temporal sequence: 

 

(66) h d  [[nçh-d’ak] -g’ ç-ay-áh  

  3pl  [fall-stick.against]-bite-INCH-DECL 

  ‘They (jaguars) would fall on (the people) and bite them.’ (txt) 

 

[Activity/manner-Activity/manner]-AUX (see below for discussion of auxiliary 

stems): 

 

(67) t n ‡h  mum y t h y mçy-an  [[yaN-m’Qc]-d’o/-y /- h  

  3sg.POSS arm   tapir anus-DIR   [suck.in-squeeze.tight]-take-TEL-DECL 

  ‘Her arm had been swallowed up and stuck in the tapir’s anus.’ (txt) 
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In example (68), two nested compounds are linked together in temporal se-

quence:  

 

(68) [[way-d’o/]-[nçh-d’ k]=d’ h,  d h dadáp=d’ h 

  [go.out-take]-[fall-stick.against]= PL water roach=PL 

  ‘The ones who had taken flight and hit against (the sky), the water- 

  roaches…’ (txt) 

 

 In a few cases, however, roots or root combinations appear to follow the op-

posite order from that of the temporal sequence of the events. This resembles 

the “inverse relationship” of roots in Barasana and Tatuyo compounds, as de-

scribed by Gómez-Imbert (1988: 103). In Hup, these are all compounds whose 

roots have a relationship based on purpose, as we see in (69–71). All the exam-

ples of this ‘inverse’ ordering type encountered have a position or motion/path 

verb as the final root. 

 

(69) h d  [[yam]-[cak-g’e t]-/ -h 

  3pl  dance/sing-[raise.up-stand]-PERF-DECL 

  ‘They used to stand up in order to sing/dance.’ (txt) 

 

(70) /ay p=/ h [[key]-[wçn-hám]-ay-áh  

  one=MSC  see-[follow-go]-INCH-DECL 

  ‘A man followed after in order to see (where the spirit went).’ (txt) 

  

(71)  w h=n’ n (…)   d’o/-[[hup-hipãh]-[nQn] -ní-h          
  River.Indian=PL.OBJ take-[RFLX-know]-[come]-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘He made the River Indians come in order to be educated.’  

  (txt; repeated from 23 above)  

 

 These examples are probably not as exceptional as they might appear at first 

glance. First, since the compounded meaning is one of purpose, and the com-

pound itself is neutral as to whether or not the intended activity was actually 

carried out, the final verb is actually more grounded in real time and real events, 

hence in a sense more ‘stable’. This explanation also accounts for the com-

pound-final placement of certain causative stems (resulting in an effect-cause 

stem ordering), as discussed in §9.4.1.2B above. Moreover, the order of stems 

in compounds like (69–71) corresponds to the formal conventions based on the 

semantic classes above, in which position and motion/path information tends to 

occur last. 

 A few other exceptional cases of root ordering exist in my corpus, although 

these are not common. They illustrate that – for certain compounds – the order 
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of stems may be relatively flexible, and probably depends largely on the spea-

ker’s construal of the event, particularly which aspect he/she considers more 

salient or more continuous (compare English ‘they cried going out’ and ‘they 

went out crying’). In (72) (from the Origin Story), for example, the simul-

taneous events of exiting-while-seated and crying are presented in an order op-

posite to that which their semantic classes would predict – the activity/manner 

verb ‘cry’ would be expected to come first, but is compound-final. Consultants 

judge the more expected variants /çt-way-pQm- (cry-go.out-sit) and /çt-pQm-
way- (cry-sit-go.out) to be grammatically and semantically comparable; other 

combinations are considered to be more questionable.  

 

(72) h d  wway-pQm-/ t-çp=mah j’ã êh   yúw-úh  

  3pl  go.out-seated-cry-DEP=REP DST.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘They went out seated, crying.’ (txt) 

 

 

9.4.2.4. Auxiliary and ‘vector’ roots: aspect, mode, and Aktionsart in  

  compounds  

 

The most highly integrated type of verbal compound involves a root whose 

main function is to modify another root (or multiple roots within a compound), 

thereby usually providing aspect, Aktionsart, or modal information. The proto-

typical position of these modifying roots is compound-final (although the result-

ing compound may itself be nested inside a larger, less-integrated compound). 

These compounds have much in common with the ‘ambient’ serial construc-

tions that Aikhenvald (2003a: 424) describes for Tariana, in which one verb 

serves as a modifier to the other.  

 The verb roots in this class range from those that are much like normal verbs 

in compounds to those that resemble real auxiliaries. This corresponds to a cline 

of grammaticalization (viewed from a synchronic perspective), ranging from 

roots that are ordinary main verbs, to those that have an auxiliary-like function 

when they appear in compound-final position but retain their original semantics, 

to those roots that are semantically quite clearly only auxiliaries – that is, their 

function in compound-final position is semantically distinct from their function 

as main verbs (i.e., verbs that appear in non-compounded form), and in a few 

cases they cannot act as a main verb at all. While the most grammaticalized 

examples represent a fairly small class, these auxiliary-like verbs cannot be said 

to form a closed group; especially since the compound-final position itself may 

signal an auxiliary interpretation, there is no strict division between those com-

pound-final forms that are no more than normal verb roots, and those that per-

form some modifying function. For example, a compound such as / d-muh /- 
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(speak-play; see example 77 below) has the semi-idiomatic meaning ‘joke’, but 

there may be little difference pragmatically between interpreting this as ‘a uni-

tary event of speaking and playing’, or as ‘playing through speaking’. 

 Because these compound-internal verb roots can be understood to corre-

spond to a continuum or cline of grammaticalization between verb and auxil-

iary, many can be best characterized as ‘vector verbs’ (Hook 1991, cf. Hopper 

and Traugott 1993: 112–114) – i.e., verbs that are at an intermediate point of 

grammaticalization between main verb and auxiliary (itself part of a larger cline 

between main verb and affix). Like the Hindi compounds described by Hook 

(1991), Hup compounds of this type contain a verbal complex of a ‘main verb’ 

followed by a ‘vector’. These vector verbs impart aspectual, modal, or other 

information to the clause, and belong to a large, diverse class, with a low degree 

of specialization. In Hup, vector verbs appear to represent one stage in the 

grammaticalization process from verb root to true auxiliary to Inner Suffix or 

other formative.  

 The following subsections provide an illustration of verb roots in compounds 

that act as modifiers, and their variation as more and less similar to their func-

tion as independent main verbs. 

 

 

A. Roots within compounds that are more like independent main verbs 

 

Roots which perform an auxiliary-like function when compound-final but retain 

their original verbal semantic identity include -tuk- ‘want to do V’, -hipãh- 
‘know how to V’, h /- ‘finish, use up (something) through doing V’, h t y- ‘do 

V industriously’, and muh /- ‘play at/through V’: 

   

(73) wQd-hh /-y /- y  

  eat-finish-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘(He’s) eaten (it) all up.’ (cv) 
 

(74) y t=mah  t h  [yo-d’o/]-hhipãh-n h      

  thus=REP  3sg [hang.from.above-take]-know-NEG  

 

  g’ h-g’et-g’ó/-op=b’ay  

  be-stand-go.about-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘So he was standing around, not knowing how to carry (the fish).’ (txt)  

 

(75) / n- n  [b /-hitam]--tuk-yó/… 
  1pl-OBJ work-cooperate-want-SEQ 

  ‘Having wanted to help us…’ (txt) 
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(76) /ãh g-hh t y-n h    káh, /in ç !  
  1sg drink-be.industrious.NEG DISJ mother’s.sister 

  ‘But I don’t have any stomach for drinking, Aunt!’ (txt) 

 

(77) / d-mmuh ê / -u ê‚y  yúw-úh !  
  speak-play-DYNM that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘He’s joking!’ (cv) 

  

 

B. Roots within compounds that are less like independent verbs 

 

Some of the most common of the more grammaticalized auxiliary or vector 

verbs are presented here. These forms tend to be semantically distinct from their 

variants as independent verbs. 

 

-d’o/-  Auxiliary meaning: ‘do V in an abrupt or goal-oriented way’. Free verb: 

‘take’ (compare the non-literal use of ‘take’ in many of the English translations 

of these compounds). Note that this verb also functions as a causative element 

(as the first element in the compound; see §9.4.1.2 above).  

 

(78) g’et-dd’o/-n h=h    /ãêh-ã êh 
  stand-take-NEG=NONVIS 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I can’t stand up.’ (txt) 

 

(79) doy-dd’ó/ !  
  bend.down-take-IMP 

  ‘Duck!’; ‘Take a duck!’ (cv) 

 

(80) / n  h d  g’et-hipãh-dd’ó/-ay-áh 

  1sg.OBJ  3pl  stand(CAUSATIVE)-know-take-INCH-DECL 

  ‘They reminded me.’ (txt) 

 

(81) hã Ùy- n key-dd’ó/ -ów-ay /ãêh-ãw-ã êh  

  um-OBJ see-take-FLR-INCH 1sg-FLR-DECL 

  ‘I’ve seen what-his-name.’ (caught a glimpse of illicit behavior). (cv) 
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(82) yúp g’ ç-j’ap-dd’o/-yó/, t n ‡h  yçm y máh   

  that bite-snap-take-SEQ  3sg.POSS anus  near  

 

  t h   wók-ay-áh 

  3sg  rub-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having bitten off a piece of it (hot pepper) she rubbed it around (the  

  tapir’s) anus.’ (txt)  

 

-key-  Auxiliary: ‘experience/try to do V’. Free verb: ‘see’ (cf. English ‘see if 

you can V’ = ‘try to V’). 

 

(83) b /-kkey-kQ‡m ! 
  work-see-IMP2 

  ‘Try to do it!’ (cv) 

 

(84) g’ã/-kkéy-éy  

  hang.suspended-see-DYNM 

  ‘Trying out a new hammock’ (el) 

 

(85) d’o/-h h-kkey-kQ‡m=b’ay !  
  take-make.sound-see-IMP2=AGAIN 

  ‘Play it back so I can “see” how it sounds.’ (txt) 

 

(86) /ám có/-óy  g-kkey-kQ‡m ! 
  2sg LOC-DYNM drink-see-IMP2 

  ‘You try some (drink)!’ (cv) 

 

-tu- Auxiliary: ‘want; proximative (imminent future)’. This is a bound, phonol-

ogically reduced variant of tuk- ‘want’, which itself can also act as a auxiliary-

type root (see example 75 above). In morphophonological contexts where -tu- is 

possible (i.e., a vowel-initial suffix directly follows), a speaker’s choice of un-

reduced -tuk- results in a more emphatic and insistent expression of desire, 

whereas -tu- expresses more neutral desire (compare 89a and b). Both -tuk- and 

-tu- are also used to express imminent future regardless of volition (example 90; 

see also §13.2). Note that the grammaticalization of volition to future is cross-

linguistically common (e.g., English ‘will’).  

 

(87) y -n h-yó/=mah  h Ùp wQd-ttú-up  g’çê‚h- êy=nih 
  that-be.like-SEQ=REP fish eat-want-DEP be-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘So, being in a situation of wanting to eat fish…’ (txt) 
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(88) h ‚êt  /ãh [ham-g’o/]-ttú-t...   ham-g’ó/-op 

  where 1sg go-go.about-want-OBL  go-go.about-DEP 

  ‘Wherever I wanted to go… I’d go there.’ (txt)  
 

(89) a) cúg /ãh w /-ttúk-úy=h   
   fiddle 1sg hear-want-DYNM=NONVIS 

   ‘I want to hear the fiddle!’ (emphatic) (cv) 

 

  b) cúg /ãh w /-ttú-y=h   
   fiddle 1sg hear-want-DYNM=NONVIS 

   ‘I’d like to hear the fiddle.’ (non-emphatic) (cv)  

 

(90) t h  g’et-g’o/-ttú-ay 
  she stand-go.about-want-INCH 

  ‘She’s almost walking.’ (a toddler) (ru) 

 

-tubud-  Auxiliary: ‘completely; intensification’ (see also §15.1.3.1). In inde-

pendent form, this root can be used to mean ‘die, lose consciousness’, but this 

use is rare and is not attested in my text corpus.  

 

(91) cet-ham-ttubud-y /- y,    hup=/ãêy- n 
  carry.on.back-go-INTS3-TEL-DYNM person=FEM-OBJ 

  ‘(He) carried the girl a long way off!’ (txt)  

 

(92) / n    mQy-ttubud-pó-y    páh    
  1sg.OBJ  owe-INTS3-EMPH1-DYNM  PRX.CNTR  

 

  yú-wa-áh,       c c ! 
  that.ITG-old.woman-DECL  INTERJ  
  ‘That old girl really owes me, dang it!’ (txt) 

 

-ni-  Auxiliary: indicates that the subject has entered a state in which the event 

is occurring or has relevance; often serves to set the stage for a description of 

other concurrent events. Free verb: ‘be’. The verb ni- is used in a number of 

non-canonical ways in Hup (see §8.4). 
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(93) t h- n  y /=d’ h tuk-nní-ay-áh     
  3sg-OBJ wasp=PL  sting-be-INCH-DECL  

 

  …núp  t h  tç/çh-ham-nní-ay-áh 

  … here 3sg run-go-be-INCH-DECL 

  ‘The wasps are stinging him… here he’s running away.’ (looking at a  

  picture) (txt) 

 

(94) tiy /=b’ay key-d’ob-g’et-nní-ay-áh 
  man=AGAIN see-descend.to.river-stand-be-INCH-DECL  

  ‘There was a man standing on the bank looking down at her.’ (txt) 

 

(95) t h=tæh/ín   n ‡h  hupáh=mah  t h    
  3sg=child.mother POSS back=REP  3sg  

 

  tawak-g’ã/-pog-nní-ay-áh 

  be.stiff-hang.suspended-EMPH1-be-INCH-DECL  

  ‘He was stuck stiffly against his wife’s back.’ (txt) 

 

(96) tedé=d’ h- t t h  b /-ni-c ‚êp- ‚êh 
  three=PL-OBL 3sg work-be-COMPL-DECL 

  ‘He’s worked with three of them.’ (sp) 

 

-g’e t-  Auxiliary: ‘stay’. Free verb: ‘stand’.  
 

(97) j’ã êp mi- t  pQ-gg’é t-ep=b’ay  

  other  river-OBL go.upstream-stand-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘They went and stayed up another river.’ (txt) 

 

(98) h h  m ‡/=y /   d’ak-g’o/-key-yó/=mah      

  canoe  UNDER=TEL  stick.against-go.about-see-SEQ=REP  

 

  t h   cak-wob-gg’é t-éh 

  3sg  climb-rest.on-stand-DECL 

  ‘After being under the canoe for a while, he climbed in again (to stay)’  

  (txt) 
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(99) nQn     tæêh=d’ h  n’ikán   d’ob-gg’et-ní-ay-áh  

  Miriti.Tapuyo offspring=PL  over.there go.to.river-stand-be-INCH-DECL   

  ‘The Miriti-Tapuyo people went down (to river) and stayed’ (txt) 

 

-j’ap-  Auxiliary: ‘stop doing V’. Free verb: ‘break/snap in two’ (cf. English 

‘break off doing V’). Use of this verb as an auxiliary is relatively infrequent; it 

is much more common as a free verb root.  

 

(100) nupm’æ   /ãh g-jj’ap-y /- y 
  at.this.time 1sg drink-snap-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘I quit drinking at about this time (of day).’ (cv) 

 

(101) hi-m /-g’ t   / n  b /-jj’ap-y /- h   
  FACT-UNDER-stand 1pl  work-snap-TEL-DECL 

  ‘We’ll stop working at noon.’ (ru) 

  
 

C. Compound-initial auxiliary-type forms 

 

There are at least two cases of auxiliary-like forms that occur compound-

initially, rather than compound-finally. Unlike the compound-final forms listed 

above, which tend to develop into Inner Suffixes or clitics with grammatical 

functions, these pre-forms are becoming lexicalized together with the verbs with 

which they regularly occur to form a new set of fused lexical items.  

 The verb k d- can be used as an independent verb meaning ‘pass (by)’, as 

well as a compound-final auxiliary-type form acting as an Elative marker (see 

§15.1.3.3), but when it precedes motion/path verbs in compounds it indicates 

speed. Verb compounds with k d- tend to be phonologically reduced, but most 

speakers are able to separate them in slow speech. Phonological processes in-

volve the reduction of the consonant cluster and the harmonization of the initial 

vowel with the following vowel. Such forms include: k d-ham- [kaRam] ‘go 

quickly’; k d-d’ob- [kod’ob
m

] ‘go down to water quickly’; (d’o/-)k d-nQn- 

[kQnQn] ‘(bring) come quickly’; k d-way- [kaRay] ‘go out quickly’; k d-hi- 
[kiRi] ‘descend quickly’; k d-cak- [ka ak] ‘ascend quickly’; and k d-wag [ka-
wagn] ‘dawn’ from the ‘verby’ noun ‘day’ (cf. §4.1.3). 

 The verb w d- likewise precedes motion/path verbs in compounds, and con-

tributes the meaning ‘arrive’. As an independent verb, its semantics are quite 

distinct: ‘fish-spawn’, i.e., the arrival and passing of large numbers of fish dur-

ing their upriver journey. Addition of the Factitive prefix hi- gives rise to a dis-

tinct main verb, the form hi-w d- ‘arrive (to where someone is), meet (some-

one)’. Despite their more opaque semantics, these forms are less phonologically 
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reduced than the compounds with k d-; consonant clusters are simplified, but 

vowel quality varies between V and / /. These compounds include: w d-ham- 
[w Ram] ‘arrive (going)’ (from travelers’ point of view); w d-nQn- [w RQn] 

‘arrive (coming)’ (from residents’ point of view); w d-ye- [w dye] ‘arrive in-

side’ (also ‘arrive in village from a short foray’); w d-d’ob- [w d’obm] ‘arrive 

down at river’; w d-cçp- [w çp] ‘arrive up from river’; w d-hi- [wiRi] ‘arrive 

downstream’, w d-pQ- [w dpQ] ‘arrive upstream’. 

 In the context of ‘nested’ compounds, the ability of k d to be repeated illus-

trates the distinct identity of the relexicalized, compound-internal form from its 

function as a main verb: 

 

(102) t h  hup-kk d-[k dhi]-y /-ní-p=b’ay  

  3sg RFLX-pass-pass.descend-TEL-INFR2-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘She turned around (lit. REFLEXIVE-pass) and went back down quickly.’  

  (txt) 

 

 

9.4.3. Maximal integration: stems and formatives 

 

As discussed in §3.4.1, Hup has a class of formatives, the Inner Suffixes, which 

occur in exactly the same position in the verb word as do compound-final verb 

stems (whether main verbs or auxiliary/vector stems) – that is, following the 

other verb stems in the word, but preceding the Boundary Suffix and peripheral 

formatives. An example of an Inner Suffix is the Venitive marker -/ay- (cf. 

§12.7): 

 

(103) b’ t-an ham-//áy-áy   /ám ? 
  roça-DIR go-VENT-DYNM  2sg 

  ‘Have you just returned from the roça?’ (cv) 

 

 In addition, Hup’s several ‘fluid’ formatives are able to occur in either pe-

ripheral or Inner Suffix position, as discussed in §3.5. Many of these forms are 

formally identical to – although semantically distinct from – verb stems. This 

flexibility between peripheral and Inner Suffix position is illustrated by the 

Frustrative marker yQ)h (cf. §14.4) in examples (104a–b); the same form also 

occurs as the verb stem ‘request, order, compel’ in (104c): 

 

(104) a) núw- n /ãh túk-úy  yyæ êh 
   this-OBJ 1sg want-DYNM FRUST 

   ‘I’d like this one (but I don’t expect to get it).’ (el) 
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  b) núw- n /ãêh tuk-yyQê ‚h-æêh 
 this-OBJ 1sg want-FRUST-DECL 

 ‘I’d like this one (but I don’t expect to get it).’ (cv)  

 

  c) deh cã Ùy- n  t h  hop-yyæ êh-æêh 
 water beetle-OBJ 3sg immerse-request-DECL 

 ‘He sent the water-beetle down into the water.’ (txt ) 

 

 Clearly, these Inner Suffix forms resemble verb roots within compounds – 

both by virtue of their place within the verb word, and of the fact that a number 

of formatives are formally identical, or near-identical, to verb roots. As dis-

cussed in detail in §3.7, these formal overlaps between roots and formatives are 

indicative of a grammaticalization cline in Hup: verb root > vector/auxiliary 

stem > Inner Suffix > (peripheral formative). Aikhenvald (2002a: 127) observes 

that the grammaticalization of a compounded verb is a typical process among 

Eastern Tukanoan languages as well, so its presence in Hup may be part of a 

larger areal phenomenon.  

 Like the distinction between verb root and auxiliary, that between auxiliary 

and Inner Suffix is not black and white. Essentially, most Inner Suffixes can be 

understood as highly grammaticalized auxiliaries, which in many cases have no 

counterparts that can act as main or independent verbs – or if they do, the two 

are fully distinct semantically. Many of these forms have undergone phonologi-

cal reduction of their final consonant, although this is limited to the context of a 

following vowel-initial Boundary Suffix. Many morphemes in Hup appear to be 

in a transitional stage between verb root and formative. The variants tuk- / -tu- 
‘want, imminent future (proximative)’, listed with the auxiliaries in §9.4.2.4B 

above, are an example of such a borderline case. Another example is the 

Completive aspect marker -c )p- / -c ‚w- (cf. §12.5), as in examples (105–106). 

The form c )p- also occurs as a verb stem, but in an extremely limited context 

(which also has to do with completing), referring to the final stage of making a 

basket. Despite their distinct semantics, both forms probably derive from a 

common verb stem. The grammaticalization process may have involved both 

semantic generalization in the case of the inflectional affix and specification in 

the case of the independent stem. 

 

(105) b’ y=d’ h t h=p g=d’ h  wQd-d’o/-nQn-cc ‚ êw- ê‚y 

  traira=PL  3sg=big=PL   eat-take-come-COMPL-DYNM  

  ‘The big traira have already come to eat (take the bait).’ (txt) 
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(106) y n h-yó/, g-hi--c ‚p-yó/    ní- y,   
  thus-SEQ  drink-FACT-COMPL-SEQ be-DYNM  

 

  p /-hi-cc ‚p-yó/     ní- y… 

  present-FACT-COMPL-SEQ  be-DYNM 

  ‘So, having finished drinking, having finished presenting the ritual  

  gift…’ (txt) 

 

 Just as the distinction between auxiliary and Inner Suffix is blurred, so is that 

between Inner Suffix and peripheral formative, due to the ability of fluid mor-

phemes to appear in either slot. Those forms that are formally identical to a 

main verb stem blur the distinction even further, as illustrated by example (104) 

above. In addition to Frustrative yQ)h, fluid formatives that resemble existing 

verb stems are the Repetitive marker b’ay ‘again’ (verb stem ‘return’), the Non-

visual evidential h (h) (verb stem ‘make noise’), and the Inferred evidential cud 

(verb stem ‘be inside’; see discussion in §3.5–3.7 and the sections devoted to 

these morphemes). While usually quite distinct semantically from their verbal 

realizations, some of these forms can occasionally be semantically ambiguous 

when they appear in Inner Suffix position. For example, the Nonvisual eviden-

tial hç) in example (107) lacks the final h of the verb stem h h- ‘make noise’, 

but both an evidential and a verbal interpretation are semantically/pragmatically 

appropriate: 

 

(107) him n=hçb    d’o/-d’ h-/áy  hám,   

  paxiuba.tree=hollow take-send-VENT  go.IMP  

 

  yúp  nçh-k d-hi-hh ê- n 

  that.ITG fall-pass-descend-Noise-OBJ 

  ‘Go fetch a paxiuba-tree-hollow, that one that I just heard fall (OR: that  

  just fell, making noise).’ (txt) 

 

 Despite such fuzzy boundaries, these fluid morphemes are clearly far di-

verged from verbhood. Many, such as the Nonvisual and Inferred evidentials, 

can occur with non-verbal hosts, and most of these formatives can co-occur 

with their verbal look-alikes within the same verbal construction: 

 

(108) h d  key-bb’áy-bb’ay-áh  

  3pl  see-return-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘They go back again to see.’ (txt) 
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(109) / n- n  b’ y / t h  d’ob-yyæ h-cud-yyæ êh-æêh  

  1pl-OBJ only 3sg descend.to.river-order-INFR-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘He told only us to come down to the river (in vain).’ (txt)  

 

 

9.5. Restrictions on compounding 

 

Durie (1997: 326–329) observes that in serializing languages, it is not always 

obvious (to the non-native speaker) when and why an event must be coded as 

two distinct predicates; one commonly encounters “examples of ungrammatical 

sentences where the writer is at a loss for explanation” (Durie 1997: 326). How-

ever, he notes, the explanation is usually simple: ungrammatical sentences are 

“less plausible event-types” than the grammatical cases. Moreover, what is con-

sidered a plausible event-type may vary with the language and the culture of its 

speakers.  

 Ungrammatical verb compounds in Hup can likewise usually be explained as 

representing less plausible event types. However, the grammaticality of the 

compound (and the exact type of event encoded) also has much to do with the 

semantic category of the roots (especially the final root), as discussed in 

§9.4.2.1 above. For example, in compounds where the first root is a man-

ner/activity verb, the compound is much more likely to be grammatical if the 

second root is of the closed motion/path or position class, and ungrammatical if 

the second root is another manner/activity verb, even if the difference in mean-

ing between the roots appears to be negligible. Thus to describe children shriek-

ing while bathing, one can form a compound with p k- ‘shriek’ and the mo-

tion/path verb tu/- ‘go into water’, but one cannot combine these with the 

manner/activity verb j’çm- ‘bathe’, as we see in examples (110–111). 

 

(110) dó/=d’ h pp k- tú/-úy,      j’ m=d’ h 

  child=PL  shriek-go.into.water-DYNM bathe=PL 

  ‘The children are shrieking in the water while bathing.’ (el) 

 

(111) *pp k- j’ m- y 
   shriek-bathe-DYNM 

 

Similarly, both j’çm- ‘bathe’ and p k- ‘shriek’ can combine with the mo-

tion/path verb ham- ‘go’, but the three cannot co-occur to form a compound 

meaning ‘shriek while swimming’. Such information must be conveyed via an 

adverbial construction. The possibilities are illustrated in example (112). 
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(112) a) jj’çm-hám-ay 
   bathe-go-DYNM 

   ‘swimming’  

 

  b) p k-hám-ay 

   shriek-go-DYNM 

   ‘going along shrieking’  

 

  c) *pp k- j’çm-hám-ay 
   shriek-bathe-go-DYNM 

 

  d) p êk- p=y /   jj’çm-hám-ay 
   shriek-DEP=TEL  bathe-go-DYNM 

   ‘Shrieking while swimming’ (el) 

 
Likewise, /ey-yçhçy- (call-look.for) is grammatical (see example 42 above), 

since calling and looking for someone/something is easily conceived as a uni-

tary event, but ‘call’ and ‘run’ can only combine in an adverbial clause, as in 

example (113). 

 

(113) a) /éy-ep=y /  /ãh ttç/ h- y 
   call-DEP=TEL 1sg run-DYNM 

   ‘I’m calling while running.’ (el) 

 

  b)  */ãh /ey- tç/ h- y 
       1sg call-run-DYNM 

 

 Compounded forms are likewise ungrammatical when roots have different 

subjects and there is no causation involved, as in example (114). 

 

(114) a) t h  wway-y /-m ‡/,  /ãh yyú-té-h  

 3sg go.out-TEL-UNDER 1sg wait-FUT-DECL 

 ‘I’ll wait for him to go out.’ (el) 

 

  b) /ãh t h- n  wway-yu-té-h  

 1sg 3sg-OBJ go.out-wait-FUT-DECL 

 ‘I’ll go out to wait for him.’ (el) 
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  c) */ãh t h- n  yyu-way-té-h 
    1sg 3sg-OBJ wait-go.out-FUT-DECL 

    Intended meaning: ‘I’ll wait for him to go out.’ 

 

 

9.6. Noun incorporation 

 

Noun incorporation, here defined as the combination of a noun stem with a verb 

stem “to yield a more specific, derived verb stem” (Mithun 1986: 32), is not 

widely productive in Hup. However, it does appear to exist in limited form.  

 First, there are a few frozen expressions that combine both noun and verb 

roots and are on their way to becoming lexicalized as single words. These in-

clude h -mQh- (game.animal-kill) ‘hunt’, and c h-w /- (scent-hear-) ‘smell’. In 

the latter example, the lexicalization of the noun-verb compound into a mono-

morphemic verb is illustrated by phonological reduction: it is usually pro-

nounced c ‚w ‚/- (with vowel harmony and nasal spreading), especially in the Tat 

Deh dialect region. Others are idiomatic and more fully lexicalized, such as hç-
wQd- (apparently ‘liver-eat-’) ‘be thirsty’, and the (zero-nominalized) epithet of 

the mythical snake character /in-wæd (mother-eat[NMZ]) ‘Mother-Eater’. There 

are also a few forms built on the kin term báb’ ‘sibling’, of which the most 

common is bab’-/ d- (sibling-speak) ‘chat together’ (cf. §11.2 Historical note). 

Since objects usually precede verbs in Hup clauses, these incorporated forms 

may represent lexicalization of frequently co-occurring forms, rather than an 

actual morphosyntactic process of noun incorporation. However, they may also 

be a fossilized remnant of a strategy that was more productive in the past (see 

the ‘Comparative note’ below).  

 One of the only forms of noun incorporation that are in some sense produc-

tive in Hup appears to be limited to body part nouns, and is associated with the 

strategy of external possession in Hup (see §5.3.1). When the possessed body 

part is stated explicitly in the clause, it often (though not obligatorily) directly 

precedes the verb, and may be unaccented, suggesting that the noun + verb con-

junct constitutes a single phonological word (example 115). In contrast, in Hup 

transitive clauses more generally the pronominal subject typically comes be-

tween the (accented) object and the verb – which is also possible in the context 

of external possession (example 116). 

 

(115) /ám- n /ãh yy m y yók tán-áh ! 
  2sg-OBJ 1sg anus  stab FUT.CNTR-DYNM 

  ‘I’ll stab you in the anus!’ (txt) 
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(116) mumuy cúm   nút  t h-an  t h  k t-d’ h-næn-ní-h ! 
  arm  beginning here 3sg-OBJ 3sg cut-send-come-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Right here on the upper arm he cut her!’ (cv) 

 

The incorporation of body part nouns also occurs in contexts that do not 

clearly involve possession, as in (117). However, since Hup’s basic word order 

is AOV and unfocused pre-verbal arguments are often unaccented anyway, it is 

in most cases unclear whether a body part noun is really incorporated by the 

verb or simply precedes it, especially when the possessor is not explicitly stated 

(body part terms in Hup are in general neither obligatorily nor inalienably pos-

sessed; see §5.4.5). Example (118) is such an unclear case; the interpretation of 

(117) is likewise not entirely straightforward, but the fact that the subject pro-

noun precedes the (unaccented) object nominal, rather than appearing in the 

(more canonical) opposite order, suggests that this example does indeed involve 

incorporation. 

 

(117) y -n’ h=mah  yúp  h d  ppã t  way-p d- h 
  that.ITG-NMZ=REP that.ITG 3pl  hair go.out-DIST-DECL 

  ‘Thus, it’s said, hair came out on them.’ (txt) 

 

(118) nuh b’  k t-b’ah-d’ h-hí-íy    p d=mah, y -d’ h- h ! 
  head gourd cut-split-send-descend-DYNM DIST=REP  that.ITG-PL-DECL 

  ‘They split right through (his/the) skull!’ (cv) 

 

The incorporation of body-part nouns in Hup is reminiscent of the noun incor-

poration strategy found in Hup’s sister Nadëb, which is limited to possessed 

entities generally, though not exclusively to body parts (Weir 1990; see ‘Com-

parative note’ below). 

Another phenomenon in Hup that resembles noun incorporation is limited to 

the context of reciprocal/interactional or reflexive expressions that involve a 

ditransitive verb with an explicitly stated nominal object. In this environment, 

the Interactional marker /u )h and the Reflexive hup, normally verbal prefixes, 

optionally detach from the verb and precede the object, while taking on the 

phonologically independent status of prepositional particles (example 119). 

That the object in this construction cannot inflect or be modified in any way, 

and that it lacks independent stress, suggest that it forms a grammatical and 

even phonological unit with the verb (see §11.1 and §11.2). 

 

(119) h d  / Ùh  nam  n /- y  
  3sg INTRC  poison give-DYNM  

  ‘They give poison to each other.’ (txt) 
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Locative postpositions also occasionally appear incorporated within the Hup 

verb word, although this is rare and not fully productive. There is only one ex-

ample in my corpus of a postposition preceding the verb root (as do all cases of 

incorporated nouns in the language; example 120). A few other postpositions 

follow the root (§10.3.1). (Note that incorporation of postpositions is reported to 

be productive in Nadëb and Dâw; see below.) 

 

(120) t n ‡h  mmah-g’ t=d’ h  

  3sg.POSS near-stand=PL 

  ‘The ones that go with him (work for him).’ (boys on a river-merchant’s  

  boat) (cv) 

 

 Certain other constructions in Hup may resemble incorporation at first 

glance, but are better characterized as verb root compounding. These cases in-

volve those roots that can occur as independent nouns (with the contrastive tone 

characteristic of Hup nouns), but can also receive inflection and act as verbs 

(which do not in general contrast for tone); an example is wQ‡d ‘food’ and wQd- 
‘eat’ (see §3.1). These flexible roots are distinct from the nominal components 

of the forms in the examples above, which cannot inflect as verbs. An example 

of a flexible root’s use in a compound is given in example (121). Here the root 

wã/ – also a noun meaning ‘vulture’ – is used as a verb meaning ‘make an in-

fant sick by engaging in sexual relations too soon after its birth’ (the diarrhea 

and vomiting of the sickness is presumably reminiscent of a vulture’s defense 

mechanism of vomiting half-digested food). That this should be considered root 

compounding and not incorporation is supported by the ability of the root wã/- 
to inflect and act as a predicate (wãê/-ã êy) in its own right. 

 

(121) t h-dó/- n  wwã/ -pay-yQt-y /- y…        
  3sg-child-OBJ make.vulture.sick-bad-lie-TEL-DYNM   

  ‘(She) made the child ‘vulture-sick’… (txt) 

 

 Hup has one further strategy that can be considered an example of produc-

tive noun incorporation. It is strictly limited to verbal constructions involving 

the stem ni- ‘be’ – a non-canonical verb in a number of ways, as discussed in 

§8.4. In general, these constructions involve a nominal root which – unlike wã/ 

and other flexible noun-verb roots – cannot receive inflection and act as a verbal 

predicate by itself; however, when followed by ni-, the combination produces a 

true verbal form.  

 These incorporating constructions are not fully productive, and in many 

cases have conventionalized, idiomatic meanings. In others, the verbal incorpo-

rating form has the meaning ‘have N’. Examples from my corpus are y h-ni- 
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(medicine-be) ‘give medicine’; c h-ni- (?-be)
121

 ‘dream’; do/-ni- (child-be) ‘be 

a child’, tok-ni- (belly-be) ‘be pregnant’ (used only with humans), and the fol-

lowing: 

 

tæh-ni- (offspring/son-be) ‘give birth; have a child’ 

(122) /ám- n /ãh ttæ h-ní- y,   tæêh  

  2sg-OBJ 1sg offspring-be-DYNM son 

  ‘You are my son, Son.’ (lit. ‘I son-have you’) (txt) 

 

hçm-ni- (sore-be) ‘have sores’  

(123) /ãh hhçm-ni-pó-y=nih      páh-áh,   c c !  
  1sg sore-be-EMPH1-DYNM=EMPH.CO PRX.CNTR-DECL INTERJ 

  ‘I really have some sores, dang it!’ (cv) 

 

cum-ni- ‘begin’ (compare t h=cúm ‘the beginning, first part’) 

(124) / n  b’oy-ccum-ni-yæêh-æêh  

  1pl  study-beginning-be-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘We began studying (in vain).’ (txt) 

 

hç-ni- ‘to think about something’ (h  ‘liver’)  

(125) cã ê-wag /ãh hhç-ní- y,   w’éh-éy=/ãy=m ‡/  j’ám… 
  other-day 1sg liver-be-DYNM far-DYNM=FEM=UNDER DST.CNTR 

  ‘Sometimes I think sadly, “I’m a woman from far away”…’ (txt) 

 

do/-d’ h-ni- (child-PL-be) ‘have children, be a parent’ (uses a plural   

   incorporated noun regardless of the number of the referent) 
 

(126) /íp  / n  ddo/-d’ h-ni-yó/  

  father 1sg.OBJ child-PL-be-SEQ 

  ‘After father had me…’ (txt) 

 

 

 

                                                
121

 There is no verb cç)h- in Hup. There is also no noun meaning ‘a dream’. The form 

cç‚h also appears in the directional cç‚h-có/ (-LOC) ‘left-hand’ (side, direction), and the 

noun cç‚Ùh refers to the islands formed in the areas of flooded forest during the rainy 

season.  
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yçh-ni- ‘have as in-laws’  

(127) ba/t ‡b’=n’ n /ay p=/ h yyçh-ní- h  

  spirit=PL.OBJ one=MSC  in.law-be-DYNM 

  ‘A man had spirits for in-laws.’ (i.e., he had married a spirit woman) (txt) 

 

bab’-ni- ‘accompany, be accompanied by; be consanguinally related to’  

(128) /apóncu- n /ãh bbab’-ni-té-h  

  Alfonso-OBJ 1sg sibling-be-FUT-DECL  

  ‘I’ll be accompanied by Alfonso.’ (cv) 

 

k d-ni- (bench-be) ‘be seated on a bench’  

(129) núp /ãh kk d-ni-ye-pQm-/ -p=y /  

  this    1sg  bench-be-enter-sit-PERF-DEP=TEL 

  ‘There on the bench where I’d sat when I entered…’ (txt) 

 

hat-ni- (name-be) literally ‘having a name’; used in nominalized form to mean  

   ‘an important person’ 

(130) hat-ní- p=/ãy  

  name-be-DEP=FEM 

  ‘An important woman’ (txt) 

 

 There is considerable evidence that these constructions involve the incorpo-

ration of a noun into a verbal construction, and that they form a distinct, proba-

bly closed class vis-à-vis the open, fully productive set of intransitive clauses of 

the type [noun ni-], which have the meaning ‘N exists’, ‘N is here’. First, the 

incorporated [noun + ni-] compounds form single phonological words: they take 

a verbal stress pattern (where stress falls on the final stem and/or inflectional 

affix), there is no pause phenomena dividing the noun from the verb, and the 

incorporated noun lacks distinctive tone (contrastive tone is characteristic of 

Hup nouns, but is not usually realized on Hup verbs; see §2.3.2.2). Second, the 

idiomatic meanings of some of these constructions supports their analysis as a 

set of compounds distinct from intransitive clauses; for example, bab’-ni- (sib-

ling-be) ‘be accompanied by; accompany’ may refer specifically to relatives, 

but need not; also compare hç-ni- (liver-be) ‘think about something’, etc.  

 In addition to these differences, incorporating forms are syntactically unlike 

intransitive clauses with ni-. For example, the resulting verbal construction 

takes a nominative pronoun, whereas non-incorporated nominal constructions 

can only take a possessive pronoun. This is illustrated in example (131) for c h-
ni- ‘dream’ and (132) for wan ni- ‘knife exists’: 
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(131) a) /ãh c h-ní- y  

   1sg dream-be-DYNM 

   ‘I dreamed.’ (cv) 

 

  b) *n ‡    c Ùh  ní- y 
    1sg.POSS  dream?? be-DYNM 

 

(132) a) */ãh w n ní- y  
     1sg knife be-DYNM  
 

  b) n ‡   w n ní- y  

   1sg.POSS knife be-DYNM 

   ‘My knife exists / is here.’ (i.e., ‘I have a knife.’) (el) 

 

However, some nouns can occur both in intransitive clauses with ni- and in 

incorporated constructions, as illustrated in example (133–134). 

 

(133) /ãh hçm-ní- y  

  1sg sore-be-DYNM 

  ‘I have a sore/sores.’ (el) 

 

(134) n ‡   h m ní- y  
  1sg.POSS sore be-DYNM 

  ‘My sore exists.’ (i.e., ‘I have a sore.’) (el) 

 

 Another syntactic indication of incorporation is the fact that non-

incorporated ni- clauses are intransitive, whereas many incorporated construc-

tions can take a direct object which is distinct from the incorporated noun. That 

the incorporated noun is itself not an ordinary direct object is evidenced by the 

fact that it cannot be marked for case, despite its number and animacy, whereas 

case-marking is obligatory for plural and human direct objects. Examples (135–

136) show plural, human incorporated nouns that are unmarked for case, with 

and without (case-marked) direct objects in the clause; example (137) shows an 

incorporated form used as a nominalized, headless relative clause, in which the 

object-marking occurs on the entire nominalized verb form but not on the in-

corporated noun.  

 

(135) ka/ p  tã/ãêy=d’ h  ttæ h-ní- h 

  two  woman=PL  child-be-DECL 

  ‘Two women gave birth / had children.’ (el)  
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(136) ka/ p=n’ n  t h  ttæ h-ní- y  

  two=PL.OBJ  3sg child-be-DYNM 

  ‘She had twins.’ (el) 

 

(137) /ãh hhçm-ní=n’ n hi-kéy-éy 
  1sg sore-be=PL.OBJ FACT-see-DYNM 

  ‘I take care of those with sores.’ (el) 

 

In contrast, examples (138–139) show non-incorporated direct objects with 

obligatory case marking.   

 

(138) …/ãh  n - h,  n ‡   ttæ êh=n’ n   

    1sg  say-DECL 1sg.POSS child=PL.OBJ 

  ‘…I said to my children.’ (txt) 

 

(139) n ‡   hh m=n’ n  /ãh hi-kéy-éy 
  1sg.POSS sore=PL.OBJ  1sg FACT-see-DYNM 

  ‘I take care of my sores.’ (el) 

 

 More evidence that the incorporated compound forms a single lexical item 

comes from one example – that of do/-d’ h-ni- ‘have children, become a par-

ent’ – in which an incorporated noun is obligatorily marked for plural. This 

plural-marking is frozen into the compound construction and does not change 

with the pragmatics of the situation (i.e., it appears regardless of whether the 

entities in question are actually single or multiple, as in example (126) above 

and in (140). Note that the incorporated singular form has a completely different 

meaning, do/-ni- ‘be a child’ (example 141). 

  

(140) /ãh ddo/-d’ h-ní- y  

  1sg child-PL-be-DYNM 

  ‘I have children; I am a parent.’ (even if only one child) (el) 

   

(141) /ãh ddo/-ní- y  

  1sg child-be-DYNM 

  ‘I am a child.’ (el) 

 

 In addition, incorporating ni- constructions act as units in derivation and 

other verb-related processes. They appear in the middle of longer verb com-

pounds, such as b’oy-cum-ni- (study-beginning-be-) ‘begin to study’ in example 

(124) above, and can take verbal valency-adjusting prefixes like any other verb:  
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(142) hi-bbab’-ni  
  FACT-sibling-be 

  ‘four’ (lit. ‘caused to have a sibling/companion’) 

  

(143) / h-bbab’-ni-d’o/-y /- y  

  INTRC-sibling-be-take-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘Come to live with relatives (after having lived away)’ (el) 

 

 Finally, still more evidence that the [noun + ni-] forms involve incorporation 

comes from negation strategies, which are different for predicate nominals and 

for verbal predicates (see Chapter 16). Nominals may be negated with the 

‘negative existence’ particle pã Ù (‘is not present, does not exist’; example 144a), 

while verbal negation requires the suffix -n h on the verb (144b). Incorporating 

forms typically take verbal negation (example 145). 

 

(144) a) h Ùp ppã Ù   
   fish NEG:EX 

   ‘There are no fish; I have no fish.’ (cv) 

 

  b) h Ùp k k-nn h   

   fish pull-NEG 

   ‘(He’s) not fishing.’ (el) 

 

(145) bab’-ni-n h j’ãêh   /ãêh=ti/ ! 
  sibling-be-NEG DST.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG 

  ‘I have no one / no siblings to accompany me.’ (txt) 

 

 As noted above, the productivity of incorporation with ni- appears to be lim-

ited; most incorporated forms are conventionalized and many have developed 

idiosyncratic meanings. However, there are one or two examples in my corpus 

where speakers use incorporating forms that are highly lexically specific and 

unusual, suggesting that the process may occasionally be used to produce new, 

non-conventionalized forms, as we see in example (146): 

 

(146) ní- y=mah,  pó/d’ah có/, dd’ub-ní=d’ h 
  be-DYNM=REP upriver LOC tail-be=PL 

  ‘They exist, they say, upriver; those (people) who have tails.’ (txt) 
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Comparative and historical note 

 

The development of Hup’s noun incorporation strategy with ni- was probably 

motivated in part by contact with Tukano. The verb ni- is almost certainly a 

loan form in Hup (see §8.4), and the ni- verbalizing construction closely resem-

bles the Tukano use of a verbalizer -ti to make a noun into a verb meaning 

‘have N’ (Ramirez 1997a: 353). For example, the Tukano noun põ’ra ‘children’ 

(generic suppletive plural) is verbalized with the -ti suffix to produce põ’ra-ti 
‘have children’, just as Hup dó/=d’ h ‘children’ (generic regular plural) occurs 

in the compound do/-d’ h-ni- ‘have children’ (140 above).  

 However, this construction in Hup can probably not be attributed wholly to 

Tukanoan influence. Hup’s sister Nadëb has a phonologically similar verb n ng 

that functions not unlike Hup ni-: it has the basic meaning ‘exist’ and appears in 

constructions which Weir (1990: 326) considers to involve incorporation: 

 

(147) Nadëb:  

  subih  txaah n ng 

  Subih  son exist 

  ‘Subih has a son.’ (lit. ‘Subih son-exists.’)  

  [compare Hup example 122 above, tæh-ni- ‘have a son/child’]  

 

That such a similar construction exists in Nadëb may imply that the verbaliza-

tion of nouns to form existential constructions is a wider areal phenomenon, and 

that Hup may have used incorporation for this purpose prior to its contact with 

Tukano; this must remain a question for future research.  

 Further comparison between Hup and its sister languages suggests that the 

marginal status of noun incorporation in Hup may be a relatively recent devel-

opment. As noted above, the phenomenon is productive in Hup’s sisters Dâw 

and Nadëb, whereas the Tukanoan and Arawak languages of the Upper Rio 

Negro region generally lack noun incorporation. In Nadëb (Weir 1990: 322), 

noun incorporation is limited to possessed nouns and postpositions; more than 

one nominal may be incorporated, and the incorporated entity is preposed to the 

verb. Incorporation in Dâw is similar, but includes both possessed and non-

possessed nouns, as well as postpositions, and only one entity can be incorpo-

rated in a given verb (Martins 2004: 654–662). In Yuhup, which like Hup is 

involved in the Vaupés linguistic area, noun incorporation is described by 

Ospina (2002: 407–413) as essentially unproductive, occurring only in a rela-

tively small set of what appear to be frozen lexical items.   

While the incorporation-lacking Tukanoan and Arawak languages in the re-

gion may have provided the model for the marginalization of noun incorpora-

tion in Hup, it is possible that a word order shift was the catalyst. Basic word 

order is currently variable across the family: OSV in Nadëb, SVO in Dâw, and 
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SOV in Hup and Yuhup (although all are relatively flexible). This variability, 

and the fact that Hup/Yuhup word order is identical to that of the Tukanoan and 

Arawak languages of the region, together might suggest that Hup (and Yuhup) 

have undergone a word order shift that brought them closer to the areal template 

(perhaps via a markedness shift enabled by the relatively free word order that 

still exists among the Nadahup languages). If Hup did change its basic word 

order to adopt an OV pattern, then this could have easily allowed incorporated 

objects to be reanalyzed as free constituents. However, the fact that other fea-

tures of Hup are on the whole typologically consistent with OV word order 

(e.g., Hup’s ordering of Noun and Relative clause, its strong preference for 

postpositions, etc.), whereas Dâw and Nadëb are less internally consistent, casts 

doubt on this scenario; perhaps it was Hup’s sister languages, and not Hup, that 

underwent a shift in basic word order at some point in the past. 



 

Chapter 10 

Adjectives and adverbial expressions  
 

 

 

This chapter addresses those parts of speech that are functionally and/or for-

mally related to the verb. These are the adjectives, which form a small, closed 

class of their own, and the adverbial expressions, which are not a distinct word 

class in Hup, but are derived from other parts of speech and function as modifi-

ers of the verb phrase. Because Hup’s adjectives and adverbials are best under-

stood in their relation to the verb, and – in the case of the adjectives – they act 

much like verb roots for morphosyntactic purposes and take many essentially 

verbal markers of aspect, mode, and valency (which are discussed in the follow-

ing chapters), they are treated at this point in the grammar.  

 In addition to the more simple adverbials, Hup’s strategies for expressing 

comparison – which typically use an adverbial phrase to present the standard of 

comparison – are discussed in this chapter. Finally, locative postpositions, 

which combine with nouns to form adverbial phrases (or in some cases stand 

alone as spatial adverbs) are treated in the last section. 

 

 

10.1. Adjectives 

 

The class of adjectives is distinct from the classes of nouns and verbs in Hup 

(see §3.1.3). Adjectives’ most crucial defining characteristics are the following: 

as predicates, they pattern much like verbs in their ability to take most verbal 

inflection, but unlike verbs they appear regularly in predicative position without 

a Boundary Suffix. As modifiers of nouns, adjectives are distinct from nominal 

modifiers in compounds in that they follow the head noun (N[head] + 

Adj[mod]), whereas nominal modifiers precede the head noun (N[mod] + 

N[head]).  

 Adjectives in Hup make up a closed class, while other adjectival meanings 

are expressed by verbs. Semantically, a large proportion of the Hup adjectives 

denote dimension, color, age, and value – the range of meanings that Dixon 

(1982) notes as cross-linguistically most likely to be included in the adjective 

class (cf. Schachter 1985: 14–15). The following list of forms comprises the 

majority of the adjective class: 
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náw   ‘good, beautiful’ 

húp  ‘new, beautiful’
122

 

páy   ‘bad, ugly’ 

póg  ‘big’ 

w’ t  ‘long’ 

w’ h  ‘far, distant’ 

g’ /  ‘thick’ 

d b  ‘many’ 

wán  ‘deep’ 

cípmQh ‘small’
123

 

tQ)êh  ‘small’ 

b ‡g   ‘old (non-human)’
124

 

tití/  ‘dirty’ 

yíb   ‘slippery, slick’ 

tab’á/  ‘hard, dense’ 

p b   ‘strong, fast’ 

póh  ‘high’ 

tú   ‘low’ 

y w  ‘straight’ 

tút   ‘cold’ 

m’æ  ‘cold (water)’ 

g’    ‘hot’ 

yiwík  ‘heavy’ 

c g   ‘sharp’ 

 

 

                                                
122

 Occurs more often in fused nominal form tuhúp (from t h=húp). 
123

 This adjective is distinct from the others; it contains Diminutive mQh, and lacks the 

ability to take most verbal inflection. It also cannot take the bound nominal form t h=, 

and is accordingly does not occur as the head of a noun phrase (see also §6.6). 
124

 The forms w h ¤d ‘old (man)’ and wá ‘old (woman)’ can be used as adjectives, but 

are also members of the noun class and are typically used as bound nouns (see §4.1.1). 
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Color terms:
125

  

 

(t h=) dó  ‘red, pink’ (also used for some yellow/orange things,  

     particularly ripe fruits and flames) 

(t h=) c j  ‘brilliant red’ (esp. face or body paint) 

(t h=) tohó  ‘white’ 

(t h=) pç)pçh  ‘blue, green’ (also used for yellow leaves) 

(t h=) pohó  ‘yellow’ 

t h=pQ)y-j’   ‘yellow’ (lit. ‘thunder-flower’, a common, bright yellow  

     flower) 

(t h=) j’á  ‘black ; dark colors in general’ 

(t h=) t t h  ‘black, dark’  

 

 The behavior of adjectives appearing as modifiers in noun phrases has al-

ready been covered in detail in §6.6. The most important features of adjectival 

modifiers are the [N Adj] word order within the noun phrase, as mentioned 

above, and the fact that they are obligatorily bound to a preceding nominal (ex-

ample 1). The adjective can itself head the noun phrase, but as such it must take 

a default preceding nominal, the bound 3sg pronoun t h= (example 2). Adjecti-

val modifiers are an integral part of a noun phrase, and accordingly function 

(together with the head noun) as nominalizations.  

 

(1)  t h  wçn-hám-ay-áh,  té  ttod   p g  
  3sg follow-go-INCH-DECL until hollow.tree big   

 

  g’et-pó-ow- t=mah 

  stand-EMPH1-FLR-OBL=REP 

  ‘She went after (the spirit), to where a big hollow tree stood, they say.’ 

  (txt) 

 

(2)  t h=p g nçh-y /- y 

  3sg=big  fall-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘The big one fell.’ (el) 

 

                                                
125

 The color terms typically appear in nominalized form with t h=, even as predicates, 

but this is not obligatory. 
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 The remainder of this discussion focuses on defining the properties of the 

adjective as a predicate. These properties are essentially verbal, yet are distinct 

from those of verbs in a number of important ways. Note that the more general 

clause-level properties of adjectival predicates – particularly in comparison to 

nominal predicates – are not addressed here, but are covered in §17.3.3.2. 

 Predicate adjectives typically appear in ‘bare’ form, lacking the Boundary 

Suffix that is obligatory for members of the verb class, as in examples (3–4). In 

this respect, they are not unlike predicate nominals (see §17.3.3.1), which like-

wise appear without inflection, and do not usually require a copula.  

 

(3)  wowó=hin   nnáw p d, hehé=hin  nnáw p d 
  wowo.flute=also good DIST pan.flute=also good DIST 

  ‘The wowo flute is also nice; the pan-flute is also nice.’ (txt) 

 

(4)  póg=mah t ‚h y tód-óh,   ww’ t=mah 
  big=REP  snake hollow-DECL long=REP 

  ‘The snake’s hollow log was big, long, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

 Crucially, however, predicate adjectives (with the exception of cípmQh 
‘small’; see footnote above) differ from nominals in that they can optionally 

take any Boundary Suffix, particularly those aspect-marking inflectional forms 

that are normally associated only with verbal predicates, as well as most other 

verbal formatives. In most cases, the use of verbal aspectual inflection (most 

often a Dynamic or Inchoative marker) with an adjective indicates a dynamic 

state, relating to change or impermanence (see also §12.2): 

 

(5)  a) yúp  tegd’uh ppóg  
   that.ITG tree  big    

 ‘That tree is big.’ 

 

  b) yúp  tegd’uh ppóg-óy  
   that.ITG tree  big-DYNM 

   ‘That tree is getting bigger.’ (el) 

 

(6)  a) tiy / nnáw 
   man good 

   ‘The man is good/handsome.’ 
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  b) tiy / nnáw-ay 
   man    good-INCH 

   ‘The man is well/satisfied after eating.’ (el) 

 

 Also like verbs, adjectives must be negated via a clausal negation strategy, 

rather than a nominal negation strategy (see §16.1.4). Examples of this process 

include yiwik-n h ‘not heavy; light’, d b-n h ‘not many; a few’, and the follow-

ing: 

 

(7)  g’ -n h=h    yúw-úh !  
  hot-NEG=NONVIS that-DECL 

  ‘It’s not hot!’ (cv) 

 

(8)  /am ‡h  pã êt  ww’ t-n h 
  2sg.POSS hair long-NEG 

  ‘Your hair is not long’ (el) 

 

 Moreover, adjectives can appear in verb compounds, as if they were just an-

other verb root: 

  

(9)  n ‡   m y /ãh hQp-nnaw-y /-ay-áh  

  1sg.POSS house 1sg sweep-good-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘I swept my house well’ (txt) 

 

 Finally, predicate adjectives can co-occur in bare form, as in (10); when they 

co-occur as modifiers, on the other hand, they require the bound form t h= (see 

§6.6). 

 

(10) toho náw h dn ‡h  hoh d-óh 

  white good 3sg.POSS clearing-DECL 

  ‘It’s beautiful and white, their clearing.’ (because it is sand) (cv) 

 

 A final property of adjectives that distinguishes them from both nouns and 

verbs is their association with the Intensifier morpheme muhún / mún (dialectal 

variants; §15.1.2). This intensifier virtually never associates with nouns, and 

occurs with verbs only when these are negated by the clausal negator -n h; how-

ever, it is very common with adjectives in affirmative (as well as negative) ut-

terances: 
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(11) tití/ mmuhún yúw-úh ! 
  dirty INTS2  that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It’s really dirty!’ (cv) 

 

(12) cã êp y /- n=b’ay   /am háy’-tQ‡n,      

  other man-OBJ=AGAIN  2sg mess.around-COND  

 

  yúp  t h=páy  mmuhún cáp-áh ! 
  that.ITG 3sg=bad  INTS2  INTS1-DECL  

  ‘If you (i.e., a woman) mess around with another man, that’s really really  

  bad!’ (txt) 

 

The Elative morpheme -k d also occurs with verbs and adjectives, but in the 

latter case, [adjective + Elative k d] form a compound adjectival unit, lacking a 

Boundary Suffix (see §10.2.2.2A below). Elative -k d is always followed by a 

Boundary Suffix when it associates with verbs (i.e., it appears as part of the 

verbal compound). 

 While adjectives in Hup are best understood as comprising a closed class, 

there are a few cases in which uninflected verb stems follow nouns as modifi-

ers. Although this is in general a diagnostic of adjectives as opposed to verbs or 

nouns, these uninflected verbal variants are not productive, but are frozen into 

specific lexicalized forms such as kQn pú ‘shibé’ (a drink of farinha and water). 

They are therefore not considered to be part of the adjective class. Another un-

usual case is dç/key ‘correct’, a lexicalized adjectival form derived from the 

verb compound dç/-key- (‘count-see’); this form is a (historically) derived ad-

jective, but its etymological components are clearly members of the verb class. 

 

 

10.2. Adverbs and adverbials 

 

Adverbial expressions in Hup function as modifiers of the verb phrase, or in a 

few cases, of other adjectives (note that adjectives are more often modified by 

bound emphasis and intensifier morphemes; see §15.1–15.2). There is no dis-

tinct word class of adverbs; many adverbial expressions are simply adjectives 

used in an adverbial role, but nouns, verbs, and entire clauses can also function 

as modifiers of a verb phrase, as can ideophones (§15.7). This section focuses 

on simple adverbial expressions in Hup, as well as Hup’s strategies for express-

ing comparison – which generally rely on adverbials to indicate the standard of 

comparison. The variety of strategies that are used for deriving adverbial ex-

pressions from full clauses are discussed in §18.2.4.1 and §18.2.6. 
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 Adverbial expressions in Hup are very frequently marked with the enclitic 

=y /. This form is ubiquitous in the language, and has a number of functions 

which appear to be synchronically quite distinct – in addition to its role with 

adverbials, it appears as a verbal Telic suffix (§12.6), and as a marker of con-

trastive focus on nominal arguments (§7.1.2).
126

 On adverbials, =y / plays a 

marginally derivational role (extending to adverbial clauses; see §18.2.6.1). In 

some adverbial expressions, =y / is obligatory and appears to have the primary 

function of marking the phrase as adverbial, especially where its syntactic iden-

tity and function might be otherwise in doubt because of its membership in an-

other word class. It is also present in many frozen adverbial lexical items. How-

ever, it is not obligatory on adverbial expressions generally. 

 Many adverbials in Hup are adjectives that do ‘double duty’ as verbal modi-

fiers; they are simply used as adverbs as is, and occur without any overt deriva-

tion such as the presence of the adverbial marker =y /. The most common of 

these adjectival adverbs include p b ‘fast’ (compare adjective ‘strong, fast’), 

náw ‘well’ (adjective ‘good, beautiful’), páy ‘badly’ (adjective ‘bad, ugly, 

strange’), dç/kéy ‘correctly’ (adjective ‘correct’), and w’ h ‘far’: 

 

(13) nnáw /ãh ni-n h- p  

  good 1sg be-be.like-DEP 

  ‘I do not live well’ (txt) 

 

(14) t h  / g- w-ay,  nnáw cu/-y /- w-ay=mah-áh   t h- p 

  3sg drink-FLR-INCH good grab-TEL-FLR-INCH=REP-FOC  3sg-DEP 

  ‘When he drinks, he ‘takes’ well (i.e., he doesn’t shake)’ (cv) 

 

(15) yúw-up  ww’ h cí/-íy    b g  j’ám-ãp 
  that.ITG-DEP far  urinate-DYNM HAB DST.CNTR-DEP 

  ‘That one, (he) always urinates far away (from the house)’ (cv) 

 

(16) p b t h  way-y /- y 
  fast 3sg go.out-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘He went out fast.’ (el) 

 

 While these forms do not in general require the adverbial form =y / when 

used as adverbs, =y / does appear to be necessary when the adverb directly 

follows the subject nominal, and distinguishes it from an adjectival modifier 

                                                
126

 The historical and/or functional relationship (or even whether one actually exists) 

between these different manifestations of y / is not yet understood.  
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within the noun phrase. The following examples can be compared with (16) 

above: 

 

(17) a) tiy / pp b=y /  way-y /- y  

   man fast=TEL  go.out-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘The man went out fast.’ 

 

  b) [tiy / pp b]   way-y /- y  

    man fast/strong go.out-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘The fast/strong man went out.’ (el) 

 

 In contrast to ‘fast’, ‘well’, ‘badly’, etc., many other adjectives normally take 

derivational =y / in order to act as adverbs in any context; these include ‘big’ 

and ‘small’ (examples 18–20). This tendency of adjectives to appear as adverbs 

with or without overt derivational morphology is determined largely on a lexi-

cally specific basis.  

 

(18) póg=y /  wæd ! 
  big=TEL  eat.IMP 

  ‘Eat a lot!’ (commonly said upon invitation to share someone’s meal)  

  (cv) 

 

(19) cípmQh=y /  d’ó/  

  little=TEL   take.IMP  

  ‘Take just a little bit.’ (cv) 

 

(20) t h=yãwám=/ãêy=b’ay   ccípmQh=y /   náw-ah 
  3sg=yng.sibling=FEM=AGAIN little=TEL    good-DECL 

  ‘His younger sister is only a little bit beautiful.’ (el) 

 

 In a negative predicate, most of these adjectival adverbials tend to occur in-

side the verb compound, realized simply as a component verb root in the com-

pound (see §16.1.4):  

 

(21) a) t h  tç/çh--p b-nn h   

   3sg run-fast-NEG 

   ‘He doesn’t run fast.’  
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  b) pp b t h  t /çh- y 

   fast 3sg run-DYNM 

 ‘He runs fast.’ (el)  

 

 In addition to adverbials derived from adjectives, Hup has a range of other 

adverbial expressions. These include the locative postpositions, discussed in 

10.3 below. These appear together with nouns to form adverbial phrases relating 

principally to location in space, and can in some cases act as adverbials in their 

own right (particularly the subset ending in -/ah, an etymologically unidentifi-

able morph), or in combination with the adverbial marker =y /: 

 

(22) máh=yy /  t h  ní- y 
  near=TEL  3sg be-DYNM 

  ‘He’s close by.’ (cv) 

 

 Hup also has a number of time adverbials, which include nutQ‡n ‘today’, j’ b 

‘(at) night’, d’ú/-ay ‘(in the) afternoon’, him /g’ t ‘(at) midday’, tán ‘later (to-

day)’, and j’ám ‘yesterday’. Other time adverbials are lexicalized or semi-

lexicalized expressions that obligatorily involve =y /, such as núp-mQh-y / 
(this-DIM-TEL) and nutQ‡n-mQh-y / (today-DIM-TEL) ‘right now’ (example 23), 
j’ b-tæ-y / (night-still-TEL) ‘early morning’ (lit. ‘still night’), d’ wy / ‘today’ 

(possibly from the stative verb d’ w- ‘be new’), j’ám-y / (yesterday/DST.CNTR-

TEL) ‘a long time ago’, and páh-y / (PRX.CNTR-TEL) ‘a short time ago’ (exam-

ple 24). 

 

(23) nutQ‡n=mQh=y /  /ãh w /-tuk-h h-yQ)êh-æêh !  
  today=DIM=TEL   1sg hear-want-NONVIS-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘Right this minute I’d like to listen to it!’ (txt) 

 

(24) páh-y /    y’Qt-pog-/ -y    páh   yúw-úh     
  PRX.CNTR-TEL leave-EMPH1-PERF-DYNM PRX.CNTR that-DECL   

  ‘Just recently he left it.’ 

 

 The form =y / is obligatorily present in a number of other frozen adverbial 

expressions in Hup, some of which (like páh-y / above) involve morphemes 

which exist elsewhere only as grammatical formatives. For example, =y / is 

almost certainly etymologically present in the frozen quantifier forms / py / 

‘all’ (compare quantifier / p), b’ y / ‘all, only’ (*?b’ ) (see §6.5.3), and the 

locative postposition y hy / (??y h ‘affine’) ‘intersecting and on top’.  

 Adverbials formed from verbs are relatively common in Hup. These are cre-

ated according to a variety of strategies, many of which typically involve entire 
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predicates or clauses (see §18.2.4.1 and §18.2.6). However, a single verb or 

compound verb can also form an adverbial. In a very few cases, this may be no 

more than an uninflected verb root: 

 

(25) //an- túk-d’ k     /ãh g’ã/-g’ó/-óh  

  make.love-want-stick.against 1sg be.suspended-go.about-DECL 

  ‘Wanting to make love, lying up against (her), I’m always like this (in  

  hammock).’ (cv) 
 

Also relatively rarely, adverbials formed from verbs can involve an uninflected 

stem which is marked as non-predicative by Adverbial =y /:
127

  

 

(26) yúp ba/t ‡b’ g’ h-pog-/é-w- n   h d  wwQd=yi/    

  that spirit  be-EMPH1-PERF-FLR-OBJ 3pl  eat=TEL   

 

  k dhám-ay=mah 

  pass.go-DYNM=REP 

  ‘They came quickly to eat the one who really was an evil spirit.’ (txt) 

 

(27) t h- n  t h  ccet-b’uy-yQ t=y /    k dham-ní-ay-áh,   

  3sg-OBJ 3sg carry.on.back-throw-lie=TEL pass.go-be-INCH-DECL  

 

  t h   tç/çh-hám-ãw- t 
  3sg  run-go-FLR-OBL 

  ‘Throwing him down, he went away, all the while running.’ (txt) 

 

More common mechanisms for forming adverbials from verb phrases require 

the inflection of the verb stem by the Dependent marker -Vp, Oblique case -Vt, 
etc.; these strategies typically involve entire clauses and are discussed in 

§18.2.4.1 and §18.2.6. Also, negative imperatives are obligatorily phrased as 

adverbial expressions (usually with =y /); see §16.1.1. 

                                                
127

 The adverbial identity of these verb + y / expressions is at this point still in some 

doubt; the fact that they were pronounced without stress suggests that they may actually 

be part of the compound verbal predicate. Were this the case, however, y / would have 

to be interpreted as the verbal Telic suffix, rather than as an adverbial marker, and nor-

mally in Hup Inner Suffixes such as the Telic do not come between verb roots within 

compounds. It is possible that these constructions represent a bridging context between 

two synchronically distinct functions of the form y /. 
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10.2.1. ‘No reason’ adverbial h ê 
 

The adverbial expression h ê ‘for no reason’, unlike most other adverbials in 

Hup, cannot be broken down etymologically and has no other role in the gram-

mar; it also never occurs with the adverbial marker y /. The adverbial form h ê is 

exclusively clause-initial, and is a morphosyntactically and phonologically free 

form, which may be followed by the verb, subject, or other constituent of the 

clause. It indicates an action performed with no specific reason, outcome, or 

related action in mind, as illustrated in the following examples: 

  

(28) hhi ê ‚    /ãh p n N-yçhçy-y /-té-h  

  no.reason 1sg tell.story-search-TEL-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’m just going to tell the story as best I can (although I don’t really know  

  it well).’ (txt) 

 

(29) hhi ‚ ê    h d  g-tég  

  no.reason 3pl  drink-FUT 

  ‘They’re just going to drink.’ (even though there is no particular occasion  

  to celebrate, such as a party or workday) (cv) 

 

(30) h ê    j’ek-yçhçy-y /- y,   y -d’ h- h,   c c !  
  no.reason steal-search-TEL-DYNM that.ITG-PL-DECL INTERJ 

  ‘They’re always just out to steal stuff, darn it!’ (txt) 

 

 The adverbial form h ê is often used in responses to ‘why’ questions, particu-

larly when the speaker is unable or unwilling to give a reason for his/her action. 

For example, (31) was uttered by a teenage boy in answer to my question ‘why 

did you quit school?’. Similarly, the speaker in (32) had been telling me how 

she had fallen out with the people of another village, but would give no more 

details when I asked ‘why did they scold/yell at you?’.  

 

(31) h ê    /ãh way-y /- y=nih  

  no.reason 1sg go.out-TEL-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘I just left (school; for no particular reason).’ (cv) 

 

 

(32) h ê    h d  t w-y /- y=nih  

  no.reason 3pl  scold-TEL-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘They just scolded.’ (txt)  
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 Finally, the ‘no reason’ adverbial h ê occurs in a few semi-formulaic relative-

clause expressions used to describe people, such as h ê ham-g’ó/-op=/ãêy 

(no.reason go-go.about-DEP=FEM) ‘a woman who is just passing through’ (typi-

cally used in songs to describe a woman who has married into a group where 

she has few relatives), and h ê-ni-mún-up=/ãêy / /i )h (no.reason-be-INTS2-

DEP=FEM / MSC) ‘someone who is really just existing’, i.e., worthless or good-

for-nothing.  

 

 

10.2.2. Comparative strategies 

 

Hup has a variety of strategies for indicating a comparison between entities, 

whether one of similarity or contrast. These strategies typically rely on an ad-

verbial phrase or clause to mark the entity that is the standard of comparison. 

This adverbial is usually marked as such by the Telic/adverbial form =y / (see 

discussion above). 

 

 

10.2.2.1. ‘Like’ comparison 

 

Hup has a number of strategies for expressing similarity or ‘like’ comparison. In 

addition to those discussed below, the Nominalizer -n’ ‡h can be used to form a 

comparative expression; this is in keeping with its more general function of 

marking dependent or complement clauses: 

 

(33) [/am b /-nn’ ‡h  m y] /ãh b /-té-h  

    2sg work-NMZ house 1sg work-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll build a house like the one you’re building.’ (el) 

 

 

A. Comparative verb n h- ‘be like’ 

 

By far the most common means in Hup for expressing a ‘like’ comparison is the 

verb n h- ‘be like’, which frequently appears with other verb roots in a com-

pound. In comparative expressions with n h-, the standard of the comparison 

(usually a noun) is marked as an adverbial phrase with the adverbial/Telic mar-

ker =y /. Note that =y / bears the primary stress in this construction, whereas 

in its more standard adverbial usage it is usually unstressed (see above). 

 Comparison with n h- frequently involves the compound verb forms bahad-
n h- ‘appear like’ and key-n h- ‘look like’: 
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(34) /ay p=/ h t h- n  w d-næn-ay-áh,    [t h=tæh/íp=y /]   
  one=MSC  3sg-OBJ arrive-come-INCH-DECL 3sg=child.father=TEL 

 

   key-n h- y=mah  
  see-be.like-DYNM=REP 

  ‘A man came to her, (who) looked like her husband.’ (txt)  

 

(35) g’ wd’ k  yúp  [b’ y=y /]  bahad-n h- h 
  tubo.fish  that.ITG traira=TEL appear-be.like-DECL 

  ‘The tubo fish looks like the traira fish.’ (txt) 

 

Comparative n h- also frequently occurs alone as the only verb in the clause:  

 

(36) [wQ‡d=y /]  n h- y   n N- n  t h ?!  
   eat=TEL  be.like-DYNM 2pl-OBJ 3sg 

  ‘Is it (liquor) just like food for you all?!’ (cv) 

 

(37) [tát   deh=y /]  n h- y  

   taracuá.ant water=TEL be.like-DYNM 

  ‘It’s like Tat Deh (village).’ (cv) 

 

(38) [b’ y=y /]  t g  nn h- y   yúw-úh  

   traira=TEL tooth be.like-DYNM that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘Its teeth are like the traira’s.’ (lit. ‘like a traira’) (txt) 

 

The standard of comparison can be expressed as a numeral or interrogative pro-

noun, in addition to a noun:  

 

(39) [/ay p=y /] h d  nn h- y      
   one=TEL        3pl  be.like-DYNM  

  ‘They seem alike.’ (el) 

 

(40) [h ‚êp=y /] t h  nn h- y=nih ?  
   which=TEL 3sg be.like-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘How is it (the coca)?’ (cv) 

 

 The standard of comparison is also often expressed deictically as a demon-

strative, particularly (but not exclusively) to indicate manner. In Barriera, this is 

realized as the full (inflected) demonstrative form plus adverbial =y / (exam-

ples 41–42); in the Tat Deh dialect area, the uninflected demonstrative variants 
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n  (this) and y ) (that.ITG) can combine directly with the verb n h- (examples 43–

44), as discussed in §6.4. 

 

(41) [nnúp=y /]  n h- p  t h  ná/-ah, [nat -n ‡h=y /]    

   this=TEL  be.like-DEP 3sg die-DECL Natasia-POSS=TEL  

 

  n h- p=mah   t h  ná/-ah 

  be.like-DEP=REP  3sg die-DECL 

  ‘Being about this (size) she died, being about like Natasia’s (child) she  

  died.’  (cv) 

 

(42) wQdæcku [nnúp=y /]   n h- y  

  Valasco  this=TEL   be.like-DYNM 

  ‘Valasco is like that.’ (cv) 

 

(43) / n- n  yy ‚    n h- y=cud    / n=/ín-i )êh  

  1pl-OBJ that.ITG be.like-DYNM=INFR 1pl=mother-DECL 

  ‘Our mother is doing all this to us, apparently.’ (txt) 

 

(44) n   n h- y   b g  j’ãêh   b’ y /ãh cúh-tæn-æh  

  this be.like-DYNM HAB DST.CNTR traira 1sg string-COND-DECL 

  ‘Like this I always string fish.’ (txt) 

 

Alternatively, the inflected adverbial demonstrative y t ‘thus’ (y -t) can act as a 

standard of comparison relating to manner, in the place of a demonstrative or 

other adverbial phrase marked with =y / : 
 

(45) y t h d  nn h-it=y /,   yy t  h d  nn h- t=y /  

  thus 3pl  be.like-OBL=TEL thus 3pl  be.like-OBL=TEL 

  ‘They did like this, like that.’ (txt) 

 

 Like any other Hup verb, n h- ‘be like’ takes verbal Inner and Boundary suf-

fixes. These include the counterfactual (example 46), and also the negative suf-

fix -n h, which is homonymous with the comparative verb n h- (example 47):
128

 

 

                                                
128

 In general, confusion is avoided because the verb ‘be like’ must be followed by a 

Boundary Suffix (like verbs generally), whereas the Negative marker itself usually 

occurs as a Boundary Suffix and does not require inflection. 
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(46) mQh-y /-tQ‡n-æh,  y )ê   nn h-tæê/-æêy     /ãêh-ã êh  

  kill-TEL-COND-DECL that.ITG be.like-CNTRFCT-DYNM 1sg-DECL   

  ‘If they killed him, I’d do like that.’ (txt) 

 

(47) nutQ‡n-æy=d’ h- h, nn h-n h-ay   j’ám-ah,   nutQ‡n-æh 
  today-DYNM=PL-DECL be.like-NEG-INCH DST.CNTR-DECL today-DECL 

  ‘People of today, they don’t do like this anymore, these days.’ (txt) 

 

 

B. ‘Measure’ m’æ  

 

The ‘measure’ term m’æ is used for comparisons involving similarity in amount 

of time, physical size, or distance. The standard of comparison – a noun phrase 

– together with m’æ-y / forms an adverbial phrase; m’æ signals both the qual-

ity indicated by the comparison (amount, size) and also (together with =y /) 

functions to mark the clause as a comparative construction. Examples are given 

in (48–50): 

 

(48) y ê  t h=/íp  mm’æ -y /  / d- y  

  João 3sg=father MEAS-TEL speak-DYNM 

  ‘John speaks for the same amount of time as his father.’ (el) 

 

(49) t h=/íp  mm’æ -y /  (t h) w’ t- y  
  3sg=father MEAS-TEL (3sg) long-DYNM 

  ‘He’s as tall as his father.’ (el) 

 

(50) t h=báb’-n ‡h  b’ t mm’æ -y /  t h  b /- h  

  3sg=sibling-POSS roça MEAS-TEL 3sg work-DECL 

  He made a garden the size of his brother’s.’ (el) 

 

 Hup speakers use comparative m’æ most frequently for deictic comparison – 

relating a referent to something present in the surroundings – often accompa-

nied by a gesture to illustrate the size or amount. This use typically involves the 

demonstratives nu-m’æ (this-MEAS), n’i-m’æ (that-MEAS), and interrogative h ‚-
m’æ (Q-MEAS), as in examples (51–53). In these cases the adverbial marker 

=y / is optional and is usually left off; this may be because the demonstrative + 

m’æ forms a lexicalized unit (also note that any possibility of confusion with 

the homonymous adjective m’æ ‘cold [water]’ is minimized).  
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(51) nú-mm’æ  /ãh g-j’ap-y /- w-ay  

  this-MEAS 1sg drink-break-TEL-FLR-INCH 

  ‘At this same time (of night) I stopped drinking.’ (cv) 

 

(52) nu-mm’æ =mQh=pó/  n m h d  w’ób-óh bá/,    

  this-MEAS=DIM=EMPH1 curare 3pl  set-DECL PROTST  

 

  nu-m’æ=mQh  tíh ! 
  this-MEAS=DIM  EMPH2 

  ‘They put just this little bit of poison (on their darts), just this little bit (is  

  enough to kill)!’ (txt) 

 

(53) n’íp g’ét-ep=teg  mm’æ  t h  ni-kamí 
  that stand-DEP=tree MEAS 3sg be-moment.of 

  ‘When she was as far away as that tree standing there.’ (txt) 

 

 The form m’æ also appears with the interrogative marker h )- to mean both 

‘at what time’ and ‘whereabouts, how far’ (see also §6.2): 

 

(54) h )-mm’Q-ay  t h ? 
  Q-MEAS-INCH 3sg 

  ‘How far is he now?’ (txt) 

 

 

C. ‘Degree’ marker =tQn  
 

The ‘degree’ marker =tQn has a function similar to that of m’æ. It signals a 

‘like’ comparison relating to physical or temporal amount, and is often inter-

changeable with m’æ. Like m’æ , =tQn usually combines with a noun phrase to 

form an adverbial expression, which may be marked with =y /. The primary 

difference between these two comparative markers is that =tQn tends to relate 

more specifically than m’æ to a point in time or space, rather than to an amount 

of time or space.  

 The form tQn occurs elsewhere in Hup as a verbal suffix indicating a condi-

tional (forming a dependent clause); see §14.1. Degree =tQn differs formally 

from Conditional -tQ‡n in that the degree marker is unstressed and usually fol-

lows nouns, whereas the Conditional is stressed and combines with verbs. 

While it is possible that the two uses are historically related, they are clearly 

fully distinct synchronically, and are glossed separately. 
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 The Degree marker =tQn is favored (over m’æ ) for comparisons relating to 

height, and frequently occurs with body parts to indicate a level of the human 

body as a standard of the comparison: 

 

(55) t h=/íp=ttQn=y /  w’ t- y  
  3sg=father=MEAS2=TEL long-DYNM 

  ‘He’s as tall as his father.’ (el) (cf. example [49] with m’æ ) 
 

(56) /am ‡h  b’çt k=ttQn t h  ní- y  

  2sg.POSS ear=MEAS2  3sg be-DYNM 

  ‘She comes up to your ear.’ (cv) 

 

(57) papáN=ttQn  wãÙ/ d’ák-áy  

  waist=MEAS2 belt stick.against-DYNM 

  ‘The belt is at the waist (hip-level).’ (el) 

 

(58) n -n’ ‡h, / n ‡h  hã êw g=ttQn, t h   
  this-NMZ 1pl.POSS heart=MEAS2 3sg  

 

  k k-d’ h-way-h /-y /-ay-áh ! 
  pull-send-go.out-finish-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘(Up to) about here, at our heart level, he pulled out everything (all the  

  evil spirit’s insides)!’ (txt) 

 

It also occurs in the frozen postposition háktQn (hak?) ‘in the middle of ’, and 
nút=tQn (nút ‘this’) ‘right here’ (used, for example, when showing where to 

cut something). 

 In other constructions, the Degree marker =tQn is used for comparisons re-

lating to degree, direction, time, age, and manner. In example (59), =tQn (here 

meaning ‘in the same direction/area as’) can be contrasted with m’æ (size of, 

see example 50 above): 

 

(59) t h=báb’-n ‡h  b’ t=ttQn=y /  t h  b /- h  

  3sg=sibling-POSS roça=MEAS2=TEL 3sg sibling-DECL 

  ‘He made a roça in the same area as his brother’s roça.’ (el) 

 

 In comparative constructions relating to manner, age, etc., =tQn often takes 

the Factitive prefix hi-. This produces a verbal form meaning approximately ‘be 

as much as, be similar to’. In addition to taking =y  to act as an adverbial (its 

most common realization), it can stand alone as a predicate, can occur in a verb 
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compound as a compounded element, and can optionally take verbal Boundary 

Suffixes: 

 

(60) t h=báb’  hi-ttQ‡n=y /   t h  b /- h 
  3sg=sibling FACT-MEAS2=TEL 3sg work-DECL 

  ‘He works as hard as his brother.’ (el) 

 

(61) h d  hi-ttQ‡n=y /   / d-d’ák-áy,     /ãêh=hin- h 

  2pl  FACT-MEAS2=TEL speak-stick.against-DYNM 1sg=also-DECL 

  ‘I too was saying just the same as them (back to them)!’ (cv) 

 

(62) t ‚h ‚êy=tog=mQh  n’ h, yúp  hi-ttQ‡n-æy=mah    
  snake=daughter=DIM CNTR that.ITG FACT-MEAS2-DYNM=REP 
   

  j’ãêh   yúw-up  tí  
  DST.CNTR  that.ITG-DEP DEP.EMPH 

  ‘Compared to Snake’s daughter, she is just the same age as that one!’  

  (cv) 

 

(63) / n  yám-hi-ttQ‡n=y /   /am yám-ay  

  1pl  dance-FACT-MEAS2=TEL 2sg dance-DYNM 

  ‘You dance the way we do/in our way.’ (el) 

   
 Like m’æ, the Degree marker =tQn can occur in demonstrative expressions 

relating to time: nutQ‡n ‘today’ (in relation to other days; compare nút=tQn 

‘right here’) and y tQ‡n ‘that day’ (past tense reference only). It also appears in 

the expression /Q‡yhitQ‡n=y / ‘together’. 

 

 

D. ‘Same as’ n’íy / 
 

Another strategy for expressing similarity involves the element n’íy / ‘same as’, 

which follows a noun – the standard of comparison – to form an adverbial  

phrase. The form n’íy / may be made up of the demonstrative form n’i- ‘that’, 

and almost certainly contains adverbial =y /. It is preferred for comparisons 

relating to size and amount (and as such is interchangeable with m’Q), but can 

also be used for general comparison, as examples (64–66) illustrate. 
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(64) t h=báb’  n ‡h  b’ t nn’íy /  t h  b /- h  

  3sg=sibling POSS roça same.as 3sg work-DECL   

  ‘He made a garden the size of his brother’s.’ (i.e., as his brother’s garden  

  is, he made (his)’ (el) 

 

(65) t h=/íp  n ‡h  nn’íy /  t n ‡h  wæd-æh  

  3sg=father POSS same.as 3sg.POSS eat-DECL 

  His food is the same amount as his father’s.’ (i.e., as his father’s is, is his 

  food) (el) 

 

(66) yáy  yúp  b’ y péc nn’íy /  

  fish.sp. that.ITG traira scales same.as  

  ‘The yay fish has scales like the traira fish.’ (txt) 

 

 

10.2.2.2. Contrastive comparison  

 

Hup has fewer morphological strategies to express contrast than similarity when 

comparing two entities, and only one of these, the Elative, is really in common 

use. In addition to these morphological means, which are discussed below, con-

trast between two entities can be conveyed by a conditional expression ‘if you 

look at X’, with no other explicit comparative markers, as in (67), or simply by 

a coordinated pair of clauses pointing out the contrast (example 68). 

 

(67) núp=/i )h=mQh t h=tQ)êh=mQh=cud,  
  this=MSC=DIM  3sg=small=DIM=INFR   

 

  t h=p g=/i )h- n  key-hipó/-tQ‡n-æh 

  3sg=big=MSC-OBJ  see-in.front.of-COND-DECL 

  ‘This man seems small if you look over at the big one.’ (el) 

 

(68) núp kópu  póg-óh, núp tód’=mQh  cípmQh muhún=mQh 
  this cup(Pt) big-DECL this container=DIM small  INTS2=DIM 

  ‘This cup is big; this glass is really small.’ (el) 

 

 

A. Elative -k d 
 

Hup’s most commonly used strategy for contrastive comparison makes use of 

the Elative marker -k d, which derives from the verb root ‘pass’. This mor-
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pheme can fulfill both a comparative and a superlative function. It combines 

frequently with adjectives, resulting in a compound adjectival expression lack-

ing a Boundary Suffix; it can also appear in verbal compounds as an Inner Suf-

fix form. In addition to its function in expressions of contrast, it is used as a 

general intensifier (see §15.1.3.3). The Elative can only express contrast in 

terms of ‘more than, greater than’, and never ‘less than’; Hup speakers typically 

do not phrase contrasts as ‘less than’ expressions at all. Elative -k d cannot be 

used together with the adjective cípmQh ‘small’ to indicate ‘smaller’ or ‘small-

est’; this is probably due to the idiosyncratic, non-verb-like character of this 

adjective (see §10.1 above).  

 Unlike the comparative strategies described above, use of the Elative does 

not usually involve an adverbial to express the standard of comparison. Where 

both the compared entity and the standard are explicitly stated (rare in natural 

discourse), the comparison involves linked clauses. In examples (69–70), the 

first clause is a verbal or adjectival predicate involving the Elative; the second is 

the conditional ‘if (you) look at that one’ (as in example 67 above). 

 

(69) núp mçmb’ k  pog-kk d=cud,  núw- n kéy-tQ‡n-æh 
  this iron.pot  big-PASS=INFR  this-OBJ see-COND-DECL  

  ‘This pot seems bigger if (you) look at that one.’ (i.e., ‘This pot is bigger  

  than that one.’) (el) 

 

(70) núp=/ãêy  hipã êh=teg   tçn-kk d-ay=cud,  núp=/i )h- n   
  this=FEM  know=THING  hold-PASS-INCH=INFR this=MSC-OBJ  

 

  key-hipó/-tQ‡n-æh 

  see-in.front.of-COND-DECL 

  ‘This girl seems to have more intelligence (lit. know-thing) if (you) look  

  at that boy’ (i.e., ‘This girl is smarter than that boy.’) (el) 

 

The comparison can also be expressed with two coordinated clauses, in which 

‘a little bit’ or ‘not much’ is contrasted with the Elative: 

 

(71) t h=tQ)h/ín     naw-kk d- h,  t h=yawám=/ãêy=b’ay    
  3sg=child.mother good-PASS-DECL 3sg=yng.sibling=FEM=AGAIN 
 

  cípmQh=y / náw-ah 
  little=TEL   good-DECL 

  ‘His wife is really beautiful; his younger sister is only a little bit  

  beautiful.’ (i.e., ’His wife is more beautiful than his sister.’) (el) 
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(72) deh p h=mí    tut-n h  d /- h,    
  water bubble.up=river  cold-NEG  remain-DECL  
 

  /ectádu-/unídu-an=mah  tut-kk d- cáp-áh 

  Estados-Unidos-DIR=REP  cold-PASS-INTS1-DECL 

  ‘It’s not very cold on the Rio Tiquié; they say that in the US it’s really  

  cold.’ (i.e., ‘It is colder in the US than on the Rio Tiquié.’) (el) 
 

Yet another option expresses the standard via the postpositional phrase ‘beyond, 

ahead of’: 

 

(73) t h=tQ)h/íp=báb=/ãêy  h t/ah=mah, t h=tQ)h/ín naw-kk d- h 

  3sg=husband=sibling=FEM beyond=REP   3sg=wife   good-PASS-DECL 

  ‘More than her husband’s younger sister, his wife is exceedingly  

  beautiful.’ (i.e., ‘His wife is more beautiful than his sister.’) (el) 

 

 In normal discourse, however, it is usually unnecessary to make the standard 

of comparison explicit in the sentence; here the elative function of -k d is pri-

marily superlative, merging with its intensifier function (§15.1.3.3):  

 

(74) nút=/ y=d’ h  / d-kk d- h 

  here=who=PL  speak-PASS-DECL  

  ‘People from here speak best/better.’ (txt)  
 

(75) m c=y /  yúp  naw-kk d- h ! 
  flute.type=TEL that.ITG good-PASS-DECL 

  ‘The muc flute is the best one!’ (txt) 

 

(76) núp j’áh-an=/ y=d’ h m y  w’ t-kk d- p-/é/=cud/ hníy  

  this land-DIR=who=PL  house  long-PASS-DEP-PERF=INFR.maybe 

  ‘They maybe were the tallest buildings in the world.’ (lit. ‘houses-of-this- 

  land’) (cv) 

  

Finally, the Elative is also used to express ‘too many’: 

 

(77) tegd’úh / n  d’o/-kk d-y /- y  

  tree   1pl  take-PASS-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘We got too many wood poles.’ (el) 
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B. Other contrastive strategies 

 

A contrast can also be indicated with the marker d y /, as illustrated in exam-

ples (78–80). The etymology of this term is unclear, but it certainly involves the 

adverbial marker =y /, and a likely candidate for the first syllable is the verb 

root d /-, meaning ‘remain’ or ‘be lacking’, or the (probably related) ‘Verbal 

diminutive’ form d / (see §12.10). The form d y / indicates ‘a little more’; no 

explicit standard is usually specified, and it may therefore be best considered a 

type of intensifier. This strategy is used relatively infrequently in daily Hup 

discourse. Unlike the Elative marker -k d, d y / can be used in combination 

with the adjective cípmQh ‘small’ to indicate ‘smaller’ or ‘less than’ (example 

80). 

 

(78) náw dd y /   t h  k d-ní-h  

  good CMP  3sg pass-INFR-DECL 

  ‘He got better (after being sick).’ (el) 

 

(79) t h=b ‡/  dd y /   yçhçy=kQ‡m  

  3sg=work CMP  search.for=IMP 

  ‘Look for one who does more work.’ (el) 

 

(80) cípmQh dd y /   n /  

  little  CMP  give.IMP 

  ‘Give less.’ (el) 

 

 Another strategy for indicating a ‘greater than’ comparison is to use the loca-

tive postpositions buycó/ ‘above’ or h t/ah ‘beyond’. Either is acceptable in 

comparisons having to do with size, quantity, or volume, but buycó/ is limited 

to this function; note that the Elative can also be used here (83 and 73 above): 

 

(81) t h=/íp  bbuycó/ / hh t/ah w’ t- y     
  3sg=father above / beyond  long-DYNM  

   ‘He’s taller than his father.’ (el) 

 

(82) t h=/íp  bbuycó/ / hh t/ah t h  / d- y       
  3sg=father above / beyond  3sg speak-DYNM   

  ‘He speaks more (or louder) than his father.’ (el) 
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(83) t h=/íp  hh t/ah t h  b’óy-óy  (t h b’oy-k d- h) 
  3sg=father beyond 3sg study-DYNM (3sg study-PASS-DECL) 

  ‘He is a better teacher than his father.’ OR ‘He studied more than his  

  father’ (el) 

 

 As noted above, morphological comparative strategies in Hup cannot in gen-

eral be used to express ‘smaller than, less than’, and even the expression of 

‘more small’ is restricted. However, some speakers borrow the Tukano verb 

d há ‘be small’, which in Tukano is used to form ‘smaller than’ comparative 

expressions: 

 

(84) núp dd há=mQh 
  this small(Tuk)=DIM 

  ‘This one is smaller/less than another.’ (el) 

 

 

10.3. Locative postpositions 

 

Hup has a large set of locative postpositions.
129

 Morphologically, these are 

probably best considered to be free particles, although some appear to be mar-

ginally encliticized. With the exception of g’odan ‘inside’, all receive independ-

ent stress. They make up a closed class of lexicalized forms, which in some 

instances appear to be composed of identifiable lexical items, but are in many 

cases not easily broken down etymologically. Locative postpositions typically 

have an adverbial function within the clause.  

 While locative postpositions are important in expressing spatial relations in 

Hup, the rich positional verbal semantics of the language also contributes a 

great deal. Usually, a spatial relationship is expressed via a combination of a 

positional verb (such as cud- ‘be inside’) and a locative postposition. This can 

be seen in the examples below.  

 A number of the locative postpositions are used to encode temporal relations 

in addition to spatial relations, and in some cases they have further, more ab-

stract discourse-related functions. The use of locative adpositions to express 

temporal concepts is cross-linguistically common (e.g., compare English ‘be-

fore’, ‘after’), and the particularly salient semantic overlap between spatial, 

temporal, and conceptual relations is also a feature of Hup grammar more gen-

                                                
129

 Determining the semantic parameters of the locative postpositions in Hup was aided 

by the Bow-Ped elicitation materials (Bowerman and Pederson 1993). 
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erally. The semantic extensions of the locative adpositions are included in the 

tables below. 

 The Hup locative postpositions fall into two sets, based primarily on their 

morphological properties.  

 

 

10.3.1. Basic locative postpositions 

 

The forms in the set of basic locative postpositions, given in Table 37, are rela-

tively heterogeneous. They are all morphologically frozen forms, although some 

appear to contain identifiable inflectional markers that occur elsewhere in the 

language (such as Directional/object -an, Locative có/, Sequential -yó/, 

Telic/adverbial =y /, and Measure =tQn). Most can also take additional in-

flectional markers, particularly Directional -an, and the Diminutive intensifier 

=mQh can follow the locative postposition to emphasize closeness in the spa-

tial relationship; e.g., ‘just above’, ‘just below’, etc. (see §15.1.4). The postposi-

tions in this set are akin to adjective modifiers or bound nouns, in that they fol-

low nouns in noun phrases, and case marking and other inflection occurs noun 

phrase-finally. The locative noun phrase as a whole typically functions adverbi-

ally. Most of these postpositions must be preceded by a noun, and cannot appear 

‘bare’ (i.e., with no object at all), as adverbs; minimally, they take the default 

nominal form t h= (as do adjectives and bound nouns).  

Two of the locative postpositions listed in Table 37 behave somewhat idio-

syncratically in comparison to the other members of the set. The first of these is 

the Locative particle có , whose relatively wide range of uses is discussed in 

more detail in §7.9. While it most frequently marks physical location, it tends to 

do so emphatically or contrastively; furthermore, it occurs with expressions of 

temporality and to shift attention among participants in discourse. It (like Direc-

tional -an) can also co-occur with many of the other locative postpositions, as 

well as being part of the lexically frozen forms of several. The second idiosyn-

cratic postposition, the ‘Following’ particle h y, is considered in detail in 

§10.3.1.1 below. 
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Table 37. Locative postpositions in Hup
130

 

Locative  

postposi-

tion 

Spatial meaning 

Temporal mean-

ing or other 

semantic exten-

sion 

Etymological observations 

(Many forms include inflectional 

material: -an DIR; -y / TEL; có/ 

LOC; etc.) 

có  in the location of; at approximate 

time period; 

shifting attention 

among partici-

pants 

 

h Ùy following (animate)   

g’od-an 

g’od  
(variant 

TD) 

inside 3-dimensional 

container; also 

within fire, water, 

etc. 

 appears in various body part terms 

(e.g., nçg’od ‘mouth’, mig’od 
‘face’) 

buycó/  

(-an) 

above, on top of 

(touching or sus-

pended above) 

 ?? Tukano bu’î  ‘above’ + 

Locative =có/ 

hiyó/  above, on top of  

(touching). (Pre-

ferred for something 

on side of hill rather 

than at highest 

point). 

Esp. for liquids; also 

used for water  

touching banks. 

fault, error as 

cause of  

something 

?? hi- ‘descend’ (or Factitive hi- ?) 

+ yo/ (SEQ) ‘having descended’ 

y hy /  on top of and stuck 

in or running among 

other things  

 

 ?? compare yçh ‘affine’ and deh-

g’Qt-yçh ‘igapo’ (flooded forest); 

common semantic basis of mixing 

in among something else? 

y / Telic, adverbializer 

hu ê‚yan  submerged (specifi-

cally) in water 

(all other liquids: 

g’od-an) 

 ?? h y ‘following’ particle +  

 -an Directional oblique 

hQh  

(-tQn)  

hQy  (TD) 

midway; middle of  (-tQn ‘level’, comparative form; 

also conditional; see §14.1 and 

§10.2.2.1) 

t k-tQn mid-level   t k (body part) ‘stomach’ 

háktQn  side (esp. at middle 

height) 
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 Variants occurring in the speech of Tat Deh village are labeled ‘TD’. 
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Locative  

postposi-

tion 

Spatial meaning 

Temporal 

meaning or 

other semantic 

extension 

Etymological observations 

 

hupáh 

(-at/-có/) 

at back of [relatively 

close] 

 (body part) ‘upper back’ 

 

w d y  coming out of, at 

entrance  

 verbal form w d-way ‘arrive-

go.out’ ? 

tú  

(-an/-có/) 

next to [close]   

máh  

(-an/có/) 

near, next to [little 

further away] 

  

hipó/  next to [still further 

away]; in front of 

entire period 

(occurs in few 

expressions) 

?? compare hi- (factitive) and po/- 
‘open’ 

cúm (-an) base of, initial sec-

tion of (from a refer-

ence point)  

beginning, first  

g’Qt/ h  

(-an/có/) 

at furthest point, end  end of a time 

period 

 

m / (-an) under;  

inside house
131

 

at same time;  

in spite of 
 

kakáh  

(-an) 
among, between  (reduplicated?) 

 

 Examples of locative postpositions as they appear in noun phrases are given 

in (85–91). Note that while buycó/ ‘above’ appears to involve a frozen form of 

the Locative marker có/, it can additionally take this particle as well (example 

88). 

 

(85) d h hhu ) êyan=mah, t h  j’ m-an=mah, t h  t ç- h  

  water in.water=REP 3sg bathe-DIR=REP 3sg break.wind-DECL 

  ‘In the water, where he was swimming, he broke wind.’ (txt) 

 

(86) b’ / gg’odan /ág cúd-úy 
  cuia inside  fruit be.inside-DYNM 

  ‘The fruit is inside the cuia.’ (el) 
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 ‘Inside a house’ is m y m ‡/, literally ‘under a house’; this is undoubtedly because 

many Hup houses (and probably all in the past) are composed of little more than a roof. 

The same phenomenon is reported in the Carib language Tiriyó (Meira 2006). 
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(87) cã-d’ h m y ttú   b’ay-y /=d’ h- h 

  other-PL house next.to return-TEL=PL-DECL 

  ‘Others turned back (when) close to the (school) building.’ (txt) 

   

(88) t n ‡h  núh bbuycó/  có/  ! 
  3sg.POSS head above  LOC 

  ‘(He’s) on top of his head!’ (txt) 

 

(89) cecádiu=mah n’ikán   d’ó/-óh,  t n ‡h    

  Cesario=REP  over.there take-DECL 3sg.POSS  

 

  yç/ m=/ h  mmáh-an=/ hníy 

  powerful=MSC near-DIR=EPIST.be 

  ‘Cesario takes it there, they say, maybe to where her boss is.’ (cv) 

 

(90) nú-m’æ  kkakah h d  b /- h 

  this-MEAS between 3pl  make-DECL 

  ‘They made as much as this (space) between (my hands).’ (referring to a  

  pile of little ocarina flutes made from ucuqui seeds) (txt) 

 

(91) yúp=mah  t h  mm ‡ /=cud/u ê‚h   teg=b’ k p g  
  that.ITG=REP  3sg UNDER=INFR.EPIST tree=bark  big   

 

  bug’-g’et-pó/=/ h 

  pile-stand-EMPH1=MSC 

  ‘Meanwhile beneath her (hammock) apparently there was a big pile of  

  bark.’ (txt)  

 

 Some of these locative forms are not limited to noun phrases, but can also be 

incorporated into verbal compounds. As such, they do not directly follow a 

nominal object (so are no longer functioning as postpositions), but they do 

maintain their spatial semantics. Examples include the expression hi-m -g’ t 
(FACT-under-stand) ‘midday’, which presumably refers to the sun being directly 

overhead, key-hipó/ (see-in.front.of) ‘opposite’ as in (92) (compare examples 

94–95 below), and máh ‘near’ in example (93). See also the more idiomatic 

uses of h Ùy (example 100 below) and of có  (§7.9). This process of incorpora-

tion does not appear to be fully productive, and the placement of the postposi-

tion before or after the verb stem is variable across constructions. It is possible 

that this process of incorporation is connected historically to the more produc-
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tive processes of incorporation of nouns and (in some cases) postpositions 

found in Hup’s sister languages; see §9.6. 

 

(92) núp=/ h  cípmQh=cud t h=p g=/ h- n key-hhipó/-tQ‡n-æh 

  this=MSC  small=INFR  3sg=big=MSC-OBJ see-in.front-COND-DECL 

  ‘This guy seems small compared to the big guy.’ (lit. ‘if you see him in  

  front of the big guy’) (el) 

 

(93) t n ‡h  mmah-g’ t=d’ h  

  3sg.POSS near-stand=PL 

  ‘The ones that go with him (work for him).’ (boys on a river-merchant’s  

  boat) (cv) 

 

 Hup’s locative postpositions have primarily spatial semantics, but several 

also have temporal or other extensions. Examples (94–95) contrast spatial and 

temporal uses of the postposition hipó/, which can mean ‘in front of’, or ‘entire 

period of time’: 

 

(94) bóda=tat  cá/ hhipó/  yæt-æy  

  ball=FRUIT box in.front lie-DYNM 

  ‘The ball is in front of the box.’ (el) 

 

(95) /ãh= b’  hhipó/  /ãh h /- h 
  1sg=life  in.front 1sg write-DECL 

  ‘I’ve been writing all my life.’ (ru) 

 

Examples (96–97) illustrate a distinct use of hiyó/ (‘on top of’) as a full noun 

meaning ‘cause, fault’. While homonymy has not been ruled out, this may have 

involved a semantic extension based on a metaphorical association such as 

‘physical burden’ > ‘responsibility’ (social and mental burden); compare Eng-

lish ‘charge’ (i.e., give responsibility), from French charger ‘load’.
132

 

 

(96) t n ‡h  hhiyó/  yúw-úh  
  3sg.POSS fault  that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It’s his fault!’ (ru) 
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 Thanks to Eve Danziger for suggesting this association. 
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(97) /ãêh có/-óy  yúp  hhiyó/  tçn-té-h 
  1sg  LOC-DYNM that.ITG fault  hold-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll be the one at fault / to be blamed.’ OR ‘I’ll carry it above (something  

  else)’ (ru) 

 

 

10.3.1.1. ‘Following’ marker h Ùy 
 

The particle h Ùy is distinct from Hup’s other locative postpositions in several 

ways. First, it associates only with nominals having animate referents. The re-

sulting adverbial construction indicates that the actor (the subject of the clause) 

is physically following behind another participant (the noun modified by h Ùy); 

accordingly, hu )Ùy cannot associate with the subject of the clause. Secondly, the 

‘Following’ marker h Ùy crucially involves directional movement, as opposed to 

close proximity in static location (in contrast to the other locative forms dis-

cussed here). However, in inflected form h Ùy apparently forms the basis for two 

distinct, more canonical locative postpositions, which do not necessarily involve 

movement or animate referents: h Ùy/ah ‘behind’ (spatial) and ‘after’ (tempo-

ral), and h Ùyan ‘in water’; this latter form may derive from the flowing nature 

of bodies of water, such as streams, although it can be used for still water as 

well. The use of ‘Following’ marker hu )Ùy is illustrated in examples (98–99).  

 

(98) / n   h Ùy hám !  
  1pl  FLW go.IMP 

  ‘Follow us!’ (txt) 

 

(99) t h    hh Ùy=y /=mah t h     j’ k-wçn-k d-hám-ah  

  3sg(C w)  FLW=TEL=REP  3sg(J’ew’ew’) jump-follow-pass-go-DECL 

  ‘He (J’ew’ew’) jumped after him (C w).’ (txt) 

 

 The ‘Following’ marker h Ùy has one additional function: it occurs in verbal 

compounds following the verb ‘go’, where it conveys the figurative sense of 

‘going well’ or ‘working out’ as planned:  
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(100) “h ‚ê=y /  nç-n h- y    /ám ?” t h  n - t,    
   INT=TEL  say-be.like-DYNM 2sg  3sg say-OBL  

 

  / d-d’ h-ham-hh y-n h 

  speak-send-go-FLW-NEG 

  ‘When she says, “what does this word mean?”, it is hard to explain.’  

  (i.e., ‘talking about it doesn’t go well’) (sp) 

 

 A cognate form -h y can be identified in Dâw; this is reported to involve a 

comitative relationship between the actor and some other participant who is the 

leader of the activity (S. Martins 1994: 143). In Hup, however, the function of 

hu Ù‚y involves only an indirect link to the status of the participant leading the 

activity, since a leader is typically the one who physically heads the expedition 

and whom others follow. That Hup has a distinct grammatical form to express 

one participant’s following after another probably has to do with the fact that 

their rainforest environment encourages people to walk in single file along paths 

– a habit which holds even in the open village spaces.  

 

 

10.3.2. Locative postpositions with - ah 
 

The members of the second set of locative postpositions are listed in Table 38 

below. They all involve the bound form -/ah, which has not been encountered 

anywhere else in Hup, and has no identifiable meaning of its own. While some 

of these forms are composed of -/ah and an identifiable root, many are etymol-

ogically unanalyzable. In a number of cases, the first syllable apparently ends in 

a dental stop, which may be related to the Oblique marker -t (compare the loca-

tive forms of the Proximal and Distal demonstratives nu-t, n’i-t).133
 Like the 

forms in Table 37 above, these locative postpositions follow nouns; however, 

most (such as ‘upriver’, ‘downriver’, and ‘underneath’) also frequently occur by 

themselves as spatial (or temporal) adverbs. Many can take the Locative particle 

có/, but they rarely receive case marking.  

 

 

 

                                                
133

 This dental stop assimilates to the following glottal stop, producing what is phoneti-

cally a homorganic stop cluster [td]; similarly, /y / clusters are pronounced [y y] (see 

§.2.1.2.1). Nasal spreading (from root to suffix) has also occurred in some cases where 

the root shares the vowel quality /a/ with the suffix. 
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Table 38. Hup locative postpositions formed with -/ah 

Locative 

postposition 
Spatial meaning 

Temporal meaning 

or other semantic 

extension 

Etymological  

observations 

h Ùy/ah 

(có/) 

(h ytú-có/)  

behind [further away 

than hupah-co/]  

after (at a later 

time) 
h y ‘Following’ particle 

(see above) 

k t/ah 

(có/) 
[káda] (TD) 

in front of  before *kçt 

h t/ah 

(có/) 
[háda] (TD) 

beyond, on other 

side of something  

 hçt ‘out there, beyond  

(far off)’ 

h y/ah 

(có/) 

outside  ?? h y ‘forest’ 

cãê/ãh-mah    

(có/)  

on other side;  

in another place 

 cã- ‘other’ 

hãêt/ãh 

(hãêt/ah) 

by here, close by   *hãt 

cá/ah side, area with temporal 

nouns (e.g., ‘day’) 

indicates position 

within period of 

time 

*ca(h) 

pó/ah-có/ high above,  

not touching 

 póh ‘high’ 

m /ah-có/ underneath   m / ‘under’ (see above) 

pót/ah upriver  ?? possibly related to 

póh ‘high’; compare 

po/ah 

mæt/ah  downriver  ?? possibly related to 

m / ‘under’; compare 

m /ah 

dé/ah at waterway  

(associated with 

some landmark)     

 d h ‘water’ 

wá/ah  on other side of  

waterway 

 *wa(h) 

deh pá/ah at edge or bank of 

waterway 

 *pa(h) 
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Examples of these postpositions’ spatial uses are given in (101–103).  

 

(101) té  hib’ah=tQê‚h=d’ h  b’ay-ní-h,   ppót/ah-an 

  until create=offspring=PL return-INFR-DECL upriver-DIR 

  ‘Until the ancestors returned, upriver.’ (txt) 

 

(102) y ‚-n’ ‡h=hin  hi ê‚  n N key-y /,  m y- t  h d  y’æt-n’ ‡h,  
  that.ITG=also only 2pl  see-TEL.IMP house-OBL 3pl  lay-NMZ 

    

  h dn ‡h  b’ t ddé/ah h d  d’o/-tú/-n’ ‡h 

  3pl.POSS roça by.water 3pl  take-immerse-NMZ 

  ‘Only look at (i.e., don’t steal) these things, that they’ve left in a house,  

  or put into the water at their roça-side stream.’ (sp)  

 

(103) t n ‡h  b’ t  cá/ah=hin  t h=hin  maç-g’et-yó/,    

  3sg.POSS roça side=also   3sg=also  cut.brush-stand-SEQ  

 

  t h  b’çt-tég   t h=hin- h 

  3sg cut.trees-FUT 3sg=also-DECL 

  ‘He also, having cut the underbrush from his roça area, he too will clear  

  trees.’ (sp) 

 

Examples of their temporal use are provided in (104–107). 

 

(104) wag ccá/ah=mah ní-n’ ‡h=mah, t h  yé-ay-áh 

  day side=near   be-NMZ=REP  3sg enter-INCH-DECL 

  ‘When it was close to daylight (i.e., day-side), he entered.’ (txt) 

 

(105) / n  dú=d’ h   k t/ah có/=y /  
  1pl  ancestor=PL before  LOC=TEL 

  ‘Before the time of our ancestors’ (txt) 

 

(106) yúp  hh Ùy/ah cã-d’ h w d-næn-æw-æêh 

  that.ITG after  other=PL arrive-come-FLR-DECL 

  ‘After that, others arrived.’ (txt) 

 

(107) /ayup  g’    hh Ùy/ah   

  one  year after 

  ‘The year after next’ (el) 



 

Chapter 11 

Adjusting valency 
 

 

 

This chapter focuses on Hup’s morphological strategies for adjusting the va-

lency of a verb; i.e., the number of core arguments for which the verb catego-

rizes. These strategies include two mechanisms for decreasing valency: the Re-

flexive and the Interactional constructions; as well as two mechanisms for 

increasing valency: the Applicative and the Factitive (but note that the Interac-

tional and the Factitive do not always entail a change in valency). All of these 

except the Applicative involve prefixation; they exhaust the entire set of prever-

bal grammatical markers in Hup, which generally favors the suffixation or oth-

erwise post-stem attachment of bound material. Additional valency-adjusting 

strategies – in particular the expression of causation via verb compounding – 

are summarized at the end of this chapter, and are also discussed in Chapters 8 

and 9.  

  

 

11.1. Reflexive hhup-  

 

The prefix hup- defines a grammatical construction that is here labeled ‘Reflex-

ive’; however, it has a broader range of functions than that of the prototypical 

reflexive situation of an actor acting on him/herself, including a passive inter-

pretation and a marginal reciprocal function. In general, the occurrence of hup- 
on the (obligatorily transitive) verb stem could be said to signal that the gram-

matical subject is being acted upon in some way, i.e., is him/herself an under-

goer of the event.  

In addition to its use as a valency-adjusting verbal preform, the form hup has 

various other manifestations, including its use as a free lexeme meaning ‘hu-

man, person’ or ‘Hup Indian’ (hence the name of the language; see §1.2.1), and 

as an enclitic on noun phrases. Because of this multifunctionality, it can often 

be difficult to determine which use of hup we are faced with in a given sentence 

– undoubtedly reflecting the contexts for reanalysis that led historically to some 

of these different uses in the first place. Hence these other uses are relevant to 

the present discussion of Reflexive hup- as a valency-adjusting form, and they 

will therefore be introduced here as a preface to the Reflexive construction. 

How hup is to be interpreted, functionally and even formally (as free form, en-

clitic, or prefix), depends on its place in the clause, the transitivity and lexical 

identity of the verb, and even the context. 
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A. Free lexeme ‘human, person, Hup Indian’; adjective ‘beautiful, new’  

 

In addition to its frequent use as an ethnonym meaning ‘Hup Indian’ (feminine 

húp=/ãêy, masculine húp=/ h, plural húp=d’ h), húp can be used as a noun 

meaning ‘person’, particularly in reference to an indefinite human participant. 

As such, it is a free lexical item; it typically takes independent stress (but note 

that subjects that directly precede verbs are often unstressed in Hup) and it is 

clearly separate from the verb and other clausal constituents. In combination 

with a transitive or intransitive verb, húp may act as an indefinite pronominal 

agent (examples 1–2) or object (in which case it takes the object-marking that is 

obligatory for human referents; example 3). The noun húp may also appear as 

the first constituent of a nominal compound, with the sense ‘relating to people, 

Hup Indians’ (e.g., húp / d ‘Hup language, speech’). A noun meaning ‘body’ or 

‘person’ is a very common historical source for reflexive markers cross-

linguistically (cf. Heine 2000, Schladt 2000). 

 

(1)  h p cQ‡g hhúp  d’o/-y /- y=mah  
  fish net  person take-TEL-DYNM=REP 

  ‘Someone’s taken the fish net (it’s said).’ (el) 

 

(2)  húp  pã Ù  
  person NEG:EX 

  ‘There was no one.’ (txt) 

 

(3)  húp- n  t w- y,  hhúp- n  dóh-óy…  

  person-OBJ scold-DYNM person-OBJ curse-DYNM  

  ‘(They) scold people, put curses on people…’ (txt) 

 

 In addition to this nominal use, the free lexeme húp can act as an adjective 

meaning ‘good, beautiful, new’, as in expressions such as b’ / húp ‘fresh bei-

ju’. As such, it usually occurs with the nominalizing third singular proclitic 

t h= (see §6.6), resulting in the phonologically reduced form tuhúp, as in y d 
tuhúp ‘new clothes’.  

 

  

B. Enclitic: Reflexive intensifier 

 

As discussed in detail in §7.1.4, the form hup also appears as an enclitic, which 

attaches to noun phrases and acts as a Reflexive Intensifier, as illustrated in 

examples (4–5). As opposed to its use as a free lexical noun in examples (1–3) 

above, the enclitic =hup forms a phonological unit with its host; it is un-
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stressed, has no pause separating it from the preceding noun phrase, and its 

frequent combination with the third person singular and plural pronouns 

(t h=hup and h d=hup) has given rise to the semi-lexicalized variants [»túhup] 

and [»h Rup] (note the stress on the first syllable, whereas the adjective form 

[tu»húp] above has stress on the second). Such a formal identity between verbal 

reflexive markers and nominal intensifiers is cross-linguistically very common; 

compare English ‘N itself’ (cf. König and Siemund 2000). 

 

(4)  n N=hhup  p d  b /-yó/,  n N=hhup  dúh 
  2pl=RFLX.INTS DIST work-SEQ 2pl=RFLX.INTS buy.IMP 

  ‘All of you yourselves having worked, you yourselves buy (things).’  

  (i.e., we will no longer give you these things as gifts) (txt) 

 

(5)  tegd’uh tQ)êh  ttúhup   j’ap-y /- y 
  tree  small  3sg.RFLX.INTS divide.in.parts-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘The stick broke by itself.’ (el) 

 

 In contrast to these uses of hup as a free lexical noun and as a nominal en-

clitic, it appears strictly as a verbal preform in its manifestation as a valency-

decreasing Reflexive marker. As a Reflexive, hup- indicates generally that the 

grammatical subject is being directly acted upon. Interpretations of the con-

structions in which it occurs can vary; the use of hup- can result in a standard 

reflexive reading (i.e., the subject acts on him/herself directly), a passive (some 

other participant acts on the subject), or – more marginally – a reciprocal (coor-

dinated subjects act on each other), depending on the semantics of the verb and 

on the general context. These different functions of hup are outlined in the sub-

sections below.  

A correlation between passive, reflexive, and reciprocal constructions is not 

uncommon cross-linguistically. Shibatani (1985: 826) observes that many lan-

guages exhibit such a correlation, including Spanish, Russian, Quechua, and 

Yavapai, and he offers the explanation that this similarity “arises largely from a 

semantic property of these constructions: in all of them, surface subjects are 

affected” (1985: 840). In other words, these constructions all involve a reduc-

tion in the Transitivity of the clause (in the sense of Hopper and Thompson 

1980), in that the grammatical subject is in some way also a semantic patient.  

Formally, the Reflexive form hup- displays properties common to Hup’s two 

other preforms: it is unstressed and is not separated from its verbal host by 

pause phenomena. In addition, no other constituents can come between it and 

the verb, with the exception of an object of a ditransitive verb (a property that it 

shares with the Interactional gram; see below).  
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Syntactic requirements for the use of Reflexive hup- include the stipulation 

that it can occur only with a transitive or ditransitive verb; it is ungrammatical 

with an intransitive verb, as illustrated in example (6a). In any case where the 

form hup does occur in a clause with a subject nominal and an intransitive verb, 

it can only be interpreted as a Reflexive intensifier, encliticized to the noun, as 

in (6b); it cannot act as an impersonal subject, since a subject is already present.   

 

(6)  a) *h d hhup-g’ã ê/-ã êy 

    3pl RFLX-be.suspended-DYNM 

 

  b) h d=hhup  g’ãê/-ã êy    
   3pl=RFLX.INTS be.suspended-DYNM 

   ‘They themselves lie in their (own) hammocks.’ (el)  

 

Finally, subjects of clauses containing the verbal Reflexive are almost always 

animate; exceptions appear to be limited to reflexive forms that are semi-

lexicalized and/or semi-idiomatic, such as the following: 

 

(7)  cug’Q‡t  hhup-k d- y 
  leaf/paper RFLX-pass-DYNM 

  ‘The leaf turns over.’ OR ‘The leaf got turned over (by someone).’ (el) 

 

(8)  hhup-túk,  yúp m m- h ! 
  RFLX-want that axe-DECL 

  ‘That axe is valuable!’ (lit. ‘makes itself be wanted’) (sp) 

 

 

11.1.1. Reflexive reading of hup-: subject acts on self
134

 

 

Depending on the semantics of the verb, the interpretation of the Reflexive form 

hup- can be that of a prototypical reflexive, in which the subject acts on 

him/herself (examples 9–10). This use is quite productive. As is the case else-

where in Hup, the subject noun phrase need not be explicitly stated, particularly 

when the reflexive meaning is clear from the semantics of the verb. This is illus-

                                                
134

 Note that while the use of hup- is not restricted to a true reflexive reading (subject 

acts on self), it is the only available strategy for producing such a reading. The co-

occurrence of an explicit co-referential subject and object in the clause is ungrammati-

cal; e.g., */ãh / n y ¤d- ¤y (1sg 1sg.OBJ hide-DYNM) Intended meaning: ‘I hide myself’. 
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trated in example (10) (here an additional object-marked participant / n ‘me’ is 

present, but is understood not to be the direct object of the clause). 

 

(9)  náw=y /  d /-m ‡/   b /,   /am hhup-h êk !  
  good=TEL remain-UNDER work.IMP  2sg RFLX-cut.APPR 

  ‘Go carefully on that last bit, you’ll cut yourself!’ (cv) 

  
(10) / n  hhup-y d-c ‚êw- ‚êy=cud    núp-ti/ ? 

  1sg.OBJ RFLX-hide-COMPL-DYNM=INFR this-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘This one’s already hidden (himself) from me, huh?’ (txt)  

 

The true reflexive use of hup- also can be seen in a number of semi-

lexicalized or idiomatic verbal forms, such as hup-hæb- ‘be in a state of be-

reavement, loss’ (*?hQb-); hup-hipãh- ‘have good sense (i.e., according to 

one’s social responsibilities), be aware of oneself and one’s surroundings’ (lit. 

‘know oneself’, from hipãh- ‘know, think’, itself a lexicalized Factitive verb, 

see §11.4 below), as in example (11); and hup-k d- ‘turn over; turn (oneself) 

around’ (k d- ‘pass, overtake’), as in example (12) and in (7) above. It also 

appears word-internally in some expressions involving the Completive aspect 

suffix -c ‚p-/-c ‚w-, as in wQd-hup-c ‚êw- )êy / c ‚êp- ‚êy (eat-RFLX-COMPL-DYNM) ‘al-

ready eaten’ (see §12.5).  

 

(11) n ‡   tæêh=d’ h   g-na/-y /- y,    
  1sg.POSS offspring=PL  drink-lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM  

 

  hup-hipãh-n h... 
  RFLX-know-NEG 

  ‘My kids got drunk, they were out of their senses…’ (cv)  

 

(12) t h  hhup-k d-k dhi-y /-ní-p=b’ay  

  3sg RFLX-pass-pass.descend-TEL-INFR-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘She turned herself around and went down again quickly.’ (txt)  

 

Another apparently idiomatic use of Reflexive hup- relates to preg-

nancy (examples 13–14). Here the expression ‘the woman is pregnant’ could 

perhaps be interpreted literally as ‘the woman interiorizes herself’ (but note the 

presence of the object ‘offspring’ in 13). Alternatively, this example could be an 

idiosyncratic case of noun incorporation (see §9.6). 
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(13) tã/ãêy  tQ)êh  hhup-cúd-úy 
  woman offspring RFLX-be.inside-DYNM 

  ‘The woman is pregnant.’ (el)
 
 

 

(14) /ãh hhup-cúd-uw- n    w y- y  /ám ?  
  1sg RFLX-be.inside-FLR-OBJ love-DYNM 2sg 

  ‘Do you love the one I am pregnant with?’ (txt) 

 

Reflexive hup- is also a component of several derived non-verbal construc-

tions, such as hup-hipã êh=teg ‘consciousness, intelligence’ (lit. ‘self-knowing 

thing’), and the idiomatic hup-n  ‘alone’ (possibly from nç- ‘say’), as in (15). In 

the idiomatic expression ‘show oneself (to others)’, hup- occurs together with 

the form cap, which is used elsewhere as a noun meaning ‘body’ (and as an 

intensifier, see §15.1.1); hence ‘self’s body’, or ‘oneself’ (example 16).  

 

(15) hup-n  p d  wæd-æy  

  RFLX-say DIST eat-DYNM 

  ‘They each eat by themselves.’ (txt) 

 

(16) /ãêh=togtúg  n ‡h  m y  g’od-ót, 
  1sg=son.in.law POSS house  inside-OBL  

 

  /am hhup-ccap-be-tæ ê/-n’ ‡h 

  2sg RFLX-body-show-CNTRFACT-NMZ 

  ‘Inside my son-in-law’s house, you would show yourself thus.’ (txt) 

 

The status of hup- as a verbal preform – as opposed to a nominal enclitic – is 

the single formal criterion that differentiates it from the Reflexive intensifier 

form. However, its status as prefix or enclitic (both normally unstressed forms), 

or even as free lexical noun (unstressed in some contexts) can be ambiguous, 

especially in fast speech where pause phenomena are less salient. In examples 

(17a–b) of the following elicited paradigm, the identical ordering of constituents 

(subject, hup, verb) can lead to the interpretation of hup as either a Reflexive 

intensifier or a verbal Reflexive, depending on pause phenomena and intona-

tion, as well as on the context and the transitivity of the verb. In examples (17c–

d), on the other hand, the presence of object-marking on one of the participants 

forces or encourages the interpretation of hup as a full noun phrase; however, 

(17d) (especially given the lack of stress common on Hup preverbal subjects) 

can also be interpreted as involving the Reflexive intensifier (with essentially 

the same meaning), or the passive form of the Reflexive (cf. §11.1.2 below). 
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Finally, example (17e) shows that when the clause includes an inanimate object 

noun phrase, hup is interpreted as a full nominal subject, since the Reflexive 

and Reflexive intensifier forms of hup favor an animate subject (so ‘tree’ cannot 

be interpreted as the subject).  

 

(17) a) t h=hhup  k t- y,   (tegd’úh-úh)  
   3sg=RFLX cut-DYNM tree-DECL 

   ‘He himself cut (the tree).’   

 

  b) t h  hhup-k t- y  

   3sg RFLX-cut-DYNM 

   ‘He cut himself.’  

   also: ‘He got cut (by someone else).’ (cf. §11.1.2 below) 

  

  c) t h  hhúp- n  k t- y  

   3sg person-OBJ cut-DYNM 

   ‘He cut someone.’ 

  

  d) t h- n  hhup  k t- y  

   3sg-OBJ person cut-DYNM 

   ‘Someone cut him.’ 

      

     Or:  t h- n=hhup    k t- y  

        3sg-OBJ=RFLX.INTS cut-DYNM 

   ‘(Someone) cut him-himself.’ 

 

  Or: t h- n  hhup-k t- y  

        3sg-OBJ RFLX-cut-DYNM 

   ‘(Someone) got cut by him.’ (cf. §11.1.2 below) 

 

  e) tegd’úh hhup  k t- y 
   tree  person cut-DYNM 

   ‘Someone cut the tree.’  

 

The nominal Reflexive intensifier and the verbal Reflexive prefix often co-

occur in Hup, as in examples (18–19). Their co-occurrence can help to clarify 

that a reflexive activity is indeed involved, particularly in contexts where a sin-

gle occurrence of hup could be ambiguous between interpretations as a nominal 

and verbal formative. The addition of the contrastive emphasis (Telic) marker 

=y / to the Reflexive intensifier helps to stress the uniqueness of the referent. 
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The resulting ‘by oneself’ construction can reinforce the reflexive reading of the 

clause in potentially ambiguous cases, such as example (19) (as opposed to the 

alternative passive reading of verbal hup-, as in ‘he got cut’; see §11.1.2 below). 

However, note that the PN=hup=y / construction can also be used with recip-

rocals (e.g., 36 below), so is not strictly reflexive. 

 

(18) /ám=hhup  hup-hipã êh !  
  2sg=RFLX.INTS RFLX-know.IMP 

  ‘You (yourself) think (for) yourself.’ (i.e., ‘it’s up to you; you decide’)  

  (txt) 

 

(19) t h=hhup=y /   hhup-k t- y  
  3sg=RFLX.INTS=TEL RFLX-cut-DYNM 

  ‘He (himself) cut himself.’ (el) 

 

The Reflexive preform hup – like its companion valency-adjusting preform, 

the Interactional (reciprocal) /u )h – has a curious morphosyntactic property: 

while normally phonologically and morphosyntactically attached to the verb as 

a prefix, it can – in the context of a ditransitive verb with a distinct, stated ob-

ject – optionally appear separated from the verb by the object nominal, as in 

(20). 

 

(20) t h=hup=y /  hhup=yág   w’ t- y  

  3sg=RFLX=TEL  RFLX=hammock tie.hammock-DYNM 

  ‘He’s tying his hammock for himself.’ (el) 

 

 As discussed below for the Interactional (§11.2), the object and verb may be 

in a noun-incorporating relationship in this construction, as evidenced by the 

inability of otherwise grammatical nominal morphology (e.g., demonstratives, 

plural marker, etc.) to modify the noun. In the case of the Reflexive preform, 

hup is unstressed in this pre-object position just as it is in pre-verbal position 

(and thus continues to resemble a prefix phonologically), whereas /u )h in this 

context takes independent stress as a phonologically free particle. Consultants 

judge both options (RFLX OBJ-V and OBJ RFLX-V) to be semantically equivalent 

and equally grammatical; thus yág hup-w’ t- y (hammock RFLX-tie.hammock-

DYNM) ‘tying his hammock for himself’ is judged to be the acceptable counter-

part of (20) above. 

As an additional note on the morphosyntax of reflexive constructions, they 

may involve causative verb compounds (which have internally complex valency 

but result in fully transitive verb forms; see §9.4.1.2 and §11.5.1 below): 
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(21) t g-ét   /ãh hhup-h h-b’uy-w b-op  
  wood-OBL 1sg RFLX-carry-throw-set.on-DEP 

  ‘I got it (lit. put [the sore] on myself) from carrying and throwing down  

  wood.’ (referring to a sore on his foot) (cv) 

 

(22) t h=dó/=d’ h t h=/íp- n  m y hhup-g’et-yæ êh-æêy 

  3sg-child=PL 3sg-father-OBJ house RFLX-stand-request-DYNM 

  ‘The children are sent home by their father.’ (el) 

 

 

11.1.2. Passive reading of hup: subject is acted upon by another participant 

 

In other pragmatic contexts, or with verbs for which a single-participant reflex-

ive reading is semantically unlikely, the verbal preform hup- can produce a 

passive reading, in which the subject (the semantic undergoer) is acted upon by 

some other participant (the semantic actor). In these cases, the animate actor 

(which would be the agent of the corresponding active clause) may be explicit, 

whereby it obligatorily takes the Object case-marker - n (even if it is an animal, 

despite the fact that case-marking with - n is optional for animal objects in ac-

tive Hup clauses, see §4.3.1.2), as in examples (23) and (26) below. Alterna-

tively, the actor may be dropped, as in (24) and (25). A reflexive construction of 

this type can only have a core participant appear in subject position, as opposed 

to a participant that is apparently non-core but is nevertheless object-marked, 

i.e., an affected participant appearing as the ‘object’ of a normally intransitive 

verb (see §8.2). As in the case of the single-participant reflexive reading, the 

grammatical subject in these passive-like clauses is almost always animate, and 

tends to be human; this is in keeping with the cross-linguistic tendency for sub-

jects (semantic undergoers) in passive constructions to be high on the ani-

macy/empathy hierarchy.  

When the grammatical subject has a high level of responsibility and agency 

in bringing about the event, the semantic overlap between the reflexive and 

passive interpretations is particularly clear. For example, (23) is frequently said 

as a warning to someone – especially a child – who is venturing out in the forest 

alone: 

 

(23) /ám yã/ám- n  hhup-wQd-té-h  

  2sg jaguar-OBJ RFLX-eat-FUT-DECL 

  ‘You’ll get (yourself) eaten by a jaguar.’ (el) 

 

Constructions with Reflexive hup- are nevertheless often neutral as to the de-

gree of the subject’s agency in bringing about the event, and may take a quite 
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straightforward passive interpretation. Further examples are provided in (24–

26). Example (24) comes from a story in which the jaguars have just thrown 

their victim’s head into the river, only to witness it floating in the current and 

making a spooky sound, foretelling their own coming demise. 

 

(24) h d- n  t h  nín’- w-ay                 
  3pl-OBJ 3sg bad.omen-FLR-INCH   

 

  “hhup-nín’- y,    / n- h,”  nç-yó/=mah  

   RFLX-bad.omen-DYNM 1pl-DECL  say-SEQ=REP 

  ‘It ‘bad-omened’ them; “we’ve gotten ‘bad-omened’,” they said…’ (txt)  
 

(25) hup-hipo/-n h-ay=nih=mah   y -d’ h- h 
  RFLX-meet-NEG-INCH=EMPH.CO=REP that-PL-DECL 

  ‘And they were not caught, they say (by their mother).’ (txt) 

 

(26) nu-cá/-áy=n’ n   /ãh hhup-/ d-muh ê/-u )ti/  
 this-side-DYNM=PL.OBJ 1sg RFLX-speak-play-EMPH.TAG 

 ‘I get scolded by the people around here.’ (txt) 

 

Note that the occurrence of the preform hup- as separated from the verb by a 

stated direct object is acceptable with the passive interpretation, as in the more 

prototypical reflexive case (see §11.1.1 above): 

 

(27) h d=báb’ hhup=yág   w’ t- y 
  3pl=sibling RFLX=hammock tie.hammock-DYNM 

  ‘Their brother is having his hammock tied (by someone else).’ (el) 

 

The passive reading of the reflexive also occurs with ditransitive construc-

tions:  

 

(28) / n  tæêh=mQh- nd’ h  hhup-d’o/-tubúd-úh 
  1pl  son=DIM-ASSOC.PL  RFLX-take-INTS3-DECL 

  ‘My son and I were taken (i.e., served) a lot (of caxiri).’ (cv)  

 

(29) /ãêh cecádio- n hæ Ùh   hhup-n /- y  
  1sg Cesario-OBJ merchandise RFLX-give-DYNM 

  ‘I was given merchandise by Cesario.’ (el) 
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As discussed above, the interpretation of hup as a prefixed verbal Reflexive 

or an encliticized nominal Reflexive intensifier may be ambiguous. Where the 

subject undergoer of the (passive) clause outranks the actor (agent of the corre-

sponding active clause; now an oblique argument) in terms of person or ani-

macy, a passive reading is typically the default interpretation of a clause with 

hup (regardless of word order, as in example 23 above). On the other hand, in 

the case where the oblique actor outranks the subject undergoer, the interpreta-

tion of hup can be sensitive to variation in word order. This is illustrated in the 

elicited paradigm in example (30); the clause receives a reflexive/passive read-

ing in (30a–b), but when the morphologically unmarked (i.e., nominative-case) 

participant immediately precedes the reflexive marker (30c–d), the default in-

terpretation of the clause is active, and hup is understood as the Reflexive inten-

sifier. 

 

(30) a) Preferred or default interpretation: Reflexive (passive) 

   yã/ám tiy /- n  hhup-mæh-æy 
   jaguar  man-OBJ  RFLX-kill-DYNM 

   ‘The jaguar was killed by the man.’ 

 

  b) Only possible interpretation: Reflexive (passive) 

   hup-mæh-æy  tiy /- n yã/ám-ah  
   RFLX-kill-DYNM man-OBJ jaguar-DECL

135
 

   ‘The jaguar was killed by the man.’ 

 

  c) Preferred or default interpretation: Reflexive intensifier 

   tiy /- n yã/am=hhup  mæh-æy  

   man-OBJ jaguar=RFLX.INTS kill-DYNM 

   ‘The jaguar itself killed the man.’  

 

  d) Preferred or default interpretation: Reflexive intensifier  

   yã/ám=hhup  mæh-æy  tiy /- n-ah   
   jaguar=RFLX.INTS kill-DYNM man-OBJ-DECL 

   The jaguar itself killed the man.’ (el) 

 

As noted above, animate actors or ‘perpetrators’ (the agents of the corre-

sponding active clauses) of events expressed as reflexive (passive) constructions 

are marked with the Object case suffix - n. However, while actors in these con-

structions are usually animate, they are not obligatorily so. When an actor is 

                                                
135

 Declarative -Vh is required on clause-final subjects (see §17.2). 
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inanimate, it cannot take the Object marker - n, in keeping with the restrictions 

relating to animacy (i.e., differential object marking) that govern the use of the 

Object marker in Hup (see §4.3.1.2). Instead, inanimate actors must take the 

Oblique case-marker (-V êt), as we see in example (31), reading (a). Alterna-

tively, the fact that animal objects in active (non-reflexive) clauses are option-

ally marked with Object - n permits the interpretation in reading (b), in which 

‘deer’ is understood as the (unmarked) grammatical object of the killing event, 

rather than the subject undergoer – making hup, in turn, the indefinite human 

subject, and not a verbal Reflexive at all. 

   

(31)      mçh y tegd’úh-út hhup (-) mæh-æy  
Reading a:  deer(S) tree-OBL  RFLX-   kill-DYNM 

Reading b:  deer(O)     person(A)   

   a: ‘The deer got killed by a (falling) tree.’
136

  

    (i.e., the wind blew it down, no human involved) 

 

   b: ‘Someone (human) killed the deer with a tree/log.’  

    (note that if ‘deer’ takes overt object-marking, this is the only  

    possible interpretation) 

 

 Such a default interpretation of hup as an indefinite subject is also likely to 

occur with change-of-state verbs (which can easily take one or two core argu-

ments), as in example (32a), since the subject in the simple clause without hup 
may already be understood to be the undergoer of the event (32b): 

  

(32) a) b /(- n) d h-ét   hhúp   pu-y /- y=cud   
   rat(-OBJ) water-OBL person(A) wet-TEL-DYNM=INFR   

   ‘Someone wet the rat with water.’  

 

  b) b /  d h-ét   pu-y /- y=cud          

   rat(S) water-OBL wet-TEL-DYNM=INFR     

   ‘The rat got wet in the rain/water.’ (el)   

 

The use of hup as an impersonal subject and as a Reflexive marker (in a re-

flexive construction with a passive interpretation) may in some contexts be 

                                                
136

 The preferred way to express the same concept involves the Factitive prefix hi- (see 

§11.4):  mçh y  tegd’úh-út  nçh-hitãê/-ãêy  
   deer  tree-OBL  fall-FACT.crush-DYNM 

   ‘The deer was crushed by the (falling) tree.’ (el) 
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pragmatically equivalent. For example, (33) (which had neither of the first per-

son forms in parentheses when originally uttered) may be grammatically am-

biguous, if the intonation and pause clues defining hup as a free or bound form 

are not clear (as is often the case in fast speech). The clause may be understood 

either as a straightforward ditransitive construction with a pro-dropped (object) 

recipient ‘me’ and impersonal subject ‘someone’ (as in 33a), or as a reflexive 

(passive) construction with a pro-dropped subject ‘I’ (as in 33b). Pragmatically, 

however, the same message is conveyed by either reading.  

 

(33) a) t g=mQh (/ n)  hhup   h h-n h     
   wood=DIM (1sg.OBJ) person(A) carry-NEG   

   ‘No one carries any wood (for me).’  

  

  b) t g=mQh hhup-h h-n h   (/ãêh-ã êh) 
   wood=DIM RFLX-carry-NEG  (1sg[S]-DECL) 

   ‘(I) don’t get any wood carried (for me).’ (txt) 

 

 

11.1.3. Reciprocal reading of hup: subjects act on each other  

 

When a Reflexive construction occurs with a plural subject, or with multiple 

coordinated singular subjects, a reciprocal reading may also be possible (in ad-

dition to the reflexive and passive readings), as in (34).
137

 However, the Interac-

tional marker /u )h- is normally preferred in this context, and a reciprocal reading 

of hup- appears to be available only when when the subject of the clause is per-

ceived as a group acting on itself. 

 

(34) tã/ãêy=d’ h  hhup-k m n-d’ó/-óy 

  woman=PL  RFLX-encircle.with.arms-take-DYNM 

  ‘The women embrace each other.’ (el) 

 

In cases where Reflexive hup- can take a reciprocal interpretation, it is inter-

changeable with the Interactional preform / h-:  
 

 

                                                
137

 To indicate a coordinated reflexive action on the part of multiple subjects (i.e., ‘do-

ing V to themselves, together’), an alternative strategy involves the Interactional marker 

/ h- and the Reflexive intensifier form h d=hup=y / (see §11.2 below). 
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(35) tát  deh-ét=/ y=d’ h  // h-nç/-n h...      
  Ant Water-OBL=who=PL INTRC-give-NEG   

  

  bahéra-át=/ y=d’ h  wQ‡d hhup-nç/-n h  

  Barreira-OBL=who=PL  food RFLX-give-NEG 

  ‘The people of Tat Deh don’t give (food) to each other… the people of  

  Barreira don’t give food to each other.’ (txt) 

 

In example (36), a reflexive construction has a reciprocal interpretation – but an 

asymmetrical one, since it is unlikely that two piranhas would actually eat each 

other in a true reciprocal sense. As discussed in §11.2 below, such an asymmet-

rical interpretation is a normal possibility for reciprocal constructions generally 

in Hup. 

 

(36) / t=d’ h  h d=hhup=y /   hhup-wæd-æy=cud 
  piranha=PL 3pl=RFLX.INTS=TEL RFLX-eat-DYNM=INFR 

  ‘The piranhas themselves are eating each other.’ (ru) 

 

 

Comparative and Historical note  

 

Dâw uses the form xup both as a reflexive intensifier, a reflexive marker, and as 

a noun meaning ‘human body’; the related form xub precedes the verb and acts 

as a reciprocal marker. Note that Dâw has a different word for ‘human being’ 

(S. Martins 2004: 379–383), whereas Hup uses the distinct form cáp for ‘body’ 

(and hup for ‘human being’). No information is available on the reflexive con-

struction in Yuhup, but Nadëb uses the apparently unrelated reflex-

ive/reciprocal/passive form ka- (Weir 1984: 107). 

The formal similarity and (in some contexts) the functional ambiguity of the 

noun ‘person’, the nominal intensifier, and the verbal reflexive marker (with its 

several functions) is undoubtedly an indication of their historical relationship. 

Such a relationship is cross-linguistically common, and has been attributed to 

the following general path of grammaticalization, which seems to be attested in 

a number of the world’s languages (cf. Heine 2000, Knjazev 1998, König and 

Siemund 2000: 56):  

 

Nominal source (usually ‘body’)  Intensifier  Reflexive  Reciprocal  

 Middle  Passive  
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In Hup, the form hup reflects all of these semantic areas (except perhaps the 

middle voice). It is hoped that further study will shed more light on the proc-

esses of grammaticalization that led to the present system. 

 

 

11.2. Reciprocal relations and Interactional // h-
138

  

 

 Hup’s primary strategy for indicating reciprocal relations involves the verbal 

preform / h-, the focus of this section. Aside from this preform, secondary re-

ciprocal strategies are limited, but also exist; these are the Reflexive preform 

hup- (as discussed in §11.1.3 above) and the lexically specific use of the noun 

bab’ ‘sibling’ as a preform, as discussed (in comparison with h) in the ‘His-

torical note’ below. Hup has few natural lexical reciprocals, in the sense of a 

verb that entails a reciprocal reading; even verbs like kay’- ‘embrace’ and t w- 

‘scold, speak angrily to’ tend to be interpreted in a neutral context as non-

reciprocal (transitive with a dropped object) if not overtly marked as recipro-

cal/interactive. The Interactional marker / h- is nonetheless frequently optional 

when a reciprocal reading can be recovered from the discursive or pragmatic 

context. Further discussion of Hup’s reciprocal strategies can be found in Epps 

(forthcoming b). 

 The most common use of the preform / h- is to signal a reciprocal interac-

tion, and it is the preferred means for doing so in almost all cases. As such, it 

decreases valency. However, / h- is not limited to a strictly reciprocal function, 

but is also used to indicate a more general interaction of two or more agentive 

co-participants in the performance of an activity (hence the gloss ‘Interac-

tional’); this use does not necessarily involve a change in valency.  

Examples of the more prototypical, symmetric reciprocal use of / h- include 

/ h-cob- (INTRC-point) ‘point at each other’, and the semi-lexicalized forms 

/ h-g’ ç- (INTRC-bite) ‘fight’ (especially dogs; example 37) and / h-mQh- 
(INTRC-beat/kill) ‘fight’ (especially in the latter form, speakers frequently drop 

the /h/ in / h-). Another example is provided in (38). Asymmetric and non-

reciprocal examples of / h- are given in the subsequent discussion. 

 

                                                
138

 This discussion was informed by materials from the Reciprocals across languages 
project (Evans and Nordlinger 2004), and the elicitation materials (including video 

clips) produced by the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (Evans et al. 2004). 

Thanks to Nick Evans, Stephen Levinson, and other participants in the Reciprocals 

Workshop at MPI Nijmegen (April 21, 2006) for helpful comments on the material 

discussed in this section. 
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(37) yã amb =d’ h // h-g’ ç- y 
  dog=PL    INTRC-bite-DYNM 

  ‘The dogs are fighting.’ (lit. ‘biting each other’) (el) 

 

(38) p /  h d  / h-p /- y,    h ê      h d    
  dabacuri 3pl  INTRC-dabacuri-DYNM game.animal  3pl    

    

  / h-p /- y,    h Ùp h d  / h-p /- y... 
  INTRC-dabacuri-DYNM fish 3pl  INTRC-dabacuri-DYNM   

  ‘They (the Ancestors) had dabacuris for each other; they ritually  

  presented game to each other; they ritually presented fish to each other...’  

  (txt) 

 

The formal characteristics defining Interactional / h- include the fact that it 

usually appears as a verbal prefix (cf. §3.4.1.1), realized as a phonological unit 

together with its host: it is unstressed, and is not separated from the verb by a 

pause. However, in the context of a ditransitive verb with a stated direct object 

(i.e., a non-beneficiary/recipient), it may optionally occur as a phonologically 

free prepositional particle, detached from the verb stem (a similar phenomenon 

is attested for the Reflexive prefix hup-; see §11.1 above). In this context (and 

only this context), / h- may be separated from the verb stem by the object 

nominal, and (unlike hup-) it receives independent stress (rising tone). Consult-

ants describe this construction as semantically equivalent to the alternative or-

der of [Obj / h-Verb] (e.g., h d nám / h-n /- y). The phenomenon is illus-

trated in example (39); see also (57) and (58) below.  

 

(39) h d  / Ùh nam  n /- y  

  3sg INTRC poison give-DYNM  

  ‘They give poison to each other.’ (txt) 

 

Where / h occurs as a free prepositional particle, it is likely that the object 

noun is undergoing a unique form of incorporation into the verb that follows it 

(although noun incorporation is otherwise largely unproductive in Hup; see 

§9.6). Evidence for this is the fact that the object nominal is always unstressed 

(like all non-final compounded elements in verbs), that the pronominal subject 

of the clause cannot intervene between the object nominal and the verb (as it 

can in a simple transitive clause), and that the object cannot be modified by the 

Plural marker =d’ h, the Object case marker - n, a demonstrative, an adjective, 

or any other modifier – unlike object nominals that precede [/ h + Verb] or 

occur anywhere else in a clause: 
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(40) a) h d  // Ùh [*núp] nam  n /- y 
   3pl  INTRC this  poison give-DYNM 

   ‘They give each other [*this] poison.’ 

 

  b) h d  ka/áp=d’ h / Ùh tog  [*=d’ h, *- n, *-n’ n]  bé-éy  
   3pl  two=PL  INTRC daughter [*PL *OBJ *PL.OBJ] show-DYNM 

   ‘The two of them show each other their daughters.’ 

 

  c) h d  / Ùh h p [*p g] n /- y 
   3pl  INTRC fish big   give-DYNM 

   ‘They give each other [*big] fish.’ (el) 

 

Other features of Interactional / h- include the fact that almost all examples 

of its use – in keeping with the semantics of reciprocal or interactive action – 

involve a transitive verb (either mono-transitive or ditransitive). However, con-

sultants do judge certain intransitive Interactional constructions to be grammati-

cal, with the interpretation that they involve fully interactive co-participants 

(example 41).  

 

(41) / hhiw ¤h    h d  / h-g’ã ê/-ã êy  

   between.associates 3pl  INTRC-be.suspended-DYNM 

  ‘They are together in the same hammock.’ (lit. ‘They are suspended [in a 

  single hammock] interactively’; i.e., bodies are in contact, especially with  

  limbs intertwined.) (el) 

 

Also in keeping with its semantics, Interactional / h- usually requires a plu-

ral subject; a singular subject is normally ungrammatical: 

 

(42) *yúp=/ h  / h-n m’- y  
    that.ITG=MSC INTRC-poke-DYNM 

 

However, in a few cases where the Interactional marker is semi-lexicalized to-

gether with the verb stem, consultants judge a singular subject to be grammati-

cal (but an explicit object such as cãp=/ h-an (other=MSC-OBJ) ‘someone else’ 

is not permitted): 

 

(43) a) yúp=/ h   / h-mæh-æy  

   that.ITG=MSC INTRC-hit/kill-DYNM 

   ‘That man is fighting (with someone).’  
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  b) yúp  yã amb  // h-g’ ç- y 
   that.ITG dog   INTRC-bite-DYNM 

   ‘That dog is fighting (with some other dog).’ (el) 

 

Where the subject of the clause is a conjunction of two (or more) singular 

entities (rare in natural discourse), consultants prefer the use of the ‘Associative 

plural’ suffix - nd’ h (see §4.4.6) on both:  

 

(44) tiy /- nd’ h  tã/ãêy- nd’ h   h Ùp / h-n /- y 
  man-ASSOC.PL woman-ASSOC.PL fish INTRC-give-DYNM 

  ‘The man and woman give fish to each other.’ (el) 

 

 Although subjects of the Interactional construction are almost always ani-

mate, this is not a requirement. For example, two trees may reciprocally hit each 

other in the wind, or two canoes bump against each other in the waves: 

 

(45) hçht g=d’ h /a/áb’-át  / h-nçh-d’ák-áy  

  canoe=PL   wave-OBL INTRC-fall-be.against.vertical-DYNM 

  ‘The canoes are hitting against each other in the waves.’ (el) 

 

A further formal aspect of Interactional / h- is its use in verbal compounds. 

In this context, it precedes the entire compound, as in (46); no cases have been 

encountered in which / h- occurs compound-medially (i.e., with scope over a 

single compound-internal root), in contrast to the other two valency-adjusting 

preforms, Reflexive hup- and Factitive hi-. However, / h- need not take scope 

over the entire compound if the final verb root has a causativizing effect (see 

example 47). 

 

(46) húp=d’ h / h-tab’ah-g’et-d’ h-hí-íy 
  person=PL INTRC-slap-stand-send-descend-DYNM 

  ‘The people are standing in a row slapping each other.’ (el) 

 

 The Interactional gram can interact with other valence-adjusting mecha-

nisms. It feeds a causative verb compound in example (47), and is fed by an 

applicative (to which it is identical in form; see §11.3 below) in (48): 

 

(47) b’oy= h h d- n  [ h-b -hitam]-yæh-æy=mah  
  study=MSC 3pl-OBJ [INTRC-work-help]-request-DYNM=REP 

  ‘The teacher ordered/made the children help each other, it’s said.’ (el) 
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(48) Ped, M t h -d’áp  h d   h-c w- h- y 
  Ped M t animal-meat 3pl  INTRC-cook-APPL-DYNM 

  ‘Ped and M t cooked meat for each other.’ (el) 

 

The Interactional construction can also be fed by some reflexives: 

 

(49) h d  / h-hup-y d- y  

  3pl  INTRC-RFLX-hide-DYNM 

  ‘They are hiding from each other.’ (el)  

 

 Finally, Interactional h- occurs with certain non-verbal predicates, but this 

is limited to terms which are two-place predicates and their own converses. All 

examples encountered to date involve kin relationships, as in constructions like 

(50) (in which h- is strongly preferred): 

 

(50) /u )h-y h=d’ h  y -d’ h- h 
  INTRC-affine=PL that.ITG-PL-DECL 

  ‘They are affinal relatives/cross-cousins.’ 

 

 The semantics of / h- is relatively flexible. While examples of its more 

symmetric reciprocal use are given above (e.g., 37–38), it is also used in cases 

of asymmetric reciprocity, as in examples (51–52). In (51), the participants’ 

speaking amongst themselves is an example of a ‘mêlée’-type reciprocal event, 

in which an activity is performed among a group of people, with no necessarily 

symmetric interaction between pairs of actors. Example (52) illustrates a ‘chain’ 

type situation, in which the first entity acts on the second, the second in turn 

acts on the third, and so on.   

 

(51) “/ n=/ín=tæ êh=cud  yúw-úh...” h d  / h-n -ay-áh  
   1pl=mother=son=INFR  that-DECL 3pl  INTRC-say-INCH-DECL   

  ‘ “That’s our mother’s child…” they were saying amongst themselves.’  

  (txt) 

 

(52) cug’Q‡t=d’ h /Q‡y-hiyó/   / h-nçh-wób-óy  
  book=PL   together-on.top.of INTRC-fall-rest.on-DYNM 

  ‘The books fell on top of each other.’ (el) 

 

The use of /u )h- to signal asymmetric reciprocity, as in the examples above, 

blends into an even more generally pluractional function. As such, /u )h- typi-

cally indicates the general interactive involvement of multiple agentive partici-

pants in an event. In the second occurrence of /u )h- in (53), for example, the 
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spirits’ chasing after a girl (who is being carried away by another spirit) is nec-

essarily asymmetrical and barely reciprocal at all (compare English “on each 

others’ heels”); moreover, ‘that girl’ is the case-marked direct object of the 

clause, indicating that Interactional /u )h- has no effect on valency here. Simi-

larly, in the second part of (54), the use of / h- is linked to a general reciprocal 

situation (that of interacting together, by sharing coca, on the basis of affinal 

relationships), whereas the actual event signaled by the verb is not itself recip-

rocal at all. Note that in this case there appears to be no actual change in va-

lency. 

 

(53) // h-nç-hám-ay=mah  y /-d’ h- h,  yúp=/ãy- n   
  INTRC-say-go-INCH=REP that-pl-DECL  that=FEM-OBJ  

 

  / h-toh-hám=d’ h 

  INTRC-chase-go=PL 

  ‘(“Mine, mine!”), those (spirits) all went saying to each other, chasing  

  after that girl (together).’ (txt) 

 

(54) / n  / Ùh bab’-ni-d’o/-p d- h;    / n=y h=d’ h- t   
  1pl  INTRC companion-be-take-DIST-DECL 1pl=affine=PL-OBL  

 

  / n  bab’-ni-yó/...    p k  b’ / 

  1pl  companion-be-SEQ  coca  gourd 

 

  / h-nQm’-key-yó/, / n   ni-p d- h 
  INTRC-lick-see-SEQ  1pl   be-DIST-DECL 

  ‘We all joined company with each other; having joined company with our  

  affines… having tasted the coca together, we stayed thus.’ (txt) 

 

 Interactional /u )h- may be used in this sense even when only two entities are 

involved in the event. For example, (55) comes from a description of a scene in 

a picture story
139

 in which the boy and dog have just fallen into a stream; both 

are trying to get out, and in the process the dog has climbed onto the boy’s 

shoulders. This use of the reciprocal is probably best understood as a characteri-

zation of the general scene of their struggle to leave the stream (much like the 

English ‘climbing over each other’). 

  

                                                
139

 Frog, Where Are You? (Mayer 1969). 
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(55) /Q‡y-buycó/,  y kán   d h-an  nçh-tu/-yó/,  
  together-on.top over.there water-DIR fall-immerse-SEQ    

   

  h d  // h-hitoy’-cak-ní-b’ay-áh 

  3pl  INTRC-support.on.head-climb-be=AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘On top of each other, having fallen there in the water, they are climbing  

  up on each other.’ (txt) 
 

 In cases like (55), use of an interactive expression with /u )h- appears to be 

canonically non-reciprocal, involving two participants in an essentially agent-

patient relationship to each other. Where the Interactional construction is used 

in this way, it is interchangeable with a straightforward transitive clause. The 

choice of the Interactional form seems to be motivated by the speaker’s desire 

to characterize the event simply as an interaction between participants, while 

de-emphasizing their identity and who does what to whom. For example, after 

watching a video clip of one person taking off his watch and giving it to another 

person (i.e., a prototypically non-reciprocal event), consultants phrased their 

description of the event as a reciprocal (example 56); they did the same for a 

clip of two people sitting side by side, with one turning repeatedly to look at the 

other.
140

 Conversely, Interactional /u )h- is not grammatical when there is no 

interaction between participants in the scene, such as in a clip of people sitting 

side by side and looking straight ahead. 

 

(56) húp=d’ h hedógio /u )h-po/-nç/-pæm-æy 
  person=PL watch  INTRC-open-give-sit-DYNM 

  ‘The people are taking off and giving a watch while sitting.’ (el) 

 

While such uses of the Interactional construction are rare in natural discourse 

(where events are contextualized and who does what to whom is normally sig-

nificant), two examples are encountered in my text corpus (57–58). In these, a 

construction involving / h- refers to an event that is not reciprocal at all – one 

participant is strictly the agent, the other strictly the patient. Both examples 

come from stories in which one participant plays a nasty trick on the other, and 

in both cases the storyteller is ‘foreshadowing’ the event before it actually takes 

                                                
140

 These video clips were part of a series (Evans et al. 2004) designed to elicit recipro-

cal constructions, so the events pictured were decontextualized and speakers were 

primed to think in terms of reciprocity/interaction. In a different context, their first re-

sponse to events like the watch-giving in (56) would normally involve a transitive con-

struction with a clear agent and patient. 
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place. It is probably the teller’s desire to hint at the event to come – without 

going into too much detail too early – which leads him/her to use the reciprocal 

construction to convey a general interactive sense. In addition, in both cases the 

‘victim’ of the action (pulling out of eyeballs or piercing of an anus) is com-

plicit in that he is tricked into requesting it, so that the event can be conceived 

as symmetric in that the participants share equal willingness or responsibility; 

the narrator may be exploiting this for artistic purposes. In (57), we see / h- 
used both in its standard reciprocal sense (with ‘say’) and in a more generally 

interactional sense (with ‘pierce’).  

 

(57) “‘máy  j’çm-/ay-n ‡N,  / ê/=tæ êh !”  h d   
  let’s.go bathe-VENT-COOP mother=son  3pl   

 

   / h-nç-d’ób-ay-áh...     h d / Ùh y mçy yók-ay-áh  

  INTRC-say-go.to.river-INCH-DECL 3pl INTRC anus  pierce-INCH-DECL 

  ‘“Let’s go bathe, mother’s son!” they said to each other, going down to  

  the river… they would engage in anus-piercing together’ (i.e., one would  

  poke out an anus for the other). (txt) 

 

(58) h d  / Ùh  k w g w t-té-ay-áh 
  3pl  INTRC  eye  pull.out-FUT-INCH-DECL 
  ‘They will engage in eye-pulling-out together.’ (i.e., one would pull out  

  the other’s eyes) (txt) 

 

Because of this functional flexibility of Interactional /u )h, its interpretation is 

potentially vague. Fixed lexical expressions may help to reinforce one or the 

other interpretation (true reciprocity vs. other interaction) of a predicate marked 

with / h-. In fact, even a kind of interactive reflexive interpretation is possible 

when lexically specified. Both (59) and (60) involve the Interactional marker, 

but the preferred interpretation is that the two participants are acting jointly to 

poke their own bodies, not the other person’s. 

 

(59) tã/ãêy,  tiy / h d=hup(=y /)  / h-n m’- y  

  woman man 3pl=RFLX.INTS(=TEL) INTRC-poke-DYNM  

  ‘The man and woman together are each poking themselves.’ (el) 

 

(60) tã/ãêy,  tiy / h dn ‡h  cáp-át   / h-n m’- y  
  woman man 3pl.POSS body-OBL INTRC-poke-DYNM 

  ‘The man and woman together both poke on their own bodies.’ (el) 
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 A true reciprocal interpretation can be reinforced with an explicit lexical re-

ciprocal expression, as in (61). 

 

(61) tiy / tã/ãêy  (/ hhiw h)   // h-n m’- y  
  man woman (between.relatives) INTRC-poke-DYNM 

  ‘The man and woman poke each other.’ (el) 

 

This lexical expression / h-hiw h is translated as ‘between relatives/close asso-

ciates’, and also occurs in nominalized form as a generic kin term, / h-
hiw h=d’ h ‘relatives, close associates’. It is apparently formed from the Inter-

actional marker
141

 and the verb hiw h- (itself made up of the Factitive prefix hi- 
and a root that consultants say is meaningless on its own), which means ‘re-

strain from fighting or danger’. The kin term / h-hiw h=d’ h would thus be a 

(semi-lexicalized) headless relative clause meaning ‘those who restrain each 

other from trouble’.  

 Another expression is the collocation /Q‡y-hi-pó/=y / (together-FACT-

open/take.out=TEL), which involves the morphologically complex form hipó/ 
‘opposite’. This collocation can be used to express opposite or facing spatial 

orientation, but often acts to reinforce a reciprocal interaction:  

 

(62) tiy /=d’ h / hhiw h    h Ùp / h-n /- y,    
  man=PL  between.relatives fish INTRC-give-DYNM  

 

  /Q‡y-hi-pó/=y / 

  together-FACT-open=TEL 

  ‘The men are giving fish to each other, reciprocally.’ (el) 

 

Other expressions involving the bound form /Qy- ‘together’ also encode to-

getherness and interaction, but are not necessarily reciprocal; these include 

/Q‡y-hiyó/ and /Q‡y-buycó/ (together-on/above) ‘on top of each other’ (see 

example 55 above), /Q‡y-æt(=y /) (/Qy-OBL[=TEL]), and /Q‡y-tQn(=y /) 
(/Qy-comparative[=TEL]) ‘together’, as in (63). 

 

(63) /Q‡y- tQn=y /   h d  mQh-b’uy-d’ h-ham-y /-ay-áh ! 
  together-MEAS2=TEL 3pl  kill-throw-send-go-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Together they killed (them) all and threw (them) out of the way!’ (txt) 

 

                                                
141

 But see the related use of / h as ‘sibling of opposite sex’ (described below).  
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In addition to its realization as a Interactional marker, the bound form / h 

has a remarkable number of other uses in Hup (cf. §3.3). As an Inner Suffix, it 

creates an applicative construction (see §11.3 below); it also appears as a verbal 

Boundary Suffix marking jussive mood and as a particle (not limited to verbs) 

marking epistemic modality (§11.3 and §14.7–14.8).
142

   

Yet another realization of /u )h is as a free lexical noun meaning ‘sibling of 

opposite sex’. As such, it may be alienably possessed (as in 64 and 66) or inal-

ienably possessed (as in 65); it also receives the bound nominal =/ãêy ‘female’ 

when the referent is female (/ Ùh=/a‚êy ‘sister’; examples 64–65). Note that 

other, different words for ‘sibling’, ‘close relative or companion’, and ‘ol-

der/younger brother/sister’ (real or classificatory) also exist in Hup, and are in 

fact more frequently used kin terms than / Ùh.  

 

(64) núp / n=dú   n ‡h, hu Ù‚t   t j=/ h  n ‡h  // Ùh=/ãêy,  
  this 1pl=ancestor  POSS tobacco light=MSC POSS sibling=FEM 

 

  / Ùh=/ãêy  ní- y   b’ y /=mah  

  sibling=FEM  be-DYNM  only=REP 

  ‘There was our ancestor Cigar-Lighter’s classificatory sister, everyone’s  

  sister was there.’ (txt) 

 

(65) n N=/íp==/ Ùh=/ãèy=h    ní- y  yæèh  /ãèh-ã èh     
  2pl=father=sibling=FEM=NONVIS be-DYNM FRUST  1sg-DECL     

  ‘I guess I actually am your father’s sister.’ (cv)  

 

(66) n ‡   / êh=n’ n  núp j’ah-át k k-nQn-g’et-yó/,  
  1sg.POSS sibling=PL.OBJ this land-OBL pull-come-stand-SEQ     

    

  cçkw’ t nçg’od tæ êh=d’ h  n ‡h  j’áh-át...  
  toucan mouth  offspring=PL  POSS land-OBL 

  ‘Having brought my siblings to stay in this land, the land of the Toucan’s  

  Beak Clansmen…’ (sg) 

 

 

 

                                                
142

 It is also likely that the same form / h occurs in the lexeme dap/u ê‚h ‘hand’ (possibly 

from d’ap ‘flesh’ + / h; i.e., ‘togetherness of flesh’); compare Tukano amû pa/ma 

‘hand’ (lit. ‘superior.part group’). 
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Historical note 

 

There is considerable evidence that a historical relationship exists between the 

Interactional marker and the nominal form / Ùh ‘sibling of opposite sex’. From a 

comparative perspective, a connection between a reciprocal marker and a kin 

term ‘sibling’ or ‘brother’ has been demonstrated for other languages, including 

Biblical Hebrew (in which reciprocity can be expressed as ‘(a) man [(to) his-

brother)]’; Joüon 2000: 546) and possibly Tok Pisin (Fedden 2005). Similarly, 

reciprocal expressions are built on ‘fellow’ or ‘comrade’ in Welsh, Koromfe 

(Niger-Congo), and Sechellois (Evans and Nordlinger 2004). Thus the semantic 

leap from ‘sibling’ or ‘comrade’ to reciprocal interaction is not so great that a 

number of languages could not make it independently; this is undoubtedly be-

cause interaction among siblings is – in many or most cultures –  prototypically 

cooperative, relatively egalitarian, and therefore reciprocal.  

 In Hup, moreover, there is a comparable language-internal transition from 

the expression of ‘sibling’ to reciprocity or interaction. The kin term báb’ ‘real 

or classificatory sibling’ is incorporated in a few lexically specific verb forms 

(cf. §9.6 on noun incorporation), all of which have reciprocal or more generally 

interactive semantics. The most common are bab’-ni- ‘accompany; be consan-

guinally related to’ and bab’-/ d- ‘chat together’. As example (67) illustrates, 

the interpretation of the clause containing bab’ may in certain contexts be am-

biguous:  

 

(67) a) h d  bab’-/ d- y    

   3pl  sibling-speak-DYNM   

   ‘They are chatting (together).’  

 

  b) h d=báb’ / d- y 

   3pl=sibling speak-DYNM  

   ‘Their sibling is talking.’ (el) 

 

While these two verbal forms of bab’ (‘accompany’ and ‘chat together’) are 

the only ones in really common use, there is actually some evidence that the 

incorporation of bab’ into verbs is marginally productive. One speaker used the 

verbal bab’-g’et- (sibling-stand) and even the variant bab’-bab’-g’et- (in which 

‘sibling’ is repeated) to describe a picture of several pairs of books standing on 

end on a table, with each pair propped together at the top to form an acute an-

gle. Similarly, another speaker used /u )h-bab’-pQm- (INTRC-sibling-sit-) to de-

scribe a video clip of two men sitting side by side, with one turning repeatedly 

to look at the other. 
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 It is therefore likely that the Interactional marker derives historically from 

the noun /u )Ùh ‘opposite-sex sibling’. According to one possible historical sce-

nario, the kin term would have undergone an initial process of incorporation 

into the verb, much like that experienced by bab’ ‘classificatory sibling’. This 

would presumably have initially involved only a few specific lexical items, as is 

currently the case with bab’. Unlike bab’, however, /u )h would have become 

generalized by analogy until it was fully productive as a noun-incorporated 

form in the language. This phase of noun incorporation would have been fleet-

ing, however, probably because noun incorporation is a largely unproductive 

process in Hup generally; thus /u)h- would have become reanalyzed as a verbal 

formative, rather than a bound root. In the process, it would have retained a 

degree of independence from the verb, such that it still occurs as a free form in 

the context of a pre-verbal object in a ditransitive clause.  

Evidence for this scenario includes the fact that, as with bab’ in example 

(67) above, a clause may be syntactically ambiguous between the two interpre-

tations of /u )h (‘they did V reciprocally’ and ‘their opposite-sex sibling did V’), 

especially when Interactional /u )h appears as a free particle: 

 

(68) a) h d  // Ùh  [cug’Qt  n - y]   
   3pl  INTRC  leaf/book  give-DYNM    

   ‘They give each other a book.’  

   (Or: ‘They are engaged in book-giving.’)   

 

  b) h d==/ Ùh  cug’Qt  n - y 

   3pl=os.sibling leaf/book  give-DYNM 

   ‘Their brother gives (someone) a book.’ (el) 

 

That an expression like (68b) (in which the object of ‘give’ is dropped) might 

have been reanalyzed as (68a) is pragmatically plausible in the context of Hup 

culture, where the canonical reciprocal activity is the giving of meat and other 

items among close kin; likewise a close kin relationship presupposes such an 

on-going exchange.   

 But, assuming this scenario is the correct one, why was it ‘opposite-sex sib-

ling’ – of the several words for ‘sibling’ in Hup – that underwent this gram-

maticalization to a general marker of interaction and reciprocity, rather than 

báb’ ‘real or classificatory sibling’, or some other sibling term? One possible 

explanation is the region-wide cultural importance of opposite-sex siblings in 

marriage exchange. In the Vaupés region generally, the preferred marriage pat-

tern is sister exchange – ideally involving blood siblings, not simply classifica-

tory siblings – such that a brother-sister pair (of one clan/family) is matched to a 

brother-sister pair (of another clan/family). This is a strong prerogative among 
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many of the region’s groups, and the close relationships that sometimes arise 

between blood brothers and sisters are said to have the “purpose” of providing 

for their marriage (cf. Goldman 1963: 122–123, Chernela 1993: 66, Jackson 

1983: 126–127). While the Hupd’ h are generally more lackadaisical about 

marriage rules than are the River Indians, they are certainly aware of this re-

gional ideal, and conform to it when possible or convenient. 

 There are several examples from my text corpus in which /u )h- occurs as an 

Interactional marker in relation to affinal relationships and sister exchange (ex-

amples 69–70). Here /u )h precedes a kin term, which may or may not be incor-

porated into the verb; this is formally little different from a construction in 

which nominal /u )Ùh ‘sibling’ precedes another kin term as an inalienable posses-

sor.  

 

(69) // h-yçh-ní- y,    yúp mçh y=k /=tQê)h=d’ h,    
  INTRC-affine-be-DYNM that deer=‘bone’=offspring=PL   

    

  hãÙy, yúp cçkw’ t=nçg’od=tQ)êh=d’ h  

  um  that toucan=mouth=offspring=PL  

  ‘Affinally associated with each other, those Deer-Bone clansmen, um,  

  and those Toucan’s-Beak clansmen.’ (txt) 

 

(70) .../u ) Ùh yawám=/ãêy   ní- y,  cçkw’ t=nçg’od=tQ)êh=/i )h... 
  INTRC  younger.sibling-FEM be-DYNM toucan=mouth=offspring=MSC 

  ‘…Having each others’ younger sisters, that Toucan’s-Beak clansman...’ 

 

It may also be relevant that Interactional /u )h- has been encountered with kin 

terms acting as predicate nominals (as in 71 and in 50 above), but with no other 

nouns. 

 

(71) pedú- nd’ h   /u )h-báb’=d’ h   
  Pedro-ASSOC.PL  INTRC-sibling=PL  

  ‘Pedro and he/they are brothers.’ (el) 

 

 The comparative data that is currently available from Hup’s sister languages 

offers relatively few clues to this historical puzzle. The pre-verbal form / h- 

appears to have a reciprocal function in Yuhup, but there is no indication in 

Ospina (2002) that it is used as a free lexeme. Dâw’s reciprocal marker is hub, 

and in Nadëb the reciprocal/reflexive construction is reportedly quite distinct 

from that found in Hup (see §11.1 above). However, Dâw is reported to have a 

verb uh ‘be equal/equivalent to’ (Martins 2004: 61, 662), which is phonologi-

cally quite similar to Hup h (differing only in its lack of nasalization), and is 
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also comparable semantically. If the Dâw and Hup forms are indeed related, it is 

possible that the Hup noun ‘opposite-sex sibling’ was itself derived from a his-

torically prior verbal form (via productive processes of nominal derivation; see 

§4.6) before it gave rise to the Interactional preform, or that the Interactional 

gram and the kin term are each independently derived from this verb. It is hoped 

that further investigation into the history of the form /u )h, particularly as new 

data from Hup’s sister languages becomes available, will shed more light on 

this story. 

 

 

11.3. Applicative --/ h- 
 

Unlike the other valence-adjusting forms described in this chapter, the Applica-

tive marker is not a prefix, but an Inner Suffix. This is the form -/ h-, which is 

otherwise formally identical to the Interactional preform described above 

(§11.2). Like all Inner Suffixes in Hup, the Applicative marker is normally 

obligatorily followed by a Boundary Suffix (except in imperative and apprehen-

sive moods; cf. §3.4.1.2).  

In contrast to the Interactional preform /u )h-, which often functions to de-

crease valency, Applicative -/ h- is a valency-increaser: it always adds a par-

ticipant, which is crucially animate. The most common use of the Applicative 

involves creating a ditransitive construction from a transitive verb by adding a 

recipient or a beneficiary/maleficiary, as in examples (72–75). In these exam-

ples, the Applicative suffix is in general required for a ditransitive reading to be 

possible.   

 

(72) t h=dehw h    t h=tQ)êh=n’ n  t h  b’ h-g’et--/ êh- êh 

  3sg=bad.manicuera  3sg-child=PL.OBL 3sg pour-stand-APPL-DECL 

  ‘She fixed bad manicuera for her children.’ (txt) 

 

(73) /ãêh=tæh/íp   / n  t h  d’o/-/ êh- êh, y w…     

  1sg=child.father  1sg.OBJ 3sg take-APPL-DECL armadillo   

    

  / n  t h  mQh-/ êh- êh,  h t 
  1sg.OBJ 3sg kill-APPL-DECL,  alligator 

  ‘My husband took armadillos for me… killed alligators for me.’ (txt) 

 

(74) /ám- n d’o/-/ h-n h-áh /ãêh-ã êp 
  2sg-OBJ get-APPL-NEG-FOC 1sg-DEP 

  ‘I’m not going to get any (cookies) for you!’ (cv) 
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(75) / n  t g  hu )h-// êh  
  1sg.OBJ wood carry-APPL.IMP  

  ‘Carry some wood for me!’ (cv) 

 

If the semantics of the verb does not allow for a recipient, then the additional 

participant introduced by the applicative is by default understood to be a benefi-

ciary or maleficiary – someone who is affected by the action, or in whose place 

the action is being performed. This is always the case with lexically intransitive 

verbs, as in examples (76–77). 

  

(76) h d  nçm’--/ êh- êy 
  3pl  poke-APPL-DYNM 

  ‘They are poking (someone) for him.’ 

  OR: ‘They are poking (someone’s stuff, without that person’s knowledge  

  or request).’ (el)  

 

(77) g’ã/-/u )h-n h    níh ! 
  be.suspended-APPL-NEG be.IMP 

  ‘Don’t lie in (my/someone else’s) hammock!’ (ru) 

 

If explicitly stated, this participant is (as we have already seen) marked as an 

object (provided the animacy/number requirements for object-marking permit): 

 

(78) h d  (t h- n) g’ã/-/ êh- êy  
  3pl  3sg-OBJ be.suspended-APPL-DYNM 

  ‘They’re lying in (someone’s) hammock.’ (i.e., without his knowledge or  

  approval) (el) 

 

The Applicative also occurs with ditransitive verbs, where it adds a fourth 

(usually unnamed) participant. The default interpretation of these constructions 

is usually benefactive; the agent is performing the action in the place of another 

person, as a service: 

 

(79) h d- n  h Ùp t h  nç/-/ êh- êy 
  3pl-OBJ fish 3sg give-APPL-DYNM 

  ‘He’s giving them fish (as a service to someone else, probably the owner  

  of the fish).’ (el) 
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(80) núw- n t h- n  wi-// êh 
  this-OBJ 3sg-OBJ give.back-APPL.IMP 

  ‘Give this back to him (for me).’ (ru) 

 

 

11.3.1. Additional functions of postverbal / h 
 

As mentioned in §3.3, /u )h is one of the most polyfunctional forms in Hup. In 

addition to its uses as a Interactional prefix, a free lexical noun ‘sibling of oppo-

site sex’, and an Applicative suffix, / h has two other post-verbal realizations, 

with distinct uses not related to valency.  

 As a verbal Boundary Suffix, it functions to express jussive or optative 

mood (see §14.7): 

 

(81) tán  pátima wQd-/ êh   

  later Fatima eat-JUS 

  ‘Let Fatima eat (it) later.’ (cv)  

 

As a particle following nominal, adjectival, and verbal predicates, /u )êh indicates 

epistemic modality (see §14.8): 

 

(82) h Ùp yæê/=d’ h / êh ! 
  fish roast=PL  EPIST 

  ‘Maybe it’s people cooking fish.’ (discussing a smell) (cv) 

 

The Jussive and Applicative uses of /u )h, and likewise the Jussive and Epis-

temic uses, are mutually incompatible; consultants judge their co-occurrence 

ungrammatical. This complementary distribution likely has a historical explana-

tion, as discussed below and in the Historical notes in §14.7 and §14.8.  

 

 

Historical note
143 

 

Despite the impressively wide range of functions demonstrated by the form / h, 

there is good reason to suppose that some or all of these may be historically 

related. As discussed above, a relationship between the use of / h as a recipro-

cal or interactional prefix and as a kin term ‘sibling of opposite sex’ is cross-

linguistically plausible, and is arguably motivated in Hup. Likewise, positing a 

                                                
143

 Thanks to Mark Donohue for his comments on the material in this section. 
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historical chain of grammaticalization connecting the various post-verbal uses 

of / h – from Applicative to Jussive to Epistemic modality, in that order – ap-

pears to be justified, as argued in the Historical notes in §14.7 and §14.8 (and 

explains the inability of the Jussive, as the medial link, to co-occur with either 

the Applicative or the Epistemic form). 

But does a relationship exist between the pre-verbal and the post-verbal uses 

of / h? There are significant differences between them, in addition to their dis-

tinct formal realizations. In particular, pre-verbal Interactional / h- often causes 

valency to decrease, while post-verbal Applicative -/ h- causes it to increase. 

Also, the participants in a prototypical reciprocal relationship – the most ca-

nonical function of the Interactional construction – are both equally agentive, 

whereas in an applicative relationship one participant is typically an agent and 

the other a recipient/beneficiary.  

Nevertheless, there is reason to think that the Applicative and the Interac-

tional constructions may be historically related, although homonymy cannot at 

this point be definitively ruled out. First, their semantics have an important 

overlap: in both cases, / h signals an interactive, coordinated, and often coop-

erative relationship between multiple participants, which are almost always 

human. Moreover, the Interactional construction in Hup is semantically flexible, 

and can be used to refer to events that actually do involve an agent’s acting on a 

patient (e.g., examples 56–58 above); that is, it is not restricted to events with 

equally agentive participants. Finally, there is some cross-linguistic evidence 

that a historical relationship between reciprocal and applicative or other va-

lency-increasing constructions may exist – although this seems to be relatively 

rare among the world’s languages. The Austronesian language Nias (Indonesia) 

uses the same morpheme for both reciprocal and applicative functions (Brown 

2001), and there is evidence that a reciprocal marker developed into a morpho-

logical causative in Asheninka (Arawak family, Peru; D. Payne 2002: 501–

502). 

How could such a relationship between the Interactional preform and the 

Applicative suffix have come about in Hup? Of several possibilities, two paths 

of development seem to be the most likely options.  

In the first, schematized in Figure 13a below, the incorporated kin term ‘op-

posite-sex sibling’ would have been reanalyzed as an Interactional preform. At 

the same time, the incorporated kin term could have been fleetingly reanalyzed 

as a component verb root within a compound – perhaps motivated in part by 

Hup’s avoidance of noun incorporation (or historical move away from it; see 

§9.6) in such an environment. This new verbal identity would have allowed 

speakers to move h to compound-final position in some contexts – the usual 

place for verb roots that contribute aspectual, modal, and other types of infor-

mation to the compound as a whole (see §9.4.2.4) – where it would have had 
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the semantics of ‘act cooperatively’ or ‘act in a beneficial manner’. From there, 

it was a short step to an Inner Suffix (see §3.7 and §9.4.3). 

The second (see Figure 13b), assumes that the verb uh ‘be equal/ equivalent 

to’ that is reported for Dâw (see Martins 2004: 61, 662) is related to Hup h, 

and that this verbal function is historically prior to the nominal one (but has 

since been lost in Hup). If this is the case, then the kin term ‘opposite-sex sib-

ling’ is most likely derived from this verb (such verb > noun derivation is at-

tested elsewhere in Hup; see §4.6), and probably developed subsequently into 

the Interactional preform via noun incorporation (as mentioned in §11.2, His-

torical note, above). The verb itself could easily have developed into the Appli-

cative suffix independently via the compounding mechanisms discussed in 

§9.4.3. 

Determining which – if either – of these two scenarios actually occurred will 

probably have to await further comparative data from Hup’s sister languages. 

 

a) 
            Interactional 

‘Opposite-sex sibling’       Preform 

Free lexical item   

 (Incorporated noun)        (‘Be equal to’)    Applicative  Jussive      Epist. modality 

                (Compounded verb) Inner Suffix Boundary Suffix  Postposition 

 

b) 
      ‘Opposite-sex sibling’   Interactional 
(‘Be equal to’)    Free lexical item    Preform 

(Verb)   

       Applicative   Jussive      Epistemic modality 

      Inner Suffix  Boundary Suffix  Postposition

 

Figure 13. Possible grammaticalization paths for /u )h 

 

 

11.4. Factitive hhi-  

 

The Factitive prefix hi-144 is the least productive of the valency-adjusting opera-

tions discussed in this chapter. Many of the constructions in which it occurs are 

fully lexicalized, and have idiosyncratic, highly specific meanings relative to 

                                                
144

 Factitive hi- is homonymous with the verb root hi- ‘descend’.  This does not in gen-

eral lead to confusion, since the verb hi- (like other motion/path verbs) typically appears 

compound-finally in any verb compound (cf. §9.4.2), whereas the Factitive is always 

followed by a verb root.  
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the stems from which they are apparently formed; in other cases these stems do 

not even occur as independent verbs
145

. Both phonologically and morphosyntac-

tically, the prefix hi- is relatively tightly bound to its host stem, in comparison 

to the Reflexive and Interactional preforms (see §2.5 and §3.4.1.1). A dialectal 

variant mi- of Factitive hi- is encountered among some speakers from the Vau-

pés river region (around Fatima and Santa Atanasio villages). 

The hi- prefix most commonly combines with intransitive roots having 

stative or state-change semantics, and acts as a valency-increaser. However, hi- 
can also combine with active stems and those that typically take two arguments, 

and – especially in the latter case – does not necessarily add a syntactic argu-

ment to the clause. In such cases, hi- often functions rather to adjust the Transi-

tivity of the clause without actually affecting its grammatical valency, by mak-

ing the syntactic agent in some sense a semantic undergoer, or the syntactic 

patient/object relatively agentive (i.e., somehow responsible for inducing the 

event). Transitivity is here understood as a graded or relative phenomenon in 

the sense of Hopper and Thompson (1980); as they put it, the idea of Transitiv-

ity, or the “carrying-over or transferring an action from one participant to an-

other”, can be broken down into “component parts”, such as the telicity and 

punctuality of the verb, the volitionality and agency of the subject (S), and the 

affectedness of the object (O) (1980: 253). From this perspective, clauses may 

exhibit a range of Transitivity values, regardless of the actual valency of the 

verbs involved. Most of the constructions with hi- have a causative contour 

and/or a focus on the resulting state that the event brings about or causes in one 

participant; hi- is for this reason glossed ‘Factitive’.  

Crucial to the use of hi- are the semantic roles of actor and undergoer, in ad-

dition to the syntactic roles of agent and object. In many cases hi- is essentially 

signaling that these roles do not match up according to the prototypical 

model.
146

 To the extent that this construction relates to “subject affectedness”, 

or that it is “intermediate in transitivity between one-participant and two-

participant events”, it bears some resemblance to the middle voice (Kemmer 

1993: 2–3). However, it is unlike a typical middle voice form (which tends to 

reduce valency) in that it normally results in a multi-valent construction. The 

following discussion outlines the various functions and contexts of use for hi-. 

                                                
145

 The semi-productive and idiosyncratic nature of the Factitive construction in Hup is 

reminiscent of the ‘causative’ hiph’il forms in Biblical Hebrew and of the fourth and 

other ‘stems’ of Arabic (thanks to Orin Gensler and Georg Bossong for this observa-

tion). 
146

 In this, hi- resembles an inverse marker, but this is not its primary function.  
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 Factitive hi- most often occurs with roots that normally take only one argu-

ment, particularly adjectives and stative or state-change verbs. In most cases it 

adds a participant, increasing the valency of the clause, and has a causative rea-

ding. In (83–84), the Factitive adds an agent; the grammatical object O would 

be the subject SO – semantically the undergoer – of the corresponding 

intransitive, non-Factitive clause (SO > O), as the examples in (b) illustrate.  

 

(83) a) núw- n hhi-d’çk-/é/ ! 
   this-OBJ FACT-go.out-PERF.IMP 

   ‘Put out this one!’ (cv) 

 

  b) tegh ê  dd’çk-y /- y 

   fire  go.out-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘The fire has gone out.’ (cv) 

 

(84) a) /ãh cug’Q‡t  hhi-cc /-d’ák-áy 
   1sg leaf/paper FACT-stick-stick.against-DYNM 

    ‘I stuck the paper to something.’  

 

  b) cug’Q‡t  cc /-d’ák-áy 
   leaf/paper stick-stick.against-DYNM 

   ‘The paper is sticking to something.’ (el) 

 

The same is true for adjective roots – here receiving verbal inflection and acting 

as stative verbs: 

 

(85) kamíca / n  hhi-póg-óh     
  shirt(A) 1sg.OBJ FACT-big-DECL   

  ‘The shirt makes me look big/fat.’ (el) 

 

(86) bakt ‡b’  t h- n  hhi-páy-áy  
  evil.spirit(A) 3sg-OBJ FACT-bad-DYNM 

  ‘An evil spirit is making him bad.’ (el) 

 

(87) /ãêh=/íp- n  /ãh  hhi-p b- y  
  1sg=father-OBJ 1sg(A) FACT-strong-DYNM 

  ‘I’m helping my father.’ (lit. causing my father to have [more]  

  strength/capacity) (el) 
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 While the causative contour in the examples above is typical of the Factitive 

construction, it is not entailed. This is illustrated by examples such as (88) 

(which might be said of a young girl suspected of illicit affairs), in which a par-

ticipant is added without producing a causative reading. Here, the Factitive in-

dicates that the grammatical object carries out the activity under the supervision 

of the subject.  

 

(88) t h=/ín  t h- n  hhi-/ h- y 
  3sg=mother 3sg-OBJ FACT-sleep-DYNM 

  ‘Her mother is watching over her sleeping.’ (ru) 

 

 The Factitive examples with causative semantics can be contrasted with 

causative constructions created via verb-compounding of transitive and intransi-

tive stems (see §9.4.1.2 and §11.5.1 below), such as those involving the verb 

d’o/- ‘take’ (example 89). In the Factitive cases, the undergoer of the event 

(i.e., the person being made to look big, or being made bad [85–86 above]) pos-

sesses more or at least as much capacity for agency as does the actor, whereas 

the verb-compounding strategy requires an animate agent (as semantic actor) 

which is almost always of higher agency than the object (semantic undergoer). 

The functional distinction between the events expressed by the Factitive and 

causative constructions in (86) vs. (89) is comparable to that encoded by passive 

vs. active voice in English and other languages; it would be natural to express 

the event in (86) in either active voice (‘the spirit is making the man bad’) or 

passive voice (‘the man is being made bad by the spirit’), but (89) is best 

expressed by an English active voice (‘I ruined my radio’, but ??‘my radio was 

ruined by me’).   

 

(89)  n ‡   húpnúh /ãêh  dd’o/-pay-y /- y  

  1sg.POSS radio(O) 1sg(A) take-bad-DYNM  

  ‘I’ve ruined my radio (lit. person-head).’ (el) 

 

 Factitive constructions such as those in the examples above are clearly tran-

sitive (while based on an intransitive root), as evidenced by their ability to occur 

in reflexive form with a passive reading (which requires a verb with at least two 

arguments, see §11.1): 

 

(90) tiy /  hhup-hi-páy-áy   ba/t ‡b’- n 
  man(S) RFLX-FACT-bad-DYNM evil.spirit-OBJ 

  ‘The man is being made bad by the evil spirit.’ (el) 
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 Alternatively, the Factitive construction may add a semantic participant, but 

the clause retains only one core syntactic argument. In these cases, SO (the sub-

ject undergoer) of the non-Factitive form is the same as the SO of the Factitive 

form, as (91a) and (b) illustrate (whereas in the above examples SO > O):  

 

(91) a) m’æ=teg-ét   d h  hhi-m’æ -æy  

   cool=THING-OBL water(S) FACT-cool-DYNM 

   ‘The water is made cold by the freezer.’  

 

  b) m’æ=teg-ét   d h  mm’æ -æy  

   cool=THING-OBL water(S) cool-DYNM 

   ‘The water is cold in the freezer.’ (el) 

 

(92) kamíca-át tiy /  hhi-póg-óy 

  shirt-OBL  man(S) FACT-big-DYNM 

  ‘The man is made to look big/fat by the shirt.’ (el) 

 

(93) tiy /  hhi-páy-áy 

  man(S) FACT-bad-DYNM 

  ‘The man is being made bad.’ (el) 

 

The interpretation of these Factitive constructions (91–93) is much like that of a 

passive, which also expresses a semantic undergoer as a grammatical subject 

(and in which inanimate semantic agents likewise receive the Oblique case-

marker -Vt); compare passive-like reflexive constructions with hup- in §11.1. 

However, unlike these there is no particular preference for animate subjects. 

Moreover, Hup Factitive constructions with hi- usually involve intransitive verb 

stems, but reflexive constructions require stems having two arguments. 

 It is also possible for the participant added by the Factitive construction to be 

a semantic undergoer phrased as a syntactic object. In such cases, the subject 

undergoer So of the intransitive non-Factitive verb (which is usually one of 

state-change, such as ‘enter’) corresponds to the agent of the transitive Factitive 

construction (So > A): 

 

(94) d h / n  h m- t  hhi-yé-éy=hç) 
  water 1sg.OBJ wound-OBL FACT-enter-DYNM=NONVIS 

  ‘The water is going into my sore.’ (ru) 
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(95) t g  g’uk  hhi-yé-éy    t h ? 
  wood bundle FACT-enter-DYNM 3sg 

  ‘Did the wood form (tie up into) a bundle all right?’ (ru)  

 

In (96), the Factitive derives transitive ‘step on (something)’ from intransitive 

‘stand’: 

 

(96) /ám [hhi-g’et]-d’o/-/ êh- êy,    kéy-h ,   n h ! 
  2sg FACT-stand-take-APPL-DYNM  look.IMP-TAG2 say 

  ‘Hey, watch out, you’re about to step on (the tape-recorder, thus  

  adversely affecting its owner)!’ (cv) 

 

The object need not be made explicit in the clause, as is typical for the Factitive 

hi-way- ‘flood, (liquid) spilling out of container’ (from way- ‘go out’), as in 

(97). Note the semantic difference between the Factitive (‘A goes out into [O]’ 

or ‘A causes [O] to be gone-out-into’) and more standard causative forms of this 

verb: e.g., d’o/-way- ‘A causes O to go out’, in which the object of the derived 

causative is the subject of the intransitive verb way- ‘go out’. 

 

(97) d h hhi-wáy-áy 

  water FACT-go.out-DYNM 

  ‘The water is flooding.’ (i.e., ‘going out into something’) (cv) 

 

Example (98) (which comes from a story about a girl’s altercation with a tapir) 

illustrates a similar but relatively creative use of Factitive hi-, in which it has 

scope over an entire compound verb: 

  

(98) t h- n  t h  hhi-cuj-d’ák-aw-ay  

  3sg-OBJ   tapir FACT-have.diarrhea-stick.against-FLR-INCH 

  ‘The tapir covered her (lit. stuck her all over) with diarrhea.’ (txt)  

 

In addition to occurring with more prototypical intransitive roots, the Facti-

tive construction can occur with verbs that can – at least optionally – take two 

core arguments. It is not always clear whether these should be considered ambi-

transitive roots that are being treated as intransitive for the purposes of the Fac-

titive construction (such that the Factitive is adding a participant), but in some 

cases the verbs in question pattern consistently as transitive elsewhere in Hup 

(e.g., hi-cu/ [FACT-grab] and hi-j’ )p [FACT-tie] below). In most of these in-

stances, the Factitive form of the verb differs from the verb’s straightforward 

(non-Factitive) transitive use in that the Factitive syntactic agent is perceived as 

being in some way a semantic undergoer, and/or the syntactic object is under-
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stood as relatively agentive, often bearing some responsibility for bringing 

about the event. This constitutes an adjustment of the Transitivity of the clause. 

In (99), for example, the Factitive is used with an active root, the verb /çt- 
‘cry’, which by itself is usually used intransitively but can take an object-

marked second participant, which represents the animate entity who is under-

stood to be the ‘object’ or reason for the crying. Here the presence of Factitive 

hi- is optional; the example can be translated as ‘the child is crying for his 

mother’ with or without the Factitive, but hi- adds the further sense that the 

child’s crying is a direct result of the mother’s actions (such as leaving him 

behind when she goes to the roça). In other words, the state of crying has in 

essence been induced in the child by his mother, whereas the non-Factitive form 

focuses on the child’s crying as an activity, with the mother conceived as a goal 

This passive-like function of the Factitive is much like that described in (91–93) 

above.  

 

 (99) t h=/ín- n   ((hi-)/ t- y 
  3sg-mother-OBJ  (FACT-)cry-DYNM 

  ‘(The child) is crying for/because of his mother.’ (el) 

 

Another example is tæ/nç- ‘smile, laugh’, which without the Factitive can 

occur with either one or two arguments. The Factitive form hi-tæ/nç- ‘laugh 

at/because of someone’ in (100a) conveys the sense that the laughter is induced 

by something the object of the laughter does – his appearance, his jokes, his 

mistakes – whereas (100b) need not have an identifiable stimulus. 

 

(100) a) y Ù  / n  hhi- tæ /n - y   

   João 1sg.OBJ FACT-laugh/smile-DYNM 

   ‘João is smiling/laughing because of me.’ (el) 

 

  b) y Ù  / n  ttæ /n - y   

   João 1sg.OBJ laugh/smile-DYNM 

   ‘João is smiling/laughing toward me.’ (el) 

 

Further examples include hi-key- ‘look after, take care of’ (101a), typically 

used in reference to children and sick people; this may be motivated by the fact 

that such people by nature require care from others around them. The root key- 
‘see, look (at)’ (101b), on the other hand, is neutral as to whether or not it is 

actively induced by its object. Also compare Factitive hi-/ey-, used in reference 

to a dog’s barking (102a), whereas the transitive or ambitransitive root /ey- 
refers to the human activity, ‘call’ (102b); this Factitive form possibly derives 

from the fact that a dog’s barking is typically directly triggered by some present 
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entity, such as an animal or a strange person, whereas a person’s calling may be 

conceived as more independent and self-directed. Another case is hi-t w- ‘be 

jealous of, angry at’ (i.e., ‘be made to scold/angry by O’), formed from the verb 

t w- ‘scold, yell at, be angry at’.  

 

(101) a) / n  hhi-kéy-ep=/ãy 

   1sg.OBJ FACT-see-DEP=FEM 

   ‘The woman who looked after me’ (when I was a child) (txt) 

 

  b) / n  kkéy-ep=/ h 

   1sg.OBJ see-DEP=MSC 

   ‘The man who saw me’ (el) 

 

(102) a) t n ‡h  yã amb =b’ay tú   hhi-/ey-k c t- y 

   3sg.POSS dog=AGAIN   nearby FACT-call-be.in.front-DYNM 

   ‘As for his dog, he is running ahead barking.’ (txt) 

 

  b) /ám- n /éy-éy=h  

   2sg-OBJ call-DYNM=NONVIS 

   ‘(I hear them) calling for you.’ (cv) 

 

Still other examples are somewhat more difficult to explain. One of these is 

the Factitive hi-cuh- ‘sew’ (or literally, ‘make strung’; example 103a), based on 

cuh- ‘string (something)’, typically used to describe stringing beads, as in 

(103b), or fish that one has caught and plans to carry home. Possibly, as in the 

examples above, in (103a) the nature of the object to be sewn is conceived as 

inducing or requiring the event (especially since, among the Hupd’ h, sewing 

usually involves repair rather than making from scratch) – just as in English one 

might say that a torn piece of clothing ‘needs’ sewing. 
 

(103) a) n    y d  /ãh hhi-cúh-úh 
   1sg.POSS clothes 1sg FACT-sew-DECL 

   ‘I sewed my clothes.’ (el) 

 

  b) t t  w’ t- t /ãh ccuh-/e/-yæêh-æêh 
   cord long-OBL 1sg string-PERF-CNTRFACT-DECL 

   ‘I had strung (the beads) on a long string (in vain).’ (txt) 

 

Like cuh- ‘string’, the Factitive hi-j’ ‚p- ‘tie up, cause to be tied up’ is formed 

from a verb that is almost always used transitively: j’ ‚p- ‘tie (something to   
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something else)’. This Factitive form is usually used in reference to house 

doors, which (when they exist) are often tied shut with vines when the residents 

leave. As in (101–103) above, the Factitive may be motivated partly by the rela-

tive conceptual foregrounding or importance of the resulting state the activity 

produces in the object. For example, the important information in (104a) is the 

resulting state of the object (a secured house), whereas in (104b) the final state 

of the basket itself is relatively unimportant, while the relevant point is the ef-

fect on the spirit. 

 

(104) a) m y  t h   hhi- j’ ‚p-yæêh-æêh  

 house(O) 3sg(A) FACT-tie-FRUST-DECL 

   ‘She had tied up the house (in vain).’ (txt) 

 

  b) tú/-út  h d   jj’ p-m’Qc-d’ak-y /-ay-áh 
   pole-OBL 3pl(A) tie-tight-be.against.vertical-TEL-INCH-DECL 

   ‘They tied (his basket) tightly against the house-pole.’ (txt) 

 

Still another example of a Factitive form of a (normally) transitive verb is hi-
cu/- (from cu/- ‘grab’). This form has two alternative meanings in common 

use: (1) ‘cover (something) up’ (especially to protect it from rain, etc.), such as 

a child, a book, etc. (see example 106b below; also compare the derived nomi-

nal mçmb’çk hi-cú/ ‘pot lid’), and (2) ‘get touched by’ (e.g., a stinging insect), 

as in (105a) (the non-Factitive is presented in 105b for comparison). While the 

former use (‘cover’) relates to the agency or foregrounding of the object, the 

latter (‘get touched by’) appears to have more to do with a high level of affect-

edness and low level of agency on the part of the agent. 

 

(105) a) j’uk=t Ùh   /ãh hhi-cú/-úh 

   itch=caterpiller 1sg FACT-grab-DECL 

   ‘I touched an itch-caterpiller.’ (i.e., by accident); ‘I got touched by an  

   itch-caterpillar.’ (el) 

 

  b) j’uk=t Ùh   /ãh ccú/-úh 

   itch=caterpillar 1sg grab-DECL 

   ‘I touched an itch-caterpillar.’ (i.e., on purpose) (el) 

 

Factitive verbs can undergo additional adjustments of valency with the Re-

flexive marker hup-. The following elicited paradigm contrasts unmodified, 

Factitive, Reflexive, and Factitive Reflexive variants of the transitive stem cu/- 
‘grab’: 
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(106) a) /ãh ccú/ -úy 

   1sg grab-DYNM 

   ‘I grab (something)’ [Unmodified] 

 

  (b) /ãh hhi-cú/-úy 
   1sg FACT-grab 

   ‘I cover (something else; e.g., against rain).’ (lit. ‘cause (it) to be  

   covered/secured’) [Factitive] 

 

  (c) /ãh hhup-cú/-úy 
 1sg RFLX-grab-DYNM 

 ‘I grab onto myself.’ [Reflexive] 

 

  (d) /ãh hhup-hi-cú/-úy 

   1sg RFLX-FACT-grab-DYNM 

   ‘I cover myself.’ (‘cause myself to be covered’) [Factitive Reflexive] 

 

  (e) n’ip=/ h- n  t h=dó/  hhup-hi-cú/-úy 
   that=MSC-OBJ 3sg=child RFLX-FACT-grab-DYNM 

   ‘The child got covered by that man.’ [Factitive Reflexive=passive] 

 

Many examples of Factitive hi- occur in expressions that are idiomatic or 

have very specific or idiosyncratic contexts of use, especially relative to their 

component verb roots, when these can be identified; some Factitive forms are 

frozen lexical items. In most cases, the Factitive verb relates to a state which 

has been triggered or induced in the undergoer by some other participant, often 

having to do with emotion or cognition (in which these resemble middle voice 

forms, see Kemmer 1993: 19). Examples are listed in (107): 

 

(107) hi-coco-  ‘be happy’ (lit.? ‘be induced to relax’ + reduplication)  

   co-  ‘rest’  

  hãêw g hi-h /-  ‘be sad’ (lit. ‘have one’s heart be ending’) 

   h /-  ‘end, finish’ (hã êw g ‘heart’) 

  hi-pãh-  ‘know, think, believe’      

   pãh- ‘make high-pitched sound’ (certain small animals: paca, cutia;  

     resemblance may be homonymy only) 

  hi-c h-  ‘look after, take care of (something)’ (esp. to prevent theft);  

     (lit.? ‘be made tired/taxed by continuous observation of thing’) 
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   c h-  ‘be tired’ (through exertion) 

   Also compare Reflexive hup-hi-c h- ‘observe ritual restrictions’ 

 

 

  hi-g’ /-  ‘heat up (pot, etc.)’   

   ?? Root unclear: g’ /- ‘heat certain fruits in water to make edible’;  

     g’ - ‘hot’ 

  hi-b’ay-  ‘get come-back-to’ (used in reference to a girl’s second  

     menstruation); or: ‘be induced to come back (by/because of  

     someone)’  
   b’ay- ‘return’ 

 

Further examples of idiomatic Factitives include hi-k d- ‘turn over’ (e.g., 

drying clothes; lit.? ‘cause to change location/side’), (k d- ‘pass, overtake’), and 

hi-po/- ‘meet’ (po/- ‘open, expose’). Another is hi-b’ah- ‘be created’, which is 

usually used in reference to the creation of the world by the creator-figure 

(108); it appears to derive from b’ah- ‘split (lengthwise), flat side’.
147

  

 

(108) wQ‡d t h  d’o/-hhi-b’ah-ní-h,     /ág-áh 
  food 3sg take-FACT-divide-INFR2-DECL fruit-DECL 

  ‘He created food, fruits.’ (txt) 

 

The Factitive prefix can also be used semi-productively but somewhat 

idiosyncratically with certain verb compounds like those in (109–110), relating 

to bringing a supernaturally induced illness upon oneself through contact with a 

cursed item: 

 

(109) k d- t   /ãh hhi-pQm-d’ó/-óy 

  bench-OBL 1sg FACT-sit-take-DYNM 

  ‘I got (it) from sitting on the bench’ (which was cursed). (el) 

 

                                                
147

 The semantic link between these two senses is opaque (and their actual connection 

speculative), but it may have to do with the fact that one can easily derive many pieces 

from one by splitting wood lengthwise, whereas it is much more difficult to do so by 

chopping a log into sections (especially in the days before metal tools). Thus the facti-

tive form ‘create’ may mean more literally ‘derive many from one; be made to multi-

ply’. 
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(110) n ‡   y d-út  /ãh hhi-cud-d’ó/-óy 
  1sg.POSS clothes-OBL 1sg FACT-be.inside-take-DYNM 

  ‘I got (it) from wearing (lit. being inside) my clothes’ (which were  

  cursed). (el) 

 

 In addition to these idiosyncratic or context-specific Factitive forms, there 

are many others for which consultants can give no meaning to the ‘basic’ root at 

all. Some of these are summarized here: 

 

(111) hi-k ‚k-  ‘knead or grate a soggy substance’    * k ‚k-  

  hi-ta/-  ‘meet’            * ta/- 

  hi-tã/-  ‘crush, fall on’          * tã/- 

  hi-tab-  ‘be full’            * tab- 

  hi-yaw’-  (v) ‘squeeze to extract’ (e.g., dye from genipapo leaves) 

     (n) ‘strong manioc beer’       *yaw’-    

  hi-w h-  ‘hold back from fighting, chastise’    *w h- 

  hi-m h n- ‘forget’             *m h n- 

  hi-bi-   ‘be angry/jealous regarding a spouse or lover’ *bi- 

  hi-tama/-  ‘think or speak well of someone’     *tama/- 
       

 Still other examples of hi- constructions are idiosyncratic in that they in-

volve stems that function elsewhere in Hup not as verbs, but as bound forma-

tives (with a purely grammatical function) or other parts of speech.
148

 In their 

Factitive form, however, they are fully verbal. For example, the expression hup-
hi-tég- ‘be sad’ (which combines Reflexive hup- with Factitive hi-) appears to 

involve the root teg, which occurs elsewhere as a future suffix, a free noun 

‘wood, sticks’, and a bound noun ‘stick, thing’ (see §13.1):  

 

(112) /a‚h hhup-hi-tég-éy=hç)  
  1sg RFLX-FACT-DYNM=NONVIS 

  ‘I’m sad.’ (el) 

 

Similarly, the hi- prefix occurs with the Counterfactual form -tæ/ (which could 

be glossed ‘be as if’) in the expression hi-tæ ê/- ‘imitate; try out’ (example 113, a 

                                                
148

 Also compare the occurrence of hi- with the Completive aspect suffix -c ‚p- / -c ‚w-; 
see §12.5.  
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description of the methods Curupira uses to lure humans into his clutches). It is 

also found with Sequential -yó/ in the locative postposition hiyó/ ‘on top of’ 

(see §10.3.1), and in the comparative construction hi-tQ‡n=y / ‘as much as, just 

as’ (example 114); tQn occurs elsewhere as a dimension or measurement parti-

cle, and as a conditional marker; see §10.2.2.1). 

 

(113) m h- n=mah  cã êp t h  hhi- tæ / ê-æêh,     doh/ãêy-ã êh 
  inambu-OBJ=REP other 3sg FACT-CNTRFACT-DECL Curupira-DECL 

  ‘The inambu is another that he imitates, that Curupira.’ (txt) 
 

(114) yág…   t h  w’ t- t=y /,  t h  hhi- tQ‡n=y /    

  hammock 3sg tie-OBL-TEL  3sg FACT-MEAS2-TEL  

 

  p d   t h   w’ t-cák-áh 

  DIST  3sg  tie.rope-ascend 

  ‘Exactly as he tied his hammock, each time just as he did she would tie  

  (hers) higher and higher.’ (as he kept moving his hammock up to get  

  away from her) (txt) 

 

Finally, the hi- prefix occurs with the nouns wág ‘day’ and j’ b ‘night’ in the 

expressions hi-wag- ‘stay up until dawn’ and hi-j’ b- ‘go on until nightfall’ (but 

such temporal expressions have aspects of both nouns and verbs; see §4.1.3). 

 

 

11.5. Other valency-related operations 

 

This section summarizes Hup’s other strategies for adjusting valency, which are 

all discussed elsewhere in this grammar as well. 

As discussed in §8.2.1, Hup has two pairs of verb roots for which transitive 

and intransitive variants are distinguished by the presence or absence of glot-

talization on the initial consonant, but this strategy is not productive. These 

verbs are yQt- ‘rest on ground’ and y’Qt- ‘place in resting position on ground’, 

and wob- ‘rest on object’ and w’ob- ‘place on object’.  

 

 

11.5.1. Derivation of causatives 

 

As described in detail in §9.4.1.2, Hup makes productive use of verb com-

pounding to create expressions of complex valency. These compounds are 

formed via the combination of transitive and intransitive stems, and result in a 

transitive verb. In general, Hup is a ‘transitivizing language’ in the terminology 
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of Nichols et al. (2004); that is, causatives are usually the derived member of 

causative/non-causative lexical pairs such as ‘drop and ‘fall’ (derivation is car-

ried out via either verb compounding or Factitive hi-, as discussed in §11.4 

above). 

The most commonly used causativizing roots in verb compounds are some-

what grammaticalized, and contribute a semantics to causative constructions 

that is distinct from their meanings as independent verbs. Among the most pro-

ductive of these are the compound-initial transitive roots d’o/- (literally) ‘take’ 

(causation with direct involvement), as in d’o/-/ h- (take-sleep) ‘put to sleep’ 

(i.e., a child); d’ h- ‘send’ (causation with less direct control over the event), as 

in tac-d’ h-ye- (kick-send-enter) ‘cause to go into (house, etc.) by kicking’; and 

g’et- ‘stand’ (oversee, bring about another’s action), as in g’et-b /- (stand-work) 

‘lead/oversee in working’. Several compound-final roots are also used produc-

tively to create causative verb compounds; these include b /- ‘work’ (bring 

about through effort), as in pe/-b /- (sick-make) ‘make (someone) sick’; and 

yæh- ‘request, order’ (force or request another’s action), as in wQd-yæh- (eat-

request) ‘compel, request, or invite to eat’. Note that different causative verb 

roots can sometimes also be substituted for each other, resulting in variations in 

meaning, such as g’et-wQd- (stand-eat-) ‘feed, provide with food’, vs. wQd-
yæh- (eat-request) ‘request/order to eat’.  

The pattern for forming causative and non-causative variants of verbs varies 

across lexical items.
149

 The majority of intransitive roots must participate in a 

causative verb compound in order to have a causative interpretation, such as 

pQm- ‘sit’, wQd- ‘eat’, and wçç- ‘boil’:  

 

(115) a) d h ww ç- y 
   water boil-DYNM 

   ‘The water is boiling.’  

 

  b) p d d h dd’o/-w ç- y  
   Ped   water   take-boil-DYNM 

   ‘Ped is boiling water.’ (el) 

 

In other cases (mostly involving stative verbs; cf. §8.2), the derived form of the 

causative is optional, and the underived form may be used both as a causative 

and a non-causative, without any apparent semantic difference: 

 

                                                
149

 Many of these elicited couplets were informed by Nichols 2003. 
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(116) a) h ‡/=teg  tt h-y /- y 
   write=stick break-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘The pencil broke.’ (el) 

 

  b) p d h ‡/=teg  ((d’o/-) t h-y /- y 

   Ped write=stick (take-)break-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘Ped broke the pencil.’ (el) 

 

Occasionally, the causative form is basic, and the non-causative is derived via 

the addition of the Reflexive prefix hup-: 
 

(117) a) p d hhup-y d- y 

   Ped RFLX-hide-DYNM 

   ‘Ped hides.’ (el) 

  

  b) m t p d- n yy d- y 

   Mçt Ped-OBJ hide-DYNM  

   ‘Mçt hides Ped.’ (el) 

 

In one or two cases both forms are derived, as in ‘turn over’, from the verb k d- 
‘pass’:  

 

(118) a) cug’Q‡t hhup-k d- y 
   leaf  RFLX-pass-DYNM 
   ‘The leaf turned over.’ (el) 

  

  b) ped cug’Q‡t dd’o/-(hup- )k d- y 
   Ped leaf  take-(RFLX-)pass-DYNM 
   ‘Ped turned the leaf over.’ (el) 

 

Finally, suppletive causative and non-causative pairs are rare in Hup, but there 

are a few examples, such as na/- ‘die’ and mQh- ‘kill’; key- ‘see’ and be- 
‘show’.  

In some cases, more than one derivational option is available in creating a 

causative form, with corresponding semantic distinctions. For example, the 

causative form tuj-d’ak- [light.fire-be.against] ‘set alight’ is preferred as the 

counterpart of the non-causative h - ‘burn’ (e.g., for a house, clothes, posses-

sions, wood, etc.; example 119), but the root h - may also be used causatively 

in very particular circumstances where there is no normal setting of a fire – e.g., 

by means of a bomb (example 120). The morphological causative form d’o/-h - 
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can be used in reference to letting someone’s food burn while it is cooking (ex-

ample 121).  

 

(119) t n ‡h  m y t h  ttuj-d’ak-yæêh-ay-áh 
  3sg-POSS house 3sg light.fire-be.against-FRUST-INCH-DECL 

  ‘He set fire to/burned down his house (in vain).’ (txt) 

 

(120) p d hh -y /- y,  t n ‡h  m y  
  Ped burn-TEL-DYNM 3sg.POSS house 

  ‘Ped caused his house to burn down (e.g., by means of a bomb).’ (el) 

 

(121) p d t n ‡h  wQ‡d dd’o/-h -y /- y 

  Ped 3sg.POSS food take-burn-TEL-DYNM  
  ‘Ped made/let his food burn.’ (el) 

 

 



 

Chapter 12 

Aspect  
 

 

 

The majority of verbal formatives in Hup have to do with tense, aspect, or 

mood, since Hup verbs do not inflect for person or number. This chapter fo-

cuses on formatives relating to aspect. In contrast to tense, which locates the 

event in “situation-external time”, aspect is concerned rather with the “internal 

temporal constituency of the one situation” (Comrie 1976: 5). The expression of 

aspect – far more than that of tense – plays a central role in Hup grammar.  

 

 

12.1. Hup’s aspect markers and their properties 

 

The basic aspectual distinctions expressed in Hup are dynamic, inchoative, per-

fective, completive, telic, habitual, and iterative (of which there are several sub-

types). Other aspect-related forms include verbal diminutives and a ‘Persistive’ 

or ‘on-going event’ marker. In addition, Hup has one inflectional form that 

deals with the location of the event in space. Although its semantic contribution 

is not a temporal one, this ‘Venitive’ suffix is functionally parallel to the mark-

ers of aspect, and is therefore discussed together with them in this chapter.    

 The bound formatives discussed in this chapter, as elsewhere in the gram-

mar, are treated here primarily on the basis of their semantics rather than their 

form-class (as Boundary Suffixes, Inner Suffixes, etc.). As regards their formal 

identity, the aspectual formatives are generally heterogeneous, and include In-

ner Suffixes, Boundary Suffixes, enclitics, and particles; a number are fluid 

morphemes, which can appear alternatively as peripheral formatives or as Inner 

Suffixes (see §3.4–5). These formative types correspond to the following verbal 

template (repeated from §8.3): 

 

(Proclitic) = Prefix(es) - Stem - Inner Suffix(es) - Boundary Suffix  

= Enclitic(s) Particle(s) 

 

 While there is no strictly formal indicator that a given formative relates to 

aspect in Hup, the set of Inner Suffixes is nevertheless particularly well-

represented among the Hup aspect-marking formatives (see §3.4 and §8.1). 

Even the majority of those aspectual forms that appear as enclitics or particles 

also have an alternative identity as Inner Suffixes (they are fluid morphemes), 

and several have phonologically reduced variants that can only appear as Inner 

Suffixes (see §3.6) and are in many contexts preferred over their peripheral 
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counterparts. This general tendency to mark aspect in the morphological slot 

directly adjacent to the verb stem iconically reflects aspect’s integral semantic 

association with the verb (see Bybee 1985: 35).  

As discussed in §3.7 and §9.4.3, many bound formatives in Hup – particu-

larly Inner Suffixes – probably derive historically from compounded verbs, and 

some morphemes currently appear to be in a historically transitional phase be-

tween verb root and Inner Suffix. Accordingly, some compound-final verb roots 

can act as auxiliaries and contribute aspect-related information to the verb (e.g., 

j’ap- ‘break, divide in parts’, used occasionally in compounds to mean ‘quit 

doing Verb’). Because these are still identified primarily as verb roots rather 

than formatives, however, they are discussed in §9.4.2.4 rather than in this 

chapter.  

Such processes of grammaticalization are probably also responsible for the 

highly ‘promiscuous’ nature of many of Hup’s aspect-marking formatives. Al-

though the forms discussed in this chapter are considered to be primarily verbal, 

many can also attach to nouns and other parts of speech as well. Sometimes this 

is limited to predicates (i.e., predicate nominals as well as verbal and adjectival 

predicates), but in other cases the markers can attach to nominal arguments and 

other non-predicative constituents as well. The meanings conveyed by the 

bound forms may in some cases be semantically similar or even the same re-

gardless of the word class of their host, and can sometimes be supposed to have 

a vague semantics which is largely dependent on context. However, many iden-

tical forms have very different meanings depending on their morphosyntactic 

environment – so different in some cases that even a historical relationship be-

tween the variants may not be obvious.  

Despite these differences, the fact that so many aspectual markers perform 

additional functions suggests that most of these uses do not simply involve 

chance homonymy. In particular, the parallelism between verbal aspect and 

nominal discourse-marking morphology (see §7.1) may be best explained as a 

reflection of a general characteristic of Hup grammar – it often uses the same 

strategies to express the relationships between events and time periods as it uses 

to express the relationships between entities. (Note that this is also reflected in 

Hup’s parallel treatment of many spatial and temporal concepts, such as using a 

single form to express ‘under’ and ‘at the same time’, ‘in front of’ and ‘before’, 

and ‘behind’ and ‘after’, as discussed in §10.3; the use of spatial resources to 

talk about time is likewise cross-linguistically common). The alternative non-

verbal uses and meanings of the aspectual formatives are summarized briefly in 

the relevant sections of this chapter, and most are discussed in more detail in 

§7.1 and other chapters. 

As noted in §8.3, the aspect-related formatives discussed in this chapter – 

like other formatives in Hup – are subject to various co-occurrence restrictions. 

Other than those restrictions limiting Boundary Suffixes to one per verb (out-
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side of exceptional circumstances), these restrictions appear to be motivated 

mainly by semantics, rather than by morphological slot restrictions. The incom-

patability of each morpheme with others is mentioned in the relevant sections of 

the discussion; however, the restrictions noted here may not be exhaustive.  

As a final note, the glosses given to the various aspectual formatives (‘In-

choative’, ‘Perfective’, etc.) should be understood as very general characteriza-

tions of these morphemes’ uses, which are to some degree language-specific, 

and do not necessarily coincide exactly with the way these categories are ex-

pressed in other languages. As observed in §1.7, this is reflected in their capi-

talization.  

The various aspect-related distinctions and forms discussed in this chapter 

are summarized in Table 39: 

 
Table 39. Verbal aspect markers in Hup 

 Semantics Form(s) 
Formative 

type 
Gloss 

Occurrence with 

other parts of 

speech 

Dynamic On-going event 

(with relation 

to speech 

moment or 

context of 

utterance) 

-V êy Boundary 

Suffix 

 

DYNM Nouns, etc. in some 

coordinative con-

texts, esp. with 

Emphatic Coordi-

nator =nih (re-

stricted uses) 

Inchoative Beginning an 

event or enter-

ing a state 

-ay Boundary or 

Inner Suffix 
INCH Nouns: Inchoa-tive 

focus 

Perfective Event viewed 

with respect to 

endpoint 

-/e/ 

-/e- 

Inner Suffix PERF Predicate 

nominals 

Comple-

tive 

Event com-

pleted prior to 

the speech act 

-c ‚p- 

-c ‚w- 

Inner Suffix COMPL  

Telic Entity (S/O) is 

completely 

involved or 

affected; 

do completely 

-y /- Inner Suffix TEL As enclitic on 

nouns: Contras-tive 

emphasis. 

As enclitic on adjs, 

Vs, entire clauses: 

adverbializer. 

Venitive Movement 

between cur-

rent location of 

participant and 

location where 

event occurs 

-/ay- Inner Suffix VENT  

b g Particle or 

Inner Suffix 
Habitual Customary, 

recurrent event 

(no endpoint) -b - Inner Suffix   

 

HAB 
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 Semantics Form(s) 
Formative 

type 
Gloss 

Occurrence with 

other parts of 

speech 

‘Over and 

over’; 

also durative 

‘for a long 

time’ (has 

endpoint) 

p d Particle or 

Inner Suffix 
DIST 

(Distribu-

tive) 

Nouns: quantifier  

Single repeti-

tion of an 

action or some 

aspect of a 

resulting state 

b’ay Enclitic or 

Inner Suffix 
AGAIN 

(‘Re-

peated 

instance’) 

Nouns: Topic-

switch marker  

Iterative 

 

Event or state 

has multiple 

intrinsic  

realizations 

(redup-

lication) 

reduplication 

of verb root: 

CV-CV(C) 

RED Nouns (similar use; 

frozen lexical 

forms only) 

-kodé 
(Tu-

kano) 

Boundary 

Suffix 
VDIM  Verbal  

‘diminu-

tives’  

Do activity a 

little bit 

d / Particle VDIM2  

Persistive 

marker 

Activity or 

state is still in  

process 

tæ Particle YET Some predicate 

nominals 

 

 

 As the verbal template above clarifies, the relative order of formative types 

in the verb is Inner Suffix – Boundary Suffix = Enclitic Particle. Within these 

formative groups, the relative order of the individual aspect markers in the verb 

word is listed below (see also the complete template in §8.3). This order is sub-

ject to a certain degree of flexibility, primarily involving formatives having 

phonologically reduced variants (and probably due to historical processes of 

grammaticalization; see for example §12.5 below). As mentioned above, a 

number of the formatives discussed here – including but not limited to those 

listed in the same slot – cannot co-occur. Fluid morphemes are listed twice (in 

Inner Suffix and peripheral positions).  

 

Inner Suffixes: 

1. Telic -y /- 

2. Venitive -/ay- 

3. Completive -c ‚p- (variant -c w- must directly precede -Vy Boundary Suffix) 

4. Perfective -/e/- (variant -/e- must directly precede vowel-copying 

Boundary Suffix)  
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5. Habitual -b g- (variant -b - must directly precede vowel-copying Boundary 

Suffix) 

  Distributive -p d- 

6. ‘Repeated instance’ =b’ay 

  

Inner or Boundary Suffix: 

7. Inchoative -ay 
  

8. Boundary Suffix: 

 Dynamic -V èy  

 Verbal ‘diminutive’ -kodé 
 

Enclitic: 

9. ‘Repeated instance’ =b’ay 

 

Particles: 
10. Habitual b g  

  Distributive p d 

11. Persistive tæ 

  Verbal ‘diminutive’ d / 
 

 

12.2. Dynamic -VV êy  
 

The vowel-copying Boundary Suffix -V êy, also discussed in §17.3, is function-

ally complex. When it occurs on a clause-final verb, it acts as the primary 

marker of clause type – in mutual exclusion on the clausal level with the other 

vowel-copying Boundary Suffixes, the Declarative marker -V êh, the Interroga-

tive -V/, and the Dependent marker -Vp – and indicates a declarative clause in 

which the event described is concurrent with the temporal frame of reference. 

When marking a clause-internal verb, on the other hand, it can co-occur with 

these other (more exclusively clause-final) markers, and simply exercises its 

‘dynamic’ function of indicating temporal continuity rather than marking a spe-

cific clause type. As such, -V êy involves viewing a situation as a dynamic proc-

ess, as opposed to conceiving it as a more time-independent state or inherent 

characteristic. This ‘dynamic’ function of -V êy is largely aspectual, and is re-

lated to what is cross-linguistically identified as imperfective aspect.  
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 According to Comrie (1976: 41), imperfective aspect as a cross-linguistic 

category has to do with “viewing a situation with regard to its internal struc-

ture”. This generally implies what Chung and Timberlake (1985: 214–215) 

characterize as aspectual dynamicity; that is, the capacity of an event or state to 

change over time. This may involve an actual process, or the possibility of 

change in some potential future world. The use of Dynamic -V êy in Hup is con-

sistent with these characterizations in that it indicates an action in progress, an 

ongoing process, or a dynamic state – in relation to a given temporal frame of 

reference, usually that of the speech moment.  

 Dynamic -V êy is the default verbal inflectional form in Hup. As discussed in 

§8.3 and elsewhere, Boundary Suffixes are in general mutually exclusive, such 

that only one is usually present on a verb at a time; -V êy is among the most 

common of all of these. In elicitation contexts, verbs are normally given with 

the -V êy ending in response to the Portuguese infinitive. However, given its dy-

namic sense, it is usually best translated as ‘be V-ing’. 

 While the -V êy suffix belongs to the small set of vowel-copying Boundary 

Suffixes listed above (whose other core members are Declarative -V êh, Inter-

rogative -V/, and Dependent -Vp), it is unlike these others in a number of ways. 

As verbal suffixes, the forms other than -V êy are normally found only clause-

finally (although some can serve a focus-related function on clause-internal 

arguments), whereas -V êy can occur on any verb regardless of its place in the 

clause. As discussed in §3.5, this difference in patterning affects the placement 

of fluid formatives, which always follow -V êy (as enclitics or particles), but 

normally precede the other vowel-copying Boundary Suffixes.  

 On clause-final verbal predicates, -V êy has several features in common with 

Declarative -V êh (see §17.3.2): both of these suffixes occur clause-finally on 

declarative clauses, and in many contexts can be interchanged with little effect 

on the semantics of the clause. Nevertheless, they pattern in very different 

ways: in particular, Declarative -V êh is always clause-final, is not restricted to 

verbs, and occurs only in declarative clauses, whereas Dynamic -V êy is almost 

exclusively verbal, occurs on the verb regardless of its place in the clause, and 

when not clause-final has little to do with clause type. Moreover, while Declara-

tive -V êh and the other vowel-copying suffixes in this set are essentially seman-

tically empty beyond their marking of clause type – Declarative -V êh is best 

understood as unmarked for aspect (or tense) altogether – V êy makes a distinct 

semantic contribution to the verb, relating to temporally on-going or ‘dynamic’ 

aspect. Functionally, however, the factors governing speakers’ choices between 

aspect-neutral Declarative -V êh and the aspectually Dynamic -V êy are complex; 

these are touched on in the examples in this section, and discussed again in 

more detail (with a focus on the Declarative marker) in §17.3.2. 

Examples (1–3) below illustrate the prototypical use of Dynamic -V êy to 

mark events as current and on-going in the context of the moment of speech, 
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and they also outline some of the factors governing the choice of the Dynamic 

over the Declarative. As example (1) illustrates, on-going events, marked with 

the Dynamic suffix, can be contrasted with events that took place at some point 

in the past and are not currently on-going, which are typically unspecified for 

aspect and marked with the Declarative suffix -V êh. Example (2a) is a typical 

yes-no question, in which the verb appears clause-medially in its Dynamic form 

(note that the Declarative is ungrammatical here both because the verb is not 

clause-final and because the clause is interrogative); (2b) is the expected re-

sponse given that the event that is currently in progress. Finally, (3) illustrates 

the co-occurrence of the Dynamic and Declarative markers within the same 

clause, where -V êh marks the end of the clause and Dynamic -V êy marks the verb 

itself. This non-verb-final clause structure is especially common in discourse 

relating to current, on-going events, and allows the marking of both Dynamic 

aspect on the verb and Declarative mode on the clause itself (see §17.3).  

 

(1)  a) (Q: Do you speak Tukano?)  

   A: w h-ç/ ?    w h=mQh… / d- y  
       River.Indian-INT Riv.Indian=DIM speak-DYNM 

       ‘Tukano? I speak… a little Tukano.’ 

 

  b) (Q: How did you learn?)  

   A: n -d’ h- t  cçkw’ t=d’ h- t ham-g’o/-yó/,  /ãh / d-- h  
       this-PL-OBL Tukano=PL-OBL go-go.about-SEQ 1sg speak-DECL 

       ‘Having gone around with those Tukanos, I spoke.’ (i.e., learned to  

    speak) (txt) 

 

(2)  a) t g  t /- y   /ám ?  

   wood light.fire-DYNM 2sg 

   ‘Are you lighting a fire?’ (cv)  

 

  b) h /,  t /- y   

   yes   light.fire-DYNM 

   ‘Yep, I’m lighting one.’ (cv) 

 

(3)  t h  t h- y  yúw-úh,  tóg !  
  3sg lie-DYNM that-DECL daughter 

  ‘He’s lying, that one, daughter!’ (cv) 

 

The dynamic or imperfective-like aspectual function of the -V êy suffix is es-

pecially apparent with predicate adjectives. As discussed in §3.1.3 and §10.1, 

adjectives pattern much like verbs in their inflectional properties, although un-
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like verbs they do not require a Boundary Suffix. When an adjective is inflected 

by the Dynamic suffix, the state or characteristic it indicates is understood to 

have a dynamic quality, whereas the adjective by itself (or when nominalized by 

the 3sg preform t h=, see §6.6) is more likely to represent a permanent or in-

herent characteristic. This conforms to Chung and Timberlake’s observation 

(1985: 216) that a state may be conceived as dynamic and expressed by means 

of progressive or other imperfective morphology when it is “accidental, tempo-

rary, or subject to change”. The examples in (4–6) illustrate the dynamic inter-

pretation of adjectives marked by -V êy. This is contrasted with their uninflected 

forms; expressing the inherent softness of someone’s feet or the redness of a 

flower with the Dynamic marker is judged extremely odd by consultants.  

 

(4)  a) /a‚h wwæ y-æ y, /a‚êh-a ‚êh  

   1sg soft-DYNM 1sg-DECL 

   ‘I’m getting feeble.’ (txt) 

 

  b) t n ‡h  j’ b wwQ‡y=mQh  

   3sg.POSS foot soft=DIM 

   ‘Her feet are soft!’ (cv) 

 

(5)  a) dap êh  ddó-óy 
   hand  red-DYNM 

   ‘The hand is red.’ (e.g., painted with urucu)  

 

  b) j’    tt h=dó-óh  
   flower 3sg=red-DECL 

   ‘The flower is red.’ (inherent characteristic) (el) 

 

(6)  a) náw-a y  tæ  

   good-DYNM YET 

   ‘Still doing well’ (state/process conceived as temporary)  

 

  b) náw tæ  
   good YET 

   ‘Still good’ (inherent characteristic) (el) 

 

As a Boundary Suffix, Dynamic -V êy co-occurs with most other aspectual 

distinctions. This is formally possible since the majority of these are realized as 

Inner Suffixes (obligatorily followed by a Boundary Suffix) or as peripheral 

formatives (obligatorily preceded by a Boundary Suffix). Semantically, when    
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-V êy co-occurs with other aspect or time-related markers, it functions primarily 

to indicate the currently dynamic and on-going nature of the proposition or the 

event’s result, usually within the temporal context of the speech act – rather 

than the internal temporal consistency of the event itself. Thus while -V êy itself 

relates to aspect, its function is more basic than that of most other aspect mark-

ers in Hup. In contrast to Dynamic -V êy, other Boundary Suffixes that occur in 

its place (and in mutual exclusion with it) may indicate a different temporal 

context; e.g., Declarative -V êh often implies (but does not entail) a past event, 

and the Future marker -teg / -te- indicates a future event.  

Examples (7–9) illustrate the occurrence of the Dynamic marker with aspec-

tual Inner Suffixes (Telic, Perfective, and Completive), and contrasts these with 

the Declarative marker – which is not marked for aspect, but typically relates to 

events that are not currently dynamic and on-going; in this case, they are rela-

tively further removed in the past from the moment of speech.  

 

(7)  a) t h  g-yy / - y  

   3sg drink-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘He’s drunk it all.’ (cv) 

 

  b) t h  g-yy / - h  

   3sg drink-TEL-DECL 

   ‘He drank it all (some time ago).’ (cv) 

 

(8)  a)  d h d’oj--/ -y 
   water rain-PERF-DYNM 

   ‘It’s raining (temporarily)’ (cv) 

 

  b) d h  d’oj--/ -h 
   water  rain-PERF-DECL  

   ‘It rained (and stopped)’ (el) 

 

(9)  a) j’çm-y /-cc ‚ êw- ê ‚y   /ãêh-ã êh 

   bathe-TEL-COMPL-DYNM 1sg-DECL 

   ‘(I’ve) already bathed.’ (cv) 

 

  b) tedé=d’ h- t t h  b /-ni-cc ‚ êp- ‚ êh  

   three=PL-OBL 3sg work-be-COMPL-DECL 

   ‘He’s already worked with three of them (in the past)’ (sp) 
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For a verb like na/- ‘die, lose consciousness’, for which the internal tempo-

ral consistency of the situation may not be not easily conceptualized, speakers 

rarely use the Dynamic marker alone, but prefer the Telic marker (or simply the 

Declarative), as in (10). However, the simple Dynamic may be used if a grad-

ual, on-going death can be supposed, as in the case of a fish pulled out of the 

water (11). The simple Dynamic form of the compound verb g-ná/-ay (drink-

die-DYNM) ‘get/be drunk’ (i.e., ‘be losing some of one’s sensibilities due to 

drinking [alcohol]’) is also commonly used, presumably because one can be in 

the semi-conscious state of drunkenness for a period of time, whereas na - ‘die, 

lose consciousness’ by itself refers to a more abrupt transition.  

 

(10) t h=tæ êh  nna/-y /- y; ko/ p=d’ h  t h=tæ êh=d’ h nná/-a h  

  3sg=child die-TEL-DYNM two=PL   3sg=child=PL die-DECL 

  ‘His child died; two of his children died.’ (cv) 
 

(11) ná/-a y  t h ?  
  die-DYNM 3sg 

    ‘Is it dying?’ (esp. a fish) (el) 

 

The Dynamic suffix is most often used with present-tense events, but not ex-

clusively. Its association with the present is best understood as an epiphenome-

non of its aspect-related function of signaling the dynamic nature of an event, 

state, or result as concurrent with the temporal frame of reference (usually the 

moment of the speech act) – just as the comparably common use of Declarative 

-V êh for past events is related to its aspectually unmarked identity (contra Moore 

1977; see §17.3.2). Although in elicitation contexts involving a distant past or 

future time adverbial (‘a long time ago’; ‘tomorrow’), speakers prefer the De-

clarative or Future suffixes to the Dynamic on clause-final verbs, in discourse 

the Dynamic and Declarative markers are to some degree independent of tense, 

and certainly do not entail a particular tense value; note also that the two fre-

quently co-occur in the clause when a clause-internal verb (+ -V êy) is followed 

by a clause-final subject nominal (+ -V êh); see example (9a) above and §17.3. 

For example, verb-final constituent order with the Declarative suffix is typically 

preferred in past-tense or procedural (i.e., tense-neutral) narrative, but the Dy-

namic also occurs (or co-occurs) in this context, as examples (12–14) illustrate. 

The factors determining speakers’ choices of these markers are not yet fully 

understood, but they are linked to a complex mix of phenomena, such as con-

stituent order (i.e., the Declarative can only occur clause-finally, whereas the 

Dynamic can occur on any verb), position of fluid formatives (which must fol-

low the Dynamic, but precede the Declarative), etc., in addition to whether or 
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not the event is marked as concurrent with the speech moment or temporal 

frame of reference.  

 

(12) “y )ê-n h- w-áy=nih       /ám- n /ãêh-ã êh,  
  that.ITG-be.like-FLR-INCH=EMPH.CO 2sg-OBJ 1sg-DECL   

 

  púy’,”     n - y=mah 

  younger.brother  say-DYNM=REP 

  ‘ “I wanted it thus for you, little brother,” he said.’ (txt) 

 

(13) g’Q‡g=tæh mQ‡t/ah  có/ t y-g’et-d’ h-hí-ííy=mah  

  bone=son  downriver LOC push-stand-send-descend-DYNM=REP 

  ‘Bone-Son pushed all (the Non-Indian people) downriver.’ (txt) 

 

(14) n -n’ ‡h wQd-y /- y.  c =w d    / n- n  wæd--æ h;   
  this-NMZ eat-TEL-DYNM rainbow=old/RESP 1pl-OBJ eat-DECL  

 

  dap êh  t g- y ! 
  hand    tooth.rot-DYNM 

  ‘(He) eats this part up. Old Rainbow-Man eats us; makes (our)  

  hand/finger rot out!’ (txt) 

 

Similarly, consultants can identify no semantic or functional difference be-

tween many clause variants involving fluid formatives and the Dynamic and 

Declarative markers, as in (15). There is certainly no entailment that one is past 

and the other non-past. 

 

(15) a) ye-tæ ê/-ææ êy     yæêh 
   enter-CNTRFACT-DYNM FRUST 

   ‘(It) almost went in!’ (ball into goal) (cv) 

 

  b) t h  ye-tæ ê/-yæêh--æ êh 
   3sg enter-CNTRFACT-FRUST-DECL 

   ‘It almost went in!’ (ball into goal) (el) 
 

In past-tense narrative, the Dynamic often occurs in relation to events that 

are framed within the context of another event, which is itself expressed with a 

Declarative or other aspectual or clausal marker. The Dynamic may function 

here to bring into focus the internal dynamicity of the framed event(s) with re-

spect to their context within the narrative event sequence: 
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(16) y kán   / n ní-aay-áh,  bçy h   / n  b /- y;  
  over.there 1pl stay-INCH-DECL tapiri.shelter 1pl  make-DYNM  

 

  y -n h-yó/,    / k    / n  y t- y,    / n ní-aay-áh  
  that.ITG-be.like-SEQ giant.armadillo 1pl  follow-DYNM 1pl be-INCH-DECL 

  ‘There we stayed (a while; while we were there), we built a tapiri shelter.  

  Having done this, we followed an armadillo; we stayed there.’ (txt) 

 

(17) …hiy w’   /ãh g-g’ó/-óóy,   j’ ‡w  kæÙ/ deh /ãh 
  strong.caxiri 1sg drink-go.about-DYNM pupunha bury liquid 1sg    

  ‘I went drinking strong caxiri, I drank buried-pupunha beer,  
 

  / g- y,  g-yó/  /ãh yamhidç/-g’ó/-óóy,  /ãh ni-/ -h  

  drink-DYNM drink-SEQ 1sg sing-go.about-DYNM 1sg be-PERF-DECL 

  having drunk I would go singing; I lived (thus).’ (txt)  

 

(18) y t t h  t w- y  w /-yó/ j’ám…  
  so 3sg scold-DYNM hear-SEQ DST.CNTR 

  ‘So, having heard that he was scolding (i.e., listened to his scolding)…’  

  (txt) 

 

 Like many other formatives in Hup, Dynamic -V êy has other uses that appear 

to be in some way distinct from its primary function as a verbal Boundary Suf-

fix related to aspect. As is the case with so many of Hup’s multifunctional for-

matives, it is difficult to prove that these multiple uses involve polysemy, as 

opposed to homonymy. However, especially in light of the frequency of this 

polyfunctionality among verbal aspect markers and other forms generally in 

Hup (see, for example, the discussions in §3.3 and §7.1), polysemy – at least in 

a diachronic sense – seems likely.  

In addition to its use as an aspect-marking Boundary Suffix, Dynamic -V êy 
appears to have a function relating to clause coordination, as discussed in more 

detail in §18.1.2. As such, it occurs in contexts that are non-canonical given its 

normal properties as a Boundary Suffix, such as following the Negative suffix   

-n h in example (19); because -n h also normally occurs as a Boundary Suffix, 

under most circumstances these two forms are mutually exclusive.  

 

(19) t h  / h-n h- y,   t h  mæh-æh  

  3sg sleep-NEG-DYNM 3sg kill-DECL 

  ‘He didn’t sleep, he killed (fish).’ (ru) 
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Dynamic -V êy also tends to precede the Emphatic Coordinator enclitic =nih,
150

 

used primarily to signal coordination (see §18.1.3). Most notably, whereas Dy-

namic -V êy is limited almost entirely to association with verbs, in the context of 

=nih it may occur following virtually any part of speech, including a verb stem 

(example 20), a bound noun bracketing a relative clause (21), a negative marker 

(and ‘Filler’ syllable) (21), and a Telic/adverbializer enclitic (22).  

 

(20) t h  kéy-ééy=nih   

  3sg see-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘He’s seen too.’ (a boy who has been initiated to see the Yurupari flutes)  

  (ru) 

 

(21) t h=dó w n-çp=/ h- êy=nih,    t h=tohó    
  3sg=red follow-DEP=MSC-DYNM=EMPH.CO 3sg=white     

 

  wçn-n h- w- y=nih  

  follow-NEG-FLR-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘The brown (dog) chases animals, the white one does not.’ (el) 

 

(22) núp / n ‡h=hin  cã êp=y /- y=nih    káh  

  this 1pl.POSS=also other=TEL-DYNM=EMPH.CO ADVR 

  ‘Also ours (i.e., language) is different, too.’ (after listing various other  

  dialects) (txt) 

 

The -V êy suffix has an additional non-aspectual function: it acts as an attribu-

tive marker in a small set of nominal compounds, many of which involve an 

adjective as the first element (see §5.1.4): 

 

(23) núp j’ b- y=d’ h  

  this night-DYNM=PL 

  ‘Those of tonight’ (cv) 

 

(24) h ‚kán-ããy=/ãêy  /ám ?  

  where-DYNM=FEM 2sg 

  ‘A woman-from-where are you?’ (i.e., ‘where are you from?’) (cv) 
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 The -Vy suffix receives extra stress and vowel lengthening in these constructions, as 

it does in the nominal compound forms below. 
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(25) póh-óóy  d h  

  high-DYNM liquid  

  ‘Water from the roof’ (cv)  

 

Despite their profound differences, there is a possible semantic link between 

these various realizations of the -V êy suffix. Like the verbal Dynamic marker, 

which signals a dynamic and concurrent relationship between coordinated 

events, time frames, and/or the current speech moment, -V êy used as a coordina-

tor and even as an attributive marker may be signaling a dynamic connection 

between two or more events, propositions, or entities – i.e., they are intrinsically 

associated, interdependent, and temporally consistent. Such a conceptual and/or 

historical link between temporal, spatial, and propositional or abstract concepts 

appears in many aspects of Hup grammar. 

 

 

12.3. Inchoative -ay   

 

The suffix -ay combines with predicates to mark inchoative aspect, and indi-

cates a transition into a state or the initiation of an event. Inchoative -ay is inde-

pendent of tense; when occurring alone with no other aspect or tense markers 

markers, its interpretations can vary as to whether an event or a transition into a 

state has just begun, is currently beginning, or is about to begin, vis-à-vis a gi-

ven temporal reference point. 

Formally, Inchoative -ay is unusual in that it can act either as a Boundary 

Suffix or as an Inner Suffix, followed by another Boundary Suffix. Like several 

other vowel-initial Boundary Suffixes, -ay is unstressed, while the stem it fol-

lows receives stress. Also – like all other vowel-initial suffixes in Hup – In-

choative -ay conditions consonant-gemination on stems, as discussed in 

§2.1.2.1. Because it is consistently oral, this results in a homorganic nasal-oral 

consonant cluster when the stem is nasal, such that the surface realization of a 

form like hám-ay (go-INCH) is [hám-bay] (compare hám-ay (go-DYNM) [hám-

máy]). 

In direct combination with verb roots, -ay typically indicates that an event is 

about to take place:  

 

(26) b’ h-aay   

  cross.stream-INCH 

  ‘(I’m) going across the stream.’ (i.e., home to the other end of the village)  

  (cv) 
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(27) hám-aay   

  go-INCH 

  ‘(We’re) going.’ (said on the point of leaving; equivalent to ‘goodbye’)  

  (cv) 

 

It can also indicate that the event has just begun to take place: 

 

(28) d h d’ j-aay  
  water rain-INCH 

  ‘It’s beginning to rain.’ (OR: ‘It is about to rain.’) (cv) 

 

(29) n’i-có/  t h  ní-aay   

  there-LOC 3sg be-INCH 

  ‘He’s living there now.’ (recently left previous home) (cv) 

 

(30) yú-aay=mah, t h- w- h   

  wait-INCH=REP 3sg-FLR-DECL  

  ‘She’s waiting, she says.’ (she has just started) (cv) 

 

(31) húp- n  t h  wQd-tú-aay,  p êk- w-aay=mah  

  person-OBJ 3sg eat-want-INCH scream-FLR-INCH=REP 

  ‘(When) he wants to eat a person (i.e., upon entering a state of wanting),  

  he begins screaming (to attract them).’ (txt) 

 

The Inchoative is common in imperative mood (see §17.5), especially for 

slightly impatient imperatives. In these constructions, both -ay and the preced-

ing stem (or Inner Suffix) take the stress and high tone of the imperative mood: 

 

(32) húptok g’ p-ááy !  
  caxiri  serve-INCH.IMP 

  ‘Start serving caxiri!’ (i.e., it’s ready, go ahead)  

 

(33) / h-y /-ááy !  
  sleep-TEL-INCH.IMP 

  ‘Go to sleep!’ 
 

In negative clauses, Inchoative -ay is typically used to indicate a negative fu-

ture event (as in example 34), and is among the few grammatical means for 

doing so, since the Future suffix -teg / -te- is ungrammatical in negative clauses 

(see §13.1). Presumably, the idea of entering into or initiating a negative state is 
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semantically akin to the expectation that the negative state will exist at some 

time in the future. However, use of -ay in a negative construction is not re-

stricted to future reference, and may also be used to describe a current transition 

into such a state, as in (35). 

 

(34) /ãh ham-n h-aay   

  1sg go-NEG-INCH 

  ‘I’m not going to go.’ (cv) 

  

(35) pe/-n h-aay   

  sick-NEG-INCH 

  ‘(I’m) not sick anymore.’ (cv) 

 

The Inchoative marker co-occurs with (and typically follows) many other 

aspect markers. It is particularly common following the Telic marker (an Inner 

Suffix that indicates complete involvement of the participants, see §12.6). In 

(36), the same utterance with Dynamic -V êy in place of the Inchoative would be 

translated as ‘are you (fully) used to’, whereas the Inchoative lends the sense of 

a transition; similarly, the Inchoative in example (37) indicates the transition to 

a state of being cool (whereas the Dynamic would mean that it was completely 

cool and may have been so for some time). 

 

(36) húp=d’ h máh ni-hipãh-y /-aay   /ám ?  

  Hup=PL  near be-know-TEL-INCH  2sg 

  ‘Are you getting used/have you gotten used to living with the Hupd’ h?’  

  (cv) 

  

(37) kapé  m’Q-y /-aay   

  coffee  cool-TEL-INCH 

  ‘The coffee is cooling off; is just cool enough to drink.’ (cv)  

 

When the Inchoative is itself followed by a Boundary Suffix, this is most 

frequently Declarative -V êh – although this is of course restricted to clause-final 

environments (in keeping with the rules governing -V êh, see §17.3.2). However, 
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the Inchoative and the Boundary Suffix -V êy (Dynamic) do not normally co-

occur.
151

 This fact may have a semantic explanation: the Inchoative itself en-

codes an element of dynamicity (vis-à-vis the temporal reference point) that is 

otherwise conveyed by Dynamic -V êy; the final -y of the Inchoative may even 

be a formal reflection of this. Thus while the Declarative is preferred on clause-

final -ay when the event is not concurrent with the speech moment, -ay occurs 

by itself when the event is on-going (as in the examples above).  

The combination of Inchoative and Declarative is very common in past-tense 

narrative and in general descriptive discourse, where it tends to alternate with 

clauses marked by the Sequential -yó/, chaining events together in a sequence. 

The event is introduced with Inchoative -ay-áh, then re-summarized with Se-

quential -yó/, and then the next event is introduced, as in example (38) (see also 

§18.2.6.3). This use of the Inchoative has to do less with the actual aspectual 

nature of the event than with the packaging of information within the text.  

  

(38) yçj-y /-yó/… t h=t t  h d  d’o/-d’ák-aay-áh  
  peel-TEL-SEQ 3sg=string 3pl  take-stick.against-INCH-DECL    

  ‘Having peeled it, they attach its string.  

 

  t h=t t  d’o/-d’ak-yó/… 

  3sg=string take-stick.against-SEQ 

  Having attached its string…’ (txt) 

 

The Inchoative + Declarative form -ay-áh is also used in other contexts in 

which the simple Declarative appears, such as with the first person plural pro-

noun to create an inclusive future sense (examples 39–40; see §13.3), and fol-

lowing the Future suffix -te- (where it yields a progressive or prospective fu-

ture; compare English “going to do V”), as in example (41).  

 

(39) / n  / êh-aay-áh   

  1pl  sleep-INCH-DECL 

  ‘We’re (all) going to sleep.’ (i.e., ‘good night’) (cv) 
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 However, one apparent exception to this rule has been encountered: 

 d h hçp--ç y-ay  

 water dry.up-DYNM-INCH 

 ‘The water is starting to subside.’ (cv) 
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(40) / n  du-wQd-/áy-aay-áh   

  1pl  buy-eat-VENT-INCH-DECL 

  ‘We’ll go and buy something to eat.’ (txt)  

 

(41) …/ n  hi-c /-wob-tté-aay-áh ! 
        1pl  FACT-stick-rest.on-FUT-INCH-DECL  

   ‘...We’ll stick (her hair) on!’ (cv) 

 

 The Inchoative suffix also combines with predicate nominals (including 

some relative clauses, as in 46), where it performs the same inchoative func-

tions as with the verbal predicates above: 

 

(42) t h  b’ k b’ y /-aay  
  3sg skin only-INCH 

  ‘Only his skin is left now.’ (cv) 

  (said to tease a small child, after the “monster” adult has just pretended to 

  suck out his insides)  

 

(43) d h-aay  / n- h  
  water-INCH 1pl-DECL 

  ‘We’re about to get rained on.’ (cv) (cf. example 28) 

 

(44) t h  n h-aay,      nup=m’æ t h  cadáp-áh  

  3sg tapioca/solid matter-INCH this=MEAS 3sg settle.out-DECL 

  ‘It develops the solid matter (as the water boils off), just this much settles  

  out.’ (txt)  

 

(45) t h  núh-aay  m ‡/=mah t h  / d- h,  t h  báb’=n’ n 
  3sg head-INCH UNDER=REP 3sg speak-DECL 3sg sibling=PL.OBJ 

  ‘Despite having become only a head, he spoke to his relatives.’ (a jaguar  

  had eaten the man’s body) (txt) 

 

(46) h d=n’ n hik d-ní=d’ h--ay   

  3pl=PL.OBJ change-be=PL-INCH 

  ‘It’s we (the Hupd’ h) who have now taken their place.’ (txt) 

 

It does the same with predicate adjectives; for example, when asked how one is 

after an illness, or whether one has had enough to eat after a meal, one responds 

náw-aay  (good-INCH) ‘I’m well/satisfied’, whereas the response náw ‘good’ is 

appropriate in circumstances where no transition from a less-well state is in-
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volved. Similarly, pã Ù-aay  (NEG:EX-INCH) means ‘all gone, none left’, whereas pã Ù 
means ‘none, does not exist’. A further example is given in (47). 

 

(47) g’ -aay  / n- h  

  hot-INCH 1pl-DECL 

  ‘We’re about to get hot.’/ ‘It’s getting hot on us.’ (cv) 

 

Inchoative -ay has the same function with other kinds of predicates as well, 

such as the adverbial expression máh=y / (near=TEL) ‘close by’: 
 

(48) / n  máh=y /-aay   

  1pl  near=TEL-INCH 

  ‘We’re getting close; nearly there.’ (cv)  

 

In what is probably a related function, Inchoative -ay follows the Directional 

marker -an (resulting in the form -an-ay [an-day]), to form a temporal adverbial 

in a dependent clause (see §18.2.6.2): 

 

(49) t h  hçp-hí-an-aay=mah    j’ám,   núp p t/ah…  

  3sg dry.up-descend-DIR-INCH=REP DST.CNTR this upriver    

   

  tu-d’o/-k d-pæ-æy=mah  
  go.down-take-pass-go.upstream-DYNM=REP 

  ‘As it (the water) went down, there upriver… he pushed (a fish-trap)  

  upstream.’ (txt) 
 

A distinct – but undoubtedly related – function of Inchoative -ay is its use as 

a marker of Inchoative focus, especially with nominal arguments (see §7.1.1), 

as in (50). This can perhaps be compared with the use of ‘now’ with nominals 

in English as a marker of contrastive topic or focus. 

 

(50) h d- n  t h  mæh-Qw-ay… h d=/ín-aay   

  3pl-OBJ 3sg kill-FLR-INCH 3pl=mother-INCH 

  ‘She beat them, their mother (did).’ (txt) 

  
A very common use of Inchoative -ay involves its combination with the 

‘Filler’ syllable -Vw-. While the Filler syllable has a range of functions in Hup, 

and in general appears to be itself semantically empty (see §15.2.4), its combi-

nation with the Inchoative suffix results in an inchoative form (-Vw-ay) with 

marginally distinct semantics from -ay. The primary function of this form is to 
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signal entry into a relatively long-term or (semi-) permanent state. With an ac-

tive verb, this long-term state is understood to be the result of the event in ques-

tion.  

 Examples of the use of this long-term state use of -Vw-ay include hipã êh--
ãw-ay  (know-) ‘knows it completely’ (e.g., a language in which one has at-

tained fluency); b’óy-oow-ay  (study-) ‘studying’ (e.g., has begun for the day 

and will continue all day); næn--Qw-ay  (come-) ‘coming to stay for good or 

long-term’; macã-ããw-ay  (get.strong-) ‘fully recovered’ (after an illness; com-

pare maca-ay (get.strong-INCH), used to mean ‘getting better’); and kéy-eew-ay  

(see-), used in reference to a boy who has been initiated into the Yurupari tradi-

tion (i.e., he has entered the stage of seeing the instruments, from which there is 

no going back).  

Other examples include (51), which was uttered in response to my question 

of why a dog had died; it was starving, and had entered the stage of being on the 

edge of death, with no recovery expected. The same thing is sometimes said of 

people who are very old or terminally ill, once they reach the stage of being 

bed-ridden. Likewise, example (52) was in reference to a small child who had 

reached the stage of having learned to walk. Further examples are given in (53–

55).  

 

(51) t h  ná/-ããw-ay   

  3sg lose.consciousness-FLR-INCH 

  ‘He was dying.’ (cv) 

 

(52) t h  g’et-g’ó/-oow-ay   

  3sg stand-go.about-FLR-INCH 

  ‘She’s walking.’ (cv) 

 

(53) p d tæêh/íp  ni-túk-uuw-áy=nih=cud=mah  
  Ped child.father be-want-FLR-INCH=EMPH.CO=INFR=REP 

  ‘It looks like Ped (has come to the stage of) wanting (i.e., being ready  

  for) a husband, they said.’ (cv) 

 

(54) t h  g-n h  tæ=y /, w /w /- y=mah…  t h   

  3sg drink-NEG YET=TEL tremble-DYNM=REP 3sg   

 

  / g- w-ay,  náw cu/-y /- w-ay=mah-áh   t h- p !  
  drink-FLR-INCH good grab-TEL-FLR-INCH=REP-FOC  3sg-DEP 

  ‘When he hasn’t drunk yet, they say he trembles… once he starts  

  drinking, he’s fine, they say, that one!’ (cv) 
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(55) y d  / n  cúd-uuw-ay   

  clothes 1pl  be.inside-FLR-INCH 

  ‘We wear clothes now.’ (in reference to the days when the Hupd’ h  

  wore loincloths) (el) 

 

Whereas the simple Filler + Inchoative form is used for a current, on-going 

state, the Declarative is typically added for a state that is not concurrent with the 

present moment, as it is with the simple Inchoative (see 38–41 above): 

 

(56) t h  cak-g’ã ê/-ããw-ay-áh   

  3sg climb-be.suspended-FLR-INCH-DECL 

  ‘He climbed up and lay down in the hammock (never to wake again).’  

  (txt) 

 

(57) t h- n  w d-hám-ay-áh,   dç/k y hám-ããw-ay-áh   

  3sg-OBJ arrive-go-INCH-DECL right  go-FLR-INCH-DECL    

  ‘They fit him, went just right.’ (txt) 

 

The ‘long-term’ Inchoative also figures in contexts of clause coordination, indi-

cating that when X begins, Y will occur (see §18.1.2): 

 

(58) h h-an    w d-hám-ããw-ay,  wág k d-n h 

  São.Gabriel-DIR  arrive-go-FLR-INCH  day pass-NEG 

 

  ‘verdúra’  /ãh wQd-té-h 

  greens(Pt) 1sg eat-FUT  

  ‘When I go to São Gabriel, I will eat green vegetables every day.’ (el) 

 

In some contexts, the use of the ‘long-term’ Inchoative appears to be linked 

not to aspect, but to emphasis. This probably relates primarily to the ability 

(elsewhere in Hup) of the Filler syllable to mark emphasis (see §15.2.4), as well 

as that of the Inchoative to mark focus. This is illustrated in the following ex-

amples (from a conversation among several men who had perhaps had a little 

too much to drink); note that the use of Filler -Vw- here is general, occurring on 

both verbs and nouns, in keeping with its emphatic use. 

 

(59) /an-yæh-n h-- w-ay     mæh--Qw-ay /ãêh-ããw-ã êh,   c c !  
  make.love-allow-NEG-FLR-INCH  hit-FLR-INCH 1sg-FLR-DECL INTERJ 

  ‘If she doesn’t let me make love to her I hit her, darn it!’ (cv) 
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(60) hã Ùy- n key-d’ó/-oow-ay /ãêh-ããw-ã êh,        
  um-OBJ see-take-FLR-INCH 1sg-EMPH-DECL   

 

  nút  t k  j’ N ! hi-yæt--Qw-ay !  
  here hip  hit  descend-lie-FLR-INCH 

  ‘I’ve caught a glimpse of what’s-his-name, he hits her hip here! and gets  

  down from the hammock!’ (cv)  

 

 

12.4. Perfective -/e/ / -/e-   

 

The formative -/e/- and its phonologically reduced variant -/e- indicate a type 

of perfective aspect: they focus attention on an event via-à-vis its final endpoint, 

such that the event is conceptualized as a single, bounded situation with a lim-

ited duration. This function is generally consistent with the definition of perfec-

tivity provided by Comrie (1976: 16), who states that “perfectivity indicates the 

view of a situation as a single whole, without distinction of the various separate 

phases that make up that situation”. In Hup, expression of perfectivity is inde-

pendent of tense (although it is most commonly used for past events); an event 

can be perceived as temporally bounded regardless of whether it occurred in the 

past, is currently on-going, or will occur in the future. 

While the function of the -/e/- / -/e- suffix seems to be best captured by the 

label ‘perfective’, its use does not actually exclude additional reference to the 

internal temporal structure of the event. This is in keeping with Comrie’s obser-

vation (1976: 21) that “perfectivity involves lack of explicit reference to the 

internal temporal consistency of a situation, rather than explicitly implying the 

lack of such internal temporal consistency”. In Hup, the Perfective marker itself 

does no more than define the event as temporally bounded, and can co-occur 

with various other verbal aspectual forms that provide further aspectual infor-

mation about the event, such as the Dynamic suffix -Vy, the ‘long-term’ In-

choative form -Vw-ay, and the Distributive marker -p d-. The Distributive 

marker, for example, indicates repetition of an event within a specific period of 

time; thus its combination with the Perfective marker signals that the event is 

repeated within a bounded time frame.  

Formally, the Perfective marker is usually realized as an Inner Suffix on 

verbs, although it can also occur with predicate nominals and other parts of 

speech. It belongs to the set of formatives that have both a full (CVC) variant 

and a phonologically reduced (CV) variant. As is true of all the phonologically 

reduced variants in this set, the CV form can occur only as a verbal Inner Suf-

fix, and must be followed by a member of the set of vowel-initial Boundary 

Suffixes (see §3.6); the Boundary Suffix itself drops its copied vowel in this 
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context and contributes only its consonant C (such that the combination of the 

Perfective form with Dynamic -V êy, Dependent marker -Vp, and Declarative -
V êh yields -/ -y,   -/e-p, -/ -h).  

The combination of the Dynamic suffix with Perfective -/e- typically relates 

to a currently on-going event that is expected to be of limited duration, as the 

following examples illustrate. Although the two labels appear to be mutually 

exclusive, these forms in Hup are perfectly compatible – the Perfective fixes the 

event as bounded and having an endpoint, but is neutral as to whether that end-

point has been reached; the Dynamic indicates that the event is on-going or 

relevant with respect to the moment of speech or other reference point. For ex-

ample, a speaker might utter (61) in a situation where rain has arrived and dis-

rupted plans to go out, and the speaker intends to wait for the rain to subside 

before leaving. If the speaker had planned to stay in all day anyway, he would 

be more likely to use only the Dynamic to remark on the rain.  

 

(61) d h d’oj-// -y,   tán / n  hám-ah 
  water rain-PERF-DYNM later 1pl  go-DECL 

  ‘It’s raining (for now), later we’ll go.’ (i.e., when it stops) (ru) 

 

Similarly, example (62) was uttered by a woman who was washing clothes 

when I came along and greeted her by asking ‘are you washing clothes?’
152

 

(using the Dynamic aspect: y d j’íd-íy /ám? [clothes wash-DYNM 2sg]). She 

responded with the Perfective, apparently as an indication that she was nearly 

done and looking forward to the end of the task: 

 

(62) y d  j’id--/ -y !  
  clothes wash-PERF-DYNM 

  ‘I’m washing clothes!’ (i.e., at the moment; almost done) (cv) 

 

The Perfective also occurs with the Dynamic to announce an initiated activ-

ity that is not intended to last very long, or an activity of which the outcome will 

be of limited duration. This use can be contrasted with the similar ‘announcing’ 

function of the Inchoative -ay (see §12.3), which is open-ended with respect to 

an end-point. For example, in Barriera Alta, where a stream cuts through the 

village, the Perfective form in (63) is typically used by someone who is an-

nouncing his/her intention to go across the stream to visit someone on the other 

side (i.e., crossing only to stay briefly), whereas the same visitor would later use 

                                                
152

 Hup greetings conventionally involve an inquiry into a current (and obvious) activ-

ity, and the responses are usually an affirmative statement of the same. 
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the Inchoative – b’éh-ay (cross.water-INCH) – to express his/her intent to return 

home (i.e., crossing to stay for some time, with no expected soon return) when 

the visit is over. In (64), the speaker was likewise announcing his intention to 

carry out the activity in a quick, brief fashion. 

 

(63) b’eh--/ -y   

  cross.water-PERF-DYNM 

  ‘(I’m) going across the creek (to other side of village, and will be back).’  

  (cv) 

 

(64) j’çm-y /-/ -yy   /ãêh=hin- h ! 
  bathe-TEL-PERF-DYNM 1sg=also-DECL 

  ‘I’m going to take a quick bath too (and I’ll be right back)!’ (cv) 

 

Similarly, the Perfective may be used in an interrogative clause involving an 

initiated or immediate future event whose duration is expected to be short-term:  

 

(65) j’çm-/ -y   /ám ? 

  bathe-PERF-DYNM 2sg 

  ‘Are you going to bathe?’ (cv) 

 

The Perfective + Dynamic combination is also occasionally used with verbs like 

ham- ‘go’ to announce that one intends to go into an area quickly and for a very 

brief time, such as when warning people chopping down a tree that one is going 

to walk across the path of its intended fall (example 66) (compare Inchoative 

hám-ay ‘going [away for a longer period]’, typically used to announce one’s 

departure).  

 

(66) ham--/ -y  
  go-PERF-DYNM 

  ‘(I’m) going (there, just for a minute)!’ (ru) 

 

The combination of the Perfective and the Inchoative marker -ay (normally 

in its ‘long-term’ variant -Vw-ay) indicates the transition to a state that is char-

acterized by the full extent of the event, whereas the absence of the Perfective 

implies that the event is/was still in progress: 

 

(67) a) tegd’úh cap-/é-ew-ay   nçh-y /- y  

   tree  grow-PERF-FLR-INCH fall-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘The tree that had already grown big has fallen.’  
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  b) tegd’úh cáp-aw-ay  nçh-y /- y  

   tree  grow-FLR-INCH fall-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘The tree that was growing big has fallen.’ (el) 

  

In combination with the Sequential marker -yó/, the Perfective focuses on the 

endpoints of a sequence of planned events: 

 

 

(68) hQN-n h-áh  /ãêh-ãp, /ãh b’a/-//e/-yo/   p d, /ãh  
  fast-NEG-FOC 1sg-DECL 1sg make.bread-PERF-SEQ DIST 1sg  

 

  wçn’-/e/-yo/    p d; hæN w d-ay-n h   tán   

  make.mingau-PERF-SEQ DIST fast arrive-INCH-NEG FUT.CNTR  

 

  b’ t-an  /ãêh-ã êh 

  roça-DIR  1sg-DECL 

  ‘I won’t be quick; I have to make manioc bread, and I have to make  

  mingau too; I won’t get to the field very soon.’ (woman listing things she 

  has to do) (ru) 

 

 The Perfective is especially common when describing events that occurred 

in the past, provided that they are no longer occurring, and appears most often 

with events that occurred in the relatively distant past. This use can involve the 

Dynamic marker (examples 69–70), but its appearance in a verb-final clause 

with the Declarative -V êh is more common, as in (71).  

 

(69) / n- n  y d=mQh d’o/-n /- y,   candádia d’o/-n /- y,  
  1pl-OBJ clothes=DIM take-give-DYNM sandals take-give-DYNM   

 

  ni-/ -y   p d  / n- n, y -d’ h- h  

  be-PERF-DYNM DIST 1pl-OBJ that.ITG-PL-DECL 

  ‘They gave us some clothes, gave us sandals, they used to do this for us.’  

  (but no longer) (txt) 

 

(70) hicocó / n  ní- h;  ni--/ -y   j’ám   /ãêh-ã êh  

  happy  1pl  be-DECL be-PERF-DYNM DIST.CNTR 1sg-DECL 

  ‘We were happy; I used to be happy in those days.’ (txt) 
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(71) /ãh yamhidç/-g’o/-// -h 
  1sg sing-go.about-PERF-DECL 

  ‘I used to go around singing (at drinking parties).’ (when I was young)  

  (txt) 

 

In a sentence like (72), choice of the Perfective implies that the sleeping event 

was in some way temporary – e.g., the sleeper was a traveler and slept there 

only one night before moving on: 

 

(72) j’ám  t h  / h--/ -h  

  yesterday 3sg sleep-PERF-DECL 

  ‘He slept (here) last night.’ (e.g., was just passing through) (ru) 

 

In (73–74), the Perfective occurs in subordinated clauses in reference to past 

events:  

 

(73) m h / n  nç/-/ -p  

  Mih 1sg.OBJ give-PERF-DEP  

  ‘(This is one that) was given to me by Mih.’ (some time ago) (cv) 

 

(74) t g  /am h h-/ay--/ -p   b’çt- t  
  wood 2sg carry-VENT-PERF-DEP roça-OBL 

  ‘In the roça from which you carried wood’ (some time ago) (cv) 

 

In the following examples, the temporal frame of reference of the relative clause 

is given the context of a narrative: 

 

(75) yã/ám… wçy-p d- h,  t h- n   k w g d’o/-tu/-/é-ew- n-ah  

  jaguar  love-DIST-DECL 3sg-OBJ eye  take-dunk-PERF-FLR-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘The jaguar… loves (him), the one who had put his eyes in for him.’ (txt) 

 

(76) yúp t h=/ãy, hup=/ãêy  g’ h--/e-yæêh-æp  m ‡/,  ba/t ‡b’  
  that 3sg=FEM person=FEM be2-PERF-FRUST-DEP UNDER spirit       

 

  t h  ni-g’ç)êh-ç)êy=nih 

  3sg be-be2-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘This woman, though she had been human, she was (now) an evil spirit.’  

  (txt) 
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(77) yúp ba/t ‡b’ g’ h-pog-//é-ew- n   h d  wQd-yi/  
  that spirit  be2-EMPH-PERF-FLR-OBJ 3pl  eat-TEL     

 

  k d-hám-ay=mah 

  pass-go-DYNM=REP 

  ‘Then that spirit that she really had become, they ate (her) up.’ (txt) 

 

 The Perfective marker also occurs in reference to future events, usually with 

the Future suffixes -teg / -te- (and in this context it takes the unreduced form      

-/e/- because it is not followed by a vowel-initial suffix). The use of the Perfec-

tive in (78a) draws attention to the fact that the event is expected to be of lim-

ited or brief duration (compare the lack of the Perfective in (78b). In the con-

texts of requests, as in (79), the Perfective’s focus on the short-term can serve 

the pragmatic function of downplaying the imposition on the other person (as 

with imperatives; see below). 

 

(78) a) t h  tuh-/e/-tég=mah  
   3sg stay-PERF-FUT=REP 

   ‘He’ll stay, it’s said.’ (for a short time) (el) 

 

  b) t h  tuh-y /-tég=mah  
   3sg stay-TEL-FUT=REP 

   ‘He’ll stay, its said.’ (maybe long-term) (el) 

 

(79) n N tçn-/ay-kQ‡m,  /ãh p n N-/e/-té-t,    núp wá- n  

  2pl  hold-VENT-IMP2 1sg tell.story-PERF-FUT-OBL this  old/resp.FEM-OBJ 

  ‘You all come hold (the baby) while I tell a story to this one.’ (txt) 

 

Other examples of the Perfective (in its unreduced form -/e/-) are given below: 

 

(80) y n y,      g’Q‡g-tæh=d’ h ni-ní-h,      
  that.ITG.be.like.DYNM bone-son=PL   be-INFR2-DECL   

  ‘So, the deities did thus;  

  

  póh, d h=teg  c y--/e/-ní-h  

  high water=tree poke-PERF-INFR2-DECL 

  high up, they poked into the water-tree.’ (txt) 
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(81) /ãh j’çm-//e/-m ‡/,   t h  yú-úh 
  1sg bathe-PERF-UNDER  3sg wait-DECL 

  ‘While I was taking a bath, he waited.’ (el) 

 

 Use of the Perfective in imperative mood tends to create a kinder or more 

polite imperative form, as in examples (82–83) (see §17.5.1). Nevertheless, it is 

in general only used where a Perfective meaning is possible in the first place, 

and not for commands of open-ended duration (such as in inviting someone to 

take something that they would keep indefinitely). The unreduced form -/e/ is 

always used in the imperative mood because it lacks a following vowel-initial 

suffix.  

 

(82) n’i-có/  way-/é/ !  
  there-LOC go.out-PERF.IMP 

  ‘Go on out for a while!’ (gently telling a child to leave the house) (cv) 

 

(83) j’ k / n  nç/-/é/  ! 

  buriti 1sg.OBJ give-PERF.IMP 

  ‘Give me a buriti palm fruit, please!’ (cv)  

 

There are certain restrictions on the use of the Perfective aspect marker in 

Hup: it cannot occur in negative clauses, and does not combine with the Habit-

ual b g / -b - (which is by definition not temporally bounded, see §12.8), or 

(with a few exceptions) with the Completive aspect marker -c ‚w- / -c ‚p- (pre-

sumably because this marker already encodes perfectivity, see §12.5). In com-

bination with certain verbs and adjectives, the Perfective may be ungrammatical 

or restricted to a very specific interpretation. For example, it is not acceptable 

with the verb na/- ‘die, lose consciousness’ when this refers to actual death 

(presumably because death as a transition is inherently perfective, and the re-

sulting state by definition lacks an endpoint); the Perfective is only grammatical 

with this verb when it has the sense ‘lose consciousness’: 

  

(84) t h  na/-y /-/ -y  

  3sg lose.consciousness-TEL-PERF-DYNM 

  ‘He lost consciousness (but has woken up again).’ (ru) 

 

In addition to its use as an Inner Suffix with verbs, the Perfective marker can 

also occur with predicate nominals (always in its unreduced form -/e/, and with 
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the formal qualities of an enclitic, specifically lack of stress).
153

 The occurrence 

of Perfective -/e/ with predicate nominals is fully productive, and involves both 

prototypical nouns (as in examples 85–86) and nominalizations (example 87). 
In most cases, the perfective meaning has to do with a previous identity of the 

referent, which no longer holds true. Note that an alternative way to express the 

same information involves a copula with a Perfective (verbal) Inner Suffix and 

following Boundary Suffix (86b) (see §17.3.4). 

 

(85) a) t h=tæ êh t h=c w==/e/  
   3sg=son 3sg=shaman=PERF 

 ‘His son used to be/was a shaman.’ (but is no longer) (el) 

 

  b) t h=tæ êh t h=c w  
   3sg=son 3sg=shaman 

 ‘His son is a shaman.’ (el) 

 

(86) a) /édia kapitã êw==/e/  
   Elias capitão=PERF 

 ‘He used to be the village leader (capitão).’ (but gave up his post) (el) 

  

  b) /édia kapitã êw  ni--/ -h 
 Elias capitão be-PERF-DECL 

 ‘Elias used to be capitão.’ (el) 

 

(87) j’ám=y /  yúp, dú=teg==/ /=cud-uh  
  yesterday=TEL that barter=THING=PERF=INFR-DECL 

  ‘A long time ago, it apparently used to be something that one could sell.’ 

  (referring to little ucuqui-seed flutes; once there was a Brazilian river- 

  merchant who bought them.) (txt) 

 

Adjectives can take either the nominal or the verbal form of the Perfective, 

depending on their identity as predicates or as nominal modifiers (see 

§17.3.3.2):  

 

 

 

                                                
153

 Pronounced [w’e/] in the Tat Deh dialect area; the [w] may be related to the ‘Filler’ 

form -Vw- (see §15.2.4), or may be epenthetic. 
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(88) a) t h=tæ êh [náw]--/ -h   
 3sg=son good-PERF-DECL 

 ‘His son used to be good.’ 

 

  b) [t h=tæ êh  náw]==/e/ 
  3sg=son  good=PERF 

 ‘(He) used to be his good son.’ (el) 

 

Perfective -/e/ also occurs with certain parts of speech that are not typical 

nouns (although they may share certain features of nouns); these include the 

‘what’ question word, as in (89), and the nominal ‘Negative Existence’ form pã Ù 
(example 90):  

 

(89) h ‚-n’ ‡h-/ /  yú ?  
  Q-NMZ-PERF that 

  ‘What (thing) was that?’ (child asking about food scrapings on a plate)  

  (cv) 

 

(90) p -/ /  j’ám   yúw-úh  

  NEG:EX DIST.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘At one time they did not exist.’ (txt) 

 

 

12.5. Completive -c ‚p- / -c ‚w-  
 

The verbal Inner Suffix -c ‚p- and its phonologically reduced variant -c ‚w- indi-

cate completive aspect, and signal that an event is over or no longer in progress. 

They are typically indicated in translation by ‘already’ or ‘finish’.  

 Other formatives in Hup that have phonologically reduced variants (such as 

Perfective -/e/- / -/e-) have reduced a CVC morpheme to CV in the presence 

of vowel-initial Boundary Suffixes generally (as discussed in §3.6). In the case 

of the Completive suffix, however, the reduced form -c )w- involves a stop > 

glide (/p/ > /w/) change, rather than the complete loss of the final consonant. 

Moreover, this phonological reduction is restricted to contexts in which Dy-

namic -V êy follows the Completive marker,
154

 whereas the unreduced form -c )p- 

                                                
154

 This form -c )w- )y is often pronounced -c )y in the Tat Deh dialect area, with the full 

loss of the final consonant and the accompanying reduction of the vowel-initial Bound-

ary Suffix that characterize other phonologically reduced formatives. 
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normally occurs when any other Boundary Suffix follows. The Completive is 

probably a case in which the grammaticalization of the reduced variant from the 

full form is still in a relatively early stage; it has occurred in the context of the 

Boundary Suffix that it most frequently precedes (-V êy), but has not yet spread 

to other Boundary Suffix environments.  

The Completive marker is very common in spontaneous speech, but is rela-

tively rare in narrative (with the exception of quoted speech). In narrative, the 

function of the Completive marker is in most cases superseded by that of the 

Sequential marker -yó/ (see §18.2.6.3), which links events together in a se-

quence – although Completive -c ‚p- / -c ‚w- can be used together with the Se-

quential to emphasize the actual completion of the event.  

 Examples of the Completive form -c ‚w-, followed by the Dynamic, are given 

in (91–95): 

 

(91) b /-key-cc ‚ êw- ‚êy    yúw- n, /ãêh-ã êh 
  work-see-COMPL-DYNM that-OBJ 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I’ve already tried that work.’ (sp)  
 

(92) /édia hipãh-cc ‚ êw- ‚êy   / hníy 
  Elias know-COMPL-DYNM maybe 

  ‘Elias already knows, maybe.’ (sp) 

 

(93) “b’ y=deh t h=p g=d’ h wQd-d’o/-nQn-cc ‚ êw- ‚êy”  n - y=mah  

    traira-PL  3sg=big=PL  eat-take-come-COMPL-DYNM say-DYNM=REP 

  ‘The big traira (fish sp.) have already come to eat (the bait), he said.’ (txt) 

 

(94) key-cc ‚ êw- ‚êy,   cecí… / n  key-cc ‚ êw- ‚êy   p d !  
  see-COMPL-DYNM Cecilia 1pl  see-COMPL-DYNM DIST 

  ‘Ceci’s already seen it (a village)… we’ve see it too.’ (cv) 

 

(95) / h-y /-cc ‚ êw- ê‚y    h d, / n=tæ êh=d’ h ?  

  sleep-TEL-COMPL-DYNM 3pl  1pl=child=PL 

  ‘Have they already gone to sleep, our children?’ (txt) 

 

 Other formatives frequently occur between the verb stem and the Comple-

tive suffix. For example, where wQd-c ‚êw- ê‚y (eat-COMPL-DYNM) means ‘already 

ate, finished eating’, the addition of the Telic Inner Suffix -y /- (see §12.6) 

yields wQd-y /-c ‚êw- ê‚y (eat-TEL-COMPL-DYNM) ‘already ate all of something’; 

similarly, the Venitive Inner Suffix -/ay (see §12.7) produces wQd-/ay-c ‚êw- ‚êy 

(eat-VENT-COMPL-DYNM) ‘already went somewhere, ate there, and returned’.  
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 The semantics of the Completive form can be contrasted with those of other 

Hup forms that convey some sense of termination, namely the the Perfective 

marker -/e/- / -/e- (§12.4) and the Telic marker -y /- (§12.6). Whereas the 

Perfective indicates that the event has a final endpoint and that it or its outcome 

is in some way temporary or of brief duration, the focus of the Completive is on 

the actual completion of the activity, as example (96) illustrates. The Comple-

tive form, on the other hand, can be understood to be inherently perfective (i.e., 

the completion of an activity assumes that it has been brought to an end); it is 

probably because of this semantic overlap that the Perfective and Completive do 

not normally co-occur within the verb word (but see 99 below for an exception 

to this general rule). 

 

(96) a) /ãh j’çm-//e/-té-h 

   1sg bathe-PERF-FUT-DECL 

   ‘I’ll have a quick bath.’ 

  

  b) /ãh j’çm-hi-cc )p-té-h 
   1sg bathe-FACT-COMPL-FUT-DECL 

   ‘I’ll finish bathing.’ (el) 

 

The focus of the Telic marker is also distinct from that of the Completive. 

While the Telic relates specifically to a goal that brings an activity to an end, 

and/or to the full involvement and affectedness of the participants in the activ-

ity, the Completive is neutral regarding these concerns. The contrast between 

the Telic and the Completive is pursued in more detail in §12.6 below.  

 In addition to these other aspect-related formatives, the Completive suffix is 

often preceded by either of the valency-adjusting forms hup- (Reflexive, see 

§11.1) and hi- (Factitive, see §11.4), as in wQd-hup-c ‚p- (eat-RFLX-COMPL-) 

and wQd-hi-c ‚p- (eat-FACT-COMPL-). Consultants claim that there is no differ-

ence in meaning among these latter two forms and the simple (stem-COMPL-) 

form. A likely possibility for the existence of these variants is that they are held 

over from an earlier, more verb-like form of the Completive marker, which may 

have at one time required some valency-adjusting mechanism that is now be-

coming lost. 

This hypothesis is supported by a number of considerations. First, use of hi- 
and hup- with the Completive marker appears to vary considerably among dia-
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lects
155

 and among speakers, suggesting a transitional stage. They are also very 

often present when the unreduced variant -c )p- occurs, but appear considerably 

less often with the reduced form -c )w-. Furthermore, the Factitive hi- prefix can 

co-occur with the Completive marker when the latter is in its unreduced form 

c ‚p-, to form an independent verb stem (i.e., not a bound formative) meaning 

‘finish’. Like any other verb, this stem can combine with other stems in the 

middle of a longer compound (example 97), and can stand on its own, as in 

(98): 

 

(97) /ap d   nutkán puhu-hhi-c ‚p-k d-cak-y /- y=mah 
   right.away to.here swell-FACT-COMPL-pass-climb-TEL-DYNM=REP 

               [swell-FINISH-climb.quickly-TEL-DYNM=REP] 

  ‘Right away it had already swelled up and spread quickly up to here (on  

  her leg).’ (txt) 

 

(98) /ecáp   / n  hhi-c ‚p-té-h 
  tomorrow 1pl  FACT-COMPL-FUT-DECL   

  ‘Tomorrow we’ll finish.’ (el)  

 

 Finally, there is evidence that quite a few of Hup’s Inner Suffixes began as 

compound-internal verb roots and passed through an auxiliary stage before be-

coming what are essentially bound formatives (see §9.4.3), and it is very likely 

that this was the case with the Completive marker. In fact, a formally identical 

verb root c ‚p- exists today in Hup, and is used to mean ‘finish off a basket’ 

(specifically by binding the rim; compare the form j’ ‚p- ‘tie, wrap around’); this 

verb may be the ultimate source of the Completive marker. Presumably, its 

grammaticalization to an aspect marker would have entailed its semantic gener-

alization; at the same time, however, the semantics of the surviving verb root 

may have grown more specific over time.  
The following examples provide further illustration of the use of the Com-

pletive suffix, this time in its unreduced form -c ‚p- (and accordingly followed 

by some other Inner or Boundary Suffix than the Dynamic), and in several cases 

preceded by one of the valency prefixes. Note that the Completive is followed 

by the Telic suffix in example (102), just as any normal verb stem would be – in 

contrast to examples such as wQd-y /-c ‚êw- ‚êy (eat-TEL-COMPL-DYNM) ‘already 

ate all of something’ mentioned above, in which the Telic Inner Suffix precedes 
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 The hi- Completive form is most common in the Barreira dialect; the hup- form is 

more often encountered in the Tat Deh area, where it is often reduced to hu )- (undergo-

ing consonant loss and nasal spreading from the following Completive form). 
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the Completive. Similarly, it is followed by the Perfective suffix in (99), 

whereas consultants normally judge this combination ungrammatical. This is 

further evidence to support the claim that the variant -c )w- is more grammatical-

ized as an Inner Suffix, whereas in other contexts the Completive marker retains 

a more verb-like identity. 

 

(99) n    b ‡/  b /-hhup-c ‚p-/ -y  
  1sg.POSS work work-RFLX-COMPL-PERF-DYNM 

  ‘I’m going to finish my work.’ (el) 

 

(100) tedé=d’ h- t t h  b /-ni-cc ‚ êp- ê‚h 
  three=PL-OBL 3sg work-be-COMPL-DECL 

  ‘He’s already worked with three (of them).’ (sp) 

 

(101) y n h-yó/,    g-hhi-c ‚p-yó/,   

  that.ITG.be.like-SEQ drink-FACT-COMPL-SEQ   

 

  p /-hhi-c ‚p-yó/     ní- y… 

  dabacuri-FACT-COMPL-SEQ be-DYNM 

  ‘So, having finished drinking, having finished the dabacuri (ritual  

  presentation)...’ (tell our helper to go get wood, he said) (txt) 

 

(102) h d  y n h-m ‡/     m y   

  3pl  that.ITG.be.like-UNDER hole  

 

  hat-hhup-c ‚p-y /- y=cud=mah    h d- w- h 

  dig-RFLX-COMPL-TEL-DYNM=INFR=REP 3pl-FLR-DECL 

  ‘Meanwhile they had already dug their holes.’ (txt) 

 

As discussed in §10.2, verbs can occasionally appear in the clause without a 

Boundary Suffix, forming an adverbial phrase. There are a few examples in my 

text corpus in which a verb involving the Completive form, preceded by one of 

the valency markers, occurs in this function: 

 

(103) /çt-hhi-c ‚ êp,   t h  d’ob-y /-ay-áh  
  cry-FACT-COMPL 3sg go.to.river-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘After she had finished crying, she went to the river.’ (txt) 
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(104) y n h-yó/=mah   yúp t h  / g-ay-áh   yúw- n,   
  that.ITG.be.like-SEQ=REP that 3sg drink-INCH-DECL that-OBJ   
 

  wQd-hhup-c ‚ êp,  yúp  h d   
  eat-RFLX-COMPL that   3pl   

 

  g’o/wow’-tu/-y’Qt-y /-pog-/é-w- n-áh 

  squeeze-dunk-leave-TEL-EMPH1-PERF-FLR-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘So he drank it, upon finishing eating,that which they had squeezed,  

  dunked and left.’ (fish-poison vine in his drink) (txt) 

 

 

12.6. Telic -y /-  

 

The verbal Inner Suffix -y /- serves a basic function of telicity. A ‘telic’ situa-

tion is defined as “one that involves a process that leads up to a well-defined 

terminal point, beyond which the process cannot continue” (Comrie 1976: 45), 

and as “an action viewed from its endpoint” (Hopper and Thompson 1980: 

252). In Hup, the Telic marker relates to a goal which necessarily brings the 

activity to an end, such as that conveyed by telic ‘eat up’ (vs. eat) in English. In 

particular, the Hup Telic form signals that a participant is completely involved 

in or affected by the event. 

 Like most Inner Suffixes generally in Hup, the Telic suffix is most fre-

quently followed by the Dynamic suffix -V êy; the resulting combination (y /- y) 

typically indicates a current state of having attained the goal relating to the 

event, by which a participant is now completely affected. The frequency of the 

Telic + Dynamic combination is reflected in its phonologically reduced pronun-

ciation in the Tat Deh/Vaupés dialect, where it appears as [y y], without the 

glottal stop (compare the similar reduction of the Completive marker in the 

context of the Dynamic (-c )w-) in §12.5 above). That this form is coming to be 

seen as a non-decomposable unit in its own right in this region is suggested by 

the inability of some speakers to separate the Telic and Dynamic markers in 

slow speech.  
 In combination with intransitive verb stems, the Telic suffix typically indi-

cates a state that is fully attained by the subject, thus resulting in a perfective or 

completive sense. Examples include h b-y /- ‘dry out’, h -y /- ‘burn up’, pu-
y /- ‘all wet, soaked’, na/-y /- ‘die/be dead, lose consciousness’, and (105–

106): 
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(105) /ãêh g-na/-yy /- y  
  1sg drink-lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘I’m fully drunk / have reached a state of full drunkenness.’ (cv) 

 

(106) tiy / naw-yy /- y   tã/ãêy-ã êt  
  man good-TEL-DYNM woman-OBL 

  ‘The man got well / became fully good in the company of the woman.’  

  (el) 

 

Similar uses of -y /- often involve the Inchoative suffix -ay, which indicates the 

subject’s transition to a state of being completely involved in or affected by the 

event (see examples 36–37 above). 

With transitive clauses, the Telic suffix indicates that the object of the verb 

is fully affected by the event:  

 

(107) t h  g-yy / - y 

  3sg drink-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘He’s drunk (it) all up.’ (cv) 

 

(108) t h  d’o/-cij-yy /- w-ay  

  3sg take-scatter-TEL-FLR-INCH 

  ‘He took (the pieces) and scattered them.’ (txt) 

 

 Although it conveys a sense of completion, the Telic marker is distinct from 

the Completive (see §12.5 above), as can be seen in the following comparison 

of their uses. Whereas the Completive marker indicates that the actor has fin-

ished performing the activity, the Telic signals the completion of the activity 

vis-à-vis a goal – especially an involved object – as example (109a–b) illus-

trates. Note that the Telic and Completive markers can (and frequently do) co-

occur, as in (109c). 

 
(109) a) húptok /ãh g’çp-yy /- y 

   caxiri  1sg serve-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘I served all the caxiri (i.e., it is all gone).’  

  

  b) húptok /ãh g’çp-cc ‚ êw- ê‚y  

   caxiri  1sg serve-COMPL-DYNM 

   ‘I’ve already served caxiri (i.e., I am done serving, but there may still  

   be some left).’ 
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  c) húptok /ãh g’çp-(h /)-yy / -c ‚êw- ê‚y  

   caxiri  1sg serve-(finish)-TEL-COMPL-DYNM   

   ‘I already served all the caxiri (i.e., I have finished serving and there is  

   none left).’ (el) 

 

 Accordingly, in certain situations the Completive marker may appear where 

the Telic marker cannot. The unacceptable example (110a), for example, would 

imply absurdly that all the rain was used up (whereas everybody knows that it 

will rain again before long); (110b), on the other hand, simply states that the 

current rain has passed. On the other hand, the combination of Telic and (‘long-

term’) Inchoative in (110c) is fully grammatical, and indicates a transition from 

a long dry spell to another rainy period – this is said, for example, when a sud-

den rain puts a stop to plans to fish with timbó (fish-poison vine), which must 

be done during periods of low water in the creeks.  

 

(110) a) *d h d’oj-yy /- y 
   water rain-TEL-DYNM 

 

  b) d h d’oj-cc ‚ êp- ‚êy  

   water rain-COMPL-DYNM 

   ‘It rained (and has stopped).’ (i.e., it has finished raining for the time  

   being)  

 

  c) d h d’oj-yy /- w-ay  

   water rain-TEL-FLR-INCH 

   ‘It has started raining again (after a long dry period).’ (el) 

 

 Telicity in Hup is likewise distinct from the expression of Perfective aspect, 

since the temporary nature of an event or its resulting state is independent of 

whether the goal has been achieved and/or the participants fully affected. These 

forms are contrasted in (111a–b); their distinct semantics also allows them to 

co-occur (111c): 

 

(111) a)  t h  ham-yy /- y 
   3sg go-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘He went away.’ (cv) 

 

  b) t h  ham-/ -y 
   3sg go-PERF-DYNM 

   ‘He’s going (there) briefly/temporarily.’ (el)  
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 c) t h  na/-y /-// -y  

   3sg lose.consciousness-TEL-PERF-DYNM 

   ‘He lost consciousness (completely, but only temporarily).’ (ru)  

 

 Like most aspectual markers in Hup, Telic -y /- is independent of tense. 

While most of the examples above are interpreted as referring to events that are 

completed and therefore in the past, Telic -y /- is also used in reference to pre-

sent, habitual, and future situations. These focus on an achieved goal or fully 

affected participant, without entailing the completion or ending of the activity 

itself.  

 Examples (112–114) illustrate currently on-going or habitual situations that 

are conceived as telic:  

 

(112) p b   h h-yy /- y  
  strong  make.sound-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘(The tape player) gives a loud sound.’ (cv) 

 

(113) /ám / d-h /-yy /- y !  
  2sg speak-finish-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘You speak (the Hup language) completely!’ ~ ‘You know how to say  

  everything.’ (cv)  

 

(114) /icabéw g-yy / - y   b g 
  Isabel  drink-TEL-DYNM HAB 

  ‘Isabel always drinks (hot things) right up.’ (cv) 

 

The following examples have future reference, conveyed via the Inchoative 

(115), the first person inclusive Declarative form (116), and the Future suffix     

-te- (117): 

 

(115) /ãêh ham-yy /- w-ay  

  1sg go-TEL-FLR-INCH 

  ‘I’m leaving for good.’ (said as a joke when going to roça) (cv) 

 

(116) / n  b /-yy /- h  

  1pl  work-TEL-DECL 

  ‘We’ll do the whole thing.’ (e.g., planting an entire roça) (el) 
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(117) h ê  /ãh p n N-yçhçy-yy /-té-h  

  just 1sg tell.story-search-TEL-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’m just going to tell the story as best I can.’ (txt) 

 

The Telic function of -y / – in relation to an object or goal of the activity – is 

also clearly illustrated in imperative clauses. For example, the simple impera-

tive form of the verb ‘weave basket’ (g’úd) is used to tell someone to weave a 

little bit, but the telic imperative g’ud-y / means ‘finish weaving it; weave en-

tire indicated amount’. Similarly, the intransitive ham-y / (go-TEL.IMP) means 

‘go away!’, as opposed to hám ‘go!’. Further examples are given in (118–120): 

 

(118) wQd-yy / !  
  eat-TEL.IMP 

  ‘Eat (it) up!’ (cv) 

 

(119) núw- n g’ç/-yy / !  
  this-OBJ pull.up-TEL.IMP 

  ‘Pull that one up (manioc)!’ (cv)  

 

(120) / n  hi-yy /-kQ‡m,   yã/ám ! 
  1sg.OBJ descend-TEL-IMP2 jaguar 

  ‘Jump down on me, jaguar!’ (txt) 

 

The form y / performs other functions in addition to indicating telic aspect 

on verbs, and in fact is near-ubiquitous in Hup. It attaches to nouns as a contras-

tive emphasis particle, with the function of setting the referent apart from other 

possible referents, as in /ám=y / ‘it’s you (and no other)’ (see §7.1.2), and it 

cliticizes to nouns, adjectives, subordinated verbs, and even whole clauses as a 

kind of adverbializer (see §10.2). While it is probable that all, or at least most, 

of these uses of y / represent (historical) polysemy rather than homonymy, the 

relationships between their uses are at present speculative.  

 

 

12.7. Venitive -/ay-   

 

Whereas the aspectual markers that are the focus of this chapter locate an event 

in time, the Venitive Inner Suffix -/ay- indicates that the activity involves a 

change of spatial location. Its functional and formal similarity to the markers of 

temporal aspect leads it to be considered here.  

 The default use of the Venitive suffix involves movement toward the spea-

ker. In most uses, such as with the Dynamic suffix -V êy, the Venitive marker 
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marker indicates a full circuit – the actor has gone somewhere, performed the 

activity, and returned. Note that, in keeping with this sense, it would be un-

grammatical for a speaker at point B to use the -/ay- form in reference to an 

activity which an addressee who began at point A has performed en route to B. 

For example, one conventionally uses the question ham-/áy-áy /ám? (go-VENT-

DYNM 2sg) ‘have you gone and come back?’ to greet a member of one’s own 

village who has returned after an absence (i.e., who has gone from B to A and 

back to B), but not to greet a visitor from another village (who has only gone 

from A to B). The ‘full circuit’ use of -/ay- is illustrated in the following exam-

ples: 

 

(121) j’çm--/áy-áy  /ãêh-ã êh      

  bathe-VENT-DYNM 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I’ve gone to bathe (and returned).’ (cv) 

 

(122) h t   h d  mQh--/ay-yó/, h d  wæd-æy    

  alligator 3pl  kill-VENT-SEQ 3pl  eat-DYNM 

  ‘Having gone and killed alligator (and returned), they would eat.’ (txt)  

 

(123) mçtwa/ap g’   / n  ham-/ay-/ -h     

  three   year 1pl  go-VENT-PERF-DECL  

  ‘Three years (i.e., once each year) we went (and returned  

  home).’(cv) 

 

While -/ay- is grammatical in combination with all or most tense and aspect 

markers, events referred to by verbs inflected with -/ay- are not conceived as 

currently on-going; they may, however, be completed (as in 121–123 above), 

future, habitual, or negative (unrealized): 
 

(124) tóg=mQh  máh-an… /ãêh ham-/ay-té-h   

  daughter=DIM near-DIR  1sg go-VENT-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’m going to visit my daughter (and will return afterwards).’ (txt) 

 

(125) /ãh j’çm-/áy-áy   b g      

  1sg bathe-VENT-DYNM HAB 

  ‘I always go bathe (and come back).’ (el)  
 

(126) j’çm--/ay-n h  tæ        

  bathe-VENT-NEG YET 

  ‘I haven’t yet gone to bathe.’ (cv) 
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As opposed to the ‘full-circuit’ movement (going and returning) signaled by 

the Venitive form in indicative mode, imperative use of -/ay-156
 involves a dis-

tinct speaker-centered movement that is only one-way. The addressee may be 

summoned to come and perform the activity at the location of the speaker 

(regardless of whether the addressee’s original origin is in the speaker’s location 

or elsewhere): 

 

(127) k w   wQd-//áy !  
  hot.pepper eat-VENT.IMP 

  ‘Come eat pepper-broth (and beiju)!’ (call/invitation to eat) (cv) 

 

(128) h ê     yæ/-/áy !  
  game.animal  singe-VENT.IMP 

  ‘Come and singe the game animal!’ (txt) 

 

 Alternatively, imperative -/ay- can indicate dislocation away from the spea-

ker. This interpretation usually involves the addition of the imperative form of 

the verb ham- ‘go’ to the [verb stem + Venitive] form, producing a command to 

go and perform an activity in a different location from that of the speech act 

participants (with no particular implication to return). Here, the orientation a-

way from the speaker is effectively communicated by hám ‘go’, and Venitive    

-/ay- appears to be redundant or semantically empty; nevertheless, speakers 

never drop the Venitive marker, whereas they do occasionally drop hám ‘go’ 

(example 132 below). Formally, also, this construction is peculiar in that it ap-

pears to involve two imperative predicates, since the Venitive Inner Suffix is 

not followed by the (otherwise obligatory) Boundary Suffix.  

 This form of the Venitive imperative is illustrated in examples (129–131). 

Note that the verb ham- ‘go’ occurs twice in (131), suggesting that the gram-

matical contribution of imperative hám in this construction is distinct from that 

of the main verb itself.  
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 Note that the combination of the Venitive (-/ay) + Dynamic (-Vy) markers (-/áy-áy; 

example a), happens to be formally identical to the combined Venitive (-/ay) + In-

choative (-ay) + imperative forms (-/áy-áy; example b): 

 a) /ãh  wQd-/áy-áy    b) wQd-/áy-áy ! 
  1sg  eat-VENT-DYNM    eat-VENT-INCH.IMP 

  ‘I went to eat and returned.’  ‘Go on over there and eat!’  

Both combinations occur frequently, but are easily differentiated by their difference in 

mood (indicative vs. imperative).  
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(129) nç/-//áy   hám !  
  give-VENT.IMP go.IMP 

  ‘Go give (it)!’ (to someone else, in other location) (cv) 

  [Compare nç/-/áy ‘come give (it)’ (to me or to someone with me)] 

 

(130) j’çm-/áy    hám !  
  bathe-VENT.IMP  go.IMP 

  ‘Go bathe!’ (cv)  

 

(131) ham-/áy   hám !  
  go-VENT.IMP  go.imp 

  ‘Go (do it)!’ (cv) 

 

Example (132) illustrates that imperative hám ‘go!’ may be dropped in certain 

cases where the direction is clear from the context (although Venitive -/ay- may 

not be dropped): 

 

(132) “n N j’çm-/áy    tæêh”  nç-d’ h-d’ob-y /-p d- h  
   2pl bathe-VENT.IMP  child  say-send-go.to.river-TEL-DIST-DECL 

  ‘(She) always sent (the children) to the river, saying “you all go bathe,  

  children”.’ (txt) 

 

 
Comparative note 

 

Directional-type formatives are fairly common in South American languages, 

and have been reported for Quechua, Yagua (T. Payne 1997), Pilaga (Vidal 

2001), Mosetén (Sakel 2004), and Tariana (Aikhenvald 2003a), to name just a 

few languages. Tukano (Ramirez 1997a: 160) marks direction both toward and 

away from the speaker; the semantic similarity between the Tukano and Hup 

venitive markers may be yet another result of the contact between these two 

languages.

 

 

12.8. Habitual b g / -b -   

 

The fluid morpheme b g (and its phonologically reduced variant -b -) indicates 

habitual aspect. It refers specifically to habitual or customary events that hold 

true within the time frame of the utterance; in this, it differs from many of the 
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aspectual markers discussed in this chapter, which are flexible with regard to 

reference point.  

 As a fluid morpheme, b g can occur in the verbal core (as an Inner Suffix) 

and in the periphery. In the latter case, Habitual b g is identified as a particle, 

since it takes independent stress (with high/falling tone). It occurs in indicative, 

negative, and interrogative clauses alike to express a habitual activity: 

 

(133) /icabéw g-y /- y   bb g   

  Isabel  drink-TEL-DYNM HAB 

  ‘Isabel always drinks (hot things) right up.’ (cv) 

 

(134) pQ‡j   wæd-æy  bb g /ám ?  

  umari.fruit eat-DYNM HAB 2sg 

  ‘Do you eat umari?’ (i.e., do you like it / are you in the habit of eating it?)  

  (cv) 

 

(135) /ám- n m’Q-n h  bb g t h ?  
  2sg-OBJ cool-NEG  HAB 3sg  

  ‘Doesn’t it (a thin hammock) always make you cold?’ (cv) 

 

The following examples illustrate the Habitual marker’s realization as an In-

ner Suffix (conditioned by the presence of certain Boundary Suffixes; see 

§3.5).
157

  

 

(136) tedé  /óda  h d  w d-hí-bb g-mah-ah  

  three(Pt) hour(Pt) 3pl  arrive-descend-HAB-REP-DECL 

  ‘They always arrive by 3:00, they say.’ (cv) 
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 The fact that particles like b g (themselves morphosyntactically bound formatives) 

are so frequently phonologically bound to the verb calls into question the characteriza-

tion of Hup given in D. Payne (1990: 220) (based on work by Moore and Franklin 

1980). Payne presents Hup as an isolating language that expresses aspect, mood, etc. by 

means of independent words, and she illustrates this claim with examples of the Habit-

ual marker b g as an independent form that can appear in different locations within the 

clause. However, not only is b g often phonologically bound, but its true use as an inde-

pendent lexeme is functionally and semantically distinct from its use as a Habitual 

marker (see below). 
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(137) /ay p=/ h, key-g’ã/-bb g- p=/ h=y /    p d    

  one=MSC  see-be.suspended-HAB-DEP=MSC=TEL DIST  

 

  key-g’ã ê/-ãb’ay 

  see-be.suspended-AGAIN 

  ‘One boy, the one who always lay watching, lay watching again.’ (txt)  

 

Habitual b g can also follow the interrogative pronominal form ‘what’ – as 

can certain other verbal formatives such as the Frustrative – although the Habit-

ual is otherwise limited primarily to verbs: 

 

(138) h ‚-n’ h bb g yQê‚h yã Ù/ b’ t w d-yé-ep   y kán   

  Q-NMZ HAB FRUST Mom roça return-enter-DEP over.there 

 

      k k y-n h=y /  k dcak-wog-bb g-yæêh-æw-áh    y  ? 
      interrupt-NEG=TEL pass.climb-EMPH1-HAB-FRUST-FLR-FOC TAG1    

  ‘Why the heck, when Mom comes back from the manioc field, does she  

  always climb up there without fail?’ (txt) 

 

 The Habitual marker’s phonologically reduced variant -b - occurs exclu-

sively as an Inner Suffix, followed by a vowel-initial Boundary Suffix, as is the 

case for all such reduced (CV) formative variants (but note that the unreduced 

variant can occur optionally in this environment as well, as in [137] above; see 

§3.6). Semantically, the two variants are essentially interchangeable (compare 

example 143), although b g is sometimes preferred in more forceful, emphatic 

utterances.  

 

(139) p j     d h-an  b’ y /  /ãh ham-bb -h 
  cabari(fruit sp.) water-DIR only  1sg go-HAB-DECL 

  ‘I always go only to Cabari (village).’ (txt) 

 

(140) cecídiya páh   tæ/nçhç-d b-pog-bb -h !  
  Cecilia PRX.CNTR laugh-much-EMPH1-HAB-DECL 

  ‘It’s Cecilia who’s always laughing a lot!’ (cv) 

 

(141) t h=tæ êh=d’ h j’ám   w d-nQn-k c t-bb -p,    n - y=mah  

  3sg=little=PL  DIST.CNTR arrive-come-ahead-HAB-DEP say-DYNM=REP 

  ‘The little ones always arrive first, he said.’ (txt) 
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(142) “t h=hup-hipã êh=d’ h-ay yúw-úh,”  / n- n nç-bb -ay   h  
   3sg=RFLX-think=PL-INCH  that-DECL 1pl-OBJ say-HAB-INCH TAG2 

   ‘(You have) sense now (i.e., have become ‘civilized’), they always tell us  

  now.’ (txt) 

 

(143) w h=d’ h  / n  h d  / d- t   /ãh / d-bb -h;  
  River.Indian=PL1sg.OBJ 3pl  speak-OBL 1sg speak-HAB-DECL 

    

  húp=/ãêy=d’ h / n  w h   h d  / d-tQ‡n=hin,   
  Hup=FEM=PL  1sg.OBJ River.Indian 3pl  speak-COND=also   

 

  / d- y    bb g  

  speak-DYNM  HAB    

  ‘When the River Indians speak with me, I always speak (Tukano); also if  

  Hup women speak Tukano with me, I always speak (it with them).’ (txt) 

 

In keeping with its restriction to a time frame concurrent with the speech 

moment, the distribution of Habitual b g / -b - is limited. In particular, it is gen-

erally not found with past tense statements that have a defined endpoint, and is 

therefore ungrammatical in combination with the Perfective aspect marker         

-/e/ / -/e-. To express a habitual event that once held true but no longer does, 

the Perfective alone may be used: 

 

(144) nç-/ -h  

  say-PERF-DECL 

  ‘(I) used to say (it, in my childhood).’ (txt)  

 

The Distributive marker p d may also express habitual aspect in combination 

with the Perfective (see §12.9.1 below), but b g and p d do not co-occur. 

 Habitual b g / -b - is likewise ungrammatical in future-tense expressions, in 

which habitual meaning may be conveyed through use of the Future Contrast 

marker tán (§13.4.3), or via lexical strategies such as k k y-n h (interrupt-NEG) 

‘without fail’ and wág k d-n h (day pass-NEG) ‘every day’. Lexical means are 

also the only available strategy for expressing habitual aspect in imperative 

clauses: 
 

(145) k k y-n h,  y Ùh  / g !  
  interrupt-NEG medicine drink.IMP 

  ‘Without fail, take your medicine.’ (el) 
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(146) wwág k d-n h, y Ùh  / g !  
  day pass-NEG  medicine drink.IMP 

  ‘Take your medicine every day!’ (el) 

 

In addition to its use as a Habitual marker, the form b g also occurs as a free 

lexeme in Hup. Used as an adjective, b ‡g means ‘old’ (i.e., ‘existing for a long 

time’), and is used in reference to inanimate entities and most animals (although 

not humans): 

 

(147) t w  bb ‡g yúw-úh ! 
  path old  that-DECL 

  ‘That’s an old path!’ (cv) 

 

The free lexeme b ‡g (and its inchoative variant b ‡g-ay) is also used as an adver-

bial to express durativity, ‘for a long time’: 

 

(148) y kan   bb ‡g  /ãh ní-an-ay  
  over.there long.time 1sg be-DIR-INCH   

  ‘During the long time I stayed there…’ (txt) 

 

(149) cet-ham-tubud-y /- y,     húp=/ãêy- n, bb ‡g !!  
  carry.on.back-go-INTS3-TEL-DYNM Hup-FEM-OBJ long.time 

  ‘He carried the girl a long way off, for a long time!’ (txt) 

 

(150) b ‡g-n h=y /   b’uy-d’ h-y /  

  long.time-NEG=TEL throw-send.away-TEL.IMP 

  ‘Throw it out right away (lit. ‘in a not-long time’).’ (el) 

 

 

Historical note 

 

Despite the differences between the various realizations of the form b g, we can 

with high probability posit a historical relationship between them. There is no 

doubt that the Inner Suffix -b - is a grammaticalized form of Habitual b g 

(which itself appears as both a particle and Inner Suffix). Furthermore, the Ha-

bitual marker itself probably derives from the free lexeme b ‡g. As an independ-

ent word, b ‡g must have first developed two related meanings and functions: the 

adjective ‘old’ and the adverbial ‘for a long time’ (both of which exist today). 

Of these, the adjectival use was probably prior, leading to an expansion of 

meaning from a more physical to a more temporal domain. This would have 

been followed by the shift from the adverbial ‘for a long time’ to the verbal 
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Habitual marker. Semantically, the sense of doing something or existing over a 

long period of time is not far removed from the idea of doing that thing over 

and over during an unbounded period of time – i.e., habitually (cf. §3.7).  

 An example of the close relationship between these uses of b g is found in 

(151), from the story of how the Pleiades constellation came to be: a group of 

brothers were seduced and tricked one by one by the Rattlesnake’s daughter 

into being bitten by her father, and were later sent up to the sky. The free form 

b ‡g is used here to indicate that ‘(the snake bit all the men) over the course of a 

long time’; but if instead it were cliticized to the verb (g’ ç-h /-y /- y b g 
[=mah]) it would mean ‘(the snake) habitually bit them’. The semantic differ-

ence is not very great.  

 

(151) yup t ‚h ê‚y=mah  g’ ç-h /-y /- y=mah;  bb ‡g   
  that rattlesnake=REP bite-finish-TEL-DYNM=REP long.time   
 
  g’ ç-h /-yó/-ay…  póh h d  cak-té-aw-ay 
  bite-finish-SEQ-INCH high 3pl  climb-FUT-FLR-INCH 

  ‘The rattlesnake bit all of them; after having bit them all (each one who  

  arrived) over the course of a long period of time… they would climb up 

  high (to form the Pleiades).’ (txt) 

 

 

12.9. Iterativity  

 

Hup has several morphological means of indicating iterativity, which corre-

spond to different strategies for conceptualizing the repetition of events. The 

Distributive form p d (a fluid morpheme, having free and bound variants) indi-

cates one to multiple repetitions of an event, and can also signal the durativity 

or continuity of a given event or state over time. Root reduplication marks 

events that are conceived as intrinsically characterized by multiple repetitions or 

realizations of a semantically salient feature, and the fluid form b’ay indicates a 

single repetition of an event, of some aspect of that event, or of its resulting 

state.  

 

 

12.9.1. Distributive p d  

 

The Distributive marker p d refers to a series of one or more repeated instances 

of an event, typically within a bounded time frame, and it can have secondary 

functions of marking durativity or habituality. The marker p d is highly flexible, 

occurring with (and having scope over) various parts of speech, including no-
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nominal arguments of a clause, where it functions as a quantifier (see §6.5.2). 

This section focuses on its occurrence with verbal predicates, where its primary 

function is to mark iterative aspect.  

In combination with verbs, p d is a fluid morpheme, realized both as a parti-

cle (especially when preceded by the Dynamic marker) and as an Inner Suffix 

(when followed by the Declarative or various other Boundary suffixes). How-

ever, whereas most fluid formatives contribute the same semantics to the verb 

regardless of their realization as peripheral formative or as Inner Suffix, the 

default interpretation of the Distributive differs slightly depending on its place-

ment – although there is significant semantic overlap between these and the 

form’s semantics are generally quite vague to begin with. As a particle, p d 

typically signals a repetition of the event, performed by a different agent; as an 

Inner Suffix, it is more likely to be interpreted as more directly aspectual, typi-

cally relating to the repetition or duration of an action performed by a single 

agent. The pronunciation of -p d- as an Inner Suffix is also somewhat distinct; it 

appears as [p d] for some speakers, and occasionally is even pronounced as [p ] 

when followed by a vowel-initial suffix – undoubtedly illustrating the initial 

stages of the same phonological reduction (CVC > CV) that so many other Hup 

formatives have undergone in this morphosyntactic (Inner Suffix) environment.  

The following examples (152–154) illustrate the uses of p d as a particle in 

combination with predicates. Its default interpretation in this context of is of at 

least one repetition of the event, performed by or with respect to different actors 

(subjects). Verbal predicates followed by p d are frequently marked with the 

Dynamic suffix, as well as with other Boundary Suffixes such as the Future and 

clausal Negative markers. It does not co-occur with Habitual b g.  
 

(152) j’ b-tæ-y /  w n’   /ãh / g- y  pp d   

  night-YET-TEL mingau 1sg drink-DYNM DIST 

  ‘I too drink mingau in the morning.’ (el) 

 

(153) t h  ham-tég  pp d=mah  
  3sg go-FUT  DIST=REP 

  ‘He’ll go too (he says).’ (ru) 

 

(154) /ãh hipãh-n h  pp d   

  1sg know-NEG DIST 

  ‘I don’t know either.’ (cv) 

 

 In addition to verbal constructions, Distributive p d occurs freely with non-

verbal predicates, such as the predicate adjectives and nominals in examples 
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(155–157). As in the examples above, these also involve a repeated instance 

with a different actor or subject. 

 

(155) /ám=hin náw pp d- / ?  
  2sg=also  good DIST-INT 

  ‘Are you well also?’ (cv) 

 

(156) madía  pp d  
  Maria  DIST 

  ‘(I’m) Maria also.’ (the second response when two women named Maria  

  were asked their names) (cv) 

 

(157) cã êp / d   pp d yúw-úh 

  other speech DIST that-DECL 

  ‘That’s another story.’ (txt) 

 

While the examples in (152–154) demonstrate the default interpretation of 

the particle p d in verbal constructions – that a different subject is involved in 

the repetition of the event – the semantics of this form is vague, and other inter-

pretations are common. Distributive p d may mark a successive string of differ-

ent events performed by the same actor (example 158), or a repetitive or con-

tinuous event carried out by the same actor(s) (example 159). It may also signal 

that multiple participants did the same thing, at more or less the same time 

(160), or even a general iterativity or habituality of the event (161).  

 

(158) hQN-n h-áh  /ãêh-ãp, /ãh b’a/-/e/-yo/   pp d,  
  fast-NEG-FOC 1sg-DECL 1sg make.bread-PERF-SEQ DIST   

   

  /ãh wçn’-/e/-yo/    pp d; hQN w d-way-n h  
  1sg make.mingau-PERF-SEQ DIST fast arrive-go.out-NEG  

 

  tán    b’ t-an /ãêh-ã êh 

  FUT.CNTR roça-DIR 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I won’t be quick; I have to make manioc bread, and I have to make  

  mingau; I won’t get to the roça very soon.’ (woman listing things she has  

  to do) (ru) 
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(159) y kán-ay   yúp, póh cák-áy=cud,  yçh y- y   pp d=cud,  
  over.there-INCH that high climb-DECL=INFR search-DYNM DIST=INFR 

 

  yçh y- y=cud  núw- h, t h- n=y /  pp d, yçhçy-y /  pp d tíh ! 
  search-DYNM=INFR this-DECL 3sg-OBJ=TEL DIST search-TEL DIST EMPH2 

  ‘Now there, climbing up high, still searching, that one is searching for  

  him still, still searching!’ (txt) 

 

(160) t h=dó/=mQh  / h-wób-óy=mah;      t n ‡h  
  3sg=child=DIM  sleep-rest.on.surface-DYNM=REP 3sg.POSS  

 

  yã amb -ót=y /, /QyQ‡t=y /,  key-/é =d’ h  
  dog-OBL=TEL  together=TEL see-PERF=PL   

 

  / h-wób-óy      pp d  

  sleep-rest.on.surface-DYNM DIST 

  ‘The little child went to sleep (on the bed); with his dog, together, the  

  ones who had been looking both went to sleep (on the bed).’ (txt) 

 

(161) /ãh hipãh-n h=n’ ‡h, /ãh /ih-kéy-m ‡/  pp d   

  1sg know-NEG=NMZ 1sg ask-see-UNDER  DIST 

  ‘When I don’t know, I ask (sometimes/usually).’ (ru) 

 

 Distributive p d is not usually used in imperative clauses (speakers prefer 

other markers of repetition such as ‘Repeated instance’ =b’ay [§12.9.2] and 

‘Related instance’ tá/ [§7.6] in this context). Examples of its use in imperatives 

do nevertheless exist: 

 

(162) b g-n h=mQh=y /  pp d=mah, / n  d’ h-d’ h-wáy   
  long.time-NEG=DIM=TEL DIST=REP  1sg.OBJ send-send-go.out.IMP 

  

  p d !  t h  n - h  
  DIST    3sg say-DECL 

  ‘ “Quickly, again, send another one out for me!” he said.’ (txt) 

 

 The uses of p d in the examples above – as a particle that signals the repeti-

tion of the predication – are very similar to its uses with nominal arguments, 

where p d functions as a quantifier (see §6.5.2). With nominals, Distributive p d 
occurs as a free particle, and typically signals a repetition of the entity vis-à-vis 

the event:  
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(163) p h t  /ayup=t t  pp d t h  n /- h,  tã/ãêy=n’ n  
  banana one=fruit   DIST 3sg give-DECL woman=PL.OBJ 

  ‘He gave a banana to each of the women.’ (el) 

 

Its use with adverbial clauses, such as those relating to a location, may be very 

similar: 

 

(164) t h  / h-/é-t   pp d, t h  wQd-/é-t   pp d=ma-ám   
  3sg sleep-PERF-OBL DIST 3sg eat-PERF-OBL DIST=REP-DST.CNTR  

 

  t h  /ih-key-hám-mah 

  3sg ask-see-go-REP 

  ‘He (turtle) went asking at each place he (tapir) had slept, at each place  

  he’d eaten.’ (txt, Umari Norte dialect) 

 

Repetition of the entity relative to the event typically entails multiple perform-

ances of the event itself. Furthermore, when an object is not explicitly stated – 

as in the imperative example in (162) above – the placement of p d in the clause 

may be predicative, but its interpretation may be similar to that of a quantifier.  

When it appears as an Inner Suffix, the function of p d overlaps with its 

function as a particle (and to some degree as a nominal quantifier), but it also 

tends to have a more directly aspectual interpretation vis-à-vis the verb. In other 

words, its tighter formal integration with the verb is realized as a somewhat 

tighter functional integration as well. In general, when Distributive -p d- ap-

pears as an Inner Suffix, the subject or actor of the clause is usually understood 

to be the same as that which is topical in the discourse, whereas the free particle 

p d is more likely to involve a change in subject (although by no means invaria-

bly, as illustrated in 158–161 above). The exact way in which Inner Suffix -p d- 
indicates the repetition of the event may vary considerably depending on the 

context.  

Where the temporal frame of the event is relatively broad, -p d- may express 

habituality (note that a connection between iterativity and habituality is com-

mon among aspectual systems; see Comrie 1976: 27–31). Distributive -p d- 
may be used to express habitual events that are contained within a bounded time 

frame, having a defined endpoint – as opposed to the Habitual marker b g / -b - 
(see §12.8), which is essentially Dynamic and refers only to habitual events that 

hold true with respect to the speech moment. Thus -p d- is often used to mark a 

past habitual event in the context of narrative, and is acceptable in combination 

with Perfective aspect (whereas b g / -b - is ungrammatical):   
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(165) j’ám=y /  t h  yam-/e/-pp d- h 
  DST.CNTR=TEL 3sg sing-PERF-DIST-DECL 

  ‘He used to always sing kapiwaya.’ (el) 

 

(166) y n -m ‡/=mah  t h  “n N j’çm-/áy    tæêh”   

  thus-UNDER=REP 3sg 2pl  bathe-VENT.IMP  child  

 

  nç-d’ h-d’ob-y /-pp d- h 
  say-send-go.to.river-TEL-DIST-DECL 

  ‘While [the husband went out] she would always send the children to the 

  river,  saying “you all go bathe, children”.’ (txt) 

 

(167) k w   wQd-yó/, t h= gtú h d  y’Qt-pp d- h 

  pepper.broth eat-SEQ  3sg=drink 3pl  lay.down-DIST-DECL 

  ‘Having eaten pepper-broth (and bread), they would always set down the 

  drink (for the visitors).’ (txt) 

 

 Distributive -p d- (in its habitual or loosely iterative use) can co-occur with 

the ‘Repeated instance’ marker b’ay (also a fluid morpheme; see §12.9.2). In 

example (168), enclitic=b’ay indicates ‘(he left) again’; i.e., a return to the 

state of being away that characterized the husband during the day (but whether 

the return to this state is single or multiple is irrelevant). Distributive -p d-, on 

the other hand, focuses attention on the multiple repetitions of the woman’s 

husband’s departure, morning after morning, i.e., ‘(he) always (left)’.  

 

(168) carak / / h-c w /-kamí   t h way-y /-ay-pp d- p=b’ay  

  chicken sleep-awake-moment.of 3sg  go.out-TEL-INCH-DIST-DEP=AGAIN  

  ‘By the time the rooster crowed he had always left again.’ (txt) 

 

When the time frame in which the event series takes place is narrowed, -p d- 
takes on a more basic iterative function relating to a repeated event; a habitual 

sense is no longer relevant: 

 

(169) t h  papad-pp d- h  

  3sg moan-DIST-DECL 

  ‘She kept moaning with pain.’ (txt) 
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(170) t h- n  t h  t w-pp d- h;    t h g’aw-wawat-pp d-ay-áh… 

  3sg-OBJ 3sg scold-DIST-DECL 3sg scream-walk.around-DIST-INCH-DECL 

  ‘She was scolding him; she kept screaming and walking back and forth.’  

  (txt) 

 

(171) “nutkán póh, nuh- y  cúm-an,  
  here.OBJ high head-DYNM beginning-DIR   

  ‘ “Up here, on your necks, 

 

  / n  n N hi-toy’-d’ó/ !”     t h  nç-pp d- h 
  1sg.OBJ 2pl  FACT-carry.on.head-take.IMP 3sg say-DIST-DECL 

  you all carry me thus!” he was saying.’ (txt) 
 

 With a plural subject, this iterative use of -p d- can indicate multiple repeti-

tions of an event as carried out by individual members of the collective whole, 

as in (172). Note the similarity between this use and the use of p d as a quanti-

fier (‘each’) with nouns, as well as with the various (semantically vague) uses 

of the particle p d in examples (158–161) above. 

 

(172) h d  w d-ham-pp d- h…  “/ g n N b /!”  h d  nç-pp d- h  
  3pl  arrive-go-DIST-DECL drink 2pl  make.IMP 3pl  say-DIST-DECL  
  ‘They all arrived… “Make drink (caxiri)!” they were all saying.’ (txt) 

 

 The iterative function of -p d- blends smoothly into one of durativity, in 

which -p d- marks a single continuous, long-term event: 

 

(173) póg! (t h) b /-pp d- h,   hçht g-éh  

  big  3sg make-DIST-DECL canoe-DECL   

  ‘(It was) big! he was building it for a long time, the canoe.’ (txt) 

 
(174) t h  g’et-pp d- h,   b ‡g !  
  3sg stand-DIST-DECL long.time 

  ‘He stayed there, for a long time.’ (txt) 

 

Inner Suffix -p d- is also commonly used to indicate one or more repetitions 

of an event, in which each repetition involves a different object. This function 

of -p d- thus differs from that of its realization as a particle, where it typically 

signals that the repetitions of the event involve different subjects. Example 

(175a–b) provides a comparison between an iterative event involving multiple 

objects, and a unitary event with a single object. Note that the iterative aspect 

marker on the verb in (175a) is the only indication that multiple objects are in-
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volved; the noun itself is not marked for number. This use of -p d- is further 

illustrated in examples (175–178). 

 

(175) a) yúp, c d,  t h  yçj-nç/-pp d-ay-áh,    yã/ám- n-ah 

   that fruit.sp. 3sg peel-give-DIST-INCH-DECL jaguar-OBJ-DECL 

   ‘Those c d fruits, he peeled and gave some to the jaguar.’ (txt) 

 

  b) /ay p=y / t h  yçj-n /- h  

   one=TEL  3sg peel-give-DECL 

   ‘He peeled and gave just one.’ (el) 

 

(176) b d=/ãêy  cog-wQd-y /-pp d- h  
  elope=FEM collect-eat-TEL.DYNM-DIST-DECL 

  ‘The eloping woman gathered and ate (the fruits as they fell down).’ (txt) 

 

(177) t h  d’o/-d’ob-pp d- w-ay  

  3sg take-go.to.river-DIST-FLR-INCH 

  ‘She took him, in turn, down to the river’ (as she had taken his brothers  

  one by one before him). (txt) 

 

(178) t h  k w g d’o/-tu/-pp d- h,   g’áj-áh  

  3sg eye  take-immerse-DIST-DECL cutivara-DECL 

  ‘He put in (the jaguar’s) eyes, did the cutivara (i.e., one at a time).’ (txt) 

 

A general comparison of some of the functions of Distributive p d, in its 

various morphosyntactic realizations and in combination with both predicates 

and with nominal arguments (as a quantifier; see §6.5.2), is given in the elicited 

paradigm in examples (179a–e). Note that the vague semantics of p d allows for 

multiple interpretations of many of these forms.  

 

(179) a) / n- n  /ayup=t t  p d t h  n /- h  

   1pl-OBJ one=fruit   DIST 3sg give-DECL   

   ‘He gave one fruit to each of us.’ 

 

  b) / n- n p d /ayup=t t t h  n /- h  
   1pl-OBJ DIST one=fruit  3sg give-DECL   

   ‘He gave one fruit to us too (i.e., as well as one to another group).’ 
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  c) /ayup=t t / n- n  tt h nn /- y  p d  
   one=fruit  1pl-OBJ 3sg give-DYNM DIST    

   ‘He too gave one fruit to us.’  

   ‘He gave one fruit to us again.’ 

 

  d) /ayup=t t / n- n  t h  nnç/-p d- h   

   one=fruit      1pl-OBJ 3sg give-DIST-DECL   

   ‘He gave one fruit repeatedly to us.’ 

   ‘He always gave one fruit to us.’  

   ‘He gave one fruit to us too.’ 

 

  e) /ayup=t t  p d / n- n  t h  nnç/-p d- h   

 one=fruit   DIST 1pl-OBJ 3sg give-DIST-DECL   

 ‘He repeatedly gave / always gave one fruit to each of us.’ 

 

Finally, the following elicited paradigm further clarifies the differences between 

the usual interpretations of Distributive -p d-, the Habitual marker b g / -b - 
(§12.8), and the ‘Repeated instance’ marker b’ay (§12.9.2): 

 

(180) a) h d  nQn-pp d- h  

   3pl  come-DIST-DECL 

   ‘They always, repeatedly came.’ (within a given period of time) 

   ‘They were coming for a long time.’  

   ‘They all came.’ 

 

  b) h d  næn-æy  pp d   

   3pl  come-DYNM DIST 

   ‘They also came / are coming.’ (subjects compared) 

 

  c) h d  nQn-bb -h  

 3pl  come-HAB-DECL 

 ‘They habitually come.’ 

 

  d) h d  næn-æy  bb g   

   3pl  come-DYNM HAB 

   ‘They habitually come.’ 

   e) h d  næn-æy=bb’ay  
   3pl  come-DYNM=AGAIN 

   ‘They’ve come / are coming back.’ 

   ‘They’ve come / are coming again.’ 
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12.9.2. ‘Repeated instance’ b’ay  
 

In combination with verbs, the fluid morpheme b’ay (glossed AGAIN) indicates 

a single repetition of either an actual event, or some aspect of the event or a 

resulting state. It bears some resemblance to ‘again’ in English, which also has a 

corresponding restitutive use (e.g., “he went back again”, when the actual act of 

returning has only occurred once and has not been repeated at all).
158

   

The ‘Repeated instance’ marker b’ay typically appears as a verbal enclitic 

(following Dynamic -V êy, as well as Dependent -Vp, Interrogative -V/, and 

various other Boundary Suffixes), but, as a fluid morpheme, it also appears as 

an Inner Suffix (primarily when followed by Declarative -V êh).
159

 The following 

examples illustrate the occurrence of encliticized =b’ay, where it signals a 

straightforward single repetition of the event.  

 

(181) t h  d’çk-y /-c ‚êw- ê‚y=bb’ay   

  3sg go.out-TEL-COMPL-DYNM=AGAIN 

  ‘It (the fire) has already gone out again.’ (cv) 

 

(182) yúp=/ãêy- n  /ãh b’uy-d’ h--y /- p==b’ay   

  that=FEM-OBJ 1sg throw-send-TEL-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘That woman I got rid of too (after having gotten rid of the previous  

  woman).’ (txt) 

 

(183) /ay p=/ h, key-g’ã/-b g- p=/ h=y /    p d   
  one=MSC  see-be.suspended-HAB-DEP=MSC=TEL DIST 

 

  key-g’ã ê/-ãp=bb’ay  

  see-be.suspended-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘One boy, the one who always lay watching, lay watching again.’ (txt) 

 

Enclitic =b’ay is common in imperative clauses: 

 

(184) yam-kQ‡m=bb’ay   

  sing-IMP=AGAIN 

  ‘Sing again!’ (cv) 

                                                
158

 This ability to combine repetitive and restitutive functions in a single morphological 

form is shared by many languages; see Wälchli (2003). 
159

 Note, however, that =b’ay is unlike most other such ‘fluid’ formatives in that it oc-

curs on the periphery even when Dependent -Vp and Interrogative -V  are present.  
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(185) / n  d’o/-key-/ /=bb’ay !  
  1sg.OBJ take-see-PERF.IMP=AGAIN 

  ‘Take my picture again!’ (cv) 

 

And it can appear in interrogatives, where it follows the -V/ Interrogative 

Boundary Suffix:  

 

(186) h ‚êt  t h  nç-d’o/-n h-tæ ê/-æ/=bb’ay ?  

  how 3sg say-take-be.like-CNTRFCT-INT=AGAIN 

  ‘How could she respond?’ (txt)  

 

 Other uses of b’ay involve the repetition of some aspect of the event or state, 

rather than of the event itself. In (187), for example, the practice of exploiting 

forest cipó vines for sale has gone from one realization (that of being performed 

by the Tukanos) to another (that of being carried out by the Hupd’ h alone). 

Similarly, the crab’s descent from the tree in (188) has put him on the ground 

again, after having left it for a time, and in (189) the event of one student’s go-

ing to school is contrasted with the state of another student, who skips school. 

 

(187) w h-d’ h…  b /-ni-/ -y    h Ùy/ah,   
  River.Indian-PL work-be-PERF-DYNM after    

 

  hi-k d-ní- y=bb’ay    yæêh  / n- h 

  FACT-pass-be-DYNM=AGAIN FRUST  1pl-DECL 

  ‘The Tukanos...after they did this work (in the past), we’ve taken their  

  place.’ (txt) 

 
(188) hi-yó/=bb’ay,   “ya/ p /ãh d’ h-d’ h-hí-íy”…  

  descend-SEQ=AGAIN this.many 1sg send-send-descend-DYNM 

  ‘Having come down again, “this many I’ve thrown down” (the crab  

  said)…’ (txt) 

 

(189) y t=y / g’et-pQm-y /- y,  cã êp=/ h   ye-m ‡/=bb’ay  
  thus=TEL stand-sit-TEL-DYNM another=MSC enter-UNDER=AGAIN     

  ‘While one stays thus sitting around, another one goes (to school).’ (sp) 

  

The ‘Repeated instance’ form b’ay is most likely to appear in Inner Suffix 

position (although it remains unstressed) in narrative past tense, given the 

common presence of the Declarative marker in the verb word in this discourse 

context. As an Inner Suffix, it functions in the same way as it does as an en-

clitic; it signals the single repetition of an event or return to a state. In examples 
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(190–191), -b’ay- indicates such a return to an earlier state – that of returning 

home after traveling, and of being on the ground after climbing:
160

 

 

(190) / n- t=y /  /am w d-b’ay-y /-bb’ay-áh,             
  1pl-OBL=TEL 2sg arrive-return-TEL-AGAIN-DECL   

  ‘You came back again with us, 

 

  náw /am w d-b’ay-y /- h  

  good 2sg arrive-return-TEL-DECL 

  you came back in a good way.’ (txt) 

 

(191) yúp=mah t h  hí-bb’ay-áh,     cçh =b’ay-áh  

  that=REP  3sg descend-AGAIN-DECL crab=AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘Then he came down again, (did) that crab.’ (txt) 

 

 In the following examples, -b’ay- signals the repetition of an event, which 

may involve a different subject or object (as in 192–193), or a different location 

(194):  
 

(192) y n y=mah,     cçkw’ t=/ h…  / n  kót/ah có/    
  that.be.like.DYNM=REP River.Indian=MSC 1pl  ahead  LOC   

 

  nçh-tú/-bb’ay-áh 

  fall-dunk-AGAIN-DECL  

  ‘Then the River Indian jumped/fell in in front of us’ (following the non- 

  Indian, who had already jumped). (txt) 

  
(193) núp cã êp  / d   cak-tég-bb’ay-áh  

  this another speech climb-FUT-AGAIN-DECL  

  ‘Here another story is coming up.’ (txt) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                
160

 Note the additional uses of b’ay in these examples as an independent verb stem ‘re-

turn’ and as a nominal enclitic indicating a switch of topic; these functions will be ad-

dressed below. 
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(194) / n- n  t h  n - y   key-yó/ “nu-có/  næn”,   
  1pl-OBJ 3sg say-DYNM see-SEQ here-LOC  come.IMP  

 

  t h  d’o/-yé-bb’ay-áh 

  3sg take-enter-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘By saying, “come to this place”, he brought us there.’ (after having  

  originally brought us to another place) (txt)  

 

The sense of ‘repetition’ signaled by the verbal occurrence of -b’ay- in (195) is 

primarily discourse-related, since no event or state is actually repeated. Here      

-b’ay- apparently functions to relate the action of the boy to that of the dog, as 

simultaneous events (with a common goal) performed by different agents.  

 

(195) yúp t h  key-d’ h-cak-g’et-p d- h…  

  that 3sg see-send-stand-DIST-DECL     

 

  núp=b’ay h d-an t h  waN-yQt-ní-bb’ay-áh 
  this=AGAIN hole-DIR 3sg spy-lie-be-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘So he (the dog) is standing (with his forelegs) up against the tree,  

  looking… as for this one (the boy), he’s lying down spying into a hole.’  

  (txt) 

 

 In contrast to its verbal or predicative realizations, the first occurrence of 

b’ay in (195) (following a demonstrative) illustrates the additional realization of 

this form as an enclitic with nominal arguments (see also 191 above). In this 

context, it acts as a topic-switch marker, as discussed in detail in §7.1.3. Note 

that this ability of a formative that is otherwise verbal (or at least predicative) to 

occur with nominal arguments – with which it serves a somewhat distinct func-

tion, often relating to discourse-marking – is typical of many of the aspectual 

markers discussed in this chapter, and is common among formatives in Hup 

generally. In fact, the topic-switch and ‘repeated instance’ functions of b’ay 

may not be as distinct as they seem at first glance; examples like (195) above 

(where verbal -b’ay- relates the actions of one participant to those of another) 

illustrate that there is a degree of overlap between these uses, which can in cer-

tain cases be relatively independent of the part of speech with which they occur 

(see also the discussion in §7.1.3).  

 

 

Historical note 

 

The bound form b’ay is formally identical to the verb b’ay- ‘return, go back’, 

and this verb is a plausible source for the aspect marker, via the processes of 
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(verb > formative) grammaticalization outlined in §3.7 and §9.4.3. Support for 

this hypothesis includes the semantic relationship between ‘repeat’ and ‘go 

back’, as well as the fact that a historical transition from a verb root within a 

compound to a verbal Inner Suffix and/or peripheral formative has been shown 

to be a common development for a variety of Hup forms. 

 

 

12.9.3. Reduplication
161

  

 

Reduplication of verb roots in Hup typically has an aspectual function related to 

iterativity, whereby an event is characterized by a quick succession of rapid 

movements, or by the simultaneous existence of multiple realizations. Redupli-

cation is a marginally productive process in Hup for verbs, whereas it is unpro-

ductive for nouns (see below and §4.5). Even in the case of verbs, however, 

reduplicated forms for the most part have an identity as distinct lexemes, and 

cases in which both reduplicated and non-reduplicated forms of the same root 

co-exist are relatively rare.  

 Examples of productive reduplicated and non-reduplicated verb pairs are 

listed in (196) (see also 197–199), and illustrate the aspectual function that re-

duplication serves.  

 

(196) wa‚waN-  ‘head lolling around’     waN-  ‘crane neck’ 

  kokot-  ‘move or go in circles or a circle’ kot-  ‘go in an arc’ 

  wawat-  ‘walk around, back and forth   wat-  ‘pass through,   

     in village or field’                  visit in village’ 

  / / d-   ‘mumble to oneself’      / d-  ‘speak’ 

  tãtãw-  ‘hit with a stick repeatedly, esp.  tãw- ‘hit with stick’ 

     with multiple light repetitions’  
  t t d-  ‘beat timbó, with multiple quick,  t d- ‘beat timbó  

     light repetitions’          with slow, forceful hits’  

  hihit-   ‘cut or scratch with multiple   hit- ‘scratch or cut’ 

     repetitions’ 

 

(197) t h  // / d-c p-ay-áh 

  3sg speak(RED)-go.up.from.water-INCH-DECL 

  ‘She went up the bank mumbling to herself.’ (txt)  

                                                
161

 See §2.5 for a discussion of the phonology of reduplication in Hup. 
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(198) d’ ç h d  tt t d-d’ó/-óy=mah 
  timbó 3pl  beat.timbó(RED)-take-DYNM=REP 

  ‘They beat timbó (rapidly).’ (txt) 

 

(199) d’ ç t h  tt d- h,  yúp d’ ç t h  tt d-g’ét-ét=mah… 
  timbó 3sg beat.timbó that timbó 3sg beat.timbó-stand-OBL=REP 

  ‘He beat timbó (forcefully); as he stood beating the timbó (a jaguar came  

  down to the water).’ (txt) 

 

 A near-comprehensive list of reduplicated verb forms from the present cor-

pus of Hup data is given below (200a–c), together with the meanings of the 

non-reduplicated variants where they exist. The set of reduplicated forms in 

(200a) has to do with actions that intrinsically involve a series of repeated 

movements, typically in rapid succession; note that the forms given in (196) 

above are also part of this set.  

 

(200) a) w’ã/w’ã/-  ‘stammer’ 

   h h c-   ‘go backwards’  

    hu )c-  ‘pull or move back’ 

   yçyçp-   ‘knead beer mash or leaves (to extract juice)’ 

   y’ y’ y’-  ‘shake something with up and down motion’ 

    y’ y’-  ‘shake once or twice’ 

   nuh y ‚y ‚N-  ‘shake head from side to side’ 

   w /w /-   ‘tremble’ 

   /o/ok-   ‘mess with or wiggle a placed thing or a person (side to 

       side motion)’ 

   pe/pe/-   ‘grope around’ 

   / d-c c /-  ‘speak a language with errors, stumbling’ 

   nçnçy-   ‘swing back and forth’ 

   papad-   ‘moan continuously in pain’  

   tQtQp-   ‘shake body (dog or animal)’ 

   kQkQg-   ‘have legs apart, esp. while walking’  

   yoyo-    ‘swing while suspended from above’    

    yo-   ‘dangle’ (carrying from hand) 

   kikid-   ‘tickle’ 
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   cicid-    ‘scratch scalp, cause to scratch’ 

   mamap-   ‘erode, develop a crevice’ 

   hohot-  ‘cough’  

  

In (200b), the reduplicated forms all have to do with a state or event that in-

volves many simultaneous realizations of a core attribute.
162

 

 

  b) b’eb’ej-   ‘swarm’ 

   pipiw’-   ‘crowding (people, fruit on tree, etc.)’  

   maman’-   ‘roll up around something else’ (multiple rolls)   

    man’-  ‘roll around something else once’ (e.g., paper around  

       tobacco) 

   bubud’-   ‘roll up in a coil’   

    bud’-   ‘roll into a circle’  

   bubud-   ‘covered with sores from insect bites’ 

    (bud   ‘body odor’) 

   d’id’ib-   ‘curly’ (multiple curls, e.g., curly hair)   

    d’ib-   ‘curled’ (individual thing) 

   dQdQp-   ‘spotted all over’ 

   yayag-   ‘full of small holes; covered with small spots’   

    (yág   ‘hammock’) 

   cQcQg-  ‘full of small holes’      

    (verb) cQg-  ‘use small net’  

    (noun) cQ‡g  ‘small net’ 

   tætQn-   ‘grouped together’ (esp. trees or manioc plants) 

   cecew-   ‘fruits turning dark when ripe’ 

   k k y-   ‘have gaps in a series’ 

 

                                                
162

 Note that a few of these verbs correspond to non-reduplicated forms that appear to 

have nothing to do semantically with the reduplicated forms; they are probably simply 

homonymous and are therefore not listed here. Examples are wi- ‘give back’ (wiwi- 
‘tangled up’) and pe/- ‘be sick’ (pepe/- ‘grope around’). Forms for which a relationship 

appears possible but dubious are given in parentheses. 
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   t t k-    ‘be side by side in a row’ 

    (hi-t k-  ‘be stacked up’; hi- Factitive) 

   popop-   ‘moldy, splotchy’ 

   wiwi-   ‘tangled up’ (vine, string, hair, etc.) 

 

Finally, the reduplicated forms in set (200c) are semantically less homogenous. 

For the most part, they relate to states that are in some way characterized by 

intensity, continuity, or repetitive characteristics: 

 

  c) w’a/w’a/-  ‘be poking up out of a pot or basket (e.g., bones, manioc  

       tubers)’ 

   d’od’ok-   ‘be bent’ 

    d’ok-   ‘be bent’ 

   wãwãw-   ‘reeling’   

    wãw-  ‘follow a winding path’ (e.g., a wire)  

   k k t-   ‘spiral or half-circle’ 

   pçpçt-   ‘circular, encircle something’ 

   m’Qm’Qm’- ‘limp’ 

   b’ab’ag-  ‘bright’       

    b’a¤g   ‘light’ 

   titij-    ‘leaf/leaves turned over in forest’     

    tij-   ‘fruit husk coming open’  

   hicoco-   ‘be happy’ (hi- Factitive)    

    co-   ‘rest’ 

 

Reduplication in nouns is not a productive process (and all reduplicated noun 

stems are fully lexicalized); nevertheless, it contributes an aspectual quality akin 

to its occurrence in verbs. Most reduplicated nouns are the names of small ani-

mals and insects that typically make quick, darting, repetitive motions. Exam-

ples include b’eb’ p ‘butterfly’, j’ j’ ‡b’ ‘small fruitfly sp.’, bobób ‘ant sp.’, and 

b’ib’ b’ ‘small squirrel sp.’ (see §4.5). 

Note that the productive use of reduplication in verb stems may have a paral-

lel elsewhere in Hup on a periphrastic level. A common discourse strategy in-

volves repeating the uninflected verb root – with or without its nominal argu-

ments – multiple times, followed by the inflected verb ni- ‘be’ at the end of the 

clause (see §18.2.2). This functions to signal multiple immediate repetitions of 
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the event (example 201). The same strategy (without the ‘summarizing’ verb  

ni-) can also be used for other parts of speech, as in (202). Although this is a 

syntactic strategy, rather than a lexical one, its function is similar to that of re-

duplication in verb stems. It may even be the historical source for many redu-

plicated stems – their frequent repetition in this syntactically reduplicated form 

could have led to their lexicalization as reduplicated stems. 

 

(201) nút  d’o/-cud-yó/,  núp p t  b /-yó/,  jj’ ‚p j’ ‚p j’ ‚p   
  here take-be.inside-SEQ this circle make-SEQ tie  tie  tie   

  

  ní- y  h d  d’ h-d’ h-hám-b’ay-áh  

  be-DYNM 3pl  send-send-go-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘Having put (the cord) in here, having made this (string) circle, with a  

  wrap-wrap-wrap they would send off (the toy top).’ (txt) 

 

(202) yúp  /Q‡y-g’od  /Q‡y-g’od  /Q‡y-g’od  

  that.ITG together-inside together-inside together-inside  

   

  /Q‡y-g’od=mah,  kotów=teg,   t h  cud-cák-áh  

  together-inside=REP dance.staff=STICK 3sg be.inside-climb-DECL 

  ‘One inside the other, they had stacked their dance-staffs.’ (txt) 

 

 

12.10. Verbal ‘diminutives’  

 

Hup speakers make use of several means to express ‘do Verb a little bit’. The 

first is the native Hup form d /, which follows the verb as a particle (and also 

appears in the verbal form d /-mæh-æy [VDIM-DIM-DYNM]), as in (203). The 

form d / is almost certainly derived from the verb d /- ‘remain, be not yet com-

pleted or exhausted’. 

 

(203) /ám-ãp pé/-m ‡/,  wæd-æy  dd /   /ám-ãw-ah 
  2sg-DEP sick-UNDER eat-DYNM VDIM2 2sg-FLR-DECL 

  ‘Even though you’re sick, you’re eating a little.’ (el) 

 

 The second form -kodé is borrowed directly from Tukano (and is recognized 

by most speakers as a borrowed form). It appears to be in general use among 

Hup speakers. Like its Tukano counterpart kuRe (cf. Ramirez 1997b: 87), it is 

used to mean ‘do something just/at least a little’, and combines directly with 

verb stems (as a consonant-initial Boundary Suffix): 
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(204) / d  tçn-kkodé… pã Ù-ay-áh  
  speak hold-VDIM NEG:EX-INCH-DECL 

  ‘We had just a little language…(it was) almost gone.’ (txt) 

 

(205)  /ám-ãp pé/-m ‡/,   wQd-kkodé   

  2sg-DEP be.sick-UNDER eat-VDIM.(IMP) 

  ‘Even though you’re sick, eat a little.’(el)  

  (compare Tukano: ba’a kuRe ‘eat at least a little’ [Ramirez 1997b: 87]) 

 

The borrowed form -kodé frequently co-occurs with the Hup form d /, to form 

the expression d /-kodé ‘just a little more’; e.g., náw d /-kodé ‘somewhat bet-

ter, more or less good’ (compare to Tukano ãyu kuRe (good-) ‘get a little better’; 

Ramirez 1997b: 87): 

 

(206) yud h  yúp, nçg’od p g d /-kkodé   ní- w- h 
  fish.sp. that mouth  big  remain-VDIM be-DYNM-DECL 

  ‘That jacundá fish has a somewhat big mouth (relative to other fish).’  

  (txt) 

 

 Hup speakers also use the Diminutive Intensifier mQh (elsewhere a nominal 

enclitic) as an Inner Suffix with verbs to express the same concept of ‘do Verb a 

little bit’ (see §15.1.4). The adverbial expression cípmQh=y / (small=TEL) is 

used for this function as well; e.g., cípmQh=y / wæd-æy (small=TEL eat-

DYNM) ‘eating just a little’. 

 

 

12.11. Persistive tæ   

 

The Persistive or ‘ongoing event’ marker tæ indicates that the activity is still in 

progress. It normally appears as a particle (and has no alternate realization as an 

Inner Suffix). It forms a morphosyntactic unit with the predicate, which it obli-

gatorily follows, and thus cannot be considered a free lexical adverbial. 

 In affirmative clauses tæ indicates ‘still doing Verb’:  

 

(207) dó/=d’ h b’óy-óy  ttæ   
  child=PL  study-DYNM YET 

  ‘The children are still studying/at school.’ (cv) 
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(208) /ãh b /-/ -y    ttæ   
  1sg work-PERF-DYNM YET 

  ‘I’m still working (and will be for a little while).’ (el) 

 

In negative clauses, it indicates ‘has not done Verb yet’ (i.e., ‘is still in a state of 

not doing Verb’): 

 

(209) b’oy-n h  ttæ  
  study-NEG YET 

  ‘(He’s) not studying yet’ ~ ‘hasn’t gone to school yet.’ (cv) 

 

(210) hú/ biyiw  /ãh j’id-n h- p  ttæ   
  pium blood  1sg wash-NEG-DEP YET 

  ‘I haven’t yet washed off the pium (biting fly sp.) blood.’ (cv) 

 

The form tæ also occurs with predicate adjectives, as in naw-n h tæ ‘not well 

yet’ and example (211):  

 

(211) p ‡b   ttæ , /ãêh-ã êh  

  strong  YET 1sg-DECL 

  I’m still strong.’ (txt) 

 

In adverbial clauses, tæ forms a unit directly with the verb stem, unless the Ne-

gative suffix comes between them: 

 

(212) t h  b /-ttæ =y /, teghçê‚=d’ h  w dnæn-æh  

  3sg work-YET=TEL non-Indian=PL arrive-DECL   

  ‘While he was working, non-Indian people arrived.’ (el) 

  

(213) t h  g-n h  ttæ =y /,  w /w /- y=mah  

  3sg drink-NEG YET=TEL  tremble-DYNM=REP 

  ‘When he hasn’t drunk yet, he trembles.’ (cv) 

 

 Finally, tæ occurs with a few predicate nominals, particularly those ‘verby’ 

nouns that relate to periods of time (cf. §4.1.3), e.g., j’ b tæ (night YET) ‘still 

night/dark’ (compare the adverbial expression j’ b-tæ-y / ‘dawn’), wág tæ (day 

YET) ‘still day/light’, and t h=pQcæw=d’ h tæ  (3sg=adolescent.boy=PL YET) 

‘still young (boys)’. Consultants judged tæ ungrammatical in combination with 

other nominals (e.g., *wQ‡d tæ [intended meaning: ‘still have food’]), preferring 

the verbal form (N) ní- y tQ ‘N still exists, is here’. However, the following 

nominal use with ‘paper’ was considered grammatical, in the context of a situa-
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tion in which someone is going through a stack of papers to find something at 

the bottom: 

 

(214) cug’Q‡t  ttæ   yúw-úh 
  leaf/paper YET that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It’s still paper.’ (el) 



 

Chapter 13 

Tense and related forms 
 

 

 

While aspect indicates the internal temporal consistency of a given situation, 

tense relates to the place of the event within the larger context of other events. 

That is, “tense is grammaticalised expression of location in time” Comrie 

(1985: 9). In Hup, aspect plays a much larger role than tense as a formal gram-

matical category; tense distinctions are more often simply inferred from the 

aspectual distinctions and the context, rather than being formally marked (see 

§12.2 and §17.3.2). This is not uncommon cross-linguistically; some languages, 

such as Burmese (Comrie 1985: 50), do not have a grammaticalized system of 

tense at all.  

 
Table 40. Tense-related morphemes in Hup 

Form

  

Slot class 

(formative 

type)  

Identity/word-

class of host 
Function 

Other relevant  

functions of same form   

 

-tég  

Boundary 

Suffix, Inner 

Suffix 

Verbs Future  

(main and sub-

ord. clauses) 
Purpose (subor-

dinate clauses) 

Bound noun =teg 

‘tree, stick, thing’; 

noun t g ‘stick, wood’ 

-te- Inner Suffix Verbs Future  

-tuk-  

-tu- 

Inner Suffix Verbs Volition, 

proximative 

(imminent 

future) 

Verb tuk- ‘want’ 

-V êh Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs 1
st
 person plural 

inclusive future 

Declarative suffix 

páh Particle Various hosts, 

predicates 

Contrast: tempo-

rally proximate  

 

j’ám 

j’ãêh 

Particle Various hosts, 

predicates 

Contrast: distant 

past 
Adverb j’ám ‘yester-

day’ 

tán Particle Various hosts, 

predicates 

Contrast/tense: 

future 

Adverb tán ‘later’ 

 

The Hup tense-related morphemes and their slot classes are summarized in 

Table 40. Hup’s primary tense distinction is non-future vs. future, which is most 

commonly expressed via the variants -teg / -te- (note that -teg also encodes 

purpose), discussed in §13.1. Hup also has two additional morphological strate-
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gies for indicating a future event, although they are not restricted to this func-

tion (§13.2–13.3). In addition, the language has a system of semi-

grammaticalized, largely optional contrast particles that encode distant past, 

temporal proximity to the speech event (usually recent past), and future tense; 

these are treated in §13.4. 

 

 

13.1. Future --teg / -te-   

 

The future is the only tense distinction in Hup that usually requires an overt 

marker, and the Future marker -teg and its phonologically reduced variant -te- 
are the only grammatical forms that have a primary function of indicating the 

location of an event in time. Thus the distinction between future and non-future 

is more salient in Hup than is the distinction between past and non-past. This is 

not unusual cross-linguistically. 

The forms -teg / -te- are in fact markers of relative future, in that they are 

used to relate a given event to a reference point, regardless of whether that ref-

erence point is concurrent with the speech act itself, or occurs at some other 

time. The suffix -teg has the additional function of expressing purpose, which 

intersects closely with its function as an indicator of relative future. It has often 

been noted that future is as much a mode as a tense in many languages (e.g., 

Comrie 1976: 2, Fleischman 1982: 24), and this purposive function of the Hup 

future tense marker illustrates that this is indeed the case for Hup. 

 The phonologically unreduced form -teg is unusual in that it appears as a 

Boundary Suffix in certain environments, and as an Inner Suffix in others.  

When it appears as a Boundary Suffix, it is usually not found in clause-final 

position in declarative clauses (but see exceptions below). It may be followed in 

the clause by a nominal subject argument (which typically bears the clause-final 

Declarative marker), as in example (1), or by consonant-initial verbal forma-

tives, like the ‘Repeated instance’ enclitic in (2) or the discourse tag in (3).  

 

(1)  p n N-ttég   /ãêh=hin- h 

  tell.story-FUT 1sg=also-DECL 

  ‘I’ll tell a story too!’ (cv) 
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(2)  ham-ttég /ãêh-ã êp, nú-ay  /ãh ham-ttég=b’ay.  té  yawadaté   
  go-FUT 1sg-DEP this-INCH 1sg go-FUT=AGAIN  until Yawaraté  

    

  /ãêh ham-tté-h.  g’et-g’ó/-óy,    cegundaféda=kamí  
  1sg go-FUT-DECL stand-go.about-DYNM  Monday(Pt)=time.of  

 

  /ãh way-tté -h,   nút- h 
  1sg go.out-FUT-DECL here-DECL 

  ‘I’m going to go, I’ll go this way again. As far as Yawaraté I’ll go. On  

  foot, I’ll leave on Monday, from here.’ (txt) 

 

(3)  t n ‡h  pã êt  có/-óy  / n  hQy’-h /-y /-ttég=h /,  
  3pl.POSS hair LOC-DYNM 1pl  cut-follow-TEL-FUT=TAG2 

    

  y n h-yó/     / n  hi-c /-wob-tté-h !  
  that.ITG.be.like-SEQ 1pl  FACT-stick-rest.on-FUT-DECL 

  ‘We’ll cut off her hair; then we’ll stick her hair onto our heads.’ (girls  

  joking about ways they could acquire longer hair) (cv)  

 

Non-reduced -teg is encountered clause-finally in interrogatives: 

 

(4)  / y ham-ttég ? 
  who go-FUT 

  ‘Who will go?’ (cv) 

 

 The reduced variant -te-, like all other phonologically reduced suffix variants 

in Hup (see §3.6), occurs as an Inner Suffix followed by a vowel-initial Bound-

ary Suffix. It is most common in clause-final position, followed by Declarative  

-V êh, as in examples (2–3) above. It also occurs in combination with the De-

pendent marker -Vp (example 5), the Oblique case marker -V êt (example 8 be-

low) and Inchoative -ay, among other vowel-initial Boundary Suffixes. The 

combined Inchoative and Declarative form -ay-áh (see §12.3) is of very com-

mon occurrence with -te-, and contributes an additional prospective or initiated 

sense to the future statement, much like that conveyed by English ‘going to’ as 

opposed to ‘will’, as in examples (6–7). The semantic and pragmatic difference 

between the simple future form -té-h and the progressive future -té-ay-áh is 

nonetheless minimal; for example, the same speaker who uttered the sentence in 

(3) above repeated her statement almost word-for-word immediately afterward, 

but substituted the progressive form for the simple future that she had used in 

the first instance (example 7). 
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(5)  n N- n  t h  tçn-ham-pog-tté-p,   cún’!  ham-pog-ttég n N-áh ? 
  2pl-OBJ 3sg take-go-EMPH1-FUT-DEP INTERJ go-EMPH1-FUT 2pl-FOC 

  ‘She’s really going to take you all away, hey! Would/will you all really  

  go?!’ (cv) 

 

(6)  h d  / Ùh k w g w t-tté-ay-áh  

  3pl  INTRC eye  pull.out-FUT-INCH-DECL 

  ‘One is going to pull out the other’s eyes.’ (txt) 

 

(7)  …/ n  hi-c /-wob-tté-ay-áh ! 
    1pl   FACT-stick.on-rest.on-FUT-INCH-DECL  

  ‘(We’ll just cut off all our own hair), and then we’re going to stick (her  

  hair) on!’ (cv) 

 

 As with other such pairs of reduced and non-reduced formative variants in 

Hup, the reduced form -te- is strictly limited to environments preceding a vo-

wel-initial Boundary Suffix, whereas -teg is much more flexible. Consultants 

accept the non-reduced form -teg in the place of -te- even in the context of a 

following vowel-initial suffix, particularly in emphatic contexts such as (8) 

(girls joking about acquiring longer hair) and in (9), which would be uttered 

when one is trying to go to sleep and is telling noisy people to be quiet (in con-

trast, the reduced future form -té-ay-áh would simply be an announcement of 

intention to sleep).  

  

(8)  n N mQh-y /,  t n ‡h  pã êt  / n  d’o/-tté-t   tíh,  
  2pl  kill-TEL.IMP 3sg.POSS hair 1pl  take-FUT-OBL EMPH2    

 

  y t-áh  / n  j’ ‚p-d’ak-ttég-ay-ti/  

  thus-FOC 1pl  tie-stick.against-FUT-INCH-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘You all kill her! so that we can take her hair, and then we’ll attach it (to  

  our heads)!’ (cv) 

 

(9)  /ãh / h--tég-ay-áh  

  1sg sleep-FUT-INCH-DECL 

  ‘I’m going to sleep!’ (forceful; e.g., ‘so stop making noise!’) (ru) 

 

In exclamatory or emphatic utterances, non-reduced -teg even occurs without 

the Declarative marker (i.e., as a Boundary Suffix) clause-finally in non-

interrogative mood, a context in which -te-h (Future + Declarative) would ordi-

narily be expected: 
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(10) h d  nçg’od j’á  pQm-hi-ham-ttég ! 
  2pl  mouth  black sit-descend-go-FUT 

  ‘They’re going to be sitting around with black mouths!’ (from eating  

  coca) (cv) 

 

(11) téwma b’uy-d’ h-ham-y /-ttég !  
  Thelma    throw-send-go-TEL-FUT 

  ‘Thelma’s going to throw it out!’ (cv) 

 

The Future marker -teg / -te- is idiosyncratic in several ways. First, it is 

ungrammatical in imperative clauses; future tense can only be specified in the 

imperative by means of the Future Contrast particle tán (§13.4 below). 

The Future marker is also ungrammatical in combination with clausal 

negation. A negative future construction can only be with formed with tán, or 

expressed as Inchoative aspect (see §12.3). The ungrammaticality of the Future 

suffix in negative clauses is an irregularity that has no clear parallel elsewhere 

in Hup; by analogy with forms such as Habitual b g / -b -, one would expect the 

construction [Vstem-n h-teg] to be possible (involving the Clausal negator        
-n h). In fact, small children do make exactly this analogy, as illustrated by the 

following utterance by a three-year-old boy (example 12). The unexpected 

ungrammaticality of this form probably has a historical explanation, which is 

discussed below.  

 

(12)  ham-n h-ttég     (Child language, ungrammatical) 

  go-NEG-FUT 

  ‘(I’m) not going.’ (cv) 

 

 

13.1.1. Purposive function of -teg  
 

The full form -teg has an additional function, distinct from the marking of 

future, which it does not share with its reduced variant -te-. This is the 

expression of purpose. In signaling purpose, the verb marked with -teg typically 

heads an adverbial clause, which often relates directly to a nominal referent in 

the main clause, as in examples (13–16). Note that in this context, the 

declarative form of -teg (-teg-eh) occurs clause-finally; whereas in a typical 

(non-emphatic) future-tense construction -te-h would be preferred in this 

context, -te- is now ungrammatical. 
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(13) t n ‡h  p ‡b,   t h  wáy-át  p d, t h  wQd-ttég-éh 
  3sg.POSS food.supply 3sg emerge-OBL DIST 3sg eat-PURP-DECL 

  ‘His food supplies, in order for him to eat when he emerged again.’ (txt) 

 

(14) g’Q‡g=tæh / n- n  y’Qt-y /-ay-áh,   j’ g có/;  
  bone=son  1pl-OBJ leave-TEL-INCH-DECL forest LOC    

 

  núp=y /  / n  ni-n’ ‡h-ttég-éh 
  this=TEL  1pl  be-NMZ-PURP-DECL 
  ‘Bone-Son left us, in the forest (regions); this is where/how we are  

  supposed to live.’ (txt) 

 

(15) y t   way-g’ã/-yó/,    té   cãêp hayám, h t  ni--tég-n’ ‡h  

  thus go.out-be.suspended-SEQ until other town   name  be-PURP-NMZ 

  ‘So having gone out by canoe, (they would go on) to the next town,  

  which would thus get a name.’ (from an account of the Ancestors’   

  original journey) (txt) 

 

(16) …hã êw g bi/íd=d’ h h d  d’ó/-óh,  bi/íd-iw-íh  
    heart  bless=PL  3pl  take-DECL spell-FLR-DECL 

      

  dó/=d’ h h d  pçhç-tég,   ham-ní-h    yúw-úh 

  child=PL  3pl  grow.plump-PURP go-be-INFR2-DECL that-DECL 

  ‘The heart-blessers take (i.e., use) it, the blessing. In order for the  

  children to grow plump; that’s how it (the blessing) went.’ (txt) 

 

 Note that, interestingly, Purposive -teg is grammatical in a negative 

adverbial clause, unlike Future -teg (see above): 

 

(17) t h  way-nn h-tég  t h- n  /ãh /ih-/ h-té-h 
  3sg go.out-NEG-PURP 3sg-OBJ 1sg ask-APPL-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’m going to ask him that he not go out.’ (el) 

 

 As a marker of purpose, adverbial -teg is not required to refer anaphorically 

to an antecedent in the same sentence. Instead, it may simply refer back to the 

discourse context in general; for example, (18) was uttered during a 

conversation about a kind of flute that was made in the old days, in response to 

my question “why did they make the flutes?”: 
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(18) h d  hicoco-ttég!  h d  p /=wag  h d  hicoco-ttég !  
  3pl  happy-PURP  3pl  dabacuri=day 3pl  happy-PURP 

  ‘In order to be happy! In order to be happy on dabacuri days!’ (txt) 

 

 ‘Purposive’ -teg may also refer directly to the pragmatic speech context, and 

often relates to a physical object that is at hand. For example, (19a) might be 

uttered in reference to a particular hammock (compare 19b, which could only be 

interpreted as a general statement of a future activity). Similarly, example (20) 

was uttered by my consultant, who was examining a small plastic animal that I 

had brought as an elicitation prop; since he was fully aware that the animal was 

going to stay in my possession, his statement could not be interpreted as 

referring to a future event of playing, only to the identity of the object.  

 

(19) a) tán  t h  / h--tég 
   later 3sg sleep-PURP 

   ‘Later he will sleep (with this).’ (indicating a hammock). (el) 

  
  b) tán  t h  / h--té -h 
       later 3sg sleep-FUT-DECL 

    ‘Later he will sleep.’ (indefinite) (el) 

 
(20) dó/=d’ h m h /-ttég   

  child=PL  play-PURP 

  ‘(It’s) for kids to play with.’ (cv)  

 

The function of -teg to express purpose is closely related to its use as a 

future marker. For an event concurrent with the temporal reference point to 

have an expressed purpose, that purpose necessarily involves another event that 

is anticipated, and which will occur in the future relative to that reference point. 

When this temporal reference point is not concurrent with the speech moment 

itself, then this ‘future’ is strictly relative, rather than absolute; the event 

referred to with -teg may have already occurred prior to the speech event itself, 

as in example (15) above, or it may be occurring at the moment of the speech 

event, as in example (21), in which -teg expresses both relative future and 

purpose/result. On the other hand, expression of future relative to a future 

reference point (as opposed to a past or present reference point) can avoid 

ambiguity between purpose and future interpretations by use of the Sequential 

marker -yó/ (see §18.2.6.3), as in example (3) above (i.e., “we’ll do X; after 

having done X, we’ll do Y”). 
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(21) h ‚-n’ ‡h-/ -y    /ám, /ám- n h d  t w-ttég ?  

  Q-NMZ-PERF-DYNM 2sg 2sg-OBJ 3pl  scold-PURP 

  ‘What did you do [past], for them to be yelling at you [present]?’ (el) 

 

 

13.1.2. Other uses of teg  
 

The form teg is not only a verbal suffix in Hup; it has other, quite distinct 

functions as well. It occurs as a free lexeme t g meaning ‘stick(s), firewood’, 

and as a bound noun in nominal compounds (e.g., p h ‡t=teg ‘banana tree’; see 

§5.4.3). As discussed in §5.6, =teg as a bound noun also combines with verb 

stems as a generic instrument or object nominalizer, meaning simply ‘thing’ 

(i.e., ‘thing for doing V’, ‘thing that does V’); e.g., h ‡/=teg (write=THING) 

‘pencil; stick for writing’; p p d=teg (roll=THING) ‘car, tractor’ (i.e., ‘rolling 

thing’); etc.  

 

 

Historical note 

 

Despite the profoundly different functions of the form teg as future suffix, pur-

pose marker, bound noun, and lexeme meaning ‘firewood, stick’, a historical 

connection almost certainly exists between them. The various uses of teg are a 

case of (diachronic) polysemy, rather than homonymy – Hup has in fact devel-

oped a future particle from the typologically unlikely source of a noun meaning 

‘stick, wood’. The steps of this grammaticalization scenario are laid out briefly 

here (cf. §3.7), and are discussed in more detail in Epps (2008b).  

The first stage of the metamorphosis of the form teg would have involved as 

its starting point the noun ‘wood, shaft of tree’, which combined with other 

nouns to produce nominal compounds, such as names of trees. This then led to 

the ability of =teg to combine productively with verb stems as a nominalizer, 

eventually becoming Hup’s generic nominalizer (see §5.6). 

The next step involved the reanalysis of the generic =teg nominalization as a 

verbal construction. Purpose adverbial constructions like those in the examples 

above plausibly provided the primary bridging context for this to occur; that is, 

they were potentially ambiguous as to whether the [Verb + teg] forms were 

functioning as nouns or verbs. As the =teg nominalization took on an identity as 

a verbal form, it adopted a suffixal stress pattern (Verb-tég) by analogy with 

other verbal constructions involving consonant-initial Boundary Suffixes in 

Hup (see §3.4.1.2). This new verbal form also retained an element of concrete-

ness, as we see in examples like (19–20) above, in which the future/purpose use 

of the verbal -teg construction refers to a physical object in the discourse or at 
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hand. Note that while the development of a future gram from a noun like ‘wood, 

stick’ is typologically extraordinary, a shift from a nominal to a verbal construc-

tion is common; in fact, in the Khoisan language Sandawe (Elderkin 1991: 109–

111) such a shift has even resulted in future semantics. Furthermore, expres-

sions of purpose – the bridging context between noun and verb for Hup teg – 

are a cross-linguistically common source of future grams via grammaticaliza-

tion (Bybee et al. 1991, 1994). 

Once it had taken on future semantics, the verbal suffix -teg continued to 

grammaticalize, producing the phonologically reduced variant -te-; with this 

step, the ‘purpose’ semantics was largely left behind, and -te- took on the pri-

mary function of a future gram. Finally, in the Hup spoken today, all these ma-

nifestations of teg coexist: a free lexeme ‘wood, stick’, a bound noun and nomi-

nalizer, and a pair of verbal suffixes indicating purpose and future tense. 

This historical scenario is supported by the several ambiguous contexts in-

volving teg that currently exist in Hup, particularly those clauses where purpose 

and future readings are both possible (e.g., example 20). Some of the irregular 

occurrences of the form teg, such its ungrammaticality in negative clauses (dis-
cussed above) can also be explained in light of its history as a nominal form.  

Questions involving identity and purpose are one example of teg’s poten-

tially ambiguity between noun and verb. The question “what kind of tree/thing 

is that?” is formally and pragmatically similar to the question “what will you do 

with that / what is that for?” in example (22). The primary difference between 

them is one of stress (here clarified by underlining): 

 

(22) (a) h -n’ ‡h  teg yúp=b’ay ?        

   Q-NMZ thing that=AGAIN     

   ‘What kind of tree/thing is that?’ (cv/el)   

 

   (b) h -n’ h  tég yúp=b’ay ?  

   Q-NMZ FUT that=AGAIN 

   ‘What will you do with that (thing)? / What is that for?’ (cv/el) 

 

While (22a), “what kind of tree/thing is that?”, is a normal nominal identity 

question, in which teg follows the same stress pattern as any other noun, (22b) 

is crucially a verbal construction – although it lacks a verb stem. In the purpose 

question in (22b), the mere presence of stress on -teg is enough to give it a ver-

bal identity; in addition, the semantics of purpose correspond to the semantics 

of future. (Note, however, that -teg is not the only verbal suffix in Hup that can 

attach directly to the question word ‘what’; this ability is also shared by the 

Perfective marker - e - and several other forms.) 
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The two very similar questions in (22) could also have equally similar re-

sponses, since subjects are typically dropped in Hup when responding to ques-

tions. Like the corresponding questions, responses like those in (23) are likely 

to be pragmatically equivalent, and are formally differentiated only by accent. 

 

(23) (a) h ‡/=tteg     
   write=thing/shaft        

   ‘(It’s) a pencil.’ 

  

  (b) h /-ttég    

   write-FUT    

   ‘(I’m) going to write.’ 

 

The semi-nominal identity of Future -teg / -te- in Hup may also explain its 

ungrammaticality in negative clauses. Since Hup uses a different strategy for 

negating nominal entities than for negating verbal clauses (see Chapter 16), it is 

unsurprising that an intermediate form like teg would pattern irregularly in ne-

gated contexts. This is supported by the fact that it is not only the verbal form of 

teg that is irregular when negated (as described above), but the nominal form as 

well. On the one hand, a possessed nominalization with =teg undergoes normal 

existential negation (with pã Ù, example 24) just as can any other noun (25): 

 

(24) [n ‡  pQ‡m=tteg] pã Ù  
   1sg.POSS sit=thing  NEG:EX     

  ‘My seat (log for sitting) is not here / does not exist.’ (el) 

 

(25) [n ‡  h Ùp] pã Ù 
  1sg.POSS fish NEG:EX 

  ‘My fish is not here / does not exist.’ (el) 

 

However, while most nouns can also appear with existential negation in predi-

cate nominal clauses with no overt copula, as in (26), nominal constructions 

with =teg are ungrammatical when they appear with a nominative pronoun in 

the same type of construction, as illustrated in (27).   

 

(26) /ãêh [[h Ùp]  pã Ù] 
  1sg fish  NEG:EX 

  ‘I am without fish.’ (el) 
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(27) */ãêh [[pQ‡m=tteg] paÙ‚]  
      1sg sit=thing   NEG:EX 

   ‘I am without a sitting-thing.’ (el) 

 

Instead, the only grammatical form of this expression requires a verbal stress 

pattern, in combination with the nominal Existence Negator, as in example (28). 

It appears that a verbal clause has been produced from a copula-less predicate 

nominal clause – but it is a peculiar verbal clause, since the Existence Negator 

pã Ù (itself a predicative particle) is usually ungrammatical with other predicates. 

Moreover, the interpretation of (28) is as ambiguous between noun and verb as 

is its form, since ‘I have nothing to sit on’ is pragmatically equivalent to ‘I will 

sit on nothing’.  

 

(28) [/a‚h pQm-ttég]  pa Ù‚  

     1sg sit-thing/FUT? NEG:EX 

  ‘I have nothing to sit on.’ (el)  

 

The historical scenario discussed here is supported by comparative evidence. 

Cognates for the lexeme ‘wood, stick’ can be identified in at least two other 

Nadahup languages (Yuhup tég and Nadëb t g; cf. Ospina 2002 and Weir 

1984), but no similar future marker appears to exist; however, a bound form      

-teg exists in Yuhup as purpose marker (Ana María Ospina, p.c.). Finally, a 

likely motivating force for the development of the future gram in Hup comes 

from Tukano, which not only has an explicit future tense, but has been shown to 

have motivated the development of future marking in the neighboring Arawak 

language Tariana (Aikhenvald 2002a: 126–127).  

 

 

13.2. Proximative -tuk- / -tu-  

 

The compounded, auxiliary-like verb root -tuk- ‘want’ – and particularly its 

phonologically reduced variant -tu- – are sometimes used to indicate an immi-

nent future event in Hup (see also §9.4.2.4B). This proximative use is most 

easily distinguished from the volitional when it occurs with an inanimate sub-

ject, as in examples (29–30), or in reference to a negatively construed event 

such as dying, as in (32). Note that the proximative use of this form is limited to 

future events, whereas Counterfactual -tQ)/- is used in reference to closely 

avoided past events (see §14.2.2). The grammaticalization of volition to future 

is a cross-linguistically common path (see Bybee et al. 1994: 254) – English 

‘will’ is among many similar examples. 
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(29) d h d’oj-ttú-y 

  water rain-WANT-DYNM 

  ‘It’s about to rain.’ (cv) 

 

(30) cé   /óda  cu/-ttú-ay 

  six(Pt) hour(Pt) grab-WANT-INCH 

  ‘It’s almost 6:00.’ (cv) 

 

(31) t h  g’et-g’o/-ttú-ay 
  3sg stand-go.about-WANT-INCH 

  ‘She (a baby) is about to start walking.’ (cv) 

 

(32) /am=báb’=d’ h b’ y /  tçhç-ttuk-h ê-h 
  2sg=relative=PL  only  end-WANT-NONVIS-DECL 

  ‘Your relatives will soon all die, I feel.’ (txt) 

 

 

13.3. First person plural inclusive future 

 

An additional, idiosyncratic future construction involves the Declarative suffix  

-V êh (see §17.3.2). In general, the main function of Declarative -V êh is to mark 

the endpoint of a declarative clause, and when no other tense-aspect markers are 

present the default interpretation is usually that the event occured in the past. 

However, the [verb.stem-V êh] construction (with no additional tense-aspect 

markers present) can also occur with a first person plural subject in order to 

express a future event, typically in combination with a future adverbial such as 

‘tomorrow’ or ‘later’ (examples 33–34). In this Declarative future expression, 

the first person plural is always understood as inclusive – that is, the future e-

vent will necessarily involve both the speaker and the addressee. Yet there is no 

morphological inclusive-exclusive distinction in Hup; the first person plural 

pronoun is semantically neutral as to inclusivity/exclusivity in all other con-

texts, and the same expression is likely to be interpreted as a simple past tense 

(and as either inclusive or non-inclusive first person) when the future reference 

is not made clear by an adverbial or the pragmatic context. Note that the 

[verb.stem-V êh] form is ungrammatical with expressions of future tense for sub-

jects of any other person/number, which require the future suffix -teg / -te- in-

stead (example 35).  
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(33) cã ê-wag / n  hám-aa h ! 
  other-day 1pl  go-DECL 

  ‘Someday we’ll go!’ (cv) 

 

(34) /icáp   / n  / g- h !     

  tomorrow 1pl  drink-DECL  

  ‘Tomorrow we’ll drink!’ (cv) 

    

(35) */icáp  /ãh//am/t h/n N/h d / g-- h 
   tomorrow 1sg/2sg/3sg/2pl/3pl  drink 

 

 This idiosyncratic future construction may not be entirely without cross-

linguistic parallels. While the Declarative marker is not itself a marker of past 

tense, verb-final declarative constructions are nevertheless often identified with 

the past; the use of a past tense to indicate an imminent future event is found in 

several languages, including Russian (Comrie 1985: 20).  

 

 

13.4. Fused contrast/tense particles  

 

While the Future marker -teg / -te- represents the primary morphological means 

for indicating tense in Hup, there is also a set of contrast particles that express 

tense-related distinctions. These three forms are páh ‘temporally proximate 

contrast’, j’ám (j’ã êh in the Tat Deh dialect) ‘distant past contrast’ (the form j’ám 

is also used as an independent adverbial: ‘yesterday’), and tán ‘future contrast’ 

(also used as an independent adverbial: ‘later’). These forms stand in paradig-

matic relationship to each other, and differ primarily according to temporal ref-

erence. They are largely optional, and as a group they function to indicate con-

trast, either between entities associated with the reported event or between 

temporal periods relevant to the event.
163

 The tense distinctions they encode 

serve to define the scope of the time period in which the contrast is cast; as 

such, they differ from more ‘conventional’ tense markers in that they do not 

necessarily locate the event itself in time, although this function is within the 

scope of their use.  

Formally, the contrast-tense markers are particles. They follow any focused 

element of the clause (including both predicates and nominal arguments), but 

                                                
163

 They can also serve a focus function, particularly when they occur on nominal con-

stituents of the clause, and as such are in some cases interchangeable with the Focus 

marker -áh (see §15.2.3).  
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are limited to one occurrence per clause (although the contrast enclitics may co-

occur with their semantically related independent lexical variants within a sin-

gle clause). In the following sections, the three particles will be discussed one 

by one and compared; finally, some additional uses of the Future Contrast 

marker tán to mark future tense will be considered. 

 

 

13.4.1. Temporally Proximate Contrast páh 
 

The ‘temporally proximate’ contrast marker páh emphasizes the relevance of 

the contrast in relation to the time immediately surrounding the speech moment 

– the recent past, the present, and the immediate future. Crucially, páh cannot be 

used in reference to the more distant past or future. This ‘temporal proximity’ 

usually corresponds to the same day as the speech event, but it is a relative mea-

sure and is flexible depending on the context.  

 The particle páh typically signals a contrast between entities and/or between 

events or states, within the proximate temporal context. When the contrast is 

between an event that recently took place and the present moment, páh closely 

resembles a tense marker:  

 

(36) d h d’oj-/ -y    ppáh-áh  

  water rain-PERF-DYNM PRX.CNTR-DECL 

  ‘It was raining (a little while ago, but has since stopped).’ (el) 

 

(37) wQd-/ -y  ppáh   n N- h !  
  eat-PERF-DYNM PRX.CNTR 2pl-DECL 

  ‘You’ve just eaten!’ (e.g., said to begging children) (ru) 

 

Partly because of its optional status, the contrast-marking function of páh of-

ten contributes to the overall emphasis of the utterance. In (38), for example, the 

speaker is referring to his attempt an hour or so earlier to buy sugar from a 

river-merchant (the Hupd’ h typically add sugar to manioc beer to make it 

stronger; the river merchant apparently felt like discouraging this use and re-

fused to sell the sugar.) The first use of páh in this example is as a temporal 

demonstrative (see discussion below); the second and third are both emphatic 

and tense-related (as in 39–40 as well).  
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(38) ppahá-w d- n    n’ h, páy=pog  ppáh   yú-w d- h,  
      PRX.CNTR.DEM-RESP-OBJ CNTR bad=big  PRX.CNTR that-RESP-DECL  

 

  “húptok ‘ectragá-áy’   yúw-úh,  /acúka-áh,”  
   caxiri  go.bad(Pt)-DYNM that-DECL sugar-DECL   

  

  n - y   ppáh   yú-w d- h  

  say-DYNM PRX.CNTR that-RESP-DECL 

  ‘As for that old guy, he was such a jerk just now, “sugar makes caxiri  

  bad,” he just said, that old guy.’ (cv)  

 

(39) k w g ni-n h  ppáh   /ãh b’ák-áh…  
  eye  be-NEG PRX.CNTR 1sg beat.timbó-DECL   

   

  wQd-y /- y  ppáh   /ãêh-ã êh ! 
  eat-TEL-DYNM PRX.CNTR 1sg-DECL 

  ‘Even without eyes I am able to beat timbó…I recently ate them (my  

  eyes)!’ (txt) 

 

(40) / y cáp /u )êh / n  h p k k-wob-pæ-Q/    ppáh ?!  
  who INTS1 EPIST 1sg.OBJ fish pull-set.on-go.upstream-INT PRX.CNTR 

  ‘Who in the world could have caught and set out these fish for me just  

  now?!’ (txt) 

 

 The Proximate Contrast particle can also be used in habitual expressions, in 

reference to a recent event that re-occurs often. Here, the focus of the contrast is 

in reference to something that has just taken place. In (41), the speaker is excus-

ing herself after a fit of giggles, and (42) was uttered at a drinking party in ref-

erence to someone’s botched attempt at dancing. 

 

(41) cecidíya ppáh   tæ/-nçhç-d b-pog-b -h !  
  Cecilia PRX.CNTR laugh-much-EMPH1-HAB-DECL 

  ‘It’s Cecilia (i.e., not me) who’s always laughing a lot!’ (cv) 

 

(42) yam-hipãh-n h  b g  ppáh   yúw-úh  

  dance-know-NEG HAB PRX.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘That one never knows how to dance.’ (cv) 

 

While the above examples have to do with an event that has just occurred, 

páh can also be used to contrast an event that is concurrent with the speech 

moment to some previous (recent) event or state. For example, Pedro told me 

that (43) was uttered on the tragic occasion of a Hup man’s murder (by a Tu-
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kano from a nearby village); soon after finding him dead, they found his com-

panion lying drunk on a sandbar. Example (44) might be uttered by someone 

who wants to sell a pineapple, after the addressee has first approached another 

pineapple-seller. Finally, example (45) was in reference to a fire that had just 

gone out, and (46) was spoken by someone who was feeling better after a mild 

illness.  

 

(43) / b’-/ -y     ppáh-áh  

  be.alive-PERF-DYNM PRX.CNTR-DECL 

  ‘He’s still alive!’ (ru) 

 

(44) can    ní- y  ppáh   / n=hin- h  
  pineapple  be-DYNM PRX.CNTR 1sg.OBJ-ALSO-DECL 

  ‘I too have pineapple.’ (el) 

 

(45) h -n h   ppáh   yúw-úh  

  burn-NEG  PRX.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘It’s not burning anymore.’ (cv) 

 

(46) náw ppáh   yúw-úh  

  good PRX.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘It’s (going) better.’ (cv) 

 

 The Proximate particle páh can even have reference to a proximate future 

situation. For example, since the verb h - means both ‘burn’ and ‘be ripe’ in 

Hup, the statement in (45) above can also mean ‘they’re not quite ripe yet’ (e.g., 

in reference to bananas) – but páh must be replaced with the Future Contrast 

form tán (see example 57, §13.4.3 below) if the bananas are very green (i.e., not 

expected to ripen for some time). Similarly, one might say (47) when one is 

setting some fish aside for the next day, but only tán would be appropriate if the 

food item were being saved for a longer time.  

 

(47) /icáp   /ãh wQd-tég ppáh   núw- h  

  tomorrow 1sg eat-FUT PRX.CNTR this-DECL 

  ‘Tomorrow I’ll eat this.’ (ru) 

 

On the other hand, when it occurs with a future event and the Reportative evi-

dential, the interpretation of páh may involve the recent-past time in which the 

original statement (now being reported via the evidential) was made: 
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(48) núp=/ h  ham-tég=mah ppáh-áh  

  this=MSC  go-FUT=REP  PRX.CNTR-DECL 

  ‘This guy will go, (it was recently said).’ (el) 

 

The Proximate Contrast form páh also occurs in two morphologically com-

plex lexical constructions (although it has no independent meaning as a free 

form). These are the temporal adverbial páh-y / (PRX.CNTR-TEL) ‘earlier today’ 

(example 49), and the demonstrative form pah-áp (PRX.CNTR-DEP) ‘that recent 

one’ (alternatively pahá- with a bound noun; see 38 above), which concerns a 

recently relevant referent, as in (50) (see also §6.3). 

 

(49) / h-y /-c ‚êw- ê‚y    y -d’ h- h,  ppáh-y /     

  sleep-TEL-COMPL-DYNM that-PL-DECL PRX.CNTR-TEL  

 

  h d  / h-y /- h 

  3pl   sleep-TEL-DECL 

  ‘They’re already asleep; just a little while ago they went to sleep’ (txt) 

 

(50) pah-áp   wQdhç/m’Q‡h tod   p n ‡N t h  n -çw-ay  

  PRX.CNTR-DEP star    hollow story 3sg say-FLR-INCH 

  ‘This is that Star-Hollow story that she just mentioned.’ (txt) 

 

 

13.4.2. Distant Past Contrast j’ám / j’ã êh 
 

Whereas páh signals a temporally proximate contrast, the form j’ám (phonol-

ogically reduced to j’ãêh in the Tat Deh/Eastern dialect) indicates a distant past 

contrast. It is typically used in reference to a relatively distant past event, which 

is contrasted with the present: 

 

(51) hicocó / n  ní- h,  ni-/ -y   jj’ám   /ãêh-ã êh  

  happy  1pl  be-DECL be-PERF-DYNM DST.CNTR 1sg-DECL 

  ‘We were happy, I was happy in those days.’ (when my wife was alive)  

  (txt) 

 
(52) /ãêh n’ h naw-/é/-m ‡/  jj’ám,   páy-áh  

  1sg CNTR good-PERF-UNDER DST.CNTR bad-DECL 

  ‘Although I was once good, I now am bad.’ (txt) 

 

It can also be used to focus on a present situation or event and to contrast this 

with one in the relatively distant past; as such, it looks less like a conventional 
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tense marker. In (53–54), for example, the speakers have forgotten something 

that had been told them in the past or that they had previously known: 

 

(53) h ‚-n’ ‡h /am=tæh/íp  n ‡h  h t  jj’ám ?  

  Q-NMZ 2sg=child.father  POSS name DST.CNTR 

  ‘What’s your husband’s name again?’ (cv) 

 

(54) yúp=y /=mah  jj’ã êh   t h, tóg ?  
  that=TEL=REP  DST.CNTR 3sg daughter 

  ‘Was that the one, Daughter?’ (txt) 

 

The Distant Past Contrast particle is common in narrative, and often occurs 

together with the Reportative evidential mah, as in example (55).
164

 (This com-

bined form is reduced to -maám or -ma-y’ám in the Umari Norte dialect area; 

see §14.9.4 for more discussion.) In some of these cases, the contrast-tense 

marker appears to refer to the time when the storyteller heard the story told, 

rather than to the events themselves (as in 54 above; likewise with páh in exam-

ple 48). However, in narrative the contrast-tense marker usually refers primarily 

to the distant past time of the events (note that the order of the Reportative evi-

dential and the contrast particles is fixed, and cannot be switched). Evidence for 

this includes the fact that the co-occurrence of these two forms is for the most 

part confined to narratives concerning mythical or distant past events, whereas 

the Reportative marker alone is used to describe mythical knowledge that per-

tains to everyday life (for example, concerning the malignant being embodied 

by the rainbow), even though the speaker presumably heard this from elders no 

more recently than s/he heard the tales. Also, a first-hand narrative of events 

that the speaker him/herself experienced long ago may make use of the contrast 

particle, but does not involve the Reportative evidential, as in (56). 

 

(55) nút  p k  d’ák-áy=nih=mah     jj’ám   t h- n h /  
  here coca  stick.against-DYNM=EMPH.CO=REP DST.CNTR 3sg-OBJ TAG2 

  ‘Here (in his cheek) he had (a wad of) coca.’ (lit. ‘it was sticking there for  

  him’) (txt) 
 

                                                
164

 This is subject to personal variation among story-tellers.  
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(56) mçy p g jj’ám   yúp mçy ni-ní-h;   yúp m y- t   
  house big  DST.CNTR that house be-INFR-DECL that house-OBL  

    

  j’ám  / n  w d-d’ób-óh,  m y m’Qc-y /- y  jj’ám  / n- h 
  DST.CNTR 1pl  arrive-go.to.water  house stuff-TEL-DYNM DST.CNTR 1pl-DECL 

  ‘That house (that was here) was a big one; to that house we came down  

  river-wards, and crammed into it.’ (txt) 

 
 In addition to its use as a contrast particle, the form j’ám also appears in the 

lexical adverbial expressions j’ám ‘yesterday’ and j’ám-y / (DST.CNTR-TEL) ‘a 

long time ago; sometime before yesterday’. Like the Proximate Contrast particle 

páh, it also has a demonstrative form j’am-ap (DST.CNTR-DEP) ‘that (distant 

past) one’ (see §6.3). Thus j’am-ap tiy / ‘that man’ (who passed yesterday or 

before) can be contrasted with pah-áp tiy / ‘that man’ (who passed earlier to-

day). 

 

 

13.4.3. Future Contrast tán 
 

The particle tán also indicates contrast, with a temporal scope relating to the 

relatively distant future. It necessarily contrasts the future with ‘now’, the mo-

ment of speech: 

 

(57) h -n h   ttán   yúw-úh  

  burn-NEG  FUT.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘They’re not ripe yet (and won’t be ripe for some time).’ (el) 

 

 Future Contrast tán functions much like Proximate páh and Distant Past 

j’ám; however, it is more likely than these to refer directly to the time of the 

focal event, rather than to contrast a focal event occurring in the present with 

some situation or event that occurred at another time (accordingly, it is some-

what more tense-like). The relationship between tán and the other two contrast-

tense particles is illustrated in the following elicited examples: 

 

(58) a) núp ppáh   yúw-úh  

   this PRX.CNTR that-DECL 

   ‘Here it is.’ (e.g., giving back something recently borrowed)  
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  b) núp jj’ám   yúw-úh  
   this DST.CNTR that-DECL 
   ‘Here it is.’ (e.g., giving back something that was borrowed several  

   months earlier)  

 

  c) nút  ttán   yúw-úh  

   here FUT.CNTR that-DECL 

   ‘This is where it will be.’ (e.g., showing where a house will be built;  

   not yet begun) (el) 

 

(59) a) t h  b’ay-n h-ay   ppáh-áh  
   3sg return-NEG-INCH PRX.CNTR-DECL 
   ‘He won’t come back.’ (said by a person who met him on the path  

   earlier the same day) 

 

  b)  t h  b’ay-n h-ay   jj’ám-ah  
   3sg return-NEG-INCH DST.CNTR-DECL 

   ‘He won’t come back.’ (said by a person who met him a week or so  

   ago) 

  

  c) t h  b’ay-n h-ay   ttán-ah  
   3sg return-NEG-INCH FUT.CNTR-DECL 

   ‘He won’t come back (in the relatively distant future).’ (el) 

 

 In addition, like the Distant Past particle j’ám, Future Contrast tán occurs as 

an independent adverbial, meaning ‘later today’. It also appears in the adverbial 

expression tán-an-ay tán ‘in the relatively distant future’ (note tán appears   

twice!), which can occur together with the Future marker -teg / -te-: 
  

(60) tán-an-ay  tán   yúp  mçy- t  h d  ni-tté-h  

  later-OBJ-INCH FUT.CNTR that.ITG house-OBL 3pl  be-FUT-DECL 

  ‘In the future/someday they will live in that house.’ (el) 

 

 The functional range of tán includes additional grammatical tasks that set it 

apart from the other two contrast-tense particles. In particular, tán acts primarily 

as a future tense marker (as opposed to a contrast particle) in environments 

where the Future marker -teg / -te- is ungrammatical, including imperative, 

negative, and apprehensive modes, and in habitual and some conditional ex-

pressions. Unlike expression of past tense, overt marking of future is required in 

some contexts in Hup, and tán often fills in where -teg /  -te- is not appropriate. 
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Thus tán is the only contrast-tense particle that may occasionally be grammati-

cally required, whereas the others are optional. 

 The use of tán in distant future imperatives is illustrated in (61) (said to me 

when I left the Hupd’ h to return to the US). The simple imperative (without 
future specification) would imply a more immediate expectation or command 

(see also §17.5). The imperative use of (particle) tán can be contrasted with its 

lexical (adverbial) use, which simply means ‘later today’, as in (62).  

 

(61) næn ttán !  
  come FUT.CNTR 

  ‘Come back (in the future)!’ (cv) 

 

(62) tán næn !  
  later come.IMP 

  ‘Come back later today!’ (an invitation) (cv) 

 

 Future tán is also common in negative future constructions (in which -teg /   
-te- is ungrammatical), as in (63–64). Example (63) was uttered by a teenaged 

boy who was sticking the cigarette lighter I had just given him into the thatch of 

the house for safe-keeping, in response to my comment “someone else might 

take it!” Note that the adverbial and the Future contrast uses of tán may co-

occur in a single clause (64). 

 

(63) t h  key-n h ttán   yúw-úh  
  3sg see-NEG FUT.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘He (generic) won’t see it!’ (cv) 

 

(64) tán /ãh ham-n h ttán-ah  

  later 1sg go-NEG FUT.CNTR-DECL 

  ‘I’m not going to go, later.’ (el) 

 

 Finally, tán may be used in the Apprehensive mode (see §14.6) to indicate a 

potential or hypothetical future, as in (65–67); -teg / -te- are ungrammatical 

with the Apprehensive (they indicate a more certain future event).  

 

(65) / n  h d  d’ó/   ttán-ah  

  1sg.OBJ 3pl  take.APPR FUT.CNTR-DECL 

  ‘They (boys) would get me.’ (girl explaining why she did not intend to  

  visit another town) (cv) 
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(66) cak-níníh,   /am n h  ttán-ah !  
  climb-NEG.be.IMP 2sg fall.APPR FUT.CNTR-DECL 

  ‘Don’t climb, you’ll fall!’ (el) 

 

(67) “/ám- n /ãh yçm y yók   ttán-ah !”   t h  n - h 
   2sg-OBJ 1sg anus  stab.APPR  FUT.CNTR-DECL 3sg say-DECL 

  ‘ “I’ll stab you in the anus!” she said.’ (txt) 

 

 In addition to acting as the sole indicator of future tense where -teg / -te- is 

ungrammatical, tán can also appear together with -teg / -te- as a contrast parti-

cle. In (68), for example, the present state of the fire’s burning is contrasted 

with the predicted future state of its going out (the Perfective signals the end-

point of the burning): 

 

(68) núp-mQh-y /- p  t g  h -/e/-ttég  ttán-ah  

  this-DIM-TEL-DEP wood burn-PERF-FUT FUT.CNTR-DECL    

  ‘This fire will keep burning for the moment (but will soon go out).’ (el) 



 

Chapter 14 

Modality and evidentiality 
 

 

 

This chapter deals with Hup’s more fine-grained grammatical categories of 

modality and evidentiality, involving formatives that associate primarily (but 

not always exclusively) with the verb. Hup grammaticalizes the modal distinc-

tions of conditionality and counterfactuality, as well as frustrative, cooperative, 

epistemic, apprehensive, and jussive/optative modes. Of these, the Conditional, 

Cooperative, and Jussive markers are realized as Boundary Suffixes (and the 

Apprehensive as the absence of a Boundary Suffix), and can be understood as 

encoding specific clause types. They are thus formally and functionally akin to 

the more frequent markers of clause type that also relate to modality, particu-

larly those that indicate the basic declarative, interrogative, and imperative 

moods, treated in the discussion of basic clause types in Chapter 17. In addition 

to these modal categories, Hup has a well-developed system of evidentiality 

with as many as five distinctions; these are covered at the end of this chapter. 

 The forms, slot classes, and functions of the formatives discussed in this 

chapter are summarized in Table 41. 

 

 

14.1. Conditional  - tQ n  

 

The verbal suffix -tQ‡n marks a condition. It normally occurs in the first clause 

of a biclausal construction, which is made up of a protasis (‘if’ clause), followed 

by an apodosis (‘then’ or consequent clause); however, the order of these clau-

ses is flexible, and either may be dropped if recoverable from the discourse. 

Conditional -tQ‡n is a Boundary Suffix, but it is non-canonical for the conso-

nant-initial subset of these suffixes in that both it and the stem receive stress 

(see §3.4.1.2).  

 Conditional -tQ‡n is used with both ‘real’ conditionals (i.e., those that refer to 

events that are expected to occur and/or are known to occur regularly) and ‘un-

real’ conditionals (i.e., events that are hypothetical). The difference is typically 

registered in the apodosis by the presence or absence of the Counterfactual suf-

fix -tQ)/- (see §14.2 below) or a related marker. Examples (1–4) illustrate ‘real’ 

conditional statements:  
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Table 41. Markers of modality and evidentiality in Hup 

Form

  

Slot class 

(formative 

type)  

Identity/ 

word-class of 

host 

Function 
Other relevant func-

tions of same form   

-tQ‡n Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs Conditional Enclitic (w/ nouns)  

indicating comparison  

-tQ)/- Inner Suffix Verbs Counterfactual, 

avertive 
Cf. verbs hitQ)/- ‘imi-

tate’; tQ)/-key ‘weigh’, 

etc. 

=tih Enclitic Verbs Counterfactual  

yæêh 

-yQ)h- 

Particle 

 

Inner Suffix 

Verbs, predi-

cate nominals 

Verbs 

 

Frustrative 

mood 

 

Verb root yQ)h-  
    ‘request, order’ 

-n ‡N Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs Cooperative 2pl pronoun n N  

Verbal form n N-  
‘expect someone’  

-Ø Absence of 

Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs Apprehensive 

mood 

Compare imperative:  

-Ø and high tone on 

verb stem 

-/ èh Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs Jussive  

/ êh Particle Various hosts Epistemic 

modality 

Noun  

   ‘opposite-sex sibling’ 

Interactional  

    (prefix w/ verbs) 

Applicative  (Inner  

     Suffix w/ verbs) 

=h  

-hç)(h)- 

Enclitic  

Inner Suffix 

Predicates 

Verbs 

Evidential: 

nonvisual 
cf. verb hç)h-  
    ‘make noise’ 

=cud 

-cud- 

Enclitic 

Inner Suffix 

Predicates 

Verbs 

Evidential: 

inferred 

‘Deceased referent’ 

marker (enclitic w/ 

nouns)  

Verb root cud-  
    ‘be inside’ 

=mah 

-mah- 

Enclitic  

Inner Suffix 

Various hosts 

Verbs 

Evidential: 

reported 

 

-ni- Inner Suffix Verbs Evidential: 

inferred 
Verb ni- ‘be, exist’ 
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(1)  n -n h- y    b g  j’ãêh   b’ y /ãh cúh-ttQ‡n-æh  
  this-be.like-DYNM HAB DST.CNTR traira 1sg string-COND-DECL 

  ‘I always do like this if/when I string traira fish.’ (txt)  

 

(2)  yág   n -ttQ‡n  tá/  

  hammock say-COND REL.INST 

  ‘What if you say ‘hammock’?’ (i.e., ‘what’s hammock in your  

  language?’) (cv) 

 

(3)  húp  pã Ù-ttQ‡n,   nukán  t h  hi-yQt-y /-ay-áh  

  person NEG:EX-COND over.here 3sg FACT-lie-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘If/when no one is there, (the bones) descend to here.’ (txt)  

 

(4)  deh=mí  hçp-hí-ttQ‡n,   / n  b’ák-áh  

  water=river dry-descend-COND 1pl  beat.timbo-DECL 

  ‘If/when the stream (level) goes down, we’ll fish with timbó.’ (ru) 

 

 Examples (5–6) illustrate ‘unreal’ or hypothetical conditionals. These are 

signaled by the presence of Counterfactual -tQ)/- or =tih (§14.3) in the apodo-

sis, and/or with the Frustrative yQ)êh (§14.4). In (5), the statement is hypothetical 

because the speaker knows that no manioc beer – the necessary ingredient for 

producing a proper song – is available that day. 

 

(5)  deh b’ / /am d’o/-næn-ttQ‡n,  /ãh g-d’ó/-ttQ‡n,   
  water cuia 2sg take-come-COND 1sg drink-take-COND  

 

  h êh- êy=tih     / hníy 

  make.sound=CNTRFCT2 maybe 

  ‘If you brought me a cuia, and if I drank, maybe the song would come.’  

  (sg) 

 

(6)  g-ná/-ay=tih=cud,        j’ám-ãp,  

  drink-lose.consciousness=CNTRFCT2=INFR yesterday-DEP   

 

  hiy w’  ni-/é/-ttQ‡n-Q)w-æp ! 
  strong.beer be-PERF-COND-FLR-DEP 

  ‘We would have gotten drunk the other day, if there had been really  

  strong beer !’ (cv) 

 

In (7), the Conditional occurs in a negative predicate, where it follows the 

Negative suffix -n h: 
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(7)  n -n h- p   b g  yæêh j’ã êh   /ãêh-ã êh,   

  this-be.like-DEP HAB FRUST DST.CNTR 1sg-DECL   

 

  /ãh pe/-ni-n h-ttQ‡n-Q)êh ! 
  1sg be.sick-be-NEG-COND-DECL 

  ‘I’d always do like that too, if I weren’t sick!’ (cv) 

 

The Conditional also occurs with predicate adjectives (including those used 

in adverbial phrases), as is consistent with their verb-like identity (see §10.1): 

 

(8)  g’ -ttQ‡n=y / t h  náw-ah   

  hot-COND=TEL 3sg good-DECL 

  ‘When it’s hot, it’s nice.’ (el) 

 

 Conditional -tQ‡n is itself ungrammatical in imperative and interrogative 

clauses, or in combination with future tense morphemes (-teg / -te-, tán); how-

ever, it can appear in a protasis while imperative, interrogative, or future tense 

is expressed in the accompanying apodosis: 

 

(9)  t w-tég  /ám, t h  b /-n h-ttQ‡n ?  
  scold-FUT 2sg 3sg work-NEG-COND 

  ‘Will you scold, if he doesn’t work?’ (el)  

 

 In addition to its use as a conditional marker, the form tQn appears else-

where in Hup and performs a distinct function: it marks an equative compara-

tive construction, where it indicates ‘same amount as, same way as’ (examples 

10–11; see §10.2.2.1). The functional difference between this manifestation of 

=tQn and its realization as a conditional marker corresponds to their formal 

distinction: as a marker of equative comparison, =tQn is an unstressed enclitic 

(unless preceded by Factitive hi- in a verbal construction, see example 11), it 

combines with nouns as well as verb roots, and its comparative use does not in 

general involve a biclausal construction. That these two realizations of tæn may 

be historically related is evidenced by the alternative translations given in these 

examples: 

 

(10) /am ‡h  b’çt k=ttQn t h  ní- y  

  2sg.POSS ear=MEAS2  3sg be-DYNM 

  ‘She comes up to your ear.’ (i.e., ‘as if she were your ear, she is’) (cv) 
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(11) / n  yám-hi-ttQ‡n=y /   /am yám-ay  

  1pl  dance-FACT-MEAS2=TEL 2sg dance-DYNM 

  ‘You dance the way we do / in our way.’ (i.e., ‘as we would if we were  

  dancing, you dance’) (el) 

 

 

14.2. Counterfactual - tæ /-  
 

The morpheme -tQ)/-, labeled ‘Counterfactual’, encodes a type of irrealis. It has 

two main functions, that of marking the unrealized or unrealizable status of an 

event in conditional expressions, and that of marking a narrowly averted event. 

The form -tQ)/- usually appears in the Inner Suffix position on verb stems.  

 

 

14.2.1. Counterfactual in conditional expressions 

 

Counterfactual -tQ)/- typically occurs in the apodosis (‘then’ or consequent 

clause) of a biclausal construction encoding an ‘if-then’ relationship. The prota-

sis, marked with Conditional -tQ‡n, usually precedes it, although this order is 

flexible (see §14.1). The Counterfactual expresses the unrealized or unrealizable 

status of the condition, and is preferred in explicitly hypothetical situations, 

where the condition cannot be met or is not expected to be met within the rele-

vant time frame: 

 

(12) /ám=báb’  d b-tQ‡n,  d b  d /=mQh    
  2sg=sibling  much-COND much  remain=DIM    

 

  /am  d’o/-ye-ttæ ê /-n’ ‡h 
  2sg  take-enter-CNTRFCT-NMZ 

  ‘If you had many siblings, you would bring in a lot (of fruit)!’ (txt) 

 

(13) n ‡   tæh- n mQh-y /-tQ‡n…  /ãh   

  1sg.POSS son-OBJ kill-TEL-COND   1sg  

 

  d’o/-d’çh-y /-tæ ê /-æêy   / hníy 

  take-rot-TEL-CNTRFCT-DYNM maybe 

  ‘If they killed my son, I would maybe make things bad (for them).’ (txt) 
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When the condition is recoverable from the discourse context, the Counterfac-

tual-marked clause may occur alone, without an associated Conditional clause 

(just as a Conditional clause can itself appear alone): 

 

(14) y n y      n ‡   tæêh b /-ttæ ê /-æp,    yãhã/-y /- h…  
  that.ITG.be.like.DYNM 1sg.POSS son work-CNTRFCT-DEP stop-TEL-DECL 

  ‘Thus my son would have worked (had my wife been alive), but he  

  stopped.’ (txt) 

 

 Counterfactual marking is typically absent where the condition is expected 

to be or is regularly met (see §14.1 above), but it is required when the condi-

tional situation is obviously hypothetical. Thus (15), with an unmarked second 

clause, is inappropriate: 

 

(15) ? h tæêh /ãh ní-tQ‡n,  /ãh way-d’ó/-óh  

      bird  1sg be-COND  1sg leave-take-DECL 

   ? (‘If I were a bird, I’ll fly.’) (el) 

 

 The Frustrative marker yæêh (§14.4), which signals that an intended or an-

ticipated outcome is not realized, is extremely common (but not in general obli-

gatory) in co-occurrence with the Counterfactual in conditional expressions: 

 

(16) h tæêh  /ãh ní-tQ‡n, /ãh way-d’o/-ttæ ê /-æêy    yyæ êh  
  bird  1sg be-COND 1sg leave-take-CNTRFCT-DYNM FRUST 

  ‘If I were a bird, I would fly.’ (el) 

 

The Inferential Evidential forms cud and -ni- (§14.9) also often co-occur (op-

tionally) with the Counterfactual, although less frequently than the Frustrative: 

 

(17) /ãh c h-n h-tQ‡n,   ham-ttæ ê / -æêy=ccud    

  1sg tired-NEG-COND  go-CNTRFCT-DYNM=INFR  

 

  yQ)êh  páh   /ãêh=ti/ 

  FRUST  PRX.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG 

  ‘If I had not been tired, I would have gone.’ (el)  

 

(18) ...yág   /ãh d’ó/-óy,  /ãh g’et-ni-ttæ /-ní-h…  

    hammock 1sg take-DYNM 1sg stand-be-CNTRFCT-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘…I took (was given) a hammock; I would have stayed there (but these  

  days it’s impossible).’ (txt) 
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 Counterfactual -tQ)/- never occurs in predicates marked with the Negative 

suffix -n h. Rather, the Counterfactual itself is to be interpreted as inherently 

negative or at least neutral regarding negation (see §16.4 and below). Clauses 

expressing conditional, hypothetical negative events (e.g., ‘she wouldn’t speak 

your language’) are phrased exactly like those expressing positive events (e.g., 

‘she would speak your language’), and the negative/positive reading (i.e., 

whether or not the activity would be expected to take place if the hypothetical 

condition were realized) must be taken from the context: 

 

(19) y kán   n N ‡h  / ‡d   / d-ttæ ê /-ay    / hníy  

  over.there 2pl.POSS speech speak-CNTRFCT-INCH maybe 

  ‘Maybe she wouldn’t speak your language there (if you went there with  

  her).’  (cv) 

 

Accordingly, while the best translation of (19) is negative, the appropriate posi-

tive response would also use the Counterfactual: / d-tæ ê/-æêy! (speak-CNTRFCT-

DYNM) ‘I would speak (it)!’  

 While Counterfactual -tQ)/- patterns like a typical Inner Suffix in combina-

tion with verbal predicates, it can also occur with predicate nominals. In this 

environment, the copula ni- is an option: 

 

(20) núp=/ h  b’óy-op=/ h nni- tQê ‚/-æ êy    yæ êh    
  this=MSC  teach-DEP=MSC be-CNTRFCT-DYNM  FRUST   

  ‘This man would have been / was almost a teacher.’ (el) 

 

However, a verbal construction is not required for expressing counterfactuality; 

instead, tQ)/ (followed by Frustrative yQ)êh) may directly follow the noun, with-

out a copula. Furthermore, in this case tQ)/ may appear without the Boundary 

Suffix that is obligatory in its verbal realization (and strictly verbal suffixes 

such as the Dynamic are ungrammatical): 

 

(21) núp=/ h  b’óy-op=/ h ttæ ê /   yæ êh(-æ êh)    

  this=MSC  teach-DEP=MSC CNTRFCT FRUST(-DECL)  

 

  (*tæê/-æêy    yæêh)  
  (*CNTRFCT-DYNM FRUST) 

  ‘This man would have been / was almost a teacher.’ (el) 
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With predicate adjectives, either a copula construction with ni- or the nomi-

nalized form (t h + adjective, resulting in a predicate nominal; see §6.6) is pre-

ferred, as in (22). In this context, a verbal construction with the predicate adjec-

tive itself acting as a verb root is judged only marginally possible. 

 

(22) t h=báb’  tt h=páy tæ ê /   yæ êh        

  3sg=sibling 3sg=bad  CNTRFCT FRUST  

  

  (?  pay-tæê/-æêy    yæêh) 
   bad-CNTRFCT-DYNM FRUST 

   ‘His brother would have been an ugly/bad one.’ (el) 

 

 

14.2.2. ‘Avertive’ function of -tQ)/-  
 

In addition to its use in a conditional expression, which usually involves a bi-

clausal construction, Counterfactual -tQ)/- may be used in an independent clause 

to signal an event that has been narrowly averted or is on the verge of occurring: 

 

(23) /am nçh-ttæ ê / -Qê‚y !   

  2sg fall-CNTRFCT-DYNM 

  ‘You almost fell!’ (cv) 

 

(24) / d-ttæ ê /-æêy     /ám ?  
  speak-CNTRFCT-DYNM  2sg 

  ‘You were about to say something?’ (el)  

 

(25) peyã êw c w-ttæ ê /-æp    hi-k d,  /adócu / n  c w- h  

  beans  cook-CNTRFCT-DEP  FACT-pass rice  1pl  cook-DECL 

  ‘Instead of cooking beans, we cooked rice.’ (el) 

 

(26) t h  y h=d’ h mQh-y /-ttæ ê /-æêy=mah  
  3sg in.law=PL kill-TEL-CNTRFCT-DYNM=REP 

  ‘His in-laws nearly killed him.’ (txt) 

 

Note that -tQ)/- may precede Frustrative yQê‚h (as in the conditional expressions 

in §14.2.1):  
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(27) / n  h d  dóh-op  /ãh nçh-yQt-y /-ttæ /-yæ êh-æêh ! 
  1sg.OBJ 3pl  curse-DEP 1sg fall-lie-TEL-CNTRFCT-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘I almost died from their cursing me!’ (txt) 

 

 This ‘avertive’ function of Counterfactual -tQ)/- is reminiscent of that of an 

‘avertive’ gram, as defined cross-linguistically by Kuteva (1998, 2001). How-

ever, the morpheme -tQ)/- cannot in general be considered an avertive gram 

according to Kuteva’s definition (2001: 84), which stresses three “essential” 

characteristics: counterfactuality, imminence, and past-tense reference. While 

Hup -tQ)/- shares the feature of counterfactuality with avertive constructions in 

other languages, its use in conditional expressions does not always meet the 

criterion of imminence, and it is not in general restricted to past events –     

whereas Kuteva stresses that “the avertive structure is restricted to past contexts 

only”. Cases of Counterfactual -tQ)/- in reference to non-past events are com-

mon, both in clearly conditional expressions like (12–14) above, and in more 

‘avertive’ examples like (28–30): 

 

(28) t h  nçh-y /-ttæ ê /-æw-ay   
  3sg fall-TEL-CNTRFCT-FLR-INCH 

  ‘It’s just about to fall.’ (cv) 

  

(29) doh-n h  t h  ni-ttæ ¤ ê /-æp=b’ay  

  curse-NEG 3sg be-CNTRFCT-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘He’s on the verge of cursing them again.’ (cv) 

 

(30) / y yúp ní- y,  t k  hQy-ttæ ê / -æ/,  n h-h  !  
  who thus be-DYNM belly wide-CNTRFCT-INT say-TAG2 

  ‘Who is thus, (who) could have a belly that wide (to contain all that  

  beer), say!’ (cv) 

 

 Hup -tQ)/- is therefore best considered not an avertive gram per se (accord-

ing to Kuteva’s definition), but rather a counterfactual irrealis gram that has 

developed an avertive-type extended function. This development has undoubt-

edly come about through the ability of either of the two linked clauses in a con-

ditional construction to appear by itself, while its companion may be left un-

stated when it can be recovered from the discourse. In most of the ‘avertive’ 

examples of the Counterfactual’s use above, in fact, a conditional clause (as 

protasis) and counterfactual translation could easily be supplied, such as (exam-

ple 23): ‘you almost fell’ ~ ‘you would have fallen (if you had not caught your-

self)’. Both the ‘avertive’ use and the more straightforward counterfactual use 
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of -tQ)/- share the interpretation that an event in the past was not realized at all 

(because some necessary condition was not met), or that a non-past event is 

judged to be unlikely or impossible. 

 A final observation regarding the ‘avertive’ function of -tQ)/- involves its 

behavior in negative contexts, which follows the same rules as its condi-

tional/counterfactual realization (§14.2.1 above). Because -tQ)/- cannot co-

occur with the verbal Negative suffix -n h, an averted negative event can only 

be expressed with Frustrative yQ)êh: 

 

(31) /ãh w dham-nn h  yæ êh;  g’ m-tæê/-æêy     yæêh  
  1sg arrive.go-NEG FRUST  capsize-CNTRFCT-DYNM FRUST 

  ‘I almost didn’t arrive; I almost capsized/drowned.’ (el) 

 

As noted in §16.4, -tQ)/- can occur with the reinforcing negative particle næ, 

which otherwise is restricted to contexts in which an explicitly negative mor-

pheme is present (example 32). This is additional evidence that Counterfactual  

-tQ)/- (at least in its ‘avertive’ function) is itself inherently negative (see §14.2.1 

above), which makes sense given its irrealis function. 

  

(32) nih ê/ nnQ   núp j’áh có/ ni-ttæ /-ní-h ! 
  all  NEG:R  this land LOC be-CNTRFCT-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘All of these (evil beings) were almost/would have been in our land!’  

  (txt)  

 

 A few frozen lexical expressions involving tæ/- as a root form suggest that 

the Counterfactual marker may have grammaticalized from what was histori-

cally a verb root. These include the Factitive form hi-tæ/- ‘imitate, copy, do as 

if’, as in (33); this form also appears in the verb compound / d-hi-tæ/- (speak-

FACT-CNTRFCT-) ‘imitate speech or sound’. 

 

(33) m h- n=mah  cã êp t h  hhi tQ) ê/-Q)êh,  doh/ãêy-ã êh 

  inambu-OBJ=REP other 3sg imitate-DECL Curupira-DECL  

  ‘The inambu is another that he imitates, (does) Curupira.’ 

 

Other such lexicalized forms are tæ/nçhç- (variant tæ/nç-) ‘laugh’, which 

possibly involves the root nç- ‘say’, and tæ/-key- ‘measure’, from key- ‘see’. 

At least in the case of ‘imitate’ and ‘measure’, the lexicalized forms have in 

common with the Counterfactual gram a semantics of hypothetical likeness; of 

fulfilling some, but not all, of the criteria necessary for having a particular iden-

tity. Just as ‘imitate’ could be translated ‘do as if’ (i.e., be like the real thing, but 

not the same), ‘measure’ could be translated ‘see as if’, since in Hup culture 
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measuring something usually involves suggesting a hypothetical replacement 

for the actual entity (e.g., ‘the length of my arm’; ‘from here to that tree’, etc.). 

Even ‘laugh’ could perhaps be interpreted similarly, i.e., ‘like speaking, but 

different’. 

 

 

14.3. Alternative Counterfactual form ==tih 
 

In addition to -tQ)/-, Hup has an alternative Counterfactual form =tih, illus-

trated in examples (34–36) (see also 5–6 above). This form occurs exclusively 

in conditional expressions, but is less common than -tQ)/-, with which it appears 

to be freely interchangeable; the two can also co-occur (example 36). The fac-

tors governing the choice between these two counterfactual markers are not 

fully understood; however, Counterfactual =tih tends to be followed by the 

Inferential evidential cud (although this is not required for grammaticality), 

while -tQ)/- is much more rarely followed by evidentials. Note that the form of 

Counterfactual =tih resembles the clause-final emphasis marker tíh (see 

§15.3.1.3), but unlike the emphasis marker it is an unstressed enclitic, which 

tends to be followed by other enclitics. 

 

(34) / n  có/-óy=b’ay  d h-ét   b’ y /  / n  ní-tQ‡n,  
  1pl  LOC-DYNM=AGAIN water-OBL only  1pl  be-COND  

 

  y t  ham-n h=ttih=cud=mah 

  thus go-NEG=CNTRFCT2=INFR=REP 

  ‘If we lived only by the river, things would not go well for us, they say.’  

  (txt) 

 

(35) hám-ay=ttih=cud    /ãêh-ã êh, d h d’ój-óy  keyó/,  
  go-DYNM=CNTRFCT2=INFR 1sg-DECL water rain-DYNM CAUSE   

 

  /ãh ham-n h- h 

  1sg go-NEG-DECL 

  ‘I would have gone, but since it rained, I did not go.’ (el) 

 

(36) ham-ttæ ê / -æy=ttih=cud   yæêh  /ãêh-ã êh  

  go-CNTRFCT-DYNM=CNTRFCT2 FRUST  1sg-DECL 

  ‘I would have gone’ (el) 
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14.4. Frustrative  yæ êh  
 

The Frustrative marker has a range of possible interpretations: it can indicate 

that the intended or anticipated goal of an action is unrealized, the action itself 

did not reach completion, it occurred but was ineffectual, its resulting (intended) 

state did not last, or that its eventual outcome is in doubt. Unlike Counterfactual 

-tæ/-, yQ)êh does not entail that the event does not or will not take place; rather, 

it has to do primarily with intentions or expectations relating to the event. Frus-

trative yQ)êh is a fluid morpheme, appearing either as a particle or as an Inner 

Suffix depending on the type of Boundary Suffix present (see §3.5), as the ex-

amples in this section illustrate. ‘Frustrative’ grams of this sort are found in 

many Amazonian languages, although their uses vary somewhat from language 

to language (Overall, in preparation). 

 Examples of Frustrative yQê)h are given in (37–38); here the event in question 

did take place, but the intended goal was not realized. In (37), for example, the 

jaguar has been tricked by the crab, who has robbed him of his eyes; the jag-

uar’s attempts to rectify the situation are of no avail. In (38), the speaker had 

strung her beads on a long string to wear around her neck, but they were subse-

quently lost or stolen.  

 

(37) “/ n  k w g d’o/-tu/-/áy!”    t h  nç-yyæ êh-æêh…   
    1sg.OBJ eye  take-immerse-VENT.IMP 3sg say-FRUST-DECL  

 

  t h  pe/pe/-yyæ êh-æêh 

  3sg grope-FRUST-DECL 

   ‘Put my eyes back in! he said (in vain)…he groped around (in vain)…’  

  (txt) 

 

(38) t t  w’ t- t /ãh cuh-/e/-yyæ êh-æêh  

  string long-OBL 1sg string-PERF-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘I strung (the beads) on a long string (in vain).’ (txt) 

 
 In a compound verb, the ‘in vain’ sense of the Frustrative applies to the 

compound as a whole. This may mean that all the sub-events (as represented by 

the verb roots within the compound) are carried out while the goal of the overall 

event remains unrealized, as in (39) (in which the teaching was begun but not 

continued). It may also mean that only some of the sub-events actually took 

place, to the effect that the goal still is unrealized, as in (40) (where the speaker 

wants to converse in Portuguese, but is unable to do so).  
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(39) tegh =/ãêy=wa     j’ám   / n- n    

  Non.Indian=FEM=old.woman DST.CNTR 1pl-OBJ  

 

  b’oy-cum-ni-yyæ êh-æêh 

  teach-beginning-be-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘A Non-Indian woman (long ago) began to teach us (in vain).’ (she soon  

  left). (txt) 

 

(40) n N=d’ h w d-næn-tQ‡n=hin,   /ãh / d-tuk-yyæ êh-æêh  

  2pl=PL  arrive-come-COND=also 1sg speak-want-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘When you types (Non-Indian people) come here, I’d like (in vain) to talk  

  with you.’ (but can’t speak Portuguese) (txt) 

 

 Frustrative yQ)êh often occurs following evidentials and other formatives (41–

43), including the Intensifier suffix -(V)cáp (example 43; see §15.1.1): 

 

(41) t n ‡h  wQ‡d t h  w’ob-/ -y=cud  yyæ êh-æêh  

  3sg.POSS food 3sg set-PERF-DYNM=INFR FRUST-DECL 

  ‘She put her food up, apparently (in vain).’ (some things were neverthe-

  less stolen) (txt) 

 

(42) /ãh j’çm-tú-y=h      yyæ êh   

  1sg bathe-want-DYNM=NONVIS FRUST 

  ‘I’d like to take a bath…(in vain).’ (I won’t because it is too cold) (cv) 

 

(43) t h- n  /ãh key-tuk-ucáp yyæ êh-æêh 
  3sg-OBJ 1sg see-want-INTS1 FRUST-DECL 

  ‘I’d really like to see him (in vain).’ (because he is not able to come) (cv) 

 

 Used in a negative predicate, yQ)êh indicates that a negative event has im-

peded a desired outcome or situation (i.e., ‘did not do (verb), to our disappoint-

ment’), as in (44). As discussed above (§14.2.2), the same construction can 

indicate that a negative event has been narrowly averted (i.e., ‘almost did not do 

Verb’); these interpretations are dependent on context.  
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(44) núp=b’ay katánya-át=/ y=/ h  / n- n  h Ùt   

  this=AGAIN Castanha-OBL=who=MSC 1pl-OBJ tobacco  

 

  w’ob-n h  yyæ êh=nih   tí 
  set-NEG  FRUST=EMPH.CO EMPH.DEP 

  ‘As for this one from the Rio Castanha, (he) doesn’t set any tobacco out  

  for us’ (as a contribution to the drinking party). (sp) 

 

 Frustrative yQê‚h is common in exclamations of doubt (often phrased as ex-

clamatory/rhetorical questions), in which it expresses uncertainty about the out-

come of the event in question – usually vis-à-vis the intentions or hopes of the 

speaker – as opposed to the actual failure of the event or its goal (examples 45–

49). Note that yæêh can encliticize to interrogative pronominal forms such as 

h ‚có/ ‘where’ and h ‚n’ ‡h ‘what’ and can occur more than once in the clause (45, 

47).  

 

(45) h ‚-có/  yyæ êh  t h  ham-yyæ êh-æ/ t   

  Q-LOC  FRUST  3sg go-FRUST-INT EMPH.INT 

  ‘Where could he have gone to (he was just here)?’ (txt) 

 

 

(46) h ‚ê-n h- y   yyæ êh t h  t  ?!    dç/key yyQê ‚h t h  t  ?!  
  Q-be.like-DYNM FRUST 3sg EMPH.INT right  FRUST 3sg EMPH.INT 

  ‘How can it be? Wasn’t it right?!’ (H-CO.1) 

 

(47) h ‚-n’ ‡h b g  yyæ êh  j’ãêh   yãÙ/   
  Q-NMZ HAB FRUST  DST.CNTR mom  

 

  …k dcak-wog  b g  yyæ êh-æêw-ah  y  ?! 
  pass.climb-EMPH1 HAB FRUST-FLR-FOC TAG1   

  ‘Why in the world does Mom always climb up there (when she comes  

  back from the roça)?’ (txt) 

  

(48) /am ‡h  h êp d’ h- w-ay  yyæ êh  tí !  
  2sg.POSS fish rot-FLR-INCH FRUST  EMPH.DEP 

  ‘Your fish is probably already spoiling!’ (txt) 

 

(49) / n- p  y ‚ê-n’ ‡h=n’ n  hipãh-n h  yyæ êh  tí !  
  1pl-DEP that-NMZ=PL.OBJ know-NEG FRUST  EMPH.DEP 

  ‘We (humans) wouldn’t know about these things!’ (txt) 
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 As noted above (§14.2), one of the most common uses of the Frustrative is in 

combination with the Counterfactual marker -tæ/-, especially in conditional 

constructions regarding events that did not or definitely will not occur (exam-

ples 50–51). This use is clearly compatible with the ‘in vain’ function of the 

Frustrative; because the event itself was averted or unrealized, so was any out-

come from it that might have been anticipated. 

 

(50) “n N nçh-tú/ !”   n - y   yyæ êh=mah;  / n   
  2pl  fall-immerse.IMP say-DYNM FRUST=REP  1pl    
 

  nçh-tú/-tQ‡n,   / n=mah teghçê‚=d’ h ni-ttæ /-yæ êh-æêh 
  fall-immerse-COND 1pl=REP  Non.Indian=PL be-CNTRFCT-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘ “You all jump in!” he said (in vain); had we jumped in, we would have  

  been Non-Indian people, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

(51) t h  ye-ttæ ê /-æ êy    yæ êh ! 
  3sg enter-CNTRFCT-DYNM FRUST 

  ‘It (the ball) almost went in (to the goal)!’ (cv) 

 

Occasionally, a speaker may even leave out Counterfactual -tæ/- and use only 

yæêh to indicate an attempted or desired event that fails to occur (not the usual 

function of the Frustrative): 

 

(52) t h  d’ó/-óy  yyæ êh=mah yúp,  tã/ãêy-ãw-ã êp  

  3sg take-DYNM FRUST=REP that.ITG woman-FLR-DEP 

  ‘She would have taken him (as her husband), the woman.’ (txt) 

 

 Example (53) amply illustrates the related (but usually distinct) uses of Frus-

trative yæêh and Counterfactual -tæ/-. This passage comes from a text describ-

ing the creation of humans by Bone-Son, the Hup creator or culture hero. Bone-

Son tries out and discards various physical attributes in his creation efforts, each 

of which would have been a human characteristic had he decided to keep them. 

 

(53) yúw-ay=mah,  t h=w d  b /-yyæ êh-ay-áh,    wQd-n w’  
  that.ITG-INCH=REP 3sg=RESP  work-FRUST-INCH-DECL food-crop    

  ‘Thus it was, that he did (in vain); he put a  
 

  t h  w’ob-yyæ êh-mah-áh, d’o/-y /- y=mah,  kçn-n h=mah.  
  3sg set-FRUST-REP-DECL take-TEL-DYNM=REP like-NEG=REP 

  bird’s crop (on the humans, in vain), then he took it off, he didn’t like it.  
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  wQd-n w’ paw’-pog-ttæ ê /-æêy=mah    / n- h. 
  food-crop swell-EMPH1-CNTRFCT-DYNM=REP 1pl-DECL 

  We would have had a bulging bird’s crop. 
 

  d’úb=mah t h  d’o/-g’et-yyæ êh-æêh,  d’ub-ni--tæ ê /-æêy   
  tail=REP  3sg take-stand-FRUST-DECL tail-be-CNTRFCT-DYNM  

  Then he stuck a tail on (in vain); we would have had a tail; 
 

  yæ êh=mah,  / n- h,  kçn-n h=mah,  d’o/-y /- y=mah. 
  FRUST=REP  1pl-DECL  like-NEG=REP  take-TEL-DYNM=REP 

  but he didn’t like it and took it off.’ (txt) 

 

 A final verbal use of Frustrative yQ)êh is in the idiomatic expression of regret-

ted failure, n -cud-yæ êh-æ êh ‘should, should have’ (examples 54–55). This is a 

frozen, idiosyncratic construction,
165

 which attaches as a suffix-like unit to the 

preceding verb form (as evidenced by the verb stem’s lack of primary stress, 

lack of its own Boundary Suffix, and the inability of a subject to come between 

the two). A first person subject is ungrammatical with this expression, and the 

final Declarative marker cannot be replaced by the Dynamic suffix or other 

inflectional form.  

 

(54) /ap d-y /   t h  d’o/-cçp-y /-nn -cud-yQ) êh-æ êh   

  immediate-TEL 3sg take-go.from.river-TEL-say-be.inside-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘He should have brought it up right away.’ (cv) 

 

(55) /am pQ-nn -cud-yæ êh-æ êh   

  2sg go.upriver-say-be.inside-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘You should have gone upriver.’ (el)  

 

 Like certain other verbal formatives (but by no means all), the Frustrative 

can attach directly to predicate nominals without a copula verb (cf. §17.3.4). As 

such, it attaches to the entire predicate nominal phrase as an enclitic. Its frustra-

tive function here is similar to its function with verbal predicates; for example, 

(56) was uttered in joking reference to a piece of my hair, and (57) comes from 

a story in which a man fishing with a spirit companion finds that the spirit’s 

                                                
165

 This form probably comes from the idiomatic expression nç-cud- ‘advise, persuade’. 

The most likely identity of the form cud here appears to be the verb ‘be inside’, rather 

than the (formally identical) Inferred evidential. 
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‘fish’ (which the man is expected to catch) appear to humans as jaguars – mak-

ing them quite difficult to pull in, string up, and carry home. 

 

(56) [h p tæêh y    pay-n h mún] yyQê ‚h  yúw-úh  

   fish small dangle bad-NEG INTS2 FRUST  that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It would make a not-bad minnow-fishing-line (in vain).’ (cv) 

 

(57) y -d’ h  [yã/ám=d’ h]  yyæ êh=mah  / n- n-ãw-ã êh !  
  that.ITG-PL jaguar=PL  FRUST=REP  1pl-OBJ-FLR-DECL 

  ‘They are jaguars for us (humans)!’ (but traira fish for spirits) (txt) 

 

In (58), it occurs with an adverbial predicate: 

 

(58) [y t=y /] yyæ êh  yúw-up  tí  
   thus=TEL FRUST  that.ITG-DEP EMPH.DEP 

  ‘It should/could be like this (but generally isn’t).’ (sp) 

 

In example (59), the speaker uses the Frustrative and the Perfective to mark the 

name of a dead person, indicating – as does the past tense of the English transla-

tion (‘that was her name’) – that the link between the actual person and the use 

of the name has been severed by her death (even though, of course, the name 

can still be applied to the memory of the person). Because the use of the Frus-

trative in general implies that the event is contrary to expectation or desire (of 

the speaker or actor), it also functions here to convey a sense of the speaker’s 

sorrow over her mother’s death.  

 

(59) n ‡   /ín   tçhç-y /- h…  
  1sg.POSS mother finish-TEL-DECL  

 

  yow na-/é/  yyæ êh=mah yúw-úh,   t n ‡h  h t-áh  

  Joanna-PERF  FRUST=REP that.ITG-DECL 3sg.POSS name-DECL 

  ‘My mother died... she was called Joanna, (that was) her name.’ (txt) 

  

 In addition to its use as a Frustrative marker, the form yQ)êh also occurs inde-

pendently as a verb root (as do many other bound verbal formatives in Hup), 

meaning ‘order, compel, request’, as in (60) (here in its imperative form): 
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(60) kayak  d h g--yæ êh    yú-w d- n;  
  manioc water drink-request.IMP that.ITG-old.man-OBJ  

 

  k w  yo/-wQd-yyæ êh,   yú-w d- n 
  pimenta dip-eat-request.IMP  that.ITG-OBJ 
  ‘Tell that old fellow to drink manicuera; tell that old fellow to dip out and 

  eat pepper-broth.’ (cv) 

 

The verbal and Frustrative uses of yQ)h can co-occur in the same verbal con-

struction, illustrating that they are functionally and (at least in this context) for-

mally distinct: 

 

(61) deh-cã êy- n   t h  hop-yyQê ‚h-æêh,     

  water-beetle-OBJ 3sg get.wet-request-DECL  

 

  hop-yyæ êh-æêy    yyæ êh=mah 

  get.wet-request-DYNM  FRUST=REP 

  ‘He sent the water-beetle into the water, sent (him) into the water in  

  vain.’ (txt)   
 

(62) / n- n  b’ y /  t h  d’ob-yyæ êh-cud-yyæ êh-æêh  

  1pl.OBJ only  3sg go.to.river-request-INFR-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘He told only us to come down (in vain – others came as well).’ (txt) 

 

  

Historical note 

 

Despite their synchronic independence from each other, the verb root yQ)h- 
‘order, compel, request’ probably represents the historical source of the Frustra-

tive morpheme, which would have developed from the compound-final verb 

root yQ)h- via a process of grammaticalization (cf. §9.4.3 and §3.5). The mecha-

nisms that probably allowed this transition from compound-internal verb root to 

peripheral formative are discussed in §3.5 and §3.7, and the current fluid 

identity of yæh provides a context in which the two constructions (yQ)h- as verb 

root and yQ)êh as Frustrative marker) are still formally identical. While the se-

mantic link between the two is not immediately obvious, it arguably lies in the 

fact that speakers are much more likely to bother with explicitly stating that 

they have ordered or requested someone to do something if that person has not 

carried out the request. That is, in stating ‘I compel him’ or ‘I requested this to 
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be done’, the speaker is usually implying some degree of frustration that the 

action has not yet been carried out.  

 

 

14.5. Cooperative --n ‡ N  
 

The verbal Boundary Suffix -n ‡N conveys a sense of cooperation. In its most 

frequent function, -n ‡N creates a type of hortative construction, which indicates 

that agents should carry out an activity in cooperation, involving a shared goal 

or object. As such, it usually occurs with a first person plural subject (which 

may be dropped, as in 64). The Cooperative construction is illustrated in (63–

65):  

 

(63) b’ y  / n  k k-/ay-nn ‡ N      

  traira.fish 1pl  pull-VENT-COOP   

  ‘Let’s go fish for traira fish (together).’ (txt)   

 

(64) hám-áy,  y’Q/-/ay-nn ‡ N 
  go-INCH.IMP defecate-VENT-COOP 

  ‘Come on, let’s go defecate (together).’ (grandmother to child) (cv) 

 

(65) bodáca d’o/-/áy   hám,  / n  wQd-nn ‡ N ! 
  cookies take-VENT.IMP go.IMP 1pl  eat-COOP 

  ‘Go get some cookies, we’ll eat them (together)!’ (cv) 

 

This hortative use of Cooperative -n ‡N is similar to that of the inclusive first 

person plural future construction with Declarative -V èh (see §13.3), in which a 

sense of immediacy may be signaled by the Venitive and Perfective Aspect 

markers (example 66a). However, -n ‡N places more focus on the cooperative 

interaction among the participants than does the Hortative Declarative construc-

tion, which simply entails the joint performance of the activity (66b). 

 

(66) a) hám-áy,  / n  key-/ay-/ -h ! 
   go-INCH.IMP 1pl  see-VENT-PERF-DECL 

   ‘Come on, let’s both go see!’ 

 

  b) hám-áy,  / n  key-nn ‡ N ! 
   go-INCH.IMP 1pl  see-COOP 

   ‘Come on, let’s go see together!’ (cv) 
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Cooperative -n ‡N also occurs with other persons than the first person plural, 

although this is considerably less common. In these cases, -n ‡N often signals the 

centrality of an object to the cooperative activity to be carried out. This object 

must be topical to the discourse, but need not be explicitly stated, as example 

(67a) illustrates. If there is no common object involved, the lexical form /Qyæt-
y / ‘together’ is preferred, and the verb does not take -n ‡  (example 67b). 

 

(67)  a) dó/=d’ h muhu/-nn ‡ N      
   child=PL  play-COOP      

   ‘The children will play (with it).’ (i.e., together with a shared object  

   such as a ball) (el) 

 

 

  b) /Qyæ t-y /   dó/=d’ h muh /-té-h 
   together-TEL  child=PL  play-FUT-DECL    

   ‘The children will play together.’ (el) 

  

Use of -n ‡N with a singular subject is also possible. In these cases, the focus 

is often on a cooperative or solicitous activity, such as the speaker’s offer to 

delouse the addressee in (68):  

  

(68) næm /ám- n /ãêh key--n ‡ N  

  lice 2sg-OBJ 1sg see-COOP 

  ‘How about I check you for lice.’ (txt) 

 

In addition to the focus on a cooperative activity linking participants, use of  

-n ‡N in singular-subject clauses – as in those with plural subjects like (67a)  

above – often highlights the role of some object that is required for the activity 

(i.e., with which the activity must be performed):   

 

(69) /am ‡h  hçhtég / n  way-/é/,    h Ùp /ãh k k-/ay-nn ‡ N  

  2sg.POSS canoe  1sg.OBJ go.out-PERF.IMP  fish 1sg pull-VENT-COOP 

  ‘Lend me your canoe, I’ll go fishing (with it).’ (i.e., ‘it will allow me to  

  fish’) (el)  

 

(70) “/ n  n N d’o/-næn,  mæh!”   n - y,  “/ãêh g-nn ‡ N !”  
      1sg.OBJ 2pl  take-come.IMP younger.sister say-DYNM 1sg  drink-COOP 

   ‘Bring me some, sister!’ (I) said, ‘I’ll drink some!’ (cv) 
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(71) t h  y Ùh  d’ó/-op yæ êh=mah t h  ham-yæ êh-æêh,   
  3sg medicine get-DEP FRUST=REP 3sg go-FRUST-DECL  

 

  tã/ãêy=n’ n  t h  y h-ni-nn ‡ N  
  woman=PL.OBJ 3sg medicine-be-COOP 

  ‘He went to get medicine (in vain); he would medicate/enchant the  

  women (with it).’ (txt)  

 

In addition to its use with both singular and plural forms of first and third 

person subjects, Cooperative -n ‡N may be used with a singular second person 

subject:  

 

(72) /ám / h-nn ‡ N  

  2sg sleep-COOP 

  ‘You can sleep with it.’ (handing someone a hammock) (el) 

 

However, the use of the -n ‡N verbal marker is ungrammatical with the second 

person plural pronoun, creating a gap in the paradigm. The only readily appar-

ent motivation for this is that the second person plural pronoun n N is essentially 

identical in form to the Cooperative suffix. Their incompatibility may be a clue 

to a diachronic relationship between these two forms; alternatively, it could 

possibly be motivated by a desire to avoid repetitive forms, especially since 

pronominal n N is very common in Hup discourse. 

The form n N plays another role in Hup grammar, in addition to its use as 

second person plural pronoun and verbal suffix. It acts as a verb root relating to 

a personal association between human participants, meaning roughly ‘expect 

someone, await someone’s arrival’, as in (73): 

 

(73) cãp=/i )h- n  t h  nn N- p     tíh ! 
  other=MSC-OBJ 3sg expect.somone-DEP EMPH2 

  ‘He was expecting a different person!’ (txt) 

 

It frequently occurs together with the frustrative marker in the expression n N-
yæêh-æêh ‘hope for, expect someone (in vain)’, typically used in situations where 

the speaker had thought someone was coming but was mistaken. People in the 

village reportedly said (74) when they were expecting me and heard another 

boat pass by on the river. 

 

(74) patí- n  páh   / n  nn N-yæ êh-æ êh  

  Pattie-OBJ PRX.CNTR 1pl  n N-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘We thought/hoped it was Pattie!’ (ru) 
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The verb n N- also appears in the form hup-hi-n N- ‘await someone’s expected 

arrival’, which involves the Reflexive form hup- together with the Factitive hi- 
(example 75) – and is semantically quite similar to the other uses of n N-.  
 

(75) t h- n=y /  páh   /ãh hhup-hi-n N- y  

  3sg-OBJ=TEL PRX.CNTR 1sg RFLX-FACT-n N-DYNM 

  ‘I’m waiting for him to arrive.’ (el) 

 

The focus on interaction or association between two human participants 

conveyed by n N- as a verb is strikingly similar to the cooperative function of 

the -n N verbal suffix. Especially in light of the fact that many Hup grammatical 

particles have likely historical sources in compounded verb roots, a relationship 

between these two forms is quite plausible. Whether these forms are in fact 

related to each other or to the second person plural pronoun must remain a ques-

tion for future investigation.  

 

 

 

14.6. Apprehensive mood  

 

The Apprehensive mood is used to deliver a warning to the addressee about a 

possible undesirable event. It is expressed as a main clause in which the predi-

cate is the simple verb stem, free of the verbal Boundary Suffixes that are 

obligatory in all other moods except the imperative. In other words, the Appre-

hensive can be understood as represented by a zero morpheme (although this is 

not indicated in the gloss line in the examples here), ‘substituting’ for a concrete 

Boundary Suffix that would otherwise be present.  

 The Apprehensive construction is formally very similar to the basic impera-

tive in Hup, which is likewise indicated by a bare verb stem lacking a Boundary 

Suffix (§17.5). Their primary difference is that all imperative forms receive an 

obligatory high tone (on the last syllable of the stem), whereas tone on Appre-

hensive roots varies (see discussion below). Further distinguishing features are 

the fact that the second person addressee in the Apprehensive mood is always 

explicitly stated (as either the subject or the object of the verb), whereas in the 

imperative a singular (although not a plural) second person subject is almost 

always dropped. Also, the subject of an apprehensive clause may be first, sec-

ond, or third person, whereas the subject of an imperative can only be second 

person.  

 Functionally, as well as formally, the Apprehensive mood in Hup is proba-

bly best considered a sub-type of imperative. It is essentially an implied com-

mand; as in the examples below, an Apprehensive statement such as ‘you’ll 
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fall!’ is typically an indirect speech act meaning ‘stop doing that!’ – but one that 

leaves the addressee room to make the decision for him/herself. 

 Examples of the Apprehensive mood are given below, including a reflexive 

verb form (example 79): 

 

(76) /am nn h !  
  2sg fall.APPR 

  ‘(Watch out,) you’ll fall!’ (cv) 

 

(77) /am tt h !  
  2sg break.APPR 

  ‘(Watch out,) you’ll break (yourself)!’ (cv) 

 

(78) /ám- n t h  gg’ ç !  
  2sg-OBJ 3sg bite.APPR 

  ‘(Watch out,) he’ll bite you!’ (cv) 

 

(79) náw=y /  d /  m ‡/  b /,  /ám hhup=h êk !  
  good=TEL VDIM UNDER work.IMP 2sg RFLX=sawing.motion.APPR 

  ‘Go a bit more carefully on that last part; you’ll cut yourself!’ (cv) 

 

 A warning can be intended as a threat, as in example (80), in which a mother 

is telling her son to obey lest his father punish him. A threat is also the default 

interpretation when the subject is in the first person (example 81). 

 

(80) /ám- n cé   mmQ‡h !  d’o/-k dnæn !   kow’-níníh-h  !  
  2sg-OBJ Moises beat.APPR take-pass.come.IMP  peel-NEG.IMP-TAG2  

  ‘Moisés will beat you! Bring it here! Don’t peel it!’ (cv) 

 

(81) /ám- n /ãh yçm y yók   ttán-ah ! 
  2sg-OBJ 1sg anus  stab.APPR  FUT.CNTR-DECL  

  ‘I’ll stab you in the anus!’ (txt) 

 

Note, however, that the Apprehensive mood is not the only strategy available 

for delivering a threat; future-tense declarative clauses are also an option: 

 

(82) /ám- n m n N=y / /ãh mmQh-y /- té-h ! 
  2sg-OBJ straight=TEL 1sg beat-TEL-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll kill you directly!’ (txt) 
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 While warning the addressee is by far the most common function of the Ap-

prehensive mood, a speaker can also use an Apprehensive form to refer to a 

possible threat to his/her own safety: 

 

(83) / n  h d  d’ó/   ttán-ah  

  1sg.OBJ 3pl  take.APPR FUT.CNTR-DECL 

  ‘They (boys) would get me.’ (girl explaining why she did not intend to 

  visit another town) (cv) 

 

 Of Hup’s several evidential specifications (see §14.9 below), only the Re-

portative is grammatical in apprehensive clauses: 

 

(84) /ám- n t h  mmQ‡h=mah ! 
  2sg-OBJ 3sg beat.APPR=REP 

  ‘He’ll beat you, it’s said!’ (el) 

 

 The Apprehensive mood can occur with compound verbal constructions, in-

volving multiple roots, emphasis markers, and aspect-related Inner Suffixes.
166

  

 

(85) náw=y /  tok-póg=h      c c,   

  good=TEL pound-EMPH1.IMP=TAG2 INTERJ   

 

  /am  ttok-p / -yQ t-y /=p g! 
  2sg  pound-spill-lie-TEL.APPR=EMPH1 

  ‘Pound (the coca) carefully, darn it! You’ll spill it all out!’ (cv) 

 

In keeping with Hup’s strategy of external possession (see §5.3.1) – by 

which human ‘possessors’ of body parts are preferred as the primary arguments 

of a clause, rather than the body part itself – the human ‘possessor’ may become 

the subject of an apprehensive clause. This is illustrated in example (86) (an 

admonition not to point at the rainbow, for fear that the malignant Rainbow 

Spirit might eat away one’s finger), and it results in an interpretation akin to a 

passive. The body part is incorporated into the verbal construction.  

 

 

 

                                                
166

 In an Apprehensive clause, stress may optionally apply equally to every syllable in 

the verb word. 
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(86) cob-níníh!  n N dd’ap h t g ! 
  point-NEG.IMP 2pl  hand  eat.away.APPR 

  ‘Don’t point! Your finger will get eaten away!’ (cv) 

 

One of the more intriguing aspects of the Apprehensive mood is the phonol-

ogy of Apprehensive verb forms. As discussed above, both imperative and Ap-

prehensive moods allow the verb stem to stand alone, without additional inflec-

tion; thus in the majority of cases the entire verb word is a single syllable, 

which receives its own primary stress. In the imperative mood, this is obligato-

rily realized as high tone (or its falling allophone), and in general vowel-final 

stems also take a (presumably epenthetic) final [h] in the imperative. For the 

Apprehensive forms, on the other hand, there is no final [h] on CV stems, and 

there is no single tonal value associated with this mode. Rather, the tone as-

signment varies from stem to stem. This does not appear to be either phonologi-

cally conditioned or random, but purely lexical; consultants are quite definite 

about which tone value is acceptable and which is not, even for elicited verbs 

that would be expected to occur extremely rarely – if ever – in the Apprehen-

sive mode in actual discourse.  

As discussed in §2.3.2.2 (see also §3.1), it is not yet completely clear what 

the underlying tonal assignment is for verbs in general in Hup. Most Hup verb 

roots do not appear to be contrastive for tone, and many verbal environments 

withhold primary stress from stems and assign it to suffixes, thereby creating a 

situation in which the Hup pitch-accent-based tone system cannot be realized on 

verb stems at all. However, the fact that verbs in apprehensive mood appear to 

have distinct tonal values suggests that Hup verbs in general actually do have 

underlying tones. This is supported by the fact that in the very few cases where 

there does appear to be a tonal contrast distinguishing verb roots, the contrast 

applies consistently in the Apprehensive mode: 

 

(87) /ám- n t h  ttúk ! 
  2sg-OBJ 3sg want.APPR 

  ‘He’ll want/desire you!’ (warning a girl to watch out for a man) (el) 

 

(88) /ám- n t h  tt k ! 
  2sg-OBJ 3sg sting.APPR 

  ‘It will sting you!’ (warning someone to watch out for a tocandira ant)  

  (el) 
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14.7. Jussive  -/ êh  
 

Inflection of verbs with the Jussive suffix - h constitutes a type of imperative 

or exhortative strategy that is restricted to third person subjects (both singular 

and plural). The form -/u )êh is a Boundary Suffix, so it accordingly does not re-

quire following inflectional material. The following examples illustrate its use: 

 

(89) h h-way-n h-y /  níh,  t h=hup  t h  way-/ êh 
  carry-go.out-NEG-TEL be.IMP 3sg=RFLX 3sg go.out-JUS 

  ‘Don’t carry him out (of the house); let him go out by himself.’ (cv)  

 

(90) t h  m’Q-/ êh   

  3sg cool-JUS 

  ‘Let it cool off’ (then I’ll drink the coffee). (cv)   

 

(91) /ãêy=d’ h b’ y /  b /-/ êh-ay,  n N n - h 

  woman=PL only  work-JUS-INCH 2pl  say-DECL 

  ‘Let the women work by themselves, you all say.’ (sp)  

 

Hup’s Jussive construction also has a more clearly optative function (as op-

posed to an exhortative one), in that it may be used to express the speaker’s 

wishes or hopes in cases where “the state of affairs wished for is… outside the 

sphere of influence of the speaker” (Dobrushina et al. 2005): 

 

(92) h d  naw-/ êh   

  3pl  good-JUS 

  ‘May they be well.’ (conventional expression for sending one’s good  

  wishes via a traveler) (cv) 

 

 In a few cases, this optative use of the Jussive takes on an additional conces-

sive or ‘noncurative’ function (cf. Dobrushina 2003), in that it expresses a lack 

of control or lack of concern on the part of the speaker, rather than an actual 

desire.
167

 For example, (93) was reportedly uttered by a frustrated woman upon 

hearing that her husband had been dancing with other women at a drinking 

party: 

 

                                                
167

 A similar connection between ‘noncurative’ and optative meanings is also attested in 

other languages, such as Russian (cf. Dobrushina 2003).  
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(93) t h  yam--/ êh  
  3sg dance-JUS 

  ‘Let him dance!’ (ru) 
  

(94) t h  d’oj--/ êh, m y m ‡/  / n- h!  
  3sg rain-JUS  house UNDER 1pl-DECL 

  ‘Let it rain, we’re in (‘under’) a house!’ (ru) 

 

 As discussed in Chapter 11, /u )h is a highly promiscuous form in Hup. In 

addition to its occurrence as a prefix indicating reciprocity or interactive en-

gagement and as a free lexeme ‘sibling of opposite sex’ (§11.2), it has three 

distinct realizations in suffix or post-stem position. In addition to its Jussive 

function as a Boundary Suffix, it occurs as a verbal Inner Suffix to form an ap-

plicative construction (§11.3), and as a particle associating with both nouns and 

verbs to signal epistemic modality (§14.8 below). Jussive -/u ê)h is formally and 

functionally distinct from these other post-stem realizations of /u )êh, but it is 

nevertheless mutually exclusive with both of them – the Jussive cannot occur 

with either the Applicative or the Epistemic Modality marker. 

 

 

Historical note 

 

The formal resemblance between the Hup Jussive and Applicative constructions 

is probably no accident (and likewise between these and the Epistemic particle; 

see below). It is very likely that the Jussive construction derives historically 

from the Applicative.  
 As noted above, both the Applicative and the Jussive markers are exclu-

sively verbal suffixes, their main formal difference being that the Applicative is 

an Inner Suffix (requiring a following Boundary Suffix, usually either the Dy-

namic or Declarative suffixes), whereas the Jussive is itself a Boundary Suffix. 

However, the imperative form of the Applicative has exactly the same form as 

the Jussive construction – /u )h receives primary stress, and is not followed by 

additional suffix material, as is typical of the imperative construction generally 

in Hup (see §17.5): 

 

(95) / n  t g  h h--/ êh !  
  1sg.OBJ wood carry-APPL.IMP 

  ‘Go carry some wood for me! (cv)  
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(96) /ám có/-óy  / n  w t--/u ) êh ! 
  2sg LOC-DYNM 1sg.OBJ pull.out-APPL.IMP 

  ‘You pull (my eyes) out for me!’ (txt)  
 

 In addition to their identical formal realizations, the Applicative imperative 

and the Jussive constructions occur in complementary distribution. The Appli-

cative imperative is used exclusively with second person subjects,
168

 while the 

Jussive is used exclusively with third person subjects. (Furthermore, the Appli-

cative does not co-occur with the Jussive even in non-imperative form.) Other-

wise, in their expression of a desired future event (the most common function of 

imperatives and jussives/optatives alike), the two are functionally very similar, 

as the following examples illustrate. The Jussive expression in (97) was uttered 

in reference to a piece of food that Fatima’s little brother had left uneaten, while 

the Applicative imperative in (98) is an expression of permission or intention 

that the addressee eat something that the speaker does not want.  

 

(97) tán  pátima wQd-/ êh   

  later Fatima eat-JUS 

  ‘Later Fatima can eat (it).’ (cv)  

 

(98) /ám wQd--/ êh  
  2sg eat-APPL.IMP  

  ‘You eat (it for me).’ (el) 

 

 A historical progression from Applicative imperative to Jussive would re-

flect a cross-linguistically common polyfunctionality between imperative and 

jussive or optative moods, such as that encountered in Nepali (Indo-European, 

Bickel 1999), Russian (Indo-European, Dobrushina 2003), Buriat (Altaic, Do-

brushina 2003), etc. But why should this development in Hup have focused on 

the applicative construction, as opposed to any other imperative form? I argue 

that the choice of the applicative imperative is in fact motivated, and that this 

progression is indeed functionally plausible. Just as the applicative – by defini-

tion – adds a participant, which is typically a beneficiary (and, in Hup, is fre-

quently not explicitly stated), so does an imperative construction also involve an 

                                                
168

 A hortative-type applicative construction with the first person plural can be formed 

with the Declarative suffix (see §13.3), as in the following example: 

 / n  wQd--/ êh- êh! 
 1pl   eat-APPL-DECL 

 ‘Let’s eat (his food)!’ (i.e., he has left it behind and apparently does not want it) (el) 
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implicit benefactive, since the speaker is necessarily a beneficiary of any car-

ried-out command; minimally, his/her wish is gratified. Over time, the use of 

the Applicative marker in imperative constructions in Hup arguably became 

understood as a general feature of imperative use, relating specifically to the 

explicit expression of wishes or hopes. This led to the reanalysis of the impera-

tive applicative construction as a general expression of the hopes and wishes of 

the speaker, vis-à-vis their potential realization by some other person. This may 

also explain why this form did not develop into a strategy for expressing a first-

person hortative, since the speaker is relatively in control of a first-person situa-

tion. In cases where this other person was a third party, as opposed to an ad-

dressee, the imperative applicative became reinterpreted as a jussive or optative 

construction. 

 

 

14.8. Epistemic modality  / êh  
 

The particle / êh functions as a marker of epistemic modality, and signals both 

possibility and probability. Formally, the only features distinguishing it from 

Applicative -/u )h- and Jussive -/u )êh are its identity as a particle rather than a 

suffix, and its association with a wider range of clausal constituents. In particu-

lar, Epistemic /u )êh attaches to and has scope over an entire predicate, including 

predicate nominals as well as verbal predicates, whereas the Jussive and Appli-

cative markers are strictly verbal. As noted above, the Epistemic and Jussive 

uses of /u )h cannot co-occur.  

 The following examples illustrate the association of Epistemic /u )êh with a 

predicate nominal, indicating conjecture or possibility: 

 

(99) h Ùp yæê/=d’ h / êh ! 
  fish roast=PL  EPIST 

  ‘Maybe it’s people cooking fish.’ (discussing a smell) (cv) 

 

(100) n N=tæ êh=d’ h  n ‡h  mæêy  / êh yúw-úh ! 
  2pl=offspring=PL POSS payment EPIST that-DECL 

  ‘This must be in revenge for (my killing) your children!’ (txt) 

 

The particle /u )êh is common in rhetorical questions and equivocal state-

ments. Examples (101–102) are additional cases of its use with predicate nomi-

nals, while in (103–105) it associates with verbal predicates:  
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(101) / y cáp // êh / n  hçÙ‚p k k-w’ob-pæ-Q/   páh ? 

  who INTS1 EPIST 1sg.OBJ fish pull-put-go.upstream-INT PRX.CNTR 

  ‘Who could it be who is catching fish and setting them out for me?’ (txt) 

 

(102) húp=mQh / êh núp=ti/   
  person=DIM EPIST this=EMPH.TAG 

  ‘Could this be a little person?’ (txt) 

 

(103) h ê‚ nç-wó-y    / êh=mah j’ã êh   yúw-úh  
  Q say-EMPH-DYNM EPIST=REP DST.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘How the heck does this (story) go here…’ (txt) 

  

(104) hipã êh-ã êy  / êh /ám h /, nuh-k b k=d’ h ?  

  know-DYNM EPIST 2sg TAG2 head-break=PL 

  ‘You must know (them), right, sauva (lit. head-breaker) ants?’ (txt) 

  

(105) ham-tég /ãêh t ,    /ó ham-n h-ay   / êh  
  go-FUT 1sg EMPH.INT  or go-NEG-INCH EPIST  

 

  /ãh ni-tég=ti/ 

  1sg be-FUT=EMPH.TAG 
  ‘Maybe I’ll go, or maybe I shouldn’t.’ (deciding) (el) 

 

 Epistemic / êh is an obligatory part of a very common formulaic emphatic or 

rhetorical construction that expresses doubt or conjecture. In this semi-idiomatic 

construction, / êh follows the predicate (whether nominal or verbal), while the 

clause-final (pronominal or demonstrative) subject takes the emphasis marker 

=/ h (elsewhere ‘masculine’; see §15.2.2):  

 

(106) húp=pog   / êh t h=/ h ! 
  person=EMPH1 EPIST 3sg=MSC 

  ‘Could that be a person?!’ (txt) 
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(107) d’o/-k næn-kQ‡m  bá/,  n ‡   // êh yúp=/ h,  
  take-quick.come-IMP2 PROTST 1sg.POSS EPIST that-MSC  

 

  /ãêh key-n ‡N 

  1sg see-COOP 

  ‘Bring it here quick, it might be mine, I’ll have a look.’ (when someone  

  finds something) (el) 

 

 The epistemic use of / êh has given rise to the form / hníy ‘maybe’, which 

probably derives from Epistemic / h + ni-iy (be-DYNM). This derived form is 

typically used to mark epistemic modality (doubt or possibility) with verbal 

predicates, whereas /u )êh by itself is more common with predicate nominals. 

Like other particles (including /u )êh), /u )hníy is morphosyntactically bound to its 

host; it is unable to occur utterance-initially, although the preceding form may 

be as minimal as h / ‘yeah’ (example 110). Examples of the use of /u )hníy are 

given in (108–110). 

 

(108) b’çkkáb=hin w dnQn-tég   / hníy  

  griddle=also  arrive.come-FUT maybe 

  ‘Griddles may also arrive.’ (sp) 

 

(109) “t h- n b’ y /  pay-n h mún t h  b /- h,”  n - y  
    3sg-OBJ only  bad-NEG INTS2 3sg work-DECL say-DYNM   

 

  / hníy  / n,  n N- h 

  maybe  1sg.OBJ 2pl-DECL 

  ‘ “Only for him is she doing good things,” you all might be saying about 

  me.’ (sp)  
 

(110) h / / hníy  

  yes maybe 

  ‘Yeah, maybe.’ (cv) 

 

 Another common form derived from Epistemic /u )êh is the fused form 

=cud/ êh [ /n’ êh] ‘probably, apparently’, which involves the Inferred eviden-

tial cud (§14.9.3) plus / êh. The co-occurrence of / êh with the Nonvisual evi-

dential h  (see §14.9.2) is also possible, but is much less common (and is not 

phonologically fused); see example (131) below. Other evidentials are not 

known to combine with Epistemic /u )êh at all. The combination of the Epistemic 

modality marker and the Inferred evidential is used to express conjecture, espe-
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cially where little observable evidence is available by which other observers 

could arrive at a similar conclusion: 

 

(111) húp  k w g=pog=ccud/ êh ! 
  person eye=EMPH1=INFR.EPIST 

  ‘It must have been a person’s eye (I saw)’ (txt) 

 

(112) p d d’ób-óy=ccud/ êh   

  Ped go.to.river-DYNM=INFR.EPIST 

  ‘Ped has gone down to the river (apparently).’ (cv) 

 

The fused form =cud/ êh patterns much like Epistemic /u ê‚h; it commonly oc-

curs with predicate nominals, and appears in the formulaic rhetorical / êh…/ h 

expression (example 113), and together with the / hníy form (example 114). 

 

(113) póg=ccud/ êh  yúp=/ h, d h=teg=/ h 
  big=INFR.EPIST  that=MSC  water=tree=MSC 

  ‘It was really big, that water-tree.’ (txt)   

 

(114) w h=/ h=ccud/ hníy 
  River.Indian=MSC=INFR.maybe 

  ‘I guess he was a River Indian.’ (txt) 

 

 

Historical note  

 

It is likely that the formal resemblance of all three suffixing or post-stem forms 

of / h (Applicative, Jussive, and Epistemic modality markers) is due to histori-

cal polysemy, rather than chance homonymy. In fact, these three forms proba-

bly represent a grammaticalization chain, by which the Applicative developed 

into the Jussive (as argued in §14.7 above), and then the Jussive into the Epis-

temic modality marker.  

 The transition from Jussive to Epistemic marker in Hup is functionally plau-

sible. The Jussive functions to express the speaker’s attitude toward a future 

event, and particularly his/her wishes and hopes regarding a probable outcome. 

This is essentially an expression of deontic modality, which necessarily high-

lights a sense of uncertainty vis-à-vis the anticipated event. Foregrounding this 

uncertainty has arguably allowed Jussive -/ h to be reanalyzed as a marker of 

epistemic modality. Moreover, the position of the Jussive as the medial link in 

the chain explains its inability to co-occur with either the Applicative or the 

Epistemic modality marker.  
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 The stages of such a transition are well attested cross-linguistically. An 

association between an optative/noncurative function (like that of the Hup 

Jussive) and the expression of probability is found in numerous languages, such 

as Khakas (Turkic), Hindi, and Lavukaleve (Papuan) (cf. Dobrushina 2003). 

Similarly, a historic association between deontic and epistemic modality is also 

widely attested (cf. Palmer 2001: 87–89); compare the uses of must in English 

and its counterpart in other European languages (French devoir, etc.). 

 Formally, the transition from verbal suffix to predicative particle is also 

plausible for Hup, in light of the grammaticalization processes present in the 

language generally – although at face value an affix-to-clitic transition would 

appear typologically unlikely. In Hup, as the discussion in §3.7 illustrates (see 

also Epps 2007d),  verb roots in compound-final position may take on auxiliary-

like functions and grammaticalize into Inner Suffix forms, which come between 

verb stems and the obligatory Boundary Suffixes. From there, they may migrate 

out of the verb core to become peripheral formatives (enclitics and particles), a 

process that is represented and even facilitated by the general synchronic flexi-

bility of the many fluid forms that can appear both inside and outside the verb 

core. These formatives can associate with non-verbal predicates as well. The 

diachronic transition experienced by these morphemes is schematized here: 

 

V1 – V2 – Bdry  V1 – Inner.suffix – Bdry  V1 – Bdry = Peripheral.form 

 

 Finally, it is also probable that these post-stem realizations of /u)h are his-

torically related not only to each other, but also to the Interactional prefix and 

the free lexeme ‘sibling of opposite sex’, as argued in §11.2. 

 

 

14.9. Evidentiality 

 

From a typological perspective, Hup has a remarkably complex system of evi-

dentiality, with as many as five distinctions conveyed by four different gram-

matical markers. Evidentiality is here defined as a grammaticalized system for 

indicating the source of the information presented in a clause (cf. Aikhenvald 

2003b); it is therefore understood as more than the capability – which is pre-

sumably common to all languages – to express information source by periphras-

tic means (cf. Chafe and Nichols 1986). It is not considered to be an expression 

of modality per se, since designation of information source may be (and often 

is) independent of speakers’ attitudes toward that information.  

 Hup formally marks evidential distinctions relating to information that is ac-

quired nonvisually (but first-hand), by inference, and by report from another 

person. Visually acquired information can be understood to form a fourth evi-

dential category, which is zero-marked and hence overlaps with the environ-
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ments in which evidentiality is not specified at all. The Nonvisual, Inferred, and 

Reportative evidential markers are fluid morphemes that modify the entire 

predicate or clause; they appear most frequently as enclitics, but (like fluid 

morphemes generally; see §3.5) they appear in Inner Suffix position when the 

relevant Boundary Suffixes are present on the verb. Of these three evidential 

enclitics, the Nonvisual and Inferred markers represent a formal subsystem of 

their own in that they pattern in the same way, while the Reportative marker is 

distinct. In addition to these fluid forms, Hup has a second inferred evidential 

marker that occurs exclusively as a verbal Inner Suffix, and patterns quite dif-

ferently from the other evidentials. These evidentials are summarized in Table 

42: 

 
Table 42. Evidentials in Hup 

Default (includes visual) Unmarked (-Ø) 

Nonvisual =hç) / -hç)(h)- 
Inferred =cud / -cud- 
Reportative =mah / -mah- 
Inferred 2 -ni- 

 

Important features of evidentiality in Hup include the fact that – unlike many 

other languages with systems of grammaticalized markers (including Hup’s 

neighbors Tukano and Tariana) – the specification of evidentiality is grammati-

cally optional in Hup. Also, the information source encoded in Hup evidentials 

is understood as a rule to be that of the speaker, although in interrogative 

clauses it may be understood to be that of the addressee. Such skewed occur-

rence of evidential specifications with first-person referents is found in many 

evidential systems cross-linguistically (Curnow 2002). 

The three fluid evidentials can occur in various clause types – declarative, 

interrogative, and exclamatory – and they occur independently of the time 

frame in which the event takes place (past, present, or future). However, there 

are some general restrictions on their distribution among clause types: only the 

Reportative evidential is grammatical in imperative clauses, and evidential 

markers do not occur at all in apprehensive or jussive/optative moods. Use of 

the additional inferred evidential is much more restricted.  

This section introduces each of the Hup evidential specifications in turn, and 

discusses their functions, morphosyntactic patterning, and the possible etymo-

logical sources of their markers. It also suggests – particularly in the final 

‘Comparative note’ – that neighboring Tukanoan languages have exerted a 

strong areal influence on the development of the Hup system (see Epps 2005a 

for further discussion).  
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14.9.1. Visual evidential ‘category’ 

 

Because evidential markers are to some degree optional in Hup even where they 

are appropriate, and because there are environments (such as apprehensive and 

jussive/optative moods) that seem to exclude the specification of evidentiality 

altogether, the lack of any evidential marker cannot easily be interpreted as 

signaling a distinct evidential ‘category’ of its own. Yet, to the extent that the 

expression of information source can be understood to conform to a coherent 

system in Hup, subject to pragmatic Gricean norms of truthfulness and informa-

tiveness, this absence of marking is to some degree consistent with a particular 

type of information: that which has been acquired visually by the speaker, or is 

generally considered common knowledge. Thus this kind of information can be 

understood to form a zero-marked core category of evidentiality, whereas in 

other cases the absence of marking may be due simply to the non-specification 

of evidentiality. 

The use of minimal or zero marking to indicate visually acquired informa-

tion is typical of evidential systems cross-linguistically. This follows from a 

common hierarchy of evidential specifications, by which visual perception takes 

precedence over other kinds of perception or inference – typically followed in 

the hierarchy by other types of first-hand perception (cf. Aikhenvald 2003a: 22), 

as is the case in Hup. In Hup, speech genres dedicated to visually acquired 

and/or common-knowledge information may be almost totally lacking in evi-

dential marking. 

Examples (115–116) illustrate Hup’s zero-coding of information that was 

experienced visually by the speaker:  

 

(115) /ok-n h  key-ham-g’et-y /-ay=ØØ   t h=/ã êy-ah !   
  move-NEG see-go-stand-TEL-INCH=VISUAL 3sg=FEM-DECL 

  ‘She was just standing there looking, without moving!’ (speaker  

  witnessed event). (txt)  

 

(116) ma g   h d- n  t w-n h=ØØ    káh 

  Margarita 3pl-OBJ scold-NEG=VISUAL  ADVR 

  ‘Margarita didn’t yell at (scold) them, actually.’ (speaker was there) (txt) 

 

Clauses referring to generally known facts (relating to personal experience) 

are likewise understood to be zero-marked for evidentiality, as in example 

(117). These include descriptive discourse involving how some activity is typi-

cally carried out (assuming the speaker has participated in the activity 

him/herself; i.e., has witnessed it visually), as in (118), a description of how to 

prepare curare.  
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(117) t ‚h ‚êy cçÙ‚h=deh  t h  ham-kamí=b’ay=ØØ,    
  snake flood=rain 3sg go-moment.of=again=VISUAL  

   

  núp j’ah có/=b’ay t ‚h y=d’ h ní- y=b’ay=ØØ   

  this earth LOC=again snake=PL  exist-DYNM=again=VISUAL  

  ‘When the Snake-Rain (and its constellation) comes around, here on earth  

  there are (many) snakes.’ (txt) 

 

(118) h ê  h d  hæw-ØØ-æh;    nút  hQw-yó/ ...   
  only 3pl  scrape-VISUAL-DECL here scrape-SEQ   

   

  h d  c n’  b /-d’ó/-ØØ-óh  

  3pl  leaf-cone make-take-VISUAL-DECL  

  They just scrape it; having scraped this much, they make a leaf-cone (to  

  hold it).’ (txt) 

 

Similarly, narratives of personal experience tend to be zero-marked for eviden-

tiality: 

 

(119) /ãh=tæh/íp   / n  t h  d’o/-/ êh-ØØ- êh,    y w  
  1sg=child.father  1sg.OBJ 3sg take-APPL-VISUAL-DECL armadillo  

  ‘My husband used to catch armadillos for me.’ (txt) 

 

In other types of Hup discourse, however, the absence of an overt evidential 

marker is probably best understood as a lack of any evidentiality specification at 

all. The expression of evidentiality in Hup is guided more by Gricean-type 

pragmatic principles of informativeness rather than by any grammatical rule. 

Thus evidential markers are sometimes left off in situations where the informa-

tion source is already made obvious by the discourse context or is otherwise 

seen as relatively non-salient. For example, the Reportative marker typically 

does not appear on every clause in a narrative (although it is present on most), 

and the evidential h (h) (which marks nonvisual, first-hand information) is 

common but not obligatory in expressions of personal thought processes and 

emotions. Compare (120a) (unmarked) and (b) (marked): 
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(120) a) /ãêh-ãp n N- n=hin,  y ‚-n’ ‡h   // d-hipãh-n h...  
   1sg-DEP 2pl-OBJ=also that.ITG-NMZ speak-know-NEG 

     
   n N- n  y ‚-n’ ‡h   / d-tuk-n h  /ãêh-ã êh  

   2pl-OBJ that.ITG-NMZ speak-want-NEG 1sg-DECL 

   ‘As for me, I don’t know how to say this to you all...  

   I don’t want to say this to you all.’ (sp) 

 

  b) /ãh hhipãh-n h=hh  
   1sg know-NEG=NONVIS 

   ‘I don’t know.’ (cv) 
 

The degree to which the absence of evidential marking should be considered 

a distinct ‘visual’ category may be partially a matter of perspective. As argued 

below (‘Comparative note’) and in Epps (2005a), Hup has developed its eviden-

tial system to conform to a Tukanoan model (i.e., from a one-marker system 

specifying only reported information to a four-marker system specifying re-

ported, nonvisual, and two types of inferred information). Three evidential 

markers have thus emerged through a multi-stage process of grammaticaliza-

tion. These markers (as their putative sources suggest) underwent semantic ex-

tension during their development into evidentials, until they had expanded to 

cover large domains of meaning (e.g., extension from ‘heard’ information to all 

nonvisually acquired information, see §14.9.2 below). Accordingly, the un-

marked domain of evidentiality in Hup shrank as the marked domains ex-

panded. From a language-internal point of view, the absence of evidential mark-

ing is therefore not a coherent category in its own right, but simply what is left 

of the original domain of Hup grammar that had no specification for evidential-

ity at all; this interpretation is further supported by the (grammatical) optionality 

of evidential-marking generally in Hup. On the other hand, this unspecified 

domain has gradually been shrinking down to fit a distinct model category, the 

‘visual’ evidential specification of Tukanoan. Thus from the language-external 

or areal point of view, the ‘visual’ core of the unmarked domain in Hup has an 

underlying categorial reality of its own. Because both of these perspectives 

were available to Hup speakers as the language changed – and their general 

bilingualism in Tukano ensured the everyday reality of both systems within the 

Hup speech community – the unmarked evidential specification in Hup is ar-

guably understood by speakers as having a pragmatic identity both as a visual 

category and as an absence of evidentiality, depending primarily on the context. 

However, because they are formally indistinguishable, I will henceforth treat 

the default/visual evidential category as formally unmarked.  
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14.9.2. Nonvisual evidential h (h)  
 

Hup marks information that is acquired first-hand but nonvisually (i.e., senso-

rily) with the form h  (or its variant h h, which occurs only when the evidential 

appears in Inner Suffix position and is followed by a consonant-initial suffix). 

The most common source for the information is hearing, but can also be smell, 

taste, or touch:
169

  

 

(121) náciya pQ-c ‚êw- ‚êy=hh     

  boat  go.upriver-COMPL-DYNM=NONVIS       

  ‘The boat already went upriver.’ (speaker heard but did not see it) (cv)    

  

(122) pQ‡j=hh  

  umari=NONVIS 

  ‘(It’s) umari fruit.’ (smelling mess on baby’s foot) (cv) 

 

(123) g’ h náw=hh  ! 
  sweet good=NONVIS 

  ‘(It’s) nice and sweet!’ (tasting something) (cv) 

 

(124) hú/=d’ h ní- cáp=hh  

  pium=PL  exist-INTS1=NONVIS 

  ‘There are a lot of piums (small biting insects)!’ (feeling their bites) (cv) 

 

The Nonvisual evidential is also used to express one’s own personal state. 

This includes both physical sensation – sickness, a heavy burden, heat or cold, 

etc. (examples 125–126) – and mental states such as emotion and desire (exam-

ples 127–128).  

 

(125) /ãh pé/-éy=hh   

  1sg sick-DYNM=NONVIS 

  ‘I’m sick.’ (cv)  

 

                                                
169

 Such an extension from the purely auditory domain to include non-auditory functions 

such as smell, touch, and thought is paralleled elsewhere in Hup (as in other languages, 

cf. Viberg 1984); in particular, the verb w /- is used to express both ‘hear’ and ‘under-

stand’, and together with the incorporated noun ‘smell’ forms the compound c h-w /- 
(smell-hear) ‘smell’. 
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(126) g’ -n h=hh    yúw-úh 

  hot-NEG=NONVIS that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It’s not hot.’ (cv)  

 

(127) cadaka/ yám /ãh w /-tú-y=hh  
  chicken song 1sg hear-want-DYNM=NONVIS 

  ‘I’d like to hear the “Chicken Song”.’ (cv) 

 

(128) tuk-n h=hh      
  want-NEG=NONVIS     

  ‘(I) don’t want to.’ (cv) 

 

The Nonvisual evidential in Hup can also be used to emphasize a personal 

opinion or thought, as in example (129), and can even serve to moderate a 

statement to make it more polite; for example, (130) was uttered by someone 

who had requested some cooking oil from me and was not satisfied with the 

amount he was given, but hesitated to ask directly for more. These are among 

the most creative and pragmatically optional extensions of the Nonvisual evi-

dential’s use, and would seem to reflect an understanding or folk belief that 

visually acquired information is the most definite or objective type, while non-

visually acquired information is less objective and can therefore be expressed 

less directly.
170

  

 

(129) j’ b tóg=d’ h n’ h w db’áy-áy=hh     h d=b’ay  

  J’ub daughter=PL CNTR arrive.return-DYNM=NONVIS 3pl=AGAIN 

  ‘I’m thinking of J’ub’s daughters who left and never came back.’ (cv) 

  

(130) cípmQh=hh  

  little=NONVIS 

  ‘(It) seems very little.’ (cv) 

 

This expression of personal opinion with Nonvisual h (h) can be further moder-

ated with the addition of the Epistemic modality particle, to express uncertainty: 

 

(131) t h- y=hh    / êh t h=/ h  

  lie-DYNM=NONVIS EPIST 3sg=MSC 

  ‘He’s probably a liar, I think.’ (ru) 

                                                
170

 Thanks to Orin Gensler for suggesting this interpretation. 
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Use of the Nonvisual evidential is largely limited to sensations that are expe-

rienced by the speaker. However, it can also reference those experienced by the 

addressee when used in interrogative clauses, as in example (132). Otherwise, 

non-first-person expressions of personal states usually require a Reportative 

marker or Epistemic modality marker (which often co-occurs with the Inferred 

evidential cud).  

 

(132) y t- /  n N hipãh-n h-hh - ê/ ? 

  thus-INT 2pl  know-NEG-NONVIS-INT 

  ‘Don’t you all know that it is thus?’ (sp) 

 

 The Nonvisual evidential cannot occur in imperative clauses, but it is gram-

matical in interrogative (132) and negative clauses (128 above), as well as in 

exclamatory clauses:  

 

(133) g’ - cáp=hh  ! 
  hot-INTS1=NONVIS 

  ‘It’s really hot!’ (cv) 

 

 As the examples in this section illustrate, the Nonvisual marker h (h) usually 

occurs as an enclitic, following a verbal, nominal, or adjectival predicate. As 

such, it typically follows all other enclitics, and lacks the final consonant: 

 

(134) a) /ãh tút-úy=b’ay=hh  
   1sg cold-DYNM=AGAIN=NONVIS 

   ‘I’m cold again’ (cv) 

 

  b) */ãh tút-úy=hh =b’ay 
     1sg cold-DYNM=NONVIS=AGAIN 

 

 As a fluid morpheme, however, hç)(h) also occurs in Inner Suffix position, 

most frequently followed by the Declarative Boundary Suffix (135–136), but 

also by forms such as the Dependent marker -Vp, the Interrogative -V , or the 

Directional oblique marker -an in an adverbial clause relating to location (ex-

ample 137–138 below). It may also take another Inner Suffix formative in be-

tween, as in (136); the absence of a following vowel-initial suffix results in the 

non-reduced variant -h h-.  
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(135) /ám=báb’=d’ h b’ y /  tçhç-tuk-hh ê-h 
  2sg=sibling=PL  only  finish-want-NONVIS-DECL 

  ‘Your relatives will soon all die, I feel.’ (txt) 

 

(136) yúp  h Ùy/ah / n  yú-w d    y ‚     
  that.ITG after  1sg.OBJ that.ITG-old.man that.ITG  

 

  nç-hh êh-b’ay-áh 

  say-NONVIS-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘After this, that (respected) one said to me (I heard)…’ (sp) 

 

(137)  /icána  má-at   ni-hh ê- p=/ h  

  Içana  river-OBL  be-NONVIS-DEP=MSC 

  ‘The person that I believe is living on the river Içana.’ (txt) 

 

 

Historical note 

 

The most likely source candidate for the Nonvisual evidential marker is the verb 

root h h- ‘produce sound’. The grammaticalization of verb root to enclitic 

probably came about via verb compounding, in which the final verb of the 

compound lost its final tense-aspect-mode suffix morphology and subsequently 

took on clitic status. Aikhenvald (2002a: 127) proposes a similar auditory 

source (from a compounded verb root ‘hear, perceive’) for the nonvisual marker 

in Tariana, and observes that the grammaticalization of a compounded verb is a 

typical process among Eastern Tukanoan languages – as it seems to be in Hup 

(see §9.4.3).  

 As outlined in detail in §3.7, the first stage of this transition probably in-

volved use of the verb h h- ‘produce sound’ as a compound-final form meaning 

‘do (verb) and produce noise’, which would have developed the more modal 

meaning, ‘produce noise in doing (verb)’. Through frequent use, this com-

pound-final verb would have taken on an increasingly secondary status to the 

preceding stem until it had become an auxiliary, losing in the process its final -h 

when directly followed by a vowel-initial suffix (h h > h  ). As discussed in 

§3.5–3.7, such a root-to-auxiliary transition accompanied by phonological re-

duction has numerous parallels elsewhere in Hup. 

 At this stage in its existence, the verb root ‘produce sound’ would have had 

two distinct realizations – one primarily lexical (as an independent verb root), 

and the other primarily grammatical (as a evidential-like formative). However, 

these would have occurred in formally identical constructions – i.e., as the final 
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root in a verb compound. In contexts where the evidential still occurs in Inner 

Suffix position, such ambiguity may remain:  

 

(138) him n=hçb    d’o/-d’ h-/áy   hám,  
  paxiuba.tree=hollow take-send-VENT.IMP go.IMP   

 

  yúp nçh-k d-hi-hh ê- n 

  that fall-pass-descend-NONVIS-OBJ 

  ‘Go fetch a paxiuba-tree-hollow, that one that I heard fall / that one that  

  fell, making noise.’ (txt) 

 

Probably via its extension to non-verbal predicates (see §3.7), the more gram-

maticalized form of the verb gained an identity as an enclitic. It could then reas-

sociate with verbal constructions and, by analogy, maintain its new enclitic 

identity (as defined, with verbs, by placement of the Dynamic and other Bound-

ary Suffixes) – the present-day more canonical state of affairs. By now, the verb 

root and the evidential formative have become formally distinct, although the 

evidential still appears as an Inner Suffix when the relevant Boundary Suffixes 

are present (Declarative, Interrogative, etc.), as illustrated in examples (135–

138) above. 

 

 

14.9.3. Inferred evidential cud 
 

The Inferred marker cud patterns formally like the Nonvisual marker in that it 

can cliticize to predicates, which may be nouns or adjectives when no verb is 

present, and can also appear as an Inner Suffix. Hup speakers use cud to desig-

nate an inference, usually based on some form of tangible proof. This proof is 

often, although not necessarily, visual evidence. In (139), for example, the hus-

band infers from a sore on his wife’s head, as well as from her illness and her 

story of what had happened during the day, that the malignant forest being Cu-

rupira has sucked out her brain; similarly, the speaker of (140) makes the obser-

vation while watching the man’s bumbling: 

 

(139) /ám- n doh/ãêy /un’-y /- y=ccud   

  2sg-OBJ Curupira suck-TEL-DYNM=INFR 

  ‘Curupira has sucked you (your brain), apparently.’ (txt) 
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(140) b’ y  yo-hipãh-n h=ccud   /ám-ah  

  traira.fish dangle-know-NEG=INFR 2sg-DECL 

  ‘It looks like you don’t know how to carry traira fish.’ (txt) 

 

However, the evidence for the inference need not always be tangible: 

 

(141) /ãh him h n-y /- y=ccud 
  1sg forget-TEL-DYNM=INFR 

  ‘I forgot it, apparently.’ (looking for something) (cv) 

 

(142) j’ám  /ãh c h-ní- y=ccud   yæêh,  hipãh-n h=h   

  yesterday 1sg dream-be-DYNM=INFR FRUST  know-NEG=NONVIS 

  ‘I must have dreamed last night, I don’t know.’ (i.e., I can’t remember the  

  dreams) (ru)  

 

 The Inferred evidential is often used to comment on an observable state. For 

example, (143) was uttered by a child who was pointing out a folded-over cor-

ner of one of my notebook pages, and another child said (144) to tease me, 

comparing a cartoon picture of an ugly person in a book to my husband.  

 

(143) núp páy=ccud !  
  this bad=INFR 

  ‘This looks bad/wrong!’ (cv) 

 

(144) núp=ccud patí=tæh/íp  

  this=INFR  Pattie=child.father 

  ‘This one looks like Pattie’s husband!’ (or ‘this one, apparently, is  

  Pattie’s husband!’) (cv) 

 

In a similar use, the Inferred evidential can express a creative visual com-

parison.
171

 For example, the speaker of (145) was observing a plastic hairbrush, 

whose shape reminded her of an alligator’s backbone and ribs. While this sta-

tement is intended to mean ‘...but I know that it isn’t’, it could also mean ‘...it 

must be; I think that it actually is’ – e.g., if one had found an unidentified bone 

in the forest. In other words, whether the item has or does not have the identity 

                                                
171

 A similar use of the Inferred evidential is reported for Hup’s neighbor Tariana (Al-

exandra Aikhenvald, p.c.). 
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of the stated entity is irrelevant to the meaning of cud per se, and is only an 

implicature in the context. 

 

(145) h t   g’Qg=ccud 
  alligator bone=INFR 

  ‘It looks like an alligator bone.’ (cv) 

 

In another related use, the Inferred evidential is common in describing oth-

ers’ internal states (while the Nonvisual is preferred for one’s own internal 

state; see §14.9.2 above): 

 

(146) g-na/-pó-y=ccud         /ám-ap ! 
  drink-lose.consciousness-EMPH1-DYNM=INFR 2sg-DEP 

  ‘You’re drunk!’ (cv) 

 

 The Inferred evidential marker frequently co-occurs with the Epistemic mo-

dality marker / êh in the partially fused form =cud/ êh (see §14.8); this form is 

preferred for expressions of inference or speculation when no evidence is on 

hand, or when the evidence is too vague to be very conclusive. However, the 

Epistemic modality particle /u )êh (often in its ‘maybe’ form /u )hníy) can also be 

used by itself, without the Inferred evidential, in reference to situations where 

some inference is involved (see §14.8 above) – for example, when remarking on 

the weight of a burden we see someone else carrying. While evidential cud (or 

the fused form =cud/u )êh) is also an option in such cases, it is preferred over 

simple Epistemic /u )êh when the event is inferred by evidence alone, without any 

direct observation of its actual occurrence: 

 

(147) yiwík=ccud   

  heavy=INFR 

  ‘It must have been heavy.’ (coming across someone’s bundle dropped  

  beside the path) (el) 

 

 Like the Nonvisual evidential, the Inferred specification can occur in nega-

tive (140 above) and exclamatory clauses (146 above), but is ungrammatical in 

the imperative mood. It also occurs in interrogative clauses, where it typically 

encodes the information source of the addressee rather than the speaker: 

 

(148) h ‚-n’ ‡h m h=ccud yúp ? 
  Q-NMZ turtle=INFR that.ITG 

  ‘What kind of turtle do you suppose that is?’ (cv) 
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 Also like the Nonvisual evidential, the Inferred specification usually appears 

as an enclitic, but is a fluid morpheme and accordingly occurs in the Inner Suf-

fix slot in the verb word when a relevant Boundary Suffix is present (example 

149). This results in a blurred distinction between its identity as an evidential 

marker and as a verb root, since a verbal form cud- (‘be inside’) also exists as 

an independent root in Hup (see below). 

 

(149) t n ‡h  yã amb  yúp  náw yçhçy-ccud-yæêh-æw-æêh 

  3sg.POSS dog   that.ITG good search-INFR-FRUST-FLR-DECL 

  ‘His dog was searching hard, apparently.’ (txt) 

  

The Inferred evidential is not the only realization of a grammaticalized form 

cud in Hup. As an enclitic on nominal arguments of the clause, =cud has the 

distinct function of marking a referent as deceased (see §7.3). As discussed in 

the Historical note below, this use of =cud arguably is historically linked to the 

Inferred evidential. Such an extension of an evidential marker is functionally 

unusual and is extremely rare in the evidential systems of other languages 

around the world. However (as mentioned in §7.3), it is not without parallel in 

Amazonian languages: in Andoke (an unclassified Colombian language), the 

predicative reportative evidential marker -há acts as a deceased marker when it 

attaches to personal names (Jon Landaburu, p.c.; cf. Landaburu 1979: 119).  

 

 

Historical note 

 

The best source candidate for the Inferred evidential is clearly the verb root cud- 
‘be located inside something else’. This verb is used for animals in underground 

burrows or hollow trees, people in their clothes, objects inside boxes, bags, or 

folders, items wrapped up in something else, and so on. Crucially, it implies that 

the object in question is not available for direct inspection. From a formal per-

spective, the grammaticalization of this form from verb root to enclitic probably 

followed a path similar to that proposed above for the Nonvisual marker.  

 From a functional perspective, however, the conceptual link between the 

three manifestations of the form cud – the verb ‘be inside’, the Inferred eviden-

tial, and the Deceased marker – is not nearly as obvious as that between the 

verb ‘produce sound’ and the Nonvisual evidential. However, all three realiza-

tions of the form cud, in spite of their different functions, share a core semantic 

and pragmatic feature: they are all concerned with a referent that is believed to 

have an actual existence in some alternative ‘location’ – physical, temporal, or 

epistemological – but that is not currently accessible to direct experience. As a 

verb root, cud- ‘be inside’ expresses physical presence which (because it is typi-
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typically not visible) is in a sense intangible, and thus not completely certain – 

this would be especially frequent, for example, in commentary about fleeing 

game animals (a common topic in Hup life), who typically take refuge in holes, 

hollow trees, or thick brush. It would be a relatively short conceptual step from 

this use to the Inferred marker, which denotes an alternative epistemological 

world, a possible state or event. Moreover, a locational source for an inferred 

evidential has a parallel in at least one other language, Wasco-Wishram (al-

though in this case it relates to location generally, rather than to interiority; Sil-

verstein 1978).   

From this point, it is not a huge leap to the Deceased marker, which places 

its referent in an alternative temporal and metaphysical world (that of memory). 

These conceptual jumps are in keeping with the cross-linguistic tendency “to 

use vocabulary from the external (sociophysical) domain in speaking of the 

internal (emotional and psychological) domain,” including expressions of mo-

dality (Sweetser 1997: 49). Moreover, such equations of physical and meta-

physical concepts occur elsewhere in Hup; for example, the form m / can be 

used spatially to mean ‘under’, temporally as ‘at the same time as’, and modally 

as ‘in spite of’ (see §18.2.6.4), and the form b g can be used as the adjective 

‘old (thing)’ (i.e., thing that has been used or experienced over and over) and as 

a verbal marker of habitual aspect (§3.7 and §12.8). 

 

 

14.9.4. Reportative evidential mah 
 

Hup marks second-hand information that is reported (i.e., was originally uttered 

by another speaker) with the fluid form mah, which is usually realized as an 

enclitic:  

 

(150) t h  ham-tég=mmah      
  3sg go-FUT=REP   
  ‘He’ll go (he or another said so).’ (cv)   

 

(151) b ‡g    nç-n h=mmah t h  ye-y /-ay-áh 

  long.time  say-NEG=REP 3sg enter-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘It was not very long before he came in, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

(152) pé/=mmah !  pé/,  c -çw- h ! 
  power=REP  power  rainbow-FLR-DECL 

  ‘(He has) evil power, they say! Evil power, that rainbow (spirit)!’ (txt) 
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(153) “tití/ yúw-úh !” n - y=mmah 
   dirty that-DECL say-DYNM=REP 

  ‘‘That one is dirty!’ he said, they say.’ (txt) 

 

The Reportative is used when inquiring about or quoting someone else’s 

speech:  

 

(154) h )-n’ ‡h=mmah ? 
  Q-NMZ=REP 

  ‘What did he say?’ (cv) 

 

Similarly, it is used to ‘interpret’ sounds made by an individual who is incapa-

ble of speaking, such as a dog or an infant; (155), for example, was said in ref-

erence to a crying baby: 

 

(155) / m- y=mmah   

  fear-DYNM=REP 

  ‘(He’s) scared, he says.’ (cv) 

 

It is also common when giving a personal name, including one’s own: 

 

(156) húy=mmah /ãêh-ã êh 

  Huy=REP  1sg-DECL 

  ‘I am (called) Húy.’ (txt) 

 

 The Reportative evidential is the default evidential specification in non-first-

hand narrative genre. Even when a consultant was asked to tell a story from 

pictures – resulting in a narrative that was not first-hand but also not verbally 

re-transmitted – he used the Reportative more frequently than the Inferred evi-

dential cud, which would normally be used for interpreting pictures or photo-

graphs: 

 

(157) y kán=mmah  t n ‡h  ya/ambó/- n h h-d’o/-yó/=mmah...  
  over.there=REP 3sg.POSS dog-OBJ   carry-take-SEQ=REP 

 

  t h- n  dçw h- t  n’Qm’-g’ét-éy=ccud 
  3sg-OBJ cheek-OBL lick-stand-DYNM=INFR 

   ‘There, it’s said, (he was) carrying his dog… (the dog) licked him on the  

  face, apparently!’ (txt) 
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 In general, however, culturally new information sources have been fitted 

neatly into the Hup evidential system – although most Hupd’ h still have very 

limited access to these sources. The Reportative evidential mah is used for in-

formation obtained through reading, since this is second-hand, verbally acquired 

information. Inferred cud is used in reference to events that are pictured on 

television, but Reportative mah is used to relay information that is verbally 

reported on the television or radio. Nonvisual hç) is generally appropriate only 

when referring to the actual sound; speakers do occasionally use n - y=hç) 
(say-DYNM=NONVIS) ‘I hear them saying’ to introduce quoted speech, empha-

sizing that they have just overheard it (either from a radio or from an actual 

person nearby), but Reportative mah is more common. 
 Like the Nonvisual and Inferred enclitics, the Reportative is used in negative 

(151), exclamatory (152), and interrogative clauses (154). However, the Repor-

tative is the only evidential in Hup that can also occur in imperative clauses, as 

a type of quotative: 

 

(158) næn=mmah ! 
  come=REP 

  ‘Come here, she said!’ (cv) 

 

This quotative use does not entail a direct quote; for example, when one person 

repeats a command given by another person, the repeated command often dif-

fers from the original in its directional semantics (i.e., it is the content, not the 

form, of the speech that is stressed). On several occasions I heard one speaker 

say to a small child næn! ‘come!’, whereupon another speaker who was in the 

vicinity of the child repeated the command as hám=mah! (go=REP) ‘go, (they 

said)!’. 

 In addition to its use in imperative clauses, the Reportative marker differs 

significantly from the Nonvisual and Inferred evidential markers in its position-

ing and distribution. First, unlike the other two forms, it does not occur inside 

subordinate clauses. Furthermore, it can cliticize to any focused constituent of a 

clause, whereas the other two evidential markers cliticize only to predicates. In 

narrative, the Reportative marker is much more likely to occur in second posi-

tion in the clause than on the verb, as in example (159). In general, mah can 

appear either on the subject or on the predicate, but not on both; in (157) above, 

however, it occurs twice within the same clause (once on the directional adver-

bial, once on the predicate). These differences in positioning set the Reportative 

evidential off from the other two evidentials as a distinct one-member subsys-

tem.  
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(159) nuh-k b k=n’ n=mmah h d  p /- h,     d b ! 
  head-break=PL.OBJ=REP 3pl  ritually.present-DECL many 

  ‘They gave a dabacuri of sauva (lit. ‘head-breaker’) ants, they say, lots of  

  them!’ (txt) 

 

 The Reportative usually appears as an enclitic in the Barreira and Tat Deh 

area dialects, but – like the other fluid evidential morphemes in Hup – it can 

also appear as an Inner Suffix, followed by a Boundary Suffix (example 160). 

However, whereas the Nonvisual and Inferred markers in this position usually 

take the primary stress of the verb word and are therefore indistinguishable 

from compounded verb roots (though not in all cases; compare 132 above), mah 
(like some other fluid formatives in Hup) as a rule remains unstressed. 

 

(160) hayám b /-w d-nQn-p d-mmah-ah,   hib’ h=tæh=/ h-i ê‚h 

  town  make-arrive-come-DIST-REP-DECL create=clan=MSC-DECL 

  ‘The Ancestor(s) arrived and built a town’ (txt) 

 

This pattern is subject to significant dialectal variation. In the Umari Norte 

dialect, occurrence of Reportative mah in the Inner Suffix position, rather than 

as an enclitic (particularly in narrative), is much more common than in the Hup 

spoken in Tat Deh and Barreira. In Umari Norte, when the otherwise unstressed 

evidential mah occurs as an Inner Suffix, it receives the primary stress in the 

verb word: 

 

(161) Umari Norte dialect: 

  t h- n  t h  wçn-mmáh-ãh 

  3sg-OBJ 3sg follow-REP-DECL 

  ‘He followed him’ (txt) 

 

 The Reportative marker mah often precedes one of two optional contrast 

particles, especially in narrative: one is specified for recent past (páh; example 

162), the other for distant past (j’ám, or j’ã êh in the Tat Deh dialect area; exam-

ple 163) (see §13.4). The order of evidential + contrast/tense marker is fixed, 

and the tense semantics can refer either to the time of the report, or to the time 

of the event. In the Umari Norte dialect, the forms mah + j’ám have become 

phonologically merged to create the form =maám (or =ma-y’ám), as we see in 

(164). This may reflect an incipient tense-evidential fusion in Hup, possibly 

motivated by the system of fused tense-evidential forms that is present in Tu-

kano. 
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(162) n ‡=mmah   ppáh   yúw-úh ! 
  1sg.POSS=REP PRX.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘It was mine, (someone just said)!’ (txt) 

 

(163) y n y=mmah jj’ám  t h   b /- h,    húp=n’ n  t h  b /- h 
  so=REP  DST.CNTR 3sg make-DECL person=PL.OBJ 3sg make-DECL 

  ‘Thus (long ago, they say) he made (them), he made people.’ (txt) 

 

(164) Umari Norte dialect: 

  j’ g-út=mmaám     t h  wçn-kot=máh-ãh 
  forest-OBL=REP.DST.CNTR 3sg follow-go.in.circles=REP-DECL 

  ‘In the forest, (long ago, they say), he wandered following (the tapir).’  

  (txt) 

 

 

14.9.5. Co-occurrence of evidentials 

 

The various evidentials in Hup can co-occur (primarily in their enclitic form), 

although with certain restrictions. For example, co-occurrence of the Inferred 

and Nonvisual forms is apparently limited to cases where the Nonvisual relates 

to the speaker’s opinion; here the Nonvisual must follow the Inferred, since the 

inference is within the scope of the opinion. This is illustrated by (165), which 

might be said about someone who has announced the day of his arrival but then 

does not come: 

 

(165) t h  póg=ccud=h  

  liar big=INFR=NONVIS 

  ‘He seems to be a liar, I think.’ (ru) 

 

The Reportative occurs more freely with the other two evidentials, but must 

appear last; the inference or perception is therefore within the scope of the re-

port (and not the other way round). (167), for example, was a report about a 

young woman from Barreira who went on a visit to the neighboring village of 

Nova Fundação with her parents, but stayed behind with a boyfriend when they 

returned home. 

 

(166) hup  pã Ù=ccud=mah   

  person NEG:EX=INFR=REP 

  ‘There was apparently nobody there, it’s said.’ (txt) 
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(167) t h  tæh/íp  ni-túk-uw-áy=nih=ccud=mah   

  3sg child.father be-want-FLR-INCH=EMPH.CO=INFR=REP 

  ‘It looks like she (has come to the stage of) wanting a husband, they  

  said.’ (ru)  

 

(168) t h  pé/-éy==hç )=mah 
  3sg sick-DYNM=NONVIS=REP 

  ‘She’s feeling sick, she says.’ (el) 

 

14.9.6. Additional inferred evidential -ni- 
 

Hup has developed a second evidential relating to inference, in addition to cud. 

This is the form -ni-, which is strikingly different formally from the other evi-

dentials in Hup. Instead of functioning primarily as an enclitic, Inferred -ni- 
occurs only as a verbal Inner Suffix, combining directly and exclusively with 

verb stems.
172

 Its morphosyntactic distribution is highly restricted in comparison 

with that of the enclitics: it must occur on a clause-final predicate – even in an 

interrogative clause (making it ungrammatical in polar interrogatives using a 

word order inversion strategy, see §17.4.2). It does not occur at all in negative 

clauses, cannot appear together with other evidentials in the same verb word, 

and is used exclusively in reference to a past event.  

 Despite their significant formal differences, the two inferential forms -ni- 
and cud are functionally similar. Like cud, -ni- is used for an inference relating 

to an event which the speaker did not actually witness, as in (169), where the 

speaker is describing how some children sneaked into the house to steal his fish. 

As with cud, the inference may be based on tangible evidence; in (170), for 

example, the speaker sees the empty pot from which the mingau has been 

drunk. In many cases the two inferentials cud and -ni- are judged by speakers to 

be interchangeable, and in (170) they occur in successive clauses referring to 

the same event. However, use of -ni- tends to place less emphasis on the actual 

act of inferring, and is preferred when there is no actual evidence available, 

whereas cud appears to be more restricted to situations where tangible evidence 

is at hand. This may explain why Hup strongly favors the use of -ni- over cud in 

narrative, as in example (171) (from a story about the mythical Water-Tree, 

which is said to have created the Amazonian river system when it fell).  

 

                                                
172

 Note that it conditions vowel loss in a following vowel-initial Boundary Suffix, as do 

the other CV Inner Suffixes in Hup, although these owe their CV form to erosion of a 

final consonant. 
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(169) yúp h t/ah=mah h d  ye-nní-p=b’ay-áh 

  that other.side=REP 3pl  enter-INFR2-DEP=AGAIN-DECL  

  ‘There on the other side of it (someone said) they apparently got in  

  again.’ (cv) 

 

(170) g-h /-y /- y=ccud,    d ‡/   pãÙ   t h  g-y /-nní-h  

  drink-finish-TEL-DYNM=INFR remain NEG:EX  3sg drink-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘He drank it all up; he drank it up and left none.’ (txt) 

 

(171) póh, d h=teg  g’et-/e/-ní-h 
  high water=tree stand-PERF-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Really high, the water-tree stood.’ (txt) 

 

 When used with a first person subject, -ni- can only be used in reference to 

actions that the speaker has no memory of performing – usually because he or 

she was too young to remember, or was drunk or asleep: 

 

(172) n’ikán   /ãh macã-nní-h  
  over.there 1sg be.born-INFR2-DECL  

  ‘I was born over there.’ (txt) 

 

 Inferential -ni- appears to be grammatical in imperatives, although in this 

context it is not always clear whether this form is actually the evidential or is 

the imperative form of the compounded verb root ni- ‘be’, to which it is for-

mally identical.
173

 Semantically, however, it resembles an evidential; consult-

ants say that it has the same meaning as the Reportative in the imperative – but 

they also report that imperative -ni- is only grammatical with a second person 

plural addressee, for reasons which remain opaque. The command in (173), for 

example, is said to be acceptable only in cases where the speaker is repeating 

another person’s command, and is interchangeable with Reportative n N 
hám=mah (2pl go.IMP=REP) ‘you all go, they said!’ 

 

(173) n N hám-nníh 
  2pl  go-INFR2.IMP 

  ‘You all go, they said!’ (el) 

 

                                                
173

 And to which it may be historically related, as addressed below.  
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 As an Inner Suffix, the formal identity of Inferred -ni- gives it a much more 

verb-like character than the other evidential markers, which (unlike -ni-) can 

cliticize to nominal constituents, usually are preceded by a Boundary Suffix 

when associating with a verb, and are unstressed. There is little doubt that the    

-ni- evidential is related to the verb root ni- ‘be, exist’ (see §8.4 and the ‘His-

torical and comparative note’ below), which can itself occur as a verbal auxil-

iary (i.e., as the final – fully verbal – constituent in verb compounds; see 

§9.4.2.4). The restricted distribution and different patterning of -ni- relative to 

the other evidentials suggest that its use as an evidential has developed fairly 

recently.  

  

Historical and comparative note: Inferred -ni- 

 

As an areal feature, the -ni- evidential is truly remarkable. Not only a similar 

evidential specification, but in fact an almost identical form, exists in many 

other Vaupés languages, including Tukano, Tariana, and Desano (Aikhenvald 

2002a: 123; Miller 1999: 64). It also exists in Hup’s closest relative Yuhup 

(Ospina 2002: 181).  

 In Tukanoan languages, this inferred evidential reading is produced by a 

construction involving a nominalized form of the main verb plus the auxiliary 

verb niî ‘be’. This verb is virtually identical in form and meaning to Hup ni- 
‘be, exist’, which is itself an areal feature, existing in various Vaupés languages 

of the East Tukanoan and Nadahup families, as well as Tariana (see the discus-

sion in §8.4). Tariana has developed a similar evidential form, not from its ver-

sion of the verb ni (which may or may not be borrowed from the neighboring 

languages), but through the reanalysis of the anterior aspect marker -nhi (in 

combination with past visual evidential forms) to create an inferred evidential  

(-nhina, -nihka) that closely resembles (both formally and functionally) the one 

found in the Tukanoan languages (Aikhenvald 2002a: 123). 

 It is likely that the Hup inferred -ni- evidential construction is the calqued 

equivalent of the Tukano construction, which is built according to the following 

schema (Ramirez 1997a: 140): 

 

stem–nominalizer  + ‘be’–[visual evidential-tense-person.number.gender] 

 

This construction is illustrated in the following example:  

 

(174) Tukano: 

  yaa wecé ma’a wi’ô-’karã    nni i-áma 
  POSS field path obstruct-NMZ.PL.PERF be-REC.PAST/VISUAL/3PL 

  ‘They’ve blocked the path to my manioc field.’ (proof: logs across the  

  path) (Ramirez 1997:140) 
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Nominalized forms of verbs in Hup can be derived by simply stripping the oth-

erwise obligatory aspect suffixes from the verb stem, and as we have seen the 

visual evidential specification is likewise unmarked in Hup. Thus, just as the 

Hup form is the semantic parallel of its Tukano counterpart, it can also be seen 

as its formal equivalent: [verb.stem + ø + ‘be’ + ø], with a reduced form of the 

verb ‘be’. 

 

 

Comparative note: Hup evidentials as an areal feature 

 

Despite previous characterizations of areal diffusion into the Nadahup lan-

guages as “superficial” in contrast to the diffusion between the Tukanoan and 

Tariana systems (e.g., Aikhenvald and Dixon 1998b: 250; Aikhenvald 1999b: 

394), there is considerable evidence that this characterization does not hold for 

the Nadahup languages within the Vaupés region proper. As I have argued in 

more detail elsewhere (Epps 2005a; see also Epps 2007a), comparison with 

Dâw and Nadëb suggests that an optional reportative evidential distinction can 

be reconstructed for the Nadahup family, but that the remaining distinctions in 

Hup (and probably also in Yuhup) were developed relatively recently, and that 

areal contact with Tukanoan languages (primarily Tukano) was the catalyst. As 

Table 43 illustrates, Hup distinguishes the same four basic evidentiality choices 

as do its Vaupés neighbors (note that the Visual category in Hup is confounded 

by its unmarked status, but the notion of a visual evidential is nevertheless ap-

propriate, as discussed in §14.9.1 above; the visual specification in Tariana is 

also minimally marked in comparison to the Tukanoan forms). Tukano and 

Tariana indicate evidentiality by means of portmanteau morphemes that fuse 

evidentiality, tense, person, and number (therefore each slot of the table below 

is represented by a paradigm). The Tukano system closely resembles that found 

in other East Tukanoan languages (of which Tuyuca is probably the most elabo-

rate; see Barnes 1990); Tariana’s is more innovative vis-à-vis the Arawak fam-

ily. 

These categorial parallels are strong evidence that language contact with Tu-

kano motivated the elaboration of Hup’s evidential system, as is also the case 

for Tariana (Aikhenvald 2002a: 121). Furthermore, there is considerable evi-

dence that this elaboration is relatively recent for Hup – particularly the fact that 

lexical sources can be identified for all three new formatives (h , cud, and  -ni-). 
Moreover, while its categories parallel those of Tukano closely, Hup does not 

integrate evidentiality into its grammar as tightly as do Tukano and Tariana – 

suggesting that the influence of Tukano on Hup, while parallel to that of Tu-

kano on Tariana, has been relatively less profound (although far from “superfi-

cial”). Most importantly, evidentials are required on most clauses in Tukanoan 

and Tariana, but are largely optional in Hup. 
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Hup is also more permissive than its neighbors in its distribution of eviden-

tial markers across clause types. Hup interrogative clauses can accommodate all 

evidential specifications, whereas in interrogatives Tukano and Tariana reduce 

their system to three (minus reportative). Evidentials are also reported as absent 

from exclamatory clauses in Tukano and Tariana (cf. Aikhenvald 2002a: 126), 

but are grammatical in Hup. 

 

Table 43. Evidentiality in Vaupés languages 

Languages of the Vaupés region 
Nadahup languages 

outside the Vaupés 

 
Tukano 

(East Tukanoan) 

Tariana 

(Arawak) 

Hup      Yuhup 

(Nadahup) 
Dâw Nadëb 

Visual paradigm (evid.-

person-tense-

number) 

paradigm 

(evid.-tense) 

   

   

   

Nonvisual paradigm (evid.-

person-tense-

number) 

paradigm 

(evid.-tense) 
  h   h    

Inferred paradigm (evid.-

person-tense-

number) 

paradigm 

(evid.-tense) 
 cud    

Inferred2 -nii 
construction 

 -nhina, 

 -nihka 

 -ni 
constr. 

 -n’i 
constr. 

  

Reportative paradigm (evid.-

person-tense-

number) 

paradigm 

(evid.-tense) 
mah mah mah  m h 

Sources of data: Tukano: Ramirez 1997a; Tariana: Aikhenvald 2003a, etc.; Yuhup: 

Ospina 2002: 181; Dâw: S. Martins 1994: 106; Nadëb: Weir 1984: 254. 

 

 Hup is similarly more flexible than its neighbors regarding tense distinctions 

and evidentiality. All evidential specifications can co-occur with the future suf-

fix in Hup (as in example 175), as well as with the tense-contrast particles (162–

164 above) and in clauses lacking any overt tense marking (the most common 

type).  

 

(175) nút-áh  tán    /ãh hup-y d-ttég=cud 
  here-FOC FUT.CNTR 1sg RFLX-hide-FUT=INFR 

  ‘It looks like I can hide here!’ (txt) 

 

Tukano and Tariana, on the other hand, fuse tense and evidentiality specifica-

tions, but are reported as not distinguishing evidentiality in future tense at all 

(Aikhenvald 2002a: 126; 2003b: 122, etc.) – although the Tariana nonvisual 
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marker does co-occur with the future marker in some constructions (Aikhenvald 

2002a: 126), and Tukano and Tariana use suffixes combining evidentiality and 

present or past tense to form certain expressions of future (Ramirez 1997a: 136, 

166; Aikhenvald 2002a: 123). Also unlike Tukano and Tariana, Hup makes an 

inferred distinction in the present tense. Finally, both Hup and Tariana, but not 

Tukano, make a reportative specification in present-tense statements.  



 

Chapter 15 

Sentence-level affect marking 
 

 

 

Hup has a rich repertoire of discourse-related formatives that serve the function 

of marking affect, and indicate intensification, emphasis, focus, and other re-

lated features. This chapter focuses on those markers that occur primarily on the 

level of the clause or even of the entire sentence; many associate with predi-

cates, and many are limited exclusively to clause-final position. Formally, these 

markers are a heterogenous lot, ranging from verbal Inner Suffixes to enclitics 

and particles; note that they are organized here according to their semantics and 

function, not their form class. In addition to these forms, Hup has other affect- 

and discourse-marking formatives that associate primarily with nominal con-

stituents of the clause; these are discussed in Chapter 7.  

 The first section of this chapter deals with degree markers, which tend to as-

sociate primarily with verbal and adjectival predicates. The following sections 

cover the group of ‘promiscuous’ focus and emphasis markers that associate 

with predicates and other clausal constituents alike, and the set of affect markers 

that occur more or less exclusively in sentence-final position. The final sections 

of this chapter cover interjections and ideophones. 

 The grammatical formatives associated with sentence-level affect marking 

are summarized in Table 44: 

 
Table 44. Sentence-level affect markers in Hup 

Form 
Slot class  

(formative type) 

Identity/word-class 

of host 
Function 

Other relevant 

functions of 

same form 

cáp Particle Various hosts 

-Vcáp Boundary Suffix Verbs 

Intensifier Noun cáp ‘bo-

dy’ 

mún 

muhún 

Particle Negated verbs  

Adjectives 

Intensifier  

-tubud- Verbal auxiliary Verb compounds Intensifier  

-k d- Inner Suffix Verbs 

-k d Suffix Adjectives 

Elative 

(comparative, 

superlative) 

Verb k d- 
‘pass’ 

=mQh Enclitic Various non-verbal 

hosts 

-mQh- Inner Suffix Verbs 

Diminutive 

intensifier: 

(unimportance, 

smallness, 

closeness)  

Noun mæh 
‘younger sister’ 
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Form 
Slot class  

(formative type) 

Identity/word-class 

of host 
Function 

Other relevant 

functions of 

same form 

=pog  Enclitic  Various non-verbal 

hosts 

-pog-  

-po-  

-wog- 

-wo- 

Inner Suffix Verbs 

Emphasis  
 

Adjective póg 
‘big’ 

=/i )h Enclitic Various hosts 

-V/i )h Boundary Suffix Verbs 

Emphasis Masculine/  

gender-neutral 

bound noun 

-áh  Boundary Suffix Various hosts Focus  

-Vw- Inner Suffix Various hosts Emphasis Clause-

combining 

t   Particle  Interrogative clau-

ses 

Interrogative 

emphasis 

 

tí  Particle Subordinate clau-

ses 

Emphasis  

tíh Particle Clauses Emphasis  

=ti/ Enclitic Nouns 

-Vti/ Boundary Suffix Verbs 

Emphatic tag  

y  Particle Interrogative clau-

ses 

yá Particle Affirmative clau-

ses 

-Vyá Boundary Suffix Verbs in affirma-

tive clauses 

Interactive tag  

-Vh / Boundary Suffix  Verbs 

=h / Enclitic Various hosts 

=h  Enclitic Imperative verbs 

Interactive tag Affirmative 

word h / ‘yes, 

all right’ 

bá/  Particle Clauses Protestive   

-Vy k Boundary Suffix Clause-final con-

stituents, esp. 

verbs 

Exclusive  

(relates to one 

participant 

alone) 

 

-ké/ Boundary Suffix Verbs ‘Acting alone’ 

marker 
 

-d’ h  Boundary Suffix Verbs ‘Acting alone’ 

marker 

 

bé  Particle Clauses (?) Acquiescence  
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15.1. Degree markers  

 

Hup has a large and heterogeneous set of markers that act as intensifiers and 

function to modify the degree of the assertion. Most associate with both verbal 

and adjectival predicates, and several can also occur with nominal constituents. 

The intensifier particles are functionally akin to many of the markers of focus 

and emphasis (see §15.2 and §15.3 below). 

 

 

15.1.1. Intensifier -(V)cáp  

 

Perhaps the most ubiquitous of Hup’s intensifiers is the form -(V)cáp (glossed 

INTS1). This morpheme associates primarily with verbs and adjectives, although 

it is not limited to these, and is translated as ‘very, a lot’. Formally, Intensifier   

-(V)cáp is best classed as an ‘internally complex’ Boundary Suffix (see 

§3.4.1.2), which frequently involves vowel copying. However, its formal reali-

zation is subject to considerable variation, both across speakers and across dia-

lect regions. In Tat Deh, it is commonly pronounced -icáp, but some speakers 

also use -V êycáp (apparently formed with the Dynamic Boundary Suffix -V êy) 

and -y /-cáp (with the Telic Inner Suffix -y /); it is possible that the -icáp form 

is a phonologically reduced version of one of these alternative forms, or could 

possibly be derived from hi-cap (involving the Factitive prefix). In Barriera, 

speakers prefer the vowel-copying variant -Vcáp (which occurs in most of the 

examples here).  

 Examples of the use of Intensifier -(V)cáp with verbal predicates are given 

in (1–2). Note that as a predicative intensifier, it can occur in the same clause as 

the nominal quantifier d b ‘a lot’ (example 2). 

 

(1)  /ãh túk--ucáp   

  1sg want-INTS1 

  ‘I really want (it).’ (cv) 

 

(2)  hú/=d’ h d b ní- cáp ! 
  pium=PL  many be-INTS1 

  ‘There are really a lot of piums!’ (cv) 

 

 Examples of -(V)cáp with adjectives are such common expressions as tití/-
icáp ‘really dirty’, náw-ãcáp ‘very good’, and example (3). Adjectives modified 

by -(V)cáp may be either predicates or modifiers. 
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(3)  wQdh  g’ - cáp=h  
  sun  hot-INTS1=NONVIS 

  ‘The sun is really hot.’ (cv) 

 

 Verbal tense-aspect-mode specifications are very restricted with this intensi-

fier, and in general do not come between it and the stem. In (4), the Perfective 

aspect marker -/e/ – which is normally obligatorily followed by a Boundary 

Suffix – must follow the Intensifier, and as such takes the form of an enclitic 

rather than an Inner Suffix: 

 

(4)  [hçÙ‚p ní- cáp]=/e/,  núp=m   
   fish be-INTS1=PERF  this=river 

  ‘There used to be a lot of fish in this river.’ (txt)  

 

Similarly, if -(V)cáp modifies a negative predicate (which it rarely does), the 

Verbal Negator -n h (itself normally a Boundary Suffix) follows the Intensifier: 

 

(5)  dap êh  ní-- cáp-n h m ‡/,  / n  d’o/-/çm-kéy   
  hand  be-INTS1-NEG UNDER 1sg.OBJ take-fear-see       

 

  /ám=nih,  b g ! 
  2sg=EMPH.CO anteater 

  ‘Even though you have no hands at all, you’re scaring me, anteater!’ (txt)  
 

As a type of Boundary Suffix itself, Intensifier -(V)cáp is incompatible with 

most other Boundary Suffixes (with some exceptions). It also is not in general 

used to intensify smallness or diminution, and cannot occur with the irregular 

adjective cípmQh ‘small’.  

 While Intensifier -(V)cáp usually occurs as a verbal/adjectival formative in 

main clauses, as in the examples above, it occasionally does combine with other 

parts of speech. In these cases, its function is primarily one of emphasis. Its 

form is also distinct: it usually appears without the preceding copied vowel (or  

-i-, etc.), and has the phonologically independent form of a particle. In (6), for 

example, cáp combines with adverbal clauses marked with Oblique -V êt (here a 

Boundary Suffix which functions as a nominalizer, see §18.2.6.2): 
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(6)  t h  k dhám-ah,  té  húp=pog  g’et-pó-t    ccáp,   
  3sg pass.go-DECL until person=EMPH1 stand-EMPH1-OBL INTS1   

 

  wãê/  t h  g’ét-ét  ccáp-ay ! 
  vulture 3sg stand-OBL INTS1-INCH  

  ‘She went quickly, until (she reached) the place where someone really  

  was standing, where Vulture really was standing!’ (txt) 

 

Likewise, the intensifying function of cáp blurs with that of emphasis when it 

occurs with nominal forms, such as interrogative pronouns (example 7), pro-

nouns (8), demonstratives (9), numerals, and other nouns: 

 

(7)  h ‚-n’ ‡h ccáp /am pe/-ni-yæ êh-æ/  t  ?  
  Q-NMZ INTS1 2sg sick-be-FRUST-INT EMPH.INT 

  ‘What in the world is the matter with you?’ (txt) 

 

(8)  /ãêh-ãp=y /  ccáp-ay=nih=cud    k h !  
  1sg-DEP=TEL INTS1-INCH=EMPH.CO=INFR ADVR 

  ‘But for me it’s just the same, apparently!’ (cv) 

 

(9)  nú-u )w-u ê)t   ccáp tíh   c c,  h m ccáp ! 
   this-FLR-OBL INTS1 EMPH2 INTERJ sore INTS1 

  ‘Right here, it’s this darn sore!’ (i.e., it really hurts) (cv) 

 

(10) t h=cúm   ccáp /ám- n /ãêh / d-té-h  

  3sg=beginning INTS1 2sg-OBJ 1sg speak-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll tell you (the story) from the very beginning.’ (txt) 

 

 The form cap occurs elsewhere in Hup as the alienably possessed noun cáp 

‘body’, and as the verb cap- ‘grow’. Example (11) illustrates a likely semantic 

and functional overlap between ‘body’ and the Intensifier form:  

 

(11) báb’=hin pã Ù-ay    /ãêh-ãp tí,   
  sibling=also NEG:EX-INCH 1sg-DEP EMPH.DEP  

 

  /ayup  ccáp  /ãh ni-n h- h 

  one  INTS1  1sg be-be.like-DECL 

  ‘I have no siblings left; it’s as though I were all alone (i.e., one body).’  
  (txt) 
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The form cáp also occurs in the several dialectal variants of ‘tomorrow’: /icáp, 
/ecáp, and tecáp. Future research will help to determine whether a historical 

connection exists among the various manifestations of this form. 

 

 

15.1.2. Intensifiers mún / muhún  

 

This intensifier, a particle, occurs with predicate adjectives, adverbials, and 

verbs, although in the case of verbs it is restricted to negative constructions 

involving the Verbal Negative suffix -n h (see also §16.1.6). The form of this 

intensifier is also subject to variation. Speakers in the Tat Deh dialect area pro-

nounce it as mún in both affirmative (adjectival) and negative (verbal and adjec-

tival) expressions. In Barreira, however, a formal distinction is maintained be-

tween the affirmative form, pronounced muhún, and the verbal negative mún. It 

is likely that muhún is the older form and that mún is a reduced variant, given 

that such phonological reduction of forms is typical, especially in the Tat Deh 

dialect, and that this gram appears most frequently in negative contexts.  

 Examples of affirmative muhún / mún (glossed INTS2) with adjectives are 

expressions like náw muhún ‘really good’, tití/ muhún ‘really dirty’, and ex-

ample (12). Note that muhún / mún can co-occur with Intensifier -(V)cáp to 

create an even stronger statement: 

 

(12) cã êp y /- n=b’ay  /am háy’-tQ‡n,   
  other man-OBJ=AGAIN 2sg mess.with-COND  

 

  yúp  t h=páy  mmuhún  cáp-áh ! 
  that.ITG 3sg=bad  INTS2   INTS1-DECL  

  ‘If you mess around with another man, that’s really really bad!’ (txt) 

 

This form can also appear in subordinate clauses: 

 

(13) páy mmún- p=/ãy  m ‡/…  

  bad INTS2-DEP=FEM  UNDER 

  ‘Even though (I am) an ugly woman…’ (sg) 

 

 The use of Intensifier muhún / mún is independent of whether the degree is 

seen as augmentative or diminutive (unlike -(V)cáp, which is restricted to aug-

mentatives). Thus cípmQh muhún ‘really small’ is just as grammatical as póg 
muhún ‘really big’. 

In addition to adjectives, muhún / mún can modify adverbial expressions, 

such as j’ám-y / muhún ‘a really long time ago’, and even the predicative Exis-
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tential Negative particle pã Ù muhún ‘none at all’ (see §16.2). It is not generally 

used with nouns, but it can appear with adjectives nominalized by preceding 

t h= (as in example 12 above), and also occurs with a few of the so-called 

‘verby’ nouns that are perceived as processual, such as ‘child’ or ‘old man’: 

t h=w h d muhún (3sg=old.man INTS2) ‘a very old (man)’ (see §4.1.3). It also 

appears with nominals in a few emphatic comparative expressions: 

 

(14) ya/amh / mmuhún /am páy-áh ! 
  dog   INTS2  2sg bad-DECL 

  ‘You’re as bad as a dog!’ (ru) 
 

 Negative intensifier expressions, which are indicated by mún regardless of 

dialect area, can involve either verbs or adjectives. Examples include pay-n h 
mún (bad-NEG INTS2) ‘not bad at all’, and (15); see also §16.1.6 for more ex-

amples and discussion. 

 

(15) /ãh hipãh-n h  mmún   

  1sg know-NEG INTS2 

  ‘I don’t know at all.’ (cv) 

 

There is at least one exception to the rule limiting the verbal use of this intensi-

fier form to negative expressions. This is the idiomatic construction h -ni-
muhún- p=/i )h /=/ãêy ‘worthless man/woman, good-for-nothing’ (a relativized 

form of the clause h  ni-muhún or hi ) ni-mún ‘really only existing’; example 16). 

Note that this expression is semantically (though not syntactically) a negative 

evaluative term. 

 

(16) h -ni-mmún=d’ h n N- h, hipãh-n h  n N- h !  
  only-be-INTS2=PL 2pl-DECL know-NEG 2pl-DECL 

  ‘You all are worthless people, you don’t know (anything)!’ (ru) 

 

 

15.1.3. Other intensifiers 

 

While -(V)cáp and muhún / mún are the most commonly used intensifiers in 

Hup, there are a variety of other strategies for marking intensification that are 

less common or occur in more limited contexts. 
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15.1.3.1. Verbal auxiliary -tubud- 
 

The form -tubud- (glossed INTS3) is an erstwhile compounded verb root that has 

taken on auxiliary-like properties of intensification (see also §9.4.2.4B for more 

examples and discussion of this form). It occurs only with verbs, and its formal 

status is somewhere in between an Inner Suffix and a compounded verb root. 

Examples of its use as an intensifier are given in (17–19): 

 

(17) hup-hipãh-n h  /ãh ní-m ‡/-ay,   w h d=d’ h  
  RFLX-know-NEG 1sg be-UNDER-INCH  old.man=PL    

 

  / h-mQh-ttubud-ní-h ! 
  INTRC-kill-INTS3-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘While I was unconscious (drunk), the old men really fought!’ (txt) 

 

(18) / n  tæêh=mQh- nd’ h  hup=d’o/-ttubúd-úh ! 
  1pl  son=DIM-ASSOC.PL  RFLX=take-INTS3-DECL 

  ‘My son and I were given a lot (of beer)!’ (cv) 

 

(19) /am /ç)h-ttubud-y /- y ! 
  2sg sleep-INTS3-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘You were completely asleep!’ (said to someone who overslept) (cv) 

 

 In the Umari Norte dialect, -tubud- as an intensifier has undergone a degree 

of phonological reduction, resulting in the loss of the medial consonant in the 

speech of some people: 

 

(20) ham-ttúúd ! w’ h=mah j’ám   t h  hám-ãy k !  
  go-INTS3  long=REP  DST.CNTR 3sg go-EXCL 

  ‘He went on and on! He went for a long way!’ (txt, Umari Norte dialect) 

 

 Consultants observe that it is possible to use tubud- as an independent verb 

meaning ‘die, lose consciousness’ (example 21); however, this use is not com-

mon, and is not attested in my text corpus. 

 

(21) /ãêh=/ín  ttubud-y /- y 
  1sg=mother lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘My mother lost consciousness/died.’ (el) 
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15.1.3.2. Adverbial intensifier p b ‘strong’ 

 

The form p b is usually used as an adjective meaning ‘fast, strong’, but it can 

also appear as an adverb and act as an intensifier (cf. §10.2):  

 

(22) pp b  / n  hicocó-óh  

  strong  1pl  happy-DECL 

  ‘We’re really happy.’ (txt) 

 

(23) h d=b’ay k dnQn-yó/,  pp b  pé/=n’ n d’o/-y /-ay-áh  

  3pl=AGAIN pass.go-SEQ  strong  sick=OBJ.PL take-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having quickly come, they took those who were very sick.’ (txt) 

 

 

15.1.3.3. Elative -k d 

 

The form -k d is used as an elative marker in Hup, indicating ‘more than’ or 

‘most’ (see §10.2.2.2). In some expressions – especially when it occurs with 

adjectives – it has the related function of a generic intensifier. Examples of this 

use include naw-k d ‘really good, the best’, pay-k d ‘really bad, the worst’. The 

form -k d is almost certainly historically derived from the verb k d- ‘pass’, a 

cross-linguistically common source of an elative marker.  

 In an interesting case of calquing between Hup and Tukano, a speaker used 

Tukano -kumú in place of the Hup Elative -k d:
174

 

 

(24) nút=tat-n’ ‡h  pé/-kkumú  yQ)êh  k w-çp  tí ! 
  here=fruit-NMZ power-kumu  FRUST  pimenta-DEP EMPH.DEP 

  ‘It was a really strong hot pepper, this big!’ (txt) 

 

However, kumu in Tukano is not reported by Ramirez (1997b) to be either an 

intensifier or an elative gram, or even a verb meaning ‘pass’.
175

 Instead, it is a 

                                                
174

 It is not clear whether this was a purely idiosyncratic case of code-switching on the 

part of this speaker, or whether this use is marginally conventionalized. While indis-

criminate code-switching and borrowing of Tukano forms is not generally condoned 

among Hup speakers (see §1.5), some does take place; this may be an example.  
175

 But note that Aikhenvald (2003: 439) reports that the serialized verb ‘pass’ acts as a 

superlative in Tariana; whether this common feature of Tariana and Hup is due to inde-

pendent parallel developments or to areal diffusion of some kind is unclear. 
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noun, meaning both ‘bench’ and ‘blesser, spell-maker’ (a person with low-level 

shamanic abilities). In Hup, the form k d also has both of these nominal func-

tions, in addition to its uses as a verb and as an elative/intensifier.
176

 It is also 

not clear whether the speaker who used the Tukano word for ‘bench’ or 

‘blesser’ in place of the Hup Elative -k d in (24) was aware of the homonymy 

or polysemy among the various Hup forms, or assumed that his listeners would 

be similarly aware of it, but this example appears to provide a clue to the way 

that cross-linguistic heterosemy can arise.  

 

 

15.1.4. Diminutive Intensifier mQh  
 

The Diminutive Intensifier mQh emphasizes smallness or closeness (spatial or 

temporal), as well as unimportance or endearment (cf. §7.2). Its use with nouns, 

however, is rarely that of simply indicating unusual smallness. For this reason, 

it is not considered a diminutive in the more conventional sense of the word, but 

rather a type of intensifier that attaches to a variety of parts of speech, focusing 

attention on the smallness or closeness that is already lexically signaled by other 

means (for example, by the adjective tæêh ‘small’). This discourse-related func-

tion of signaling unimportance or endearment is typical of diminutives cross-

linguistically. With non-verbal hosts, Diminutive mQh is an enclitic and is ac-

cordingly unstressed (although – unlike many clitics in Hup – it may be stressed 

when followed by another clitic). When it appears with verbs, mæh is exclu-

sively an Inner Suffix. 

 The Diminutive Intensifier occurs in a few lexically frozen nominal and ad-

jectival forms referring to smallness or small things.
177

 These are: c pmQh ‘nar-

row, thin’, cípmQh ‘small’ (cf. Umari Norte cípmQh=mQh), and wQdhç/-
m’Q‡h ‘star’ (from wQdh  ‘moon, sun’); the latter form has undergone glottal 

spreading within the medial consonant cluster.  

                                                
176

 The Hup form k d=/ h ‘blesser, spell-maker’ (=/i)h: bound masculine noun) could 

be interpreted as ‘one who sits on a special bench’ (from k d ‘bench’). It is likely that 

the same interpretation motivates the identical form of ‘bench’ and ‘blesser’ in Tukano 

and is consistent with Tukanoan cultural practices, in which beautifully decorated ben-

ches are used by important individuals and in rituals. On the other hand, the Hup form 

could also be interpreted as ‘one who is more than others’ (from k d ‘Elative’ or 

‘pass’), i.e., more educated or more powerful. Nonetheless, the dual meaning of the Hup 

form ‘bench/blesser’ was almost certainly motivated by calquing from Tukano. 
177

 The existence of these frozen forms may be evidence that mQh was once a true di-

minutive, used primarily to indicate small size. 
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 In all other cases, the use of mQh is optional. It emphasizes smallness or 

closeness in adjectival, adverbial, and quantifying expressions such as those in 

(25–28). This may be either spatial or temporal; for example, ‘now’ in (26) is 

maximally temporally close to the speech moment. 

 

(25) d b-n h=mQh   (many-NEG=DIM)   ‘a few, not many’ 

  /ay p=mQh=y /  (one=DIM=TEL)   ‘just one’ 

  h ê-ni=mæh=n’ ‡h  (no.reason-be=DIM=NMZ) ‘just a little something’  

  t h=tQê‚h=mQh  (3sg=small=DIM)   ‘a small one’ 

  núp=mQh=y /  (this=DIM=TEL)   ‘right away’  

 

(26) nutQ‡n=mmQh=y / /ãh w /-tuk-h h-yQê‚h-æêh,    /ãêh-ãw-ã êh !  
  now=DIM=TEL   1sg hear-want-NONVIS-FRUST-DECL 1sg-FLR-DECL 

  ‘I’d like to listen to it right this minute!’ (cv) 

 

(27) húp  t ghod  máh=mmQh=y /  g’ h- y 

  person fireplace  near=DIM=TEL   warm-DYNM 

  ‘The person is warming himself right next to the fire.’ (el) 

 

(28) tú=mmQh=y / /ám-/íp  m yok ní- p=mmQh  yúw-úh,  
  low=DIM=TEL 2sg=father rafter  be-DEP=DIM  that.ITG-DECL   

 

  t h- n  n - y=mah   yúw-úh 
  3sg-OBJ say-DYNM=REP  that.ITG-DECL 
  ‘They are so low (i.e., close to the ground), the rafters of your father’s  

  house, she said to him.’ (txt) 

 

 In the following examples, the Diminutive Intensifier occurs with nominal 

consituents to indicate endearment, as in (29) (where the speaker is referring to 

his grown-up daughter), or insignificance, as in (30–31). 

 

(29) tóg=mmQh  máh-an… /ãh ham-/ay-té-h  

  daughter=DIM near-DIR  1sg go-VENT-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’m going to visit my daughter.’ (txt)  

 

(30) d’og=m’Q‡h=tæh=/ h=mmQh…  páy húp=/ h=mmQh   

  vapisuna=snake=offspring=MSC=DIM bad person=MSC=DIM 

  ‘(I’m) just a man from the Vapisuna-Snake clan… an ugly little man...’ 

  (sg) 
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(31) / n- n  y d=mmQh  d’o/-n /- y  

  1pl-OBJ clothes=DIM  take-give-DYNM 

  ‘(The Tukanos) gave us a few clothes.’ (txt)  

 

Examples (32–33) use the Diminutive Intensifier in nominal expressions relat-

ing to children, with the main rhetorical effect of emphasizing their weakness 

and vulnerability: 

 

(32) cã/-d’ h do/=mmQ h=d’ h t w-ít=y /   p d  b’ay-y /-ní-h  
  other-PL child=DIM=PL  path-OBL=TEL DIST  return-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Other little children would return (home while still) in the path.’ (txt) 

 

(33) [/íp  pã Ù]=mmQ‡h=d’ h  

  father  NEG:EX=DIM=PL 

  ‘The little fatherless ones’ (txt) 

 

 The Diminutive Intensifier can even occur with expressions of large size, in 

order to downplay the importance or amount. (34), for example, was spoken by 

a grandmother who was complaining about the disrespect shown her by the 

village children: 

 

(34) / n  n’ h, t h=wá- n=y /,   “/ám=wa=mmQh,      
  1sg.OBJ CNTR 3sg=old.woman-OBJ=TEL  2sg=old.woman=DIM   

   

  póg=mmQh /ãêh-ti/,   n - y   / hníy /ám-ah,” nç-b -h 

  big=DIM  1sg-EMPH.TAG say-DYNM maybe 2sg-DECL say-HAB-DECL 

  ‘To me, the old one, “you little old one, you probably think you’re big,”  

  they always say.’ (cv) 

 

 With verbs, mQh appears in the verb core as an Inner Suffix, and takes on an 

auxiliary-like function of indicating that the activity is performed only to a 

small degree (compare the ‘Verbal diminutives’, §12.10): 

 

(35) teghçê‚=nçg’ d  /ãh w /-mmæ h-æh, cípmQh=y /  

  Non.Indian=mouth 1sg hear-DIM-DECL little=TEL 

  ‘I understand just a little Portuguese.’ (txt) 

 

Use of mQh with verbs can also emphasize insignificance or vulnerability, 

as with the nominals in (34) above; for example, the speaker in (36) is talking 
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about a young girl who has gotten married too young, in the speaker’s opinion, 

and is looking poorly: 

 

(36) næ   nutQ‡n-Qp kçn-n h mún=mmQh-ay  k h,  
  NEG:R  today-DEP like-NEG INTS2=DIM-INCH ADVR   

   

  t n ‡h  dçw h-çp tohó  d /-mmæ h-ay... 
  3sg.POSS cheek-DEP white  remain-DIM-INCH 

  ‘These days she doesn’t look good at all; her face is really pale…’ (cv) 

 

 

15.2. Promiscuous focus and emphasis markers  

 

This section deals with emphasis and focus markers that can attach to various 

parts of speech and occur in various places in the clause, but appear to have a 

comparable (though not always identical) function from one such realization to 

another; they can therefore properly be considered maximally ‘promiscuous’. 

These markers are in fact only a subset of the large and heterogeneous class of 

forms that relate to focus and emphasis in Hup, of which the other members 

pattern differently. Those that signal focus on nominal constituents but serve a 

different (predominantly aspect-marking) function with predicates are discussed 

together with nominal morphology in Chapter 7; sentence-final discourse parti-

cles relating to emphasis are treated below in §15.3. In addition to these, there 

are various other peripheral forms whose semantics relate to tense, contrast, 

reportative evidentiality, etc, but which also mark the focused constituent of the 

clause (cf. §15.2.3 and elsewhere). 

 

 

15.2.1. Emphasis marker pog / -po- / wog / -wo- 
 

The most ubiquitous of the emphasis grams in Hup is the form pog (occasion-

ally pronounced wog, and with phonologically reduced Inner Suffix variants      

-po- and -wo-; cf. §7.2). This emphasis marker is common in both conversation 

and in narrative, unlike most other emphatic forms discussed in this and the 

following section (§15.3), which are rarely encountered in narrative outside of 

quoted speech. Its emphatic function is also extended to one of mirativity (i.e., 

the indication of unexpected information; cf. DeLancey 1997) in expressions of 

surprise. 

 Formally, Emphasis pog (glossed EMPH1) is extremely promiscuous. It at-

taches both to focused arguments and to predicates, and can occur multiple 

times in a single clause. On predicates, pog occurs consistently in Inner Suffix 
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position, while with other parts of speech it generally appears as an enclitic, 

often attached to the first constituent of the clause as a second position forma-

tive. It is clearly derived from the adjective póg ‘big’,
178

 and the only formal 

difference between pog as adjectival modifier and as emphasis particle within a 

noun phrase is one of stress assignment – the adjective lexeme receives stress, 

while the encliticized emphasis particle does not. 

 Examples (37–39) illustrate the occurrence of pog on multiple constituents 

within the clause: 

 

(37) t h  p p d-hi-y’Qt-y /-ppóg-ay-áh,      

  3sg roll.up-FACT-lay-TEL-EMPH1-INCH-DECL  

 

  t h=tæh/íp=ppog- n ! 
  3sg=child.father=EMPH1-OBJ 

  ‘She rolled him right up (in the bark) and left him, her husband!’ (txt)  

 

(38) /ám=ppog páh,   / n  tæ/nçhç-hicé/-ppog-b -h !  
  2sg=EMPH1 PRX.CNTR 1sg.OBJ laugh-induce-EMPH1-HAB-DECL  

  ‘It’s you that always makes me laugh!’ (cv)  

 

(39) c ‡/   w’aw’a/-k dcak-y /-ppó-ay,    húp  j’ib=ppog !   
  leg.calf stick.up-pass.climb-TEL-EMPH1-INCH person foot=EMPH1 

  ‘A leg was sticking out (of the pot), a human foot!’ (txt)  

 

 Emphasis pog has the phonologically reduced variant -po-, which is limited 

to environments where a vowel-initial suffix form directly follows. This suffix 

pair patterns just like the other such full/reduced pairs in Hup, such as Future -

teg / -te-, Habitual b g / -b -, etc. (see §3.6). As with all of these pairs, the unre-

duced form -pog- is required when followed by a consonant-initial suffix:  

 

(40) yúp   ba/t ‡b’ g’ h-ppog-/é-ew- n  h d   
  that.ITG spirit  be-EMPH1-PERF-FLR-OBJ 3pl   

 

  wQd-y /-k dhám-ay=mah 

  eat-TEL-pass.go-DYNM=REP 

  ‘They came quickly to eat that one who really was a spirit.’ (txt) 

                                                
178

 The functional link between augmentation and emphasis is comparable to that be-

tween diminution and intensification in Hup; see mQh (§15.1.4).  
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(41) n N- n  t h  tçn-ham-ppog-té-p,   cún/ !  ham-ppog-tég n N-áh ?  

  2pl-OBJ 3sg hold-go-EMPH1-FUT-DEP INTERJ go-EMPH1-FUT 2pl-FOC 

  ‘She’ll really take you away! Would you really go?!’ (cv) 

 

When a vowel-initial suffix follows, either of the two variants is possible, but 

speakers generally prefer -po- :  
 

(42) h )ê-n êêh-ppó-y=mah     j’ám   t h=b’ay ?  

  Q-be.like-EMPH1-DYNM=REP  DST.CNTR 3sg=AGAIN 

  ‘How the heck did this (story) go?’ (txt)  

 

(43) t h  m’Q‡/   c j   d’ob-g’et-ppó-ay-áh  

  3sg red.paint  brilliant go.to.river-stand-EMPH1-INCH-DECL 

  ‘He stood on the bank, really brilliant with red paint.’ (txt) 

 

(44) kanin    cçp-ham-ppó-h  

  sleepy(Tuk) go.from.river-go-EMPH1-DECL 

  ‘Sleepyhead’s gone up away from the river!’ (cv) 

 

(45) / y d’o/-y /-ppó-/=b’ay ?!  
  who take-TEL-EMPH1-INT=AGAIN 

  ‘Who the heck took it?’ (cv) 

 

 A still further reduced form -wog- / -wo- also exists, although its use is 

much more limited (and is represented only in the speech of a few people from 

the Japu area, near the Vaupés River). This variant patterns like pog / -po- : 
 

(46) h ‚-n’ ‡h b g  yæêh yã Ù/ b’ t w d-yé-ep   y kán  
  Q-NMZ HAB FRUST Mom roça arrive-enter-DEP over.there.ITG 

 

  k k y-n h=y /   k dcak-wwog-b g-yQh-æw-áh    y  ? 

  interrupted-NEG=TEL pass.climb-EMPH1-HAB-FRUST-FLR-FOC TAG1 

  ‘Why the heck does Mom climb up there without fail when she comes  

  back from the fields?’ (txt) 
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(47) key-g’ã/-yó/=mah   yúp  “h )ê-n h-wwó-y    cáp  
  see-be.suspended-SEQ=REP that.ITG Q-be.like-EMPH1-DYNM INTS1   

 

  b g  yQê‚h=nih   t h-áh ?! 
  HAB FRUST=EMPH.CO 3sg-FOC 

  ‘Lying in the hammock and looking out, “what the heck is she always  

  doing?” (he said).’ (txt) 

 

(48) t n ‡h  máj-wwo-ót   t h-cud-d’o/-k dway-y /-ay-áh  

  3sg.POSS basket-EMPH1-OBL break-be.inside-take-pass.go.out-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘She broke it up and put it into her basket and went quickly out.’ (txt) 

 

 Emphasis pog occurs in a wide variety of clause types, including imperative 

clauses. In imperatives it receives the primary stress of the verb word, which 

would normally fall on the (compound-final) verb root: 

 

(49) hu Ù‚t   b’ y /  d’o/-g’et-ppóg !  
  tobacco only  take-stand.IMP-EMPH1 

  ‘Just get tobacco!’ (cv) 

 

 In addition to its use with verbal and nominal constituents (including noun 

phrases involving adjective modifiers), pog cliticizes to predicate adjectives 

(example 50), and to the predicative negative particle pã Ù (example 51): 

 

(50) páy=ppog páh   yú-w d- h  

  bad=EMPH1 PRX.CNTR that.ITG-old.man-DECL 

  ‘That old guy’s really a jerk.’ (cv) 

 

(51) pã Ù=ppog !  
  NEG:EX=EMPH1 

  None at all!’ (cv) 

 

When word-final, pog is often replaced by the variant po/ (example 52–53). 

This word-final glottalization is an additional emphasis-marking strategy in Hup 

(see §15.3.4 below). 

 

(52) t h=p y=d’ h,  dçw h kubúk=d’ h b’ y /-ay=ppo/  
  3sg=bad=PL   cheek  crusty.paint=PL only-INCH=EMPH1 

  ‘Those ugly ones, those having crusty paint on their cheeks, are all that  

  exist (here, now).’ (txt) 
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(53) nú-m’æ=mQh=ppó/   n m    h d  w’ób-op  bá/,   

  this-amount=DIM=EMPH1 curare  3pl  set-DEP  PROTST  

 

  nú-m’æ=mQh  tíh ! 
  this-MEAS=DIM  EMPH2 

  ‘They put just this little bit of poison (on their darts), just this little bit (is  

  enough to kill)!’ (txt) 

 

 Finally, the form pog has an additional, related function: it combines produc-

tively with verb roots, acting as a habitual nominalizer meaning ‘one who al-

ways does (verb), is characterized by doing (verb)’. In this construction, pog 

takes the primary stress, but its function is essentially that of an augmentative; 

compare English ‘a big eater’, ‘a big liar’. Examples are given in (54):  

 

(54) /çt-póg  (cry-BIG)  ‘crybaby’ 

  / h-póg  (sleep-BIG) ‘sleepyhead’ 

  t h-póg  (lie-BIG)  ‘big liar’ 

 

 

15.2.2. Emphasis marker =/ h 

 

The Emphasis marker =/ h is a grammaticalized variant of the animate mascu-

line (and gender-neutral) bound noun =/ h (e.g., yúp=/ h ‘that man’; see 

§5.4.2.2). It typically encliticizes to nominals (especially personal names and 

demonstratives, but also including nominalized verbs such as relative clauses), 

and functions to emphasize and single out a particular referent. Note that this 

use of =/ h is in keeping with the individuating function of the bound con-

struction in general, and it makes sense that =/ h – the most frequent and ge-

neric (animate) bound noun – would be the bound noun to develop a more gen-

eral, grammatical function. Use of Emphasis =/i )h is illustrated in examples 

(55–57), where it is in all cases grammatically optional: 

 

(55) mánio=/ h  yúw-úh,    /ãêh=/íp g’çê‚h- p=/ h yúw-úh  

  Mario=MSC  that.ITG-DECL 1sg=father be2-DEP=MSC that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘That’s Mario, that’s the one who’s my father!’ (said teasingly) (cv) 

 

(56) yuhúm deh-áh  cã êp==/ h, patí  
  avocado water-FOC other=MSC Pattie 

  ‘Avocado Igarapé is another one (town in that direction), Pattie!’ (cv) 
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(57) t h  g’Q‡g-tæh=// h  ham-y /-ay=mah,  g’Q‡g-tæh-æêh  

  3sg bone-son=MSC  go-TEL-INCH=REP  bone-son-DECL  

  ‘(Having grown up) he went on to be Bone-Son himself, did Bone-Son.’  

  (txt) 

 

In keeping with its function of singling out a referent, Emphasis =/ h can in-

dicate a distinction in restrictiveness, particularly when used with adjectives. In 

(58a–b), for example, =/ h indicates a selection among multiple jaguars: 

 

(58) a) yã/ám t h=p g=mah  húp=/ h- n   w n- h 

   jaguar  3sg=big=REP  person=MSC-OBJ follow-DECL 

   ‘A big jaguar, it’s said, followed the man.’ (non-restrictive; 1 jaguar)  

 

  b) yã/ám t h=p g=/ h=mah húp=/ h- n   w n- h 

   jaguar  3sg=big=MSC=REP  person=MSC-OBJ follow-DECL 

   ‘The big jaguar, it’s said, followed the man.’ (restrictive; 2+ jaguars)  

   (el) 

 

In addition to associating with nominals, the marker / ‚h also occurs clause-

finally in connection with a verb stem, where it takes the form of an ‘internally 

complex’ Boundary Suffix: -V/i )h. Note that the resulting construction is syn-

tactically (as well as semantically) distinct from a relative clause, which would 

take the form [Verb-DEP=/i )h] ‘one who does Verb’. This is illustrated in (59–

62); note that here again -(V)/i )h is optional, and can be substituted by Declara-

tive -V êh. 

 

(59) / n  g=wag b’ y /  y t  t h  hám-a/ h   

  1pl  drink=day only  thus 3sg go-(V)MSC 

  ‘It’s only on days that we drink that (singing) goes on thus.’ (i.e., that we  

  sing) (txt) 
 

(60) wQd-yó/, /ay p=/ h=cud/u ê‚h  d /- / h…  d /-yó/,   

  eat-SEQ  one=MSC=INFR.EPIST  remain-(V)MSC remain-SEQ  

 

  t h   ye-p d- / h  

  3sg  enter-DIST-(V)MSC 

  ‘(The snake) having eaten (them), there was one man apparently who was  

  left; being left, it was he that entered (the house of the Snake’s 

  daughter).’ (txt) 
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(61) nút  wQdh  ní-n’ ‡h h d  hám-a// h 
  here sun  be-NMZ 3pl  go-(V)MSC 

  ‘It was right when the sun was here that they started out.’ (txt) 

 

(62) núp / n  kawa-tég-ay=/ h   

  this 1sg divide-FUT-INCH=MSC 

  ‘It was there that we were to split up.’ (txt) 

 

 There is some stylistic and dialectal variation in this use of Emphasis =/i )h. 

For example, one storyteller in Barriera uses the verbal construction t h n - / h 
(3sg say-V=MSC) very frequently when introducing quoted speech in narrative 

(example 63). Upon hearing the recording of his narratives, however, people of 

Tat Deh remarked on this use, and said that they prefer n - y=mah t h- w- h 
(say-DYNM=REP 3sg-FLR-DECL).  

 

(63) “/ y=/ h /ám?” t h  nç-ç/ h  
    who=MSC 2sg  3sg say-(V)MSC  

  ‘“Who are you?” is what he said.’ (txt) 

 

Emphasis =/ h is especially common in expressions involving the Epis-

temic modality marker / êh (see also §14.8). The resulting semi-idiomatic con-

struction expresses an emphatic supposition: 

 

(64) húp=pog   / h  t h=/ h ! 
  person-EMPH1 EPIST  3sg=MSC 

  ‘Could that be a person?!’ (txt) 

 

(65) y n y-key-yó/=cud/ h  h d  d’ob-y /-ay=/ h   
  thus-see-SEQ=INFR.EPIST  3pl  go.to.river-TEL-INCH=MSC 

  ‘So with this, apparently, they went down to the river.’ (txt)  

 

(66) j’ám=mah  yú=w d  d’o/-w dnæn-æh…  
  yesterday=REP that=RESP take-arrive.come-DECL… 
 

  yúw-út  /u )h nutQ‡n  t h  /çc-pæm-æy=/ h ! 
  that-OBL EPIST today  3sg consume-sit-DYNM=MSC 
  ‘Yesterday that one (boat captain) brought (cachaça); today that must be  

  what he’s sitting drinking!’ (cv) 
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(67) póg=cud/ h  yúp=// h, d h=teg=/ h ! 
  big=INFR.EPIST  that-MSC  water=tree=MSC 

  ‘That thing was apparently really big, that water-tree!’ (txt)   

 

 

15.2.3. Focus -áh  

 

The vowel-initial suffix -áh can occur only once per clause, but appears to have 

somewhat different functions depending on where it appears within the clause 

(although it is simply glossed ‘Focus’ regardless of where it occurs).  Clause-

finally, it occurs primarily with interrogative clauses, where it signals an em-

phatic, rhetorical question (and is often followed by an emphatic interrogative 

tag). Clause-internally, -áh always occurs together with some other, clause-level 

discourse marker (see §15.3 below), and marks the constituent that is the focus 

of the assertion.  

 Focus -áh attaches to any clausal constituent – nominal, verbal, or other – as 

a vowel-initial Boundary Suffix. It is always constituent-final, as are many other 

Boundary Suffixes; it follows nominal enclitics, and in the case of verbs re-

quires any fluid formatives to occur in the Inner Suffix position. Like most of 

Hup’s affect markers, it is much more commonly used in conversation than in 

narrative (with the exception of quoted speech). 

 Examples of the use of Focus -áh as a clause-final marker of rhetorical em-

phasis in interrogatives are given in (68–70).  

 

(68) /ám=y /=m ‡/=nih   yúw-ááh ?!  
  2sg=TEL=UNDER=EMPH.CO that.ITG-FOC 

  ‘It really is you?!’ (txt)  

 

(69) h ‚êp=b’ay,   h ê‚  key-n h- y   t h-ááh ?!   
  which=AGAIN Q  see-be.like-DYNM 3sg-FOC  

 

  wQd  d /-n h  /ám-ááh ?! 
  food  remain-NEG 2sg-FOC 

  ‘What?! How can this be? You saved no food for me?!’ (txt) 

 

(70) h ‚-n’ ‡h yæêh  yúw-ááh,  c c/ !  
  Q-NMZ FRUST  that.ITG-FOC INTERJ 

  ‘What the heck could this be?!’ (cv) 
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 In its rhetorical emphatic function in interrogatives, -áh may be followed by 

the clause-final interrogative emphasis marker t  (see §15.3.1.1). Examples 

(71a–b) illustrate how the use of optional -áh in this context indicates relative 

certainty regarding the event in question. Hup speakers might say either of these 

in the context of a village gathering, where anyone who has something to say 

may get up and make a speech to the assembled people. Use of (71a) would 

imply that they intend to speak, whereas (71b) would indicate that they proba-

bly do not – for example, if a Tukano asked them to give a speech in Portu-

guese. 

 

(71) a) / d-tég  / n-ááh t  ?  

   speak-FUT 1pl-FOC EMPH.INT 

   ‘We’ll speak, right?’  

 

  b) / d-tég  / n  t  ?  

   speak-FUT 1pl  EMPH.INT 

   ‘Will we really speak?’ (el) 

 

 In interrogatives, Focus -áh is not limited to nominal arguments, but can oc-

cur on predicates as well, such as when followed by the Interactive Tag y  (see 

§15.3.2) (with which it is optional), as illustrated in example (72). (Note that 

here it takes the place of Interrogative -V/ on the verb). 

 

(72) h ‚-n’ ‡h b g  yæêh yã Ù/ b’ t w d-yé-ep   y kán  
  Q-NMZ HAB FRUST Mom roça arrive-enter-DEP over.there.ITG 

 

  k k y-n h=y /   k dcak-wog-b g-yQh-æw-ááh     y  ? 

  interrupted-NEG=TEL pass.climb-EMPH1-HAB-FRUST-FLR-FOC TAG1 

  ‘Why the heck does Mom climb up there without fail when she comes  

  back from the fields?’ (txt) 

 

 In its clause-internal realization, the presence of -áh requires the additional 

presence of some other clause-final discourse marker, and typically marks the 

constituent that is the focus of the construction; this is usually a fronted nominal 

argument. Examples of this usage – with a variety of clause-final discourse 

markers – are given in the following paragraphs. 

 In co-occurrence with the ‘Exclusive’ form -Vy k (which singles out one 

participant as unique vis-à-vis the event; cf. §15.3.6), Focus -áh is essentially 

obligatory, although it may be replaced by one of the set of comparable focus 

markers mentioned below. It must mark the entity that is the focus of the exclu-

sive situation (see §15.3.6 for more examples and discussion): 
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(73) h d  b’ y / / êh-ááh,  hçht g-ét g’ã/-g’ó/-ooy k     c c !  
  3pl  only EPIST-FOC canoe-OBL be.suspended-go.about-EXCL INTERJ 

  ‘It was probably only they who went out by canoe, hey!’ (cv) 

 

Focus -áh likewise serves this function of marking a focused constituent in 

the presence of the clause-final tags h  (Interactive; see §15.3.3 below), as in 

(74), and bá/ (Protestive; §15.3.5 below), as in (75) (where the speaker is re-

sponding to a listener’s critical comment). However, -áh is optional in these 

contexts, whereas it is required with exclusive -Vy k. 

 

(74) w h=d’ h   b’ y /-ááh  yúp  d b- cáp  d’o/-g’ét-ehh  

  River.Indian=PL only-FOC  that.ITG many-INTS1 take-stand-TAG2 

  ‘Only the River Indians plant a lot, you know.’ (sp) 

 

(75) náw=y /-ááh t h- n  dç/kéy /ãh / d- y   bbá/ !  

  good=TEL-FOC 3sg-OBJ correct 1sg speak-DYNM PROTST 

  ‘All right, I’m telling it to her correctly!’ (in response to another’s  

  comment) (txt) 

 

 Focus -áh occurs in one further context involving a clause-final affect 

marker, but here its distribution is somewhat different from the cases described 

above. In this construction, rather than marking a focused argument elsewhere 

in the clause, -áh always immediately precedes a clause-final nominal argument 

that takes the Dependent marker -Vp (cf. §7.1.5 and §18.2.4.2), which here 

seems to be associated with topic marking and emphasis (although its primary 

function is that of a clausal subordinator; see §18.2). The resulting construction 

as a whole is relatively emphatic. Note that in a more neutral affirmation, sub-

ject-final constituent order in the clause typically requires the Declarative 

marker -V êh instead of the Dependent marker, and the preceding predicate has 

no special marking. 

 

(76) n -d’ h- n, n ‡   hup=c t=d’ h-ááh    núw- p,  
  this-PL-OBJ 1sg.POSS RFLX=older.brother=PL-FOC this-DEP    

 

  t h  n -ay-mah-ah 

  3sg say-INCH-REP-DECL 

  ‘To them, those who are my older brothers, he spoke.’ (txt) 
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(77) patí- n  húp-út /ãh / d- h /,  / d- y-ááh     /ã êh-ãw-ã êp   

  Pattie-OBJ Hup-OBL 1sg speak-TAG2 speak-DYNM-FOC 1sg-FLR-DEP 

  ‘I speak Hup to Pattie, you know, I really speak (it)!’ (sp) 

 

Hup has a number of peripheral formatives that share an intriguing resem-

blance to -áh. These markers tend to have in common a phonological form end-

ing in [ah]; moreover, like Focus -áh, they tend to act as wandering clitic-like 

entities within the clause, attaching to whichever clausal constituent is in par-

ticular focus. Also, in the appropriate context, they are acceptable in place of 

Focus -áh when it would otherwise be required (i.e., in combination with other 

affect markers). While -áh itself can be considered the ‘basic’ focus morpheme 

with no further semantic features, the others all combine a focus-marking func-

tion with some other semantic property – just as they appear formally to com-

bine the phonological form -ah with additional consonantal material. The mem-

bers of this set include the Contrast-tense particles páh and j’ám / j’ãêh (§13.4), 

the Adversative conjunction k h (§18.1.4), and (more marginally) the Reporta-

tive evidential mah (§14.9.4). It is not known whether any historical relation-

ship exists among these forms, but the fact that they share a formal and func-

tional resemblance synchronically suggests that they may have some reality as a 

class. 

Examples (78–79) illustrate the ability of these other focus-type markers 

(here the Distant Past contrast form j’ám / j’ãêh and the Adversative conjunction 

k h) to take the place of Focus -áh when a clause-final Dependent marker is 

present (compare 76–77 above).  

 

(78) y ‚-n h-pó-y       jj’ã êh   / n- p  

  that.ITG-be.like-EMPH1-DYNM DST.CNTR 1pl-DEP 

  ‘That’s just how it was for us!’ (cv) 

 

(79) pó/dah=có/-óy=d’ h- p  cã êp=y /  kk h  / d- p   

  upriver=LOC-DYNM=PL-DEP  other=TEL ADVR  speech-DEP 

  ‘As for the upriver folks, (it’s) actually quite different, their speech.’ (txt) 

 

Other [-ah] forms – here appearing as second position particles – are illustrated 

in the following examples; the Proximate Contrast form occurs in (80), and the 

Reportative evidential in (81): 

 

(80) nçg’ d pã Ù=pog   ppáh   yúw-úh ! 
  mouth  NEG:EX=EMPH1 PRX.CNTR that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It has no mouth at all!’ (cv) 
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(81) nuh-k b k=n’ n=mmah  h d  p /- h,     d b ! 
  head-break=PL.OBJ=REP  3pl  ritually.present-DECL many 

  ‘They gave a dabacuri of sauva (lit. ‘head-breaker’) ants, they say, lots of  

  them!’ (txt) 

 

 

15.2.4. Filler form -Vw- as an emphasis marker 

 

The so-called ‘Filler’ syllable -Vw- is perhaps the most neutral morpheme in 

Hup, in terms of carrying a particular semantics. It appears in a number of dis-

tinct contexts, in which it serves a variety of functions. In certain contexts (par-

ticularly, but not exclusively, in combination with nominal arguments), the 

main role of -Vw- appears to be one of conveying emphasis; this corresponds to 

and is perhaps even iconically motivated by the phonological weight the Filler 

syllable adds to the word. This function is the focus of this section. Additionally 

(particularly in combination with verbal predicates), the Filler syllable plays a 

role in clause linkage and subordination, as discussed briefly below and in 

§18.1.2 and §18.2.3. The connection between these various uses, and the moti-

vation for the Filler syllable in some of these contexts, is not yet fully clear; 

however, certain other mechanisms used in signaling clausal linkage – most 

notably the Dependent marker -Vp (see §7.1.5 and §18.2.4) – are also used as 

discourse markers on main clauses, so this dual duty is not unique to the Filler 

syllable.  

 Formally, Filler -Vw- is limited to contexts preceding a vowel-initial Boun-

dary Suffix, and is the only case in Hup of a vowel-initial form that is not itself 

a Boundary Suffix. Its function is in many cases largely determined by that of 

the vowel-initial suffix that follows it. Filler -Vw- tends to occur on a clause-

final constituent, but can appear both clause-internally and clause-finally in a 

single clause. 

 Filler -Vw- frequently occurs with clause-final nominal arguments (subjects 

or objects), followed by Declarative -V êh or the Dependent marker suffix -Vp 

(which here serves an emphasis-related function), or (particularly in the case of 

demonstrative pronouns) by a case-marker (Object - n or Oblique -V êt). In this 

context, -Vw – which is purely optional – functions to place additional empha-

sis on the participant in question. This participant may already be the topic of 

the discourse, as in (82) (from a conversation about a stolen fish net), or may be 

newly introduced, as in (83), where the speaker observes that what are fish to 

the spirit in a tale appear to humans as jaguars. 
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(82) páh-y /   t h  y’Qt-pog-/ -y    páh    
  PRX.CNTR-TEL 3sg  lay-EMPH1-PERF-DYNM PRX.CNTR  
 

  yúw-uuw-úh,   c c,  t h=j’á-aaw-áh 

  that.ITG-FLR-DECL INTERJ 3sg=black-FLR-DECL  

  ‘He left it there a little while ago, hey, a black one.’ (cv)  

 

(83) yã/ám=d’ h=mah / n- n-ããw-ã êh  

  jaguar=PL=REP   1pl-OBJ-FLR-DECL 

  ‘For us they are jaguars.’ (txt)  

 

Further examples of Filler -Vw- with Declarative -Vh on nominals are given in 

(84–86). In (84), the speaker is expressing his difficulty in answering my ques-

tions about Hup morphemes. Example (85) was one person’s response to a 

question put to the group, ‘Are you all going for a bath?’, and (86) marked the 

end of one story, which led into another.  

 

(84) /ãêh-ã êp “t h=cúm  palávara”  nç-y /- y  b g  /ãêh-ããw-ãêh  

  1sg-DEP 3sg=beginning word(Pt)  say-TEL-DYNM HAB 1sg-FLR-DECL 

  ‘As for me, “it’s the beginning of the word,” I always say.’ (txt) 

 

(85) j’çm-n h  /ãêh-ããw-ã êh !  
  bathe-NEG 1sg-FLR-DECL 

  ‘As for me, I’m not going for a bath!’ (cv) 

 

(86) ya/ p-ay=nih     j’ã êh   yúp  / ‡d- w- h  

  that.much-INCH=EMPH.CO DST.CNTR that.ITG speech-FLR-DECL 

  ‘(As for) this story, it’s over.’ (txt)  

 

Example of Filler -Vw- with Dependent marker -Vp are given in (87–88). As 

discussed in §7.1.5, Dependent marker -Vp serves a topic-marking function 

when it appears on nominal arguments of the clause.  

 

(87) ham-y /-ay  b g-áh  / n-ããw-ã êp !  
  go-TEL-INCH  HAB-FOC 1sg.OBJ-FLR-DEP 

  ‘(After telling one story) another always comes to me!’ (txt) 
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(88) h )ê-n’ ‡h nç-tég-n’ ‡h  pã Ù-áh,   yú-uuw-úp,   

  Q-NMZ say-FUT-NMZ NEG:EX-FOC that.ITG-FLR-DEP  

 

  mandukorí- n-ããw-ã êp ! 
  Mandukori-OBJ-FLR-DEP 

  ‘…Nothing like that (is said) to that one, to Mandukori!’ (sp) 

 

 On verbal predicates, Filler -Vw- is usually followed by -ay Inchoative, -V êh 

Declarative, or -V/ Interrogative. It cannot occur with Dynamic -V êy. In this 

context, it is sometimes used emphatically, but also performs a range of other 

functions. These are summarized briefly below, and in more detail elsewhere in 

this grammar. 

 The combination of Filler -Vw- and Inchoative -ay usually indicates the ini-

tiation of a long-term or permanent situation (see §12.3):  

 

(89) “n’í-có/  n N hám,”  / n- n  h d  n -b’ay-áh,  
   that-LOC  2pl  go.IMP 1pl-OBJ 3pl  say-AGAIN-DECL  

 

  “nút  t h=d’ h  h d  ni-tég-eew-aay-áh” 
    here  tapir/cow=PL 3pl  be-FUT-FLR-INCH-DECL 
  ‘“You all go there,” they said to us, “here cattle will live from now on.”’  

  (txt) 

 

(90) /ãh ham-y /- w-ay   

  1sg go-TEL-FLR-INCH 

  ‘I’m going away (for good).’ (cv) 

 

While the long-term event interpretation of this construction is the usual one, it 

is not the only one possible; the Filler + Inchoative forms on a verbal predicate 

can also have an emphatic, primarily stylistic function like that of the Filler with 

nominal arguments (see above). This is illustrated in (91), where the multiple 

occurrence of the Filler syllable (on various constituents of the clause) yields a 

highly emphatic utterance: 
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(91) hã Ùy- n key-d’ó/-oow-aay /ãêh-ããw-ã êh,  nút  t k  j’ N !   

  um-OBJ see-take-FLR-INCH 1sg-FLR-DECL here thigh punch    

 

  hi-yæt-Qw-aay ! 
  descend-lie-FLR-INCH 

  ‘I’ve caught a glimpse of what’s-his-name; he hits her in the leg and gets  

  down from the hammock!’ (cv) 

 

 When combined with the Declarative suffix -V êh on predicates, Filler -Vw- 
appears to take on a distinct function relating to clause linkage, as in (92–94). 

Whereas the Filler + Inchoative suffix combination occurs freely on verbal pre-

dicates in isolated clauses (with the aspectual function described above), the 

Filler + Declarative combination is grammatical only when preceded by a lin-

ked clause (on which the Filler suffix cannot occur); the first clause makes a 

point, while the second provides more information about it. The Filler syllable 

appears to signal that the Declarative marker is here functioning non-

canonically as a linker, and -Vw- is in fact required on the second clause of the 

pair in these examples. The use of this construction in clause linking almost 

certainly relates to the non-canonical combinations of Declarative -V êh with 

other Boundary Suffixes in some linking contexts (see §17.3.2 and §18.1.2). 

 

(92) *j’ám-y /   h d  ní- w- h 
   DST.CNTR-TEL 3pl  be-FLR-DECL 

  (Intended meaning: ‘A long time ago they lived.’) 

 

(93) j’ám-y /   h d  ni-ní-h,   nút  h d  ní- w- h 

  DST.CNTR-TEL 3pl  be-INFR2-DECL here 3pl  be-FLR-DECL 

  ‘A long time ago they lived (there), (now) they live here.’ (el) 

 

(94) yúp=mah  yúw-úh,   mçh y hod h d  n -çw- h  

  that.ITG=REP  that.ITG-DECL deer  hole 3pl  say-FLR-DECL 

  ‘So that was it, that which they should call the Deer’s Tomb.’ (txt) 

 

 The Filler syllable has a similar linking-type function in combination with 

the Interrogative suffix -V/. Filler -Vw- cannot occur in a normal information-

soliciting question, and is grammatical only in rhetorical or ‘backchanneling’ 

interrogatives that essentially respond to another’s statement by repeating this 

statement as a question; as such it apparently signals a link to preceding state-

ment. In fact, in rhetorical constructions involving the repetition of the verbal 

predicate, such as (95) (uttered in response to the statement ‘your mother’s get-
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ting a bath’), the simple Interrogative suffix without the Filler is judged un-

grammatical. 

 

(95) j’ m-ççw- / ?  
  bathe-FLR-INT 

  ‘Getting a bath, huh?’ (cv) 

 

 Relative clauses are yet another environment in which the Filler syllable ap-

pears, again with a function relating to clause linkage rather than emphasis. 

Filler -Vw- occurs in all cases, and only in those cases, in which a headless 

relative clause stands in for an object or oblique nominal argument of the main 

clause verb, and is nominalized directly by a case marker (either Oblique -V êt or 

Object - n) (see §18.2.3). The case suffix attaches to the verb stem, separated 

from it only by the Filler syllable. Note that in adverbial clauses, on the other 

hand, the oblique case-markers -an and -V êt attach directly to verb stems, with 

no intervening Filler syllable (see §18.2.6.2). The use of -Vw- in headless case-

marked relative clauses is illustrated in (96) (Oblique case), and (97) (Object 

case). Example (97) also illustrates the common occurrence of the Filler sylla-

ble between a demonstrative stem and case marker, as mentioned above.  

 

(96)  t h=hip d [y’Qt-y /- w- t]  h d kow’ow’-tu/-y’Qt-y /-ay-áh 

   3sg=mojeca lay-TEL-FLR-OBL 3pl squeeze-immerse-lay-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘They squeezed and dropped (the poison) into his mojeca, which had  

  been set aside.’  (txt)  
 

(97) t h  / g-ay-áh,   yú-uuw- n…    
  3sg drink-INCH-DECL that.ITG-FLR-OBJ 
 

  yúp  [h d kow’ow’-tu/-y’Qt-y /-pog-/é-eew- n-ah]  
  that.ITG 3pl  squeeze-immerse-lay-TEL-EMPH1-PERF-FLR-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘He drank it… that into which they had squeezed and left timbó.’ (txt) 

 

 

15.3. Sentence-final affect particles  

 

This section is devoted to the large set of clause-final discourse markers in Hup. 

These formatives have a number of formal features in common: they are re-

stricted to clause-final position, they can occur only once per clause, and most 

are free particles or – in a few cases – enclitics. They have scope over the clause 

as a whole and serve an affect-related function having to do with emphasis or 

encoding some aspect of social interaction (usually involving the addressee). 
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They tend to be very common in conversation – especially in highly animated 

conversation – but rarely occur in narrative. None are fluid morphemes (see 

§3.5), and they typically follow even the Interrogative and Dependent Boundary 

Suffixes, which in other contexts are normally clause-final. Several of these 

affect particles have formal variants according to the type of clause (interroga-

tive, imperative, etc.) in which they appear, and in some cases these variants act 

as ‘internally complex’ Boundary Suffixes (see §3.4.1.2). Most do not co-occur 

with the Declarative or Dynamic suffixes at all, whose morphosyntactic position 

they fill. As is true for many other discourse markers in Hup and cross-

linguistically, the patterning and functions of these markers are complex; a full 

understanding of their behavior must await future research. 

 

 

15.3.1. Emphasis particles (ti) 
 

One group of these discourse particles, considered here as a set, have very simi-

lar forms: t , ti/, tí, tíh. To some degree, these forms associate with different 

clause types, but perform similar emphasis-related functions. Given their close 

resemblance, it is very likely that a historical relationship – or even a relation-

ship on the synchronic level, corresponding to differentiation according to 

clause type – exists among them (or some of them). It is probably not an acci-

dent that some of the phonological variation among these forms corresponds to 

similar variation, also according to clause type, seen in other interactive tags 

discussed in this chapter (y , see §15.3.2, and h /, §15.3.3; see the summary in 

Table 45 at the end of §15.3.3). Note that these emphatic ti forms bear a formal 

similarity to the Counterfactual marker =tih (§14.3), but the latter patterns dif-

ferently in the clause and is functionally quite distinct.  

 

 

15.3.1.1. Interrogative emphasis t   

 

The particle t  (glossed EMPH.INT) is a marker of interrogative emphasis, used in 

emphatic questions and expressions of doubt (examples 98–99). It is generally 

considered to be interchangeable with the functionally similar particle y  
(which also has rising tone when used in interrogatives; see §15.3.2 below), 

although t  may indicate a slightly higher degree of doubt.  

 

(98) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h / n  wæd-Q/ tt  ?  
  Q-NMZ 1pl  eat-INT EMPH.INT 

  ‘What the heck is this we’re eating?!’ (joking) (ru) 
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(99) h ê‚-có/  yæêh t h  ham-yæ êh-Q/ tt  ?  
  Q-LOC  FRUST 3sg go-FRUST-INT EMPH.INT 

  ‘Where in the world has he gone?’ (txt) 

 

In polar questions, the Focus marker -áh (or a related form) often occurs on 

post-verbal subjects followed by clause-final t  (examples 100–101; see also 

§15.2.3 above). As illustrated by the comparison in (102), t  by itself adds em-

phasis to a question, and together with Focus -áh indicates that the response to 

the question is already anticipated: 

 

(100) /am ‡h  máj  ní- y=mah  t h-ááh  tt  ?  

  2sg.POSS basket  be-DYNM=REP 3sg-FOC EMPH.INT 

  ‘You have your basket (as they said), right?’ (txt) 

 

(101) y t=y /  t h  jj’ã êh   tt  ? 
  thus=TEL  3sg DST.CNTR EMPH.INT 

  ‘It (the story) went like that, didn’t it?’ (txt) 

 

(102) a) b’oy-tég  / n ?  
   study-FUT 1pl    
   ‘Are we going to study?’ (neutral) 

 

  b) b’oy-tég  / n  tt  ? 
   study-FUT 1pl  EMPH.INT   
   ‘Are we really going to study?’ (doubting, emphatic) 

 

  c) b’oy-tég  / n-ááh tt  ? 
   study-FUT 1pl-FOC EMPH.INT 

   ‘We’ll study, right?’ (relative certainty, emphatic) (el) 

 

 

15.3.1.2. Emphasis tí 
 

Like Interrogative t , the Emphasis marker tí (glossed EMPH.DEP) appears to 

associate primarily with a specific clause type: in most instances of its use, it 

occurs optionally in a main clause following Dependent marker -Vp (which in 

this context is also frequently associated with emphasis, as discussed in §7.1.5 

and in §18.2.4.2). It is the only clause-final emphasis marker possible in such 

Dependent-marked main clauses.  
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(103) kúb  t h  na/-wób-oop       tí  
  starving 3sg lose.consciousness-rest.on-DEP EMPH.DEP 

  ‘He was really hungry (up in the tree).’ (txt) 

 

(104) / n=/ h / p=nih-áh    t h- p  tí ,    g’Q‡g-tæh tíh  
  1pl=MSC NEG:ID=EMPH.CO-FOC 3sg-DEP EMPH.DEP Bone-Son EMPH2 

  ‘He isn’t one of us, that Bone-Son.’ (txt) 

 

While the Dependent marker -Vp usually occurs clause-finally, immediately 

preceding tí (suggesting that both may be functioning as clause-level markers), 

it occasionally appears instead on a nominal argument occurring earlier in the 

clause: 

 

(105) / n- p y ‚ê-n’ ‡h=n’ n   hipãh-n h  yQê‚h  ttí   
  1pl-DEP that.ITG-NMZ=OBJ.PL know-NEG FRUST  EMPH.DEP 

  ‘We (humans) don’t know about these things.’ (txt) 

 

 The relationship between emphatic tí and interrogative t  is suggested by 

their apparently identical functions in their respective clause types, as illustrated 

by the following example: 

 

(106) y ‚ê   n - y   t h- n  / n-áh  tt  ?        
  that.ITG say-DYNM 3sg-OBJ 1pl-FOC EMPH.INT 

 

  / n  nç-n h  yQê‚h  / n-- p tí !  
  1pl  say-NEG FRUST  1pl-DEP EMPH.DEP 

  ‘Did we say thus to her? As for us, we did not say (that), in vain!’ (sp) 

 

 The general restriction of tí to main clauses involving a Dependent marker 

may be subject to some dialectal variation. For example, speakers in the Tat 

Deh dialect region accept tí directly following a noun, as in (107), while Bar-

reira speakers accept only Emphasis tíh (see below) in this context. However, 

the similarity between these two forms creates confusion in elicitation for 

speakers as well as for linguists, so this issue must await future resolution.  

 

(107) mçhçy ttí  ! 
  deer  EMPH.DEP 

  ‘It’s a deer!’ (el) 
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15.3.1.3. Emphasis tíh  

 

The Emphasis marker tíh (glossed EMPH2) typically marks quite forceful, even 

angry expressions, and is clearly the strongest of the ti emphatic forms. It is 

always stressed, and occurs with a variety of clause types. Such clauses may 

involve a full predicate (example 108); they may also be composed of only a 

single nominal item (example 109), whereas normally an equated nominal sub-

ject and predicate are required to form a complete predicate nominal clause. 

Further examples are given in (110–111). 

 

(108) wQd-d’o/-n h-ay  ttíh ! 
  eat-take-NEG-INCH  EMPH2 

  ‘(They) didn’t get anything to eat!’ (txt)  

 

(109) j’ám-ãp=pog    ttíh,  dúdu, b’éj=pog   ttíh !  
  DST.CNTR-DEP=EMPH1 EMPH2 Pedro jandia.fish=EMPH1 EMPH2   

  ‘It was that big one, Pedro, that big jandiá fish!’ (cv) 

 

(110) núp ttíh  !  
  this EMPH2 

  ‘This one!’ (pointing out) (cv)  

 

(111) búy=kamí  ttíh !  
  aru=time.of  EMPH2 

  ‘It was the time of the arú (cold period)!’ (cv) 

 

 Alternative ways to express example (111), using different ti particles, are 

búy=kamí-ip tí (EMPH.DEP) and búy=kamí-iti/ (EMPH.TAG, see below); con-

sultants report little or no functional difference among these. Emphasis tíh can 

also apparently occur interchangeably with tí in a main clause marked with the 

clausal Dependent marker; in this context, tíh is said to be more forcefully em-

phatic than tí: 
 

(112) n ‡-áh    yúw-up  ttíh !  
  1sg.POSS-FOC that.ITG-DEP EMPH2 

  ‘It’s mine!’ (el) 
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15.3.1.4. Emphatic tag -(V)ti/  

 

The tag -(V)ti/ (glossed EMPH.TAG) is formally somewhat distinct from the 

other members of this set. It is unstressed, ends in a glottal stop, and typically 

attaches directly to a verb stem as an ‘internally complex’ Boundary Suffix (cf. 

§3.4.1.2); with nominals, it appears without the copied vowel. Its function re-

mains somewhat mysterious, but it does appear to have something to do with 

emphasis. Its use is illustrated in the following examples: 

 

(113) / n  /ãy=dó/=d’ h y /=n’ n / h-nçh-d’ák-n’ ‡h      
  1pl  FEM=child=PL  man=OBJ.PL INTRC=fall-stick.against-NMZ  

   

  / p,  yúp  t h  muh /-ní- tti/ ! 
  NEG:ID  that.ITG 3sg play-be-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘We as girls didn’t go running after men like that, (but) there she’s gone  

  messing around (and gotten married too young)!’ (cv) 

 

(114) n -n’ ‡h=nih    j’ám,   / n  /íp  / d- ti/   

  this-NMZ=EMPH.CO  DST.CNTR 1sg.OBJ father speak-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘Thus Father told me (long ago).’ (txt) 

 

(115) / n- p  pík   wæd--Qt i/  
  1pl-DEP fruit.sp eat-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘As for us, we ate pik fruit!’ (el) 

 

 Following clause-final nominal arguments, -(V)ti/ takes the place of the 

Boundary Suffix (usually -V êh) that is required on post-verbal subjects and on 

predicate nominals. Here it appears without the copied vowel, and can be classi-

fied (on the basis of stress) as an enclitic: 

 

(116) núw-áh n ‡   dápi=tti/ !  
  this-FOC 1sg.POSS pencil(Pt)=EMPH.TAG 

  ‘This one is my pencil!’ (showing off a new possession) (el) 

 

(117) w’ h-éy=/ãêy  j’ãêh   /ãêh=tti/   

  far-DYNM=FEM  DST.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG 

  ‘I am a woman who comes from far away.’ (sg) 

 

 Finally, -(V)ti/ occurs together with the Epistemic modality particle /u ê‚h in a 

formulaic expression of doubt (cf. §14.8): 
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(118) can    /u ê‚h /ãêh yum-tég-tti/     
  pineapple  EPIST 1sg plant-FUT-EMPH.TAG    

  ‘Maybe I should plant pineapple.’ (sp)   

 

(119) húp=mQh  / êh  núp=tti/     
  person=DIM  EPIST  this=EMPH.TAG  

  ‘Perhaps this is a little person.’ (txt) 

 

 

15.3.2. Interactive tag ya 

 

The clause-final particle ya (glossed TAG1) functions as an interactive tag. It 

has two realizations: it occurs with interrogative clauses, where it appears with 

rising tone (y ), and – more rarely – it appears on declarative clauses with high 

tone ([-V]yá), where it typically attaches to predicates as an ‘internally com-

plex’ Boundary Suffix with a copied vowel. It is a stylistic device; in addition to 

being purely optional, its use is subject to regional variation. Consultants report 

that speakers from the Japu/Vaupés area use it more often than those on the 

Tiquié River.  

 In its more common interrogative function, y  acts as an emphatic tag. It is 

judged to be almost interchangeable with the Interrogative Emphasis particle t  
(§15.3.1.1), although it is considered somewhat more emphatic. Interrogative y  
is especially common in rhetorical questions (asked not so much for information 

as for rhetorical effect), but it is also used when asking an information question 

emphatically. It follows a complete interrogative clause (whether a polar or a 

content question; see §17.4), and often co-occurs with other clause-internal 

emphasis markers (e.g., =pog in example 121). Examples of the interrogative 

use of y  are provided in (120–124): 

 

(120) h )-n’ ‡h /ám=/ín  /ám- n g’et-wæd-Q/ yy  ?!  
  Q-NMZ 2sg=mother 2sg-OBJ stand-eat-INT TAG1 

  ‘What does your mother feed you?!’ (seeing no food in house) (ru) 

 

(121) h ‚-n’ ‡h /ãh wQd-pog-tég yy  ?  

  Q-NMZ 1sg eat-EMPH1-FUT TAG1 

  ‘What the heck will I eat?’ (el) 
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(122) h ‚-n’ ‡h-tég / n  yy  ? …páy  b /- y=cud     

  Q-NMZ-FUT 1pl  TAG1    bad  work-DYNM=INFR  

 

  / n=/ín  / n- n-ah 

  1pl=mother  1pl-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘What are we going to do? Our mother has done badly by us, apparently.  

  (txt) 

 

(123) tód-ót=mah   h d  yók-o/ j’ám   yy  ?  
  hollow-OBL=REP 3pl  poke-INT DST.CNTR TAG1 

  ‘They poked around in the hole, right?’ (txt) 

 

(124) cecádio=w d- / y kán     cu/-pog-p d- /     yy ,  n’ikán ? 

  Cesario=RESP-INT over.there.ITG grab-EMPH1-DIST-INT TAG1 over.there 

  ‘Cesario always gets (the money) there, doesn’t he, over there?’ (cv) 

 

The Focus marker -áh sometimes occurs on a clause-final pronoun when fol-

lowed by y  (example 125), and can also can appear on a verbal predicate fol-

lowed by y , in place of the usual Interrogative marker -V/ (example 126). 

 

(125) patí ni-pó-y    t h-ááh  yy  ?  

  Pattie be-EMPH1-DYNM 3sg-FOC TAG1 

  ‘Pattie’s here, right?’ (el) 

 

(126) h ‚-n’ ‡h b g  yæêh yã Ù/ b’ t w d-yé-ep   y kán  
  Q-NMZ HAB FRUST Mom roça arrive-enter-DEP over.there.ITG 
 

  k k y-n h=y /  k dcak-wog-b g-yQh-æw-ááh     yy  ? 

  interrupt-NEG=TEL pass.climb-EMPH1-HAB-FRUST-FLR-FOC TAG1 

  ‘Why the heck does Mom climb up there without fail when she comes  

  back from the fields?’ (txt) 

 

Like most other clause-final particles, y  is morphosyntactically bound to 

the preceding predicate, and cannot be separated from it by an address term or 

other material:  

 

(127) a) h ‚-n’ ‡h wag / n  hám-ã/ yy , patí ?     
   Q-NMZ day 1pl  go-INT TAG1 Pattie  
   ‘So which day will we go, Pattie?’ (el) 
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  b) * h ‚-n’ ‡h wag / n  hám-ã/ patí yy  ?    
     Q-NMZ day 1pl  go-INT Pattie TAG1 
 

The non-interrogative function of (-V)yá (high tone) as a rhetorical interac-

tive tag is illustrated in examples (128–129). As such, (-V)yá may take the place 

of the required suffix material (usually the Declarative marker -V êh) on post-

verbal subjects in affirmative clauses. It combines directly with verbs as an 

‘internally complex’ Boundary Suffix, requiring a copied vowel to come be-

tween itself and the verb stem (example 129).  

 

(128) n ‡   k w  hicóy’=h    yæêh  yúp  yyá   

  1sg.POSS pimenta addition=NONVIS FRUST  that.ITG TAG1 

  ‘Hey, that sounds like something I can put in my quinhapira! (txt) 

 

(129) n’í-có/  pidadacú  ni-yæ êh-æêyá 
  there-LOC piraracu.fish be-FRUST-TAG1 

  ‘I guess that’s where the piraracu fish live, huh?’ (txt) 

 

It is likely that Hup ya is cognate with Dâw -yam, also a rhetorical interroga-

tive tag (cf. S. Martins 1994: 172). 
 

 

15.3.3. Interactive Tag (-V)h  

 

The Interactive Tag (-V)h  is used with statements to bid for attention and/or 

solicit a response from a listener. It may be related to the affirmative particle 

h / ‘yeah, OK’, used for affirmative answers to questions and acquiescence to 

requests.  

Interactive (-V)h  patterns in much the same way as do the other clause-

final discourse particles like Emphasis y  and t ; it is an optional, stylistic de-

vice, its use is subject to variation among individual speakers, and it is almost 

completely absent from narrative – occurring only in quoted conversation or 

when a storyteller breaks out of the narrative mode to make a meta-comment 

about the tale. Also like the other discourse particles that are realized as ‘inter-

nally complex’ Boundary Suffixes (e.g., -[V]ti/ and [-V]yá) in declarative clau-

ses, it fills the required morphological slot (usually occupied by Declarative       

-Vh) following clause-final declarative subjects, and requires an intervening 

vowel-copy when attaching to verb stems. 

Examples of the use of Interactive Tag (-V)h  are given in (130–133): 
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(130) t n ‡h  t t  hh / , húp=d’ h  b’ y / nút  ní- h  

  3sg.POSS string TAG2 Hup.person=PL only here be-TAG2 

  ‘That was his line; just Hupd’ h will live here, you know?’
179

 (sp) 

 

(131) cã ê-wag p d  g’ã ê/-ã êy      j’ám     y ‚-n’ ‡h   hçÙ‚p hh  

  other-day DIST be.suspended-DYNM DST.CNTR  that.ITG-NMZ fish TAG2 

  ‘The other day too some fish were in my net, you know.’ (cv) 

 

(132) t h  hã/-ta/-p d- h / ,     n h !  
  3sg stick.in.hand-meet-DIST-TAG2 say 

  ‘He too put his hands into the hollow (to catch the fish as they emerged),  

  you know?’ (txt) 

 

(133) / n ‡h  pã êt  có/-óy  / n  hQy’-h /-y /-tég-hh  

  1pl.POSS hair LOC-DYNM 1pl  cut-finish-TEL-FUT-TAG2 

  ‘(We’ll stick her hair onto our heads) after we’ve cut off our own hair,  

  you know?’ (cv) 

 

Like several other clause-final discourse markers, (-V)h  frequently appears 

together with the Epistemic modality particle / êh, as in (134); note that this 

example also illustrates the use of (-V)h  with an interrogative clause. 

 

(134) ham-pó-y    / êh /ám hh  
  go-EMPH1-DYNM EPIST 2sg TAG2 

  ‘I guess you’re really going, huh?’ (el) 

 

Tag (-V)h  can also occur with the Focus marker -áh, which can result in a 

more emphatic statement, as in (135) or the response in (136):  

 

(135) w h=d’ h   b’ y /-ááh  yúp  d b- cáp  d’o/-g’ét-ehh  
  River.Indian=PL only-FOC  that.ITG many-INTS1 take-stand-TAG2 

  ‘Only the Tukanos plant a lot, you know.’ (sp) 

 

 

 

                                                
179

 This Hup idiom is much like that found in English, where ‘line’ is used figuratively 

to mean ‘something that one habitually says’ (although the two expressions likely have 

very different histories). 
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(136) A: hú/=d’ h d b !  
      pium=PL  many 

   ‘There are a lot of piums!’ 

 

  B: d b-ááh  y -d’ h  hh  !  
      many-FOC that.ITG-PL TAG2  

   ‘There sure are, huh!’ (cv) 

 

Hup also has a distinct form =h , which serves much the same interactive, 

attention-getting function as (-V)h  and is limited to imperative clauses. It 

lacks the final glottal stop of (-V)h /, and its lack of stress places it into the 

clitic class (whereas [-V]h  is a Boundary Suffix), but is considered to be a 

variant of the latter form.  

 

(137) /am hi-g’et-d’o -/ êh- êy,    kéy=hh ,   n h ! 
  2sg FACT-stand-take-APPL-DYNM  see.IMP=TAG2 say 

  ‘You’re going to step on it (tape recorder), hey, look out! (cv) 

 

(138) d’o/-k dnæn !   kow’-níníh=hh  ! 
  take-pass.come.IMP  peel-NEG.IMP=TAG2 

  ‘Bring it here! Hey, don’t peel it!’ (cv) 

 

(139) náw=y /  tok-póg=hh ,   c c ! 
  good=TEL pound-EMPH1=TAG2 INTERJ   

  ‘Hey, pound (the coca) carefully!’ (cv) 

 

The fact that all three of the discourse tags discussed up to this point in §15.3 

appear to have similar variants according to clause type argues (in each case) 

for a relationship among these variants. The variants and their (partial) parallel-

ism are summarized in Table 45. 
 

Table 45. Distribution of Hup tag variants 

Clause type Interactive marker 

Declarative (with verbs) (-V)h / (-V)yá -(V)ti/ 

Declarative (main clause) 

bearing Dependent 

marker 

  tí 

Interrogative  y  t  

Imperative =h    
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15.3.4. Additional emphatic device: final glottalization  

 

Hup has an additional device for indicating emphasis, which – unlike the other 

forms discussed in this section – is not a formative per se, but a phonological 

process. This involves glottalizing the final segment of the final constituent of a 

clause, or of a word that occurs outside the main clause. If the morpheme ends 

in a vowel, a glottal stop is typically added to the word; if it ends in a voiceless 

consonant, this consonant is dropped and replaced by ///. A final voiced conso-

nant typically becomes glottalized (C’). 

 This emphatic device is primarily stylistic; its use is common in narrative, 

particularly by older, experienced storytellers. These speakers use it most fre-

quently – often uttered sharply at a higher pitch – to embellish descriptive ad-

verbial expressions; among the most common are b ‡g’ [b k] ‘a long time’ (from 

b ‡g), and té  ‘until’ (from té), in expressions of traveling until a certain time or 

place is reached, as in example (140). Further examples are given in (141–142). 

 

(140) deh-d’ó/  có/ t h  d’ób-m ‡/…   mmmm! tté/ !  
  water-take LOC 3sg go.to.river-UNDER IDEO  until(EMPH)  
  

  deh=mí-an   t h  túh-úh  

  water=stream-DIR 3sg pause-DECL 

  ‘While she went down to the water, (noise of going) until! he paused by  

  the stream.’ (txt) 

 

(141) y kán   m  y  h d  b /-p d- h,   ppóg’ !  
  over.there house  3pl  make-DIST-DECL big(EMPH) 

  ‘Out there they built a house, (it was) big!’ (txt) 

 

(142) nihu ê‚/ næ   núp j’ah có/ ni-tæ/-nní/ ! 
  all  NEG:R  this land LOC be-CNTRFCT-INFR2(EMPH) 

  ‘All of these (evil beings) were almost in our land !’ (txt) 

 

(143) n N=tæh/íp=cud-ay   yyú/ ! 
  2pl=child.father=INFR-INCH that.ITG(EMPH) 

  ‘It’s like he was your husband!’ (angrily responding to women who have  

  given her a hard time about her husband) (cv) 
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15.3.5. Protestive bá/  

 

The Protestive particle bá/ signals a clash of interest between the speaker and 

another person. This is usually the addressee, but may also be a closely involved 

third party. Depending on the context, use of the Protestive can convey conces-

sion, protest, or even apology. Like most of Hup’s other discourse markers, its 

use is primarily stylistic; it is common in songs, in keeping with the self-

expressive traditional song style of the Hupd’ h. Formally, bá/ is a fully free 

particle, which – unlike the other formatives defined as particles in Hup – oc-

curs outside (and following) the clause boundary as defined by the presence of 

the Declarative marker (whereas other discourse-marking particles discussed 

above are able to follow the clause-final Boundary Suffixes -V  [Interrogative] 

and -Vp [Dependent], but usurp the place of the Declarative). It does not occur 

in interrogative clauses – perhaps because it comments on an established fact, 

rather than one that is in doubt. 

 Use of Protestive bá/ to signal a concession, where the speaker allows an-

other’s desire to override his/her own, is illustrated below. A speaker would say 

(144) when, on the trail, he/she would like to continue on, but concedes to the 

others in the party who want to stop for the night. Example (145) was uttered by 

my Hup ‘grandmother’ on the first occasion that I offered to accompany her to 

work in the roça; she at first protested that I would fall off the log bridges over 

the streams, but then gave in. 

 

(144) / n  / h-/e/-té-h    bbá/   
  1pl  sleep-PERF-FUT-DECL PROTST 

  ‘All right, we’ll sleep here.’ (ru) 

 

(145) hám-ay,  bbá/   

  go-INCH.IMP PROTST 

  ‘OK, come on then.’ (cv) 

 
The use of bá/ to indicate protest is illustrated in the following examples. 

Example (146) is sometimes uttered by children who are refusing to go to 

school, and a woman who was telling a story of her experiences used the Protes-

tive (example 147) in response to a listener’s criticism. 

 

(146) ham-n h-ay  /ãêh-ã êh bbá/  
  go-NEG-INCH 1sg-DECL PROTST 

  ‘I won’t go!’ (ru) 
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(147) náw=y /-áh, t h- n  dç/kéy /ãh / d- y   bbá/ ! 
  good=TEL-FOC 3sg-OBJ correct 1sg speak-DYNM PROTST 

  ‘That’s enough, I’m telling it to her correctly!’ (txt) 

 

The Protestive can also occur in expressions of reproach or frustration: 

 

(148) /ãh hutbí=h     bbá/ 
  1sg feel.shame-NONVIS  PROTST 

  ‘I feel ashamed.’ (txt) 

 

(149) /ám-ãp / n  / d-n h-/e/   j’ám-y /   bbá/  

  2sg-DEP 1sg.OBJ speak-NEG-PERF yesterday-TEL PROTST 

  ‘You never spoke with me in the past (though I wanted you to).’ (ru)  
 

It can also have an apologetic function, in cases where the speaker an-

nounces his intentions despite the knowledge that others – and even he himself 

– might prefer the situation to be otherwise: 

 

(150) / n  hám-ay  yúw-úh   bbá/   

  1pl  go-DYNM  that.ITG-DECL PROTST 

  ‘Well, we’re going (but you have to stay behind).’ (el) 

 

(151) / n  / êh-ay-áh   bbá/   

  1pl  sleep-INCH-DECL PROTST 

  ‘Well, we’re going to sleep (although we’d like to stay up and talk).’ (cv) 

 

The use of Protestive bá/ in imperatives suggests a real or anticipated clash 

of interest between the speaker and the interlocutor, and may also register po-

liteness (stemming from the awareness of the possible clash). In (152), for ex-

ample, the singer of an improvised song is expressing his desire for manioc 

beer, although he knows that none is available. (153) would be said when the 

addressee has found something that the speaker thinks might belong to him, and 

I have often heard children say (154) when trying to get my attention. 

 

(152) n N ‡h  d h b’ç/ / n  n N be-key-kQ‡m  bbá/ 
  2pl.POSS water cuia 1sg.OBJ 2sg show-see-IMP2 PROTST  

  ‘Show me your caxiri.’ (sg) 
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(153) d’o/-k d-nQn-kQ‡m bbá/ ,  n ‡   /u ê‚h yúp=/ h,  
     take-quick.come-IMP2 PROTST 1sg.POSS EPIST that=MSC  

 

  /ãêh key-n ‡N 

  1sg see-COOP 

    ‘Bring it here, it might be mine, I’ll have a look.’ (ru) 

 

(154) key-kQ‡m  bbá/  !  
  see-IMP2  PROTST 

  ‘Look!’ (cv) 

 

Finally, the Protestive can be used as a type of interjection when one misspeaks, 

akin to English ‘oops’: 

 

(155) m h, bbá/ ,   p d… 
  Mih PROTST Ped 

  ‘Mih, I mean, Ped…’ (called addressee by wrong name) (txt) 

 

(156) /apáh ! dadánya mQê‚y  / d-n h=h     /ãêh-ã êh bbá/  !  
  INTERJ orange payment speak-NEG=NONVIS 1sg-DECL PROTST 

  ‘Oh! I guess I forgot to tell about the payment for the oranges!’ (txt) 

 

 

15.3.6. Exclusive -Vy k 
 

The use of this form indicates that an activity is being performed by or in rela-

tion to one participant alone, to the exclusion of other potential participants. 

When used in intransitive constructions, the subject is interpreted as acting by 

him/herself. In transitive or ditransitive clauses, any argument may be singled 

out as isolated vis-à-vis other referents. The constituent that is the focus of the 

Exclusive construction is typically fronted and marked with the Focus mor-

pheme -áh or a comparable focus form (which is obligatory when -Vy k is pre-

sent; see §15.2.3).  
Exclusive -Vy k always follows the last constituent in a clause. It occurs 

only as an ‘internally complex’ Boundary Suffix, which is phonologically 

bound to its host and requires a copied vowel from the preceding stem. For        

-Vy k, this vowel-copying is required in all contexts – even when the host is a 

noun – whereas the vowel-copying found with most other ‘internally complex’ 

Boundary Suffixes in Hup (such as the Emphasis marker -[V]ti/ and Interactive 

[-V]h /, see above) is limited to contexts where these follow a verb stem.  
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Examples of the -Vy k construction with intransitive clauses are given in 

(157–159). In these, the subject (clause-initial and marked with the focus parti-

cle) is singled out with respect to the predication, via-à-vis other potential par-

ticipants. Note that Focus -áh always attaches to the end of the focused con-

stituent, following other morphemes (see §15.2.3 above). Example (159b) also 

illustrates a functionally similar (but not identical) periphrastic strategy for indi-

cating exclusivity, involving the quantifier b’ y / ‘alone’ (which can also co-

occur with the Exclusive construction, as in 158). 

 

(157) n ‡   h Ùt-ááh  ní- y k 
  1sg.POSS tobacco-FOC be-EXCL  

  ‘My tobacco alone exists’ (i.e., ‘I alone have tobacco.’) (el) 

 

(158) h d  b’ y /  / êh-ááh,  hçht g-ét  g’ã/-g’ó/-ooy k !  
  3pl  only  EPIST-FOC canoe-OBL suspend-go.about-EXCL 

  ‘It was probably just them, the only ones who went out by canoe.’  

  (i.e., so they must be responsible for the theft) (cv)  
 

(159) (a) p h=mah-ááh g-tég-eey k,  / n=hin ham-tég,  
   Puh=REP-FOC     drink-FUT-EXCL 1pl=also go-FUT  

  

   t h  máh g-/ay-tég   / n=hin- h 
   3sg near drink-VENT-FUT  1pl=also-DECL 
   ‘Puh’s going to drink alone, they say; we’ll go too, and drink with  

   him.’ (el/ru) 

  

  (b) p h bb’ y /=mah g-té-h 

   Puh only=REP   drink-FUT-DECL 

   ‘Only Puh will drink, it’s said.’ (el) 

 

In transitive and ditransitive clauses, the singled-out participant – which is 

fronted and marked by the focus particle – may be the subject, object, or recipi-

ent, as illustrated by the elicited paradigms in (160–161). 

 

(160) a) h d-ááh b’ / wæd-Qy k  
   3pl-FOC beiju eat-EXCL 

   ‘Only they ate manioc bread.’ (i.e., no one else had any)  
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  b) b’ /-ááh  h d  wæd-Qy k  
   beiju-FOC 3pl  eat-EXCL 

   ‘They ate only manioc bread.’ (i.e., nothing else) 

 

(161) a) cug’Q‡t-ááh t h- n  y Ù  bé-eey k 
   paper-FOC 3sg-OBJ John show-EXCL 

   ‘John showed him only the paper (letter).’ 

 

  b) t h- n-ááh   cug’Q‡t y Ù  bé-eey k 
   3sg-OBJ-FOC  paper  John show-EXCL 

   ‘John showed only him the paper (letter).’ 

 

 It is also possible for the focused constituent to occur clause-finally, where it 

is itself marked with Exclusive -Vy k; in these cases the (obligatory) focus 

marker typically occurs on the preceding predicate. In (162), for example, the 

speaker uses the Exclusive gram to contrast the difficult time he experienced 

after his wife’s death with the time before; in (163), the speaker is emphasizing 

that he alone was singled out to bear the responsibility of house-sitting for a 

Tukano couple. 

 

(162) tQ)h/ín   pãÙ,   y t  ham-n h jj’ám   t h- y k  
  child.mother  NEG:EX thus go-NEG DST.CNTR 3sg-EXCL 

  ‘Without my wife, it (i.e., life) just doesn’t go well anymore.’ (txt) 

 

(163) /ám- n /ãh y’Qt-tég-b’ay-áh,  n - y-ááh   / n-ããy k   

  2sg-OBJ 1sg lay-FUT-AGAIN-DECL say-DYNM-FOC 1sg.OBJ-EXCL 

  ‘I’ll leave you (to house-sit for me), (he) said (specifically) to me.’  

  (cv)  

 

(164) y )ê-n h-p -y       p d  jj’ám   y ‚-n’ ‡h- y k !  
  that.ITG-be.like-EMPH1-DYNM DIST DST.CNTR that.ITG-NMZ-EXCL 

  ‘It’s only this way that they always do it.’ (cv) 

 

Exclusive -Vy k can focus on constituents other than nominal arguments, 

such as the adverbial expression ‘all together’ in example (165). A speaker 

would say this in response to someone’s complaint that they did not get their 

share at a meal, with the implication that it was their own fault for not keeping 

up with the others in eating out of the communal pot; in other words, the act of 

all eating together is contrasted to other situations in which the participants 

might have eaten separately and so received different-sized portions.  
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(165) /Qyæt=y /-ááh  / n  wæd-Qy k !   
  together=TEL-FOC 1pl  eat-EXCL  

  ‘It was together that we were all eating!’ (ru) 

 

In examples such as (165) and (166) (as in 162 above), -Vy k appears to func-

tion as much to encode contrast as exclusivity. (166) was reportedly uttered at a 

drinking party, when taunting a member of the host village who had thrown up 

from drinking too much beer; her point was that the women of her own village 

(in contrast to those of the host village) could hold their drink. 

 

(166) yúp=nih-ááh     yú-uuy k,   n - y   /ãêh-ã êh !  
  that.ITG=EMPH.CO-FOC that.ITG-EXCL say-DYNM 1sg-DECL 

  ‘That’s how it is for you all (not for us), I said!’ (cv) 

 

 In Tat Deh, some speakers use the variant -V Ùc (glossed EXCL2) in place of    

-Vy k, as illustrated in example (167). Despite its formal difference, consultants 

have no difficulty identifying this as a functionally equivalent dialectal variant 

of Exclusive -Vy k.  

 

(167) y ‚ê-n - y=nih      jj’ã êh   h d- w-- ‡c,  h d=d’ h 

  that.ITG-say-DYNM=EMPH.CO DST.CNTR 3pl-FLR-EXCL2 3pl-PL 

 

  n ‡h  tæh/íp   ni-/é/=d’ h, ni-hçê‚-cc ,     n - y    /ãêh-ã êh 

  POSS child.father be-PERF=PL   be-NONVIS-EXCL2 say-DYNM 1sg-DECL 

  ‘They’ve already talked like that to me; I think it’s specifically because of  

  those who used to be their husband(s),  that they’re like that, I say!’ (cv) 

 

 

15.3.7. ‘Acting alone’ markers -ké/, -d’ h 

 

The two clause-final forms -ké/ and -d’ h mark the speaker’s announcement of 

his/her intention or desire to carry out a prospective activity, alone and under 

his/her own motivation. In other words, they signal that the speaker is the uni-

que agent, regardless of what other participants might be otherwise involved. 

The use of these forms is highly restricted. They necessarily involve a first per-

son singular subject, but this (i.e., the pronoun /ãêh) is obligatorily left unstated; 

it is understood from the use of the ‘Acting alone’ marker. These forms also can 

only have future reference (but do not involve a verbal future gram), and all the 

examples encountered so far involve the Perfective aspect marker (which is 

typically used for future events of anticipated short duration). Unlike the ‘Act-
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ing alone’ markers, Exclusive -Vy k has none of these restrictions and is of 

much more general use; these forms are contrasted in example (173) below.  

These ‘Acting alone’ markers are relatively rare in discourse and are not yet 

well understood. They appear to be essentially interchangeable and functionally 

the same, although -d’ h may imply a more brief duration of the event. Exam-

ples of their use are given in (168–170). Note that the analogous expression if 

the speaker wishes to solicit company (rather than announcing that he/she will 

go alone) would involve the Cooperative suffix -n ‡N (168b; see §14.5). 

 

(168) a) n ‡   h p cQ‡g key-/ay-/e/-dd’ h   

   1sg.POSS fish net  see-VENT-PERF-D’AH 

   ‘I’m off to check my fish net (alone).’ (cv) 

 

  b) hç)p cQ‡g / n  key-/ay-/e/-nn ‡ N 
   fish net  1pl  see-VENT-PERF-COOP 

   ‘Let’s go check the fish net (together).’ (el) 

 

(169) cã ê-wag, /ãh ní- t  kQ‡m, n’ikán   b’ t-an ham-/e/-kké/ ,  

  other.day 1sg be-OBL IMP2 over.there roça-DIR go-PERF-KE       

 

  n -çp  / p 

  say-DEP NEG:ID 
  ‘Look how I spend every day at home, never saying “I’m off (alone) to  

  the roça”.’ (txt) 

 

(170) /ãêh b’oy-/e/-kké/ 

  1sg study-PERF-KE  
  “I’m off to study (alone).’ (el)  

 

 

15.3.8. Acquiescence particle bé 
 

The particle bé occurs quite frequently in the expression h / bé ‘OK!’ where it 

marks acquiescence to an imperative (while affirmative h / by itself can signal 

either acquiescence or an affirmative answer to a question). This is illustrated 

by speaker B’s response to A’s imperative in example (171): 
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(171) A: n N p n N-d’ h-áy=mah,    t h- n ! 
   2pl  tell.story-send-INCH.IMP=REP 3sg-OBJ 

      ‘You all tell a story for her quick, she says!’ (cv) 

 

  B:  h / bbé  
       yes ACQ 

   ‘OK!’ (cv)  

 

The only other context in which the particle bé has been encountered is in 

co-occurrence with the ‘Acting alone’ marker ké/, as in (172). In this case, it 

may indicate acquiescence in the sense that the speaker has made up his mind to 

do something after some deliberation. It is hoped that future investigation will 

shed more light on the functions of this and the two ‘Acting alone’ particles 

described above.  
 

(172) yam-/e/-kke/   bé   

  dance-PERF-KE   ACQ 

  ‘OK, (I’m) off to dance.’ (el) 

 

 

15.4. Grammaticalized social connectedness 

 

Quite a number of grammaticalized forms in Hup arguably have a primary – or 

at least a very frequently exploited – function of indicating social relationships 

among participants. This is loosely defined as ‘social connectedness’ – the 

grammaticalized reference to social characteristics or relationships between 

participants or referents in a speech event.  

 The idea of grammaticalized ‘social connectedness’ relates to short-term so-

cial positioning emerging from the speech event. Where this concerns the ex-

pression of the speaker’s own role in the social situation, this may be termed 

‘social deixis’ (cf. Levinson 1983: 62–63, Foley 1997: 313); in Hup, however, 

the ‘social connectedness’ grams encode not only deixis, but also ways of talk-

ing referentially about other participants’ interactions.   

 Social deixis in language is often defined narrowly as involving perduring 

social relationships that transcend the moment of interaction (cf. Manning 

2001). Such deictic forms include familiar and polite second-person pronouns 

and honorific terms of address, which are both ways of indexing relatively en-

during, pre-established social relationships. Hup has two such honorific-like 

forms of address (also used for third-person reference): =w d ‘old/respected 

person’ and =wa ‘old/respected woman’ (see §7.4).  
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 In addition to this, languages may grammaticalize situationally dependent 
social connectedness or deixis, where the relationship is specific to the activity 

in question or is created in the context of the speech event itself (second-person 

pronouns and honorifics can have this ‘relatively creative’ function as well as 

their more common ‘presupposing’ one). In general, grammaticalized forms of 

specifically situationally dependent social connectedness do not seem to be 

particularly common cross-linguistically, or are at least not well described. 

Some examples do exist, however; for instance, the Arawak language Tariana is 

reported to have ‘sociative’ serial verb constructions, in which the second root 

in the serial construction is the verb ‘be together’ (Aikhenvald 2002a). Also, in 

Tukang Besi (Indonesia), the ‘social activity prefix’ hopo- “implies that an ac-

tion is done for a social or ceremonial function, and not just for purely personal 

goals” (Donohue 1999: 283), and Tarahumara (Mexico) is reported to have a 

co-ordinator which is used “when harmony and/or good fellowship are implied 

between the conjuncts” (Thord-Gray 1955: 516, cf. J. Payne 1985b: 25). 

 Hup appears to have a relatively large repertoire of grammaticalized forms 

that relate to such situationally dependent social connectedness. Those forms 

that appear to have a primary function of indexing, creating, and referring to 

temporary relationships between human participants are the Cooperative verbal 

suffix -n ‡N (joint performance of an activity towards a common goal; §14.5), the 

‘Acting alone’ markers -d’ h and -ké/ (speaker acts alone; §15.3.7), the inclu-

sive first person plural future or hortative use of Declarative -V êh (§13.3), as 

well as the Associative Plural form - nd’ h (a group of people associated with a 

particular participant; §4.4.6), and (more marginally) the ‘Following’ post-

postion hu)Ùy (one person physically follows another, usually in the joint per-

formance of an activity; §10.3.1.1). Other forms that typically encode social 

interactions among human participants, but also have a more general function 

with non-human referents, include the Contrastive n’ h (contrast between the 

referent and other entities; §7.8), Exclusive -Vy k (§15.3.6), and even the Ap-

plicative suffix -/ h- (§11.3). Interestingly, many of these grams are verbal 

Boundary Suffixes – a morphosyntactic slot which is tightly associated with the 

verb (see §3.4.1.2). This may have to do with the fact that Boundary Suffixes 

often function to mark clause type, and several of the grams described here have 

a hortative or exclamatory function. 

 The following elicited paradigm illustrates some of the range of information 

about social dynamics that can be implied or entailed by some of these con-

structions; the neutral, unmarked form is given in (173a): 

 

(173) a) mádio  b’ t b /- y  
   Mario  roça work-DYNM 

   ‘Mario is clearing a roça.’ 
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  b) mádio-ááh b’ t b /- y k   

   Mario-FOC roça work-EXCL 

   ‘Mario alone is clearing a roça (and no one else is doing so).’ 

 

  c) mádio  nn’ h b’ t b /- y  

   Mario  CNTR roça work-DYNM 

   ‘Mario is clearing a roça (and we should follow suit and clear one for  

   ourselves).’ 

 

  d) mádio  b’ t b /-/ h- y  

   Mario  roça work-APPL-DYNM 

   ‘Mario is clearing a roça (as a service to someone else).’ 

 

  e) hám-áy,  b’ t / n  b /-nn ‡ N ! 
   go-INCH.IMP roça 1pl  work-COOP 

   ‘Let’s go, we’ll clear a roça together!’ 

 

  f) b’ t / n  b /- h ! 
   roça 1pl  work-DECL 

   ‘Let’s clear a roça (together)!’ 

 

  g) n ‡   b’ t b /-/ay-/e/-dd’ h ! 
   1sg.POSS roça work-VENT-PERF-D’AH 

   ‘I’m off to clear my roça (alone)!’  

 

 Arguably, Hup grammar places a high priority – from a cross-linguistic per-

spective – on the linguistic expression and creation of social relationships. The 

reasons for this may lie in the Hup cultural and social context. Just as the highly 

stratified societies in which Japanese and other East Asian languages are spoken 

have given rise to the development of a large number of honorific particles in 

these languages (which index relatively perduring social relationships), the 

cooperative, egalitarian society of Hup speakers may well have contributed to 

the development of the grammaticalized expression of relatively context-

dependent social relationships, which are created and maintained in the context 

of the activity and the speech event itself. In Hup society, the Western concept 

of the individual as an autonomous agent is relatively foreign; the individual is 

always conceptualized as part of a larger group. At the same time, there is rela-

tively little centralized authority within this group. Thus it is noteworthy if 

someone is acting alone (Exclusive -Vy k); solicitation and discussion of coop-

eration between individuals – especially involving the sharing of food or objects 
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– is common (Cooperative -n ‡N; inclusive 1pl -V êh; Applicative -/ h-); and in-

dividuals and family units are expected to act on their own initiative in order to 

maintain their place in a tightly knit and essentially communal larger group 

(Contrastive n’ h; ‘Acting alone’ markers -ké/, -d’ h). On the other hand, 

while the structure of Hup society is consistent with Hup’s grammatical encod-

ing of social connectedness, it is not clear why this language has developed 

these forms when so many other languages, spoken in similarly egalitarian so-

cieties, apparently have not. More cross-linguistic work must be done to estab-

lish how common such forms really are among the world’s languages, and what 

exactly may motivate their development.  

 

 

15.5. ‘Whatchamacallit’ morpheme hhã êy   

 

The function of the ‘whatchamacallit’ form hã êy is to fill the space left by a 

mental block, maintaining the flow of speech and the conversational turn of the 

speaker; it is therefore something like English ‘watchamacallit’ and ‘um’. 

Whatchamacallit hã êy can act as an interjection (allowing the speaker to hold the 

floor while searching for words), and it can also occur in place of a lexical item 

within the clause – typically a noun or verb stem – but not a grammaticalized 

particle or bound morpheme. When it replaces a lexical item, hã êy itself takes 

the inflectional morphology of the replaced stem. Note that this ability of a sin-

gle root to inflect as either a noun or a verb is not unique to hã êy (cf. §3.1), but 

hã êy is extreme in its flexibility.  

 The interjection-type use of hã êy is illustrated in (174), where the speaker 

uses it to correct himself when he absent-mindedly called someone by the 

wrong name. Note the similarity between this use and that of Protestive bá/ for 

self-correction (§15.3.5) in example (155) above. 

 

(174) patí,  hhã êy, wáwdu  

  Pattie  um  Evaldo 

  ‘Pattie, I mean, Evaldo!’ (cv) 

 

 In examples (175–177), Whatchamacallit hã êy fills in for a noun within the 

clause, and inflects for case and number just like a normal noun. Interestingly, 

the ability of hãêy to take object case and number marking is governed by the 

animacy of the referent, just as it is for any noun. This suggests that even 
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though the speaker has a mental block on the word itself, information pertaining 

to the animacy and number of the referent is still available.
180

 

 

(175) hhã êy-ãêt, tegc h- t   t h  mçnQ-yó/=mah... 
  um-OBL wood.ash-OBL 3sg mix-SEQ=REP 

  ‘Having mixed it with, um, with cinders, it’s said...’ (txt)  

 

(176) hã êy- n key-d’ó/-ów-ay  /ãêh-ãw-ã êh  

  um-OBJ see-take-FLR-INCH 1sg-FLR-DECL 

  ‘I’ve caught a glimpse of what’s-his-name.’ (cv) 

 

(177) núp hhã êy=n’ n, cudádu=n’ n,  h d  / d-/ay-p d-ay-áh  

  this um=PL.OBJ soldier(Pt)=PL.OBJ 3pl  speak-VENT-DIST-INCH-DECL 

  ‘They spoke to, um, to some soldiers.’ (txt) 

 

The Whatchamacallit form can also fill in for one member of a compound, in-

cluding a compound involving a bound noun:
181

  

 

(178) n’ikán=mah yúp  hhã êy mçy, mçyt d mçy h d  n -çw- h 
  over.there=REP  that.ITG um  house mutum house 3sg say-FLR-DECL 

  ‘Out there were the whatchamacallit burrows, the mutum burrows, as  

  they call them.’ (txt) 

 

(179) pídiya   p g-ót /u ê‚h j’ám   hhã êy=hçb- t   
  battery(Pt) big-OBL EPIST DST.CNTR um=HOLLOW-OBL  

 

  tæ/-yó/   j’ám 

  end.to.end-SEQ DST.CNTR 

  ‘(He) had the batteries stacked end-to-end in a whatchamacallit hollow’  
  (replacing j’ak ‘buriti palm’; i.e., a hollowed-out buriti palm stick) (cv) 
 

 Whatchamacallit hã êy occurs most frequently in the place of a noun stem, but 

it can also take the place of a verb. As such, it takes the corresponding inflec-

tional morphology, such as the Sequential suffix: 

 

                                                
180

 Cf. English ‘I’ll take some of those whatchamacallits’. 
181

 This is probably limited to the freer, more lexical first noun, but not the more gram-

matical bound second noun. 
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(180) yúp  hhãy-yó/,  yúp  t h=k w g ní- y  

  that.ITG um-SEQ  that.ITG 3sg=eye  be-DYNM 

  ‘So after um (after verb-ing), thus he had eyes.’ (txt) 

 

The Whatchamacallit form can also appear in a compound verb, where it re-

places one of the compound-internal roots. In (181), it is not clear what verb the 

speaker intended to put in the place of hã êy; in (182), the missing verb stem may 

be hup-hipãh- ‘be conscious’, as in the second verb – if this is the case, then it is 

interesting that hã êy occurs first in the compound, rather than in the actual posi-

tion of the missing stem. Alternatively, however, the speaker could have had in 

mind the compound /ç)h-c w /- (sleep-wake) ‘awake from sleep’.  
 

(181) cé/=mQh  t h  g’ud-d’ó/-óh...  t h  hhãy-d’ó/-óh… 
  leaf.basket=DIM 3sg weave-take-DECL 3sg um-take-DECL 

  ‘He made a leaf-basket… he um…’ (txt) 

 

(182) hãy-c w /-n h-ay=mah,  c w /-hup-hipãh-n h 
  um-awake-NEG-INCH=REP awake-RFLX-know-NEG 

  ‘He wouldn’t, um, awake; he did not awake and gain consciousness.’  

  (txt)  

 

 

15.6. Interjections 

 

As a category, interjections in Hup are only one step removed from the set of 

clause-final discourse particles discussed in §15.3. Like many of the discourse 

particles, Hup interjections have a primarily affective and stylistic function, and 

are phonologically and morphosyntactically independent – but they are consid-

erably more grammatically, semantically, and phonologically self-contained 

than the discourse markers. Two subtypes of interjection can be distinguished 

on formal grounds: those that are obligatorily associated with a preceding 

clause, and those that can stand alone as a free utterance.  

 

 

15.6.1. Clause-bound interjections 

 

This small set of interjections, which are ubiquitous in everyday conversation, 

bear the closest resemblance to the clause-level discourse particles discussed 

above. However, they are distinct in that they are completely free forms, having 

no morphosyntactic or phonological interaction with the rest of the clause, and 

no particular grammatical restrictions on their use; they are also semantically 
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independent from the rest of the clause. The interjections of this type always 

follow a full clause, which may be of any kind (declarative, interrogative, im-

perative, etc.).  

 Hup speakers use the emphatic, exclamatory interjections c c (men only) 

and cún’ (women only) very often in conversation. These are the only known 

forms in the language for which there is a distinction between men’s speech and 

women’s speech. Their use is illustrated in (183–184); example (184) was ut-

tered first by a young teenaged boy, then jokingly echoed by a teenaged girl, 

with the appropriate change of interjection.    

 

(183) n N- n  t h  tçn-ham-pog-té-p,   ccún’ !  
  2pl-OBJ 3sg hold-go-EMPH1-FUT-DEP INTERJ  

  ‘Hey, she’s going to take you all away!’ (cv)  

 

(184) Boy: 

  h ‚-n’ ‡h=pog  yúp=b’ay,  cc c ?!  
  Q-NMZ=EMPH1 that.ITG=AGAIN INTERJ 

  ‘Hey, what the heck is that?!’ 

  

  Girl (echoing him):  

  h ‚-n’ ‡h=pog  yúp=b’ay,  ccún’ ?! 
  Q-NMZ=EMPH1 that.ITG=AGAIN INTERJ 

  ‘Hey, what the heck is that?!’ (cv) 

 

 The interactive interjections n h and nç-kQ‡m – both imperative forms of 

‘say’ – are also very common in Hup conversation. On one level, these forms 

are literal requests for the addressee to repeat the speaker’s utterance back to 

him/her; this is often used as an effective way of saying something for another 

person – i.e., what one would like that person to say – while at the same time 

establishing the utterance as part of that person’s conversational turn, which is 

thereby considered as not really being usurped. It is also a common way to in-

clude others in the conversation, even those who do not yet have full conversa-

tional competence, such as babies and linguists. In some cases, the addressee 

does indeed repeat the utterance. This kind of interchange is illustrated in the 

conversation in (185), in which a group of people were trying to coax someone 

to tell a story, and were trying to involve me in the coaxing: 

 

(185) J:  p n N-po/-/é/ ! 
     tell.story-EMPH1-PERF.IMP 

    ‘Please tell a story!’ 
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  G:  j’ám-ãw- n-ãp    tá/-ay,   yã Ù/ ?  
   DST.CNTR-FLR-OBJ-DEP REL.INST-INCH Mom   

      ‘What about that one, Mom,  

 

   j’ám-ãp   tód-ót    h d  bib’-g’et-y /- w- n ? 
   DST.CNTR-DEP hollow.tree-OBL 3pl  plug.up-stand-TEL-FLR-OBJ 

   that one about them plugging up the hollow tree?’ 

 

  P:  yúw- n  /ãh hipãh-n h-ay=hç) 
    that.ITG-OBJ 1sg know-NEG-INCH=NONVIS   
    ‘I don’t know that one.’ 

 

  J: doh/ãêy p n N,  yã/ám p n N...  
     Curupira story  jaguar  story      

 

   /ám tQ)h/íp- n  /am p n N-tég,   nn h ! 
   2sg child.father-OBJ 2sg tell.story-FUT say.IMP 

     ‘The Curupira story, the jaguar story... you’ll tell it to your husband, 

   say!’ (to me) 

 

  M: cã êp tá/,  nnç-kQ‡m  patí ! 
      other REL.INST say-IMP2  Pattie   
     ‘Say “(tell) another one!” Pattie!’ 

 

 Hup speakers use n h even more frequently as a simple interjection, with ut-

terances that do not really represent a conversational turn on the part of the ad-

dressee, who is not expected to repeat them. Examples of this use are given in 

(186–187): 

 

(186) j’ã Ùh deh b’ y /, nn h !  
  cara water only  say 

  ‘It was all cará beer, say!’ (cv) 

 

(187) húp=d’ h pã Ù,   nn h 
  person=PL NEG:EX say   

  ‘There aren’t any Hup people, say.’ (cv) 

 

 A related interjection is n yha/ (probably from n - y=ha/ [say-

DYNM=ALT.INT], see §17.4.4). It can be translated as something like ‘I say,’ and 

can convey slight uncertainty or self-correction: 
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(188) / n  ni-hipã êh-ã êh,  núp hayám-at-ah,    núp m y-çê‚t-çê‚h,         nn yha/ 
  1pl  be-know-DECL this town-OBL-DECL this house-OBL-DECL say.INT 

  ‘We know how to live/behave ourselves, in this town, in this  

  (community) building, I’d say.’ (sp) 

 

 

15.6.2. Free interjections 

 

The Hup forms classed as ‘free’ interjections are usually delivered as exclama-

tions, and are complete grammatical utterances in their own right. They are 

usually pronounced with distinctively high pitch and intensity, and most involve 

a single, vowel-final syllable with a lengthened vowel. This phonological dis-

tinctiveness is a cross-linguistically common feature of interjections (cf. 

Schachter 1985: 53). Many free interjections are conventionalized forms, with 

semantically specific interpretations. 

 One such form is c eee [S eee] (pronounced with rising intonation),
182

 used 

in reference to large amounts of something. Speakers use this interjection to 

express their appreciative amazement when seeing a large school of minnows, a 

large group of butterflies, etc. – or even when referring to a surprisingly large 

quantity of diarrhea:  

 

(189) t h- n  t h  cuj-b’uy-d’ h-way-pó-ay-áh !     cc ee/ !  
  3sg-OBJ 3sg  diarrhea-throw-send-go.out-EMPH1-INCH-DECL INTERJ(EMPH)  

  ‘He shot out diarrhea and expelled (her arm)! Lots of it!’ (txt) 

 

 The free interjection p ‡  or p ‡h – typically pronounced with low pitch and 

rising intonation – is used in reference to something big, frightening, or intrigu-

ing, which may have possible serious consequences. One might use this inter-

jection when noticing that a big rainstorm is approaching or when hearing that 

someone did something that might lead to trouble. For example, (190) was a 

response to another speaker’s account of a drinking party in which she surrepti-

tiously (under cover of darkness) poured out the manioc beer served to her, 

which was not very tasty. 

 

 

 

                                                
182

 For the sake of simplicity, stress (encoding rising or falling tone/intonation) on inter-

jections and ideophones (see below) is marked only on the first vowel of a prolonged 

vocalic form. 
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(190) pp ‡ … ba/túk-an-ay-áh ? 
     INTERJ dark-OBJ-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Oooo… it was already dark, huh?’ (cv) 

 

 The interjection /ak h (and its variants /akáh, /ayáh, and /ay h) are expres-

sions of pain (i.e., ‘ouch!’): 

 

(191) /ak h! n N=tæ êh=d’ h  n ‡h  mQê‚y  /u ê‚h yúw-úh ! 
  INTERJ 2pl=offspring=PL POSS payment EPIST that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘Ow!! This must be in revenge for (my killing) your children!’ (txt) 

 

(192) /ay h! t h  n - h,  t h  papad-p d- h...  
  INTERJ 3sg say-DECL 3sg moan-DIST-DECL 

  ‘Ouch! she was saying, she was moaning continuously…’ (txt) 

 

 Other conventionalized free interjections include y h ‘how pretty!’, /ac h! 
‘ouch, yikes, look out’ (when an accident befalls oneself or another person, such 

as tripping, singeing one’s hand in the fire, etc.), and /apáh ‘darn!’ (e.g., when 

one forgets something).
183

 

 Less conventionalized interjection-type noises are also fairly frequent in Hup 

discourse. An example is the exclamation of worry or remorse in (193), in 

which a husband is running away from his wife, who has turned into an evil 

spirit; but as he does so, he begins to wonder if he is mistaken and she really is 

still a human being: 

 

(193) /óoooo,  hup=/ãêy- n=m ‡/=nih-áh,   
  INTERJ  person=FEM-OBJ=UNDER=EMPH.CO-FOC  

 

  /ãêh=tæh/ín- n   /ãh y d-t /çh- h ! 
  1sg=child.mother-OBJ 1sg hide-run-DECL 

  ‘Ooooh, even though (she may be) a person, I am running away from my 

  wife!’ (txt) 

                                                
183

 At least a few of these same interjections are also used by Tukanoans. 
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15.7. Ideophones  

 

Like interjections, ideophones in Hup constitute a special word class that serves 

a discourse-marking function. Also like interjections, they are not morphosyn-

tactically bound, but occur on the level of the sentence. They are considered in 

this chapter for these reasons. 

 As in perhaps all of the world’s languages, ideophones in Hup have “a spe-

cial dramaturgic function that differs from [that of] all other word classes… 

[and] simulate an event, an emotion, a perception through language” (Voeltz 

and Kilian-Hatz 2001: 3). Described as “the closest linguistic substitute for a 

non-verbal, physical act” (Kunene 2001: 183), ideophones are peripheral to the 

lexicon, and fulfill a special performative function. 

 Like interjections, ideophones cross-linguistically tend to have distinctive 

phonology, involving special rules of length, tone, stress, and reduplication 

(e.g., Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz 2001, Nelson 2005). This is true of Hup ideo-

phones, which often involve a multi-syllabic string made up of one repeated 

syllable (or bisyllabic form), or even a single prolonged vowel or sonorant seg-

ment. They are typically pronounced with a relatively high pitch and intensity, 

and stress tends to be more or less constant throughout. Nasalization, if present, 

applies throughout the form (as with Hup morphemes generally). Tone does not 

appear to be contrastive, but intonation may be rising or falling, depending on 

the ideophone. The number of repetitions of the base form depends a great deal 

on the type of sound or action the ideophone represents; five repetitions are 

common, but fewer also occur, and some ideophones are single syllables. The 

number of repetitions and whether the final syllable is closed or open varies 

across speakers.  

 Most ideophones in Hup represent sounds, and a few refer to motions. Like 

interjections, they are usually peripheral to a main clause; however, ideophones 

representing sounds are often – like quoted speech – introduced by the verb 

‘say’. Hup speakers (both men and women) use ideophones very frequently in 

narrative, particularly when telling myths or other stories (but also in narrative 

within a conversational context); however, ideophones are less common in 

speeches, songs, and spells. Some ideophones are more conventionalized than 

others, both in form and in use. 

Ideophones used to describe motions include the sound associated with trav-

eling or going somewhere (example 194), and movement upwards or upstream 

(example 195; variants d d d d  and wededede also exist). 

 

(194) t h  t h k-g’ét-m ‡/,  t h- n  t h  ham-y /-ay-áh,   mmmmmm’ !  
  3sg snore-stand-UNDER 3sg-OBJ 3sg go-TEL-INCH-DECL IDEO 

  ‘While she was snoring, he went away.’ (txt) 
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(195) wwídídídí, pót/ah-an, k k-d’ h-hám-ãp, wwídídídí   
  IDEO   upriver-DIR pull-send-go-DEP IDEO 

  ‘(Going-up noise), upriver, (he) pulled them…’ (txt) 

 

The sound and action of jumping or landing somewhere suddenly is a com-

monly used ideophone; the same ideophone is also used for an object hitting 

something (cf. 203 below): 

 

(196) t h  nçh-wob-y /-ay-áh,  ppóoo! t h  wæd-ay-áh !  
  3sg fall-set-TEL-INCH-DECL INTERJ 3sg eat-INCH-DECL 

  ‘He fell upon him, pow! He ate him!’ (txt) 

 

 Several Hup ideophones involve conventionalized human sound effects. Ex-

amples of these are giggling (example 197), laughing loudly (198), snoring 

(199), and calling out to another person (200): 

 

(197) /ãêy=d’ h t h- n  tæ/nçh -ay-áh,  kkí t kí t kí t kí t kí t kí t 
  FEM=PL  3sg-OBJ laugh-INCH-DECL IDEO 

  ‘The women laughed at him, (giggling noise).’ (txt) 

 

(198) hehé/  n - y   h d=wá=d’ h,   / n-ah 
  IDEO  say-DYNM 3pl=old.woman=PL  1sg.OBJ-DECL 

  ‘Ha ha! went those old bags (women), to me’ (cv) 

 

(199) k N ,  k N,  k N  nç-pQm-p -y=mah   yúp  t h-áh  

  IDEO     say-sit-EMPH1-DYNM=REP that.ITG tapir-DECL 

  ‘(Snoring noise) he was saying as he sat, that Tapir!’ (txt)  

 

(200) t h  /ey-wçn-y /-ay-áh,    / h! / n  yu-/é/ !  
  3sg call-follow-TEL-INCH-DECL IDEO   1sg.OBJ wait-PERF.IMP 

  ‘She went calling after him, heeeey! wait for me!’ (txt) 

 

 Other conventionalized sound-related ideophones include the noise of falling 

into water (tapúh), the sound of killing fish by breaking their necks (example 

201), and of a large bird landing (202): 
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(201) yúp=mah t h=nuh y t h  t h- p=mah, yúp  kkúnúnúnú  
  that.ITG=REP 3sg=neck  3sg break-DEP=REP that.ITG IDEO          

 

  t h  nç-p d- h 

  3sg say-DIST-DECL 

  ‘Then, it’s said, he broke (the fishes’) necks, kunununu it went.’ (txt) 

 

(202) hohopóo! nç-y /- y=mah   yúw-úh,   wã ê/   

  IDEO   say-TEL-DYNM=REP that.ITG-DECL vulture 

 

  t h  k dhí-iw-ay-áh 

  3sg pass.descend-FLR-INCH-DECL 

  ‘(Flapping, landing noise) it went, (it was) Vulture landing.’ (txt) 

 

They also include hitting noises, such as t k! (the noise of a machete hitting or 

cutting something), t n’ t n’ t n’ t n’ t n’ (the bones of a turtle-anklebone ora-

cle knocking against each other), and d h! (an object hitting against someone). 

Example (203) illustrates a string of more marginally conventionalized sound 

effects related to a hitting event: 
 

(203) t h  c k- h,     ww ‚h ê ‚p w ‚h ê ‚p póo!  wçkód!   

  3sg throw.stick-DECL IDEO    IDEO IDEO 

  ‘He threw (stick); (noise of flipping through air, hitting; hawk  

  falling).’ (txt) 

 

Still others are túdúdúdúdú (thunder rumbling), c d d d d d d  (a bird flying 

away), the eating noise/action of fish (example 204), running (205), and rum-

maging through things while searching (206): 

 

(204) kóbokóbokóbo yúp  ba/t ‡b’ g’ h-pog-/é-ew- n   
  IDEO     that.ITG spirit  be2-EMPH1-PERF-FLR-OBJ  

 

  h d  wQd-y /-k dhám-ay-áh 

  3pl  eat-TEL-pass.go-INCH-DECL 

  ‘(Eating noise) they (fish) came quickly and ate up that one who had  

  been a spirit.’ (txt)  

 

(205) t h  tç/çh-wçn-nQn-y /-ay-áh,   ttúktúktúktúktúk ! 
  3sg run-follow-come-TEL-INCH-DECL IDEO 

  ‘She came running after him, (sound of running)!’ (txt) 
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(206) t h  yçh y- h,  kk d w’ k d w’ k d w’ 
  3sg search-DECL  IDEO 

  ‘He searched (noise of rummaging).’ (txt) 

 

 Hup speakers also use a variety of relatively non-conventionalized ideo-

phone-like sound effects in narrative, which consultants say are not in common 

use and are probably chosen ad hoc by the storyteller. Examples include p / (a 

spirit falling out of tree), t h, hã ê… (a severed head falling to the ground), and 

cæw’! kã êy’ kã êy’! (a woodpecker pecking). Others are the sound/action of get-

ting or grabbing something (example 207), various jumping and landing noises 

(208), and the banging noises made by the mythical tapir’s attempts to beat off 

the turtle who had bitten onto his testicles (example 209). 

 

(207) y t  teghçê‚,  ppá/  !  
  thus fire  IDEO 

  ‘Thus a gun, (grabbing noise)!’ (txt) 

 

(208) t h  c k-k dhám-ah,   cc p!   k dáw!  
  3sg jump-pass.go-DECL  IDEO  IDEO 

  ‘He jumped quickly (jumping and landing noises).’ (txt) 

 

(209) p k, p k t h  nç-d’ak-g’ó/-mah-ah  

  IDEO        3sg say-stick.against-go.about-REP-DECL 

  ‘(Bang, bang) he went knocking him about.’ (txt, Umari Norte dialect)  

 

 Hup uses a few other types of sound symbolism in addition to ideophones. 

Reduplication – both on the lexical level (see §4.5 and §12.9.3) and on the 

clausal level (§18.2.2) – is an iconic representation of a repetitive action. Also, a 

number of words in Hup are clearly of onomatopoeic origin, and in some cases 

probably continue to have an onomatopoeic association to the referent in the 

minds of speakers. Examples include verbs relating to noisy bodily functions, 

most notably hatc h- ‘sneeze’, for which there is a corresponding ideophone 

(hatc h!) that is identical to the verb. Some bird names are also onomatopoeic 

and are based on the bird’s call, such as wçhwQ‡w ‘dove’. 



 

Chapter 16 

Negation 
 

 

 

Negation in Hup is relatively complex. Three distinct strategies for expressing 

negation are available, involving at least four different negative markers. These 

can all be used for clausal or ‘standard’ negation, which produces the opposite 

truth value in the clause (cf. J. Payne 1985a, Miestamo 2005). The most com-

mon or basic form of negation in Hup involves a negative suffix (-n h) that is 

used exclusively with verbal (and adjectival) predicates. Another common strat-

egy relies on a predicative particle (pã Ù), which is used as an existential negator 

with noun phrases.  Finally, the third negation strategy makes use of an ‘identity 

negator’ particle (/ p) that can function both to contradict the entire clause and 

to negate an individual constituent within the clause – often relating specifically 

to the identity of a nominal entity. Because of this latter function of negating a 

constituent, the particle / p is not – unlike Hup’s other negative strategies – 

exclusively a clausal negator. 

 

 

16.1. Verbal Negative --n h  
 

Hup prefers a morphological strategy for the negation of clauses.  In most cases, 

this involves a single negative marker -n h (although in special cases two nega-

tive markers can occur; see §16.1.7 below), which occurs as a suffix on the verb 

stem. Use of the form -n h is limited exclusively to negation of the verb phrase 

predicate (which is understood here to include predicate adjectives; see §3.1.3 

and §10.1).  
Formally, -n h usually occurs as a verbal consonant-initial Boundary Suffix, 

which receives primary (word-level) stress within the verb word; however, it is 

in some cases followed by an additional Boundary Suffix, in which context it is 

best considered an Inner Suffix. The final [h] of -n h is usually clearly audible 

(especially when followed by a vowel-initial Boundary Suffix), but is occasion-

ally dropped in fast speech. Finally, Negative -n h is nearly identical to the Pos-

sessive marker n ‡h (see §5.2), but confusion does not arise given their distinct 

tone values and their complementary distribution on verbs and nouns, respec-

tively. It is also homonymous with the verb root n h- ‘be like’ (cf. §10.2.2.1), 
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but because this verb – like all verb roots – is usually obligatorily followed by a 

Boundary Suffix, the chance of confusion is again minimized.
184

  

 

 

16.1.1. Verbal negation in main clauses  

 

In declarative clauses, negation with -n h is a nearly symmetric strategy vis-à-

vis the affirmative clause: in most cases, the negative clause is structurally al-

most identical to its positive counterpart, except that the negative marker usu-

ally takes the place of the (otherwise obligatory) Boundary Suffix on the verb 

stem in the affirmative clause. While not all Boundary Suffixes are incompati-

ble with Negative -n h (in particular, the Dependent marker -Vp and the Inter-

rogative -V/ can follow -n h), the most common suffixes in affirmative main 

clauses – Dynamic -V êy and Declarative -V êh, among others – are almost always 

replaced by -n h (cf. §16.1.5 below).  

 This near-symmetric pattern for declarative clauses is illustrated in examples 

(1a–b), which come from a conversation; the negative utterance of the first 

speaker was contradicted by the positive assertion of the second. Further exam-

ples of negative assertions are given in (2–3).  

 

(1)  a) ma g   h d- n  t w-nn h  
   Margarita 3pl-OBJ scold-NEG 

   ‘Margarita didn’t yell at them.’ (cv) 

 

  b) ma g   h d- n  t w-ay  

   Margarita 3pl-OBJ scold-INCH 

   ‘Margarita was yelling at them.’ (cv) 

 

(2)  kayak=t g  macã-nn h p d; can    b’ y /  maca-ah  
  manioc=stem grow-NEG DIST pineapple  only  grow-DECL 

  ‘Manioc doesn’t grow either; only pineapples grow.’ (cv) 

 

(3)  hup-hipãh-nn h  yúp  pay c c !  
  RFLX-know-NEG that.ITG bad INTERJ 

  ‘That bad one has no sense!’ (cv) 

                                                
184

 Like any verb stem, n h- ‘be like’ can be followed by the Negative suffix: 

  t h=/íp=y /  t h  bahad--n h-n h  

  3sg=father=TEL 3sg  appear-be.like-NEG 

  ‘He doesn’t look like his father.’ (el)  
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The same symmetric strategy also applies to negation in interrogative clauses, 

as illustrated in examples (4–5). 

 

(4)  a) tuk-nn h  /ám ?  
   want-NEG 2sg 

   ‘Don’t you want (it)?’ (cv) 

 

  b) túk-úy  /ám ? 
   want-DYNM 2sg 

   ‘Do you want it?’ (cv) 

 

(5)  ma g   tá/-ay,  h d- n  yamhidç/-nn h t h ?  
  Margarita as.for-INCH 3pl-OBJ sing-NEG   3sg 

  ‘What about Margarita, didn’t she sing to them?’ (cv) 

 

 Imperative clauses, on the other hand, have an asymmetric negation strategy 

– that is, the negative construction does not mirror its positive counterpart 

(compare examples 6a and b; see §17.5 for discussion of imperatives). This is 

consistent with the cross-linguistic tendency for imperative environments to 

often require special negative constructions (cf. Kahrel 1996, Miestamo 2005: 

15–16). In Hup negative imperatives, the negated verb phrase acts structurally 

as an embedded adverbial clause (usually – though not obligatorily – marked 

with the adverbializing =y / enclitic), while the main clause is the imperative 

form of the verb ni- ‘be’:   

 

(6)  a) tæ/nçhç-nn h=y / níh !  
   laugh-NEG=TEL  be.IMP 

   ‘Don’t laugh!’ (cv) 

 

  b) tæ/nçh h ! 
   laugh.IMP 

   ‘Laugh!’ 

 

(7)  h h-way-nn h=y /  níh ! 
  carry-go.out-NEG=TEL be.IMP 

  ‘Don’t carry (him) out!’ (cv) 

 

The sequence n h=y / níh is often reduced – especially in fast speech – to the 

form -níníh: 
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(8)  kow’-nníníh=h  ! 
  peel-NEG.IMP=TAG2 

  ‘Don’t peel (the fruit)!’ (cv) 

 

 

16.1.2. Verbal negation in subordinate clauses 

 

Relative clauses in Hup (see §18.2.3) undergo negation of the verb phrase just 

as main clauses do. The Negative suffix is followed by the Dependent marker    

-Vp (example 9) or other relative clause morphology (10). 

 

(9)  hi-y d-nn h- p=/ãêy  j’ã êh  

  FACT-hide-NEG-DEP=FEM DST.CNTR 

  ‘(I’m) not a woman who hides things.’ (lit. ‘I’m a not-hiding-things  

  woman’) (sg) 

 

(10) wçh   / d   hipãh-nn h=d’ h  

  River.Indian speech know-NEG=PL  

  ‘Those who don’t know any Tukano’ (txt) 

 

That Negative -n h has only local scope over the verb phrase to which it at-

taches is illustrated by the fact that negation can occur independently in main 

and embedded relative clauses, as illustrated by the elicited examples in (11–

12).    

 

(11) a) /ãh hipã êh-ã êy  [yúp ww d-ye-n h- w- n]  
   1sg know-DYNM that arrive-enter-NEG-FLR-OBJ 

   ‘I know that one who did not arrive’  

 

  b) /ãh hhipãh-n h [yúp w d-yé-ew- n]  
   1sg know-NEG that arrive-enter-FLR-OBJ 

   ‘I don’t know that one who arrived.’ (el) 

 

(12) a) t h  b’ t-an hám-ay  [bóda  ttac-n h=d’ h- t]  
   3sg roça-DIR go-DYNM  ball  kick-NEG=PL-OBL 

   ‘She’s going to the roça with those who didn’t play ball.’ 

 

  b) t h  b’ t-an hham-n h [bóda  tác=d’ h- t]  
   3sg roça-DIR go-NEG  ball  kick=PL-OBL 

   ‘She’s not going to the roça with those who played ball.’ (el) 
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For other types of subordination, a copula construction with the verb ni- ‘be, 

exist’ is an optional strategy for forming a negative, as in (13a). An alternative 

non-copula construction and corresponding affirmative form are given in (13b–

c).  

 

(13) a) /ãh t h- n  /ih-/ h-té-h,    wway-n h t h ni- tég   

   1sg 3sg-OBJ ask-APPL-FUT-DECL go.out-NEG 3sg be-PURP 

   ‘I’m going to ask him to not go out.’  

 

  b) t h way-n h(- tég)  t h- n  /ãh /ih-/ h-té-h 
   3sg go.out-NEG(-PURP) 3sg-OBJ 1sg ask-APPL-FUT-DECL 

   ‘I’m going to ask him to not go out.’  

 

  c) t h  way-tég  t h- n  /ãh /ih-/ h-té-h 

   3sg go.out-PURP 3sg-OBJ 1sg ask-APPL-FUT-DECL 

   ‘I’m going to ask him to go out.’ (el) 

 

 

16.1.3. Verbal negation and scope within the verb compound and phrase 

 

As the examples above show, negation with -n h usually negates the entire ver-

bal predicate. In the case of compound verbs, however, negating the compound 

assertions of the corresponding affirmative clause may require varying treat-

ment of the compound depending on the level of semantic integration of its 

combined roots. 

In the case of less-integrated compounds (see §9.4.1) – in which verb roots 

are strung together to encode a sequence or co-occurrence of relatively distinct 

events – the Verbal Negator -n h is usually understood to have scope over all 

preceding roots within the verb word. Thus the most likely interpretation of a 

negative compound such as / d-wQd-ham-n h (speak-eat-go-NEG) would be 

that none of these activities are taking place. If one (or more) activity is occur-

ring, the compound is broken up into two verbal constructions, one negative and 

one affirmative, which function as two predicates (cf. §9.2); for example, / d-
n h (t h) wQd-hám-ay (speak-NEG [3sg] eat-go-DYNM) ‘(he’s) going and eating 

(simultaneously) without speaking’, or / d-wQd-n h (t h) hám-ay (speak-eat-

NEG [3sg] go-DYNM) ‘(he’s) going along without eating or speaking’. This co-

presence of a negative and an affirmative verbal predicate – where the fully 

affirmative counterpart would be expressed by a single verb compound – is 

common in Hup (examples 14–16). 
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(14) /an-nn h   /ãh g’ã/-g’ó/-óh  

  make.love-NEG 1sg be.suspended-go.about-DECL 

  ‘Without making love, I’m there in the hammock.’ (cv) 

 

(15) t n ‡h  / d   w /-nn h g’et-g’o/-tú-ay=d’ h=nih 
  3sg.POSS speech hear-NEG stand-go.about-want-INCH=PL=EMPH.CO 

  ‘And we’d go about without understanding her language.’ (cv) 

 

(16) h -n’ h-tég   / n, hup=/ãêy=d’ h, yum tçn-nn h / n  ní- / ?  

  Q-be.like-FUT/PURP 1pl  Hup=FEM=PL  plant hold-NEG 1pl  be-INT 

  ‘Why is it that we, Hup women, are without anything to plant?’ (cv) 

 

 In the case of more tightly integrated compounds (in which the final root 

carries aspectual, modal, or other information; cf. §9.4.2), on the other hand, 

negating the assertion of the corresponding affirmative clause frequently does 

not require splitting up the compound, even though the negation may be more 

directly relevant to one component stem than another. Thus in example (17), the 

negative of ‘sing loudly’ or ‘make noise singing’ remains a verb compound, 

even though consultants judge it to be neutral as to whether the singing itself 

continues or not.  

 

(17) yam-h h-n h=y /   níh !  
  sing-make.noise-NEG=TEL be.IMP 

  ‘Don’t sing loudly!’ (el) 

 

Cases like that in (17) are typical of highly integrated compounds, in that nega-

tion usually has immediate scope over the auxiliary rather than over a com-

pound as a whole. However, an exceptional case involves the auxiliary yæh- 
‘request, order’, with which negation is normally interpreted as having scope 

over the main verb in the compound (here ‘eat’ or ‘enter’), rather than over the 

auxiliary itself, as in (18–19).
185

 

 

(18) /ãh dó/=n’ n  h Ùp wwQd-yæ h-n h (ni-y /- y)  
  1sg child=PL.OBJ  fish eat-request-NEG  be-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘I told the children not to eat the fish.’ (el)  
 

 

                                                
185

 For discussion of causative compound constructions, see §9.4.1.2. 
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(19) nu-có/ h d- n  t h  yye-yQ)h-n h 
  this-LOC 3pl-OBJ 3sg enter-request-NEG 

  ‘He forbids them to come in here.’ (cv) 

 

As noted above, the Negative suffix -n h typically has scope only over the 

verb phrase in which it appears. However, in cases of clause chaining involving 

a string of sequential activities (marked with the Sequential suffix -yó/, which 

is itself incompatible with -n h; see §16.1.5 below), the interpretation of nega-

tive scope appears to be more flexible. Example (20) comes from a speech de-

livered to the community, and lists a series of activities that women are ex-

pected to do to carry out the planting of manioc; only the last verb carries the 

negation, but the utterance was interpreted to mean that women do none of  

these things (without some involvement on the part of their husbands). However 

– especially with a definite subject such as yúp=/ãêy ‘that woman’ – the inter-

pretation that all the activities were carried out except the last, explicitly nega-

tive one is also possible.  

 

(20) tã/ãêy=d’ h kayak=t g  d’o/-yó/,  kayak=t g  g’uk-yó/,  
  woman=PL manioc=stem take-SEQ  manioc=stem bundle-SEQ   

    

  cet-d’o/-k dham-ni-yó/,     cc y’-n h /ãêy=d’ h- h  

  carry.on.back-take-go.quickly-be-SEQ poke-NEG woman=PL-DECL 

  ‘Women, having (not) taken manioc plants, having (not) bundled manioc  

  plants, having (not) quickly carried (them), women don’t plant (lit. poke 

  in) them.’ (sp) 

 

One way of avoiding this scopal ambiguity involves setting the assertions apart 

from the negative clause with the auxiliary verb ni- and the Simultaneous or ‘in 

spite of’ adverbializer -m ‡/: 

 

(21) cug’Q‡t cu/-yó/,  h ‡/=teg  cu/-yó/  nní-m ‡ / ,        
  book  grab-SEQ  write=STICK grab-SEQ  be-UNDER    

   

  dó/=d’ h b’oy-ham-nn h- h 
  child-PL  study-go-NEG-DECL 

  ‘Despite having grabbed books and pencils, the children did not go to  

  study.’ (el) 
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16.1.4. Verbal negation and modifiers (adjectives, adverbs, quantifiers) 

 

As discussed in §3.1.3 and §10.1, predicative adjectives in Hup are formally 

very similar to verbs. Their behavior in negative contexts is consistent with this 

– they undergo clausal negation in just the same way as do verb stems: 

 

(22) p h t  dd b-n h=mQh  
  banana many-NEG=DIM 

  ‘(There are) not many bananas.’ (cv) 

 

(23) g’ -n h=h   yúw-úh !  
  hot-NEG=NONVIS that-DECL 

  ‘It’s not hot!’ (cv) 

 

Adjectives serving an adverbial function (see §10.2) usually appear within 

the compound verb in negative contexts, as in (24–25a) – whereas they typically 

occur outside the compound in affirmative clauses, as in (25b).  

 

(24) / n=tæ êh=d’ h-ay   yúw-úh,  /çm--naw-n h  
  1pl=offspring=PL-INCH that-DECL fear-good-NEG 

  ‘They are our children; it’s not right to fear them!’ (sp) 

 

(25) a) t h  tç/çh--p b-nn h   

   3sg run-fast-NEG 

   ‘He doesn’t run fast.’  

 

  b) p b  t h  tç/ h- y 

   fast 3sg run-DYNM 

   ‘He runs fast.’ (el) 

 

There are no inherently negative quantifiers in Hup; however, the clause-

level quantifier form p d (‘all, each of’; see §6.5.2) can occur in negative 

clauses: 

  

(26) / n=hin  t h- n  “næn!” nç-nn h p d   

  1pl=also  3sg-OBJ come  say-NEG DIST 

  ‘As for us, we never / none of us told her “come!”’ (sp) 
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16.1.5. The interaction of verbal negation and other grammatical systems 

 

It is cross-linguistically common for negation to interact with other grammatical 

systems within a language, such as tense and aspect (cf. Aikhenvald and Dixon 

1998a, Miestamo 2005: 15–17). In Hup, whether a clause is marked as affirma-

tive or negative may influence the choices to be made in other grammatical 

systems. This has already been seen in the discussion of negation in the impera-

tive mood above (§16.1.1). 

 Negative -n h can co-occur in the verb word with the majority of other in-

flectional forms. It belongs to the class of Boundary Suffixes that require fluid 

formatives to appear in the periphery of the verb word (i.e., as enclitics or parti-

cles), rather than inside the verb as Inner Suffixes (cf. §3.5). Accordingly, Inner 

Suffixes such as the Applicative precede the Negative Boundary Suffix, and 

peripheral forms such as evidential enclitics pile up after it: 

 

(27) /ám- n d’o/-/ h-nn h-áh  /ãêh-ã êp  

  2sg-OBJ take-APPL-NEG-FOC 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I’m not going to get any (cookies) for you!’ (cv) 

 

(28) /ãh b /-tuk-nn h=h  

  1sg work-want-NEG=NONVIS 

  ‘I don’t want to work.’ (el) 

 

In some cases involving aspect marking, two strategies of negation are avail-

able: one symmetric (example 29a; compare 29b), the other asymmetric, with 

the aspect marker occurring on the copula-like verb ni- ‘be’ (29c). 

 

(29) a) ham-nn h  b g /ãêh-ã êh !  
   go-NEG  HAB 1sg-DECL 

   ‘I never go.’ (txt) 

 

  b) hám-áy  b g  /ãêh-ã êh 
   go-DYNM  HAB 1sg-DECL 

   ‘I always go.’ (txt) 
  

  c) nç-nn h / n  ni-bb -h  !  
   say-NEG 1pl  be-HAB-TAG2 

   ‘(“Go to school!”) we never say.’ (sp) 

 

On the other hand, certain tense, aspect, and mode specifications are not pos-

sible within the negated verb word. Negative -n h (itself having an ambiguous 
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identity as either Boundary or Inner Suffix, depending on what other formatives 

are present) cannot co-occur with certain Boundary Suffixes. In particular, it is 

ungrammatical in combination with Dynamic -V êy and Declarative -V êh (except 

in certain cases of clause-combining, see §18.1.2). It is likewise ungrammatical 

with Sequential -yó/ (a Boundary Suffix); an auxiliary construction with ni- 
‘be’ is required in order to convey a sequential negative event: 

 

(30) ww /-n h  ni-yó/  / n  b’ay-té-ay-áh  

  hear-NEG  be-SEQ 1pl  return-FUT-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having understood nothing, we’d return.’ (cv) 

 

Verbal negation is ungrammatical in the Apprehensive mood (see §14.6), and it 

also does not co-occur with the Counterfactual marker -tæ/ – presumably be-

cause the irrealis nature of this morpheme gives it an inherently negative quality 

(see §14.2 and §16.4 below).  

Finally, the Verbal Negative suffix -n h is ungrammatical with the Future 

suffixes -teg / -te- (although it can occur with -teg when this suffix acts as a 

purpose marker in a dependent clause, as in example 13b above; see §13.1). 

This apparently idiosyncratic aspect of Hup grammar probably has a historical 

explanation relating to the nominal origin of these future suffixes, as discussed 

in the Historical note in §13.1. In order to express a negative future event, Hup 

relies on two alternative constructions. The most common involves the In-

choative marker -ay, as in (31) (but note that this combination can also be used 

for a current, on-going event, so its future reading is implied rather than en-

tailed). The Future Contrast particle tán (§13.4.3) provides a second option for 

expressing negative future, as in example (32). 

 

(31) ham-nn h-ay  
  go-NEG-INCH 

  ‘(I) won’t go.’ (cv) 

 

(32) /ãh b’ y /  ham-nn h  tán-ah ! 
  1sg only  go-NEG  FUT.CNTR-DECL   

  ‘I alone will not go!’ (cv) 

 

 

16.1.6. Verbal negation and emphasis/intensification 

 

Several morphological strategies are available for forming emphatic negative 

utterances. Note that all of these emphatic or intensifier forms also occur in 
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affirmative clauses, but in certain cases their function in negative clauses is 

distinct from their function in affirmatives.  

The most widely used negative emphasis marker or intensifier is the verbal 

particle mún. This form follows Negative -n h with verbs, adjectives, and ad-

verbials. By contrast, in affirmative clauses the variants muhún (which occurs in 

the Barreira dialect region and is there formally distinguished from negative 

mún) and mún (Tat Deh dialect area; both affirmative and negative) function as 

intensifiers with adjectives, but are not grammatical with verbs (see §15.1.2). 

Use of this negative emphasis form yields such adjectival and adverbial expres-

sions as pay-n h mún ‘not bad at all’ ~‘good, pretty’ (example 33),
186

 as well as 

verbal forms like hipãh-n h mún (know-NEG INTS2) ‘(I) don’t know at all’ and 

those in (34–35): 

 

(33) y ‚-n’ ‡h=hin   ppay-n h  mún  t h  b /- h  

  that.ITG-NMZ=also bad-NEG  INTS2  3sg work-DECL 

  ‘That’s easy/nice work that he’s doing.’ (sp) 

 

(34) / n- n=y /=níh  yúp nnç/-n h mún t h  ni-b -h,  c c !  
  1pl-OBJ=TEL=EMPH.CO that give-NEG INTS2 3sg be-HAB-DECL INTERJ 

  ‘That one never gives us any (sugar)!’ (cv) 

 

(35) tæêh=mQh- n=y / /çm-n h mún h d  ni-b -h !  
  son=DIM-OBJ=TEL  fear-NEG  INTS2 3pl  be-HAB-DECL 

  ‘They’re not afraid of / have no respect at all for my son!’ (cv) 

 

 Other emphatic forms that are productive with negative clauses (as well as 

with affirmatives; see §15.1) include the Emphasis marker pog, as in (36). The 

most commonly used intensifier with affirmative clauses (-Vcáp) rarely occurs 

with negatives, although this combination is possible, as illustrated by (37).  

 

(36) y -d’ h- n  pe/-nn h=pog  b g=nih   j’ám=h / !  
  that.ITG-PL-OBJ hurt-NEG=EMPH1 HAB=EMPH.CO DST.CNTR=INT.TAG 

  ‘(It) never bothers/hurts them.’ (discussing biting insects swarming on  

  men without shirts) (cv) 

 

 

 

                                                
186

 Use of this form with certain adjectives appears to be idiomatic. The most striking 

case is naw-n h-mún (good-NEG-INTS2) ‘a lot, extremely numerous’. 
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(37) dap êh ní--i cáp-n h-m ‡/,   / n  d’o/-/çm-k y /ám=nih,  b g ! 
  hand be-INTS1-NEG-UNDER 1sg.OBJ take-fear-see    2sg=EMPH.CO anteater 

  ‘Even though you have no hands at all, you’re scaring me, anteater!’ (txt)  

 

 

16.1.7. Reinforced negation with næ 
 

Hup uses an additional negative particle næ to mark a strongly negative clause. 

This particle always occurs together with and reinforces some other negative 

marker; this is usually the Verbal suffix -n h, as in (38–39), but it may also be 

the Existential negative particle pãÙ (see §16.2) or Counterfactual -tæ/- (see 

§14.2). Such reinforced negation is fairly common – though far from ubiquitous 

– and is used by both older and younger speakers.  

 

(38) p h t  nnæ   /ayup=t t h -nn h   

  banana NEG:R  one=fruit  burn-NEG 

  ‘Not a single banana is ripe.’ (el) 

 

(39) y kán   w h    b’ y / /ãh / d- h,  nnæ  húp / d--n h   

  over.there River.indian only  1sg speak-DECL NEG:R  Hup speak-NEG 

  ‘Over there I spoke only Tukano, I didn’t speak any Hup at all.’ (txt) 

 

Reinforced negation with næ is used fairly consistently to express a ‘nei-

ther…nor’ relationship between constituents: 

 

(40) y kán   nnæ   cçkw’ t / d-nn h- p        
  over.there NEG:R  Tukano speak-NEG-DEP   

 

  næ   potug c  w /-nn h- p  

  NEG:R  Portuguese understand-NEG-DEP  

  ‘There, neither speaking Tukano nor understanding Portuguese, (there I  

  arrived).’ (txt) 

 

 

Comparative note 

 

The form næ is clearly a borrowing from Tukano, and is identified as such by 

some Hup speakers themselves. In Tukano, a strong negative is likewise con-

veyed by double negative marking in the clause, involving the negative particle 

neê and the verb plus negative suffix (cf. Ramirez 1997a: 154), and this prop-

erty of double negation to mark a strong negative is common to East Tukanoan 
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languages generally. According to Aikhenvald (2002a: 134–135), a nearly iden-

tical emphatic double negation strategy – involving the particle ne and the ne-

gated verb – also exists in Tariana, and can be attributed to language contact 

between Tariana and East Tukanoan languages. The use of the same negative 

strategy and form in Hup is clearly a result of its involvement in the Vaupés 

linguistic area. However, the parallelism is not complete in Hup; næ cannot 

stand alone in Hup to mean ‘no’, as it can in Tukano and Tariana (Aikhenvald 

2002a: 134).  

The negative particle næ (and the Tukano and Tariana variants of this form) 

bears a rather striking resemblance to the Portuguese negative nem, which typi-

cally expresses a ‘neither/nor’ relationship, as can Hup næ. However, it is not 

clear whether any actual historical link exists between these forms. Aikhenvald 

(2002a: 135) considers the resemblance “almost certainly coincidental”, noting 

that “a negative marker with a dental nasal is attested in many languages of the 

area, of different genetic affiliations”. Clarification of the origin of this particle 

awaits future research. 

 

 

16.2. Existential negative ppã Ù   
 

A second, distinct strategy of negation in Hup involves the negative particle pã Ù. 
This strategy is used exclusively to express negation of a nominal entity, spe-

cifically relating to the negation of its existence or presence (negative identity is 

handled by the particle / p, see §16.3 below). The negative marker pã Ù stands on 

its own as a complete predicate, ‘there does not exist’, and has scope over the 

noun phrase: 

 

(41) / n=dú=d’ h  kot/ah=có/=y / húp  ppã Ù ,        
  1pl=ancestor=PL before=LOC=TEL human NEG:EX   

   

  cçkw’ t=d’ h ppã Ù ,   miná/=d’ h  ppã Ù… 

  Tukano=PL  NEG:EX Desano=PL  NEG:EX  

  ‘In the time before our ancestors there were no people, no Tukanos, no  

  Desanos…’ (txt) 

 

The noun phrase negated by pã Ù may be made up of a noun and an adjective 

modifier, as in (42a). Compare this to the verbal negation strategy, in which the 

adjective + -n h together form the predicate, and the negative particle has scope 

only within the predicate, as in (42b). 
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(42) a) [tiy / p g] ppã Ù   
    man big  NEG:EX 

   ‘There is no big man.’  

 

  b) tiy / [pog]-nn h   

   man big-NEG 

   ‘The man is not big.’ (el) 

 

As a predicative particle, pã Ù frequently occurs by itself as a complete utter-

ance (in reference to an entity that is the topic of the discourse), meaning ‘(it) is 

not here; (there) is none’. It can likewise act as a negative interrogative predi-

cate, as in pã Ù t h? (NEG:EX 3sg) ‘is there none?’ or ‘is he/she/it not here?’. The 

affirmative parallel of pã Ù is the verb ni- ‘be, exist’ (compare examples 43a-b), 

whose negated form ni-n h (be-NEG) is occasionally substituted for pã Ù, although 

this is not common (43c).   

 

(43) a) /ãêh=báb’=d’ h nní- y  

   1sg=sibling=PL  be-DYNM 

   ‘I have siblings.’ (txt) 

 

  b) /ãêh=báb’=d’ h ppã Ù ,  na/-y /- y  
   1sg=sibling=PL  NEG:EX lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘I have no siblings; (they) are all dead.’ (txt) 

 

  c) báb’  nni-n h j’ãêh   /ãêh-ti/  

   sibling be-NEG DST.CNTR 1sg-EMPH.TAG 

   ‘I have no relatives/siblings.’ (txt) 

 

Negative pã Ù has certain qualities of a verb; in particular, it can take an as-

sortment of inflectional and tense-aspect related markers. These include some 

that can occur with various parts of speech, such as the Inchoative (example 44) 

and the Perfective (example 45; note that this form of the Perfective also occurs 

with nominals), but also some that are found exclusively with verbs, such as the 

Habitual particle (example 46).  

 

(44) pídiya=hin  nutQ‡n  ppã Ù-ay-áh     /ãêh-ã êp  
  battery=also  today  NEG:EX-INCH-FOC 1sg-DEP 

  ‘Today I’ve run out of batteries.’ (sp) 
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(45) ppã Ù-/e/  
  NEG:EX-PERF 

  ‘(There is) temporarily none.’ (el) 

 

(46) /ãh w d-ham-tég    mçy ppã Ù    b g  

  1sg arrive-go-FUT/PURP house NEG:EX HAB 

  ‘There’s never a place for me to stay when I arrive.’ (el) 

 

However, pã Ù is unlike a verb in several crucial respects. In particular, pã Ù dif-

fers from all members of the verb class in that it is unable to take most Bound-

ary Suffixes (as can be seen in examples 45–46 above, in which Boundary Suf-

fixes would be required were true verbs involved), and typically occurs alone in 

uninflected form. Its predicative identity is also not sufficient grounds for at-

tributing verbal status to pã Ù, since adjectives and nouns can also form complete 

predicates in Hup. Nor does pã Ù resemble an adjective, since adjectives – like 

verbs – can take most Boundary Suffixes, and adjectives occur within the noun 

phrase without an overt subordinator (whereas both pã Ù and verbs must be ex-

pressed as a relative clause in this context). Accordingly, pã Ù is here considered a 

predicative particle in its own right, rather than a member of the verb class or 

any other word class in Hup.  

 Use of a copula construction with ni- to carry tense-aspect marking is a gen-

eral option in clauses with pã Ù, as in (47), and is in some cases required, as in 

(48) (as is also the case with the Verbal Negative -n h, cf. example 30 above). 

 

(47) y -n’ ‡h   wag=hín ppã Ù    j’ám   púy’    nni-b -h  

  that.ITG-NMZ day=also  NEG:EX DST.CNTR little.brother be-HAB-TAG2 

  ‘On those days little brother is always absent.’ (sp) 
 

(48) bab’=ã êy  pã Ù,   c t=/ã êy    ppã Ù    ni-yó/   

  sibling=FEM NEG:EX older.sibling=FEM NEG:EX be-SEQ 

  ‘Having been without a younger sister, without an older sister.’ (txt) 

 

Also unlike normal verbs, the predicative particle pã Ù cannot directly take the 

Future suffixes -teg / -te-, which are similarly ungrammatical with Verbal 

Negative -n h (see §16.1.5 above). As in the case of verbs taking the -n h nega-

tive suffix, predicative pã Ù often takes the Future Contrast particle tán instead: 

 

(49) m y ppã Ù    tán   yúw-úh  
  house NEG:EX FUT.CNTR that-DECL 

  ‘There won’t be a house (for me to stay in).’ (el) 
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Alternatively, pã Ù can take a nominalized verbal future construction (i.e., a com-

plement clause) as its subject: 

 

(50) nnç-tég-n’ ‡h  ppã Ù ,  yúp mandukorí-iw-íh  

  say-FUT-NMZ NEG:EX that Mandukori-Filler-DECL 

  ‘He has nothing like this to say, that Mandukori.’ (sp) 

 

(51) h d  ham-y /- h,  /ay p  m n N=y /,       
  3pl  go-TEL-DECL one  straight=TEL    

  

  cã ê/ãh  hham-tég-n’ ‡h  ppã Ù=y / 
  side  go-FUT-NMZ   NEG:EX=TEL  

  ‘They go (along), just straight ahead, not going from side to side.’ (txt)  
 

 Curiously, an alternative strategy involves a special type of clause, in which a 

verb stem plus -teg acts as a pseudo-nominal subject, and pã Ù forms the predi-

cate; schematically, ‘future-Verbing does not exist’ (example 52). This con-

struction with Future -teg appears to have both a nominal and a verbal identity, 

which probably reflects the historical derivation of the verbal future suffix from 

a generic nominalizer (see Historical note §13.1).  

 

(52) [/a‚h pQm-ttég]  pa Ù‚  

     1sg sit-thing/FUT  NEG:EX 

  ‘I have nothing to sit on; I will not sit.’ (el)  

 

 Common emphatic forms involving negative pã Ù are given in examples (53–

54). Note that the variant of the emphasis marker in (54) (muhún; found in the 

Barriera dialect area only) otherwise occurs only in affirmative clauses as a 

modifier of an adjective, whereas the Verbal Negative -n h is always followed 

by the variant mún (see §16.1.6).  

 

(53) pã Ù=pog !  
  NEG:EX=EMPH1 

  ‘None at all!’ (cv)  
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(54) ki/d h     b’çk, /ãh yæ êh-æêh,    kayak=d h  b’çk;  
  manicuera.w/tapioca dish 1sg order-DECL manioc=water dish 

   

  ppã Ù    muhún- p,  kçw  y’á/  
  NEG:EX INTS2-DEP   pimenta crush 

  ‘Manicuera with tapioca, I ordered (to be brought), manicuera (lit.  

  manioc water); (for those with) nothing at all, (I ordered them to bring)  

  crushed pimenta.’ (txt) 

 

The Existential negator pã Ù can co-occur with other negative particles. In ex-

ample (55), the speaker uses the negative particle næ (§16.1.7) to reinforce 

negative pã Ù when relating what he has been told by Catholic missionaries. In 

(56), someone’s assertion pã Ù! ‘(there are) none!’ is contradicted by another 

speaker via the negative Identity particle / p (see §16.3 below); note that the 

clause-level ‘contradictory’ nature of / p is such that this double negative re-

sults in a positive, as opposed to the use of reinforcing negative particle næ in 

(55). Finally, although pã Ù cannot itself take the negative verbal suffix -n h, both 

existential and verbal negation occur together in the same sentence in example 

(57); here the two negatives are conceptually completely independent of each 

other. 

  

(55) póh, yecú máh-an, nnæ   pekádu ppã Ù=d’ h    hám-ah 

  high Jesus near-DIR NEG:R  sin(Pt) NEG:EX=PL go-DECL 

  ‘Up high, where Jesus is, only those without sins go.’ (txt) 

 

(56) ppã Ù    / p !  
  NEG:EX NEG:ID 

  ‘Not none!’ (cv) 

 

(57) y t  ham-nn h- y=nih   j’ám   tæh/ín  ppã Ù-ãy k  

  thus go-NEG-DYNM=EMPH.CO DST.CNTR child.mother NEG:EX-EXCL  

  ‘It didn’t go well without my wife.’ (txt) 

 

 

16.3. Identity negative / p   
 

The negative particle / p has the function of contradicting an assertion or ne-

gating the identity of a nominal entity (‘this is not an X’). It is not associated 

with any particular word class, but may modify nouns, verbal predicates, adjec-

tives, or adverbials. 
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Formally, / p is a free form, phonologically independent from the preceding 

form(s). However, it can occur within the scope of an evidential enclitic (see 

example 66 below), which suggests that it can sometimes undergo a degree of 

morphosyntactic integration with its clausal host. Negative / p itself does not 

take any inflectional markers. It is homonymous with the ‘quantity’ marker / p 

(see §6.5.3).  

The most common use of / p is as an identity negator with predicate nomi-

nals, as in examples (58–61). The negative particle has scope over the entire 

noun phrase predicate. 

 

(58) núp j’áh-an=/ y=/ãêy   // p   

  this land-DIR=who=FEM  NEG:ID 

  ‘(I’m) not a woman of this land.’ (sg) 

 

(59) ma g      / p !  
  Margarita NEG:ID 

  ‘(It was) not Margarita (but someone else).’ (cv) 

 

(60) nutQ‡n-æy  / d  / p  
  today-DYNM  story NEG:ID 

  ‘(It’s) not a story of today.’ (i.e., it’s an old story) (txt) 

 

(61) húp=/ãêy  / p  páh   núp-ti/ ! 
  person=FEM NEG:ID PRX.CNTR this-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘This is not a human woman!’ (txt) 

 

While / p must follow the predicate, the subject of the predicate nominal clause 

(when explicitly stated) is free to either precede or follow the negated predicate 

(example 62a), just as it is in the corresponding affirmative clause (62b). This 

example clarifies that / p is not itself predicative, unlike the existence/presence 

negator pã Ù discussed above. 

 

(62) a) [tiy /  p g] / p  núw- h  
   man  big  NEG:ID this-DECL 

   ‘This is not a big man.’  

 

  b) [tiy /  p g] núw- h 
    man  big  this-DECL 

   ‘This is a big man.’ (el) 
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Example (62a) can be understood to mean either ‘this is a man who is not big’ 

or ‘this is not a (big) man’ (i.e. not a man at all). However, the same clause ne-

gated with -n h has quite different constituency, and can therefore only mean 

‘this man is not big’ (63a). The negation of identity in (62a) can also be con-

trasted with the negation of existence/presence in (63b). 

 

(63) a) núp tiyi/  [pog]-nn h   

   this man  big-NEG 

   ‘This man is not big.’  
 

  b) [tiy /  p g] ppã Ù   
   man  big  NEG:EX 

   ‘There is no big man.’ (el) 

 

 When the negative particle / p is postposed to a verbal predicate, it func-

tions to contradict an entire assertion, as in examples (64–65). This negation 

strategy carries more contradictory force than the more common verbal nega-

tion strategy with the suffix -n h. With verbal predicates, / p must follow the 

fully inflected verb (regardless of the type of inflection). The expression in (64) 

would be used with children who are begging to eat someone else’s bananas, in 

order to impress upon them that the rightful owner is a serious possessor and the 

coveted item is not up for grabs. 

 

(64) t h  wQd-m h ê/-u ê‚y  / p,   t n ‡h  g’ã Ù/-ã êh !  
  3sg eat-play-DYNM  NEG:ID 3sg.POSS hang-DECL 

  ‘It’s not that she’s playing around at eating that, it’s her hanging bunch  

  (of bananas)!’ (ru) 

 

(65) /ãh wæd-æy  / p  /ãêh-ã êh,  wQ‡d t h=p y ! 
  1sg eat-DYNM NEG:ID 1sg-DECL  food 3sg=bad 

  ‘I’m not eating; the food is bad!’ (ru) 

  

Note that the object of the verbal predicate negated with / p can appear outside 

the scope of / p, as in (66) (in which the object / n- n ‘us-OBJ’ follows / p). 

This example also illustrates the fact that evidentials – as clause- or predicate-

level markers themselves, indicating the speaker’s source of information – gen-

erally follow the negative particle.  
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(66) y n h-yó/,    [hi ê‚    h d  t w- y]   / p=cud         
  that.ITG.be.like-SEQ no.reason  3pl  scold-DYNM NEG:ID=INFR   

   

  / n- n=hin- p…  

  1pl-OBJ=also-DEP  

  ‘And thus, it was not without reason that they scolded us, apparently…’  

  (txt)  

 

The negative particle / p is also used to negate non-predicative clausal con-

stituents. These include nominal arguments of the clause, both subjects (exam-

ple 67) and objects (example 68): 

 

(67) /ãêh=/íp  / p  / n  kéy-éh 
  1sg=father NEG:ID 1sg.OBJ see-DECL 

  ‘It wasn’t my father that saw me (but someone else).’ (el) 

 

(68) cug’Q‡t  / p  t h  d’ó/-óh  
  leaf/paper NEG:ID 3sg take-DECL 

  ‘It wasn’t the book that he took (but something else).’ (el) 

 

Similarly, / p can negate a subordinate clause acting as a nominal constituent 

of the main clause, as in (69–70). It is not found inside subordinate clauses. 

 

(69) [t h wæd-Qp]  / p  páh   yúw-úh ! 
  3sg eat-DEP  NEG:ID PRX:CNTR that.ITG-DECL  

  ‘That’s not his thing to eat!’ (el) 

 

(70) / n  /ãy=dó/=d’ h [y =n’ n  / h-nçh-d’ák-n’ ‡h]    / p !  
  1pl   woman=child=PL man=PL.OBJ INTRC-fall-stick.against-NMZ NEG:ID 

  ‘We as girls weren’t ones to go running after men like that!’ (cv) 

 

The Identity Negator / p can also negate an adverbial expression, as in (71), 

and negates quantifiers such as nihu )ê/ ‘all’ (example 72) and b’ y / ‘all, only’ 

(although, curiously, it is judged ungrammatical with the quantifier /ápy / 

‘all’): 

 

(71) p b  / p  t h  tç/ h- y  

  fast NEG:ID 3sg run-DYNM  

  ‘He does not run fast.’ (el)  
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(72) h d  nihu )ê/  // p  ham-té-h,   d b-n h=d’ h=y / 
  3pl  all   NEG:ID go-FUT-DECL many-NEG=PL=TEL 

  ‘They won’t all go, only a few of them.’ (el) 

 

However, consultants judged / p to be inappropriate or strange in combination 

with predicate adjectives: 

 

(73) ??  yu )Ù  páy  / p  t h  bahád-áy 
    John bad/ugly NEG:ID 3sg appear-DYNM 

     (Intended meaning: ‘John does not appear ugly/ bad.’) 

 

 The contradictory force of / p can apply to negative clauses as well as to af-

firmative ones. This is illustrated by its occurrence with the Verbal Negative      

-n h in example (74), and with the Existential Negative pã Ù in (56) above.  

 

(74) t h  wQd-nn h  / p   

  3sg eat-NEG  NEG:ID 

  ‘He didn’t not eat.’ (i.e., he did eat) (el) 

 

 Finally, / p shows the same flexibility as -n h (example 20 above) in that a 

single / p can negate an entire string of sequentially linked clauses: 

 

(75) n ‡   /ãy=hiw ‡h=d’ h=y / n h-yó/,  b’ t w d-yé,  
  1sg.POSS FEM=relative=PL=TEL  be.like-SEQ roça arrive-enter   

    

  w n’  wçn’-d’ó/,   kQ‡n=mQh,  kQ‡n  d’o/-yó/,    
  mingau make.mingau-take farinha=DIM  farinha take-SEQ    

 

  / g- p  / p   

  drink-DEP NEG:ID  

  ‘I don’t do like my female kinsmen: return from the roça, take mingau, a  

  little farinha, take farinha, and drink.’ (i.e., I do none of these things) (txt) 

 

 

16.4. Negative expressions and negative lexical items 

 

Hup has no general lexeme for ‘no’. A negative response or refusal typically 

requires one of the strategies already discussed here, such as a verb phrase ne-

gated with -n h (either echoed or summarized as n h-n h [be.like-NEG] ‘not like 

that’), a noun phrase with the existence negator pã Ù ‘none, not here’ (which, as 
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discussed, can stand alone), or a generic demonstrative or other noun with   

‘identity’ negation (e.g., y t / p ‘not thus’), depending on the context.  

However, Hup does have several inherently negative lexical items and ex-

pressions, in addition to the negative particles already discussed in this chapter. 

The fixed negative phrase /ám ya/ pa/ is commonly used in response to ques-

tions to mean ‘I don’t know’. Its etymology is obscure, but it appears to involve 

the second person singular pronoun /ám, and possibly the form ya/ p ‘that’s 

all; that much’. 

Inherently negative verbs in Hup include muy- ‘not get any, fail’, as in ex-

amples (76–78). This verb can occur in compounds, and can itself take clausal 

negation (78). It is almost certainly borrowed from Tukano, in which the near-

identical form muî has essentially the same meaning as its Hup counterpart (cf. 

Ramirez 1997b: 108). 

 

(76) d’ wy / h Ùp mmúy- y   /ãêh-ã êh  
  today  fish get.none-DYNM 1sg-DECL 

  ‘Today I didn’t get any fish.’ (ru) 

 

(77) badánka  pçp - n  g’ ç-mmúy- y 

  branca(Pt) inambu-OBJ bite-get.none-DYNM 

  ‘Branca (dog) did not catch the inambu.’ (el) 

 

(78) j’ám  h Ùp /ãh k k-mmuy-n h  
  yesterday fish 1sg pull-get.none-NEG 

  ‘Yesterday I caught plenty of fish.’ (lit. I didn’t come away from fishing  

  empty-handed) (ru) 

 

 Another verb that can be considered a lexical negative is yãhã/-, which usu-

ally occurs in verb compounds to mean ‘stop doing Verb’: 

 

(79) yam-yyãhã/ -y / !  
  sing-stop-TEL.IMP 

  ‘Stop singing!’ (el) 

 

Finally, the verbal Counterfactual marker -tæ/- can be considered inherently 

negative, as discussed in §14.2 and in §16.1.7 above; it can even occur with the 

reinforcing negative marker næ, as in (81) (from a discussion of evil spirits).  

 

(80) /am nçh-ttæ ê /-æêy !  
  2sg fall-CNTRFACT-DYNM 

  ‘You almost fell!’ (cv) 
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(81) ni-h ê/  nnæ   núp j’ah=có/ h d  ni-ttæ /-ní-h 

  be-finish NEG:R  this land=LOC 3pl  be-CNTRFACT-DECL 

  ‘All of these were almost in our land.’ (txt) 

 

 

Comparative note 

 

Negation in Hup’s sister language Nadëb has been described in some detail by 

Weir (1984, 1994), who observes that Nadëb has a remarkably complex set of 

strategies for negation, which reveal some typologically unusual features. The 

only negative constructions reported to have direct affirmative equivalents are 

dependent or embedded clauses and imperatives, while the negation of any non-

imperative verbal main clause results in a non-verbal equative clause (Weir 

1994: 291). Moreover, the negative marker used in clausal negation itself has a 

nominal identity, which is typologically extremely rare – in fact, Nadëb may 

represent the only example of such a strategy (cf. Miestamo 2005: 94).  

The strategies and morphemes found in Nadëb appear (at least superficially) 

to have little in common with those in Hup. One possible cognate is the Nadëb 

post-verbal particle man h, which bears some resemblance to the Hup Verbal 

Negative suffix -n h; however, in Nadëb this negative particle is used exclu-

sively in imperative clauses.  

 A possible cognate with Hup pã Ù is found in Dâw. According to S. Martins 

(1994: 163), verbal negation in Dâw involves the enclitic -E‚h, and nouns un-

dergo existential negation via a combination of this form with the nominal 

predicate marker ma, resulting in the form mEh. This particle combines with 

nouns in much the same way as does Hup pã Ù; for example, compare Dâw lay’ 
mEh (fishhook NEG) ‘there aren’t any fishhooks’ with the same construction in 

Hup: h pk k pã Ù (fishhook NEG:EX). If future work reveals that the Hup and 

Dâw forms are actually cognates, this will provide some insight into the histori-

cal source of Hup pã Ù.  
 As a final intriguing point, semantically parallel (though non-cognate) non-

compositional negative lexical items meaning ‘I don’t know’ and ‘be absent/ 

non-existent’ (of which the latter is predicative) are found in both Tukano (uba 

and mãRi) and Tariana (hãida and kuRipua) respectively, and this fact has led 

Aikhenvald (1999b: 404) to suggest that this parallelism is an areal feature. That 

Hup also has analogous forms (/ám ya/ pa/ and pã Ù) is likely yet another indi-

cation of its deep involvement in the Vaupés linguistic area. 



 

Chapter 17 

Simple clauses 
 

 

 

This chapter focuses on three major types of main clause in Hup, which corre-

spond to distinct speech acts: declarative, interrogative, and imperative. The 

differentiation of these clause types is a salient aspect of Hup morphosyntax, 

and is encoded by both clausal constituent order and morphological marking.  

 

 

17.1. Boundary Suffixes and clause type 

 

Morphologically, Hup clauses in general are loosely defined by the Boundary 

Suffixes, as discussed in §3.4.1.2. While a heterogeneous group, the Boundary 

Suffixes (particularly the set of ‘simple’ suffixes) generally share the function 

of indicating clause type. Accordingly, they distinguish dependent or co-

subordinate clauses of various kinds (adverbial, relative, complement, sequen-

tial, conditional, etc.) and main clauses having a particular illocutionary force 

(negative, interrogative, imperative, etc.). 

 A subset of the Boundary Suffixes, of which all except an unmarked ‘zero’ 

form share a vowel-copying VC profile, can be defined functionally as maxi-

mally ‘basic’ in that they mark several of the most distinctive clause types and 

are otherwise largely semantically neutral (Table 46; see also §3.4.1.2). Al-

though these morphemes are heterogeneous in their patterning inside the clause 

(and may in some cases co-occur within the clause), when they occur on a 

clause-final verbal predicate they are mutually exclusive
187

 and correspond con-

sistently to clause type. These are by far the most frequently occurring Bound-

ary Suffixes in Hup, although they are often supplanted by various other 

Boundary Suffixes (e.g., the Verbal Negative -n h [§16.1], the forceful Impera-

tive -kQ‡m [§17.5.2], etc.). Where they relate to declarative, interrogative, and 

imperative clauses, the functions and patterning of the various Boundary Suf-

fixes (including these maximally ‘basic’ forms) will be discussed in this chap-

ter. The clause-marking functions of other Boundary Suffixes are treated in 

Chapter 18 and other sections of this grammar. 

 

 

                                                
187

 Exceptions to this rule may occur in cases of clause linkage, principally regarding 

the suffixes -V êy and -V êh; see §18.1.2 and below.  
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Table 46. The set of parallel clause-final Boundary Suffixes in Hup  

-V êh  (Aspect-neutral) Declarative clauses 

-V êy  (Dynamic; concurrent with speech moment)  

Interrogative clauses -V/ 

Imperative and 

   Apprehensive clauses 
-Ø  (plus high tone for imperative) 

Dependent clauses -Vp 

 

 

17.2. The morphosyntax of main clauses 

 

The relative order of subject and verb plays an important role in defining de-

clarative, interrogative, and imperative clauses in Hup. In general, more than 

one ordering option is available for a given clause type, but it is the interaction 

of word order and clause-final morphological marking that is crucial in distin-

guishing one from another.  

The most basic morphosyntactic patterns that define the various types of 

main clauses are listed below. Because the order of subject and object argu-

ments in transitive clauses is highly flexible (as discussed in §17.3.1 below), 

objects are not included in this schema. The patterns are indicated using the 

subset of Boundary Suffixes given in Table 46 above, which are the most com-

mon markers of clause type, but it is important to note that in some cases other 

Boundary Suffixes may appear in their place. For example, the Negative suffix  

-n h (among other forms) may take the place of the Dynamic marker, or of the 

Declarative marker in a verb-final declarative clause; similarly, imperative 

clauses may take the strong imperative suffix -kQ‡m (or Jussive or Apprehensive 

morphology) instead of the -Ø form and high tone.  

 

Declarative clauses: 

Subject  Verb-DYNAMIC    (Current or on-going events) 

Subject  Verb-DECLARATIVE   (Events not immediately concurrent with 

   the speech moment or frame of reference) 

Verb-DYNAMIC  Subject-DECLARATIVE  (Common variant; appears to involve  

             right-dislocation) 

Interrogative clauses: 

Verb-DYNAMIC Subject      (Polar questions) 

Q word  Subject  Verb-INTERROGATIVE (Constituent questions)  

Subject  Verb-INTERROGATIVE     (Polar constituent-focused questions) 

 

Imperative clauses:  

(Subject) Verb-Ø (plus high tone) 
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17.3. Declarative clauses 

 

This section treats the declarative clause in Hup. Declarative clauses are defined 

both by constituent order and morphological marking, and include both affirma-

tive and negative statements, as well as non-verbal clauses involving predicate 

nominals, adjectives, and locatives.  

 

 

17.3.1. Constituent order in the declarative clause 

 

Constituent order in Hup is relatively flexible, but the basic (formally least-

marked) pattern is clearly verb-final. Defining the order of nominal arguments 

in the transitive clause is more difficult, but the ‘basic’ constituent order can 

arguably be identified as AOV. The actual order of constituents appears to be 

determined primarily by pragmatics, principally the relative newness or given-

ness of information. Other relevant factors that correlate with word order are 

verbal tense and aspect, and the identity of nominal constituents as pronouns or 

full lexical nouns. Both context and the existence of morphological core case-

marking (see §4.3.1), which corresponds to a consistently nominative-

accusative alignment system, help to disambiguate syntactic arguments. 

Hup shows general consistency between its clausal and phrasal constituent 

order patterns, according to the word order universals originally established by 

Greenberg (1966). As objects precede verbs, so do relative clauses, demonstra-

tives, numerals, and genitives (i.e., possessors) precede the noun phrases they 

modify, and nouns precede adpositions. Adjectives, on the other hand, follow 

nouns, in line with Dryer’s (1992) observation that a correlation between the 

order of object/verb and adjective/noun is cross-linguistically weak.  

In discourse, it is relatively rare for two full noun phrases to be present, as is 

cross-linguistically typical (cf. the ‘preferred argument structure’ observed by 

Du Bois 1987). The use of pronouns is common, as is the dropping of argu-

ments altogether when these can be recovered from the discourse context; this is 

particularly true for objects (example 1). Subject dropping also occurs (example 

2), but is less frequent. In providing information in response to a question or 

related solicitation from an interlocutor, an utterance may consist of only a verb 

(plus inflection), or only a noun or adjective, but in most other discourse con-

texts a predicate with at least one nominal argument (usually the subject) is the 

norm.  
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(1)  yo-cak-wob-ni-yó/,  póh t h  w’ob-y /-ay-áh,   
  pull-climb-rest.on-be-SEQ high 3sg set-TEL-INCH-DECL  

 

  nukán,  wáb-an 

  over.here  jirau-DIR 

  ‘Having pulled (her children) up, she set (them) up high, here, on the  

  jirau.’ (txt) 

 

(2)  cet-ham-tubud-y /- y,     hup=/ãêy- n ! 
  carry.on.back-go-INTS3-TEL-DYNM person=FEM-OBJ 

  ‘(The tapir) carried the woman a long way off!’ (txt) 

 

In keeping with the avoidance of multiple full noun phrases, a relatively com-

mon discourse strategy is to repeat a clause, dropping a different argument each 

time: 

 

(3)  nút=mah, ba/t ‡b- n  g’ ç-g’et-pó-h !  
  here=REP  spirit-OBJ  bite-stand-EMPH1-DECL   

 

  h t   g’ ç-g’et-pó-h,    ba/t ‡b’ hoh /-ót 
  alligator bite-stand-EMPH1-DECL spirit  rib.cage-OBL 
  ‘Here, it’s said, (he) bit the spirit! The alligator bit (him), on the spirit’s  

  rib cage.’ (txt) 

 

 Verb-final constituent order is basic and most frequent in Hup, although 

some flexibility exists. Verb-final declarative clauses are particularly standard 

in past-tense narrative and in descriptive and other time-neutral discourse, and 

are also common in clauses with future or past tense reference generally. In 

these cases, the clause-final verb is very often marked with the Declarative 

marker -V êh (§17.3.2 below), but a variety of other Boundary Suffixes also oc-

cur (e.g., Future -tég, Negative -n h, etc.).  

Declarative verb-final constituent order is illustrated in the intransitive 

clauses in (4–5). As these examples show, intransitive (and also transitive) 

clauses are frequently initiated by an adverbial word or clause (often denoting 

temporal sequence), followed by the subject, and finally the verb. 

 

(4)  b ‡g=mah=y /   t h  n h- h,  ham-g’ó/-óh 
  long.time=REP=TEL 3sg be.like-DECL go-go.about-DECL 

  ‘For a long time, it’s said, he did thus, wandered about.’ (txt) 
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(5)  tã/ãêy  n ‡h   w ç   ká-át=mah,    
  woman POSS  fish.trap  barricade-OBL=REP 

 

  t h   y’Q/-tu/-ní-h 

  tapir  defecate-immerse-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘On the woman’s fish-trap (in the water), the tapir defecated.’ (txt) 

 

While verb-final constituent order is basic in Hup, a variant in which the 

verb precedes the subject in the declarative clause is also common. Most cases 

of this apparent subject-final word order can probably be best explained as in-

volving right dislocation, as discussed below. This subject-final structure is 

somewhat more frequent when the clause encodes an ongoing or currently rele-

vant event, and these clauses are thus particularly common in everyday conver-

sation. In such cases, the verb is usually marked with the Dynamic suffix -V êy, 

but other Boundary Suffixes are possible (e.g., Inchoative -ay, Negative -n h, 

etc.).  

A crucial feature of subjects that appear to the right of the verb in declarative 

clauses is their inability to stand alone without additional morphology – a fea-

ture that sets apart this VS structure as clearly more marked than the verb-final 

clause type. In this context, subjects are obligatorily marked by an inflectional 

suffix, most often the Declarative -V êh (§17.3.2 below), although other markers 

are also possible. If an unmarked subject does occur in clause-final position, the 

clause can only be interpreted as a polar interrogative (see §17.4.2 below).  

Examples of this clause type are given in (6–7). 

 

(6)  /am ‡h  tegcá/   d’ó/-óy  páh   /ãêh-ã êh ! 
  2sg.POSS wood.box take-DYNM PRX.CNTR 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I took your matches!’ (cv) 

 

(7)  t h- y   yúw-úh,   patí! 
  lie-DYNM  that.ITG-DECL Pattie 

  ‘He’s lying, Pattie!’ (cv) 

 

 Examples of subject-final declarative clauses usually involve pronominal or 

demonstrative subjects, whereas subjects that are full nominals are more likely 

to be clause-initial (as in example 8). The most common third person pronoun 

in post-verbal position is the ‘intangible’ demonstrative (yu-), rather than the 

regular personal pronominal forms t h or h d (cf. §6.3). 
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(8)  w h   pQcæw=d’ h  b’ y /  ní- y 
  river.indian youth=PL   only  be-DYNM 

  ‘There are only River Indian boys.’ (cv) 

 

This subject-final order also makes it possible both for the clause to receive 

Declarative marking and for the verb to be marked with the Dynamic marker or 

some other Boundary Suffix (which otherwise cannot normally co-occur with 

the Declarative on the verb), such as Negative -n h. In addition, subject-final 

structure in declarative clauses occurs when the clause-final subject is marked 

with the suffix -Vp, argued in §7.1.5 to indicate a reactivated topic, and the fo-

cus marker -áh falls on the preceding predicate.  

Right dislocation is a common information-packaging convention of Hup, as 

is discussed in more detail below. In clauses which clearly involve right disloca-

tion (e.g., examples 17 and 22 below), arguments are often expressed (or re-

stated) as external arguments to the main clause, following the predicate and 

independently marked with the Declarative suffix (while the preceding clausal 

material may also take the Declarative marker). While the post-predicative sub-

jects in examples such as (6–7) should probably also be identified as right-

dislocated arguments, they are less clearly characterized as such for several 

reasons. First, in cases like those above, the subject is not co-referential with 

any other subject nominal in the clause. In addition, intonation falls just before 

the clause-final subject, but then rises again on the subject itself, whereas cross-

linguistically right dislocated elements are usually unaccented (Lambrecht 

2001: 1071). However, the fact that the post-predicative subjects are typically 

pronouns or demonstratives resemble right-dislocated subjects cross-

linguistically, and it is likely that the constructions exemplified above represent 

a conventionalized form of right-dislocation in which the co-referential subject 

within the main clause is normally dropped.
188

  

As for a basic order of nominal arguments in the transitive clause (where 

these are explicitly stated at all), this is difficult to ascertain definitively. In 

cases where there are absolutely no other clues to the identity of subject and 

object, Hup speakers prefer AOV constituent order, which suggests that this 

order of arguments is in some sense the most basic: 

 

(9)  a) m’Q‡h  yã/ám mæh-æy 
   snake  jaguar  kill-DYNM 

   ‘The snake kills the jaguar.’ 

 

                                                
188

 I am grateful to Knud Lambrecht for enlightening discussion of these issues. 
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  b) yã/ám m’Q‡h  mæh-æy 
   jaguar  snake  kill-DYNM 

   ‘The jaguar kills the snake.’ (el) 

 

 It is, however, extremely rare for constituent order to be the only clue to the 

identity of subject (i.e., agent) and object in a transitive clause, and consultants 

are generally uncomfortable with elicitation exercises like that exemplified in 

(9). Grammatical objects that are human entities, pronouns, and noun phrases 

involving demonstratives are obligatorily marked with Object case in Hup (see 

§4.3.1.1), so their identity as subject or object is always clear. On the other 

hand, inanimate entities in object function are not generally object-marked; yet 

inanimate entities can hardly ever be interpreted as actors, hence hardly ever as 

subjects, so this lack of object marking rarely leads to confusion. Cases of po-

tential ambiguity are therefore for the most part limited to interactions between 

two animal entities, for which object marking is optional. Even in these cases, if 

context-related clues to the identity of the participants are inadequate or lacking, 

speakers prefer to use the optional case markers rather than simply to rely on 

constituent order; thus the object nominals in (9a) and (b) would ordinarily be 

marked with - n.  

Actual Hup discourse provides few clues to establishing one order of core 

nominal arguments as more ‘basic’ than another, because clauses containing 

both a full (non-pronominal) nominal subject and object are rare, as noted 

above. When these do occur, the order of subject and object is flexible, and is 

subject to pragmatic considerations – in general, newer or more focused infor-

mation is fronted, while more topical arguments tend to come later in the clause. 

However, a text count of such clauses does suggest that AOV order is at least 

twice as common as OAV order, which supports the apparent preference for 

AOV order found in elicitation contexts, as discussed above. A text example of 

AOV order is given in (10); the alternative OAV order (in which the speaker is 

focusing on the object, Curupira) in (11). 

 

(10) yúp=mah  yúp,  t h=tæh/íp   b’ / cim’-d’o/-yæh-æh 
  that.ITG=REP  that.ITG 3sg=child.father  beiju claw-take-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘Then, it’s said, her husband reached for the beijú in vain.’ (txt) 

 

(11) doh/ãêy- n=mah /ay p=/ h,  húp=/ h  kéy-éh 

  Curupira-OBJ=REP one=MSC   Hup=MSC see-DECL 

  ‘A man, a Hup man saw Curupira, it’s said.’ (txt) 
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 The order of pronominal objects relative to other nominal constituents also 

depends on pragmatics; they tend to follow full nominal agents in the clause 

(example 12), but this is not obligatory (13): 

 

(12) y t  j’ b hQyh =mah j’ám   ba/t ‡b’   
  thus night middle=REP  DST.CNTR spirit       

 

  t h- n   w dnQn-pó-ay-áh 

  3sg-OBJ  arrive.come-EMPH1-INCH-DECL 

  ‘So in the middle of the night, it’s said, a spirit came to him.’ (txt) 

 

(13) / n  ba/t ‡b’ wQd-tæ ê/-æêy    páh   / n-áh ! 
  1sg.OBJ spirit  eat-CNTRFACT-DYNM PRX.CNTR 1sg.OBJ-DECL 

  ‘A spirit nearly ate me up!’ (txt) 

 

 As is common in many languages, pronominal subjects in Hup (which tend 

to be highly topical) almost always immediately precede the verb in the clause 

(examples 14–15) (resulting in a default OAV order). Because pronominal ob-

jects are obligatorily case-marked, ambiguity in the identity of core syntactic 

arguments is always avoided when one argument is a pronoun. Probably as a 

result of this preference for pronominal subjects to directly precede the verb, 

they have acquired some of the characteristics of proclitics when in this position 

in the clause (i.e., lack of stress, and a tendency for the third person singular 

pronoun t h to be phonologically dependent on the verb in the Umari Norte 

dialect; see §3.4.2.1 and §6.1).  

 

(14) patí- n  húp-út //ãh / d- h / 

  Pattie-OBJ Hup-OBL 1sg speak-TAG2 

  ‘I speak Hup to Pattie, you know.’ (sp) 

 

(15) y t=mah  h t- n   tt h d’o/-y /- h 

  thus=REP  alligator-OBJ 3sg take-TEL-DECL 

  ‘Then he grabbed the alligator.’ (txt)  

 

Despite the strong preference for subject pronouns to directly precede the 

verb, this is not obligatory in the Hup clause (although this order appears to be 

more fixed in the Umari Norte dialect, in keeping with the pronouns’ more 

clitic-like identity in that dialect). Focused pronominal subjects typically pre-

cede objects (especially where these are themselves pronominal), as in example 
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(16) – where the subject receives additional emphasis through its clause-final 

repetition as a right-dislocated argument. 

 

(16) //ã êh t h- n  mQh-y /- y=tih,    /ãêh-ã êh ! 
  1sg 3sg-OBJ kill-TEL-DYNM=CNTRFCT2 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I would kill him, I (would)!’ (txt) 

 

Nevertheless, Hup has a number of strategies for maintaining its preference for 

immediately preverbal pronominal subjects in transitive clauses. For example, 

subjects are often referred to initially via a pronoun, and only made explicit 

post-verbally as an external argument to the main clause:  

 

(17) t h  hehé/-éh,    t h- n,  yúp  doh/ãêy-ã êh 
  3sg laugh.loudly-DECL 3sg-OBJ that.ITG Curupira-DECL 

  ‘She laughed loudly at her, (did) that Curupira (wife).’ (txt) 

 

It is also fairly common to have a full nominal subject and a co-referential (re-

sumptive) pronoun together in same clause, as in (18), especially in the Umari 

Norte dialect. 

 

(18) y -n h-yó/=mah   ba/t ‡b’ t h  pe/pe/-kót-óh 
  that.ITG-be.like-SEQ=REP spirit  3sg grope-go.in.circles-DECL 

  ‘Then, it’s said, the spirit went groping around.’ (txt) 

 

This prevalence of pronominal subjects, which appear to be marginally procliti-

cized to the verb, may represent an early step towards the historical develop-

ment of a system of pronominal clitics – a process which, when further devel-

oped, often gives rise to verbal person agreement. Such systems of person-

marking on the verb are fairly common in Amazonian languages. 

Other orders of predicates and arguments are possible in Hup, although they 

are less clearly limited to the domain of a single clause. As mentioned briefly 

above, Hup has a productive strategy of information packaging that involves the 

stringing along of arguments after the predicate. These arguments appear as 

self-contained pieces of information that relate to, but occur outside, the main 

clause, as right-dislocated arguments (antitopics). In many cases, the fact that 

these external arguments occur outside the main clause proper is signaled by the 

ability of both the argument and the preceding predicate to independently take 

the Declarative suffix -V êh. Because the Declarative suffix is not grammatical 

clause-internally, the -V êh-marked predicate preceding the external argument 

cannot be interpreted as clause-medial. Moreover, the main clause and its exter-
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nal argument are typically separated from each other by a short pause and/or 

intonation juncture.  

 This external argument strategy is common with subjects (see above) and 

objects, as illustrated in the following examples. In (20) both subject and object 

are stated as pronouns in the main clause, and then restated more explicitly in 

the string of arguments that follow. 

 

(19) d h h n-çp=mah t h  kéy-éh,  t h- n-ah 

  water vomit-DEP=REP 3sg see-DECL  3sg-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘While (ritually) vomiting water, he saw her (reflected in the water).’  

  (txt) 

 

(20) y t=mah  t h- n  t h  g’ ç-d’o/-póg-b’ay-áh,  
  thus=REP  3sg-OBJ 3sg bite-take-EMPH1-AGAIN-DECL 

 

   h t=b’ay-áh,   t n ‡h  mumuy=cúm,  ba/t ‡b’- n-ah 

   alligator=AGAIN-DECL 3sg.POSS arm=beginning  spirit-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘So then he bit him, (did) the alligator, on his upper arm, (bit) the spirit.’  

  (txt) 

 

This strategy of expressing arguments externally to the main clause also applies 

to oblique constituents, as in (21), where the demonstrative ‘here’ of the main 

clause is elaborated following the predicate.  

 

(21) nút  h d  ni-/ -h,   núp m y- t 
  here 3pl  be-PERF-DECL this house-OBL 

  ‘They lived here, in this house.’ (cv) 

 

 This tendency to restate nominal arguments externally to the main clause is 

especially frequent in narrative discourse in the Umari Norte dialect (examples 

22–23). This probably has to do with the fact that verbs in this dialect almost 

always occur with their pronominal subjects (often clearly procliticized), which 

are then clarified as co-referential right-dislocated arguments marked with -V êh.  

 

(22) mih- n=maám    tu=hup-y d- h,    t h- w- h,    tah-áh 
  turtle-OBJ=REP.DST.CNTR 3sg=RFLX-hide-DECL 3sg-FLR-DECL tapir-DECL 

  ‘He hid himself from the turtle, he (did), the tapir.’ (txt, Umari Norte  

  dialect) 
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(23) macã-cák-maám   t h- n  t =wçn-hám-ãy=mah  yúp,     
  heal-climb-REP.DST.CNTR 3sg-OBJ 3sg=follow-go-INCH=REP that.ITG   

 

  mih- h,  tah- n-ah 

  turtle-DECL tapir-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘Having got well and climbed out (of the hole), he followed after him,  

  (did) the turtle, (after) the tapir.’ (txt, Umari Norte dialect) 

 

 However, just as it is not always obvious that post-verbal subjects are right-

dislocated (see above), post-verbal objects are likewise not always clearly ex-

ternal to the main clause, as in (24–25). As is the case for subjects, their status is 

unclear when the clausal chunks are not distinguished from each other by the 

Declarative marker (which tends to be optional on clause-final objects, unlike 

clause-final subjects) and the object is not co-referential with another noun 

phrase. Nevertheless, the verb or predicate of the clause is often separated from 

its clause-final argument (whether subject or object) by a slight pause or intona-

tion break (as is the case in 24–25), suggesting a juncture. While the actual 

status of these post-verbal arguments is currently understood to be outside the 

main clause, this issue should be explored further. 

 

(24) / d-c ‚êw- ê‚y    j’ám   t h- n,  /ãêh-ã êh 

  speak-COMPL-DYNM DST.CNTR 3sg-OBJ 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I already spoke to her.’ (cv) 

 

(25) /ãh hipãh-c ‚êw- ‚êy,   h d- n 

  1sg know-COMPL-DYNM 3pl-OBJ 

  ‘I already know (how it is with) them.’ (sp) 

 

The order of arguments in ditransitive clauses follows similar guidelines to 

that in transitive clauses. The dropping of one or even both objects from the 

clause is quite common, since the participants can usually be recovered from the 

discourse context. When both objects are present, the newer, more focused in-

formation typically comes first. Their respective identities are usually not in 

question, since recipients/beneficiaries are more likely to be human or at least 

animate (and receive obligatory object marking regardless), while direct objects 

tend to be inanimate. However, even if both objects are human – leading to 

potential ambiguity between object and recipient/beneficiary – their order is still 

quite flexible and is determined by pragmatics and context. For example, con-

sultants interpret both of the elicited options in (26) to mean ‘I show you the 

child’, since this is the more pragmatically expected scenario: 
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(26)  a) t h=dó/- n  /ám- n /ãh bé-éy   
   3sg=child-OBJ 2sg-OBJ 1sg show-DYNM  

   ‘I show you the child.’ (el) 

 

  b) /ám- n t h=dó/- n  /ãh bé-éy 

   2sg-OBJ 3sg=child-OBJ 1sg show-DYNM 

   ‘I show you the child’ (el) 

 

Where a ditransitive clause involves a causitivized transitive verb, there seems 

to be some preference (in elicitation contexts) for the object of the main predi-

cate to precede the object of the embedded transitive verb, but consultants judge 

both interpretations to be acceptable: 

 

(27) tã/ãêy  t h=dó/- n  dudú- n  key-yæ êh-æêy 

  woman 3sg=child-OBJ Pedro-OBJ see-request-DYNM 

  ‘The woman tells the child to look at Pedro.’  

  (Or: ‘The woman tells Pedro to look at the child’) (el) 

 

In actual discourse, however – in the few cases where both ditransitive ob-

jects are actually present – their respective order is interchangeable (and pre-

sumably dependent on information structure). This is particularly apparent in 

example (28), where the speaker switches the order of the object nominals 

(‘drink’ and ‘him’) between repetitions of the same clause: 

 

(28) g t h- n  t h  g’çp-çh,  b’ / p g-ót !  
  drink 3sg-OBJ 3sg serve-DECL cuia big-OBL   

 

  b’ / p g-ót nút=mah t h- n  g t h  g’çp-çh !  
  cuia big-OBL here=REP  3sg-OBJ drink 3sg serve-DECL  

  ‘She served drink to him, in a big cuia! In a cuia this big, it’s said, she  

  served him drink! (txt) 

 

Further examples of the flexible ordering of ditransitive objects are given in 

(29–32), where newer, more focused information generally precedes older, 

more topical information. In (29–30), the recipient/beneficiary precedes the 

direct object (as it also does in 33 below): 

 

(29) ‘máy ! tegh =/ãêy- n   dadánya  / n  du-wQd-/áy-ay-áh  

  let’s.go Non.Indian=FEM-OBJ orange(Pt) 1pl  sell-eat-VENT-INCH-DECL   

  ‘C’mon! Let’s go sell some oranges to the Non-Indian girl.’ (txt)  
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(30) n N- n  y )ê-n’ ‡h   / d-tuk-n h   /ãêh-ã êh 

  2pl-OBJ that.ITG-NMZ speak-want-NEG 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I don’t want to say this to you all.’ (sp) 

 

In (31–32), the direct object precedes the recipient/beneficiary: 

 

(31) /am ‡h  kág’  / n  be-kQ‡m ! 
  2sg.POSS forehead 1sg.OBJ show-IMP2 

  ‘Show me your forehead!’ (txt) 

 

(32) yúp=mah  yaw ç   kág’=mah  ba/t ‡b- n  t h  bé-éh 
  that.ITG=REP  Titi.Monkey forehead=REP spirit-OBJ  3sg show-DECL 

  ‘So he showed the monkey’s forehead to the spirit.’ (txt) 

 

Note that pronominal subjects in these clauses tend to immediately precede 

the verb, just as they do in mono-transitive clauses; non-pronominal subjects, on 

the other hand – while infrequent – are more likely to be clause-initial (support-

ing the argument that basic constituent order is AOV): 

  

(33) t h=tæh/ín   t h- n  wQ‡d n /-ay-áh 
  3sg=child.mother 3sg-OBJ food give-INCH-DECL 

  ‘His wife gave him food.’ (txt) 

 

Finally, objects of ditransitive clauses may be tacked on behind the predicate 

as right-dislocated arguments (example 34), just as in mono-transitive clauses. 

In the very rare cases in which a clause has more than three explicitly stated 

arguments (i.e., a tritransitive applicative construction), then at least one argu-

ment (usually the beneficiary of the applicative) occurs in this external position. 

  

(34) yúp  m h kinim  h k-d’o/-yó/=mah  
  that.ITG turtle wrist  saw-take-SEQ=REP   

 

  t h  d’ h-d’ h-wáy-áh,   ba/t ‡b’- n 

  3sg  send-send-go.out-DECL spirit-OBJ   

  ‘So having cut off the turtle’s foot, it’s said, he passed (it) out to the  

  spirit.’ (txt) 
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17.3.2. Declarative marker -V êh 
 

The vowel-copying Boundary Suffix -V êh – perhaps the most ubiquitous bound 

morpheme in Hup – marks the declarative clause. While it is not obligatory on 

every declarative clause in Hup (its place may be filled by other Boundary Suf-

fixes) it is very often present. Conversely, it is obligatorily absent from all other 

major clause types in the language: interrogative, imperative (and subtypes jus-

sive/optative and apprehensive), subordinate, and also negative.
189

 The Declara-

tive marker is a member of the subset of vowel-copying CV suffixes defined in 

Table 46 above, which exist in a mutually exclusive relationship on clause-final 

verbs and mark each of the various clause types. Although the overt marking of 

declarative clauses is cross-linguistically less common than the marking of in-

terrogative and other clause types, it is not a rare phenomenon, and often in-

volves syntactic or morphological marking parallel to that of other sentence 

types (cf. Sadock and Zwicky 1985: 166).  

Whereas the other vowel-copying Boundary Suffixes in Hup can appear 

clause-internally (and in some cases on more than one constituent or type of 

constituent, although with varying functions), the Declarative marker is found 

no more than once per clause, and is in general limited to main clauses – al-

though it may also occur on multiple external arguments (right-dislocated ele-

ments or antitopics) following the main clause, as discussed above (§17.3.1). It 

is also restricted to clause-final position (or as the final morphological element 

of an external argument) – acting rather like a punctuation mark.  

As a clause-final marker, the Declarative suffix attaches to whichever con-

stituent appears last in the clause – whether this is the verb, subject, or some 

other.
190

 In a non-interrogative clause, a subject that follows the predicate (and 

is presumably not extra-clausal, cf. §17.3.1 above) takes obligatory inflection, 

which is typically the Declarative marker (example 35; cf. §17.3.1). The De-

clarative marker is also the most common Boundary Suffix to appear on clause-

final verbs (example 36). Because of its obligatory clause-final nature, it fol-

lows all other verbal suffixes, and provides the environment for many fluid 

formatives to appear as Inner Suffixes (see §3.5). 

 

 

 

                                                
189

 Except in certain cases involving clause combination; see below. 
190

 The only exceptions to this rule are interjections and the Protestive bá/ (a clause-

level affect marker), which could itself be considered a type of interjection; these may 

follow the Declarative suffix. 
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(35) k t-d’ák-áy=mah    t h- h  

  chop-be.against-DYNM=REP 3sg-DECL 

  ‘She hit (her machete) against (the fishtrap).’ (txt) 

 

(36) yúp  y y  yã/ám=w d=mah yúp  b’ay-y /- h  

  that.ITG curauá jaguar=RESP=REP  that.ITG return-TEL-DECL 

  ‘Then that old curauá jaguar-chief went back, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

Examples (37–39) illustrate multiple occurrences of the Declarative marker, 

on the main clause and on the following coordinated external arguments (which 

include both subjects and objects, and are in some cases co-referential with 

explicitly stated noun phrases in the main clause; see also 19–20 above).  

 

(37) yúw- n  / n  bi/íd--íh ,  haN-j’ p  bi/íd-ip=/ h-- h  

  that.ITG-OBJ 1pl  bless-DECL breath-snap spell-DEP=MSC-DECL 

  ‘We do this spell, the “breath-snapping” sickness one.’ (txt) 

 

(38) nút  ca/=cud/ êh,  h dn ‡h  y k  pã êt  cá/  
  here box=INFR.EPIST  3pl.POSS macaw hair box    

 

  ni-p d- h,  h dn ‡h=hup-úúh  

  be-DIST-DECL 3pl.POSS=RFLX.INTS-DECL 

  ‘(It was) a box of this size, their macaw-feather box was, their own  

  (box).’ (txt) 

 

(39) yúp=y /   b /-n h- y=cud     yæ êh w h d=d’ h-- h,  

  that.ITG=TEL  make-be.like-DYNM=INFR  FRUST old.man=PL-DECL     

 

  m h  kãkã Ùw-ãã êh  

  turtle  anklebone-DECL 

  ‘Thus the Ancestors made it, the Turtle-Anklebone oracle.’ (txt) 

 

 The use of the Declarative suffix in marking coordinated external arguments 

of a clause is probably linked to its common occurrence on nominals in a list 

(cf. §6.7), as in (40), although it is not required in this context. Like the external 

arguments, listed entities are all on the same syntactic level; none is subordinate 

to the others. 
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(40) yág,   b’ h-óóh,  w n-aa h,   m m-- h,  nih ê/ ! 
  hammock salt-DECL  machete-DECL axe-DECL  all 

  ‘Hammocks, there was salt, there were machetes, there were axes,  

  everything!’ (txt) 

 

Because Boundary Suffixes in general are mutually exclusive on a given 

verb, a verb can usually take only one of the parallel vowel-copying suffixes 

listed in Table 46 at a time. However, since both the Declarative marker -V êh 

and the Dynamic -V êy can occur in declarative clauses, their relationship is 

somewhat complex. This relationship is discussed here and in §12.2.  

To begin with, Declarative -V êh and Dynamic -V êy differ from each other in 

their overall patterning. The Declarative marker is limited to declarative 

clauses, where it is restricted to clause-final constituents, regardless of their part 

of speech. The Dynamic, on the other hand, can in general occur only on verbs 

(and predicate adjectives),
191

 but it is not strictly clause-final, and it can occur in 

clause-medial position in interrogative clauses, as well as in either clause-

medial or final position in declarative clauses. Thus the two suffixes can (and 

frequently do) co-occur in a single clause when the subject nominal is clause-

final and Declarative-marked, and the predicate is clause-medial and Dynamic-

marked. 

When a declarative clause ends in a verb, on the other hand, the Dynamic 

and Declarative suffixes are mutually exclusive (but see below for an exception 

related to clause linking). The Dynamic marker has an aspectual function, and is 

usually preferred when describing events that are on-going and dynamic in rela-

tion to the speech moment (or a more general frame of temporal reference; cf. 

§12.2). The Declarative marker, on the other hand, is neutral with regard to 

tense and aspect. It is accordingly the preferred inflectional form in narrative 

descriptions of past events (example 41), procedural discourse (42), descriptive 

or generic statements (43–44), and spells (which are based on narrative and 

descriptive discourse forms).  

 

(41) b ‡g    t h  ham-g’ó/-óóh  

  long.time  3sg go-go.about-DECL 

  ‘He traveled around for a long time.’ (txt) 

 

 

 

 

                                                
191

 But see §12.2 for exceptions. 
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(42) d h  hi-w y   hám=d’ h  yúp,  h pk k,  

  water  FACT-go.out  go=PL    that.ITG fish.pull  

 

  mçmb’ k  h d   tçn-hám-aa h  

  metal.pot  3pl   take-go-DECL 

  ‘Those who go out (to fish) in the flooded area (igapó), they take along  

  fishhooks and pots.’ (txt) 

 

(43) can    b’ y /  maca-aa h   

  pineapple  only  be.born-DECL 

  ‘Only pineapples grow (in this kind of soil).’ (cv) 

 

(44) /ãh b’ y /-ay  hipã êh-ãã êh;  dó/=d’ h,  

  1sg only-INCH know-DECL  child=PL   

 

  tæêh=d’ h  hipãh-n h-ay-ááh  

  offspring=PL  know-NEG-INCH-DECL 

  ‘I’m the only one who knows; the children, sons/daughters don’t know.’ 

  (txt) 

 

(45) núw- n /ãh key-d’ h-hám-aa h,  /ãh=tæh/ín- n  

  this-OBJ 1sg see-send-go-DECL  1sg=child.mother-OBJ 

  ‘I go along to look after my wife (to the roça; in general)’ (sp) 

 

Statements in future tense usually also involve a clause-final verb marked as 

Declarative: 

 

(46) /am ‡h  / ‡d   / n  w /-té-ay-ááh 
  2sg.POSS speech 1pl  hear-FUT-INCH-DECL 

  ‘We’re going to understand your language!’ (cv) 

 

(47) té  yawadaté  /ãh ham-té-hh  

  until Yawaraté  1sg go-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll go all the way to Yawaraté.’ (txt) 

 

Because the Declarative is neutral with regard to aspect, it is usually accept-

able in place of the Dynamic in reference to a current, aspectually dynamic 

state, as in (48). This example also illustrates the distinct patterning of fluid 

formatives in the context of these two suffixes (see §3.5 for a detailed discus-
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sion of this phenomenon). By definition, they follow the Boundary Suffix when 

the Dynamic is present (48a); however, the Declarative’s obligatorily clause-

final status requires them to occur in Inner Suffix position, within the verb word 

(48b). In most cases, the meaning of the bound forms is essentially the same 

regardless of their position. 

 

(48) a) cúg     /ãh w /-tú-yy=h      yæêh   

   stringed.instrument 1sg hear-want-DYNM=NONVIS FRUST 

   ‘I’d like to hear the fiddle.’ (cv) 

 

  b) nutQ‡n=mQh=y /  /ãh w /-tuk-h h-yQê‚h--æ êh   

   today=DIM=TEL   1sg hear-want-NONVIS-FRUST-DECL 

   ‘Right this minute, I’d like to listen (to the tape recorder).’ (cv) 

 

In a 1977 article on Hup, Moore claims that the primary function of these 

two vowel-copying suffixes (-V êy and -V êh) is one of organizing discourse. The  

-V êy form, she argues, “indicates that the material is organized around the action 

or the object of the action rather than around the subject,” whereas -V êh “indi-

cates significant participant involvement…where a discourse or part of a dis-

course can be said to be organized around a participant” (1977: 27–29). How-

ever, her discussion overlooks crucial characteristics of these two suffixes’ 

patterning. First, she considers them only in terms of their mutually exclusive 

realization on clause-final verbs, ignoring the fact that they pattern differently 

within the clause and with regard to the part of speech of their host, and can co-

occur when -V êy is not clause-final. She also claims incorrectly that “one [of 

these two suffixes] occurs on the main verb phrase of every sentence in a dis-

course” in Hup (1977: 25), when in fact their presence depends on the tense, 

aspect, and modality of the clause, and whether or not other Boundary Suffixes 

are present on the verb.  

According to my analysis, Moore’s claim regarding these suffixes’ pattern-

ing – to the extent that it is accurate – is simply an epiphenomenon, a by-

product of their actual functions, not a primary function in its own right.     

Clauses which specify verbal aspect as linked to the speech moment (as with     

-V êy) are more likely to focus on the event itself, whereas when aspect is neutral 

vis-à-vis the temporal frame of reference (as with -V êh) the event per se is less 

likely to be focal – producing the pattern Moore observed. However, this pat-

tern is not consistent, since even strongly event-oriented discourse may be con-

sistently unmarked for dynamicity, as in the case of procedural discourse, where 

the Declarative marker is preferred over the Dynamic. The mutual exclusivity 

of the -V êy and -V êh markers in clause-final context is probably due primarily to 

the morphological or slot restriction common to Boundary Suffixes in general. 
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 The Declarative marker -V êh has two other functions, which are at least mar-

ginally distinct from its function as the marker of a declarative clause. When     

-V êh occurs on clause-final verbs with a first person plural subject, the clause 

can function as an inclusive, hortative-like future construction, as illustrated in 

example (49). In this case, and only in this case, it has a tense-related value: it 

conveys future semantics, even though with all other person and number values 

future tense must be signaled via an overt future gram (see §13.3). However, 

note that this is only one possible interpretation of this syntactic combination 

(1pl.Subj + Verb-V êh), which can also relate to a past or tense-neutral event 

(example 50).  

 

(49) cã ê-wag  / n  hám-aa h,  patí !  
  other-day  1pl  go-DECL  Pattie 

  ‘Someday we’ll go (together), Pattie!’ (cv) 

 

(50) / w’  hçy / n  w d-d’ób-óóh 
  bird.sp. pool 1pl  arrive-go.to.river-DECL 

  ‘We arrived down at /ew’ Pool.’ (txt) 

 

The Declarative marker has an additional function related to clause linking 

(see §18.1.2). As such, Declarative -V êh occurs in contexts where it usually does 

not appear or is not required – such as following a predicate adjective (these do 

not usually take a Boundary Suffix) or even directly following another Bound-

ary Suffix (Boundary Suffixes are normally mutually exclusive) – although -V êh 

is still restricted to clause-final position. In (51), for example, the Declarative 

occurs on a predicate adjective in the first of a pair of linked clauses;
192

 clause 

linking likewise accounts for the appearance of -V êh in (52), following the Nega-

tive Boundary Suffix -n h. It may be some reflex of this clause-linking function 

that motivates the Declarative marker’s repeated occurrence on external argu-

ments following the main clause and on entities in a list (see above).  

 

(51) máki náw-ah;  páy   / n  /íh-tQ‡n,   wçy-n h 

  Marc good-DECL merchandise 1pl  ask.for-COND be.stingy-NEG 

  ‘Marc is nice; when we ask for merchandise, he is not stingy.’ (el) 

 

 

 

                                                
192

 Both options – Declarative or zero inflection on the adjective – are grammatical here. 
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(52) m’Q‡h  h d  wæd-æy,  h d  hup-hipãh-n h-- h 
  snake  3pl  eat-DYNM 3pl  RFLX-know-NEG-DECL 

  ‘When they eat snake, they lose all self-control.’ (lit. have no self- 

  awareness, sense) (cv) 

 

The use of the Declarative in (53–54) is particularly striking, since it follows the 

Dynamic marker on the same verb root – which in all other contexts is com-

pletely ungrammatical, as discussed above. Clause-linking contexts thus may 

provide a marginal exception to the mutual exclusivity of the Dynamic and De-

clarative forms; note, however, that this co-occurrence has as yet been attested 

only in elicitation, and even then consultants do not all agree on its acceptabil-

ity. 

 

(53) /óga  / d-- y- h,           múndu / d-n h- h  (/ d-n h-- y- h) 
  Olga speak-DYNM-DECL Mundo speak-NEG-DECL (speak-NEG-DYNM-DECL) 

  ‘Olga speaks, but Mundo does not.’ (el) 

 

(54) / n  b /- y- h,   /icáp   / n  có-óóh  

  1pl  make-DYNM-DECL tomorrow 1pl  rest-DECL 

  ‘Today we work, tomorrow we rest.’ (el) 

 

 

17.3.3. Verbless clauses  

 

This section addresses clauses without verbs in Hup, which involve either 

predicate nominals or predicate adjectives. These have many features in com-

mon with clauses involving verbal predicates, especially in terms of their ability 

to take TAM-related inflection, but they also differ in significant ways.  

Predicate nominal and adjective clauses are the only verbless clause types in 

Hup, and are discussed individually in the following subsections. In contrast, 

predicate locatives involve a positional verb (stand, lie, be inside, etc.) or the 

neutral verb ni- ‘be present, exist’, in addition to the predicative noun and loca-

tive postposition: 

 

(55) /ág b’ k g’od-an  cúd-úy 

  fruit pot  inside-OBJ be.inside-DYNM 

  ‘The fruit is inside the pot.’ (el) 
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17.3.3.1. Nominal predicates 

 

Predicate nominal clauses equate two nominal entities, one of which is usually a 

demonstrative. Under most circumstances, a copula is absent (and in fact is 

ungrammatical), but a copula is required when certain tense/aspect specifica-

tions are made (see §17.3.4 below).  

A common predicate nominal clause in Hup is the standard identity state-

ment (‘that’s a N’), which involves a demonstrative subject – most often the 

‘intangible’ yu- (usually expressed as the clause-final unit yúw-úh [that.ITG-

DECL]) – and a nominal predicate. When the subject is a demonstrative (whether 

clause-initial or clause-final), the Declarative marker is required on the end of 

the clause. Especially in the case of a clause-initial demonstrative subject, the 

presence of the Declarative marker serves to identify the predicate nominal 

clause as a clause, rather than a stranded noun phrase. For example, the clause 

in (56) ‘that’s a deer’ (uttered by a child in reference to a picture in a magazine) 

would be yúp mçh y ‘that deer’ without the Declarative. Further examples are 

given in (57–59).  

 

(56) yúp  mçh y- h  

  that.ITG deer-DECL 

  ‘That’s a deer’ (cv) 

 

(57) h d  hi-g’et-/e/-ní=n’ ‡h   m y,  nihu ê‚/ yúw-úh! 
  3pl  FACT-stand-PERF-be=NMZ house  all  that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘The houses where they stayed, that was all of them!’ (txt) 

 

(58) m n  hãyam yúw-úh 
  caatinga town  that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘It’s a caatinga town.’ (cv) 

 

(59) pé/-ep=/ h  yúw-úh,   c =w d- h! 
  hurt-DEP=MSC that.ITG-DECL rainbow=RESP-DECL 

  ‘That one is a powerful one, the Rainbow Spirit!’ (txt) 

 

 Predicate nominal clauses which equate two full nouns can follow the same 

pattern, although they normally undergo a clear pause between subject and 

predicate. However, speakers prefer to form a clause using both the declarative 

demonstrative form yúw-úh and the co-referential nominal (which apparently 

occurs as a left-dislocated argument). This preference highlights the copula-like 

use of the demonstrative identifier yúw-úh, as discussed in §6.3C. These op-

tions are illustrated in examples (60–61).  
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(60) a) /ám=/ín,  t h=bab’/ãêy-ã êh    
   2sg=mother  3sg=sibling.FEM-DECL    

    ‘Your mother is his sister.’   

 

  b) /ám=/ín, t h=bab’/ãêy   yúw-úh 

   2sg=mother 3sg=sibling.FEM that.ITG-DECL  

   ‘Your mother is his sister.’ (el) 

 

(61)  a) cçkw’ t,  w h=/ h-i ê‚h    
   tukano   river.indian=MSC-DECL     

   ‘The Tukano is a River Indian.’   

 

  b) cçkw’ t, w h=/ h    yúw-úh 

   tukano river.indian=MSC that.ITG-DECL      

   ‘The Tukano is a River Indian.’ (el) 

 

Note that the external argument may precede or follow the demonstrative    

clause: 

 

(62)  a) bebé,  h tæêh yúw-úh    b) h tæêh yúw-úh,  bebé-éh 
   bird.sp. bird that.ITG-DECL  bird that-DECL bird.sp.-DECL 

   ‘The bebe is a bird.’      ‘The bebe is a bird.’ (el) 

 

Predicate nominal clauses lacking the Declarative marker are not usually 

considered grammatical, but consultants judge Declarative -V êh to be optional if 

either the predicate nominal or the subject is a possessive construction or a per-

sonal name (examples 63–64). Nevertheless, speakers prefer the clause-final 

demonstrative + Declarative yúw-úh in these cases (63b). 

 

(63) a) núp n ‡   m y(- h) 
   this 1sg.POSS house-DECL 

   ‘This is my house.’  

 

  b) núp n ‡   m y yúw-úh 
   this 1sg.POSS house that.ITG-DECL 

   ‘This is my house.’ (el) 

 

(64) pedú  kapitã êw(-ãêh)  
  Pedro  village.leader(-DECL) 

  ‘Pedro is capitão.’ (el) 
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The subject of the predicate nominal clause may be dropped, although this is 

not particularly common: 

 

(65) hib’ h=tæêh=d’ h  n ‡h  g’aç t t  deh 

  create=offspring=PL POSS bead string water   

  ‘(It’s) the Bead-String Creek of the Ancestors.’ (i.e., the Ancestors called  

  it this) (txt) 

 

In all cases, post-predicative subject nominals are obligatorily marked with the 

Declarative (as in any other Hup clause). 

 

(66) m n  hãyám, h dn ‡h  hãyám-ah 

  caatinga town  3pl.POSS town-DECL 

  ‘(It’s) a caatinga town, their town.’ (cv) 

 

 A number of aspect and mood markers combine with predicate nominals in 

much the same way as they do with verbal predicates (cf. Chapter 12) – whereas 

they often have a distinct discourse-marking function in combination with 

nominal arguments, when they are grammatical with these at all (see §7.1). 

Such Inner Suffixes as the Perfective (example 67) and the Counterfactual (69) 

do not require a Boundary Suffix when they occur with predicate nominals (al-

though the Boundary Suffix follows them obligatorily with verbal hosts). The 

Inchoative suffix (which can act as either an Inner or a Boundary suffix with 

verbs) also attaches to predicate nominals without following inflection (example 

68). Finally, the Frustrative marker occurs as a peripheral formative with nomi-

nal predicates, much as it does in some verbal constructions (example 70). 

 

(67) t h=tQê‚h  t h=c w-//e/  
  3sg=son  3sg=shaman-PERF 

  ‘His son used to be a shaman.’ (el) 

 

(68) d h-aay  / n- h 

  water-INCH 1pl-DECL 

  ‘We’re going to get rained on.’ (cv) 

 

(69) /édia kapitã êw-ttæ ê /      yQê ‚h  

  Elias village.leader(Pt)-CNTRFACT FRUST  

  ‘Elias would have been the capitão.’ (el) 
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Use of the copula ni- (see §17.3.4 below) is also an option when indicating the 

above aspectual specifications with nominal predicates, and is required when 

some other inflectional forms are expressed in connection with nominal predi-

cates, such as Habitual b g / -b - and Future -teg / -te-.  
 

 

17.3.3.2. Adjectival predicates  

 

As discussed in detail in §10.1 (and briefly in §3.1.3), adjectives are a distinct, 

closed word class in Hup, with properties of both nouns and verbs; as predi-

cates, they pattern much like verbs – although unlike verbs, they do not require 

a Boundary Suffix. Unlike predicate nominals, predicate adjective clauses never 

take a copula (probably because predicate adjectives already have a semi-verbal 

status); a copula is grammatical only if the adjective is nominalized and appears 

as a predicate nominal, and the clause is marked with tense-aspect inflection.   

 Predicate adjective clauses – in which the adjectival predicate is unmarked 

with any inflection – are illustrated in the following examples:  

 

(70) wowó=hin   náw p d, hehé=hin  náw p d 
  wowo.flute=also good DIST pan.flute=also good DIST 

  ‘The wowo flute is also nice; the pan-flute is also nice.’ (txt) 

 

(71) d h páy ! 
  water bad 

  ‘The rain is unpleasant!’ (cv) 

 

Although predicate adjectives (unlike verbs) do not require a Boundary Suffix, 

a Boundary Suffix may be present – such as the Dynamic (see §12.2), the De-

clarative (72–73), or other forms. The Declarative suffix is required on a clause-

final subject, as in any other Hup clause (examples 74–75) (note that Predicate-

Subject and Subject-Predicate word order may be interchangeable, as in 73–74). 

Example (74) náw yúw-úh ‘that’s good’ may be compared with its phonologi-

cally reduced, conventionalized variant náw yúh ‘thank you’. 

 

(72) c c ‡w,   wah  / t, púp=b’ah,  d b- h 
  brazil.wood patauá thorn paxiuba=SPLIT many-DECL 

  ‘Brazil wood, patauá thorn, paxiuba strip, (there are) many (kinds)!’ (txt) 

 

(73) núp náw-ah 

  this good-DECL 

  ‘This is good.’ (el) 
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(74) náw yúw-úh 

  good that.ITG-DECL 

  ‘That’s good.’ (cv) 

 

(75) d b, pQcæw=d’ h- h ! 
  many adolescent.boy=PL-DECL 

  ‘There are lots of boys!’ (lit. ‘the boys are many!’) (cv) 

 

As examples (73–74) above illustrate, adjectival predicates frequently take de-

monstrative subjects (especially the ‘intangible’ yu-), just as do nominal predi-

cates. Example (76) indicates that, again in common with predicate nominal 

clauses, the demonstrative identifier yúw-úh can serve an optional, co-

referential, and pseudo-copular function in predicate adjective clauses having a 

full subject noun phrase. 

 

(76)  a) n’íp teg  p g-óh   b) n’íp teg  póg yúw-úh 

 that tree big-DECL   that tree big  that.ITG-DECL  

   ‘That tree is big.’    ‘That tree is big.’ (el) 

 

As discussed in §6.6, addition of the t h= (3sg) preform creates a derived 

nominal from an adjective. Such nominalized adjectives are syntactically nouns 

and can act as predicate nominals: 

 

(77) yúp  t h=páy  muhún cáp-áh ! 
  that.ITG 3sg=bad  INTS2  INTS1-DECL 

  ‘That’s really really bad!’ (txt) 

 

(78) /ãêh=tóg   t h=tæ êh=mQh-æh 
  1sg=daughter 3sg=small=DIM-DECL 

  ‘My daughter is small.’ (el) 

 

 The various options for expressing an adjective as predicate (both as a predi-

cate adjective and, when nominalized, as a predicate nominal) are summarized 

in the elicited paradigms below. These options apply to adjectives generally in 

Hup, with the exception of the irregular adjective cípmQh ‘small’, which differs 

from normal adjectives in various ways (see §10.1).   

 The elicited examples in (79) illustrates the verbless clause when it is un-

modified for tense/aspect. The sequence N-Adj can be interpreted in two ways: 

as a noun phrase (Noun-Modifier) and as a clause (Subject-Predicate); note 
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accordingly the variations in the construction that yield interpretations of the 

predicate as adjectival (79a–c) or nominal (79d).  

 

(79) Adjectival predicates: 

  a) /ãêh=tæ êh   póg    

   1sg=offspring big 

 ‘My son is big; my big son.’ 

 

  b) /ãêh=tæ êh   póg-óh    

 1sg=offspring big-DECL 

 ‘My son is big.’  
 

  c) n’íp=/ h  póg yúw-úh   

   that=MSC  big  that.ITG-DECL  

   ‘That guy is big.’ 
 

  Nominal predicate: 

  d) /ãêh=tæ êh   t h=p g    

   1sg=offspring 3sg=big 

   ‘My son is big; my big son.’ (el) 

 

Certain Inner Suffixes and other forms that typically associate with verbs, such 

as the Perfective aspect marker (-/e/ / -/e-), can attach directly to the adjectival 

predicate; in this case a Boundary Suffix is required (just as if the predicate 

were verbal), as in (80a). Alternatively, the formative can attach to and have 

scope over a noun phrase formed by [noun + adjective modifier], resulting in a 

predicate nominal clause; accordingly no verbal Boundary Suffix is required 

(examples 80b–c).  

 

(80) Adjectival predicate: 

  a) /ãêh=tæ êh   [pog]-/ -h   

 1sg=offspring big-PERF-DECL    

 ‘My son used to be big.’ 
 

  Nominal predicates:  
 

  b) [/ãêh=tæ êh  póg]=/e/   
 1sg=offspring big=PERF   

 ‘(That) used to be my big son.’ 
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  c) /ãêh=tæ êh   [t h=p g]=/e/   

   1sg=offspring 3sg=big=PERF    

   ‘My son used to be big.’ (el) 

 

As noted above (see also §17.3.4 below), the use of ni- as a copula verb can 

only occur with an adjective in predicative position when the latter is nominal-

ized (and is thus realized as a predicate nominal), and when ni- hosts aspectual 

or other inflection (81a). With a non-nominalized adjective, on the other hand, 

ni- can only be interpreted as a verbal predicate, while the adjective is under-

stood to be part of the subject noun phrase (81b).  

 

(81) Copula ni-: 

  a) /ãêh=tæ êh   [t h=p g] ni-/ -h   

   1sg=offspring 3sg=big  be-PERF-DECL    
   ‘My son used to be big.’ 
 

  Verbal predicate ni-: 

  b) [/ãêh=tæ êh  p g] ni-/ -h 
    1sg=offspring big  be-PERF    

    ‘My big son used to exist / be here’ (el) 

 

Some inflectional forms, such as Future -te-, can only appear on the copula (in 

contrast to the Perfective, which can optionally be indicated directly on the 

predicate nominal/adjective), as in (82). The fact that certain forms like the Fu-

ture suffix can attach directly to verbal predicates, but not to adjectival predi-

cates, constitutes another difference between members of the verb and adjective 

classes, and an exception to the general rule that predicate adjectives pattern 

like verbs.  

 

(82) Copula ni-: 

  a) /ãêh=tæ êh   t h=p g ni-té-h   

   1sg=offspring 3sg=big be-FUT-DECL   

   ‘My son will be big.’ (el) 

  

  b) */ãêh=tæ êh  pog-té-h 
   1sg=offspring big-FUT-DECL    
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17.3.4. Copula clauses  

 

As noted in the preceding sections, the verb ni- ‘be, exist’ can play the role of a 

copula in predicate nominal clauses (which include nominalized adjectives). 

This is not the only manifestation of this verb’s special status in Hup grammar, 

as discussed in §8.4; it appears in a wide range of unusual contexts and per-

forms various functions that are in general impossible for other verbs (e.g., noun 

incorporation, forming negative imperative clauses, etc.). 

 The basic meaning of ni- is ‘be, exist’, and it occurs as a normal intransitive 

verb in statements of location and existence. This use is extremely common, 

and is illustrated in (83–84). Its negative counterpart, the predicative particle pã Ù, 
typically replaces it in expressions of negative existence, as discussed in §16.2.  

 

(83) m y-an  cug’Q‡t ní- y 
  house-DIR paper  be-DYNM 

  ‘The book is in the house.’ (el) 

 

(84) w h=d’ h  ní- y  p d 

  river.indian=PL be-DYNM DIST 

  ‘There are also River Indians (there).’ (cv) 

 

As a copula, the primary function of ni- is to host verbal inflection in non-

verbal clauses. Its use is subject to several restrictions; as mentioned in §17.3.3 

above, the copula appears with nominal predicates only, and therefore predicate 

adjectives must be nominalized if they are to occur with a copula. Also, copular 

ni- does not occur when no verbal inflectional markers are present for it to host; 

furthermore, the more ‘default’ inflectional markers – the Dynamic and De-

clarative suffixes – do not by themselves require ni- as a host (and thus do not 

normally appear at all unless other inflectional forms are present). If ni- does 

occur in the clause under these circumstances, it can only be interpreted in its 

verbal sense ‘be, exist’: 

 

(85) /ãêh=tQ)êh  t h=p g  nní- y 
  1sg=son  3sg=big  be-DYNM 

  ‘My big son exists / is present.’ (el) 

 

 The use of a copula construction is optional with some inflectional forms – 

primarily the Perfective, Inchoative, and Counterfactual markers – since these 

inflections may attach directly to the predicate nominal or adjective. However, 

the copula ni- is the only option for expressing other, strictly verbal inflectional 

forms with predicate nominals and adjectives – particularly the Sequential, Fu-
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ture, and Habitual forms. Examples (86–88) illustrate the function of copular ni- 
as the bearer of inflectional suffixes.  

 

(86) t h=tæ êh   t h=c w  nni-/ -h  

  3sg=offspring 3sg=shaman be-PERF-DECL 

  ‘His son was a shaman.’ (el) 

 

(87) /édia kapitã êw    nni- tæ ê / -Qê ‚y    yæ êh 
  Elias village.leader(Pt) be-CNTRFACT-DYNM FRUST 

  ‘Elias would have been capitão.’ (el) 

 

(88) patí n ‡h  ye ê‚nu-an=/ y   nni-yó/ , yúp   
  Pattie POSS money(Pt)-DIR=who be-SEQ that.ITG  

   

  t h  n /- h,  dúdu- n-ap 

  3sg give-DECL Pedro-OBJ-DEP 

  ‘Having become one who has Pattie’s money, he gives (merchandise) to  

  Pedro.’ (cv) 

  

In addition to nominal predicates, negative verbal predicates also require 

copular ni- for expressing the majority of TAM-related specifications (Habitual, 

Sequential, Counterfactual, Future; see also §16.1.5): 

 

(89) d’o/-ham-y /-yó/, bahad-n h t h  nni-y /-ay-áh  

  take-go-TEL-SEQ appear-NEG 3sg be-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘After he had taken her off, she did not appear.’ (txt) 

 

(90) doh-n h  t h  nni- tQê ‚/-æ p=b’ay   

  curse-NEG 3sg be-CNTRFACT-DEP=AGAIN 

  ‘He’s on the verge of cursing them.’ (cv) 

 

(91) hup-hQ‡b=mah,   báb’  pã Ù   nni-yó/   

  RFLX-be.bereft=REP sibling NEG:EX be-SEQ 

  ‘All alone, being without kin.’ (txt) 

 

As mentioned in §8.4, the verb g’ h- is the functional counterpart of ni- in 

the Rio Vaupés and Umari Norte dialect areas, and sometimes serves a copular 

function not unlike that of ni-, as exemplified in (92). Note, however, that g’ h- 
does not replace ni- completely, since in some people’s speech the two forms 

can actually co-occur, even in a single copula construction (example 93). Be-
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cause g’ h- does not normally occur in the dialects on which this grammar is 

mostly based, the details of its relation to ni- will have to await future research.  

 

(92) h p wQd-tú-up  gg’ êh-çê‚y=nih,   tæh/íp  pã Ù-ãp  
  fish eat-want-DEP be2-DYNM=EMPH.CO child.father NEG:EX-DEP   

 

  g’ êh- êy=nih,   h ê  t h  d’o/-pQ-y /- h 
  be2-DYNM=EMPH.CO only 3sg take-go.upstream-TEL-DECL 

  ‘Wanting to eat fish, and being without a husband, just for this she was  

  going upstream taking (the fish).’ (txt) 
 

(93) yúp  t h=/ã êy,  hup=/ãêy  g’ h-/e -yæ êh-æp=m ‡/     
  that.ITG 3sg=FEM  person=FEM be2-PERF-FRUST-DEP=UNDER  

 

  ba/t ‡b’ t h  nni-g’ h-ní-h 

  spirit  3sg be-be2-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘This woman, despite having been a person, was now an evil spirit.’ (txt) 

 

While ni- is the main copula verb in Hup, a few other verbs can serve a 

quasi-copular function in certain contexts. In particular, the concept ‘become’ is 

expressed by the verb hidoho-, and the verb ham- ‘go’ is also occasionally used 

in this sense, as with the nominalized predicate adjective in example (94): 

 

(94) y -d’ h  yúp  t h=páy=d’ h  ham-ní-h 
  that.ITG-PL that.ITG 3sg=bad=PL   go-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘Those people became bad (i.e., went bad).’ (txt) 

 

 

17.4. Interrogative clauses 

 

Hup has three main types of interrogative clause, which differ from each other 

both formally and functionally. These are constituent or ‘question-word’ ques-

tions, general polar (yes-no) questions, and polar questions with focus on a par-

ticular constituent (typically used in discursive backchanneling). The features 

that formally define the interrogative clause vis-à-vis other clause types in Hup 

are constituent order, the presence of a question word (interrogative pronoun, 

demonstrative, or adverbial), and the presence of the Interrogative suffix -V/, 

although which of these are present depends on the subtype of interrogative. 

Crucially, the Declarative suffix never occurs in an interrogative clause. Two 

clause-final particles (y  and t ) are also used primarily in interrogatives as dis-
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course tags (see §15.3), and are acceptable with all three subtypes of interroga-

tive clause. Most verbal formatives are acceptable in interrogative clauses, in-

cluding evidentials (see §14.9). 

 

 

17.4.1. Constituent (question-word) questions 

 

The primary function of constituent or ‘question-word’ questions is to solicit 

specific information. The formal organization of these clauses is quite distinct: 

the clause begins with a question word (acting as an interrogative pronoun, de-

terminer, or adverbial), and – when a verbal predicate is present – the clause 

ends with a verb inflected with the Interrogative suffix -V/.  

 The Hup question words are discussed in detail in §6.3 (Table 28), and are 

summarized in (95) below. With the exception of the interrogative pronoun 

used specifically for human referents (/ y ‘who’), all of the question words are 

derived from the interrogative particle h ‚. In addition to appearing as constitu-

ents of interrogative clauses, the question words can all stand alone as inde-

pendent interrogative utterances.  

 

(95) / y   ‘who’ 

h ‚êt   ‘where? in what way?’  

h ê‚p   ‘which; how, in what manner?’ 

h ê‚-có/  ‘at/to what location?’ 

h ‚-kán   ‘in/from what direction?’ 

h ê‚-n’ ‡h  ‘what, what kind?’ 

h ‚ê-/ p  ‘how many?’ 

h ‚ê-m’æ  ‘when, what quantity?’ 

h n ykeyó/ ‘why’ (h ‚-n h- y key-yó/ Q-be.like-DYNM see-SEQ) 

h -n y  ‘what did you say?’ (h ‚-n h- y Q-be.like-DYNM) 

 

The -V/ interrogative inflection that marks the clause-final verb stem in con-

stituent questions is an unstressed vowel-copying Boundary Suffix. It exists in a 

mutually exclusive relationship with the other vowel-copying Boundary Suf-

fixes on clause-final verbs (Dynamic, Declarative, and Dependent marker suf-

fixes; see Table 46), as well as with the Inchoative and most other Boundary 

Suffixes. The intonation contour in constituent questions is consistently highest-

pitched on the clause-initial question word, and lowest on the clause-final verb. 

While a subject and, in a transitive clause, a direct object (modified by the inter-

rogative pronoun, see example 97 below) may be present in the initial noun 
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phrase, other objects or oblique arguments usually occur outside the main 

clause, as external topics following the verb (and usually uninflected). 

Content interrogatives are illustrated in the following examples. Note that 

emphatic questions often involve the Emphasis particle -pog, as in (99). 

 

(96) h -n’ ‡h /am b /- / ?  

  Q-NMZ 2sg work-INT 

  ‘What are you doing?’ (cv) 

 

(97) h ‚ê-/ p  g’     /ám t n-ç/ ? 
  Q-QTY  hot(season) 2sg hold-INT 

  ‘How many years do you have (i.e., how old are you)’?’ (cv)  
 

(98) / y y ‚ê   n -ç/ ?  

  who that.ITG give-INT 

  ‘Who said that?’ (cv) 

 

(99) / y y ê‚   n h-pog-p d- / ?! 
  who that.ITG be.like-EMPH1-DIST-INT 

  ‘Who the heck did that?!’ (cv) 

 

Only one question word can be used per clause, but it is possible to append ad-

ditional question words to the main clause (as external arguments or as addi-

tional clauses with deletion of presupposed constituents): 

 

(100) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h t h  n /-ç/ ?  / y- n ? 

  Q-NMZ 3sg give-INT  who-OBJ 

  ‘What did she give? To whom?’ (el)  
 

Where Inner Suffixes are present, most (such as Applicative -/ h- and Dis-

tributive -p d- above) take the -V/ suffix, as would any verb stem. However, 

the Future suffix pair -teg / -te- is exceptional: whereas clause-final verbs in 

declarative clauses generally take the reduced form -te- followed directly by 

Declarative -h, only the unreduced form -teg can appear in an interrogative 

clause, as illustrated in (101–104). It is possible (although rare) for the Future 

suffix -tég to receive an additional -V/ suffix, but the reduced counterpart -te-/ 
cannot occur (example 103). This is not true of phonologically reduced suffixes 

generally, as illustrated by the reduced sequence -b -/ of Habitual b g / -b - in 

(104). Note that the Future suffix is irregular in other ways as well, likely due to 

its unusual historical origin (see §13.1).  
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(101) h -n’ ‡h /am b /-tég ? 
  Q-NMZ 2sg make-FUT 

  ‘What are you going to make?’ (cv) 

 

(102) h ‚ê-có/  /u ê‚h /ãh ham-tég páh ? 

  Q-LOC  EPIST 1sg go-FUT PRX.CNTR 

  ‘Where can I go now?’ (txt) 

 

(103) h n y-keyó/    /am ham-tég-(e/) (*ham-té-/) ? 
  Q.be.like.DYNM-cause 2sg go-FUT-INT  

  ‘Why are you going?’ (el) 

 

(104) n’ikán   h d  cak-b -/ ? 

  over.there 3pl  climb-HAB-INT 

  ‘They always climb up there?’ (cv) 

 

 With predicate nominals, no clause-final Interrogative suffix -V/ occurs. 

The clause begins with the question word, and ends with the noun being ques-

tioned; this may be a demonstrative, a demonstrative noun phrase, or a full lexi-

cal noun (examples 105–107). In the Tat Deh dialect, the ‘intangible’ demon-

strative yúp has a special interrogative variant yúw, as example (105b) 

illustrates.  

 

(105) a) h ê‚-n’ ‡h yúp ?     

   Q-NMZ that.ITG 

   ‘What’s that?’ (cv) 

  

 

  b) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h yúw ? 

   Q-NMZ that.ITG 

   ‘What’s that?’ (cv, Tat Deh dialect) 

 

(106) / y yúp=/ãêy ? 
  who that.ITG=FEM  

  ‘Who’s that woman?’ (el) 

 

(107) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h yág ? 
  Q-NMZ hammock 

  ‘What hammock (is it)?’ (el) 
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The enclitic =b’ay, which appears with nominal arguments as a topic-

switch marker (§7.1.3) and with verbal predicates as an aspectual marker of a 

repeated action or return to a state (§12.9.2), occurs frequently in interrogative 

clauses. It is always clause-final, and it usually occurs on a noun, as in predicate 

nominal content interrogatives (examples 108–109), and also in polar questions 

(see below). Its function in interrogatives, where it attaches to a nominal con-

stituent, appears to be linked to its topic-switch function with nominal constitu-

ents more generally; that is, it focuses attention on a selection among a group of 

possible referents or options, especially in relatively emphatic contexts.  

 

(108) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h=pog  yúp=bb’ay,  c c ?! 
  Q-NMZ=EMPH1 that.ITG=AGAIN INTERJ 

  ‘What the heck is that?!’ (cv) 

 

(109) / y yúp=bb’ay ?  
  who that.ITG=AGAIN 

  ‘Who’s that?’ (cv) 

 

In addition to appearing with clause-final nouns in interrogatives, =b’ay can 

also attach directly to some question words when these occur as independent 

utterances: 

 

(110) h ‚êp=bb’ay, hi ê‚  t h  g-pæm-æy  / p !  
  how=AGAIN only 3sg drink-sit-DYNM NEG:ID 

  ‘How is this? She’s not just sitting there drinking!’ (cv) 

 

Although the normal function of =b’ay on verbal predicates is aspectual, it can 

nevertheless serve its discourse-marking function when it occurs on an inter-

rogative verbal predicate. In this case, it always follows the interrogative inflec-

tion on the verb (in contrast to most other ‘fluid’ enclitics and particles, which 

must appear in the verb core when this Boundary Suffix is present), as in exam-

ples (111–113).  

 

(111) / y d’o/-y /-pó-/=bb’ay ? 

  who take-TEL-EMPH1-INT=AGAIN 

  ‘Who the heck stole it?’ (cv) 

 

(112) hecinádo  way-h Ùy/ah=b’ay… / y yæh-tég=bb’ay ? 

  Reginaldo go.out-after=AGAIN who order-FUT=AGAIN 

  ‘After Reginaldo leaves… who will send another (teacher)?’ (sp) 
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(113) h ‚êt  t h  nç-d’o/-n h-tQê‚/-æ/=bb’ay ?  

  how 3sg say-take-be.like-CNTRFACT-INT=AGAIN 

  ‘How could she respond?!’ (rhetorical) (cv) 

 

In general, all nominal constituents of the main clause can be questioned, 

whether they are core or peripheral arguments, as can heads within nouns 

phrases. For example, while (114) questions a locative phrase, (115) selects the 

nominal element within the locative.  

 

(114) h ‚ê-có/  cug’Q‡t cúd-u/ ?  
  Q-LOC  paper  be.inside-INT 

  ‘Where is the book?’ (el)  
 

(115) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h g’od-an  cug’Q‡t cúd-u/ ? 
  Q-NMZ inside-OBJ paper  be.inside-INT  

  ‘Inside what is the book?’ (el) 

 

On the other hand, locative postpositions cannot themselves be directly ques-

tioned (presumably due in part to the fact that question-words must be clause 

initial): 

 

(116) *cá/ h ‚ê-n’ ‡h cug’Q‡t ní- / ? 
    box Q-NMZ paper  be-INT 

   (Intended meaning: ‘In what part of the box is the book?’) 

 

Questions in Hup can involve embedded interrogatives. For instance, a ques-

tion word can occur in an adverbial clause, embedded within an interrogative 

main clause (but the question word still must be the initial constituent): 

 

(117) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h kéy-ep /am yé-e/ ?  

  Q-NMZ see-DEP 2sg enter-INT 

  ‘What did you come in for?’ (lit. ‘what did you come in to see’) (cv) 
 

Also, in quoted speech (see §18.2.1), an interrogative clause can be embedded 

within a declarative main clause:  
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(118) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h yup  g’çê‚h- /, n -çy   / n- h 

  Q-NMZ that.ITG be-INT say-DYNM 1pl-DECL 

  ‘“What’s that?” we say.’ (cv)
193

 

 

As discussed in §6.2, the interrogative particle h ‚ (like Hup’s demonstra-

tives) occurs as a quasi-free particle when followed by the verbs nç- ‘say’ and 

n h- ‘be like’ whereas in all other contexts it is obligatorily inflected. Interroga-

tive clauses formed with h ) plus ‘say’ or ‘be like’ are irregular syntactically, as 

well as morphologically – the clause is subject-final, as is typical of the polar 

interrogative subtype (see below), despite the fact that this is a content question 

(examples 119–120). This non-canonical constituent order is probably due to 

the fact that h ) is essentially inflected by the verb itself and is therefore morpho-

syntactically bound to it; although certain bound morphemes can come between 

h ) and the verb stem ‘say’ or ‘be like’, the subject of the clause cannot and is 

therefore unable to precede the verb in the clause. 

 

(119) h ‚ê=y / nç-n h- y    /ám ? 
  Q=TEL say-be.like-DYNM 2sg 

  ‘What does this (word) mean?’ (lit. ‘What/how are you saying?’) (sp) 

 

(120) h ‚ê  b /-n h- y    /ám=b’ay, /am ‡h  k w g ?  

  Q  make-be.like-DYNM 2sg=AGAIN 2sg.POSS eye 

  ‘What have you done with your eyes?’ (txt) 

 

An additional minor subtype of interrogative clause that solicits a content re-

sponse involves the ‘Related Instance’ particle tá/ as its predicate (see §7.6): 

 

(121) dúdu-n ‡h  tá/ ? 

  Pedro-POSS REL.INST 

  ‘What about Pedro’s?’ (txt) 

 

(122) p h t,  cã êp tá/,  h ‚ê-n’ ‡h t h  key-ní- / ? 
  banana other REL.INST Q-NMZ 3sg see-be-INT 

  ‘She went to check the bananas, and what else?’ (el) 

 

 

                                                
193

 The speaker, a teenaged girl from Barreira, uses the verb g’ç‚h- ‘be’ here instead of 

ni- (see §8.4) in joking imitation of the Vaupés dialect. 
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17.4.2. Basic polar questions  

 

Hup polar questions in general solicit a yes/no answer, and are formally quite 

different from content questions. Not only do they (by definition) lack a ques-

tion word, but polar questions having no particular argument focus are also 

defined by their constituent order, which is subject-final rather than verb-final, 

involving the inversion of subject and verb (a typologically intriguing feature; 

see below). Furthermore, the clause-final subject can only be a pronoun (a fact 

that is consistent with its de-focused status in this interrogative clause type), and 

the Interrogative Boundary Suffix -V/ is not present on the verb in this type of 

question (in keeping with the limitation of this suffix to clause-final verbs). 

Formally, it is only the obligatory lack of the Declarative marker on the subject 

that defines the clause as an interrogative rather than a subject-final declarative 

(see §17.3.1). The clause-medial verb must take a Boundary Suffix other than 

Declarative -V êh or Interrogative -V/, such as the Dynamic, Future, Negative, or 

Inchoative. Direct objects usually occur clause-initially; other objects may ei-

ther precede the verb or follow it as tacked-on external arguments. 

 Intonation in polar questions tends to be relatively high throughout the   

clause (compared to declarative and other Hup clause types); it is fairly level, 

but falls slightly at the end of the clause (as does intonation on constituent ques-

tions). The fact that Hup polar questions in general have a relatively higher in-

tonation than declarative clauses is a typologically common pattern; even the 

placement of the higher intonation at the beginning of the clause rather than at 

the end is typologically not unusual (cf. Siemund 2001: 1013). 

 Examples of polar questions of this type are given in (123) (posed on the 

morning after a drinking party), and (124), which was uttered by a grandmother, 

exasperated by the younger men’s liquor-drinking. 

 

(123) g-na/-y /- y        n N ? 
  drink-lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM 2pl 

  ‘Did you all get drunk?’ (cv) 

 

(124) wQ‡d=y / n h- y    n N- n  t h ?!  
  food=TEL  be.like-DYNM 2pl-OBJ 3sg 

  ‘Is it just like food for you all?!’ (cv)  

 

Because these polar interrogatives require a pronominal subject, the subject 

referent can only be referred to by non-pronominal means externally to the in-

terrogative clause (i.e., in cases where it is not already clear from the discourse): 
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(125) ma g   tá/-ay,   h d- n  yamhidç/-n h t h ? 
  Margarita REL.INST-INCH 3pl-OBJ sing-NEG   3sg 

  ‘What about Margarita, did she sing to them?’ (cv) 

 

 The interrogative discourse-marker =b’ay (see §7.1.3) is particularly com-

mon in polar questions, where it follows the clause-final subject: 

 

(126) hi-wag-y /-pó-y      h d=b’ay, /ána ? 

  FACT-day-TEL-EMPH1-DYNM  3pl=AGAIN Ana 

  ‘Did they stay up all night, Ana?’ (cv) 

 

(127) nutQ‡n  b /-ní- y   n N=b’ay ? 

  today  make-be-DYNM 2pl=AGAIN 

  ‘Did you all work today?’ (cv) 

 

Negatively biased polar questions are phrased as negative predicates within 

the interrogative clause (example 128). A negative polar interrogative can also 

be used as a polite invitation (example 129).  

 

(128) ham-n h-ay  /ám ?  
  go-NEG-INCH 2sg 

  ‘Are you not going?’ (cv) 

 

(129) wQd-n h-ay  /ám ? 

  eat-NEG-INCH 2sg 

  ‘Won’t you eat something?’ (cv) 

 

Emphasis in polar questions can be signaled via the clause-final Focus 

marker -áh, as well as the predicative Emphasis form -pog: 

 

(130) ham-pog-tég  n N-áh ?! 
  go-EMPH1-FUT 2pl-FOC   

  ‘Will/would you really go?!’ (cv) 

  

Polar interrogatives involving predicate nominals are typically identity ques-

tions, and are most commonly formed with the ‘intangible’ demonstrative yúp 

(often yúp=b’ay in Barriera; yúw in Tat Deh):  
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(131) mçh y=y / yúp ? 

  deer=TEL  that.ITG 

  ‘Is that a deer?’ (el)  

 

Perhaps the most frequent use of basic polar questions is the standard Hup 

greeting, which involves asking a question about whatever the addressee is ob-

viously engaged in at the time. These questions are clearly not really requests 

for information – the formula virtually requires the answer to be obvious – but 

are a conventionalized speech act for the purpose of social interaction. The 

standard answer is an affirmative repetition of the verb phrase (see §17.4.5 be-

low). One of the most conventionalized of these questions is the typical morn-

ing greeting (example 132). Other common greetings are provided in (133–

135); (133) is often said when entering a house where a number of people are 

gathered, and (135) is conventionally used to greet a visitor from another com-

munity on his/her arrival in one’s own village. As expected, addressing more 

than one person requires the second person plural pronoun n N in place of singu-

lar /ám, as in (133).   

 

(132) c w /- y   /ám ?  

  awake-DYNM 2sg 

  ‘Are you awake?’ (cv) 

 

(133) ní- y  n N ? 

  be-DYNM 2pl 

  ‘Are you all here?’ (cv) 

 

(134) g’ã ê/-ã êy   /ám ? 
  suspend-DYNM 2sg 

  ‘Are you lying in a hammock?’ (cv) 

 

(135) næn-æy  /ám ? 
  come-DYNM 2sg 

  ‘Have you arrived?’ (cv) 

 

Likewise, situation-specific questions regarding the addressee’s current (ob-

servable) activity are perfectly acceptable greetings: 

  

(136) t g  t /- y    /ám ? 
  wood light.fire-DYNM 2sg 

  ‘Are you lighting a fire?’ (cv) 
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(137) hæw-æy   /ám ? 
  scrape-DYNM 2sg 

  ‘Are you scraping (manioc)?’ (cv) 

 

 The subject-verb inversion strategy used in these polar questions is undoubt-

edly the most typologically striking feature of Hup interrogatives. Such use of 

word order inversion in polar questions is common in European languages, but 

it is very rare elsewhere in the world (cf. Dryer 2005). Moreover, the fact that 

polar questions represent the only interrogative subtype in Hup to use a word 

order inversion strategy violates Greenberg’s (1966) Universal 11, which states 

that inversion with polar interrogatives only occurs in those languages that use 

inversion to mark constituent interrogatives.
194

 (Note, however, that inversion in 

polar questions is restricted in Hup; it involves only pronominal subjects, and 

does not occur in argument-focused polar questions; see §17.4.3 below). While 

at first glance subject-verb inversion in Hup polar questions appears to have a 

parallel in those declarative clauses in which the subject follows the predicate 

(see §17.3.1 above), in fact the declarative case probably involves right-

dislocation whereas the interrogative case does not. 

 

 

17.4.3. Polar questions with argument focus  

 

Polar questions involving a focused argument have a distinct structure in Hup; 

crucially, they do not involve subject-verb inversion. These questions com-

monly serve a rhetorical function, such as when responding to a speaker (i.e., a 

‘backchanneling’ strategy akin to ‘really?’, ‘is that right?’, ‘uh-huh’, etc. in 

English). The formal organization of the argument-focused polar question is 

essentially like that of the constituent or ‘question-word’ question, but without 

the initial question word; however, like the ‘basic’ polar questions discussed 

above, it solicits a yes-no answer. Its constituent order is the same as that of the 

typical declarative clause, from which it is formally distinguished by the pres-

ence of the Interrogative Boundary Suffix -V/ (or the unreduced form of the 

Future suffix -tég) on the clause-final verb, in place of the Declarative marker   

-V êh. Intonation in these interrogatives tends to peak clause-initially on the fo-

cused constituent (usually a nominal or adverbial), and fall at the end of the 

clause. 

                                                
194

 Word order inversion is in fact attested in Hup constituent questions, but is restricted 

to those involving the exceptional interrogative verb forms ‘say what’ and ‘be like 

what’ (§17.4.1). 
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Although they solicit a yes-no answer, these questions front a non-

predicative constituent of the clause, which is understood (via this fronting stra-

tegy) to be the focus of the question. In many cases, this results in a semi-

rhetorical question – i.e., a question to which one already knows the answer and 

is simply soliciting agreement or confirmation, rather than more substantial 

information. Thus in Hup this type of interrogative, which is the least formally 

marked subtype, also corresponds to the least information-oriented interrogative 

– a cross-linguistically common pattern (Sadock and Zwicky 1985: 180).
195

  

It is also important to note that this the strategy of fronting a focused argu-

ment of the clause is a property of declarative (and other) clauses in Hup (see 

§17.3.1), and is not limited to interrogatives, just as subject-verb inversion is 

found in both declarative and interrogative clauses that lack an argument focus 

(see above). That interrogative word order is paralleled by declarative word 

order, which in turn may be motivated by considerations relating to information 

structure, suggests that some of the same pragmatic principles are also histori-

cally responsible for the word order patterns of the Hup interrogatives, although 

these have since been systematized and made obligatory. 

Examples of this interrogative strategy are given in (138–140); in all cases, 

the question is focused on the clause-initial constituent. 

 

(138) j’ b-tæ=y /  t h  y’æt-Qw-æ/ ? 

  night-still=TEL 3sg lay-FLR-INT 

  ‘He left it this morning?’ (cv) 

 

(139) y t=y /  n N hipãh-h ê-/,   yúw- n ? 

  thus=TEL  2pl  know-NONVIS-INT that.ITG-OBJ 

  ‘You all think thus, about this?’ (sp) 

 

(140) b’ t-an /am hám-ã/ ?  

  roça-DIR 2sg go-INT 

  ‘You’re going to the roça?’ (cv) 

 

In polar interrogatives of this type, it is common for the -V/ Interrogative 

suffix to occur twice in the clause: both clause-finally on the verb, as expected, 

and also directly on the fronted, queried nominal entity, as a marker of special 

interrogative focus. In this case, the suffix attaches to the final element of the 

                                                
195

 The use of the clause-final Interactive tag -(V)h / (which itself occurs as a Boundary 

Suffix on the verb) with affirmative-type clauses is probably related to this interrogative 

strategy (see §15.3.3). 
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queried noun phrase (as is consistent with nominal morphological patterns gen-

erally), and receives stress – unlike the clause-final occurrence of -V/ on the 

verb, which is unstressed. This focus function of -V/ is illustrated in examples 

(141–144).  

 

(141) n ‡   hçÙ‚p pog-óó/  /am wæd-Q/ ?  
  1sg.POSS fish big-INT 2sg eat-INT 

  ‘It was my big fish you ate?’ (el) 

 

(142) núp=mQh=y / páh   yúw-úh,   yúw-an-aa /    

  this=DIM=TEL  PRX.CNTR that.ITG-DECL that.ITG-OBJ-INT  

 

  /am w n-ç /   páh ?  

  2sg follow-INT PRX.CNTR 

  ‘That one was just here; is that the one you’re following?’ (txt) 

 

(143) cecádio=w d- /  y kán     cu/-pog-p d- /     y ,  n’ikán ? 

  Cesario=RESP-INT over.there.ITG grab-EMPH1-DIST-INT TAG1 over.there 

  ‘Cesario always gets (the money) there, doesn’t he, over there?’ (cv) 

 

(144) n N ‡h=hup-úú/ ,   / n  n N dú-uu/ ?  
  2pl.POSS=RFLX-INT  1sg.OBJ 2pl  exchange-INT  

 

  j’ek-n h  /ám  páh ? 

  steal-NEG  2sg  PRX.CNTR 

  ‘Is it your own thing you’re selling me? You didn’t steal (it)?’ (ru) 

 

It is also possible for the interrogative focus marker to occur on a vocative kin 

term or personal name, used to reference the addressee to whom the question is 

directed: 

 

(145) pã êç-aa / ,   / y=/ hníy  húp / d-k d- / ,  núp hayám-at ? 
  father’s.brother who=maybe  Hup speak-pass-INT this village-OBL 

  ‘Uncle, who might speak the best Hup in this village?’ (cv) 

 

The argument-focus polar interrogative strategy is typically used to ask for 

clarification of what someone has just said, especially with reference to a nomi-

nal or adverbial element of the clause. It is frequently used rhetorically, often as 

a kind of backchanneling strategy by which one person responds neutrally to 

what another has just said. In these cases, frequently just the focal word will be 
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uttered alone with the Interrogative focus marker (stressed -V ê/). This type of 

interrogative response is ubiquitous in Hup discourse, as illustrated in examples 

(146–148) below; here the first speaker’s statement is marked as (A), and the 

rhetorical/interrogative response as (B).  

 

(146) A) nu-có/-o/ h  n ‡h 
     this-LOC-MSC POSS 

    ‘The guy from over there’s (radio).’ 

 

  B)  c /  tæh/ip  n ‡h- / ? 

   C / child.father POSS-INT 

 ‘C /’s husband’s?’ (cv) 

 

(147) A) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h /am ‡h  h t ? 
    Q-NMZ 2sg.POSS name 

    ‘What’s your name?’ 

 

  B)  n ‡   h t-áá/ ?  

     1sg.POSS name-INT 

   ‘My name?’ (cv) 

 

(148) A) tán  /ãh j’çm-té-h 
    later 1sg bathe-FUT-DECL 

   ‘I’ll bathe later.’  
 

  B)  tán-aa /  ?  

   later-INT  

 ‘Later?’ (cv) 

 

Note that the queried element may itself be a predicate, as in (149). When this is 

the case, the Interrogative suffix -V/ does not behave as it does in a normal 

interrogative clause, where it fills the verbal Boundary Suffix slot in the place 

of the Dynamic or other markers. Instead, here it simply attaches to whatever 

word-final morphology is present – even an enclitic that follows the Dynamic 

marker. 

 

(149) A) nút  hç  m n N  h d   g’ig-b’uy-d’ h-ye-y /- h ! 
   here liver straight 3pl   shoot.arrow-throw-send-enter-TEL-DYNM 

   ‘They shot (another man) right here straight through the liver!’ 
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  B) na/-y /- y=mah-aa / 
   lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM=REP-INT 

   ‘(He) died, they say, right?’ (cv) 

  

 

17.4.4. Interrogative Alternative =ha/  

 

The enclitic =ha/ signals an alternative question, in which the speaker presents 

a choice between two (or more) opposing options. The marker =ha/ can appear 

utterance-finally or within the clause, or both simultaneously, and can attach 

both to focused constituents and to the predicate, as examples (150–152) illus-

trate. The disjunction /ó ‘or’ (probably from Portuguese ou ‘or’, borrowed via 

Tukano) is common in these clauses, though not in general obligatory (see 

§18.1.5). 
 

(150) carak / c h=hha/    t h  wæd-Q/,   
  chicken    grass=ALT.INT 3sg eat-INT  

 

  /ó  m’ /=hha/   t h  wæd-Q/ ? 

  DISJ worm=ALT.INT 3sg eat-INT 

  ‘Is the chicken eating grass, or is it eating worms?’ (el) 

 

(151) picána b /  mQh-ní-h,  /ó  yã/amb /=hha/ ?  

  cat   rat  kill-INFR2-DECL DISJ dog=ALT.INT 

  ‘The cat killed the rat, or was it the dog?’ (el) 

 

(152) w h=hha/   cím’- y=hha/ ,  
  hawk=ALT.INT claw-DYNM=ALT.INT  

 

  /ó  yã amb =hha/  g’ ç- y=hha/ ? 

  DISJ dog=ALT.INT  bite-DYNM=ALT.INT 

  ‘Did the hawk claw (it), or did the dog bite (it)?’ (el) 

 

The alternative option need not always be explicitly stated: 

 

(153) h ‚ê-n’ ‡h / n  yum-tég  páh ?     can   / n   yum-tég=hha/ ?  
  Q-NMZ 1pl  plant-FUT  PRX.CNTR  pineapple 1pl   plant-FUT=ALT.INT 

  ‘What should we plant? We’ll plant pineapple, or?’ (ru) 
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The marker =ha/ also appears to be part of the expression n yha/ (probably 

from ãh n - y=ha/ [1sg say-DYNM=ALT.INT] ‘I say, or’; cf. §15.6.1). This 

construction is used as a kind of interjection or interactive tag, particularly for 

expressing a shade of doubt regarding an affirmation (example 154), and can 

also be used to mark a self-correction (example 155). 

 

(154) / n  ni-hipã êh-ã êh,  núp hayám-at-ah,  núp m y-çê‚t-çê‚h,   nn yha/ 
  1pl  be-know-DECL this town-OBL-DECL this house-OBL-DECL say.INT 

  ‘We know how to live/behave ourselves, in this town, in this 

  (community) building, I’d say.’ (sp) 

 

(155) ko/ p wág-áh y -d’ h- p,  pécta-áh   b /=d’ h- p,  
  two day-FOC that.ITG-PL-DEP party(Pt)-FOC make=PL-DEP   

 

  / g- p.   m ta/ p  wág   nn yha/   
  drink-DEP  three        day     say.INT  

  ‘For two days they were holding the party, drinking. Three days I mean.’  

  (cv) 

 

 

17.4.5. Responding to interrogatives 

 

Content questions are typically answered with a standard declarative clause, or 

more minimally, a single word that provides the particular information solicited. 

In the case of yes-no questions, the typical response is the repetition of the verb 

phrase that appeared in the interrogative (whether negative or affirmative), in 

declarative form. Subjects are frequently dropped. Examples (156–160) illus-

trate question-answer dyads between two speakers (A and B). 

 

(156) A) næn-æy  /ám ?  

   come-DYNM 2sg 

      ‘Have you come?’ (greeting new arrival) 

 

  B)  næn-æy 
 come-DYNM 

     ‘(I’ve) come.’ (cv) 

 

(157) A) ham-n h-ay  /ám ? 
   go-NEG-INCH 2sg 

     ‘Will you not go?’ 
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  B)  ham-n h-ay 
 go-NEG-INCH 

   ‘(I) won’t go.’ 

 

  A) h n y-keyó/ ? 
 Q.be.like-cause 

   ‘Why?’ 

 

  B)  / n  h d  d’ó/   tán-ah 

 1sg.OBJ 3pl  take.APPR FUT.CNTR-DECL 

      ‘They (Tukano men) would get me.’ (cv) 

 

(158) A) g-na/-y /- y        n N ? 
   drink-lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM 2pl 

   ‘Did you all get drunk?’ 

 

  B)  /ãêh-ãp g-na/-m’uy-n h       j’ám-ãp,  
 1sg-DEP drink-lose.consciousness-do.a.lot-NEG DST.CNTR-DEP   

 

   n -d’ h- p dó/=d’ h- p g-ná/-ay ! 
   that-PL-DEP child=PL-DEP drink-lose.consciousness-DYNM 

   ‘As for me, I didn’t get very drunk, (but) as for those kids, they did  

   get drunk!’ (cv) 

 

(159) A) kawag-hiyæt-ay    h d  / g- / ? 
   pass.day-FACT.lie-INCH 3pl  drink-INT 

      ‘Until after dawn they drank?’ 

 

  B)  nukán-ay,  nukán-ay   h d  / g- h ! 
   over.here-INCH over.here-INCH 3pl  drink-DECL 

   ‘(Until the sun was) there, there they drank!’ (cv)  

 

(160) A) / y- n=y /  t h  n -ç/ ? / y- n ? 
   who-OBJ=TEL 3sg say-INT who-OBJ 

      ‘To whom did she say (that)? To whom?’ 

 

  B)  mQndí  tóg- n 
 Bernadito daughter-OBJ 

   ‘To Bernadito’s daughter.’ (cv) 
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The affirmative particle h / ‘yes, all right’ is also common in response to 

polar questions, and can be used either by itself or preceding an affirmative 

clause. For example, the response in (161) comes from the story of the Tapir 

and the Turtle; the Turtle has questioned the leaves of trees at the places where 

the Tapir had slept, and they answer as follows: 

 

(161) hh / , n’ít t h  /çê‚h-çê‚h 

  yes there 3sg sleep-DECL 

  ‘Yes, he slept there.’ (txt) 

 

There is no general word for ‘no’ in Hup; however, the negative predicative 

particle pã Ù (see §16.2) can be used in response to questions dealing with the 

presence or existence of nominal entities: 

 

(162) A) h p=d’ h pã Ù   h d ? 
  Hup=PL  NEG:EX 3pl 

   ‘There are no Hup people?’ 

 

  B)  pã Ù  
   NEG:EX   

   ‘(There are) none.’ (cv) 

 

 

 

17.5. Imperative clauses 

 

The basic imperative clause in Hup is easily distinguished from other clause 

types. The primary morphological characteristics marking the simple imperative 

include the lack of any Boundary Suffix on the verb (such that this clause type 

can be considered the unmarked member of the set in Table 46 above, contrast-

ing with ‘dynamic’, interrogative, declarative, and subordinate clauses), and 

obligatory high (falling) tone. Additionally, word-final CV stems typically ap-

pear with epenthetic [h] in the imperative; thus nç- ‘say’ appears as n h, yu- 
‘wait’ as yúh, etc.  

The syntax of the imperative clause is typically verb-final, and the most fo-

cal nominal constituent is usually fronted (as is the norm in Hup clauses gener-

ally); this constituent is most often the direct object of a transitive or ditransitive 

clause, while ditransitive recipients tend to come later in the clause. The singu-

lar second person subject pronoun /ám is normally dropped altogether, so it is 

common for an imperative verb stem to form an entire clause by itself. The 

second person plural pronoun n N is usually present, but can also be dropped. 
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Such subject-deletion in imperative clauses is a cross-linguistically common 

phenomenon (cf. Sadock and Zwicky 1985: 171). 

Basic Hup imperatives are limited to second person subjects. Other closely 

related moods are expressed via different strategies; for example, first person 

plural hortative-type constructions involve the Declarative -V êh (§13.3 and   

above; also compare the hortative function of the ‘Cooperative’ suffix -n ‡N, 

§14.5). The jussive (optative) mood occurs with third person subjects, and em-

ploys the suffix -/u )êh, which is identical to the imperative form of the Applica-

tive construction (probably indicative of a historical relationship between the 

Applicative and the Jussive, as argued in §14.7). Finally, the Apprehensive 

mood (§14.6), while found with all subject persons, bears a formal and func-

tional similarity to the simple unmarked imperative. Both constructions are 

expressed by a bare verb stem and a second person subject; moreover, these are 

pragmatically similar speech acts, since an utterance in the apprehensive mood 

is usually intended as a warning (a pragmatically negative command), and solic-

its some action (usually one relating to protecting him/herself) from the ad-

dressee. 

Various aspectual distinctions (though not all) are acceptable in Hup impera-

tive clauses.
196

 Imperative nuances contributed by aspectual-type markers can 

relate to directionality (toward or away from the speaker), urging, politeness or 

short-term action, and completeness.  

In addition to the simple imperative form (and the other modal variations on 

the imperative mentioned above), Hup has a specifically imperative suffix         

-kQ‡m, which attaches to verb stems and lends additional force to the command; 

this construction is also discussed below. 

 

 

17.5.1. Simple imperative 

 

The simplest form of the imperative in Hup involves a bare verb stem (i.e., lack-

ing any Boundary Suffix) with high tone on the final syllable (phonetically real-

ized as a falling tone when the syllable ends in a voiced consonant). Such lack 

or reduction of affixes on verbs in the imperative mode is a cross-linguistically 

common phenomenon (cf. Sadock and Zwicky 1985: 172). As noted above, 

vowel-final (CV) stems almost always take epenthetic final [h], but this seems 

to be subject to a minor degree of variation (the alternative is a long vowel with 

falling tone, as is typical in nominal CV words). Examples of the simple im-

perative are given in (163–165): 

                                                
196

 Sadock and Zwicky (1985: 172) note that both tense and aspect distinctions are 

cross-linguistically relatively uncommon in imperatives. 
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(163) nnæ n !  
  come.IMP 

  ‘Come!’ (cv) 

 

(164) “nút n N nníh !” nç-yó/, t h  y’æt-b’ay-áh 

   here 2pl  be.IMP say-SEQ 3sg lay-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘Having said “you all stay here!” he left (us).’ (txt) 

 

(165) “húptok n N bb / !   g n N bb / !” h d  nç-p d- h 

    caxiri  2pl  make.IMP  drink 2pl  make.IMP 3pl  say-DIST-DECL 

  ‘“You all make caxiri! You all make drink!” they were saying.’ (txt) 

 

The same strategy applies to verb compounds, where the imperative high tone 

occurs on the final root of the compound word: 

 

(166) k t/ah b’ay-yyúh ! 
  in.front return-wait.IMP 

  ‘Go back and wait!’ (txt) 

 

(167) “yok-d’ h-nnæ n !”  t h  nç-p d- h,  “yok-d’ h-nnæ n !” 
   poke-send-come.IMP 3sg say-DIST-DECL poke-send-come.IMP 

  ‘ “Poke (with the stick) and send (them) through!” he was saying, “Poke 

  and send (them) through!”’ (sending fish through a hollow log) (txt) 

 

(168) d’o/-kk dnæ n ! 
  take-pass.come.IMP 

  ‘Bring it here!’ (cv) 

 

A few verbs with postural or directional semantics are commonly followed 

by the verb d’o/- ‘take’ in the imperative. This results in a specifically impera-

tive compound, used to tell someone to assume a certain position – much as 

‘take’ is used in English. For example, imperative ‘take a seat’ (example 169) is 

uttered when inviting or ordering someone to sit down; ‘take a duck’ (170) 

when going under a low branch on a forest trail. Compound-final d’o/- is un-

grammatical with many verbs; e.g., *ham- ‘go’, *yQt- ‘lie’, etc. 

 

(169) pQm-d’ó/ !  
  sit-take.IMP 

  ‘Sit down!’ (‘Take a seat!’) (cv) 
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(170) doy-d’ó/ !  
  duck-take.IMP 

  ‘Duck!’ (‘Take a duck!’) (cv) 

 

Many verbal Inner Suffixes can occur in imperative mood, coming as always 

in the post-stem position. Just like a compound-final imperative verb stem, such 

suffixes take the high (falling) tone associated with the imperative, and occur 

without a following Boundary Suffix. In some cases, these add distinct nuances 

to the imperative speech act, which are linked to but not necessarily predicted 

by their aspectual or modal functions. The aspect-related variations of the im-

perative that are most frequently exploited by Hup speakers are summarized 

here.  

 The Venitive suffix -/ay- (see §12.7) is common in imperatives. Used by it-

self with a verb stem, it indicates motion toward the speaker, ‘come and do V’: 

 

(171) k w   wQd-/áy !  
  hot.pepper eat-VENT.IMP 

  ‘Come eat quinhapira!’ (cv) 

 

(172) / n  cug’Q‡t nç/-nQn-/áy,   tæêh ! 
  1sg.OBJ paper  give-come-VENT.IMP son 

  ‘Bring me a piece of paper, Son!’ (cv) 

 

(173) / n  k w g d’o/-tu/-/áy ! 
  1sg.OBJ eye  take-immerse-VENT.IMP 

  ‘Come put my eyes (back) in for me!’ (txt) 

 

(174) / n  nç/-/áy !  
  1sg.OBJ give-VENT.IMP 

  ‘(Come) give me (one)!’ (cv) 

 

When the imperative form of the verb ham- ‘go’ is added to the imperative ve-

nitive form of the verb, the resulting construction indicates movement away 

from the speaker, ‘go and do V’ (cf. §12.7), as in example (175). This construc-

tion is irregular in that it involves two separate imperative verbs in the same 

predicate. The alternative interpretation, whereby the two verbs form a single 

compound, is ruled out by the fact that the two verbal forms are independently 

stressed; moreover, Venitive -/áy- is consistently stem-final in all other Hup 

compounds, whereas in this case it comes between the two stems.  
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(175) h b-/áy   hám!  t ghod-ót   h b-pQm-/áy  hám ! 
  dry-VENT.IMP go.IMP wood.hole-OBL dry-sit-VENT.IMP go.IMP 

  ‘Go dry them! Go sit and dry them at the fire!’ (cv) 

 

The Inchoative marker -ay (see §12.3), when used imperatively, produces a 

relatively forceful directive. It urges the addressee to hurry up and get started in 

carrying out the activity. Example (176) – in which the Inchoative and Venitive 

forms co-occur – was uttered by a companion who was waiting for me to finish 

my bath in the river, and was growing impatient.  

 

(176) cçp-/áy-áy !  
  go.from.river-VENT-INCH.IMP 

  ‘Come up from the river!’ (cv) 

 

The imperative use of the Telic marker -y /- (see §12.6) can also contribute 

extra force to the utterance. Its emphasis on the full effect of an action may in-

dicate straightforward completion, as in (177), but may also be used more gen-

erally as a kind of verbal exclamation point, as in examples (178–179).  

 

(177) b /-y / ! 
  make-TEL.IMP 

  ‘Finish making it!’, ‘Do it all!’ (cv) 

 

(178) ham-y / !  
  go-TEL.IMP 

  ‘Go away!’ (vs. hám ‘go!’) (cv) 

   
(179)  po/-y / ! 

  open-TEL.IMP 

  ‘Open (it) up!’ (vs. pó/ ‘open (it)!’) (cv) 

  

The Perfective suffix (specifically, its unreduced variant -/e/; see §12.4) is 

also commonly used in the imperative mode. In keeping with the standard use 

of the Perfective, its imperative use can indicate that the event is expected to be 

of short-term or limited duration; however, it is also used simply to tone down 

the command, making it gentler or more polite. This pragmatic extension of the 

Perfective’s aspectual function is probably motivated by the fact that a request 

for a short-term, temporally limited action is likely to represent less of an impo-

sition on the addressee than a request for something more long-term. For exam-

ple, a child said (180) to me when begging for a fruit to eat, and my consultant 
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said (181) when gently telling a child to leave the house so that we could work. 

Example (182) was given as an example of a maximally wheedling request for a 

favor. 

 

(180) j’ k / n  nç/-/é/ !  
  buriti 1sg.OBJ give-PERF.IMP 

  ‘Please give me a buriti fruit!’ (cv)  

 

(181) n’i-có/ way-/é/ !  
  that-LOC go.out-PERF.IMP 

  ‘Go out for a little while!’ (cv) 

 

(182) d h / n  g’çp-/ h-/ay-/é/,    nutQ‡n  b’ y / ! 
  water  1sg.OBJ serve-APPL-VENT-PERF.IMP today  only 

  ‘Won’t you please go fetch water for me, just today?’ (ru) 

 

A few peripheral formatives (enclitics and particles) also occur in imperative 

clauses, and are unaffected by the imperative tonal pattern, which is limited to 

the verb core. The Reported evidential =mah is particularly common in the 

imperative (§14.9.4), where it has a quotative function, used for repeating a 

command previously uttered by another speaker: 

 

(183) næn=mah !  
  come=REP 

  ‘Come here (he said)!’ (cv) 

 

While the aspectual Inner Suffixes above take on distinct semantic nuances 

when used imperatively, other tense-aspect-mood specifications do not occur in 

the imperative at all. In addition to the Dynamic marker (which belongs to the 

set of vowel-copying Boundary Suffixes that are mutually exclusive with im-

perative mode), the Habitual, Frustrative, and Counterfactual forms are un-

grammatical in the imperative. The same is true of the Future gram -teg / -te-, 
although a future time value can be specified in the imperative by means of the 

Future Contrast particle tán:  

 

(184) hçh=y /   tán !  
  smoke=TEL.IMP later 

  ‘Smoke them later!’ (txt) 
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Other bound forms that are ungrammatical with imperatives include the Proxi-

mate and Distant Past Contrast particles páh and j’ám / j’ãêh, and evidentials 

other than the Reportative form mah and (more marginally) the Inferential -ni-.  
Negative clauses require a special imperative construction, in which the 

negative predicate functions as an adverbial clause (usually marked as such by 

the adverbial/Telic enclitic =y /, see §10.2 and §16.1.5), together with the af-

firmative imperative form of the verb ni- ‘be’, which acts as the main clause. 

This produces the construction [Verb-n h=(y /) níh] (Verb-NEG=TEL be.IMP) 

(example 185). The imperative ‘be’ can occasionally be dropped when followed 

by an object nominal (example 186), and the entire construction (-n h =y / níh) 
is frequently shortened to -níníh (example 187), especially when the subject is 

singular (since singular subjects are usually deleted in imperative clauses).  

 

(185) d’o/-ham-n h n N níh !  
  take-go-NEG  2pl  be.IMP 

  ‘Don’t take (it) away!’ (sp)  
 

(186) tæ/nçhç-n h=y / n ‡   / ‡d !  
   laugh-NEG=TEL  1sg.POSS speech 

  ‘Don’t laugh at what I say!’ (cv) 

 

(187) cu/-níníh ! 
  grab-NEG.IMP 

  ‘Don’t touch!’ (cv)  

 

 

17.5.2. Imperative suffix -kQ‡m 
 

Hup has one specifically imperative suffix, the form -kQ‡m. Formally, this is a 

consonant-initial Boundary Suffix, which can follow Inner Suffixes and takes 

word-level stress. In contrast to the basic imperative construction, it has rising 

tone, rather than high. Semantically, -kQ‡m produces a command which is 

somewhat more forceful than the simple imperative. This is nevertheless not 

incompatible with politeness; for example, my consultants often accepted an 

offer of something to eat or drink with nç/-kQ‡m! (give-IMP2). Examples of this 

imperative form are given in (188–190). 
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(188) náw=y /, n N tçn-/ay-kkQ‡m,  /ãh p n N-té-t,  

  good=TEL 2pl  hold-VENT-IMP2 1sg tell.story-FUT-OBL   

 

  núp=wa- n ! 
  this=old.woman-OBJ 

  ‘That’s enough! You all come hold (the baby) while I tell this respected  

  one a story!’ (cv) 

 

(189) “/ n  hi-y /-/ay-kkQ‡m,   yã/ám !”  n - y=mah 
    1sg.OBJ  descend-TEL-VENT-IMP2 jaguar   say-DYNM=REP 

  ‘“Come on and jump down on me, Jaguar!” he said.’ (txt) 

 

(190) tók=teg  d’o/-/ay-kkQ‡m,  c c,  d’o/-k dnQn-kkQ‡m=b’ay ! 
  pestle=stick take-VENT-IMP2  INTERJ take-pass.come-IMP2=AGAIN 

  ‘Bring the pestle, darn it, bring it quick!’ (cv)  

 

Example (191) was uttered in joking anger, directed toward the village men in 

general (none of whom were present) – the speaker was clambering under a tree 

that had fallen across the path, while encumbered with a heavy basket of man-

ioc. 

 

(191) núw- n k t-kkQ‡m !  
  this-OBJ chop-IMP2 

  ‘Cut this one!!’ (cv) 

 

The Repetitive aspectual enclitic =b’ay frequently follows the Imperative 

suffix -kæm: 

 

(192) key-kQ‡m=b’ay !  
  see-IMP2=AGAIN 

  ‘Look (again)!’ (cv)  

 

In a much less frequent use, the form kQ‡m appears without any preceding 

verb stem, and behaves like a discourse particle or interjection (example 193). 

A consultant suggested that this use is related to key-kQ‡m ‘look, pay atten-

tion!’; it may be an abbreviated form of this common attention-getting expres-

sion that has developed a secondary use as a discourse marker.  
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(193) cã ê-wag /ãh ní- t  kkQ‡m,  n’ikán   b’ t-an  
  other-day 1sg be-OBL IMP2  over.there roça-DIR   

 

  ham-/e/-ké/, n -çp  / p 

  go-PERF-KE   say-DEP NEG:ID 

  ‘Look how I spend every day at home, never saying “I’m off alone to the  

  roça”.’ (txt) 

 

 

17.5.3. Responses to imperatives 

 

Responses to commands are much like the responses to questions, discussed 

above in §17.4.5. An acquiescent response is usually a simple h / ‘yes, all 

right’, as illustrated in the text example in (194), and may also involve the repe-

tition of the predicate (often in future form). A negative response may likewise 

involve the repetition of the predicate, in negated form.  

 

(194) “h ê  yæ/-/áy !”  t h- n  t h  n - h;   
   animal singe-VENT.IMP 3sg-OBJ 3sg say-DECL   

 

  “hh /” nç-yó/=mah, yQê‚/-æp  t h  d’ób-óh  

  yes  say-SEQ   singe-DEP 3sg go.to.river-DECL 

  ‘“Go singe the game!” he told her; having said “all right,” she went down  

  to the water to singe (it).’ (txt) 

 



 

Chapter 18 

Clause combining 
 

 

 

Hup has a rich repertoire of strategies for combining clauses. Mechanisms in-

volve coordination, subordination, and cosubordination, including what may be 

best characterized as clause-chaining. This chapter begins with a discussion of 

coordination in Hup, then moves on to subordination and cosubordination, 

where at least one clause is dependent on another. Hup has an especially wide 

selection of (co)subordination strategies for indicating temporal overlap or suc-

cession of events.  

 As is consistent with Hup morphological patterns generally, most of the 

morphological forms used to signal clause linkage are verbal suffixes or encli-

tics, and these usually follow the second (or final) clause, occurring at the end 

of the sentence. Only two are particles that come between the linked clauses, 

and both of these are probably borrowings from Portuguese (likely via Tu-

kano).
197

  

 Many of the markers discussed in this section have already been encountered 

in previous sections of this grammar. These have other uses that are distinct or 

only marginally related to their clause-linking functions, and as such they may 

also occur on independent clauses and even on clausal constituents. While 

doubt can rarely be completely eliminated as to whether they are polysemous 

(either synchronically or diachronically) or homonymous, polysemy often ap-

pears to be motivated semantically, and is certainly in keeping with the high 

level of polysemy found among forms in Hup generally. Where these forms are 

addressed in this chapter, their other uses are mentioned, and cross-references 

are made to the appropriate sections in other chapters. 

 The bound formatives relating to clause-combining (their functions, slot 

classes, etc.) are summarized in Table 47: 

 

                                                
197

 As noted in §1.5.3, Portuguese fluency is considerably higher among Tukanoan and 

Arawak peoples of the upper Rio Negro region than it is among the Hupd’ h, and Tu-

kano is a likely source of many Portuguese loans in Hup (see also Epps forthcoming a).   
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Table 47. Formatives relating to clause combining 

Form 

Slot class 

(formative 

type) 

Identity/word-

class of host 
Function 

Other relevant func-

tions of same form 

=nih Enclitic Various hosts, 

clauses 

Emphatic Coordinator  

k h Particle Predicates Adversative  

conjunction  

 

-Vp Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs, clauses Dependent marker Topic marker (w/ 

nouns, other hosts) 

-n’ ‡h Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs Nominalizer, comple-

mentizer 
 

=y / Enclitic Adverbs, 

clauses 

Adverbializer Telic aspect (Inner 

Suffix w/ verbs) 

Contrastive empha-

sis marker (enclitic 

w/ nouns) 

-Vt 

-an 

Boundary 

Suffixes 

Verbs Adverbializers Case markers (w/ 

nouns; Oblique, 

Directional oblique) 

 

-yó/ 

Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs 

(Oblique case 

nouns) 

Sequential  

Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs Adverbial: simultane-

ous events (different 

actors); concessive 

-m ‡/ 

Particle Various hosts Concessive 

Locative postposi-

tion m ‡/ ‘under’ 

-kamí Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs 

Nominals 

Temporal adverbial  

keyó/ Particle Verbs 

(Nouns in 

object case) 

Cause  Verb ‘see’ +  

Sequential: key-yó/ 

té Particle Free Spatial/temporal 

adverbial ‘until’ 
Cf. Portuguese até 
‘until’ (space/time) 

 

 

18.1. Coordination  

 

Hup has a number of strategies for indicating a conceptual link between two 

clauses, where both are on the same syntactic level and neither is dependent on 

the other. These strategies include simple juxtaposition of linked elements, as 

well as additional morphological means for signaling the relation between them. 

In some cases, the clause-level strategies can also apply to linked phrases or 

constituents within the clause. 

 As discussed in Chapter 9, many distinct activities (usually performed by the 

same subject) are expressed in Hup not through clause-level coordination, as 
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they would be in English, but through verb compounding, as in the following 

example: 

 

(1)  g-yamhi )dç/-/ -h  
  drink-sing-PERF-DECL 

  ‘(They) were drinking and singing (at the same time).’ (cv) 

 

Such compounding involves co-subordination at the nuclear level (in the termi-

nology of Foley and Van Valin 1984), whereas in Hup linking or ‘nexus’ at the 

peripheral level (i.e., involving whole predicates) is preferred for events that are 

conceptually relatively less integrated. This latter type of linking is the subject 

of this chapter. 

 

 

18.1.1. Juxtaposition strategy 

 

The most common strategy in Hup for both phrasal and clausal coordination is 

the simple juxtaposition of the coordinated elements, or ‘zero strategy’ (cf. J. 

Payne 1985b: 25). Clues that this is indeed clausal coordination include intona-

tion (which tends to descend further sentence-finally than between coordinated 

clauses), pause phenomena (which tend to be longer and more salient between 

sentences), and the general absence of ‘resummarizing’ devices such as y n h-
yó/ (that.ITG.be.like-SEQ) ‘and after that’ between coordinated clauses.  

 Clausal juxtaposition can be used to express events occurring in succession, 

and those happening at the same time, as in examples (2–3). Note that verb 

compounding is not appropriate in these cases because the events are not really 

integrated conceptually, and in (3) because the predicates have different sub-

jects. 

 

(2)  nút  t h- n  d’o/-cQNpe-g’et-y /- y=mah,     
  here 3sg-OBJ take-astraddle-stand-TEL-DYNM=REP   

 

  t h- n  t h  yók-óh 

  3sg-OBJ 3sg poke-DECL 

  ‘(He) made him stand with legs apart like this, (and) he poked him.’ (txt) 
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(3)  núp t h  k m n-g’ét-ay-áh,  
  this 3sg wrap.arms.around-stand-INCH-DECL 

 

  t h- n  dçw h n’Qm’-g’ét-éy=cud,  t n ‡h  yã amb -óh ! 
  3sg-OBJ cheek  lick-stand-DYNM=INFR 3sg.POSS dog-DECL 

  ‘He’s standing like this with his arms around (the dog), and (it) is licking  

  his cheek, his dog!’ (txt) 

 

 Variants of a clause (as well as its constituents; see §17.3.1) are often re-

peated or paraphrased for rhetorical effect in Hup discourse, and these are also 

typically coordinated with the main clause via the juxtaposition strategy: 

 

(4)  n -n’ ‡h m y hi-j’ ‚p-/ -y    yæêh=mah, t h- h,  m y  

  this-NMZ house FACT-tie-PERF-DYNM FRUST=REP 3sg-DECL house   

 

  t h  hi-j’ ‚p-yQê‚h-æêh 

  3sg FACT-tie-FRUST-DECL 

  ‘She had tied up the house like this (i.e., the door) in vain; she had tied up  

  the house in vain.’ (txt) 

 

 The juxtaposition strategy is likewise used to coordinate multiple arguments 

(bearing the same grammatical relation to the verb) within a single clause 

(§6.7). 

 

 

18.1.2. Vowel-initial Boundary Suffixes and clause linkage 

 

Hup’s vowel-initial Boundary Suffixes (see §3.4.1.2) are those which usually 

occur on verbal predicates in main clauses, where they indicate aspect and  

clause type (related to mood). However, several of them have a distinct function 

relating to the linking of clauses and other parts of discourse, and as such they 

typically occur in contexts where they would otherwise be ungrammatical. The 

use of these forms for clause linkage is a minor, relatively infrequent strategy in 

Hup, and is at this point not fully understood. It will be treated relatively briefly 

here; more information on these suffixes is given in the sections focusing on 

their primary uses, in other chapters. 

 As discussed in §17.3.2, the Declarative marker -V êh occasionally occurs in 

environments where it ordinarily cannot appear: following another Boundary 

Suffix on a verb. Normally, a single Boundary Suffix is all that a verb requires, 

and the Boundary Suffixes are in most circumstances mutually exclusive (see 

§3.4.1.2 and §8.3). All of these non-canonical uses of the Declarative involve 
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clause linkage, whereby the two clauses are associated in some general way – 

e.g., cause, explanation, etc.; the Declarative marker itself is thus understood to 

be a formal indicator of this linkage. 

 In (5–6) (repeated from §17.3.2), for example, the Declarative follows the 

Negative and the Dynamic Boundary Suffixes – an ungrammatical combination 

in independent clauses. Note that the non-canonical use of the Declarative can 

occur on either the initial or the final clause of the pair. 

 

(5)  m’Q‡h  h d  wæd-æy,  h d  hup-hipãh-nn h- h 
  snake  3pl  eat-DYNM 3pl  RFLX-know-NEG-DECL 

  ‘They eat snake, and (then) they lose all self-control.’ (cv) 

 

(6)  / n  b /- y- h,   /icáp   / n  có-óh 

  1pl  make-DYNM-DECL tomorrow 1pl  rest-DECL 

  ‘Today we work, and tomorrow we rest.’ (el) 

 

 A similar use of the Declarative for clause coordination involves its combi-

nation with the Filler syllable -Vw-. The -Vw-V êh combination occurs on the 

second of two coordinated clauses, where the second clause expresses a para-

phrase, explanation, or continuation of the idea expressed in the first, as in ex-

ample (7). Such a coordination-related function may be a more general feature 

of the Filler syllable, as well as of the Declarative, as discussed in §15.2.4 and 

below. 

  

(7)  yúp=mah  yúw-úh,   mçh y hod h d  n -çw- h   

  that.ITG=REP  that.ITG-DECL deer  hole 3pl  say-FLR-DECL 

  ‘So that was it, that which they should call the Deer’s Tomb.’ (txt) 

 

 The linking function of Declarative -V êh is not limited to clauses. It typically 

marks non-verbal entities that come after the main clause and appear as right-

dislocated arguments – tacked-on, associated packages of information (see 

§17.3.1–17.3.2). These Declarative-marked entities are usually restated or addi-

tional constituents of the main clause, which develop and/or clarify the original 

proposition: 
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(8)  macã-cák-maám   t h- n  t =wçn-hám-ay=mah  yúp,     
  heal-climb-REP.DST.CNTR 3sg-OBJ 3sg=follow-go-INCH=REP that.ITG   

 

  mih- h,  tah- n-aa h  

  turtle-DECL tapir-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘Having got well and climbed out (of the hole), he followed after him, 

   (did) the turtle, (after) the tapir.’ (txt, Umari Norte dialect) 

 

The Declarative marker also occurs optionally on coordinated nominal entities 

in a list of items (cf. §6.7 and §17.3.2). 

 These uses of the Declarative marker involve various distinct types of link-

age – between nominal constituents and between clauses, whether among like 

entities (such as the restated constituents of the main clause in [8]), or among 

different entities (such as the coordinated clauses in [5–7] and listed items). 

Nevertheless, they all involve the linking of entities on the same syntactic level. 

The Declarative marker can therefore be considered to have a kind of all-

purpose linking function, in addition to its more canonical role as a marker of 

Declarative clauses. 

The use of the Filler syllable -Vw- in combination with the Declarative suf-

fix -V êh to signal coordination (as in 7 above) may not be a property of the De-

clarative Boundary Suffix alone. There is evidence that this clause-linking func-

tion is also characteristic of the Filler syllable in combination with other 

Boundary Suffixes, although in limited contexts, as mentioned in §15.2.4. When 

the Filler syllable occurs coupled with the Interrogative suffix -V/, the combi-

nation -Vw-V/ has a coordinating function similar to that in (7) above. In addi-

tion, the combination of Filler syllable -Vw- and Inchoative -ay (yielding -Vw-
ay, which elsewhere indicates an inchoative event with long-term duration or 

consequences; see §12.3) appears in certain cases to have a clause-linking func-

tion relating to temporal simultaneity: ‘when (actor) begins to (verb)’: 

 

(9)  núp n N pæ-ææ w-ay,    wayd’ó/=teg-an=y /  
  this 2pl  go.upriver-FLR-INCH fly=STICK-DIR=TEL  

 

  n N pæ-Q/=b’ay ? 

  2pl  go.upriver-INT=AGAIN  

  ‘When you all went upriver, was it in a plane that you went?’ (cv) 

 

(10) húp- n  t h  wQd-tú-ww-ay,  p k- y=mah 

  person-OBJ 3sg eat-want-FLR-INCH shriek-DYNM=REP 

  ‘When he wants to eat people, he shrieks (to lure them near).’ (txt) 
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 The Dynamic suffix -V êy also has a function relating to the linking of entities 

in discourse. Like the Declarative marker, the Dynamic is a vowel-copying 

Boundary Suffix; it normally occurs only on verbal predicates, carries aspectual 

information, and (like all Boundary Suffixes) is mutually exclusive with other 

Boundary Suffixes. As discussed in §12.2, however, it can also appear in non-

canonical contexts – on non-verbal constituents and together with other Bound-

ary Suffixes. This is especially common in co-occurrence with the Emphatic 

Coordinator =nih in clause-linking contexts (see §18.1.3 below), but -V êy can 

also occur by itself following other Boundary Suffixes, such as the Negative in 

(11), to signal coordination between clauses – much as the Declarative does in 

(5) above. Finally, in what may be a related function, the Dynamic also appears 

in a few contexts as an attributive marker in certain nominal compound con-

structions (see §5.1.4 and §18.2.3 below). 

 

(11) t h  / h-n h- y,   t h  mæh-æh  

  3sg sleep-NEG-DYNM 3sg kill-DECL 

  ‘He didn’t sleep, he killed (fish).’ (ru) 

 

 How are we to understand the use of these clause-level morphemes to signal 

linking between clauses? While it is not yet clear how this came about, it is in 

fact relatively common cross-linguistically for clause- and sentence-level struc-

tures to migrate into the broader discourse context (see Evans 2007). As dis-

cussed below (§18.2.4.2), this has apparently occurred with the Dependent 

marker -Vp in Hup, which not only indicates dependency between clauses, but 

also appears on independent clauses and even clausal constituents as a marker 

of emphasis and topic. Similarly, the other vowel-copying Boundary Suffixes 

mentioned above may have moved from being purely clause-level features to 

having a function within the sentence or wider discourse.  

 

 

18.1.3. Emphatic Coordinator =nih  

 

The enclitic =nih has a function related to clause linking. It is conjunction-like, 

but serves a variety of other linking functions that are not typical of conjunc-

tions cross-linguistically. In general, it links a predication to a previous asser-

tion, which may occur either within the same sentence, or in the preceding dis-

course context. As is somewhat atypical for conjunctions cross-linguistically, it 

tends (with some exceptions) to occur sentence- or utterance-finally, on the 

final clause of two (or more) conjoined clauses. As mentioned above, however, 

this position is consistent with the clause-final placement of morphology in Hup 

generally. 
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 The Emphatic Coordinator =nih is an optional, emphatic coordinating de-

vice, rather like English ‘too’ (which also occurs sentence-finally; e.g., “I ate 

beans and I drank beer too”). Its main function appears to be one of emphasiz-

ing that the clause is comparable or parallel to the associated assertion. The 

linked clauses are typically temporally simultaneous (where temporality is rele-

vant) and conceptually closely related, involving a restatement or development 

of the same idea. Note that this coordinating function of =nih appears to be 

similar to that of the non-canonical uses of Declarative -V êh (above), but that the 

latter tends to link clauses that are temporally not simultaneous. 

 The Emphatic Coordinator =nih can attach to virtually any part of speech, 

and the phrase bearing =nih typically acts as a predicate. The most interesting 

morphological feature of =nih is that it is very frequently preceded by the Dy-

namic Boundary Suffix -V êy, and it licenses this suffix to appear in environ-

ments where it would otherwise be ungrammatical (see also §12.2 and above). 

Otherwise restricted mainly to verbal and adjectival predicates in main clauses, 

the Dynamic suffix when followed by =nih can attach to other Boundary Suf-

fixes, adverbials, nouns, etc. This is undoubtedly related to the more general 

clause-linking function of Dynamic -V êy, as discussed in §18.1.2 above. Also, 

the use of the Dynamic marker plus =nih to link two temporally simultaneous 

or conceptually closely related assertions can perhaps be understood as an ex-

tension (to the discourse level) of the aspectual use of -V êy within the clause, 

where it signals that the event is concurrent with the speech moment or the tem-

poral frame of reference (cf. §12.2). When it precedes =nih, the Dynamic suffix 

is typically made phonologically prominent with extra stress and length. 

 The examples below illustrate the use of =nih to express coordinated asser-

tions about a single topic. These develop and restate a single point or idea, and 

the clauses are on the same syntactic level. The marker =nih (which is directly 

or indirectly preceded by the Dynamic suffix) is highlighted in bold. Specifi-

cally non-canonical uses of the Dynamic (as licensed by =nih) are also in bold. 

 

(12) /ãh hipãh-y /-ay   b g  /ãêh-ã êh,   
  1sg know-TEL-INCH  HAB 1sg-DECL    

   

  n - y   b g=nnih   /ãêh-ãp=h   /ãh / d- w-ay 

  say-DYNM HAB=EMPH.CO 1sg-DEP=TAG2 1sg speak-FLR-INCH 

  ‘I always start thinking (of another story); I always keep talking once I  

  get started.’ (txt) 

 

(13) pán ham-n h- p=/ h, y t=y / g’ã ê/-ãp=/ h- êy=nih   

  sloth go-NEG-DEP=MSC thus=TEL be.suspended=MSC-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘The sloth is the one that doesn’t go, that stays thus in one place.’ (el) 
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(14) c h-n h=mah yúp  m h-iw- h,  t h- n  w n-çw- h.   
  tire-NEG=REP that.ITG turtle-FLR-DECL 3sg-OBJ follow-FLR-DECL  

 

  j’ b baktúk=hin  næn-æy=nnih,    nQn-hi-w g,     
  night dark=also  come-DYNM=EMPH.CO come-FACT-day    

 

  nQn-hi-d’ú/=mah 

  come-FACT-afternoon=REP 

  ‘That turtle did not get tired, (as he) followed him (Tapir). He came along  

  in the darkness too, came in the morning, came in the afternoon.’ (txt,  

  Umari Norte dialect) 
 

(15) d’o/-ye-yó/  / n- n, y t-y /- y  p d=nnih,  
  take-enter-SEQ 1pl-OBJ thus-TEL-DYNM DIST=EMPH.CO 

 

  b’oy-ye-n h- y    p d-- y=nih,   có-wag-áh  
  study-enter-NEG-DYNM DIST-DYNM=EMPH.CO rest-day-DECL 
  ‘Having brought us into the village, it was just the same,we still didn’t go  

  to church on Sundays.’ (txt) 

 

 The Emphatic Coordinator is most frequently preceded by Dynamic -V êy, but 

may instead occur with the Inchoative marker -ay. Just as the presence of =nih 

imparts extra phonological prominence and a freer distribution to the Dynamic, 

it also conditions stress on the preceding Inchoative marker -ay (which is oth-

erwise lexically specified as unstressed), as in example (16). This stress assign-

ment is clearly particular to =nih, since other unstressed enclitics (such as evi-

dentials) do not have this effect on preceding -ay.  
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(16) t h  wçn-hám-ah… “h ‚êt t h  hám-ã/ j’ám ?   h ‚-m’æ   
  3sg follow-go-DECL where 3sg go-INT DST.CNTR Q-MEAS  

   

  j’ám   t h  hám-ã/ ?” t h  n -mah-ah;   
  DST.CNTR 3sg go-INT  3sg say-REP-DECL   

 

  b ‡g-ááy=nih    n - y   p d=mah yúp,  yup   

  long.time-INCH=EMPH.CO  say-DYNM DIST=REP  that.ITG that.ITG  

 

  t h  / h-/ -p    hód-óh 

  3sg sleep-PERF-DEP  hole-DECL 
  ‘He went following him… “Where did he go? When did he go  

  (by here)?” he said; and it was for a long time that he kept asking (this), 

  at each place he (Tapir) had slept.’ (txt, Umari Norte dialect) 

 

 The Emphatic Coordinator =nih is also acceptable in an interrogative: 

 

(17) h ‚êp=b’ay  c c?  /ãh wQd-hitæ/-key-n ‡N !      
  where=AGAIN INTERJ 1sg eat-do.as.if-see-COOP   

   

  h ê‚p=y /  t h  n h- y=nnih ? 
  how=TEL  3sg be.like-DYNM=EMPH.CO  

  ‘How is it, hey? I’ll try some, what’s it like?’ (cv) 

 

 A degree of conceptual integration of events is crucial to the use of =nih 

(although cooperation or involvement between the participants is not). In exam-

ple (18), simultaneity is an important aspect of this integration; if Mouro went 

fishing first and returned before I went, speakers would instead use Distributive 

p d ‘also’ (see §12.9.1) rather than =nih. Likewise, the Emphatic Coordinator 

=nih is not used for two simultaneous events that are conceptually more dis-

tinct; in (19), the clauses are coordinated via the juxtaposition strategy, while 

the Proximative Contrast particle páh on the second clause contributes an adver-

sative sense (‘but’): 

 

(18) mówdu h Ùp k k- p hám-ay,  /ãêh=hin  hçÙ‚p  
  Mouro fish pull-DEP go-DYNM  1sg=also  fish  

 

  k k- p  hám-ay=nnih  

  pull-DEP  go-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘Mouro went fishing, and I went fishing too.’ (el) 
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(19) /ába b’ t-an hám-ay,  mówdu h Ùp k k- p  

  Alba roça-DIR go-DYNM  Mouro fish pull-DEP  

 

  hám-ay  páh   (**=nih) 

  go-DYNM  DST.CNTR (*=EMPH.CO) 

  ‘Alba went to the roça, but Mouro went fishing.’ (el) 

 

 As the coordinated clauses in (20) illustrate, the linking of simultaneous, as-

sociated events or states can involve an explicit contrast. Also note that the Em-

phatic Coordinator morpheme (and preceding -V êy) is not limited to the last 

clause, but can occur on both. 

 

(20) t h=dó w n-çp=/ h- y=nih,      

  3sg=red follow-DEP=MSC-DYNM=EMPH.CO  

 

  t h=tohó  wçn-n h- w-- y=nih   

  3sg=white follow-NEG-FLR-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘The brown (dog) chases animals, while the white one does not.’ (el) 

 

 The Emphatic Coordinator =nih is used not only with coordinated clauses 

in the same sentence, but also across speakers in discourse. For example, it of-

ten occurs on successive assertions about the same topic by different partici-

pants in conversation. In (21), speaker A chimes in to add something to what 

speaker B says. Example (22) involves three different speakers involved in a 

conversation about hair: according to the myth, among the various possessions 

the different peoples received at the time of their origin (in the Boiling Hole 

into which they were told to jump) were a number of leaves, of which the dif-

ferent types determined the type of hair each people would have (longer and 

blacker vs. shorter and less luxuriant). Note that while Dynamic -V êy (or In-

choative -ay) is usually found with =nih, it is not required in all contexts (21). 

 

(21) A) y -có/=y /   p d  yúw-úh,   c /  deh có/=y / p d  
     there.ITG-LOC=TEL DIST that.ITG-DECL slug water LOC=TEL DIST 

      ‘It’s over there too, where Slug Creek is.’  

 

  B) wá/ah     có/=nnih  
     other.side.of.water LOC=EMPH.CO 

    ‘And on the other side of the creek.’ 
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  A) wá/ah     có/  

     other.side.of.water LOC 

    ‘On the other side of the creek.’ (cv) 

 

(22) A) /ãêh-ãp núp púp=g’Qt-ææ y=nih    k h d’o/-ní-p !  
   1sg-DEP this paxiuba=leaf-DYNM=EMPH.CO ADVR take-INFR2-DEP 

   ‘But as for me, I certainly got that paxiuba leaf too!’ (laughs)  

 

  B) /ãêh-ãp y t-cáp-ááy=nih=cud  k h  

   1sg-DEP thus-INTS1=EMPH.CO=INFR ADVR 

   ‘For me it’s definitely the same too!’  

 

  C) h dn ‡h- p   y t  cáp-ááy=nih=cud=po/     bá/,   
   3pl.POSS-DEP thus INTS1-INCH=EMPH.CO=INFR=EMPH1 PROTST  

     

   w h=g’æt--æ y=nih=cud 
   pataua=leaf-DYNM=EMPH.CO=INFR 
   ‘But theirs (Tukanos’) was thus though, (they got) the patauá leaf,  

   apparently!’ 

 

  A) w h=g’Qt d’o/-n h=mah  

   pataua=leaf take-NEG=REP 

   ‘It wasn’t the patauá leaf they got, they say.’  

 

  B) n -n’ ‡h ciw b=g’Qt  náw !  
   this-NMZ bacaba=leaf  good 

   ‘It was that nice bacaba leaf!’ 

 

  A) ciw b=g’Qt  /ap d-y /- y=nih=mah   
   bacaba=leaf  immediately-TEL-DYNM=EMPH.CO=REP  

 

   h d  d’o/-cak-g’ét-éh 

   3pl  take-climb-stand-DECL 

   ‘And they grabbed the bacaba leaf immediately and climbed out with  

   it!’ (cv) 

 

 In another discourse-related use, the Emphatic Coordinator =nih is some-

times used in response to questions, as in example (23) – the response to my 

asking after someone’s illness (and where the Dynamic suffix would otherwise 

be ungrammatical after the Negative marker). The Emphatic Coordinator is 
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especially common when providing an ‘it just is’ type of answer, using the ‘no 

reason’ particle hi ); for example, a teenager answered my question, ‘Why did 

you leave school?’ with (24). The Emphatic Coordinator in these instances may 

serve to link the response back to the preceding discourse, or even to the ques-

tion itself.  

 

(23) pe/-w dnQ‡n   j’ap-n h-- y=nih 
  sick-arrive.come break-NEG-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘The fever still hasn’t broken.’ (cv) 

 

(24) h ê  /ãh way-y /- y=nnih 
  only 1sg go.out-TEL-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘I just left.’ (cv) 

 

 Further examples of Emphatic Coordinator =nih are given below. These 

can function to indicate coordination among noun phrases (cf. §6.7); =nih may 

appear on a verb, an adverbial expression, or even a predicate nominal. 

 

(25) cug’Q‡t m y-an  ní- y=nnih,      

  book  house-DIR be-DYNM=EMPH.CO  

 

  dapicéda=hin ní- y=nih… 

  pen(Pt)=also  be-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘And the book is in the house, and the pen is there too…’ (el) 

 

(26) t n ‡h  páy  ni-/ -y=cud,   d’ wy /=nnih,    

  3sg.POSS baggage be-PERF-DYNM=INFR today=EMPH.CO 

 

  t h  tçn-ham-hu ê‚/-u ê‚h 

  3sg hold-go-finish-DECL 

  ‘His stuff was there (yesterday), and then today, he took it all away.’ (cv)  

 

(27) núp tçê‚h-çê‚t=/ y=d’ h,  cã êp=y /  b’ y /  / d- h…  
  this pig-OBL=who=PL  other=TEL only  speak-DECL 

   

  núp / n ‡h=hin  cã êp=y /- y=nih    k h 

  this 1pl.POSS=also other=TEL-DYNM=EMPH.CO ADVR 

  ‘Those people from Serra dos Porcos all have a different speech… but  

  our language is different too.’ (txt) 
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 Finally, Hup speakers occasionally use the conjunction /ó (probably bor-

rowed from Portuguese ou ‘or’, via Tukano)
198

 together with =nih in environ-

ments of coordination, as in (28). However, /ó is more commonly used in dis-

junctive expressions (see §18.1.5 below). 

 

(28) patí b /- y=nnih,     /ó  pedú b /- y=nnih   

  Pattie work-DYNM=EMPH.CO  or  Pedro work-DYNM=EMPH.CO 

  ‘Pattie worked, and Pedro worked too.’ (el) 

 

 

18.1.4. Adversative Conjunction k h  
 

Hup speakers use the adversative conjunction-like form k h199
 (‘but, though, on 

the other hand’) to signal a semantic opposition to a previous clause or assertion 

in discourse, and it can also occur in expressions of disjunction (usually in 

combination with the disjunctive marker /ó; see §18.1.5 below). Use of Adver-

sative k h is limited to declarative clauses, while the Alternative Interrogative 

form =ha/ is used to indicate disjunction in ‘either or’ questions (see §17.4.4). 

 Adversative k h is a peripheral formative (a particle), which cannot occur in 

the verbal Inner Suffix position (unlike Hup’s fluid formatives). It usually fol-

lows the last of two (or more) coordinated predicates. Example (29) illustrates 

its use in coordinating two clauses within the same sentence. In examples (30–

31), it occurs on an independent clause that is linked to the preceding discourse. 

The speaker in (31) had been talking about the challenge of keeping one’s chil-

dren fed.  

 

(29) t h=tQ)h/íp=mah  cípmQh=mah,  t h=y / póg=mah kk h ! 
  3sg=child.father=REP  small=REP   3sg=TEL big=REP  ADVR 

  ‘Her husband is small, but she is big, they say!’ (cv) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
198

 Consultants who speak Portuguese identify this as a Portuguese borrowing. 
199

 A phonetically identical form kah appears in the verb compound kah-k d- (kah + 
‘pass’) ‘step over (something)’ and in the locative postposition kak h ‘between’, but 

there is no evidence that this resemblance is anything other than homonymy. 
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(30) y t=mah  t h- n  t h  g’ ç-d’o/-póg-b’ay-áh,   
  thus=REP  3sg-OBJ 3sg bite-take-EMPH1-AGAIN-DECL 

 

  h t=b’ay-áh,   t n ‡h  mumuy=cúm, ba/t ‡b’- n-ah.  
  alligator=AGAIN-DECL 3sg.POSS arm=beginning spirit-OBJ-DECL   

 

  t h- p  húp  ham-y /-ay=mah  kk h  

  3sg-DEP person go-TEL-INCH=REP  ADVR 

  ‘So then he bit him, (did) the alligator, on his upper arm, (bit) the spirit. 

  But as for him, the man, (he) got away.’ (txt) 

 

(31) tæêh  pã Ù=d’ h- p=y /  náw kk h   

  offspring NEG:EX=PL-DEP=TEL good ADVR 

  ‘(For those) with no kids, on the other hand, it’s all right.’ (sp)  

 

 The Adversative Conjunction is in general optional; clauses in an adversa-

tive relationship can also be expressed by simple juxtaposition, as in (32) (note 

that k h is acceptable here, although the speaker did not choose to use it): 

 

(32) /ãêh-ãp g-na/-m’uj-n h       j’ám-ãp,  
  1sg-DEP drink-lose.consciousness-do.a.lot-NEG DST.CNTR-DEP   

    

  n -d’ h- p  dó/=d’ h- p  g-ná/-ay !  
  this-PL-DEP  child=PL-DEP  drink-lose.consciousness-DYNM  

  ‘As for me, I didn’t get very drunk, (but) as for those kids, they did get  

  drunk!’ (txt) 

 

 The use of k h is not limited to expressing a semantic opposition between 

the clause it marks and a preceding assertion. It can also mark a clash between 

reality and intent or effort – in other words, between the situation expressed by 

a clause and another possible world of which the listener is expected to be   

aware: 

 

(33) b ‡g=mah=y /   t h  n h- h,  ham-g’ó/-óh;  
  long.time=REP=TEL 3sg be.like-DECL go-go.about-DECL 

   

   hãyám hup-hipãh-n h-ay=mah  kk h t h- w- p 

  town  RFLX-know-NEG-INCH=REP ADVR 3sg-FLR-DEP 

  ‘For a long time she did thus, wandered about; she didn’t know where her  

  village was.’ (txt)  
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 As discussed in §15.2.3, Adversative k h belongs to a small class of focus 

markers (of which -áh is the unmarked form) that resemble each other phonol-

ogically (i.e., they all end in [ah]) and pattern in similar ways. In particular, in 

expressions like (33–34) which require a focus marker (because the clause ends 

in a subject that takes the Dependent marker, producing an emphatic construc-

tion), k h can fill this slot (while maintaining its adversative semantics).  

 

(34) pót/ah có/-óy=d’ h- p  cã êp=y /  kk h / d- p  

  upriver LOC-DYNM=PL-DEP other=TEL ADVR speech-DEP 

  ‘As for the upriver folks, (it’s) actually quite different, their speech.’ (txt) 

 

 

18.1.5. Disjunction 

 

To indicate an explicit disjunction, speakers may simply express the options as 

two coordinated clauses or phrases, each marked with the Epistemic modality 

particle /u )hníy ‘maybe’ (usually together with the Inferred evidential cud, see 

§14.9.3): 

 

(35) w h cím’- y=cud  / hni ¤y, yã amb  g’ ç- y=cud  / hníy  

  hawk claw-DYNM=INFR maybe dog    bite-DYNM=INFR maybe 

  ‘Either the hawk clawed (it), or the dog bit (it), apparently.’ (el) 

 

 The borrowed form /ó (from Portuguese ou ‘or’, cf. §18.1.3 above) is in 

common use to indicate disjunction, either instead of or in addition to the strat-

egy in (35) above, as illustrated in example (36). Note that disjunctive /ó typi-

cally occurs twice, coming before each of the two expressed options individu-

ally – exactly as Portuguese speakers use ou…ou in either/or expressions – 

rather than following only the second option (the pattern more typical of Hup 

linking formatives). This is also distinct from the less common conjunctive 

‘and’ use of /ó (example 28 above), where it occurs only once, between the two 

coordinated entities. The Adversative particle k h can also appear at the end of 

the sentence as an extra signal of the disjunction (with or without /ó). However, 

this is only a marginal function of k h; not only is k h optional here, but it also 

is not by itself indicative of a disjunction, as example (37) illustrates.   
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(36) //ó  /atúdu=cud/ hníy, /ó  cibínu=cud/ hníy,  

  or  Arthur=INFR.maybe or  Silvino=INFR.maybe  

 

  ham-y /-c ê‚w- ‚êy    kk h  

  go-TEL-COMPL-DYNM  ADVR 

  ‘It was maybe Arturo, or on the other hand maybe Silvino who already 

  left.’ (el) 

 

(37) /atúdo, cibíno  ham-y /-c ê‚w- ê‚y   / hníy kk h  

  Arthur Silvino go-TEL-COMPL-DYNM maybe ADVR 

  ‘Arthur and Silvino may have already left, however.’ (el) 

 

 The borrowed form /ó is also frequently used without k h to link disjoined 

nominal entities in a list:  

 

(38) /ó cã êp g’ ,  /ó m ta/áp g’ , /ãh b /-ni-té-h 

  or other  year or three  year 1sg work-be-FUT-DECL 

  ‘Next year, or a third year, I’ll stay here to work’ (sp) 

 

(39) / n  key-b’áy-át  yúp,  hçÙ‚p=d’ h g’ã ê/-b’ay-áh.  
  1pl  see-return-OBL that.ITG fish=PL  be.suspended-AGAIN-DECL 

 

  /o d’ób=d’ h, /o tçnyay g,  /o yáy,  /o  g’ wd’ k,  
  or acará=PL  or jacundá.sp. or traira.sp. or   tubo  

    

  /o báh,  /o pæêy=d’ h, yúp  h pk k- t  g’ã ê/-ãêh 
  or acara.sp. or acara.sp.=PL that.ITG fish.pull-OBL be.suspended-DECL 

  ‘When we go back to look, fish are hanging (from the hooks). Acará,  

  or jacundá, or traira sp., or tubo, or acará sp., or acará sp., these are  

  hanging from the fishhooks.’ (txt) 

 

 

18.2. Subordination and cosubordination 

 

The majority of Hup’s clause-linking strategies involve a combination of a main 

clause and a dependent clause. The verb in the dependent clause typically takes 

a Boundary Suffix (see §3.4.1.2) that specifies its relationship to the main   

clause. In general, this dependent-clause verb lacks inflection for tense-aspect-

mode, illocutionary force, or even – in some cases – negation; these are usually 
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specified on the verb in the main clause, which typically takes one of the vowel-

initial Boundary Suffixes. 

 The combination of a dependent clause and a main clause is typical of both 

subordination and cosubordination phenomena cross-linguistically, according to 

the typology proposed by Foley and Van Valin (1984; cf. Van Valin and La 

Polla 1997). In cases of subordination, the dependent clause is an argument or a 

modifier of the main clause; examples include relative clauses, complement 

clauses, and adverbial clauses, all of which occur in Hup. Where cosubordina-

tion is involved, on the other hand, the dependent clause (so defined by its in-

ability to stand as an independent sentence) acts as neither modifier nor argu-

ment of the main clause. 

 A number of Hup clause types can be said to involve cosubordination. At 

least two of these – dependent clauses indicating sequential events (marked with 

-yo , §18.2.6.3) and simultaneous events (marked with -m , §18.2.6.4) – are 

also arguably examples of clause-chaining, which exists in Hup’s Tukanoan and 

Tariana neighbors as well. Cross-linguistically, phenomena typically associated 

with clause-chaining include (in addition to cosubordinate status) attention to 

temporality (sequence and simultaneity), the lack of a conjunction heading the 

dependent clause (rather, temporal or circumstantial meaning is marked on the 

verb), and switch-reference particles marking whether the dependent clause has 

the same subject or a different subject from the associated clause (cf. Longacre 

1985: 264–267). Sequential -yo  and Simultaneous -m  clauses conform to this 

prototype for the most part, except for the fact that they lack special markers of 

switch-reference (which are entirely absent in Hup). However, Sequential 

clauses almost always involve the same subject as that found in the main clause, 

whereas Simultaneous clauses involve a different subject; they thus exhibit sen-

sitivity to switch-reference phenomena. This marginal switch-reference feature 

in Hup may have developed via contact with Tukanoan languages; Aikhenvald 

(2003a: 515) notes that areal diffusion appears to have motivated the develop-

ment of the phenomenon in Tariana, and a similar shift in Hup would be no 

surprise given the profound extent to which areal diffusion has influenced other 

aspects of Hup grammar. 

 

 

18.2.1. Quoted speech 

 

Directly quoted speech constitutes the least canonical case of subordination in 

Hup, because it involves the combination of two (or more) finite clauses, nei-

ther of which is morphologically marked as dependent on the other (and thus 

not clearly ‘subordinate’). The quoted material forms a complete, main-clause 

utterance – no different from any other independent utterance in Hup – and 

(with the exception of a few cases involving the rapid exchange of dialogue, in 
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which the quoted speech forms an independent clause) it is always framed by an 

associated main clause involving the verb nç- ‘say’.  

 Despite the fact that neither clause has any morphological marking of de-

pendence, their relationship is best analyzed as one of subordination. As the 

examples below illustrate, the framing verb ‘say’ – which requires a comple-

ment – always follows the quotation; accordingly, treating ‘say’ as the main 

verb and the quoted speech as its embedded complement is consistent with 

Hup’s verb-final constituent order. In addition, arguments of ‘say’ (particularly 

an object addressee, as in 43 below) can, although rarely do, precede the quoted 

speech, a further indication that the latter is dependent and embedded.  

 

(40) “núh pé/-éy=h ,    / n-ah,”   /ãh n - y,   

    head sick-DYNM=NONVIS 1sg.OBJ-DECL 1sg say-DYNM  

 

  nç-y /-ay   t h- n,  /ãêh-ã êh 

  say-TEL-INCH 3sg-OBJ 1sg-DECL 

  ‘“I have a headache,” I said, I said (that) to her.’ (cv) 

 

(41) “/ n   d’o/-næn,  mæh!”  n - y, “/ãêh g-n ‡N!”  n - y 

    1sg.OBJ take-come.IMP yng.sister  say-DYNM 1sg drink-COOP say-DYNM 

  ‘“Bring me some, younger sister!” (I) said, “I’ll drink some!” (I) said.’   

  (cv) 

 

(42) “wQd-n h n N níh !  póh n N d’o/-cak-w’ob-y /,  
    eat-NEG  2pl  be.IMP high 2pl  take-climb-set-TEL.IMP 

 

  / n  p /-có/-ay=nih,     n N wæd !” h d  n - h 

  1pl  dabacuri-LOC-INCH=EMPH.CO 2pl  eat.IMP 3pl  say-DECL 

  ‘“You all don’t eat (it)! Put it up high, and when we hold our dabacuri,  

  you all eat (it)!” they said.’ (txt) 

 

(43) yúp   yaw ç   t h=tæh/ín- n,   “c w-/áy!”   t h   n - h 

  that.ITG titi.monkey 3sg=child.mother-OBJ cook-VENT.IMP  3sg  say-DECL 

  ‘So (regarding) that monkey, to his wife, “Cook (it)!” he said.’ 

  (i.e., ‘He told his wife to cook the monkey.’) (txt) 

 

 The quoted speech construction with ‘say’ is also used with more marginally 

linguistic phenomena, such as someone’s unspoken thoughts, laughter (as in 

example 44), or other noises – even if made by animals or inanimate objects (cf. 

§15.7 on ideophones).  
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(44) ‘“hehé !’    n - y   h d=wá=d’ h,  / n-ah 

    (laughing noise)  say-DYNM 3pl=old.woman=PL 1sg.OBJ-DECL 

  ‘“Ha ha!” said those old bags (women) to me.’ (cv) 

 

 The framing verb nç- ‘say’ can be part of a larger verb compound: 

 

(45) ‘“yók,  yók !’  t h  nç-k dd’ob-y /-ay-áh,  
    poke.IMP poke.IMP 3sg say-pass.go.to.river-TEL-INCH-DECL  

 

  “yók !”  n - y=mah 

  poke.IMP  say-DYNM=REP 

  ‘“Poke, poke (me)!” he said as he came down to the water, “poke (me)!”  

  he said, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

 That the verb nç- ‘say’ is itself a crucial part of the quoted speech construc-

tion is illustrated by the fact that other verbs relating to various speech acts 

(‘ask’, ‘scold’, ‘call’, etc.) cannot take quoted speech as a complement. Even 

quoted questions are framed with ‘say’ (rather than ih-key- ‘ask’), just as are 

statements: 

 

(46) ‘“h )-n’ ‡h=pó-y   /ám / /=tQê‚h ?!  h )-n’ ‡h /ám- n  
     Q-NMZ=EMPH1-DYNM 2sg mother=son  Q-NMZ 2sg-OBJ   

 

  h êh- / ?”   n - y=mah 

  make.noise-INT  say-DYNM=REP  

  ‘“What in the world are you doing, mother’s son?! What’s making that  

  noise (come) from you?” he said.’ (txt) 

 

Such speech act verbs can appear in the context of quoted speech, but they re-

quire the obligatory co-presence of ‘say’, which takes the quoted speech as its 

complement: 

 

(47) t h  //ey-wçn-y /-ay-áh,    “ h !   / n  yu-/é/ !  
  3sg call-follow-TEL-INCH-DECL (calling noise) 1sg.OBJ wait-PERF.IMP 

    

  núp /ãh hup-cúd-uw- n    wçy-n h /ám ?” t h nnç-p d- h 
  this 1sg RFLX-be.inside-FLR-OBJ  love-NEG  2sg   3sg say-DIST-DECL 

  ‘She followed after him calling, “Ooooh! Wait for me! Don’t you love  

  this one inside me (your unborn child)?” she was saying.’ (txt) 
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 Quoted speech is extremely common in Hup, especially in narrative dis-

course. However, it is possible to communicate indirect speech as well. This 

occurs mainly in the context of conversation. The primary mechanism for this is 

the Reportative evidential (see §14.9.4), which allows the speaker to relate the 

content of a proposition or even a command without restating the words of the 

original speaker.  

 Hup speakers prefer the Reportative evidential for presenting information 

that is considered immediately relevant to the speech moment and the situation 

at hand, whereas quoted speech is more likely to be independent of the current 

pragmatic context. For example, indirect speech via the Reportative is usually 

chosen to communicate something like ‘he said he’ll come’ when people are 

preparing for a trip and are discussing who will be a part of the group. Con-

versely, Hup speakers would prefer quoted, direct speech to say the same thing 

when relating a scene (usually including a more complete conversation) that 

took place between them (or someone else) and the other person. Quoted speech 

therefore communicates more than just content, but also contributes to re-create 

the scene by preserving the illocutionary force of the original utterance. Quoted 

and indirect speech can co-occur; in non-first-hand narrative, the Reportative 

evidential is typically used together with the verb ‘say’ in the clause framing the 

quoted speech (as in example 46 above), in reference to the fact that the tale 

itself is second-hand information (‘he said “X”, it’s told’).  

 In addition to the speech-reporting function of the Reportative evidential, 

commands and requests in Hup can be related indirectly by the verb yQ)h- ‘re-

quest, order’, which usually appears in compounds such as b /-yQ)h- ‘re-

quest/order to work’ (see §9.4.1.2). 

 

 

18.2.2. Cosubordination and predicate reduplication with ni- 
 

Hup relies on the verb ni- (which is idiosyncratic in a number of ways, see §8.4) 

to form a particular strategy of clausal cosubordination. According to this strat-

egy, which is strictly limited to ni- among Hup verbs, one or more dependent 

clauses is followed by utterance-final ni-. While ni- is inflected normally with a 

Boundary Suffix, thus constituting a main clause predicate, the verbs in the 

preceding predicates all lack the Boundary Suffix that is otherwise obligatory 

for verbs in Hup (except for those in apprehensive and imperative clauses; cf. 

§3.4.1.2 and §8.3). These dependent predicates carry the main information of 

the utterance and are neither arguments nor modifiers of the finite ni-clause – 

evidence that this strategy is one of cosubordination rather than subordination. 

The finite ni-, on the other hand, acts as a kind of ‘light’ or ‘dummy’ verb, con-
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veying no particular semantics but carrying the required inflection, the Bound-

ary Suffix.  

 The most frequent realization of this cosubordination strategy is the phe-

nomenon of ‘predicate reduplication’, which indicates a repeated event. This 

iconic strategy involves multiple repetitions of what is usually the same bare 

verb, often stated together with an object or adverbial expression (which is also 

repeated), followed by fully inflected ni-:  
 

(48) cã êw- n d’o/-cak-w’ob-y /,  cãêw- n  d’o/-cak-w’ob-y /,  
  other-OBJ take-climb-set-TEL  other-OBJ  take-climb-set-TEL 

  

  cã êw- n  d’o/-cak-w’ob-y /,  ní- y=mah 

  other-OBJ  take-climb-set-TEL  be-DYNM=REP 

  ‘(He) put another up (on the smoking-platform), and put another up, and 

   put another up, thus, it’s said.’ (txt)  
 

(49) h d- n  wQd-n /, h d- n  wQd-n /,   
  3pl-OBJ eat-give  3pl-OBJ eat-give     

   

  ni-yó/ p d=mah t h  way-y /-p d- h 

  be-SEQ DIST=REP  3sg go.out-TEL-DIST-DECL  

  ‘(He) would give them food, (always) give them food, having done thus  

  he would go out again, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

(50) y kán=y /  p d  w d-b’ y,  y kán-y /   p d   
  over.there=FOC DIST arrive-return over.there-FOC DIST  

 

  w d-b’ y,   ní- y=mah 

  arrive-return  be-DYNM=REP 

  ‘(He) arrived back there again, arrived back there again, it’s said.’  

  (i.e., he kept finding himself back at the house of the evil spirits.) (txt) 

 

Both same and different subjects may be encountered among the dependent 

clauses. Example (51) illustrates predicate (near-)reduplication with ni- for re-

peated verbs having different subjects, explicitly stated in succession: 
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(51) yúp=mah  h d  yçhçy-p d- h,  yã amb =hin yçh y,  
  that.ITG=REP  3pl  search-DIST-DECL dog=also   search 

 

  t h=hup=hín   yçh y, ní- y=mah 
  3sg=RFLX.INTS=also search  be-DYNM=REP 

  ‘So they were searching, the dog also searching, and he himself (boy)  

  also searching.’ (txt) 

 

 Although it applies on the clausal level, this strategy is closely related – both 

formally and functionally – to lexical reduplication in Hup. Verb stems undergo 

semi-productive reduplication to express an event or state that is intrinsically 

characterized by multiple repetitions, such as coughing (see §12.9.3). Predicate 

reduplication is preferred when the repetition is not an intrinsic characteristic of 

the verb, but rather applies to the entire situationally dependent event, including 

both the action and the participants. This is represented iconically by shifting 

the reduplication from the lexical to the predicative level, but still summing it 

up as one unified event with ni-. This similarity between lexical and predicate 

reduplication is even more apparent when the reduplicated predicate is com-

posed of only a single verb stem, with no repeated arguments and a common 

subject, as in examples (52–53). Indicators that this is predicate, rather than 

lexical, reduplication are the presence of ni-, the multiple repetitions of the verb 

(whereas a reduplicative verb stem involves only one repetition), and the fully 

copied CVC syllable form of the repeated verb (whereas reduplicated stems do 

not include non-homorganic medial consonant clusters). 

 

(52) núp p t  b /-yó/,  j’ ‚Ùp j’ Ù‚p j’ ‚Ùp ní- y    

  this circle work-SEQ wrap wrap wrap be-DYNM  

 

  h d  d’ h-d’ h-hám-b’ay-áh 

  3pl  send-send-go-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘Having made this loop, having wrap-wrap-wrapped (the string), they  

  would send (the top) off.’ (txt) 

 

(53) y )ê-n h-yó/,    wçê‚t  wçê‚t  ni-yó/=mah yúp… 
  that.ITG-be.like-SEQ pull.out pull.out be-SEQ=REP  that.ITG 

  ‘Then, having taken out, taken out, it’s said…’ (txt) 

 

Predicate reduplication with ni- can also involve the repetition of different 

predicates in the dependent clauses: 
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(54) k t-pæ,    d’o/-cud-pæ,     k t-pæ,      
  chop-go.upstream take-be.inside-go.upstream chop-go.upstream  

 

  d’o/-cud-pæ,     ní- y=mah 
  take-be.inside-go.upstream be-DYNM=REP  

  ‘He was cutting (fish) and going upstream, putting them inside (a basket)  

  and going upstream…it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

(55) yúp  cã êp d’ b,   mQh-y /,  cã êp d’ b,   

  that.ITG other  go.to.river kill-TEL  other go.to.river  

 

  cã êp  d’ b,   ní- y=mah 

  other  go.to.river be-DYNM=REP  

  ‘So another went down to the river, and was killed, another went down,  

  another went down, thus.’ (txt) 

 

 This use of ni- as a light verb following a bare verb in a dependent predicate 

is not limited to reduplicative predicates like those in the examples above. As 

discussed in §9.3, the same strategy also appears in a non-reduplicative con-

struction, involving a single dependent predicate or two (or more) different de-

pendent predicates with no repetition, as in the following examples: 

 

(56) t n ‡h  yã amb =b’ay nçh-k dhi-y /,   ni-y /-ay=cud 
  3sg.POSS dog=AGAIN   fall-pass.descend-TEL be-TEL-INCH=INFR  

  ‘His dog too fell down fast, apparently.’ (txt) 

 

(57) t w    deh h d  n -an,  b /-g’o/-/ay    ní-p d- h 
   Brazil.nut water 3pl  say-DIR work-go.about-VENT be-DIST-DECL 

  ‘We went to work at the place they call Rio Castanha.’ (txt) 

 

(58) y b d’ p,   kayak=t g  c Ùy’  / n  ni-té-h 

  cipó pull.down manioc=stem poke.in 1pl  be-FUT-DECL 

  We’ll both pull cipó and plant manioc.’ (el) 

 

This (non-reduplicative) bare predicate plus ni- sequence bears some resem-

blance to serial verb constructions in other languages (cf. §9.3); however, unlike 

serial verb constructions both in Hup and (typically) cross-linguistically, it al-

lows participant doubling (as in 58, where each verb has a different object). It is 

also reminiscent of a construction found in Tariana (Aikhenvald 2003a: 438), in 

which the Tariana verb ni- (‘do’; almost certainly related to Hup’s ni- via areal 
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diffusion) has what Aikhenvald terms a ‘recapitulating’ function in a serial verb 

construction.   

 In the Hup case, cosubordinative constructions with ni- are distinct from 

compounds of the form (Verb-ni-), even where the first verb form is followed 

immediately by ni- (as in 56–57). In contrast to (Verb-ni-) compounds, which 

do exist (and in which ni- acts as an auxiliary verb, as illustrated in example 

59), in contexts involving multiple predicates a slight pause typically precedes 

ni-. Both verbs also can have separate word-level stress (although this does not 

seem to be obligatory), whereas stress in a verb compound must occur only on 

the last root and/or on the Boundary Suffix (i.e., one to two primary stresses per 

word). Finally, Inner Suffixes cannot come between verb stems within com-

pounds in Hup, but can occur between the bare verb in the dependent clause and 

the following ni-; moreover, the same suffixes can appear again on ni-, as in the 

case of the Telic marker in example (56).
200

 These features suggest that the bare 

verb and ni- in cases like (56–57) above should be considered separate predi-

cates in a cosubordinate relationship, rather than as components of a single 

compound verb.  

 

(59) n’ikán=b’ay  t n ‡h  yã amb =b’ay  
  over.there=AGAIN 3sg.POSS dog=AGAIN  

 

   j’çm-tu/-g’et--ní-b’ay-áh 

  bathe-immerse-stand-be-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘Over there, his dog goes back into the water.’ (txt) 

 

 One additional case of ni- used as a light verb is mentioned here because of 

the similarity it bears to the constructions discussed above. This use occurs 

when the verb in the preceding dependent clause is marked with the Sequential 

marker -yó/, itself a Boundary Suffix, as in (60). Note that Sequential -yó/ 
marks a cosubordinate dependent clause, and normally requires a corresponding 

main clause; the light verb ni- is apparently chosen when no other main clause 

verb appears readily available (see §18.2.6.3 below). 

 

(60) t h  na/-y /-ay-áh.   t h  na/-yó/  nní- y, 
  3sg die-TEL-INCH-DECL 3sg die-SEQ  be-DYNM 

  ‘He died. When he was dead, 

   

                                                
200

 However, in rare cases the Telic marker (uniquely among Boundary Suffixes) does 

occur compound-internally, so this diagnostic is not fully reliable where it is concerned. 
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  d’o/-taw-ham-yó/   nní- y  t h- n  h d  j’ g 

  take-carry.together-SEQ   be-DYNM 3sg-OBJ 3pl  forest 

  having carried him away, they buried him 

 

  hQh -an  t h- n  kæ/-g’et-y /-ay   nní-ay-áh.  
  middle-DIR 3sg-OBJ bury-stand-TEL-INCH be-INCH-DECL 

  in the middle of the forest.  
 

  yúp  kæ/-g’o/-yó/,  w d-ye-yó/  nní- y,  “h )-có/  
  that.ITG bury-go.about-SEQ arrive-enter  be-DYNM  Q-LOC   

  Having buried him, after having come back to the village, 

 

  / n  ham-tég páh ?”   nç-g’et-g’ó/-óy    / n- h 

   1pl  go-FUT PRX.CNTR say-stand-go.about-DYNM 1pl-DECL 

   “where can we go?” we said, wandering about.’ (txt) 
 

 

18.2.3. Relative clauses 

 

Relative clauses in Hup are formed via the nominalization of a verb phrase. 

They are built on a gapping strategy – that is, the relativized or head nominal is 

external to the relative clause (although the relative clause may also be head-

less). A headed relative clause directly precedes the head nominal it modifies. 

This pattern is consistent with the nominal compound construction in Hup, 

where the modifying noun occurs in the N1 slot, followed by the head noun in 

the N2 slot (see §5.1);
201

 note that this is distinct from the pattern represented by 

adjectives, which always follow the noun they modify. Both restrictive and non-

restrictive relative clauses are encountered in Hup; there is no essential formal 

difference between them. In keeping with the NP Accessibility Hierarchy pro-

posed by Keenan and Comrie (1977), Hup allows relativization on subject, ob-

ject (including recipient/beneficiary), and oblique roles within the relative 

clause, but no others.  

 Hup has a variety of strategies for expressing relative clauses, which can be 

understood in terms of a continuum from headed to headless.
202

 A fully headed 

clause has a standard (free lexical) noun as its head, while a headless clause – 

                                                
201

 It is also relatively common for a demonstrative to precede the noun phrase formed 

by the relative clause + head noun (i.e., Dem – [RelCl] – Head nominal); this is also 

consistent with the pattern of nominal compounding in Hup.  
202

 Thanks to Orin Gensler for suggesting this interpretation. 
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by definition – lacks any head nominal at all. Intermediate between these are 

those clauses that take a bound noun as a head nominal; this bound noun is less 

semantically explicit than a full noun, and relies more on anaphoric reference to 

a previously mentioned (or physically present) entity: 

 

 Full noun as head – Bound nound as head – No head nominal 

  Headed <---------------------------------------> Headless 

 

 Whatever its position on this continuum, the relative clause is a nominaliza-

tion. Hup relies on a hodgepodge of available devices for indicating relative 

clause status, which depend on the presence or absence of a head nominal and 

the role of the relative clause (as subject, object, or oblique) within the main 

clause. Most of these are discussed in this section; an additional, more marginal 

strategy involving the nominalizing suffix -n’ h is discussed in §18.2.5 below. 

 Hup’s default subordinator in a relative clause is the Dependent marker -Vp, 

a Boundary Suffix that attaches directly to the verb. Normally, a relativized 

verb marked with -Vp is directly followed by a head nominal; this may be a full 

noun (example 61–62), or a bound noun (example 63). Use of a bound noun as 

the head nominal is generally preferred when one is available. Note that the 

Dependent marker -Vp has other functions in Hup besides its role in relative 

clauses; these are discussed in §18.2.4 below (see also §7.1.5), and these con-

structions are not necessarily nominalizations.  

 

(61) yúp  [h d key-/ -p]   hçh h=b’ay, ham-y / ní-ay-áh 
  that.ITG 3pl  see-PERF-DEP toad=AGAIN  go-TEL be-INCH-DECL 
  ‘That toad they were looking at, (it) went away.’ (txt) 

 

(62) [/ n  h d  yamhidç/-g’ p-çp]  mæy 

   1sg.OBJ 3pl  sing-serve-DEP   payment   

  ‘(It was) the payment for their singing to and serving me.’  

  (lit. their singing-and-serving-me payment) (cv)  
 

(63) y t=mah  yúp  húp=w d  w /-g’ét-éy,   
  thus=REP  that.ITG person=RESP  hear-stand-DYNM  

 

  [mçh  g’íg-ip]=/ h 

  inambu shoot.w/arrow-DEP=MSC 

  ‘There a man was standing listening, (it was) one who was shooting  

  inambu.’ (txt) 
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 Where a relative clause refers to a plural entity, the Plural marker =d’ h 
may attach to the head noun, but may alternatively replace the head noun and 

Dependent marker as the unique subordinator for the clause. As is consistent 

with Hup’s system of ‘split plurality’ (cf. §4.4.1), only relative clauses referring 

to animate entities may be overtly marked as plural with =d’ h. Both of these 

options ([Verb=d’ h] and [Verb-Vp + Head.nominal=d’ h]) are possible for 

most animate plural referents, as example (64) illustrates; however, the mascu-

line/gender-neutral bound noun =/ h is virtually never followed by =d’ h, but 

is only replaced by it (whether in a relative clause or in a compound noun, see 

§4.4.1A).  

 

(64) a) tã/ãêy=n’ n  t h  mæh-æy,  [t h ní=]n’ n-ã êh 
   woman=PL.OBJ 3sg beat-DYNM 3sg be=PL.OBJ-DECL   

   ‘He hits the women, those with whom he stays.’ 

 

  b)  [t h ní- p]=/ãêy=n’ n  t h  mæh-æy 
   3sg be-DEP=FEM=PL.OBJ 3sg beat-DYNM 

   ‘He hits the women with whom he stays.’ (el) 

 

Where=d’ h is the only subordinator, it essentially fills the role of head 

nominal, on a par with a bound noun (i.e., ‘those who V’), and it takes the place 

of the Dependent marker -Vp, which is otherwise required on the relativized 

verb preceding all head nominals (whether bound or full). Apparently, given 

that Plural =d’ h is (for the most part) only grammatical with nominals in Hup, 

-Vp is unnecessary as an additional default nominalizer. That =d’ h possesses 

qualities of – and substitutes for – both the head noun and the subordinating 

suffix suggests that relative clauses of this type are truly intermediate between 

headed and headless. This is further supported by fact that [verb=d’ h] clauses 

resemble -Vp marked headless relative clauses (see below) in that they may be 

ambiguously interpreted as either a relative or an adverbial clause, as discussed 

in more detail in §18.2.4.1. Relativization with =d’ h is illustrated in the fol-

lowing example: 

 

(65) t h=p y=d’ h,  [dçw h kubúk]=d’ h  b’ y /-ay=po/  
  3sg=bad=PL   cheek  crusty.paint=PL  only-INCH=EMPH1 

  ‘Those ugly ones, those having crusty paint on their cheeks, are all that  

  exist (here, now).’ (txt) 

 

Like the Plural marker =d’ h, a case marker can similarly follow the (full or 

bound) head nominal in a headed relative clause, as in (66). The case suffix may 

also follow the Plural marker =d’ h; the Plural =d’ h + Object - n combina-
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tion usually appears in the fused form =n’an in a relative clause, just as it does 

generally on nouns in Hup (cf. §4.3.1.2F) (see example 64 above). However, 

again like the Plural marker, the case suffix can alternatively take the place of 

both head noun and subordinator, resulting in a headless relative clause (see 

below).  

 

(66) y Ù  [/ãh kéy-ep]=/ h- n mQh-y /- y 

  João 1sg see-DEP=MSC-OBJ kill-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘John killed the one I saw.’ (el) 

 

 Headless relative clauses exist in Hup, but conform to a peculiar distribution. 

Clear examples of headless relative clauses in nominative case vis-à-vis the 

main clause – i.e., acting as the main clause’s subject or as a predicate nominal 

(e.g., 67, 70) – are vanishingly rare, although they do occur. Unlike headless 

relatives acting as objects or obliques within the main clause (which are nomi-

nalized via a case marker, as outlined below), those in nominative case are 

marked only with the default nominalizer -Vp. Evidence that headless relatives 

of this type are effectively nominalized by the Dependent marker alone includes 

their ability to act as nominal constituents of the main clause, their negation 

with the Identity Negative ap (67). 

 

(67) [t h wæd-Qp]  / p  páh   yúw-úh ! 
  3sg eat-DEP  NEG:ID PRX:CNTR that.ITG-DECL  

  ‘That’s not his thing to eat!’ (el) 

 

The examples in (68–69) also appear to involve headless -Vp-marked relative 

clauses; however, given the distinct ability of the Dependent marker to occur on 

entire main clauses (where it indicates emphasis or intent; see §18.2.4.2), the 

interpretation of these examples as headless relatives can be disputed. 

 

(68) tã/ãêy  t h- n  nçh-d’ak-yQ)êh-b’ay-áh,    [t h=báb’=/ãêy 
  woman 3sg-OBJ fall-stick.to-FRUST-AGAIN-DECL 3sg=sibling=FEM  

 

  ni-/ -p],  yúp   [m’Q‡h=tQ)h/ín    n ‡h báb’=/ã êy ni-/ -p] 
  be-PERF-DEP that.ITG snake=child.mother POSS sibling=FEM be-PERF-DEP 

  ‘A woman tried (in vain) to be his lover, (she who) had been her younger  

  sister, (she who) had been the younger sister of Snake’s wife.’ (txt) 

 

(69) [m h / n  nç/-/ -p] 
   Mih 1sg.OBJ give-PERF-DEP 

  ‘(This is one that was) given to me by Mih.’ (showing a fishhook) (cv) 
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The question of why dependent clauses that are in nominative case within 

the main clause (i.e., Vp-marked) occur so rarely as headless relatives is an in-

triguing puzzle of Hup, especially since their counterparts in other positions 

within the main clause are very frequently headless. This situation is probably 

due to the fact that -Vp-marked dependent clauses are much more likely to func-

tion as adverbials, as illustrated in example (70). Occasionally, this dual func-

tion of dependent clauses marked by -Vp results in (potential) ambiguity – re-

sembling the synchronically dual function (relative and adverbial) of the 

‘adjoined relative clause’ found in many Australian languages (Hale 1976). We 

return to this issue (and its historical implications) in §18.2.4.1 below. 

 

(70) [c /  cæg-Qp]=mah  t h  hám-ã êh  

   shrimp net-DEP=REP   3sg go-DECL 

  ‘She went netting shrimp, it’s said.’ (txt) 

  

Headless relative clauses occurring in non-subject argument positions within 

the main clause are nominalized by a case marker (Object - n or Oblique -V êt). 
These relative clauses are (by definition) entirely headless, and (like those 

nominalized by Plural =d’ h) they lack the Dependent marker -Vp (as well as a 

head noun). The case marker attaches directly to the verb stem, with the Filler 

syllable -Vw- (cf. §15.2.4) appearing obligatorily in the middle. Crucially, these 

relative clauses must occupy the object or oblique position within the main 

clause in order to receive the corresponding case marker. Headless relative 

clauses are extremely common in object or oblique positions within the main 

clause (more common, in fact, than are headed clauses in these positions), in 

contrast to their rarity in subject position (where they are nominalized by -Vp 
only), as discussed above.  

 A headless relative clause nominalized by the Object marker is given in ex-

ample (71). Significantly, the use of the Object marker in the relevant headless 

relative clauses is required, irrespective of the animacy or number of the refer-

ent, whereas differential object marking (whereby singular inanimate nouns are 

never Object-marked; see §4.3.1.2) applies to most other nouns in Hup; headed 

relative clauses in object roles are frequently, but not obligatorily, case-marked 

regardless of animacy. Elsewhere in Hup, the Object marker - n appears only as 

a case marker on nominals (but compare the Directional oblique form -an, used 

both for nominals and in adverbial clauses; see §18.2.6.2). 
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 (71) y ¤t=mah  yúw  h d  [k t-c g-nçh-yQ¤t-Qw- n],   nút,  
      thus=REP  that.ITG 3pl  cut-make.piece-fall-lie-FLR-OBJ here    

  

  t h  nuhuyt k  wob-d’o/-k dham-y ¤/- ¤h ! 
  3sg hat    rest.on-take-pass.go-TEL-DECL 

  ‘Then, they say, that piece they had chopped off, here, they stuck it back  

  on like a hat!’ (cv) 

 

 A headless relative clause nominalized by the Oblique marker is provided in 

example (72). Note, however, that the Oblique suffix used with relative clauses 

is a variant of the more standard vowel-copying Oblique form -V êt; it appears 

obligatorily as  - t.203
 Some speakers pronounce it consistently as nasal (regard-

less of the nasality of the stem); others as oral. Elsewhere in Hup, both variants 

of the Oblique marker (-V êt and -Vw- t) attach to the verb stem and form adver-

bial-type clauses relating to location, time, and manner (see §18.2.6.2 below).   

 

(72) t h  hçht g-ét  hám-ã êy,  [t h=báb’ b /-/é]-w- t 
  3sg canoe-OBL go-DYNM  3sg=sibling work-PERF-FLR-OBL 

  ‘He’s going in the canoe, in the one his brother made.’ (el) 

 

 Other features of the relative clause in Hup apply regardless of nominaliza-

tion strategy or headedness. Constituent order is generally like that of the de-

clarative clause, but is consistently verb-final (whereas the declarative clause is 

more variable), with no tacked-on arguments external to the main part of the 

clause permitted. The order of subject and object in transitive relative clauses 

depends on their topicality, just as it does in declarative clauses, and subjects 

are frequently dropped. Most Inner Suffixes can occur in a relative clause (pre-

ceding the Dependent marker, plural morpheme, or case marker), e.g., Fu-

ture/purpose -teg- / -te-, Habitual -b g- / -b -, and Venitive -/ay-.  
 In daily discourse, relative clauses are very common. One common function 

they serve is to facilitate reference to nameless entities, or provide alternative 

ways to talk about something. For example, some speakers use the term / n cák-
ap=teg (1pl climb-DEP=THING) ‘the thing we climb’ in reference to a ladder (in 

lieu of the borrowed word sikáda, from Portuguese escada), and a speaker who 

wants to keep a bag of candy secret from the children might refer to it as g’ h 
náw-a )p=/uç (sweet good-DEP=sack) ‘the sweet-tasting sack’.  

                                                
203

 It is possible that the variant - t is a hold-over from an earlier form of the Oblique 

marker, that has since been replaced elsewhere by -V êt. 
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 The remainder of this discussion presents examples of relative clauses ac-

cording to the role of the relativized noun within the relative clause – as subject, 

object, or oblique (the only roles accessible to relativization). Because the dif-

ferent strategies for nominalizing the relative clause may also depend on its role 

within the main clause (again as subject, object, or oblique) these distinctions 

will also be reflected in the presentation. 

 

 

A.  Relativized noun is the subject of the relative clause 

 

The examples in this section illustrate the relativized noun’s role as the subject 

of the relative clause. In (73–75), the relative clause is also the subject of the 

main clause (or refers back to the subject). Note that these examples are headed 

(although the plural example in 74 is somewhat intermediate); headless relative 

clauses in main-clause subject position (i.e., nominalized by -Vp only) are rare, 

as discussed above. 

 

(73) /am=tóg  tæ êh  h h-j’çm-tú/-úh,  
  2sg=daughter offspring hold-bathe-go.into.liquid-DECL  

 

  [/am  mQh-wçn-d’ h-ham-/ -p]=/ãêy-ã êh 

    2sg  beat-follow-send-go-PERF-DEP=FEM-DECL 

  ‘Your daughter is bathing her child, (she’s) the girl that you beat and  

  drove away.’ (txt) 

 

(74) [hçp=k k=cúk  d’ó/]=d’ h,  h d  b /- h 
   fish=pull=pole   take=PL   they make-DECL 
  ‘Those who take (use) fishing poles, they make (them).’ (txt) 

 

Note that the Diminutive Intensifier enclitic =mQh can come between the rela-

tive clause and Plural =d’ h (which here takes the place of both subordinator 

and [animate] head nominal): 

 

(75) t h=dó/=mQh=d’ h, [/íp  pã Ù]=mQh=d’ h,  

  3sg=child=DIM=PL   father  NEG:EX=DIM=PL    

 

  h d  / h-y /- h 

  3pl  sleep-TEL-DECL 

  ‘The little children, the little fatherless ones, they fell asleep.’ (txt) 
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In examples (76–78), the relativized noun is the subject of the relative clause 

and the object of the main clause. Headless variants (in which the verb is nomi-

nalized by [Filler + case marker]) such as (76) and (78) are common in this 

main-clause position.  

 

(76) [ba/t ‡b’ ham-/e/-ní]-iw- n   /ám- n /ãh / d-té-h 

   spirit  go-PERF-INFR2-FLR-OBJ 2sg-OBJ 1sg speak-FUT-DECL 

  ‘I’ll tell you the one about the evil spirit that was going along.’  

  (lit. the evil-spirit-going-along one) (txt) 

 

(77) [t w b /]=n’ n  t h  mQy-n /- w-ay 
  path work=PL.OBJ 3sg pay-give-FLR-INCH 

  ‘So he paid those who worked on the road.’ (txt) 

 

Note that when a headless relative clause has its own internal animate object, 

this can result in embedding of object-marked nominal forms within the larger 

utterance: 

 

(78) [[t h=tæ êh=d’ h- n]  c w-/é-w- n]    mQh-mQy-yó/=mah...  
   3sg=offspring=PL-OBJ  cook-PERF-FLR-OBJ kill-payment-SEQ=REP   

  ‘Having killed in revenge the one who had cooked his children…’ (txt) 

 

Also note that the headless relative clause and the noun to which it refers may 

both appear in the main clause as independent, appositional noun phrases, as in 

(79). This is clearly not a headed relative clause, which would appear in the 

form pQm-ní- p hçh h (sit-be-DEP toad), with the head nominal following the 

Dependent-marked verb phrase. 

 

(79) hçh h, [pQm-ní]- w- n,  mQh-d’o/-yó/=mah... 
  toad  sit-be-FLR-OBJ   beat-take-SEQ=REP 

  ‘Having whacked the toad that was sitting there…’ (txt) 

 

In example (80), the relativized nouns are the subjects of the relative clauses 

and the direct object and recipient, respectively, of a ditransitive main clause: 
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(80) g’áj  yã/ám w y- h,     [g’áj  w n]-çw- n-ã êh,  
  cutivara jaguar  hold.back.from-DECL cutivara follow-FLR-OBJ-DECL 

 

  yã amb - n-ã êh; [t h- n k w g  d’o/-tu/-/é]-w- n-ã êh 
  dog-OBJ-DECL  3sg-OBJ eye   take-go.into.liquid-PERF-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘The jaguar protects the cutivara, from the one that follows the cutivara,  

  from the dog; ( the jaguar protects) the one who put his eyes in for him.’  

  (txt) 

 

Finally, the relativized nouns in (81–82) are the subjects of the relative clauses 

and predicate nominals in the main clauses: 

 

(81) /ãh [b /-hipã êh-ãp]=/ h  

  1sg work-know-DEP=MSC 

  ‘I’m one who knows how to do (this).’ (cv) 

 

(82) [/ n ‡h  / ‡d   / d- p]=/ãêy   t h=ti/,   nç-yó/...  
  1pl.POSS speech speak-DEP=FEM  3sg=EMPH.TAG say-SEQ 

  ‘Having thought, “this is one who speaks our language!”…’ (txt) 

 

 

B. Relativized noun is the object of the relative clause 

 

In (83–86), the relativized noun is the object of the relative clause and the sub-

ject of the main clause. As expected (vis-à-vis the discussion above), case mark-

ing on the relative clause (whether headed or headless) corresponds to its role 

within the main clause, not its role within the relative clause.  

 

(83) yúp  [hop-yæ êh-æp]  deh=bçy /=mah  
  that.ITG immerse-send-DEP water=spider=REP   

 

  wQgy h  d’o/-/áy-áh 

  sand   take-VENT-DECL  

  ‘So that water-spider who had been sent into the water came up with  

  some sand.’ (txt) 

 

(84) [/ãh  /éy-ep]=/ h  w d-yé-éh 
    1sg  call-DEP=MSC  arrive-enter-DECL 

  ‘The one I called entered.’ (el) 
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Either object (direct object or recipient/beneficiary) of a ditransitive relative 

clause can be relativized: 

 

(85) [picána yã amb - n d’o/-ham-/ -p]  b /  na/-y /- y 
   cat   dog-OBJ   take-go-PERF-DEP rat  die-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘The rat [which the cat brought to the dog] is dead.’ (el) 

 

(86) [y d  / n  j’ek-/ -p]=/ãêy   na/-y /- y=mah 

  clothes 1pl  steal-PERF-DEP=FEM die-TEL-DYNM=REP 

  ‘The woman [from whom we stole clothes] has died, it’s said.’ (el) 

 

In (87), the relativized noun is not only the object of the relative clause, but also 

the object of the main clause; it appears as headless and Object-marked: 

 

(87) t h  yçh y-çp  h dn ‡h  hçh h, [h d key-/é]-w- n 

  3sg search-DEP 3pl.POSS toad  3pl  see-PERF-FLR-OBJ  

  ‘He’s searching for their toad, the one they had been looking at.’ (txt) 

 

Note, however, that while case marking is obligatory when the headless relative 

is the main-clause object (as in 88), case marking is not required (although it is 

common even for inanimates) when the relative clause in this position is headed 

and the referent is non-human (recall that Object marking is elsewhere required 

only on human objects and is ungrammatical on singular inanimate objects; see 

§4.3.1.2): 

  

(88) [/ãêh du-/ -p]   hçht g(- n)  t h  b’uy-d’ h-y /- y 
   1sg trade-PERF-DEP canoe(-OBJ)  3sg throw-send-TEL-DYNM  

  ‘He lost the canoe I had bought.’ (el)  

 

In example (89), the relativized noun is the object of the relative clause and the 

oblique in the main clause; the head nominal is case-marked accordingly: 

 

(89) w n’  wót-óy=cud  [j’ g-an  yu )Ù  
  mingau stir-DYNM=INFR forest-DIR João  

  

  d’o -ye-/ -p]   tegd’uh tQê‚h-æêt 
  take-enter-PERF-DEP tree  small-OBL 

  ‘She’s stirring mingau with the stick that John brought from the forest.’  

  (el) 
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C. Relativized noun is oblique in relative clause 

 

Examples of a relativized noun that is an oblique in the relative clause are given 

in (90), in which it is also the subject of the main clause, and in examples (91–

92), in which it is the object of the main clause. Again, case-marking on the 

relative clause corresponds to its main-clause role. 

 

(90) [t h=dó/  muh /-b -p]  yã amb  bahad-n h 

   3sg=child play-HAB-DEP dog   appear-NEG 

  ‘The dog with which the child always plays has disappeared.’ (el) 

 

(91) t h  / g-ay-áh,   yú-uw- n,   wQd-hup-c ‚êp,  
  3sg drink-INCH-DECL that.ITG-FLR-OBJ eat-RFLX-COMPL 

 

  yúp   [h d kow’ow’-tu/-y’Qt-y /-pog-/é]-w- n-ã êh 
  that.ITG 3pl squeeze-go.into.liquid-lay-TEL-EMPH1-PERF-FLR-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘He drank it, after (he’d) finished eating, that into which they had  

  squeezed and left (the timbó juice)!’ (txt) 
 

(92) t h=dó/  [t h muh ê/]- w- n,  picána- n, mæh-æy 

  3sg=child 3sg play-FLR-OBJ  cat-OBJ  beat-DYNM 

  ‘The child hit the one with which he was playing, the cat.’ (el) 

 

In (93), the relativized noun is both an oblique in the relative clause and an 

oblique in the main clause: 

 

(93) [t g /am h h-/ay-/ -p]   b’ t- t  
   wood 2sg carry-VENT-PERF-DEP roça-OBL 

  ‘(She’s) in the roça from which you carried wood.’ (cv) 

 

Finally, in example (94) the relativized noun is an oblique in the relative clause 

and a predicate nominal in the main clause: 

 

(94) [/ n wæd-Qp]=teg  yúw-úh 

   1pl  eat-DEP=tree   that.ITG-DECL   

  ‘That’s the tree that we eat from!’ (cv) 
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18.2.3.1.  Other constructions with a relationship to relative clauses 

 

The [relative clause + head nominal] construction in Hup corresponds to the 

[N1 (modifier) + N2 (head)] structure of a nominal compound. In keeping with 

this fact, headed relative clauses resemble a sub-type of nominal compound in 

Hup, in which a bare verb stem (i.e., lacking a Dependent marker) acts as N1 

and combines with a noun – often a bound noun – as N2; e.g., w ç hod (boil 

hole) ‘Boiling Hole’ (cf. §5.1).  

 Headed relative clauses and [verb + noun] compounds are both functionally 

and formally similar. Both are nominalizations formed from a verb stem (with 

or without a Dependent marker) followed by a noun, and both mean, essentially, 

‘one who does Verb’. However, the tighter formal integration of the [verb + 

noun] unit in the compound construction, and its more lexicalized nature, iconi-

cally reflect a tighter semantic integration. While a relative clause construction 

indicates ‘one who does/is doing Verb’, thus reporting a (perhaps incidental) 

state of affairs involving the head noun, the [verb stem + noun] compound con-

cerns the identity of the head noun: ‘one who always does / is characterized by 

doing Verb’. Note that a participant that appears as a subject within the relative 

clause cannot occur within the noun phase in the [verb + noun] compound (and 

may appear externally only as a possessor). These two constructions are com-

pared in (95–96).  

 

(95) (a) [t h g’ét-ep]=mçy  

    3sg stand-DEP=house 

   ‘The house where she stays/lives’ (el) 

 

  (b) t n ‡h  g’ t=mçy 

   3sg.POSS stand=house 

   ‘The house where she always stays’ (el) 

   (i.e., someone, such as an old woman, who stays home all day,  

   every day)  

 

(96) a) [m y  hæp-Qp]=wa  

    house  sweep-DEP=old.woman 

   ‘Woman who is sweeping the house’ (el)  

 

  b) m y hQ‡p=wa  

   house  sweep=old.woman 

   ‘Woman who is always sweeping the house’ (uttered as a joke) (cv) 
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Note, however, that if a [verb + noun] compound is inalienably possessed (in 

which case the nominal possessor is not followed by the Possessive marker n ‡h; 

compare the alienably possessed form in 95b), the only formal difference be-

tween it and a headed relative clause is the lack of the Dependent marker:  

 

(97) / n=[ní=wag] j’ b t h  way-ní-h 

  1pl=be=day  night 3sg go.out-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘On the night of the day that we were there (lit. ‘our being-day’) he came  

  out.’ (txt) 

 

(98) núp cçÙ‚hdeh  wag, y k c Ùhdeh,  t h=[hám=wag]   
  this rainy.season day otter rainy.season 3sg=go=day   

  ‘This rainy season time, the Otter Rain, its going-days’ (across the sky;  

  referring  to a constellation) (txt) 

 

 Hup has one additional construction that should be mentioned here for the 

similarity it bears to the headed relative clause. This is the use of the Dynamic 

suffix -V êy as an attributive marker in a small, apparently closed set of semi-

frozen nominal compounds, which are formed from the combination of an ad-

jective (or in a few cases another noun) and a noun (see §5.1.4 and §12.2), as in 

examples (99–100). This results in a construction that is not unlike a relative 

clause, except that the Dynamic -V êy occurs in place of the Dependent marker, 

and the dependent non-verbal predicate has no accompanying arguments 

(whereas the relative clause typically has at least a subject within the dependent 

clause). The use of the Dynamic, an intrinsically verbal morpheme, as an at-

tributive marker may be rather like the ‘verbalizing’ of a noun or adjective 

modifier, whereas in a relative clause one ‘nominalizes’ a verb. 

 

(99) cã ê-wag  /ãh hç-ní- y,   [[w’éh-éy]=/ãy m ‡/  j’ám…  
  other=day 1sg liver-be-DYNM far-DYNM=FEM  UNDER DST.CNTR 

  ‘Sometimes I think: although I am a woman who comes from far away (I  

  am nevertheless living here like this).’ (txt) 

 

(100) [nu-cá/ -áy]=n’ n  /ãêh hup-/ d-muh ê/- ti/ 

   this-side-DYNM=PL.OBJ 1sg RFLX-speak-play-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘I am scolded and teased by those who are from around here.’ (txt) 
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18.2.4. Dependent marker -Vp 

 

The vowel-copying Boundary Suffix -Vp is Hup’s most versatile, all-purpose 

subordinating morpheme. As discussed in §18.2.3 above, it attaches to verb 

stems and acts as the default nominalizer in relative clauses. In addition to this 

function, the inflection of a verb stem with Dependent marker -Vp can create a 

dependent clause that functions as an adverbial modifier of the main clause. 

However, the -Vp suffix is not restricted to subordinate clauses, but can also 

appear as the primary inflection in main clauses, where it serves several func-

tions that in general relate the clause to the larger discourse context. Finally, it 

can even attach to nominal arguments within the clause, where it functions as a 

discourse marker relating to topicality (cf. §7.1.5). The adverbial and main-

clause functions of -Vp are discussed in the following sub-sections. 

 

 

18.2.4.1. Dependent marker and dependent clauses: adverbial function 

 

The use of the Dependent marker to form a dependent clause contributing ad-

verbial information is illustrated in examples (101–103) below. The Dependent-

marked verb here functions as a converb, defined by Haspelmath (1995: 3) as “a 

nonfinite verb form whose main function is to mark adverbial subordination”. 

As is common among converb constructions cross-linguistically, the main and 

dependent clauses in Hup usually share a single subject, which is implicit in the 

dependent clause (although the rare exception occurs); furthermore, they fre-

quently have different objects (in this, they contrast with verb compounds in 

Hup, which can have different underlying subjects – when causative – but no 

more than one object.) The dependent clause lacks any conjunction bearing 

temporal or circumstantial information, and is normally (though not obligato-

rily) fronted. As the examples below illustrate, this clause-combining strategy 

with Dependent marker -Vp usually expresses coordinated, simultaneous 

events, in which the dependent clause provides a contextual frame for the main 

event and contributes information relating to manner, purpose, etc. 

 

(101)  [d h h n-çp]=mah,  t h  kéy-éy  t h- n-ã êh 
  water vomit-DEP=REP  3sg see-DYNM 3sg-OBJ-DECL 

  ‘While (ritually) vomiting water, he saw her (reflected in the water), it’s  

  said.’ (txt) 
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(102) y kán   næ   [cçkw’ t  / d-n h- p]   næ  
  over.there NEG:R  Tukano  speak-NEG-DEP  NEG:R  

    

  [portugéc  w /-n h- p],  y kán   /a‚h w d-ham-ní-h 
  Portuguese hear-NEG-DEP over.there 1sg arrive-go-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘There, neither speaking Tukano nor understanding Portuguese, there I  

  arrived.’ (txt) 

 

(103) d’ú/  /ãh / t- h, [b’ t-an g’et-g’ó/-op]  /ãh / t- h 

  afternoon 1sg cry-DECL roça-DIR stand-go.about-DEP 1sg cry-DECL 

  ‘I cry in the afternoon, I cry while walking in the roça.’ (txt) 

 

Where the subordinated clause relates to purpose, the coordinated events may 

be conceived as involving succession (with temporal overlap), rather than si-

multaneity: 

 

(104) t h  cák-áy,  [cadak /=tip d’ó/-oop] 
  3sg climb-DYNM chicken=egg  take-DEP 

  ‘He climbed up to get the chicken egg.’ (el) 
 

(105) t h=tæh/íp=b’ay   [h Ùp k k- p] hám-ã êh 

  3sg=child.father=AGAIN fish pull-DEP go-DECL 

  ‘As for her husband, (he) went to fish.’ (txt) 

 

 

Historical note 

 

This function of the Dependent marker to indicate a converbal clause is almost 

certainly related historically to its function in relative clauses (see Epps 2007c). 

As the discussion in §18.2.3 above illustrates, while Dependent-marked relative 

clauses may occasionally be headless when the nominal referent is obvious 

from the pragmatic or discourse context, they are almost always headed; in 

other words, singular headless relative clauses in nominative case are almost 

entirely absent from Hup. It is plausible that the Dependent-marked clause was 

once used exclusively as a headless relative, but over time developed an adver-

bial function, and that this new function has all but supplanted the earlier one. 

 Several features of Hup grammar provide evidence that the headless relative 

clause of the form [Verb-Vp] is indeed historically related to the adverbial use 

of the same construction. In addition to their identical structure, such a transi-

tion would explain the otherwise puzzling distribution of headless relative 
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clauses within the main clause: as noted above, they are extremely rare as sub-

jects of the main clause or as predicate nominals (which requires them to take 

the form [Verb-Vp]), but are ubiquitous as objects (and to a lesser extent as 

obliques) in the main clause (where they are directly inflected with the nominal-

izing case-markers Object - n and Oblique - t, which replaces the Dependent 

marker; see §18.2.3 above). Converbal clauses and singular headless relatives in 

nominative case are effectively in complementary distribution. 

 An important clue to this historical transition comes from plural-marked 

clauses. As discussed in §18.2.3 above, relative clauses – which are nominals 

by definition – can be formed via the addition of the Plural marker =d’ h di-

rectly to the verb stem (usually for animate referents only, cf. §4.4.1). The Plu-

ral marker accordingly acts as a kind of (pseudo-) head nominal (akin to a 

bound noun), and can completely replace both the Dependent marker and any 

head nominal that would be present in the singular form.
204

 An identical pattern 

occurs in converbal clauses: where the converbal clause with a singular subject 

is formed via [Verb-Vp], its counterpart with a plural (animate) subject is 

formed via [Verb=d’ h]: 

 

(106) / n  w d-ham-b -ay-áh,   [j’ák=b’çk k d]=d’ h, ko/ap b’ k 

  1pl  arrive-go-HAB-INCH-DECL buriti=mud pass=PL  two swamp 

  ‘We always arrive (there), (upon) passing the buriti-swamps, two  

  swamps.’ (txt) 

 

 Moreover, the interpretation of the plural-marked dependent clause tends to 

be ambiguous between a relative clause (again, in nominative case only with 

respect to the main clause) and a converbal clause. Both readings are easily 

available in the following examples. In many cases, the discourse context indi-

cates which reading is preferable – the adverbial reading if the referent has al-

ready been introduced, the relative reading if it has not; for this reason, the rela-

tive interpretation is most accessible in (108), the adverbial in (109). However, 

as these examples show, there is no formal distinction and either reading is pos-

sible. 

 

(107) /ecáp   có/ h d  næn-ay-áh,   [h d=n’ n  mæh]=d’ h- h 

  tomorrow LOC 3pl  come-INCH-DECL 3pl=PL.OBJ  kill=PL-DECL 

  ‘The next day they arrived, those who (would) kill them.’ 

  ‘The next day they arrived, in order to kill them.’ 

                                                
204

 For example (as discussed in §18.2.3), the singular relative clause kéy-ep=/i )h ‘a 

man/person who sees’ would become the plural kéy=d’ h ‘those who see’. 
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(108) [deh=hi-wáy   hám]==d’ h  yúp,  hç)pk k,  
   water=FACT-go.out  go= PL   that.ITG fish.pull  

 

  mçmb’ k  h d  tçn-hám-ã êh 

  iron.pot  3pl  hold-go-DECL 

   ‘Those who go out in the igapó, they bring along fishhooks and pots.’  

  ‘Going out in the igapó, they bring along fishhooks and pots.’ (txt)  

 

(109) m y  m’Qc-y /- y   j’ám   / n- h,  

  house  stuff-TEL-DYNM  DST.CNTR 1pl-DECL  

 

  [t h- n tç/çh-w d-d’ób]=d’ h-ay 

  3sg-OBJ run-arrive-go.to.river=PL-INCH 

  ‘We all squeezed into the house, we who had fled from him toward the  

  river.’  

   ‘We all squeezed into the house, (after) fleeing from him toward the  

  river.’ (sp) 

 

 This kind of ambiguity between a relative clause and an adverbial was pro-

bably once a general feature of the singular [Verb-Vp] dependent clauses as 

well. Over time, however, Hup speakers presumably came to favor the conver-

bal interpretation, and came close to abandoning the relative clause interpreta-

tion. However, perhaps in part because of the lower frequency of the plural 

construction in discourse, in part because of its more overtly nominal form 

(given that the Plural marker is associated with nouns elsewhere in the lan-

guage), the ambiguity remained in those clauses inflected with the plural marker 

– which are freely used both as relative and converbal clauses. As mentioned in 

§18.2.3 above, this kind of ambiguity between an adverbial interpretation and a 

relative interpretation of a single construction has a cross-linguistic parallel: 

The ‘adjoined relative clause’ found in a number of Australian languages exhib-

its much the same kind of phenomenon (Hale 1976).  

 While this interpretation of a historical relationship between the converbal 

and the relative-clause uses of the Dependent marker accounts for most of the 

data, it is interesting to note that speakers do occasionally use the -Vp Depend-

ent marker on adverbial-type dependent clauses even when these have a plural 

subject, as in example (110). The most likely explanation for this apparent dis-

crepancy is that the converbal realization of the Dependent marker has (at least 

marginally) attained the status of an autonomous adverbial, independent of the 

relative clause. In fact, as the following discussion (§18.2.4.2) will illustrate, the 

grammaticalization has not stopped there, but has moved beyond the bounds of 

the sentence and into the discourse. 
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(110) j’ b-tæ-y /  d’o/-g’et-d’ó/-op,  nút  h d  hi-c )p- h 
  night-still-TEL take-stand-take-DEP here 3pl  FACT-COMPL-DECL 

  ‘(After) setting it in (the pot to cook) in the morning, they finish here’  

  (points to sky to indicate noon). (txt) 

 

 

18.2.4.2. Dependent marker and main clauses 

 

Verbal predicates marked with the -Vp Dependent marker are not limited to 

dependent clauses, but can also head main clauses. As such, they appear to per-

form a range of functions. 

The choice of the Dependent marker over another Boundary Suffix appears 

in some cases to signal the activity in question to be a goal or intention. The 

utterance in (111), for example, is a statement of purpose, vis-à-vis the 

speaker’s present activity of walking down to the stream. As seen above, this 

use of a Dependent-marked clause as a purpose adverbial is common when it is 

subordinate to a main clause; this example could be interpreted in the same 

way, but with the main clause elided.  

 

(111) j’ m-çç p,  /ãêh-ã êh  

  bathe-DEP 1sg-DECL 

  ‘I’m going for a bath.’ (cv) 

 

In other cases, the function of the Dependent marker is less clear; it is par-

ticularly frequent with emphatic and evaluative statements, and in some cases 

appears to mark the utterance as topical or relatively presupposed in relation to 

the larger discourse or pragmatic context. In (112), the statement relates to some 

Hup girls’ wanting to accompany me to the US; in (113), to a young man’s fail-

ure to participate in the rush to prepare vines for sale to an approaching river 

boat. 

 

(112) n N- n  t h  tçn-ham-pog-té-pp,    cún’!  ham-pog-tég n N-áh ?!  
  2pl-OBJ 3sg hold-go-EMPH1-FUT-DEP INTERJ go-EMPH1-FUT 2pl-FOC 

  ‘She really will take you all along! Would you all really go?!’ (cv) 

 

(113) n N j’ )p-d’o/-y /  n N=hin!  t h=pQcæw m ‡/  /am j’ )p-n h- p ! 
  2pl  tie-take-TEL.IMP  2pl=also  3sg=youth  UNDER 2sg tie-NEG-DEP 

  ‘You all tie up (the cipó vines), you all too! Even though you’re young  

  you’re not tying (them) up!’ (cv) 
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 The most likely explanation for the use of the -Vp marked verb phrase in 

both dependent and main clauses is a historical one: the Dependent-marked 

clause has probably migrated out of the sentence and into the discourse. Mithun 

(1999: 267) observes that for Native American languages generally, “a not un-

common historical change is a gradual increase in the use of dependent verb 

forms in independent sentences”. This development, which Evans (2007) terms 

‘insubordination’, is also common in languages in other parts of the world. Ex-

amples include the use of the infinitive in imperative clauses in German, Italian, 

and other European languages (Evans 2007: 366), and the occurrence of the 

Central Alaskan Yup’ik subordinative suffix in connected speech, especially 

narrative, where it marks pragmatic (rather than syntactic) linkage among 

clauses within the higher-level discourse unit (Mithun 1999: 267).  

 In Hup, the discourse-level use of the Dependent suffix is relatively infre-

quent in narrative, but very common in conversation. Use of this form in main 

clauses is probably an extension of its use to mark adverbial clauses (see 

§18.2.4.1 above); in this context, the adverbial dependent clause is typically 

framed by the event referred to in the main clause. In conversation, however (as 

opposed to narrative), this ‘framing’ activity may be recoverable from the 

pragmatic context; in other words, the frame is already obvious to the addressee 

and does not need to be explicitly stated. Over time, speakers’ choice to leave 

the main clause inexplicit and state only the dependent clause would have led to 

reanalysis of the Dependent verb form as appropriate in main clauses. Function-

ally, too, there is still some overlap; compare the purpose-related use of the Vp-
marked main clause in example (111) with that of the Vp-marked adverbial 

clauses in examples (104–105) above. Other functions of the -Vp marked main 

clause in Hup resemble some of those indicated by Evans (2007) as typical of 

‘insubordination’ cross-linguistically, particularly the expression of presupposi-

tion and speaker attitudes relating to emphasis, evaluation, and intention. 

 With a plural subject, the Dependent marker is typically replaced by the Plu-

ral suffix =d’ h in main clauses (as in example 114, which also relates to pur-

pose), just as it is in dependent (adverbial and relative) clauses (see the discus-

sion in §18.2.4.1 above). It is possible that such a historical transition, whereby 

relative clauses taking the plural marker move step by step out of a dependent 

relationship and into the discourse where they function as main clauses, could 

be one of the mechanisms by which languages develop number agreement on 

verbs.   

 

(114) ‘máy,  kéy=dd’ h !    
  let’s.go see=PL   

  ‘Come on, let’s go see!’ (cv) 
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 A clause marked with the -Vp suffix and acting as a main clause can itself 

occur in a coordinated relationship – as opposed to a dependent relationship – 

with another main clause. In this case, the conjunction min h ‘also’ signals that 

the combination is one of coordination, rather than subordination, of a Vp-

marked dependent clause.
205

 Examples of this conjunction have been attested 

only in elicitation, and are limited to coordination involving Dependent-marked 

clauses.  

 

(115) pátima b’óy-op  hám-ã êy,  bóda tác-ap  mmin h  
  Fatima learn-DEP  go-DYNM  ball kick-DEP ALSO 

  ‘Fatima is going to to study (to school), and she will also  

  (i.e., afterwards) play ball.’ (el) 

 

(116) hám-áy,  yúb d’up-/ay-n ‡N,   d g  b’ t=d’ h mmin h 
  go-INCH.IMP cipó pull.vines-VENT-COOP vapisuna cut.down=PL ALSO 

  ‘Let’s go, we’ll pull cipó vines, and also cut down vapisuna (to get the  

  fruit).’ (el) 

 

 

18.2.4.3. Further uses of the Dependent marker: appearance on nominals  

 

The Dependent marker has still other functions. In addition to occurring on the 

predicate of a main clause, the suffix -Vp can also occur on nominal constitu-

ents. The clause-final subject of a main clause is a common target; as discussed 

in §17.2, subjects that follow the verb in the declarative clause are obligatorily 

marked with a suffix, most commonly the Declarative -V êh, but also the De-

pendent -Vp. When the clause-final subject noun phrase takes the Dependent 

marker, this always requires a marker of focus or contrast (i.e., Focus -áh or 

related forms) to appear on the preceding predicate (cf. §15.2.3). Note that the 

Dependent marker -Vp is stressed when it appears on clause-final subjects, 

whereas in most other environments it is unstressed. The use of the Dependent 

marker in this context is probably related to the topic-marking function it serves 

with other nominal constituents within the clause, but it also appears to be asso-

ciated with emphasis, as it often is on clause-final predicates. 

 

 

 

                                                
205

 A possible etymology of min h is a deverbalization of mi- (which currently exists as 

a dialectal variant of the Factitive prefix hi-) plus the verb root n h- ‘be like’.  
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(117) náw=y /  tok-póg=h /,   c c,    
  good=TEL pound-EMPH1=TAG2 INTERJ  

    

  g-na/-pó-y=cud-ááh          /ám-ã êp ! 
  drink-lose.consciousness-EMPH1-DYNM=INFR-FOC 2sg-DEP  

  ‘Pound (the coca) carefully, darn it, you’re drunk!’ (cv) 

 

(118) n’íp g’ét-ep=w d-ááh  cã êw-ãã êp ! 
  that stand-DEP=RESP-FOC other-DEP 

  ‘That other old fellow standing there’ (serve drink to him!) (cv) 

 

(119) y )-n h-pó-y       jj’ã êh   / n- p ! 
  that.ITG-be.like-EMPH1-DYNM DST.CNTR 1pl-DEP 

  ‘It was thus for us too!’ (cv) 

 

 Elsewhere, the Dependent marker -Vp occurs on individual nominal argu-

ments in other positions within the main clause, as in examples (120–121). 

These are often either fronted or post-posed (as antitopics), and may be margin-

ally removed from the main clause by a slight pause; as such they may be re-

stated in the main clause as a pronoun. Here the Dependent suffix is best under-

stood as a topic marker, as discussed in §7.1.5.  

  
(120) g’Q‡g=tæh--æ p, t h wQ‡d=hçb-çt=mah  t h  hib’áh-atíh 

  bone=son-DEP  tapir food=HOLLOW-OBL=REP 3sg be.created-EMPH2 

  ‘So as for Bone-Son, they say he was born in a cow-trough’ (txt) 

 

(121) /ãêh-ããp h d- n=y /  n - y   j’ám-ti/  

  1sg-DEP 3pl-OBJ=TEL  say-DYNM DST.CNTR-EMPH.TAG 

  ‘As for me, I said (so) to them.’ (cv) 

 

The highly promiscuous nature of the Dependent marker is such that in certain 

cases it can actually appear on every constituent of a clause. This phenomenon 

has been observed only in relatively emphatic conversational contexts: 
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(122) /ãêh-ããp g-na/-m’uy-n h       j’ám-ãã êp,  
  1sg-DEP drink-lose.consciousness-do.a.lot-NEG DST.CNTR-DEP  

  

  n -d’ h- p dó/=d’ h- p g-na ¤/-ã êy       j’ám-ãã êp ! 
  this-PL-DEP child-PL-DEP    drink-lose.consciousness-DYNM DST.CNTR-DEP 

  ‘As for me, I didn’t get very drunk on that occasion, but as for those  

  children, they did get drunk then!’ (cv) 

 

 As a final note to this section, an idiosyncratic form -áp (with a fixed lexical 

vowel [a]) is encountered in the Tat Deh dialect (in addition to the Dependent 

marker -Vp, which also exists). The form -áp may bear a relationship to the 

Dependent marker, and could perhaps be a reduced form of Focus -áh + De-

pendent -Vp (although at this point this is purely speculative). Speakers from 

Barreira say that the equivalent emphatic form in their dialect is páh-áp (Proxi-

mate contrast particle + Dependent marker -Vp):  

 

(123) a) Tat Deh dialect: 

   /ãêh-ããp ham-tég-ááp !  
   1sg-DEP go-FUT-FOC.DEP? 

   ‘I’m going (too)!’ (cv) 

 

  b) Barreira dialect: 

   /ãêh=hin  ham-tég ppáh-áp ! 
   1sg=also  go-FUT PRX.CNTR-DEP 

   ‘I’m going too!’ (el) 

 

 

18.2.5. Complementation  and the Nominalizer -n’ h  

 

The nominalizing Boundary Suffix -n’ ‡h206 attaches to verb stems and produces 

a dependent clause. This clause typically acts as a complement, but can also 

function as an adverbial or a relative clause. 

 Although they are nominalizations, clauses formed by -n’ ‡h do not take no-

minal morphology in general, such as distinctions of case and number. Other 

than the occasional appearance of the Declarative marker (in its capacity relat-

ing to clause coordination), -n’ ‡h is not followed by other Boundary Suffixes; 

                                                
206

 The suffix -n’ ‡h takes rising tone; both it and the preceding syllable of the stem are 

stressed. 
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however, it can be preceded by Inner Suffixes and by some consonant-initial 

Boundary Suffixes, such as Perfective -/e/-, Negative -n h, and Future/purpose 

-teg. 

 The following examples illustrate the use of -n’ ‡h to form a complement 

clause. As in these examples, complements involving -n’ ‡h almost always act as 

objects of the main clause. In (124–125) -n’ ‡h produces a nominalization 

relating to the action or state described by the verb: 

 

(124) /ãh hipãh-n h, [náw /am / d-nn’ ‡h]- h  

  1sg know-NEG good 2sg speak-NMZ-DECL 

  ‘I didn’t know you spoke (Portuguese) so well!’ (cv) 

 

(125) [t h tç/ h-nn’ ‡h]  /ãh tuk-n h=h   

   3sg run-NMZ  1sg want-NEG=NONVIS 

  ‘I don’t want him to run (away).’ (el) 

 

 In addition to acting as objects of the matrix clause, as in the examples 

above, clauses nominalized with -n’ ‡h can also act as subjects. However, this 

function is much more limited. The most common context for such subject 

nominalizations is a negative clause in which the predicate is the Negative 

Existence particle pã Ù, which occurs strictly with nominal subjects in Hup:  

 

(126) h pk k d’o/-g’ t=d’ h, h d  ham-y /- h,  
  fish.pull take-stand=PL  3pl  go-TEL-DECL 

   

  /ayup  m n N=y /,  [cãê/ãh  ham-tég-nn’ h] pã Ù=y / 
  one  straight=TEL  other.side  go-FUT-NMZ  NEG:EX=TEL 

  ‘Those who set down fishhooks, they go (along), just straight ahead,  

  there is no going from side to side.’ (txt)  
 

(127) [nç-tég-nn’ ‡h]  pãÙ,   núp mandukodí-iw-íh  

  say-FUT/PURP-NMZ NEG:EX this Mandukori-FLR-DECL 

  ‘He has nothing like that to say, that Mandukori.’ (cv) 

 

Nominalizations formed with -n’ ‡h also occasionally act as subjects in other 

contexts, such as the following predicate adjective clause: 

 

(128) /ám=báb’ d b-tQ‡n, d b d /=mQh [/am d’o/-ye-tæ Ù/-nn’ ‡h] 
  2sg-sibling many-COND much VDIM=DIM 2sg take-enter-CNTRFCT-NMZ 

  ‘If you had many siblings, what you bring in would be a lot.’ (txt) 
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 A -n’ ‡h nominalization can also occur outside the clause or on its periphery, 

as well as acting as a core argument of the main clause. In (129), for example,   

-n’ ‡h creates a preposed nominal topic, which is restated as an oblique (pro-

noun) in the main clause: 

 

(129) [/ n key-hipãh-n h-nn’ ‡h], t h- t  nç/-n h b g  / n  n’ h- h  

   1pl  see-know-NEG-NMZ 3sg-OBL give-NEG HAB 1pl  CNTR-DECL 

  ‘Our not being able to read, with this (it) doesn’t go right (give) for us.’  

  (sp) 

 

In addition to forming action/state nominalizations, complement clauses with 

-n’ h can also resemble relative clauses. When they denote entities or objects 

that participate in the nominalized clause (examples 130–131), they are 

semantically like headless relatives, and function much like Hup’s ‘true’ 

headless relative clauses (§18.2.3 above). The main differences between the two 

strategies are that headless relatives of the type described above are specific and 

usually definite (i.e., they refer to a particular entity), and they typically encode 

the animacy and number of this entity via the Object and Plural markers. 

Complements with -n’ ‡h functioning as headless relatives, on the other hand, 

typically have generic referents, and refer to an idea, a way of doing something, 

a mass or generic entity, etc. Unlike the more canonical relative clauses 

discussed above, which must take a case marker when in an object or oblique 

role within the main clause, this is never the case with -n’ h clauses, which also 

do not encode number. 

 

(130) [/ãh w /-/é/-nn’ ‡h], /ãh / d-té-h  

   1sg hear-PERF-NMZ 1sg speak-FUT-DECL 

  ‘That which I heard, I will tell.’ (txt)  

 

(131) [dó/=d’ h, ya/amh /=d’ h y’æ/-nn’ ‡h],  b’uy-d’ h-y /  

   child=PL  dog=PL    defecate-NMZ throw-send-TEL.IMP 

  ‘What dogs or kids defecate, throw (it) out (of the living area).’ (el) 

 

Note that a sentence may involve multiple, embedded nominalizations marked 

with -n’ ‡h: 

 

(132) [[h -ní-nn’ ‡h] /am tçn-nQn-/é/-nn’ ‡h], /am pahá-áh  

  only-be-NMZ  2sg hold-come-PERF-NMZ 2sg share-DECL 

  ‘Whatever it was you brought, you shared.’ (txt) 
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 When they stand in for a nominal referent, -n’ ‡h nominalizations are occa-

sionally followed by a bound or classifying noun in a nominal compound con-

struction, as in (133). In this case, -n’ h forms a headed relative clause, in which 

it acts much like (and is often interchangeable with) the Dependent marker -Vp.  

 

(133) [/ãh d’ó/-nn’ ‡h]=g’Qt=y / t h  d’ó/-óh 
   1sg take-NMZ=LEAF=TEL  3sg take-DECL 
  ‘He took the same book that I took.’ (el) 

 

 While nominalizations with -n’ ‡h usually appear in the place of nominal 

arguments, they can also form adverbial clauses relating to manner or time, as 

in (134–136). The use of -n’ ‡h with an adjective root in (134) is consistent with 

the generally verb-like nature of adjectives in Hup (cf. §10.1). 

 

(134) [cípmQh-nn’ ‡h]  yok-hi-g’et-yó/=mah,  t h=t t  

   little-NMZ   poke-FACT-stand-SEQ=REP 3sg=string  

 

  p g-ót t h  yók-ay-áh 

  big-OBL 3sg poke-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having poked him out in a small way, he poked him with a big strand  

  (of thorns)!’ (txt) 

 

(135) [/am hám-nn’ ‡h], hçht g-ét  hám  

   2sg go-NMZ  canoe-OBL go.IMP   

  ‘(Since) you’re going, go by canoe.’ (el) 

 

(136) yúp  h Ùy/ah [j’ b nQn-nn’ ‡h], [wQd    
  that.ITG after  night come-NMZ sun  

 

  nçh-cud-yé-ay-nn’ ‡h]=mah,   t h- n   ba/t ‡b’ ye-y /-ay-áh 
  fall-be.inside-enter-INCH-NMZ=REP 3sg-OBJ spirit enter-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘So after this, at nightfall, when the sun was going down, they say, an  

  evil spirit came to her (house).’ (txt) 
 

 Nominalizations with -n’ ‡h are also found in appositional expressions with 

nouns, typically forming independent, sub-clausal units like those in (137–139). 

This strategy is used when providing an explanation or additional information 

about an entity, particularly when the addressee is not familiar with the referent 

when it is first named.  
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(137) m h, [h ê  mæh-nn’ ‡h]  
  arrow animal kill-NMZ 

  ‘An arrow; what animals are killed with’ (el) 

 

(138) m h,  [h d g’íg-nn’ ‡h]  
  inambu 3pl  shoot.arrow-NMZ 

  ‘An inambu; what they shoot’ (cv) 

 

(139) yã/ám cçÙ‚hdeh,  [h d n -nn’ ‡h]  
  jaguar  rainy.season 3pl  say-NMZ 

  ‘Jaguar-rain, as they call it’ (cv) 

 

 Finally, the nominalizer -n’ ‡h also occurs as a bound element with demon-

stratives, especially those referring to mass or generic nouns (see §6.3): n -n’ ‡h 
‘this (mass), these’; n’í-n’ ‡h ‘that (mass), those’; y ‚ê-n’ ‡h ‘that (mass), those 

(intangible)’; h ‚ê-n’ ‡h ‘what’; cã ê-n’ ‡h ‘another (mass)’. 

 

 

18.2.6. Dependent clauses contributing adverbial information  

 

While the discussion in the preceding sections has focused mainly on Hup’s 

strategies for creating dependent clauses that can function as core arguments of 

the verb, this section deals with the range of dependent clauses that act as ad-

juncts. There is a considerable emphasis on temporality in Hup, by which de-

pendent clauses relate to the simultaneity or sequence of events. However, a 

number of these adjunct strategies are multifunctional; several have spatial as 

well as temporal functions, and a few also act to relate the proposition to the 

wider discourse context. In addition, Hup has a dependent clause construction 

for expressing the reason for an event.  

 Several other types of dependent adverbial-type expressions have been dis-

cussed earlier in this chapter or in previous chapters. As we saw above, the De-

pendent marker -Vp can form adverbial (converbal) clauses relating to simulta-

neous (or temporally overlapping), coordinated events (§18.2.4), and the 

Nominalizer -n’ ‡h can convey information in a dependent clause relating to time 

or manner of the event (§18.2.5). Conditional expressions with the verbal suffix 

-tQ‡n (§14.1) also function as dependent (adjunct) clauses, as do purpose adver-

bials involving -teg (§13.1). Finally, Hup’s simple adverbial expressions that do 

not involve clause linking are discussed in §10.2.  

 The verbal suffixes to be discussed in this section, all of which are used to 

form adverbial-type dependent clauses, are summarized in Table 48: 
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Table 48. The principal adverbial clause markers in Hup 

Function Form Gloss 

Simultaneity:   

        same time/place -V êt Oblique case marker 

        prolonged duration -an-ay Object? marker + Inchoative 

        at moment of -kamí moment of 

        at time of,           

        physically/conceptually separate 
-m ‡/ ‘Under’ (also appears as a  

locative postposition) 

Sequential -yó/ Sequential 

Spatial:   

        at place of -V êt Oblique case marker 

        under -m ‡/ ‘Under’ 

        in direction/at place of -an Directional case marker 

Reason keyó/ Cause 

General adverbial function (marginal) =y / ‘Telic’ (elsewhere a marker of 

telicity on verbs) 

 

 

18.2.6.1. Adverbial (Telic) =y / with adverbial clauses 

 

The adverbial function of the form =y / (elsewhere a Telic suffix on verbs 

[§12.6] and a contrastive emphasis marker on nominals [§7.1.2]) has already 

been encountered in §10.2, which focuses on its use in non-clausal adverbial 

expressions. This section examines the use of =y / in marking an entire clause 

as an adverbial. Encliticized=y / appears on a number of adverbial clauses – 

including, but not limited to, those that have no other morphological indicator 

of their adverbial status – but in most cases is to some degree optional.
207

 

 Adverbial or ‘Telic’ =y / can optionally attach to the end of an converbal 

clause marked as such by the Dependent marker -Vp (cf. §18.2.4.1), as in ex-

amples (140–141). In these examples, =y / may function partly to contribute 

contrastive emphasis semantics to the adverbial expression, much as it does 

                                                
207

 As noted elsewhere, the connections among the many overlapping functions of y  
are extremely complex and not yet fully understood; for this reason I have simply 

glossed it as ‘Telic’ in all its manifestations. Note that =y / appears to be sensitive to 

word-level stress patterns; it is unstressed when it follows a stressed syllable, but 

stressed following an unstressed syllable. 
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when associating with nominal arguments within the clause, but it also helps to 

clarify the clause’s adverbial status: 

 

(140) [t h- n /éy-ep]=yy /  t h  w d-ye-y /- h 

   3sg-OBJ call-DEP=TEL 3sg arrive-enter-TEL-DECL 

  ‘He entered, calling her.’ (el) 

 

(141) /édia=b’ay [ g-ná/-ãp]=yy /       hám-ãêh 

  Elias=FOC drink-lose.consciousness-DEP=TEL go-DECL 

  ‘Elias went while drunk.’ (cv) 

 

When the adverbial clause marked with the Dependent marker follows the main 

clause – a non-canonical position (in contrast to the above examples, where it 

precedes the main clause) – it is usually marked with Telic =y /, and some 

consultants even judge this extra adverbial marker as near-obligatory here. In 

this context, =y / apparently functions primarily to mark the dependent clause 

as adverbial vis-à-vis the preceding main clause, despite their atypical order. 

This is the case in example (142) (in which =y / also occurs on several other 

adverbial expressions within the same utterance).  

 

(142) y t=y / /am h t/ah=y / /am=/in  n ‡h  b’ t- h,  
  thus=TEL 2sg beyond=TEL 2sg=mother  POSS roça-DECL   

 

  [/am  kéy-ep]=yy /  

  2sg  see-DEP=TEL 

  ‘Thus in front of you will be your mother’s roça, as you’ve seen it  

  (before).’ (txt)  

  

 The marker =y / has a similar adverbial-marking function in (143), in which 

it occurs on (otherwise morphologically unmarked) adverbial expressions that 

follow the main clause, including an adverbial formed from the predicative 

negative particle pã Ù. 
 

(143) h pk k d’o/-g’ t=d’ h, h d  ham-y /- h,    
  fish.pull take-stand=PL  3pl  go-TEL-DECL   

    

  [/ayup m n N]=yy / , [cã ê/ãh  ham-tég-n’ ‡h pã Ù]=yy /   
  one  straight=TEL  other.side  go-FUT-NMZ  NEG:EX=TEL 

  ‘Those who set down fishhooks, they go (along), just straight ahead,  

  without going from side to side.’ (txt) 
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 Finally, the form =y / also regularly occurs (though is not absolutely 

obligatory) on adverbial expressions involving negation. This is especially 

common in negative imperative expressions, in which the imperative mood and 

the negation cannot be expressed in the same predicate; usually, therefore, the 

negative must be realized as an adverbial, and the imperative is marked on the 

‘dummy’ main verb ni- ‘be’, as in (144) (cf. §17.5.1). However, =y / can mark 

a variety of other negative adverbial expressions as well, as in (145–146) (=y / 
also appears in its verbal telic function elsewhere in these examples). 

 

(144) ham-n h=yy /  níh ! 
  go-NEG=TEL  be.IMP 

  ‘Don’t go!’ (cv) 

 

(145) b g-n h=yy /    b’uy-d’ h-y /  

  long.time-NEG=TEL throw-send.away-TEL.IMP 

  ‘Throw it out right away.’ (el) 

 

(146) ham-n h=yy /  ni-tubud-y /- y ! 
  go-NEG=TEL  be-EMPH-TEL-DYNM   

  ‘(I) never go at all!’ (txt)  

 

 

18.2.6.2. The case-marked clause as an adverbial 

 

As the discussion in §18.2.3 above illustrates, Hup’s Object and Oblique case 

markers can combine directly (together with the Filler syllable) with verb stems 

to form headless relative clauses. This section focuses on the similar ability of 

verb stems to take either of the two oblique case markers (Oblique -V êt and Di-

rectional -an) to form adverbial clauses relating to the place, time, or even man-

ner of the event. Such an adverbial clause is not switch-reference sensitive; it 

and the main clause may have either the same or different subjects. 

 Unlike oblique headless relative clauses (which take the combination of 

Filler -Vw- and the Oblique variant - t), most adverbial clauses involving the 

generic Oblique marker use the standard form -V êt, which occurs elsewhere on 

nouns to indicate comitative, locational, or instrumental relationships (cf. 

§4.3.4). Consultants do not usually accept the -Vw- t form with adverbial 

clauses, whereas it is the only form possible with oblique headless relatives 

(§18.2.3). However, the -Vw- t variant is optionally possible for adverbials in 

some cases, as the examples below illustrate. It may be that a historical connec-

tion exists between the two types of Oblique-marked dependent clause – the 

headless relative in oblique position in the main clause and the adverbial clause 
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relating to time and location – just as a connection appears to exist between the 

headless relative in main-clause subject position (marked with -Vp) and the 

formally identical adverbial clause, discussed above (§18.2.4.1). 

 Adverbial clauses formed from the combination of the generic Oblique mar-

ker -V êt (or -Vw- t) and a verb stem are quite common in Hup. One function of 

these relates to location, as examples (147–149) illustrate; this is in keeping 

with the locative function of -Vêt as a case marker on nouns. In the following 

examples, the -Vw- t variant chosen by the speaker in (147) is judged to be 

interchangeable with -V êt by consultants, but they claim -V êt to be the only pos-

sibility in (148–149).  

 

(147) t h wçn-hám-ay-áh,  té  [tod  p g g’et-pó-oow- t]=mah 
  3s  follow-go-INCH-DECL until hollow big   stand-EMPH1-FLR-OBL=REP 

  ‘He followed (it), to (the place) where a big hollow tree stood, it’s said.’  

  (txt) 

 

(148) cçp-yó/,    té  [ciw b  nçwá=mí  h d  n - t ],  

  go.from.river-SEQ until bacaba sprout=creek 3pl  say-OBL   

 

  / n  tuh-d’o/-b -h  

  1pl  pause-take-HAB-DECL 

  ‘We went up from the river, until we stopped to rest, as always, at (the  

  place which) they call Bacaba-sprout Creek.’ (txt) 

 

(149) hç)Ùp p /- t    /ãh g’ã/-g’o/-/ -h,             
  fish dabacuri-OBL 1sg be.suspended-go.about-PERF-DECL  

 

  [húp  pã Ù-ãã ê t],  j’ g  kak h-an 

  person NEG:EX-OBL forest  between-DIR 

  ‘I used to live in (the place called) Fish-Dabacuri, where there are no  

  people, in the middle of the forest.’ (txt) 

 

Examples (150–153) illustrate the use of the [Verb-V êt] construction to form 

temporal adverbials relating to simultaneity. This use presupposes not only the 

same time, but also the same location, and may plausibly represent an extension 

of the locative function of the case-marker -V êt. 
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(150) yúp=mah  [t h cQg-pæ-ææ t]=mah,  d’ób=n’ n  

  that.ITG=REP  3sg net-go.upriver-OBL=REP acara=PL.OBJ 

   

  t h  k k-w’ob-pQ-ní-h,     húp=/ h- êh 
  3sg pull-set-go.upriver-INFR2-DECL person=MSC-DECL 

  ‘Thus, it’s said, (at the time) when she was going upstream netting  

  (shrimp), he was fishing acará fish and setting them out for her, a man.’  

  (txt) 
 

(151) [j’ k  t h  ci )h-w /- t]=mah  t h  na/-y /- h 

   smoke 3sg scent-hear-OBL=REP 3sg die-TEL-DECL 

  ‘(At the moment) when she smelled the smoke, it’s said, she died.’ (txt) 

 

(152) [w h=d’ h   / n  h d  / d- t]  /ãh / d-b -h 
   River.Indian=PL 1sg.OBL 3pl  speak-OBL 1sg speak-HAB 

  ‘I always speak (Tukano) (at the times) when the River Indians speak to  

  me.’ (txt) 

 

(153) t êh=n’ n [/ãh kéy-éét], g’íg-íy  

  pig=PL.OBJ 1sg see-OBL shoot.arrow-DYNM 

  ‘I shot pigs, (at the times) when (I) saw them.’ (txt) 

 

The Oblique adverbial construction can also relate to manner and purpose, as in 

(154–158). Both the -Vw- t and the -Vêt variants of the Oblique marker are used 

in these examples.
208

 

 

(154) [yúp=y /  n h-- ‚w- ‚ ê t]  t h  /ey-yçhçy-ní-h 
  that.ITG=TEL  be.like-FLR-OBL 3sg call-search-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘In this way he went calling and searching.’ (txt)  
 

(155) [yúp  t h  g-ná/-ããw- t]=y /=mah  t h   

   that.ITG 3sg drink-die-FLR-OBL=TEL=REP  3sg  

 

  / h-k dham-y /  ní-ay-áh 

  sleep-pass.go-TEL be-INCH-DECL 

  ‘So, in his drunkenness (poisoned state), he fell immediately to sleep.’  

  (txt) 

                                                
208

 Their potential for interchangeability here is not clear. 
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(156) [nukán  h d  hitoy/-d’ó/-óót],      h d- n  
   over.here 3pl  FACT:carry.on.head-take-OBL 3pl-OBJ  

 

  g’ ç-tuk-yó/=mah, y t  t h=báb’=n’ n,  y t t h  / d- h 
  bite-want-SEQ=REP  thus 3sg=sibling=PL.OBJ thus 3sg speak-DECL 

  ‘So that they would carry him on their heads, since he wanted to bite  

  them, he spoke thus to his kinsmen.’ (txt) 

 

(157) g- t   h d  dóh-op,  [hup-hipãh-n h  h d  ni-té]--t   
  drink-OBL 3pl  enchant-DEP RFLX-know-NEG 3pl  be-FUT-OBL 

  ‘They put a spell into the drink, so that they would be (made) senseless.’ 

  (txt) 

 

 Hup’s second oblique marker -an ‘Directional’ (an unstressed form that is 

probably related historically to the Object marker - n; see §4.3.2) also combines 

with verb stems to form dependent clauses, as in the following examples. In 

keeping with its function with lexical nouns, -an with dependent clauses indi-

cates a location or directional goal. The Filler syllable -Vw- is ungrammatical 

here.  

 

(158) té  [t h ní-aan]=mah h d  d’o/-w d-yé-éh  
  until 3sg be-DIR=REP  3pl  take-arrive-enter-DECL 

  ‘They led (him) to the place where he (evil spirit) lived, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

(159) tegh =/ãêy=wa  j’ám   / n- n b’oy-cum-ni-yæ êh-æêh,  
  fire=FEM=old.woman DST.CNTR 1pl-OBJ teach-begin-be-FRUST-DECL 

   

  [n’ikán  / n  ní-aan], [y y ‡w deh-an  / n  ní-aan] 
   over.there 1pl  be-DIR ant.sp. water-DIR 1pl  be-DIR 

  ‘A non-Indian woman began to teach us (in vain), there where we lived,  

  where we lived at Y y w Ant Creek.’ (txt) 

 

(160) [t w   deh h d  nn -an], b /-g’o/-/ay    ní-p d- h 
  Brazil.nut water 3pl  say-DIR work-go.about-VENT be-DIST-DECL 

  ‘We went to work at the place they call Rio Castanha.’ (txt) 

 

 What is apparently the same form (Directional marker -an) also occurs in a 

number of extended expressions in Hup (see §4.3.3), two of which can appear 

with dependent clauses in an adverbial function. The more common of these is 

the form -an-ay, which combines Directional -an and the Inchoative aspect suf-
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fix -ay,
209

 and – like adverbial -an on its own – attaches directly to the verb 

stem. It indicates simultaneity where events are concurrent for a relatively long 

period of time (i.e., ‘during, while’), and it implies that the event described in 

the main clause is initiated during the course of the event described in the ad-

verbial clause. The focus of this construction is on the duration of the event or 

state, and it is therefore inherently Dynamic (compare kamí ‘at the moment of’, 

which focuses on a point in time and is inherently perfective; §18.2.6.5 below). 

Adverbial clauses with -an-ay are illustrated in examples (161–162):  

 

(161) y kán   b ‡g    [/ãh ní-aan-ay] yúp,    

  over.there long.time  1sg be-DIR-INCH that.ITG  

 

  y ‚-n’ ‡h   w /-yó/ /ãh / d-ay-áh 

  that.ITG-NMZ hear-SEQ 1sg speak-INCH-DECL 

  ‘During the long time I was there, having heard these (Portuguese and  

  Tukano), I began to speak (them).’ (txt) 

 

(162) k k-w’ob-pQ-yó/   [té  t h=g’Qt/óh-aan-ay]=mah,  
  pull-set-go.upriver-SEQ until 3sg=end-DIR-INCH=REP 

   

  tiy /=b’ay  key-d’ob-g’et-ní-ay-áh 

  man=AGAIN  see-go.to.river-stand-be-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having fished while going upriver, as she was reaching the end, a man  

  was standing (on the bank) looking down at her.’ (txt) 

 

 Another adverbial expression involves the combination of -an210 and the 

Emphatic Coordinator =nih. This form signals a goal on which another action is 

dependent; it is extremely limited in my corpus: 

 

(163) [/ n k k-d’ó/- n=nih],  / n  hám-ã êh  

  1pl  pull-take-DIR=EMPH.CO 1pl  go-DECL 

  ‘When we catch something (while fishing), we’ll go (home).’ (el) 

 

 

 

                                                
209

 The combination of nasal and oral morphemes yields the pronunciation [anday]. 
210

 It is not clear whether this is the Object or the Directional marker, but the question 

may be essentially meaningless if the two are in fact historically related (see §4.3.3).  
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18.2.6.3. Sequential -yó/ 
 

The Sequential marker -yó/ creates a dependent clause and indicates a temporal 

succession of events. It is almost always followed by a main clause; only under 

extremely limited circumstances can a Sequential clause stand alone in relation 

to the wider discourse context. Clause combination with the Sequential is 

switch-reference-sensitive in that the same subject is strongly preferred for both 

clauses. Because the dependent clause does not act as either a modifier or an 

argument of the main clause, this strategy is probably best considered to involve 

cosubordination, and specifically clause-chaining (or perhaps incipient clause-

chaining), rather than subordination proper.  

 Formally, Sequential -yó/ is a consonant-initial Boundary Suffix, and can be 

preceded by most Inner Suffixes. Other Boundary Suffixes are ungrammatical 

in combination with -yó/, including the verbal Negative suffix -n h; thus when 

Sequential  -yó/ occurs with a negative predicate, it requires a copular host (cf. 

173 below). 

 Use of the Sequential is very common in Hup, particularly in narrative (al-

though less so in the Umari Norte dialect). In the conventional narrative strat-

egy, a dependent Sequential clause is commonly followed by a main clause, in 

which the verb takes the Inchoative plus Declarative inflection -ay-áh (i.e., a 

form of progressive aspect). In the following sentence, this main clause may be 

resummarized with the Sequential, and the next event introduced as the new 

main clause (see also the discussion in §12.3). Clause combination of this kind 

involving the Sequential is illustrated in the following examples: 

 

(164) “h /”, nç-yyó/ , t h- n  t h  yók-ay-áh  

   OK  say-SEQ sg-OBJ 3sg poke-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having said ‘all right’, he poked him.’ (txt) 

 

(165) y -có/   t h=tæh/íp- n   mQh-y /-yyó/ ,   
  that.ITG-LOC 3sg=child.father-OBJ kill-TEL-SEQ   

   

  w d-c p- w-ay=mah,     t h=tæh/ín- n=b’ay  
  arrive-go.from.river-FLR-INCH=REP 3sg=child.mother-OBJ=AGAIN  

 

  t h  mæh-b’ay-áh 

  3sg kill-AGAIN-DECL 

  ‘Having killed the husband, he came up from the river, it’s said, and then  

  he killed the wife!’ (txt) 
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(166) yúp  w d-yé-ay-yyó/ ,   “húptok  n N b / !     
  that.ITG arrive-enter-INCH-SEQ caxiri   2pl  work.IMP  

   

  g n N b / !”  h d  nç-p d- h 
  drink 2pl  work.IMP 3pl  say-DIST-DECL 
  ‘(The jaguars) having entered, “you all make caxiri! make drink!” they  

  all were saying.’ (txt) 
 

In narrative, a new event is often simply prefaced with the formulaic y ‚-n h-
yo/ (that.ITG-be.like-SEQ) ‘so with that’, as in (167). In example (168), a child 

used this formulaic expression to prompt her distracted grandmother to go on 

with a story. 

 

(167) y ‚-n h-yó/ ,   “h -n h- y  t h?” nç-yó/=mah j’ã êh,  
  that.ITG-be.like-SEQ Q-be.like-DYNM 3sg say-SEQ=REP DST.CNTR   

    

  t h  /çt-k dcçp-y /-ay-áh 
  3sg cry-pass.go.from.river-TEL-INCH-DECL 
  ‘So with that, having said “what happened?” she came quickly up from  

  the river crying.’ (txt) 
 

(168) y )-n h-yó/     tá/ ? 
  that.ITG-be.like-SEQ REL.INST 

  ‘And after that?’ (cv) 

 

 While a dependent Sequential clause is almost always followed by a main 

clause of some kind, this may be no more than the ‘light’ or ‘dummy’ verb ni- 
‘be’. This verb forms a kind of default main clause when no other verb is read-

ily available to the speaker (cf. §18.2.2): 

 

(169) yaw ç   t h  w’ób-óh, t k  cç/-d’o/-k dcçp-yyó/  
  titi.monkey 3sg set-DECL belly gut-take-pass.go.from.river-SEQ  

 

  ní- y   t h  w’ób-óh 

  be-DYNM  3sg   set-DECL 

  ‘She placed the monkey (on the jirau), after having gutted it and come up  

  from the river she placed it…’ (txt) 

 

 The dependent Sequential clause is almost always followed by the main 

clause; however, there are one or two examples in my corpus of the reverse 
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order, as in (170). While this would seem to be an argument against normal 

clause-chaining, this reversal of clause order involving the Sequential is quite 

rare in Hup, and it is possible that the very few examples like (170) could be 

explained as an afterthought on the part of the speaker. 

 

(170) t h  pé/-éy,  húptok g-yyó/   

  3sg sick-DYNM caxiri  drink-SEQ  

  ‘He’s sick, after drinking caxiri.’ (cv) 

 

 As noted above, use of the Sequential also usually requires the same subject 

for both clauses. However, there seem to be a few exceptions to this rule as well 

(but note that the topical participant remains the same): 

 

(171) na/-hipãh-n h g’ã/-hi-ham-yyó/ ,         
  die-know-NEG be.suspended-FACT-go-SEQ   

   

  pãêç=w d    t h- n... d’ ç g’ p-ay-áh  

  paternal.uncle=RESP 3sg-OBJ timbó serve-INCH-DECL 

  ‘(The old man) having lain for a long time in his hammock without  

  knowing how to die, Uncle served him timbó (poison).’ (txt) 

 

 The Sequential can occur in Interrogatives, although examples of this usage 

are limited. For example, the Sequential form ‘having wanted what’ is used to 

mean ‘for what reason?’ in (172) (also see the use of causal keyó/ (key-yó/ 
[see-SEQ]) in interrogatives; §18.2.6.6 below).  

 

(172) /eckóda  ham-y /- y  pah-áp   hã êy-ã êh, hocinéa-áh,  
  school(Pt) go-TEL-DYNM PRX.CNTR-DEP um-DECL Rosinea-DECL  

   

  h )-n’ ‡h tuk-yyó/ ? nç-kQ‡m 

  Q-NMZ want-SEQ  say-IMP2  

  ‘That what’s-her-name, Rosinea, went to school; for what reason, say?’ 

  (sp) 

 

 Example (173) illustrates the incompatibility of the dependent Sequential 

clause with verbal negation; negative predicates require copular ni- ‘be’, as a 

coordinated predicate, to host the Sequential. 
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(173) w /-n h  ni--yó/  / n  b’ay-té-ay-áh  

  hear-NEG  be-SEQ 1pl  return-FUT-INCH-DECL 

  ‘Having understood nothing, we’d return.’ (cv) 

 

 Like negative clauses, predicate nominal clauses also require copular ni- to 

host the Sequential, which cannot attach directly to the predicate nominal itself 

(cf. §17.3.3.1). However, there is at least one exception to the primarily verbal 

identity of Sequential -yó/ : it can follow nominal forms that take the Oblique 

case (as a locative), to mean ‘having gone to / been at X’: 

 

(174) tát    deh-ét-yyó/ ,  cãw-yucé-an  t h  ham-té-h 

  taracuá.ant water-OBL-SEQ São-José-DIR 3sg go-FUT-DECL 

  ‘Having been at Tat Deh, he’ll go to São José.’ (el) 

 

 

18.2.6.4. Simultaneity and concession with -m ‡/  

 

The Boundary Suffix -m ‡/, like Sequential -yó/, attaches to verb stems to form 

dependent clauses, and is also considered to involve clause-chaining (cosubor-

dination) rather than subordination proper. Where Sequential -yó/ favors the 

same subject in the linked clauses, use of Simultaneous -m ‡/ reveals a strong 

preference for different subjects; this appears semantically natural, since two 

simultaneous actions are normally more likely to be performed by two different 

people than by the same person.  

 As a Boundary Suffix on verbs, the form -m ‡/ contributes the adverbial 

sense of temporal simultaneity (‘at the same time as’) or concession (‘even 

though, in spite of’). As a marker of concession, it can also occur as a free parti-

cle, and can appear in main clauses and even associate with predicate nominals. 

The same form m ‡/ also occurs as a locative postposition with nouns, where it 

has the spatial sense ‘under’ (see §10.3.1); note that it is glossed ‘UNDER’ in its 

verbal use as well. 

 As an indicator of temporal simultaneity, the verbal Boundary Suffix -m ‡/ 
entails that the simultaneous events be relatively dissociated from one another; 

this distinguishes -m ‡/ from the other verbal markers relating to simultaneity 

discussed in this chapter. This dissociation of events is often physical – i.e., the 

events are interpreted as occurring in different locations – but it can also be 

conceptual, relating to a lack of cooperation or coordination between the actors 

despite the simultaneity of the action. For example, -m ‡/ is used when an event 

is kept secret from someone by virtue of that person’s involvement in a distinct 

and simultaneous event – as in (175) below, where the mother kept the fact that 

she had taken a deer spirit as a husband secret from her children, by sending 
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them out to bathe in the morning so that her husband could leave the house un-

seen. Similarly, the children later take advantage of their mother’s bathing to 

beat timbó, in order to make the poison that they will use to get rid of their un-

wanted stepfather (example 176). 

 

(175) y )ê-n h-mm ‡ /=mah    t h  “n N j’çm-/áy   tæêh”    
  that.ITG-be.like-UNDER=REP 3sg 2pl  bathe-VENT.IMP offspring  

 

  nç-d’ h-d’ob-y /-p d- h 

  say-send-go.to-river-TEL-DIST-DECL 

  ‘While this happened (i.e., her husband the deer spirit left the house), it’s  

  said, she would always send them to the river, saying “go bathe,  

  children.”’ (txt) 

 

(176) j’ m-çp  t h  k dd’ b-mm ‡ /=mah,   d’ ç  
  bathe-DEP 3sg pass.go.to.river-UNDER=REP timbo  

 

  h d  t t d-d’ó/-óy=mah 

  3pl  beat.timbo-take-DYNM=REP 

  ‘While she (their mother) went down to bathe, they beat the timbó (to  

  release the poison), it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

The physical dissociation of events or situations is also apparent in example 

(177), where the speaker is setting up a virtual map (illustrated with marks in 

the dirt) to describe the location of a town: 

 

(177) nút  / hníy c /  deh hayám ní-mm ‡ / ,  
  here maybe slug creek town  be-UNDER   

   

  nu-có/  / hníy-ay yúw-úh,  wá/ah     có/ 
  here-LOC  maybe-INCH that-DECL other.side.of.water LOC 
  ‘While Slug Creek Village is about here, it (Avocado Creek Village) is  

  about here, on the other side.’ (cv) 

 

 The ‘concessive’ use of -m ‡/ (cf. Thompson and Longacre 1985: 198) – ap-

parently an extension of its temporal function into the discourse context (see 

below) – creates adverbial-type clauses meaning ‘in spite of, although’:  
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(178) n ‡   báb’=d’ h h d  ní-mm ‡ / ,  /ãh pQ-y /- h  

  1sg.POSS sibling=PL 3pl  be-UNDER 1sg go.upriver-TEL-DECL 

  ‘Although my brothers were there, I went (back) upstream.’ (txt) 

 

 Formally, the concessive use of Hup -m ‡/ is considerably more flexible than 

its simultaneous use. In particular, the concessive clause marked by -m ‡/ need 

not be fully dependent on an accompanying main clause. In (179), for example 

(reportedly said when someone is seen eating something that they have claimed 

to habitually not eat), although the -m ‡/ clause is adjacent to a main clause, it 

marks a concession vis-à-vis the larger discourse context. That is, it seems to be 

acting not so much as a dependent clause marker, but rather as an adversative 

conjunction strategy meaning ‘nevertheless, in spite of this’.  

 

(179) t h  t h- y=cud,  wQ‡d-mm ‡ /=cud !  
  3sg lie-DYNM=INFR eat-UNDER=INFR 

  ‘She’s lying, apparently; she’s eating (it) nonetheless, apparently!’ (ru) 

 

Similar uses of -m ‡/ are illustrated in examples (180–181). In (180), a young 

girl was responding to my question, ‘your father’s not here?’; in (181), the nar-

rator of a tale makes a meta-comment about her stumbling over the Tukano 

words spoken by the Deer Spirit, when this character is first introduced: 

 

(180) pã Ù …  t h  ní-mm ‡ /  

  NEG:EX 3sg be-UNDER 

  ‘(He’s) not here… he’s around, though.’ (cv) 

 

(181) yúp  /ãh d’ h-d’ h-ham-n h  d /-kodé,  
  that.ITG 1sg send-send-go-NEG  VDIM-VDIM2  

   

  w h   / d-mm ‡ /=cud/ hníy  yQê‚h  yúw-úh 
  River.Indian speak-UNDER=INFR.EPIST FRUST  that.ITG-DECL 
  ‘I didn’t manage that very well, but he did speak Tukano, apparently.’  

  (txt) 

 

 In other uses, concessive m ‡/ appears as a free particle, rather than as a ver-

bal Boundary Suffix, and again is not limited to dependent clauses. In (182), it 

occurs in a main clause and follows the Dynamic marker, whose Boundary Suf-

fix slot in the verb it would normally occupy: 
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(182) hám-ay  mm ‡ /   / n- h, /am kéy-tQ‡n 

  go-DYNM  UNDER 1pl-DECL 2sg see-COND 

  ‘We’re making progress, actually, if you look closely.’ (cv) 

 

 As a particle, concessive m ‡/ can even follow a predicate nominal, which 

normally behaves as a dependent clause: 

 

(183) t h=pQcæw  mm /   /am j’ )p-n h- p ! 
  3sg=youth  UNDER 2sg tie-NEG-DEP 

  ‘Even though you’re young you’re not tying (the vines) up!’ (cv) 

 

(184) cã ê-wag  /ãh hç-ní- y,   w’éh-éy=/ãy mm /   j’ám…  
  other=day 1sg liver-be-DYNM far-DYNM=FEM UNDER DST.CNTR 

  ‘Sometimes I think: although I am a woman from far away (I am  

  nevertheless living here like this).’ (txt) 

 

(185) doh/ãêy mm /=cud=mah, t h- n  y ê)   n h-ní-h !  
  Curupira UNDER=INFR=REP 3sg-OBJ that.ITG be.like-INFR-DECL 

  ‘It was actually Curupira, apparently, that did this to her, it’s said!’ (txt) 

 

(186) núh b’ y /-ay  mm /=mah, t h  / d- h 

  head only-INCH UNDER=REP 3sg speak-DECL 

  ‘Although only a head, he spoke.’ (txt) 

 

 Finally, -m / (used as a verbal Boundary Suffix) also has an additional, dis-

tinct idiomatic function: it occurs in a main clause, together with the Distribu-

tive form p d (a marker of iterative or durative aspect, see §12.9.1), and the 

resulting construction implies that the activity (usually one involving goal-

oriented movement) requires a relatively long time to carry out. While it is not 

really clear whether this idiomatic use is linked more directly to the temporal or 

the concessive realizations of -m ‡/, the expression of doing a single activity for 

a long time may include a sense of the potential for numerous other events to 

occur during this period, and thus bear some relation to simultaneity. 
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(187) /éw’  hçy / n  w d-d’ób-óh,    / n  pæ-mm ‡ /     
  bird.sp. pool 1pl  arrive-go.to.river-DECL 1pl  go.upriver-UNDER  

    

  p d,  cínku  /óra  / n  bahád-áh 
  DIST five(Pt) hour(Pt) 1pl  appear-DECL 
  ‘We went down (from the forest) to Bird-Pool; we took a long time  

  coming upstream, at 5:00 we appeared (home).’ (txt) 
 

(188) wag-hi-yQ‡t t h=hayám-an wQ)cnçhg’ã/-yQ)êh-Q)w-Q)êh,    mmm,   
  day-FACT-lie  3sg=town-DIR encounter.path-FRUST-FLR-DECL (going noise)   

  

  te/ ! hayám  hQy  / n  hám-mm ‡ /  p d, k dham-y /-ay-áh 
  until town     middle 1pl  go-UNDER DIST pass.go-TEL-INCH-DECL 

  ‘At dawn we would go out into the city, (going noise), until! we’d  

  eventually go through the whole center of the town, and pass through it.’  

  (cv)  

 

 There is little doubt that the simultaneous and concessive uses of -m ‡/ in-

volve polysemy. Such an overlap is highly plausible typologically; for example, 

English exhibits a similar overlap between concession and simultaneity in the 

adverbial expression ‘while’. Furthermore, examples can be found in Hup in 

which the temporal and concessive uses overlap; here the semantics of -m ‡/ as 

‘during’ or ‘in spite of’ is vague or ambiguous, as in (189–191). The use of -m ‡/ 
to mark simultaneity was probably historically prior to its use as a marker of 

concession, as suggested by the relative formal flexibility of the latter use.  

 

(189) páy-mm ‡ /   cak-yó/… 
  bad-UNDER climb-SEQ 

  ‘Having climbed up, despite/while feeling bad…’ (txt) 

 

(190) deh d’ j-mm ‡ / , k d  h d  táw-áy  

  water rain-UNDER bench  3pl  carry.together-DYNM 

  ‘They were carrying a bench while it was raining/despite the rain.’ (cv) 
 As noted above, the form m ‡/ has an additional use as a locative postposition 

with the spatial sense ‘under’ (cf. §10.3.1): 

 

(191) hçht g mm ‡ /   
  canoe  under 

  ‘under the canoe’ 
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This spatial use is probably also related historically to the temporal and conces-

sive uses of this form. Such a link among spatial and temporal (as well as more 

abstract) meanings already has considerable precedence in Hup. For example, 

certain other locative postpositions double as time adverbials, such as hu )Ùy/ah 
‘behind’ and ‘after’, and kót/ah ‘in front’ and ‘before’; also compare the use of 

Distributive p d as both a quantifier (relating to quantities of entities) and a 

marker of verbal aspect (relating to repeated instances of an event) (cf. §6.5.2 

and §12.9.1), and the use of the Oblique case marker -V êt to mark both location 

(of entities) and adverbial clauses relating to time (simultaneity) (cf. §4.3.4 and 

§18.2.6.2). Moreover, a connection between spatial ‘under’ and temporal simul-

taneity is arguably semantically motivated: If time and space are both viewed 

linearly, then two things that are placed one atop the other are occupying the 

same point in space (from a two-dimensional, horizontal perspective); likewise, 

two activities going on simultaneously are occupying the same slot in time.  

 

 

18.2.6.5. Simultaneous temporal adverbial -kamí  
 

The form -kamí produces a dependent clause meaning ‘at the moment of’. Like 

most of the other bound forms discussed here, it occurs as a verbal Boundary 

Suffix, although it is not limited to verbal hosts.  

 The verb phrase marked with -kamí indicates a specific point in time that has 

been reached when the main clause event begins to take place, as examples 

(192–194) illustrate. The event in the dependent clause is thus viewed perfec-

tively, rather than as a state with a prolonged duration or a dynamic event with 

internal structure. Note that verbs marked with -kamí normally receive no other 

inflection (including Inner Suffixes).  

 

(192) cé   g’ ,  /ãh tçn--kamí,   /ãêh=/ín    

  six(Pt) summer 1sg hold-moment.of  1sg=mother  

 

  / n  na/-y /-ní-h 

  1sg.OBJ die-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

  ‘When I was six years old, my mother died on me.’ (txt) 
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(193) t h  cog-kkamí=mah  yúp  “k t/ah /ãh  
  3sg gather.in-moment.of that.ITG in.front 1sg  

   

  d’ob-yu-té-h,     ‘máy !” n - y=mah 
  go.to.river-wait-FUT-DECL let’s.go say-DYNM=REP 
  ‘When she was putting (manioc) into her basket, “I’ll go ahead down to  

  the river and wait; let’s go!” he said.’ (txt) 

 

(194) nút  /ãh ni-kkamí=mah,  /ãêh=/ín  / n  
  here 1sg be-moment.of=REP 1sg=mother 1sg.OBJ  

 

  b’uy-d’ h- h;  /ãh cípmQh=tQn 

  throw-send-DECL 1sg little=MEAS2 

  ‘When I was this size, my mother abandoned me; when I was small.’ (txt) 

 

 In addition to occurring with verbs, -kamí can occur with a noun to form an 

adverbial phrase, as in menénda-kamí ‘at school lunch time’ (from Portuguese 

merenda escolar ‘school lunch’), or even with an interrogative: 

 

(195) h ‚-n’ ‡h-kkamí  /am dap êh  j’ ê‚p- ‚/ ?  

  Q-NMZ-moment.of 2sg hand  tie-INT 

  ‘On what date did you get married?’ (cv) 

 

 

18.2.6.6. Reason adverbial keyó/  
 

Hup forms adverbial clauses expressing reason with the particle keyó/, which 

follows a fully inflected verb (i.e., one that receives a Boundary Suffix, usually 

Dynamic -V êy). This ‘Reason’ adverbial is clearly derived from the Sequential 

form of the verb ‘see’, key-yó/ ‘having seen’ (i.e., a dependent clause), but it 

appears to be grammaticalizing into a single fused particle. This particle is now 

(at least marginally) morphosyntactially associated with the preceding verb, and 

cannot in these cases be considered a dependent clause in its own right.  

 The particle keyó/ itself marks a larger adverbial clause (formed from the 

inflected verb + keyó/), which relates to the reason behind an event. This unit is 

dependent on a main clause, which expresses the event itself, as in examples 

(196–198). It also occurs in the interrogative expression h n ykeyó/ (h ‚-n h- y 
key-yó/ [Q-be.like-DYNM see-SEQ]) ‘why, for what reason?’. 
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(196) y t  [t h  / t- y   kkeyó/]=mah t h=/íp  t h- n  
  thus 3sg cry-DYNM CAUSE=REP  3sg=father 3sg-OBJ   

 

  h y/ah  có/  d’o/-way-g’et-y /- h 

  outside  LOC  take-go.out-stand-TEL-DECL 

  ‘So [because (the child) cried] her father put her outside, it’s said.’ (txt) 

 

(197) [y -n h- y     kkeyó/]=cud/u )êh h d  d’ob-y /-ay=/ h  
  that.ITG-be.like-DYNM CAUSE=INFR.EPIST 3pl   go.to.river-TEL-INCH=MSC 

  ‘[Because of this], apparently, they went down to the river.’ (txt) 

 

(198) [t h wíç-íy   kkeyó/]=mah, “/ y cáp êh tiy / pãÙ-ãêt 
   3sg whistle-DYNM CAUSE=REP  who INTS1 EPIST man  NEG:EX-OBL 

   

  / n  wiç-g’et-g’ó/-o/    páh ?”  n - y=mah 

  1sg.OBJ whistle-stand-go.about-INT PRX.CNTR say-DYNM=REP 

  ‘[Because/seeing that he had whistled], “who can it be, while I am  

  without a man, that is going about whistling for me?” she said, it’s said.’  

  (txt) 

 

 In an adverbial phrase involving a noun, the ‘Reason’ particle does double 

duty as a true verbal form key-yó/ (‘having seen’), and the noun is inflected as 

the object of the clause – evidence that the distinction between Reason adver-

bial and Sequential verb form is minimal. An example is ‘because of you’: 

 

(199) patí, /ám- n kkeyó/  / n  ni-y /- h  

  Pattie 2sg-OBJ CAUSE 1pl  be-TEL-DECL 

  ‘Pattie, because of you we stayed.’ (lit. ‘having seen you we stayed.’)  

  (txt) 

 

Similarly, to express ‘because of seeing’, use of the additional verb ‘see’ is op-

tional: 

 

(200) dó/=n’ n  ((kéy-éy)  key-yó/ ,  t h  t w-wáy-áh 

  child=PL.OBJ  (see-DYNM) see-SEQ  3sg scold-go.out-DECL   

  ‘Because he saw the children, he became angry.’ (el) 

 

This ‘Reason’ adverbial use of key- ‘see’ is largely limited to the Sequential 

form of the verb, but not completely; for example, an annoyed person said (201) 
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– using the Dependent-marked form of ‘see’ in a ‘reason’ sense – to an intrud-

ing dog: 

 

(201) h ‚-n’ ‡h kkéy-ep /am yé-e/ ?! 
  Q-NMZ see-DEP 2sg enter-INT 

  ‘What did you come in for?!’ (lit. ‘What did you come in to see?!’) (cv) 

 

 

18.2.6.7. Temporal/spatial adverbial particle té  

 

Hup has only one adverbial particle that precedes the clause, while the rest all 

follow it and usually appear as verbal suffixes. This is the temporal/spatial ad-

verbial té, ‘until, up to’, which marks a point that is reached when describing 

movement through space or time. A free particle, té typically precedes either a 

place name or a dependent clause: 

 

(202) k d-y / ní- y,   / n  k d-k dham-y /-b -ay-áh,      
  pass-TEL be-DYNM  1pl  pass-pass.go-TEL-HAB-INCH-DECL  

 

  té   nút  wQdhç ní-n’ ‡h 

  until here sun  be-NMZ 

  ‘We passed beyond it, (as) we always pass it, until the sun was here.’  

  (txt) 

 

In narrative, Hup speakers frequently pronounce té with special emphasis, 

usually involving higher intensity and pitch, a dramatic pause following the 

word, and often an emphatic final glottal stop: 

   

(203) y t  hi-g’et-yó/  h d  ham-ní- p=b’ay, tté/ !   bedné ! 
  thus FACT-stand-SEQ 3pl  go-be-DEP=AGAIN until(EMPH) Belem 

  ‘So having stayed there, they went on again, until! (they got to) Belém!’ 

  (txt) 

 

 The particle té is almost certainly a borrowing from Portuguese até ‘until’, 

and probably entered Hup via Tukano. One consultant who is reasonably fluent 

in Portuguese sometimes uses Portuguese até interchangeably with té. The same 

form te also occurs in Tariana (cf. Aikhenvald 2003a) and Tukano (Ramirez 

1997b: 187). 



 

Appendix I 

Texts        
 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The texts included here represent a range of genres: traditional tales, conversa-

tion, spells, and songs. All were recorded in the villages of Tat Deh and Barreira 

Alta. The Hup verbal tradition is still relatively strong, and traditional stories 

and songs are expertly told and sung by young as well as old people; the narra-

tors of the texts given here represent this range of ages. Once recorded, the texts 

were transcribed and translated with the indispensible help of Hup consultants. 

The original recordings of several of the texts reproduced here can be heard on 

the audio CD accompanying this volume.   

 A remarkable feature of traditional verbal art in the Vaupés is the wide-

spread occurrence of the same themes and styles all around the region and be-

yond, regardless of the language in which the texts appear. Given the regional 

multilingualism, texts move fluidly from one language group to the next. The 

same stories are told and retold in Tukanoan, Arawak, and Hup villages – as 

illustrated by the story of Curupira given below, which according to the narrator 

was told by Tukanos to her Hup relative many years before. Similarly, the nar-

rator of the spell text included here was said to have spent considerable time as 

a boy among Tukanos, from whom he learned a number of spells (which he 

now delivers in Hup). The melodies and themes of the songs are likewise very 

similar across language groups, as discussed below.  
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2. Traditional tales 

 

Text 1:  

 BBakt ‡b’ b’ yn’ n k k p p n ‡ N ‘The Spirit Who Fished for Traira’ 

 Told by Isabel (K k) Salustiano, Tát Deh (Taracuá Igarapé), October 2001. 

 

This tale deals humorously with the theme – widespread in Amazonia – of the 

disjunct between the world of spirits and the world of humans. The recorded 

text is included on the accompanying CD. 

 

Yúp=mah  yúp  bakt ‡b’=/ãêy- n=mah /ay p=/i ‚h yçh-ní- y.  
that.ITG=REP  that.ITG spirit=FEM-OBJ=REP  one=MSC  affine-be-DYNM 

‘So, it’s said, there was a man who had taken a spirit woman as a wife. 

 

Yúp  /ay p=/i ‚h, yçh-ní- p=mah  yúp,  t h  hám-ah,   
that.ITG one=MSC  affine-be-DEP=REP that.ITG 3sg go-DECL   

That man, the one who was thus affinally related, it’s said, he went 

 

t h=yç‡h=n’ n  wát-ap.   Yúp  t h=yç‡h=d’ h  máh-an  
3sg=affine=PL.OBJ go.visiting-DEP that.ITG 3sg=affine=PL  near-DIR  

visiting his affinal relatives (spirits). He went visiting to where his affinal  

 

wat-hám-ãp=mah   yúp,  hã êy máh yúw-úh,   bakt ‡b’   
go.visiting-go-DEP=REP that.ITG um  near that.ITG-DECL spirit   

relatives lived; he arrived to where the, um, where  

 

máh-an w d-hám-ah.  Bakt ‡b’=/ãêy- n=mah yúp  t h  t n- h,  
near-DIR arrive-go-DECL spirit=FEM-OBJ=REP  that.ITG 3sg hold-DECL 
the spirits were. He had a spirit woman as a wife, 

 

húp-up=/i ‚h-i ê‚h.  
person-DEP=MSC-DECL 

this man (did). 

 

 

Yúp=mah  yúp  “b’ y / n  k k-/ay-n ‡N !”  nç-yó/=mah,  
that.ITG=REP  that.ITG traira 1pl  pull-VENT-COOP say-SEQ=REP  

‘So, it’s said, having said “Let’s go fish for traira together!”  
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t h=yç‡h- n  t h  tçn-hám-ãh,  yúp  húp-up=/i ‚h- n,    
3sg=affine-OBJ 3sg hold-go-DECL that.ITG person-DEP=MSC-OBJ  

he (the spirit relative) took his affinal relative along, (took) that man,  

 

bakt ‡b’- ¤h, t h=yç‡h- n.  y kán=mah  b’ob’ d-ót=mah     
spirit-DECL 3sg=affine-OBJ over.there=REP forest.clearing-OBL=REP  

the spirit (did), (took) his affinal relative. It was out there in a forest clearing,
211

  

 

yúw-úh,    b’ob’ d-ót=mah    yúp  b’ y=n’ n  t h k k- h. 
that.ITG-DECL forest.clearing-OBL=REP  that.ITG traira=PL.OBJ 3sg pull-DECL   

in a forest clearing, it’s said, he fished for traira.  

 

B /=n’ n=mah yúp      t h  hã/-/ -h,      c /-át   
rat=PL.OBJ=REP  that.ITG 3sg search.inside-PERF-DECL root.clump-OBL  
He (the spirit) searched out rats (for bait)

212 
with his hands, searched (them) out  

 

hã/-/ -h,     yúp  bakt ‡b’- ¤h. “B’ y=n’ n / n  k k-n ‡N-ay !” 
search.in-PERF-DECL that.ITG spirit-DECL traira=PL.OBJ 1pl  pull-COOP-INCH 

in clumps of roots, (did) that spirit.  “Let’s go fish for traira!” 

 

 

Yúp=mah  yúp  y -d’ h,  hã êy=d’ h, yã/ám=d’ h yQ‚êh=mah 
that.ITG=REP  that.ITG that.ITG-PL um=PL  jaguar=PL  FRUST=REP  

‘So, it’s said, those (the spirit’s traira fish) were, um, jaguars  

 

/ ¤n- n-ãw-ã êh!  Y ¤n h-m ‡/=mah    yúp  t ¤h- n-ãp,   
1pl-OBJ-FLR-DECL that.ITG.be.like-UNDER=REP that.ITG 3sg-OBJ-DEP 

for us (humans)! At the same time, it’s said, for him, 
 

bakt ‡b’- n-ãp, b’ y=d’ h g’ç‚h-ní-h.  
spirit-OBJ-DEP traira=PL  be-INFR2-DECL 

for the spirit, they were traira fish. 

 

 

                                                
211

 A b’ob’ d is a naturally occurring forest clearing, caused by a certain species of tree 

(b’ob’ d=teg) that poisons the ground around it, killing the neighboring plants.  
212

 Traira fish of course do not eat rats. 
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“T h=tQ‚êh=d’ h j’ã êh   w dnQn-k c t-b ¤-p,”   nç-çy=mah.   
3sg=small=PL  DST.CNTR arrive.come-first-HAB-DEP say-DYNM=REP  

“The little ones always arrive first,” (the spirit) said, it’s said.  

 

Yúp=mah  t h k k- h,  t h  b’uy-yQt-d’ h-p ¤d- ¤h,  
that.ITG=REP  3sg pull-DECL 3sg throw-lie.on.ground-send-DIST-DECL  

So he fished; he kept pulling (them) out and throwing them on the ground,  

 

t h=tQê‚h=n’ n=mah   t h k k-d’o/-p ¤d- ¤h.  Yúp=mah  t h=nuh y 
3sg=small=PL.OBJ=REP  3sg pull-take-DIST-DECL that.ITG=REP  3sg=neck  

he kept pulling out the little ones. Then, it’s said, he broke  

 

t h  t h- p=mah  yúp,  kúnunununu  t h  nç-p ¤d- ¤h.  
3sg break-DEP=REP that.ITG IDEO    3sg say-DIST-DECL  
their necks, kununununu was the sound it made. 

 

Y ¤t  b’ ¤y / p ¤d=mah, y ¤t  t h  n ¤h- t=y /=mah.  
thus only DIST=REP  thus 3sg be.like-OBL=TEL=REP  

Just like this, over and over, thus he (the spirit) did.  

 

J’ b hQy   t h=p g=d’ h w dnæn-ay-áh;    / ¤n- n-ãp  
night middle 3sg=big=PL  arrive.come-INCH-DECL 1pl-OBJ-DEP 

And in the middle of the night the big ones began to arrive; for us (humans) 

 

yã/ám=d’ h t h=p g=d’ h yQê‚h=mah yúp=hin- p.  
jaguar=PL  3sg=big=PL  FRUST=REP that.ITG=also-DEP 

they were big jaguars. 

 

 

Y n h-yó/=mah   yúp,  t h  mQh-hu ‚/-y ¤/- ¤h,   
that.ITG.be.like-SEQ=REP that.ITG 3sg kill-finish-TEL-DECL   

‘So after that, it’s said, he (the spirit) finished killing them all, (while)  

 

t h=hupáh=mQh=y ¤/=mah yúp  húp-up=/i ‚h    
3sg=back=DIM=TEL=REP   that.ITG person-DEP=MSC  

that person was trembling right up against  
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w /w /-d’ák-áh,   t ¤h=yç‡h  hupáh  máh=y /=mah,  
tremble-be.against-DECL 3sg=affine back  near=TEL=REP 

his (the spirit’s) back, against his affine’s back, 

 

yã/ám=n’ n / m-çp.  T ¤h- n-ãp  b’ y=d’ h=mah,   
jaguar=PL.OBJ fear-DEP  3sg-OBJ-DEP  traira=PL=REP  

afraid of the jaguars.  For him (the spirit) they were traira,  

 

t h=p g=d’ h=mah. “T h=p g=d’ h wQd-d’o/-nQn-y /-c ê‚w- ê‚y,”  
3sg=big=PL=REP   3sg=big=PL   eat-take-come-TEL-COMPL-DYNM   

big ones, it’s said. “The big ones have already arrived to eat (the bait),”  

 

n - y=mah;  hih-næn-æy     / n  nç-n ¤h- )w- )êh.  
say-DYNM=REP jaguar.roar-come-DYNM 1pl  say-be.like-FLR-DECL 

(the spirit) was saying; they came jaguar-roaring, we would say. 

 

 

Y ê)   nç-yó/=mah yúp  t h  mæh-æh;  kawag  d’ h-nQn-tég  
that.ITG say-SEQ=REP that.ITG 3sg kill-DECL  dawn   send-come-FUT   

‘Having said this, it’s said, he killed (the big fish); it was just before dawn  

 

k t/ah=mQh=mah hu ‚/-nçh-g’ét-ay-áh    y -d’ h- h.   
before=DIM=REP  finish-fall-stand-INCH-DECL that.ITG-PL-DECL   

arrived that they finished.  

 

“Ya/ p=y / / n  mæh-æh.  Hãêy, b’ y=n’ n  cuh-/áy !        
all.that=TEL  1pl  kill-DECL  um  traira=PL.OBJ string-VENT.IMP 
“That’s all we’ll kill. Come string up the traira! 

 

T h=tQê‚h  cúh   t ¤h-y /, t h=p g  cúh  
3sg=small string.IMP 3sg-TEL 3sg=big  string.IMP  

String the small ones and the big ones  

 

t ¤h-y / b ¤/ !”   t h  n - h.  Y ¤t  t h  n - y     
3sg-TEL make.IMP  3sg say-DECL thus 3sg say-DYNM  

separately!” he (the spirit) said. Upon his saying this,  
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keyó/=mah  yúp,  cuh-d’o/-hipãh-n ¤h  t h  g’et-g’ó/-óh,  
CAUSE=REP  that.ITG string-take-know-NEG 3sg stand-go.about-DECL  

he (the man) just stood around without knowing how to string them,  

 

húp-up=/i ‚h-i ê‚h.    Yúp  cuh-d’o/-hipãh-n ¤h   t h    
person-DEP=MSC-DECL that.ITG string-take-know-NEG  3sg  

(did) the person. Because he was standing around not knowing  

 

g’et-g’ó/-óy    keyó/=mah  yúp,  “y )   n ¤h- y    b ¤g  
stand-go.about-DYNM CAUSE=REP  that.ITG that.ITG be.like-DYNM HAB  

how to string them, “This is how I always do it, when I string traira,”  

 

j’ã êh   /ãêh-ã êh, b’ y /ãh cuh-tQ‡n-æh,”  nç-yó/=mah, t h   
DST.CNTR 1sg-DECL traira 1sg string-COND-DECL say-SEQ=REP 3sg 

(the spirit) said, it’s said, and he strung  

 

cuh-d’o/-y ¤/-ay-áh.   T h=t g  cá/-át  cuh-d’ h-cák,  
string-take-TEL-INCH-DECL 3sg=tooth box-OBL string-send-climb 

them all up. (He) strung (one) up by the chin, 

 

t h=t g  cá/-át  cuh-d’ h-cák  t h  ní-mah-ah.  
3sg=tooth box-OBL string-send-climb 3sg be-REP-DECL 

strung (the next) up by the chin (and so on), thus he did, it’s said. 

 

 

Y n h-yó/=mah    yúp  t h=p g=n’ n  t h    
that.ITG.be.like-SEQ=REP  that.ITG 3sg=big=PL.OBJ  3sg  

‘Having done this, it’s said, he then strung  

 

cuh-d’o/-y ¤/-b’ay-áh.   “Hám, yo-d’o/-/áy,”   n - y=mah.   
string-take-TEL-AGAIN-DECL go.IMP dangle-take-VENT.IMP say-DYNM=REP 
up the big ones. “Go on, carry them,” (the spirit) said. 

 

Y ¤t=mah t h  yo-d’o/-hipãh-n ¤h   g’ç)h-g’et-g’ó/-op=b’ay. 
thus=REP  3sg dangle-take-know-NEG be-stand-go.about-DEP=AGAIN 

Then, it’s said, he (the man) was standing around again, not knowing how to  
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 “/ãh b’ y=n’ n  núp=y /  yo-d’o/-k dham-n ¤h- y    b ¤g 
1sg traira=PL.OBJ this=TEL  dangle-take-pass.go-be.like-DYNM HAB 

carry (them). “I always carry traira  

 

j’ã êh   /ãêh-ã êh, b’ y=n’ n  yo-hipãh-n ¤h=cud   /ám-ah!” 
DST.CNTR 1sg-DECL traira=PL.OBJ dangle-know-NEG=INFR 2sg-DECL 

and go like this, I do; you don’t know how to carry traira, apparently!” 

 

n - y=mah,   t h  yo-d’o/-k dham-y ¤/-ay-áh. 
say-DYNM=REP  3sg dangle-take-pass.go-TEL-INCH-DECL 

(the spirit) said, and he carried them quickly off dangling from his hand.   

 

Yo-d’o/-k dham-yó/=mah,  deh=mi  tQê‚h-Q‚êt,  “/ n t k  
dangle-take-pass.go-SEQ=REP water=creek small-OBL 1pl  belly   

Having carried them quickly off, at the stream he said, “let’s  

 

cç/-/ -h!”  t h  n -ay-áh.   Yúp=mah  yúp  “p c  
gut-PERF-DECL 3sg say-INCH-DECL that.ITG=REP  that.ITG  scale  

gut them!” So then, it’s said, “scrape off the scales!”  

 

kój !”    nç-yó/=mah t ¤h- ¤h,   “/ãêh hipãh-n ¤h  /ãêh-ã êh,”  
scrape.off.IMP say-SEQ=REP 3sg-DECL  1sg know-NEG 1sg-DECL   

he (the spirit) said; “I don’t know how!”  

 

n - y=mah  húp-up=/i ‚h   có/-óy=b’ay-áh.   “/ ¤n- p   
say-DYNM=REP person-DEP=MSC LOC-DYNM=AGAIN-DECL 1pl-DEP  

the man said in his turn. “We don’t  

 

y -n’ ‡h=n’ n   hipãh-n ¤h  yQê‚h  tíh !”  Yã/ám=d’ h=mah   
that.ITG-NMZ=PL.OBJ know-NEG FRUST  EMPH2 jaguar=PL=REP  

know anything about those things!” They were jaguars 

 

/ ¤n- n-ãw-ã êh.  Yúp=mah  t h  t k   

1pl-OBJ-FLR-DECL that.ITG=REP  3sg belly   

for us (humans), it’s said. So, it’s said, he (the spirit)  

 

hihit-b’uy-d’ h-ham-y ¤/-ay-áh.       T k   
scrape.repeatedly-throw-send-go-TEL-INCH-DECL belly  

cut open the bellies (of the fish) and threw out (the innards). 
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hihit-b’uy-d’ h-ham-yó/=mah     t h  hãêy-ay-áh,  t h=p c 

scrape.repeatedly-throw-send-go-SEQ=REP 3sg um-INCH-DECL 3sg=scale  

Having opened the bellies and thrown out the innards, he um, he scraped off  

 

t h  kój-ay-áh.    T h koj-yó/,  y n h-yó/     t h  
3sg  scrape-INCH-DECL 3sg scrape-SEQ that.ITG.be.like-SEQ 3sg  

the scales. (The spirit’s) having scraped off the scales, and after that  

 

tok  cç/-hu ‚/-yó/, h d  yo-d’o/-y ¤/-ay-áh,    té    
belly gut-finish-SEQ 3pl  dangle-take-TEL-INCH-DECL until  

having finished gutting them, they went off carrying (the fish) dangling from  

 

y n h-yó/=mah   yúp  t h  w dye-y ¤/-ay-áh. 
that.ITG.be.like-SEQ=REP that.ITG 3sg arrive.enter-TEL-INCH-DECL 

their hands, until after that, it’s said, he (they) arrived home. 

 

 

Ya/ p=y / /ãh / d-té-ay-áh;    hu ‚ê/-ay  /u ‚hníy yúw-úh,      
all.that=TEL 1sg speak-FUT-INCH-DECL finish-INCH maybe that.ITG-DECL  

‘That’s all I’m going to tell; I guess it’s finished, 

 

pã Ù-ay. 
NEG:EX-INCH 

that’s all there is.’ 
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Text 2: DDoh/ã êy P n N ‘A Story of Curupira’ 

  Told by Teresa (M n) Monteiro Socot, Tat Deh (Taracuá Igarapé),  

  October, 2001. 

 

The first part of this text is a kind of preface in which the narrator Teresa des-

cribes the malignant forest being Curupira, followed by the story. Teresa lear-

ned this tale from an elderly relative in the village, who had herself heard it long 

ago from a Tukano person, who was reportedly related to the Tukanoan woman 

to whom the events occurred. Stories about Curupira – including tales of first-

hand encounters – are very common among the Hupd’ h. The recorded text is 

included on the CD accompanying this volume. 

 

Nút doh/ãêy p n ¤N /ãêh p n N-té-h.    Nút / n ‡h  j’áh-át,    
here Curupira story 1sg tell.story-FUT-DECL here 1pl.POSS land-OBL  

‘Now I’ll tell a story about Curupira. Here in our land,  

 

deh-g’Qt-yç‡h=d’ h  n ‡h  j’ g-út,  yúp  doh/ãêy ní- y,  
water-leaf-flood.area=PL POSS forest-OBL that.ITG Curupira live-DYNM  

in the forest of the people of the headwaters of the streams, lives Curupira,  

 

n yha/. Pãêt  b - y=mah   doh/ãêy-ã êh.  T n ‡h  j’ b=hin    
INTERJ hair long-DYNM=REP Curupira-DECL 3sg.POSS foot=also  

say. He has long hair, it’s said, has Curupira. His feet also point  

 

h Ùy/ah có/=mah, t h  y’Qt-d’o/-y ¤/- ¤h.  Húp- n  t h    
behind LOC=REP  3sg leave-take-TEL-DECL person-OBJ 3sg  
backwards, it’s said, as he puts them down. When he wants to eat  

 

wQd-tú-ay,  pi ‚êk-i ê‚y=mah,  ya/ambo/ tQ‚êh pi ‚êk=y /   
eat-want-INCH shriek-DYNM=REP dog   small shriek=TEL  

people, he shrieks (to lure them near), it’s said, he always shrieks  

 

nç-n ¤h- y=mah,   doh/ãêy-ã êh;   y ç=y /     
say-be.like-DYNM=REP Curupira-DECL  jacamim-TEL   

just like a puppy, it’s said, does Curupira; he shrieks like a jacamim bird,  

 

pi ‚k-nç-n ¤h- y=mah.    Mç‡h- n=mah  cã êp t h  hitQ‚ê/-Q‚êh,  
shriek-say-be.like-DYNM=REP inambu-OBJ=REP other 3sg imitate-DECL 

it’s said. The inambu bird, it’s said, is another that he imitates, 
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doh/ãêy-ã êh.  Yúp=mah yúp  j’ g-út  g’et-g’ó/=d’ h    
Curupira-DECL that=REP  that.ITG forest-OBL stand-wander=PL     
does Curupira. Thus, it’s said, those who go wandering in the forest tell about  

 

w /-hipãh-n - h.  Hu ‚ê=d’ h nihu ‚ê/=mah t h  hitQ‚ê/-Q‚êh,   
hear-know-say-DECL animal=PL all=REP  3sg imitate-DECL   

how they hear and recognize him. He imitates all the animals, it’s said, 

 

t h  hitQ‚ê/-Q‚w-Q‚êh;  y ‚  n - y   w ‡/=d’ h n’ h- h. 
3sg imitate-FLR-DECL thus say-DYNM hear=PL  CNTR-DECL 

he imitates (them); so say those who have heard him. 

 

 

/ay p=/ãêy=mah j’ã êh   b’ç‡t-an hám-ah. Deh=mí  p g-ót  
one=FEM=REP  DST.CNTR roça-DIR go-DECL water=river big-OBL  

‘A woman, it’s said, once went to her roça. She went across to  

 

wá/ah     có/=mah t h  b’ç‡t hám-ah, t ¤h  b’ ¤y /.   
other.side.of.water LOC=REP  3sg roça go-DECL 3sg alone  

the her roça on the other side of the river, it’s said, she alone.  

 

Y n h-m ‡/=mah    t ¤h=tQ‚êh/íp=b’ay   hç‚p k k- p   
that.ITG.be.like-UNDER=REP 3sg=child.father=AGAIN fish pull-DEP  
At the same time her husband went fishing. 

 

hám-ah. Deh=mí-an  ham-yó/=mah, hçht g-ét  ham-yó/=mah,  
go-DECL water=river-DIR go-SEQ=REP  canoe-OBL go-SEQ=REP  

Having gone by the river, having gone by canoe, it’s said, she went  

 

t h  c p- h,    t n ‡h  b’ç‡t-an hám-aw-ah.  Y kán    
3sg go.from.river-DECL 3sg.POSS roça-DIR go-FLR-DECL over.there  

up the bank, going to her roça. After having spent a long time coming up (to  

 

b ‡g   w dcçp-yo/,     ní- y=mah,  t g  t h  t /- h,  
long.time arrive.go.from.river-SEQ be-DYNM=REP wood 3sg light.fire-DECL  

reach her field), she lit a fire, she would sweep the ground (and burn the weeds),  
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j’áh hQp-té-p=mah   t h  t /- h.   Yúp  t ¤h=y / 

earth sweep-FUT-DEP=REP 3sg light.fire-DECL that.ITG 3sg=TEL 

so she lit a fire. Then when 

 

hQp-hup-c ‚êp=mah,  /ay p=/i ‚h t ¤h- n  w dnæn-ay-áh.  
sweep-RFLX-COMPL=REP one=MSC  3sg-OBJ arrive.come-INCH-DECL 

she had finished sweeping up, it’s said, a man arrived to her. 

 

T ¤h=tQ‚h/íp=y /  key-n ¤h- y=mah;   doh/ãêy m ‡/=cud=mah  
3sg=child.father=TEL see-be.like-DYNM=REP Curupira UNDER=INFR=REP  

He looked like her husband, it’s said; however, it was Curupira,  

 

t ¤h- n  y ‚ên h-ní- h.     Y ¤t  w dnQn-yó/=mah  yúp,   
3sg-OBJ that.ITG.be.like-be-DECL thus arrive.come-SEQ=REP that.ITG  

apparently. So having arrived, it’s said – 

 

g’ ¤  wag g’ç‚êh-ç‚êy=nih,   “/ám- n nQ‡m=d’ h ní- y   h ¤d ?” 

hot  day be-DYNM=EMPH.CO 2sg-OBJ louse=PL  be-DYNM  3pl 

it was a hot dry-season day –  “are there lice on you?” 

 

nç-yó/=mah, t ¤h- n  t h  /ih-kéy-éh.  “NQ‡m /ám- n /ãh  
say-SEQ=REP 3sg-OBJ 3sg ask-see-DECL louse  2sg-OBJ 1sg 

he asked her, it’s said. “I’ll check you for lice,” 

 

key-n ‡N,”  n - y=mah.  T h=tQ‚h/íp=y /  key-n ¤h- y=mah.  
see-COOP  say-DYNM=REP  3sg=child.father=TEL see-be.like=REP 

he said, it’s said. He looked like her husband, it’s said.  

 

“H /, key-/ay-kQ‡m, / n  cicid-icáp=hç‚,   y -d’ h- h,”  
  yes see-VENT-IMP2 1sg.OBJ itch-INTS1=NONVIS  that.ITG-PL-DECL   

“All right, come look, they’re making me itch a lot.” Having said this,  

 

nç-yó/=mah yúp,  t h  yu-ham-pæm-ay-áh,  nQ‡m   
say-SEQ=REP that.ITG 3sg wait-go-sit-INCH-DECL  louse   

she sat down and waited for him to check for lice.  

 

key-yQ‚êh-Q‚w-ay-áh.   Yúp  yu-ham-pQm-yó/=mah yúp,   
see-request-FLR-INCH-DECL that.ITG wait-go-sit-SEQ=REP  that.ITG  

Having sat down and waited, it’s said,  
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yúp  key-t ¤h- p=y /,  t ¤h- n  t h  /un’-y /-ní-h,   t n ‡h     
that.ITG see-lie-DEP=TEL 3sg-OBJ 3sg suck-TEL-INFR2-DECL 3sg.POSS 
that one was lying about looking (for lice); he sucked her, 

 

núh cç‚wç‚Ùh=mah t h  /un’-y /-ní-h. 
head brain=REP  3sg suck-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

he sucked out her brain, it’s said. 

 

 

Yúp=mah  yúp,  “pã Ù,  y -d’ h- h.   Kayak t /    
that.ITG=REP  that.ITG NEG:EX that.ITG-PL-DECL manioc tuber   

‘So with that, “There aren’t any (lice). Go pull  

 

g’ç/-/áy-áy !”     n - y=mah  yúp  doh/ãêy-ã êh.   
pull.manioc-VENT-INCH.IMP say-DYNM=REP that.ITG Curupira-DECL  

manioc!” said that Curupira.  

 

T ¤h=tQ‚h/íp=y /  key-n ¤h- y=mah   yúw-úh.   Yúp=mah  
3sg=child.father=TEL see-be.like-DYNM=REP that.ITG-DECL that.ITG=REP   
He looked like her husband, it’s said. So, it’s said, having said 

 

yúp,  “h /, g’ç/-d’o/-/ay-/ -h,”     nç-yó/=mah,   
that.ITG yes pull.manioc-take-VENT-PERF-DECL say-SEQ=REP  

 “all right, I’ll go pull (it),”  

 

t h  g’ /- h.    T h cog-kamí=mah     yúp,  “k t/ah  
3sg pull.manioc-DECL 3sg gather.up-moment.of=REP that.ITG before  

she pulled (manioc). As she was gathering it into her basket,  

 

/ãêh d’ob-yu-té-h,     máy !”  nç-yó/=mah, t h   
1sg go.to.river-wait-FUT-DECL go.INCH.IMP say-SEQ=REP 3sg  

“I’ll go ahead and wait, let’s go!” (he) said, 

 

k dd’ob-y ¤/-ay-áh,     dehd’ó/  có/, t h  cçp-/é/  
pass.go.to.river-TEL-INCH-DECL water.take LOC 3sg go.from.river-PERF 
and he went quickly down to the river, to the port, from whence she had come, 
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có/=mah, t h  d’ob-y ¤/-ay-mah-ã êh. 
LOC=REP    3sg go.to.river-TEL-INCH-REP-DECL  

it’s said, he went down to the river, it’s said. 

 

 

Y ¤t-y /  hQNæt=y /  g’ç/-d’o/-yó/=mah,   t h    
thus-TEL  fast=TEL   pull.manioc-take-SEQ=REP 3sg  

‘Thus having quickly pulled manioc, it’s said,  

 

cog-d’o/-yó/=mah,  t h  d’ob-y ¤/-ay-áh.       
gather.up-take-SEQ=REP 3sg go.to.river-TEL-INCH-DECL  
having gathered it into her basket, she went down to the river. 

 

D’ob-yó/=mah  yúp,  t h  w dd’ob-key-yQ)êh-Q)êh.  
go.to.river-SEQ=REP that.ITG 3sg arrive.go.to.river-see-FRUST-DECL 

Having gone down to the river, it’s said, she arrived down and looked around in 

vain. 

 

Næ  húp  pã Ù=mah,  t h  key-w dd’ób-óh,    næ  
NEG:R  person NEG:EX=REP 3sg see-arrive.go.to.river-DECL NEG:R   

There was no one there, it’s said; she looked around as she went down, there  

 

húp  pã Ù=cud=mah.  “H )-có/ yQ)êh t h  ham-pog-yQ)êh-Q)/   
person NEG:EX=INFR=REP  Q-LOC  FRUST 3sg go-EMPH1-FRUST-INT  

was no one there. “Where could he have gone?!  

 

t  ?!   Núp=mQh=y ¤/ t h  k dd’ób-otíh !”    nç-yó/=mah, 
EMPH.INT  this=DIM=TEL  3sg pass.go.to.river-EMPH2 say-SEQ=REP  

He just now went down here!” she said, it’s said, 

 

t h  key-yçhçy-yQ)êh-Q)êh.  PãÙ=mah.  
3sg see-search-FRUST-DECL NEG:EX=REP 

and looked all around in vain. He was not there, it’s said.  

 

 

Y ¤n h-yó/=mah   yúp  kayak  t /  w’ob-d’o/-yó/=mah,  
that.ITG.be.like-SEQ=REP that.ITG manioc tuber set-take-SEQ=REP  

‘So with that, it’s said, having placed her manioc (in the canoe), it’s said,  
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t h  b’eh-hí-ay-áh.      B’eh-yó/,  y kán   t n ‡h  
3sg cross.water-descend-INCH-DECL cross.water-SEQ over.there 3sg.POSS   

she crossed the river, going downstream. Having crossed the river,  

 

dehd’ó/-an  w dham-y /  ní- y=mah  yúp.  T n ‡h    
water.take-DIR arrive.go-TEL be-DYNM=REP that.ITG 3sg.POSS   

she arrived there at her port. Having washed  

 

kayak=t /  j’id-yó/=mah, t h  cçp-y ¤/-ay-áh,      mç‡y-an.   
manioc=tuber wash-SEQ=REP 3sg go.from.river-TEL-INCH-DECL house-DIR  

her manioc, it’s said, she went up from the river, to her house.  

 

W dcçp-y /     ní- y,  t n ‡h  kayak=t /  t h  y’Qt-y ¤/- ¤h. 
arrive.go.from.river-TEL be-DYNM 3sg.POSS manioc=tuber 3sg lay-TEL-DECL  

She arrived and set down her manioc. 

 

 

Yúp  t h  w dcçp-hu )Ùy/ah     d ¤y /=mah, t h=tQ)h/íp  hç)Ùp  
that.ITG 3sg arrive.go.from.river-before VDIM=REP 3sg=child.father  fish  

‘Then shortly after she had arrived, her husband, who had gone  

 

mQh-/ay-/e/-ní-p,    w db’áy-ay-áh.    D b=mah hç)Ùp t h  
kill-VENT-PERF-INFR2-DEP arrive.return-INCH-DECL many=REP fish 3sg   

to kill fish, returned. He had killed a lot of fish.  

 

mQh-ní-h.  “C w-/áy,  n ‡   yç‡h=n’ n  /ãh   
kill-INFR2-DECL cook-VENT.IMP 1sg.POSS affine=PL.OBJ 1sg  

“Come cook (these fish), I’ll offer food to (i.e., eat with) my affinal  

 

g’et-wQd-n ‡N !” n - y=mah,  t h=tQ)h/íp-íh.   Yúp=mah  t h 
stand-eat-COOP  say-DYNM=REP 3sg=child.father-DECL that.ITG=REP  3sg    

relatives!” (he) said, it’s said, her husband. So, it’s said,  

 

c ¤w- ¤h;  c w-yó/=mah yúp,  c w-hup-c )p=mah   yúp,  
cook-DECL cook-SEQ=REP that.ITG cook-RFLX-COMPL=REP that.ITG  

she cooked (them); having cooked them, it’s said, when she finished cooking  
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“g’et-wQd-/áy-áy,   /ám=yç‡h=n’ n,”  n - y=mah.  Yúp=mah   
stand-eat-VENT-INCH.IMP 2sg=affine=PL.OBJ  say-DYNM=REP that.ITG=REP  

them, “come offer food to your affinal relatives,” she said, it’s said. So, it’s said,  

 

t h  g’et-wæd-æh, yúp=mah  yúp,  g’et-wQd-yó/=mah yúp,  
3sg stand-eat-DECL that.ITG=REP  that.ITG stand-eat-SEQ=REP  that.ITG   

he offered food to (them), and then, having fed them (the men), it’s said,  

 

tã/ãêy=n’ n  t h  g’et-wæd-Qp=b’ay-áh.  G’et-wQd-yó/=mah  
woman=PL.OBJ 3sg stand-eat-DEP=AGAIN-DECL stand-eat-SEQ=REP 
he fed the women. Having fed (them), it’s said, 

 

yúp,  núp d ¤/=n’ n,  hç)Ùp=n’ n, póh wáb-át  w’ob-yó/,  
that.ITG this remain=PL.OBJ fish=PL.OBJ high jirau-OBL  set-SEQ 

the remaining ones, the fish, having put them up high on the jirau, 

 

“hçh-y ¤/   tán,” n - y=mah.  “H /,” n - y=mah,  yúp  
smoke-TEL.IMP later say-DYNM=REP yes  say-DYNM=REP that.ITG   

“later smoke them,” he said, it’s said. “All right,” she said,  

 

tã/ãêy-ã êh.   Yúp=mah  yúp  hç)Ùp=n’ n w’ob-yó/, t g    
woman-DECL that.ITG=REP  that.ITG fish=PL.OBJ set-SEQ  wood  

the woman. So, it’s said, having put those fish up, having  

 

t /-d’ak-yó/=mah,  hç)Ùp=n’ n t h  w’ób-óh.  Yúp   
kindle-be.against=REP  fish=PL.OBJ 3sg set-DECL  that.ITG  

lit a fire, she put up the fish. As she  

 

t /-d’ák-ap=y ¤/=mah,   t g-hod  máh t n ‡h  yág   
kindle-be.against-DEP=TEL=REP wood-hole near 3sg.POSS hammock   

lit a fire, it’s said – her hammock was right next to  

 

ni-g’ç)êh-ç)êy=nih=mah;   cak-g’ã/-ní-ay-áh,   
be-be2-DYNM=EMPH.CO=REP climb-be.suspended-be-INCH-DECL 
the fireplace – she climbed into (her hammock),  

 

hup-hipãh-n ¤h  t h  g’ã/-y /-ní-h. 
RFLX-know-NEG 3sg be.suspended-TEL-INFR2-DECL 

and lay there unconscious. 
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Yúp=mah  yúp  t h=yç‡h=d’ h máh-an ham-/áy-ap,    
that.ITG=REP  that.ITG 3sg=affine=PL near-DIR go-VENT-DEP  

‘Then, it’s said, her husband returned from his affinal  

 

t h=tQ)h/íp   w db’áy-áh.   H  /ám n ¤  g’ã ê-ãyúp ?!  
3sg=child.father  arrive.return-DECL Q 2sg this be.suspended-(V)that.ITG  

relatives’ place. “What are you doing lying in the hammock like this?  

 

Am ‡h  hç)Ùp d’ h-çw-ay  yQ)êh  tíh !”  t h  n - y=mah,  t ¤h- n-áh.  
2sg.POSS fish rot-FLR-INCH FRUST EMPH2 3sg say-DYNM=REP 3sg-OBJ-DECL  

Your fish must be spoiling!” he said to her.  

 

“Ãh  pé/-éy=hç)     páh !    Pé/-w dnQ‡n  ní- y=hç)   
1sg be.sick-DYNM=NONVIS PRX.CNTR sick-arrive.come be-DYNM=NONVIS  

“I’m sick! I have a fever!”  

 

páh   / n-ah !”   n - y=mah,  yúp=/ãêy-ã êh,   
PRX.CNTR 1sg.OBJ-DECL say-DYNM=REP that.ITG=FEM-DECL   

she said, it’s said, that woman,  

 

t h=tQ)h/ín- h,    t ¤h- n-ah.   Yúp=mah  yúp,  “h )-n’ ‡h  
3sg=child.mother-DECL 3sg-OBJ-DECL that.ITG=REP  that.ITG Q-NMZ   
his wife, (said) to him. Then, it’s said, “what 

 

cáp /ám- n pé/-yQ)êh-Q)/  t ?!”   n - y=mah.  Yúp=mah  
INTS1 2sg-OBJ sick-FRUST-INT EMPH.INT  say-DYNM=REP that.ITG=REP   

in the world could be making you sick?’ he said. Then, it’s said,  

 

yúp  t ¤h- n  t h  / ¤d-ay-áh,   “/ám=y / key-n ¤h- p,   
that.ITG 3sg-OBJ 3sg speak-INCH-DECL 2sg=TEL  see-be.like-DEP   

she told him, “Someone who looked like you  

 

/ n  b’ç‡t-an w dway-/áy-áh.    /Ám=y / w dway-/áy-a/,   
1sg.OBJ roça-DIR arrive.go.out-VENT-DECL 2sg=TEL   arrive.go.out-VENT-INT  

came to me in the roça. Was it you that went  

 

y kán ?”  nç-yó/=mah, t h=tQ)h/ín   t ¤h- n  /ih-kéy-éh.   
over.there say-SEQ=REP 3sg=child.mother 3sg-OBJ ask-see-DECL  

out there?” (she) said, it’s said, his wife asked him.  
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“Ãh ham-n ¤h- y=nih-áp,”      n - y=mah,    
1sg go-NEG-DYNM=EMPH.CO-FOC.DEP?  say-DYNM=REP  
“I didn’t go,” (he) said, 

 

t h=tQ)h/íp-íh.   “Cã ê-n’ ‡h=/i )h=y ¤/=cud, /ám- n   
3sg=child.father-DECL other-NMZ=MSC=TEL=INFR 2sg-OBJ  

her husband. “It must have been some other man,  

 

bahad-/ay-ní-h !”   nç-yó/=mah, t h=tQ)h/íp   t ¤h- n    
appear-VENT-INFR2-DECL say-SEQ=REP 3sg=child.father   3sg-OBJ   

who appeared to you!” (he) said, it’s said, her husband  

 

/ ¤d- ¤h.  “/Ám=y / key-n ¤h- y   páh !   /Ám- n nQ‡m /ãh 
speak-DECL 2sg=TEL  see-be.like-DYNM PRX.CNTR 2sg-OBJ louse 1sg 

told her. “But it looked like you! ‘I’ll check you for lice,’  

 

key-n ‡N,  / n  n - y   páh   yúw-úh !”  nç-yó/=mah, t h 
see-COOP 1sg.OBJ say-DYNM PRX.CNTR that.ITG-DECL say-SEQ=REP 3sg    
that one said to me!” she told him. 

 

/ ¤d- ¤h.  “/ n  po/-key-kQ‡m,”  n - y=mah.  Yúp=mah 
speak-DECL 1sg.OBJ open-see-IMP2  say-DYNM=REP that.ITG=REP 

“Open (my hair) and look,” (she) said (to her husband). And 

 

yúp  t n ‡h   núh  kQtdóh  cípmQh=y ¤/=mah  
that.ITG 3sg.POSS  head  end   small=TEL=REP   

there on the top of her head (something) was  

 

j’u )/-g’et-mæh-æy=mah;  h m ni-g’et-mæh-æy=mah. “Ám- n doh/ãêy  
ooze-stand-DIM-DYNM=REP sore be-stand-DIM-DYNM=REP 2sg-OBJ curupira  

oozing slightly, it’s said; a little sore was there, it’s said. “Curupira has  

 

/un’-y ¤/- ¤y=cud,”  n - y=mah,  t h=tQ)h/íp-íh,   t ¤h- n-ah.  
suck-TEL-DYNM=INFR say-DYNM=REP 3sg=child.father-DECL 3sg-OBJ-DECL  

sucked you (your brain), apparently!” he said, her husband, to her.  
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Yúp  j’ b,  wag hiyæt=y /=mah  t h  na/-y ¤/- ¤h.    
that.ITG night  day FACT.lie=TEL=REP  3sg die-TEL-DECL   

‘And that night, just before dawn, it’s said, she died. Curupira had  

 

Doh/ãêy t ¤h- n  /un’-ní-p,  macã-n ¤h-ay=mah,     
curupira 3sg-OBJ suck-INFR2-DEP come.to.senses-NEG-INCH=REP 
sucked her (brain); she could not recover, 

 

na/-tubúd-y ¤/-ay=mah. 
die-INTS3-TEL-INCH=REP  

and died completely, it’s said. 

 

 

 

Text 3: CCan  P  Bakt ‡b’ ‘The Spirit of the Pineapple Thicket’ 

  Told by Elias Andrade Pires, Barreira Alta, January 2002. 

 

This story is yet another tale of a person’s encounter with the spirit world. The 

recorded text may be found on the accompanying CD. 

 

Y ¤t=mah, t h=dó/  / t- h. Y ¤t  t h  / t- y   keyó/=mah,  
thus=REP  3sg=child cry-DECL thus 3sg cry-DYNM CAUSE=REP    

‘So, it’s said, a child was crying (at night). Because she cried, it’s said,  

 

t ¤h=/íp  t ¤h- n  h y/ah có/ d’o/-way-g’et-y ¤/- ¤h.   Y ¤t  t h   
3sg=father  3sg-OBJ  outside LOC take-go.out-stand-TEL-DECL thus 3sg   

her father put her outside. Then when  

 

d’o/-way-g’et-y ¤/- ¤t=mah  yç‡y    can    p   bakt ‡b’  
take-go.out-stand-TEL-OBL=REP pineapple.sp. pineapple  thicket spirit 

he put her outside, it’s said, a yçy pineapple-thicket spirit 
 

d’o/-ham-y ¤/- ¤h.  Y ¤t=mah h d   /u ‚h-toh-hám-ah,  
take-go-TEL-DECL  thus=REP  3pl   INTRC-steal-go-DECL 

took (her) off. With that, it’s said, they (the other spirits) went chasing after  

 

“N ‡=mah páh   yúw-úh !    N ‡=mah  páh   yúw-úh !”  
 1sg.POSS  PRX.CNTR that.ITG-DECL 1sg.POSS=REP PRX.CNTR that.ITG-DECL   

each other to steal (the girl), saying, “But she’s mine! But she’s mine!”  
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Yç‡y    can    p    bakt ‡b’, “N ‡=mah,  n ‡=mah   
pineapple.sp. pineapple  thicket spirit  1sg.POSS=REP 1sg.POSS=REP  

(And) that yçy pineapple-thicket spirit said, “Mine, no, she’s mine!”  

 

páh   yúw-úh !”  /Uh-nç-hám-ay=mah,  y -d’ h- h,   
PRX.CNTR that.ITG-DECL INTRC-say-go-DYNM=REP  that.ITG-PL-DECL   

They all went saying (thus) together, all going after  

 

yúp=/ãêy- n   /u ‚h-toh-hám=d’ h. Yç‡y    can    p - t  
that.ITG=FEM-OBJ INTRC-steal-go=PL  pineapple.sp. pineapple thicket-OBL  

that girl to steal her. That one took her into the yçy  
 

n’íp=/i ‚h=mah  t ¤h- n  d’o/-ye-y ¤/- ¤h,   té  yúp  p -an.  
that=MSC=REP  3sg-OBJ take-enter-TEL-DECL until that.ITG thicket-DIR 
pineapple thicket, it’s said, all the way to that thicket. 
 

 

Y ¤t=mah t h  tQ)h-ni-y ¤/- ¤h,     yúp=/ãêy-ã êh.    TQ‚h-ni-yó/,   
thus=REP  3sg offspring-be-TEL-DECL that.ITG=FEM-DECL offspring-be-SEQ   

‘Then she had a child, it’s said, that woman (did). Having had a child,  

 

ní- y=mah,  t h  hu ‚h-j’çm-ay-áh,    t h d’o/-d’ób-b’ay-áh.   
be-DYNM=REP 3sg carry-bathe-INCH-DECL 3sg take-go.to.river-AGAIN-DECL  

it’s said, she took him down to the river to bathe him.  

 

Yúp  d’o/-d’ób-op=mah  yúp,  t n ‡h  mç‡y- t  
that.ITG take-go.to.river-DEP=REP that.ITG 3sg.POSS house-OBL 

As she was taking him down to the river, it’s said, she swung him 

 

k k-g’ã/-d’o/-k dwáy-ay-áh;      y ¤t=mah  t h=dó/  
pull-be.suspended-take-pass.go.out-INCH-DECL thus=REP  3sg=child 

against the house (rafter) as she went quickly out (bumping him accidentally),  

 

/ t- h. “Tú=mQh=y ¤/ /ám=/íp  mçyók ní- p=mQh yúw-úh,”  
cry-DECL low=DIM=TEL  2sg=father rafter  be-DEP=DIM that.ITG-DECL  

and the child cried. “They are so low, the rafters of your father’s house,”  
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t ¤h- n  n - y=mah  yúw-úh.   Y ¤t=mah yúp  húp=w d  
3sg-OBJ say-DYNM=REP that.ITG-DECL thus=REP  that.ITG person=RESP  

she said to him. So, it’s said, there was a man standing there  

 

w /-g’ét-éy,   mç‡h  g’íg-ip=/i ‚h.    Y ¤t=mah t h  
listen-stand-DYNM inambu shoot.arrow-DEP=MSC thus=REP  3sg   
listening, one who was out shooting inambu. So, it’s said, she bathed  

 

hu ‚h-j’ m- h,   m h- t. Hu ‚h-j’ m=y /  ní- y=mah,  t h  
carry-bathe-DECL lake-OBL carry-bathe=TEL be-DYNM=REP 3sg  

(the child), in the lake. She bathed him, it’s said, and  

 

d’o/-c p- h,     mç‡y-an.  

take-go.from.river-DECL house-DIR 

took him back up to the house. 

 

 

Yúp=mah  yúp  t ¤h=/íp- n  / d-w dyé-éh.    Y ¤t,  
that.ITG=REP  that.ITG 3sg=father-OBJ speak-arrive.enter-DECL thus    

‘So, it’s said, (the man) went back and told her father.  

 

“/Ám=tóg  tQê‚h  hu ‚h-j’çm-tú/-úh,    /ám   
2sg=daughter child  carry-bathe-immerse-DECL 2sg   

“Your daughter is bathing a child, the girl  

 

mQh-wçn-d’ h-ham-/ -p=/ãêy-ã êh,”   t ¤h- n  nç-w dyé-éh.       
beat-follow-send-go-PERF-DEP=FEM-DECL  3sg-OBJ say-arrive.enter-DECL 
you beat and drove away,” (he) said to him as he entered. 
 

Y n h-yó/=mah   yúp  /ecáp   có/ h d  næn-ay-áh,  
that.ITG.be.like-SEQ=REP that.ITG tomorrow LOC 3pl  come-INCH-DECL 

‘So with that, it’s said, the following day they went out,  

 

h ¤d- n  mQh=d’ h- h. hi ê‚=mah  h ¤d- n h d  maç-wçn-yé-éh.  
3pl-OBJ kill=PL-DECL only=REP  3pl-OBJ 3pl  chop.out-follow-enter-DECL 

in order to kill them. They just entered chopping down (the plants), following  
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Yúp  p -an   maç-hu ‚/-y ¤/,   h ¤d- n  mQh-hu ‚/-y ¤/=mah  
that.ITG thicket-DIR chop.out-finish-TEL 3pl-OBJ kill-finish-TEL=REP     

them (the spirits). They chopped everything down in the thicket, and killed  

 

h d  ní- h.  Y ¤t  maç-hu ‚/-yó/,   yúp  p    hQh    
3pl  be-DECL thus chop.out-finish-SEQ that.ITG thicket middle    

them all. Then having chopped everything down, there in the middle of the  

 

yúp=/ãy   ni-ní-h,   n yha/, yúp  p    hQh -an.  
that.ITG=FEM be-INFR2-DECL INTERJ that.ITG thicket middle-DIR 

thicket was the woman, say, there in the middle of the thicket. 

 

YQ‚wQ‚c-yó/=mah  t ¤h- n  h d  d’o/-yé-éh,  mç‡y-an.  Mç‡y-an   
encounter-SEQ=REP 3sg-OBJ 3pl  take-enter-DECL house-DIR house-DIR   

‘Having encountered her, they took her back to (their) house. Having entered  

 

d’o/-ye-yó/,  h d  d’o/-w dyé-ét=mah,   yúp=/ãy   na/-y ¤/- ¤h.   
take-enter-SEQ 3pl  take-arrive.enter-OBL=REP that.ITG=FEM die-TEL-DECL   

the house, at the moment that they brought her in, that woman lost conscious-

ness.  

 

Na/-yó/  ní- y,   h d  bi/íd-ít=mah    t h    
die-SEQ  be-DYNM  3pl  bless.w/spell-OBL=REP 3sg   

Having lost consciousness, when they blessed her, it’s said, she  

 

maca-b’ay-áh,       yúp=/ãy-ã êh.  J’ ‡k  t h   
gain.consciousness-AGAIN-DECL  that.ITG=FEM-DECL smoke 3sg 
regained consciousness, (did) that woman. (But) at the moment she smelled 
 

c ‚w )ê/- )êt=mah t h  na/-y ¤/- ¤h,  j’ ‡k  t h  c ‚w )ê/- )êt.  
smell-OBL=REP 3sg die-TEL-DECL smoke 3sg smell-OBL   

the smoke, it’s said, she died, at the moment she smelled the smoke.
213

  

 

Ya/ p-ay   yúw-úh.  
all.gone-INCH that.ITG-DECL 

That’s all. 

                                                
213

 The woman had already become a spirit herself, and spirits fear and avoid smoke.  
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3. Conversation  

 

Text 4: Conversation about the fight at Santa Atanasio  

  Tat Deh, July 2004.  

 

This topic of this conversation is the fight that had occurred the previous year 

(2003) in the Hup village of Santa Atanasio (also known as Serra dos Porcos or 

‘Pig Hill’), which already had a reputation among other Hupd’ h for being a 

violent place (cf. §1.6). One explanation for this violence is the large size of the 

village; with several hundred inhabitants, it is much larger than the traditional 

Hup community of no more than a few dozen people. Their relatively sedentary 

living pattern (originally fostered by missionaries) and partial abandonment of 

the old semi-nomadic way of life leads to scarcity of resources and creates diffi-

culty for large groups to fission when tensions arise (see Reid 1979: 310–311). 

Unlike most Hup fights (which are usually limited to drinking parties) this one 

was quite serious and lasted for weeks, resulting in several deaths. This conver-

sation took place at night, among a small group of women.
214

 

 

 

J: J’ám,   hãêy, j’ám-ap   nút  /am nQn-/ay-hu )Ùy/ah, h d    
 DST.CNTR um  DST.CNTR-DEP here 2sg come-VENT-after 3pl   

 ‘A while back, um, a while ago after you came here, they were  

 

 /u )h-k t-p ¤d- ¤h !   Tç)êh-an=/ y=d’ h. N m-at,    
 INTRC-cut-DIST-DECL pig-DIR=who=PL  poison-OBL   

 cutting each other! Those of Serra dos Porcos. Shooting  

 

 /u )h-g’íg=d’ h,   mç‡m=teg-ét  /u )h-g’íg=d’ h,   ní- y   
 INTRC-shoot.arrow=PL iron=THING-OBL INTRC-shoot.arrow=PL be-DYNM 
 each other with poisoned arrows, shooting each other with metal-tipped  

 

 b ¤g=mah  y -d’ h- h. 
 HAB=REP   that.ITG-PL-DECL 

 arrows, those ones are always like that.’ 

 

 

 

                                                
214

 Because I was also involved in the conversation, my contributions are transcribed as 

PLE. These lines should of course not be confused with the native-speaker utterances.  
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P: /u )h-g’íg=d’ h,   nç-kQ‡m ! 
 INTRC-shoot.arrow=PL say-IMP2 

 ‘Shooting each other with arrows, say!’ 

 

PLE: h n y-keyó/     h d  /u )h-mæh-Q/ ? 
  Q.be.like.DYNM-CAUSE 3pl  INTRC-beat-INT 

  ‘Why do they fight?’ 

 

J: /u )h-mæh-Q)êy !  hi )ê  h d  /u )h-mQh-y ¤/- ¤y=nih.  
 INTRC-beat-DYNM just 3pl  INTRC-beat-TEL-DYNM=EMPH.CO  

 ‘They fight! They just really fight.  

 

 J’am-y ¤/- ¤y=d’ h   h d  /u )h-mQh-/ -y=mah,    y ¤t    
 DST.CNTR-TEL-DYNM=PL 3pl  INTRC-beat-PERF-DYNM=REP  thus  

 The people of long ago fought, it’s said, thus they are full of  

 

 /u )h-mQh-t w- h.   Mç‡y  tuj-d’ak-y ¤/- ¤y=mah !    
 INTRC-beat-anger-DECL house  set.alight-be.against-TEL-DYNM=REP  

 fighting rage. They burned down houses, it’s said!  

 

 Mç‡y b’çt-hi-d’ h-y ¤/- ¤y      p ¤d=mah, y -d’ h- h ! 
 house chop.down-FACT-send-TEL-DYNM DIST=REP  that.ITG-PL-DECL 

 They chopped down houses too, it’s said!’ 

 

PLE: Na/-y ¤/- ¤y       h ¤d ? 
   lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM 3pl 

  ‘Did they die?’ 

 

J: Na/-y ¤/- ¤y=mah ! 
 lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM=REP 

 ‘They died, it’s said!’ 

 

P: KQ)/-y ¤/- ¤y=mah ! 
 bury-TEL-DYNM=REP 

 ‘They were buried, it’s said!’  

 

J: H )-/ap=n’ n=mah h d  mQh-y ¤/- /  j’ãêh ? 
 Q-QTY=PL.OBJ=REP 3pl  kill-TEL-INT  DST.CNTR 

 ‘How many was it that they killed?’ 
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P: Ka/ p=n’ n.  
 two=PL.OBJ 

 ‘Two.’ 

 

J: Ka/ p=n’ n… tiy /, tã/ãêy,  ya/ p=n’ n=mah  h d  mQh-y ¤/- ¤h.  
 two=PL.OBJ  man woman that’s.all=PL.OBJ=REP 3pl  kill-TEL-DECL 

 ‘Two… a man, a woman, that’s who they killed, it’s said. 

 

PLE: H d g’íg-i/ ? 

  3pl  shoot.arrow-INT 

  ‘They shot (them) with arrows?’ 

 

J: H d g’íg-íh !    T k-ót,  nút, t k-ót,  nukán=mah  
 3pl  shoot.arrow-DECL belly-OBL here belly-OBL over.here=REP  

 ‘They shot (them) with arrows! In the belly, here, in the belly, right here in  

 

 t k-ót   h d  g’ig-tod-d’ h-næn-æh ! 
 belly-OBL 3pl  shoot.arrow-pierce-send-come-DECL 

 the belly, it’s said, they shot (them) right through!’ 
 

P: Nút=mah. 

 here=REP 

 ‘Here, it’s said.’ [gestures to belly] 

 

J: /Ay p=/i )h- n=mah nút  h d  g’íg-íh,    nukán,  t h    
 one=MSC-OBJ=REP  here 3pl  shoot.arrow-DECL over.here  3sg   

 ‘They shot one man here [gestures], it’s said, up to here  

 

 ham-g’et-y ¤/- ¤h,  /ay p=/i )h- n. 
 go-stand-TEL-DYNM one=MSC-OBJ 

 [gestures to the back], it (the arrow) went and stuck in, to one man.’ 
 

PLE: Ka/t ¤t- ¤t ? 
  neck-OBL 

  ‘In the neck?’ 

 

J: Ka/t ¤t-an, nukán  t g-cá/-an.  Cã êp=/i )h- n=mah  nút  h   
   neck-DIR  over.here tooth-box-DIR other=MSC-OBJ=REP here liver   

   ‘In the neck, up here in the jaw. Another man, here right through the liver 
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 m n ¤N  h d  g’ig-b’uy-d’ h-ye-y ¤/- ¤h,      n -n’ ‡h m n ¤N ! 
 direct  3pl  shoot.arrow-throw-send-enter-TEL-DECL this-NMZ direct 

 they shot an arrow right into him, right through this part! [gestures]’ 

 

PM: Na/-y ¤/- ¤y=mah-a/ ? 
  lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM=REP-INT 

  ‘He died, they say?’ 

 

J: Na/-y ¤/- ¤y=mah ! 
 lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM=REP 

 ‘He died, they say!’ 

 

P: Hup-hipãh-n ¤h  y -d’ h- h,   nç-kQ‡m ! 
 RFLX-know-NEG that.ITG-PL-DECL say-IMP2 

 ‘Those folks have no sense, say!’ 

 

J: Hup-hipãh-n ¤h;  tç)êh-an=/ y=d’ h  h d  g-tQ‡n,   
 RFLX-know-NEG pig-DIR=who=PL  3pl  drink-COND  

 ‘They have no sense/self-control; when the people of Serra dos Porcos  

 

 hup-hipãh-n ¤h=mah!  /u )h-mQ‡h-póg! 
 RFLX-know-NEG=REP  INTRC-beat-EMPH1 

 drink, they have no sense, it’s said! They’re big fighters! 

 

P: NutQ‡n tá/ ?  
 today  REL.INST 

 ‘What about nowadays?’ 

 

J: /u )h-mæh-æy  /u )hníy nutQ‡n=hin,  w /-n ¤h  tæ.  
 RFLX-beat-DYNM maybe today=also  hear-NEG  YET 

 ‘They might be fighting nowadays too, I haven’t heard yet.’ 

 

P: Ní- y   h ¤d ? 
 be-DYNM  3pl 

 ‘Are they there (in the village)?’ 

 

J: Ní- y=mah.  /Op ¤d   na/-y ¤/- ¤y       p ¤d=mah,   
 be-DYNM=REP immediately lose-consciousness-TEL-DYNM DIST=REP  

 ‘They’re there, it’s said. They start dying right away, it’s said,  
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 y -d’ h- h,   h d  /u )h-mæh-Q)p. 
 that.ITG-PL-DECL 3pl  RFLX-beat-DEP 

 when they fight.’ 
 

P: M’Q‡h  h d  wæd-æy,  h d  hup-hipãh-n ¤h- h,  nç-kQ‡m. 
 snake  3pl  eat-DYNM 3pl  RFLX-know-NEG-DECL say-IMP2 

 ‘When they eat snake, they lose all self-control, say.’ 

 

J: M’Q‡h  h d  wæd-æy=mah, h d  hup-hipãh-n ¤h- h. [Laughs.] 

 snake  3pl  eat-DYNM=REP 3pl  RFLX-know-NEG-DECL 

 ‘When they eat snake, it’s said, they lose all self-control.’ 

 

P: Y )   n - y=mah  j’ám   y -d’ h- h,   y )     
 that.ITG say-DYNM=REP DST.CNTR that.ITG-PL-DECL that.ITG   

 ‘That’s what they say, that’s  

 

 n - y   j’ám   /ãh=hu )tQ)êh  n’ h- h. 
 say-DYNM DST.CNTR 1sg=nephew  CNTR-DECL 

 what my nephew told.’ 

 

J: Y )   n - y=mah… 
 that.ITG say-DYNM=REP 

 ‘That’s what (they) say…’ 

 

P: /Ãh=hu )tQ)êh=mQh, pah-áp   Penandu,  y kán,  Manáw-an  
 1sg=nephew=DIM  PRX.CNTR-DEP Fernando  over.there Manaus-DIR 

 ‘My little nephew, that Fernando, the father of that girl  

 

 n’ikán   h d  hç)k-y ¤/- p=/ãy=cud  n ‡h  /íp  n’ h- h.  
 over.there 3pl  saw-TEL-DEP=FEM=INFR POSS father CNTR-DECL 

 they apparently cut there in Manaus.’
215

 

 

J: Y ¤t-y /. n -n’ ‡h- t   p ¤d=mah h d  k t-j’ap-d’ h-hám-ah,  
 thus-TEL this-NMZ-OBL DIST=REP  3pl  cut-divide-send-go-DECL 

 ‘That’s right. They chopped off right here,  

 

                                                
215

 The girl was reportedly taken to Manaus for an operation and died.  
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 Patí, núh g’Qtdóh tíh,  núh g’Qtdóh nút  k t-j’ap…  
 Pattie head end  EMPH2 head end  here cut-divide 

 Pattie, the top of (one man’s) head, the top of his head they chopped… 

 

 núh b’ç‡/ k t-b’ah-d’ h-hí-íy     p ¤d=mah, y -d’ h- h !  
 head cuia cut-split-send-descend-DYNM DIST=REP  that.ITG-PL-DECL 

 they split right through his skull, it’s said! 

 

P: Y ¤t=mah=nih !  Y ¤t=mah=nih,   t h  núh  
 thus=REP=EMPH.CO thus=REP=EMPH.CO 3sg head 
 ‘That’s it, they say! That’s it, they wrapped up 

 

 hi-kop-g’et-g’ó/-óy… 
 FACT-wrap.up-stand-go.about-DYNM 

 his head in a cloth… 

 

J: Y ¤t=mah yúw  h d  k t-c g-nçh-yæt-Qw- n,   nút,  
 thus=REP  that.ITG 3pl  cut-make.piece-fall-lie-FLR-OBJ here   

 ‘Then, they say, that piece they had chopped off, here, they stuck it  

 

 t h  nuh yt k  wob-d’o/-k dham-y ¤/- ¤h ! [Laughs.]  

 3sg hat    rest.on-take-pass.go-TEL-DECL 

 back on like a hat!’ 

 

Others: T n ‡h  boné=cud/u )êh !  [Laughter] 

   3sg.POSS cap(Pt)=INFR.EPIST 

   ‘Like his cap, apparently!’ 

 

PLE: Na/-y ¤/- ¤y       t ¤h ? 
  lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM 3sg 

  ‘Did he die?’ 

 

J: Na/-y ¤/- ¤y=mah.  
 lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM=REP 

 ‘He died.’ 

 

P: / ¤b’- ¤y=mah  yúw-úh,   nç-kQ‡m. 
 live-DYNM=REP  that.ITG-DECL say-IMP2 

 ‘They say he’s alive, say.’ 
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J: / ¤b’- ¤y=mah  yúw-úh,   macã-ay=mah !  
 live-DYNM=REP  that.ITG-DECL regain.consciousness-DYNM=REP  

 ‘He’s alive, they say, he got well!  

 

 Macã-ay=mah       yúw-úh,   y )ê     
 regain.consciousness-DYNM=REP that.ITG-DECL that.ITG   

 He got well, the man that  

 

 n h-/ -p=/i )h.    D b-ay=hç)    j’ãêh,   y -d’ h,  
 be.like-PERF-DEP=MSC  many-INCH=NONVIS DST.CNTR that.ITG-PL 
 that happened to. There are a lot of them, I think, 

 

 h d  /u )h-mQh-póg=hç)    tíh !  Na/-y ¤/=d’ h,  
 3pl  INTRC-kill-EMPH1=NONVIS EMPH2 lose.consciousness-TEL=PL  

 they fight a lot! Lots of people  

 

 d b-ay=hç) !   /Ay p=/ãêy- n, hã êy- n, ní- y,  yúp  h d  
 many-INCH=NONVIS one=FEM-OBJ  um-OBJ be-DYNM that.ITG 3pl 

 died, I think. There was one woman, um, that woman they  

  

 c ‡/  g’ig-/e/-ní-p=/ãêy-ã êh.      Nút ní- h,  /adamándu  
 calf shoot.arrow-PERF-INFR2-DEP=FEM-DECL here be-DECL Armando     

 shot in the calf of the leg. She was here, in Armando’s house,  

 

 máh, ní- y   n’ít, / n ‡h  mç‡y- t.  N -n’ ‡h- t   t ¤h- n    
 near be-DYNM  there 1pl.POSS house-OBL this-NMZ-OBL 3sg-OBJ   

 there, in our house. In this part (calf) they  

 

 h d g’ig-ní-h,     n -n’ ‡h- t,   j’am-ap=/ãêy- n      
 3pl shoot.arrow-INFR2-DECL this-NMZ-OBL DST.CNTR-DEP=FEM-OBJ   

 shot her, in this part, that woman, 

 

 tíh,   /Idá=tQ)h/ín- n.   Nu-có/  j’ãêh   t ¤h- n  t h  
 EMPH2 Idario=child.mother-OBJ this-LOC  DST.CNTR 3sg-OBJ  3sg   

 Idario’s wife. It (the arrow) entered her  

 

 k dye-ní-h /.    Nukán t h  k dyé-ep=mah   j’ã êh,  
 pass.enter-INFR2-TAG2 over.here 3sg pass.enter-DEP=REP DST.CNTR  

 right here. It went in all the way to here,  
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 nukán.  G’Q‡g  kak h-an   yúp  b’çtní    k dway-ní- y 
 over.here  bone  between-DIR  that.ITG hole.through  pass.exit-be-DYNM   

 to here. Right between the bones, it made a hole right through to the other  

 

 tíh!      Nu-có/  /u )hníy /u )h-mQ‡h=d’ h h d  hã êy, h d  
 EMPH2 here-LOC  maybe INTRC-beat=PL  3pl  um  3pl   
 side! She was standing approximately here, watching as the fighters, um, 

 

 ní-m ‡/=cud/u )êh   t h  key-g’ét-e/i )h. / n  p n N-/ -y  
 be-UNDER=INFR.EPIST 3sg see-stand-MSC 2sg.OBJ tell.story-PERF-DYNM  

 as they were there (fighting), apparently. She herself told me  

 

 j’ãêh   t h- ‡c.  Yúp=pog=mah j’ã êh   yú-uw-úc,   hi )ê  
 DST.CNTR 3sg-EXCL that=EMPH1=REP DST.CNTR that.ITG-FLR-EXCL just   

 the story. It happened like this, just  

 

 b’ h  / ¤n- n  g’ ç-d’o/-b’ ¤y / n ¤h- y=mah,  ci )/i )ê     
 horsefly 1pl-OBJ bite-take-only  be.like-DYNM=REP electric.shock 
 like when a horsefly bites us, it was like an electric (eel) 

 

 ni-k d-hám-ay=mah,  nút  tab’ah-d’o/-p ¤d-ay-áh,  
 be-pass-go-DYNM=REP here slap-take-DIST-INCH-DECL 

 shock; she slapped her leg here [gestures slapping leg], 

 

 nu-có/  t h  tab’ah-d’o/-ní-h,  d’apu )êh g’odh  có/ t ¤h- n  
 here-LOC  3sg slap-take-INFR2-DECL hand  palm  LOC 3sg-OBJ 

 she slapped, um, right here, and then she got another wound in the palm 

 

 hçm-ní- y=b’ay=cud   tíh,  nút t h  tab’ah-d’ó/-ót !  C ‡/ có/ ! 
 sore-be-DYNM=AGAIN=INFR EMPH2 here 3sg slap-take-OBL  calf  LOC 

 of her hand, apparently, where she had slapped! In the calf of the leg! 

 

 T h=/ín- n=b’ay   n -n’ ‡h- t,    n -n’ ‡h- t  h d  k t-b’ah-y /  
 3sg=mother-OBJ=AGAIN this-NMZ-OBL this-NMZ-OBL 3pl  cut-split-TEL    

 Her mother too, right here, they split her right here [gestures to skin between  

 

 ní-b’ay-áh.   Kin m   có/, núp mum y   
 be-AGAIN-DECL  upper.hand LOC this arm  

 thumb and fingers]! On her hand, like this her arm was  
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 k t-g’a/wah-d’ h-hí-íy=cud !        /u )h-mQ‡h=d’ h  
 cut-spread.out.in.sections-send-descend-DYNM=INFR INTRC-beat=PL 
 cut and spread out, apparently! When the fighters 

 

 t ¤h- n  k t-tég=d’ h h d  nQn-kamí=mah,  t ¤h  có/-óy,  
 3sg-OBJ cut-FUT=PL  3pl  come-moment.of=REP 3sg LOC-DYNM 

 came to cut her, it’s said, she, 

 

 nút  mç‡y t h  hi-cu/-d’ h- t,   hãêy mçy   t h  
 here house 3sg FACT-grab-send-OBL um  door  3sg   

 as she was closing up the house like this, um, at the moment she was  

 

 hi-cu/-hi-d’ak-kamí=mah,      t ¤h- n  t h    
 FACT-grab-FACT-be.against-moment.of=REP 3sg-OBJ 3sg  

 pulling the door shut, they say, they cut right  

 

 k t-b’uy-d’ h-ye-hç)ê-ay-áh.      T h  
 cut-throw-send-enter-NONVIS-INCH-DECL  3sg 
 through (it) and pushed it in, I think. It (the door) 

 

 b’ah-k dhi-y ¤/-ay-áh !     Kéy-éy  n ¤N j’ã êm   t ,         
 split-pass.descend-TEL-INCH-DECL see-DYNM 2pl  DST.CNTR EMPH.INT  

 split and fell down! Did you all see (her), 

 

 j’ãêm-ã êp ? 
 DST.CNTR-DEP 

 that time?’ 

 

P: Kedé=wa- n ?  
 Clementia=old.woman-OBJ 

 ‘Clementia?’ 

 

J: Kedé=wa- n.  
 Clementia=old.woman-OBJ 

 ‘Clementia.’ 

 

P: Key-n ¤h !  Key-n ¤h !  
 see-NEG  see-NEG 

 ‘I didn’t see! I didn’t see (her)! 
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J: N N pãÙ   /u )hníy j’ã êh   h d  w dnQn-/ay-/ -h… 
 2pl  NEG:EX maybe DST.CNTR 3pl  arrive.come-VENT-PERF-DECL  

 ‘You all weren’t here, maybe, when she arrived.’ 

 

Others: / ¤n  pã Ù,   / n  pã Ù=cud/u )hníy. 
   1pl  NEG:EX 1pl  NEG:EX=INFR.maybe 

   ‘We weren’t here, we weren’t here, apparently.’ 

 

P: Hãêy- n tíh,  j’am-ã êp   b’ N  h d nç-póg-owa- n,       

 um-OBJ EMPH2 DST.CNTR-DEP B’   3pl  say-EMPH1-(V)old.woman-OBJ   

 ‘What’s-her-name, that one they call B’ N,  

 

 h d  nç-pó=wa- n,     / y tQ)h/ín=mah  yúp     
 3pl  say-EMPH2=old.woman-OBJ who child.mother=REP that.ITG  

 they call (her), whose wife is she, do they  

 

 j’ám   t  ? 
 DST.CNTR EMPH.INT 

 say?’ 

 

Others: paditó  tQ)h/ín.  
   Parito  child.mother 

   ‘Parito’s wife.’ 

 

P: Yúp=po- n    /u )êh nukán  h d  k t-d’ h-næn-ní-h… 
 that.ITG=EMPH1-OBJ EPIST over.here 3pl  cut-send-come-INFR2-DECL 

 ‘It must have been that one they came to cut, right here [gestures to  

 shoulder].’ 

 

P: T h=tQ)êh=d’ h=y ¤/=mah ! 
 3sg=offspring=PL=TEL=REP 

 ‘It was her sons, they say!’ 

 

J: T h=hu )tQ)êh=d’ h=mah  j’ã êh   yúw-úh. 
 3sg=nephew=PL=REP   DST.CNTR that.ITG-DECL 

 ‘It was her nephews, they say.’ 
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P: T h=hu )tQ)êh=d’ h=mah  j’ã êh   yúw-úh,   hutóg’.  
 3sg=nephew=PL=REP   DST.CNTR that.ITG-DECL niece 

 ‘(OK,) it was her nephews, niece. 

 

 Nukán !  Nukán=cud/u )hníy   t h   
 over.here  over.here=INFR.maybe  3sg  

 Right here! Right here, apparently, 

 

 p p /-hi-g’ã/-/é/=cud/u )hníy. 
 be.rolled.over-descend-hang-PERF=INFR.maybe 

 it (the skin) hung down!’  

 

J: P … Pe/=wá-acáp=pog=cud/u )hníy ! 
 INTERJ pain=old.woman-INTS1=EMPH=INFR.maybe 

 ‘Ooooh… That’s a woman who has suffered a lot, apparently!’ 

 

PLE: mum y=cúm- / ? 
  arm=begin-INT 

  ‘(It was) her upper arm?’ 

 

P: Mum y=cúm tíh!  Mum y=cúm  nút  t ¤h- n  t h  
 arm=begin  EMPH2 arm=begin   here 3sg-OBJ 3sg   

 ‘Her upper arm! Here on her upper arm they  

 

 k t-nQn-d’ h-ní-h !    Núp pup g-út !    “P  !  Hç‡m  
 cut-come-send-INFR2-DECL this round.fleshy.part-OBL INTERJ sore    

 cut! Here on the fleshy part! “Oooh! You  

 

 g’a ye-/ -y=cud     /ám=wa-atí/,”   /ãh n -çp. 
 have.wound-PERF-DYNM=INFR 2sg=RESP-EMPH.TAG 1sg say-DEP 

 got wounded?” I said (to her). 

 

J: Mç‡m cú/=d’ h, g’ig-,   hã êy,  m h cú/=d’ h, teghç)ê=teg  
 axe grab=PL  shoot.arrow um   arrow grab=PL  fire=THING   

 ‘Grabbing axes, shoot- um, grabbing arrows, grabbing guns,  

 

 cú/=d’ h, w n cú/=d’ h ní- y  b ¤g=mah, h d    
 grab=PL  knife grab=PL  be-DYNM HAB=REP  3pl   

 grabbing machetes, thus they always do, when  
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 /u )h-mæh-tQ‡n,  y -d’ h- h,   Patí !  Yç/ m  b ¤g=mah,   
 INTRC-beat-COND that.ITG-PL-DECL Pattie  dangerous HAB=REP    

 they fight, Pattie! They’re always  

 

 y -d’ h- h ! 
 that.ITG-PL-DECL 

 dangerous, it’s said!’ 

 

P: N m,  nç-kQ‡m ! 
 poison say-IMP2 

 ‘Poison, say!’ 

 

J: Yç/ m-icáp   b ¤g=mah, páy=mah. 
 dangerous-INTS1 HAB=REP  bad=REP 

 ‘Always really dangerous, they say, (they’re) rotten.’ 

 

P: cã êp nút  t ¤h- n  h d  hç)k-, h d   
 other here 3sg-OBJ 3pl  saw 3pl    
 ‘Another, here they sawed- they 

 

 k t-d’ h-hi-pog-ní-b’ay-áh,      nút ! 
 cut-send-descend-EMPH1-INFR2-AGAIN-DECL here 

 cut her, here!’ 

 

J: C ‡/- ¤t=b’ay. 
 calf-OBL=AGAIN 

 ‘In the calf of the leg.’ 

 

P: C ‡/- ¤t=b’ay.  Nút=pog /u )êh j’ã êh   cã êw-ãêh,  nút,  
 calf-OBL=AGAIN here=EMPH1 EPIST DST.CNTR other-DECL here   

 ‘In the calf of the leg. Here maybe was another, here,  

 

 m h- t;  hç‡m  b’ ¤y /=pog  j’ã êh     
 arrow-OBL sore  only=EMPH1  DST.CNTR   

 with an arrow; that woman was completely covered 

 

 yú=wa=pow-óh ! 
 that.ITG=old.woman=EMPH1=DECL 

 with wounds!’ 
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J: Hç‡m b’ ¤y / j’ãêh   yú=wa=pow-óh !  
 sore only DST.CNTR that.ITG=old.woman=EMPH1-DECL 

 ‘That woman was covered with wounds!’ 

 

P: Yúp  t h=tQ)êh=d’ h  k ¤t- p  mæy=y /=mah;   
 that.ITG 3sg=offspring=PL cut-DEP payment=TEL=REP 

 ‘That was her (B’çN’s) sons’ revenge, it’s said;  

 

 hã êy- n,  cadád- n   cakáya-át   h d  c h- h. 
 um-OBJ  Cadad-OBJ  fish.spear-OBL 3pl  stick.spear-DECL 

 they stuck um, Cadád with a fish-spear.’
216

 

 

PLE: / ¤b’- ¤y  t ¤h ? 
  live-DYNM 3sg 

  ‘Did she live?’ 

 

J: / ¤b’- ¤y=mah.  N’ikán  yç)Ùh=d’ h   
 live-DYNM=REP  over.there medicine=PL  

 ‘She lived, they say. The doctors 

 

 yç)h-ni-maca-ay=mah. 
 medicine-be-gain.consciousness-DYNM=REP 

 healed her over there.’ 

 

P: H h-an,  n h ! 
 rapids-DIR say.IMP 

 ‘In São Gabriel, say!’ 

 

J: H h-an.  
 rapids-DIR 

 ‘In São Gabriel.’ 

 

PLE: B’ay-y ¤/- ¤y   t ¤h ? 
  return-TEL-DYNM 3sg 

  ‘Has she returned home?’ 

 

                                                
216

 Cadád’s sons had cut B’çN; B’çN’s sons retaliated by wounding Cadád.  
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P: B’ay-y ¤/- ¤y=mah,   h d  b’ay-y ¤/- ¤y. 
 return-TEL-DYNM=REP  3pl  return-TEL-DYNM 

 ‘She’s returned, they say, they’ve returned.  

 

J: Tç)êh hãyám-an. Nút=mah, teghç)ê=teg-ét  h d  teghç)ê-tQ‡n,  
 pig  town-DIR  here=REP  fire=THING-OBL  3pl  fire-COND 

 ‘To Serra dos Porcos. Here, they say [gestures to thigh], when they shot with 

 a gun,  

 

 nút  h d  teghç)-d’ h-hám-ah, tç‡k- t.   / b’-y ¤/- ¤y=mah  
 here 3pl  fire-send-go-DECL  thigh-OBL live-TEL-DYNM=REP   

 here they shot, in the thigh. They’re alive,  

 

 y -d’ h- w- p.   N -n’ ‡h- ¤t=/ y=d’ h=mah   
 that.ITG-PL-FLR-DEP  this-NMZ-OBL=who=PL=REP  

 it’s said. Those shot here [gestures to torso] 

 

 na/-y ¤/- ¤h. 
 lose.consciousness-TEL-DECL 

 died.’ 

 

P: Hãêw g-an=/ y=d’ h=mah na/-y ¤/- ¤h.  
 heart-DIR=who=PL=REP   lose.consciousness-TEL-DECL 

 ‘Those (shot) in the heart died, it’s said.’ 

 

J: / ¤n- p  / b’-n ¤h k h, nu-có/-óy=d’ h- w- p.   Hi )-ní=n’ n    
 1pl-DEP live-NEG ADVR here-LOC-DYNM=PL-FLR-DEP  only-be=PL.OBJ 
 ‘As for us, we don’t survive, the people from here. They 

 

 h d  wæd-æh,  hã êy=hin… 
 3pl  eat-DECL  um=also 

 (in Serra dos Porcos) eat any old thing, um… 

 

P: C y=n’ n… 
 centipede=PL.OBJ 

 ‘Centipedes…’ 
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J: C y…  c y=n’ n=mah   h d, hã êy-an, h b-kQd-yó/,  
 centipede  centipede=PL.OBJ=REP  3pl  um-DIR dry-dry.in.heat-SEQ  

 ‘Centipedes… having dried centipedes out, in the whatchamacallit,  

 

 yu/-yó/=mah  h d   g-pó-tíh ! 
 burn-SEQ=REP  3pl   drink-EMPH1-EMPH2 

 having burned them (to ashes and mixed with water), they drink them!’ 
 

P: Na/-n ¤h      h d  ni-tég.  
 lose.consciousness-NEG 3pl  be-FUT/PURP 

 ‘So that they won’t die.’ 

 

J: Na/-n ¤h    h d  ni-tég,    n’i-d’ h n’ h.  Hãêy n ‡h,  
 lose.consciousness 3pl  be-FUT/PURP  that-PL CNTR  um  POSS 

 ‘So that they won’t die, those folks. What’s-her-name’s,  

 

 Kç‡k n ‡h  tQ)êh=d’ h  y )   n h-pó-y     j’ám    

 K k POSS offspring=PL  that.ITG be.like-EMPH1-DYNM DST.CNTR  

 Kçk’s children do this…  

 

 tíh…  hã êy…  N’ít wçdçg’ w’ hohód-ót  ni-pó-y    
 EMPH2 um   there jacu.sp.  clearing-OBL be-EMPH1-DYNM 
 um… (Those things) that are always there in that Jacu-bird Clearing, 

 

 yQ)êh=nih   j’ã êh   tíh,  hã êy=d’ h- tíh… húp- n  
 FRUST=EMPH.CO DST.CNTR EMPH2 um=PL-EMPH2  person-OBJ  

 whatchamacallit… those things that  

 

 nçh-d’ak-tuk-d’o/-b ¤g=n’ n…     h )-n’ ‡h=pog=d’ h=mah  
 fall-be.against-face.down-take-HAB=PL.OBJ Q-NMZ=EMPH1=PL=REP  

 always fall onto people… What the heck are  

 

 yúw  j’ãêh?   Bçy /=pog=d’ h  tíh,  póh   
 that.ITG DST.CNTR spider=EMPH1=PL  EMPH2 high  

 those things? Spiders! Those that always fly  

 

 wayd’o/-g’ã/-g’o/-b ¤g=d’ h,  c c c-póg-n’ ‡h=d’ h,    
 fly-be.suspended-go.about-HAB=PL spider.walk-EMPH1-NMZ=PL 
 around and hang around up high, that walk in a spidery way, 
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 y -n’ ‡h=n’ n=mah   yúp  n’ h  póh  
 that.ITG-NMZ=PL.OBJ=REP that.ITG CNTR  high 

 (those people) always take those and  

 

 d’o/-kQd-g’ã/-y /-p ¤d- ¤h.       K w   máj-ãêt  
 take-dry.in.heat-be.suspended-TEL-DIST-DECL hot.pepper basket-OBL  

 hang them up (above the fire) to dry out. In the basket (used for drying) hot  

 

 hi )  caca/-y ¤/- ¤y=mah    tíh. 
 just interlock-TEL-DYNM=REP  EMPH2 

 peppers, they say it’s just a mass of interlocking (spider’s legs). 

 

P: H d g-tég.  
 3pl  drink-FUT/PURP 

 ‘For them to drink.’ 

 

J: yç/ m… 
 dangerous 

 ‘Dangerous…’ 

 

PM: / ¤n- n  h d  mæh-æt, na/-n ¤h      h d  ni-tég. 
  1pl-OBJ 3pl  kill-OBL lose.consciousness-NEG 3pl  be-FUT/PURP 

  ‘So that they won’t die when they kill us.’ 

 

J: Tã/ãêy=d’ h- t=mah  h d  /u )h-mQh-b ¤-h.  
 woman=PL-OBL=REP  3pl  INTRC-beat-HAB-DECL 

 ‘They always fight with the women.’ 

 

 Tã/ãêy=d’ h=hin w n  t n=d’ h h d  ni-b ¤g=mah, c c   
 woman=PL=also machete hold=PL  3pl  be-HAB=REP  hoe   

 The women too are always holding machetes, they say, always  

 

 t n=d’ h ní- y  b ¤g. H d tQ)h/íp=d’ h- t=y /  h d   
 hold=PL  be-DYNM HAB 3pl  child.father=PL-OBL=TEL 3pl 
 holding hoes. They always fight with their 

 

 /u )h-mQh-b ¤-h !    Y ¤n ¤y=mah      yúp  
 INTRC-beat-HAB-DECL  that.ITG.be.like.DYNM=REP that.ITG 

 husbands! That’s why 
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 tã/ãêy=n’an=hin  h d  mQh-y /-b ¤-h. 
 woman=PL.OBJ=also 3pl  beat-TEL-HAB-DECL 

 they always hit/kill the women too.’ 

 

W: /ay p=/ãêy, ka/ p=/ãêy=d’ h teghç)ê=teg-ét ná/-ãp,  
 one=FEM  two=FEM=PL  fire=THING-OBL lose.consciousness-DEP 

 ‘One woman, two women died from being shot with guns, 

 

 /ay p=/ãêy, m h- t  h d  g’íg-ip=/ãêy,   /ay p=/ãêy…  
 one=FEM  arrow-OBL 3pl  shoot.arrow-DEP=FEM one=FEM 

 one woman, one they shot with an arrow, one woman… 

 

 teghç)ê=teg-ét,  /ay p=/ãêy- n d’o/-yayag-y ¤/- ¤y. 
 fire=THING-OBL  one=FEM-OBJ take-full.of.holes-TEL-DYNM 

 with a gun, (they) filled one woman full of holes.  

 

J: H   m n ¤N=mah  h d  teghç)-y ¤/- ¤h,  yúp=/ãêy- n-ah, 
 liver direct=REP  3pl  fire-TEL-DECL that.ITG=FEM-OBJ-DECL   

 ‘They shot her right through the liver, it’s said, that woman,  

 

 /ay p=/ãêy- n,  tã/ãêy- n. 
 one=FEM-OBJ  woman-OBJ 

 one woman, a woman.’ 

 

Others: Ta/acáw- n !  
   adolescent.girl-OBJ 

   ‘A girl!’ 

 

J: Ta/acáw- n.  Na/-y ¤/- ¤y !       D h-an=mah h d   
 adol.girl-OBJ  lose.consciousness-TEL-DYNM water-DIR=REP 3pl   

 ‘A girl. She died! They shot her and she fell into the water, 

 

 teghç)-b’uy-tu/-y ¤/- ¤h,    deh=mi   tQ)êh-an.  Nút  t h 
 fire-throw-immerse-TEL-DECL water=stream small-DIR  here 3sg  

 into the stream. She fell like this  

 

 tuk-nçh-tú/-út=y /=mah     t h na/-y ¤/- ¤h.  
 face.down-fall-immerse-OBL=TEL=REP  3sg lose.consciousness-TEL-DECL 
 face down into the water, it’s said, and she died. 
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 Tiy /- n=hin y ¤t-y / p ¤d=mah. Hã êy, cam-ã êp   hamé   
 man-OBJ=also thus-TEL DIST=REP  um  DST.CNTR-DEP Amelia   

 It was the same for a man too. That what’s-her-name, Dark Amelia, she  
 

 j’á=wa    t h  p n ¤N- p   n’ h.  Hãêy=mah, j’ã êh   
 black=old.woman 3sg tell.story-DEP CNTR  um=REP  DST.CNTR 
 told us the story. Um, they say, 

 

 h d  /u )h-mQh-d’ h-cak-kamí=mah,    cã êp=/i )h  m h   
 3pl  INTRC-beat-send-climb-moment.of=REP  other=MSC arrow 

 when they got up to fight, a man fell with 

 

 wQwQ-nçh-yQ‡t, cã êp=/i )h  m h  wQwQ-nçh-yQ‡t,  
 stick.out-fall-lie  other=MSC arrow  stick.out-fall-lie 

 an arrow sticking out of him, another fell with an arrow sticking out of  

 

 cã êp=/i )h  m h wQwQ-nçh-yQ‡t, ni-pó-y=mah   j’ã êh  
 other=MSC arrow stick.out-fall-lie  be-EMPH1-DYNM=REP DST.CNTR   

 him, another fell with an arrow sticking out of him, that’s how  

 

 y -d’ h- tíh !  Hid n h-póg=mah   j’ám   tíh… 
 that.ITG-PL-EMPH2 3pl  be.like-EMPH1=REP DST.CNTR EMPH2 

 it was! That’s how it was for them, it’s said… 

 

J: tç)êh  ná/=w g,     n ‡   mç‡y tú-an  h d  m h  
 pig  lose.consciousness=seed 1sg.POSS house near-DIR 3pl  arrow  

 ‘Like pig-corpses, they lay stuck with arrows  

 

 wQwQ-nQn-yæt-Qp,  n - y   j’ãêh   yúw-up  tíh…  
 stick.out-come-lie-DEP  say-DYNM DST.CNTR that.ITG-DEP EMPH2   

 all around my house, that one told it…  

 

 hic h-n ¤h=mah   tíh!  N m,  hãêy-ã êt, mç‡m=teg  h d   
 FACT.tire-NEG=REP  EMPH2 poison um-OBL metal=THING 3pl 
 lots of them! Poison, with um, they shot them with 

 

 g’íg-ip…    papad-nQn-yæt-æy=mah  y -d’ h- h,  
 shoot.arrow-DEP moan-come-lie-DYNM=REP that.ITG-PL-DECL 

 metal-tipped arrows… they were lying around moaning, 
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 h d  g’ig-póg=d’ h    tíh !  Yúp-y /  n ¤h- t   
 3pl  shoot.arrow-EMPH1=PL EMPH2 that.ITG-TEL be.like-OBL 
 those who they’d shot! Would you have 

 

 key-tQ)ê/-Q)êy    /ám-ãp ?! 
 see-CNTRFCT-DYNM 2sg-DEP 

 the courage to see that? 

 

P: /ãêh-ãp key-tuk-n ¤h=hç). 
 1sg-DEP see-want-NEG=NONVIS 

 ‘As for me, I don’t want to see it.’ 

 

J: /ãêh-ãp key-tuk-n ¤h  mún- h !  D’apu )êh-u )êt /u )h-mæh=n’ n    
 1sg-DEP see-want-NEG INTS2-DECL hand-OBL  INTRC-beat-PL.OBJ 

 ‘As for me, I don’t want to see it a bit! Even when they fight with hands, 

 

 n’ h, h d  /u )h-tab’ah-hi-d’ h- t=y /,   tç/çh-k dham-y ¤/-icáp  
 CNTR 3pl  INTRC-slap-FACT-send-OBL=TEL  run-pass.go-TEL-INTS1     

 when they are slapping each other, I always run  

 

 b ¤g  /ãêh-ãw-ã êp…  yç/ m=pog   j’ã êh   /u )h-mæh-æh… 
 HAB 1sg-FLR-DEP  dangerous=EMPH1 DST.CNTR INTRC-beat-DECL 

 away as fast as I can… Fighting is really scary…’ 

 

P: W n-at=/ y=d’ h, m h-ut=/ y=d’ h, n m   muh-ut=/ y=d’ h…  
 knife-OBL=who=PL  arrow-OBL=who=PL poison  arrow-OBL=who=PL 

 ‘Those with machetes, those with arrows, those with poison arrows… 

 

 y )   n - y       j’ãêh        /ah=hu )tQ)êh   n’ h-uh.  
 that.ITG say-DYNM DST.CNTR 1sg=nephew  CNTR-DECL  

 that’s how my nephew told it. (They’re) always just one  

 

 Hi )  kadaw-y ¤/- ¤y      b ¤g  d’apb’uy=teg-éh. 
 just form.clump.of.sticks-TEL-DYNM HAB flesh.throw=THING-DECL 

 big crowd of weapons.’ 

 

J: Mmmm… /am ‡h   hayám-an=/ y=d’ h   
     2sg.POSS  town-DIR=who=PL  

 ‘Mmmm… I guess the people of your town/country  
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 /u )h-mQh-key-n ¤h-ay-hç)ê-/,     Patí ? 
 INTRC-beat-see-NEG-INCH-NONVIS-INT  Pattie 

 don’t fight much, Pattie?’ 

 

PLE: /u )h-mæh-æy ! 
  INTRC-beat-DYNM 

  ‘They fight!’ 

 

J: /u )h-mæh-æy  h ¤d ? 
 INTRC-beat-DYNM 3pl 

 ‘They fight?’ 

 

PLE: Teghç)ê=teg-ét… 
  fire=THING-OBL 

  ‘With guns…’ 

 

J: Teghç)ê=teg-ét?  Key-/ -y    /ám=b’ay ?  
 fire=THING-OBL  see-PERF-DYNM  2sg=AGAIN 

 ‘With guns? Have you seen it?’ 

 

PLE: Key-n ¤h. 
  see-NEG 

  ‘I haven’t seen it.’ 

 

J: KQ)/-y ¤/- ¤y   h ¤d ? 
 bury-TEL-DYNM  3pl 

 ‘Do they (die and) get buried?’ 

 

PLE: KQ)/-y ¤/- ¤y. 
  bury-TEL-DYNM 

  ‘They (die and) get buried.’ 

 

P: Tedevicã êw-ãêt / n  kéy=d’ h n’ h, mæt/ah,  Manáw-ã êt  / n  
 television-OBL 1pl  see=PL  CNTR downriver Manaus-OBL  1pl   

 ‘We saw it on the television, downriver, we saw it  
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 kéy=d’ h n’ h,  naw-n ¤h  mún  /u )h-mQh-pó-y   
 see=PL  CNTR  good-NEG INTS2  INTRC-beat-EMPH1-DYNM  

 in Manaus,
217

 there were loads  

 

 j’ãêh   y -d’ h- p   tíh ! 
 DST.CNTR that.ITG-PL-DEP  EMPH2 

 of them fighting!’ 

 

J: Teghç)ê=d’ h=y ¤/ k d- h!  Teghç)ê=d’ h=y ¤/  k d- h ! 
 fire=PL=TEL   pass-DECL fire=PL=TEL    pass-DECL 

 ‘Loads of non-Indian people! Loads of non-Indian people!’ 

 

P: Bómba-át  /u )h-yu/-y ¤/=d’ h, ní- y   y -d’ h- h. 
 bomb(Pt)-OBL INTRC-burn-TEL=PL be-DYNM  that.ITG-PL-DECL 

 ‘They were burning each other up with bombs.’ 

 

J: /ám ‡h  hayám-at  bómba ní- y=mah  t ¤h  j’ã êh,   Patí ? 
 2sg.POSS town-OBL bomb(Pt) be-DYNM=REP 3sg DST.CNTR Pattie  

 ‘Are there bombs in your town/country, Pattie?’ 

 

PLE: H )-n’ ‡h “bómba-á/” ? 
  Q-NMZ bomb-INT 

  ‘What’s “bomba”?’ 

 

J: N m  tíh,  h d  /u )h-mQh-y ¤/-n’ ‡h  n m. 
 poison EMPH2 3pl  INTRC-beat-TEL-NMZ poison 

 ‘Poison, poison they use for fighting.’ 

 

PLE: Key-n ¤h,  ní- y   /u )hníy.  
  see-NEG  be-DYNM  maybe 

  ‘I haven’t seen (them), maybe (they) exist.’ 

 

J: Ní- y   /u )hníy. 
 be-DYNM  maybe 

 ‘Maybe they exist.’ 

 

                                                
217

 The speaker had recently been taken to Manaus for medical treatment. 
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[General laughter.] 

 

PLE: Ní- y=cud. 
  be-DYNM=INFR 

  ‘I guess they exist.’ 

 

J: Ní- y=cud.  /Am key-n ¤h=cud-uh.  /Am key-n ¤h  h d 
 be-DYNM=INFR 2sg see-NEG=INFR-DECL 2sg see-NEG  3pl   

 ‘They probably do exist. You just haven’t seen them, apparently. While  

 

 b ¤/-/u )hníy.  Y kán-áy=d’ h=y ¤/=mah  j’ã êh   
 work-maybe  over.there-INCH=PL=TEL=REP DST.CNTR  

 you’re not seeing, maybe they are making them. The people from there 

 

 /u )h-mQh-tubud-icáp=pog   b ¤g- ¤h ! 
 INTRC-beat-INTS3-INTS1=EMPH1 HAB-DECL 

 always really fight a lot, they say!’ 

 

P: Manáw-ã êt  /u )h-mQh-Qcáp=pog   y -d’ h- h !  
 Manaus-OBL  INTRC-beat-INTS1=EMPH1  that.ITG-PL-DECL 

 ‘In Manaus they really fight a lot! 

 

 Manáw-ã êt  h d  /u )h-mQh-Qcáp=pog   y -d’ h- h.  
 Manaus-OBL  3pl  INTRC-beat-INTS1=EMPH1  that.ITG-PL-DECL 

 In Manaus they really fight a lot.  

 

 Yç‡h=mQh=y ¤/ tedevicã êw-ãêt  h d  bahád-ap… 
 above=DIM=TEL television-OBL 3pl  appear-DEP 

 They appear on the surface of the television…’
218

 

 

                                                
218

 The speaker makes little distinction between what actually goes on in Manaus and 

what appears on the television in Manaus. Note that ‘on the surface of the television’ 

(rather than in/on the television) is considered the more appropriate expression.  
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4. Spells 

 

Text 5: BBi/ id / d (A curing spell) 

  By Manuel Dias (Mandu), Barreira Alta, June 2002. 

 

At one point during my stay in Barreira, I fell sick with a rash and fever. 

Mandu, a k d=/i )h (i.e., a person – normally a man over fifty years old – who is 

not a shaman, but has skill in healing and possesses a repertoire of spells for 

different occasions; cf. Tukano kumu, see discussion in §15.1.3.3) treated me in 

the following manner: after mashing ingá bark with water in a cup, he sat by 

himself in a corner of the house for about ten to fifteen minutes while he quietly 

murmured a spell over the cup. When this was completed, he proceeded to rub 

the wet bark over my arms and legs. This procedure was repeated three or four 

times over the course of a few days, until I was well. Later, I asked him to re-

peat the spell he had used to cure me for the tape recorder, and he agreed. The 

text of this spell is given here,
219

 and a version of a similar spell (also by 

Mandu) is provided on the CD accompanying this volume.  

 

Bi/íd  / ¤d- ¤p,  yúp=/ãêw…  /ãêw  mQh-w’ob-d’ h-hí-íy...   
blessing speech-DEP that.ITG=swarm swarm kill-set-send-descend-DYNM  

‘The curing-spell, that swarm
220

 …(I) send (the words of the spell) down onto 

the swarm to kill (the sickness)…  

 

yúw- n  d h  j’ap-g’et-w’ob-d’ h-hí-íy…    Yúw- n   
that-OBJ  water  snap-stand-set-send-descend-DYNM  that-OBJ   

(the words) go down to break through the water
221

 (on the victim)… Having  

 

h /-d’ h-ham-yó/,  h /-d’ h-ham-yó/,  núp, b’ab’ /=/ãêw-ãêt,  
end-send-go-SEQ,  end-send-go-SEQ  this imbaúba=swarm-OBL 
finished sending that (water) away, having finished sending (it) off, this, with 

the imbaúba swarm, 

                                                
219

 The quiet, mumbling delivery that is conventional when uttering spells makes tran-

scription difficult. There are therefore a number of short gaps in this text (indictated by 

[…]), marking passages which my consultant and I were unable to transcribe.  
220

 It is t h=pé/-ãêw, the ‘sickness-swarm’, which causes the illness; the curer sends the 

words of the spell via the substance used for treatment (in this case, mashed bark) to kill 

or expel the swarming insect-like beasts. 
221

 The swarming sickness-beasts have put their illness-bringing water (saliva) onto the 

victim. 
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b’ab’ /=teg  hi-b g=d’ h,  y -d’ h  n ‡h, y -d’ h  n ‡h    
imbaúba=tree FACT-swarm=PL that.ITG-PL POSS that.ITG-PL POSS   

the ones that swarm around the imbaúba trees, their, their  

 

d h,  y -d’ h  n ‡h   nçcæw deh,  d h  
water  that.ITG-PL POSS  saliva  water  water  
water, their saliva, (the words) 

 

j’ap-g’et-d’ h-hí-íy           j’ám-ãêh.  
snap-stand-send-descend-DYNM   DST.CNTR 

go down to break through the water. 

 

Y -d’ h  n ‡h  hQ‡y’=b’ah, / d-cod-g’et-d’ h-hí-icáp,     t ¤h- n   
that.ITG-PL POSS snip=SPLIT speak-untie-stand-send-descend-INTS1 3sg-OBJ  

Their scissors,
222

 (I) send the speech down strongly to untie,
223

 I said to it (the  

 

/ãh n - h.   Yúw- n  h /-ham-yó/, kapí/  p    m ‡/   
1sg say-DECL  that-OBJ  end-go-SEQ  caapi  thicket under  

illness or its embodiment). Having sent those off, to the one who came to exist  

 

hib’ah-ní- w- n,     h ¤d=n’ n /ãh / ¤d- ¤h…  Y -d’ h  n ‡h  
FACT:be.created-be-FLR-OBJ 3pl=PL.OBJ 1sg speak-DECL that.ITG-PL POSS  

under the caapi thickets,
224

 to them I spoke… to them. Those ones’  

 

d h,  y -d’ h  n ‡h  nçcæw deh,  /ãêh /ãêw   
water  that.ITG-PL POSS saliva  water  1sg swarm 
water, their saliva, I send down (spell) 

 

mQh-w’ob-d’ h-hí-íy,     /ãh mQh-w’ob-d’ h-hí-íy ...  
kill-put.onto-send-descend-DYNM 1sg kill-put.onto-send-descend-DYNM  
to kill that swarm, I send (it) down to kill (it) …  

 

 

                                                
222

 The sickness-beasts have scissors (‘snipping-things’) that inflict sores on the victim. 
223

 Someone has ‘tied up’ the victim with a sickness-inducing curse; the healer ‘unties’ 

the victim with the words of the spell. 
224

 A spirit and/or swarm of sickness beasts that embody the illness. 
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naw-cáp-áh…  / d-mQh-w’ob-d’ h-hí-íy ...     t ¤h- n  /ãh  
good-INTS1-DECL speak-kill-put.onto-send-descend-DYNM   3sg-OBJ 1sg  

it’s very well done… (I) send my words down to kill (it)… I say to  

 

n - h.   Y -d’ h- n  h /-ham-yó/, y -d’ h- n  tukc ¤/=n’ n  
say-DECL  that.ITG-PL-OBJ finish-go-SEQ that.ITG-PL-OBJ ant.type=PL.OBJ  

it (the sickness). Having sent all of these (the swarm of bee-like insects) away, I  

 

/ãh d /- h,  tukc ¤/=d’ h  y -d’ h  n ‡h  d h,  y -d’ h    
1sg count-DECL ant.type=PL  that.ITG-PL POSS water  that.ITG-PL  
count those ants,

225
 the stinging-ants, their water, their  

 

n ‡h  hQ‡y’=b’ah,  y -d’ h  n ‡h  y d,  / d-wçc-key-mí    
POSS snip=SPLIT  that.ITG-PL POSS clothes speak-pull.off-see-?  

scissors, their clothes,
226

 (I) spoke to pull (the clothes)  

 

j’ám-ã êh...  t ¤h- n  /ãh n - h.  Yúw- n h /-ham-yó/, n -d’ h n ‡h,  
DST.CNTR 3sg-OBJ 1sg say-DECL that-OBJ finish-go-SEQ this-PL POSS  

off… I said this to it (sickness). Having sent that away, these ones’,  

 

tæ=d’ h  n ‡h, y -d’ h  n ‡h  d h /ãh n - h.  Y -d’ h  n ‡h  

ant.type=PL POSS that.ITG-PL POSS water 1sg say-DECL that.ITG-PL POSS  
the tQ ants’, their water, I said. Those ones’  

 

hQ‡y’=b’ah  /ãh n - h,   y -d’ h  n ‡h   y d,    
snip=SPLIT  1sg say-DECL  that.ITG-PL POSS  clothes  
scissors, I said, those ones’ clothes, 

 

y -d’ h  n ‡h   nuh ytúk=teg  g’ ¤...   
that.ITG-PL POSS  hat=THING   heat  
their hat of heat

227
…  

 

 

 

                                                
225

 A type of ant that comes out at night and has a painful sting. 
226

 The sickness covers the victim with burning ‘clothes’ of fever and pain. 
227

 A ‘hat’ of heat and pain is set down on the victim by the illness and/or curse. 
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miN-j’ap-w’ob-d’ h-hí-íy...      t ¤h- n  /ãh n - h.      
dizzy-break.in.two-set-send-descend-DYNM 3sg-OBJ 1sg say-DYNM 
(I send the spell to) break the dizziness (of the illness)… I said to it. 

 

Hu ‚/-d’ h-ham-y ¤/- ¤h,  y ¤t- ¤h,   hu ‚/-d’ h-ham-yó/, 
finish-send-go-TEL-DECL thus-DECL finish-send-go-SEQ   

(The spell) finished sending it all away, thus, having finished sending  

 

b g, kç‡k    b’ák-át hi-b g   b ¤g=d’ h, y -d’ h  n ‡h  
bee maniwara.ants nest-OBL FACT-swarm HAB=PL  that.ITG-PL POSS  

it all away, bees, the ones that always swarm in the maniwara nests, their black  

 

b g j’á=d’ h, y -d’ h  n ‡h  hQ‡y’=b’ah,  /ãh n - h,    
bee black=PL  that.ITG-PL POSS snip=SPLIT  1sg say-DECL  

bees, their scissors, I said,  

 

y -d’ h  n ‡h  d h, /ãh n - h,  y -d’ h  n ‡h  tát=n’ n      
that.ITG-PL POSS water 1sg say-DECL that.ITG-PL POSS ant.type=PL.OBJ 

their water, I said, their tat ants, 

 

/ãh h /-d’ h-ham-y ¤/- ¤h.   Tát=n’ n   /ãh   
1sg finish-send-go-TEL-DYNM  ant.type=PL.OBJ  1sg    
I sent them all away. Having sent off  

 

h /-d’ h-ham-y /-yó/, naw-cáp-áh   t ¤h- n,  naw-cáp-áh          
finish-send-go-TEL-SEQ good-INTS1-DECL 3sg-OBJ good-INTS1-DECL  

all the tat ants, it was really good for her (victim), really good  

    

t ¤h- n,  yç‚Ùh   deh, yúp kud’úp, yç‚Ùh  deh, cab’ d-át,  
3g-OBJ medicine  water that pain.end medicine water leg.strip-OBL  

for her; medicine water, that pain-diminisher,
228

 medicine water, with a leg-

strip,  

 

 

                                                
228

 kud’úp normally refers to the bitter sap that makes an unripe banana taste bad; here 

/ d-kud’up- ( d- ‘speak’) is said to be spell-language for the gradual ending of pain 

through the curing process. 
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cab’ d-át   / d-tu-g’et-muh n-icáp...     t ¤h- n  /ãh n - h… 
leg.strip-OBL  speak-descend.into-stand-INTS2-INTS1 3sg-OBJ 1sg say-DECL 
with a leg-strip

229
 (I) speak (the sickness) all the way down into the ground… I 

said this to it…’ 

 

 

 

5. Songs 

 

As described in §1.4, the Hupd’ h normally sing only on days of caxiri-

drinking, and then it is usually the women who do most of the singing (although 

men also participate). However, the two songs transcribed here were actually 

sung to me on the morning after a drinking day, when people had more or less 

sobered up. I had wanted to record some songs, but found it nearly impossible 

to get a good recording in the context of the drinking party because of the back-

ground noise and slurred speech of the singers. Despite having been sung 

somewhat out of their normal context, these both appear to be fairly good ex-

amples of the typical Hup song. Both songs are included on the CD provided 

here. 

 Hup songs are composed of improvised, somewhat stylized texts set to a set 

of standard, repetitive melodies. Typical motifs include the singer’s frequent 

reference to herself in the third person, and the heavy use of discourse particles 

(particularly relating to emphasis). Repetition of words and syllables is also a 

common device; repeated syllables are here glossed RS (Repeated Syllable). 

The songs typically stress the singer’s identity – with a focus on clan member-

ship – and, in many cases, her relationship to the person to which the song is 

addressed. The singer often portrays herself as alone and ‘mixed in’ to the local 

group, to which she feels she does not really belong. These themes are likewise 

common in the songs of the River Indians (see Chernela 1988); the Hup and 

River Indian songs are also very similar in their melodies, performance style, 

etc., and this singing style is probably a widely shared regional practice.  

 In Song 1, the singer refers to the fact that her father was actually a member 

of the Dâw group, who came upriver long ago while working for a river mer-

chant; he married a Hup woman and settled in the region.
230

 The singer and her 

                                                
229

 A cab’ d is a woven fiber strip traditionally tied below the knee to plumpen the calf 

of the leg (plump calves are considered a sign of health). Because no such strip was 

actually used in the curing process, reference to it here is presumably a metaphor for 

restoring health. 
230

 This is the only such case of Dâw-Hup intermarriage that I encountered. 
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siblings – who grew up speaking Hup and Tukano – were given a Hup clan 

membership and were incorporated into the Hup community (whereas normally 

in the Vaupés the children’s ethnic affiliation would be the same as their fa-

ther’s).  

 

 

Text 6: Song 

 Ana Oliveira, Tat Deh, August 2000. 

 

Núp  j’ã êh   /ãêh-ãp-ã êh,  núp j’ã êh   /ãêh-ãp-ã êh,   
this  DST.CNTR 1sg-DEP-DECL this DST.CNTR  1sg-DEP-DECL  

‘Here I am, here I am,  

 

núp j’ã êh   /ãêh-ãp-ã êh,  núp=/ãêy=mQh-Q)p-Q)êh. 
this DST.CNTR 1sg-DEP-DECL this=FEM=DIM-DEP-DECL 

here I am, this little woman. 
 

Hi )  g’et-g’ó-op=/ãy=mQh   j’ãêh,   kamá    
only stand-go.about-DEP=FEM=DIM DST.CNTR Dâw   

(I am) a woman who is just passing through, a little Dâw  

 

húp=/ãêy=mQh-Q)p-Q)êh,   n -çp  húp=/ãêy=mQh j’ã êh. 
person=FEM=DIM-DEP-DECL  say-DEP person=FEM=DIM DST.CNTR 

woman,
231

 so says this little woman. 

 

Cçkw’ t-nçg’ d-tQ)h=/i )h  n ‡h  tQ)h/ín=mQh-Q)p-Q)êh,  
toucan-mouth-offspring=MSC POSS child.mother=DIM-DEP-DECL   

I am the little wife of a Toucan’s-Beak Clansman,  

 

/ãêh-ãti/-ti/-ti/,   núp  j’áh-át-ha-hát  hikak y   
1sg-EMPH.TAG-RS-RS this  land-OBL-RS-RS  mix.in   

I am, I’ve only come and mixed in (among the others) in  

 

nQn-g’ét-éy=hç)    j’ãêh,   /ãêh=hin- h  bá/,  n -çp,  
come-stand-DYNM=NONVIS DST.CNTR 1sg=also-DECL PROTST say-DEP  

this land, I feel, but I too say this,  

                                                
231

 The singer uses hup here in a general ‘Nadahup (Makú) person’ sense, i.e., as op-

posed to River Indians or non-Indians. 
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húp=/ãêy=mQh j’ã êh   j’ãêh /ãêh=ti/,   /ãêh=ti/-ti/. 
person=FEM=DIM DST.CNTR RS  1sg=EMPH.TAG 1sg=EMPH.TAG-RS 
I’m just a little Hup (‘Makú’) woman, I am. 

 

N ‡    /ín=d’ h hu )Ùy/ah,  núp  j’áh-ah-át    
1sg.POSS  mother=PL after   this  land-RS-OBL   

‘After my mother and mother’s sisters, I think about how I’ve ended up  

 

ni-nçh-g’ét-éy=hç)     páh   /ãêh=hin- h  bá/-bá/. 
be-fall-stand-DYNM=NONVIS  PRX.CNTR 1sg=also-DECL PROTST-RS 
living here in this land too. 

 

Núp j’ã êh-j’ã êh-j’ã êh  n ‡    /ináç=d’ h    hu )Ùy/ah   
this DST.CNTR-RS-RS 1sg.POSS  mother’s.sister=PL  after   

In this land, after my mother’s sisters,  

 

ni-nçh-g’ét-éy=hç)    j’ãêh   /ãêh=ti/,   /ãêh=ti/-ti/. 
be-fall-stand-DYNM=NONVIS DST.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG 1sg=EMPH.TAG-RS 

I guess I’ve wound up living here too, I have. 
 

 

Bab’/ãêy   ní- p   / p,  bab’/ãêy   ní- p   / p,  núp  
younger.sister be-DEP NEG:ID younger.sister be-DEP NEG:ID this  

‘One with no younger sister, one with no younger sister,  

 

j’áh-át,  cçkw’ t-nçg’ d-tQ)h=d’ h  n ‡h   j’áh-át    
land-OBL  toucan-mouth-offspring=PL  POSS  land-OBL    

in this land, I think about how I’m living here in the land of the  

 

ni-nçh-g’ét-éy=hç)     páh   /ãêh=ti/,   /ãêh=ti/-ti/. 
be-fall-stand-DYNM=NONVIS  PRX.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG 1sg=EMPH.TAG-RS 

Toucan’s Beak Clansmen. I am. 

 

N ‡   /ãêy=dó/=n’ n key-d’ h-ham-yó/-yó/, n ‡   tQê)h=d’ h…  
1sg.POSS FEM=child=PL.OBJ see-send-go-SEQ-RS   1sg.POSS offspring=PL 

I go about seeing my daughters, my sons…
232

  

                                                
232

 That is, she has established a family here and is among kin. 
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n ¤  /ãêh nçh-g’ét-éy=hç)    j’ãêh   /ãêh=ti/,     
this 1sg fall-stand-DYNM=NONVIS  DST.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG   

thus I think about how I’m living here,  

 

/ãêh=ti/-ti/.     
1sg.EMPH.TAG-RS   

I am.  

 

 

/ãêh=ti/,    /ãêh=ti/    n ‡    /uh=n’ n  

1sg=EMPH.TAG  1sg=EMPH.TAG  1sg.POSS   oppos.sex.sibling=PL.OBJ  

‘I, I, having brought my brothers  

 

núp  j’áh-ah-át   k k-nQn-g’et-yó/,   cçkw’ t-nçg’ d-tQ)h=d’ h 
this  land-RS-OBL  pull-come-stand-SEQ  toucan-mouth-offspring=PL 

to live in this land, I’m thinking about how I am living  

 

n ‡h  j’áh-át  ni-nçh-g’ét’éy=hç)    páh   /ãêh=ti/,  
POSS land-OBL  be-fall-stand-DYNM=NONVIS PRX.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG 

in the land of the Toucan’s Beak Clansmen, I am,  

 

/ãêh=ti/-ti/.    N ‡  n -çp=/ãy  j’ã êh   /ãh=ti/-ti/,  
1sg=EMPH.TAG-RS  this say-DEP=FEM DST.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG-RS 

I am. I am one who is saying thus, I am,  

 

n - y=mah.  
say-DYNM=REP 

so they say. 

 

 

Núp=/ãêy=mQh-Q)p-Q)êh,  núp=/ãêy=mQh-Q)p-Q)êh, núp j’ã êh-j’ã êh-j’ã êh.  
this=FEM=DIM-DEP-DECL  this=FEM=DIM-DEP-DECL  this DST.CNTR-RS-RS 

‘This little woman, this little woman, this one. 

 

Dog-m’Q‡h-tQ)h=/ãêy=mQh-Q)p-Q)êh,    n -çp  húp=/ãêy  
vapisuna-snake-offspring=FEM=DIM-DEP-DECL say-DEP person=FEM  

A little Vapisuna-Snake Clanswoman, I’m a woman  
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j’ã êh   /ãêh=ti/   /ãêh=ti/.   /Ã êh=ti/   /ãêh=ti/   
DST.CNTR 1sg=EMPH.TAG 1sg=EMPH.TAG 1sg=EMPH.TAG 1sg=EMPH.TAG   

who says thus, I am. I, I,  

 

n - y=mah-mah  t ¤h- ¤p- ¤h,   núp j’ã êh-j’ã êh-j’ã êh, 
say-DYNM=REP-RS  3sg-DEP-DECL this DST.CNTR-RS-RS 

she says, they say, this, 
 

t h  g’ç)êh-ç)êy=nih   nçh-g’et-g’ó/-óh,   nutQ‡n  t h    
3sg be2-DYNM=EMPH.CO fall-stand-go.about-DECL today  3sg   

she is likewise thus, just passing through, today she is thus  

 

g’ç)êh-ç)êy=nih    nçh-g’et-g’ó/-óh.    Nç-çti/-ti/     
be2-DYNM=EMPH.CO  fall-stand-go.about-DECL  say-EMPH.TAG-RS  

just passing through.
233

 Thus says  

 

núp=/ãêy-ã êh,  n ¤  nçh-g’ét-ep=hç)   j’ãêh-j’ã êh     
this=FEM-DECL  this fall-stand-DEP=NONVIS DST.CNTR-RS  

this woman, thus thinking about just passing through, 

 

/ãêh=ti/    /ãêh=ti/. 
1sg=EMPH.TAG  1sg=EMPH.TAG 
I am, I am. 
 

 

Núp j’ã êh   /ãêh-ãp-ã êh,  /ám key-tuk-tQ‡n-Q)w-Q)êh,  
this DST.CNTR 1sg-DEP-DECL 2sg see-want-COND-FLR-DECL 

‘Here I am, if you want to see, 

 

núp j’ã êh-j’ã êh   /ãêh=ti/   /ãêh=ti/,   teghç)ê=/ãêy=mQh.  
this  DST.CNTR-RS 1sg=EMPH.TAG 1sg=EMPH.TAG non.Indian=FEM=DIM 

here I am, I am, non-Indian girl. 

 

Núp j’ã êh   /ãêh-ãp-ã êh,  teghçê)=n’ n    togtúg…  n ¤   
this DST.CNTR 1sg-DEP-DECL non.Indian=PL.OBJ  son.in.law this   

Here I am, one who has non-Indians for sons-in-law,  

                                                
233

 Here she is referring to me, the visitor. 
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nç-té-p=/ãy  j’ã êh   /ãêh-ãti/-ti/... 
say-FUT-DEP=FEM DST.CNTR 1sg-EMPH.TAG-RS 

I am one who will say thus, I am…’
234

 

 

 

 

Text 7: Song 

 Amélia, Tat Deh/Cabari do Japu, August 2000. 

 

ãêh=hin- h  n - y=nih=mah    t ¤h- p  tí 
1sg=also-DECL say-DYNM=EMPH.CO=REP  3sg-DEP DEP.EMPH 

‘I too, she says, they say 

 

j’ g hup=/ãy=mQh, j’ g hup=/ãy=mQh páh-páh-páh-páh  
forest person=FEM=DIM forest person=FEM=DIM PRX.CNTR-RS-RS-RS 

a little woman of the forest, a little woman of the forest 

 

/ãêh-ãp-ã êti/    n - y=nih=mah.  
1sg-DEP-EMPH.TAG  say-DYNM=EMPH.CO=REP 

I am, they say. 

 

Núp=/ãêy-ãp-ã êh,  núp=/ãêy-ãp-ã êh,   d h-g’Qt   yç‡h   
this=FEM-DEP-DECL this=FEM-DEP-DECL  water-head  waters  

This woman, this woman, I am a woman of the headwaters, 

 

húp=/ãêy   /ãêh-ãp-ã êh   d h-g’Qtyç‡h-an=/ y=/ãêy   
person=FEM  1sg-DEP-DECL  water-headwaters-DIR=who=FEM  

I am a woman from the headwaters,  

 

/ãêh-ti/-ti/,   /ám- n  /ám- n.  Deh=mi     
1sg-EMPH.TAG-RS 2sg-OBJ  2sg-OBJ  water=stream  

to you, to you (I tell this). You want to listen 

 

 

                                                
234

 Her two oldest daughters have traveled to São Gabriel and are living there (they are 

virtually the only Hupd’ h in the region who have done so for any length of time); Ana 

speculates that they will marry non-Indian men.  
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g’Qtyç‡h-an=/ y=n’ n=nih    páh-páh,   /ám  

headwaters-DIR=who=PL.OBJ=EMPH.CO PRX.CNTR-RS 2sg  

to the people from the headwaters of the streams, 

 

w /-tú-uti/    /ám n -tQ‡n-Qp,  teghç)=/ãêy-ã êp   n - y      
listen-want-EMPH.TAG 2sg say-COND-DEP non.Indian=FEM-DEP say-DYNM   

if you say so, the non-Indian girl says so. 

 

páh-páh.   N - y=nih=mah    núp=/ãêy-ãp-ã êh,   
PRX.CNTR-RS say-DYNM=EMPH.CO=REP  this=FEM-DEP-DECL    

This woman says, it’s said,  

 

dog-m’Q‡h-tQ)h=/ãêy    /ãêh-ti-ti/,    g’et-g’ó-op=/ãêy,     
vapisuna-snake-offspring=FEM 1sg-EMPH.TAG-RS stand-go.about-DEP=FEM 
I’m a Vapisuna-Snake Clanswoman, a woman who is just passing through, 

 

g’et-g’ó-op=/ãêy.   N ‡    /ín=/u )Ùh=d’ h  
stand-go.about-DEP=FEM 1sg.POSS  mother=oppos.sex.sibling=PL 

a woman just passing through. This is perhaps not  

 

n ‡h  j’áh-át / p  /u )hníy páh-páh,   núp=/ãêy-ã êp  
POSS land-OBL NEG:ID maybe PRX.CNTR-RS this=FEM-DEP 
my mother’s brothers’ land, this woman 

 

y )   n -çw- h.  
that.ITG say-FLR-DECL 

says thus. 

 

 

N - y=nih=mah    t ¤h- p- tí/,    cãêp=/ãêy  tóg=y /,  
say-DYNM=EMPH.CO=REP  3sg-DEP-EMPH.TAG  other=FEM daughter=TEL  

‘She says, it’s said, another woman’s daughter, another Hup woman’s  

 

cã êp  húp=/ãêy   tóg=y /=mah-mah  g’et-g’ó/-op=/ãêy,  
other  person=FEM  daughter=TEL=REP-RS  stand-go.about-DEP=FEM  

daughter, it’s said, I am a woman who is just passing through,  
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g’et-g’ó/-op=/ãêy   páh-páh-páh   /ãêh-ãp-ã êti/. 
stand-go.about-DEP=FEM PRX.CNTR-RS-RS 1sg-DEP-EMPH.TAG 

just passing through. 
 

wQ)êç-y’Q‡/-tQ)h=/ãy,   wQ)êç-y’Q‡/-tQ)h=/ãy,  
dove-feces-offspring=FEM dove-feces-offspring=FEM   

Dove-Feces Clanswoman, Dove-Feces Clanswoman,
235

  

 

n - y=nih=mah    páh   t ¤h- ¤p- ti/.  
say-DYNM=EMPH.CO=REP  PRX.CNTR 3sg-DEP-EMPH.TAG 

thus she says, it’s said.’ 

                                                
235

 This clan name was not recognized by my consultant; it may be an alternative or joke 

name for the Vapisuna-Snake clan, to which the singer belongs.  
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Summary of Hup grammatical formatives 
 

Form 
Morphological 

formative type 

Identity/ 

word-class 

of host
236

 

Function 

Other relevant 

functions of 

same form 

Section 

reference 

Nouns 

 

Directional oblique 

case (direction, 

location) -an 
Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs 
Adverbializer (in 

direction/place of) 

 

§4.3.2 

 

§18.2.6.2 

Nouns Object case 

- n 
Boundary 

Suffix Verbs 

Relative clause 

(object of main 

clause) 

 
§4.3.1 

§18.2.3 

- nd’ h  Nominal suffix Nouns Associative plural  §4.4.6 

-áh  Boundary 

Suffix 

Various 

hosts 
Focus  §15.2.3 

Verbs Inchoative aspect 

-ay  
Boundary 

Suffix 
Nouns, 

various 

hosts 

Inchoative focus 
 

§12.3 

 

§7.1.1 

bá/  Particle Clauses Protestive   §15.3.5 

Enclitic, Inner 

Suffix 
Verbs  

Repetition or return 

to a state; ‘again’ -b’ay-  

=b’ay 
Enclitic Nouns 

Topic-switch  

marker 

Verb b’ay-
‘return’ 

§12.9.2 

 

§7.1.3 

bé  Particle Clauses (?) Acquiescence  §15.3.8 

b ¤g  

-b (g)-  
Particle 

Inner Suffix 
Verbs Habitual aspect 

Adjective b ¤g 
‘old’; adverbial 

‘a long time’ 

§12.8 

cáp Particle 
Various 

hosts 

-Vcáp Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs 

 

Intensifier 
 

Noun cáp ‘body’ §15.1.1 

-c ‚p- 

-c ‚w- 
Inner Suffix Verbs Completive aspect 

Verb c )p- ‘finish 

basket’ 
§12.5 

có/ Particle 
Various 

hosts 

Locative; shift of 

attention among 

entities 

 
§7.9, 

§10.3.1 

                                                
236

 As observed in §3.1, predicate adjectives pattern like verbs except where otherwise 

noted. 
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Form 
Morphological 

formative type 

Identity/ 

word-class 

of host 

Function 

Other relevant 

functions of 

same form 

Section 

reference 

Predicates 

Verbs 
Inferred evidential =cud 

-cud- 
Enclitic 

Inner Suffix 
Nouns 

Deceased referent 

marker 

Verb cud-  
‘be inside’ 

§14.9.3 

 

§7.3 

-d’ h  Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs 

‘Acting alone’ 

marker 
 §15.3.7 

Nouns Plural, collective 

=d’ h Enclitic 
Verbs 

Relative/converbal 

clauses (plural) 

 
§4.4 

§18.2.3 

d ¤/ Particle Verbs 
Verbal diminutive, 

‘do V a little’ 

Verb d /- ‘re-

main’ 
§12.10 

-Vh / Boundary 

Suffix  
Verbs 

=h / Enclitic Various 

hosts 

=h  Enclitic 
Imperative 

verbs 

Interactive tag  
Affirmative 

word h / ‘yes, 

all right’ 

 

§15.3.3 

=ha/ Enclitic 
Various 

hosts 

Interrogative alter-

native, doubt 
 §17.4.4 

hi-  Prefix Verbs Factitive  §11.4 

=hin Enclitic 
Nouns, 

adverbials 

Parallel  

comparison 
 §7.7 

=hç‚ Enclitic Predicates 

-hç)(h)- Inner Suffix Verbs 

Nonvisual  

evidential 

Verb hç)h- ‘make 

noise’ 
§14.9.2 

hup- Prefix Verbs 
Reflexive (passive 

voice) 
§11.1 

=hup Enclitic Nouns 
Reflexive  

intensifier 

Noun húp 
‘(Hup) person’; 

Adj. húp ‘good, 

new, beautiful’ 
§7.1.4 

hu ‚Ùy Particle 
Nouns 

(animate) 

‘Following’ post-

position 

Other locative 

postpositions: 

hu )Ùy/ah ‘after, 

behind’; hu )Ùyan 
‘in water’  

§10.3.1.1 

j’ám 

j’ãêh 
Particle 

Various 

hosts, pre-

dicates 

Contrast: distant 

past 

Adverb j’ám 
‘yesterday’ 

§13.4.2 

k h Particle Predicates 
Adversative 

conjunction  
 §18.1.4 

-kamí Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs 

Nominals 
Temporal adverbial  §18.2.6.5 

-kQ‡m 
Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs Imperative (strong)  §17.5.2 

-ké/ 
Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs 

‘Acting alone’ 

marker 
 §15.3.7 
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Form 
Morphological 

formative type 

Identity/ 

word-class 

of host 

Function 

Other relevant 

functions of 

same form 

Section 

reference 

keyó/ Particle 

Verbs 

(Object-

case nouns) 

Cause  

Verb ‘see’ + 

Sequential:  

key-yó/ 
§18.2.6.6 

-k d- Inner Suffix Verbs 

-k d Suffix Adjectives 

Elative 

(comparative & 

superlative) 

Verb k d- ‘pass’ 
§10.2.2.2 

§15.1.3.3 

-kodé Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs 

Verbal diminutive, 

‘do verb a little’ 
Cf. Tukano kuRe §12.10 

=mah Enclitic 
Various 

hosts 

-mah- Inner Suffix Verbs 

Reportative 

 evidential  
 §14.9.4 

m’æ  Particle Nominals 

Measure (compa-

rable time, size, or 

distance)  

 §10.2.2.1 

=mQh Enclitic 
Various 

hosts 

-mQh- Inner Suffix Verbs 

Diminutive intensi-

fier: (unimpor-

tance, smallness, 

closeness)  

Noun mæh 
‘younger sister’ 

 

§15.1.4 

Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs 

Adverbial: simul-

taneous events 

(different actors); 

concessive 
-m ‡/ 

Particle 
Various 

hosts 
Concessive 

Locative  

postposition m ‡/ 
‘under’ 

 

§18.2.6.4 

mún 

muhún 
Particle 

Negated 

verbs,  

Adjectives 

Intensifier  §15.1.2 

næ  Particle Free 
Reinforced 

negation  
 §16.1.7 

-ni- Inner Suffix Verbs Inferred evidential 
Verb ni-  
‘be, exist’ 

§14.9.6 

=nih Enclitic 

Various 

hosts,  

clauses 

Emphatic  

Coordinator 
 §18.1.3 

-n ¤h 
Boundary 

Suffix 

(Inner Suffix) 

Verbs Verbal negation  §16.1 

n h Particle Nouns 
Possessive  

(alienable) 

Verb n h-  
‘be like’ 

§5.2 

-n’ ‡h Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs 

Nominalizer,  

complementizer 
 §18.2.5 

-n ‡N Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs Cooperative 2pl pronoun n ¤N  §14.5 

n’ h Particle Nouns 
Contrast between 

entities 
 §7.8 
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Form 
Morphological 

formative type 

Identity/ 

word-class 

of host 

Function 

Other relevant 

functions of 

same form 

Section 

reference 

páh Particle 

Various 

hosts,  

predicates 

Contrast: temporal-

ly proximate 

  

 §13.4.1 

pãÙ  Predicative 

particle 
Nouns 

Negation of exis-

tence or presence 
 §16.2 

Particle Nouns Quantifier  p ¤d 
 

-p d- 
Particle, Inner 

Suffix 
Verbs 

Repetition, iterati-

vity, durativity 

 

§6.5.2 

 

§12.9.1 

=pog  Enclitic  
Various 

hosts 

-pog-  

-po-  

-wog- 

-wo- 

Inner Suffix Verbs 

 

Emphasis  
 

 

Adjective póg 
‘big’ 

 

§15.2.1 

tá/ Particle Nouns 
Related instance 

marker 
 §7.6 

tán Particle 

Various 

hosts,  

predicates 

Contrast: future  
Adverb tán 
‘later’ 

§13.4.3 

tæ Particle 
Verbs, other 

predicates 
Persistive  §12.11 

-tQ‡n Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs Conditional  §14.1 

 

=tQn 

 

 

Enclitic 

 

 

Nouns 

 

Comparable  

amount; size or 

time 

Factitive hi-tQ‡n 

can act as a free 

verbal predicate 

with compara-

tive function 

§10.2.2.1 

-tQ)/- Inner Suffix Verbs 
Counterfactual, 

avertive 

Cf. verbs hitQ)/- 

‘imitate’; tQ)/-

key ‘weigh’, etc. 

§14.2 

té Particle Free 
Spatial/temporal 

adverbial ‘until’ 

Cf. Portuguese 

até ‘until’ 

(space/time) 

§18.2.6.7 

-tég  
Boundary 

Suffix, Inner 

Suffix 

Verbs 

Future  

(main clauses) 
Purpose (subordi-

nate clauses) 

-te- Inner Suffix Verbs Future 

Generic ‘thing’ 

bound noun 

=teg; noun t g 
‘stick, wood’ 

§13.1 

tí  Particle 
Subordinate 

clauses 
Emphasis  §15.3.1.2 

t   Particle  Interroga-

tive clauses 

Interrogative  

emphasis 
 §15.3.1.1 
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Form 
Morphological 

formative type 

Identity/ 

word-class 

of host 

Function 

Other relevant 

functions of 

same form 

Section 

reference 

=ti/ Enclitic Nouns 

-Vti/ Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs 

Emphatic tag  §15.3.1.4 

tíh Particle Clauses Emphasis  §15.3.1.3 

=tih Enclitic Verbs Counterfactual  §14.3 

t h= 
Proclitic or 

bound nominal 

Nouns, 

Adjective 

NPs 

Default bound 

noun, Adjective 

nominalizer 

3sg pronoun t ¤h §5.4 

§6.6 

-tuk-  

-tu- 
Inner Suffix Verbs 

Volition, 

proximative 

(imminent future) 

Verb tuk- ‘want’ §13.2 

=w d 

=wa 
Enclitic Nouns  

Respect markers 

(male/gender-

neutral and female) 

Bound nouns 

w h d ‘old 

man’; wá ‘old 

woman’ 

§7.4 

y  Particle 
Interroga-

tive clauses 

yá Particle 
Affirmative 

clauses 

-Vyá 
Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs in 

affirmative 

clauses 

Interactive tag  §15.3.2 

yQ‚êh Particle 

Verbs, 

predicate 

nominals 

-yQ)h- Inner Suffix Verbs 

 

Frustrative mood 

 

Verb yQ)h- 
‘request, order’ 

§14.4 

-y /-  Inner Suffix Verbs Telic aspect   §12.6 

Nouns 
Contrastive  

emphasis  =y / Enclitic 
Adverbs, 

clauses 
Adverbializer 

 

§7.1.2 

 

§10.2 

§18.2.6.1 

-yó/ Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs 

(Oblique 

case nouns) 

Sequential  §18.2.6.3 

/ p Particle 

Predicate 

nominals; 

clauses 

 

Negation of  

identity 

 

 §16.3 

/ p Particle or 

bound form 

Nouns, 

numerals 
Quantifier  §6.5.3 

-/ay- Inner Suffix Verbs 

Venitive (spatial 

dislocation in 

event) 

 §12.7 
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Form 
Morphological 

formative type 

Identity/ 

word-class 

of host 

Function 

Other relevant 

functions of 

same form 

Section 

reference 

-/e/- 

-/e- 
Inner Suffix Verbs 

-/e/ Nominal suffix Predicate 

nominals 

Perfective aspect  §12.4 

=/i)h Enclitic 
Various 

hosts 

-V/i)h Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs 

Emphasis 
Masculine / 

gender-neutral 

bound noun 

§15.2.2 

/ó Particle Free 

Clause linking 

(usually disjuncti-

on) 

Cf. Portuguese  

ou ‘or’ 
§18.1.5 

/u )h- Prefix  Verbs 
Interactional (re-

ciprocal) 
§11.2 

-/u )h- Inner Suffix Verbs Applicative §11.3 

-/u ‚èh Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs Jussive  §14.7 

/u ‚êh Particle 
Various 

hosts 
Epistemic modality 

Noun /u )Ùh ‘sib-

ling of opposite 

sex’ 

§14.8 

=/ y Nominal  

enclitic 

Noun + 

Directional 

or Object 

case 

Indefinite associa-

tive ‘one from X 

place; associated 

with X’ 

Interrogative 

pronoun / y 
‘who’ 

§7.5 

-V èh Boundary 

Suffix 

Clause-final 

constituents 

Declarative mood 

Hortative marker 
 

§17.3.2 

§13.3 

Verbs, 

clauses 
Dependent marker 

-Vp Boundary 

Suffix 
Nouns, 

various 

hosts 

Topic marker 

 

§18.2.4 

 

§7.1.5 

Nouns 

Oblique case (loca-

tion, instrument, 

etc.) 

 

 

§4.3.4 

 

-V èt Boundary 

Suffix 
Verbs, 

clauses 

Adverbializer  

  (place or time of)  

Relative clauses 

 

§18.2.6.2 

 

§18.2.3 

-Vw- Inner Suffix 
Various 

hosts 

Emphasis 

Clause-combining 
 

§15.2.4 

§18.1.2 

§18.2.3 

-V èy Boundary 

Suffix 

Verbs 

(Nouns and 

a few  

particles) 

Dynamic aspect 

 

(Attributive  

marker) 

 

§12.2 

 

§5.1.4 

-Vy ¤k Boundary 

Suffix 

Clause-final 

constitu-

ents, esp. 

verbs 

Exclusive (relates 

to one participant 

alone) 

 §15.3.6 
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Form 
Morphological 

formative type 

Identity/ 

word-class 

of host 

Function 

Other relevant 

functions of 

same form 

Section 

reference 

Verbs Interrogative mood 
-V/ Boundary 

Suffix 
Various 

hosts 
Interrogative focus 

 §17.4 

Bare verb 

stem + high 

(falling) tone 

 Verbs Imperative mood  §17.5.1 

Bare verb 

stem 
 Verbs 

Apprehensive 

mood 
 §14.6 
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Glossary of regional terms237 
 

 

 

açaí   palm species with edible fruit; Euterpe precatoria 

acará   fish species 

arú    cool period of the rainy season; lasts about a week 

aturá   large basket manufactured exclusively by the Nadahup peoples; used by  

    other peoples for carrying manioc and other goods 

bacaba  palm species with edible fruit; Oenocarpus bacaba  

beiju   flat bread made from bitter manioc 

benzamento healing or protective spell; ‘blessing’ 

buriti   palm species with edible fruit; Mauritia flexuosa 

caapi   hallucinogenic drink made from the vine Banisteriopsis caapi 

caatinga  area of Amazonian forest with extremely sandy soil; marked by smaller  

    trees and certain specific plants and animals  

cabarí   tree sp. with edible fruit  

cachaça  Brazilian sugar-cane rum  

cará   plant with edible tuber; Dioscorea sp. 

caraná   palm species used for thatching roofs; Mauritiella armata 

carurú   poke-weed (plant with edible leaves); Phytolacca sp. 

caxiri   beer brewed from manioc 

cipó   (cipó titica) vine used for basket-making and tying; Heteropsis spruceana 

coca   plant of which the leaves are powdered and eaten for a caffeine-like  

    effect; also called ipadu; Erythroxylum coca  

cubiu   plant with edible fruit; Solanum sessiliflorum 

cucura   wild grape species; Pourouma cecropiifolia 

cuia   gourd bowl or dipper 

cunurí   tree with edible nuts; Cunuria spruceana 

curare   arrow and dart poison; made from a vine 

curauá   pineapple type 

Curupira   malignant forest spirit with long red hair and feet attached backwards;  

    lures people to him in order to eat them 

cutia   Black Agouti; Dasyprocta fuliginosa (small animal) 

cutivara   Green Acouchy; Myoprocta pratti (small animal) 

dabacurí  region-wide reciprocal presentation ritual; most often involves wild fruit 

imbaúba  tree species; Cecropia sciadophylla 

envira   tree species whose bark is used for slings and basket tumplines 

farinha  coarse dry meal made from bitter manioc 

                                                
237

 Most of these terms are of Nheengatú origin; some are Portuguese. Thanks to Pieter 

van der Veld for the Latin names of plants, and to Marc de Bont for his considerable 

help in identifying the birds. 
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igapó   area of forest along the rivers that is flooded during the rainy season 

igarapé  stream 

inambú  tinamou (bird species) 

ingá   any of a group of related trees having sweet edible seed pods; Inga sp. 

jacamim  Grey-winged Trumpeter (bird species) 

jacundá  fish species 

jandiá   fish species 

japu   Yellow-rimmed Cacique (bird species) 

japurá   tree species with edible fruit; Erisma japura 

japurutú  woodwind instrument, about five feet long, played with a reed 

jirau   grid made from lashed sticks; suspended above fire for smoking meat and  

    fish, or built inside house for placing belongings 

kapiwayá  ritual song cycle, sung and danced by men; words are unintelligible and  

    are passed down by memorization 

mamanga  bee species  

mandí   fish species 

manicuera  sweet drink made from cooking the poisonous juice left over from  

    processing bitter manioc 

maniwa  manioc plants 

mawaco  small tube-shaped whistle held vertically 

mingau  thick morning drink made from tapioca, salt, and water; drunk warm 

mojeca  thick, spicy fish stew  

mutum   small turkey species, lives in holes in the ground 

mucucú  tree species with large inedible brown nuts 

paca   small animal; Agouti paca 

pajé   shaman 

paraná  shortcut across a river loop; usually via a small connecting waterway 

pium   small biting fly species 

piraracú  large fish species 

patauá   palm species; Jessenia bataua 

paxiuba  palm species whose trunk splits into flat sections like planks;  

    Socratea exorrhiza 

puçanga  love-charm 

pupunha  palm species with edible fruit; Bactris gasipaes 

quinhapira broth made from hot peppers in which beiju is dipped, often flavored with 

    fish, meat, or wild fruits  

roça   slash-and-burn field; primarily for manioc but also bananas, hot peppers, etc. 

sauva    species of large edible ants; a delicacy  

shibé   drink made from farinha softened in water 

tapiri   small temporary shelter made from poles and palm thatch; typically  

    erected in forest camps and intended to last for a few days or weeks only 

taracuá  ant species; makes a clicking sound 

timbó   vine that is beaten in streams so that its poison will stun the fish;  

    Lonchocarpus sp. 

tipití   woven tube used to squeeze the poisonous juice out of bitter manioc mash 

tocandira  ant species; extremely painful sting 

traira   fish species 
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tucumá  palm species with edible fruit; Astrocaryum aculeatum 

tucunaré  fish species 

tucupí   poisonous liquid left over from manioc processing  

turí   tree species whose wood is used for torches 

ucuqui   tree species with edible fruit; Pouteria ucuqui 

umari   tree species with edible fruit; Poraqueiba serica 

urucu   plant whose seeds yield a bright red dye; used to paint the body, etc. 

uacú   tree species with edible fruit; Monopteryx uacu 

wirapisuna tree species with edible fruit; Gnetum sp. 

Yurupari  region-wide ritual complex involving sacred trumpets forbidden to  

    women and children 
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Photograph 1. Pedro Pires Dias 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 2. Manuel Dias 
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Photograph 3. Teresa Monteiro serving caxiri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 4. Sabino Monteiro, Pattie Epps, Americo Monteiro 
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Photograph 5. Jocemar and Denilson Dias with their pet toucan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 6. Paulina Monteiro making an atura basket 
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Photograph 7. Tat Deh residents traveling to Pij Deh (Cabari do Japu) for a dabacuri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Photograph 8. Tat Deh residents in a forest encampment 
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Photograph 9. Aracy Pires squeezing manioc mash in a tipiti 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 10. Tat Deh residents distributing japurá fruit at a dabacuri
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 avoidance of, 23, 31, 281 

 lexical, 23, 30–31, 34, 78–82, 85,  

  91, 269–271, 275–276, 281,   

  439, 463, 583, 746, 791 

 morphological, 227, 583, 736, 803,  

  872 

 See also language contact,   

  Comparative notes 

Boumaa Fijian, 233 

bound noun   

 body parts, 252–256, 259–261 

 compared to adjective, 114, 328– 

  331 

 definition and morphosyntactic   

  properties, 203, 205, 232–233,  

  829–830 

 generic human, 238–241, 244–246, 

  258–259 

 kin terms, 234–238, 258 

 male and female, 241–244 

 non-obligatorily bound nouns,   

  262–263 

 other types of, 250–252 

 plant parts, 246–250, 258 

 semantic extension and, 264–273 

 See also possession, class terms 

Boundary Suffixes, 87–88, 121–122, 

 124–131, 140, 380–385, 748–749 

 consonant-initial, 129–130 

 internally complex, 130–131 

 simple, 125–127 

 vowel-initial, 116, 127–128, 145,  

  806–809 

Buriat, 636 

Burmese, 587 

 

calquing, 28, 34, 316–317, 661, 673–

 674 

Carib family, 316, 466fn 

case, 2, 111, 165–191 

 animacy and, 168, 170–178, 181,  

  484, 714, 832 

 directional oblique, 181–183, 859 

 marking of multiple objects, 169– 

  170 

 object, 164–181, 372–374, 481, 832 

 oblique, 184–191, 832, 856–859 

 plural-marked nouns and, 177–179, 

  192 

causative, 377–379, 398–404, 506, 

 516–519 

clans, 14–16, 19–22, 24, 36, 158, 234, 

 241, 246, 920 

classification of nouns, 264–283 

 animate entities, 273 

 class terms, 279 

 functions, 276–278 

 grammaticalization of system, 273– 

  276, 279–282   

 native items, 265–267 

 non-native items, 267–272 

 semantic extension, 217, 264–272,  

  275  

 See also bound noun 

clause 

 simple, §17 

 combined, §18 

 morphosyntax of,  749 

 See also coordination,  

  subordination 

clause–chaining, 731, 803, 820, 861–

 869 

clitics  

 enclitics, 88, 135–136, 383–384 

 proclitics, 102, 135, 755 

 See also fluid formatives 

Collective, 195, 200–202 

color terms, 333, 443  
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Comanche, 192 

comitative, 185–186, 207 

comparison, 452–463 

 contrastive, 459–463 

 equative, 452–459, 612 

Comparative notes, 77, 86, 97, 207, 

 282, 315, 386, 389, 439, 486, 561, 

 661, 662, 736, 747 

complementation, 849–853 

completive aspect, 549–554 

compound, See noun compound,  

 verb compound 

concessive clause, 865–869 

conditional, 383, 609–614 

consonants, 45–77 

 cluster simplification, 102–105 

 gemination of,  47–50 

 homorganic clusters, 105–108 

 See also glottalized consonants,  

  glides, etc. 

contact among Vaupés languages, 26–

 31  

 directional formatives and, 561  

 evidentials and, 662–664 

 negative particle næ and, 736–737 

 noun classification and, 2, 281–282 

 noun incorporation and, 439–440 

 number marking and, 207–208 

 numerals and, 315–318 

 verb compounding and, 427 

 verb ni- and, 386–387 

 See also borrowing, Comparative  

  notes 

contrast-tense markers, 157, 384, 599–

 608 

 demonstrative functions of,  305– 

  306, 603, 605 

 distant past, 600–607  

 future, 605–608, 734 

 temporally proximate, 600–603 

contrastive emphasis, 341–344, 351 

Contrastive marker, 337, 366–367 

converbal clause, 205–206, 841–844 

Cooperative marker, 383, 627–630, 

 710 

coordination  

 Adversative conjunction, 384, 816– 

  819 

 Boundary Suffixes and, 806–815 

 clauses, 804–819  

 disjunction, 816, 818–819 

 Emphatic Coordinator, 384, 809– 

  816 

 juxtaposition, 805–806   

 noun phrases, 333–335, 362–363,  

  815  

copula, 386, 615–616, 729, 768–777, 

 863–864 

 ‘intangible’ demonstrative and,   

  302–303 

cosubordination, 386, 394, 803, 819, 

 820–828, 861, 864, 873 

counterfactual, 382, 613–619, 623–

 624, 746  

Cubeo, 22, 23, 282  

Dâw, 3–7, 10, 14fn, 22, 25, 31–33, 40, 

 86, 98, 105, 107, 109, 227, 236, 

 266, 280, 315–317, 339, 386, 390, 

 393, 433, 440, 470, 486, 499–500, 

 504, 662–663, 700, 747, 920  

deaffixation, 3, 149–156 

Deceased marker, 2, 136, 337, 353–

 355, 610, 653–654 

declarative 

 clause, 524–525, 750–777 

 suffix, 525–526, 748–750, 752,   

  761–767  

 word order in declarative clause,  

  750–760 

degree markers, 667–677 

deixis, social, 711–713  

demonstratives, 160–163, 172, 179–

 180, 198–199, 291–306 

 alterative, 304–305  
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 case marking on, 172, 179–180  

 distal, 296–297 

 functions of, 291–292 

 intangible, 285, 298–303 

 number marking on, 166–167, 199– 

  200, 204 

 proximal, 292–296 

 relationship to interrogative  

  pronouns, 160–163, 287–290 

deontic modality, 640–641 

dependent  

 clause, §18 

 suffix, 126–128, 383, 686–688,   

  841–849 

 suffix as topic marker, 349–351  

Desano, 14–15, 22, 26, 386, 661 

derivation  

 adverbials, of, 447–448 

 bound nouns and, 212, 276–277 

 causatives, of, 516–519 

 nouns, of, 112–113, 210–212, 276– 

  277 

 verbs, of, 385–386 

dialects, 10–13, 108–109 

differential object marking, 170–178  

 See also case 

diminutive, 352–353 

 intensifier, 674–677 

 verbal diminutives, 383, 583–584 

discourse marking, §7, 677–711 

disjunction, 816, 818–819 

distant past contrast, 603–605 

distributive, 140, 318–321, 384, 566–

 574 See also iterative aspect,  

 quantification  

ditransitive, 167–168, 374–375, 500–

 502, 758–760, 837  

durative, 566–567  

dynamic aspect, 126–128, 143, 524–

 533, 542–544, 554, 749, 810 

 compared to declarative, 525–530,  

  763–767  

elative, 447, 459–461, 673–674 

emphasis, 667–703, 734–736 

 augmentative emphasis forms, 352, 

  677–681 

 contrastive emphasis, 341–344 

 Filler form -Vw- and, 688–692 

 emphatic tag, 697–698 

 glottalization of final consonant,  

  703 

 interrogative emphasis, 693–694 

Emphatic Coordinator, 384, 809–816 

endangerment, 3, 23, 31, 32 

English, 216, 261, 353, 356, 362, 376, 

 380, 406, 429, 421, 422, 425, 463, 

 468, 475, 492, 507, 511,  536, 538, 

 554, 575, 589, 597, 625, 641, 681, 

 701fn, 706, 714, 715fn, 787, 796, 

 805, 810, 868 

epistemic modality, 384, 502–504, 

 637–641 

evidentials, 384, 641–664 

 co-occurrence of, 658–659 

 inferred, 140, 354, 650–654 

 inferred, additional form -ni-, 659– 

  662 

 nonvisual, 140, 153–156, 646–650 

 reportative, 140, 604, 654–658 

 visual or default, 643–645 

Ewe, 233 

Exclusive, 706–709 

exhortative, See jussive 

 

Factitive, 123, 504–516 

Filler form, 538–541, 688–692, 807–

 808, 832 

Finno-Ugric family, 171 

fluid formatives, 139–144 

 diachronic considerations, 149–157 

focus  

 basic focus marker, 684–688 

 inchoative, 338–341 

‘Following’ marker, 469–470 
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Fongbe, 396 

French, 468, 641 

fricatives, 46, 60–61 

Frustrative, 143, 620–627 

future  

 contrast particle, 605–608 

 first person plural inclusive, 598– 

  599 

 negation and, 591, 734, 739–740  

 proximative future, 148, 422–423,  

  597–598  

 relationship to purpose, 591–594 

 suffix teg/te, 147, 588–597, 779– 

  780  

 suffix teg/te, grammaticalization of, 

  151–152, 594–597 

 

gender in nouns, 193, 241–244, 282, 

 285 

German, 380, 846 

glides, 46, 61–63, 72–74 

glottalized consonants, 46–49, 63–78,  

 93, 100, 703 

 transitive/intransitive verb contrast, 

  379–380 

grammaticalization  

 verbal formatives, 149–157, 419–

 429 

 noun classifiers, 274–276, 279–282 

 See also Historical notes 

Guarani, 22, 171 

Gurr-Goni, 281 

Guugu-Yimidhirr, 357 

 

habitual aspect, 140, 152–153, 382–

 384, 561–566, 568  

health of Hupd’äh, 35–36 

Hebrew, 171, 185, 497, 505fn 

Hindi, Hindi-Urdu, 171, 389, 420, 641 

Historical notes, 227, 280, 315, 439, 

 486, 497, 502, 565, 578, 594, 626, 

 635, 640, 649, 653, 842 

Hixkaryana, 316 

Hodï, 5–6 

homorganic consonants, 79, 102–108 

honorific, See respect marker 

hortative, 598–599, 627, 634 

hunting and gathering, 8, 14, 24, 26, 

 33–35 

 

iconicity, 141, 171, 223, 260, 393–395, 

 404, 521, 688, 724, 824 

ideophones, 721–724 

imperative, 794–802 

 aspect markers and, 797–799 

 forceful, 800–802 

 future tense and, 606–607 

 negation of, 727–728, 800, 856 

 simple, 748–749, 795–800 

 responses to, 802 

imperfective, See dynamic aspect 

impersonal subject, 474, 483–484 

inchoative aspect, 533–541 

inchoative focus, 338–340, 538 

incorporation, See noun incorporation 

Indefinite Associative, 357–360 

indefinite reference, 306–309, 474 

individual person, cultural concept of, 

 259, 713 

Indo-European family, 171 

Inner Suffixes, 131–134, 380–384, 

 520–523 

 phonological reduction of, 144–149 

 relationship to compounded verb  

  roots, 154, 426–429 

 See also fluid formatives  

instrumental, 166, 186–187 

intensifiers, 667–677, 734–736 

 reflexive, 348–349, 474–476 

interactive tags, 698–702 

Interactional, 119, 123–124, 487–500 

interjections, 716–720 

interrogative  

 Alternative marker, 791–792 
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 Boundary Suffix, 127, 383, 749 

 emphasis, 693–694  

 pronouns, See question words  

 responding to, 792–794 

 rhetorical or backchanneling  

  strategies, 788–790 

 tag, 698–700 

interrogative clause, 748–749, 777–792  

 constituent (question-word), 778– 

  783 

 intonation, 784 

 polar (yes-no), 784–791 

 word order in, 749, 787 

intransitive, 169, 372–380, 406–411 

Iquito, 316 

Iranian, 171 

iterative aspect, 566–583 

 distributive, 382, 384, 566–574 

 ‘Repeated instance’, 345, 575–579 

 reduplication, 208, 579–583 

 

Jakaltek, 281 

Japanese, 82, 274, 713 

Japu River, 108, 109, 679, 698 

Japura River, 3, 10fn 

Jussive, 119, 383, 502–504, 634–637, 

 640–641 

 

Kakua, 5–7, 14fn, 32, 316 

Kaingáng, 58–59 

Kannada, 192 

Kapiwaya, 17–19, 353 

Karitiana, 58–59 

Khakas, 641  

kin terms, 194–195, 207, 258 

 as bound nouns, 233–238 

 as historical source of Interactional, 

  Applicative, 497–501, 503  

 object marking and, 172–173 

 referential, 234–235 

 vocative, 194, 234 

Koromfe, 497 

Kuyawi, 5 

 

labile verbs, See ambitransitive  

language 

 attitudes, 22–23, 26–30 

 endangerment, 3, 23, 31–32 

laryngealization, See vowels 

Latin, 183, 285fn 

Lavukaleve, 641 

lexicalization processes, 49, 79–81, 85, 

 102–107, 389, 431 

Língua Geral, See Nheengatú  

linguistic area, 23, 30–31  

 See also Comparative Notes 

linguistic exogamy, 22–23, 26–27 

locative  

 adverbs, 464, 470–472 

 function of Oblique case, 187–189,  

  856–860 

 marker co , 367–370 

 postpositions, 464–472  

 

Makú, 3, 8–10, 28, 31  

 See also Nadahup family 

Makuna, 22  

Mandarin Chinese, 233, 356 

mass nouns, 197, 199, 202–203 

Mayali, 257 

Mbuti Pygmies, 24fn 

‘measure’ term, 455–456 

middle voice, 505, 513 

Miraña, 316   

missionaries, 23, 34–37 

M n ca, 316  

mood and modality, §14, 770, 794–795 

morpheme order, 139–144, 381–384 

 in verb compounds, 396–398, 404,  

  410–419 

morphophonemics, 102–108, 118 

Mosetén, 354fn, 561 

multilingualism, 21–32, 873 

Murui, 316 
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Nadahup (Makú) family, 3–9 

 contested members of, 5–9 

 language relationships within, 3–5 

 name changes, 9–10 

 See also Historical and  

  Comparative notes 

Nadëb, 3–7, 14fn, 31, 33, 86, 98, 227, 

 229, 266, 280, 315, 317, 387, 432, 

 433, 439–440, 486, 499, 597, 662, 

 663, 747 

names, 19–21, 172–173 

 nicknames, 21 

 of dogs, 21 

 Portuguese (personal), 21, 81, 85 

 place, 158, 218  

 ‘spell’ or ‘blessing’ names, 19–21 

Nanai, 233 

nasality, 42, 86, 99 

 morpheme or syllable level, 41,  

  82–86 

 on vowels, 42, 44–45, 83 

 on consonants, 57–60, 83  

 pre- and post-nasalization of voiced 

  obstruents, 57–60 

 spreading of, 85 

negation, §16  

 existence, nominal, 737–741, 745,  

  747, 850 

 future, 534–535, 591, 596–597,   

  607, 734 

 imperatives, 727–728, 800 

 inherently negative expressions,  

  745–747 

 intensification, emphasis, 670–671, 

  734–736 

 interaction with other grammatical  

  systems, 733–734 

 identity, 741–745 

 modifiers and, 326–327, 448, 732 

 reinforcement with næ, 736–737 

 verbal, 390–391, 725–736  

Nepali, 636 

neutralization of voicing, 49fn, 63–65, 

 76 

Ngan’gityemerri, 281 

Nheengatú, 4, 5, 10, 11, 22, 23, 39, 72, 

 935  

Nias, 503  

nominalization, See derivation  

noun, §4–7 

 as predicate, 112, 768–771 

 bound noun, See bound noun 

 classification, See classification of  

  nouns 

 defining, 111–113, 158 

 human referent, 158–159, 173–175, 

  192–195, 238–246, 258–259 

 incorporation, 431–440 

 mass, 197, 199, 202–203 

 modification, 326–333, 828–838 

 template, 165 

 ‘verby’ noun, 163–164 

noun compound  

 involving adjectives, 220–223 

 lexically specific, 217 

 lexification and phonological  

  reduction, 79, 85, 103–104, 220 

 productive, 217–220, 274–275 

 semantic (metaphorical) extension  

  and, 216, 264–272 

Nukak, 5–7, 316 

number, 191-208  

 Associative plural, 206–208 

 collective, 191–193, 195, 200–202 

 differential plural marking  

  (plurality split), 192–198 

 interaction with case, 166, 177–  

  179, 185, 192  

 noun phrase and, 204–205 

 singulative, 193, 197, 204fn 

 subordinate clause and, 206,  

  843–844, 846  
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numerals 

 variation among speakers, 310–313 

 cardinal, 310, 313 

 case marking and, 180 

 etymological transparency of, 309– 

  313, 315–317 

 historical development of, 315–318 

 in the noun phrase, 284, 314 

 number marking and, 192, 199–  

  201, 204, 314–315 

 ordinal, 313–314 

 

object, See case 

oblique, See case 

obstruents, 50–60, 66–72, 76–77 

Oceanic languages, 333 

optative, 634–636, 641 

orthography, 98–101 

 

Paamese, 252, 390 

Papuri River, 1, 6, 7, 10, 13, 32 

Parallel comparison, 362–365 

particles, 134, 136–139 

 See also fluid formatives 

parts of speech, 111–115 

passive, 169, 190, 377, 475, 481–486 

past, See tense 

Pemon, 216 

perfective aspect, 541–549, 556–557, 

 798–799 

Persistive particle, 138, 164, 384, 520, 

 523, 524, 584–586 

Piapoco, 22 

Pilagá, 214, 561 

Pira-Tapuya, See Waikhana 

plural, See number 

Polish, 177 

polysemy and polyfunctionality, 119–

 120 

Portuguese, 4, 52, 183 

 Hup contact with, 22–23, 32, 38 

 lexical and morphological  

  borrowing from, 31, 81–82, 84– 

  85, 91, 269, 272, 275–276, 737, 

  816, 181, 872 

possession 

 alienable, 224–228, 254–256 

 clausal (possessor raising), 228– 

  230, 431, 632 

 human nouns and, 244–246 

 inalienable, 232–234, 254–257,   

  259–261 

 obligatory, 232 

 pronouns, 159, 224–227 

 verbs of, 230–231 

 See also bound noun 

possessor raising, 228–230, 431, 632 

prefixes and preforms, 122–124, 475 

 as preverbal particles, 123–124,  

  480, 488–489 

‘promiscuous’ morphemes, 119, 337–

 338, 677 

pronouns 

 case marking on, 172 

 cliticized to verb, 135, 285–286,  

  382 

 in discourse, 750 

 interrogative, See question words  

 number marking on, 201 

 object, 159   

 possessive, 159, 224–227 

 subject, 159, 284–287 

prosodic phonology, 82–98 

 See also tone, stress 

Protestive, 704–706 

proximative future, 148, 422–423, 427, 

 597–598 

Puinave, 5, 7, 8 

purpose, 151–152, 588, 591–595, 734 

 

quantification, 309–325 

 See also numerals, distributive 

Quechua, 475, 561 

Quichua, 389 
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questions, See interrogative clause 

question words, 160–162, 287–291, 

 778–783 

 animate ‘who’, 287–290 

 as interrogative pronouns, 287–289, 

  778 

 as adverbials, 287–290, 778 

 as determiners, 287–290, 778 

 indefinite reference and, 308–309 

 similarity to demonstratives, 160– 

  163 

quoted speech, 820–823 

 

reciprocal relations, See Interactional 

reduplication 

 attributive function, 220–222 

 nominal, 208–210 

 phonology, 106 

 predicates and, 583, 823–826 

 verbal, 579–582 

reflexive, 473–487 

 intensifier, 348–349, 474–475 

 passive interpretation, 481–485 

 polysemy of reflexive morpheme,  

  473–475, 486 

 reciprocal interpretation, 485–486 

Related Instance particle, 361 

relative clauses, 828–840 

 accessibility to relativization, 828 

 case marking on, 832–833, 837– 

  838 

 headed, 828–842 

 headless, 828–833, 835, 837, 842– 

  844 

 similarity to converbal clauses,   

  841–845 

respect marker, 355–357 

right-dislocation, 350, 351, 749–753, 

 756–761, 787, 807  

Rio Negro, 5, 8, 22, 37, 439 

River Indian, 14–34 

 sociolinguistic interaction with,  

  26–30 

 See also Tukano, Tariana 

Romance family, 22, 171, 174, 285fn 

Russian, 177, 475, 599, 634fn, 636 

 

Sandawe, 595 

Sechellois, 497 

segmental phonology, 41–78 

 See also vowels, consonants 

Semitic, 171, 185 

sequential events, 550, 820, 861–864 

shaman, 18–19 

simultaneous events, 820, 864–869 

Sinhalese, 171 

Slavic family, 171 

social connectedness 711–714 

songs, See also kapiwaya 17–18, 25, 

 704, 721, 873, 920–927 

Spanish, 174, 183, 285fn, 475 

space and time, related expressions of, 

 187–190, 223, 291, 345, 455–456, 

 463–472, 853–854, 857–860 

spells, 19, 25, 916–920 

stress 

 on adjectival noun phrases, 328 

 on noun compounds, 87, 118, 217,  

  219, 234, 247, 275 

 on verbs, 87, 117–118, 127, 390,  

  394 

 primary, 86–88, 117–118  

 secondary, 88 

subordination, 819–872 

 Dependent marker and, 841–845 

 object marking and, 181, 830–833 

 oblique marking and, 190–191,   

  832–833, 856–860 

 number marking and, 205–206,   

  830–831, 843–844  

 See also relative clause,  

  complementation, adverbial   

  clause 

suffixes, 124–134 
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 See also Inner Suffixes, Boundary  

  Suffixes 

suppletion, 116 

switch-reference ,820, 856, 861, 864 

 different subject, 820, 864 

 same subject, 820, 861 

syllable, 78–82 

symbols used, 39–40, 42fn, 63fn, 98–

 101 

 

Tarahumara, 712 

Tarascan, 192 

Tariana, 22, 23, 26, 30–32, 34, 38, 207, 

 208, 282, 316, 387, 390, 404, 419, 

 561, 597, 642, 649, 651fn, 661–

 664, 673fn, 712, 737, 747, 820, 

 826, 872 

Tatuyo, 22, 395, 405, 418 

telic aspect, 341, 554–558 

temporal 

 adverbials, 856–870, 872 

 function of Oblique case, 189–191 

tense, §13 

 See also future, contrast–tense   

  markers 

Thai, 281 

Tinrin, 233 

Tiquié River, 1, 3, 10, 12–14, 32, 34–

 35, 37, 108, 698 

Toba, 214 

Tok Pisin, 497 

tone 

 grammatical uses of, 97, 210–211,  

  796–797 

 historical reversal of, 3, 98 

 in Apprehensive mood, 95–96, 633 

 lexical, 88–97 

 on verbs, 95–97, 371–372 

 stress and, 86–89, 97  

topic 

 marking with Dependent suffix,  

  349–351, 847–849 

 switch, 345–348 

transitive, 372–380, §11 

Tukang Besi, 712 

Tukano 

 grammatical borrowing, 23, 30–31  

 language contact with Hup, 2–3,  

  13, 25–32  

 lexical borrowing, 23, 30–31, 78,  

  91, 275, 463, 583   

 See also Comparative notes, River  

  Indian 

Tukanoan family, 2, 4, 8, 14, 22–26, 

 30–34, 41, 57, 78, 86, 98, 207, 280, 

 282, 317, 386–390, 427, 439, 440, 

 642, 645, 649, 661–663, 736–737, 

 820 

Tunebo, 357 

Tupinamba, 4, 22 

Turkic, 171 

Tuyuca, 22, 24, 26, 27, 662 

Ural-Altaic languages, 333 

 

valency, §11  

 decreasing, 475–496, 503 

 increasing, 398–404, 500–503,   

  506–512, 516–519 

 of verb roots, 372–380 

venitive, 558–561 

verb, §8–9 

 core, 87, 122–134, 139–144, 149 

 defining, 113–114, 371–372 

 ni- ‘be’ and its functions, 385–387 

 periphery, 87, 134–144, 149 

 semantic classes of roots, 375–376, 

  405–410 

 serialization, 393–395 

 template, 122, 380–385 

 tone, 95–97 

verb compound, §9 

 as serial construction, 393–395 

 auxiliary and ‘vector’ roots, 419– 

  426 
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 cause-effect relationship, 398–404 

 grammaticalization of Inner  

  Suffixes from roots, 153–156,  

  426–429 

 high integration, 404–426  

 low integration, 395–404 

 multiple sub-events, 405–410 

 semantic classes of roots, 405–410 

 temporal sequence, 396–398 

volition, 148, 422–423, 597–598 

vowels   

 copying of, 47–48, 75, 85, 102,   

  125–128 

 harmony, 102–105, 108 

 laryngealization, 46, 53–54, 63–64, 

  74–76 

 length, 42, 79, 82, 93  

 nasal contexts, 44–45, 83–85, 101 

 oral contexts, 42–43, 101 

 

Waikhana, 22, 26, 29 

Wanano, 22, 26, 30, 32, 386 

Warekena, 22 

Wasco-Wishram, 654 

Welsh, 497 

whatchamacallit form, 392, 714–716 

Witotoan family, 283, 316 

word 

 grammatical, 87, 110, 117 

 phonological, 82, 110, 115–118 

 structure (of noun and verb word),  

  121–139, 165, 380–384 

 verb compound as, 390–393 

word-accent, See tone 

word order 

 basic, 432, 439–440, 750–760 

 declarative clauses, 749–760, 788 

 interrogative clauses, 749, 777–  

  778, 784, 787–788 

 subject following verb, 752–753,  

  784, 787 

 

Yagua, 18fn, 561 

Yanomam, 283 

Yanomami family, 8 

Yavapai, 475 

Yucatec 192, 274 

Yuhup, 3–8, 10, 14fn, 20fn, 25, 31–33, 

 40, 59, 75, 77–78, 86, 97–98, 107, 

 109, 127, 163fn, 227, 236, 279fn, 

 280, 283, 311fn, 316, 317, 386, 

 388, 390, 392, 404, 406, 439, 440, 

 486, 499, 597, 661–663 

Yurupari, 18, 19, 25, 34, 539 
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